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Begin Playing the

$10,000 Cash

Piktur-Qwz-Game

Today

60 interesting pictures comprise

the game. You are to supply

names of books for them. See the

object lesson picture below. It

shows three men in a boat, and

one of the men is rowing. Now see

if you can find a suitable title for it

among the titles listed beside the

picture.

Mother Goose

River, The

Three Men in a

Boat

Womankind

  

See how easy and interesting the game is.

NOW TODAY START TO PLAY THE

GAME. Everyone can enter. all members of

the family can play it. Get the Piktur-Qwz

Came Outfit. which consists of the Picture

Pamphlet (containing the 60 pictures). the

Catalog (which in an alphabetical list of book

titles) and the Reply Book (in which you write

down your answers to the pictureo—you can

make as many a: five answers to each picture

if you wiah). With then: 3 book- and by

using up some of your spare time. you should

win the $2,500 cash. firat prize.

“0.000 in cuh will positively be awarded.

Abeolute fairness is guaranteed to all. The

full rules. tree on application. tell you how you

may compete without one cent of expense. but

you should start in the game at once and send

in the coupon below. Contact closes Feb. 29th.

l9l6. so if you accept our liberal subscription

ofier you will have ample time to solve the

pictures.

Piktur-Qwz-Game in being conducted by

Women’: World Magazine of Chicago. llla..

but SUNSET MAGAZINE has made arrange

menu with them IO they are able to oller the

game to in readers also.

Surely you can go through I list of book titles

(the Catalog) and pick out from it the beat

titles to 60 easy picturea. That'- all there in

to the game. Now get buoy—enter and play

the game today.

THE PRIZES

$2,500 cash—let prize

$1,500 cash—2nd prize

$1,000 cash—3rd prize

3 500 cash—4th prize

and 1,203 other big cash

prizes, totaling in all

' $ 1 0,000 cash.

Sunset Magazine. San Francisco, Calif.

I hereby enter the $0,000 cash Piktur-Qwl

Game. and oend you herewith “.25. for which

send me your magazine for ten months and

Woman's World for one year, and no a premium

you are to oend me free the complete Piktur

Qwl-Came Outfit.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Addrcaa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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An Official Notice

HE new 11th edition of The Encyclopaedia

Britannica after this date will be sold in two

forms:

L-The “Cambridge University” issue—the work as at present published by

the Cambridge University Press, England, and sold in America by The

Encyclopaedia Britannica Corporation; a large-page book, printed from large

type and with wide margins; in general, the form that it has appeared in since

1768 when the first edition was published.

2. ——The “Handy Volume” issue, designed for a wider public, at a popular price:

an entirely new form, more economically manufactured, printed from new

plates,_ with smaller page, smaller margins and smaller type.

excluslvely by Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago.

It will be sold

The text, illustrations, maps, in short, the entire contents
 

are exactly the same in both issues. Both will be printed on
 

Britannica India Paper.
 

 

The Encyclopaedia. Britannica,

11th edition, in both forms

consists of

29 volumes,

41,000 articles by

1,500 contributors

30,000 pages

44,000,000 words

15,000 illustrations and maps

HE Encyclopaedia Bri

tannica is at once the old

est and the newest of works

of reference. First published

in 1768, twenty-one years

before the inauguration of

Washington as President, it

has again and again been re

written and re-issued in en

larged and improved form.

Each edition has been more

successful than its predeces

sor. The new Eleventh Edi

tion of the Britannica is the

culmination ofa century and

a half of constant progress.

How useful The Encyclopae

dia Britannica is now and has

been for six generations is

proved by the fact that more

copies of it have been sold

than of all other encyclopae

dias combined.

 The following are the lowest prices for sets of the

“Cambridge University” issue printed on India Paper:

Cloth . . . . . . - ..$166.75 or, if the order is accompanied b6

FullSheep 203.25 a first Payment of $5-0

C ASH and the purchasecompleted on monthly

Suede ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 255'25 payments of $5.00 each,at a little more

Morocco . . . . . . 267.50 than these prices.

We guarantee, as holders of the American copyright, that we will not reduce

these prices in the future.

The present prices for the “Handy Volume” issue,

printed on India Paper, are:

Cloth . . . . . . . . or, if the order is accompanied b6

FullSheep 68.54 a first Payment of 351-0

% Levant I I . _ _ l 81.88 CASH and the purchase completed on small

monthly payments, at a little more

than these prices.Full Levant . . . . 92.00

These prices are subject to advance. To order the “Handy Volume” issue, or to

get more information about it, write to Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, the sole

distributors.

We guarantee that in both issues the text, rillustrations, maps and plates

throughout, the India Paper on which the text is printed, and the leather and cloth

in which the volumes are bound, are the same.

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA CORPORATION

By H. E. Hooper, President

1520 \V. 32nd Street, New York
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anYouWrite a Letter?

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO ACCEPT A CHECK FOR $25.00?

URING the past year Sunset has conducted a Prize Letter Contest which has aroused

such unexpected and unusual interest among our readers that we have decided not only

to continue the Contest for 1916, but throw it open to every bona-fide subscriber and to

increase the number of monthly cash prizes.

Every Sunset Subscriber is Eligible to Compete

in the 1916 “Ad” Letter Contest

The object of this Contest is to stimulate the interest of

Stmsrr Magazine readers in the splendid announcements

of the national advertisers whose advertisements appear

each month in the Magazine, and to encourage a keencr

appreciation of the values of design and text.

What constitutes a advertisement? Why do some

ads appeal more strong y to you than do others?_ \\ hy did

this or that announcement indelibly impress itself upon

Study the ads in th is number of SUNSET.’ Try to analyze

the advertisement that made the deepest nnpression upon

your mind. Then write down your reasons. Simple, isn t it?

Now! For the best letter received each month we will

award a cash prize of $25.00; for the second best letter, a prize

of $154!); for the third. a prize of $10.11). Each of these

letters will be published in full in SUNSET Magazine, to

gether with a reproduction of the ad, and the name and

address of the prize-winning letter writer. In addition to

these three prizes, there will be two $5.00 cash prizes as

awards of merit for the fourth and fifth best letters.

Below are the prizewinning letters in the November

Contest. They are good letters, carefully written and

carefully analyzing two of the many strong ads which

appeared in SI‘NSIIT for November. There were hundreds

of other letters but these were selected by the judges as the

best of all submitted in November. Study them as models

for your letter.
your memory?

QLAPlNC lIGHT ;

" .iinerr. =

. - Q" '

to our

 

THIS LETTER WINS FIRST PRIZE

IN THE NOVEMBER “AD” CONTEST

ALL the November SUNSET advertisements are good, better

than usual, more attractive. However, Emerallte gets my vote.

All my reading life I've been tormented by improper lights, some

too dim. most of them too bright, shining against the retina

with a glare that causes unendurable headache, and frequently,

when used for hours at a time through a number of months,

causing blindness. Emerallte is just right. Emerallte lamps are

so fashioned they throw the light where it is wanted and keep it

out of the eyes. Anyone who has sufiered from eyestrain will

want to try this light.

Therefore, because of the universal need for a good light, the

claims of Emerallte are rightly prmented because the advertise

ment calls immediate attention to this demand. “Glaring light

hurts your eyes," it tells you. right at the beginning. "It surely

does," you as , your own eyes smarting from the glare of the

too brilliant e ectrics that hang over your table. \ou rise and

turn off two or three of them. "Ah," you say, "that's better."

But when you begin to read you find that it isn't, for, while the

glare is subdued, the light is insufficient for your needs. Pretty

soon. to quote from the ad of Emeralite, "you know how tired

and strained your eyes become when lights are dim." Of course

you want good eyesight. Of all the five senses with which most

of us were blessed by Nature, seeing is the most indispensable,

and the one most abused. You decide then and there to “be

kind to your eyes," and purchase an Emerallte.

You turn on one or two more of your lights again, to read the

finer print and find out all the advertiser has to say about

Emerallte, and as the glare again hits your eyes like a blow you

are more than ever determined to provide yourself with a lamp

that "concentrates light exactly where you want light, always

keeping your eyes in the shadow. and resting and saving them

from glare and strain." Emerallte will do that. So now you

must have your Emeralite.

Jam Wss'r MAURY, Grossmont, California.

HEREARE THE RULES GOVERNING

THE CONTEST

The first condition is that the contestant must be a

SUNSET Magazine subscriber.

The letter must not exceed 250 words in length.

The letter must bear the name and address of the writer

and in no instance will we assume responsibility for the

return of manuscript.

The letter must be submitted within ten days after

receipt of copy by the subscriber in order to reach us in

time for consideration. The announcement of the prizes

will follow in the second month's number of SUNSET—Int

example. the prize-winning letters submitted on the adver

tisements in the Janua ' Srivss'r must reach us not later

than January 10th and t e awards will be announced in the

March issue of Susan.

If you can write a letter, you stand a chance to obtain

one of these cash prizes.

The conditions of the Contest are all set forth in this

announcement. It will not be necessary to write for

further particulars. Just send in your letters, typewritten

if possible, together with your name and address.

Only SUNSET subscribers will be eligible for prizes. If

you are not a subscriber, send in your subscription with

your first letter.

" t ~ ictrola
a‘ - 7 Q

" ‘ The instrument for

. , ' ‘_ "p 41' the world's best music .

~ {$5 "‘ Whitman, the world's a: must

    

want to see and hear—and possess a Vlctrola.

 

successfully accomplished.

description with a view to sale. This is etfectively done in this case.

promised, but for future and as oft repeated times as wished.

ifQ—“WWO-i

...-l

‘I

  

  

i! l

. 1. “ma is rendered syrups-wuss?!» ‘if

; ~ ’ And there's jumtoaenway 'to enjoy the .

l; ' v -' _ motile music in was own booze—so it .

f';:.f'~. '
"KW-sci a t r .

t - . i ~ - . ,lffii'Thc world's, mm artists-make records ' .
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THIS LETTER WAS AWARDED SECOND PRIZE IN NOVEMBER -"» \{ictrofaciorou'hcxthcir mmhrcridi'ihnn‘' .F -r I ' ' - V _ 0 I _ .

After a thorough study of the Ad section of SUNSET Magazine for November, I decided that the it p- ' ' 'Hflzl'tlqginwgidlt‘miléd" :‘kiw‘ -Vlctrola announcement was the most successful. The commercial requirement of an advertisement is i {L be‘ 1;.‘ “a; w‘ . - g)

1;: l ‘I ' . .1“: _ g

The word Vlctrola, in large black type. and the illustration of the instrument greeted my eyes simul
I.‘ .- ‘Hub: 5 hey“, ‘ '~.~» ,tancously. then the reproductions of the photographs on the left side of the page excited my curiosity. is f, 3- "' . 1 ;,,‘_ My‘ View, ;_ "' ' ' "f II

I read the names of the five great musical artists, but before I could study them the force of that seven- ; ' ' g‘- .- ' ‘amt-r 5., My “win ‘in’ ilii

word announcement at the to of the Ad—"The instrument for the world's best music" had taken firm F 5: ,‘ ‘ ' rh- mddwltuwlly I 21?,- ’2 ' ' H

hold of my interest. I read l that was said of the Vlctrola. The statements are direct and convincing. ; b ....-....‘ ‘ play wank you‘ ,w. let‘ . ‘ ‘_

Sufficient information as to quality, style and price is given to make any one interested in best music 1." "M" 'Md'fl‘fm t‘. ‘ .7 t

'1' _‘,, . unfran i. m "r ' 7-. f" ,

What could be more complete or perfect in its quiet, positive dignity than the very first sentence of ‘i “Y”, a)!" “a” i} I ‘ 1T; _' ' 1' l»

the ad? A debater would call it incontrovertible argument. Of course. the best music must be by the 3 la‘t‘rf 'v i. . ’”‘nh"-“_“° v” -. 'P" .. "l 3', , ‘11

test artists. The Vlctrola supplies the only means by which the world's best music can be had in the T g ’ “5°? . iii q’ ' ,3 (I

ome. Cultured people and those in the process of becoming cultured, will appreciate the privilege of . " v.1; "MYMM ,, “ iifu'lf e- 57"‘ :3 t
having the best music in their own home. and to this class the advertisement appeals at once, realizing c-s-nau.“ ‘ I. v! ‘it , , '7 ‘,7’

that the best music is refining and educative in its influence. Not only enjoyment for a limited time is “'‘i-‘ifi'li‘J-J‘“ / v" *4 , . " ,‘l
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The reproductions of the photogm he of the great musical artists is. perhaps. the most msential and wax-“*7: L "I 3 ~. , ,

valuable feature of the ad. It stimu ates and increase the desire to hear their superb renditions. To 73:7‘; QM“ ,~create such desire—to foster such desire—on the reader's part is the aim of the advertisement, and it is H“. ‘WW- ‘t, I:'

Eamon V. Cooswstt, 3'27 Emerson Street, Palo Alto, ('alifornia. “L "w. .-_---_----- - ~ rel
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Address letters to Contest Editor, Sunset Magazine, Sunset Building, San Francisco
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Preparedness

As applied to business,

preparedness means an

investment of a portion

of the profits in good

marketable securities,

—a fund available for

expansion, or for emer—

gencies, as occasion

requires.

As applied to the indi—

vidual, preparedness

means an accumulation

of safely invested sav

ings—a sure fund in

time of need, or a source

of permanent annual

income.

If’ you are interested in

financial preparedness, send

for our

Circular 55-34

giving our plan for the accu

mulation and distribution of

funds held in reserve, or for

permanent investment.

N.W. Halsey & Co.

424 California St.

San Francisco

Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles

Railway Exchange Bldg., Portland

New York

Philadelphia

Chicago

Boston
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A department devoted to investments in the

Far “'eat, We endeavor to accept only the
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inatitutiona. Letters requesting information
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and should be accompanied by return poalale.

 

 

 
  

The A. B. C. of Western Bonds

LOS ANGELES subscriber writes:

"Just finished reading your ar

ticle on Idle Cash and Specula

tion. I have some idle cash

on hand and have been thinking of

investing in some bonds, but am at a

loss to know what kind would be the

best. Would you kindly advise me

what is the difference between an irriga

tion district bond and a street improve

ment bond? Also what are mortgage and

public-utility bonds? I would also like

to know where and how to buy them.”

The number and variety of bonds is

legion. Some of them are as good as gold

and other so-called bonds are worth about

as much as Villa currency in a Carranza

town. The highest class of bonds in the

world, at resent, comprises the bonds

issued by t e United States Government,

but they are not for the investor. The

maximum rate of the United States bonds,

so far, is three per cent and they are there

fore of no benefit to the small investor

who demands both safety and a better

interest than the savings banks pay.

State, county, mumci al and school

district bonds are issued y the political

subdivisions whose name they bear, and

have as security all the pro erty within

the state, county, city or district. All

property is covered by these bonds and

must pay the taxes which are levied to

defray the interest and pay the principal.

A good many bonds of the cities are issued

to build or acquire enterprises which

usually become self-su porting and quite

often return a profit. or instance, water

bonds of a good many \Vestern cities do

not increase the tax levy because the

water systems earn more than enough to

pay both the interest and the rincipal.

A public—utility bond is in e ect part

of a mortgage note given by a corporation

which renders a public service. Steam

and electric railroads, gas, water and

electric companies, telephone, telegraph

and power companies are public utilities.

Like any private business they need capi

tal for extensions, new equipment, new

plants, etc. But the amounts the need

are so large that no single individual or

bank can loan all the money and take a

mortgage in return. Therefore, the

public utility makes a mortgage and

splits the mortgage note into units having

denominations from $100 to $1000.

These units are called bonds and they

have all the good qualities of the original

mortgage plus these additional features:

they are readily negotiable, that is they

can be taken to a bank, which will loan

at least eight per cent of the market

value on goo bonds. \Vhen buying a

straight mortgage the investor ties up his

money for a definite period of time and

has more or less trouble and expense if

he should attempt to sell the mortgage

before it is due. A bond is fully as

good as the mortga e which it repre

sents and can easily be transformed into

cash. In addition thebondholder has far

less trouble in collecting the interest than

the owner of a real estate mortgage.

Realizing the disadvantages of the

average real estate mortgage several

companies in the East and in California

loan money on real estate mortgages at

say seven per cent, deposit the mort age

with a trust company and issue bon s m

the usual denominations against these

mortgages. They then sell the bonds,

which hear an interest rate smaller by one

to one and a half per cent than the origi

nal mortgage, the company guaranteeing

the payment of both principal and in

terest. These bonds are known as mort

gage bonds and they are a good invest

ment provided the company which issues

them Is honestly and efficiently managed

and operates under stringent state laws

rigidly enforced. Irrigation district bonds

are issued by the district which desires to

instal a new or to increase the capacity

of an existing irrigation system. All the

property in the district, including the

property in any towns which may be

comprised in its limits, is security for the

debt. The district levies taxes out of

which the interest and the principal are

paid. But the safety of the bonds de

pends largel upon the size and per

manence oft 6 water supply. If the dis

trict is old, ifit has a proven water sup ly,

and if the irrigated land is highly pro uc

tive, the irrigation district bonds would be

a safe investment.

A street improvement bond is an as

sessment for street improvements levied

against certain pieces of property which,

instead of being paid at once, is funded

for a period of ten years. For instance, if

the property owners on a certain street

desire to ut in an asphalt pavement,

gutters an a sidewalk, et feel that they

cannot afford to pay the entire cost of

say $125 per fifty-foot lot at once, they

are entitled under the law to have the

improvement made and ay the con

tractors for it in ten-year bonds bearing

six or seven per cent interest. In other

words, they spread the payment for the

improvement over a period of ten years

with interest. These improvement bonds

take precedence over first mortgages and

are a first lien on the property against

which they are issued. Of course their

safety depends entirely upon the value of
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THE STREET BOND HOUSE

TaxFree7% First Lien

BONDS
Issued by

Cities of California

For the

Improvement of Street.

Fir! lienunrealestateanened for5 to If)

time: the bonds. lalrini‘freoedence over

mortgages, iudzmentr. a all private lienr;

superior lo morlgages as 4: "en and a,

lo the amount of real estate security; iuued

under a State Au, and validity approved

by but legal authority; leqll investment

for Saving! Banlu of California, Trust

paniu, Emile-r: bought by careful

investors for over twenty yean.

Issued in STANDARDIZED form.

Denominations: $l00. $500. $1000, or

multi lea. lnterat payable April 2 and

Ode 2; principal l9lB, l9l9, I920,

l92l. I922, I923 at the Berkeley Bank

 

of Savinzr and run Co., Berkeley,

California: National Bank of Commerce.

New York City

COLLECTED THROUGH ANY BANK.

Wrllcfor Circular T. 7

Oaklaudstreetlmprovement

and Co.

Syndicate Building, Oakland, Calif.

On020::~12m2m<0=w2~v-immw-lwugh-700
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THE STREET BOND HOUSE

 

 

 

 

 

WM. H. BYINGTON JR. CO.

‘@"e House #‘

Conservative Investments

Offers

Street Improvement

FIRST MORTGAGE

BONDS

Yielding a Safe, Sure Income

of

Per Cent

TAX EXEMPT AND

LEGAL INVESTMENT FOR

CALIFORNIA SAVINGS BANKS,

ESTATES, AND TRUST

COMPANIES

Write for detailed information

regarding the securities

back ofthese Bonds

 

WM. H. BYINGTON JR. CO.

Established 1910

 

r

Crocker National Bank Building

San Francisco

California Street Improve

ment Bonds are a firut

mortgage lecurity against

a apecific parcel of real

estate and prior to every

0 other lien except taxes—

cecurity five to twenty

times the amount of each

bond. Anvings bunk pay.

it: depositors generally 4%, their security

in real estate based on loan. of K to M of

the real property value. If interested in

large interact returns and safety to prin

eipal. then write for circular.

THE EMPIRE SECURITIES COMPANY

Incorporated 1905

1230 Hibernian Bldg. [.01 Alleles, Cal.

  

 

 

I satisfactory to the growers; California's

 

the property against which they are issued.

One might sum up the relative standing

of the various bonds in this way: Street

improvement and irrigation district bonds

have to prove their standing; if they

supply indisputable proof of the princi

pal’s safety, then their higher interest

rate makes them excellent investments.

Government, state, county and municipal

bonds do not have to supply extended

evidence of their safety; a short state

ment concerning the assessed value of

the property in the city or county to

ether with a statement of the size of the

bonded indebtedness—usually limited by

law—is accepted as safe evidence by

bankers and investors, and the only

question that is raised concerns the rate

of interest and the price to be paid. The

standing ofthe public-utility bond depends

largely, almost exclusively, upon the record

of the corporation which has issued it.

The experienced investor, who wants a

better return than the three or four per

cent paid by savings banks, should con

sult, either by letter or in person, with

reliable investment bankers who enjoy a

good reputation. The financial depart

ment of SUNSET will gladly recommend

houses of this character to its clients.

Far Western Prospects

I-IE November 15 call of the

Comptroller of the Currency

showed a remarkable increase

both in the deposits and the re

serves of the Far \Vestern national

banks. Funds available for investment

and new enterprises have been piling u

for a rear, and the accumulation will

Probablt continue for months to come.

The raifroads and public utilities are not

engaging in new extensions, though

signs of new life indicate a resumption of

betterments and new construction for the

coming spring; municipalities, counties

and school districts are not building new

structures, schools, sewers and roads as

they did two years ago. Hence the com

paratively few bond issues put out by

these agencies are being snapped up

rapidly and at high prices.

Slow changes in fundamental condi

tions indicate that a large part of the

accumulated surplus funds will shortly

be in strong demand. The mining busi

ness in such districts as Montana, eastern

\Vashington, Arizona, Nevada and New

Mexico has almost attained the dimen

sions of a boom; lumber prices in the

Northwest stiffened so suddenly that the

mills late in November refused to book

orders at current prices for future de

livery, in spite of the lack of export ton

nage and the rise in freight costs occa

sioned throu h the closing of the Panama

Canal. In California the price of oil be

tween 16 and 20.9 degrees Beaumé, com

prising the bulk of the output, advanced‘

five cents a barrel, with good rospectsY

of further increase. The Nort westel'n'

apple crop is moving briskly at prices

oranges promise a substantial profit pna

cup in excess of 40,000 czirloads and

lemons have been returnin'g'd-‘profit of

late. Beans of all kinds except limas

advanced rapidly in price; hay prices

have gone up owing to the lack of rain

 

throughout the West during September

  

BOND DEALERS HITHER

TO HAVE DONE BUSINESS

with not more than one per cent of

INVESTMENT HOUSES AND

the population. In the Far West

theirclientshave been less than one

per cent of the population. The

Westerner with $2000 to $5000 left

the moneyin the savings bank. No

other part of the country shows as

large per capita savings bank de

posits as the Far West. Why?

Because the average small capi

talist does not know about bonds.

But he is learning. He wants to

get more than 3% and 4 per cent

on his money. He wants to buy

bonds, but he does not quite know

how to go about it. There are

thousands of these new investors, l

J J none of them ever reached by any

financial mailing list, who arethinking about bonds, considering .

the purchase of securities. Many

y of them are turning to SUNSET .

Magazine for advice and guidance, .

because SUNSET has their confi

dence. Easterners, too. They

want the higher Wcstem interest

rates. _

Space on the financial pages of '

SrNssT is open only to reliable in

vestment houses of established

reputation. Firms of this char

‘ acter desirous of widening the

l circle of their clients are invited to .

correspond with the Advertising

Manager, SUNSET Magazine, San

l Francisco, Cal.

 

 

and October. Sugar-beets have brou ht

better than normal prices and in Uta a

large corporation has been organized to

produce the sugar-beet seed hitherto im

orted from Germany and Russia.

iivestock has been firm and the reversal

of the current of butter and cheese to

Australia instead of from the antipodes

has added materially to the dairy profits

of the Pacific Coast. In every direction

the improvement in business conditions

has been so marked that the Far Western

business J community is chirping more

cheerfully than at any time during the

past two years.

The munition towns ‘of the East may

view an early peace with alarm, but west

of the Rockies such an event can produce

only the most favorable results.

%
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The True Flavor of High-Grade

Cocoa Beam 25 Found in

Baker's

Breakfast Cocoa

THIS is due to the perfec

tion of the mechanical‘

process by which it is manu

factured, no chemicals being

used, and to the care and

skill used in the selection

and blending of the beans.

 

A high authority on cocoa

has recently said: “A purecocoa, unchanged by de

structive chemicals, is the I

best cocoa. There is no moreneed for introducing alkalies

into cocoa than there is into

cracked wheat or oatmeal.”
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Boleer’s Uoeoo is dell

ezous, wholesome,pure z

and ofgreatfood ‘value.

BOOKLET OF CHOICE RECIPES SENT FREE

WALTER BAKER & CO. LIMITED

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

Grand Prize, Panama-Pacific Exposition, 1915

Grand Prize, Panama-California Exposition, 1915
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Midway Point, on the Monterey Drive

(Illustrating “Motoring After Missions.” page 64)



 

“On New Year’s Day in the Morning”

How many hundreds of times has the first morning of a new year stolen with rosy steps across the crumbling terraces of

this voiceless cit-y? Who were the builders of these fallen batttements, these broken towers so like the monuments of feudal

Europe yet older, probably, than they? In the vast dry valleys of the American Southwest, where the irrigation systems

of the dwellers in these castles of mystery may still be traced, eager communities of men are busy this New Year’s morning

with plans and processes for the redemption of the desert. At dawn on the red fields of Europe, in sight of the ruins of

another era, men strive in a blind and futile heroism to drench the ground with one another’s blood. Even so, from these

enduring clifi's, the calls of peace and of war have echoed through unrecorded years. Upon this City of Oblivion as upon

those trenches of water and of blood breaks the serene and solemn light of New Year’s Day

0
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Across the Editor’s Desk QQ

REETING! Don’t let 0_ur_fine new suit of

clothes confuse you. This IS SUNSET MAGA

ZINE, at your service. We are beginning a

New Year together. May it prove, for us all,

the best ever!

A WORD about this first number in the new form.

There has been real enjoyment in getting it to

gether. Setting these pages in order has been like

moving out of a cozy but cramped dwelling into one

just enough larger to give the feeling of “elbow room”

and "space to turn round in." Somehow, we people

in the oflice feel that we can breathe in these pages.

There's a sense of fresh air in the headings and around

the pictures. We believe that you, although you only

drop in after we have got the rooms ready, must feel

It (00.

RANKLY, this first number indicates what we

mean by SUNSET for 1916. We have put into it

those elements which we believe go to make up the

kind of magazine it is our duty and our opportunity to

present—a magazine for Pacific Slope people and all

others interested in the Sunset Country. Here is space

devoted to Western affairs such as no other national

magazine can afford to ive. In this one number

there is material dealing irectly, and often repeatedly,

with western Canada, Washington, Ore on, Idaho,

Montana, Wyoming, California, Arizona, ew Mexico,

Texas and Colorado.

HIS resembles an index to an atlas of the Pacific

Slope. We hope it will be read by those of our

readers who feel that SUNSET is too largely devoted to

California. In past months we have printed letters

from peo le who have said "Don’t forget that Cali

fornia isn t the only state in the West," or “Your cry

is California, first, last and all the time," charging,

more or less directly, that SUNSET is not a magazine

of the Pacific Slope.

OW this is manifestl unfair. Let us look back

through 1915, the fii'st car under the present
ownership. Every month we llciatured the Expositions

in California and yet these were never looked upon as

mere Californian enterprises. The Western states were

there with their buildings and displays, and the Fairs

were a special attraction bringing people to the Coast

to see, also, that “Greater Exposition" which our issue of

January last set forth in full page pictures of the West

from Alaska to Mexico. During this year SUNSET has

resented a series of special leading articles, profusely

illustrated, describin and analyzing different sections of

the Pacific Slope. wo of these articles were on Cali

fornia, its southern ‘and its central sections, respectively.

 

Two of them were on Washington, its eastern and west

ern sections, respectively, the latter including also

western Oregon. There was one article each for

Alaska, Oregon, Arizona and New Mexico, and one

article covered the apple industry in Oregon, Washing

ton, Idaho and Montana.

In addition to these leading articles, the car's pro
gram included special articles, in the body ofythe maga

zine, on Montana, Puget Sound, Alaska, Seattle,

Mexico, British Columbia, Utah, China, apan, the

Philip ines, Australia and the South Seas. here were

5 eciar motoring articles on the Pacific Hi hway, the

olumbia River Highway, and on each 0 the three

transcontinental routes, the National Parks Highway,

through the northwest, the Lincoln Highway, the cen

tral route, and the Santa Fe trail, through the south

west. There were many articles of general appeal, from

the question of coast defense to the menace of women's

clothing. The “Home in the West" department

described interesting domestic experiments in all parts

of the Sunset Country, while “Interesting Westerners"

chatted of its forceful personalities. And in between

this mass of non-Californian material there were pages

devoted to California. Which is not surprising, con

siderin that the people of California number more than

twice t e population of the Pacific state next in impor

tance numerically, three times the next two, and more

than the eight others put together.

ONESTLY, now, dear Reader, gentle or other

wise, does that record for the past year serve to

indicate that our "cry is California, first, last and all the

time?" Happily, for the cause of justice, the mail

brings us letters to offset the injustice of these com

plaints. There is a piquant flavor in the following,

received last month from the managing secretary of the

Spokane Chamber of Commerce:

“We have acquired in‘our oflices a very friendly

feeling toward SUNSET. We not only read your maga

zine but we are learning that you are doing a mighty

broad-minded service for the Coast as a whole. Coming

out of California this not only surprises us but delights

us and we want, whenever we can, to show our appre

ciation of the new 5 irit that you have been putting

into the magazine." he Dunn News (Salt Lake City)

ut it aptly when it said, in November—“SuNsr-rr, the

acific Monthly, is true to its title in giving prominence

to Western industries, people, literature, and affairs

generally."

THUS this January number comes to you, not as an

example of a New Year's resolution, at this season

of high resolves, but to confirm our purpose to continue

through the coming year the magazine’s work for the

whole Pacific Slope.
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FOND mother, a sunny morning, a cozy home, an eye-opening bath

with the mild velvety lvory Soap—and to baby's mind all the world

seems bright and gay.

  

In the nursery, at least, lvory Soap is something more than soap. It is, in

addition, a distinct aid in keeping children happy and good-natured.

It feels so soft and smooth to the tender skin and it cleanses so gently without

a sign of smart or burn that the daily bath becomes a pleasant diversion.

And, of course, not the least of its attractions to the busy little hands and the

big wondering eyes is the fact that “It Floats".

IVORY SOAP. . . .. * ... PURE

  

 

L Faclorle: al Ivorudalz, Ohio; Port Ivory. New York; Kama: City, Kansas; Hamlllnn. Canada.
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The Three Captains

A Sea Story of the
 

t

By Henry C. Rowland

The Kidnapping of Coline;

The Apple of Discord;

Illustrated by Louis Rogers
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Worldis

Wor

Author of:

‘ The Closing Net

  

Dr. Rowland was living in a small French town when the war broke out. Although it is ten years since he has

practiced medicine, he has been taking care of the civil population all about the town during the past terrible year

when practically all French physicians are at the front. Dr. Rowland shipped as an able seaman for the Spanish

American war and later served as contract surgeon on the hospital ship “Relief.” He knows the sea and he knows

war, from experience. Shut away in France, with the country pulsing with the bitterness of the world‘s war,

Dr. Rowland s imagination has run away to sea and found two captains, an Englishman and a German, in

deadly breach of a long friendship, through love of the same lady and of warring fatherlands. There is an unsavory

sea-rover to complete the triangle of hate. “Here, then, were these three captains,” says the start, “each hoping to

serve his countrJ to the best of his ability and each holding the other two in hatred and contempt.”

HE 5ooo-ton steam freighter

“Chester Maid" of Liver 001 was

loading saltpeter at Ca lao. It

was the eighth month of the war

and Captain Seagrave was pushing the

work along. He was in a hurry to get to

sea with his cargo, at that moment greatly

in demand.

Not far from the berth of the “Chester

Maid” the German ship "Dantziger” had

been loading copper ore until the smashing

of Admiral von Spee’s squadron b Ad

miral Sturdee, when Captain Karl Cassel

had received instructions to suspend

operations until further orders.

The two master mariners had known

each other for a number of years, both

having traded in many of the same ports,

and despite the rivalry of trade their rela

tions had always been friendly. Each

man respected the ability of the other and

up to the outbreak of the war their mutual

relations had been cordial. It was always

"Hello, Cassel . . . good voyage?” and

“How are you, Seagrave, you're looking

very fit . ” Both men were well edu

cated and well connected. They repre

sented the very finest type of the modern

merchant mariner. Keen, competent,

dignified and self-respecting, they were

men'whom any person might be happy to

call a friend. Martin Seagrave had just

turned thirty and Karl Cassel was three

or four years his senior.

Their chance meetings were always

agreeable to them both. They had often

entertained each other aboard their ships

and made short excursions into the coun—

try. Seagrave admired Cassel's strong

and virile personality and his erudition,

for the German was a student, a thinker

and a musician of no mean ability. In his

long voyages from the Baltic to the west

coast of South America he spent a great

deal of his time in the study of natural

sciences and languages. His library was

that of a savant.

Cassel, for his part, admired Seagrave

not only for his ability as a fellow mariner

but also for his clean-cut type and a cer

tain sympathy of type which appealed

strongly to his harsher nature. Cassel

was a rigid (lisciplinarian and conducted

his ship in man-of-war fashion; terse,

stern orders with prompt obedience and

no friction, but no fellow feeling for his

crew. He rather envied Seagrave's meth

ods, from what he had seen of his system.

The “Chester Maid" was rather like a

happy family than a well working ma

chine. When aboard the “Chester Maid”

he had wondered at the despatch of the

work with no voice raised in the giving of

a command. Seagrave’s crew impressed

him as obedient and affectionate domes

tics of some well governed household,

taking a ersonal interest in their duties.

Cassel imselfwas of a very fine Anglo

Saxon type and he spoke English without

the slightest trace of accent and might

have passed for an English University

man. His ap earance was purely Anglo

Saxon, also. e was a big man and would

be even bigger with advancing years.

He was heavy of frame and thick of bone,

with a fair complexion, keen blue eyes

which gleamed frostily at times, wavy

chestnut hair and a closely trimmed mus

tache and vandyke. Seagrave was also

a powerful man but of a different type,

being tall and sinewy, lean, broad of chest

15
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and trim of waist, with a strong, smooth

shaven face, blue-gray eyes and rather

dark of complexion.

Since the beginning of the war, how

ever, the relations between the two men

had been rather strained though not dis

continued. They often sat at the same

table of a certain little restaurant-cafe on

the front and discussed the situation over

a pipe and a glass of cold pilsener, calmly

and without altercation. Both met on a

common footing of distress at the out

break of war, for each owned in his ship

and ran the risk of losing his little fortune.

In the opinion of neither had the war been

justified.

Then came to Callao lovely, fresh-faced

Else Miiller, whose father, fearing the

ossible involvement of Holland in the

lh’orld's \Var, had sent for the girl. Sea

grave and Cassel fell in love with her at

first sight, as did most of the young blades

of the port, as also some of

the older ones. Small wonder

at this, for it is impossible to

conceive of a young female

creature more charming than

Else. She was not only as

hysicallv alluring as one of

ljlenri Gervex' nymphs but _

also sweet and natural of ' '

manner, with the inherited

sound sense of her solid burgher

stock and accomplished for a

irl of eighteen years. She had

been educated at an English seminary.

Genial old Max Muller liked and es

teemed both of the ca tains but at the

present moment rather fzivored Seagrave’s

suit, considering him a better war risk.

\Vhen the hands knocked off for dinner

Seagrave went ashore to lunch at the

hotel. He got enough of his ship's table

at sea and seldom took his meals aboard

when in port. Besides, he liked South

American cooking and the animated little

restaurant was atronized by an interest

ing clientele. ow as he entered he found

every table occupied and on glancing

about his eyes fell on Cassel, sitting

alone on the edge of the shaded ter

race. The German caught his eye and

nodded.

"Sit here ifyou like, Seagrave," said he,

pleasantly.

Seagrave thanked him and took the

chair opposite.

“Have you heard the latest news?”

Cassel asked.

"What is that?”

“Germany has declared an absolute

blockade of the British Isles and warned

all neutral shipping to keep out of the

clan er zone."

" he deuce she has!" Seagrave ex

claimed. “And what are the neutrals go

ing to say to that?"

"They are naturally growling, but

Uncle Sam appears to be the only one to

make any positive protest. He has

strongly advised Germany to keep her

hands off his ships."

“I must say,” Seagrave observed, "I

rather admire you people's nerve, thou h

I don't think much of our policy. at

practically amounts to eclaring war on

the world.”

"I'm afraid we must be rather desperate

to take such a course," Cassel acknowl—

edged candidl , “but if Germany has got

to eat crow she doesn’t mean that Eng

land shall get fat on chicken pie.”

“All the same," said Seagrave, “I don't

believe for a moment that she can cut us

off. It’s too bi an order. England is

still mistress of t e seas.”

"She ma be mistress of the surface of

them,” sai Cassel, “but she doesn't own

them underneath by a good deal. We are

  

turning out submarines daily and it has

been already proved that the are the

most el'hcient factors in nava warfare.

I'll make you a bet, Seagrave. that you

don't take your nitre into any port on the

  

 

 

“And I’ll bet you that you’ll never land your copper ore in one of your

home ports during the war—”

British Isles during the war.”

' Seagrave’s face hardened. “I'm

on," said be promptly; “for what ?’

“Shall we call it a hundred

pounds and ask Miiller to hold the

stakes?”

“Right-o. I suppose of course

your crowd will be on the lookout

for me ?"

‘ “Of course,” Cassel answered

; coolly. "l have offered the infor

1 mation myself. You mustn't lose

1 sight of the fact that while we

, may be friendly enough our coun

tries are at war. Have you said

nothing about my lying here with a

cargo of copper? ’

"Not a word," answered Sea

grave coldly. “I leave that sort

of thing to ofhcial circles.”

“A mere matter of national

policy,” said Cassel, lighting a

cheroot. “Every loyal German is

supposed to supply his government

with such news as might prove

‘ of national benefit."

i “In other words,” Seagrave

snapped, "every loyal German is

a spy.” ‘

‘ Not altogether,” replied Cassel,

with no sign of irritation. “A sp

l is a erson who passes himself 0%‘

as a riend or neutralfor the sake of

getting his information. I certainly

would not feel that I were doing

my duty to my country if I were

not to do what I could to prevent a

cargo of war ammunition reaching

an enemy's shores." _

Seagrave’s lids narrowed slightly.

"\Vell,” said he, “you certain y

have the virtue of being frank
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about it, Cassel. However, I fancy

that England will keep on being able

to protect her commerce on the high

seas and coming on to the coast. We

may lose a vessel now and then, per

haps. It would scarcely be reasonable to

expect otherwise, seeing the way you peo

ple clutter up the place with mines and

things. But if you think that you are

oing to manage a general blockade of

areat Britain you'll find that you're jolly

well mistaken. And I'll make you an

other bet for the same amount if you like,

that you'll never land your copper ore in

one of your home ports during the war."

Cassel regarded him thoughtfully.

"Done with you, Seagrave." said he, in a

cool voice. "Meet me tomorrow morning

at ten in Mi'iller’s OH'ICC and we’ll draw up

the terms of the two bets and hand over

our two hundred apiece to the old man.”

"You're makin

a foolish bet, 01

top," said Sea

grave. _ . _ '

“Oh, no," said Cassel, smiling. "You

see, this war is not over yet by a ong shot

and it is not possible that a ship and cargo

as valuable as mine is going to be left here

to rot indefinitely, even if the odds are

ten to one against her fetching port. But

if she gets sent to the bottom the chances

are that I shall 0 with her, in which case

I won't feel theIoss of the two hundred.”

Seagrave's e es l' tened. “You are a

plucky_chap, assel, ’ said he, and added

impulsively: "Even if our countries are

at war, here's hoping that we both make

it—” and he raised his glass.

But Cassel smiled and shook his head.

“It would be hypocritical for me to drink

that toast, Sea rave," said he. “Country

comes first wit me."

“As you like,” said Seagrave, rather

stifi’ly, and set down his glass with a sh ht
flush on either of his lean cheeks. lg'lis

English reticence was quickly ashamed at

his outburst of generous emotion.

When the shadows were len thening

Seagrave went to call on Else. IVIiiller’s

house, like all Dutch homes, was a cheer

fully liomelike and comfortable residence,

Came aflash of white from an upper

window of a cream-tinted villa

  

fa'irly glittering

with cleanliness

inside and out. It

was placed on a

slight elevation commanding a view of the

port from the front and another uite

different one of the towering Andes (Irom

the rear. A pleasant garden surrounded it.

The worthy agent was a prosperous man,

a widower, and Else his only child.

The girl welcomed Seagrave with a

bright smile and led him into the arden

where there were wicker chairs an table

under the high shade of some royal palms.

"I will give you some tea," said she.

“How is the loading going on?"

“Not badly, thanks," Seagrave an

swered. “I hope it is not destined to be a

wasted effort. Cassel and I lunched to

gether today and he bet me a hundred

pounds that I would never take my ship

in any port of Great Britain during the

war. I bet him the same thing. We are

going to ask your father to hold the

stakes."

The irl's face clouded. “Those are

terribleiets," said she. "I am surprised,

though, that Captain Cassel should be

willing to wa er that he could take his
ship home. Hge seemed to think the other

day that his orders would be to remain

here until the end of the

a, ' war. It does not seem prob

} able that his owners would

care to risk so valuable a

ship and cargo as long as

England controls the seas."

“The German govern

ment has Erobably taken

over the jo and is count

ing on this new blockade

of theirs,” Seagrave an

swered.

“What does Captain Cas

sel seem to think of his

chances?” Else asked.

"I don't know," Seagrave

answered, “but he was

ready enough to back them

for a hundred pounds, his

reason being that if his ship

were sunk he would prob

ably go down with her.

Germany is hard up for

copper and read to take a

long chance. assel had

the cheek to tell me that he

had informed his govern

ment about my trying to

run the blockade with my

saltpeter and to be on the

lookout for me."

"Were ou not an r ?"
Else asketIi g y

“Oh, not particularly.

That sort of thing is the

German olicy. But it did

seem rat er a nasty trick."

“Still, it was honest of

him to warn you," Else

observed.

"I wouldn't play him a

trick like that," Seagrave answered. “I

don't consider it my business, which is

to carry my cargo and leave the spying

to the people detailed for it."

“I think that you are both very brave

men," said Else softly, “and I hope that

you ma both make the voyage in safety.”

She stole a curious look at his face. "Are

you not afraid i‘" she asked.

"Not quite that," he answered, “but

I'll admit I'm worried and anxious. A

few weeks ago it wouldn’t have bothered

me, but now it's different." His dark

gray eyes rested on her and a swarthy

color burned his lean cheeks. "Can you

guess why, Else?"

She looked down and the creamy skin

deepened its tint. Seagrave rose and

step ed to the side of her chair.

“ ill you let me tell you why, my

dear?" he asked, in a low voice.

"I think it would be better to wait,"

she whispered.

"Don't ask me to wait, Else," Seagrave

pleaded. “I expect to sail in a couple of

days and I must know my fate before

going to sea. IfI succeed in getting this

cargo home I shall be a made man. IfI

don't—well, then I shan't bother you

again. I love you dearly and I think that

I could make you happy. If I win

through, sweetheart, will you marry me F"

And he laid his hand on hers.

Little ripples ran through the girl and

the color faded in her face. There was a

low, vibrant ring in Seagrave’s voice and

his ma netism stirred Else as nothing had

ever one before. Karl Cassel often

stirred her also, but in a different way.

At times he almost frightened her, but

his domination had not been lacking in its
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strong, compelling quality. She was

happier with Seagrave, but less submis

sive, and she had pondered in vain as to

which of these emotions was founded on

the deeper love. She did not try to deny

to herselfthat the day was not far distant

when she must yield to one or the other

of her masterful suitors, but to which it

would be she could not decide. Else was

a full-natured girl, warm-hearted and ripe

for love. Had either man been there

alone it is probable that she would not

have held out long against his ardent

appeals. But it is probable that the

sweetness of her nature which made it so

hard for her to give ain to the rejected

suitor might have withheld her decision

for a long time.

“YOU must not press me, Captain Sea

grave,” she answered with averted

face.

“Tell me one thing, Else," asked Sea

grave. “Do you care for Karl Cassel and

are only waiting for me to leave ?”

"I am very fond of you both," she an

swered. “I have never known two such

splendid men. I could not bear to hurt

either of you."

"Don't be afraid of hurting me if you

care more for Cassel," Seagrave answered.

"First of all I want you to be happy, and

if you could be happier with Cassel, then

tell me so and I'll wish you joy and take

myself off.”

“But I don't know,” Else cried, almost

desperately. “I haven't been able to tell.”

“Very well, dear,” Seagrave answered

gently. “I won't say any more about it

now. But I do wish that you could give

me some sort of an answer before I sail.

It would make a lot of difference to my

peace of mind. I must get aboard, now,

and push the work along. Thom son,

my mate, is not much of a driver. ' hink

it well over and try to decide within the

next two days."

Walking back down the gentle slope he

met Cassel on his way to the M'Lillers.

The faces of both men darkened slightly

as they approached but their greeting was

civil enough. Cassel paused and as his

intense blue eyes rested on Seagrave’s

features they lightened with a certain

gleam of relief which did not escape the

observation of his rival.

“You needn't look so deuced pleased,

Cassel," said he, irritably.

Cassel surveyed him meditatively.

“The girl does not know her mind,” said

he. "But there is no use in either of

us losing our sleep about it as the chances

are so much against the both of us being

in a position to claim any promise made a

few months later hence. If it weren't

that we both owed our first duties to our

countries I would suggest settling the

matter with sword or pistol.”

"Perhaps we may be able to manage

that later,” replied Seagrave, frowning.

"Good day to you, Cassel," and he con

tinued on his way.

II

WITH a stormy face and a set look

about his fierce Teuton eyes, Cas

sel swung down the hill from the M iiller

house and the natives whom he passed

gave him plenty of road. Looking neither

right not left he held his course for the

residence of the German consul and was

shown immediately into the private oflice

of that official, a corpulent person with a

complexion yellow from years of tropical

service and a face as lineless and waxen

and inscrutable as that ofa Chinese man

darin in all but a pair of rather prominent

bloodshot eyes.

ASSET. tossed his helmet onto the

haircloth sofa and mopped his white,

glistening forehead.

"I received your message," said he,

in German, of course, “but was unable to

come sooner. It was necessary to arrange

for the hides. That is now attended to."

"Good," answered the consul. He

leaned back in his chair and folded his

rather swollen hands across a paunch

prominent from much pilsener and his

daily four enormous meals. “The reply to

my communication came early this morn

ing. That which you propose is not only

sanctioned but highly approved. If you

succeed you are to receive the Iron Cross

and a large money compensation which

will be decided u on your arrival. I have

been given carte lanche to advance what

sum is required for your enterprise."

Cassel's eyes gleamed.

“In that case I shall proceed at once

with my plans as I have already described

them to you.”

"The undertaking is ingenious and

daring," said the consul, "and one which

does you credit. We are badly in need

of litre and co per. It is a pity that you

have not a ful cargo of the latter."

"The ship is about two-thirds loaded,"

said Cassel, “but there is not time to et

more. The Chester Maid will probalgly

sail day after tomorrow morning and some

quick work will be needed to take on the

hides and overhaul her at the entrance to

the straits. However,we have three knots

more speed and she is very deep.”

“Is not this Captain Seagrave a per

sonal friend of yours?” asked the consul.

"Friendship counts for nothing when

the good of the Fatherland is in question,”

said Cassel sententiously.

"That is true. 'Deutschland iiber

alles.’ Vl'ill you drink some beer?”

“No, thank you," said Cassel. “I must

see MacTavish as soon as possible.”

EAVING the consul's oflice Cassel pro

ceeded along the front, his objective

point being a certain low gambling den

on the outskirts of the city, and as he

strode along he reviewed in his mind all

that he could recall of a certain Captain

MacTavish.

This man was an adventurer, a British

subject, who many years before had left

his country for his country’s good. He

may have been Scotch, Irish or En lish,

or perhaps a mixture of all three. No ody

knew .much about his early antecedents,

but those acquainted with him were

quite aware of the fact that he was one

of the most dangerous rogues in the Pa

cific, that he was ridden by a virulent

Anglophobia and that most countries of

the world were barred to him, or to put

it in another way, that their authorities

were highly anxious to welcome him to

their domains. MacTavish (which of

course was not his real name) was, Cassel

had been told, wanted in England for a

double murder, in San Francisco for

smuggling Chinamen and opium, in

Russia for seal poaching in the Smoky

Seas, in South Africa for filibustering and

high treason in the matter of certain

traitorous acts and the selling out of a

British expedition to the Boers, and in

various other places for different acts of

piracy.

ASSET. had known the man off and on

for a number of years and had never

learned that he had any particular quarrel

with Germany beyond the slight peccadillo

of having in one of his occasional bursts

of Berserker rage seriously maltreated a

German customs oflicial in Apia. Mac

Tavish had arrived at Callao some months

previous in a foundering punk-basket of

a trading schooner, manned principally

by a crew of Palmerston larrikins who

were in a state of physical collapse from

many da 5 of constant swin ing at the

umps. he cargo of shell antTguano had

een 'ettisoned to li hten the vessel and

the il -set crew had een dumped on the

beach like refuse, exhausted, half-fam

ished, destitute of money and altogether

as savage and des erate a pack of sea

wolves as it would e possible to imagine.

They had beached their schooner, sup

posedly a stolen one, in a sheltered bight,

and there she remained, not being worth

the attempt at re airs, her crew living
aboard her. Machlpavish alone had a few

remaining dollars and presented an out

ward sign of decenc . The Peruvian

authorities had not we comed these Argo

nauts with feasting and song. They had

in fact promoted strenuous measures for

their departure, but without avail. No

shipmaster after a glance at one of them

would have him at any rice, and Mac

Tavish himself, a lausi le scamp with

a certain polish, had’secured employment

as a croupier in a gambling dive where he

was of value to his half-caste emplo er

not only on account of his dexterity gut

because his reputation was known, and

after a look at his bleak face and square,

sinewy frame, clients were indisposed to

quarrel over the game. Oddly enough

MacTavish seemed to have a certain lik

ing for his pariah crew and fostered them

meagerly, much as a Turkish householder

might throw swill to the dogs of Con

stantinople. An avatar of freebooters, it

is possible that he was holding them to

gether for the execution of some nefarious

scheme which he hoped to accomplish

later: the fomenting of a revolution, the

plunder of a gold train, the stealing of a

ship or something of the sort.

WHATEVER his motive they lived

togetherin the wreck ofthe beached

schooner in a sort of snarlin amity, comb

ing the beach like the leamTJristling swine

but careful to avoid any open conflict

with the authorities, while’ MacTavish

saw to it that they did not starve, throw

ing them bones from time to time and

sundry bottles of rum. He himself never

drank but at rate intervals was wont to

indulge in the opium pipe.

Cassel had fallen in with MacTavish in

various and sundry ports, and, enjoyin

the study of human nature, the man has

aroused his interest as a type. Physically

MacTavish was not unprepossessing. He

was very broad of shoulder, narrow of

waist and hip, with thin bands of muscle

slapped roughly over heavy bones. His

strength was that of a meager mountain

mule and a blow from his fist had the

(Continued on page 94)



 

Enduring Peace

The Question of Today

By David Starr Jordan

 

ORLD duties are crowding fast

upon us of America. The

Great War concerns us vitally

and its conclusion cannot leave

us as mere spectators. Civilization knows

no national lines. The growth of science,

the spread of commerce have made the

world an economic unit. It was fast

becoming and it will become again a

moral unit. When this awful catastrophe

—at bottom the back-fire of privilege

a ainst democracy—passes, the world, or

w at is left of it, will resume thought and

action, terribly crippled of course, but on

much the same plane as before. The gods

are still sitting on their thrones, and

skill and knowledge are not dissi

attcmpt to restore the waning autocracy

by‘ attack outside. “Foreign war is the

swift remedy for disunion and waning

patriotism." This is Trcitschke's pre

scription against the growth in Germany

of :‘the noxious weeds of democracy—

socialism, pacifism, internationalism and

antimilitarism.” These stand for free

dom—relatively at least, and freedom is

the hope of the world. At the same time,

freedom spells the doom of the heaven

desccnded aristocracy, in whose hands

the instruments of war are kept. As

manhood ex ands, rivilege is lost.

Already the ritish ouse of Lords has

been shorn of its power. A like fate

 

 

you can get peace, real peace. ' When we

aggle over this it is because there is no

peace to be had at all.

system offers any

real No war

protection

ated with the waste of human

lood. In this juncture every friend

of eace and law should be active

an alert. A crisis is a "stern win

nower," and for the good of our

cause those who do mere lip-service

are on the other side. It is clear

now as many times before in history

that “those who are not with us

are against us.” Those who wish

to kee "blood as their argument"

counse the peace-worker to do

nothing in the presence of the foe

he is sworn to fight. We hear today

the old advice,to keep still in a crisis,

"to withdraw within ourselves,” in

the storm, reserving our gentle plati

tudes until the war is over and the

world can again listen without

 

“To oppose war is not to

waitfor the time when the

world stands in no danger

ofit. Now is the turning

point in civilization’s

downward curve.”

against itself.

HE second and third of these

world duties are not easy.

Great tasks in the world are never

easy, else easy-going men would

have accomplished them. But we

cannot flinch before great tasks.

They will not perform themselves.

The war must sto , and some of

us must stop it. 0 run its course

means a desolation of Europe which

the horrors of the past ear but
faintly foreshadow. War llbught to

the end takes every life, every dol

lar. And then there is no real end.

Victory for any nation seems already

impossible. Itshouris past. Bernard

Shaw says: “A nation is like a bee;

 

 

emotion.

But if peace societies, peace-endow

ments and peace-workers have any

reason for existence, this is the time to

make their presence felt. To oppose

war is not to wait for the time when the

world stands in no danger of it. Now is

the turning-point in civilization’s down

ward curve. It must move upward

from now on, for it can fall no lower.

N this time there are three duties which

press more firmly than any others.

These are: (1) Keep this nation out of

the war and on the basis of law. (2)

Stop the killing and (3) Adjust the fu

ture so that the same calamity cannot

ha pen again.Jii'hc first of these seems now assured.

The “Brawl in the Dark" will not claim

our people. We shall remain neutral,

and the only meanin of neutral is

law-abiding. We shall T38 loyal to truth

and to right as we see it. We shall

recognize that the motive of this war is

not nation against nation. It is the

awns for the sacred Bundesrath. The

ballot is becoming a weapon more fateful

than the sword. A foreign war "smashes

the ballot-box.” And all war helps.

Every war, however lofty its inception,

becomes a “brawl in the dark" as it

progresses, and its results bear no clear

relation to its initial urposc. As the

smoke lifts, it is plain that we are killin

young men and they are killing us and

the process bears no relation to the aim

set at the beginning.

_ All nations at war are lawless and

insane. Germany, with her divided

councils of decency and frightfulness, her

von Jagow and von Tirpitz, has been

peculiarly so. Yet her destroyers have

injured no American because he was an

American. And her distressing adven

tures on land or sea have given us no

honorable reason for going into war.

Theretan be no honorable reason for

going into war when there is any other

way out. Peace at any price is a most

honorable bargain, when for any price

as it stings it dies,” and the nations of

Europe are stin ing and dying—and tono final end. Nlzilitarism does not crush

militarism. It only strcn thcns it. The

people wom and torn by war see in

armies their only salvation.

IF we could stop the war today with

some trade which would release

France and Belgium, the slaughter could

hardly begin again. No nation could

say what it is fighting for. No nation

could rouse its peo le b the old lies

and blasphemics. Tlie cafl of patriotism

would be to restore the dcsolated homes

and ruined enterprise, not to fantastic

adventures in India or Africa. The

people of every nation are sick and

hungry for peace, and every intelligent

man knows that this final end must be

a proposition of givc-and-take.

F the many plans for bringing the

conflict to its end that of “Con

tinuous Mediation, without Armistice,"

developed by Julia Grace Wales of the

IT
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a

University of Wisconsin and emphasized

by Jane Addams and her associates,

seems most likely to be fruitful in re

sults. This plan contemplates a joint

commission of neutral nations in con

tinuous session, a clearing-house of ossi

bilities, to sit at the Hague or in erne

as the friend of the people in all nations

alike. Such a conference could be called

by the Government of Holland or b

the President of the United States. t

should include Holland, Denmark, Swe

den, Norway, Switzerland and Spain,

with the United States, and, if time

offers, Argentina, Brazil and Chile with

the others.

Such a commission would exert a

strong influence. It would crystallize

the feeling for peace without humiliation

and; in so far as such a thing is possible,

for peace with justice. It 15 not likely

that the formal negotiations would

proceed through such means. Di lo

macy must always save its face. ut

actual mediation might well do so, and

the chanceller of each nation has

assured Miss ddams that its attitude

toward "Continuous Mediation” would

be not unfriendly.

RANTED that the outlook is not

luminous and that the chances

are against any great measure of success,

the project Wlll be a move in the right

direction and to carry it out can do no

harm. The United States cannot afford

to have it said that it left an stone

unturned to bring on peace. e are

already freely accused in every country

of trying to prolong the war for the

sakes of the profits involved. hat is

apparently true of some of us, but not

of the nation as a whole. Our'people

are single-minded in the hope that the

Great War may end as soon as possible,

and in such a manner that its horrors

may never come again. We may note

that if such a Commission of Mediation

of the Law-Abiding Nations could shorten

the war by one day, it would save many

thousand valuable lives—and the ex

penses of seven thousand such missions.

NE of the most encouragin signs

of the times is the serious thought

devoted in every quarter to the question

of lasting peace. All honest and intelli

gent men must agree that the war should

not end in an armed truce, with impov

erished and emasculated Europe still

bearing its load of gunmen. This would

fulfil the prophecy of Gambetta that

“the Race for the Abyss” would leave

of Europe only “a beggar crou:hing by

a barrack door.” Europe must hope

for real peace, the peace of democracy

at home and international cooperation

abroad, and to secure this demands the

highest patriotism and the highest wis

dom in every nation.

At the end of the war, then, must

follow the most intense stru gle of brains

and courage since the Teformation.

On the one hand there will be those who

strive to continue-the. old war system as

the final weapon against democracy,

with its extravagant expenditures and

its vast body of blue—blooded oflicers

with their conscript slaves. Military

conscription is not framed for war but

for subserviency. It does not take three

years to make a soldier. The extra time

is needed to turn soldiers into slaves.

‘Against these forces of mediaevalism

will stand the efforts of those who would

bring Europe into some sort of federation,

with armaments and armies reduced to

a‘ secondary position and with the in

dlvidual states cooperating instead of

defying and tormenting one another.

he war system of Europe has fallen

by its own weight. To continue “the

_Race for the Abyss” on the old basis is

impossible. The abyss has been reached

and it will be a slow process to creep out

of it. The adjustments of Europe must

be_ on a new basis, and the work of

bringing security to a cri pled continent

must be slow and painful).

BOUT thirty well-considered plans

for constructive eace have been

already elaborated. hese a tee in all

the main features, a fact which gives

great ho e for the future. Among these

plans al the great nations are repre—

sented, a fact which also gives great en

 

“‘The sword should

not be sheathed,‘ it

must be broken. ’

But the sword cannot

be broken by another

sword; we must

let it rust.”

  

 

couragement. Whatever our judgment

as to military adventures, the reall

strong men of Europe rise above all

partisan bias. They know but one pa

triotism—the welfare of humanity.

THESE plans, in general, unite in the

demand for democratic control of in—

ternational relations, for the recognition

of law in place of force, and of justice

for violence. Some of them recognize

the need of force to maintain the decisions

of justice, though admitting that even

then, the power of arms must be a van

ishing factor. All demand the inter osi

tion of obstacles in the way of dec ara

tions of war, leaving such powers to no

small or secret group.

All ask for a congress of peoples rather

than the non-representative conclave of

diplomats, known as the "Concert of

the Powers,” of late years badly out of

time and tune.

They ask for a permanent Court of

Arbitration to be preceded by a perma

nent council of investigation and con

ciliation. The thoroughly estimable

principle of the “Cooling Off Treaties,”

as prepared by Mr. Bryan, should be

eve where applied.

1\ 0st of them ask for the revival and

the sanitation of the Hague Conferences.

LL ask for disarmament, to the

degree at least of preventing the

ruinous competition, the chief direct

cause or occasion of the war. Most of

them call for national ownership of arma

ment plants and the abolition of the

private profits so disastrous to national

welfare.

Most of them call for immunity of

private property at sea and for the relief

of commerce and travel from attack in

time of war. This would eliminate the

lyin excuse for great navies—that they

are built only to protect commerce. The

net profits of se'a-bome commerce in

recent years have in no nation been equal

to the annual cost of the navies.

Most of them ask for the permanent

neutralization of channels of commerce

and some for the neutralization of coaling

stations also.

Most of them deny the “right of con

ucst" and assert that changes of boun

dary should receive the assent of the

peo le concerned.

0st of them disapprove of indemni

ties as highway robbe on a lar e scale.

All of them deman the aboition of

secret diplomacy as a species ofconspiracy.

Most of them demand the recognition

of equality of race, religion and language

within the nation.

SOME of them ask that military train

ing be excluded from all schools,

except those set apart for that purpose.

It may be noted that Germany has never

allowed militarism to intrude in any of

her schools from the kindergarten to the

university.

Most of them demand real manhood

suffrage—as yet unknown in autocratic

countries, and a few demand women's

suffrage also.

Most ask for a limitation of the ex

ploitation in backward countries and the

framing of some equitable definition as

to the duty of a nation toward its ad

venturers and financiers who may find

themselves or their projects in trouble

under another fla . The course of em

pire in this regar has been tortuous—

often iniquitous and brutal.

Most of these plans favor the elimina—

tion of economic causes of war, whether

these are real causes, or, as in most cases,

excuses framed to build up the army or

navy.

All look forward toward social justice,

constructive effort, international under

standings and the will for peace. None

of these favor an actual legislating world

arliament. Local self-government is

itself one of the best pled es of peace,

and the decisions of wor d-courts on

questions of 'ustice will make world-law

by its precedents. .

All favor the principles of democracy,

but none declare in favor of attempts to

introduce democracy prematurely or by

force.

N general it is realized that military

force will not suppress milita force,

and that the abatement of mi itarism

must come from within in each of the

peoples concerned. The will of the

people affords a more potent as well as a

more rational force than armies and

navies. “The sword should not be

sheathed; it must be broken.” But the

sword cannot be broken by another

sword. We must let it rust.



 

In some instances they

became desperate

How the Pacific Coast Is Handling Its

Problem of Unemployment
 

HEN I was a boy I was walking

one day in Portland, Ore on,

with my father when some day

laborers came swinging into

town with their blankets on their backs.

"Look at those tramps," I said with

boyish snobbery.

‘What tramps?” my father asked.

"Those tramps carrying the blankets."
"Those are not tramps,’I my father re

glied. “They are men looking for work.

ou must not speak contemptuously of

men just because they are roughly dressed

and out of a job.”

As they passed my father ave each of

them a cheery greeting. Then, with a

fine simplicity, and with the object, I

fancy, of giving me a proper lesson in

democracy, he said,

"My son, I also have carried my blan

kets on my back."

HAVE never felt more humble. That

quiet remark sank deep and gave

me my perspective. I hope I have not

often forgotten it since, but if I have,

something happens once in a while to

make it flame back into my memory.

One of these occasions was the winter

before last when I icked u my paper

one morning in New ork and, saw on the

front page a news item about a police

chief in a California town who drove out

the unemployed with the fire-hose.

I wanted to ask that police chief if he

had never carried his blankets on his back.

For that to happen in California! In no

part of the United States could such an

action be less excusable. If it had hap

pened in New Jersey, it could be under

stood, if not forgiven. But we who be

long west of the Rocky mountains ought

to have a better understanding of the man

who ventures out into the world looking

for work. Are we already falling into a

smug state of petty security? I won

dered that morning whether the citizens

of the California town would let the

police chief hold his job until night.

I HAVE just been up and down the

Pacific Coast for the answer to my

question, and I can report that the Pa

cific Coast has not lost its perspective.

The police chief with a fire-hose is a rare

animal in these parts. We have a prob

lem of unemployment that is serious. It

has even become menacing when handled

in the spirit of the fire-hose. But it is

not dangerous. It is not even a really big

problem. What with fire-hose and gen

eral dunderheadedness it has ac uired

dramatic proportions, and the Pacific

Coast has, in consequence of the dunder

headedness, not of the unem loyment,

received a black eye; but it wil not hap

pen again.

Let me ex lain how I happened to pur

sue this r0 lem of unemployment. Or

dinarily I sojourn in New York. I get

my news from the New York papers, and

in them I have found that a dispropor

tionate amount of news from the Pacific

Coast had to do with unemplo ment.

The effect it had on me as a rea er was

that times were retty bad in the \Vest.But knowing andibelonging to the West,

I discounted the news. This was not true

of ordinary readers. They acquired a

definite notion that the winters on the

Pacific Coast were desperate.

This came about because the problem

of unemployment was allowed to run

away with itself. Unemployed men were

They weredriven from town to town. _

treated like criminals, and they did m

some instances become desperate. So

they did what desperate men are bound

to do and gathered in armies, marching

through the country and rolling up dis

Content with every mile.

If I may be permitted the use of a

high-brow phrase, the people of the Pacific

Coast have civic consciousness. They

have not broken out in an excess of mealy

mouthed “charity" over the problem of

unemployment, but they are oing about

it in a common-sense way, ans luckily for

the good name of the Pacific Coast, they

are taking the dramatics out of it.

SEATTLE has gone a step farther than

the rest of the Pacific Coast, 21 step

farther than the rest of the United States,

for that matter. So the most vital story I

have to tell is that of the Hotel Liberty in

Seattle. It has not only met the question

of unemployment. It has lifted civiliza

tion out of one of its ruts.

The principles upon which Seattle has

acted are all-rm ortant. Without an un

derstanding of tliem, all attempts to meet

the roblem of unemployment on the

Pacific Coast are mere potterings. The

citizens of any community in this part of

the country who see their streets filling

with idle men must grasp these simple

facts:

I. The serious problem of unemploy

ment west of the Rocky mountains is due

to the great number of men who are

thrown out of employment in the winter

time. In the summers there is work for

them in the fields, the mines and the log

ging camps. We cannot get along with

out them. Their presence is essential to

our prosperity.

2. But in the winter there is nothing

for many of them to do. They put their

blankets on their backs and head for the

cities and towns. This is inevitable. It

has always been the case on the Pacific

I9
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Henry Pauly, unpaid manager of

the‘ ,Hotel Liberty, in Seattle, :1

workman who has established

  

a practical philanthropy

 

Coast. It does not mean that times here

are hard, though the problem naturally

becomes keener when the country as a

whole, as now, is suffering from slack

business.

3. Large numbers of these summer

workers are provident and have enough

money to keep them decently

through the short winters. They

make it a period of rest and enjoy

ment and add to the prosperity of

the cities. _

4. But in recent years the

number of men who have not been

able to save enough to keep them

selves through the winter has in

creased. They have to find work,

and are frequently driven to work

for,next to nothing. They upset

the labor market; they underbid

local workers; rent-payers, taxpay

ers, fathers of families are displaced

by them‘; and about that time there

is all at once a lot of excitement

about unemployment.

5. Cities and towns are nor

mally just as active in

let the, Hotel Liberty have a chance. lt

catchesuthe floating laborer as he comes to‘

town,'takes him off t‘he local‘labor market

—and creates a job for him.

Let this also be impressed upon the

minds of every local committee which is

dealing with unemployment.

SEATTLE has gone a long ways toward

solving the problem bv taking the un

employed out of town. t prevents them

from con esting and clogging the labormarket. gThey are not permitted to in

terfere with the taxpayers, the rent-pay

ers, the fathers of families. Work is

created for them outside the city, and the

unemployed have shown an

pathetic willingness to go.

The most obvious work around Seattle

is land-clearin . There are enough

stumps on the logged-off lands of Puget

Sound to keep the unemplo ‘ed occupied

for a long time to come. he same can

be said of Oregon and of many parts of

northern California.

But think how smart Seattle was to

assist the unemployed in their desire to

go out and earn their way by clearing

this land. Every acre they clear adds an

acre of rich soil to the wealth of Washing

ton. That is what is known as construc

tive philanthropy.

The man with his blankets on his back

is now adding to the wealth of Washing

ton in the winter as well as in the summer.

 

  

Stump~burners used in the Hotel Liberty’s

land-clearing operations

almost '

 

  

J. B. Powles, vice-chairman of the

Committee of Unemployed, who

raised the money to finance

Pauly's successful schemes

  

 

Instead of letting the unemployed be

come a burden, they have been made

an asset.

F course the citizens did not rise as

one large body and do this. That is

never done anywhere. But there were

citizens who could see the advan

tage of what was going on, and

backed it. “'hen I went to Seattle

I learned that the whole affair lay

in the hands of two men, B.

Powles, vice-chairman ofthe Com

mittee of Unemployed, and Henry

Pauly, manager of the Hotel Lib

erty. Powles is a commission

man, a dealer in fruits and produce,

rated as a substantial business‘

man. Pauly is a workman. Both

have given their services for the

good of their kind. Powles has

raised the money to finance Pauly’s

schemes, and Pauly has made them

successful. And for what he has

done for the unemployed and for

the city of Seattle, ‘all Henry

Pauly has received for 

the winter as in the

summer. Usually they

are more active. Ifnot

upset by this inflow of

summer-workers look

ing for winter jobs,

there would be no

problem of unemploy

ment on the Pacific

Coast.

So let it be written

in italics wherever

the unemployment

problem is discussed:

The dijhcultir: arising

from unemployment can

be traced back to the

willing rummn-worher:

who gather in the cities

in large number: in the

winter time.

Seattle has grasped

these simple facts. At

least a suflicient num

ber of Seattle's citizens

have grasped them to

 

  

Pauly made the Hotel Liberty a place where any man could get

shelter without the mint of charity

the last ear is thirt -

five dol ars in cash,

which he spent on to

bacco for those who

could not buy it.

Two years ago Seat

tle was overrun by the

unemployed as a wharf

is overrun by rats.

They were a burden

and a menace. Among

them was Jeff Davis,

who styles himself

“King of Hoboes"—

not of tramps, you un

derstand, but hoboes,

the wandering workers.

He got them together

in the Brotherhood

Mission on King street.

Those who could stand

It, 600 to 700 a night,

slept on the floors, in

the hallways, on the

staircase. Jeff Davis

 

 was picturesque and
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aroused local sentiment. He called his

place “HoteldeGink,” and from that name

we get an an le on Jeff Davis and the ex

tent of his undertaking. He did not worry

about economics. He stuck to theatrical

effects, and since he staged his show in

Seattle he has done what all actors, legiti

mate or otherwise, like to do, and has

staged it in New York. Last winter he

ran another "Hotel de Gink” in New

York. It made amusing reading, so the

New Yorkers heard about it through the

newspa ers.

But felf Davis was not the man to do

the work Henry Pauly has done. He

merely cheapened the undertaking.

Henry Pauly has given it dignity. Davis

sought wider fields of publicity two years

ago, and Pauly stayed on the job. He

took the “Hotel de Gink” and turned it

into the “Hotel Liberty." The difference

in names comes pretty near to telling the

story.

EFF DAVIS vulgarized the class con

sciousness which has been so carefully

fostered amon workingmen. Henry Pauly

ennobled it. Let him tell his own story:

“For two years the‘ Hotel Liberty,

filled with men who would otherwise have

been dependent and unemployed, has

been self-supporting. The men have

created their tools out of nothing, and

have found work that would not other

wise have been done. Our first tools cost

us thirty-eight dollars. That was given

us. But we made it back at once. \Ve

were given a contract to clear an acre at

Green lake for sixty dollars. Dynamite

and carfare cost ten dollars, and the other

fifty dollars was clear. The men of the

Hotel Liberty tore into that acre with

such a will that ‘they had it clear as a

garden spot in one day. .

"That fifty dollars, the first money we

earned, we paid down as the first instal

ment on a stump-puller. The outfit cost

proved that the unemployed are eager to

work and throw their whole soul into the

toughest kind of work which at most

gives them rough fare and a roof over

their heads. They go out and work will

ingly because each man is helping not

only himself but his brother in distress.

Last winter the changing body of men

in the Hotel Liberty earned $20,798.60.

Of this they did not ersonally get a centexcept in the case ofia few summer con

tracts where older men, practically un

employable, have been given fifty cents

a day. I saw one of these gangs at work

during the past summer, with Pauly in

charge, and the were all putting in good,

honest licks. Klost of the money the

earned went to the outfitting of the hotel:

which was preparing to open at the be

ginning of the off-season. The cook, a

first-rate old camp-cook, had put in two

years in the hotel's camps. When I spoke

to him about it his old eyes shone. It was
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Winter before last, some California towns tried to settle the problem of the marching army of unemployed by the

Then California reached out as a state, made a few sweeping movements,

and the excitement of fire-hose and wandxering armies fell flat
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PAULY started by putting the men at

useful work that would otherwise

have gone undone. For it, the city and,

later, private individuals paid the Hotel

Liberty. They did not pay the individ

uals, mind you. They paid the hotel.

Pauly made the hotel stand for something

very big. It became a place whereany

man could find food and shelter without

the taint of charity, because, when called

upon, he could go out and work for the

hotel. Better than that, he could work

for the spirit of brotherhood that lay

under the hotel like a foundation of rock.

The Hotel Liberty is as much a spirit

ual as an economic undertaking. It is a

theater for the exercise of great emotions.

Every lick of work done for it has been

for the other fellows who did not have a

chance to work and for the other fellows

who were coming later. Churches are not

the only places where men find spiritual

growth. Henry Pauly, with his silent,

almost unconscious preachment of

brotherhood, let men who had not been

touched by direct appeal have a look at

their own 's'piritual natures. Preachers

and Salvation Army leaders might learn

a new gospel from Henry Pauly.

us two hundred and twenty-four dollars

and belonged-to us. There are men

scattered over the face of the earth who

helped buy that stump-puller, and they

are proud'of it because they did not buy

it for themselves but for the hotel. With

this equipment I secured another job at

Belleville, across Lake \Vashington, to

clear three acres for two hundred and

fifty-five dollars. The gang of twenty

four men who went there worked for

twenty-three days in a steady rain, camp

ing in the open without a change of

clothing. During that time they cleared

two additional acres, one for one hundred

dollars and the other for one hundred and

twenty-five dollars. They made a total

of four hundred and eighty dollars—for

the hotel. Other men carried supplies

to them, plodding miles through the rain,

and all for the good of the hotel which

gave them food and shelter.”

THE Hotel Liberty has now gone into

the land-clearing business on a con

siderable scale. The work is‘ done by

whatever crowd of men happens to be in

the hotel, and it is done willingly. If the

Hotel Liberty has proved anything it has

lain the idea behind the Hotel Liberty

liad lighted a pure flame of devotion

somewhere within him.

Just because there have been plenty of

men their efforts have not been wasted.

They have taken advantage of a stump

burner, which has proved a saver of

strength and time. The average acre

about Seattle requires twenty-five dollars’

worth of dynamite, unless the stumps are

burned out. So the hotel has invested

rather heavily in stump-burners. It has

the tools with which to work now, and I

look to see the earnings of the hotel run

close to $50,000.

AN interesting economic fact has been

brought out by the Hotel Liberty.

Mr. Powles pointed it out to me. For the

six months of last winter 9295 different

men registered at the hotel. Most of them

spent some time there, requiring alto

gether i5 ,735 nights of lodgings. They

performe in the interest of the hotel

12,015 days’ work, an average of only one

and one-third days’ work for each man;

yet thi's small amount of work was sufii~~

cient to keep the hotel solvent.

(Continued on page 97)



  

The recalcitrant Bray

saluted and turned

toward the log

barracks

On His Own

The Story of Corporal Bray’s Third Term

By Emerson Hough

Author of: The Mississippi Bubble; John Rawn; The Quantleberry Case

HE yellow surface of the Peel river

lay at the foot of the McPherson

bluff scarce wrinkled by any air.

It was late summer. The last boat

—the only boat—had gone back up the

Mackenzie a week ago, which ended all

touch of McPherson with theoutside world

forthe year, unless the snowshoe patrol got

through from Dawson, across the Rockies.

The feel of autumn was in the air, al

though the month was August. The long

banks of fireweed which lined the river

were dulled and dim, the Indian Paint had

aled its blossoms, the grasses were bow

mg as though ready in advance for their

long weight of the Arctic snow. From the

rassy soughs the wild geese now were

honking, learning how to fly—how to fly

four thousand miles.

Corporal Bray sat silent and gloomy on

the hewn log that serves as lookout

bench on the top of McPherson bluff—

the same used by the Indians who hang

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

about the post, and by the few white men

as well, a month before the boat comes, a

week after it is gone. From the bench

Bray could see five miles down the river

to where a timbered point projected’,

around which any boat must turn, going

or coming. He gazed va uely, althoughit would be eleven monthsllaefore any boat

would round that point again—eleven

months, during seven'of which yonder

tundra—covered slopes of'the low Northern

Rockies would be white instead of dirty
brown. ‘ l . '

Claxton—sergeant ofa post whose total

personnel comprised but three men in

cluding himself—came and stood beside

Bray, offering his packet of tobacco—a

precious thing in that latitude. Bray de

clined with a morose shake of the head

which made Claxton look at him out of

\t

the comer of his eye. He only remarked,

for the sake of making conversation, that

he thought this year's lot of matches even

worse than the average.

* “'Everything's worse!" broke out Bray

jsiiva'g‘ely. "It's rotten here, that's what

it is. 'W'y in 'ell did we ever come up 'ere,

tell me that, Sergeant? Three of us, just

castaw'ys. My second term north of 53-—

but never again! Once I'm time-expired

—and I will be come the 'leventh of Jan

uary—I'll never again put my neck back

in the little old Northwest collar. I'm

done!" He tossed a contemptuous thumb

toward the scantily decorated shoulder of

his brown fatigue jacket.

"Yes?" said Claxton. “Four terms for

me—I've got gray at it. But tell me,

Bray, what’ll you do when your time's

out up here? I suppose we ought to've

thought of that when the inspector was

here with the boat—it never occurred to

either of us but what you'd stay right on_

22
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There's no way of gettin' out to sign on

again, unless you snowshoe it out to

Dawson with the patrol, come Christmas.

You're not time-expired by then, and

you couldn't get across in January."

"Do?" exclaimed Bray. "I'll tell you

what I'll do. I'll move into one of the

cabins yonder an' be my own man, that's

what I ll do! I'll watch you an’ Hale get

up in the momin' an’ eat soured potatoes

an' Whitefish and bannocks an' tea—I'll

watch you do that three times a day. I'll

watch you set down an' figger your bally

accounts which the inspector cares so

much about. I'll watch you'n Hale go

over once more the invent'ry of confis

cated furs we've 'ad in charge here for 'is

Majesty these last three years. I'll

watch you feed the dogs an' go out after

wood, an' take your exercise, an' do your

rounds in the village after dinner. I'll

watch you unlock the Loucheux, our

prisoner, every mornin' from the cook

stove le , an' lock him back again every

night awd knows what we've got 'im

in charge for. I'll watch you'n Hale play

football in the snow—but I'll not play!

I'll not work, neither. I'll stand an' curse

you out for two fools, because you joined

the bally Maounted an' allowed yourselves

to be cast aw' like two criminals instead

of like two w ite men with lives to live.

Them's the things I'll do with you two!

I'll larf at you. I'll be time-expired an'

me own man. Sign on again? Not on

your life! I'll not renew.'

HE accumulated venom of months of

monotony spoke in Bray's long tirade

—a thing unheard of before in the slow,

dull life of the frontier station.

"Yes?" said Claxton, nodding. "Would

you pa your board with Hale and

me? 'here's nothin' in the regula

tions about that, by the way—we're not

runnin' a resort for gentlemen of leisure.

You might make the cook sore if you

kicked too much. And I fanc what

chance ou'd have with old man riese at

the tra ing post yonder. Good prospect,

eh? Better sign on again." Claxton

smiled pleasantly. He knew the northern

megrims, and had himself well in hand.

"That I'll not!" said Bray sullenly.

'‘I'll not work an' I'll not play. I'll be me

own man, if I have to go down river an’

live with the Huskies."

“Fine finish, that, for a man," said

Claxton evenly. "I've known men who

've tried it. There's no lack of white

Eskimos up here, if the explorers'd get

busy findin' them. Plent of white men

have let down that wa . But why should

a white man want to? '

"Let down?" broke out Bray. "That

makes me sore! We all let down when

they throw us out here in the ice an'

snow. What chance 'as a man for a man's

life in this service, I'd like to know!

Whitefish an' spuds an' tea, a dollar a day

an’ no prospect but freezin' off his feet.

It's all wrong."

“No," answered Claxton, still quietly,

"I don't believe it's all wrong. It's hard,

but a lot of hard thin s have to be done

that aren't wrong at a I. If it was wrong

the government wouldn't ask us to do it.

What we do here is hard for us, but it's

for the use of others down below—it's for

the rest of us."

“The rest of us! What good do we do

up 'ere? If we died, there’d no one in the

world know of it."

"Four of us died last winter,” said

Claxton, "and all the world knew of it,

and the next patrol came through from

Dawson just the same. That s what

we're here for."

"An' a fine thing to 'ope for—to freeze

on the trail, an' lie in a rave they 'ad to

dig with fire to melt t e frost! What

good did that do to them outside, I awsk?"

"I can't figure how much," said Clax

ton. “How could a fellow figure how

much good they did?"

"Well, then," said Bray, turning

fiercely on the other, "w'y in 'ell do you

Beach to me about duty an' things?

on't talk to me. Leastways you'll not,

come anuary 'leven."

A ush came to Claxton's sunburned

face, but he was silent for several moments

before at len th he spoke.

“Cor oralTray," said he, "it's time for

footbal exercise. Go over and get Con

stable Hale. Unlock the prisoner and

bring him with you. I'll not be playin'

with you this evenin' myself."

v Bray's face reddened in sudden anger.

’ This was the same sergeant who l.ad told

him and Hale when they were left at this

post that they need not salute him in the

morning when there were no natives

about. Yet here he was, using his author

ity and not acting man to man.

"I don't need no exercise," said Bray

at last.

Claxton made no answer. Not an eye

lash flickered as he sat gazing out across

the river at the dun-covered hills. At last,

sighing, he turned to Bray and raised his

own arm, 'ust touching the stripes on the

sleeves. ‘Corporal Bray will report at

once for the football," said he quietly.

And Corporal Bray did. He arose sul

lenly, but with the habit of discipline still

on him.

“Corporal," said the sergeant sternly—

and this was to his friend, his bunkie, his

companion here in the long Arctic night—

"Corporal, don't you salute an officer?"

He himself stood stiflly and looked Bray

straight in the eyes. The recalcitrant

saluted and turned toward the log bar

racks to obey his orders.

ERGEANT Claxton, much troubled,

watched Bray as he disappeared,

soon to tea pear with Hale, the new re

cruit, and t e native prisoner. He stood

and watched them for half an hour in

their football exercise in the little open

space the called the parade—saw them

kick the ball, pass it, fall on it, wrestle

over it. But he himself did not join, as

he had every day until now since they

three had come to McPherson ost,

farthest north of all the stations of) the

Northwest Mounted, save only the one

on Herschel Island, on the coast itself.

“Oh, no!" muttered Bray to Hale under

his breath, nodding to where Claxton

stood. "'E won't pl'y! 'E's a bally

OI'I'ICCI' an' 'e don't 'ave to pl'y with com

mon folks like you an' me! Yah! I'm

goin' to quit, that's what I'm goin' to do!"

At that time of the year, and at that

latitude, there is no actual night, the sun

being lost below the horizon for but a

brief time, so that the li ht always remains

alely illuminating. But after Claxton

fiad stood rigid! erect and watched his

two associates for half an hour by his

watch, he gave them the signal to stop.

And that night Claxton did not sleep on

the floor with his bunkmates, but exer

cised his privilege as commanding officer

of the post and carried his blankets to the

only bedstead, in a room apart. He lay

awake most of the night.

HE other members of the Fort Mc

Pherson post slept late next morning

and arose silent. Claxton remained in his

room until fully razored and buttoned,

not vouchsafing the usual mornin greet

ing ofa flung boot or book, couple with a

cheery call to "roll out." Not even the

noisy natives, who apparently never slept

at this nightless season of the year, served

to evoke the customary curses from them

all. The breakfast was well nigh over——

Hale, cook for the month, bashfully apolo

gizing for his bannocks—before anything

was found worth much comment; al

though with them breakfast usually had

been rather a merry affair.

The started, paused and all moved

towar the door together at the unusual

interruption that came—the sounds of

gun fire close at hand, a brace of rapid

rifle shots. They found the bank lined

with natives of the local village, all ex

citedly facing the river below. Among

them stood two figures—strangers, white

men, as could be seen at a glance. Both

were armed; one even now was carelessly

throwing a shell into the barrel of his re

peating rifle. Below, along the narrow

each at the foot of the bluff, other natives

were running, mostly Eskimos from the

summer encampment a mile or so down

stream. Two or three kayaks were plying

on the river opposite the group, circling

about a certain point, their paddlers

sounding here and there with their spears.

Even as Claxton advanced to the bluff

ed e he heard one of the boatmen give a

ye'f, and saw him pull up on his spear point

a dark object which had been submerged.

“Beaver," said the stranger with the

rifle, nonclialantly turning to the ser

geant. "They had him ringed and were

throwin' spears, but I got him from the

bank here. He's m beaver, and no

native is in on any divide. Jimmy, 0

down and get his hide now—and keep tfie

meat too, for we may need it."

The stranger, who showed so careless a

disregard of hunter's law, now advanced

to meet the three members of the Mc

Pherson garrison. He was a hardy look

ing man, short, strong, lean and very

much browned by the weather. Above

the sunburned mass of blond beard there

shone a brilliant, hard blue eye, wholly

full of self-reliance and wholly empty of

any fear. It took but a second glance to

see that the other stranger, the one ad

dressed as “_]immy," much his like in look

and garb though younger and slighter of

build, was the speakers son. A second

glance for both, appraising their rough

clothing, their native moccasins, their

general air of familiarity and fitness,

would have placed them as trappers,

traders, adventurers, a long way from

their native land but much at home

wherever fortune found them—Americans,

Claxton knew, as soon as the man spoke.

More and more of the "Yankees" were

hanging at the heels of the great fur com

pany of the north these last few years

since the rails and boats had opened up

the Athabasca and its lower waters.

"Momin', Sergeant Claxton," said the

older man, advancin and offering his

hand. "I reckon it's Sergeant Claxton—

of course I've heard of you."
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Bray had found them—but not unprepared.

“Yes,” said Claxton, in his grave, un

smiling way. “How did you come in?”

"Boats from below—that's our two

snub-noses below, there. Camped with

the Huskies last night and was comin' on

up to see you when the natives began

that beaver circle. Me and my son came

from forty miles up the Mackenzie above

the‘Peel—two or 'three American inde

pendents been in there the last year or so.”

“Yes,l know,” rejoined Claxton. “Then

you must be Williams, of the States?"

“Yes. And my son Jimmy. These

your men?"

 

“Yes—Corporal Bray, Constable Hale.”

They all shook hands. Williams’ eye,

shifting. missing nothing, now and then

caught the steady look of Claxton’s. also

observant of the strangers so curiously

arrived from nowhere in particular at an

oil—season of the year, when men began to

think of holding up for the winter.

“We’re movin’ camp, Sergeant,” said

the newcomer. "\Ve done a good trade

last season. and I’ve made arrangements

with another Yankee to pool in to get our

fur out—he’s goin’ out Rat Portage way,

to the Yukon. \Ye ain't neither of us too
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A long revolver was held steadily in the hand of the elder 0f the free traders.

fear and as unscrupulous, as

much loved by the H. B., likely”—he

grinned a halfinstant—“but we ain’t none

of us dependent on ’em none, neither—

we'll get our fur out all right, all right.”

“But now,” he went on, “we're after

fox, white fox, an’ we know where to go.

\Ve’ve been about in the Great Slave

country one season, and now we want in

farther over east. We Yankees are great

to wander around like, you know."

“()ver eastP—what do you mean by

that, just?" asked Claxton.

“We're goin’ in on the Anderson. Used

to be a H. B. post there, long time ago——”
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“Along time! I should say so! There's

not been a post there for over fifty ears——not since a thousand Huskies diedlof the

plague, over in there. No one goes there

—man, that’s absolute unknown, the

Anderson!"

"Sure, and for fifty years it's been

raisin’ fur, an’ no one to trade it! That's

the best white fox country in the world—

it's full of fur. Jimmy an’ me have a

habit of goin' where the fur is."

“I couldn’t let you go. The natives

have always been bad over there. Be

sides, how you'd get in there with any

.s:win-3w“:
.--isi

5!
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Bray looked into the eye of a man as dangerous as a rattlesnake, as free of

ready to strike

supplies is something I can't see—man,

there's no trail and no waterway into the

Anderson.”

"Ain't there?" A swift gleam of cun

ning flashed in the hard blue eye for a

assing instant. "Leave that to us.

Ve’ll git in, an’ we’ll git out, an’ we’ll

bring out our fur—an’ we'll git it out, too,

acrost the Rockies into Yankee waters,
anI not ask no help of the H. B. Company,

neither. ’5 long as we don’t break no law,

why should you stop us? You don't want

to discriminate against Yankees, do you,

Sergeant?"

“I don’t want to discriminate against
anybody‘,H a'nsyvered Claxton, "but I'm

here to prevent needless loss of life or

pro erty, and you sew"

“Teeave all that to me. I ain't not to

s y anxious to lose my life nor my top

erty! Jimmy an’ me ,can take care 0 our

selves. We traded around Good Hope

long enough to learn some Rabbit Indian

lingo, and some Husky. VVe’ve lived with

Huskies alon the river. This village of

Cogwolloks, Huskies that comes up here

to meet the H. B. boat with their schoon

ers—they live east on the coast, some of

’em, an’ they say they ain't got no trader.

They say they hear of villages, that come

down the Anderson, and the country’s

lous with fur—I know it is.

“ lan is, we'll go down river with them,

and sledge it in after the sea closes—if it

does before we git east far enough to make

our pitch for the winter. There’s a big

village over in east somewhere. Trust me

an’ Jimm to find it. Some ofour outfit’s

on old etowowik’s schooner yonder,

part’s in our two boats. We come in here

to check up an’ to see if we could git some

more flour an’ bacon—ours miscarried,

mostly, on the last boat down. I reckon

maybe we'll git it next year, but that's

too late for a Yankee, ifit ain’t for a H. B.

man.”

“Try the trader. Yonder he is." Clax

ton nodded to the short, grim, gray fi ure

who stood, aloof and incurious, at the door

of his own log ost.

“To hell wit old man Friese, an’ the

H. B. outfit!” exclaimed the independent

trader. “He’d do a lot for me, wouldn't

he? No, I only thought maybe you Police

boys'd do a little somethin on the side

for me-——for cash, or tra e—maybe a

bottle or so of booze—next year, if mine

gits through."

“Have you any along now?" asked

Claxton innocently.

“Certainly not—my ‘permit’ for two

gallonsnwas dry sixty days ago. But next

ear—

“The Royal Northwest Mounted can’t

trade in outfit, sir. It’s only ifyou were in

distress. If you are, you can't go in east,

there. As to our own supplies, we never

have enough. We've not heard from

Herschel, and don’t know whether the

stuff shipped by sea ever got to that post

below, at the Mackenzie-mouth; and like

you, we're short on this year's invoices—

we always are. Unless you are in dis

tress—"

“Me an’ Jimmy don’t git in distress,"

replied the sturdy stranger, with a short

smile. “We git through. I don't reckon

you want to stop us, when we come in

open an’ aboveboard an’ tell you our lay,

an’ leave our route, an' say we’ll take the

chances. W'e’ve got as good a right as

any explorers to explore, haven't we ?—as

good as Stefanssen or Amundsen or any

of them—call me Williamsen, then, an’

let us go! We're growed men, an’ it is a

man’s country—-”

A flash of respect for the speaker’s sheer

courage and audacity came to Claxton's

face. “There's something in what you

say," he began. “Now, we don't know

that country—”

“Give me till when I'll come back, I'll

hand you a workin' map of it!” said the

stranger. “We'll go anywhere, Jimmy an’

me, an’ come back—an’ go in agin. ’

show you a map of the whole upper

(Continued on page 52)



"Can you beat it?” asks Bobbie Burns

What Prohibition Did to Arizona

By George Herbert Smalley
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There is crepe still hanging from the door

of Sandy Donohue's "Senate"

Saloon in Flagstaff
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EFT to the men, Arizona would

still be “wet.” It was not until

the women were given an equal

place with the men at the election

polls that the change came on January I,

1915.

Prohibition has worked a radical change,

to which business, municipal government

and politics have not yet adjusted their

affairs completely. Even the peace of

ficers over the state do not quite know

what to make ofit. The rust has accumu

lated on the locks of many outlying 'ails

so that they can't be opened with a key.

There has been no occasion to open many

of them. Even the city of Prescott did

not have an arrest for three months last

summer.

Bobbie Burns, the dauntless marshal

of Williams, spent most of his official time

in former years wrestling in gutters with

recalcitrant drunks and thugs; now he

rides about in an automobile and wears a

boiled shirt. One Sunday morning a few

months after prohibition closed the sa

loons he was standing idly in front of the

empty police station gazing at the millen

nium which he saw settling over Bill

Williams’ Peak and enveloping what was

formerly known far and wide as the tough

est town on the Santa Fe. He watched

the Mexicans and Greeks going to church

with their wives, and he thought of other

Sunday mornings when he had led these

same men off to jail to recover from Sat

urday ni ht s recs.

“I can t tel a sheepherder now from a

traveling man for a candy house," Bobbie

declared. “They are wearing wrist watches

and the cowpunchers shed their horses be

fore they get to town and jerk their pants

down over their boots. Can you beat it?"

Marshal Bobbie Burns’ vision of the

millennium widened as he talked. He

declared that if it was not for the hoboes

who drop off the trains at Williams he

would get soft in the arms.

But there are other points of view.

Some men see in the change the loss to

local trade of an element which now saves

its money to spend it in California and

other places where liquor is sold. Others

point to the charity of the saloon people

who never denied eat or drink to the needy

and charge the increased cost of public

and private charities t0 the elimination of

the saloon. Still others see in the eco

nomic change a tightening of purse

strings due to the going of the liberal,

open-handed spirit which dominated

cities and towns. With the treating habit

gone, they contend that men now over

look the former courtesy of offering a

cigar to a bystander at cigar stands, and

the generosity of the saloon days is suc

ceeded by penny-chasing thrift. One

reasoner mournfully maintains that a

greater vice than saloons will soon appear—

the vice of thrift. People will become so

thrift , he says, that slovenliness will ap

pear, living conditions will deteriorate and

the hoardin of coin will become the chief

diversion o laborers.

It is true that laborers have bank ac

counts who never knew what saving

meant. The savings accounts of the

State banks increased nearly a half mil

lion dollars in eight months. The total

deposits of all Stateand National banks

in Arizona increased $3,000,000 during

the same period of prohibition. At one

of the logging camps of northern Arizona

recently the superintendent from head

quarters was handed a bundle of checks,

many of them three and four months old,

and requested to deposit them in the bank

to the Credit of the different owners.

These men had never saved when the

saloons were running. This was the be

ginnin of the vice of thrift.

In ombstone ladies seldom walked on

the north side of the main business block

of the camp. There was a whole block in

Phoenix that was under the ban, and al

most every city and town in the state had

certain portions of the business districts

that were shunned by women. Mothers

admonished their children against passing

on that particular side of the street.

These plague spots have shrunk; many of

them have disappeared altogether.

I examined the records of the sheriffs’
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offices and city police stations in ten coun

ties of the twelve that were “wet” in 1914.

I found that there were 3043 arrests for

drunkenness during the first six months

of 1914 and 464 for the same period of

1915 under prohibition, a decrease of2 579,

or more than eighty-four per cent. There

were 167 violations of the prohibition law

during the period.

The prohibitionists, while well satisfied

with this showing, contend that liquor was

still plentiful after the closin of the 437 sa

loons in the state and that t e best results

will be shown the last six months of 1915.

The court of appeals, however, recently

decided that liquor can be shipped into

Arizona consigned to individuals for their

own use. This decision is regarded by

liquor adherents as a death-blow to prohi

bition. While it is undoubtedly true that

those who will ship liquor in for their per

sonal use will not become offensive to so

ciety, and while their drinking will per

haps not be reflected in increased arrests

for drunkenness, still conditions may be

greatly changed and bootlegging may in

crease largely if the decision is upheld by

the higher court.

Arrests by the United States marshal

for sellin li uor to Arizona Indians were

one hun re and ninety the first six

months of 1914, and sixty-one for the

same period of 1915. There were thirteen

less commitments to the state prison.

One of the most important comparisons

is that which relates directly to the effect

of prohibition in decreasing crime. Com

mitments to the county jails the first half

of 1914, when there were 437 saloons in

Arizona, a regated 1661, and for the

same peri of 1915 they fell to 1179, a

decrease of twenty-nine per cent.

Throughout the state one finds saloon

bars undismantled, grimly expressing

hope of a return to the old days. There

former saloon men who conare man '

fidently lieve that the saloons will come

back. It is recalled by prohibi

irls in the quaint mezzanine boxes.

he “Human Fly,” her pigment still

lustrous, stares from the ceiling at barred

doors and broken panes.

The "Sazrac” in Prescott long ago

abandoned its site to a modern hotel; the

“Cobweb” and "Montezuma Hall," noted

places of the old days, are now forgotten.

The "Blazing Star" and the “Bucket of

Blood," noted resorts in northern Arizona,

passed out with open gambling. The

'Fashion” gambling house and saloon in

Tucson has given place to a magnificent

Y. M. C. A. building. The “Legal Ten

der” with its gor eous interior appoint

ments is now a utcher shop, and old

"Congress Hall," where fortunes were

lost on the gambling tables, is now a

Chinese groce store.

The large in ustrial centers where min

ing and smelting operations em loy

thousands of workers report a marked) in

crease in the efficiency of labor. At the

Copper Queen mine in Bisbee the loss of

time per 1000 shifts was smaller by

seventy-one per cent in 1915 than in 1914.

The accident ratio of 1914 was 2.6 per

1000 shifts and for 1915 it was less than

one-half of one per cent. Coroners’ in

quests of accidents and killings have

fallen off in all the large mining counties.

In Gila county inquisitions fell from

twenty to nine in the first six months of

1914 and 1915 respectively.

The Arizona Copper Company at

Clifton reported an increase in the num

ber of men re orting for work the day

after pay-da (Turing the first six months

of 1915, 21113! the Calumet 8: Arizona

mines the number of men now failing to

report following pay-day is practically

negligible, while in 1914 the number was

very large. All of the mining camps re

Bort similar results in 1915 under prohi

men.

In the logging camps of northern Ari

zona a greater number of logs per man are

gotten out than ever before, and the men

seldom go to the towns.

There is crépe still hanging from the

door of Sandy Donohue’s "Senate" Saloon

in Flagstaff and the words "Closed on

account of death” inscribed on the door.

The St. Michael's bar at Prescott has a

sign on the door, “Out of order," and a

Kingman liquor dealer's message painted

in large letters above the entrance: "All

Nations welcome but Carry," has become

a travesty.

In the eleven counties of the state having

saloons in 1914 the aggregate increase of

tax rates for county purposes was 89.31

in 1915, when revenue amountin to a

total of $138,402.50 from saloon licenses

was cut off by prohibition. The average

increase was 84% cents for the eleven

counties, ofwhich three and one-half mills

was caused by the loss of liquor-license

revenue. This charge against prohibition

of three and one-half mills in increased

county rates does not allow for the credits

which accrued throu h the decreased

cost of the public weffare departments,

which will be considerable before the year

ends.

The following table shows the manner

in which arrests for all offenses, including

drunkenness, fell off in ten cities of Ari

zona:

 

Arrestsfor thcjirsl six months of 1914 1915

Bisbee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581 164

Douglas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 458 229

Prescott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 44

Florence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 5

Flagstaff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 21

Williams . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . 83 50

Tombstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 7

Tucson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 702 661

Phoenix. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 2059 995

Globe. . . . . . . . . , . 612 214

4793 2390

Decrease . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 2403

There were 248 saloons in the cities and

towns. In the foregoing statement during

1914 and none in 1915. The loss
 

tionists that the same hope was

kept alive after the passage of the

law which drove the girls out of

the saloons, and after the approval

of the anti-gambling act.

The ancient “Bird Cage” in

historic Tombstone still waits for

the return of the days when men

will go again to see its grotesque

paintings and drink with the
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The humor is gone from the jovial inscriptions on the front

of a Kingman bar, but the laugh is on the house

A wagon-box, symbol of the “water-wagon," rests

against the ancient “Bird Cage" gambling

house and saloon at Tombstone

  

The only movement in the old Can Can Restaurant at

Tombstone is what still lives in the writing on the wall

of saloon license revenue was over

$100,000.

Of the total arrests in 1914 for

all ofi'enses of 4793, those for

drunkenness were 3043. Of the

total arrests of 1915 of 2390, those

for drunkenness were 464.

In the face of this record the

saloon has no chance of again open

ing for business in Arizona.

 

  

 



Interesting Westerners

ROM the beginning she liked to

stand on her head, ride colts and

calves and play leapfrog. It

meant nothing-'to her that no

oung lady Lawton of‘ South Carolina

liad ever been known to do such things.

She couldn’t for the life of her see’ ‘why

anyone'should have to live up ‘to old

mahogany and silver and a houseful of

mirrors and negro servants. It was all

distinctly a bore, and so quite early she

started on a career of tradition smashing.

That is as near as one can come to

finding out why Estelle Lawton Lin'dsey

made the race for council in Los Angeles.

People had said it was too soon for Cali

fornia women to run for office, so she

tried it to see. She leaped that frog all

right, and won.

“This thing of men holding all govern

ing positions is merely a habit of

thought,” Mrs. Lindsey declares. “And

that habit won't be broken till women

get in and do their share of it. Besides,

you know, sufi‘rage without holding oflice

lS like apple pie with the apples left out."

“You re a Socialist?” she was asked.

"Was," she answered. “The threw

me out when they found I wou dn't let

them put a brass collar around my neck.

They expected me to put a letter of

resignation in their hands, to become

automatically effective ifI did not vote

as ordered on all questions. I'm not

wearing brass collars. I have no organi

zations to thank for being elected. If

I've anybodv at all to thank it’s Cynthia

Gray. I hadn't realized before how many

friends she had."

To all but Los Angeles folk it may be

explained that for five years “Cynthia

Gray” was mother confessor to a cityful.

For five years she listened to the troubles

of those people who go careening round

the world hitting their crazy-bones on the

sharp corners of life, and tried to tell them

how to stop the hurts and avoid others.

To all, tra ic and absurd, she gave

answer and a vice in person or through

 

the columns of the "Evening Rec- *

0rd.” And the tongue and pen of

“Cynthia Gray” were the tongue

and pen of Estelle Lawton Lindsey.

Mrs. Lindsey does not propose to

turn the world upside down because

her knees go under the council table,

but she did flay leapfrog when no

young lady awton had ever done

such a thing before. Later she got

out and taught school and earned

her own living when that was a

fearful blow to the pride of a family

that had owned a pair of counties

"befo' de wah."

After that she took a government

position which she continued even

after she had accumulated a hus

band. That was not traditional

either. And if by that time there

was a Lawton ancestor that had

not turned over in his grave, there

must have been a veritable upheaval

in the family buryin ground when

she finally, here in éalifornia, went

into newspaper work and the Social

ist party. And now to be an office

holder!

Estelle Lawton Lindsey will not

hold ofiice for the privilege of being

a mere meek little aye or nay at a

remote corner of the council table.

She has a lot of definite ideas about

the effect that municipal ownership

of pawnshops would have on the

drink evil, and how women in jail

should be treated, and grade cross

ings, and other questions touching

closely the individual. It has been

rumored she was to be sidetracked

on'some very unimportant commit

  

tees. She does not believe this

because she expects fair play from

her colleagues. But it was charac

teristic of her to say:

 

Estelle Lawton Lindsey, first Woman in the

United States to be elected to the council

of a city of the first or second class

 

 

"Never mind where they ut me.

There is no committee so 0 scure that it

can't be made to do something. I’ll

take a chance." BERTHA H. SMITH.

  

  

A. C. Galbraith, maker of new history in the building of railways

  

 

HEN A. C. Galbraith’s parents

brought him to Winnipeg, in 1879,

that city was but an outpost boasting of

about six thousand souls. At that time

the railways of Western Canada were

. limited to sixty miles of road west of the

Great Lakes, just one primitive line from

St. Vincent to St. Boniface. In the his

tory of railway building in Western

Canada A. C. Galbraith's name has been

vitally associated for the last twenty

years. Today, with D. A. Thomas, the

great Welsh coal king, he is interested

in what ap ears to be the initial step in

what may e one of the largest railway

schemes ever set in motion. The pro

jected new railway, which is more than a

proposition since two parties of engineers

are already surve ing and laying the line,

will connect At abasca Landing with

Fort Vermillion, the first step toward the

ultimate realization of Mr. Galbraith's

dream: the openingof a northern empire

of whose wonderful agricultural ossi

bilities the world is as yet ractically in

ignorance. If the Hudson ay route to

Europe proves the success expected, it is

not difficult to understand that Mr. Gal

braith’s dream of a system of railways to

cover the new empire from Prince Rupert

to Fort Nelson must inevitably come true.

“as. HAMER—JACKSON.
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Mrs. Vera Harkins, who has obeyed the "miner's loco" for thirty-three

years in Colorado

 

 

FROM overwork in large parishes in

eastern cities, Father Schoener, a

young Catholic priest, came for his health

to a small parish in the Willamette valley

of Oregon. He had specialized in the

study of botany. Here was his 0 por

tunity. Amon the plants whic he

be an to tabufate he found fourteen

different varieties of wild roses.

This was four years ago. Today,

Father Schoener is growing some eight

thousand different rose varieties, the

greater number of which he has originated

and several of which are very promising

new strains. He has effected many dif

ferent crosses which European rose-cul

tural scientistsfhad patiently proved

could not be ,mingled. By means of

cross-pollination he has developed little

ordinary rose seed pods, that normally

produce only from two to six seeds, until

they have yielded from forty-eight to

seventy-two seeds. He has ori inated a

rose tree stock that is practical y thorn

less, one of which plants proved its

phenomenal climbing ambitions by grow-‘

mg more than thirty-five feet during the

past summer. Before fire destroyed

them, roses had almost smothered the

church and the parish home, and Father

Schoener had annexed two additional rose

garden and botanical experimental plats.

But all is not lost. Some of Father

Schoener’s experiments have been taking a

very practical turn. He is growiri and

selecting some thousands of di erent

varieties of garden flowers. He is devel

0 ing new strawberry varieties. He has

a ready developed a new commercial

berry, the Willamette, a cross between the

loganberry and the blackberry. He is

conducting apple pollination experiments.

He believes that

the Oregon rose has

great commercial

possibilities for the

manufacture of per

fume and he ques

tions the necessity

of the United States

sending four million

dollars every year to

Bulgaria, since his

experiments seem to

prove that this rose

oil, worth some forty

dollars per li uid

ounce on the mar et,

very robablycan as

well be produced at

home, furnishing at

least a substitute

for the hop industry

in a state gone
“dry.l’

Last October

Father Schoener's

church, residence,

his records of years,

and his collection of

seeds were destroyed

by fire. Now he is to

go to Portland, the

“Rose City,” under

the wing of the

Chamber of Com

merce, to follow the

botanical ideal of

his life, the further

enrichment of the

plant world by scien

tific methods of

hybridization.

RANDALL HOWARD.
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Father Schoener, a young Catholic priest who has

scientifically hybridized thousands of plants

CU could give me an axe and a

match and set me out in the midst

of a prairie and I could live." In these'

words Vera Harkins tells her story of

quiet self-reliance and ability to meet any

situation as the result of years of training

in the school of suffering and hardship.

Mrs. Harkins has never known anything

but work. '- She has, never attended a

dance, a reception or a party; she doesn't

know what it is to wear the dainty femi

nine things, trimmed in lace and em

broidery, which women love, and she can't

remember the time when she bought a

new hat. But she knows what itis to be
  

hungry, sometimes, and to have . limited

menu most of the time“. Her ucation

began and ended with an 0 school-'

master who was a hog-driver o of school

hours. He had enormous ear . to which.

the little girl took a bitter dis ike. When.

he caught her writing the sentence

"The mule has bi ears,” he broke the

slate over the child 5 head and that ended

her school days. Thereafter she'shifted

for herself until, aged fourteemshe made

her way west to Colorado’ and the
l‘ ' I ,I ' ' ' '

miners loco claimed her. _.ilhat was

thirty-three years ago. She has been

laying the miner’s game ever since.

very cent that she could earn durin

the winter she would put into the ground

durin the summer. Despite the many

valua le claims which she owns she has

barely enough to live on. Yet life has

given her romance, too, for, over and

above all, she hopes for gold that her

son's education may be of the best.

GERTRUDE ORR.
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Major Lee Moorhouse, whose hobby is Indians, and who has photographed

them more than ten thousand times

 

 

MAJOR LEE MOORHOUSE has

had a keen interest in things In

dian since that day in his early boyhood

when he was kidnap ed by a warriorchief

tain and held in the camp of the tribe

until rescued. After some years of serv

ice as superintendent of the Umatilla

Indian reservation he resigned, and set

tled in Pendleton, Oregon, but did not

forget the men and women of the Cayuse,

Umatilla and Walla Walla tribes, and

these friendships enabled him to obtain

remarkable negatives of Indians when he

took up photography as a pastime. He

has traveled with his camera until his

collection of Indian studies is probably

without‘ equal. In all he has some ten

thousand negatives. This collection is sup

plemented by an exhibit of objects of sav—

age life such as few men or institutions In

America possess. He has never attempted

to commercialize this hobby.

Major Moorhouse has published two

books himself, furnished the illustrations

for Lyman’s "History of Oregon," Jud

son's “Legends of the Northwest,"

Lieutenant Farrell's recent book “Cache

la Poudre," besides sup lying many mag
azines and hundreds ofpnewspapers with

his pictures. His life has been a pictur

esque one and his career varied. A ranch

hand, buckaroo, cow

puncher, prospector

and miner when a

youth, he became later

a bookkee er, shipping

clerk an merchant.

During the Bannock

and Piute war of 1878

he was ap ointed by

Governor ‘hayer as

sistant adjutant-gen

eral of the Oregon state

militia with the rank of

major. Subsequently

he was a ointed by

President lzfhrrison su

erintendent of the

lmatilla reservation.

For the past twenty-one

years he has been dep

uty clerk of the state

supreme court, has been

admitted to the bar,

is a memberof the state

historical society, for

many terms has been

city treasurer ofPendle

ton and is now secretary

of the Umatilla County

Fair Association.

MERLE R. CHESSMAN.

  

Mrs. M. J. Wessels, artist in seed-and-grass pictures,

decorator of an entire building interior at

the San Diego Exposition

 

ITH seeds in pill-boxes on an old

pine table beside her, and lue

toothpicks in lieu of brushes, Mrs. fill

Wessels makes the remarkable seed-pic

tures which attracted so much attention

in the San Joaquin valle exhibits in both

the San Diego and San rancisco Exposi

tions.

Nothing is beyond this clever woman's

skill. Farm scenes, genre, landscapes,

portraits are produced by the dexterous

manipulation of seeds, grasses and fruits,

the illusion being remarkably complete.

These seed paints are selected with as

much care as the artist in oils selects his

colors. Mrs. Wessels never dyes the

seeds; she uses only the natural tints.

When she wants an particular color she

searches through I‘Tature’s seed cabinet

until she finds the correct shade. It is

wonderful what a gamut of soft hues may

be found tucked away in dingy seed-boxes

in dried-up garden patches! None of

these homely receptacles hide their

secrets from this artist's discriminating

eye. She knows all the ossibilities of

each tiny seed. One wilf) serve as the

exact tint for the leg of a chicken, an

other for the ear of a calf or the eye of a

cow. So far as possible only the seeds

grown in the sections pictured are used.

To acquire this artistic skill in the use

of such common lace materials, Mrs.
Wessels has servedpa long ap renticeship.

She began as a chubby chil on a Mon

tana farm to decorate the rude cabin with

the native seeds and grasses. Later she

worked with her husband, who was the

Horticultural Commissioner from Idaho,

in arranging the exhibit of that state at

the Columbian Ex osition.

Since then she has worked with Mr.

Wessels at the Buffalo, St. Louis, Seattle

and Portland Pairs, each time producing

more elaborate effects, until, in the San

Diego Exposition, she has produced what

is undoubtedly a masterpiece in the line

of designing an entire interior of a build

ing, decorated in dried fruits, seeds and

rasses.g L. A. LENFEST.
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The Hyphen in Politics

BATTLE had an election early

in December. Two of the Port

Commissioner's three chairs

were to be filled with new men.

There were seven candidates for the

two unsalaried offices. The principal

issue was the establishment of a pub

licl owned belt-line railroad through

Wl‘llCh switching charges were to e

reduced and all railroads given equal

facilities to reach the docks. But the

belt-line issue did not long retain its

pristine purity. The issue was com

licated by the intrusion of the

liy hen. ‘ _

l)n the central district four candi

dates took the field. Before the cam

palgn had run half its length, cleavage

along racial lines appeared. Two of

the candidates were German born;

one was a native of England; the

fourth hailed from Yarmouth, Maine.

The issues raised by the European war

crept into meetings called to discuss

the question whether or not S‘eattle

should build a belt-line railway.

“The Time: deprecates such a con

troversy. At the same time it recog

nizes that this situation exists. t

would be even more regrettable to

have the port properties become a

football between contending groups of

partisans advocating policies not based

on the needs and the future of the port

establishment but on questions re

volving around a war on another con

tinent, ’ says the Seattle Timer. The

newspaper su ported the ‘neutral’

candidate of merican lineage. He

lost. It does not make any special

difference that the German candidate

won. That seems to be a Teutonic

trait. The really important feature is

the fact that a urel local issue in an

American city 5 oul be decided, even

in part, by the particular brand of

hy hen worn by the candidates.

if the hyphen should turn out to be

a really important factor in the forth

coming national and state campaigns

the United States will have been too

sorely wounded by the bayonets of

Europe to find healing in the ecuniary

profit arising from the belligerents’

needs.

The Preparedness Hysteria

HOULD Congress roll up its

sleeves and adopt a prepared

ness program right now, it

would require a minimum of two

years to put the first part of the pro

gram into effect. If some power should

attack us before 1918, a leisurely pro

1
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ram adopted at this moment would

be of no avail. It would fall to pieces

before the first blast of the emergency

needs. Only the fool draws plans and

specifications for a fire engine while

t e arson gang is climbing through his

basement window.

Of Europe’s state of mind in 1918

no one can speak with authority.

Physically, though, Europe will be

bled white in 1918. Our only guide

and index to the future is the ast.

After the blood-letting of the apo

leonic wars, the one conflict compa

rable with the present orgy of blood,

there was unbroken peace for half a

century.

If the alarmists mean to arouse the

country against a danger that is upon

us, they are too late. If the danger

they profess to fear so deeply is poten

tial only, if it is question of future

policy rather than of present eril,

there is abundant time to sit own

calml for quiet thought, reflection

and ifiscussion. If there is proof that

Japan or Germany or England will

attack the United States within the

year, a program will be no protection.

0 meet such an attack, Congress

should at once call for volunteers and

commandeer the entire output of the

country's munition and powder fac

tories, fill every shi yard with orders

for submarines. If: however, such

proof is not forthcoming, if the alarm

ists’ cry is based on intangible night

mares, then in God's name let us most

fully and exhaustively discuss the

question before we enter the arma

ment race whose goal is the abyss

filled with the rotting cadavers of the

finest men the white race has produced.

Private War Profits

SENATOR LAFOLLETTE pre

sents the following table con

cerning the cost of war material

when bought from private

manufacturers and when made in

government-owned plants:

Govern

ARTICLE Private ment

price cost

3-inch ShrapneL. S i7.50 S 7.94

3r-second Fuse... 7.00 2.92

3-inch Shrapnel

Case. . . . . . . . . . 3.06 1.75

3-inch Gun Car

riage . . . . . . . .. 3,308.82 2,510.60

Caissons . . . . . . _. 1,744.10 1,128.67

Assuming the figures to be authen

tic, the contain a most forcible hint

as to t c direction Congressional ac

tion should take, irrespective of the

fate awaiting the preparedness pro

 

gram. lf government plants can sup

ply shrapnel, fuse, shrapnel casing,

gun carriages, smokeless powder and

high explosives at a cost forty per cent

less than the price of private manufac

turers, the government should forth

with arrange for an enlar ement of its

arsenals until they can fil all its nor

mal needs‘.

And by all means the government

should break up the armor-plate com

bination by erecting a plant of its

own. Again and a ain the undue

rofit of the armor-p ate makers has

een revealed through official investi

gations; more than one secretary of the

navy has recommended the building

of an armor-plate plant, but the profit

patriots in and out of Congress quietly

sand-ba ged the recommendation.

Mr. earst alleges that the Navy

builds slow dreadnaughts carrying an

excessive weight of armor in order to

increase the profits of the Bethlehem

and Midvale Steel companies which

manufacture the high-priced armor

plates. We do not know whether this

char e is true, but we do know that

the glavy has not yet supplied good

and sufficient reasons for its refusal to

build speedy ca ital ships of the battle

cruiser type. 0 the layman it seems

that a countr in the peculiar position

of the Unite States could make far

better use of a dozen thirty-knot

battle cruisers than of the same num

ber of twenty-knot superdreadnaughts.

SUNSET has no desire to rake muck;

it believes that the bulk of the Army

and the Navy tries hard to be as

efficient, more eflicient than rusty

jointed, tape—winding, petrified bureau

chiefs and department heads in both

branches of the service will allow it to

be. Also, we have seen the politicians

in Congress force the Reclamation

Service to undertake projects which

the engineers, if left alone, would have

diligently avoided. We have seen the

Army En ineers shovel many millions

into hundreds of obscure creeks for
‘improvementsI without

word of rotest against the shameful

waste 0 the nation’s money. We

would like to know whether it is possi

ble to obtain a fifty-per-cent efiiciency

out of the billions which must be

raised if a vigorous defense olicy is

adopted. We are not afraid, that a

‘military class’ will ever run the

affairs of this count with a highhand, but we want torbe convinced of

the exact nature of the menace that

necessitates a radical increase in the

armament burden and we want to

find out everythin possible concern

ing the best bran of defense before

uttering a
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we say Amen. And, whether the

hastil devised defense program

goes t 1rough or not, we want to see

private profit eliminated from the

monstrous traffic in the tools of

wholesale murder.

If that be muck-raking,

plead guilty to the charge.

we

Peace and Public Weddings

ENRY FORD, we believe, is

a wholly sincere person with

an exaggerated idea of his

.. own and his money's impor

tance. He clearly recognized the utter

senselessness, the criminal stupidity

of the slaughter in Europe and Asia;

his heart was touched by the million

voiced chorus of groans and shriel-cs.

Hence he resolved that he, Henry

Ford, would put a stop to the white

man's suicidal folly. Hence the Peace

Menagerie that departed early in

December.

Ford’s intentions were good, but it

is difficult to see how the marriage of a

poet and a fashion writer on the high

seas could possibly bring the warring

nations to their senses. The public

wedding should have been delayed un

til the party reached Europe; it would

have drawn a much larger crowd.

Let us hope that Henry Ford will

return in safety, a much wiser man.

The Water Wagon in 1916

EVVYEAR'S marks an epoch in

the history of the West. On

the first day of 1916 four

states with five cities of more

than 100,000 population each, three of

them great seaports, will turn down

the cocktail glass, hang crcpe on the

door of the saloon and keep both feet

on the floor while imbibing refresh

ments without the cherished kick.

Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Col

orado—wet to the ears yesterday, ad

dicted to roulette and faro, lovin the

acrid smoke of powder and the noise of

Ehysical com

at but a gen—

eration ago——

are joining

A r i z o n a in

sackcloth and

ashes, march

ing sedately

to church and

park on Sun

days, opening

bankaccounts

instead of

bottlesandin

v e s t i n g i n

boots for the

children in

stead of buy

ing booze for

the old man.

In the affect

ed area more

than 3000 sa

loons, two

score brewer

m {can

ies and almost 500 wholesale liquor

houses have gone out of business. 0

course rentals have been affected more

or less, a revenue of approximately two

and a halfmillionsannuallyfromliquor

licenses has dropped through the crack

in the floor, some ten thousand saloon

keepers, bartenders, brewery workers,

porters and whiskey drummers are

seeking new jobs in a crowded market,

but most of these by-products had

been anticipated during the year of

waiting for the inevitable.

What will be the outcome of the

arid upheaval.>

The article by Mr. Smalley on the

results of prohibition in Arizona,

printed on page 26 of this issue, sup

plies a partial answer. But the Ari

zona experiences will not apply in their

totality to all the other now "dry"

states. Of the four which have taken

the pledge, only Idaho has followed

Arizona's example and sworn off com

pletely. Oregon, Washington and

Colorado are merely tapering off.

They have prohibited the manufacture

of beer and spirits, caused the brewer

ies and distilleries to emigrate to the

sunlit acreage of California, but any

one desirous of emulating Atlantic

City’s mayor and remaining in a con

tinually soured condition for an entire

year need not follow the brewers.

heir product, also whiskey, can be

legally obtained by following certain

regulations. And the supply per

month and mouth is ample for any

legitimate thirst.

In the meantime the drys of Cali

fornia are girding their loins to smoke

the Demon Rum out of his last resting

place on the Pacific Coast. An article

analyzing the California prohibition

campaign, its strategy and the

tactics revolving around the wine

industry will be published in an early

number.

The story of the wine industry's

plight between the saloon and the

anti-saloon trenches

dangers of neutrality.

  

The burning of Avalon, capital of Santa Catalina island, the American Corfu 08' the

Thousands of tourists from all over the world will regret

College Democracy

HE football team of the Uni

versity of Washington was

scheduled to meet the eleven

of the University of Cali

fornia at Berkeley. Some forty

students engaged passage—first

class—on the steamer that was to

carry the team from Seattle to

California. Many others wanted to go. T

They could not afford first-class pas

sage. They were willing to put up

with the discomforts of steerage, but—

The social gulf between steerage

and first cabin would be awkward, to

say} the least.

he first-class travelers saw the

point. They cancelled their reserva

tions. Instead of forty, three hundred

W'ashington students left Seattle, all

in the steerage. No one felt awkward.

\Vould the blue-blooded bull pups

and their owners honoring the frat

  

houses ’way down east with their

resence consent to travel steerage to

Klew York in order to eliminate social

distinctions between themselves and

their poorer classmates? The human

mind shrinks from the contemplation

of a feat so utterly impossible.

The president of the ‘Pacific Coast

Steamship Company is Ford. No,

not Henry; C. avoids the lime-light.

He liked the students’ spirit. He did

his bit. Length of round trip, 2200

miles. Made them a round-trip rate

of sixteen dollars. Gave 'em the run

of the ship and fed them first-cabin

meals. Washington won, coming and

going.

Lane and Conservation

OOSEVELT and Pin c h o t

banged the door; Taft kept it

locked. Now it is up to Wilson

and Lane to unlock it again

without causing a stampede in which

the strongest will get away with more

than their fair portion. We are re

ferring to the land, mineral, timber

and water

power re

sources of the

West.

Franklin K.

Lane believes

in making full

use of these

resources. He

 

 

has proven

this belief by

deeds. He

opened up

Alaska, made

its immense

coal deposits,

kept behind

lock and key

for twelve

'ears, accessi

le for devel

opment. He

was the first

to recognize

the impor

A loss

  

coast of southern California.

the destruction of the picturesque town, but reconstruction has already begun.

ofa million was caused by the fire, which wiped out the big Mctropole Hotel and two

illustrates the

thirds of the town's houses
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tance of the National Parks as na

tional assets and to do something

with and for them. He lightened

the burden which the settlers on the

Reclamation Service projects were

asked to carry. If Congress failed

to carry out important parts of

his unlocking program, it was not

the fault of the Secretary of the

Interior.

More remains to be done. For in

stance, there is phosphate rock be

neath 3,000,000 acres in Idaho, Mon

tana and \Vyoming. This phosphate

is needed in the orchards of every

Western state. They can’t get it. At"

present their phosphate is shipped

5000 miles, from Florida. They can't

touch the home supply because it is

withdrawn from entry. Likewise

withdravm are millions of oil-bearing

acres, of gas and potash lands. They

won’t be given away as of yore. Sec

retary Lane pro oses to open them to

exploitation and3 development on the

royalty plan, and'the royalties are to

be used for the irrigation and reclama

tion of Western agricultural lands.

This is the very best solution of a vex

ing problem. The \Vest is for it. Let

us hope that Congress will find time

enough between politics and prepared

ness to give the Secretary's recommen

dations the attention they deserve.

Westerners will find the annual re

port of the Secretary of the Interior

most instructive reading.

More Mining Millionaires

HE Cerbat range in the desert

of northwestern Arizona was

the poor man's treasure-trove

in the seventies and the

eighties. Ore rich in gold and silver

was found at the grass roots; with in

expensive equipment and their own

labor many men dug and blasted

small fortunes out of the ground until

the district petered out. A hundred

feet below the surface the shafts en

countered a barren zone devoid of ore.

The miners departed.

JAW

 44.9325?
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Some fifteen years ago a prospector

found indications of free-milling gold

ore in the River range, to the west of

the Cerbat mountains. Eventually

the Tom Reed prospect became a pay

ing mine, but the district did not grow.

No indications of pay ore appeared

anywhere on the surface, no prospec

tors were rash enough to dig into the

lean rock. Except two.

George Long and L. Mclver

worked for day wages in the Tom

Reed mine. They believed that the

mine's vein of'ore was not confined to

the Tom Reed ground. They be

lieved that it continued underneath

the lean rock. So they staked a few

claims and proceeded to sink a shaft

during their spare hours. They sank

it a hundred, two hundred. two hun

dred and fifty feet. The other miners

grinned. Life was too short, leisure

too rare, wages too small to be wasted

in an oreless hole. Long and Mclver

ke t on for years.

hree hundred feet down they

struck free-milling ore of high value

in big quantities. So well did the

Guggenheims think of the property

that they bought into it. It has pro

duced ten million dollars’ worth of

gold in four years. Early in 1914 the

stock sold at twenty-five cents a share;

it's brin ing more than four dollars
now. Ttlie two miners have turned

into twelve-cylinder magnates.

Oatman is the metropolis of the

rejuvenated mining district. Oatman

for a while could not house and feed

the influx of fortune seekers.

ulation trebled in four months.

the dear public is being invited to come

in on the ground floor, exchange its

money for fifty varieties of stock cer

tificates and soar to the Long-Mclver

heights, painlessly, without stirring a

hand, via the stock-market elevator.

Friedman of the Rochester Mines

supplies more spectacular evidence of

the wealth in grand prizes still to be

given away to the lucky numbers by

the Great Western Gold-Silver-Copper

Lottery Company, Ltd. Friedman

A“ _a a - H v
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found his vein inNevada,barel ten

miles from the main line of, the

oldesttranscontinentalrailroad. He

was a commonplace unit of the

struggling ninety-nine millions four

years ago; he is financially able to

give a butterfly ball in midwinter

now. But he found the vein,

sweated and toiled over it first.

Copper and gold in Alaska, lead and

silver in Spokane, gold, copper and

silver in San Francisco, Los Angeles,

Salt Lake City and Denver are once

more filling the columns of the daily

press with the bait of easy money.

Once more new stock-selling compa

nies are shooting up faster than the

prospect holes go down. \Vill mining

promoters make another clean-up and

get-away as'they did in Goldfield a

decade ago? .

\Ve do not think so. The public is

sniffing harder and longer than it did

formerly before it bites. Also, there

are blue-sky laws. And a better class

of romoters seems to have taken

hol . Most of the stock advertise

ments we have seen acknowledge that

the purchase of shares in an‘ unde

veloped prospect is a speculation.

And there can be no objection to a

flyer in mining stocks when he who

does the flying thoroughly under

stands that he 15 up in the air, with

the odds against him. The occasional

grand prize justifies the risk.

‘ Fraternal Insurance

HE Ancient Order of United

\Vorkmen ofCalifornia is bank

rupt. It owes more than $300,

000 to a large number of

widows and orphans; it has assets of

about $5000 and it cannot collect the

assessments levied upon its members

to pay the death claims. Thus ends

another attempt to sell something for

less than its cost.

Almost all the fraternal orders

which tried to give the man with a

large family and small earnings a

chance to protect his dependents for

 

The town of Oatman and the River Range in northwestern Arizona where the liveliest gold-mine boom since the days of

Goldfield and Tonopah is under way. The camp trebled its population in four months and fifty

new mining companies brought out attractively engraved stock issues
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amounts considerably lower than

those asked by insurance companies

have been in trouble of late. This

trouble had been predicted, but

few of the orders heeded the warn

ing. They continued to defy the

fact that two and two make four,

and the stubborn fact is gradually

wearing them down.

The experience of two centuries,

based on millions of lives, has shown

that the average normal man has a

certain number of ears before he

crosses the Divide. his number and

its narrow fluctuations have been so

well established by mortality statis

tics, have been proven and reproven

so often in actual practice that they

are no more subject to doubt than

death itself. Knowing how long a

thousand or ten thousand men of va

rious ages will live, it becomes a mere

matter of routine arithmetic to deter

mine how much per year each man of

given age must contribute in order to

enable the insurance company to pay

his heirs $1000 upon his death.

Few of the fraternal orders paid any

attention whatsoever to these inval

uahe mortality statistics. One class

of these orders collected a fixed

monthly sum from all members no

matter at what age they joined; an

other class preferred to levy periodic

assessments on the entire 3

membership to pay the death .

claims as they fell due. 6

Both kinds neglected to make

provision for the rainy day

whose coming was inevita

ble. When their rapid initial

growth ceased and the older

membersbegantodieolf,they

The expositions are not dead.

open for another year, and a dozen foreign countries are transferring

their exhibits bodily from the Golden to the Silver Gate
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either had to increase their monthly

dues or lev assessments so large and

‘so frequent y that the cost of fraternal

insurance scared off new candidates

and caused old members to drop out.

Fraternal insurance will be a snare

and a delusion until its rates and

methods are based on the safe founda

tion of the mortality tables.

San Diego 1916

AN FRANCISCO these days

. feels lonely and forlorn. The

City of the Argonauts became

genuinely attached to the dream

city that flanked the Golden Gate.

\Vhen the lights went out and the flags

came fluttering down many a handker

chief was raised to moist eyes. As

though a beloved friend had suddenly

been taken away, San Francisco wan

dered around with a curiously empty,

desolate feeling. But by-and-by it took

heart. Though its own vision of

beauty realized had fled before the

Wreckers’ army, down in the south the

dream city of Old Spain was still

basking in the rays of the warm winter

sun. San Diego had resolved to break

all precedents by keeping its exposi

tion going throughout 1916.

In its field and scope the San Diego

exposition is fully as original and as

striking as the San Fran

cisco world's fair was. But

the big show overshadow

ed its smaller neighbor.

During 1916San Diegowill

have no giant rival. The

exposition appetite has

been created. Those who

have seen San Diego's re

production of the old city

on the Spanish Main have

become a corps of volun

tary, unpaid ress-agents.

There is no urope to see

first. It is probable that

the fund raised to cover

the second year’s expected

deficit will not be touched.

San Francisco opened

with a debt of $1,300,000

and no government appro

San Diego has decided to keep the gates of its show

priation. It closed with a cash sur

plus of more than a million, having

drawn a total paid attendance larger

by 200,000 than the St. Louis record.

Considering the fact that the bulk

of the California attendance did not

go to San Diego in 1915, it is rea

sonable to hope that a pleasant

surprise is in store for the city by

the Silver Gate during its exposition’s

second year.

It is expected that the railroads will

grant substantial concessions in trans

continental rates on account of the

exposition. In addition, almost a

dozen of the foreign countries that par

ticipated at San Francisco are trans

orting their exhibits bodily to San

Diego. Concerning this phase Presi

dent G. A. Davidson said:

"We have already secured the mag

nificent Canadian exhibit, now at San

Francisco, which will remove to San

Die 0 and occupy one of our main

exhi it buildings. We have also se

cured exhibits from Italy, Switzerland,

The Netherlands, Russia, Spain and

we feel sure that we will also have

France in with us. In addition to

these we have the Brazilian exhibit

assured, one from Guatemala and one

from Honduras.”

Where the County MoneyWent

T’S ninet -five miles from Wood

land to San Francisco; measured

in terms of dollars it’s so far that

lots of poor children in Yolo

county, of which \Voodland is the

metropolis, had as good a chance to

spend a winter in Monte Carlo as a

da at the exposition.

The five county supervisors all had

children. Their children had seen the

exposition. Those who hadn't, listened

to them wide-eyed, wistful. So the

supervisors put their heads to ether,

examined the fund availab e for

‘entertainment.’ Of course the fund

was meant for the entertainment of

distinguished uests from the outside.

They reverse the procedure. They

invited every child of school age to be

the county’s guest on a tri to the ex

position. Charity? Is the guest

of honor at a grand banquet the

recipient of charity?

Seventeen hundred and fifty

oungsters went. Some of them

lived on farms thirty miles from

the special trains’ starting point.

Leaving time was 6:25 a. m.

Volunteers got up at midnight,

cranked their motors and carried

the children to the trains. Two

hundred and fifty automobile

owners helped mobilize the ju

venile army. Some of them on

the sly furnished new suits and

dresses to those who couldn't go

because they had ‘nothing to

wear.’

Instances in which the tax

payers’ money buys more con

centrated joy, happier, purer

memories, are exceedingly rare.
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Ad Parks didn't want to turn thief, but the little devil of cupidity was egging him on.

It whispered: “G0 on, take a chance, Ad!”

“Into Temptation”

T was the largest lump sum of money

Ad Parks had ever seen. Isle stood

and stared stupidly at the “luxury"

spilled out temptingly upon the

greasy pine table—a fifty-thousand-dollar

smear of yellow gold and green paper

with not so much as a single solitary piece

of silver to cheapen the perfect harmony

of its splendor.

He continued to stare. The sight fas

cinated him, caused him to go first hot

and then cold, to be assailed with wild,

delicious fancies, to become dangerously

unsure of himself. He didn’t just want

to turn thief.

But the little devil of cupidity was egg

ing him on. It whispered:

"Go on, take a chance. Ad! Gene Per

shale won’t be the loser anywa '. And

isn’t his compan Y rich? You'll ig holes

clear to China ut you'll never sell a

mine for fifty thousand.”

Outside, a tumbled, naked land, bone~

dry and blazing with sun, billowed off into

By James Fellom

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

every quarter, met with the concavity of

sky in one enormous monotone of desola

tion. Outside, also, under a brush shed

stood his saddle-broke mules.

An hour's ride south would set him on

Mexican soil. Then he could drop down

to the Sonora railway and board a train

for Guaymas, thence on by boat to some

South American port, or New York or

Europe. Who might ever think of hunt

ing for a desert rat—of all persons, a

prospector—in Paris?

HIS eyes fiitted hungril ' over the heap

of bills and gold coin. T e hand clutch

ing the empty canvas bag trembled and

his lips twitched spasmodically. If he

could only break down that one big ob

stacle—that Gene Pershale and he had

been boys together.

“But look what he does for a living,"

argued the Tempter. “Look where he

went today. Haven't you always said

you'd take a crack at one of his trade if

you got the chance F” Parks looked, and

weighed the man's business against his

friendship.

Pershale was buying mines for a Los

Angeles syndicate. Four days ago he and

Parks had met accidentally for the first

time in ten years in the little desert set

tlement to the north and Parks had in

vited his old friend to share his cabin

while in the country. Pershale had come

and brought along this fifty-thousand

dollar fortune—“bait" he called it.

They were a strange pair, these two

men. Opposites in every thing except

age—both were forty-two—in nothing

was the contrast more marked than in

their attitude toward the Golden Rule.

Pershale was graduated from the school

of worldliness, an institution that has no

lace in a land where all men are neigh

bots, and of such was Parks.

So Pershale was the shrewd one of the
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two, the ruthless plotter who lived for

the making of money, deep of purpose,

calculating, and hard as a stone.

Adam Parks was a gawk. He was rough

and clumsy; he had never seen the ocean

nor the white lights, and held women in

the utmost awe and veneration. He had

never deliberately hurt a man in his life.

Prospector-like, Parks hated the paid

buyer of mines, looked upon him as an

out-and-out rogue, unworthy of the

smallest consideration at the hands of

honest men. The buyer of mines knew

the prospector’s weakness. Knowing

human nature also, he went forth and

got rich claims dirt cheap. Not by any

dishonest means, understand, but by

simply playing upon the longings of these

wistful dreamers who had never possessed

more than one pair of overalls at one time

in all their slaving lives.

Certainly it was not criminal to spread

gold and bills to the amount of say one

thousand dollars under the nose of some

tired-out, work-warped old fellow who

had held out for some vast sum like

twenty-five thousand for two whole days,

and tell him that you gave him five min

utes to change his mind. Gene Pershale

had made a success of this sort of transac

tion. He even seemed to have found a

humorous side to it. He delighted in

telling how the old fellow's rheumy blue

eyes had fired up at sight of the golden

pile, how the leathery face worked and

the bony hand quivered; how, in fact, the

graybeard gave up finally, sold a bonanza

for a song.

Just now Ad Parks thought this over.

The treasure heaped on the table before

him, where he had dumped it a few min

utes ago out of an inordinate desire to see

what fifty thousand dollars looked like,

belonged to the Los Angeles Four Metals

Mining Com any, and Gene Pershale,

friend of his boyhood days, was its cus

todian. It was to be used as “bait."

That very morning Pershale had ridden

away for a new mining district that was

being opened up twenty miles to the east.

He had gone to look over the ground, to

if."
' "‘l: it .

a’ ’ ‘

At that moment a man was peering

down at themfrom the rim of

the opposite canyon wall

feel out the temper of the lonely,

dreaming hermits that owned it, and

to prepare for the snaring were the re

sults but worth the effort. Which ac

counted for his leaving the money be

hind. Moreover, he feared, he had

said, a chance meeting with some

wandering desperado. The money

would be safer with Parks. This even

ing Pershale would return. If the

money was still here he would doubtless

carry it off in the morning to bait some

poor—.

A vagrant breeze struck the rock cabin

and the oil cans shin ling the roof set up

a dismal jan le. ‘he sagging door

creaked painful on its leather hinges.

A cloud of dust ltered into the place and

thickened the air. '

Parks started and swallowed hard.

He reached out a reedy hand and closed

it over a stack of gold pieces. Caress

ingly he fingered them, much as a poker

player purrs his chips, and listened to

their wholesome clinking with eager ears.

This was the stuff for which he had

scratched and starved these many weary

years. Not the raw product of arrartra

or stamp-mill, but the minted article

flashing forth a spread-eagle which would

gain recognition in every nook and corner

of the globe. This sum represented the

end of all that was distasteful in life.

It meant no more work, no more worry,

nothing but ease and contentment. t

meant a chance to get away from this

pitiless, empty world with all its madden

ing sameness; from those wild, glorious

dreams that were destined never to come

true—a chance to live like a white man.

At that moment he told himself that

he was through prospecting, through with

breaking rock. That he had been a con

vict to his dreams too long. Before him,

in the sum of fifty thousand dollars, was

  

the fulfilment of those dreams. These

thin 5 he told himself over and over, felt

the urning urge of temptation growing

within him and the intoxication of a mad

desire overpowering him, et lingered in

the clutch of a gnawing oubt.

Long, painful minutes he stood thus.

The breeze died down and the heav

silence of the wilderness returned. e

wavered. He reverted again and again

to the hopelessness of his future, to the

fact that it was filled with the same prom

ises that his toilsome years of failure had

been. He thought of Gene Pershale and

felt more than ever convinced that the

onl difference between a hi hwayman

and'a buyer of mines lay in t e kind of

weapon each emplo ed to gain his ends.

He held to this last for some time.

Seemingly there was nothing really bad

in stealing from such a man. Wasn't it

the same as disarming the highwayman?

He thought so. He tried to make his

conscience agree with him. But that

conscience presented a stubborn opposi

tion, persisted that it was criminal to

walk away with another man's money

under such circumstances; that it was

the depth of depravity if that other man

happened to be a lifelong friend.

And because Adam Parks had received

his moral training in a land where all men

are neighbors he could not drive himself

to rob a fellow-man, which speaks badly

for metropolitan Gene Pershale.

From hungrily studying the money,

Parks took to getting it hurriedly out of

sight. He swe t it back into the canvas

sack and tied t e mouth of the sack with

a cord.

“He'll have to go back to town to live,"

he muttered, meanin Pershale. “Hanged

ifl could stand anot er go like that."

He turned to restore the sack to its

hiding-place under the bunk and came

plump upon the unexpected—a six

shooter yawning in his face. Back of

that six-shooter glowed the two wicked

eyes of a strange man. He was standing

a pace away, a tall, rawboned fellow with

a heavy stubble of beard which heightened

the natural viciousness of his swarthy

features. About his neck a faded blue

silk handkerchief contrasted glaringly

with the dirty “checkerboard" shirt he

wore. Behind him the door stood open.

"Put it back!” he said curtly, jerking

his slouch~hatted head from the sack to

the table. “An’ up with yore grub

hooks!”

Parks hesitated,

in utter bewilder

ment, then obeyed. ‘

He set the money

down and held his

Lafayette never moved as he said this. But there was that in his look which
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h mdS in the air while the intruder coolly

r ii :vei him of his revolver. The man

spoke again.

“You wuz pretty much for takin’ a

chanct erself there for a spell, wuzn't

you P" e eyed the prospector narrowly.

‘I held off a-purpose to see what ye’d do.

wuz bettin' you wouldn't. Youse

bakin’-powder stiffs ain't got the sand."

With his free hand he hefted the sack.

"'Most all paper, ain't it? Did you hear

what I said? Say, Parks, you better talk

or—l”

“'Bout half an’ half. I reckon you

could look if you had a mind to.”

The fellow gave a coarse chuckle.

"You'll do, old settler. But ’fore we

tan le up, sack up a week's grub an’ git

rea y to travel. ' You an’ me is goin’ to

take a little parzar around. 'Twouldn't

do to have Pershale come an’ find us two

here.” He laughed. "O, I heerd the

both of you chinnin’, pal. I seen him go,

an’ I seen you—Come on, now! Make a

showin’ for yerself or mebby I'll sorter

fer et an’ take you for a buck deer!”

e dropped to a seat upon a stool and

fell to watching the other. Parks, given

no alternative other than to follow out

orders or suffer the consequences con

veyed in the threat, found a flour-sack

and began filling it with provisions.

\Vhile he did this he wondered at the

startling turn affairs had taken. It

seemed as if Gene Pershale was destined

to be robbed. A few moments ago he,

Parks, had been offered the opportunity

and turned it down; now another had

stepped u , ras ed it, and was carrying

out the eed—t e very desperado Per

shale had sought to guard himself

againstl

He finished getting the supplies to

gether and was immediately assigned

another task.
“Now set down anI write to yore

friend—this 'ere sporty cuss, Pershale.

Square yerseff agin that table an’ don't

let me have to sic you to it, nuther. I'll

talk it an’ you write."

And Adam Parks wrote. It is certain  

  

bespoke the attitude of a man who would stop at nothin

  

that no man with the cold nose of a .44

Colt's against his neck would be rash

enough to resist so harmless a command

as to write to a friend. For the matter

of that, one could easily explain away

any type of letter he might en under

such trying circumstances. £0, at the

outlaw’s dictation, the prospector wrote:

DEER Fans-n GEN‘EI—I couldn see so

much money lyin round loose an I took it.

Im rite sorry at that but I bin work’n too

long on no pair an Im goin to have one

hot ole time if I lose. I wisht it were

cnnybody else but yu I were (loin this to

Gene, but there aint no help for it. I

wont see yu agin ennyway. Adios.

AD PARKS.

The hold-up grunted his approval over

the scribble, s read it out conspicuously

upon the tabe and anchored it down

with a plate.

Nor was he to allow this documentary

avowal of guilt to stand alone. Followed

the making of additional evidence that

was to prove the deed to have been the

result of a carefully-carried-out plan.

At the man's direction Parks stripped

his bunk of its bedding. He collected the ‘t

best of his wardrobe and made a blanket

roll of the lot.

“Pack up like as if you wuz movin' for

keeps," said the man. “ ’Cos that’s about

what it amounts

to. You ain't never

comin’ back.”

A few minutes

later the kitchen

equipment was di

minished b a cof

fee-pot, ry-pan,

plates, cups,knives

and forks, and the

preparations for

departure were ' .

made. The cabin ;

was now a litter

of discarded ef

fects, in appear

ance one of delib

erate abandon

  

u

  

v.8

g to gain his ends. Parks grew cold under that look

ment. None might say that Adam Parks

was not a self-acknowledged criminal.

They went outside, the outlaw lugging

the bag of money and the blanket-roll,

the prospector shouldering the rest. A

short space away stood the brush shed,

the outlines of two mules dimly visible

through its hedge-like wall. They

steered toward it.

It was not quite noon. The heat was

intense, the air quivering, the landscape

blindin with it. Wild mountain heights

were al about, trending north and south

in a dense confusion of peaks and hog

backs.‘ Sagebrush smutched the lime

stone country-rock in tattered patches of

drab, which at a distance resembled huge

scabs upon white flesh. Far below to the

east the range rippled out upon a sea of

sand and alkali, the farther shore of

which was flanked by a rambling skeleton

of chromatic hills.

Parks threw the saddles on the mules

and started to divide the pack—the

money, bedding and utensils on the Nick

mule; the provisions and two water-bags

on the brown.

"Back up thcle, old Hole-in-the

round!" objected his companion. “You
ug the lodgin’s anI the pots, an’ that's

alll The swag an’ grub goes with me.

I'm goin’ to be food an’ drink for the

(Cnntinued on page 70)
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COPYRIGHT BY KARL. MOON

The Scout '

“To make pictures that will not only live but also be of practical value to students in genera

tions to come who will have to depend largely upon the pictorial records "which are being

made today.” This has been Karl Moon’s purpose for more than a decade and today he

has a national reputation as a truthful delineator of the Southwestern Indians by portrait

studies with the camera. His portraits, obtained through years of patient, sympathetic

efl'ort among the vanishing peoples of remote regions, have been added to the'best of the

nation’s historical and ethnological collections

  

  

  



 

  

Before—Two dollars an acre

KE 2! string of the ordinary

frankfurters of commerce, hold

it suspended in the air with the

left hand and contemplate its

swelling contours. They give you an

almost perfect diagrammatic representa

tion of the longest irrigation project with

the biggest dam and the largest reser

voir in the world.

It's 220 miles from one end of the link

sausages to the other, from the waste

ate of the last irrigation ditch to the

intake of the reservoir, and the dam of

the Rio Grande valley project of the

Reclamation Service—it is to be finished

in September of this year and the water

behind it has been rising for some time—

is a whale of a dam. Ask the El Paso

Chamber of Commerce how deep, wide,

high and heavy the dam. ' They know

 

The Taming

ofthe

Rio Grande

By Walter V. Woehlke

Look at the picture to the left. It’s part

of the Jornada del llluerto, the Journey

of Death that bhcked the northward road

of the Spanish explorers. Look at the

picture on the right. It’s a part of that

same Jornada del Muerto after the

application of the water cure. Uncle

Sam is administering the cure. The

work he has done in the Valley of the

Rio Grande is his largest single job next

to the Panama Canal. It’s a big con

structive achievement. And the story of

this achievement is the story of men, ln'g

men full of the faith, the hope and the

fighting spirit that laid the foundations

of the Great West

 

the figures by heart down there; even

the newsbo s can recite them backward

and will tel you upon the least provoca

tion that the dam will impound 2,642,292

acre-feet of water, enough to fill an eleven

  

After—A hundred and fifty an acre

 

foot stand lpe reaching clear to the moon,

to cover K/lassachusetts six inches deep

all over or to fill a hundred transconti

nental canals between New York and

San Francisco, each canal to be twenty

feet wide and four feet deep. These

figures, I repeat, every El Pasan knows

by heart, but he might become indi -

nant should you compare the Rio Gran e

groject with a string of link sausages.

et the comparison is true to nature. At

the end of the first link below thumb and

forefinger the valley narrows down and

the gap between the projecting buttes

has been plugged with the dam. At the

end of the second link the slim valley

,narrows down again and a diversion dam

helps the canals take the water from the

rlver for distribution below. There are

four links or valley segments in the

  

Diversion dam in the Rio Grande iust above El Paso.

side of the river, but the bulk passes through El Paw to the farmers on the American

side of the Rio Grande below the capital of the Southwest

 

Part of the water is delivered to Mexican irrigators on the further
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The Elephant Butte dam, now approaching

completion, will create the largest artificial

reservoir in the world with a shore line

200 miles long. If not a drop of water

were allowed to pass the dam, it would

require two and one-half years to fill the

lake which will irrigate 180,000 acres of

fields and orchards in New Mexico and

Texas, the outdoor sanitarium of the

  

sunny Southwestern country

 

 

project—Las Palomas, Rincon, Mesilla

and El Paso._ The greater part ofthe roj

ect is in New Mexico at an altitudie of

about 4000 feet. Only one link of the

long string lies below El Paso, but this

terminal, segment contains within its

boundaries some of the most fertile soil

in the Southwest.

The valley of the Rio Grande is not a

new frontier count . If you will travel

fifty miles north of l Paso on the Santa

Fe’s Albuquerque line to Las Cruces,

if you will stop on the plaza in front of

the quaint church with the squat twin

towers, the two surmounting crosses

that gave the town its name silhouetted

sharply against the Italian sk above the

serrated crest of the Organ ange, you

will find yourself in a settlement whose

Castilian settlers raised crops with the

aid of the adjacent river's chocolate

water, feasted, married, died and were

buried before William Penn built the

first Philadelphia brick house. There

are houses in Las Cruces parts of whose

walls sheltered contented families before

the first Continental army responded to

the tocsin. And Juarez, the lively Mexi

can city across the Rio Grande from El

Paso, had its irrigation ditches, its vines

and fig trees long before \Vashington

started to carry a surveyor’s chain. '1 hey

are wishing now that Washington might

have done some of his surveying in the

Rio Grande valley; it would have saved

a lot of trouble later on.

THEY have been irrigating and culti

vating the soil in the Rio Grande

valley for three hundred years, but until

now they have never been real happy

doing it. They could not induce the

river to quit sowing its wild oats and

settle down to regular housekeepin .

Spendthrift that it was, the Rio Gran e

would every once in a few years send

down a prodigal amount of water, roar

and tear through on a drunken riot,

taperin off its performance with lesser

jags. l‘hereafter it would repent, try

to atone for its sins by going as dry as

Arizona for many months at a time.

There were eriods when not enough

water reache El Paso to wet a sizable

whistle; at other times a turgid flood the

size of the Susquehanna gurgled past.

Of course the farmers never knew what

was coming and which way; they were

in a state of chronic and continuous

chinafied unpreparedness.

And the overwhelming changes in the

quantity of the water were not the sole

cause for worry; in addition the erratic

river often took a notion to hunt for a

softer bed. It wandered from one side

of the narrow valley to the other at its

own convenience without asking the

irri ators. More than once the went

to ed secure in the knowledge t at the

fertile brown water was flowing tran

uilly down the canal to the fields.

hen they woke u they found the canal

em ty, its intake ry as a census report

an the river flowing merrily through a

new channel on the other side of the

valley, miles away. The owners of the

land that had become the new bed might

beat the river with flails a la Xerxes,

getting wet and hot in the process, ‘but

they could not recover their possessions

until the Rio Grande found the other
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The picturesque adobe houses of the Rio

Grande valley, many ofthem two centuries

old, are rapidly giving way to modern

dwellings, though the Spanish note is re

tained in the new architecture. The shade

tree in the upper picture is a pear tree

over fifty years old, bearing almost a ton

of fruit every year. Half the population

of the project still speaks Spanish as its

mother tongue

 

  

side more to its liking once again.

In those days irrigated land in the Rio

Grande valley was considered worth

about $20 an acre. There was nothing

wrong with it. The _soil fproduced most

excellent crops ranging rom ears to

cabbages; the growing season egan in

March and ended in November, the

miners and stockmen paid good prices

for the valley's output. But the erratic

river did not 'ustify a higher land price.

The aforesaid crops depended upon a

regular su ply of water in the right (Luan

titles, an regularit was the one abit

the Rio Grande di not have. It pos

sessed and practised all the vices from

the D. T's to grand larceny of real

estate, but it did nothing regularly. And

it imparted the irregular habits to the

roduction of crops. He who sowed

bought a ticket in a lottery without grand

prizes; he could not become rich in a

season, but he could lose all he had. Ask

Lafayette Clapp and some of the other

old-timers what the river did to them.

Their reminiscences explain the low price

of acreage fifteen years ago.

UT the valley was too rich, the soil

too dee and fertile, the climate

too inviting fbrever to lie under the curse

of a rowdy river. The Rio Grande must

be broken. Could it be tamed? Thirty

years ago the residents of the valley

above and below El Paso knew it could

be done. But the process would be ex

ensive, and they didn't have the money.Tin 1893 they sat up and sniffed. The

odor of pounds sterling came to them

from afar. It emanated from Dr. Nathan

Boyd, a Vir inian of means who had

one to Lon on and made a name for

fiimself. Dr. Boyd was looking into an

irrigation enterprise near Santa Fe for

En lish capitalists. Him the Rio Grande

val ey residents went to see with their

project. Dr. Boyd had vision. He saw

the possibilities. A dam big enough,

heavy enough to hold the largest flood,

hold it so that not a drop could go be

yond its crest except at the will of the

man operating the gates, would make a

common henpecked household drudge

out of the boisterous river. Above the

dam would be a placid lake; below it

abundant water at all times, a river bed

as immovable as Christmas or the Glori

ous Fourth, a large population, peace,

plenty and contentment in large doses.

Of course there would also be profit for

the dam builders.

Dr. Boyd went back to London with

his maps and his vision. He financed

a company, obtained permission, rights

of-way etc., from the Interior Depart

ment and began clearing the site for the

big Elephant Butte dam. That was in

1893 and 1894. But he had reckoned

without the War Department and the

International Boundary Commission, the

organization charged with the duty of

keeping the line between the United

States and Mexico in its proper position.

General Anson Mills, patentee of the

Mills canvas cartridge belt that made

him a fortune, did not want the dam

built at Elephant Butte by Dr. Boyd;

he preferred to have the United States

Government erect it in the canyon just

above El Paso, and he had the backing

of the War Department. Dr. Boyd's

(Continued on page 88)



()n the New Rialto
rrClose-up Shots” at Film Stars

By Charles K. Field

ON! I do not dance in the

picture. I am Fenella, the

dumb girl of Portici, and

she has too many other

alllictions besides dumhness—that

is really not so sad if one knows the

pantomime—ah, too many sorrows she

has to dance with the other fisher girls in

the tarantelle. But I dance, yes, in the

introduction, for there I am Pavlowa her

self. Thisl do for my friend, Lois Weber.”

lf Anna Pavlowa thus pays tribute to

the clever woman who with Phillips

Smalley was co-director of the recent

Universal film version of the Auber

Scribe opera, "Masaniello," Lois \Neber

pays lavish tribute in return. “Instead

of the capricious dancer who has kept

audiences waiting because of a tiff with

a member of her company—you have

heard these stories—a creature whose

temperament is thou ht to be lar ely
temper, what did we nd? Absolutelzy a

good soldier! Timidly I told this high

strung lady my desire to add to the

dungeon scene the realism of rats. Nice

tame white ones, I explained, dusted with

brown powder. Madame did not even

et up on her toes. ‘Rim,’ she said, ‘I

feed them a bit bread.’ So she played a

fine scene, the lonely prisoner making

friends with the intruders in her cell.

And she didn't stop with this realism.

She threw herself at the solid walls of the

cell, in frantic efforts at escape, and when

the camera man had shot enough to make

reasonably sure of the scene, the priceless

Pavlowa legs and arms were bruised and

bleeding—not stage blood, either."

VIDENTLY the scratched Russian

did not prove a Tartar as was ex

ected. During one scene where a dagger

is used and where the dumb girl embraces

her brother, the camera man suddenly

stopped grinding and gazed a hast at

s lashes of real blood on the rother's

eapolitan collar. Directors and players

crowded in but the dancer stamped her

foot in a gust of annoyance at the inter

ruption of the scene. "It is nothing,"

she cried. "Why do you disturb me.=
Continue.n The tip of a finger had been

well-nigh sliced off, nevertheless.

Pavlowa ut her whole heart into the

making of t is picture. Her enthusiasm

was born of that delight in oppor

  

 

 

 

tunity which is recorded of Noblet,

the dancer who created the part

in Paris, in 1828. The critics

derided the absurdity of a dumb

girl as heroine of a grand opera.

The paradox was obvious and sarcasm

was easy until the first shock of the

novelty had passed and its real value

appeared. To Mlle. Noblet the part

offered a chance to demonstrate that she

was more than a dancer, that hers was a

pantomimic art which transcended mere

poetry of motion for which the ballet gave

er sco e. And Auber, the composer,

found himself required to supplement her

expressive dumb-show with instrumental

music which would speak for her in

scenes of passionate intensity. The result

is a character in dramatic contrast to the

singing persons in the story, accompanied

by orchestral music doubly si nificant.

Doubtless Anna Pavlowa ad looked

long and wistfully upon the dumb a onies

of the fisher girl of Portici, for dou tless

she is no less convinced than was Noblet

that dancing is the least of her art. And

probably she recognizes a special grace

in having been born almost a hundred

years later, for Noblet’s chance in the

opera was nothing to Pavlowa's oppor

tunity in the film. Noblet told in pan

tomime that she had been cast into rison

and had esca ed, and Auber's orc estra

throbbed witii her sufferings while the

audience uessed them as best it might.

Pavlowa has the actual dungeon, with

real rats and genuine business of lacerated

skin, while the orchestra throbs throu h

Auber's score far more‘ understandabF.

AS one drives out of Cahuenga Pass

toward the white walls of Universal

City he sees in a swale among the hills the

towers and walls surrounding the market

place where Fenella's wrongs fanned the

revolutionary spirit which, in history and

opera, flamed out against the corrupt rule

of Al honso and set a fisherman un

steadiy for a time upon the throne of

Naples. The surge of revolt which Auber

put into his music and which, tradition

says, caused an uprisin in Brussels which

drove the Dutch out 0 Belgium after the

performance of the opera there, animates

many hundreds of feet of “lighting film,"

realistically made in the substantial

settings which are characteristic of the

 
 

. aflg’v'», ‘ .

first} . .

Madame Anna Pavlowa demonstrates that she can act as well as dance.

the opera “Masaniello,"

As Fenella, the dumb girl of Portici, in the film version of

she escapes from her prison cell by means of a rope twisted of bedding while her drunken jailer sleeps

42
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big studios. The Los

Angeles beaches were

convenient for Masan

iello's appeals to his

brother fishermen but

even the southern

Californian country,

famed for its adjusta

bility to the varied

demands of the mov

ies, could not be made

to fit the librettist’s

stage directions in the

finale of the_ opera.

Scribe,writingin am

and probably, like

Auber, a stranger to

Italy, had the luckless

Fenella leap from the

palace steps into a

river of molten lava

flowing from the crater

ofVesuvius. Despite

the protests of Ma

dame's manager that

the film must follow

theo era or allEurope _ _

woul laugh at it, the Universal

people risked that laugh to _avoid

another, and Fenella dies without

volcanic action.

 

U

H ET’S move over here, out of the ‘lime

L light," said De Wolf Hopper: 50 we

drew into the shade of the projecting shed

at Grifiith’s studio, for the winter_rains

were still holding off with more considera

tion for filmers than for farmers and the

slanting midday sun seemed focused on

the big comedian. _ _

Hopper gave a txuizzacal glance toward

the sun—“as one uminary to another,

I put in, tactfully, but he dodged thg

flatte . “It's more like a poor actor,

he sai , with rolling rrs,_“gazmg from the

stage toward the calcium man in the

gallery. That's the only flaw in this de

  

  

lightful experience—

that calcium man goes

on the job at daybreak

and stays on it till

dark. And we have

to keep his hours. I

can't get used to it.

I’ve known so few

sunny mornings, you

see, in my electric

lighted life! And now

I’m sentenced to be

shot at sunrise and

from then on to sun

Setl

“But I’m enjoying it

all. Think ofit: a year

in California! And

with a baby. You

know I have a baby

ten months old. A

marvel! Just consider

what it means to an

actor-father to be al

lowed a year in a ar

 

   

1*

FL den with his chil at

the wonderful forma

tive period of its life!" The low

suddenly died from the actor's ace.

“But there's the flaw a ain. Here

I am, at the studio, an our guest,

Digby Bell, not playing just now,

Is in the garden with my child. And,

of course, the baby goes to bed at sun

down when the movies cease from moving

and the sound of the grinding is low."

Hopper glanced down at me suddenly.

"Tell me,’ he demanded, “was Lon -

fellow lying when he said ‘into each life

some rain must fall, some days must be

dark and dreary?’ But I suppose he'd

never been West," he went on, "or he

wouldn’t have been so positive."

The mobile face brightened again. "I

rather think Mrs. Hopper will take pity

on me and bring the baby around in the

car. I'd like you to meet him.”

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hundreds offeet of “fighting film" depict Masaniello's revolt. The big studios are building solid scenery under the Californian sky
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I DECLARED that my interest in the

young Hopper was only second to my

curiosity regarding the filming of “Don

Quixote,” just completed.

“The dream of my life realized!” cried

Hopper, with unfeigned enthusiasm.

“I've always longed to be Quixote. But

the background ofthat character always

seemed just a bit too big for the stage,

in a way. I had to be satisfied with El

Capitan—merely the farcical element

where so much more remained to be

done. Quixote is El Capitan grown up, to

me—matured and ripened,with the world

sorrow added. And now comes along the

film and makes it possible for me to play

that part as it ought to be played—tilting

  

“Tilting at

windmills under the

actual sky"  

\Mll'llllilllllllllllllll _
.iimilmmummn

  

De Wolf Hopper as “Don Quixote" and

Max Davidson as “Sancho Panza"

 

 

at windmills under the actual sky. It's

big, I tell you. The character grips ou

because, as somebody said about Shakes

eare, he's not for an age but for all time.

e's so real that he’s ot into the lan

uage. Not one in ten thousand has read

éuixote, but most everybody knows what

‘quixotic’ is. Look at our own reform

ers today. How many of them are mis

taking windmills for giants? By the way,

that's where the film works wonders._ Put

that windmill on the stage. How would

you make it plain that Quixote sees a

giant where the audience sees the circling

arms of the windmill? He would have to

tell what he sees. But the film flashes the

very image that was flashed to the old

knight’s unsteady brain.”

 

 

 

l‘Rosinante” the horse and “Dapple" the

donkey are co-stars in the Griflith film of

"Don Quixote." There was a snake, too,

but he is not with the company any more

YOUNG woman with expressive

dark eyes and a mouth round which

a roguish smile seemed to dart and hover

like a humming-bird round a red flower,

paused a moment to gaze up at the tower

mg star. “Ah, my Dulcinea!" boomed

Hop er, and presented me to Miss Fay

Tinc er. “It would never have done to

have the uncouth Dulcinea of Cervantes,

you know," he explained, “so we got a

pretty one and the way she achieves the

uncouth is simply genius." The hum

ming-bird smile was gone for a moment

from Miss Tincher’s mouth. “I was

thinking of that death-scene, Mr. Hop

per," she said. "I don't see how anything

could be more sure to bring the tears.”

 

 

 

Fay Tincher, as “Dulcinea,

  

n H

achieving’

the uncouth by sheer genius"

 

 

C,

"It’s really a strong scene," Hopper

admitted to me. "Mr. \Vithey, who

wrote the scenario, had to take that mat

ter into his own hands to give the picture

a dramatic climax. And I’ve learned how

to die for the camera. I don't mouth any

more. When I first got here I said ‘M

boy!’ with facial gestures visible a block

olf. But that death-scene is part of my

joy in this role—not that I’ve ever wanted

to play tragedy, and when did the

speech of Marc Antony it was just a sort

of blessed vacation from Casey—but Jack

Point in ‘The Yeoman of the Guard’

was the nearest I've got to the big thing

of showing a broken heart under the

jester’s motley. We have no end of

rollicking horseplay in this picture, but
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underneath it all is the bedrock of a sad

sincerity.

“ AY!” De Wolf Hopper made a light

ning change—“the animals in this

picture are co-stars. There’s the horse

and the donkey and the snake. The last

named is not with the company any more.

In fact, he is quite dead. You see, some

body strong on realism got a well de

veloped rattler out of this Eden of yours.

None of your gentlemanly gopher-snakes

or other harmless mousers. This snake

had several inches of alarm clock at the

end of his tail. They had fixed up his

fangs so his bite wouldn’t take except in

the camera and the property man was

very proud of him. 'I hen somebody dis

covered that they do not have rattlesnakes

in La Mancha, so the poor serpent had

to be made up as a Spanish adder, with

his lovely rattles all aimed and puttied

out, sacrificing a perfiictl good bunch of

castanets where one wou d have thought

they would do the most good. When Mr.

Adder had his make-up on we all went

out in a car to a wild corner of Grifiith

Park and there some women saw us and

came around dangerously close to the

camera. Just then the Spanish adder

made a graceful entrance and you ought

to have seen the ladies’ exit! I stopped

laughing at itlthough, for suddenly I saw

the snake bite the actor who had hold of

him and honestly, it made me a little sick.

I'd wished the snake off on that fellow

and I felt responsible. It was only a

scratch and the man who had fixed the

snake said it wouldn't do any harm. And

that poor devil of an actor had to go

through the scene with the snake a sec

ond time! Afterward I saw the snake

again. He was dead, with his ugly head

gone, and his grease—painted rattles were

still. One of the real cowboys who does

fan riding came along.
“ He sleeps!I I said solemnly.

“ lHe ain't dead et,’ said the cowboy.

“ ‘Not dead!’ sai I, ‘and with his head

cut off?’

“‘No,’ said the rough rider, ‘hewon’t die

until sundown; they never do.’

“I didn't believe it, and so just at sun

down I looked in at him again and sure

enough, what was left of him gave a tired

sort of wriggle and then quit. It was very

affecting to me, for the poor snake

seemed the ideal movie actor, giving his

last wriggle only with the setting sun!

“ T is not so sad about the other ani

mals,” Hop er went on. “Rosinante,

the horse, and lgapple, the donkey, are real

actors. In one part of the picture Quixote

does penance by riding with his face

towards Rosinante’s tail. Thus he runs

into an overhanging limb of a tree and is

knocked silly. When I came to, in that

scene, I looked about me, dazed, and there

was Rosinante beside me in the most ludi

crous pose, one leg apparently done for.

I saw my chance and took hold of the leg.

It hun as limp as though broken. Then

I felt o my own. Fine bit of business and

Rosinante posed like an artist all through

it. Well, after that they just had to give

me the steed—it’s worth about $40 at a

horse fair, I should say, but I've pensioned

Rosinante and provided a nice open pas

ture in erpetuity as a sort of Equine

Actors’ ome. I'd do as much for Dapple

if they'd give him to me. There's a scene

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Weber and Fields and May Busch in “The Best of Enemies." This photograph,

like the title of the Keystone film, is an epitome of the

traditional art of the two comedians

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

where I lie down with the donkey in his

stall. They wanted to hobble him but I

knew he wouldn't hurt me. And he

wouldn't. He was too good, really. The

business of the scene was for Da ple to
switch me with his tail, but gappl'e'A

wouldn’t switch while I was there. So

they had to tickle him and force him toflit.

But his gait isn't so entle. I had to ride

him round and roun in a scene, while the

saddle of carved Spanish leather was

cutting an Italian intaglio on the inside

of my legs. And Mrs. Hopper and the

baby were so delighted with my misery

that they got in front of the camera, and

I had to do it all over again. I can sym

Eathize now with those war towns in

urope that have to go through the agony

of being retaken.”

HE magic word “baby” broke the

spell of the interview. Hopper held

out his hand. “There's one rather sad

thing about this filming business,” he

said. “Heretofore, when I've taken off

my makeup after the final performance of

,I- laid down the part for ever.

‘would never need me again. They have

some haracter I liked, I’ve had the

thoug t that some day I'd play it again.

But when I took off Quixote's wig after

the last scene had been taken, I knew that

They

the film."

PINK pajamas are quite as effective on

the screen as on the stage although

perhaps the black and white film loses out

where the pajamas are part of a color

scheme which includes titian hair like

Billie Burke's. But the Burke tresses
I'take” wonderfully well in the sunlight.

No “bordei‘s" or "foots” ever woke more

rippling lights above the famous Burke

smile than the sun that shines on Inceville,

fair Inceville by the sea.

Billie Burke found acting at Inceville

somewhat strenuous. Certain severe

critics of the stage, shutting their eyes

resolutely against the Burke hair and

smile and rosy nightwear and closing their

ears to the tinkle of voice and piano, have

declared that Billie Burke cannot act.
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Billie Burke “at home" in California during her recent

debut before the motion camera.

hair and the smile “take" well in sunlight

  

 

 
  

Both the titian

When Billie Burke tells fairy tales with herself as

heroine the film shows her adventures, a case

where one would rather see than hear

 

 

 

Now then, those critics

should have stood down

where the Pacific ocean

laps the waterfront of

Inceville, to see Miss

Burke, in boy's clothes,

dash up the street of a

Scotch village at the wheel

of a gasoline racer, pelted

by a property rain and

missiles from the hands of

a hundred villagers; to

see her leap from the auto

and strive, in an atmos

phere of mud and toma

toes, to calm the mob in a

village which had been

turned topsy-turvy b a

young American tom 0y

eiress in a high-powered

car; to see her washing

away the stains of battle,

neck-deep in a marble

fountain (made in Ince

ville). But, of course,

they can see all this in the

picture and then eat their

words! At least they

would have to admit that

the little lady was busy.

 

 

 

 

Story-telling in a sunny street in Scotland. A good

example of the outdoor scene-painter’s art

 

  

l

  

lLLlE Burke said she

liked it! She was not

in the least afraid of the

racer, the tomatoes or the

pool; all she feared was

that she might look at the

camera. And she could

not get used to making an

exit from a scene before

she had made'her entrance.

The camera doesn't bother

about little inconsistencies

like that. At any time

when the light is favorable

the actor may depart from

a serious situation in

which he may not be

placed before the followin

Tuesday. Or he may fafi

and writhe and die from the

bullet of an assassin who

made his escape from the

scene at least two weeks

before. These intricacies

of movie technic bothered

Miss Burke a good deal at

first. Which rather shows

that she has been acting

intelligently on the stage,

doesn't it?
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HERE was a real reunion at the

Keystone studio. At a long table,

athwart a window, sat Joe Weber and

Lew Fields and Sam Bernard. These

three mirth-makers have not been to

gether for fifteen years, at least not in

such wise, for they were not playing cards

nor dining together at this long table.

The morning sun was shining through the

window upon them and they were making

up with paint and whiskers for the parts

the ublic loves them in. Weber and

Fiel s had come together after a separa

tion to fix their peculiar team-work on the

film and Bernard was having his peculiar

troubles in a neighboring “set.”

“ HEY won’t let me cut my hair,"

complained Weber, "because in the

lay I’d have short hair at noon and long

liair at night. So I’ve got to stick to this

mo two weeks yet.”
I'Pields, with only a mist of hair above

a puzzled brow, turned upon Weber the

gaze that has shaken so many audiences.

“You ought to be glad that mop sticks

to you!" he said severely.

“You hear how sincere that sounded?"

asked Weber. "That's what Jloseph

Jefferson said when he came behin to see

us when we were first playing in New

York. It was the sincerity of our actions

to each other that he raised.”

"You see,” put in gields, “no matter

what I do to him, it's because I love him

that I abuse him. There's Bible author

ity for that sort of thing, isn't there?

And when finally I kick him or stick my

finger in his eye, it's because it has become

necessary to do him the favor!”

"But, ’ said I, recalling the delicious

liberties with English which have accom

panied the actions of these comedians,

‘what ever do you do without dialogue?”

"Oh, we keep it going under our

breaths, to work up the scene," answered

Weber.

"But isn't it like an awful frost to be

funny and not get a laugh?”

Sam Bernard turned upon me a pair of

brown e es that would make a movie

actress’ ortune.

“I'd die of grief," said he, “if it wasn’t

for Mr. Sennett, the producer. Every

little while he laughs out loud and I get

stren th to go on again.”

“T en, you see,” went on Weber, “the

play is written so that plot takes the

place of the talk that leads up to the

action—and there's a reason for every bit

of slapstick in our pieces.”

CONFESS that I am not an admirer of

the regular type of Keystone film—

which doesn't bother Mack Sennett, their

producing genius, a little bit; there are too

many aying patrons who differ with me.

But I elieve that the Keystone is rising

to the dignity of the new Triangle pro

grams with the carefully desi ned slap

stick of Weber and Fields, an the ludi

crosities of Raymond Hitchcock and Sam

Bernard. The physical abuse that isv

dramatically led up to must, in the long

run, win more genuine laughs than the

aimless kick and tumble endlessly re

peated. With apologies to King Charliel

%

The Strange and Curious Adventure of

a California Snowball

A True Story In Two Scenes

 

 

 

Scene 1. The top of Mt. Wilson. Morning in midwinter. A beautiful lady arrives

from the orange-seemed valley and gathers the snowball in her arms. It has always won

dered whether its destiny would be the trolley wire or the irrigaling ditch. And now, this!

 

 

‘its.

PHOYOORAPHS BY THEROS ANGELES EXAMINER

 

 

Scene 2. The beach at Venice. Aflernoon of the same day. The lady has brought

the snowball lo the edge of Ihe Pacific but now she lets it lie neglected upon the worm sand

while another interest claims her. [Is heart melts and it passes lp its mother, the sea.

Yet how few snowballs have such an experience!

 

 



  
  

The

  

Home in the West
 

L

CONDUCTED BY LIIZLIAN FERGUSON

My Little House by‘the Road”

Let me live in my house by the side of the road and be a friend to mam—Sam Walter Foss.

 

. HEN we (he and I)

went a-venturing for

a soul-anchorage,

neither ofuswas con- l

scious of any particular ur e to

“be a friend to man." $ears

spent in the marts “where the

race of men go by" had had

the usual effect of indifference,

and we were interested only

in the quest of our own long

lost relative, Mother Nature.

We soon learned that "fifteen

minutes-from-the-station" and

“within-commuting-distance,"

two materialistic edicts long

familiar to the homeseeker,

were as hobbles to our feet,

obliging us to lag behind to

compute our bank balance

whenever fancy seemed inclined

to do a real altitude flight.

  

A cabin with its left eye squinting at the rising sun

somewhere, miles from the base

of sup lies. ()ur attention

would t en be artfully diverted

to the "wonderful outlook."

Of course the price ascended

with the elevation, until one

might well question if we had

not indeed alighted on a ledge

of ure gold.fin despair, we finally set out

on foot, instinctively selecting

a street that led toward the

hills. Just before entering the

canyon we turned to get the

view which, at this point, takes

in Mount Hamilton and Lick

Observatory with the sweep of

the valley between. On our

left, a thicket ofwild shrubbery

bordered the strip of road that

lay between two pretentious,

l.

We also discovered that there

is no middle ground with the average real

estate man. Everything is strictly utili

tarian or the extreme opposite. When

we mentioned stations and trains we

were introduced to small, dingy, box-like

houses, tightly wedged between other

houses of the same design, with all

natural beauty around the premises care

fully eliminated but "close in and handy

for a commuter.” And when we hinted

at a view, a jitney would be led around,

switched to low gear, and away we would

go, toiling up steep mountain sides, to

emerge triumphantly on a bleak ledge

well—groomed country houses.

Across the road, in front of the

thicket, just glimpsed through a row of

stately eucalyptus trees, was a lordly es

tate where a red-tiled roof could be seen

peeping through the rich folia e of an

orange grove; and across the guich, on a

neighboring hill in the rear of the thicket,

loomed the gables of a home equally

  

The outdoor bed serves as a hammock by day

c.15
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One corner of the redwood living-room is a library
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TheVictor Record catalog is the

most complete catalog of music

in all the world

and tells you exactly

what a Victor or Victrola

will bring into your home
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lt gives you a volume of information about operas, artists. and composers,

and contains numerous portraits and illustrations.

lt shows you how easily all the music of all the world can become an

entertaining and instructive part of your every-day life.

This 450-page book lists more than 5000 Victor Records. and is of interest to

every one.

lt costs us more than $l50,000 every year, and we want every

music lover to have a copy.

‘EDDW

Any Victor dealer will gladly give you a copy of this great catalog of music, or

said to us and we will mail you a copy free. postage paid.

There are victors and Victrolas in great variety of styles from $|0 to $400. ,.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A. y it?

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors
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SO The Home in the West

imposin ; beyond that lay the blue haze

of San rancisco bay.

We looked at each other, the same

thought in the minds of both. Without’

a word we turned and scrambled through

the brush, scattering young quail, squir—

rels and birds at every unexpected slide

down-‘the steep hillside into a ravine.

There 'a“little stream sang its wa along

the curves of a lovely woode road.

The hillside was covered with laurel,

oak, bay, toyon trees and buckeyes—a

miniature primeval forest, and only

twelve minutes from the station. Quite

b accident we had stumbled upon one

ozMother Nature's oases that had been

overlooked in the steady march of well-to

do homes, else it too would have been

tailored to conventional pattern.

A few minutes later we were downtown

negotiating with the real-estate man.

Our very souls chuckled at his remark

that we would find it “might hard work

clearin’ up that hillside," or we were

mutually agreed on one point: not a

single rowing thing should be uprooted

from anglebush” except where neces

sary to make room for a house.

T‘O carry out this resolve was not diffi

cult, since the entire three-quarters of

an acre boasted only one available site

where a home, however soulful, might be

anchored with any degree of security.

The house really must be “by the side of

the road," and its lengthwise side at that,

for our frontage of 160 feet is little else

than the most casual meeting with the

road. The lot then retreats in almost per

pendicular lines, only a few feet back from

what will some day be the sidewalk.

Of course our house must be a quaint,

vine-covered affair, of harmonious ro

portions and color, with low-spreading

arch and broodin eaves. In short, it

must not appear like a small boy in his

Sunday suit sitting on the edge of an un

comfortable chair, but as though it had

taken root and grown up there among the

wild lilac and vines, against its back

ground of live—oak and distant mountain.

He went to work. It was he who drew

the lans, measured the ground space,

boug t the lumber—also an amazing col

lection of brand-new shiny tools—super

intended the construction of the cement

foundation and the chimney and per

formed the greater part of the actual car

pentering himself. It would be diflicult

to determine which was the more inter

esting—to watch the cabin grow day by

day under his hand, or his evident delight

in multiplying the number of new tools

as the work pro ressed. Perhaps it was

the ha y com ination that ave the

boyish l’i t to his whistle as he grove the

nails or polished the bits and saws.

Someone has said that a man never

really outgrows a youthful propensity to

shy a stick or a stone at a dog, and climb

the fence in preference to going through the

gate. From my own observation I would

add that the sheer joy in pounding nails

amounts almost to an obsession. Its

spell was upon him—the noise, and the

keen satisfaction that comes from manual

labor. He was just a primitive man once

more, using his masculine strength for the

protection of the woman and the young;

while I, in a truly primitive fashion, re

joiced in his prowess with nammer and

nails, and never once doubted his ability

to provide all things needful.

‘I
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gretful polishing,

the tools were

finally put away, each in its place in the

new tool_house. The overalls and checked

blue-and-white gingham jacket were ex

changed for the business suit of a com

muter, and he turned the keys over to

me till the week-end.

In its rustic garb of redwood shakes,

complete with fireplace, bookshelves and

a rack for the music, the cabin modestly

took its place in the community. It con

sists of a lar ‘e living-room, two bedrooms,

bathroom, itchen and laundry, and a

basement for storage.

Within, the simplicity of the exterior

is harmoniousl carried out. The walls
and ceiling ofY the living-room are of

rough-sawed eight-inch redwood boards,

battened with two and one-half inch

strips of the same material, with exposed

beams. The bedrooms are plastered and

finished with cream-colored woodwork.

The bathroom and the kitchen are done

in enamel white paint.

HE sleeping accommodations are

supplemented by an outdoor bed on a

platform erected in a clump of second

growth live-oaks a few ste s from the

cabin. The platform, being ully twenty

five feet from the ground in the rear, is

supplied with a safety rail; but in front,

where the slope of the hill is less abrupt,

the bed is easily reached by only three

stairsteps. The bed-springs are mounted

on three-inch corner posts; red-and-white

frin ed curtains made from a heavy

dou le-weave counterpane serve as a

protection a ainst invading winds, while

gay-colored lankets and cushions com

lete its furnishings. As a daytime

oafin -place the tree-bed possesses all

the a vantages of a hammock with none

of a hammock’s instability. A clump of

live-oaks further to the left has been con

verted into a tea-room.

Including electric wiring and gas fix

tures, the total cost of the cabin, in money,

was about $1400, the most expensive

items being the cement foundation and

the chimney, which required $300.

Stone walls in front of the cabin to re

tain earth for flower beds, a retaining

wall in the rear, a system of water pipes

to irrigate the flowers above the rear

wall, also those on the terraces just below

the wall, the building of trails, rustic

seats and clearing out the densest of the

underbrush, all to ether added another

$200 to the originaf cost of the lot—$400

—making a total expenditure for the lot

of $600, and the grand total for one toe

nail hold in the country only $2000.

ATRAIL of 1200 picturesque but er

ratic feet, for which I alone am respon

sible, begins at the left of the cabin near the

tree-bed, runs west in a down-grade, below

the tea-room to a big oak at the property

line, then to the line on the east, and so on,

to and fro, crossing the lot seven times

before it finally reaches the road in the

ravine below, stepping obligingly aside

whenever a tree or a shrub disputes its

right-of-wa . Theseleisurelymeanderings

during the digging of the trail proved to be

quite in hannony with the still more

leisurely Tony, erstwhile of Italy, who

manipulated the shovel by the day. The

lon er the trail, the longer the job.

gut one day, unex ectedly, the man

of the family viewe

Then the axe fell.

"Whoever heard of digging a trail

uphill when you want to go down the

hill?" he demanded, and produced the

proper instrument to prove by actual

calculation that had the trail continued

long enough, we should never have

reached the ravine at all.

"I did it that way to save the trees,"

I ex lained weakly.

" nd s oil the trail," he returned.

Meanwhile Tony stood at one side,

r

our handiwork.

beating; upon his east and muttering,

"My ottl My Gottl I feel like I'm

shot. I doan' know what do!”

The critic at once resumed the reins of

government, and engineered a trail that

egins at the door of his tool-house at

the foot of the old-fashioned garden,

and in three quick turns connects with

the road in the ravine. It is a splendid

trail. I use it frequently, and gladly

too, when I am hurried, particularly

when the odor of scorching cookery is

wafted down the hillside. reminding me

that "life is real, life is earnest.”

Even so, I love the temperamental

paths best. They bring delight and peace

to my soul. And somehow they never fail

to lead me back to the little house by the

side of the road. Dorm STUART.
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"Good-bye, Old Year! Your days

 

so blest

Will soon be left behind,

But I'll keep on with what is best

_ I ‘r. _ . . I’ Like this good Campbell 'kind‘"

1" A good start—

Can you beat it? Can you do better for the New Year than “hold fast that

which is good"? Think what a wholesome, high-efficiency food product you have in

Campbell’s Vegetable Soup

With its rich condensed stock—made from selected beef—this nourishing soup

also contains such substantial ingredients as carrots, white potatoes, sweet potatoes,

small peas, “baby" lima beans, tender corn, green okra, tomatoes, and other choice

vegetables, beside celery, “alphabet" macaroni, and parsley. A soup as delicious and

satisfying as you ever tasted.

Try it again today and you'll realize this more than ever.

21 kinds 10¢ a can
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HardDay’swork
rub the tired muscles with a few

drops of the soothing, refreshing,

antiseptic liniment Absorbine, Jr.

.7 You will find it pleasant and con

' venient to use and remarkably effica

j cious. This liniment invigorates jaded
I muscles, limbers the joints and prth

vents second-day soreness and lame

ness after a strenuous, tiresome day

of sport or work.

America's best athletes and trainers

use Absorbine, Jr., to relieve strains

and wrenches and also as a rub-down

Anderson lakes, east of the head of the off the horror of this all-night country 0'

Hare river. Yes, it's country that ain’t hell up here—when I get out I’m meanin’

known, an’ that's what we're lookin' for. to turn bootlegger somewhere. Much

We're after the fur—and we'll git it." they’d know of it at Ottawa. And that's

"Come on in to breakfast,” said Clax- the way to get the fur, eh? I'm sick of

ton; “and if you'll allow me, better let this life of bein’ God A’mighty to the

those people have that beaver meat, if you Injuns, when you’re only just human

take the hide—they're hungry all the yourself. Now, ifI was a trader, I don't

time." deny, I'd go after the fur—an’ i'd get it,

“Oh, well, all right," consented the same as you chaps! Only I'd—”

trader grudgingly, “but they don't deserve “You might do something risky?"

it—they couldn’t hit a barn, if there was Again the genial guffaw. And again the

any barns up here. But if Jimmy or me swift searching eye that flashed over

shoots, something happens. Breakfast, Bray’s face, studying, estimating.
eh.> Sure. Here's Jimmy, an’ the hide." " es,n said Uaxton. “It's risky to

The self-reliant trader fell behind Clax- trade spirits to the natives—while I'm in

ton as the now turned toward the bat- Charge here, anyhow. And I'm in for a

racks and aid a hand on the shoulder of 10!! time yet, I hope.”

  

before vigorous exercise to prevent

such conditions.

Corporal Bray, turning on him a question

ing glance of his hard blue eye. “I sa ,

ou're a stout built chap yourself,ray—you'd ought to know something

about mushin' a dog team, eh P"

"Thousands ofmiles," said Bray, grum

he group broke apart as the strangers,

in the most matter-of-fact way in the

world, turned to take up their journey

into a region as little known and as dan

gerous as any on the globe.

"You're a boy of good spirit," said theAQESANQS HQ SI:

'w-Alsluivlmiw'

    

blin ly. “Oh, don't I know?” trader to Bray, aside as the silent Jimmy

"find for one-an’m—quarter a day? Ex- flunion his pack and went on ahead down

cuse me, but fur tradin 5 better for a stout the I luff "all to the beach; “you've got

young man. Your own lodge, an’ your spirit, a_n’ you can mush a team. There's

own woman—your own goods an’ your mone in it. Lay low."

own bit of booze come ni htfall—an’ at "Well, so long," he added, with a short,

the end of the year mayhe five or ten hard handshake all around. “See you

thousand to the candy—eh? I can't see next spring—maybe.”

why what you fellows see in the service. _

It’s a dog’s life, an’ no pay,” ni‘ghtless day Of fifty-eight north

“Right you are!" said Bray, malcon- _ turne swiftlyenoughintothedayless

tent. “Right enough. But for me, not night—the long night of the Arctics. The

much more of it.” slush ice in the river thickened, the wild

“No? What's wrong?" fowl long ago had disappeared south

"Time's out in anuary—an’ l'm quit- bound, and the snows came—foot after

tin’ then,” said ray. The memory of fOOt, (la after day, until the lon log

Combines efficiency with safety. It

is made of pure herbs, many of which

are grown on my own farms, and is

positively non-poisonous. Then, too,

Absorbine, Jr., is a germicide—a safe,

powerful germicide which makes it

especially valuable as an application

for cuts, bruises and sores. No danger

applied promptly. A bottle of -'

Absorbine, Jr., kept handy for emer

gencies is excellent health and acci

dent insurance.

Use Absorbine, Jr.

To reduce sprains, swellings, inflamed condi

enforced football rankled in his soul.

' “So? U herb—quit up here an’ can't

et out? gay, friend, drift over an’ see

immy an’ me on the Anderson, when on

house 0 the company post resemb ed a

rave—or the den of some vast hibernat

ing animal, indicated only by the wisp of

mist-like smoke arising. In the barracks
tionai, enlarged veins or glands.

To relieve aches and

pains, and stop

lameness.

To reduce soft

bunches, such as

wens and weeping

sinews. Absorbine,

Jr., penetrates

quickly and assists

nature in bringing

about a resolution

do!” And he laughed, a great u aw, of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police

which none the less had some sorto mean- the three men who represented law and

ing or question about it, The cold eye, orderin a country a thousand miles square

owned by a man who was a cold judge of went.on with their routine—cutting and

human nature, covertly was watching drawing wood, cooking, eating,sleeping—

Buy and playing football. Now and again

they made a trip with the dog team to

THE breakfast passed mostlyinsilence, some nearby Yillage of the natives—fifty

each man attending to his fish and tea miles 0_l' SO Clng held nearby in terms of

after they had been rewarmed on the cook travel In that Count

g

g of infection if Absorbine, Jr., is 4

5

g
a

2

On rare occasions

  

the deposits.

wounds.

 
 

p ("and ~
M4‘n if is. .
Punlul 5-0".   

indicated.

and dissolution of

To cleanse and heal

cuts, lacerations and

Whenever a high

grade iiniment or a

positive gcrmicide is

stove; and small time was lost b either the three of them visited the glowering old

the trader or his silent son after t ey had

eaten.

“Well, we must be on our way,” said

the older man, tightening the soft thong

belt that held his trousers. “Sorry I can't

leave a ood bottle of Scotch with you

fellers— know how long an’ lonesome it's

trader Friese in his den—where they got

the best he had, even a nip now and then

of a little Scotch, miraculously treasured.

The patrol came through from Dawson

that winter—a new patrol of five hardy

youngsters, wiry as wolves, who came

trotting in behind their dog teams with

goin’ to be for you all.” the winter mail acket in time for Christ

"We'd not mind !" said Claxton, grin- mas dinner at Cpherson post. This was

ning. "But let's not talk about it—ours the second great event of all the year at

is all gone, same as yours! Unless old McPherson, and the entire white popula

man Friese’s woman has a quart hid out— tion—nine men now in all—made merry

she usually does cache one or two, every for their Christmas season. This meant

summer's boat, against Christmas—it's the last of old man l‘riese's last bottle of

nary Scotch now till next gul . Well, it’s Scotch and the last Jar of Claxton’s marjust as well, for liquor’s adifor the na- malade. They made merry as they could,

tives, if it gets out,” these castaways. Isthere anything in the

“Yes, that's why I never carry it,” said world, I wonder, quite so pathetic as this

the trader gravely. "It sets ’em wild." childless, womanless, man 5 Christmas in

"And that's why, if I was tradin’, I the land of perpetual night! .

would!” broke in Bray, with a savage Of all these, Claxton was most reticent.

laugh. “Tell you wliat—knowin' how He had a letter from the packet—a letter

even a white man longs for a nip to keep which had come down from Ft. Simpson

Absorbine, .lr., more

than satisfies others

and will do the same

for you. $1.00 a _

bottle at druggists

or postpuid.

A L i b e r a 1

Trial Bottle

will be sent to your address on receipt of We.

in stamps. Send for trial bottle or procure

regular size from your druggist today.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.

243 Temple St. Springfield, Man.
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to Buy a Good Warc/1

The purchaser of a Hamilton is in

sured against needing a new watch, or

against having a watch that is always in

need of repairs.

  

  

When you buy a Hamilton, you buy the ac

curate, durable watch that will tell you true

time year after year. Let your jeweler show you

the beautiful, new Hamilton Thin Models No.

910 and No. 914 for $28.00 and $40.00 respec

tively; complete in guaranteed cases. Supplied

with any desired style of dial.

°d amiliun‘mate

7 “The Watch of Railroad Accuracy"

  

HF-Ii'lamilton lZ-Size Thin

IiModels $28.00, $40.00,

4, $55.00 to $150.00

  

'IM.   

r
  
  

PRICES 01-‘ HAMILTONS: The lowest-priced Hamilton is a _

movement alone for $12.25 ($13.00 in Canada). The highest

priced Hamilton is our Masterpiece at $150. 00 in 18k. heavy

gold case. Other Hamiltons at $15.00, $25.00, $28.00,

$40. 00, $55.00, $80.00, $110.00, etc. All have Hamilton

Accuracy, Beauty and Durability. Hamiltons are made in

many models—in cased watches; also in movements alone

which your jeweler can fit to your present watch case.

Write for the Hamilton Watch Book,

 

 

3 Hamilton “The Timekeeper” -

' ‘3 - r
.' Is " - The
-¢' Ladies Detachable It’ s an interesting book on watches. It pictures and intimately 'v: Thin '

Bracelet watch describes the various Hamilton models for men and women. Mg?‘ i

and Railrondi

$ Hamilton Watch Company, Dept. 2, Lancaster, Pennsylvania A"mm!
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Brand new No. 2 Smith Premiers $45
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b sledge runner to the mouth of the

(gi'avel river, thence by native carrier

across the Rockies, down the Stewart

river, and so to Dawson on the Yukon;

thence to the Peel river—an unbelievable

journey, but the only one possible at that

time.

This letter was from Claxton's inspector,

up river at Simpson. It advised him that

there had been a great deal of fur coming

in at some of the lower posts, especially

Good Hope, to independent traders. This

fur seemed to come from somewhere over

east, art of it down the Hare river to

Good ope, but even some showing up at

Norman, on Great Bear. No one could

account for this, for that country had not

been heard from for years. Some one had

started the rumor that this was poisoned

fur and search had revealed an empty

strychnine bottle in the possession of some

natives who came in from the east. The

independent traders had been suspected

of furnishing the Indians with this poison

for taking fur. This was contrary to the

law, since it meant the extinction of the

fur-bearing animals, which in turn meant

the extinction of the natives. Sergeant

Claxton therefore was advised to keep a

strict lookout for any suspicious looking

parties passing through his country. One

or two of the independents who had been

wintering above the mouth of the Peel

were by the last boat reported to be mov

ing out, possibl with the intention of

crossing to the ukon. Sergeant Claxton

was advised to report in regard to any

newcomers passing through.

The letter was enough to make Claxton

thoughtful. It was winter. It was per

haps six hundred miles from McPherson

to the place where certain two strangers

from u the river were at that hour veri

fying tfie suspicions of the inspector—yes,

and Sergeant Claxton's suspicions also.

He reflected now, and bitterly, that he

ought to have made exact search of the

outfit of these two men before allowing

them to proceed—that indeed he ought

never to have allowed them to go on at all.

UT since he had no ri ht to comman

deer any man of the awson patrol,

Claxton of McPherson held his eace, and

onl made reply by the return d'o packet

to awson—a letter which wou d reach

his inspector some time next summer, via

Skagwziy, Vancouver, Edmonton and the

Athabasca waterway. And after the de

arture of the patrol back across the

Bockies, Claxton said little for two weeks.

He stared at the red hot stove.

There was something else which made

him thoughtful. If he took any action

now he must do so as one of three men; of

two men, if he counted Bray as no longer

of the force; no, as one man—that was the

truth. Hale, a recruit, a raw young lad

not long out from Lancashire, was a will

ing chap and handy, but he was new at

this work, new in the country, new to the

country's grub list. His face was getting

puffy. He had come in the last few da 5

with his ankles too much swollen from t e

snowshoe straps. He froze too easily. He

complained of his teeth. He was game,

this lad. but scurvy takesyno account of

that. To send Hale over cast into that

unknown country would be murder, and

murder without any return.

As to Bray, what could he do? In a

month Bray would no longer be subject

to his orders. As for himself, again, what

could he do? Surely he could not leave

Bra and Hale alone, with Bray feelin a:

he id and Hale looking as he did. C ax

ton, sergeant of McPherson garrison, was

thoughtful for two weeks, yet made no

sign, save that he shaved a trifle closer

every morning and buttoned his dress

jacket tighter than ever. And he wore his

red tunic, not the brown jacket of fatigue

dut .

"It seems to me you're a trifle swell

lately, Sergeant," said Bray with sarcasm

one morning when he was in an especially

ugly mood. He nodded to the red tunic.

But Claxton, tolerant of the liberties a

man will take when he knows his time is

nearl up, only smiled at him.

“ here's just the three of us together

here," continued Bray; “what's the use in

rag in' out?"

laxton turned on him suddenly.

"Never mind about the use of it, Cor ral

Bray. But you said the three of us."

“Well, yes, I did."

"That's it—we're three, or we ought to

be, lad. You and I have stuck for live

ears to ether, one post with another.

here's t tee of us here. But your time

expires retty soon, and here is Hale

comin' own, and not a fresh potato in

the post—unless maybe Friese's wife has

ot one or so hid out. That kid's in bad,

Bray, and you know it. So, are we three

—or two—or one—to do the work? I'm

tellin' you, there's work to be done."

"What is it?" asked Bray suddenly.

"I've got to send a man over east—to

the Anderson country," said Claxton,

"and I don't know a d—d thing about

that country. You know those chaps who

went through here? Well, look at this

letter from the inspector. That means me

—it means us. There's got to be an expe

dition over there. How am I goin' to do

it? Gawd! man, I'm not askin’ much of

any of the fellows, but there's times when

I wish we was three for fair, all winter, the

way the names stand on the rolls today."

“I'll take that trip on," said Bray at

last, after a long silence.

CLAXTON looked at him suddenly, the

corners of his straight mouth twitch

ing. He turned his face to the window to

get control of himself. Then he put a

hand on Bra '5 shoulder.

"Bray, ol chap," said he, “maybe you

think I ve been a trifle hard with you of

late. Be sure of one thing—I wasn't

thinkin' of myself—only the service.

\Vhile I'm in charge here, I'm in charge,

and the regulations tell us what each

fellow's duty is. But I just want to say

if I haven't been fair' in any way, I'm

sorry. What you say now hits me hard.

The way it lays on the books, I can't send

you over there—at least you're under my

orders for only about a month longer."

"I'll take it on," said Bray.

Claxton did not understand the pecul

iar tone of his voice, the peculiar way in

which he kept his eyes aside, but he went

on in his open-hearted fashion.

"It's only a fast, hard pull will ever

come up with those two fellows. They're

a bad lot, unless I'm mighty mistaken—

an awfully bad lot, and dangerous as well.

The man that goes there after them has

got a hard trip and a hard end to it. It'll

take some stiff work to bring these fellows

back. I'm not clear in my mind how to

send one man on so risky a trip, for two

men like those. They'll take a chance,
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—the new dessert con

fection for all occasions.

Taste one—you’re de

lighted; try another, and

another, until they’re all

gone. Crisp, chocolate

fiavored sugar Wafers en

closing a delicious choc

olate-flavored cream

filling. In ten-cent tins.

FEsTINO—Dessert confections

that are really almonds in
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Annual
The Fortieth Anniversary Edition of

the Leading American Seed Catalog

for 1916 is brighter and better than

ever before. It ofl'ers the greatest

novelty in Sweet Peas, the unique

“Fiery Cross", and other novelties in

Rare Flowers and Choice Vegetables,

some of which cannot be had else

where. This book of 182 pages tells

all about proved and tested

Burpee - Quality

Seeds that Grow

For forty years we have aimed to render

the best possible seed service. This

untiring effort has built for us not only

the World‘s Largest Mail Order Seed

Business, but also an enviable repu

tation for efficient service and undis

puted leadership. Each packet con

tains the result of our forty years

extensive operation and intensive in

vestigation. This SlLEN’I‘ SALESbtAN

is mailed free. A post card will bring

it. Write today and kindly mention

Sunni Magazine.

W.ATLEE BURPEE 8r. CO.
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and don't mind breakin' a law. They'd

break any law."

"I'll go in on my own,” said Bray, still

sullenly.

"On your own! How do ou mean?"

“I mean that I know all t e grub caches

down the river, an’ east on the coast for

forty miles—you know I do. I'll start to

morrow mornin', if you'll give me that boy

Charlie from the village down below. If

those two fellows can make it across,

so can we. There's Cogwollok villages

over in there somewhere, an' those fellows

must have left some sort of trace behind

them here or there. I'm not doubtin' I

could pull throu h."

"Maybe," sai Claxton. "I don't know

—I'm only doubtin' ifI ought to ask you

to. That is to say—"

“I'll start tomorrow," said Bra , still

half-savage, half-sullen,“and when come

back in the spring I'll jolly well tell those

folks down at Ottawa what I think of

them.” He rose, hands in pockets, and

paced away, still sullen.

"Bring those two chaps out with you

any way you like," said Claxton senten

tiously, "and I'll joll well tell those folks

down at Ottawa what I think of you,

Corporal Bray!"

Bray only mumbled, and kept his eyes

aside.

LAXTON once more stood at the top

ofthe McPherson bluff—still, until the

chill in his blood matched the ache in his

heart. It seemed to him he still could see,

in the snowy twili ht of the endless night,

the two figures w ich but now had gone

down the trail, on the wide white path of

the river—Bray and his Loucheux Indian

boy, driving their dog team out into the

winter and the night, while he, who would

rather have gone than to have sent an

other, remained behind.

He turned at last, and went back into

the house. Hale lay on the bed, very

sober and silent. "Son," said Sergeant

Claxton, "here we are now, just us two.

I swear I‘ don't know which is the best

place—-the one that we have, or Bray's

yonder."

"I know jolly well where I'd rather be,"

said Hale; "that's with the team an’ not

'ere."

“Don't mind—don't mind at all, Hale,"
said Claxton. l‘I've quite a bit of dried

fruit somewhere about, an' I'm sure old

Christina, the trader's woman, will have a

potato or so hid out, even yet—we'll have

you right as a trivet before long. It's only

you're not used to the life and the gru

yet. If I'd a bit of Scotch now I'd stand

treat—I swear, I'm awfully down in the

mouth, thinkin' of those two chaps."

"They'll get the Scotch before we do,

I'm thinkin'," said Hale.

“How do you mean?” Claxton turned

to him sharply.

"I'll tell you, Sergeant. I've been

thinkin', an' just wonderin' if 'twas two

casks of 140 O. I’., or two casks of vine ar,

those parties had along. The old c ap

said 'twas vinegar—good for beans it was,

or for scurvy, and that was why 'e'd such

a lot along. But would 'e-—"

"My Gawdl" exclaimed Claxton. “And

you never told me!"

“I did think of it. But you was stiffish

like, along in then, Sir, an'——"

"Nor did you need—'twas in own duty

to examine everything they ad—I let

them through. The Lord help us now! I

see—I begin to see——" He rose and paced

the room with more excitement than Hale

had ever seen him show.

‘‘But, no!" he turned at last to his

associate. "I'll not 'udge Bray till I know

the whole story. I'll put m faith on the

years he's spent with us—all'sorts ofduty

—man, he surely wouldn't desert us now,

and with that in his soul beside!"

“ 'E told me, 'ow 'e was d—d lonesome,

you know," ventured Hale, "an' you was

stil‘fish-like, Sir."

“Yes. He'd only a few weeks to go

until his discharge—you see we'd forgot all

about that when the inspector was down

——we supposed Bray'd stay on, of course,

and sign when he got out. Well, let him

go. It's our one chance—and his. Some

time or other we'll know what's happened

over there."

Within the next six weeks they learned

something of what had happened. The

Loucheux boy, who had accompanied

Bray, came limping in alone behind a

crippled dog team. He bore a letter from

Bray, dated January tenth and written

not even its subscriber knew where, other

than as "Sumwhcre on the Coste."

“Sergt. Claxton, Sir," it said. "\Ve

done only abote 25 mild a day to hear m

boy is sick and scart of the huskies Andi

am leeving him at the viledge hear or

what is left of itt And am goeing on aloan

with a new man from Hear who knows it

oaver este l 0 mild. The ' got some seal

hear and a hale last fail. Some fiting

hear amon the natifs. whisky done it.

Thare is afiso some Poison out. I am

goeing in on in own so no more at

present. S. gray."

Claxton sat for a time, looking at the

dull red door of the little stove. Then,

silently, he handed the letter over to Hale.
uJanuary eleven was the date Bray's

time was up,” said he. "He says he's on

his own—but if so, why should he go on

in? There’ll be hell in there—hell that

those two chaps have started. He's right

—whisky done it."

LAXTON had accuratel ' described

the situation which towar the close of

winter existed around the mouth of the

Anderson river where, a little inland from

the coast, the natives of quite a large sec

tion had madeawinter village. Bray's new

guide took him to this lackseemed eager

to reach it himself. Behind him were the

faded fires of an exhausted supply of raw

alcohol and water. Ahead, there might

still be a little alcohol remaining.

There had been, at one time. Now it

had done its work. It was a desolate and

well-nigh untenanted village which Bray

at last entered, hobbling in his snowshoe

stra s after a journey of five or six hun

dre miles. It was as thou h war had

swept across the place, save t at this was

worse than war.

Bray passed one igloo after another,

before which there were no recent foot

prints in the snow. Following a more

definite trail, he pulled up at length before

a but which showed tenancy—white ten

ancy—by certain signs which Bray recog

nized. Unannounced, he stooped and

crawled in through the narrow entry

passa e.

As Tie rose, he saw, on the led e at theopposite side, sitting in igloo tilishabille

by the oil lamps, the two men whom he

wished to see—both bearded to the eyes
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gives natural beauty

to skin and hair

Resiriol Soap is not only unusually

cleansing and softening, but its reg

ular use gives to the skin and hair

that natural beauty of perfect health

which even the best of cosmetics can

only imitate. Pimples, redness and

roughness disappear, and in a very

short time the complexion becomes

clear, fresh and velvety.

The soothing, restoring influence

that makes this possible is the Res'i'rwl

which this soap contains and which

- physicians have prescribed for years

in Resinol Ointment, in the care of

skin and scalp troubles.

‘If the skin is in bad condition

through neglect'or an unwise use of

cosmetics, apply a little Resinol Oint

ment and let it remain on for ten

minutes or so before washing with

Resinol Soap.

I Resinol Soap is sold by all druggists and

dealers in toilet goods. For a trial size cake

and miniature box of Resinol Ointment, write

to Dept. ‘LA. Resinpl, Baltimore, Md.

Res-incl Shaving Stick also contains this

Resinol medication, making it must agreeablr

hi men with tender facet. Trial on request.
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Where Did John MuirGet His Money?

The famous nature lover and rose poet of the Sierras used to go to the Bani: of

Martinez with a large bag la eled conspicuously "Laundry" and

remark: "Thereegoes John Muir, putting his laundry in the bank again!" When

acts of his wealth "came out in the wash," so

to speak. He was worth a quarter of a million dollars, most of it in cold, hard cash.

Where the money came from makes a charming story, entitled

The MYSTERY ofJOHN MUIR’S MONEY

By ARNO DOSCH

IN SUNSET FOR FEBRUARY
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New Way in Typewriting

DoublesStenographer’s Pay

Hundreds Formerly Earning $8 to $15

Weekly, Now Receive $25, $35 and even

$50 with Work Easier Than Ever Before.

A Wholly New Idea

Why doesn't the average stenographer make more

money? What is it that holds so many down to

long

dollars each week?

ours and hard work at a salary of only a few

In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, it’s because they

can't turn their shorthand notes into finished letters or

other typewritten material quickly enough—it’s because

they are too slow on the typewriter.

Results are what count.

know it or not, for t e quantity andwhether the

Stenogra hers are paid

the quality 0 their finished work.

Talk to any stenographer who is making ‘25 or more a week and

he or she will tell you that in large measure the secret of his or her

succels has been —great speed—and accuracy on the modulus.

This is getting to be more true each day. Business men will no

ion or put up with slow,_bungling work on the typewriter. They

gladly pay two or three times the former salaries to stenographei-s

who

economy to do so.

ome expert typists, because they have found it is genuine

80 to 100 Words a Minute

GUARANTEED
 

Tho Tullolc New Way, radically dit

hrcnt from any other system, in eon

cedod to be the greatest lten in writing

nillcioncy since the invention of the

typewriter ital!

Alread thousands of Itsnozrlphcrl

and 0t or typewriter user! who never

exceeded thirty to forty word; a min

iite are writing 80 to I00 word! with

half the "Tort and with infinitely

greater accuracy than they ever could

before.

Nothing Else Like It.

Don't confuse this new way in tyw

writing with any lyk’h‘m ot the past.

There has never been anything like it

before. Special Gyrmmui'c Finger

‘l‘rriining exercises muiry from rlir

mar/lint hrinx results in dag/r that

ordinary methods will not pmduco

in maul/u.

Among the thousands of operators

who have taken up this lyltem are

hundred! of Irliinntn 0! business col

lures and Inn-ill ii pswritlnl courses A

neat numbers were so-caliod much

writers—yet there has hardly boon a

  Not for Stenog'raphers Alone

IIHIII one who heln't dcublld or

frlll/fd his or her speed and accuracy.

and tho salaries have been iiicrcuad

from $8 to Ill: a week (their former

pay), to "5, 8m, '40 and oven '50.

Valuable Book Free

W0 cannot describe here the secret

principle of this new method. But

we have prep-rod a book which tells

all about it In compirtu detail. which

infra to those intorvltsd. It in a hi;

481mg. hook, hrimtul ot eye-opcnlnz

idcu Ind valuable inturmntion. It

explains how by this uniquo new

method you cln in a low short wsckl

transform your iypowriiinl and nuke

it (n r). arnmru and avrnzirmlj

.rpuiiy—hr-w you can rur'rr'reyour

“If by the increase in palnry you

can gain.

It you are ambitions to "I ahead—it

you want to make your work easier—

it you want to put more money in

your pay envelope—rot this bunk at

once. it will be a revolution to you.

Tr-nr of! tho coupon now before you

turn \llll wizu.

 

  
BroulhtThla Man Speed

of l“ Words a Minute

There in nothing in the fluid

a! typewrlllnl instruction

that can at Ill be compared

with the Tullolo New Way.

It worhl upon an entirely

diflarrnt plan. The Spa

cial I'llllll' 'l‘rnininl isn

revelation. Formerly I

never exceeded fifty word

a minute, but since takinz

up the Tullon lot-bod have written as high as

[in . R. Inril.

Norvnl Bro!- IJW Ofllcs, Seward. Rob.

Speed—Accuracy—

Douhlod Salary

Am now Chief Clerk to the

Dept. of Park- and Public

Property. Salary ll u»

actly double what it was

when I took up the study

a! the 'l‘ulloll Ioihod. I

can only In] it you desire

to lncrelll ymirahility and

L. salary you will make no

"‘ mill-eke in taking thin

The lnflrnction is o! the highest

Avila 8. Connor.

109 Bonnier S\., Harrisburg, Pa.

Salary lncreucd 40

—Then 20% Mung.

Work For Easier

You" of the 8th. I cer

tainly know that tho Tul

luu Course prodncn accu

racy and Ipood—ihe two

great essentials of lood

_ typewritinr-nnd puts the

i ctndvnt in a position to

demand a higher salary.

_ Sines writing the letter you

‘"1, “lim: of l 10% increase. I have had

another increase of 20%. C, III. "nnu.

66 Olonoy 5L, Providence. IL I.

5. Words to l.—

87. Monthly to '15.

From a mood 0! less than

filty words por minuu. lhlc

.I-rthod quickly on lhled

his to write 80 and overv

From .70 a month when l
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took up the study, I was

\ coon drawing "SO—salary

more than donlvlod. Thorn

‘ i- no comparison whatever

hrilvrocn the Tnllon loihod

and the ordinary symnis. A. H. Gunilla,

1420 Hawthorne Pines. Indilon, Wis.

80 Words a Minute—15%

Increase in Salary _

This nniqul Ill'lhOd has

' lwsnarevelationtoinc. It

brought my speed on to

over 80 words per minute.

and incl-wired my ulnry

by over $575 I be

iir-vo It to be the

only typewritinl

' instruction 7

_ I that is baled 4

upon a lcirntiflc analysil oi‘ the

physical fnctl relating to in.

development of experl shili- We."

ty These Exercises will “ind ""

benefit the Itudrnt more 8 “gm! h"

than years of ordinary o ‘ .h'u‘

the New Way
"ll" .

uni we" A d 1: III | 04' T'|:‘i;r'i':|”c"";‘""“:|;

Tlilwei' Chum‘ é obllgli-iun on my

4 part.

practice. I. G

  

The New Way in 'I‘ypewriting is not for stenographer! alone.

We are teaching it to ministers, lawyers, reporters, advertising

men, writers, business men—t0 men and

profession who use the typewriter, and it's amazingly ens
to learn, no matter how little experience you may have hitdv.

women in every
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and grimed with the smoke of the lam s.

With them were two women of the tri e,

each with the blue tattoo line down the

chin, comely as any of the strangely vital

Eskimos and apparently as headstrong

and uarrclsome—for Bray heard voices

raise in altercation even before he en

tered. He caught a glimpse back of them

of a great mass of fur—the i loo was piled

full ofit, ten times the fur w ich belonged

in any Husky hut at that season of the

year. Obviously Williams and his son had

got what they had come after.

HE had found them—but not unpre~

arcd. As Bray raised himself from

his ha f-stoo cd posture at the door flap he

found himse flooking into the muzzle of a

long revolver, held steadily in the hand of

the elder of the free traders.

"How do 'ou come, and why?" rasped

Williams at ength. Bray looked into the

eye of a man as dangerous as a rattle

snake, as free of fear and as unscrupulous,

as ready to strike.

“I followed your tracks," said Bray,

simply. “Gawd knows it was easy.

There's 'ell to pay in the Cogwolloks.

It's eas to see who done it."

“Wei , then," said the free trader,

"you've come to join us? You're not

with the Police any more? But most of

our work’s done—here's the fur from a

hundred miles around. Why didn’t you

come sooner, if you wanted share and

share with us .9”

“I don’t rightly remember I ever did

say I wanted in with you—did I?" replied

Bra . All the time, paying no attention

to the leveled revolver, he was takin off

his parkie and feeling in the pack w ich

he had dragged in with him. Something

in his voice moved the other to drop the

gun at his side; but though Bray pushed

on over to the led e beside him, he took

no advantage of t at fact. Rather, he

looked at the great mass of fur, mostly of

the white fox, which filled every cranny

of the hut.

"There's money in booze and strych

nin’, ain't there?’ said he. “M word!

I didn't think there was so much’. Just

look at the furl"

“It’ll net ten thousand or better," said

Williams, grinning, “if we ever git it out.

But that's the question. Are £ou with us,

or are you with the Police? ither way,

you can be a lot of use to us. Even if you

wanted to stay on with the Police, you

could all of you be a lot of help to us

getting this stuff out of the country, an’

into the Yukon uietly—no fuss about it.

I don't like that cllow Claxton. But with

him or without him, whether or not you're

with him on the force, you’ll earn some

thin’ for your share if you help us getvthe

stufl' west on the coast an’ up the river,

to the mouth of the Rat Crossin’. Once

acrost, an’ on the Yukon, we're all right.

I've been over, an’ know the Bell an’ the

Porcupine like a book."

The old man and his silent son sat, their

eyes glued on Bray. The latter also was

silent for a moment and \Nilliams went on.

“We've traded the last of our s irits,

Bray," said he. "We didn't use muc our

selves, seein’ it was worth so much in fur.

There's almost a riot now, cs ecially

amon the women, for a lot of t e men

haven: come in from runnin’ the bait

lines."

"Bait lines ?" said Bray.

“Sure. We don't monkey with traps.
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Strychnine is the dope for foxes in a new

country. They cry for it. There's the

answer.” He pointed to the stacked fur

as he went on.

"But the trouble with these Huskies is,

the won't listen to reason—they can't

un erstand that we can't make whisky

right here on the ground for them—one

bottle of the O. P. makes six of liquor.

They're busy howlin' for drink all the time

they're about, and that's the only reason

they don't knife us, I reckon—they think

we can make some more out of the casks.

But the casks is empty now, an' there's

hell to ay. You've come just in time,

Bray. lood's thicker than water.

all white."

Bray made no comment. He started,

stared, and then sank down, thoughtful.

Williams as he ceased had tucked the gun

into the band of his trousers, a parentl

sure that Bray came as a friencli "We'il

let you in, of course, even now," he re

sumed. "You'll fight with us. If you

don't——"

"Well, what if I don't?" asked Bray

calmly. He looked up, a strange new

light suddenly showing in his eye.

"I was just thinkin'," said the grim

voice of the free trader, in response, "that

nobody ever found it very healthy to hold

up Jimm and me. We've seen life on the

front before we ever come up here. It

ain't eve man we'd offer a place with us,

be sure 0 that. An’ we wouldn't mostly

look for als amon the laz Northwest

Police. Here's a chance. hat chance

has a r devil in the Mounted 0t?—

only a lifglike a dog an’ nothin' at the end

of it."

"That's true,"

"There's not a lot in it, 'ce t one or two

things which maybe you an me 'as over

looked."

"We don't split hairs," answered VVil

liams. “We'll make it even-Steven be—

tween us three. If you'd come sooner,

said Bray calmly.‘

We're ‘

we'd 'uv saved the last dozen bottles we ‘

fixed up out of the cask. They raided us.

But what are you doin’ there."

Bray had at length unlashed the mouth

of his pack sack and was dragging out a

garment——a red garment—the tunic of

the Royal Northwest Mounted Police. f

He spread it now out across his knees,

ran a, hand along the wrinkles.

"That'd trade in well with the Huskies,"

grinned Williams. “What's it worth?"

RAY'S face grew a dull red at that

question. He made no reply. Slowly

he drew off the heavy caribou parkie that

he wore, the undervest that lay below it.

Slowly he worked his arms into the tunic

of his red uniform—the one customarily

used‘formally only by his superiors at the

remoter frontier posts. calmly, with no

change of countenance, with no hesitation

and 'no hurry, he fastened the buttons to

the‘throat, pulled it down at the seams.

Then, with no hurry and with no hesita

tion, he reached out a hand, caught the

handle of the lon gun which protruded

at Williams’ waist and, and with a jerk

pulled it out.

A savage grunt from Williams was fol

lowed by a swift movement by Jimm the

silent. But the long gun in Bray's hand

now was turned from one to the other.

"Now, don't," said Bray.

anythin . Because it's like ou said,

we're al of us w'ite. An’ bloo 's thicker

than water."

 

  

Anticipating Telephone Needs

When a new subscriber is handed

his telephone, there is given over

to his use a share in the pole

lines, underground conduits and

cables, switchboards, exchange

buildings, and in every other part

of the complex mechanism of the

telephone plant.

it is obvious that this equipment

could not be installed for each new

connection. it would mean con

stantly rebuilding the plant, with

enormous expense and delay.

Therefore, practically everything

but the telephone instrument

must be in place at the timeservice

is demanded.

Consider what this involves. The

telephone company must forecast

the needs of the public. it must

calculate increases in population

in city and country. it must figure
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the growth of business districts.

it must estimate the number of

possible telephone users and their

approximate location everywhere.

The plant must be so designed

that it may be added to in order

to meet the estimated requirements

of five, ten and even twenty years.

And these additions must be ready

in advance of the demand for

them—as far in advance as it is

economical to make them.

Thus, by constantly planning for

the future and making expenditures

for far-ahead requirements when

they can be most advantageously

made, the Bell System conserves

the economic interest of the whole

country while furnishing a tele

phone service which in its per

fection is the model for all the

world.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

Universal Service
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The manufacturer

who brands his

goods ,and adver

tises,them nation

allyiis so sure of

theiri‘quality that

he is willing to

stand the full force

of possible com

plaints.

He is making some

thing for which he is

proud to be responsi

ble. His trade-mark

secures for him the

increased sales that

result from mtzitfizction

and identification. At

thesametimeitsecures

to the public the cer

tainty of quality which

the known manufac

turer must maintain if

he is to continue to be

successful. '

When you buy, therefore,

buy goods that are trade

marked and advertised.

The manufacturers of such

goods stand behind them.

Your satisfaction is vital to

the continued success of

the trade-marked, adver

tised article.

Trade-marks and national adver

tising are the two greatest public

servants in business today.

Their whole tendency ii to raise

qualities and standardize them,

while reducing prices and stabil

izing them. no‘ 96' 96‘ .06
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The National Periodical Association
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The two sat looking at him with steel

cold eyes, both of them silent. Bray

dro ped the gun into his own lap.

"I say were all w'ite," he went on.

"What we owe each other now is w'ite

man's fashion of doin' things."

"You talk like a fool!" broke out Wil

liams. "But if you're with us, give me

back my gun."

“I can't," said Bray. “I can't, because

blood's thicker than water, an' because

we're w’ite. We've got to work together

—but work like w'ite men, an’ not like

Uskies."

“ word!" he went on, inconse

quentfy. "That ear begins to 'urt me.

suppose I'll lose it, an' two or three toes.

But listen, now; if we went on and acted

like these Cogwolloks, what kind of a

report could any of us m'ike when we

come out of this business?"

“You chump! Give me that gun, or—"

"I can't," said Bray, shaking his head.

Williams tried argument once more.

"You're a free man, ain't ou? You

told me, once you were off with, the force,

ou'd throw in with us. Are you goin'

ack on your word? This is no game for

chickens nor for snitchers—it takes a man

to run this the way we do. Ain't you a

man ?"

RAY’S face grew a darker red. "I 'ope

so," said he. "An' byGawdl what men

you'd make for the force! You'd stop at

nothin'."

“No, we wouldn't," replied Williams.

“You've not got us scared, right now.

There's two of us. It's a long way home

from here. Get one of us—but that don't

mean you'll get us both, or that the Hus

kies won't get you, before you get back."

"No, they won't," said Bra quietl .

"I ain't afraid of them, an' can't e

afraid of you. I was some afraid of my

own self—that's why I put on the tunic.

The fur—it went to me 'ead—so much

of it. An' a dollar or so a day——

“Now, let me tell you. I signed on

again for a third term—a 'undred an’ fifty

mile back of 'ere on the trail. I wrote it

on a paper an' ut it on a stick. Some of
the boys'll findpit sometime, an' w'ether

or not I get out, they'll get in sometime.

Because, don't on see, it'll have been

Bray of the Miiounted that done this

work, 'ere—whatever that work 'as been.

I said I was comin' in on me own—but I

signed it the day before me time was out.

I was still Bray of the Maounted—an' I

am now. I 'ope I signed on legal for an

other term. I ’ope they'll pass me

‘ through down at Ottawa.

“And I'll ‘ave to caution you now," he

added, “me bein' constable an' you my

prisoners, that w'atever you sa may be

used against you. So be carefu . If you

resisted an oflicer, that might later be

used very much against ou. ' -

“You damned chump." said Williams.

"Did you lie to me, then?"

"I don't 'ardly ever lie to anybody,"

said Bray, “an' you mustn't say them sort

of thin s to me, else I'll have to take off

my jac et. No, I'll tell you all about it.

I was thinkin’, all along the trail, about

'owit'd be to be me own man, with a chance

to git on in the world. Gawd knows, it's 'ard

enoughforachaplikemetogiton—I’venot

much eddication, an' no family an’ no

friends. I've no money an' no backin’

to git a start. About all a fellow like me

can do is to mush a dog team up 'ere, an’

lucky 'e is if 'e gits grub an’ any sort of

wage. I'm not sayin' 'twas glory got us

all to enlist—what's true for one maybe

ain't true for another, an' I don't 'ardly

know what was true about m self, that

made me sign on first. It was abit made

me sign the second time. What made me

sign the last time was this—"

He touched the sleeve of his red jacket.

"You see," he went on,.“I 'ad it there, in

the 'ind-sack of me sled, all the time. I

could feel it there. I felt it there all the

time u to January 'leven. Now you're

awskin me what made me sign on again.

Near's I can tell ou, it wasn't the pay,

an’ it wasn't the 'abit. It was because I'm

w'ite, an' because, like you say, ‘blood's

thicker'n water.’ It come to me all at

once, right now, when you said it.

"You see, I did come in 'ere on me own

—that is, I mean, I thought it all over by

meself on the trail. I wasn't never sure

till right now. But ifI come in 'ere just

as a man, not as a constable, I couldn't

arrest you fellows. The red coat in my

'ind-sack told me that. Somehow—right

now, when you said that—it seemed like a

shame to me that men as good as you

would be in 'ere, doin' this sort of thing

with the natives an’ with the fur. It

ain't right. It ain't fit for a w'ite man to

do. Blood bein' thicker'n water, I 'lowed,

just now, I'd stick with the Maounted an’

tell you that, right fair an' plain. So you

can't say I've lied to you none at all, for I

'aven't. No. It's this way—us w'ite men

has got to be God A'mighty to these na

tives, even if we're onl 'uman ourselves."

Corporal Bray certainfy had lost sight and

memory of consistency as he made this

declaration, but his tone carried convic

tion, and so did the gun in his lap.

“You're braver men than I am," went

on Corporal Bray. "You're better shots

than I am, both of you. It's probable

ou've seen more danger in your lives thanIy'ave in mine. I ain t brave at all, an’ I

never could shoot a pistol very much.

But now, the point is, you're both w'ite,

like me. You wouldn't want to see me, a

w'ite man, done up by these natives be

cause they're crazy with your booze—

now would you P"

Corporal Bray laid the un at his side

on the ledge, leaned over, Tumbled in the

pocket of his tunic and drew out pipe and

tobacco, offerin the prized pouch to each

of the others. I‘Ie lit up at the guttering

stove lamp, with no more than a glance at

the two silent native women be 0nd him.

"Tell them to cook somethin ," said he

to Jimmy carelessly. "I've a pot 0' tea

left. My word, that ear!"

The two native women, wondering and

yet partially comprehending, now began

some sort of sullen talk. "Him got

whisk?" asked one.

"Shut up, you!" growled the older man.

“Put on the kettle there—the man's

hun ry and tired."

"Be’s some man, Jimmy," he added

admiringly to his silent son; "some man,

or he wouldn't ever have got through."

IT was spring when Claxton, sergeant of

McPherson, at last had some reward for

his daily march to the observation bench

on top of the bluff—s ring, for the geese

were honking in, and the rats were moving

out of their houses, and a swimming

beaver was wrinkling the face of the open

river once more. Far down stream,

around the five-mile point, Claxton saw a
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two-masted schooner slowly rounding in.

He knew it would have news. Exultantly

he called out, so that all who heard came

running.

When the pallid and languid Hale had

joined him at the bank they put the

glasses on the advancing boat. She

seemed clumsily sailed, not as the shifty

Eskimos would have handled her. There

were two men on deck—men still clad in

furs, an older man at the tiller, a younger

busy with the halyards. Slowly, clumsily,

the best schooner owned in the Cogwollok

band presently made its way up to the

McPherson landing under white men's

handlin .

It had on board really three men. And

it was crammed, crowded, loaded to the

deck with furs—more furs than any

schooner had brought to that landing in

all the history of the Eskimo inland visits.

Qne of these men, ale, weak, so helpless
that he almost neediiad to be carried by the

others, was a man in a worn and soiled

red tunic—Bray, of the Mounted.

The stronger men got him down the

narrow lank and into the arms of Clax

ton and ale; and at last they had him on

a dog sled, u the hill and into bed. Clax

tog said not ing. Bray was wearing the

re .

Bray raised a hand in salute to his

oflicer. “ ’Ave the honor to report

that—"

Claxton laid a hand on his mouth.

“Wait, old chap," said he. “We'll take

all this up after due time.”

E turned now to Bray’s companion,

the older man who always had

acted as spokesman.

"We're his prisoners," said Williams

simply. “We all of us had a hell ol'a time

gettin’ through. The natives jumped us a

day's march out on our way back. \Ve

fought them for forty miles. Bray got

speared—we thought for a long time we

couldn’t save him. But we brought him

back. There’s a boatload of the stufli—

contraband, I reckon, so I s’pose you'll

hold it. As for us, jimmy and me, I

reckon we're goin’ out, one way or the

other."

He cast a look at the leg of the cook

stove where hung the irons which so long

had confined the crring Loucheux.

“Yes," said Claxton quietly, "you'll

have to go out. But how? We’ll think

that over—put on the kettle, Hale. These

men are tired and hun ry.”

“And we're white!’ added \Villiams

suddenly, with the first touch of emotion
anyone ever saw him show. l‘I don’t mind

about myself—I’ve taken chances all my

life, but the boy here—why, Mr. Bray

was sayin’ himself he’d be a credit to the

force.”

Claxton nodded silently, pipe in mouth.

“WE wasn't afraid of that man," went

on the hardy free trader, nodding at

Brayashelayin thebunk. “Weain’tal‘raid

of the lot of you now. We could have

killed him a hundred times if we'd wanted

to. But somehow, when he come in there,

thirsty as hell, an’ didn't ask us for a drink

even if we could have give it to him—half

froze an’ all by himself—on his own—why,

somethin' about the proposition got next

to us—I don’t rightly know how. He said

it was because we’re white, an’ because

blood’s thicker'n water. An’ there must

be somethin' somewhere in what he said.

Anyway we stuck, an’ come out together.

Il'we hadn’t, none of us’d 2 got out at all."

Williams handed to Claxton a soiled

and crumpled scrap of paper. “We

icked this trip on the way out, where Mr.

Bray had le t it. He was in the sledge

and never knew when we passed the place,

but I brought the paper in to you. It's

where he ‘signed on again. And here's the

ma ofthe Anderson country that I prom

ise you. Maybe it’ll do the Police some

good. I'll not need it again.”

Claxtqn took the papers in his hand

gravely, looked at the smaller one, turned

it over. “Corporal Bra sent back word

he was going in cast on his own," said be,

after a time.

"So he did,” said the free trader.

"That's the way we all come out, too."

“I’m thinkin’,” said Claxton, “after

you’ve had your breakfast I'll have to be

gettin’ up my report. Stick around a bit,

and I'll maybe show it you.”

Sergeant Claxton's report to his in

spector, as usual, was brief and somewhat

to the point. “Sir,’I it said, “I have to

report that as per your instructions, have

looked into the fox poisoning Suspected in

the Anderson country east of here. Beg

to say the poisoning operations is at an

end and most of the fur has been Col

lected and brought into this post. The

two men that went in there last fall have

made their Escape up the Rat and over to

the Yukon, American side. Being weak

from wound received in fight with natives,

Corporal Bray, of the Anderson expe

dition, could not retain control of his

prisoners, but held the fur, also broke up

the trade. Corporal Bray has signed on

again. Corporal Bray's Conduct on the

Anderson tri has been Exempellary."

You see, laxton was thinking of the

word and not of the spelling. And so far

as the records show, Claxton's own con

duct in this matter has never been rated

as anything other than exemplary.

So now you have the beginning of a series of big stories of these

lonely sentinels along the edge of the Arctic. Emerson Hough is

famed as a painter of strong men.

portraits than Claxlon and Bray.

He has given no more uirilc

In “Claxton, D.D. ” (soon to

appear), telling how the Sergeant is left wounded and alone in the

while silence, we get lhc full measure of his manhood. These are

“red-blood" Western tales and Sunset is proud of them.
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Motoring and Good Roads

 

 

  

Dolores, at San Francisco

 

San Cll'lOl, at Carmel

I Motoring After Missions

A Diary of Discovery North of Southern Calzlfornz'a

ET us call him The \Vise Man,

from the East. That has a timel

sound just now. Its real signilii

cance is this: however wise he

may have been when he came West he

‘was wiser when he went back. “And

thereby hangs a tale” which may be

found herein in the form of a'motoring

article, for by motoring cometh wisdom

these days. In this special case, the

motorin was a means to an end. And

that en was nothin less than to do

justice to certain of t e features of cen

tral California.

HERE were four of us and we sat

together, resting after a long day

s ent amid the manifold interests of the
Ppanama-Pacilic Exposition. We had

found a bench in the quaint garden of the

California Building. Above us

hung the feathery branches of

a pepper-tree, splashed with

color by long clusters of rosy

berries; immediately before us,

in a rude basin of concrete,

contrasting with the ornate

fountains of the Exposition,

plashed a two-foot jet of water;

from the fountain radiated

paths and in the beds between

were simple old flowers and

shrubs with a background of

ancient cypress hedge and climb- ‘

ing roses. Across the garden,

which did not seem a part of

the display of the Fair, stood a

massy group of acacias, and

high above these, against the

pink and gold sky of evening,

rose the towers of the “mission"

building, whose tiled roofs, with

belfries and arcades, shut away

the garden on all sides from

the throbbing cosmos of the

Ex osition.

The atmosphere of cloistered

calm filling the spot at that

moment was as balm to our

spirits, frankly wearied with a

sight-seeing pace through the

Exhibit palaces. The Wise

Man’s wife—to be called hence

forward The Noviccb—gave a

lon happ sigh of relaxation

an lifted lier eyes toward the

mission towers. From a niche,

midway of their height, the sober

figure of a monk looked down

By A. Z. Bradley

upon us over the darkening green of the

acacias.

“I wonder who that is," she said, half

musing.

Silence from the Wise Man. He was a

visitor and it was u to the natives to

answer questions. ilence from me as

well. I am a native, so to speak, by

adoption and devotion and I am strong on

many thin 5 Californian. But am

weak on Exposition statuary. It re

mained for the other member of our

quartet to save the moment. It is not

too much to call her The One Who

Knows. I have to acknowledge so often

her extraordinary information on many

subjects to which I have given little atten

 

On the state highway, down the Peninsula, under

towering eucalypts

tion that I feel this name designates her

very well. She knows, sh! knows, SHE

KNOWS.

Silence from her too, but only for a

moment. I think the pause was per

mitted merely to bring out more clearly

the ignomin of my lack of response.
l‘That is Fat er Serra, the founder of the

missions from which the architecture of

this building is taken,” said The One

Who Knows.

"Oh, yes," said The Novice. “I re

member, now. He is called the first

pioneer of California, I believe. I want

to see the real missions while we are here."

The Wise Man now spoke up briskly.

“We're headed for there tomorrow night.

You’ll find plenty of them at Los An

geles."

Perhaps it was the confident know

it-all wa in which he spoke;

perhaps it was a desire on my

part to join in the information

giving of the moment; perhaps

it was a wound in a narrow local

pride from which I am not

wholly free; at any rate, I spoke

up sharply.

"We have plenty of missions,

too,” said I. “As many as Los

An eles.”

The Wise Man turned on me

a gaze of doubt touched with

suspicion. Even in the gather

ing dusk I was aware of it.

“How do you make that out?"

he asked.

“Well,” I answered doggedly,

"we each have one!"

“Humph!" he said with a

flavor of scorn. “I surmised

you had something of the kind

ecause I keep m eyes open

when I travel and saw at the

Ferry a car marked ‘Mission.’

But I mean San Gabriel and

Santa Barbara and San Diego

and the others.”

"Ah, es, the others!” said

TheOne Vho Knows. "Dolores

and Santa Clara and San Juan

Bautista and San Carlos Bor

romeo. It is too bad for you to

miss them. As you must if you

go to Los Angeles tomorrow.”

SHE looked thoughtfully up

toward the tower and in

the magic of the twilight the
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figure of Serra seemed to lean forward,

as in a gesture of approval. I did not

observe it but she told me of it afterward.

I did observe, however, that The Novice

leaned forward with a gesture of disap

proval.

"O Cyrus," she said to the \Vise Man,

"I don't want to miss them!"

I felt really sorry for him. That list of

holy names had seriouslyV impaired his

prestige as a guide to the est. So, with

an inspiration born of pity and patriotism,

I announced:

"You are not going to miss them. We

are taking you to see them in the car

tomorrow."

"Yes, indeed," said The One Who

Knows. "They are in a line along El

Camino Real, the road of the padres, you

know, and it is a lovel day's run."

“Moreover," added , "you can go on to

Los An eles by train after we've finished

up wit Carmel.

It [3613115 hardl ,

an e ay to you.

T rather think

that the Wise Man

would have been

content with such

missions as were

still left in the Los

Angeles country

but he had no

choice, for The

Novice and The

One Who Knows

were already set

tling the details

of costume and

luggage and it only

remained for us to

settle the hour at

which the car

would be at their

hotel.

"Eight sharp,"

dictated l, and our

pilgrimage was on.

HE very first

part of our

direct run to the

missions was a

detour. The One

“7ho Knows in—

sisted on it.

"We are looking for missions, you

know," she argued, "and so we ought to

get into the spirit of those who sought for

the mission sites originally. We'll go out

to the McDowell Drive first."

{Just as you say," I answered, being

a ise Man in my own way, and taking

her orders, street by street, we found our

selves at Mountain Lake, by the Marine

Hospital, at the Presidio end of Izth ave.

"Now stop just a moment, please,"

said our Baedeker. "Do you know where

we are? This is where Anza, the founder

of San Francisco, camped when he came

from Monterey to select the site for the

mission and the fort. They put the mis

sion way over there beyond that moun

tain with the cross on it and put the fort

by the sea. The town was to be in be

tween. Now we're goin over the drive

along the cliffs on the Go den Gate."

As we swung round the drive the outer

harbor spread before us, serenely blue in

the sunlight of an exceptional morning.
l‘Look way up there along the coast,"

cried a lady whose memory had been

marvelously rubbed up by midnight oil

Across the plaza of old San Juan.

while I had slept the sleep of the just

chauffeur. "How fortunate it is so clear!

You see that headland at the very end of

everything? That is Point Reyes, and

when Portola was searching for Mon

terey Bay and had missed it by getting

too far north, he could see that point

from the mountains down the coast. He

sent some scouts under Sergeant Ortega

to explore as far as that point, but Ortega

found himself stopped by an arm of the

sea. ‘hat means that he got as far as

where the Cliff House is now and then

came round the cliffs, probably just where

we are going. It seems funn that the

Bay was not discovered from the sea, but

it isn't always as clear as it is this morn

ing, to be honest."

OW the shore batteries of the

Presidio appeared beside the

road and presently the inner harbor lay

  

high spirits, to tackle the San Juan grade

out beneath us with its islands and glid—

ing ferry-boats. At this crest of the di

vide the car was stop ed again.

"We'll never get there!’ I protested,

but "Just a moment" ur ed the guide and

"Oh, please" seconded he Novice.

“Now look i" cried The One Who

Knows. "Just imagine Ortega standing

here, about noon on a day like this, Nov.

1st, I769, and discovering the bay of San

Francisco. And picture Ayala, six years

later, in the little packet-boat,‘San Carlos’

drawn by the flood ride at evening

through the narrows of the Gate, just

below us, into an unknown sea—the first

ship to enter there after so many galleons

had flown by unknowing. The following

spring Anza, the comandante, came here

and planted a cross at the edge of this

point to mark the site of their fort. It is

called Fort Point now. Look at the great

batteries here and think of the little fort

they built and remember that the Pre

sidio will be the largest military post in

the United States if plans of defense are

carried out. Remember, too, that our

Bay and Ocean Drive, of which this is a

The mission, with its collection of quaint relics,

and the little adobe inn, with its uncommonly good steak, sent us off in

little part, is going to be famous some day.

The priest with Anza wrote in his diary

about this spot: ‘It is a most delicious

view.’ Do you blame him?"

Having delivered this lecture, which, I

told her, would have done credit to a

rubber-neck spieler, The One Who Knows

settled herself in her seat.

"I am through for now," she said.

"Drive on to Mission Dolores."

E sped through the Presidio and

across town to the sheltered valley

under Twin Peaks, now a bustling sub

center of the city with no trace of the

lagoon and streamlet where‘ the abun

dance of all the requirements—soil and

water, timber and stone—decided Anza

to locate the mission. We did not see the

interior of the building, for the doors

were closed at that hour, but we gazed at

the quaint facade of the ancient church,

nestling against the

pretentious temple

uilt since the

great fire and re

joiced in the good

fortune that had

spared the land

mark from destruc

tion. After a eep

into the rule

graveyard where

myrtle and roses

overrun head

stones bearing

some names of his

tory, we went our

way along the old

mission road and

down the peninsula

over the glistening

state highway,

through nearly fif

ty miles of bunga

lows. At Colma

a new boulevard

sought to entice

us into the moun

tains alon the

urlin

V‘: ‘ "1"?‘ -

-' ' -.2 ocean; at

game, curving

roads under stately

eucalypts hinted at

0 r n a te gateways

and flower ‘gun

gles of the millionaire colony at ills

orough; at San Mateo, road signs

tempted with suggestions of lakes and

redwoods, but we allowed none of these

allurements to disturb our pilgrims'

progress.

At the bridge over San Francisquito

creek The One \Vho Knows asserted her—

self again. “Stopl" she commanded,

pointing, with a guide's privilege, to a

towering lonely redwood at the edge of

the deep arroyo. "There's a landmark,"

she announced. "That tree is described

in the very first diaries. Portola camped

there and Rivera marked it as a site for a

mission. Anza named the place Palo

Alto (tall tree) but the mission idea was

given up because the stream is dry in

summer. Over a century later, there

was an inexhaustible stream of gold flow

ing here and it was poured into a modern

mission built here by one of those later

pathfinders, the railroad builders. Take

the first turn to the right and you shall

see.

So we passed up the palm-bordered

avenue of the Stanford University
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Two SIZES

33H. P.

. $2285

. $2335

 

An Intimately

Private Car

OR those men and women whose taste

always demands the genuinely good

things of life, the Winton Company has cre

ated two new models—both of marked distinc

tion and exceptional charm. 96‘ The con

stantly increasing patronage of America’s

best-informed buyers has kept us free from

any temptation either to cut price and qual

ity, or to market a risky experiment. 96‘

These new models, consequently, are of a

proved superior character, assuring owners

of freedom from worry and chagrin. 96‘

Coupled with this peace of mind, the Winton

Six owner commands a thoroly masterful

car, capable of every performance, without

exception‘, that critical users demand or

desire. 96' Also, because our patrons require

beautiful and distinctive cars, we continue

to give each purchaser precisely those colors

and body styles that most appeal to his in

dividual taste. Hence your Winton Six will

be, in the fullest sense, a private car, an

intimately personal possession.

Five Passenger . .

Seven Passenger .

48 H. P.

Open body, any style, $3500

Prices f. o. b. Cleveland.

Complete specifications upon

request.

The Winton Company

110 Berea Road, Cleveland

Pacific Coast Branches: San Francisco, 1250 Van Ness Ave.; Los Angeles,

1225-1231 South Flower St.; Seattle, 1000-1006 Pike St.; Portland, 23rd and

Washington Sts.; Vancouver, B. C., 1112 Seymour St.
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The New

BRISCQE

The Pacific KisselKar Branch

Distributors of BRISCOE

Portland

Oakland

38-Four

$750

San Francisco

San Diego

The car with character and

about its business, entirely sub

construction; in fact, the most

that has ever appeared in the

  

backbone, the car that laughs at

hills, and goes and keeps going

missive to the man behind the

wheel; the car that's handsome

in appearance, and sturdy in

wonderful car for the money a

 

country.

Five-Passenger Touring, 114- :

inch wheelbase, smooth-running

and soft-humming motor, grace

ful lines, roomy tonneau, deep

cushioned seats, demountable

rims, cantilever springs in therear—a car of looks, finish and |

endurance, and only $750 f. o. b. '

factory!

  

Los Angeles

Pasadena
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@éwarAgainst the Land Shark
- , _ ." r -

The fraudulent landlpromoter is on the run. Sunset Magazine helped to

lt has been bombarding them with H. E. shells,

brimtul of accurate facts. Agricultural Colleges, county farm advisers. state

ofiicials, civic organizations, hundreds of volunteer fighters cooperated. Barring

the personal equation. the man who buys \Vestern land and gets financially

Authentic, truthlul information concerning

any part of the \Vest, unbiased advice and expert guidance are at his disposal

Read the Questions and Answers on page 86.

  
. I

batter down his trenches.

hurt has only himself to blame.

for the asking.

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU

 

‘ proximity gave the good fat

' Clara concern for their charges a century

  

. of San Francisco."

' we passed through low hills to the valley

 

  

campus and circled its group of low build

ings, an elaboration of the mission plan

with arcades of stone and roofs of red

tiling enclosing a palm-filled arden.

Then back to the highway and on through
the oaks and orchards ofr the lower penin

‘ sula toward the mission town of Santa

Clara. The Jesuit college of Santa Clara

stands on the site of the old mission build

ings and holds them somewhere in Its

' i heart, but the exigencies of renovation

have obliterated their outlines. Yet the

old adobe walls, several feet thick, appear

here and there; the mission vineyard is

a garden where beams of the old Cloister

roofs are visible and ancient olives linger;

Indian carvings decorate the altar and

the altar rail was formed from the beams

of the mission, doubtless the earliest use

of redwood as lumber. And in the

museum of the college is a collection of

old mission relics, tempting the motor

pilgrim to tarry on his way.

The significance of the altar rail sug

gested to me the delights of the new road

to the glories of the California Redwood

Park, just over the range that lay darkly

green along the western sky beyond the

vast prune orchards of the valley. But

the old mission of San juan Bautista lay

almost due south, just beyond the foot of

the valley, and thither we were bound by

schedule. 50, through the "garden city '

of San Jose, grown from the ueblo whose

liers of Santa

ago — and perhaps today — we sped

throu h the remainder of that splendid

spread of country which the explorers

named the “Plain of the Oaks of the Port

Then, keeping south,

of the San Benito and into the archaic

little hamlet of ban Juan.

HAD it not been for my promise to

The Vl’ise Man that he should get

the “Lark" to Los Angeles that night as

planned, Ithink we should be somewhere

around that old plaza yet, for The Novice

apparently found what she had been

dreaming of when she said she wanted to

see the missions, thus recipitating this

pilgrimage. The arched corridors of the

monastery, flanking one side of the plaza,

delighted her as they had at Stanford

University, only more so, for here they

were rude and mossy and there they were

conventional in stone chiseled in union

hours. She had a spasm of pain at the

ugl wooden bell-tower, erected by azeallous but unesthetic padre seventy

years after the simple adobe church, but

she forgot it in the interior of the building

under the guidance of a Spanish-eyed

woman who took us through and warmed,

under the enthusiasm of The Novice, to

special tales of the vanished life of the

place. In a dimly-lighted room we saw

musty relics of the mission days, includ

ing a barrel-organ one of whose tunes was

entitled “Go to the Devil," an importa-~

tion from London. We walked by earth

quake-riven walls. over brick~tiled walks

in decaying garden and orchard. \Ve

crossed the plaza and lunched in a little

‘ adobe inn with balconies in the early

style and a ground floor whose heavy

uneven planks had felt the beat ofmilitary

crowds in the stirring days when General

Castro was quartered here,_ organizing

his forces to repel the “invasion" of

(Continued on page 78)
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OU define “complete” as “finished.” It stands for the utmost—the last

degree of fulfillment—the ultimate mark of perfection in any undertaking—

in any product. Thus—something “complete” is something of highest value—no

extra expense can possibly add to its excellence.

Maxwell—The Proof

The Maxwell is not only a beautiful car but it is “The Complete Car.” The price—$655—is

the limit of your investment. All the dollars that you might spend for “accessories” so often

necessary would not make the Maxwell more comfort-creating—more finished—more complete.

Compare the Maxwell with what you had

expected could be bought in an absolutely

high grade automobile of proven performance

for $655.

Electric starter and lights—demountable rims

—“one-man” mohair top—instrument board

with all instruments set flush—double ven

tilating rain-vision windshield—many other

high-priced-car features—all are yours without

extra cost when you buy a Maxwell.

And the after-cost—the Maxwell again stands

for the utmost in motoring economy.

Thousands of Maxwells now in use every

where have stood the acid test of constant

Write for some interestingfarts and photographs and nameof nearest Maxwcll dealer.

day-in and day-out service. By actual records

based on sworn affidavits and the unsolicited

reports of their thousands of owners, the

Maxwell had established undisputed suprem

acy for low gasoline consumption—oil con

sumption—excess tire mileage—low repair

bills.

Think what this means. For $655 you can

own a powerful, fast, handsome, dependable

automobile—a “Complete Car”—a car you

will enjoy and admire.

And you can know the benefits of it for busi

ness—for pleasure—without incurring the high y-_ 3

operating expense that is a part of most auto-"1“

mobiles of equal size and completeness. .‘QI'

1""

Address Dept. C. N.

Maxwell Motor Company, Detroit, U. S. A.
(Incorporated)

.'.
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vThe Value of “Complete”
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Fusing over this Creosotod Wood Block

Pavement in Seattle's metro itan district

have scarcely left I scar. A ter eight years

of usage the wear on the blocks amounts to

less lhsn one-eighth of an inch. and never

has wear occasioned. cent's worth of repairs.

Creosoted

Wood Block

The Pavement of

Today, Tomorrow, and

the Future

Silent and Everlasting

Reasonable in Initial Cost

Durable under Heaviest Traffic

Maintenance Virtually Nil

Freedom from Decay or

Chipping

Desirable Sanitary Features

Not affected by Climate

Low resistance to Traffic

Foothold for Horses

Traction for Motors

  

  

Hsve you Creosoted

“00d Block Paving in

Your Town?
  

A postal will bring an ,'

interesting 481;," ’

Het.

  

 

 
  

  

_ ASSOCIATION

OFCREOSOTING

COMPANIES OF

THE PACIFIC

COAST

Northern Life Bldg.

‘SEATTLE. U. S. A.

.'LA‘I
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OIIEYEAR
Make it repslr'

Ing automobile

~ This tires. Punct

lhinph urPs and blow

of I irm outs nro com

‘, \\ Ill g. mon. Tires

‘ _ it need rvtrond

"IR {ind vul

 

 

  

[IICII AUTO sol!

IUIIIS IOIE III“

’ in nun.

‘_' Auto tire repair

field a hundred times

er and hotter than

ierclmlaywv JOhrilGlLTl‘l’.

, "I mado as high lisSlH

in one (In ." Investi

Le today. MI {or nun-2
DI

Iilmoll TIIE III

[QUIPIUIT CD.

801 .c-am I'l

  

lnd'nnspslis, Ind.

 

  

Reduced freight rates to and from

Florida and California. Resorts.

LET US QUOTE

CALDWELL SHIPPING (10..
Gs- Bllldlnd

Chicago

time bein’, Parks, ’cos I ain't takin’ no

chances on you snoopin' off an’ leavin’

me. You’re pretty foxy, you air. Go on

now!" answering the other’s baffled look.

"I'm feelin, mean enough to chip little

pieces out of ore hide for the fun of

seein' ’em skip.”

The prospector set sullenly to work

following out the bandit’s wishes. When

he had finished he turned and asked

bluntly:

"Say, what d’ 'e aim to do with me?

An’ now that ye re packin’ the grub an’

water, how do I know it ain't you that'll

do the snoopin' off? It looks to me that

for a feller that's got all the best of it,

ye're actin’ mighty nasty."

“Jest you keep a-thinkin' that way,"

was the reply. "Climb on!"

They mounted and headed down off

the summit toward the far-away flat in

the east.

HALF an hour passed and neither

spoke. Now they were jogging alon

in the bed ofa boulder-choked canyon with

to pling, steep walls. The dryness of

asfies was everywhere. A hot breeze struck

their faces, parching throat and lungs.

I The thin brush crackled and snapped.

The mules lumbered along, snorting,

heads lowered to the ground.

The drew rein at last to negotiate a

water-bag.

"I reckon you know where ye're goin’ ?"

probed Parks during the pause.

‘ "Twouldn't hurt none to tell, near’s I

, kin see. What’re you up to anyhow?"

he added more boldly.

While he wiped the wet out of his

mustache with the palm of one hand the

bandit laid a withering e 'e upon his

prisoner. He turned over t e water-bag

to him, sneering:

“A fat lot it’d help ifI told you.”

, “Mebby not,” said Parks stoutl .

"But I'm bein’ shooed off like some 0d

cow, an’ not bein’ one but a human like

yerself, I figger I got some ri ht to know

where I'm headed for. You'd give a cow

that much to think about."

The man rinneri tantalizingl . "Aw,

don't git all ussterated, old sett er. \Vet

up ’fore you bust a hoop. An’ say"—

in more serious tones—"call me Lafayette,

or Lafc for short, so's I'll know who ye’re

talkin' to."

1 \Vhile Parks drank he took the occasion

to roll a cigarette, not altogether relin

quishing his hold upon the six-shooter,

however, dangling it from one finger by

Q the trig er- uard. He watched the pros

ector c ose ', too, from under his shaggy

brows. But now it was with curious in

terest, as if he were fitting the other to

something he had in mind. Moreover, a

cunning light began to burn far back in

his e es, and it became apparent from

his change of manner that he was bent

upon some act of treachery or intrigue.

“You make me tired, Parks,” he said a

moment later, as he very deliberately

took the water-bag from the other and

returned it to its place on his own saddle.

"The trouble with cusses like you is that

you let on to be so all-fired nice as not to

l see nuthin' 'cept what you want to.

 

1
i

“Into Temptation”

(Conlinucdfrom page 37)

Ye're always for easin' off a load of that

innercent stuff 'bout not knowin’, an'

‘What's this for?’ an’ ‘What's that for?’

an’ all the time ye’re layin' low to git

wind of the other feller's game. Jest as

if you couldn’t see we got to work this

thing together. Ye're awful cute, you

air.’ He gazed fixedly at Parks like a

man studying the effect of his words.

The prospcctor’s eyes widened with

amazement. He frowned.

“We got to work this thing together?"

he echoed. “You mean I'm s’posed to

help ou hang onto this boodle."
Lalyayette nodded. “That's what it

looks like, don’t it? Figger it out for yer

self any old way you want. It's a case of

root-hog-or-die, an’ I'm gamblin' ye’ll

root willin' enough when the time

comes."

Said Parks with a glance at his six

shooter reposin in the outlaw’s holster:

“You kin talk ig, Mister Laffeyet, an’

mcbby 'most any man in my fix would

knuckle down to you in a pinch. But

don't ou bank on me! I've figgcred it

out, al right enough. You've got the

money an I git the blame. That

oughter satisfy anybody but a hog. If

they wuz a mm: of the white man about

you, ye'd turn me loose. Sence you

won’t——" He broke off. Lafayette was

smiling tolerantly, meanwhile mopping

his sweaty face.

“An’ I honest thought you was smart,

Parks!” he said. “Why, damn yore

skin, old muck-stick, I’m doin’ you a

favor holdin’ onto you! You don't think

it, eh ! Wall, looket! Ifyou go back, you

git nabbed. You could talk as long as you

mind to 'bout some feller holdin' you
up an’ kiddernappiny you. Didn't you

write that letter an' take yore clothes an’

all that? What's become of 'em? Hey!

The ’d make a sucker out of you!"

“Tes, but Gene Pershale—” began

Parks confidently.

“Gene Pershale!" sneered the other,

and laughed. In slow measured tones he

said: "Don't ferget, Mister Man—fifty

thousand dollars, a poor devil like yer

self an’ nobody lookin’. You might go a

long way for fifty thousand dollars.

’Most any feller would. Myself, if they

weren't no other way, I’d go bury it an’

let it be for twent year or so till folks

fergot about it. I I got Pershale trued

up right, ye'd not git by with no rusty

o d yarn like you got to tell. He’d ligger

you wuz workin' deep under. I guess you

savvy me now, eh i”

THE prospector made no reply. Laf

ayelte's meaning was plain. The

crime was of such a character as to make a

truthful account of it sound like a fabri

cation. A stranger had surprised him,

robbed him, forced him to write a letter

of self-accusation, to gather up his be~

lon ings, and to accompany him away.
At gbest it was a flimsy story to explain

the disappearance of so vast a sum of

money as this. And if he had to stand

trial, there were the horrors of cross

examination—

Adam Parks was not fitted by nature

to undergo such an ordeal. He shrank
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i Hupmobi ,
7'PASSENGER‘ ‘

TOURING CAR

One Perfected Motor

of the One Perfected Type

Of all types of automobile motors, the four-cylinder

alone has been brought to the most nearly perfect

state.

And we believe the Hupmobile four-cylinder motor rep

resents the ultimate of current development.

On the four, as a type, engineers and manufacturers

have lavished their best thought and effort. Into it

they have put their longest experience.

It has proved its superior reliability and greater

economy.

lts stamina he: carried it successfully through the

severest road, trnclt, and hill—climbing contests.

lnvsrisbly a four wins the longest and swiftest races.

Last October, in New Yorlc, a four set the world's

record for sustained speed.

lt is simpler than a motor of more cylinders. It no

longer presents any serious engineering or manufac

turing difiicultiea; and it is the one type which owners

and drivers understand completely and thoroughly.

That is why the four-cylinder is best suited for the ser

vice most men require. Registrltion records show

that this country buys more than two and one-half

times as many fours u In other typu combined.

Foreign markets buy fours almost exclusively.

Further study and refinement will bring forth still

higher efficiency and greater economy, as shown by

Hupmobile experience.

In the testing laboratory and on the road. our engineers

carry on exhaustive experiments with every type.

But always they achieve, with the Hupmobile four»

cylinder, the flexibility, the absence of vibration and

the extraordinary acceleration supposedly possible

only with added cylinders. The Hupmobile motor

has, too, I "pull." l lugging tenacity of power, we

have been unable to get in any other type

Consequently, the stlndlrd four-cylinder Hupmobile

motor is giving complete satisfaction to all owners.

And now our national free service literally guarantees

Hupmobile satisfaction.

Entirely without cost to the owner, and through a

period which he designnta, it tlltes are of all me

clnnicnl inspections and adjustments. virtually

abolishing motor car troubles.

This service is performed, by Huprnobile experts, at the

Huprnobile service station to which you are nearest

when service is required. And there are now close to

2000 Hupmobile service stotions on main traveled

roads.

The Hupmobile dealer will be glad to demonstrate for

you the splendid behavior of who! we believe to be

the most finely developed foupcylinder motor of the

day.

Hupp Motor Car Company

1320 Milwaukee Ave., Detroit, Mich.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTERS:

Twitchell Motor Car Co. . Spokane, Wash.

Wm. E. Patten Motor Co. . . Seattle, Wash.

Linz-Sanborn C0. . . . - San Francisco, Cal,

Greer-Robbins Co. . Los Angeles, Cal.

Dulmnge-Manley Auto Co. - . - Portland, Ore.

MODELS AND PRICE-LS

Five-Passenger Touring Car . . - . . . $1085

Two-Passenger Roadster . . . . . . . . 1085

Seven-Passenger Touring Car . . . . . . 1225

Seven-Passenger Limousine . . . . - . 2365

Year-‘Round Touring Car . - - . . . . I185

Year-'Round Coupe . . . . . . . . . . I165

Five-Pauonger Sedan . . . . . . . . - 1365

Prices F. O. B. Detroit
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Il'll'llll llll
Try this on your buffet,

dining table, parlor table,

chair, pianowany varnished

surface:

Moiaten a soft woolen cloth

or cheese cloth with a few drops of

3-in-One. Then wipe furniture just as if

you were dusting.

You'll be astonished and delighted at the

result! Every bit of dust and soil, greasy

finger marks, etc., will vanish. A little more

oil and a little rubbing, and mars, scars and

stainawill disappear. All the original beauty

and lustre of the finish will be restored.

3-ln-One contains nogrease or acid to soil

or injure. Has no disagreeable varnish odor,

Household size, 8-01. bottle, 50 cts; 3-01.,

25 cts; trial size, 10 cts. All stores.

FREE—Write l'or generous free sample

and valuable bookletmboth free.

3-IN-ONE OIL C0.

42 AUF. Broadway, NEW YORK

 

 

  

 

  

You like to go

Hunting

Fishing

Trapping
'l'hon aurely you will enjoy the Natlom

ll Sportsman Magazine with ill 160

manna-ti Pu", full to over

flowing wlth inn-rusting atnrica and

valun lo Information about guns,

fishing tackle, cum outflla~lho beat

places to go for Ila and gums, and a

thonsnmlnnd one valuable I‘llow

to" hint'i for Sportsmen. The Na

flwial Sportsman la just Ilka a big

camp-tire In the woods where

once a nun and apina rrin‘

A ynrna about (hair experience!

‘ . wlth rod, dag, rifle and gun.

All thin for 15¢ a copy.

Special Oiier

We will send you

FREE of Charge

one of our hand

' name 0 r m u l 0

Gold watch foba

as here ahown

with Seal grain

leather a t r a

and old plates

buck a on re

celpt of 81.00

(or a year's aub

what ynu get tor

yam‘ money!

I2 ooplu Natlana Saortlman at I50 at. Val. “.80

Watch Fob, . . - - . . . “ .50

Total Value. $2.30

All to you/m- ".00. Your morn-y back Vrtot autufird.

llnlolll- 590mm“. 243 Columbus Iva, BOSTON. MISS.

 

 

  

    
and polishing

in the New

Perfection

Pocket

Pack-[a

is a matchlm combination.

Sporlamen have known it [or

yoara. Dealers sell NYOlL at

10c. and 25:. Send us the name

of a live one who doesn't sell

NYOll. with other necessaries

(or sportsmen and we will send

you a dandy. handy new can

(screw to and screw tip) cow

raining J ounoea postpald for

25 can".

For lubricating
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from the mere thought of bein dis

credited, misunderstood, convicteg cer

tainly of a crime of which he was inno

cent. And there was the disturbing cir

cumstance that he himself had almost

yielded to the temptation in the first

place. There was only one of two ways

y which he could clear his skirts—either

he must get the upper hand of his captor,

or try to hinder his escape until the ar

rival of the pursuing party. .

Lafayette was speaking. “Of course I

ain't a-sayin' I' don’t need you, too. Ifl

did let you go there’s a chanct ofyou hot

footin' it to somebody’s camp ‘near here,

gcttin' help an’ takin' after me. I don’t

know these parts an’ you; do, see? But I

know enou h to not .put my foot in it.

Ennyway, Pain't adoptin’ you for keeps,

Parks. I'll dropfryo‘u whenIv git ready.

Till then ye'd better chick in with me an’

play friends. ‘*Jes‘t- to (sorter tease you

along, I'll tell you s'omepin—all you got

to do is to keep yore baby blue eyes on

them fifty-thousnnd".——he patted his

bulging saddle-bag as he spoke—“watch

yore show, an’ sneak 'em. Nacherly,

ye'll allus allow I’m on earth. I call that

mighty lib’ral." He stowed the six

shooter into his belt, and with another

lau h made a forward gesture.

hey rode on. Five miles of hot can—

yon lengthened out behind them wild and

desolate. Its bed was now patched with

sand from which the last footstep, if in—

deed one had ever existed, had long since

vanished. High overhead, keeping to

the cooler air strata, a buzzard volplaned

with long, free, graceful motion. Lizards

whisked across their ath like mottled

streaks. Afternoon ha set in. Lafayette

broke the silence.

“That's the spring, ain't it?”

A thin line of stunted willow lay ahead

snu$ling the ri ht canyon wall.

.“ es,’ said arks. “I thought you

didn't know the country?"

“Only straight east. You don't s'pose

I'd tackle this tri without a line on the

water-holes? Ain t you bright!"

The other man turned in his saddle with

a curious look.

“Then ye’re not hittin' for Mexico?"

“Mexico? I should say not! Did I let

on I wuz?”

"No," began Parks hastily. “I wuz

jest thinkin' it'd be more’n likely what

any feller—"

‘That's about what ou’d do,” cut in

Lafayette. “But I don t have to. Bein'

a law-abidin’ citizen I rest easy.—I guess

that’s poor managin’, what?"

Parks did not answer. Instead, he

smiled grimly, his head averted—they

were traveling toward the very locality

for which Gene Pershale had departed

that morning. Less than two miles away

the trail he had followed dropped into

this selfsame canyon.

At the s ring the outlaw ordered a halt.

They cooked and ate, and afterwards

stretched themselves full length in the

meager shade of the willows and steeped

in the smoke of their cigarettes.

THE cliff above them began to edge its

shadow across the canyon bottom.

Lambent and changeable of hue became

the mineralized rocks under the sun-slant.

From a furnace breath, the breeze

strengthened to a warm impish wind that

capered and thrashed about over the

region in a joyful fury. But, though the

afternoon slipped slowly away, Lafayette

continued his indolent slouch upon the

ground, nor seemed in the least concerned

with the demands upon his time.

Parks wondered at this. After a while

he believed he found an explanation of

the fellow’s unusual conduct in the

thought that he looked for no immediate

pursuit. Which proved that Lafayette

ad not overheard the hour of Pershale's

return. The buyer had said he would

be back early, at any rate before sun

down.

So it was not without :1 certain growing

feeling of nervous excitement that Parks

lay and watched the outlaw through

half-closed lids, and felt a wild hope rise

within him as one minute after another

went by. He knew by the reaching-out

shadows when it was two o'clock, and

when it was twp~thirty, and when three

had come and gone. He rolled and

smoked cigarettes in stupefying numbers

with all the indifference of a man seem

ingly making the best of a bad situation.

Meantime, however, his mind was awhirl

with speculation.

Gene Pershale would reach the cabin,

find the note, and set out in pursuit of

him. They had come about ten miles.

It would be an easy matter to follow their

tracks, and the buyer would push for

ward rapidly to overtake the criminal

before nightfall. Parks had not the

slightest doubt but that he would, and

kept a vigilant eye upon the purple

shadows creeping across the wash.

But his reasoning, so it seemed, was

sadly at fault. That moment a man was

peering down at them from the rim of the

opposite canyon wall. He had been

watching the two for some time. A few

rods behind him stood his horse. In the

mufti-clad figure of that man, gauntleted,

booted, groomed with fastidious care,

Adam Parks would have recognized his

friend, Gene Pershale. Other things

there were about him, however, that the

prospector would not have recognized.

HIS usually placid face was now coarse

with vicious lines—the mouth thin

lipped and cruel, the eyes narrowed down

to points of angry fire. Now and then he

broke out cursing half-aloud. Once he

muttered:

“The miserable sneaking curl He's

crossed me ri ht. And I thought I could

trust him. t’s a partnership! Damn

him, I'll fix him i”

DOWN in the canyon Lafayette ended

a long moody silence.
"I jest bin thinkin' ’bout you, Parks,’I

he said in a low voice, squinting hard at

the other. “I've sorter changed my plans.

I'm strikin’ for Mexico instead of cast, an’

I don't know what to do with you."

The prospector stared at him, first in

wonder, then in dismay. Once out of

this gorge, and heading south across

country over the torn flank of the ran e

at this hour of day, and Pershale wou d

never overtake them. It was a fearful

pros ect.

“ Tain't exactly that I don’t know

what to do with you, either," Lafayette

went on, explaining. “What I mean is,

that I can't let you come taggin’ along

waitin’ yore chanct to nail me when

ain't a-lookin’. I got to travel fast from

now on. You know where there’s water.

But that won’t buy you nuthin’: The

thing is, air you an’ me goin' to hitch, or
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WHITE TRUCKS

c/iwara'ea' the GRAND PRIZE

BY THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL

EXPOSITION AT SAN FRANCISCO

 

THE ONLY GRAND PRIZE—THE HIGHEST AWARD

FOR MOTOR TRUCKS

SAN FRANCISCO BRANCH

 

Was conferred upon White Trucks

by the Superior Jury of Award, as

oficially announced by the Secretary of

the Jury under date of August Second.

This is the ONLY GRAND PRIZE

received by any motor truck at the

Panama/Pacific International Exposi'
I tion.

This decision of the Superior Jury

of Award reflects the opinion of the

largest users of motor trucks through’

out the world-and is in accordance

with the actual service results of

motor truck experience. The points

of merit upon which the Grand Prize

is awarded are identical with those

that have determined the selection

of White Trucks by America‘s fore

most firms in every line of business.

White supremacy in the motor truck

industry is thus recognized by the

highest award that can be bestowed

by the greatest exposition the world

has ever known-_ just as this su'

premacy has been recognized by motor

truck users for many years.

REGARDING OTHER CLAIMS

The decision of the Superior Jury is final in the matter of Exposition

awards. Hence any announcements of other motor truck manufacturers,

claiming to have received the Grand Prize and Highest Award for

motor trucks at the Panama/Pacific International Exposition, are

automatically denied by this decision of the Superior Jury of Award.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND

Largest Manufacturers of Commercial Motor Vehicles in America

MARKET STREET AT VAN NESS AVENUE
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SERVICE

that's dependable and effi

cient is second nature with

Federal Motor Trucks.

Hundreds of firms in many

and varied lines of industry

throughout the country sin

cerely regardFederals as the

backbone of their business.

FEDERAL

MOTOR

TRUCKS

Federals have proved the

solution of transportation

problems, have speeded up

deliveries, have minimized

upkeep costs, have shown

themselves willing workers at

all times, under all conditions.

We will be glad to show you

the two Federal models,

l%-ton, Chain and Worm

Drive, and the 3%-ton, Worm

Drive only. This Worm

Drive, with its genuine Tim

ken David Brown worm gear

rear axle, will especially in

terest you.

IEEPACIFIC

KISSE LKAR

BRANCH

Diuribulorl of

Federal 111 and 3i Ton Motor Truck:

SAN FRANCISCO

SAN DIEGO

.OS ANGELES

‘ASAUEIA OAKLAND

 

 

 

 

 

 

will I jest have to git shet of you for

kee 5? I'm leavin' it up to you.'

e never moved as he said this. But

there was that in his look which bespoke

the attitude of a man who would stop at

nothing to gain his ends. Parks grew

cold under that look.

“Well?" urged Lafayette.

"Oh, they ain't no way out of it," said

the other. .‘A feller'd be lumb loco to

buck sech a roposition. f'll poke along

quiet sence f'have to, an' do my part."

The outlaw sat u . "You mean that,

Parks? Looker! 'll make a dicker

with you. You steer me out o' the coun

try an' I'll fix it 50's you git out 0' this

mess scot free." He gazed intently at the

prospector.

Parks looked mystified. "You mean

ye’d own up to doin' it?" he asked

ske tically.

"Never mind how," was the rough

reply. ‘‘You heerd what I said. I don't

have to do it if I don't care to, nuther.

'Tain't helpin' me nohow. But you make

ood an' I ll sure do that much for you.

Tn ten da 5 from now, mebby before, I'll

arrange t in s so's nobody kin ever say

you robbed ershale. Is it a go?"

ENE Pershale, glaring down from his

hiding-place high up on the north

wall of the canyon, saw the two men reach

over and shake hands, and ground out a

stream of curses at the sight.

Ten minutes later Lafayette and his

willing prisoner swung into the saddle

and resumed their way. They pressed

forward rapidly now, Lafayette takin

the lead and holding his mule to a sti

effort. Soon they came to a lesser ravine

branching off to the south. Above

them the sky's pale blue faded into a

colorless mist toward the horizon. It

was a wild, lonely, desolate region. Where

the ravine took a sharp bend for the sum

mit, Lafayette drew rein. He said:

"We'll hit across-country. Which

way's the nearest water?" Parks told

him. “Well, here! Better take yore

gun back," he handed the weapon over;

then—“I've yet got to be fooled on a man

of his word, Parks. Too bad ye're so

honest," he added seriously.

They rode until long after nightfall

under a glorious moon. Their mules

were dog-tired when they stopped to camp.

But they had reached the first water.

While Parks got the meal together,

Lafayette went scouting about the

neighborhood. But he took the bag of

money with him. Left alone, the ros

pector fell into troubled thought. Iilere

was his opportunity to escape. He

could load the supplies on the mules and

leave this robber while he rode back for

help. The fellow did not know the region.

He would be forced to stay at this water

hole or risk death b thirst. Then Parks

remembered that B'afayette was plainly

the type of man that would take just such

a chance, that he had the loot and that

more often than not men lost on the

desert were never again seen. He decided

to wait. A time might come when he

could escape with the treasure.

SUPPER was ready when Lafayette re

turned. His face was hard set and

ominous and he carried his six-shooter in

his right hand. In his left he held the

canvas sack. He let it fall to the ground.
l‘\ll/e're goin' to git some fightin' to

night, buddy," he said.

douse that fire!"

Parks, skidding the fried bacon into a

plate, glanced around at him. Lafayette

was squinting down the canyon, pointing.

“Look there! See him? He's usin' a

spyglass on us. See it shine?"

Quite a way off, on the crest of a ridge

overlooking their camp, loomed the figure

of a motionless horseman—a dim, barely

visible silhouette against the sky.

Lafayette laughed. To himself he said:

"You'll hang on for thirty mile, eh,

Mister Pershale? Well, ye've come that

many too fur. Ye're in Mexico now."

He turned to the prospector. "We'll lay

low, Parks, an' see what he does. Guess

you know who it is, all right. I'd snoop

over an' drop him, only you bin so white.

Folks’d sa ou killed him, see? I won't

do nuthin cept I jest have to. How

fur's the next water?" Again the other

informed him. "Well, if we git a chanct,

we'll sneak it. Mebby we kin git away

toward mornin'."

Parks said nothing. He was over

whelmed by the certainty of impending

crisis. Yonder stood Pershale, his friend.

Pershale believed him a criminal, had

trailed him as he would have trailed

the meanest criminal. The presence of

Lafayette gave the robbery the color of a

conspiracy. And he would continue

in his be iefs regardless of any explana

tion to the contrary. He was that type.

Quite the opposite, here was Lafayette

and his romise to free him from all

blame. rue, it was an outlaw's word,

but then Parks knew the men of his

world, and it was no uncommon thing

for the blackest renegade to have a thin

thread of sterling honor in his makeup.

They gulped their meal, Lafayette in

sisting on haste. Ere they finished, the

lone rider had disappeared A few min

utes later the bandit s sharp e es detected

a man's head risin above a edge on the

can on wall scarce fifty yards away.

" e's crept up, arks!" said the out

law. "He's 'most on top of us an’ got a

down shot! Duck for that pile of rock!"

He dropped his plate and scrambled to

his feet. Followed by his bewildered

companion, he threw himself full len th

back of a windrow of boulders near y,

just as a revolver blazed from the out

cro ping on the heights.

he quiet night roared. One of the

bullets p'lowed with a crash into the

scatter of utensils. The other glanced off

a boulder, screamed away. That instant

the mules stampeded. They snapped

their stake-ropes in one leap and went

madly down the wash of the ravine.

A curse broke from Lafayette at the

sound. He half started up, six-shooter in

hand, then fell back and cursed the more.

Parks lay still, ap alled, scarcely crediting

his senses—Gene ershale had shot to kill!

The man on the hill had vanished. He

came to view again, almost immediately,

and as before had moved to a position of

vantage. He was nearly opposite now,

his hat alone visible. It was a grai hat

while the country-rock was jet lack

malpais. Lafayette kept his fiery eyes

glued upon that spot of gray glaring

white in the moonlight. S owly he

brought his heavy Colt to bear upon it,

took careful aim and fired.

The hat fluttered. A wild c burst

from its owner, a few seconds 0 ‘death

like stillness fell. then rose the deep

“Hurry up an.
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disconnected groans of a man hard hit.

The hat slid out of sight.

“Good Lord!" cried Parks. He stag

gered up, horror dawning on his face.

“You've done for him! You’ve—l" He

stood and stared fearfully at the jagged

sky-line above.

A moment passed. The groaning con

tinued.

"Run on up an’ see,” commanded Laf

ayette from the ground. “Leave yore

gun an’ belt here. Git a move on I"

The other fumbled off his weapon and

gartridge-belt. A strange suspicion struck

im.

“You don't think he's bluif— ?" he be

gan uneasily.

“I ain't takin' no chances. I reckon he

wouldn't shoot you, an’ he would me.

But don't you trust him. He ain't no

friend of yourn. He's a snake! I'll tell
you after. Go on now, an’ holler back!H

THE prospector crossed the wash,

climbed the steep slo e and gained
the summit. A man knelt Ihareheaded in

themoonlight. ItwasGene Pershale. He

had employed the hat ruse to lure his

enemy into the open. Far from being

wounded he had just finished filling the

empty chambers of his revolver with

fresh loads. As Parks approached he

stopped his groaning and rose to his feet.

“So it's you, is it?" he said in bitin

tones, his eye traveling over the other and

noting the absence of weapons. “Well,

I'll settle with you later. Just now I

want him. He's pretty wise sending ou

on ahead. Call him! Tell him I'm

wounded bad—to come up! Go on, or—!”

“I—he—we ain’t in cahoots, Gene!”

stammered Parks desperately. “So help

me, he got the dro on me an'-—!"

Pershale jerke his un into line.

"Get him up here, I sai ! You'll have

time enough to tell your little yarn after,

ou——! Call him, or damn you, Parks,

'll give 'ou what I'm going to give him!"

And he fooked the part of the killer.

Parks, being simple and unlearned in

the art of dissembling, did not dream that

Pershale might be lay-acting. To him

the situation was t e height of tragedy.

“Good Lord, Gene!’ he choked.

“You wouldn't do out-an'-out murder,

would you? Shoot a feller down like a

kiyote! He ain't nuthin’ to me, but I

won’t—."

He broke off. The moon was shining

full on his features. Pershale, studying

his face, saw the prospector’s eyes shift

suddenly, open wide with amazement at

some sight over his, Pershale’s, shoulder.

The buyer whirled around.

It was Lafayette, ten paces away,

stealthily a proaching. As one, both

men fired. Barks leaped frantically aside.

"You double-crossing—l" began Per- ;

shale, glaring at the outlaw. The rest of

his speech was clipped from him. He stag~

gered off, caught his balance and worked

the trigger furiously. In four seconds

the singing silence of the night was back,

the smoke lifted. Where three men had

stood, there now remained but one—

Parks, stiff, stupefied with horror.

Gene Pershale la huddled in a curious

heap upon the ma pais, his arm doubled

back, the weapon half out of his hand.

Lafayette lived. He hung limp across ,

a greasewood bush, breathing sonorously.

“Parksl" he gasped. "Pull me clear,

won't you? Quick. I can't hold out!"

Has A Cow?

 

DU PUNT

A

How ManyCars I'Iave I‘Iides?
A SEQUEL TO “HOW MANY HIDES HAS A COW?”

T IS A FACT that more cars are now upholstered in Du Pont Fabrikoid

than in any other material.

The number of automobiles upholstered in hide leather counting all

grades, real grain leather and splits or so-called “genuine leather" is steadily

diminishing.

About 20% of the new pleasure cars sold in 1915 were upholstered in

hides or hide splits. About 10% were upholstered in cloth. Of the

remaining 70% u bolstered in leather substitutes the majority were in

Du Pont Fabrikoi , Motor Quality.

Four years ago nearly all automobiles were u holstered in good leather,

but 19x5 production was just about twice thato 1912; in the meantime the

hide supply has been steadily decreasing, and finally the war demand for

shoe and harness leather has made prices soar.

‘ The attempt to meet the famine in real grain leather, by splitting the

hides and selling the coated and embossed splits as “genuine leather” has

been a failure.

The public has learned by experience that there a a vast difl‘erence between real grain

leather and so-called “genuine leather." Today automobile manufacturers face the choice

of real grain leather or its nearest. popular competitor, Du Pont Fabrikoid.

Real grain leather. because of its scarcity and high price. is out of the question for popular

priced models that are produced in any considerable quantity. Therefore. since coated

splits. masquerading as "genuine leather" have proved impractical, the decision of the greatest

makers of popular cars has been in favor of Du Pont Fabrikoid. Motor Quality, proved the

most dsimble after several years’ use on hundreds of thousands of automobiles.

Du Pont Fabrikoid is not leather. but a scientific substitute therefor, which has made

good. It has the artistic appearance and luxury of real grain leather. and in addition is

wate roof, washable and Wll outwmr the grade of “genuine leather" used on 90",; of the

cars t at "have hides."

Fabrikoid Rayntite Tops are guaranteed one year a inst

leaking. They do not get shabby because they are was ble

and fadeless. and will not. hold grease nor dust.

Booklet and lrnll sample of Motor Quality out free.

A usable piece, IBIZS ilchu, all pooh-id for 50:.

Du Pont Fabrilroid Company

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

(work: at Newbnrgh, N. Y.)

Canadian Factory and Sales Office, Toronto

 

 

“Every large city in Europe has a colony

of Californians, all rooting for California

as hard as they can and all living as far

away as they can possibly get!"

Inez Haynes Gillmore

creator of Phoebe and Ernest and the Flying

Women of Angel Island. takes a fling at

The Californiacs

a race of beings typified by the woman who de

clared "I saw nothing in all Italy to compare

with the Italian Quarter of San Francisco!"

Everybody, even Californiaco, will delight in this attack
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Hello!

Wake Up!
 

   

Read
  

  

The most succesq’ul of all the new magazines

 

l’you want to be in the nodal and

arlr'llr'c nwr'm, tear offlhe coupon

in the lower left-hand corner of

thin page—and mail it

Don’t Be a Social Back Number—

If you are out of step with the whirling progress of our

time; if you are removed from its magnetic influences;

if, despite your youth, you are becoming an old fogey,

or an old maid, or an old bachelor, or an old bore; if

your joie de vivre is dying at the roots—then you

must read Vanity Fair, and presto! you will be nimble

witted and agile-minded again—the joy of the picnic—

the life of the grill-room—sunshine in the home.

Six months of Vanity Fair will enable you

to ignite a dinner party at fifty yards

Don't settle down comfortably in the ooze. The worldis moving,

moving on all eight cylinders~some folks are even moving on

twelve—and you might just as well move along with them.

Don't stall yourself on life's highroad and be satisfied to take

everybody else’s dust. Hop up and take a little joy ride on

the red and yellow band-wagon—Vanity Fair's band-wagon.

Every lune of Vanity Fair Contains:

‘I’NI STAGE! Entenzlning first-night and

behind-the-scenrs views. and reviews at the

newest plays—with portraits of the players.

TNI OPERA AND MUSIC I Stories and por

traits oi the new singers, composers, conduc

tors, and whatever is new about the old ones.

‘IN! ART‘ | Illustrated new: and criticisms

DI the inian and most discussed pictures,

architecture, books, sculpture and poetry.

HUMOR! The most original and amusing

work oi our young and humorous writers and

artist! in a fresh and unconventional vein.

PEOPLE r Striking and unusual portraits oi

the ceiebrilies who help in make New York a

brilliant and laminating rnerry-go-round.

SPORTS t An uphto-date. "‘ ‘ hi

suual panorama oi golf. rennis. iootball. rac

ing, polo. flying. swimming. hoclrey and a

dozen other outdoor and indoor sportr.

ESSAYS AND REVIIWSI Bythe mostln

trlledually stimulating essaylsts. critics and

authors—both domestic and imported.

PARIS AND LONDONI The latest diverting

new: Irorn liolh oi these European capitals—

and 0ccarionnlly from other: as well.

DANCING x New dances, outdoor dances. in

door dances. rhythmic dances. cosmic dances,

and their outdoor, indoor, rhythmic and

cosmic dancers.

FASHIONS: From Paris. London and Nrw

York [or all discriminating and well-dressed

American men and women.

0068 AND MOTORS I Photographs oi the

best-bred dogs and the btSbhuill moron with

desr ' and timely " ‘ oi lhem.

SHOPPING: An index to the best shops:

what they sell. and a shopping oIIer that is

bound to interest alert men and women.

Try a Little Dollar Diplomacy!

  

  

A! a,’ You think nothing, in your poor deluded way—of paying $2.00

63°90 for a theatre ticket, or $1.35 for a new novel, but you can secure,

,1" “a "'n, for $1.00 (half the cost of a single theatre ticket. and less than

v¢Q’e°°!,’_ Lao," the cost of a single novel) an entire winter of Vanity Fair and

Wékojoab,‘ tp’u,’ with it more entertainment than you can derive from dozens of

6,710, 4;“06 Ii’f'z, sex plays or a shelf full of problem novels.
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lfyou want your brain kept pow

dered and well-groomed for n’):

monthl, jun! tear off, fill in and

mail the little coupon below

We Promise You, solemnly

that Vanity Fair is not just one

more magazine, or even a new

magazine oi'an old kind—but an

ALTOGETHER NEW KIND

OF MAGAZINE. it's an enter

taining Magazine for Modems.

We are not going to print ny

pretty girls‘ heads on its covers.

e are going to spare you the

agony ofsex discussions. We shall

publish no dreary serial stories. No

diaries of travel. No hnclr articles

on preparedness. No gloom. No

problem stories. No articles on tnrifi",

or irrigation, or railroad rates, or

pure food, or any other statistical

subjects.

Condé Nast, Publisher

Frank Crowninshield, Editor

25 Cents a Cop

Three Dollars n Y!"
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The prospector regained his scattered

wits. He ran over and raised the

wounded man and laid him on the ground.

“Anyway, I sent him over first,”

panted Lafayette. "He lu ged me two

good ones in the chest. gee em? Listen,

Parks. You're white an’ I likedyou. He’s

w_orse'n me. I ain't perten In’ to be

mce. Looker! He framed up on you.

He hired me, an’ we wuz to split the

money even. You wuz the goat. I fixed

things 50's it would look like you done it.

I wuz to hold onto you till I could jump

clear. They couldn’t do nuthin' to him,

see? An’ nobody seen me. They’d be

after you ’cos he aimed to show yore

letter, an’ yore mules gone an’ all that.

At the—" He stopped, coughing dis

tressfully for some time and writhing in

the agonies of a great pain. '

THE moon was directly overhead.

Around about, the inky malpais

glinted like polished ebon . Acool breeze

had sprung u , coming rom nowhere in

particular, an filled the night with myste

rious whisperings. Parks, kneeling beside

the stricken man, watched him in fearful

fascination. At last Lafayette went on,

his voice lagging and husky.

"At the s ring where we ate I changed

my mind. q wuz s’posed to tie you up,

an’ meet him 'bout a half mile further on

to whack up the money. I figgered I

done the job an’ he had no divvy comin’.

An’ he dassen't say nuthin' ’cos he wuz

mixed up—. I didn't know these parts

an’ made that dicker with you. But I'd

"a’ set you right like I said, Parks. 'Fore we

uit I aimed to write the comp'ny in Los

. ngelees ’bout the whole layout. I bin

workin’ for 'em—trampin’ 'round lookin'

up new strikes. Then Pershale he’d

mosev 'long an’ buy 'em up cheap.

That's some system, eh? Say, Parks,

you ot the money now an’ you hold onto

it. (it back an’ burn that letter of yourn

an’ nobody'll ever know. Then you kin-—

Is that a womin sin in’, Parks? Where

air you? It's cloudin’ up, ain't it?—

VVisht I wuz back home a in. Jest this

wunst.” It was the end of afayette.

The coarse lines that made his swarthy

face so forbidding smoothed away, a

singular softness crept into it and stayed

on. After a while Parks turned and

looked over at the still huddled form of

the man who had been his b0 hoodfriend. He stared at it questioningliy.

AGLORIOL'S flush was spreading apace

over the monstrous deformity of the

desert world, smearing it with pigments,

brightening it, kindlin it into sublimity.

The moon went out. ‘he air took on a

comforting warmth.

Parks mounted Pershale's horse. He

paused to look at the results of his hours

of hard work—two pyramids of rock

rising side by side out of the bed of the

canyon. The' marked the resting-place

of a rough an a polished scamp. Across

the skirts of his saddle reposed the saddle

bag, and within it fifty thousand dollars

in bills and gold.

Lafayette was ri ht—nobody would

ever know if he but estroyed that letter.

This was his second opportunity that day.

It was a better, a rare, the only real

opportunity. He'd have to think the

matter over, however. Turning his horse

about he rode north into the early

morning.

 

 

 

$1 ForThe New

KISSELKAR—BZ-Four

ERE'S VALUE FQR YOU—a 5-Passenger touring model,

H 4-door with divided front seats, ll5-inch wheel base,

roomy, graceful, full of style and utility, and back of it

the well-known Kissel reputation for finish and thoroughness,

selling for $l050. An entire new Kissel achievement that is a

revelation in superior power and endurance, good looks and

good service.

This new 3Z-Four Chassis comes also with a 4-Passenger Roadster

body. especially built to receive the new Detachable Coupe Top.

This model is listed at $l 150.

The ALL-YEAR Car

The ALL/YEAR Car—an exclusive Kissel feature whose De—

tachable Top arrangement gives you a closed coach when it's

chilly and dusty, and an open car when it's warm and pleasant—

has been improved and perfected in design. Two inexpert men

can readily attach or detach the top in less than half an hour.

The latest development of the ALL-YEAR Car is the Roadster

Coupe, a Detachable Coupe Top mounted on the Roadster

model of the new SZ-Four. It is listed at $l450.

The complele KisselKar line—including the new 32

Four models, the Coupe and Sedan Tops for the AU.’

YEAR Cars, the 36-Four Roadster at $l250, the 42

Six, 5-Passenger Touring, 4 doors, with divided front

seats at $l485, and all the standard Kissel models—is

now ready for inspection. All prices F. O. B. factory.

THE PACIFIC KISSELKAR BRANCH

"i'LII 5 I

ll...
Pacific Coast Distributors

  

GEARY AT VAN NESS

San Francisco

Oakland

San Diego

(7)

1.17/- ‘ ‘ Los Angeles

Portland Pasadena
Roadster Coupe 32-Four $ 1 450

 

 

 

salesmen wanted: Two Experienced Men

in each of the leading cities of the Pacific Coast and South

west Country to work on subscription campaign for

Doubleday, Page & Co’s publications, featuring Readers’

Service Bureau in connection with World’s Work and

Country Life in America. Splendid opportunity. Write

E. K. HOAK, Pacific Coast Manager, 412 West Sixth St, Los Angeles.
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E. K. HOAK, PACIFIC COAST MANAGER

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

412 West Sixth Street, Los Angelou, Cal.

 

—one

moment!

  

I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .for which

please send me Club No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

 

  

  

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

.......... ............... .. AN OPPORTUNITY

FOR THINKING PEOPLE

513;?’ TO SAVE MONEY

PLAINLY

If you want sane, up-to-the-minute and authoritative interpreters

of current events, this is your opportunity to secure at greatly reduced

prices the following leading publications:

  

WORK—always essential and recognized as the great interpreter

of progress, is now invaluable as a strong, timely and sane guide in this epoch

making era of world stress.

AMERICA-~the best of all outdoor periodicals

for thou who live in the country or ever hope to. It covers every phase of

country living.

SUNSET MAGAZINE—an interpreter of Western life and recognized as the

West’s own magazine; essential to every Western home or our Eastern friends

interested in the development of the Great Pacific Coast.

  

Combination No.1 Regular Special Combination No.3 Regular Special

 

 

 

Price Price Price Price

World's Worlt. . . . . $3.00 World's Work. . . . . . . $3.00

Sunset Magazine. . . I .50 Country Life in

America . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

$4. 50 $3.25

$7 .00 $5 .50

Combination No. 4

Combination No. 2

World's Work... . . .. $3.00

Country Life in Country Life in

America . . . . . . . .. $4.00 America . . . . . . . . .. 4.00

Sunset Magazine. . . I .50 Sunset Magazine. . . . l .50

$5.50 $4.75 $8.50 $6.75

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, publishers of WORLD'S WORK,

Country Life in America, etc., conducts a free Service Bureau in Garden City,

N. Y., and also a branch oflice on the Pacific Coast for its readers, endeavoring to

supply detailed, accurate and wholly disinterested information and conservative

advice on Investments, Insurance, Lands, City and Community Building,

Travel and Recreation, Schools and Colleges, Building, Horticulture, Live

Stock and General Business Helps.

A NEW SERVICE FROM WASHINGTON

A special department is conducted by Mr. George Marvin, the Washington

Editor of the World's Work, who will keep the magazine's readers informed about

the government at this time, when it is more than ever important to each and

every one of us.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

DEPARTMENT OF THE PACIFIC COAST

412 WEST SIXTH STREET, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

GARDEN CITY CHICAGO BOSTON

 

 

Motoring After Missions

(Continucdfrom page 68)

Fremont, in 1846, and later, when Fremont

organized here the noted battalion which

put down the revolution in the south.

he excitement of soldiery had been suc

ceeded b the bustle of a stage station

between an Francisco and Monterey, in

the days of gold. And now San Juan had

fallen asleep like the 00d priest in the

mission garden of the elasco-Tully play,

"The Rose of the Rancho” whose original

title was {Juanita of Old San Juan."

The Wise an joined The Novice in her

enthusiasm here, for the steak at the

little haunted inn was uncommonly good.

HUS, in high spirits all round, we

tackled the “San Juan rade.” The

highway around this bane o motorists is

nearing completion now but we were

held to the old county road. As we began

the climb, The Wise Man looked du

biously ahead.

“Can you make it?" he asked.

That was my chance. I had been wait

ing for just such a moment to impress

upon him the style in which we were

traveling.

“I would have you know," said I

grandly, "that the White 4-45 in

which you are touring the northern

missions was awarded the medal of honor

in the Palace of Transportation at the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition

—_ves, sir, this identical car. I will ask

you kindly to note how easil we take the

meanest grade on the King 5 Highway."

Thus, on the San Juan grade, as chauffeur,

I came into my own and I cheerfully left

the missions and their meaning to the rest

of the family.

IT is a short run across the Salinas

valley and seaward through the rolling

dunes to Del Monte, modern luxury at

the edge of the historic picturesqueness

of old Monterey. From the hotel we

bowled past beds of winter bloom, under

enormous ivy-hung oaks and into the

streets of Monterey thron ed with

legends of the first capital of alifornia.

Past ancient adobe theater and custom

house, and through the ines of Pacific

Grove, we skirted the clili's and rainbow

waters of the marvelous Monterey coast,

among the solitary cypresses of the seven

teen-mile drive. No pilgrim, ordinarily,

would think of such a detour, for the road

runs straight from Montere to the mis

sion of San Carlos at the Carmel river,

but the automobile has changed many

things and gasoline wings made it ossible

for us to taste of off—the-road dellghts.

At last, descending the road to the

Carmel valley—its roughness seemed to

us as fully in the atmosphere of pioneer

days as anythin we had seen—we caught

sight of the ten er outlines of the Carmel

Mission against the waning light and

drew u before its solemn portal. This
was a liptting ending to the trip. Silence

hun over the land, save for the tinkle of

cowfiells somewhere in the narrow valley

and the murmur of the sea against Point

Lobos. We broke the vesper calm—yet

not rudely, it seemed—by ringing the

bell in the beautiful old tower in accord

ance with a card of instruction tacked

upon the church door, and presently a

young woman came along the ath from

somewhere and admitted us to t e church.
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supply the great demand for this remarkable book, which

illustrates and interprets nearly every style of handwriting, a

‘ new edition has just been printed. This book has been prepared

by us at large expense for those who desire to study the subject.

l It is written by William Leslie French, the celebrated Graphologist,

l whose articles in leading magazines have caused country-wide

I interest and discussion.

If you are interested in the Jigni/ieanrr of handwriting and desire a copy of

this book, it will be sent with twelve sample: of Spmcerian Steel Pm: on receipt

of ten cents.

SPENCERIAN PEN CO., 349 Broadway, N. Y. 55

I enclose ten cents for twelve different kinds of Spencerian Pens and a copv of the book,

i
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Name

Street No.

l “What Your Handwriting Reveals.‘

r

City? , W,V_e . . ___—_.-e
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l-IE faint light Within barely showed

us our way and the arrot-like lec

ture of the girl signified little. Yet the

shadow and the mystery of the place lay

like a benediction upon the end of our

pilgrimage. Under the dusky chancel lay

sleeping the indomitable Serra and

Crespi whose careful diary had helped to

make ossible the running comment of

The e Who Knows. The Novice

leaned upon the chancel rail and peered

through the gloom at the stone slab above

the resting place of the founder of the

California missions.

"I remember you," she said softly, “in

your niche above the arden of the Cali

fornia Building. An I think I know

better now why they ut you there.”

As we got into the car and turned

toward Monterey and early dinner, I said

to The Wise Man:

"Now ,you can take your train for Los

Angeles.’

"I think," said he, “we'll stay over a

day or so. That New York man I met at

the hotel praised the golf-links here."

“As for us," said I, master of the return

trip, "we are going home through the

finest forest in the world.”
 

“skidding on Orange Peel.” That

is how Walter Willard—he wrote that

delicious account of. Captain Biddle’s

rubber- tired cruise on Vancouver

island—suggests his motor trip

through the orange-groves. There will

be a fine large color-picture to illus

trate it—the orange-groves, not the

 

 

skidding. In February Sunset.

 

 

Citizens, Taxpayers, wage Earners

Your public interest and your private pocketbooks are directly and adversely affected by the

Federal Government's avowed intent to seize privately developed wells representing approxi

matcly One-Third the entire oil production of California. and this at a time when the production is

l,000.000 barrels a month less than the actual aales.

Consummation of the Cover '1 ‘ tion plans virtual " ‘ion of the indo

pendcnt producer from the California oil fields.

The Government's attack is not made in the name of Conservation. The Conservation prob

lem is not involved in this issue since it deals with lands already developed and therefore beyond

the reach of conservation.

The Government brings no charge nor suggestion of fraud against the Californians who have

developed the oil ficlda—wvhose courage and energies have given this state one of its greatest indus

tries; made manufacturing a possibility in California.

The Government has oflicially stated through its principal spokesmen that the claims of Cali

fornia are JUST and HONBT. lt insists. however. upon taking technical advantage of a judge,

made law given nearly nix years after the establishment of the great oil industry and the induatries

which depend upon it.

The activities of the Government have curtailed production. The storage supply of oils in

California is rapidly diminishing. Gasoline, illuminating, road and lubricating oils have advanced

sharply in price.

Communities have lost tax revenues. Wage earners have been deprived of their employment.

You. taxpayers. wage earners. consumers of oil. gas and oil products have been penalized and

no public interest has been conserved; no public good can be accomplished thereby.

If the Government's conhacatory program is carried out. the prices of oil, gas and all other oil

products. some of which have already advanced from l0 per cent to 25 per cent, nccasarily will be

greatly increased.

ONLY CONGRESS can give California and the oil consumers of the United States the relief

they are entitled to.

L
The Oil Industry Association is a voluntary ' tion of - u and yr 1

men. professional men. mechanics. all vitally interested in California. It was organized to enable

the people of California to present their case to Congress.

will you help this Association help you and California? Ask your Chamber of Commerce or

Write to

Oil Industry Association of California Egg'g'iggrgsPtttifiéfiafijttmiitgg
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The Sunset Country
 

Herc follow the advertisements of hotels, railroads, steamship lines,

resorts, communities and colonization companies.

and the announcements appearing in these columns have been in—

vstigated by SUNSET MAGAZINE and are believed to be trustworthy.

The advertisers

 

, W l
Sugar on the Farm

By Clarence E. Fisher

I-IE farmers of the United States

who set their hopes on profits

from su ar-beets this year have

squeeze forty million dollars

from their fields. 'I he sugar bins of

America are being replenished with

ninety million dollars’ worth of the sweet

est product of the farm, and California

will supply over [60,000 tons of this

mountain of sugar.

Few of us ever stop to consider the

source of the common food products upon

our table. We have a somewhat hazy

idea that sugar comes from the sugar

factory, that nature stores it first in

some vegetable growth, like cane or fruit,

or beets, but what states or districts are

the favored storehouses of this pleasing

portion of our daily wants, or what man

ner of special knowledge is required to

produce it, concerns us not at all.

But it should concern the practical

farmer, who is constantly seeking a crop

that will pa ' him more for his labor and

aid him in bringing his land to a higher

state of productive efficiency.

A large percentage of the sugar pro

duced in the United States comes from

the lowly su ar-beet. -

The chief ect-sugar producing states

are, in their order, Colorado, California,

Yosemite National Park in winter. readily

accessible by railroad. gives opportunity [or an

experience as unique as it is delightful. The

train ride to El Portal via Merced. the auto~

mobile ride. over cris roads through the

frosty. exhilarating air. ring the visitor easily

to hotels. caravansarics of comfort. set in a

scene of magic beauty. There is sunshine

here. sparkling in reflection from frozen c1'

and waterfall. Sport invites you. There is

skiing. skating and snowshoeing sleighing

"with bells a-jin le. blood a-tinqle. the trails

to tramp and ri e to vantage points where the

park. silent in its wintry raimcnt, reveals its

grandeur.

Wrlfe for folder to

Yosemite Valley Railroad Co.

Merci-d :: :: :: Cnllfornln

The sugar-beet is a cash crop and the price has varied little in twenty years

Michigan and Utah. California, the first

in the United States successfully to manu

facture beet sugar on a commercial scale,

ideally suited to the growth of the beet,

which here exceeds in sugar content that

from an other section, should lead in the

production of beet sugar, but Colorado is

first by a liberal margin. Pcrha 5 Cali

fornia. in her activity and em usiasm

over other products, has not given ade

quate attention to the sugar-beet.

The American sugar-beet industry

originated in California. The first sugar

factory in the state was built at Alvarado,

Alameda county, in 1870, after several

years of agitation. The early history of

the industry is almost as absorbing as the

more romantic pursuit of hidden treasure

in the mountains—the overcoming of a -

ressive, intensive opposition, the cost y

importation of machinery from Europe,

the overzealousness of the pioneer manu

facturers and the subsequent failure of

the farmers who endeavored to grow

beets in untried and unsuitable soil, the

invasion of the fields by zlrmv worms and

grasshoppers. drought, inefficiency and

inexperience, and the final winning over

of men with capital to invest, all played

important parts in the establishment of

the industry upon a sound basis. The
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first real impetus came in 1890, follow

ing ten years of stagnation to the industry

all over the country, when the McKinley

tariff provided a bounty of two cents per

und for sugar produced within the

lnited States. Factories sprang up in

various sections, millions of dollars were

spent in equipment, farmers were induced

to enter into new contracts, and from

that time the industry has gone forward.

Since then millions in profits have been

made by the manufacturers and hundreds

of millions of dollars have been paid

growers.

There are today eleven factories in

California, which are supplied with the

harvest from 104,000 acres devoted to the

growing of sugar-beets. The 1914 pro

duction of sugar was 169,004 tons, to

produce which required 1,082,000 tons of

sugar-beets. The average price paid for

these beets was $5.68 per ton, and the

average yield per acre was 10.4 tons, on

good, bad and indifferent land. The

average cost of growing and harvesting

the crop approximates $40 per acre,

which shows that the net income from

the California beet fields was $19 per

acre. Net, mind you. How many farmers

can do that with wheat? with corn? with

barley? In Monterey county 17,500

acres of sugar-beets produce annually

within $50,000 of the total value of the

barley harvested from 100,000 acres in

the same county.

UGAR-BEETS increase the produc—

tiveness of other crops, because of the

deeper cultivation necessary, and hence

have a unique value that should not be

underestimated. Aside from being a

financially profitable crop, the effect upon

the soil is markedly beneficial. Rotation

of crops in the Salinas valley, California,

for example, following the cropping to

sugar-beets, shows that the percentage of

increase of other crops is remarkable.

Oats ielded an increase of eighty per

cent; arley, seventy-three per cent; hay,

sixt -six per cent; wheat, eight per cent.

he country surrounding hmo, Ox

nard, Anaheim and Los' Alamitos in

southern California supplies eitamples of

 

the wopderfull ,_ energizing power of the ‘

sugar-beet. he _

was established in 1887, thirty miles

southeast of Los Angeles, on the Bixby

Land Company's estate. The virgin soil

broken__fo__r the. first crop had been used

only for pasturage. Three thousand acres

were planted to beets and within six

months a town of five hundred _people,

with comfortable homes, had sprung up

about the factory. Oxnard, one of the

model cities of southern California, is the

Los Alam‘itos factory ‘_

direct result of the establishment of the ‘

reat Oxnard factory in Ventura county

in 1897. The district adjacent to the

facto of the-Oxnards at Chino was

sparsey settled and given over almost

wholly to cattle-raising up to the time of

the establishment of the beet-sugar fac

tory. Immediately it became a ‘thriving

community of farms of from ten to forty

acres, where many people have homes

and furnish employment for many more.

Sugar-beets'have done much in‘the do- -

velopment of some of California’s finest.

farm land. The seem to have an

affinity for the soi in certain sections of

the state, especiall along the low coast

valleys in Santa (2.

Luis Obispo; Ventura, Santa Barbara and

lara, Monterey, San ‘

 
 

Pioneering—
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Pioneering

THE FONTANA LAND COM

PANY has planted the largest Orange

and Lemon Grove in the World. It

has expended hundreds of thousands

of dollars bringing water to the land,

building streets and planting trees,

shrubbery and flowers—all this to

save their customers from the old kind

of “pioneering.”

  

With the FONTANA PLAN

of selling groves, already planted,

at moderate prices and with

many years to pay—it takes no

more capital to buy, and own

and pay for an Orange Grove at

FONTANA

than _to buy, and develop and

pay for a’. farm, anywhere in the

United States.

The points we want to emphasize

in this advertisement, and which we

want you to make us prove to you,

are these.

 

_ The same investment, in dollars and cents.

in a FONTANA orange grove is likely to pay

as great-cash returns, ear by year, as if put

into anygothcr form of arming.

 

 

Southern California is not only a

"Millionaire’s Paradise." it is a land

of real opportunities for people of

moderate means, who want to get pro

ductive country homes.

BEAR IN MIND

‘That FONTANA is in the very heart and‘ center of the

lvavel Orange Belt of Southern California, close to such

cities as Redlands, Riverside, San Bernardino, Upland,

, Ontario and Pomona.

That FONTANQ is on the Foothill Boulevard, and on the

Ocean-tq-Ocmn Highway-two of the celebrated concrete

automobile thoroughfares of Southern California.

That FONTANAAis on the Pacific Electric trolley line

from “wicks, with connections to all California towns

and beat: , ow rates and frequent cars.

\ That FON'FANA is on the Main Transcontinental lines

, of both the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe railways.

‘ That a FONTANA Girl or a FONTANA Boy has the

advantages ohexcellent schools from the primary grades

through the High School. -I 2-‘

_That.FONTANA_ is an established settled community,

with 20 years’ experience to prove its relative frostlessriess,

and the high quality of its citrus fruits. _

We have groves planted of selected stock, Washin ton

Navel Oranges, Valencias, Eureka Lemons. celebrated " oy

hood" seedless grapefruit, 1, 2,3 and 4 years old. Prompt

buyers can get almost any kin and any assortment they

wish, in any age.

The FONTANA Plan meets almost

any conditions.

If you have a. good position, and

want to keep on coming and saving—

select a youngk'ljqvflflny kind you

want, oranges, lemons, grapefruit, or

assorted—and we’ m'l give it expert

care at a low cost. ,‘
'-r

If you want to come to California

now we are ready to_sho\v you how to

make a comfortable income, while your

trees are growing.

SIX YEARS TO PAY on the

younger groves, and easy terms also

on trees that are almost ready to bear.

 

 

THE vFON'I‘ANA LAND COMPANY owns the lands and water- ' hts, and deals directly with buyers.

References: Sunset _Ma azlnc, First National Bank of Los An cles; Angeles Trust 8! Savings Bank;

$15.1"! Eerpélrdsipao‘ hallo Bank; First National Bank of Rialto. \ e have hundreds of satisfied buyers all over

e ru es.

You may safely write us. frankly telling what canital you have, and what you want to do with it, and

‘ we will \vritc’you equally frankly and tell you what FONTANA can do for you. Address

Fontana Land Company

FONTANA CALIFORNIA
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HOTEL DEL MONTE. DEL MONTE

0n the heautiful bay of Monterey

BEVERLY HILIi HOTEL, BEVERLY

Midway between Los Angeles and the la

 

 

 

 

THE MISSION INN. RIVERSIDE

In the center of the orange country
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FOLLOW THE PATH

INTER IN CALIFORNIA means the

g; rippling blue of the Pacific along sunny

beaches, the spread of grassy hills and

deep-hued orange groves, and above it all the

beautiful, eternal snows of the mountain barrier,

raised by Dame Nature against the forces of old

King Cold. Winter is only a name in the country

where Tetrazzini gave her inspiring outdoor con

cert on Christmas Eve; where they celebrate

New Year's Day with a carnival of roses, and

Easter with a daybreak service on the top of

Mt. Rubidoux; where you can find pleasure with

your automobile all winter through, along the old

El Camino Real; where you can swim and boat

and fish just as in summer; where you can see

the crack teams of Europe, Canada and America

in exciting polo tournaments; where golf and

tennis and riding are everyday pleasures; where,

  

   

ALPINE TAVERN. MT. LOWE

Overlooking the beautiful San Gabriel Valley

  

  
 

 

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS. SAN FRANCISCO

The cosmopolitan metropolis of the Pacific

ems 23§§ EQE Ema 8-H 59:? 8B E223 Fm; 20-1
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THE POTTER. SANTA ‘BARBARA

Where as and mountain- meet

 

HOTEL DEL CORONADO. CORON \DO

Just across the buy from San Diego

 

 

OF THE PADRES

in fact, everything you have to sacrifice in the

East can be enjoyed in actual defiance of the

calendar. -

The resorts and hotels pictured on this page

have helped to make California famous. They

are as fine as any in the world, and they are

as noted for hospitality as were California's

original hostelries, the old missions themselves.

These hotels and their managers are known and

fully endorsed by Sunset Magazine.

If you or any of your friends are interested we

want you to take advantage of our Service

Bureau, which is thoroughly equipped and will

be glad to furnish literature and information

about anything pertaining to the country west

of the Rockies. Just address any of the hotels

included on these pages or SUNSET MAGAZINE,

San Francisco, California.

 

 

HOTEL ALEXANDRIA. LOS ANGELES

The center of Southern Californil

  

 

 
 

HOTFJ. OAKLAND. OAKLAND

Near the ‘here: of attractive Lake Merritt

 

HOTEL HUNTINGTON, PASADENA

The home of trampllnted millionaires
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Southern Pacific Steamshlps
NEW 0RLEANSeNEW YORK

Combination Rail and Water Trips

EAST and WEST

Through Fare: lnclude Bertha and Meals on Steamer:

' ' SAN FRANCISCO and

Sunset Llmlted—NEW 0RLEANS,74 Hours

Five Days on Ocean Liners

See Southern Pacific Agents
L. H. Nntting, P. K. Gordon,

355 Broadway, New Yorlt Flood Bldg, San Francisco
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flwk Mr. Foster

TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICE

Supplies without charge or fees accurate and timely information

about travel anywhere and about Schools. Mr. Foster has

opened ofiices in San Francisco and Los Angeles where inquiries

from tourists or residents will receive careful and considerate

attention. You are invited to

flak Mr. Foster

San Francisco: The EMPORIUM Seattle: FREDERICK 8: NELSON

L M l [The ANCELUS HOTEL
M I‘ "u. w. ROBINSON co. STORE

  

 

Los An eles counties, and in Alameda

and the acramento valley counties. The

chief districts cluster about the immense

factories which have been established at

Alvarado, Sprecltels, Oxnard, Los Ala

mitos, Betteravia, Crockett, Chino, Santa

Ana and Hamilton City.

The Salinas valley district may be

. taken as typical of the results from the

industry. Here is located the Spreckels

‘ factory, the largest in the world, with a

‘ daily capacity _of 3000 tons of beets, pro

ducmg approximately 330 tons of sugar

every twenty-four hours of the working

period. This factory was established in

1887, after continuous and successful

operation of a similar factory at Watson

ville, in the nearby Pajaro valley. The

farmers of the district receive annually

about $1,000,000 for their crop. The

annual cutting of beets'averages 200,000

tons. Over seventeen thousand acres are

devoted to the growing of beets, with an

average yield’ throughout the valley of

eleven tons to the acre. Near Salinas the

average reaches thirteen tons and as high

as 23% tons to the acre have been re

corded. The standard price_pr_evailing
I here, as elsewhere in California, is $5.50

. per ton for beets testing sixteen r cent

sugar content. The price is su ject to

fluctuation according to sugar content,

with a minimum of $5 per ton. For

each percentage above the standard, a

bonus of twenty-five cents is paid and

some growers have received as high as

$6.75 a ton for extra quality beets. The

average cost for irrigation and cultiva

tion is placed at $36 per acre.

\VHERE ARE THE PROFITS?

FARMER’S Bulletin 392 of the De

partment of Agriculture, on the cost

of growing and the return of the sugar

beet crop, says: “The average yield per

acre for this crop in the irrigated states is

ten to twelve tons, but this should not be

taken as a basis for figuring returns,‘ as it

1 represents both good and -poor farming

. methods.

, noted and

Those rowers who by their

industry and foret ought have made a

success in producing sugar-beets can alone

be considered, and it will be safe to say

that their average yield per acre is ap

proximately seventeen tons. Yields as

high as thirt -six tons per acre have been

rom twenty to twenty-five

tons per acre are not unusual.

“From figures gathered throughout the

district under discussion the following

items of average cost are given, which do

not include original leveling of the land,

interest, and depreciation on farm imple

ments, or fertilizing, nor is the interest on

the original investment considered:

Cost and profit from growing sugar~

beets:

17 tons of beets at 85 flat

rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Plowing land to to 12

inches deep . . . . . . . . . . .$3 .00

Harrowing, leveling, culti

vating and preparing

seed bed

Indianapolis, L. S. Ayres 8: C0. Cleveland. The Higbee CO.

Detroit, 1. L. Hudson Co. Philadelphia, Ackers,

Atlantic City. Michigan Ave. and Chestnut and 12 Sts.

Boardwalk in front of Hotel Dennis Denver, Daniels 8: Fisher Stores

New York, Lord & Taylor, 5th Ave.. 38th St. New Orleans, Hotel Grunewald

Chicago. Carson Pirie Scott .0. Washington. 503 14th St.

St. Louis, Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney Co. Bufialo. Wm. Hengerer C0.

15 other offices in Florida and Cuba.

Executive Oflicen: 220 W. 42nd Sh, Now York

\\ ard G. Foster. General Manager

Sm’! 5! mp will: m i" inquiry.

$85.00

Drilling in seed . . . . . . . . . . .50

20 pounds seed . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Cultivating five times, at

40 cents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Furrowing twice . . . . . . . . . 1 .oo

Irrigating three times,

labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00

Thinning, hoeing and top

ping, contract . . . . . . . . .zo.oo

Plowing out . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
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Hauling at 50 cents per too

(17 ton crop) . . . . . . . . .. 8.50

Water charge for mainte

nance of canals . . . . . . . . .75

Total cost of raising... 44.75

Profit per acre . . . . . . . . . $40.25

"Generally speaking an eight-ton or

ten-ton crop will just about pay the ex

pense of growing, while anythin above

that yield will be profitable, an as the

tonnage increases, the greater will be the

returns in proportion. On smaller fields

the grower and his family very often do

all or the greater part of the work them

selves, thus earning good wages in addi

tion to the profit from a good yield. The

usual cash rental is from $8_ to $15 per

acre, including water-rights.”

It has been a long step from the first

efforts of the inexperienced growers who

supplied beets to the Alvarado factory in

1870, to the present-day development of

the industry with eleven factories taking

care of the crop from over one hundred

thousand acres. Sugar has fluctuated

from I5 cents per pound, the price ob

raining back in the 70’s, to as low as 3

and 4 cents. The cost of manufacture

has been reduced from the 12 cents per

pound which it cost to produce the first

output of the Alvarado factory to approx

imately three cents. But the income of

the sugar-beet grower has varied less than

8! per ton throughout all this almost half

century of development. Today the

grower receives more than did he in those

earl days.

he by—products from the sugar-beet

are a source of profit. The pulp after the

sugar has been extracted, an ideal stock

feed, is in demand by the dairyman and

stockraiser. Salinas valley dairymen an

nually purchase 100,000 tons of this pulp

from the Sprecltels factory. The tops in

some districts brin as much as $2 per ton

for dairy feed, an have an even greater

fertilizer value.

IS THERE ROOM FOR MORE GROWERS.P

THE su ar-beet industry is merel in

its in ancy. That it is boun to

grow is as sure as is the truth of the state—

ment that people will always purchase

 

sugar.

ake, for example, the opportunities

open in the Salinas valley. Here is a

splendid district embracing 640,000 acres

of agricultural land, in point of fertility

unsurpassed by any valley in California.

There are 90,000 acres of beet land, with

only 17,500 acres now devoted to the

crop. The soil along the Salinas river,

which traverses the valley, is a very rich

dark alluvium, which farther back gives

place to a somewhat lighter loam, very

deep and easily worked. Irrigation is not

lar ely practised, since the rainfall is

suécient to mature the cro .

The sugar-beet has played-,an important

part in the development of both the

Salinasand Pajaro valleys. Averagescom- ‘

piled from growers show profits of $40

per acre annually from beets.

Information concerning the Salinas and

Pajaro valleys, as well as other districts

served by the Southern Pacific railroad,

which have openings for wide-awake

farmers, may be obtained by writing to j

Chas. S. Fee, Passenger Traffic Manager, Z

Southern Pacific Company, San Francisco. \

Carefully compiled descriptive literature

will be mailed upon request.

 

 

Would you not prefer to spend your days in a climate which is comfortable all

the year round?

Do you -rea.lly prefer the long, tedious winters. the ice, snow and blizzard:

which prevail for at least six months in many states? if you have made

a little money, why stay and suffer such discomfort every winter when

you can enjoy life to the utmost in the “Valley of Heart's Delight"

where roses are ever blooming and winter is a name only?

SantaClaraCounty
Is California at Its Best

THIRTY MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO

  

l t offers you everything to make life happy: flowers,

fruit. profitable oziiépation, congenial society,

beautiful homes, 8 roads, unrivalled educa

tional facilities, all the amenities of modern °¢~" by‘?

civilization and the finest climate in the ¢§~ 9

  

 
world.

A postal or annexed coupon will

bring you free a (“page beauti

fully Illustrated Booklet

which tells you the whole in

teresting story. Write today to

PUBLICITY MANAGER

for the Board 0' I _

Supervisors ‘

San Jose, Calif.
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FIRST IN SAFETY

Gatews

The East

SanFrancisco

and

LosAngeles

New Orleans

El Paso

Ogden

Portland

96'

Trains of Highest Standard

Best Dining Car in America

Oil Burning Engines—

No Cinders, No Smudge

No annoying Smoke

Automatic Block Safety Signal System

protecting more miles of

Railroad than on any other

line in the world.

Awarded—

Grand Prize for

Railway Track,

Equipment Motive

Power, and Safety

First Appliances,

San Francisco

Exposition, 1915.

 

 

 

 

 

Sunset Service Bureau

  

homeseeker.

published monthl in this de rtment.

information and ull name an

Francisco.

It is the purpose of the Service Bureau to supply disinterested information concerning

the West. its lands and industries; to guide and advise the stranger, whether tourist or

lts organization covers the entire West and the service is free. Questions

and answers of general interest. illustrative of the encral service of the Bureau, will be

Stamps s ould be enclosed with requests for

address must be stated.

Address all communications to Sunset Magazine Service Bureau, 460 4th Street. San

 

Conducted under supervision of Walter V. Woehlke
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An Acre, Two Women and a Living

I am writing for information about

southern California. Two sisters, 34 and

36 years old, with a little money—$1500

—would like to know if they could make

a living on an acre and a half of ground,

such as raising chickens, turkeys, ducks,

geese and squabs, and have a garden for

ourselves on the half acre and plant the

acre to some sta le product such as

onions, potatoes or cans. \Ve would like

to locate around Los Angeles provided

the ground is not too high. What would

it cost to put a two- or three-room house

on it, something cheap at first, also how

many chickens would you need starting

in? We like southern California on ac

count of the climate because we can be

out of doors all the year round. How

much taxes would be on that much land,

also water tax? Please give information

about San Diego in regard to land.—

K. McC., Cmcxoo, ILL.

A. \Ve know of quite a number of

women who started in various lines of

specialized farming with a capital smaller

t an you have, who have succeeded in

makin a living and a little more out of

their e orts, but we cannot advise ou to

come \Vest with the idea ofimmed'iately

findin a piece of ground and making it

pay with the limited amount of money at

your disposal, unless you are full expe

rienced in the poultry and vegetabie busi

ness. Do you know anything at all about

the right methods of handling and feeding

turke s, chickens and ducks? Have you

an idea of the variety of the most profit

ab e squabs or the right way of feedin

them and the right time to kill and sefi

them? Do you know anything about how

onions are raised commercially, whether

from seed or in some other manner? If

you have no farming experience, do you

know any trade or profession which

would keep you 'in funds while you are

pa ing the inevitable apprentice fee?

here are quite a number of tracts

around Los Angeles whose owners have

subdivided the acreage into acre and acre

and a half lots for the s ecial purpose of

providing enough ground-,so that a family

could produce a large part of its food in

its own garden, thus cutting down its

grocery, meat and milk bill. The idea

that the average individual can go to

work and make a complete living out of

half an acre or an acre has been discarded

long ago. Experience has shown that the

average man or the average woman lacks

the qualifications necessary to produce an

income from so small a piece of ground;

 

only the exceptional man or woman can

accomplish this feat. Of course there are

real estate promoters who loudly combat

this statement and fill the newspapers

with advertisements promising Paradise

on an acre, but these people have a selfish

interest at stake and only desire to make

money out of the sale of the land at high

prices.

Either in the vicinity of Los Angeles

or around San Diego you could obtain

an acre and put on it a three-room Cali

fornia house at a total cost of sa $1000

to Si 200. If you go beyond reach’ of the

electric lines you could probably get your

acre and a ve modest house for less than

a thousand. t would cost you not less

than $500 to get a plant large enough for

a flock of four hundred chickens and for

the stocking of it, provided you buy the

eggs and hatch them in your own incu

bator. If you pay cash for your land this

would leave you without a penn and

you would have to borrow money or liv

mg expenses and to put in some kind of a

crop. If you are inexperienced the crop

would probably fail, and you would

probably lose sixty per cent of your

chickens, so that at the end of the first

six months’ operations you would have

to start all over a ain and you would

then be confronted by the fact that your

borrowing capacity would be exhausted.

Unless you have a business or an income

outside of the operation of the miniature

farm we cannot conscientiousl advise

taking the step you propose. f course

we would look at the matter in a different

light if you were thoroughly familiar with

the vegetable and chicken business.

Stump Lands and Citrus Groves

Q. I read with interest the article by

Mr. Walter V. Woehlke on “Stum s and

Milking Stools" in the July num er of

SUNSET and am now anxious for infor

mation on the dairy lands advertised in

your columns, with special reference as

to the correctness of price, labor available

for getting the land cleared, general

prospects of value of land increasing and

all information ou can ive me.

Concerning ontana iands, Ltd., any

available information would be welcome

about the property. Is the price as held

right and are land prices now at their

highest or likely to fall or rise? In the

orange-growing industry does the rower

get a fair profit or do the midd emen,

packers and shippers take it all?

If you will we me information on

these points Is all he most grateful.—

R. W. B., RISALPUR, INDIA.
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A. Concernin the value of dairy land

in the Pacific orthwest: For several

years land from which the marketable

timber had been removed was held at

prices considered too high by expert

opinion. Land covered with stumps,

with dead-and-down timber and second

growth in many instances was held at

prices ranging from $20 to $50 per acre,

even when the land was broken and moun

tainous and remote from transportation.

Naturally these high prices discouraged

settlers and clearing operations were

making slow progress until various asso

ciations of public-spirited citizens took

hold of the matter. They established

bureaus for listing uncleared, logged-off

land for sale and endeavored to facilitate

the meeting of buyer and seller. One of

these organizations is the Southwestern

Washington Development Association.

Thanks to the work of these organiza

tions and to the o eration of the law of

supply and deman the rice level of un

improved lo ged-off lan has been stead

ily reduced or the past two years, and a

good quality of this land can now be

obtained at prices ranging from $10 to

$50 per acre, the value depending upon

the quality of the soil, the location of the

land and the quality of the roads.

There is no dearth oflabor which can be

had for clearing operations. However,

the most economical way to clear stump

land is by contract, having the work done

at a stated rice by one of the numerous

concerns which are equipped with the

best and most modern machinery and are

therefore able to do the job for less money

than the owner who could not e uip him

self as thoroughly. This remaflt applies

of course only to men who have the neces

sary capital to pay for the clearing of sa

forty acres at one time. The man wit

limited capital could have ten acres

cleared at once and proceed slowly and

clear the balance of his acreage as he

needed it for cultivation.

It is not safe to figure on a cost smaller

than $75 per acre for clearing and in most

instances the cost will run above Sloo per

acre. There will be no difficulty in find

ing suitable land once you are on the

ground, to have this land appraised by

disinterested experts and have the method

of its development outlined b the Ex

periment Station of the “fashington

State College. We are also certain that

Mr. E. A. Stuart will gladly put the serv

ices of his field force at your disposal to

find the right location for you.

Concerning the oran e industry of

southern California an the value of

orange groves: The citrus industry has

just passed through a crisis lasting three

years, during which it was assailed in

two successive ears by the most serious

and extended rosts on record, and by

the unprecedented amount of citrus fruit

thrown into a market which had the

lowest purchasing power in twenty years.

As a result of these heavy frosts, which

occurred in ton and 1913, and of the low

price received after the outbreak of the

war, one might ex ect to find the industry

shaken to its oundation and values

utterl demoralized. Yet it can be con

fidentl'y asserted that the bargain hunter

who tries to buy a full-bearin grove,

well located, on ood' soil, fairly ree from

frost, with ampe water and well taken

care of, at a price of $r000 per acre or

less, will be grievously disappointed.

Citrus property of this character has

withstood the storm and has maintained

itself at an average price level of $250

per acre.

This result was due principally to the

strength of the cooperative organization

of the growers. There are no packers and

shippers to levy toll on the profits of the

citrus grower. He does his own packing

and ship ing at cost. No other branch

of agricu ture in the United States is as

well organized from the producing to the

marketing end and on as scientific and

sound princi les as the citrus industry.

We believe t at a citrus orchard, having

the above qualifications, will continue for

many years to pay interest at the rate

of ten per cent on a valuation of $1500

per acre. Of course, there are many

full-bearing properties which can be

bought for considerabl less than this

figure, but any grove that is offered for

less than $1000 per acre may be presumed

to have somethin the matter with it; it

either lacks ampTe water at reasonable

prices, is exposed to frequent frosts or is

deficient in the care of its trees.

The young groves of the Fontana Com

pany are well located, have an ample

supply of water at reasonable cost, are

less exposed to frost than the vast bulk

of the groves, and are well taken care of.

The soil is rather light but can be reatly

improved by fertilization. We believe

that the prices asked for these groves are

reasonable and that the management

will keep its contract to the letter.

An further information which you

woul like to have we stand ready to

supply, and we assure you that we shall

ersonally take an interest in you and

lielp you to get in touch with the right

authorities on soil and soil products if

ou should decide personally to visit the

Tacific Coast. '

Concerning the Orland Project

Q. Will you please send me the follow

ing information concerning Orland, in

the Sacramento valley, California? Can

one secure good titles to land? Are city

properties overvalued? \Vhat is the

water proposition? Cost? What sort of

market for citrus fruits, olives, chickens?

What chance for dairying? Schools and

churches? Healthfulness? Rainfall?

Storms? What prospect for Orland when

this boom breaks? Could a man invest

in a small place, say an acre, lanted with
an average of forty oranges, fldrty lemons,

forty olives, with chance for chickens,

make enough off it to pay livin ex enses?

We have read your magazine or t e past

five years and are much interested in it.—

A. L. D., TELLURIDE, CoLo.

A. Yes, it is possible to secure legal

and valid title in the Orland district.

We do not know whether city pro erty is

overvalued. The water is supplie by the

United States Reclamation Service, and

we have requested the Service to send you

full information concerning its features

and the cost of a water-right.

Ninety-five per cent of the citrus fruits

raised in California is sold outside the

state. The Orland crop has the same

chance to reach the market as oranges of

the Butte county district, on the other

side of the river, or those grown in any

other part of California.

  

  

THOSE WHO COME.

equipped with health, a

determination to "make

good" and sufficient capital for

fair investment, Western Oregon

offers many, many golden op

portunities.

There is room for farming,

stock raising, poultry, dairying,

fruit raising, hop growing and

many other fields of endeavor.

The settler of today will find

many agencies to assist him.

The experimentalwork has been

done. The experience of others

is available.

The Oregon Agricultural Col

lege, one of the best equipped

institutions of its kind in the

west, will furnish, free, expert

information regarding soil, crops,

fruit, livestock, etc. The mar

kets are being better organized.

Transportation facilities are ex

cellent and are being improved.

Oregon ranks among the most

progressive commonwealths in

the matter of education.

If you are interested let us

send you our book. Oregon for

the Settler, with more detailed

information.

Southern
O O

Pacif 1c

JOHN M. SCOTT,

General Passenger Agent

PORlLAND OREGON
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For chickens and eggs San Francisco,

Oakland, Berkeley, etc., not to mention

Sacramento and Stockton, offer an ex

cellent market. For large-sized olives

the market is excellent, and various

ackers and canning factories which are

ocated on the project buy directly from

the trees.

You probably know that the world

champion dairy cow, Tillie Alcartra, was

born and raised in the Sacramento valley

and made her record there. The Orland

Project is a part of the Sacramento valley

and is rapidly developing a splendid dairy

industry based upon alfalfa.

Schools and churches are above the

average, and we have heard of no epi

dcmics in this district. Some years ago

malaria was sporadic but the proper

measures reduced this sickness to a mini

mum.

There is no boom nor has there been

an Orland boom that we ever heard of.

If there had been a boom it could not

have survived the depression that started

in two years ago and is just now van

ishing.

No, we do not believe you could make

a living on an acre, especially‘when you

overburden it with 120 trees. As a rule

the limit is fifty olive trees alone to an

acre. You should have at least two and a

half acres and unless you are thoroughly

experienced in truck farming and poultry

and work very hard you could not sup

por; a family on even that amount of

an .

 

The Taming of the

 

Rio Grande

(Cantinuedfrom page 41)

compan was served with an injunction

, at the behest of the Attorney-General.

Strange to say the construction of the

Elephant Butte dam was objected to by

the government because it would ob

struct navigation on the Rio Grande, on

the river which, for hundreds of miles

above and below El Paso, was as inno

cent of steam-, flat- and bumboats as

the Painted Desert is of sanitary drink

in fountains.

ow it happened that Dr. Bo d not

only had vision, courage and ~nglish

capital, but he was also the proud owner

of a fighting s irit game enough to have

taken three fieges by frontal assault

without artillery preparation. He shied

his hat into the ring, jumped after it

and put up a fight against General Mills,

‘ the Boundary Commission, the War

Department, the Attorney—General and

the whole power of the United States

Government that will go down in his

tory. He won rounds one, two, three and

four. The low courts and the high ones,

peering intently into the bed of the Rio

Grande, failed to see any evidence of

ast, present or future navigation.

hey opined in judicial language that,

unless caterpillar wheels were aflixed to

the vessels, navigation in the Rio Grande

would be postponed until ski-running

became the favorite sport in Hades.

But, after all, Dr. Boyd lost in the fifth—

on a foul. The franchise was declared

, forfeited because he had failed to build
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the dam, the construction of which the

government prevented by injunction

and appeal, within the stipulated time

of five years.

Still, Dr. Boyd did not raise the white

fl . He induced the English Foreign

ce to take up the famous Elephant

Butte case on behalf of the En lish

investors. And he succeeded. he

affair was scheduled for arbitration and

the international commission was about

to be appointed when in the summer of

1914 London’s attention was diverted

quite violently to another dispute.

Dr. Boyd is neither tall nor broad,

but he is some fighter—also he is a most

excellent loser. When he realized that

he personally would not be the instru

ment that was to tame the river and

change the valley into an elongated gar

den, he did the next best thing: gave up

the fi ht and let the Reclamation Service

take old of the big job. He is now a

director of the water users’ association,

and a movement has been started to

apply the name of Lake Boyd to the

immense bod of water now accumulating

behind the lephant Butte dam.

HIS dam, begun six years a o, is a

most impressive structure. hough

it is not the highest in the world, it is as

bulky as the biggest and it holds back

more water than the famous Assouan

barrage in Egypt. Above it the river

gathers the water from 37,000 square

miles of mountain and,mesa. Enough

water comes down the river every year,

mostly during the floods, to cover a

million acres a foot deep. But it does not

go beyond the dam. The titanic block

of concrete stops it. If not a drop were

allowed to escape, it would require two

years and a half to fill the enormous

reservoir which extends north of the dam

for a distance of forty miles. Once filled

the lake will contain enough water to

cover 2,640,000 acres a foot deep. But

this immense quantity will be used to

irrigate 200,000 acres only. The Recla

mation Service declined to take a chance

on the river. Engineers made the reser

voir big enough and the irrigated area

small enough to assure every acre of its

full supply even if the river should go out

of business entirely for two years.

The dam is tactically completed now.Its official detiiication will occur during

the coming summer. But its effects made

themselves felt the moment its construc

tion was definitely decided on. It helped

to make Oscar Snow a rich man, for

instance.

Snow was born in the Rio Grande

valley, I believe, and learned his trade

at the College of Agriculture and Me

chanic Arts in Mesilla Park, three miles

from the old, old town of Las Cruces.

He didn't have much when he started

more than twenty years ago except a

six-foot body, sound wind, abundance

of energy and an unshakable faith in the

valley. Ofthe latter possession he needed

an extra large supply. He started as a

tenant on sixty acres which he put into

alfalfa, the fodder crop then coming into

public notice. The results were not

especially brilliant. Though the deep

soil, fertilized by ages of floods and de- ,

cayed vegetation, produced hay in

abundance, the market was limited,

alfalfa brought six to nine dollars a ton

and the demand for it was not exceeding
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ly strong. Still, Snow made enough out

of the sixty rented acres to buy them,

at low-water, shifting-channel prices.

Thereafter he continued to buy. Most

of the landowners were anxious to sell.

They did not believe that the Rio Grande

would ever become a docile, hen ccked

river; Snow knew it would. He backed

his faith with his signature on numerous

notes given in payment for land, and

whatever he bought he put into alfalfa

at the earliest moment.

About twelve years ago central and

eastern Texas, Louisiana and northern

Mexico discovered the peculiar virtues

of alfalfa hay; they found that a ton of

alfalfa would get more work out of a

mule, more pork out of a pig, more milk

out of a cow than a ton of timothy. So

the cotton growers and the dairymen

began to buy more and more alfalfa.

The Rio Grande valley could shi the

hay into the cotton istricts of exas

and Louisiana, into the mining regions

of Chihuahua at a freight cost of $3.50

to $6 a ton; districts farther west and

north had to ay from $6 to $9 freight

per ton. The Rio Grande valley had the

alfalfa trade cinched. The price kept

pace with the increasing demand, climbed

to $12, $14, even to $18 a ton and staid

there. Since baled alfalfa could be de

livered at the sidetrack for about $5 a

ton, and since five tons was a fair average

crop, an acre of alfalfa yielded a net

income of $45 to $65. Snow by-and-by

had a thousand alfalfa acres working for

him. Most of the land was bou ht by

him during the lean lottery years or less

than a single year’s profit under the new

dispensation. He IS wealthy now, a

bank director, motor owner, capitalist,

ofiiccr in the water users’ association.

But he does not employ a valet and a

rivate secretary. I found him tossing

eavy sacks of S anish beans upon the

scales, weighing t em out in Spanish to

a swarthy customer.

There are a good many swarthy labor

ers and landowners in the Rio Grande

valley. They were there first, centuries

before the coming of the first American

settler. President Lafayette Clapp of the

Las Cruces \lVater Users’ Association

sends out a monthly report to the two

thousand members. A thousand letters

are printed in English; another thousand

in Spanish. Most of the old lands under

the community ditches that relied u on

the river's undomesticated, erratic ow

were farmed by Mexicans when the proj

ect was started. Las Cruces, Ysleta,

Rincon were pure Spanish-American

towns in those days. Sun-dried adobe

covered with plaster constituted the

building material, and long spouts pro

jected from the flat roofs to keep the

walls from melting during the rains.

When the Reclamation Service tried to

survey the farm lands under the century

old ditches, it gave up in despair. There

was not a sin le corner to begin with;

not one straig t, unbroken section line

had ever been run. The individual

farms had most unusual shapes and there

was not a valid, legal description to

identify one of the twelve thousand

miniature holdings.

What was to be done? The land had

to be surveyed in order to establish valid

water-rights and to determine the part

of the cost each parcel was to bear.
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FTER weeks of reclaiming and

planning, all futile, the engineer in

charge had an inspiration. He caused

to be manufactured thousands of long,

square blocks. These blocks he dis

tributed among the Mexican landowners,

asking them to set the blocks into the

ground at the corners of their properties.

There were twelve thousand vague,

ill-defined arcels. What would have

happened i American owners had been

asked thus to define the limits of their

property? If killings could have been

avoided, the courts of New Mexico would

still be clo ged by hundreds of lawsuits,

and neighEorhood feuds by the score

would be goin full blast.

I believe the exican farmer and labor

er has been much maligned. ’Tis true

that designing politicians have taken

advantage of his ignorance to keep them

selves in power for the sake of the spoils,

but at heart the Mexican is a peace-iov- '

ing, easily contented individual. He

proved it in the Rio Grande valley. The

thousands of landowners quietly, with

out fuss, without one lawsuit, by friendly

agreement set the corners and defined

the limits of their land. It was easy to

survey, map and record the holdings

after that.

Las Cruces, the old irrigation town,

has no bars. When a certain district

prepared to hold a prohibition election,

the owner of the sin le saloon in the

neighborhood appeare before the com

mittee.

“It is not necessary to hold an elec

tion," he said simply. "I have made my

living out of the place for twenty-six

years, but I can still do other work. You

do not want my place. I close it to

morrow. Adios. ’ And he did.

The Mexican population of the valley,

however, is thinning out rapidly. Since

land values went up, many of the owners

could not resist the temptation and sold

out. All around the Mexican nucleus

on the old lands irrigated from the ancient

community ditches American families

are settling on the new, higher units

and, more’s the pity! the ancient towns

are rapidly being modernized. Bunga

lows are springing up ever vhere and

the picturesque adobe buil ings of the

older da 's are giving way to immaculate

brick books with the latest modern

improvements.

Alfalfa and grain have been the valley’s

chief products. The ranchers shipped

baled alfalfa to Illinois and loaded the

return cars with butter, eggs and canned

milk for their own consumption. \Vhy

should they bother with cows and chick

ens when alfalfa brought them sixteen

and eighteen dollars a ton? Fortunately

the great war changed conditions. \Vhen

cotton dropped to seven cents a pound

the Texas and Louisiana growers could

no longer afford to feed their mules al

falfa at $25 a ton. They proceeded to

raise their own hay, and in the Rio

Grande valley prices dropped to eight

and ten dollars a ton. VVhereupon a

rush for livestock began. Cow purchas

ing associations were formed, dairy

herds were bought, pigs and chickens

came into favor. At last the farmers

realized that a district famous for the

uality and quantity of the hay it pro

duces per acre is eminently qualified to

become equally famous—and prosper

ous—as a livestock and dairy center.

They will have to build miles of feeding

racks and buy thousands of milk ails

before they will be able to supply blew

Mexico, western Texas and north-cen

tral Mexico with all the meat, butter,

milk, bacon and eggs this vast country

now has to draw from California and the

Middlewest.

It isn't going to be all bacon, butter,

beef and eggs, though.

There is plenty of room for the diversi

fier to show his talent in the Rio Grande

valley. He has good, dee soil, a long

growing season and abundance of sun

shine—not to mention the spring winds—

to work with, and out of these ingredients

it is easy to produce first-class vegetables,

melons, small fruits, plums, peaches,

grapes, apples and es ecially pears. I

have seen pears in the Rio Grande valley

which approached the pears of the Rogue

River valle in Ore on, both in size,

color and avor, an the R0 ue river

product is the peer of all pears. ilew pear

orchards are fairly numerous and un

doubtedly remunerative along the Rio

Grande; since the blight ran through

the orchards of the United States like a

brush fire the marketing of pears has

caused small worry to those who had

them. And the Rio Grande people

swear by the cornerstone of the Ele

phant Butte dam that pear blight has

not yet blown its breath upon a single

twig in the valley.

_ Diversification as ractised hitherto

in the irrigated \Vest as usually meant

the production of luxuries, of deciduous

and citrus fruits, berries, cantaloupes,

nuts, hops, grapes and other high-priced

commodities. Considering the things

that have happened to the market for

most of these luxuries of late, perhaps

the Rio Grande valley showed superior

wisdom and foresight when it continued

its plain alfalfa diet. It is an indisputable

fact that, taken by and large, the Rio

Grande project is on a sounder economic

basis, so far as the area already under

cultivation is concerned, than most of

the other Reclamation Service enter

rises. But this does not mean that the

‘lephant Butte project may now sit

down in the arm~chair and take it easy.

0nly a beginning has been made. By

far the largest portion of the 180,000

acres to be supplied with Elephant

Butte water is not yet under cultivation.

How to make productive this land, each

acre of which represents an investment

of at least $50 for the irrigation system,

is a problem hard enough to wear out

several sets of vanadium-steel store teeth.

THE government land is all gone.

'lracts of two thousand, five thou

sand, ten thousand acres are owned by

individuals and corporations. They must

be subdivided and sold before they can

legally receive water; a good part of the

land is rather rough and much of it is

covered with a fairly heavy growth of

deep-rooted willows, mesquite and cha

parral. Clearing, leveling and ditching

this land will cost from $20 to $30 an

acre. But before the land can be cleared

and leveled, before the water can be

productively applied, the owner must

ave his pay. Three years ago a goodly

share of the close-in desert was held at

$roo and $125 an acre. Counting the

cost of the water-right and the expense

of getting the land ready for the plow,

 

 

  

The

Elephant Butte Dam
Which is reclaiming nearly 200,000 acres of

fertile lands in the valleys of the Rio Grande,

in New Mexico and Texas. is so for completed

that water has been delivered from its great

storage reservoir for nearly a you past.

Settlers are wanted, men and women of the

right sort, who are not afraid of work and who

will pursue some special line of agricultural

endeavor.

Fruit growers who understand fruit growing

and who will pick and pack the product of their

orchards as it should be picked and km! will

do well in an of thmo valleys. Al deciduous

fruits thrive are

We want settlers who will feed their abundant

yields of alfalfa to hogs, to beef "critters" or

to dairy wws instead of growing it for the hay

market.

Above all things dairymen are wanted. The

abundant crops of fora e, of all kinds, which

may be grown here an the great market for

dairy products afforded by the rapidly growing

city of El Pnso and the mining camps

Arizona, New Mexico and West Texas and the

northern states of the Republic of Mexico,

make of this an idml dairying center.

For details and for dacriptive booklets, of a

general nature, write:

Joint Immigration Bureau

Room 3. Chamber of Commerce

EL PASO, TEXAS

 

Joint lmrnigrstlon Bureau

Post Offer Box 63

LAS CRUCES, N. M.

ESE-FEE!

 

55255555555

SEATTLE

5P . “1;,g
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Zlautel

$asbingtnn Qnnex

A select hotel with every modern appoint

ment. Absolutely fireproof.

Handsomely furnished spacious suites for

parties at very reasonable rates.

Central location.

management.

PersonalSuperior cuisine.

J. H. DAVIS, Proprietor

 

Ifsomeone had been

on the job

"I really didn't have a chance (0 go after

a money order 10 send lo SUNSET lo renew

my subscriplion and I hate to miss any

copr'u. "

That is the greeting received by one of our

agents when on a reader w sub‘

scription had expired. Many more of our

subscribers are in the same fix. _musl

wail until they get the time and opportunity to

secure a clr or money order to mail to in.

Agents can call and get these orders, save our

subscribers inconvenience and make money for

lhernselvu. you want to represent us in

your city by following up expiration: and l

securing new subscribers, wrile for particulars to

SUNSET MAGAZINE, Circulation Department

San Francisco, California
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Van Nuys

Hotel

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

  

BEST IN THE VVEST

The Van Nuys is known

the world over among the

best class of travelers for

its high standard of service

and its homelike surround—

ings and atmosphere. lts

biggest patronage is from

the better class of travelers

on the Pacific Coast and

that tells the story. A! I

B.W. Thompson and A. J. Pedersen

Managers
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EARN $2,000 1'0 $10,000 A YEAR

h-chmtobu lhlnde-l In hunch.

IfEgg-presmnlnn . 0 arm arl today! Enieuhmlfatotohu rod-o

new tin “33 l

M531"mIll-III

a“ low

HERE IS A $25 PRIZE FOR YOU

If you can writea prize winning letter.

See page 5 [or particulars in regard to

SUNSET'S "AD-LETTER"

C O N T E ST for Nineteen-Sixteen.

A JOB NEAR HOME

That's what we can offer the lettlerl that we Ire placlnl on

our land in the I“. Vernon district, the but! land in Wash

liigtoii. Close to Ichwl, town Ind railroad. Sold on a 10

year payment plan in 10. 20am! 40 lf‘l'U tracts. Only nlitlln

mone’ necullryflhe work help! make the payments.

II. I‘. PETER‘, (hr-or MN Third Avenue. Seattle, Wnh.

 

 

 

 

these prices meant an investment for

the bare land of $200 an acre.

Some time ago the thoughtful mem

bers of the water users’ association be

gan to realize that the continued increase

in the price of raw land would greatly

retard the healthy and normal develop

ment of the entire project, a fact which

had already become evident to the In

terior Department in regard to all

Reclamation Service projects. To pre

vent further inflation, to bring about

deflation, if possible, the water users

began a campaign of education. They

showed that every dollar added to the

price of a raw acre made it harder to

find a buyer, made it easier for the buyer

to go broke under the burden. They

agitated for lower prices, obtained op

tions on the holdin s of those who did

reduce the price an , aided by the gen

eral drop in the value of irrigated lands,

they succeeded not only in arresting

inflation, but in bringing about a decline

in the level of average prices. This re

duction in a good many instances has

been radical; there are tracts which,

priced at $ioo an acre and more three

years ago, are now on the market at $60

and $70 an acre.

The association went even farther. It

hired an ofiicial land-shower who is

taking charge of landseekers, piloting

them in his machine over the Mesilla

valley and pointing out available tracts

to them. He tells the truth about the

quality of the land; he will not show land

unless the price is reasonable. Whatever

he says is backed by the full power of the

association. And he never tries to sell

a newcomer more land than the pros

pective settler can afford to bu . He

works on a fixed salary and w atever

commissions the landowners pav go

into the association's treasury. ence

the land-shower endeavors to obtain

the best bargain for the buyer rather

than for the owner of the land. A similar

service is rendered by the joint coloniza

tion bureau maintained jointly by the

Las Cruces and the El Paso valley water

users’ associations.

The whole of this region in western

Texas, northern Mexico and in New

Mexico is a vast outdoor sanitarium.

Lying from 3000 to 4500 feet above sea

level, with Italian skies, brisk, short,

‘mild winters and sparkling summers,

the dry air of this plateau country has

transformed thousands of invalids into

productive, healthy, happy citizens. It

is an old country, yet it is just beginning

to find its real stride. Its copper and silver

and gold mines have been producing for

centuries, yet they have never shown as

great an output as today. Its forests and

coal veins have just been opened. It's a

land of wide, far horizons; there is hope

and promise in its clear air. It's a good

country to live in and grow up with.

 

The Three Captains

(Cimlinm'dfmm page 16)

effect of a well-placed kick from this de

ceptive animal. His forehead was broad,

intelligent, and the contours suggesting

music and mathematics (two faculties in

which his ability approached to genius)

abnormally developed. It overhung a

pair of light-colored eyes which never

seemed to focus on the object of his im

mediate attention but to gaze through or

beyond. The smallness of their pupils

ave them an even more sinister regard.

Tlis nose was thin, aquiline, but with

rather spreading, sensitive nostrils and

his mouth was well shaped, with mobile

lips, and beneath it a rather pointed chin.

In a way he was a handsome man and

there lacked no roof of his fascination

for women. It is probable that if the

truth were known his blood was:a pretty

pure strain from some hit’algo of the

shattered Spanish Armada. ‘His virulent

hatred of the English, of which he made

no secret, ma have been partly a heredi

tary trait. e spoke most languages with

easy volubility and his English was that

of an Oxonian. Well dressed, scrupu

lously clean, he might have passed for a

British eer of the gier falcon type bred

in the hills of the north.

CASSEL, a sound and respectable mas

ter mariner who had never departed a

hair's breadth from the channels of le iti

mate trade, had always regarded MacT av

ish as an enemy to society and no better

than a pirate, in which opinion he was en

tirely correct. However, the well-known

fact of the man's being an open and ack

nowledged enemy to England endowed him

at this moment with a special grace in the

eyes of the German, who had read in his

belated newspapers Lissauer's Hymn of

Hate and thoroughly ap roved it. Cassel

hated En land partly ecause of trade

conflicts Tut principally because the

orders issued by his government were to

hate her, and he was a good disciplinarian.

Wherefore from his partisan point of view

it seemed that there must lurk some latent

good in any sincere hater of perfidious

Albion. On this account he had recently

greeted MacTavish with a politeness which

aroused the suspicion of that outlaw.

His rendezvous with MacTavish vas at

the gambling dive in a small private 'oom

reserved for the use of certain mo

tocratic clients of the establishmeni

of Cassel's quality, and on ente

found MacTavish awaitin him.

"How do you do, Captain ?" sa Cas

sel, and offered his hand which the other

took rather as a wolf paws at a jaw-trap.

"Quite well, thanks,” MacTavish an

swered, and his pale eyes flickered over

Cassel and then at the dingy, flyspecked

clock. “You are half an hour late," said

be. “They will be wanting this room

presentl .’

“In t at case," said Cassel, “suppose

we go aboard the shi . Perhaps it would

be better, anyway. QlVhat I have to talk

to you about is very important and should

be greatly to your advantage, but it would

not do to be overheard.”

ACTAVISH assented, and in the

gathering darkness the two went

down to the beach, where they found a
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shore-boat to set them aboard the“Dant

ziger." Scarcely a dozen words were said

on the way out, but when they were in Cas

sel's cabin the German went to his propo

sition with characteristic conciseness.

“I have a bit of work for you," said he.

“Seagrave is sailing the day after to

morrow, homeward bound with a cargo

of saltpeter. I shall sail some hours later

with a cargo of copper ore and hides. My

plan is to overhaul the Chester Maid just

inside the entrance to the straits, lay her

alongside and take charge of her. I shall

then put Seagrave and his crew under

guard in the forepeak a‘rd proceed with

the Chester Maid, im j'zrsonating Sea

grave. Do you unders and?”

"guite so," said MacTavish.

“ ood. You and your crew are to sail

with me on the Dantziger under my

orders. After we have taken the Chester

Maid you are to take command of the

Dantziger and navigate her to a certain

point off the Irish coast where you will be

met by a flotilla of German submarines

which will convoy you into Cuxhaven or

the Baltic. The Dantziger will be under

the Peruvian fin and her papers will show

her to be owne by a Peruvian firm and

manned by a British master, yourself, and

a British crew. If you should be sto edpreviously by a British ship this shoulidibe

enou h to let her continue her voyage."

“ ow about the contraband copper?"

asked MacTavish in his languid and

soft] modulated voice.

“ er cargo will be ostensibly hides, and

nobody is going to rumma e under these

rotten hides which I shall oad to get to

the copper. She will be cleared for Copen

hagen. If you should be stopped by a

German ship during the voyage, her real

papers and the credentials in code from

our German consul here will be sufiicient.

Our consul is attending to her fictitious

transfer and clearance. That is merely a

question of bribes. If you choose to

undertake the job you will now receive a

thousand marks from me and on entering

Cuxhaven or Dantzi and presenting the

orders which we shafl give you, ou will

be paid the amount of fifty t ousand

marks, with which you may make such

division between yourself and crew as you

see fit. ls that all clear?"

MACTAVISH’S light eyes seemed

fastened on some distant planet.

“St'f pose this British ship that holds

me l‘|"deCidCS to burrow into those hides

"Mes on the copper ore?" he asked.

*dangcr," said Cassel. “They are

Jspoiled hides and nobody is going

to x to dig into them very deep. But

there .iianother thing. We are to make

the voyage in consort, ostensibly for the

sake'of mutual assistance should one of us

happen to strike a mine on hauling in on

the coast. If stopped by a British man

of-war I shall testify that you are what

you represent yourself to be, as you were

oading in Callao the same time as myself.

Once met by our submarine fleet there

will be no longer any dan er as it will pilot

us through the mines and into port.”

“If you are held up by a British ship,”

said MacTavish. “on learning that you

have a cargo of saltpeter she is almost

sure to convoy you into ort.”

“I do not think so," assel answered.

"England is in no great need of saltpeter

at this moment, so far as I can learn. \Ve

hope that she may be, later, as the result

‘The Terrors of Winter

in Fresno County

The Fresno fan-ner proceeds with his daily tasks straight

through the winter, with the assurance that nothing more

unpleasant than gentle winter rains can interfere with his

plowing or his farm labors.

The weather records show that only once in the history of

the bureau has the thermometer registered as low as

twenty degrees above zero.

NO SNOW—NO HARD FREEZES HERE

When the farmers in less favored localities are housed by

ice and snow our farmers are at their spring breaking, our

fruit trees are budding, our cattle and hogs and

sheep are in their pasture.

Fresno has more small farm than any other Westem

County—which means that more individual farm

ers are earning their way on small tracts here than

in any other section of the Pacific Coast country.

Thereare opportunities in Fresno County for hun

dreds of energetic workers. We want to get in

touch with farmers seeking a. home where they can

make more money under ideal farming conditions.

For further information and illustrated literature address

FRESNO COUNTY

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

FRESNO. CALIFORNIA

  

San er Chamber of Commerce. . . . . .

Coa ‘nga Chamber of Commerce. . . . . _ _

Selma Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Schna. Calllornia

Clovis Chamber of Commerce.. . . .. . . . .. ... ..~ . . .. .. ..Clovis. California

Reedley Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._Reedley, California

Ki sbu Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . . .K sburg, California

Fow er C amber of Commerce... . . . .. owler, California

Parlier Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . .Parlier, California

Raisin City Chamber of Commerce. . Raisin City. California

Riverdale Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . .. ..Riverdale, California.

Laton Chamberol'Commerce. . .. ......Laton,Ca.lilonu_'a

Kerman Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kerrnan, Calllorma

. . . . .Sangcr, California

.. .. . .Coalingn, California
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He was old, rich—and lonely. Many years ago his life had been

crammed with adventure, with the Romance of Gold. 50 he

sneaked away, back to the Golden Hills of his golden youth. At Jackass Bar

he met another old-timer, a yellow, wrinkled, toothless, "heathen Chinee."

The story of the lonely millionaire and the lonely Chinaman, of their strange

doings at Jackass Bar is told by Robert Welles Ritchie. it will bring a lump

into your throat. Don't miss it in the

FEBRUARY SUNSET
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Real Ertate—Calfomz'a

Beautiful Sierra Foothill Country. After

extensive search over California have found and

urchased excellent 300-acre tract bench land

rdering Stanislaus River at edge of Sierra foot

hills, very attractive scenically, on main highway

S. F. to Yosemite. Soil and climate adapted to

citrus and other fruits, nuts and Alfalfa. Tract

fully watered by gravity ditch. Am develo ing

part for own home and brother doing same. \ ant

to establish congenial communit with poxibility

of practical oo-operation in deve opment, market

ing, etc. Will sell to desirable parties 10 or 12

tracts of suitable size at very reasonable price. If

interested write for album of photos of lpro rty.

George 8. Henry (C. E. Harvard), Oakda 0, Val.

 

 

You can own a Home In Sunny Southern

California, at Los Angelm Harbor. Magnificent

view of mountains. cities and sea, like Naples,

ltaly. Squarely in the sath of a growin seaport.

Choice lots $10 cash an $10 monthly. rite for

map ay. 0. J. Coiden, 514 Story Bldg., Los

Angeles, California.

imperial Valle , Callfornia.“the Nllc of the

United States." e sell and exchange Valley lands

anywhere. Also San Diego city and country for

Eastern and Northern city or countr property.

WrlteN 0. Ramage. 904 Sixth St., San lego. ‘alif.

 

 

The Famous Santa Clara Valley—"We cell

it." Write for our monthly Real Estate Bulletin,

list 01' {film and descriptive literature of the

valley. . D. Crawford & (10., San Jose, (‘.al.

v California Land Bargaink—Wrltc C. M.

Wooster (10., Phelan Bid ., San Francisco, for list

of cattle, hog, dairy, p0 try, fruit farms. Estab

lished 30 years.

Real E.rtate—— Uta/2

Wheat and Ho

 

 

 

Land for only $25 per acre.

nine cars to pay‘; ocated in Juab Valley on main

line . alt Lake . R. near thrifty town oi’ mills.

Soil is rich sandy loam, will raise from 30 to 67

bushels wheat per acre without irrigation. Run

nlng water piped to houses. District has rainfall

every month in the year. Average 16.38 inches for

20 years. Free cedar posts and fuel. Send for

descriptive folder giving full information. Conant

Winstanley Co., 1 8 Van Nuys Building, Los

Angelm, Cal.

 

Real Estate—Virginia

Orchards in Famous Fruit Belt of Virginia.

Low price. Easy terms. On railroad, near market.

Write for list. Farm lands 815.00 per acre up.

Mild summers. short winter's, good markets. f

yrou will send names of two friends interested in

irglnia or North Carolina will enter your name

for year's subscri tion free to Southern Home

soeker. Write F. . LaBaume, Agri Agt., Norfolk

& Western Railway, Room 267, N. 6: W. Bldg.

Roanoke, Va.

 

 

Real Estate—Arizona

“ Where cro a grow every month of the year."

in the famous alt River Valley, Arizona; home of

early orang and grapefruit, amous alfalfa land.

Big money in winter gardening. New tract now

upon at Marinette on railroad, 17 miles from Phoenix,

capital of state. Take advantage of openin prices.

Write for literature. Palmborg Colonlzat on (30.,

Marinette, Arizona.

‘7 Motion Pz't‘i‘ure Play:

 

 

 

 

Write l'hotopiays. Make a Fortune in Your

spare time. 810 to 8500 each paid. Experience or

lttcrar' ability unnecessary. Constant demand.

Send or Free it "How to Write Photoplays."

Enterprise Co., 88-3348 Lowe Ave... Chicago.

Absolutely Free Instructions in Photo lay

writing to people with ideas. $1010 $100 for p ots.

Constant demand. Literary ability or corre

Mpondence course unnecessary. Franklin Co., 1278

i3. hiarket St., San Francisco, Cal.

Write Photoplays. Short Stories, Poems-—

$10 to $300 each. Constant demand. No corre

spondence course. Start writing and selling at

once. Details free. Atlas Pub. Co., 321 Atlas

Bicig.. Cincinnati. 0.

llavc You Ideas for Photoplays or Stories‘!

if so, we will accept them in any form—criticise

free—sell on commission. Big rewards. Hundreds

making mom-y. (lot details toda'. Story Be—

vision 00., 17 Main, Auburn, N. .

 

 

 

Patents

Patents Secured or Fee Returned. Send

sketch or model for free search, report, and advice.

Manufacturers want Kimmei patents. Latest and

most complete Eat-out book ever published for free

distribution. ‘eorge P. Kimmel, 242 Banister

Building, Washington. D. C.

Wanted—An ldca. Who can think of come

simple thing to patent? Protect your ideas they

may bring you wealth. Write for "Needed nven

tions" and "Patent Bu ens." Randolph 8t 00..

Patent Attys, 627 F., ashlngton, D. C.

 

 

Ideas Wanted-Manufacturers are writing

for atents procured through me; three books wit.

list undrods of inventions wanted, sent free; i beg)

you market your invention; advice free. R. .

Owen, 105 Owen Bldg, Washington, D. C

Wanted Ideas. Write for List of inventions

wanted. $1,000,000 in prizes offered for inventions.

Our four books sent free. Patents secured or Fee

Returned. Victor J. Evans .2 00., Patent Attorneys,

751 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

Patcnts that Protect and Pay. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results.

Promptntfli assured. Send sketch or model for

search. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawya', 624

F Street, Washington, D. C.

inventors—Do not sacrifice your inventions.

Get Full Mono Value. Free book. Write Pub

lishers "inside acts," 607 Barrister Bldg., Wash

ington, D. C.

Sa/emzen Wanted

Wonderful Opportunity—Start as our

agent. become manu act urer. Everyday necessities.

Fastest repeat sellers. Marvellous profits. Propo

sltlon worth at least 840 weekly. Samples free.

lc‘lrcdor'lck Lobl Company. 534 Warren St., Boston,

. ass.
 

Agents Wanted—To advertise our goods by

distributing free sum is to consumer. 90 cents an

hour. Write for l particulars. Thomas Mfg.

Co., 576 North St., Dayton, Ohio.

He/piI/Vanted

Free illustrated Book tells of about 300,000

protected positions in U. 3. service. Thousands of

vacanci every year. There is a big chance here

for you, sure and generous gay, lifetime employ

ment. Just ask for booklet 7. S. 914. No obliga

tion. Earl llopklns, Washington. D. C

  

 

 

Miscellanea21:

Australian Black Opals mounted in 10 kt.

rings or scarf pins at $5.00 each. Ilroochm $10.00

each Also iar e assortment of fancy black opals.

Illustrated boo free. The Gem Shop, 925 Phelan

Building, San Francisco, California.

Purchase Rare Books and First Editions

from an expert (not an agent who will select for

you items that, grou ed toget er. will make a dis‘

tinctive collection 0 books. Address Downing,

Box 1336, Boston, Mass.

O/r/oz'n: Wanted

Will {any 05.00 to 050.00 for large cent dated

1799. Ve pay cash premiums on all large cents,

eagle cents, etc, and all rare coins to 1912. hou

sands of coins and bills wanted. Send ~10 for our

Lar c illustrated Coin Circular. Ma ' mean iar e

r0 ts to you. Numismatic Bank, ept. 65, it.

Vorth, Tex.

02 to $500 each paid for hundreds of coins

dated befort~ 1910. Send Ten cents at once for our

New illustrated (‘70in Value Book, size 4x7, showing

uaranteed riccs. Get posted. Clarke Coin 00.,

ox 69, Lo 0y, N. Y.

Mmic

Song Poems Wanted for Publication. El

perlenco unnecessary. Send us your verses or

melodies today or write for instructive booklet—

it's free. Marks-Goldsmith (‘-o.. Dept. 41, Wash

ington, D t‘.

Private School:

Private Boarding School on beautiful ranch

in Southern California. ncar mountains. Hunting,

Fishing. Tennis, Riding, Driving. Private tutoring.

Board and room 810 per week. Write for articu

lars. Box 124, Saticoy, Ventura County, C ifornla .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the blockade, but England herself does

not appear to have any apprehension on

this account. With her great extent of

open sea coast she is not shut oil‘ as we are

in Germany. However, that is a chance

which I shall have to take. But it does

not concern you. Mind you, MacTavish,

I don't say that the job is a crack sure one.

If it were you wouldn’t be offered fifty

thousand marks to tackle it.”

ACTAVISH shook his head. "The

pay is not attractive, Casscl," said

he. "It is not in proportion to the value of

the service rendered, nor to the risks to be

run. Stop to think, man; here we propose

not only to take a valuable ship and a cargo

of rich, minerally pure Bolivian copper

ore to a country so hard pressed for the

stuff that they're commandcering and

irons and church bells and pots and pans

and kettles but we're cutting oil‘ another

shi with a full cargo just as badly wantedantlymaking Germany a handsome present

of her. in doing it some of her Jolmnies

may get their gruel and there's a hanging

job right oil‘, it we fluke it. In fact it

wouldn’t need a beggar or two scragged

to make it that. The piracy alone would

be enough, even in times of peace. Fifty

thousand marks? Man, dear, you make

me blush for our German avarice. Just

take your little slate and pencil and mul

tiply that figure by five and we may be

able to talk business; otherwise, good

night!”

Cassel frowned and began to drum on

the table with his strong fingers. He had

expected something of the sort but his

patriotism, thrift and hard commercial

sense rebelled at obliging his government

to pay so dearly for a service which he did

not consider as desperately difiicult or

dan crous.“llz’ou must remember, MacTavish,"

said he, “that: you are not taking home

two shi s, but only one."

“Antryou must remember, old chap,"

said Mac'l‘avish quickly, “that you can't

get either of them home without the help

of me and my jokers. And you must re

member also that the deal cuts both ways,

as you count not only on $600 ing the

Chester Maid and her nitrc for (Ecrmany

but on keeping England from gcttin
them. \Vhy, hang it all, Cassel, when If

stop to think I'm almost tempted to stand

out for half a million, or else take you up

on our offer of the paltry fifty thousand
andy steer the belly shi into Cork 01‘

Plymouth.” And he smilzad pleasantly at

the German.

ASSEL gave a grunt of contempt.

“Don’t try to blufi‘ me, MacTavish,"

said he. “I’vc considered that, of course.

You know as well as I do that there'd be

no good for you in anything like that.

They'd be more apt to stretch your neck

as a pirate than to give you a gold watch

and £15 for the ca ture of a German

merchantman. Besi cs, with our block

ade you'd never get her into port. lt’s

not as though you were a man with a spot

less record, nor a patriotic Englishman

nor a friend of Scagrave. Now 1'" tell

you what I'll do; I’ll double my offer and

make it a hundred thousand marks and

you can take that or leave it, just as you

like. In fact I’m not authorized to offer

anyimoreff _ _

ac'l avish's quick, penetrating lance

examined Cassel for an instant. e was
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a keen judge of men and he saw that this

decision was a final one. Everything

about the lawless adventure appealed to

his ambler’s nature. It was a blow at

England, at Seagrave, whom he knew and

hated, and he reflected that a thousand

marks apiece to his six men and twice that

to his mate would leave him a fortune

sufficient to put him on his feet again for

some new venture. So he sighed and said:

“Very well, Cassel, I'm on, since you

will be so devilish stingy. I say, though,

how about your German crew? '
“They can ass as Scandinavians,n said

Cassel. “In lizict, three of them are. The

rest are Dantzig men and all speak some

Danish or Swedish.”

"How many of them are you going to

leave aboard the Dantziger?" MacTavish

asked.

“Only one watch of the black gang,"

Cassel answered. “The work will not be

hard, as you will be running about four

knots under your normal speed.”

“Right-o,” said MacTavish. There

was a moment's silence and the pale eyes i

of the sea scamp rested for a moment on i

the face of the German with a curious

scrutiny which was not without a certain

admiration.

“Tell me something, Cassel,” said he.

“What ifI had refused to have anything

to do with the proposition?”

“You would never have left this cabin

alive," said Cassel briefly.

MacTavish’s sensitive lips quivered,

then he smiled.

“Gad,” said he, “you Germans are cer

tainly thorough in your methods.”

Cassel did not reply. He rose, went to

his small ship's safe and opened it, then

tossed upon the table a chamois leather

sack which clinked agreeably.

“Count yourself a thousand marks,”

said he. "That is for immediate ex

penses," and turning he went into an

adjoining stateroom.

(To be continued)

 

Self-Help for the Hobo

(Continued from page 21)

There were 381,975 meals served, cost

ing a trifle less than five and a half cents

apiece. The men who were working re—

ceived three meals a day and the others

two. The object was to keep all men

physically fit. But it only required one

and one-third days’ work for each of the

men over a period of six months to keep

them all fed. This is certainly a country

of cheap and abundant food.

I will not describe the hotel. The phys—

ical aspects of shelters of this kind are

pretty much alike. This one made a

point of bathing the men and sterilizing

their clothes as they entered. A down

and-outer might enter at ten in the even

ing and go out the next morning clean,

rested, shaved and with food in his

stomach with which to face the day.

THE Hotel Liberty has proved that

nearly all men are willing to work.

Real tramps avoided Seattle. Ifthey went

to the Hotel Liberty they had to work and

if they were picked up as vagrants the

hard-luck story was lost in the police

courts. The were regularly given sixty

days. The Hotel Liberty certainly did

not prove a magnet for tramps. Tram s

hate to associate, anyhow, with t e

“blanket-stifl's.” They look down on a

man who will work, and the Hotel Liberty

is full of men only too anxious to work.

The Hotel Liberty has had one scandal

in two ears, and it has been made so
much olyby critics that the hotel is very

sensitive on the subject. A gang workin

on a land-clearing job sold the tools an

went on a drunk. Just one outfit did

this, one small gang out of thousands of

lodgers, almost all floaters without ties

or responsibilities, men of a kind most

likely to ield to temptation. I was told of

this incident with bated breath, but I am

afraid I disappointed my informer by not

being as shocked as I was expected to be.

Considering the undertaking as JelT

Davis did, that of mere theatricals, Henry

Paul has proved himselfa Belasco, while

Jeff gavis only staged a clap-trap melo

drama. I return to this point to make the

distinction between the real and the false.

For the land is full of Jeff Davises, and

they usually get a sentimental hearing.

But the Hen ' Paulys are not suflicientlyencouraged. rIThere are undoubtedly men

of Henry Pauly’s type in every city on the

Pacific Coast.

Portland has had no such dramatic sit

uation as Seattle to handle, possibly be

cause Portland did not let it attain

dramatic proportions. The city has taken

care of the situation in the usual munici

pal lodging-house way. It has housed and

fed all-comers and made them chop wood

in return. In this manner the city of

Portland acquired 10,000 cords of wood

last winter, at a cost of about $75,000.

But, as nearly as I can jud e, the local

problem was intensified in ortland be

cause the unemployed were kept in the

city where they could not very well hel

interfering with labor conditions. Reali

izing this, the city is pursuing a different

course this winter. This year the city has

about $75,000 worth of rock to crush,

there is city grading to do in the outlying

districts and work on the state highways

is going on all winter. This work has

been planned b George F. Baker, Com

missioner of Pu lic Affairs, for the express

pur use of preventin the floaters from

sett ing down on Port and like a flight of

wild geese. Iliked this about Mr. Baker's

method of approaching the problem;

he realized it was a problem of moder

ate_ size that needed attention, not

excitement. He did not become panicky

about it. He sat down and figured out

the approximate number of unemployed

guests which Portland would probably

have to entertain this winter; then he

cast about and found work for them to do.

When the unemployed rise and fly away

in the spring the will leave behind a

notable amount 0?work accomplished to

pay for their keep.

California has been handling the unem

ployment problem as a state. It reached

out and made a few sweeping movements,
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You admit the International

Correspondence Schools are a

good thing. You'd take a course

right now “if”--“except”—

 

“If” what? If you weren't so

“overworked,” with such “long

hours," or had more strength and

energy?

Wasn’t it Edison who stayed up

half the night to educate himself

in spite of every handicap you

could ever have?

All big men who have made their

mark in the world had the ambition

—the delermination—to improve

their spare time, to train themselves

for big work. You, too, can pos
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if you'll only make the efi'ort.
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The Railroad

is Building to

Palo Verde

Valley

Palo Verde—the fertile

roductive valley on tle

Colorado River in the

State of California.

  

Prosperity is rampant in the Valley now.

New towns are starting. The biggest

Development of the West is in prolreoa in

the Palo Verde ‘

The railroad will be completed in time to

carry l9|6 crops. ' you be there to

welcome the prosperity and profit it is sure

to bri FA Palldfilerde farm is 'ust about four times

as reductive as a arm in the East or

Mi dlewest. Ask us to prove it. Send

the Coupon for information today.

We mm! more live, aggressiw farmers

to he!) us turn may one of P410 Verde

Valley into produrliz'rfarm land. If

you rm’ly won! a new home in a land

where opplrlunilirs are grnt and

wherea living can be made under ideal

candilinns, send [his coupon. All

qua/rm: gladly am’wend.

CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN REALTY CO.

1122 Investment Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

CaTilzrnia Southern Realty Co. — _ _

“22 Investment Bldg“ Los Angelea. Ca].

Please send specific information regarding

Palo Verde Valley.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _

Address. . .. . ..City . . . . . . . . ..State . . . . . .
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Easter term begins Jan. 10 Room for only

three boys. Write for catalog. Address

Quarter-aster Hitchcock Military Academy U
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sTu DY minnt'ion, energy and good judg

_ ment to accomplish that which

brings success. Yo_ur judgment suggests the

wisdom of incmasmg your earning ability

through one of our many home-study courses. Write

today for our FREE 50-page

 

With a Western School, char‘
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catalog.
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:ind after that all the excitement caused

by the fire-hose and the wandering armies

of two years ago fell flat.

A friend of mine who drove a motor-car

from San Francisco to San Diego and back

told me he was struck by the apparently

equal streams of men going north and

south. He and his companions began

making bets on whether they would see

more men bound north than south. They

kept this up durin the entire trip, and

though they passed thousands bound in

both directions, the numbers were about

equal

THE Housin and Immigration Com

mission of alifornia took the first es

sential step. It simply asked the various

munici alities in the state not to pass the

unemplbyed along. The streams stopped

where they were. Of course some men

moved on and are movin on yet.

Though the are workers ans pay their

way, they have the “wandering foot."

"Tramp mechanics" they are called on

the road. They are often brilliant work

men and small factories welcome their

coming, but like Kipling’s Tramp Royal,

pay cannot hold them when their time

is done.

As the winters in California differ so

little from the summers there are very

few jobs such as road-building, grading

and the construction of municipal works

which cannot be done 'ust :is easily in the

off-season. So the immigration Com

mission has asked the cities to save their

jobs until they have their portion of the

arrested stream on their hands. There

again the workers can be made an asset

rather than a burden.

Acting on these two principles, the

Housing and Immigration Commission,

which is a much more nimble organiza

tion than its name implies, succeeded last

winter in getting under control a situation

which, the ‘car before, was entirely out

of hand. fts recently issued report on

the destitute unemployed shows only two

cities in California which did not meet the

Commission's views: Sacramento and

Los Angeles. Sacramento’s difficulty

was lack of authority. The police agreed

not "to ass” on the unemployed, but

private c arity had to keep the indigent

in food. To the Commission's way of

thinking, Sacramento, situated in one of

the richest valleys in the world, ought to

have played host oilicially. But I think

I can also understand Sacramento’s ap

parent apath . Its citizens could not see

why the incligent should crowd in on

them out of a land fairly bursting with

richness. At worst Sacramento’s situa

tion was a passing one.

Los Angeles was rzi ped on the knuckles

even more severely by the Commission.

The mayor refused to admit the exist

ence of an unemployment problem in

Los Angeles. When the chief of police

ur ed a municipal lodging-house he was

to d to hold his peace, that no such thing

as povert could exist in southern Cali—

fornia. hat attitude, of course, is ab

surd. Poverty can exist in the most fer

tile places, not by fault of the country

but through the imperfection of human

institutions. There were, in point of fact,

five or six thousand homeless, unemployed

men in Los Angeles last winter, and the

only provision made to meet their needs

was a road camp employing a few hun

dred. Pasadena, Redlands and River

 

 

side followed the course of the other Ca

fornia cities, but Los An eles, the Com
mission rcported, l‘wou d have expe

rienced a crisis not at all to her credit,"

if the Los Angeles county supervisors had

not cared for and fed the unemployed.

MOST of the local relief places in Ca, f

fornia are referred to as "w

ards.” Oakland has just finished a n

brick municipal lodgin -house where th

chopping of wood wou d seem a strain

adjunct, still the name of “woodyar

clings to the institution. Its superi

tendent, W. S. Goodrich, sticks to th

name with whimsical insistence. I had

an interesting interview with him, an

learned he was a student of sociology a

the Universit of California when he too i

char e of Oz land's unemployed.

“ ’oodyard?" he asked, when I smiled

at the name. "Wh not? We've got t_

have a woodyard. hat is the way to l

the unemployed keep their inde endence;

Let them work their way. T ey wan

to. I had an average of one hundred an

thirty-nine men to sleep in forty-ni ‘

beds all last winter, but none of them le :

here without his self-respect. This is "

city institution, but it has nothing to c \

with charity. The city runs this esta ‘

lishment because it realizes it must kee

every man u to a certain efficiency

But if we di not have that woodpil"

the men who come here would feel th *

:ivcre taking charity, and that would nev _

,I '

o.

Goodrich also analyzed in a new wa

the increased crime arising from une

ployment.

“If there is apparently more crime

the slack season, ’ he said, “the crimes a

not committed by workmen out of job .
but by the criminals who prey on the ‘i

when they are flush. Workmen are dum- ;

If they are robbed in a saloon or in som,

disreputable lace, they rarely make Tcomplaint. IIIut when workmen are no ;

flush, these criminals prey on the 0rd

nary citizens and the citizens how ,_

When we have an unusual number -'

petty robberies here in Oakland, rh ;

police do not come here to the wood air

to seek the criminals. They swoop 0 rl

on the haunts of the robbers who 0rd “

riarily live securely on their pilferin

from the flush workmen who havereached town. There is not a real icrease in crime, but it hits people wh_

complain about it.”

I AM glad to be able to report this an

ysis of Goodrich's, because I have e

countered a resentment against the u ,

employed based on this apparent increase

in crime. Workman are not potential

criminals. Men who have been close to

this problem, like Goodrich, know that

an astonishingly small number of work

men will take to thieving even if they are

starving.

It is impossible to indicate the exact

line to follow with the unemployment

roblem. The solution is a matter of

ocal conditions. But the reason why un

employment is as big a problem as it is on

the Pacific Coast must be understood by

everyone who hopes for a solution. Most

of the unemployed are willing workmen

out of a job on account of the time of year.

It must also be remembered that they

are, besides, “single men in barracks,

most uncommonly like you."
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THIS COLOR COMBINATION IS THE

TRADE-MARK OF

'Frestone
TIRES

his design and color combination

is an added feature to the many

“extra values” which-have

meant “Most Miles per Dollar”

to Firestone Tire users during

the past sixteen years.

It combines appearance ‘with

sturdiness and adds a touch of

elegance to your car.

The Firestone Tire is the pro

duct of specialists in buying especial

ists in building—specialists at distribu

tion—and in this concentration of

purpose you find the fundamental

reason for Firestone leadership.

FIRESTONE

RED TUBE

For several years Firestone Red Tubes

have given motoristsan addedmeasure

of mileage and security. The thick

wall of pure rubber, built up layer by

layer, is cured by the antimony method.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND

RUBBER Co.

"America's Largest Exclusive Tire

and Rim Makers"
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Prove it yourself—and know that Pears is the

very best soap for your skin in cold weather.

Send to-day for a trial cake and learn to know this delightful soap

at our expense. You will be delighted to note the improvement in

your skin; and you will find Pears a constant protection against the

roughness and chapping so often caused by raw, damp days, and

biting, frosty air.

Pears’ Soap
has been known for generations as “The Great Complexion Soap”

because the skin and complexion reflect so quickly the fine character

of the soap itself. It keeps the skin soft and smooth—the complexion

fair and fresh because it absolutely frees the delicate pores from im

purities of every sort.

 

  

Pears thus promotes a natural, healthy condition in which the

skin is able to withstand the trying effects of cold, wind and dust.

Do not gloss over skin trouble with cosmetics—use Pears’

Soap every day, in any climate, in any weather and enjoy real

skin comfort. Sold anywhere in the United States at 15 cents

per cake.

A. & F. PEARS, Ltd.

Larges! manufacturers of high grade toilet soaps in. the world

 

SPECIAL OFFER: Send 4(- in stamps to cover mailing

cost and we will send you postpaid, a generous trial

cake of Pears‘ Unseented Soap. Address Walter Janvier,

United States Agent, 521 Canal Street, New York City.

 

  

"Alllighlx mule!" OF ALL SCENTED SOAPS PEARS' OTTO OF ROSE IS THE BEST
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Hurry! Today start

to Play Your Way

to Your Share of

$10,000 Cash

$2,500 in cash is the first prize. It should be

yours. There is no reason why you should not

get it. Surely you can piclt. out titles to pictures

as well as anyone.

Piktur~Owz~Gume consists of 60 easy and inter

estingpictures. Each pictureisdrawntorcprcsent

the tIt e of a book. From the Official Catalog of

titles, you are asked to pick out the titles you

think best fit '

the icturcs.

and I. en enter

your answer or

answers ( on

are allow to

In a k e i’: v c

answers to each

icture) in the

eply Book.

Game is sim

ple and easy.

Everyone can

play it. Each

member of the

family can en

tor and enjoy

It.

  

How to play the game: A good title for this pic

ture is "A Tramp Abroad,” because the man is

saying “This beats tramping at home" and on

his back is a knapsack which says “I. Smith.

U. S. A." There Is also a sign post which says

"20 K to France." There the man is undoubt

cdly tramping abroad. This little object lesson

picture shows you how to play the game. There

are 60 pictures. The best answers will receive

the awards and in case of ties, each t ing con

testant w' reccive the lull award tie for.

Th: Complete PikIur-Ows-Game Outfit, consisting

of Picture Pam hlet (which contains the ()0 pic

tures) the Cata 0g of book titles from which you

select the titles you think best fit the pictures,

and Reply Book in which you submit your an

swers wIll be sent to you free as a premium it you

will subscribe (new or renewal) (or ten months to

Scxsnr MAGAZINE and one year to Woman's

World Magazine, both subscriptions costing you

$1.25. The Piktur—Qwz-Game was initiated by

Woman's World Magazine and SUNSET MAGA

ZINE has combined with them in ofi'cring the

game to the public. The full rules, showing you

ow you can compete without one cent of

expense, will be sent to you free if you ask for

them. but you should start in this game at once.

Send in your $I.z5 today and receive two splendid

magazines and the complete Outfit. and play

{slur way to one of the big cash prizes listed

ow:

The Prizes

$2,500 cash—lot prize

$1,500 cash—2nd prize

$1 ,000 cash—3rd prize

$ 500 cashw—4th prize

and 1,203 other big cash

prizes, totaling in all $10,000

cash.

SEND IN THIS COUPON TODAY SURE

I-I-I-I-II-I-I-I-I-I-I-I

Sunsc'r MAGAZINE. San Francisco, California.

I hereby enter the $Io.oo<_> cash Piktur'qu'r;

Game. and send you hcrcwith $I.25, lor w nch

send me 'our magazine for ten months and

Woman's arld for one year, and as a premium

you are to send me free the complete l'Iktur

Qwz-Game Outfit.

Name........

Address................
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The Grand Prize and Medal of Honor

The Two Highest Awards

Both Won by The

Encyclopaedia _. ~

Britannica
5643*.“

mun

At the Panama-Pacific Exposition

The Encyclopaedia Britannica was awarded at the Panama

. Pacific International Exposition the Grand Prize and Medal of Honor

“5%.; —the two highest prizes. The Committee of Awards decided that
LIBERAL ARTS . . ‘

“mung, the Britannica, both as a book and as a means of education, was

supreme.

 

This award gives official sanction to what has always been recog

nized as beyond dispute; namely, that The Encyclopaedia Britannica

was the best work of general information, the highest authority. I t

confirms the popular verdict, which has been expressed by the sale within a short time of 75,000

sets of the Cambridge University issue, for which the public paid over $l4,000,000.

 

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Cambridge University issue, is printed on India paper from large

type, with large pages and wide margins, this being the form that has heretofore been associated

with The Encyclopaedia Britannica since the first edition—l 768.

We sell this issue in the several bindings at the following cash prices:

Cloth Binding . . . . . . $166.75 Limp Suede Full Leather . . . . . . $255.25

Green Sheepskin Full Leather . . . . .203.25 Genuine Red Morocco Full Leather . . 267.50

Subscribers may, if they wish, pay only $5.00 down and $5.00 a month at slightly more than

the above cash prices, the complete set of 29 volumes being sent on receipt of the first payment.

 
It is only fair to state that we have arranged with Sears, Roebuck

and Co., of Chicago, for the distribution by them of the Encyclopaedia _

Britannica—guaranteed complete and unabridged—in. a "Handy Cut out and Mall

Volume" issue, the 29 volumes being smaller in size, and therefore prd

duced at a lower manufacturing cost. These sets will be sold for cash

at $58.88 (Cloth); $68.54 (Full Sheep Morocco); $8l .88 (Three-Quarter I 1"" "flamed 1'" 15¢ Cambridge

Levant Morocco); and $92.00 (Full Levant Morocco); or, at slightly is“? °f_ the ""0 Encyclopaedi"

higher prices for $l.00 down and monthly payments of $3.00, $3.50, Br'la'm'm' Please “"d me you’

. . . I lluslraled Pamphlet will: specimen
$400‘ or $450’ accordmg to blndlng' pages, and parliculars of prices,

bindings, monthly paymenls, dc.

 

Anyone interested in this new form of The Encyclopaeclia Britan

nica should apply directly to Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago.

You can get full information about The Cambridge University issue of i._ if __.fi

the Encyclopaedia Britannica if you cut out and mail to us the inquiry

form; we will then send you a large pamphlet, together with specimen 4G is *

pages, illustrations, maps. reproductions of bookcases, an order form, etc.

 

 

The Encyclopaedia Britannica Corporation, 120 W. 32nd St., New York
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‘- would You Accept a $25.99 Check? -
The announcement of Sunset's “Ad Letter" Contest for 1916 in the January number met with immediate

response. Letters are pouring in~good IettersAthat are going to keep the judges busy

We knew they would come. The Contest last year, which was open only to those subscribers who qualified

  

lllflllllimumill‘1r

‘‘Hill!

  

by performing certain services, was a success, and now that EVERY READER OF SUNSET MAGAZINE IS *

ELIGIBLE the 1916 Contest will be a tremendous success.

We've increased the number of prizes and taken away all restrictions. Get into this Contest and earn

’ some money. It's as good as a course in advertising.

F G h P E h M h W2; We as rizes ac out or ere y riting otters
E

5 _ The object of this Contest is to stimulate the Study the ads in this number of Sunset. Try writer. In addition to these three prizes. there

if interest of Sunset Magazine readers in the to analyze the advertisement that made the will betwo $5.00 cash rizesasawards of merit

J: splendid announcements of the national adver- eepest impression upon your mind. Then for the fourth and fift best letters.

% tisers whosea vertisements appear each month write down your reasons. Below are, the prize—winning letters in the

S In the Magazine, and to encourage a keener Now! For the best letter received each December Contest. They are good letters.

? ' apweciation of the values of design and text. month we will award a cash prize of $25.00; for carefully written and carefully analyzing two

if, hat constitutes a g advertisement? the second best letter, a prize of $15.00; for the of the many stron ads which appeared in

Why do some ads appeal more strongly to you third, a prize of $10.00. Each of these letters Sunset for Decem r. These were select

than do_others? Why did this or that announce- will be published in full in Sunset Magazine, by the judges as the best of all submitted in

ment indelibly impress itself upon your together with a reproduction of the ad. and the December. Study them as models for your

memory? name and address of the prize-winning letter letter.

Mg, 1 Rules Governing the “Ad Letter” Contest
The contest begins with the anuary, l9l6. issue and will run until December, l9l6. issue.

  

The letter must not exceed 50 words in len t .

The letter must bear the name and address 0? the writer and in no instance will we assume

To ‘he responsibility for the return of manuscript.

The letter must be submitted within ten days after receipt of copy by the subscriber in

order to reach us in time for consideration. The announcement of the prizes will follow in the

second month's number of Sunsetfifor example, the prize-winning letters submitted on the

advertisements in the February Sunset must reach us not later than February l0th and the

awards will be announced in the April issue of Sunset.

If you can write a letter. you stand a chance to obtain one of these cash prizes.

The conditions of the Contest are all set forth in this announcement. It will not be neces

sari!I to write for furtherdparticulars. just send in your letters. typewritten if possible. together

wit your name and ad ress.

This Letter Won First Prize» in the December Contest
I am staking my last chance for a prize on Old Dutch Cleanser. If it were my first

chance I should do the same. In December Sunset there is no ad to compare with that on

the rear cover.

It makes no reference to the holidays; there are no bromide Christmas greetings; there is

no mistletoe. no holly nor picture of Santa Claus; yet nevertheless the ad is culiarly suited

to Christmas Sunset, for in California we hope not for a white Christmas ut for a bright

Christmas. And in any land or any clime, what a boon this bathroom would be to Santa Claus

after coming down that chimney!

The Old Dutch artist is a real artist and understands advertising. His keynote is realistic

simplicity—the same realism and simplicity t at we see in our best moving pictures. but not

even the movin picture can portray life with such fidelity, for it cannot give us color. Life is

here dramatiz for us. but there is no savor of melodrama. of false emotionalism. The picture

is not an illusion. it is life itself. The bathroom is real. the woman is real from the color of her

gown to the tint of her hair and flesh.

In advertising it is not enou h to baldly state facts—the advertisement should tell a stor .

a very short story but one that eaves play for the imagination. Without cumberin his i ea

with words. the artist here tells us the story of a sanitary home and of a woman's wor quickly

clone. The rest we easily visualize; we can put this woman in any environment that imagi

nation dictates.

And as to the story's truth, surely little need be said. We know that no soap will banish

grease from bathtub. bowl and kitchen utensils. and we see here results that cannot be improv

u n. We see. moreover. that the woman's hands are soft and shapely. Lives there a womanwhen will not try such a cleanin compoun !

To the few who have not bought. this ad must brin the impulse to buy; to those of us

who know Old Dutch it is an entertaining reminder.we will save many a dime now spent at the movies.

Harold Playter. Box 476. R F D II, Los Angeles. California.

The Second PrizewasAwarded for This Splendid Letter
"No Xmas Gift is Comparable in Pleasure giving to the Angelua Player Piano." That

sentence catches the eye. One sees at once a happy family group. grand rents, father. mother,

children. in a cozy room with the world shut out. each one from gran ather to five-year-old

_ listening delightedly while each in turn plays a favorite selection. Such a family group is

- delightful to contemplate ‘for the long winter evenin s. while the thought of the influence. the

  

ll our magazines with such ads and

    

  

b . ‘ V . _ . _ I I ‘ education, the created love for the good and beauti ul, makes a lasting impression.

l - mdi'hl i In‘ ("UPI-“fl H '- Do you wonder then, as I carefully perused the pages of the beautiful and interestin

( Ill DlCtlfil'llf sn‘iny. hi fhr- December number of the Sunset. that this advertisement of the Wilcox & white Co. attract

r ‘ ‘ " . ..‘ P and held me? The truth of this quotation set me thinking. My mind was full of Christmas

( I I“ I l v \\ iving. so only ages of advertisements that were Xmas-spirited attracted me. Then the

‘ _ ‘ l \ ' autiful holly d’ecoration leased me. and the picture of ' The Angelus." wreath-encircled.

l‘ l, _\ \ I, I!‘ 'l ’ I \ N 0 held me as it never fails to o. The joy. happinms and warmth of Christmas, with the thought

' ‘HE nuns "'5: mp’- do main-a mini awn,- j» of humble thanksgiving and praise for every gift however simple. for life itself. and loved ones,

navy‘ strut-n of (- iunh-U F'mlhsdiv vcllw expressed in this exceptional advertisement age ranks it in meaning, artistic merit and beauty

C'w- “Maw -smJ|:-,sn\mw-w—4 1m.’ can .3. above any other advertisement in this num r of the Sunset.

Mid“ "'rd b’du‘h . " Aside from its decoration. why is this advertisement a leader? It is in harmony with

Th Amati: - ‘In’ Imus-l Wjo' mass‘ M ' the month, the spirit of the day. The whole arrangement is artistic; the language is dignified.

M=“Pi"l”w“3“'\"f'khk°i “W “m. v truth-impressing and convinein . One feels at once the truth of each interesting. simple,

1N1 (“"9195 Mail: "in" M“ "Tin-"ma. dignified statement. is impressed with the value of the merits of the Angelus because of theP

"on “AN “"7 “n m \c‘nmiumw ""“H‘T words of Fritz Kreisler. and is filled with a desire to possess the instrument.

'T'fl-M-"M‘l**"""'“ .‘I""‘""'""."" 1‘ In art and language, then, this advertisement is complete. It attracts. interests. holds
4 i _ and convinces. The beauty of the page attracts; the time-aoplicableness, the thought that

T‘ here is something one must buy at once. catches the c e; one is interested enough to read far

_ ther. being more and more impressed with the desira leness of the instrument and the relia

;] bility and solidity of the firm; the quotation from the great Fritz Kreisler is the finishing blow

‘i; to com lete persuasion. You desire above all things to possess an Angelus. The advertisement

'. has fulfilled its purpwe.

I: Emma A. Stacy. I803 Belmont Street. Portland, Oregon.
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Send Your Subscription and Address All Correspondence to

“Contest Editor” Sunset Magazine, 460 Fourth St., San Francisco
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Factors in

Investment

Safety

Assurance of the pay

ment at maturity of

the principal invested

is of the first impor

tance.

Yield

Interest return should

be at the highest rate

consistent with abso

lute safety.

Marketability

Ability to resell at all

times, in accordance

with existing market

conditions, is desir

able.

Carefully selected bonds fulfill

these three prime factors in a

greater degree than any other

form of investment.

Send for our

Circular SM-34

giving list of carefully

selected investment bonds.

N.W. Halsey & Co.

424 California St.

San Francisco

Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles

Railway Exchange Bldg., Portland

New York

Philadelphia

Boston

Chicago

 

Choosing Your
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' fact is easily explained.

Western Finance  

 

men"

inatitutiona. Letters rcqueatinl information

ahould be addressed to the Financial Editor

and should be accompanied by return pollele.

A department devoted to inveltmenll in the

Far Welt. We endeavor to accept only the

‘LI I‘ LI

-and

  

Far Western Utility Bonds

PUBLIC-UTILITY corporation

renders a service indispensable to

the public welfare. It operates a

railroad, an electric line, supplies

gas, telephone service, water, electric

, current, steam and a multitude of other

things which the private person could not

obtain out of his own resources except at a

very much higher cost. In order to render

these services efficiently, the public

utility corporation is invested with the

power of eminent domain—that is, it can

take private property at an appraised

valuation whether the owner wants to

sell or no. In return for this power it

must submit the conduct of its business

to public supervision and regulation. The

amount and kind of supervision vary

greatly in different states.

Throughout the count the remark

able demand for such public conveniences

as gas, electric light, street-car service,

telephone, etc., has enabled the public

utilities to pay their owners a higher

average rate of interest at a smaller risk

than is paid either by the steam railroads

or the big industrial corporations. This

Industries have

their ups and downs, and railroad earn

ings 0 up and down with them, but no

one disconnects his electric lights, sub

stitutes coal for gas or walks instead of

taking the car down town when times are

hard. The income of public utilities is

subject to fluctuations of narrower range

than that of almost any other class of en

terprise depending upon the general in

vestor for its capital.

Oflate years two more factors contribu

ting to the safety of public-utility bonds

have been created. Public-utility com

missions in several Far \Vestern states

have protected established companies

against ruinous competition. If an elec

tric company, for instance, was serving

a certain city efficiently and at reason

able, low rates, the commission has re

fused to grant a new company the right

to invade this territory and take part of

the business from the old company. The

commissions acted on the principle that

in the long run the public ays for the

unnecessary duplication of) equipment

caused by ruthless competition and that

the ruin of both companies throu h rate

cutting and diminished revenues ienefits

neither the consumer nor anyone else.

This firmly established attitude of public

utility commissions redounds, of course,

to the benefit of those corporations which

are elficiently managed and which render

good service at rates low enough to pre

vent dissatisfaction among their patrons.

A third factor increasing the desira

bility of public-utility issues, in Califor

nia at least, is the rigid supervision ex

ercised over the issue of new securities.

In California no public utility can issue

a share of stock, make a long-term note

or put out long-term bonds without the

approval of the State Railroad Commis

sion, which also determines the condition

under which the securities shall be sold.

Through this supervision stock-watering,

the issue of bonds in excessive amounts

to favored insidcrs,etc., have been made

almost impossible. Though many of the

public-utility men do not yet realize it, it

IS a fact that the legislation of recent

years has been a distinct boon to every

established, fairly financed utility.

Investors have realized this condition,

though. Owing to the sense of confidence

created among investors, at least one lar e

public-utility company on the Paci c

Coast has been able to finance its needs

b the sale of stock instead of bonds.

his stock was taken up so rapidly that

others are followin its example. Five

years a o it would iave been absolutely

lmpossi le to interest the investing public

in stock offerin s of this kind.

As predicted in these columns six

months ago, bonds of all kinds, including

those of public utilities, have rapidly one

up in rice owing to the necessity of find

ing sa e investments for the huge amounts

of funds accumulated in the banks. Yet

the price of these bonds has not yet

reached the level of two ears ago, and

many sound securities yie ding from five

to six per cent are to be bad.

What public-utility bond shall the man

of average means bu ? It is hard to

answer this question by generalizations.

But there are several broad rules which

the inexperienced investor should follow.

Perhaps the most important of these is:

Buy only through an established invest

ment house which has proven that it will

look after and protect the interests of its

clients.

This rule, though, does not exclude the

exercise of ordinary prudence and com

mon sense on the art of the investor. In

'udging the standing of a public-utility

bond he should first of all ascertain

whether the company is earning and has

earned sufficient net revenue to meet the

interest on all its bonds and outstanding

notes. Nor should he be satisfied with a

net revenue barely enough to pay the in

terest. After paying operating expenses,

taxes, etc., there should be enough

revenue left to pay the bond interest lus

a goodly margin. Of course the bon s of

those companies which have been earning

and paying dividends on their share
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capital are better investments than bonds

of corporations which pay no dividends

on their stock. If a public utility has for

the past six or eight years earned enough

net to pay its bond interest twice or

thrice over, its securities may be consid

ered a sound investment.

There are all kinds of public-utilit

bonds, underlying, first mortgage, refun -

ing, equipment, divisional, convertible,

etc., and it behooves the buyer to find out

exactly what class of bonds is ofi'ered him.

Reliable houses will gladly tell him in

detail the status of any particular bond;

they should also be asked to supply in

formation concerning the total funded

debt of the concern. the physical value of

its assets and the rank which any partic

ular security has in the succession of bond

issues. But the best roof of the stand

ing of a public-utility ond is supplied by

the balance sheets of the corporation

issuing it. If its financial history during

the past eight or ten ears shows that it

has always earned a liirge margin above

the requirements for bond interest, it is

safe to assume that it will continue to do

so in the future, es ecially since strict

public supervision as made ruinous

competition and barefaced juggling of

securities almost impossible.

 

Looking Forward

UDGE ELBERT H. GARY spoke.

The next day ‘war brides’ dropped

an average of fifteen points on the

stock exchange. But the drop

caused by the Gary warning will be mild

compared with the tumble of- the muni

tion stocks when the first authentic peace

move is made. The bubble will burst.

The first eace rumor will also affect

the West. t will cause copper to slide

from its price of 24 cents attained in

January, to a lower level, but the descent

will not be far. The Central Powers will

need tremendous amounts of the metal to

replace the war wastage and to accumu

late new reserves; their enemies will need

cop er for reconstruction pur oses. It is

dou tful whether co pet will) fall below

fifteen cents a poun for the next three

years, and this price means an abiding,

most satisfactory prosperity in the

\Vestern mining districts. Nor will the

Western oil industry suffer when peace is

declared and shipping is restored.

When peace causes copper to drop,

lumber prices will leap. Despite the

crippling of the export trade through lack

of bottoms and excessive charter rates,

lumber prices commenced to climb in

November, and the new year saw the end

of the worst de ression the industry has

faced in a deca e. Reconstruction needs

and ample shipping facilities are the

 

Millions for Defense

IS THIS ONLY ANOTHER PHRASE FOR

PRODIGALITY—OR PORK?

AY it not be that the real lessons of national defense are to be

learned earlier and more deeply than headlong entrance into

the armament race?

Suppose our present military organization is a failure, a waste of

money on a futile force. What are we going to do about it? Shall

we continue the mistake on a yet costlier scale?

Suggestive answers to these questions and others like them will be

given in this Magazine next month. An outstanding feature of the

MARCH SUNSET will be an article on democratic militarism for

the United States. The material comes from the inside, which must

be nameless; it is the result of earnest, anxious study. You may not

agree with these findings, in whole or in part; they are certain to

arouse fierce opposition and eager support. But you cannot ignore

them; they represent an effort to solve your problem. And yours is

some problem!

other Features of the March Sunset

THE GRAPE GROWERS’ DILEMMA . . . By Arno Dosch

Can the saloon be kicked out and the wine industry saved or is it impossible to sever the

Siamese twins?

THE NEW BONANZA KINGS . . . By Walter v. Woehlke

Tfh; story of the recent delivery of twelve-cylinder mining magnate: from the Western factory

o ortune.

THE FIGURE ON THE YELLOW THRONE . By Carl Crow

Yuan Shi Kai is the molt commanding personality which has come out of China's 400,000,000

people in a generation, at int. 0 e is, what sort of a neat he is taking and his chances

of keeping it are brilliantly told by‘: writer who has lived for years in the Orient.

A "GHOST TOWN" IN THE FOREST By w. L Morris and Russell V. Mack

The plaintive annals of the city of Grays Harbor, Washington, which "died u-bornin."'

MARRYING INEZ-ISABEL . . . . . By Kennett Harris

Don't miss this delightful love-yarn by one of the most popular of American Story-tellers,

Trot along with honest young Perry “day whose dI-IIY‘III I’ to Inlrry lnez- sabel to some

body, somewhere, somehow. How Perry comes through with this task makes merry read

ing. Illustrated by Arthur Cahill.

THE PRICE OF STUPIDITY . . . . . . By J. F. Davis

An amusing tale of the Mexican border, describing the discomfiture of a Mexican junta.

gust now it is mentally sanitary to find an entertalmn story among the tragic ones which come

rom that troubled region. lllustrnted by Arthur Cafiill.

THE THREE CAPTAINS . . . . By Henry C. Rowland

Now comes the climax in Dr. Rowlancl'a strong sea-story of the world war. Cu tain Destiny

nails into the narrative and deals out the cards to the three captain: who had le t lovely Else

Mullerbehind them inCallao. One of them holdsthewinning hand. lllultratedby Louis Rogers.

DEPARTMENTS: THE PULSE OF THE PACIFIC—WHAT OF THE NATION?—

ON THE NEW RIALTO—INTERESTING WESTERNERS—THE HOME IN THE wEsT

SUNSET sERvicE BUREAU.

COLOR PICTURES: "THE WINGS OF WAR"—"THE PAINTED DESERT."
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No matter what happens to munition

stocks and inflated war industries, the
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The Spirit of Childhood

in its light-hearted, care-free enjoyment may lessen with the passing years, but the A

’ appealing beauty of the delicate, clear complexion will be retained by any woman

' who faithfully gives her skin a little attention. A few drops of ‘

Hind "21w0'88!!!
‘ used every day keeps the skin soft, smooth, and fine-textured; it helps wonderfully to retain the

’ fresh, girlish loveliness of childhood days. lf used before and after exposure to the weather

Hinds Cream will prevent Roughness. Chapping and Windburn in any climate.

lt is particularly fine for sensitive skin in cold weather.

  

Selling everywhere, or postpaid by us on receipt of price.

Hinds Cream in bottles, 50c; Hinds Cold Cream in tubes, 25¢.

a Do not take a substitute; there are dealers in every town who

will gladly sell you Hinds Cream without attempting to substitute

b A. s. HINDS 287 West Street Portland, Maine

k Let us send you booklet and liberal samples. Enclose 20 stamp for postage

  

You should try HINDS Honey and Almond CREAM SOAP. Highly refined.

delightfully fragrant and beneficial. lOc and 25c. Trial size 5c Postpaid.
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\Vhen the winter storm clouds break in the honeymoon land of snow mountains

and golden apples—southern California

(Illuslraling “Skidding on Orange Peel,” page 66)
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~ The Garden with the Golden Gate

“—where the city slopes to abrupt clifl‘s along the outer harbor are man-sions whose windy gardens

overhang the surf”

(Illus!raling “The Californiacs,” page 13)
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Across the Editor’s Desk Q

EADERS, gentle and otherwise! We acknowl

edge with thanks letters from both divisions

since the January issue made its appearance.

Yet either SUNSET in its new shape has made a

hit or the holiday season has worked a miracle of gen

tleness, for we are getting bouquets from almost

everybody!

“ ON’T be too proud" says the Circulation Manager,

overhearing the complaisant chuckles in the

editorial room. “It’s mostly because of the change in

price!"

There’s cold water for ou! Yet it doesn't even make

us shiver because the irculaticn Manager follows it

up with a warm sprinkling of figures which show that

the newsstands are selling out and reordering. Let us

have no false delicacy about this. We are glad of it,

whatever the reason.

WE hardly believe, however, that the result is

measured by a nickel. We get some encourage

ment from the following letter:

"I want to congratulate you and send m approval

of the change in the make-up of SUNSET. Aithough we

take the magazine, I never enjoyed reading it on

account of the fact that it would not open flat. I do

a good deal of my reading in bed and I much prefer those

magazines which I can lay on my knee with a illow back

of my head. I really enjoyed SUNSET in bed ast night."

Here is evidence, of another kind, that price has

nothing to do with the result:

"You cannot have my subscription for SUNSET in

the flat shape. I do not want a magazine with reading

matter among the advertisements. I wish the adver

tising all together in a place; by itself so that I can tear

it out and save the worthwhile material.”

And here is a letter which hits both ways:

"I greatly dislike the large flat shape. I discon

tinued two magazines I was taking because I disap—

proved the change and I would not renew SUNSET

except there i: nonrjo take it: place."

ROM Idaho cdmes a howl, more of sorrow than of

anger: “I think it is a howling shame that such a

picture as that of ‘America's Unhorsed Knight’ in

your December' issue should come before the readers

of SUNSET. It is all right to show them pictures to the

people of the East, but to us Westerners—Nix. I have

followed the cattle business for thirty-five years and I

never sawh cowboy like that punch a cow. He would

be out of luck if that pea-shooter should ha pen to go

off. Those spurs fit ve nicely down on tlie heels ofthem gunboats. I amrbeginnlng to think that man

never saw a horse. He might hang himself with that

to e; I= can’t see what else he could use it for."

That 'rtrait of "A Live Unmarried Plainview

Cowboy’ was printed to show the picture which five

hundred women considered representative of a life

they were willing to share. But the picture was accom

panied by an article which spoke of the cowboy in

terms of romantic chivalry. Your true cowboy hates

such treatment. He doesn't want to be "bragged on.”

Yet the article was true enough to be republished

several times in the heart of cowland, down in West

Texas. The original of the obnoxious portrait is thus

described in a letter from the author of the article:

"He takes his punching flavored with gasoline and

always has. He owns a monster ranch in Hale county,

Texas, and cleaned up some 850,000 on mules and

horses sold to the belligerents. But he couldn't ride

anything that bucks worse than a Ford; in fact he has

never tried a Ford yet. The picture is a burlesque,

of course. He had a well-rope instead of a catching

rope; shoes and leggings instead of boots; ‘0 K’ spurs

instead of shopmade—a capital offense in cowland—

and his ‘gun’ was fashioned for Fourth of July cele

brations. He dressed up and had this picture taken to

send a girl in college back East.”

HAT name "Ford" reminds us of correspondence

too profuse to include here—letters both toasting

and roasting us for daring to question the essential

greatness of the Old Man of the jitney ranch. "Your

poke at Henry Ford certainly does me ood" writes

one and “I was very much sur rised and grieved by

your unjust article on Henry 0rd" writes another,

and so they come. Yet all comers might well agree

with Dr. Jordan's statement on page 19 of this issue:
l‘The time for cheap 'ibes is past. Henry Ford, man

of business and man 0 ideals, is a factor in this strug le,

this deadlock of history—a factor, great or small ut

unquestionably for good.”

OHN MUIR'S admirers are legion. They are

those who love him as a “nature-lover," inter

preter of the silent laces, the "wa out-doors." and

those who relish the hardy quality 0 a man who could

cling to the edge of a thousand-foot Alaskan precipice,

grasp with his teeth the collar of a companion in peril

and climb with him to safety. It may be that some,

unmoved by these qualities, may be stirred to admira

tion by the story of the canny Scotch naturalist's

financial operations, as told this month (first time, too)

by Arno Dosch.

ON'T miss reading Mrs. Gillmore's article “The

Californiacs” in this issue. It is some of the

sprightliest writin that has ever seasoned these alfalfa

scented pages. I you are a Californiac yourself, you

will cry “Treason! ' at the first column. If ou are

not, ou will probably hail this article as su mitted

roo of the sincerit of what was said across this desk

ast month in disc aimer of a Californian monopoly

of SUNSET. Whichever way it strikes you, you're

bound to enjoy it.
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Purity

VORY SOAP is

pure. It contains

no materials other

than those needed

for the making of

high grade soap. It

contains no bleach

to make it white;

no filler to give it

weight.

Ivory Soap is pure.

Its materials are re

fined so thoroughly

that there is no dirt

or foreign matter in

the finished product.

Ivory Soap is pure.

The fat and alkali

are combined so

skillfully that there

is no free alkali or

unsaponified oil in a

single cake.
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k The Californiaos

By Inez Haynes Gillmore

r

minimum of weather; 6alifornia,

which grows the biggest men, trees,

vegetables and fleas in the world and the

most beautiful women, babies, flowers and

fruits. California, which, on the side,

delivers a yearly crop of athletes, boxers,

tennis players, swimmers, runners and a

yearly crop of geniuses, painters, sculp

tors, architects, authors, musicians,

actors, producers and photographers;

California, where every business man

writes novels or plays or poetry or all

three; California, which has spawned the

Coppa, Carmel and San Quentin schools

of literature; California, where all the ex

pugs become statesmen and all the ex

cons become litterateurs; California, the

home of the movie, the Spanish mission,

the golden poppy, the militant labor

leader, the turkey-trot, the grizzly bear,

the bunny-hug, progressive politics and

most American slang; California, which

can at a moment’s notice produce an

earthquake, a volcano, a geyser; Cali

fornia, where the spring comes in the fall

and the fall comes in the summer and the

summer comes in the winter and the win

ter never comes at all; California, where

everybody is born beautiful and nobody

grows old—that California is populated

mainly with Californiacs.

ALIFORNIA, which produces

the maximum of scene and the

Author of: Phoebe and Ernest

Drawings by Louis Rogers

 

CALIFORNIA, I repeat, is populated

mainly with Californiacs; but the

Californiacs are b no means confined

to California. hey have, indeed,

wandered far afield. New York, for

instance, has a colony so large that the

average New Yorker is well acquainted

with the symptoms of Califomoia.

The Californiac is unable to tall’ about

anything but California, except when

he interrupts himself to knock eve

other place on the face of the earth. l2;

looks with pity on anybody born outside

of California and he believes that no one

who has ever seen California, willingly

lives elsewhere. He himself often lives

elsewhere, but he never admits that it is

from choice. He refers to California al

ways as “God’s countr " and if you per

mit him to start his od's country line

of talk, it is all up with intelligent con

versation for the rest of the day. He will

discourse on California scenery, climate,

crops, athletes, women, art-sense, etc.,

ad libitum. ad infinitum and ad naureum.

He is a walking compendium of those

W'ho’s Whosers who were born in Cali

fornia. He can reel off statistics which

flatter California, not by the yard but b

the mile. And although he is proud enough

of the ease and abundance with which

things grow in California, he is even more

proud of the size to which they attain.

Gibes do not stop the Californiac, nor

jeers give him pause. He believes that he

was a pointed to talk about California.

And eaven knows, he does. He has

plenty of sense of humor otherwise, but

mention California and it is as though he

were conducting a revival meeting.

ONCE a party which included 3 Cali

forniac were taking an evening stroll.

Presently a huge full moon cut loose from

the horizon and began a tour of the sky.

Admiring comments were made. “I

suppose you have them bigger in Cali

fornia," a young woman observed slyly

to the Californiac. He did not smile; he

only looked serious. Again, a Californiac

mentioned to me that he had married an

eastern woman. "Any eastern woman

who marries a Californian,” I observed

in the spirit of badinage, “really takes a

very reat risk. Her husband must al

ways e comparing her with the beauti

ful women of his native state." “Yes,”

he answered, "I often say to my wife,

‘Lucy, you're a very pretty woman, but

you ought to see some of our San Fran

cisco girls.” "I hope," I replied, “that

she boxed your ears.” He did not smile;

he only looked pained.

13
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“It was my misfortune to be born in

Iowa, but I feel as though I

were really a native son—

everybody is so kind”

Once only have I seen the Californiac

silenced. A dinner party which included

a globe-trotter were listening to a victim

of an advanced stage of Californoia. He

had just disposed of the East, South and

Middle West with a few caustic phrases

and had started on his favorite subject.

"You are certainly a wonderful eople,”

the lobe-trotter said, when he liad fin

ishef. "Every large city in Europe has a

colony of Californians, all rooting for

California as hard as they can and all

living as far away as they can possibly

get.”

YSELF, Californoia did not bother

me for a long time after I first went

to California. I am not only accustomed

to an offensive insular patriotism on the

part ofm ' countrymen, but, in addition, all

my life have had to apologize to them

for being a New Englander. The state

ment that I was brought up in Boston

always produces a sad silence in my lis

teners and a long look of pity. Soft

hearted strangers do their best to con

ceal their tears but they rarely succeed.

I have reached the point now, however,

where I no longer apologize for being a

Bostonian; I proffer no explanations. I

make the damaging admission the in

stant I meet people and leave the matter

of further recognition to them. If they

choose to consider that Boston bringing

up a social bar sinister, so be it. I have

discovered recently that the fact that I

happened to be born in Rio Janeiro offers

some amelioration. But nothing can en

tirely remove the handicap. So, I reit

erate, indurated as I am to pity, the con

temptuous attitude of the average Cali

formac did not at first annoy me. But

after a while even I, calloused New

Englander that I am, began to resent it.

his, for instance, may happen to ou

at any time in California—it is the C2“

forniac's wa of paying the greatest com

pliment he nows:

“DO you know," somebody says, "I

should never guess that you were an

Easterner. You're quite like one of us—

cordial and simple and natural."

"But—but," you say, trying to collect

your wits against this left-handed com

pliment, "I don't think I differ from the

average Easterner."

"Oh, yes, you do. You don’t notice it

yourself, of course. But I give ou my

word, nobody will ever suspect t at you

are an Easterner unless you tell it your

self. They really won't."

“But—but," you say, beginning to

come back, “I have no objection whatever

to being known as an Easterner.”

That holds her for a moment. And

while she is casting about for phrases with

which to meet this extraordinary condi

tion, you rally gallantly. “In fact, I am

proud of being an Easterner."

That ends the conversation.

Or erhaps somebody in a group asks

you w at art of the East you re from.

"New ork," perhaps 'ou say.

“New York. My husband was from
New York,’I she oes on. “He was

brought up there. ut he's lived in Cali

fornia for twenty years. He ot the idea

a few years ago that he wante to go back

East. I said to him, ‘All right, we'll go

back and visit for a while and see how you

like it.’ One month was enough for him.

The people there are so cold and formal

and conventional, and then, my dear,

your climate!"

“Yes," another takes it up. “When I

was in the East a friend invited me out

to his place in the country. He wanted

me to see his pine grove. Mv dears, if

you could have seen those little sticks of

trees!”

“I went to New York once," a third

chimes in. “I never could get accus

tomed to carrying an ice umbrella—I

couldn’t close it when I got home. I'd

come to stay for a month but I left in a

week."

AND so it goes. No feeling on any

body's part of your sense of outrage.

In fact, Californiacs always use the word

eastern in your presence as a synonym for

cold, conventional, dull, stupid, humorln'r.

Sometimes it actually casts a blight—

this Californoia—on those who come to

live in California. I remember sayin

once to a young man—just in passing an

merely to make conversation: “Are you

a native son?”

His face at once grew very serious.

“No,” he admitted reluctantly. “You

see, it was my misfortune to be born in

Iowa, but I came out here to college.

After I'd graduated I made up my mind

to go into business here. And now I

feel that all my interests are here. Of

course it isn’t quite the same as being

born here. But sometimes I feel as

though I really were a native son. Every

body is so kind. They do everything in

their power to make you forget——"

“Good heavens,” I interrupted, “are

'ou apologizing to me for being born in

Iowa? I've never been in Iowa, but

nothing could convince me that it isn't

'ust as good a place as any other place,

Including California. The trouble with

you is that you've let these Californiacs

uffalo you. What you want to do is to

throw out your chest and insist that God

made Iowa first and the rest of the world

out of the leavings."

IF you mention the eastern winter to a

Californiac, he tells you with great par

ticularity of the dreadful storms he en

countered there. Nothing whatever

about the beauty of the snow. To a Cali

forniac, snow and ice are more to be dreaded

than _ hell-fire and brimstone. If you

mention the eastern summer, he refers in

scathing terms to the puny trees we pro

duce, the inadequate fruits and vege

tables. Nothing at all about their deli

crous flavor. To a Californiac, beauty is

measured only by size. Nothing that

England or France has to offer makes an

imfipression on the Californiac because it 5

di erent from California. As for the

glory that was Greece and the grandeur

that was Rome, he simply never sees it.

The Netherlands are dismissed with one

adjective—flat. For a country to be flat

is, in the opinion of the Californiac, to

relinquish its final claim to beauty. A

Californiac once made the statement to

 

Somebody says to you, paying the greatest

guess you were an Easterner.

cordial and simple



The Californiacs: I5Inez Haynes Gillmore

me that Californians considered them

selves a little better than the rest of the

Country. I considered that the prize

Californiacism until I heard the following

from a woman-Californiac in Europe:

"I Jaw nothing in all Italy," she said, “to

compare with the Italian Quarter of San

Francine."

NOW I am by no means a rabid New

Englander. I love the New England

scene and I have the feeling for it that we

all have for the place in which we played

as children. Most New Englanders have

a kind of temperamental shyness. They

are still like the English from whom they

are descended. It is difficult for them to

talk about the things on which they feel

most deeply. The ty ical New Eng—

lander would discuss his native place

with no more ease than he would discuss

his father and mother. In California I

often had the impulse to break through

that inhibiting silence—to talk about

Massachusetts; the lovely, tender, tamed,

domesticated countr ; its rolling, softly

contoured, maternalilooking hills; its

forests like great reen cathedral chap

els; its broad, p acid rivers, its little

turbulent ones; its sprin s and runnels

and waterfalls and rivufets all silver

shining and silver-sounding; the myr

iads of lakes and countless ponds

that make the world look as though the

blue sky had broken and fallen in pieces

over the landscape; the spring when first

the arbutus comes up pink and delicate

through the snow and later the fields begin

to glimmer with the white of white violets,

 

compliment she knows, “I should never‘

You're quite like one of us—

and natural”

to flash with the purple of purple ones,

and the children hang May baskets at your

door; the summer when the fields are

buried knee-deep under a white drift of

daisies or sealed by the old planes of

buttercups and the old fichened stone

walls are smothered in blackberry vines;

the autumn with the goldenrod and blue

asters; the woods like conflagrations

burning old and orange, flaming crimson

and scarfet; and especially that fifth sea

son, the Indian summer, when the vistas

are tunnels of blue haze and the air tastes

of honey and wine; then winter and the

first snow (does anybody, brought up in

snow country, ever outgrow the thrill of

the first fluttering flakes?), the marvel of

the fairy frost-world into which the

whole country turns.

Do you suppose I ever talked about

Massachusetts? Not once. And so I

have one criticism to bring against the

Californiac. He is a person to whom you

cannot talk about home. He grows res

tive the instant you get off the subject of

California. Praise of any other lace to

his mind implies a criticism of California.

ON the other hand, that frenzied pa

triotism has its wonderful and its

beautiful side. It is a result partly of the

startlingbeautyandfecundityofCalifornia

and partly of a geographical remoteness

and sequestration which turned the Cali

fornians in on themselves for everything.

To it is due much of the extraordinary

development of California. For to the

average Californian the best is not only

none too good for California but she can

have nothin else. Californians—even

those not suffering from an offensive case

of Californoia—speak of their state in

reverential terms. To hear Maud

Younger—known everywhere as the

"millionaire waitress” and the most de

voted labor-fan in the countr '—pro

nounce the word California, should be a

lesson to any actor in emotional sound

values. The thing that struck me most

on my first visit to California was that

boosting instinct. In store windows

everywhere I saw signs begging the passer

by to root for this development project or

that. Five years ago passing down

Market street I ran into a huge crowd

gathered at the Lotta Fountain. I

stopped to investigate. Moving steadily

from a top to a lower window of one of

the newspaper ofiices, as thou h unwound

from a reel, ran a long strip of aper cov

ered with a list of figures. 0 this list

new figures were constantly added. They

were the sums of money being sub

scribed at that very moment for the Ex

position. Applause and cheers greeted

each additional sum. That was the

financial germ from which grew the won

derful Arabian Nights city by the

bay. It was typically Californian—~that

scene—and typically Californian the

spirit back of it. And four years later,

when the outbreak of the war brought

temporary panic, there was no diminu

tion in that spirit. Whether it was a
"Buying Day,U a “Beach Day," an

"Automobile Parade," a “Prosperity

Dinner," San Francisco was always read

to insist that everything was going welli

It was the same spirit which inspired a

whole city the day the Exposition opened

to rise early to walk to the grounds, and to

stand, an avalanche of humanity, waiting

for the gates to part.

“I saw nothing in all Italy to compare

with the Italian Quarter of

San Francisco”

ET'S look into the claims of these Cali

forniacs.

I can unfortunately say little about the

state of California. For with the excep

tion of a few short trips away from San

Francisco and one meager few days’ trip

into the south, I have never explored it.

Nobody warned me of the danger of such

a proceeding and so I innocently went

straight to San Francisco the first time I

visited the coast. Stranger, let me warn

you now. If ever you start for California

with the intention of seeing anything of

the state, do that before you enter San

Francisco. For you will never do it after

wards. If you must land in San Fran

cisco first, jump into a taxi, pull down the

curtains, drive through the city, breaking

every speed law, to “Third and Town

send,H sit in the station until a train—

some train, any train—pulls out, and go

with it. If in crossing Market street you

raise that taxi curtain as much as an inch,

believe me, stranger, it is all off. You'll

never leave San Francisco. Myself, both

times I have one to California, I have

vowed to see ‘fosemite, the big trees, the

string of beautiful old missions which dot

the state, some of the quaint, languid,

semi-tropical towns of the south, some of

the brisk, brilliant bustling towns of the

north. But did I do it the first time?

No. Did I do it the second time? No.’

Will I ever do it now? NO! Why?

Because I saw San Francisco first.

Itreasure m few im ressions of the

state,however. ownsan cities,compara

tively new, might be three centuries o|d,so

(Continued on page 52)



 

Things beyond sight and touch came to sit by the camp-fire with James Beckitt—boys who had turned placer sands

in their pans, playing high stakes with fortune, then passed on

The Pilgrim of Jackass Bar

tered his oilice on a high level of the

Monadnock building and made for

his desk with the curious trot ofage—

a step jealously defying the critical to de

tect age in it. Old Henry, secretary-book

keeper, clerical and executive staff of

James Beckitt, Investments, cocked his

grizzled head up from a weathered ledger

and beamed good news upon his employer

from eyes quaintly perky and birdlike.

“I think, Mr. Beckitt, it's come," he

chirped, then instantl switched his eyes

back to the ledger. go simple a soul as

Henry’s thought it not meet to intrude

upon the privacy of his employer's happi

ness. At his words James Beckitt quick

ened his trot and put out an eager hand

to the small sheaf of mail lying on the ex—

tended elbow board of his desk. The top

letter bore an English stamp and the

JAMES BECKITT, capitalist, en

By Robert Welles Ritchie

Illustrated by Arthur Cahil]

Here is a real contribution to the

rich literature of the California min

ing camps. Only a few years from

now such a story can not be written as

of the day, for the pioneers are passing.

llIr. Ritchie's word-paintings of the

West are a part of the best work now

being done by American story-tellers.

This tale of a lonely millionaire and

a lonely Chinaman will bring a lump

into your throat. If you’re not afraid

of that, don’t miss reading it.

 

superscription was all bayonet points and

barbed wire trochas of a woman's hand.

Beckitt eased himself into his swivel chair

and slit the envelope. He was meticulous

over the adjustment of his spectacles.

Then he read:

FATHER DEAR: Yes, I know I have

neglected you shamefully; but you must

understand that these are busy times for

me and my immediate duty sometimes

crowds other things out of mind.

Your last letter worried me for a time,

father. I could plainly see by it that you

do not in the least understand my situa

tion. I should think you'd only have to

read the papers to see how impossible it

is for me to come home. The poor Bel~

gians, you know; they're pouring into Eng

land by the thousands and were it not for

the noble work Lady Twembletitch is do

ing with her Hospital for Indigent Belgian

Orphans—she was a dear to let me in on

the staff of directors—I do not know how

much terrible suffering would go uncared

for. I am up to my eyes in the hospital

work—hardly have time to see my own

Phyllis and Dick for an hour each day.

:6
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And of course with Dick Sr. over in

Flanders with his regiment I could not

think of coming 'way to California until

the war is over at least—and nobody

knows when that will be.

Anyway, why should you be so lonely?

Doesn’t Hawkins make a good house

keeper for you? No, Father, I'm sorry, but

you ask the impossible. I think you are

the least bit unreasonable to ask me to run

away from my duty here just because your

“heart is shriveling with lonesomeness."

Please don't urge me, Father dear.

Dutifully, PHYLLIS

ECKITT read the letter through

twice, then carefully tore it into three

exact parallelo rams and dropped them

into the wastegasket by his chair. Old

Henry, venturing a peek over the ledger

top, saw a face gray and drawn and old

—old. Guiltily he bored into the ledger

again, whispering the figures that a run

ning forefinger tabbed. For many min

utes there was no sound but the slittin

of the envelo es on Beckitt’s desk and

the rustle 0 letters laid in the filing

basket.

“That was a good send-off the boys

gave Bill Busteed up at the hall this after

noon." Beckitt spoke his thought aloud

more than for Henry's hearing.

"Glad to hear that, Mr. Beckitt.”

Henry consciously attempted a note of

cheeriness.

"Yes, eleven of the boys were there~

though that was hardly enough to form

the ring of fellowship around the—around

the—”

"The Pioneers always step a little

closer, Mr. Beckitt, when there's a gap in

the ranks." Henry dared again to look

over to the half-hidden shoulder of black

broadcloth and fringe of white whisker.

What he had not noticed before was the

broad mourning band about the crown of

the silk hat set atop the desk. Old Henry

was a simple soul; he felt a mist come to

his e es.

“ he Society of California Pioneers is

like its members, Henry—all things of

the past." Beckitt’s voice sagged with

infinite weariness. “Nobody gives a hang

for either nowadays."

"Oh, I wouldn’t say that, Mr. Beckitt,"

Hen objected in a flurry. "The So

ciety s one of the grandest memories

San Francisco has.”

“Memories is right," Beckitt said, and

turned his chair to the windows.

NOW there was magic in those three

broad sheets of water-clear plate, di

vided only by the narrowest of metal

frames; more magic, perhaps, for James

Beckitt than for the average man who

might have an office behind them. For the

three windows brought a flattened triptych

to the wall of Beckitt's office, the like of

which no painter would dare attempt, no

engraver’s tool reproduce. San Fran—

cisco, palpitant, alive, standing a-tiptoe

on her hills and flingin out her energy .to

Asia and the islands 0 the sea—that was

the picture. The Monadnock building

towers high; below it lie the canyons of

the financial district, gushing steam

lumes like the cracked surface of a lava

liike, and the splayed fingers of the

wharves coddling ships between them.

Beyond is the blue pond of the bay, cut

into white tracks by the ferry-boat

spiders. Over and beyond all, the brown

hills of Oakland, the Sleeping Lady of

Tamalpais and the dim, far spike of

Diablo. A city and seventy miles of

background brought to lighten the office

of James Beckitt, Investments. Beckitt

paid rental for those three windows; the

floor space was gratuity.

For him those windows were the gate

way to a dream, and lately he had come

to dream much. Any other man would

have seen throu h them a robust city at

work—the rebui t city after the fire; but

for Beckitt this far panoramic fling was

but a screen u on which dissolving pic—

tures played. e saw not the new San

Francisco but the old and the older; not

the city after the fire but the city that

lived before the first fire and that was be

tween the two obliterations. He could

even look far beyond the brown Oakland

hills and see pine-clad gorges of the Sierras

and men turning over their lacer sands.

An easy thing for Beckitt to o, for he was

an old man and had come to that time

when memory is much stron er than per

ception. His old roll-top, w ich knew in

its oaken heart the tragedy of a man play

ing at being bus , would tell you that

more visioning t an business was done

over its soiled blotter.

THIS day of the arrival of the letter

from England and of the funeral in

Pioneers’ Hall Beckitt saw accustomed

magic wrought beyond the triple panes;

but somehow the pictures were terrible.

Gone! All gone the red riot of the city’s

youth—and his which once leaped in tune

with it. Gone those roistering, devil

cheating souls once linked with his in the

fellowship of brave adventure up among

the placers, down here in the gambling

palaces. Friends passed; a new city come

to steal the glory of the old, and even

Ph His—

hand wavered uncertainly toward the

wastebasket as if to collect the neat frag

ments of a letter there and conjure out of

them a message less bitter than the one

they had given.

‘ Guess I'll be goin home, Henry."

Beckitt hoisted himseFf to his feet by

hands on chair arms. “That funeral sort

of took it out of me." Henry's eyes, like

those of a devoted nurse, followed the

stooping figure to the doorway.

Once at his house Beckitt dodged the

importunities of Hawkins, that compe

tent housekeeper upon whom the absent

daughter relied for a proxy ironing out

of the shrivels in an old heart. He did an

unusual thing. After fussing noisily in

his bedroom as if in the task of dressing

for dinner—crafty blind, that—Beckitt

slip ed off his congress gaiters and tiptoediwarily up creaking stairs to the attic.

Why he did this Beckitt did not seek to

know; something outside of him, not to be

comprehended, was tugging him thither.

The whole day had been a strange one and

this stealthy excursion was but part of its

strangeness. Not in years had he invaded

this mausoleum of the dead past with its

spectral monuments: pale glimmer from

a pier glass cracked across the face; dress

ing table of heavy mahogany, before

which a woman counted .1 belle on Rincon

Hill had once preened her beauty; baby’s

crib with a forlorn rag doll sprawling on

its faded coverlet.

When he stood uncertainly in the dusty

gloom at the head of the stairs Beckitt

knew why he had come. He just wanted

to see if They were still there.

lGHT still see ed in through a dormer

window and y it the prowler came to

his cache of treasure. They were there——

those homely relics of the empire of youth

first laid away in a quixotic spirit of

loyalty, then forgotten, and now, this

day so many ears after, strangely re

membered an suddenly become dear

again. A “rocker,” crude contrivance of

the placer diggings wherein the coarse

gravel is winnowed from ay dirt; a

miner’s heavy iron pan an pick-head,

the like of which had not been manu

factured for thirty years—these lay under

dust and shadow. Beckitt fumbled for

his spectacles and in the fadin light read

what had been burned with a ct iron on

the ed e of the rocker's screen: “ ackass

Bar— une 26, 1859"—the date 0 his big

strike, when he had washed from a ocket

the foundation of a fortune. ellow,

narled gold: He leaned over the rocker,

his old e res burning in a strange after

glow of that long gone delirium of treas

ure-trove, and one hand went out mis

chievously to grip the primitive machine’s

handle. A push, the rocker slowly tipped,

and a rusty creak startled the attic’s uiet.

“Yes, yell, you old cobble-was er!”

He bubbled mirth like a child as he swung

the rocker over and back. The waning

sun through the dormer window ‘was in

his eyes. \Vas it the streaks of dust

across the panes or the mist of spider

webs that wrought the enchantment?

For Beckitt saw no roofs in the sunlit

path—only a high ridge with prickly pines

along its crest, which spaced the dropping

sun into red hot lozenges; blue of night

already creeping down a gorge; rosy

smear of snow on a distant peak.

And there the river made a big U bend

alisbout the gravel dike, which was Jackass

arl

AN idea smotejames Beckitt so terrific

ally that he staggered to the edge of

the rocker and sat down upon it, trembling.

ldea and illusion wrought in the sunlight

were synchronous: one was the comple

ment of the other and neither was to be

denied. Not as notions came to him these

latter da 5, halting and half-formed, was

this; rat er keen-edged and convincing

as a blade. A shrill twitter of excitement

escaped him; his heart lifted to a new and

hi h beat.

enry arrived at eight o'clock, a little

breathless in anticipation of unknown

developments. The library swallowed

the two old men. They sat under the

'ealously narrowed glow of a reading

amp, knee to knee, in exaggerated atti

tudes of wei ht discussion. Henry's

birdlike eyes ‘had, been quick to note a

change in his employer's face over that

heavy melancholy of the afternoon. His

eyes were bright with almost a boyish

hint of deviltry; a pink glow played about

the bearded cheeks; wide shoulders—once

harbors of great strength—were braced

back in confident buoyancy. Beckitt

laughed mischievously as he leaned for

ward and tapped his secretary on the knee.

"Henry, m going to run away—dis

ap earl”

hen Henry heard the substance of a

dream—the dream of an old man who

believed himself forsaken.

AJULY sun lanced down upon the vivid

cinnabar-red dust trough that was

the Bear river road out of Gold Run—the
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road to California's Yesterday. From the

jack pines, bleeding amber sa , from the

dust-smeared yerba buma by t e roadside

and the thickets of chaparral and manza

nita on the near flanks of hills were dis

tilled odors suave and medicinal, which

was the breath of the lower mountains.

Far, far to the east and north, a darker

blue a ainst the horizon, with flecks of

white liung upward like foam from a reef:

there lay the Sierra crest, cold, aloof, un

attainable. Everywhere void of silence

and steady downshoot of heat, palpable

as rain.

James Bedcitt drove with a high heart

into the shimmering wilderness. The

clop-clop-clop of the old white mare’s

hoofs in the dust measured for him the

diminishing miles between the desert of

the cit far below on the sea slope and

land 0 dreams ahead. Behind the seat

of the democrat wagon a lashed tarpaulin

was thrust into humps and swales by the

potent freight it concealed: blanket-roll,

grub and campfire equi ment; the rocker,pan and pick smuggledlout of their attic

retirement in a packing case, proof against

the Hawkins eye, and dropped, with their

owner, off the Overland at Gold Run.

Beckitt had shed his chrysalis of

the dreary city conventions in the

stuffy hotel room he occupied for the

night and now he was dressed for the ex

pected reincarnation. A floppy black felt

crowned his white head; one of the cool

cluster of grape leaves he had stowed in

the crown against the heat strayed out

over his forehead. A common gingham

shirt spanning his broad chest was rak

ishly opened at the throat. Blue overalls,

shining at their copper-riveted seams,

were thrust into the tops of cowhide

boots. .

Beckitt was not conscious of any

theatrical dressing the part. He was like

a boy who tempts the first mild day of

spring with bare feet after a fretful winter

of cramping shoes. Like a boy, too, he

sang snatches of song on his pilgrima e—

old tropical songs of the placers, w ose

words came flooding back unbidden out

of dim recesses of memory: Sonora Slim

and the ballad of Duckfoot Sue.

James Beckitt had achieved his disap

earance, completely, satisfyingly. None

ut old Henry was privy to it and even he

knew not the goal of the adventure. He

was enormously pleased with himself and

tremulous as a child on Christmas eve

before the a roaching dénouement under

the distant Bliie line of descending hills.

OW he was come to that fantastic land

of hydraulickers—a man-made wild

erness slashed and ripped out ofthe softness

and beautyofthe primitive hills by the tre

mendous erosion of water batteries. The

road led out onto a thin knife edge of

original terrain, now made a ridge, with

precipitous drops on either side down

into the bone-white gravel pits and

scourin s left b the destroyers. Grudg
ingly t ey hady spared this single long

prop for a way out of the desert of their

own making. In the chasms below, tor

tured trees, half-uprooted, stretched out

skeleton arms in appeal. Grotesque tur

rets of rock which would not be dislodged

by the hydraulic monitors rose from the

scarred lain. Here and there a tuftedisland ofidesolation pushed up from the

boulder sea. Struggling woods drew back

afraid from the ed es of abrupt cliffs.

He came upon You Bet.

No mistakin the town, even were that

dingy sign, “Tou Bet Palace Bar,” not

still in place over the false front of an

outlying shack. Just that single long

street where lights used to shine 0' nights

and the gold scales jiggered over every

d -

and look searchingly into it

faro table. But now—! Beckitt reined

in his horse mid-length of the street and

stared.

HE dead bones ofa town bleachin in
the sun! A single long street linedgon

either side by tottering, weather-black

ened shacks, some fallen in under their

straddling roofs, others leaning like ara

lytics against their neighbors. oors

gone; windows sightless, sockets shadowed

in the sunlight; stove ipes yawning

crazily and rusted to wafitrs. From the

white late of the street black interiors

recedes in dim and grisly distances like

unused tombs. Not a sound. A footfall

on the trash of curled shingles would have

been terrible. From a nearby vacant

doorsill, as Beckitt looked, a fat and dusty

rattler dropped lazily down to the road

and scoured a crooked trail to a hole un

der an opposite shanty.

A rattler was You Bet's sole citizen.

Beckitt acce ted this fact slowly, hardldaring to let fiis mind appreciate its si nifil:

cance. Of a sudden he was overwhe med

by acute sadness, felt a gathering of tears

and willed not to sto them. He had

hoped, he had dreame that time, which

had wrought change over the city, could

not prevail against the eternal face of the

mountains; that, escaping change and the

forward drift of the tide where men were

thickest, he could come back to immu

table places known of old as one return

ing home after many years. But the

mountains had been haggled to trash and

here was the very doorstep to his dream

country in unburied death.

“Git up, white horse,” Beckitt clucked,

and with a brave clutch on optimism:

“We'll find that old Jackass Bar just as

she always was."

So You Bet was left stark under the

(Confirmed on page 93)

 

From his thicket, not forty feet across the stream, Beckitt heard a startled grunt, saw Fook W0 lift the pan



  

What of the Nation?

The Safeguard for Peace—Mr. Ford ’s Peace Pilgrimage

By David Starr Jordan
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Director, World Peace Foundation

The Safeguard for Peace

N these days of war-mad

ness when the whole civil

, the cost of war and the

- great nations are bleeding

to death on the battlefield,

when our own nation, yet

law-abiding, is disturbed by wild currents

of induced hysteria, what is the duty of

the sane man? Shall he throw his interests

on the side of victory in a war he deems

inevitable? Or shall he take his stand in

the belief that no war is inevitable and

that the patriot and the hero must work

bravely for the supremacy of Law?

The true answer is found in these fine

words of the Harvard Crimson: “The

paramount lesson of this war is not the

need of attempting to insure for victory

in the event of war; we must insure

against war itself. The patriotism which

it is the peculiar task of the educated

college man to exercise must cease to be

linked with military service if progress

toward universal peace is to be made.”

For we must realize that Peace is not

merely the absence of a war, “a ale

negation," as some writers have stupidly

phrased it. Peace is the term of action,

of reform, of the upbuilding of personal

and of national ideals. Peace is the per

manence of Law, and Law ideally repre

sents the best of all possible relations, the

relation of freedom, when men can up

build and create.

  

HE value of Law lies in the oppor

tunity it gives for‘ constructive

progress. Peace is reality in human his

tory while war is the ruinous negation.

Peace is the period in which constructive

acts become possible, the establishment

of freedom and justice, of education and

sanitation, of commerce and industry, of

the removal of barriers and the spanning

of continents, the saving of life and the

exaltation of spirit, of the discipline of

self-restraint and the virtue of helpfulness.

There is joy in upbuilding not to be

found in the noisy pretense, the ghastli

ness and the rampant uselessness of War.

Moreover, in war, all laws are silent.

In war all worthy aspirations are sub

merged. W'ar unifies a nation by forcing

its elements to meet on the very lowest

plane, that of mere self-preservation, one

remove only from the plane of mutual

complicit in international aggression,

which is highway robbery writ large.

And "preparedness" in all its forms

beyond the degree, whatever that

may be, indicated by ordinary political

caution implies always an enemy against

whose threatened ruffianism we place

ourselves on guard. And as all war is

ruffianism, the nation which sees our

preparation and hears our noisy justifi

cation of it, must stand on guard against

us. For the military plans of no nation

are accepted as righteous save by itself.

And when preparedness and mutual

recrimination 0 on long enough, some

one touches t e secret spring or fires

across the border the gun which is the

signal for war. This is Europe's experience

and this is Europe’s lesson to us. The way

to avoid war is to keep away from it.

To maintain peace we must realize its

worth, its righteousness, its necessity,

guarding it at every angle, and reducing

systematically and seriously all incen

tives to war. When nations are armed,

a very few men, a very small accident

may turn the scale. To lose at one point

is to lose at all. Fear, hatred, jealousy,

political urgency may be excuses for

armament, but in the armament itself is

found the true cause of war. Every war

system, whatever its original purpose,

"clamors for expression." In the mini

mum, therefore, never the maximum of

armament lies the safeguard for peace.

The Peace Pilgrimage

THROUGH excess of military activity,

through weakness of government

and through resultant injustice and crime,

the nations of Europe have fallen into a

helpless slough of mutual destruction, so

abominable, so ruinous, so preposterous,

so devilish that any adjective we may

apply to it shrivels in inadequacy.

And no man great or small sees any

way out of it short of absolute obliterap

tion of the people behind one set of bellig

erents or the other. But this involves

calamities as yet not dreamed of. More

over, we have definite assurance that the

rulers of nearly every nation concerned

would welcome any escape which should

give peace with a semblance of victory,

enough to save their royal or their min

isterial face.

Into this deadlock of history leaps

Henry Ford, man of business and man

of ideals, with two ancient remedies,

newly applied, “Demonstration" and

"Mediation.”

The time for cheap jibes is past. Henry

Ford is a factor in the struggle—a factor

great or small, but unquestionably for

good. We must recognize that he is in

earnest and that he is working for right

eousness in the moment of the world's

greatest crises. If his work shortens the

war by a day he will save a day's waste

and a day's suffering. The cost of half

an hour’s war will outweigh all expenses

of the cruise of the ‘‘Oscar II."

BUT he might have managed the busi

ness better, you may say. This may

be, but first let us be thankful that he

managed it at all. He had the benefit of

nobody’s experience, and he was dealing

with the culmination of blunders in a

blundering world. A rationally governed

Europe would never have prepared itself

for death by such a conflict. It would

never have needed a Henry Ford to save

it from itself.

To Mr. Ford, some such view of the

case was presented by persons who knew

the facts at first hand. Notable among

these were Jane Addams, Rosika Schwim

met and Louis Lochner. This presenta

tion awakened an immediate response.

In a letter dated November 27, 1915,

Mr. Ford writes to the persons first

chosen for this “pilgrimage" in this fine

and earnest fashion:

“From the moment I realized that the

world situation-demands immediate ac

tion, if we do not want the fire to spread

any further, I joined those international

forces which are working towards endin

this unparalleled catastrophe. This I

reco nize as my human duty. .

“ here is full evidence that the car

na e which already has cost ten millions

of ives, can and is expected to be stopped

through the agenc of a mediating con

ference of the six disinterested European

nations, Holland, Denmark, Sweden,

Norway, Switzerland and Spain, and the

United States.

“Envoys to thirteen belligerent and

neutral governments have ascertainedin

forty visits that there is a universal peace

desire. This peace desire, for the sake

of diplomatic etiquette, never can be

ex ressed openly or publicly until onesidJe or the other is definitely defeated or

until both sides are completely exhausted.

“ R fifteen months the people of the

world havewaited for the govem

ments to act: have waited for govern

ments to lead Europe out of its unspeak

able a ony and suffering, to prevent

Europes entire destruction. As Euro

pean neutral governments are unable to

act without the cooperation of our govern

ment and as our government, for

19
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unknown reasons, has not offered this

cooperation, no further time can be

wasted in waiting for governmental

action.

“In order that their sacrifice may not

have been in vain, humanity owes it to

the millions of men led like cattle to the

slaughter-house, that a supreme effort

be made to stop this wicked waste of life.

“The people of the belligerent countries

did not want the war. The people did not

make it. The eople want peace. It is

their human rigiit to get a chance to make

it. The world looks to us, to America, to

lead in ideals. The greatest mission ever

before a nation is ours.

“This is why I appealed to you as a

representative of American democracy.

It is for this same reason that I

repeat my app_eal_to you and urge you to

jOIn a peace pilgrimage. . . .

"From all these various delegates will

be selected a small deliberative body

which shall sit in one of the neutral

capitals. Here it will be joined by a

limited number of authorities of inter

national promise from each belligerent

country. This international conference

will frame terms of peace, based on jus

tice for all, regardless of the military

situation. . . .

“I respectfully beg of you to respond

to the call of humanity and join the con

secrated spirits who have already signi

fied a desire to help make history in a new

way.” The people of Europe cry out for

you.

THESE are very noble words and they

were uttered by a man who could

and would put them into action. They

deserve a high place among the utterances

we cherish as classic. They express the

true s irit of America.

An now I may be pardoned a word of

regret, a regret that the Commission of

Continuous Mediation was not wholly

separated from the public call for Peace.

The plan of the "Peace Pilgrimage" in

volved two separate lines of action:

“Demonstration" and “Mediation." The
first is the work of the “Oscar ll,H and its

very essence is emotion and publicity.

The essence of mediation is patent en

deavor by men who know the problems

of Europe and who will work earnestly

and quietly, through wide acquaintance

and widening effort towards their solu

tion. The best men in America, those

wisest, most influential, most widely

conversant, would be none too good for

this work, and the right men cannot be

designated ofi‘hand. The work of the

“Oscar II" is wholly different in nature,

and the consecrated enthusiasts chosen

to hold aloft the banner of peace could

not supply the self-effacing agents of

mediation.

But at the end you ma Y say the fighting

world will ignore them both, ilgrims or

mediators, and make peace in the old

way, with its old machinery. Certainly

the final strokes will be made by the

diplomatists, and the influences that

work in quiet will never be reco nized
or estimated. That is quite true. fiiec

tive mediation will lead to no notoriety

of any kind. The reward is in the final

result, and it is b no means certain that

even the wisest elf'orts would produce any

positive effect. But there can be no

nobler motive for action. Peace, real

peace, the peace of mutual respect and

mutual trust is the greatest blessing this

troubled world can ask. \Ve may not

doubt or despise any effort designed to

secure it. ‘
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A Simple Naturalist ’s Studies in the Temple of Mammon

Pommur-s-runv av DASBONVILLE

“Harriman has only a hundred millions while

I have all I want." Nobody dreamed

how much that was!

COUNTRY bugg', powdered

with the dust of ontra Costa

county, drew up before the Bank

of Martinez, and a wiry old man

in a faded coat stepped out on the foot

he had been dangling over the side, coun—

try-fashion. Reaching into the back of

the buggy he took out a large bag, labeled

conspicuously ‘laundry,’ and disap

peared with it in the bank.

 

John

"There goes John Muir,” re

marked the storekeeper across the

street, “putting his laundry in the

bank again.”

By and by the old man came out

carrying a pillow-case bulging in an

angular, mysterious way. He threw

it into the buggy with a practised

hand, as though that were his cus—

tom, and drove slowly out of town

again, still dangling his foot, but the

whole affair was one, nevertheless, to

arouse interest and create talk. Martinez

watched him go, and speculated on what

the spare old white-bearded Scotch natur

alist might have in that strange bundle

of his.

T that time, a year or so ago, Mar

tinez had little ‘else to think about.

It was still the sleepy little California

town that had grown up where the

The Mystery of

Dduuk

hdoney

Unraveled Herefor the First Time

By Arno Dosch

Alhambra valley breaks off abruptly at

the rules of Suisun bay. Its old gardens

were filled with oleanders, crépe—myrtles

and geraniums, but its hills had not yet

begun to sprout great oil tanks, painted

as yellow as poppies, and the boom that

has sent Martinez town-lots soaring with

the coming of the new oil refinery and the

millions—oh, countless millionsl—to be

spent there, was not even dreamed of.

Martinez still had time to let its imagina

tion loose on what its most distinguished

citizen, the world-celebrated author

scientist, could be taking in and out of

his safe-deposit box in the outlandish

bundles he carried back and forth from

Martinez to his farm a couple of miles out

of town. It was rumored that he had a

safe-deposit box as big as a chest of

drawers, and, curiously, rumor was right.

So Martinez let its imagination run

riot over the valuables that box was



The Mystery of John Muir’s Moneyf

believed to contain.

Then gohn Muir

died an the daugh

ters of the discov

erer of Muir Gla

cier opened the safe

deposit box in the

presence of the

c o u n t y officials.

They had some ink

ling of what lay

hidden and t h e y

could hardly keep

from smiling at the

serious expectant

look on the faces of

the officials; but

even they did not

know all that was

concealed under the I ,

odd collection that g‘ ‘a,

lay before them. ‘ -§'_ ",1 ,
a

Filed on top of

the legal documents

they sought w e r e

scores of neatly

written notebooks,

the unfinished work of the scientist, and

lying alongside of a bank-book containing

a certificate of deposit for over a hundred

thousand dollars was a little essay by one

of Muir's grandchildren. The officials

were puzzled by a sense of values that

gave the bank-book no preference over

the child's essay. But they had a puz

zling day of it anyhow. They pulled out

bills of sale from the midst of nature

studies, and it took them an hour to
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John Muir’s house and the valley out of which he drew his golden hoard.

On the wall of his room the naturalist pasted a list of the

banks in which he had deposited money

separate the books of bank deposits from

the tumbling heaps of notebooks.

Their search was rewarded, however, to

an astonishing degree. It revealed an old

deposit book of the Savings Union and

Trust Company of San Francisco which

showed that John Muir had an account

there of $108,158.18. In the Security

Savings Bank of San Francisco he had

$33,415.11 and in the Hibernia Savings

Bank $7,432.62. The Bank of Martinez,
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besides the safe—de

posit box, contained

a savings account of

$33,129. Altogether

glohnMuirhadwhere

e could get the

cash all in one day

over $184,000, and

all but a small draw

ing account was

earning four per cent

at compound inter

est. 'lhe modest

lover of nature had

left an estate worth

a quarter of :1 mil

it in cold, hard cash.

HEN the

news ofJohn

Muir’s fortune

reached the world

it gasped. A large

sum of money did

not seem to fit some

how with the popu

lar conception of the naturalist passing

months idealistically in the mountains

with nothing but a‘ few loaves of stale

bread and a little bag of tea in his ockets.

The world had not heard of t e safe

deposit box. It wondered where and how

gxolhn Muir had made so much money.

as the grand old man of the Sierras a

secret placer miner? Had the simple

naturalist been handed a sheaf of Union

Pacific bonds by his friend and admirer,

lion dollars, most of

a.“
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Edward H. Harriman? What was the

solution to the mystery of John Muir's

money.:

It piqued my curiosity, too, when I

learned that the author of "Stickeen" had

left behind so much money. Could he

have made it out of the sale of his books?

That I doubted. The solution of the

mystery lay in some other direction. I

fancied I would find the key to it in the

Alhambra valley. But before I went I

began to hear stories which intensified my

curiosity. Some of these old savings ac

counts of his dated back thirty years and

more. As the money was put in, it re

mained. Each account kept growing by

compound interest with an occasional

substantial addition of fresh funds. No

part of it was ever withdrawn.

NE of these accounts had until a few

years ago lain untouched for a long

time. New clerks had come and “ ohn

Muir, Martinez," meant nothing to't em.

At the end of seven years, as compelled by

law, they sent a formal notice. John

Muir was in Australasia stud ‘ing plant

life. Six months later anot er notice

was sent, and that went unheeded, and

another and another. But before the

deposit slip ed into the ledger recciding

unclaimed unds, lVluir’s'br..;her walked

into the bank one day and deposited a

dollar. The account was revived and

went on drawing compound interest.

This seeming carelessness with money

was so contrary to all the other stories I

began to hear about the famous Scotch

man that I sought an explanation. Here

it is. I cannot vouch for it as I can for

many other anecdotes telling of a side to

John Muir's life of which the public'is

ignorant, but I learned it from a trust

worthy source.

In the old house in the Alhambra val

ley where John Muir spent his later years

he had pasted on the wall a list of the

banks in which he had deposited money.

But the list was so placed that water was

occasionally splashed upon it, and the ink

had faded. The name of one bank had

entirely disappeared. That was the bank

which had so much trouble locating its

lost depositor.

I JOURNEYED to the Alhambra val

ley in the late fall when the grape

vines that cover it from hill to hill needed

all their knotted strength to hold up the

two-foot clusters of purzple tokays. Out

of the level valley, win ing like a green

ribbon into the tawny Contra Costa hills,

stood the old Muir house on a knoll com

manding a sweeping view of Suisun bay.

In between now are the sprouting oil

tanks. I could not help feeling it was

just as well John Muir had died before

these tanks had risen to spoil the perfect

contour of his view. They seemed to rise

out of the ground like some unnatural

growth that had sprung up to mock the

naturalist, and they gave the impression

that at any mo'nent they might spring a

fresh cro flanking the old house on the

knoll an taking all dignity from it by

their brazen commercialism.

In this valley lay that side to John

Muir’s life of which he never wrote a

word. For all the world knew of his per

sonal life he mi ht have been a confirmed

bachelor; yet t ere was a rich personal

history to the lover of nature which a

certain Scotch reticence prevented him

4 mother that first summer.

from ever mentioning. It was his own

and he held it sacred. So I felt as I wan

dered among the orchards and vineyards

of the lovely valley. But even the tawny

flanks of the hills exhaled that ripe ro

mance peculiar to the shut-in California

valleys, and I realized before I was told

that in the story of the Alhambra valley

lay the mystery of John Muir's money.

EFORE John Muir ever saw Califor

nia, when he was a boy in Wisconsin

newly arrived from Scotland and working

hard on his father's farm, a fiery little

Polish revolutionist who had escaped

from Siberia, Dr. John Theophil Strenzel,

found shelter for his ninety pounds of

consum tion-racked body at Benicia, on

Suisun a '. With him were his invalid

wife, the daughter of a Tennesseean who

had settled in Texas, and their sturdy

little seven-year-old daughter. Benicia

was a mere trading-post then and the

country thereabouts was empty except

for the Indians and the Spaniards who

ranched on so grand a scale that they

hardly knew their own estates. For this

was the year 1853. Dr. Strenzel had

brought his wife and baby overland from

Texas to California in '49, and he had du

for old in Tuolumne Gulch. But he did

not ave the strength for the rough life of

the camp and when he arrived at Benicia

the doctors had told him he had only

three months to live.

ButHlohn Strenzel could not afford to

die. e was not the kind that die easily.

Still there was not much he could do.

He knew about fruit, but who was stop

ping to plant fruit in California in the

year 1853? Dr. Strenzel rowed across

Suisun bay, left his boat in the rushes and

walked up the creek three miles to a knoll

which commanded a view of the valley.

He liked the location and he felt rightly

he would have no difliculty in buying this

infinitesimal part of the Rancho Canada

del Hambre y los Bolsas. Study that

name and you will see how the valle '

came to be known as the Alhambra. t

is really the Hun ry Valley. Its namedates back to the Izndian famine recorded

by the mission padres, but as no one has

ever been hungry there since, it is just as

well the name was corrupted.

DR. STRENZEL put up a shack and

planted vegetables. He had no

money, but he worked. Some unex

plained incident in his Polish or Siberian

past made him unwilling to_practice his

profession for money. It was just as well,

- for, as he worked in the open, he gathered

strength. No one expected to see him

harvest his first crop of potatoes. But I

stood on the same spot just the other day

with his four great-grandsons about my

knees. They were looking up to their

father, as he told me the story of the early

struggle. Their grandmother, the seven

year-old daughter of Dr. Strenzel, washed

the clothes and cooked the meals for the

family at the direction of her bedridden

Mrs. Strenzel

died there years afterwards, and Dr.

Strenzel fooled his contemporaries com

pletely. He outlived most of them and

died on that knoll forty years later.

The little girl grew up to marry John

Muir, and she too lived out her life and

died in the Alhambra valley. The fourth

generation is now living and prospering

on the knoll at which John Strenzel

turned and looked back down the valley

that da in 1853.Dr. Sltrenzel planted an orchard.

“You'll never live to eat the fruit," he

was told.

“That's all right," he replied. “Some

one else will.”

STARTING with nothing but his knowl

edge of fruit, Dr. Strenzel built up a

well-rounded ranch. He had fruit in the

valle , grapes on the hillsides, grain lands

and ru|t lands. His little world was self

sustaining. As his orchards and vine

yards thrived he sent fancy baskets of

fruit to the San Francisco market. That

was in the flush ‘60's and he received

fancy prices. With the money he exper—

imented with all sorts of fruits, and was

the first experienced horticulturist in

California after the mission fathers. I'Ie

dried the first raisins in California for the

market. Much has been said recentl

about the possibilities of ship ing Cali

fornia rapes in redwood saw ust. Dr.

Strenze did that more than forty years

ago. In the early '70's he packed tokays

in redwood sawdust and sent them to an

exhibition in Dublin. He planted an or

chard in ’54 that contained sixty varie

ties of pears. That orchard is still bear

ing on the original stock, except for a few

trees which were cut out of one corner to

make room for the famil cemetery.

There lie, among the rest, Jofin Muir and

his wife, appropriately close to all that

was best in their lives. One of their

daughters, Mrs. Thomas R. Hanna, lives

with her growing family within a stone's

throw.

AMILE up the valley is the ranch of the

late John Swett, founderof the Califor

nia school system. He met the wandering

young naturalist, John Muir, in San

rancisco, in the ’70’s, and brought him

to the Alhambra valley. 0n the way up

the valley they passed the Strenzel ranch,

and there began John Muir's romance.

I have an advantage over my readers

in that I have seen an old daguerreot pe

of Miss Strenzel. I would have like to

have it grace these pages but I must con

fess I hardly tried to get it. Mrs. Hanna

roduced it almost shyly and I could see

it was her dearest possession, one she did

not care to share with the world. But it

was easy to see what turned John Muir

from a mountain-wanderer to a fairl

domesticated man. She had the broa ,

intelligent brow and dark, dreaming eyes

of the Pole set in a slender American face

with high daring Tennessee cheek-bones

and an eager mouth.

Scattered through the Contra Costa

hills you will find a few old-timers who

5 eak wistfully of her beauty. They will

all confess they asked her to marry them.

But the young Scotch naturalist won.

OW we be in to unravel the mystery

of John lVfuir’s money. Dr. Strenzel

gave the original ranch to the young

couple and built himself a more preten

tious house on a knoll farther down the

valley. This house still stands. In it

Mr. and Mrs. Muir also spent their de

clining years and, after Mrs. Muir died,

Muir lived there alone, occupying only

one room, the light shining out from the

windows through many long nights as he

worked carefully over his writings, making

(Continued on page 61)



William Shakspere, Scenario Writer for the Screen

()n the New Rialt w

“Close-up Shots” at Film Stars

By Charles K. Field

T: ten o'clock that

ing the unclouded sun was rapidly

January morn

drymg out the “stage” at the

Fine Arts Studio on both sides of

Sunset Boulevard, at Los Angeles. There

had been a veritable downpour the day
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Sir Herbert arrives on the New Rialto

and is given a “Western" greeting

before, and sly little pools of water lurked

in Just those spots on piles of lumber and
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Sir Herbert Beerbohm

Tree as “Macbeth."

One can imagine what

the wild green make

up would do for the

mild blue eye
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other accessories which, in normal

weather, furnish temporary lounging

places for ladies and gentlemen, variously

dressed of body but similarly decorated

of face with surfaces of yellowish-white

trimmed delicately with green. The

33
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stage was fairly clear of "sets" and into

the steaming open from the shelter of a

covered roperty-room intrepid hands

had rolled) the cage of Leo the Magnifi

cent. Many a show-bill, during his seven

years’ experience of life, had called him

the “monarch of the African desert.” He

looked the part perfectly. Many an im

pressionable visitor had stood before his

cage and remarked the wistful gaze in

those to al eyes looking out and over the

heads of’the curious human pack, away

to the wide free desert of his birth, to the

breathless silence of starlit spaces that

had quaked under his sudden roar in by

gone nights of mighty hunting. That

gaze, so potent in its suggestions, was

eo's passport to the '

inner circle of the

motion- iicture world

where . W. Griffith

and Frank E.VVoods are .

making dramatic his- \

tory with the camera. '

These men could ap

praise the worth to the l

screen of that wistful, l

desert-haunted g a z e

because they w e r e

aware that Leo, nat- ’

utal actor that he is,

had been born in cap

tivity and had never

known anything else.

The s ecific purpose

for which Leo was now

mingling, under cer

tain restrictions, with

the other members of

the Fine Arts Stock

Company, was that of

chasing Mr. De _\h/olf

Hopper through a hair

raising, side-splitting

scene in a picture un
der“construction.n I

conceive that each of

these distinguished ac

tors had his particular

part in that scene. I

should say that the

lion did the hair-raising

and De Wolf the side

splitting. Mr. Hop

per’s dramatic ability is

  

 

Futurist picture entitled "Lion at Foot of Tree."

fl

footfalls of the junior Rice upon the

damp boards of the stage, roused himself

eagerly, although it was not feeding time,

and when Rice reached his arm through

the bars the great cat rubbed his head

and shagg shoulders against the keeper'shand andV "talked” in low delighted

growls as chummily as any fireside pet

against his master's knee.

It was a pleasing though exotic specta

cle and Sir Herbert was an interested

spectator. Then, at the request of the

camera man who was calling for “Mr.

Tree,” being eager to make this double

print study of the British lion—as Bennie

Zeidman put it—the distinguished En -

lish actor-mmager took his place besige

he strolled back and forth amid the

gathering paraphernalia and delivered as

pretty a little lecture on the relation of

Shakspere to the motion-picture as

ever_ he gave on any subject at the Royal

Institution or on a Sunday evening with

the Playgoers' Club.

“It is something of a ste ,” I had be

gun by saying, “from His Majesty's

stage to Mr. Griflith’s studio.”

“Geographically, yes,” replied Sir Her

bert, "practically, no. y production of

King John was recorded by the cinemato

graph eighteen years ago for the British

Museum. I have also been filmed in

Hen?’ the VIII.”

“ et that was for record, merely the

photograph of the con
 

. If:

is HON .'

{520 PET

KEEP AWAY
 

secutive action of the

plays—not in any sense

a photo-drama as we

know it, with a sce

nario written for the

1.7 camera.”

Sir Herbert paused

and rewarded me with

a mild blue eye. Every

actor that passed us be

trayed his calling much

more sensibly than the

English star. Indeed,

he suggested to me no

  

one so much as a cer
 

 

tain benevolent rector

of a Vermont parish of

boyhood memo But

I can imagine w at the

 

 

  

“Double Print study of British Lion"

 

 

Also called

wild green make-up

would do for the mild

blue eye. "The scena

rios are pretty well

written already," said

Sir H erbert — "b

Shakspere himself."

P E R SON A B L E

young actor, named

Gay, was leaning

against a building, ab

sorbed in a fat cloth

bound book. Sir Her

bert left me abruptly

and descended upon the

reader.

“Pardon me—just a

 

 

moment,” and bore the
 

doubtless broad enough

to cover both demon—

strations, but I cannot imagine an thing

of the comedian in Leo the Magnificent.

YET, resting there in his cage, doubly

barred by shadows under the grateful

sun, on the morning of which I write, Leo

got a hearty laugh from the audience. In

this act he was ably assisted by no less a

dramatic personage, and no more essen

tially a comedian, than Sir Herbert Beer

bohm Tree, of His Majesty’s Theatre,

Haymarket, London. To properly under

stand the performance, you should know

that there were in the cast, beside the two

noble personages, whose portraits are

shown here, two ordinary persons named

Rice, the same being father and son, ani

mal trainers of ex erience. You must

know, also, that Eco the Ma nificent

hates the senior Rice as intensely as he

loves the younger man. There is a reason

for this, but it is mixed up with the law of

heredity and the psychology of cats in

captivity, and its exposition would clog

this narrative. Suffice it to say that Leo,

lying in his sun-bathed cage, heard the

'1‘ -- -~O_~ . ---. - -

the ca e, and posed in an attitude of un

studies grace, facing the camera. Mean

while, Leo had yielded to the caress of the

belated sun, and had settled into another

attitude of unstudied grace, undramatic

ally dozing.

“Poke him u a bit, Rice,” called the

camera man. Sir Herbert held the pose.

Now the junior Rice had vanished, but

his father stepped forward instantly.

There came a sudden man-eating roar

that shook the mysterious monoliths

across the Boulevard. Sir Herbert did

not keep the pose! Thereafter he kept his

eye on the cage, as the photograph shows.

"Really, if you don't mind," he said, a

bit breathless, “I'd prefer the lion in re

pose. Please do not twist his tail!”

“ ND now,H said the Knight, after his

adventure with the King of Beasts

was over, “what is it you were about to

ask me?"

Sir Herbert, cordiality itself, repared

to seat himself in one of the ingering

pools ofwater. Saved from a second peril,

book back to me.

“It is my copy of Shakspere, you

know,” he explained. “Mr. Gay is

studying Bassanio to play with me in the

‘Merchant’ on Sunday at a theatre in the

city. I wanted to show You what I

meant about the scenario. ou remem

ber Antony and Cleopatra? Look, here is

Act Ill—eleven changes of scene—here

is one scene of only four lines—hardly

too much for a title on a film uite in

the cinema vein, I should sa . n fact,

we cannot put this act on t 6 stage as

Shakspere wrote it, for obvious reasons.

But it is possible to put it on the screen.

We have no evidence that Antony and

Cleopatra was ever played in Shakspere's

own time. Perhaps it was too much even

for Shakspere. But it seems written

for the new art of Mr. Griffith. I said to

somebody, once, that I considered the

motion-picture reprehensibly Shaksper

can in its swiftness of change. Is not this

pla a wonderful example?"

geerbohm Tree turned the leaves of

his master’s prompt-book reminiscently.

“I did something once," he went on,
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"Tennessee” (Miss Fanny “'ard) leaving

the old mission, in the film version of Bret

Harte's Californian classic, “Tennessee's

Pardner." The scenes round Sandy Bar

were filmed in an abandoned mining camp

in the neighborhood of that mythical camp.

Had Mr. Lasky known that the original of

the Pardner probably still lives in Tuolumne

county, some special realism might have

been added. As it was, many of the “extra

men" were actual prospectors who entered

into the scenes with the gusto of memories.

One of them was a hermit, with a natural

make-up, who was dug up in a remote can

yon. Later someone declared him insane.

"Miner's loco" or movie-mad?

23%:

"which was quite in the cinema vein, also. i

You know the film occasionally reverts—

‘cuts back,’ I think they call it, to explain

some action of a person in the play.

There is a scene in Antony and Clropnmz—

here it is—the love scene between Antony

and his wife, Octavia. It is an eminently

decorous domestic scene yet immediately

following it, you observe, Antony goes

back to Cleopatra, at Alexandria—in

positively indecent haste. That has been

’ . .. ' 7

l

Isn't Fanny Ward a little wonderl She

has been acting fol years and years (stage

whisper) yet look at this picture of her as

the little-waif of the wagon-train. And it

doesn't all lie with the camera, either. She

comes to the Wild West from the prim parks

of London and mounts a placid-looking

bronc; starts oil" in approved park manner

and is promptly bucked off into a convenient

sandpile. Whereat handsome young Jack

Dean, appearing with her in the “Pardner,"

shows extreme solicitude. They had met

in “The Marriage of Kitty" and now they

are starring together in a life picture “The

Marriage of Funny" with a Hollywood

bungalow-de-luxe as “location"

diflicult to make plausible upon the stage,

particularly to our British public which

sees life largely through the telescope of a

wedding ring. I felt that some explana

tion was due the public and finding it in

histo —in Plutarch himself, as l remem

ber— interpolated a little scene. Antony

has gone back to Alexandria after his

marriage to Octavia on necessary busi

ness of state and his manner toward the

Queen of Egypt is coldly formal and
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ofiicial. Determined to win him back,

the Queen appears before him, accom

panied by her five children, only one of

whom was Caesar's. With this four-fold

appeal to Antony’s father-love, she con

quers. It appeared to be a justification

which even our public could not resist.

I outlined the scene to the very estimable

lady who impersonated the Queen, but

she shook her head.

"'It would never do,’ she declared.

‘Cleopatra would lose the sympathy of

the audience and I

could not endure

such a display of

immorality!’

“ ‘Ah, yes, I see,’

said I, soothingly.

‘I understand.

Five children. It

would hardl do.

Yet after al , life

is a matter of com

promise. Could

we not play the

scene with onl

three of the chif:

dren?’

"To which she
consented.u

“I remember,"

ventured I, “hear

ing of the remark

of a matron of the

late-Victorian per

iod when the cur

tain had fallen on

one of Cleopatra's

throbbing scenes:

‘How different

from the home life

of our own dear

Queen!’ ”

 

course,”

laughed Sir

Herbert, “while I

satisfied the do

mestic public I

mortally offend

ed many worthy

members of what

ma be called the

‘A equacy School’

of production.”

“And now that

you have gone into

the movies” (the

E n g l i s h m a n

winced at the regi

cidal word), "it

must be the last

straw, for you are

cuttin out the

lines a together."

“I am not so

fr;

  

art of poetry—a fact which he honestly

laments when it comes to crowds and

armies and the clash of battle. It is a

fact that as scenic investiture increases

the need for descriptive text vanishes, by

a process the reverse of its creation, but

the text so discarded is never dramatic.

And the best that our modern efforts on

the stage have been able to accomplish

is still merely suggestion, only weakly

supplying the lack which the dramatist

bewailed. And now comes the motion

as:9

  

Many and varied are the perils which attend the twinkling of film stars.

Flora Parker De Haven, the intrepid little heroine of "Get the Boy," condemned

to go out into the suburbs of Universal City and milk a huge cud-chewing cow before

the camera, when milk to her means something that comes out of a bottle marked

  

mand that he be kept in the closet.

They have denounced modern methods

of Sha'ksperean productions as an‘avowed

intention to appeal to the spectators

mainly through the eye.’ Well, now that

we have Shakspere on the screen, they

may enjoy being entirely correct!

‘ UT observe what it means—an even

greater stimulus to the reading of the

poet for his poetry after actually seeing

his dramatic visions. Do you not be

lieve more people

are reading Don

Quixote than be

fore he rode forth

against the wind

mills u p o n the

screen? Think

how Shakspere's

beloved ghosts will

get new ‘glimpses

of the m o o n’

through the inven

tion of the ‘fade

in-and-out.’ Ican

imagine .Vlrs. Sid

dons’ wonderful

‘business’ in the

sleep-walking

scene in Macbeth

—when she strove

to suck the blood

spot from her hand

—made to live

again by photog

raphy. Think of

it, Birnam \Vood,

for the first time,

will come to Dun

sinanel Ah, no,

there should be no

scholastic fetters

upon 5 h a k -

spere's spirit. He

lives not alone in

rinted text—he

ives most tri

umphantl' in his

irresponsi le heirs,

his love-children

who sing his songs

to each succeeding

generation in its

own voice and will

yet carry his mes

sage to states un

born in accents

yet unknown."

)
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S the inter

v i e \v w a 5

about to end, I

asked this veteran

of crowded houses:

"What will you

Here is

7’ '

Sure El. _th3t, “Certified." Her husband, Carter De Haven (“the Boy"), would gladly put his d°d_ wltlffzut an

- l a s n L fEEQIBZnSeIS protecting arms about her, as in this picture of the blithe little couple, but Carter has auuieglfzl'l .m .

. . . . . . i agine
- to sco r the co t 'brought Wlth me u un ry meanwhile for a house without a palm in front of it, to serve as the eye of the

some very definite

ideas which I hope

to see tested here.

Shakspere means

to me, above all, the sheer beauty of the

spoken word. But take the picture

alone. Consider the actual service it can

render even to our greatest dramatist. Al

though the Elizabethan stage was not

wanting in ‘ uaint devices’ of machinery,

and the pro uctions for the Court were

undoubtedly furnished lavishly, Shakspere

had to supply scenery by the suggestive

a Long Island residence.

humming in his brain:

picture and behold, forests and even

armies become actually possible. By the

film we may return to a production of the

plays without the cutting and rearrange

ment necessary to meet the exactions of

scene-shifting and the shortened time of

production. Surely Shakspere wrote

primarily for the stage, though there are

some literary executors of his who de

All the while he is in agony ofmindI for an old song keeps

“when Molly milked the mooley on the left-hand side.

You see, the uncertainty of life is all a matter of stage directions

camera multiplied

at least a thou

sandfold,” an

swered Sir Herbert

as he gave me his hand, his gentle eyes

smiling. Again that “cut back" in my

memory film to the rectory in Vermont.

“Yet I shall be conscious of more than

that,” he said. seriously. "I shall realize

that we who until now have played for our

own generation can no longer live in our

press notices. I shall see before me, al

ways, the mocking faces of portrritym



Must We Clean Up Mexico? '
 

WENT to Mexico with a curious de

lusion. 1 had thought that armed

intervention would be vigorousl

resisted. That delusion vanished:

first, because there was a chance to see

the “armies" of Mexico, and second, be

cause there was a chance to talk with en

lightened Mexicans. It will surprise

Americans to know that the best t 'pe of

lVlexican would literally welcome meri

can intervention as the only sure cure of

brigandage. To me it was a revelation to

discover how skeptical are the better

Mexicans of their country's ability to

save itself and how confident they are

that some day the United States must

cross the border, unless it prefers the job

done by some other nation, European or

Asiatic, and must stay in Mexico during

the education of a new generation.

No doubt the Indians down by Vera

Cruz arose in wrath when Cortez first

appeared—but when he decided to march

on the Aztec capital he had in his army

many times the number of Indian allies

that he had of Spaniards.

No doubt there was much patriotism

fifty years ago when the French troops

marched toward the capital—but long

before the French troops reached the

cal their ranks had been swelled by

lexican turncoats.

We know that there was a great to-do

about the landing of the American ma

rines at Vera Cruz before they landed—

but we also know that when the guns

began to roar opposition died with only a

brief struggle.

And we may be fairly sure that opposi

tion to a much stronger intervention

would follow precedent. The Mexican

army does not impress the northerner.

Discipline is not in the Mexican lan uage.

Marksmanshi is negligible in the T/lexi

can army. fiitelligence is non-existent

in an army which fights as Mexicans

fight.

It is a fact that no Mexican general will

ever surround a hostile force. He will

always leave an avenue of escape. Time

and time again it has been possible to

crush Villa, or for Villa to crush someone

else, but it isn't done. “It is not the cus

tom of the country." That way of escape

is always left. We asked an army officer

why it was.

"I will tell you,” he said promptly.

"We let our enemy escape because we

know he is Mexican, and so is brave as a

lion and able to do vast damage even to

our larger forces. But, sir, if we are

fighting the wretched gringos, them we

will surround and exterminate!"

And that poor little greaser believed it,

firmly. Maybe it will cause the heart of

the American to thrill with pride to know

that at Vera Cruz is a monument to the

“gallantry of the artillery corps,” etc.,

referrin to the Carranza troops who oc

cupied Tlera Cruz after the retirement of

our marines. It did not cause me a single

thrill of pride—for I felt that within the

year that monument will bear a plate

describing the mythical battle in which

the hated gringos were driven into the

sea. Watch and see.

By Frederick Reid

In January, sixteen Americans and

two Englishmen were murdered in cold

blood by Merican bandits after having

been assured of military protection by

the Carranza government. A week

before the crime that aroused the entire

United States and brought the Mexican

problem once more into the national

focus, Mr. Reid returned from a tour

of investigation through the southern

republic. In this article he reports

what he saw and heard. And what he

did hear and see proves that the mere

recognition of Carranza does by no

means solve the Mexican problem.

Appalling conditions confront the un

happy country, conditions which Mr.

Reid pictures vividly. Whether he

wants it or not, Carranza must have

outside aid to cleanse that Augean

stable. Will the United States be forced

to supplement its diplomatic stationery

with the bayonet to protect American

lives and prestige? If not, whose iron

broom will do the sweeping?

 

NO one will seriously contend that an

American arm would have any difi'i

culty in matching t e length and breadth

of Mexico. The only point is about the

time which would be occupied in sup

pressing the murderous bandits. That

might take years, but a little demonstra

tion work with such bandits as were

caught alive would be an efiicient method

of bringing the o erations of others to a

close. Don Porfii'io used to hang high

waymen beside the highwa , each neatly

labeled, and Don Porfirio ad decreased

the popularity of highway robbery in

Mexico. That is the only quick way of

quelling brigandage now.

But no one in Mexico believes the

United States could stop with a brief oc

cupation. There is no one who does not

feel ositive that if there is intervention

at al it must be for a long educational

Eeriod. There is no one who believes any

uropean or Asiatic nation would con

tribute its services as policeman and

guardian, sacrifice the lives of its soldiers

and the necessary millions of dollars and

then gracefully withdraw without making

Mexico pay the piper. There is no one

who sees any reason why the United

States should do it without the ultimate

receipt of something to pay for the loss

of blood and funds. Permanent occupa

tion? Well, Mexico might fare a lot

worse.

MY trip was by way of Piedras Negras

—it used to be Ciudad Porfirio Diaz

—southward through the neighborhood of

Saltillo. with a pause to look around, then

on to San Luis Potosi, and upward with

a grateful sniffing of the cooler air of the

upland to the plateau and the Vale of

 

Anahuac. The running was leisurely,

not because of arrangement but because

delays were necessary to get our train

back on the track or et another one off.

This delays trafiic an tests a passenger's

patience.

Our car was a wonder. Every seat had

been stripped clean of its upholstery, the

patriots having stolen it to use for saddle

cloths or for dresses for their women.

Some of the seats had been removed alto

ether. Every window was kicked out.

it was also especially interesting to ner

vous people to note that the bellrope was

gone so that if anything hap ened at the

end of the train there was absolutely no

way of notifying the engineer.

“Nonsense," said a companion. “Some

one could run ahead along the track, and

tell him.”

There were no lamps in the cars; there

was no headlight on the locomotive.

When we eventually had our wreck—a

really minor alTair on a level stretch

which did little damage except to wreck

the engine, tender and baggage coach

and wake up the en ineer-no one was

sent ahead or behin to flag any other

train which might be coming, or to wire

for help.

Before our train had drag ed wearily

out of the yards beside the i0 Grande

we encountered our first wreck. From

then on we passed scarcel a mile of track

without encountering at east one burned

freight or overturned locomotive or

dynamited bridge. Every steel bridge

was gone, and often its substitute had

been dynamited as well. Almost every

side track had been attacked, and all the

ties stolen for fuel. Eve station was

gone, and ever freight she , and most of

the miserable little section houses which

had sheltered a poor family. Telegraph

wires were down. Water tanks had been

blasted to ieces, one that we passed

standing full, 200 feet, and right side up,

from its ruined foundations.

I subsequentl learned that of the fine

equipment whic once had rolled over the

tracks of the National Railways of

Mexico about one-fifth of the locomo~

tives remain, and two-thirds of these sur

vivors are under repairs. Of the freight

cars about a fourth remain. Of the pas

senger cars there is not one which must

not be rebuilt. \Vhat is true of the Na

tional s stem is true of the Vera Cruz

line. he new roads which were being

built in the northwest, before the revolu

tion, suffered heavily. .

The damage done to the National sys

tem alone is at least 3 0,000,000 in U. S.

gold, and to the ma 5 enerally is not

less than $80,000,000 U. gold.

This is simply physical damage. It

does not take into account the past loss

of business and the loss of business which

is to continue just as long as rehabilita

tion is delayed. It does not take into

consideration the moneys actually paid

out to guaranteed bondholders, amount

ing to $15,000,000, nor the terrific de

preciation in the once sound stock issues.

The revolution is over, according to

Washington. Does that mean that

27
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Burned haciendas are plentiful.

the railroads are joyously rebuilding?

The State Department assured the ublic

that the properties had been turne back

to the companies. The State Department

should have known that this was entirely

false. The roads have not been turned

back to the companies and will not be for

some time. The companies would take

them back only at the point of a gun, for

the companies do not see why they should

have to pay the bills for repairing dam

ages incurred by the Mexican government.

The capable Americans who had been

operating the railroads, just as Americans

had built them and Americans had

financed them, were gradually weeded

out, and from the day of their de arture

started the downfall of the ma s. An

engineer on one division told me that in

the first week of the “Mexico for Mexi

cans" idea, with Mexican engine crews,

thirteen locomotives went out of com

mission on his division alone.

There are too few freight cars toda .

Are they in use for hauling frei ht? A ,

no. Most of them are used for trans

porting the patriots. Even more im

portant is the use of the car 'to let out to

some gringo merchant who wishes to

bring in corn to relieve starvation in the

capital, and so is willing to pay a few

thousand pesos for a car to haul it.

This is literally true. An American

who succeeded in finding corn in the

suburbs had to pa in graft ten times as
much as the actualyfreight rate. A metal

exporter who keeps careful accounts

showed me by his books that today it is

costing him more to get his metal from

Mexico City to Vera Cruz, the port,

than it formerly cost him to get the metal

from the mines to the smelter in New

Jersey. And of this expense nine-tenths

was plain graft, every cent of which

went to a patriot (Mex.)

This is the regular thin

Election or usurpation of oéce is simply

a license to step out and make a 00d

thing ofo portunity while it lasts. When

a railroad) employee declines to furnish

any service until he receives his individual

graft, he is only doing what every other

official, mainly, is known to be doing.

From the railroads one can see the

damage to the agricultural country.

Just

why the torch should have been set not

only to the home of the wealthy owner,

who was not there, but also to the home

of the poor peon, who was there and who

bore the full misery of it, is hard to grasp.

The principles of the revolution are at

times elusive.

I found some interesting figures of the

1915 corn crop, which showed that the

ield had been about one-third of normal.

hat helps to show what is going to hap

pen in Mexico during the coming year,

for even a normal crop never suffices for

Mexico's needs, and importing of corn is

the rule. If the farmer felt at this time a

confidencewhich I do not believe he does

feel, he would still have difiiculty in put

ting in a bi crop this spring because seed

is terribly bigh. Everything indicates a

woeful starvation eriod in 1916, far

greater than that o 1915.

HEN I left Mexico City the ty

phus was at the highest point in

recent histo —and the cold months,

when typhus ourishes, were only started.

A government official admitted there

in Mexico.

were 30,000 registered cases, which means

probably 60,000 actually. Figure that

twenty per cent of the cases are fatal, and

that the plague was on the increase, and

you have a chance to understand the

seriousness of the situation. Today, as

I write this, typhus is flourishing in

Juarez and several other Mexican cities.

_ Just before I left there was a resump

tion of the confiscation program which

has disgraced the present government,

and which I genuinely believe Carranza

is trying to stop. One of the big est vic

tims was Lascurain, who was ro bed of

every cent solely because he had some

thing of which he could be robbed. And

so were most of the other seven hundred

Mexican aristocrats whose houses have

been seized.

_ This thievery is the work of Carranza's

lieutenants, not of the First Chief himself.

But the man who has lost his property is

disposed to believe that an administration

head ought to be able to control the men

under him. It may be faulty reasoning,

but it explains much of the bitter hatred

of Carranza, and helps to explain why

the7peons show much more enthusiasm

for .apata or Villa than they do for Car

ranza. The outsider will tell you that

Carranza retains his troops primarily

because he allows them free rein to loot,

and that if now he should attem t to

check them they would revolt. ence

the thefts continue.

THERE is too much tendency to blame

Carranza for all which is wrong. An

excellent opportunity to talk with the First

Chief and study him at close range has

given cause for lasting gratitude. The

old man is not a whirlwind. He is not a

soldier. He is not a statesman of prompt

appeal. He is not an orator at all, which

in itself is something in his favor. He is

not a popular idol.

Carranza has little of the Latin about

him, and his natural traits, which suggest

a Teutonic strain, are set off the more by

contrast with his associates. Where they

are swift to leap at conclusions———generally

the wrong conclusions—he takes his time,

and sometimes he waits so long that he

gets to a right conclusion. Also some

times he waits so long that the emergency

passes and it is no longer necessary to take

any action. Thereupon everyone gives

a sigh of relief.

Carranza is too slow, erhaps. Well,

others have tried to sett e the Mexican

muddle in expeditious fashion, and they

have failed horribly. Possibly the pon

derous Carranza will succeed, simply by

doing things in the unexpected way.

That he is genuinely earnest seems to be

true. That he had a moderate amount

of money long before the revolution and

does not care about money anvway, ap

pears to be true. That he is honest, so

far as his own actions are concerned,

seems to be true. That he is trying to do

the ri ht thing seems to be true. But it is

also ifismally true that he is faced by a

disheartening array of difficulties, not the

least of which is the shameful lack of

adequate assistance given him.

It s a 'oyous crew that surrounds Car

ranza, almost from top to bottom, and

except for the fact that the Mexican

hates water, whether for sailing or wash

ing urposes, it would make a corkinbandJ for Captain Kidd. Keep in mind

that Mexico's sufferings directly due to

I

fighting were quite trivial, but that the

real damage has been done by each band

of "patriots” as soon as it gained a tem

orary triumph. Keep in mind also that

K/lexico City, the social, industrial and

financial as well as the political center,

has suffered more at the hands of Car

ranza’s lieutenants than at the hands of

all the other bandits combined. That

explains Mexico City's lack of enthusiasm

for Carranza, whom it blames for the

shameful behavior of his lieutenants.

OF the department heads under Car

ranza not much of a favorable na

ture can be said. The head of fomrntn,

which is the department concerned with

development work, was a garage keeper

before the revolution, and later served as

a broker of the “coyote" class.

The head of the banking commission,

Manero, served for a short time in the

Banco Nacional, on which he subse

quently for ed a check for $40,000, it is

charged. e was in jail when Carranza's

troops entered the capital, and was, of

course, released. The first act of the

patriots triumphant is always to free the

jailbirds. His wide experience in banking

—witness the forgery episode—qualified

him for the most responsible banking po

sition in the republic, and within the year.

Another example of administrative

ualifications is the minister of justice,

bstrada, formerly a lawyer's clerk. Of

the five judges he appointed, four had

never practiced law.

The mining industry is the biggest in

Mexico. The republic contains the larg

est silver mines in the world. The silver,

generally, is of exceedingly low grade,

which means that ore properties must be

ofierated on a very large scale or not at

a .

Limantour knew this, and Limantour's

law rovided for a reduced tax on large

holdings. Against this Carranza made a

just protest, but he did not stop wit

equalizin the tax. The larger the hold

ings, the fieavier the tax he imposed. On

the basis of a mining claim of 250 acres,

a fair average, the miner today has to pay

thirty-two times as much as he used to,

just for the privilege of hanging on to his

land. When he begins to operate he has

‘to pay an export tax which also shows a

sharp increase over the old rate.

.4nd h! has to pay the tax in gold, for

Carranza’s government will not accept

Carranza's own money.

One miner after another told me that

he simply would forfeit his non-producing

property. And minin is the biggest in

dustry in Mexico. t is the industry

which provides a living for thousands and

thousands of peons whose welfare con

stitutes one of the theoretical reasons for

the revolution. It is the industr which

supported one town, El Oro, 0 20,000

inhabitants. The town now has 200.

The revolution was started for the

peon—theoretically. The peon has

gained not one thing. He has lost every

thing.

BUT, omitting the sufferings of Mexico

and Mexicans, what about the losses

of our own country?

Are you aware that of the whole vast

total which the United States has in

vested in foreign enterprises, more than

one-half was invested in Mexico?

(Concluded on page 81)
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Murder in Mexico

IXTEEN Americans were vilely

murdered by Mexicans January

8, and the Southwest is growling

deep in its throat. What shall

be done?

Though this cold-blooded murder

offers a better reason for armed in

vasion than the twenty-one-gun epi

sode, intervention is out of the ques

tion. The time for armed force has

passed. Carranza's reco nition is an

established fact. It now ehooves the

administration to go the limit in sup

porting the de facto government that

the day of complete tranquillity

may be hastened. In the meantime

American minin men should discount
the romises ofg protection given by

the Carranza government at least 99

per cent. So long as gangs of bandits

roam in isolated districts, travel and

vsork will not be safe in Mexico.

The course of events in Mexico de

pends largely upon the ability of

Carranza to restore order. The full

size of this task is described in the ar

ticle on page 27 by Mr. Frederick

Reid, a recent eyewitness of condi

tions. If Carranza's government,

bankrupt, shaky, threatened, con

fronted by disease, starvation and

chaos, fails to pacify Mexico, if things

drag along without prospect of im

provement, then the job of cleaning

up the southern neighbor's house must

inevitabl be undertaken by the

United States. It is not at all im

probable that American soldiers will

cross the Rio Grande during 1916.

Problems of Defense

F the Pacific Coast were in danger

of invasion next June, Congress

would not be ho ding academic

discussions concerning the relative

value of superdreadnaughts and sub

marines at this moment, nor would it

be debating the advantages of a Con

tinental army as compared with the

National Guard. If an enemy, East

or West, were threatening to pound

at the gate, men would be drilling in

every hamlet, the new un factories

and munition works wou cl our their

output into the overnment s arsenals

and there woud be long lines of

trenches for hundreds of miles along

both coasts.

But no enemy is threatening our

shores. The danger of invasion is

potential only; it is not a definite

menace positively known to break

loose on a certain date. The catas

trophe may happen next year; it may
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never happen. It is well to remember

that all our foreign wars have been of

our own making. It is possible, even

probable, that the people of Europe

at the conclusion of the present

slaughter will be very, very sick of

war, that they will not tolerate the

beginning of a new and bloody buc

caneering expedition on American

soil. Yet it is also possible that they

may seek to lighten the intolerable

burden of war taxation by seeking

American loot.

Adequate precautionary measures

designed to repel invasion are neces

sary, but the necessity is not so urgent

that in the hysterical ‘preparedness’

rush hasty measures are adopted and

hundreds of millions are spent on a

plan which twelve months hence will

turn out to be unworkable, impractical

and wasteful. If undigested emer

gency defense measures are rushed

through now, if the tax burden is in

creased by hundreds of millions now

to begin a system which turns out to

be faulty, there will be such a tremen

dous reaction in less than two years

that popular clamor will reduce the

defense ap ro riations below their

present level). he failure of an emer

gency defense plan will leave the coun

try in a worse condition of prepared

ness than it is now. Only a workable

plan which can be carried out with

reasonable cost will survive the dan

gers of the coming tranquil years.

Any ‘preparedness’ program which

lacks a sound, permanent foundation

will be found roosting with Free Silver,

the Full Dinner Pail, Greenbacks and

other moth-eaten issues four years

hence. Until we devise a system

adapted to the peculiar needs of the

United States, permanent and ade

quate defense will remain merely a

pleasant dream.

The Pork Brigade Mobilizes

E do not like to speak of this,

brethren, but reform is val

ueless unless it begins at

home. We are referring to

the grand rush for the federal lunch

counter upon which ‘preparedness’ is

spreading the most tempting display

of ork chops in a generation.

‘he Far West, through its busy

representatives in Congress, is close

to the counter clamoring for a helping.

Seattle wants a naval academy and a

greater naval base; San Francisco also

asks for a naval academy and training

station to cost only ten million dollars;

Oakland will be satisfied with a great

 

ask We

dry dock and repair station for ships

that cannot navigate the channel to

the Mare Island navy yard. San

Diego wants to be remembered; San

Pedro is in a recipient mood; Salt Lake

City will be satisfied with a brigade

post. They are all working like

eavers, but not for ‘preparedness.’

Their impelling desire is for pork.

Perhaps a new ten-million-dollar

naval academy is needed, though we

have not heard the Secretary of the

Navy clamor for one. Perhaps the

training of additional officers can be

made possible by enlarging the capac

it of the Annapolis school at a cost

0 two or three million dollars. \Ve

do not know, but we do know that the

scramble for the pork chops will

blacken both eyes of the ‘prepared

ness’ program. If every community

or district applauds ‘pre .aredness'

merely because it hopes for selfish

profits, the country is in a bad way.

fthe comin defense appropriations

are to be divided on the basis of pull

and politics, then Reno is entitled to a

company of Coast Artillery, Spokane

should have at least two submarines

and a gunboat to protect commerce

on the Shadowy St. Joe river and

several com anies of mounted ma

rines should e stationed in Denver to

defend the passes of the Rockies.

Commercial clubs and boards of

trade in every city and hamlet

throughout this great country are

scenting the odor of the frying chops

and their mouths are watering. The

have convinced themselves that it is

their patriotic duty to urge Congress

to spend defense money in their par

ticular locality, and their representa

tives in \Vashington eagerly fall in line.

The patriotic, the right attitude to

maintain is that of strict neutrality

amon all communities.

they TIHVC the right to submit their

claims to the War and Navy depart

ments, but after this submission their

activities should cease. The military

and naval experts know what is neces

sary, where and how the necessary

thing should be done. They should

be given a free hand, unhampered by

local pressure.

We believe that the Western Sena

tor or Representative who declines to

line up at the lunch counter, who

standsout for efficiency and economy

as against slices of fat pork, will earn

the plaudits ofhis constituents, ninety

five per cent of whom have no desire

for or interest in the distribution of

the‘ reparedness’ bacon. The masses

can e relied upon to prefer patriotic

action to the grab bag.

‘cw
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They’re Off!

HE first race on the opening

day of the Lower California

Jockey Club's new track at Tia

Juana, Mexico, below the line near

San Diego. The promoters are said

to have put up $150,000 in cash for

the concession to run a gambling

plant. Before Carranza got the

cash away from Governor Esteban

Cantu, the First Chief denounced

horse racing and gambling, but his

moral scruples vanished when good

American cash clinked into his

empty coin box. The racetracks

at Juarez, opposite El Paso, and

at Tia Juana are important sources

of revenue to the de facto govern

ment of Mexico. By the middle

ofJanuary Carranza again changed

his mind and once more threat

ened to close the racetrack and

the gambling dens on the Lower

California border. It may be

surmised that the second in

stalment of cash was overdue

EE
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Tennis and Babies

HEY said that the greatest

star had gone from the tennis

firmament when May Sutton

Bundy, the invincible, became

mother ofa baby. They repeated it

when the second baby came. Now

the invincible May has demon

strated that babies do not preclude

championship tennis. She met the

new world’s champion, the Nor

wegian wonder, Miss Molla Bjur

stedt, this winter, and took from

the Scandinavian phenomenon two

out of three matches. Though the

victory, being informal, leaves the

title with Miss Bjurstedt, it has

smashed the prejudice against

babies in the tennis world. Mrs.

Bundy maintains that motherhood

has not detracted from her skill,

speed or strength, and her friends

aver that her game is as good as

it ever was, though the long pause

has naturally deprived Mrs.

Bundy of her old-time endurance

The use of direct current enables the

4' 15w
l "

Alter three years’ work, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul opened trailic on the first link of its electrized mountain division in

January. Freight and passenger trains are now pulled for a distance of 113 miles by huge electric locomotives whose current is

supplied by a chain of hydro-electric power plants on the Missouri and Madison rivers, the alternating current being distributed at

100,000 volts and stepped down to 3000 volts direct current in the numerous substations.

engineer to change his motors into generators and make current instead of using it on down grades, thus helping to pull other trains

up the hills. When the installation is complete, 440 miles of main line traflic over the Belt, the Rocky and the Bitter Root moun

tains will be moved electrically. The utilization of this water power in place of coal for transcontinental transportation is one of

the most important developments of the decade and is fraught with great possibilities for the West
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Rah! Rah! Northwest!

HEY are still yelling in Washington.

And why shouldn't they? Their joy

ful season of victory began when Oregon

Agricultural College went eastward and

defeated, 20 to 0, Michigan Agricultural,

which had defeated Michigan by a fat score.

Then Washington State College promptly

took Oregon Agricultural into camp, 29 to

0. Syracuse, which had almost beaten

Princeton, was clearly outplayed by Mon

tana in a tie game and Washington State

had soundly spanked Montana. Then

Brown, which had scored against Harvard

and been beaten by only one touchdown,

fell before the Northwest heroes, at Pasa

dena, to the tune of-H to 0. Comparative

scores mean little but comparative results

show that Washington State College has a

better team than Harvard's, the Eastern

champion. Harvard defeated Brown by

only one touchdown or a score of 14 to 7.

Brown was unable to score on Washington

State. More than that: if the Washington

fullback had not slipped with the ball on the

slippery field just on the two yard line the

margin would have been three touchdowns

or 21 to 0. Eckersall, the famous all

American quarter, said, after the game:

"There is not a better team in the country.

I do not believe thatl ever sawabetter one,

anyway." Yet there is another team in

the Northwest which is considered by many

better than Washington State; it is the Uni

versity of Washington. Washington has not

lost a game in eight years’ playing. This ~

year Washington State did not play the Here is a picture of the valorous team of Washington State College which gave Brown

University, unfortunately for comparisons, University an unhappy New Year's Day at Pasadena, California, although the Easterners

but here we have three teams, which have outweighed by eleven pounds to the man the lanky raw-boned youngsters from the Puget

not been able to defeat Washington in seven Sound country. On January 1st Eastern football sharps sat up and took notice of the Far

years, outplaying representative aggrega- West. Below is a picture of Gilmore Dobie, the coaching genius of the University of

tions from the Middle West and East. May Washington; he has not lost a game in ten years—almost a world's record. Also two

we not ask modestly: What would have contrasting portraits of “Lone Star" Dietz, the famous Indian coach for Washington

been the result had the University of State, whose mother was a member of Red Cloud’s band of Sioux and who won his first

Washington been able to meet Harvard? gridiron laurels by sensational playing at Carlisle

 

Unpreparedness

HE Pacific Coast, especially the

coast of Alaska, needs aids to

navigation and accurate maps show

ing all hidden reefs and dangerous

pinnacles to prevent wrecks similar

to those shown in the accompanying

illustrations. To make accurate

maps the Coast and Geodetic Sur

vey needs adequate equipment. The

vessels at its disposal are old and

some of them so unseaworthy that

the livesol the crews are endangered.

The Survey needs specially equipped

launches with which to drag sub

merged wires through the coast

waters to locate dangerous needle

rocks, but so far Congress has

turned a deaf ear to the pleas of the

navigators. Congress should see to

it immediately that the great mari

time highway between Alaska and

Puget Sound is mapped and charted,

especially since the opening of the

territory through the government

railroad will greatly increase

traffic to and from Alaskan ports

\Vhy should not Congress get

busy here instead of on

obscure rivers and creeks?

Recent wrecks in the poorly

charted waters of the North

Pacific Coast and Alaska
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The Suicide of Reason

COUPLE of hundred years ago

France took Alsace-Lorraine

from Germany; in [870 Ger

many reconquered the stolen

territory with a slice of French terri

tory to boot. France armed to get

revenge and the Lost Provinces. Ger

many armed to keep them. Seeing

Germany arm, Russia got busy. See

ing Russia arm, Germany armed some

more. Seeing Germany arm, France

bought more guns. Seeing France

buy more guns, Germany ordered

additional Krupps. Seeing Germany

enlarge the Krupp works, Russia in

creased its armament orders. Ger

many went Russia one better, France

hurried to bring its forces to the new

level, Germany gave its army another -

boost and started a fleet as a side line,

thus bringing England into the game,

whereupon Russia enlarged its supply

of field howitzers etc. etc. until some

one carelessly tossed the lighted match

into the mess. BANG!

Reason commits harikari when the

armament race begins.

Mr. Hearst in a recent editorial

saw the Japanese attack the Pacific

Coast while England, mindful of its

duty to its ally, attacked the Atlantic

Coast and half a million Canadian

veterans swept in from the north.

We have a vivid picture of British

Columbia invading Washington to

help the Japanese. But we would

like to know whence the half million

Canadian veterans is coming. So far

onl 220,000 Canadians have enlistedanclfmore than 50,000 have been killed

or disabled. If Canada does raise half

a million, one-third will be put out of

action, and the entire army will be

disbanded when the European war

ends. For the new Anglo-Japanese

war against the United States the re

cruiting would have to be done all

over again.

We have a great deal of respect and

admiration for California's newest

Senator, ames D. Phelan, but we

cannot fol ow him with his 50,000Japa

nese veterans. In the first place we

cannot quite grasp the method by

which these 50,000 veterans, scattered

over a territor ' eighteen hundred

miles long. can be concentrated hur

riedly and without arousing suspicion

at two or three points. We would also

like to know why we are maintaining

a secret service if it has not yet dis

covered the place in which the equip

ment of 50,000 men is hidden. With

out effective concentration and equip

ment the gun men of the Chinese

tongs would suffice to protect Cali

fornia from the scattered, unarmed,

undirected groups of Japanese.

If it's the half million Canadian

soldiers and the 50,000 Japanese veter

ans that are causing all this stir and

excitement, the nation does not need

more guns. It needs an ice pack and

a cathartic. If, on the contrary, there

is danger of a concerted attack by

England, Japan and Germany, every

able-bodied man should quit his

 

civilian task at noon for the daily

drill, the military training to be dis

pensed with only in favor of work in

the gun factories and powder works.

The Preparedness arguments will

make funny reading in lglo—unless

the European armament race should

continue as vigorously after the war

as before. In that case the uniform

will cease to be an unfamiliar sight on

American streets.

Twenty-Cent-an-Hour Patriots

INETEEN and a half cents

multiplied bv ten makes less

than two dollars a day. De

ducting Sundays and the in

evitable periods of unemployment,

average earnings at this rate sink to

barely ten dollars a week. In Ore on

the Minimum Wage Commission fias

fixed $9.25 as the lowest amount that

will enable an adult woman worker to

live in decency. It is obvious that no

American family can subsist on a wage

of nineteen and a half cents an hour

earned by its head.

The result of this wage scale is the

presence in the body politic of large

masses of foreign workers, most of

them unmarried, unattached and un

digested by the pepsin of American

ideals. Their allegiance to the coun

try in which they work is measured b

the wage rate of nineteen and a half

cents an hour, their respect for its in

stitutions was glaringly shown in the

flames of Youngstown and Ludlow.

Who can lay all the blame for the

Ohio excesses on raw foreigners filled

with raw booze who have suddenly

been blessed with political liberty?

It is bad enough to have native

workmen sullenly go on strike in su

preme national crises. England has

felt the sensation. In the United

States there are several million foreign

laborers whose loyalty the country can

claim only at the rate of twenty cents

an hour. Any plan of Preparedness

which disregards this element of na

tional weakness is woefully incomplete.

Preparedness must include the liv

ing wage and a radical change in the

national attitude toward immigration

in its program.

Labor Leaders and Hypocrisy

FTER the dynamiting of the

Los Angeles Times building,

in which twenty men were

roasted to death, Matthew A.

Schmidt and David Caplan, among

others, were charged with murder.

They became fugitives from justice.

After the lapse of four years Schmidt

was caught and brought to trial. For

a while his attorneys att‘empted to

make the jury believe, the McNa

maras’ confession notwithstanding,

that gas and not d namite had caused

the explosion. he trial lasted for

months, the defense being supplied

with ample funds. The jury found

Schmidt guilty on the first ballot and

rendered its verdict in less than an
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hour. It was proven to the complete

satisfaction of the jury that Schmidt

had ordered, paid for and called for the

dynamite part of which was used to

consign twenty men to a horrible

death. During the trial it was brought

out that McNamara and Schmidt had

been in close touch with Olaf Tveit

moe, secreta -treasurer of the California State lByuilding Trades Council,

and with Anton Johannsen, general

organizer ‘of the carpenters’ and

joiners union.

After the verdict Tveitmoe is re

ported to have said: "There will be

ten years’ war in Los Angeles. They

will pay for this.”

The secretar ' of the State Building

Trades Counci did not maintain that

Schmidt was innocent. No labor

leader alleged that the trial had been

unfair, that Schmidt had been rail

roaded to the penitentiary. Los An

geles was threatened with revenge

merely because the community had

brought tojustice an active participant

in the murder of twenty men.

Does organized labor endorse Tveit

moe's threat? Is the American Feder

ation of Labor sending fifty organizers

to Los Angeles as a “punishment” for

Schmidt’s conviction? Did organized

labor really mean what it said when

it repudiated the McNamaras after

their confession or did it merely fail to

have the courage of its convictions?

Hypocrisy is contem tible. There

is far more courage an manliness in

the I. W. W.’s open, frank declaration

of war against a capitalistic society

than in the attitude of labor leaders

who encourage and condone dyna

miting out of one corner of the mouth

while the other corner deprecatcs

dynamiting and murder.

When is a Law Not a Law?

OMEONE recently dug up a

moth-eaten Blue law in'Oregon,

passed before the Civil war and

ordaining complete Sunday

closing of practically all commercial

enterprises and amusements. The

webfootcrs shivered in antici ation of

a Canadian Sunday until Ju ge Gan

tenbein, apparently of Teutonic origin,

saved the state from the impending

made-in-England catastro he. Tak

ing the bull by the horns he declared

the act unconstitutional and the base

ball fans were jubilant until the

federal courts opined that Judge

Ga_ntenbein was wrong. llavin set

tled the state's power to enact egis

lation blue as the Arizona sky the

federal judges sent the case back to

the Portland bench where Judge Gan

tenbein promptly continued the case

until after the state election in No

vember. He maintained that the pop—

ulace was against the enforcement of

the forgotten statute and that it

should be rendered inoperative until

the uestion of the obsolete act's repeal

cool he settled at the polls.

As laws go, Oregon's Sunday-closing

act is a perfectly good statute, a little
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dusty and mildewy perhaps, but

otherwise in as good condition as the

laws prohibiting murder, arson, theft,

booze selling and bribe taking. In the

light of Judge Gantenbein’s attitude,

is there one good reason why a judge

with a mania for opening the throttle

should not declare that the s eed laws

in his opinion were not en orsed by

the majorit of the voters and sus end

them unti the tluestion coul be

settled at the polls.

Though right in ractice, Judge

Gantenbein’s act is ecidedly wrong

in principle. The judiciary should not

have the power to suspend any law,

good or bad, constitutional or uncon

stitutional. But it would be a dis

tinct blessing if the governors of all

Western states should call special ses

sions of the legislatures for the single

purpose of repealing obsolete, shop

worn, impractical and downright fool

ish laws. Removal of the dead wood

would improve the health of the law

tree and increase its vigor.

The Will of the People

N January two rival sets of Cali

fornia politicians kowtowed and

sala'amed and prostrated them

selves with surpassing humilitv

before that deity known as the “W'ill

of the People." Each faction claimed

to be the true, anointed high priest of

the new god, to know its innermost

thoughts and to have the only correct

and genuine formula for the proper

interpretation of the monster's dreams.

Governor Johnson's non-partisan

program for the election of state offi

cers caused the near-riot. A year ago

the Progressive-legislature passed the

Governor's non-‘partisan program and

put it on the statute books. Imme

diately the standpatters countered with

that offspring of the Progressive devil,

the referendum. They forced the sub

mission of the Governor’s new laws to

the people at the November election.

The tired voters, resenting the ex

cessive demands made upon their gray

matter by the endless succession of

elections, knife every proposition,

non-partisanship among them. The

standpatters cried with joy. Unfor

tunately the had left a hole for the

resourceful overnor to come back.

He came.

When the standpatters invoked the

referendum to kill non-partisan elec—

tions, they winked with the left eye

and snickered. Instead of holding up

the entire program, they attacked

only the non-partisan elation laws,

but allowed the new non-partisan

reginmlion law to stand. Ap arently

they hoped to make politicaf ca ital

out of the ensuing confusion. I the

Governor called a special session of the

legislature to repeal the non-partisan

re istration law, his defeat would be

ruibed in and the cost of the special

session could be transformed into
l‘extravagance" bullets; if he did not

call a special session, the new non

partisan registration law, preventing
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Republicans, Democrats and Pro

gressives from registering as such,

would make the holding of rimary

elections practically impossib e, con

found the presidential prima Y and

perhaps lead to a return to t e old

state and county convention system.

The standpatters grinned expansively

as they handed Governor Johnson the

platter containing a nice portion of

roast crow on one side and political

chaos on the other.

But the Governor declined to par

take of either delicacy. He would not

eat crow by ordering the repeal of the

non-partisan rc istration law passed

at his behest. lseither would he stand

idly by and allow chaos to come. He

called the legislature together and in

structed it to carry out the “will of the

people" by upholding non-partisan

registration on the one hand and par—

tisan primary elections on the other.

To accomplish this the untagged, un

differentiated voter was to o to the

primaries without a party laiel, there

declare his preference in an audible

voice and nominate the candidates of

the particular arty he chose at the

last moment. hus the “will of the

people" would be carried out and yet

any Republican who felt so inclined

would be able to nominate Governor

Johnson for any office he might decide

to seek.

It was a clever stroke. The dis

appointed standpatters, seeing their

trap empty, wailed loudly and once

more threatened to invoke both refer

endum and initiative to carry out the

"will of the people."

In the meantime the mass of the

people, those unnumbered individuals ,

not interested in olitics as a business

or a sport, awne clear to their boots.

They didn t give a whoop how, when

and where they re 'stered and voted.

The squirming an jockeying of the

rival politicians plainly bored them.

A good do fight would have aroused

greater an more personal interest“.

Politics is a game played almost ex

clusively for the enjoyment of tho '

who take a hand in it. And the mass

of the non-political voters knows this

fact, no matter how holy the mien

with which the players slam down

their cards.

Chinese Sailors as Linguists

HE steamer "China’I of the

Pacific Mail’s fleet was bought

by Chinese capitalists who re

tained it under the American

fla . Its ofiicers are white, its crew is

yellow. Under the Seaman's Act

seventy-five per cent of the crew must

be able to understand the orders given

by the white officers. The members

of the crew were examined by the port

authorities and received certificates.

Officers of the Seamen's Union pro

tested. The crew was re-examined

and part of the en ine-room force did

not pass muster. welve certificated

Filipinos were hired for the engine

room and the “China" departed, yel

 

we

; in the film palaces starinlé

w-w

low from bow to stem, the only low

wage vessel flying the American flag

able to compete with the low-wage

Ja anese steamers on the Pacific.lincidentally the union officials ad

mitted that safety at sea was not the

primary motive for the “language

clause’ in the Seaman's Act; rather

that it was the desire, not unreason

able per 1:, to drive yellow labor from

all American ships and substitute white

sailors. The example of the “China"

seems to prove that it will not be ex

cessively difficult to obtain Asiatic

crews with a knowledge of English

sufficient to pass muster. _

So farthetg ualizing effect which

the Seaman's ct was expected to

exercise upon international wages in

the maritime trade has not made it

self felt. It was expected that the

sailors oflow-wage foreign ships would,

upon reaching high-wage American

ports, take advantage of the act's

new freedom and quit, forcing the

skipper to hire them or another crew

at the wages current in the American

port. So far the Japanese liners have

cleared from Pacific Coast ports with

the same crews they brought; unless

the Chinese and Japanese crews of the

ships plying on the Pacific can be in

duced to desert in American ports, the

act will not equalize wages on the

Pacific. It will merely handicap white

shi s to the advantage of vessels owned

and) manned by Japanese.

yaw

Who is the Leisure Class?

HE student of the social lack

of economy knows that the

unemployment problem in

recent years has attained

proportions far larger than is pop

ularly known. Every afternoon

throughout the year long lines of the

unemployed may be seen forming at

the gallery entrance of the vaudeville

houses; every afternoon the settle

ment worker and social investigator

can find thousands of able-bodied men

int'en'tl ',

fixedly at the screen in an e ort-to o -

tain a nickel’s worth of lathe. ',

Who.are the men that fill the gal

lery and nickel..seats of coup‘tless
thought-killing‘, sleep-inducingi'after

noon shows? Whence do they come?

Whither do they go? How do ‘they

get their meals? Why are they.:

Sociological experts are Invited to in

vestigate and report.

The number of those entitled to

spend their afternoons at golf by rea

son of superabundant funds is strictly

limited. The workless hordes are not

supposed to possess the obolus that

procures admission to vaudeville and

film theater. Night workers as a rule

prefer sleep to excitement. The

farther one delves into the problem of

the origin and habits of the million

men who pay for their siesta every

afternoon, the deeper becomes the

 

m

mystery that surrounds the real

American leisure class.
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February Along the Coast Near San Diego

St. Valentine's month brings halcyon days to the Californian beaches. The occasional soaking storms of January

have spread rich verd'ure above the sun-bathed cliffs and dunes, the quiet sea is green edged with ‘white, and in the lush

grass of the shoreward ravines appears the bravery of spring flowers. Through this winter miracle of green and gold

runs a smooth highway, glistening with oil scattered from countless motor-cars. Less and less are flowers born to

blush unseen, less and less is their fragrance wasted on the desert air!
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Maid,” loaded toa depth which would

have brought a frown to the face ofa

Lloyd's inspector, steamed slowly to

sea and laid a course down the coast for

the straits. Seagrave walked up and down

the bridge with his springy, nervous step,

pausing occasionally as the light grew

stronger to study a certain house on the

edge of the slope through his strong bi

noculars. His face was anxious but not

unhap y and when presently in the swift

rush of)the tropic day there came the flash

ofwhite from an upper window ofa cream

tinted villa he reached for the whistle pull

and sent three long blasts roarin across

the still waters. It is doubtful; if the

sound reached Else, for the breeze was off

the land and the ship well in the olfin ,

but she could see the snowy steam puffs

against the azure sky and knew that her

lover had seen her farewell wave and was

sending her his au revoir.

For Seagrave had received his answer

the night before and it had been all that

the heart of a sailor could desire. It had

come with a tropic flood of tears and a

passionate embrace and such a generous

surrender of a maiden heart as to bring

the moisture to his eyes and a contraction

in the muscles of his throat. As Else

clung to him, held close in the clasp of his

strong arms, she had sobbingly avowed

that she loved only him and begged him

to marry her at once and take her back

with him. But this, though sorely

tempted, Seagrave firmly refused to do.

The dangers of the voyage were too great

and he knew that good old Max Miiller
who liked andv trusted him would never

give his consent.

It was not entirely Seagrave's departure

which had moved Else to this uncondi

tional surrender. Cassel had called in the

afternoon and the almost brutal insistence

IN the amethyst dawn the “Chester

of Discord;

love with her.

bet each other a hundred pounds

home port during the war.

with which he had urged his suit had left

her frightened and repelled. There had

been some quality in the gleam of the

fierce Teuton eyes and a subtle under

current of cruel mastery which had

driven into her with a violence al

most terrifying. Perhaps she felt

instinctively something of the dan

er which threatened the man she

foved and whose wooing while

ardent was never rough nor domi

neerin . When Seagrave called

later 5 e had flown to him like a

frightened child to a strong but

tender protector and found her

solace in his soothing caresses.

CASSEL, a gentleman and a

man of honor despite his primi

tive instincts, had recognized his

defeat and after the first violent

outburst of passion had accepted it

with a sort of loomy though not

sulk silence. e was laid out on

too arge lines for this to engender

any violent hatred of his successful

rival. At the same time, it did not

make the execution of his plan any

the more difificult. The chances

are that his project had never been

in any way fermented by his rivalry,

either social or commercial, with

Seagrave. Had the latter been a

warm personal friend while at the

same time an alien enemy to his

country he would not have acted

differently. His motives were as

strong and simple as the man him

self where his principles were con

cerned. First came duty to coun

try, then personal ambition for the

recompense of honor and distinc

tion, and last of all pecuniary

profit. In a dim, vague way God

was supposed to superintend the

 

The Three Captains

A Wair-Story of the Sea

By Henry C. Rowland

Author of: The Kidnapping of Coline; The Apple

The Closing Net

Illustrated by Louis Rogers

Captain Seagrave, of the freighter “Chester Maid,” out of Liverpool, and

Captain Cassel, of the German ship “Dantziger," have been friendly for

years until lovely Else Muller comes to Callao and both mariners fall in

Their relations have become strained already by the conflict

in Europe. Shortly before they are to sail from Callao the rival captains

that neither will land his cargo in any

Thereafter Captain Cassel employs Captain

MacTavish, an adventurer, in a plot to overhaul the “Chester Maid.”

whole. Cassel was not an avaricious

man and if at the completion of his

hazardous undertaking he had been told

that his country could at the present

Cassel covered the dark huddled figure, fired,

and the man came down, quite dead
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crisis afford to reward him only with

honors, he would have felt no sense of

injury. He was what might be called a

ruthless patriot. Country came first.

Thereafter as the fortunes of war decreed.

IF there is such a thing as the rescience’

of ill (which seems thorough y proven)

certainly Seagrave was not clairvoyant

these first days of his long voyage. He

was naturally a little worried and anxious

for the achievement of a successful voyage

and the delivery of a cargo very precious

at that moment. Although never having

found Cassel sympathetic, Seagrave re

s ected him and had a great respect for

tiie man’s strong and honest qualities.

The French achieve by inspiration, backed

by a certain hot enthusiasm; the English

by stubbornness; the Germans are calcu

lators, theoreticians. Seagrave, from his

British point of view, reflected that Cassel,

whom he regarded as a sound and prudent

man and one of sane judgment, had been

willin to bet him two hundred pounds (a

consirferable sum for a sea—captain to

risk) that he would never get his ship to

port, and esteeming Cassel’s talent for cal

culation this fact gave him food for re

flection. No doubt Cassel was thoroughly

informed as to the marine warfare about

the British Isles. His wager had been no

silly pothouse bet made in the flush of

partisan enthusiasm fomented by drink.

No doubt British waters were sown broad

cast with German mines and the seas

thick with that abomination of sturdy

seamen, the stealthy submarine, abhorred

by all who are quite ready and eager to

fight in the open, even though it be against

heavy odds.

In the Great War. we read and hear

constantly of the valor of soldiers and

'cause our hearts to expand.

sailors, and these histories most roperly

Ut not

enough is published of the heroism of

such folk as Seagrave and his crew who

risk their lives in the supplying of the

sinews of war with no means for striking

a blow in defense. The dangers of the sea

to be encountered by these strong hearts

are quite enough to command our respect

and admiration in times of peace; but

when are added to the usual perils those

of mines and submarines beneath the sur

face of the sea, destroyers upon it, infernal

machines in coal or cargo, air-craft strik

ing from above and extinguished lights

upon the coast, the odds seem hardly

worth the bet. And still the trade goes

on and one seldom reads the names ofthese

devoted souls who have made their run

and fetched their port through the gaunt

let of such terrors.

Cassel and MacTavish watched the de

parture of the “Chester Maid" a good

deal as a air of greyhounds in leash

might watch the liberated hare. Their

papers were in as perfect order as the high

grade genius for trickery and intrigue of

the flaccid-bodied but active-minded

German consul could make them, and that

was saying a great deal. The bales of

rotten hides purchased at a nominal

figure for the sake of masking the copper

ore beneath were pouring into the "Dant

ziger” as fast as a double gang working

at double wages could transport them

from the sheds.

MACTAVISI-I, neatly uniformed by

virtue of the hurried handicraft of

an enterprising local tailor, whip ed in his

pack of sea wolves and led them agoard the

“Dantziger” in excellent array. He ren

 

“I'll get you yet,” growled Seagrave. “If dered skilled service to

not in this world, in the next”
Cassel in the haste of

loading the stinking

hides and what with

threats, cajoling and abuse, twen -four

hours after the departure of the "C ester

Maid" the "Dantziger" had her hatches

battened down over the pestilence of the

hold and she put to sea. There was no

farewell wave from the cream-colored

villa on the slope of the hill, nor did Cassel

examine it through his binoculars. Once

clear of the land the “Dantziger,” a fine

modern ship and capable of her fifteen

knots, laid her belly to the brine and

surged down the coast in the groove left

by her quarry. She wore no lights and

Cassel, who seemed to find such an indul—

gence as sleep quite superfluous seventy

hours after leaving port, sighted at dawn

smoke dead ahead which he jud ed must

issue from the single funnelof the ‘Chester

Maid." Carefully calculating the relative

s eed of the two vessels he slowed his en

mes, for he desired to pass the "Chester

laid" at night. This he accomplished

successfull ', putting his prey abeam at a

distance ofiabout five miles near midnight

and losing her lights toward the early

dawn.

Cassel’s iron discipline irked Mac

Tavish’s ill-set gang before the ship was

two days out. Sea wolves as they were

they could brook no restraining hand save

that of the leader of the pack. In answer

to his curt command one of this scum gave

him a surly answer and Cassel felled the

man with no sign of anger or emotion, con

tinuing on his way to the bridge without

so much as a backward glance. Mac

Tavish observed the incident and smiled.

"You certainly have a way about you,

Cassel,” said he, as the German relieved

him on the bridge.

“This is not the time to put up with

insolence," replied Cassel curtly.
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"Better keep our weather eye lifting,”

cautioned Mac avish. "I know that

swine of old. He will get back at you if

he has the chance."

"He shall not get the chance," said

Cassel coldly.

THAT night as Cassel was walking the

bridge something glanced past his

head and struck into the teak rail with a

hummingjar. Cassel reached out his hand

and found a long knife so deeply imbedded

that it took a vigorous wrench of his

strong wrist to dislodge it. He looked

aloft at the foremast head where a look

out was posted, then drew an automatic

pistol from his hip.

“Come down!” he rasped.

There was a snarl from the top. Cassel

covered the dark, huddled fi ure, fired

. and the man came down. He

was uite dead. _

“T row him overboard,” said Cassel,

and these brief funereal rites observed he

continued his promenade.

MacTavish appeared rather pleased

than otherwise at Cassel’s summary en

forcement of discipline. It was precisely

what he would have done himself under

similar circumstances

and besides, the little

incident made him the

beneficiary of a thou

sand marks.

“l’m glad he got it,"

said he to Cassel, in

his well modulated

voice. “I never liked

the beg at not trusted

him. T'le jolly well

needed a good lesson.

Besides, it ought to

have a splendid moral

effect on the rest of the

rotters. They have

been inclined to look

upon this business as

too much of a lark.”

“Discipline must ob

tain,” said Cassel sen

tentiously.

Nearing the entrance

to the straits the

"Dantziger" plunged

into violent squalls of

wind and rain. Cassel,

to assure himself of

MacTavish's ability as

a navigator, had turned

over to him the navi

gation of the ship,

checking him up from

observations of his

own. He quickly dis

covered that he had to

do with a master of his

craft.

"You know your

business," said he,

briefly, to MacTavish,

who thanked him with

a certain irony which

made Cassel regret the

compliment.

REAT plunging

seas assaulted the “Dantziger"

as she struck the currents where the

oceans meet. Hauling in upon the

land there came gusty flaws striking in

from any quarter of the compass, but the

surface of the water was sufficiently still.

"Here's the place to get him,’ said

MacTavish. "No swell and the nights as

black as the vestibule of hell. \Ve can

slide alongside with our lights doused and

take him in charge before he know’s

what's up.”

"That is my plan,” Cassel answered.

In their few days of intercourse there

had developed an odd quality which was

almost friendship between the two men.

The cause of it was enlightening as a

human document. MacTavish admired

Cassel's iron discipline and inflexible pur

pose which took no heed of anything

emotional which might have drawn the

attention of another from the main ob

‘ective. That which drew Cassel to Mac

Tavish was the latter’s gift of music.

Oddly enough music was about the only

thing which could stir Cassel and also re

ose him. He had a small Beckstein in

is cabin and at sea he played almost

every night, and he played well. But

under the supple lingers of MacTavish

this little instrument developed wondrous

ower. Cassel thought that he had never

eard better music. He had, of course,

but not at sea. The wild, fanciful im

provisations of MacTavish led before his

senses splendid thoughts of conquest and

02.7,
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(‘assel’s men swarmed into the ship

ower and even sensuous delights such as

fiis work-a-day soul never indulged.

“Come down and play," he would sa

to MacTavish. Then the watch on dec

would sneak aft and hang their lobeless

ears over the cabin skylight while the

little piano rippled or roared its inspired

themes.

UST within the straits the “Dantziger'r

hung waiting like a hovering kite. She

did not anchor, for the water was too deep,

but edged back and forth and about,

twisted in the strong eddies and buffeted

about by fierce random flaws until at

night in the fickle blinding squalls of sleet

and rain even Cassel sometimes found

himself for a time bewildered. But Mac

Tavish was never for a moment at a loss

and Cassel, a man of theory and calcula

tions to the accurac of which he pinned

his faith, was force to admit that there

was such a human attribute as instinctive

sense of locality; the instinct of the hound

and the gull, the seal and sea turtle, more

accurate than formulae. He was too in

telligent to deny the existence of this, but

it opened new lines of thought as con

nected with his own profession. Hitherto

he had ascribed this sense to mere local

knowledge, such as might be found in the

Trinity pilot or the humble hoveller.

Yet here was MacTavish, who had never

made the passage of

the straits, dreamil

certain of the ship 5

position after all of

these twistings and

turnings, and the tur

bid, wind-swept dawn

the straits Casse feared

that the ship was being

sucked in on a higk

falaise of cliffs and‘

wanted to sound a:

blast of the whistle to’

et the echo. But

fillacTavish stayed his

hand.

"We're working off

the clifi's, not onto

them," said he.

“What's the useof ask

ing the policeman?"

And Cassel allowed

himself to be con

vinced.

The crew had been

instructed in the parts

which they were to

play and choked with

eagerness, like hounds

in a leash. MacTavish

suggested that in board
ing the"Chester Maidn

it would be preferable

to take no prisoners.

“We might as well

be hanged for a sheep

as a lamb," said he.

“Somebody’s bound to

get scragged and pris

oners are always a nui

sance. Why not make

a clean job of it? One

of the beggars sent

home to hell means the

same thing to us as if we'd sent all

hands on the same course. What?"

But for all of his stern resolve

Cassel would not consent to this and he

lost. a little in MacTavish's esteem by

insisting that the boarding party should

be armed only with belaying pins and

proving him to be

correct.

The first n1 ht in I
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ltlfiat there should be no needless loss of

l e. '

“THAT means you'll have a blooming

hospital ship," said MacTavish. “But

you're the doctor and if ou want to treat

sore heads it’s none of, my funeral. I

must say, though, I think you're making

a big mistake. Most jobs like this fall

down through lack of thoroughness.

Histor proves it. IfI were running the

show wouldn't leave a man to peach.

The general orders to your troops in the

field were to take no prisoners; then why

the devil should you? You're acting

under orders."

"This is different," said Cassel stiflly.

MacTavish shrugged. “All right,”

said he indifferently. “Do it as you like.

"ou’re the doctor. But I'll tell you one

thing, Cassel; if my jolly rompers slip

their leashes when we lay her alongside

there are bound to be some dead Chester

Maids. They don't like Seagrave and

hisHJsalm-singers. No more do I.”

e turned to the piano and began to

sing a hymn through his nose, accom

panyin it with masterly im rovisations.

Cassel rowned. There wasa lasphemous

v note in the music which offended him.

“Keep your men aboard the Dantziger,"

said he. "My crew can do what is neces

sary," and he turned on his heel.

MacTavish laughed and changed his

theme to a dreamy fugue which wove it

self into the swash of the sea and the

drummin of the wind, chanting of dead

men swirfin in deep fields of algae and

coral and which beat in Cassel’s ears to

produce a profound melancholy and de—

stroy his brief hours of repose.

IV

ASSEL knew that Seagrave would

time his approach so as to enter the

straits before dawn in order to make the

assage of the English reach in da light.
True to his reckoning the I‘Chester aid"

came pushing into the fairway when the

night was stale and with the careful tread

of a girl carrying her basket of eggs to

market. It was very dark with gusty

squalls and intermittent showers and

Seagrave proceeded slowly and cau

tiousl He was no stranger to the place.
Macflyavish first sighted her.

“Here she comes," said he to Cassel;

“bright as a liner.”

The “Dantziger" was shrouded in the

murk, her portholes covered by their

deadlights. Those aboard her watched

the "Chester Maid" eagerly as she shoved

her way along about a mile away. Then,

when well past, Cassel said to Mac

Tavish:

“You put her alongside. I shall lead

the boarders myself."

“Carry on, old top,” said MacTavish

lazily.

ASSEL would havepreferredtohandle

his ship himself, but he did not trust

MacTavish to board with his bloodthirsty

rufiians. He well knew what carnage

might follow and he wished to avoid

bloodshed in so far as was possible. But

he had seen enough of MacTavish’s

ability as a seaman to know that the ship

could not be better controlled than under

his cool and able direction. MacTavish

took the wheel from the hands of the

quartermaster and rang the engines ahead.

Nobody aboard the “Chester Maid"

observed the stealthy approach of the

“Dantziger" until she was very close.

Then, a sudden rift in the flying scud dis

closed her great bulk blotting out the

foamin crests of the short chop and a

startle hail came down from the mast
head lookout. The "Dantziger’I was al

most abeam and breasting in on her

quarry and Seagrave, whipping his night

glasses from the rack, recognized her im

mediately.

But more than that, he recognized her

fell purpose. No li hts, his own bri ht

and the ship crowtfing into him. flis

swift Seaman's sense told him that this

was no careless blunder of the sea. Ship—

masters are not careless in the straits,

whatever they may be on the high seas,

and Seagrave knew Cassel for an able

mariner. In that instant he realized

what was afoot, but there was no time in

which to organize any defense. The

heavy laden "Chester Maid,” driving

slowly into a strong head current, was like

a squat pelican which has been a-market—

ing for her brood and homeward bound

with her pouch of fish for the nestlings

when she falls within the shadow of the

swooping kite. Seagrave examined the

"Dantziger" for a brief instant, then said

quietly to his quartermaster:

"Hard-a-port—hard down!"

THE order was promptl executed, as

were all orders aboar the "Chester

Maid,” no matter how quietly issued, for

Seagrave abominated stampings and

roarings about his ship. In this moment

he saw that Cassel meant to lay him

aboard and he was able to imagine why.

This friendly proceeding he determined

to thwart by the simple maneuver of

ramming and sinkin the “Dantziger."

Could he swing his shi in time the heavy

laden “Chester Maid’ would bite into

the German ship like a knife into the

plump check of an apple.

Had any other than MacTavish been

conning the "Dantziger" it is probable

that she and her valuable copper ore and

stinking hides would have been a votive

offering to His Marine Ma'esty Neptune

within the followin half out, possibl

tearing the bows o the “Chester Maid '

and draggin her also to the port of miss

ing ships. Tut the instinct which had

many times saved MacTavish in moments

of stress did not desert him now. ‘He

antici ated Seagrave’s desperate maneu

vers, feelin that it was precisely what he

would do Tiimself under the same con

ditions, and before the deep-laden and

sluggish “Chester Maid" had started to

swing in on him MacTavish crowded

down his helm. The “Dantziger" was

approaching the other vessel obliquely

and had therefore to turn in a greater arc,

but her speed was greater, she was not so

deep and responded more quickly to her

wheel. The onl' other alternative to

save her from tfestruction would have

been to starboard her helm (for she was

approachin the “Chester Maid" on the

latter’s star oard side) and ram her.

ASSEL, as he heard the sudden rattle

of the steam steering-gear and saw that

the “Dantziger” was swinging off, did not

for a moment know what to make ofit and

was about to rush for the bridge when he

saw that the “Chester Maid” was swing

ing in the same arc. Then he realized

Seagrave's purpose and also the swift and

accurate intuition of MacTavish. The

maneuver was not executed a moment

too soon, for even as it was the "Dant

ziger” did not get quite clear and the

bluff bows of the "Chester Maid" struck

her a glancin blow just abaft the beam;

in the midrifi? as one might say, and she

lurched and staggered under the grinding

contact. Two minutes sooner and her

plates would have sprung and buckled

and possibly she might have filled and

sunk. Even as it was both plates and

frames were badly strained.

MacTavish stop ed his en ines, and as

the “Chester Mai " forged orward rub

bing sides with her enemy, Cassel and his

swarm of boarders poured over the rail

and invested the ship like terriers in a

rabbit warren. Cassel himself rushed

forward for the bridge, where he encoun

tered Seagrave plunging down in quest of

a weapon, for he was uite unarmed. He

recognized Cassel in t e murk and drove

at him with his fist, but the powerful

German parried the blow with his thick,

muscular arm and as Seagrave pitched

forward his forehead met the belaying pin

in Cassel's grip. There was the crunch of

iron on bone and the British captain went

down like a slaughtered steer. Cassel had

not struck; he had merely thrust forward

with his wea on. Otherwise Seagrave's

skull would ave been crushed like an

egg.

HE fight was brief. The crew of the

Britis ship, unarmed and taken b

surprise, had no chance to resist. Cassel s

men swarmed into the shi and from be

low came the sound of muified bellowings.

In five minutes’ time the vessel with her

valuable cargo was in the hands of the

enemy.

Cassel lost no time in proceeding with

his project. Seagrave and his crew were

imprisoned in the forepeak under an

armed guard. Both vessels had stopped

and were fast to each other. Cassel and

MacTavish held a short consultation.

“She's making a little water," said

MacTavish, referring to the "Dantziger."

“I guessed what the bli hter would try to

do and tried to swing 0 but was a bit too

late."

“Your handling was masterly," said

Cassel. "A moment later and he might

have sunk us. Do you think that she is

badl strained?"

"Can't say," MacTavish answered.

“The blow was a glancing one. but pretty

heavy. However, I don t believe there s

much damage. She may leak a little, but

no doubt the bilge pumps can handle it."

Cassel waited long enough to assure

himself that this was the case, then in the

usty dawn went aboard the “Chester

i'laid" and the two ships roceeded on

their voyage. Cassel cared umanely for

-the prisoners, sending his steward with

dressin s and brandy for the wounded

and a bed for Seagrave. Before parting

with MacTavish he had said:

“Of course I realize, MacTavish, that

on can sell me out to the English if you

like, but I must say that I think you have

more sense. Such a step could not possi

bly rofit you. England is not like France

or ermany. She settles old accounts

before considering new ones. It would

not do you much good to be hanged for

piracy and murder and then have a

statue erected to your memory as a

(Continua! on page 86)



Interesting Westerners

HERE is not a town of any size on

the Pacific Coast in which “Miss

Spokane" has not appeared in her

quaint Indian costume as the am

bassador of the capital of the Inland

Empire, nor a community in the nation

which has not been presented with her

picture.

Six years ago the Spokane Chamber of

Commerce decided that the city should

have a symbol to be used in “booster”

campaigns, and out of a numberof desi ns

submitted chose one of an Indian maiden

as most fitting for the Indian name,

Spokane. Then, said somebody, how

splendid would it be to have a beautiful

young lady as a living symbol! A com

mittee of judges selected Miss Mar

uerite Motie as having the type of

Beauty best adapted and from that time

she has been'known always as "Miss

Spokane." She has traveled many, many

thousands of miles to represent the city

at the Portland Rose Carnivals, conven

tions and fairs; and where she has been

unable to go, as in the far East and South,

thousands of her pictures have gone in her

stead. The merchants of Spokane, when

they mail orders to other parts of the

nation, enclose a print on which is the

wording: “Miss Spokane invites you.”

On her first journe to a nei hboring

city the president of the Seattle hamber

George Watkin Evans, mining engineer,

sent to Alaska by the Department of

the Interior to untangle the

coal question—some iob

 

of Commerce proposed to “Miss Spokane"

in Indian love words and proffered her a

totem ring of old; she accepted, and is

now “betrothe<§" to the great western city

of her state.

Twenty true Indian braves from the

Glacier National Park acted as her per

sonal escort on her special train to Cali

fornia, adopted her into their tribe and

gave her the name "Itsatapiaka," which

means: “She is an Indian girl."

ALVIN E. DYER.

U

\VAITING the Government's final

action in regard to the widely dis

cussed' Alaska coal situation, the eyes of

the public naturally turn to the man on

whose report depends the equitable di

vision into leasing units of those lands

under consideration.

From among the very best mining

engineers of the United States, George

Watkin Evans was selected by the De

partment of the Interior for this impor

tant and extremely difficult commission.

After a summer spent in the Bering river

coal fields he is now in Seattle at work on

his report, upon which the Government

will base its own reservations in that field

and outline the leases so that every lessee

will get a square deal.

Mr. Evans is a man of forcible yet en

gaging personality—athletic in appear

ance and not yet forty years old. His

rapid advancement in his profession is

considered phenomenal, since he is purely

a product of the West, and starting out at

the bottom, worked his way, absolutely

without help from any one higher up.

He was born in Abercarne, South

Wales, in 1876. For several generations

his people had followed coal mining in

that country, but in 1880 his father,

Watkin Evans, moved the family to

America. After several years’ wander

ings amon the various coal minin sec

tions of t e eastern states the vans

family finally settled at the Franklin mine

near Seattle, Washington.

George Watkin Evans followed in the

footsteps of every other coal miner’s boy,

and began his career, at the age of twelve,

in the Franklin mine. He oiled cars,

drove a mule and tended the doors that

control the air currents in a mine. He

carried chain on surveys, and as he grew

older took up the regular tasks of the coal

miner. For six years he labored at the

mines, without thought of educational ad

vantages; though unconsciously he ab

sorbed an understanding of the working

man's point of view and built up a fine

physique. \Vhen seventeen years old he

suddenly decided to become a mining

engineer. The environment was not at all

conducive to educational advancement,

but young Evans had heard the inspector

of mines casually mention a correspond

ence school, so he wrote for their course in

mining engineering. Then began the

busiest period of Mr. Evans’ very busy

life. From seven in the morning till six

at night he toiled at the coal mines. After

; ‘ ' .L-i-Q.

 

Miss Marguerite Motie, known pictorially

to the world as “Miss Spokane,"

whose beauty is the oflicial

mascot of the Northwest

a bath and supper he worked at his books

every night till eleven, and on Sunday the

entire day was devoted to his studies.

As a result, by the time he was twenty

one he was ready to enter the State Col

lege at Pullman, Washington, although

he had never been to high school and had

s ent very little time in public school.
I‘Ii'om Pullman he received the degrees of

Bachelor of Science and Engineer of

Mines; he was also past master in the art

of managing his own family.

In 1912 it became necessary for im

portant representatives of Canadian and

German capital to secure the services of

an American engineer to make an ex—

haustive examination of coal holdings in

British Columbia. ()n the re ort of this

engineer hung the fate of the (ground Hog

anthracite coal field and several prospect

ive railroads. It is noteworthy that Mr.

Evans, a typical Western engineer, was

selected for this work on the recommen

dation of “'all Street financiers.

In 1913 he took charge of the examina

tion of the Matinuska coal fields in

Alaska for the U. S. Navy, and completed

that diflicult work in a manner that not

only won him the commendation of the

Department at W'ashington but the

hearty approval of all Alaskans. a combi

nation hitherto unheard of in the history '

of the Alaska coal land tangle.

Mr. Evans is considered the foremost

authority on Alaska coal, but in addition

to his work for the Government in these

fields he is now consulting mining engineer

for the largest coal operating companies

in the West.

FLORANCE B. Wittoroinn'.
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Avard Fairbanks, Utah's boy sculptor,

who was in knickerbockers when

fame came his way

LITTLE less than five years ago a

man well past middle age presented

his credentials at the door of the Metro

olitan Museum of Art in New York City.

lilis every move bespoke him a westerner.

His credentials said he was an artist from

Salt Lake who had been commissioned to

make copies of some of the works of the

masters in the museum. At his side was a

boy in knickerbockers. The boy carried

no credentials but, through the man,

asked permission to make copies of some

of the masterpieces of sculpture.

“We do not permit children to play in

the museum,” evaded the courteous at

tendant.

"But he doesn't want to play; he wants

to work,” replied the artist.

It took a lot of argument to get the

twelve-year-old boy into the museum even

lon enough to demonstrate what he

cou d do. Less than twenty-four hours later

ever body about the institution apolo—gizedvto the boy and the man. \Vithin six

months the boy was the talk of New York.

He was heralded as a genius and recog

nition was accorded him by admission to

exclusive art organizations that had never

before honored one so young.

Within four years—yes, almost within

 

Young Fairbanks has studied from nature

itself, his animal models posing

for him in the Zoo

three years—the work of the youth met

the exacting requirements of the National

Academy of Designs, in New York, and

of the Salon des Artistes Francais, in

Paris. During the same period the boy

com leted ten pieces for exhibition at

the anama-Pacific International Expo

sition, which thousands of people admired

without a thought that they were the

work of a boy in knickerbockers.

The boy was Avard Fairbanks of Salt

Lake, Utah’s boy sculptor; the artist was

his father. Avard comes of an artistic

family. but other than to watch his

father and his brother occasionally be

tween playtimes or on rainy

days, Avard evinced little

interest in art until he was

twelve years of age. One

afternoon at the end of

about three hours’ work

Avard offered for inspection

a clay likeness of his pet

rabbit that created a stir in

the Fairbanks household.

Shortly after his ex e

rience with “The Rabbit’’

Avard accompanied his

father to New York and

began to study in the Met

ropolitan Museum of Art.

Within seven months he had

been awarded a special

scholarship in the Art Stu—

dents’ League for his com

osition, “The Fighting

Panthers." A second spe

cial scholarship was given

him the next year for his

models of “The Tiger” and

“The Bear.” At the age of

thirteen he was the young

est sculptor ever admitted

to membership in the Art

Students’ League and the

youngest scul tor to have

work accepte by the Na

tional Academy of Designs.

The oungster is an inde

fatigab e worker. After re

ceiving the scholarship in

  

the Art Students’ League he discontinued

his work at the Metropolitan Museum.

During the evenings he attended a class

at the league and each day between 9 and

4 he could be found modeling some animal

at the Bronx Zoo. At odd times he pur

sued his common school studies and

graduated from the eighth grade.

About two years ago, accompanied b '

his father, Avard set out for Paris. l'fie,

stopped in New York about six weeks and

while there made the statuette of “The

Baby” and the model of the "Jersey

Bull,” which were accepted by the Na

tional Academy of Designs. Upon ar

rival at Paris he was admitted to the

Ecole National des Beaux Arts to study

sculpture and marble cutting upon sub

mitting photographs of his work. But he

was just getting well started in his work

when war was declared and in order to get

out of the country he was forced to

abandon practically all the pieces he had

done, and many of his personal belong

ings. Since returning to America he has

continued his studies at Salt Lake.

0. J. Games.

U

AT a table in the Belgian'section of the

French Pavilion at the Exposition

in San Francisco, every da for five

months, sat Madame aJules élerfayt, a

San Franciscan and wi ow of a personal

friend ofAlbert, King of the Belgians, who

had died of worry over the fate of his

mother of whose whereabouts, after the

capture of Mons, he could never learn.

Open before her was a book which she

called the "Book of Gold” after the fa

mous volume burned in the cathedral at

Louvain. It was well named, for during the

five months 2000 signatures represented

$6000 donated to the cause of Belgian

relief. The “Book of Gold" is closed, but

Madame Clerfayt is continuin her relief

work at the exposition in San Diego.

 

Madame Clerfayt, widow ofa personal friend of

Belgium's king, engaged in relief

work in California



Interesting Westerners

EN years ago Parsons Motanic,

Cayuse Indian of the Umatilla reser

vation in eastern Oregon, was a savage so

far as morals, religion and habits were

concerned. The vices of the white man

were the only part of civilization which he

had absorbed. Today he is a successful

and respected farmer, tilling his own land

and renting land from other allottees, and,

incidentally, riding about in his own six

linder automobile. He is more, too.

e is one of the foremost religious workers

among the three tribes of the reservation.

Motanic's life history has been a re

markable and interesting one. In his

younger days he was an Indian Hercules,

one of the greatest natural athletes the

West has produced. Before the influence

of the missionary had touched him and

when the fire of youth was in his blood,

he was the recognized leader of the wilder

element of the young manhood of the

Cayuses, Umatillas and Walla Wallas.

None there was who could stand before

him in a wrestlin match, his fieetness of

foot and strengt of arm became tra

ditional, and he had no peer among his

companions in riding bareback the wild

nies of the plains or in executing with

biirbaric grace the weird steps of the

Indian war dance. He owned several of

the fastest racehorses on the reservation

and was a reckless gambler. He drank the

“firewate-r" of the white man and, alto

ether, was a wild, dissolute, roisterous

gut, nevertheless, handsome and romantic

young brave.

In those days he was the idol of the

younger Indians of both sexes. The

young men emulated him and the maidens

smiled upon him. It occasioned no won

derment when he married, after the tribal

way, pretty Alice Pat-a-wa, the belle of

the reservation. But Alice was as fickle

as he and in a few years Motanic cast her

off and took another wife. This fact

would not be material in his life-story

Henry F. Ashurst, U. S. Senator from Arizona, who

believes in hard work. He was a bod-carrier

and lumberjack before he got to the Senate

 

 

Parsons Motanic, Cayuse Indian of eastern

Oregon, farmer and religious worker,

in his six-cylinder automobile

were it not that his second wife became

one of the instruments of his redemption.

She was a convert of Rev. M. Corneli

son. One Sunday, following a protracted

debauch, he attended church with her

and received a moral kick from the sermon

of the young missionary.

Since that time, nearly a decade ago,

he has become one of the leaders in the

reservation church. He has held nearly

all of the ol'hces and is now president of

the temperance society among the red

people. In his business dealings he is

scrupulously honest and trustworthy.

Industrially his change was as com

plete. Where before he

rented his allottment of rich

wheat land and squandered

his income in riotous living,

he now farms his own land

and that of some of his

neighbors as well. Driving

his car about his ranch or to

and from the city of Pendle

ton, he offers a strange con

trast to the Motanic of ten

years ago dashing about on

is Indian cayuse, such a

contrast as would have

awed his ancestors.

Motanic is a notable part

of the affirmative answer to

the uestion, Can the In

dian ecome a 00d citizen?

MERLE R. HESSMAN.

U

SOME thirty years ago in

Flagstaff, Arizona, a

schoolboy wrote on the fly

leafofa school book,“Henry

F. Ashurst, United States

Senator from Arizona.” The

next year this same am

bitious lad aspired to be a

page in the state legislature,

but was defeated. To one

of the legislators who refused

to voteforhim,he said: "I'll

be back in a few years and

elect some pages myself."

  

Ten years ago Motanic was a savage as to

morals, religion and habits. These photo

graphs are from the historic collection of

Major Lee Moorhouse, Pendleton

Like many lively boys he wearied of the

slow ploddin along the conventional edu

cational roa , so at the age of fifteen he

mounted a bronco and learned the use of

rifle, rope and running-iron. After some

months of combing the ridges and scour

ing the canyons he began to realize that

one could not ride to a senatorial seat on

a bronco.

So around the blazing campfire, while

others were joking, smoking and telling

stories, this earnest boy began to study

the histo of the United States and Eng

land. A ter four years of this life he

graduated as deputy sheriff of Coconino

county; thus at the age of nineteen he had

passed the first mile-post of his journey.

After a term in the sheriff’s office he

became, in turn, bod-carrier and lumber

‘ack. Then he went at the study of law.

I'le was soon elected to the State Legisla

ture, and became Speaker of the House at

the age of twenty-five, being the youngest

man ever electe to that position. Eleven

years later, Henry Ashurst at the age of

thirty-six had fulfilled theprophecy written

in childish hand twenty-six years before.

L. A. LsNrEsT.



Life Can’t Break You

By Winona Godfrey

Author of: The Dancing Partner

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

Do you think Stephen should marry Zoe? Are the two of them just fools

like a lot of others who take unreasonable chances or are they actually con

scious of a divine right and the power to win out? This is a simple little

story, on the surface. But what would you say to these lovers if they brought

their problem to you?

way blithely, the moment’s popular

ditty on his lips.

'lhe song merged into a "Hello,

everybody” as he entered the combina

tion parlor, dining and bedroom of the

four—room flat. Only his mother, looking

in from the kitchen, res onded with a

smile, her face pink wit the flush of

exertion it wore most of the time.

Twenty—year—old Lewis, with a clubfoot,

merely lanced up sardonically from his

book. ’e gy, fourteen, was setting the

table sulki y. '

“Have a good time?" asked his mother

as Stephen washed his hands at the sink.

STEPHEN burst into the tiny hall "Fine as silk !" He turned toward her

eagerly, his li s parting as if some con

fidence pushed3up for utterance. But he

only smiled at her through the smoke of

the frying cho s and went back into the

other room. lie was happy, though, and

the little song again slipped out:

“And when we’re married, dear,

My dear, my dear, (he bummed)

Oh, when we’re married, dear—”

“Thinking of getting married, dear?"

Lewis mocked in the high, strident voice

that always seemed the very instrument

of his ill-nature.

“Maybe," Stephen replied lightly.

“Say, anybody'd have a crust bringing

“Look at me, Steve!” cried Josie suddenly. “This is what getting

married’s done for me!”

Stephen burst into the tiny hallway blithely

a wife home here!" Lewis threw his book

on the floor and glanced at his surround

ings contemptuously.

Stephen winced and the li ht left his

eyes like a lamp blown out. e did not

reply, having long since learned that there

was no profit in giving his brother the

satisfaction of a retort.

MRS. DWIGHT set the meat platter

on the table. “Did you cut the

bread, Peggy? And call Ralph, please,

dear.”

Peggy fiounced to the back door.

"Ralph! You come in here! Ralph! you

hear me? Supper’s ready!”

She took her place at the table, her

pretty, dark little face twisted in a sullen,

childish passion.

"\Vhere's Molly?" asked Stephen.

“She went out this afternoon," Mrs.

Dwi ht answered nervously. "I hoped

she’ be back by now—”

“Go with Tupper?” Stephen ques

tioned.

"Yes.” His mother looked at him

apprehensively. Her thin face twitched

a little.

"Dear Molly has swell taste in men,”

Lewis sneered. Then he looked at

Stephen seriously: “The fellow's no

good," he stated, a real anxiety replacing

his jeer.

Ralph, a grimy, good—natured, tousle

headed urchin, here entered noisily.

Stephen did not reply to Lewis. That

subject, too, was a family thorn. All his

happiness of the afternoon was oozing

from him. His face began to settle back

into the resignation of daily grind and

wrangle. Stephen's was a face strong and

thoughtful beyond his ears, with a re

finement in it almost 0 the ascetic.
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iumming “When We Are Married, Dear!”

He had been the head of this trying

household since he was seventeen—since

the night he had pushed his drunken

father from the door, commanding in a

boyishly trembling voice: “You just

better not come back here! You better

not come back at all!"

And Dwight senior, reeling away with a

maudlin chuckle, had not troubled to

come back.

So between them Ste hen and his

mother had endeavored to eed and clothe

and educate after some fashion the four

younger children. Yet now that Lewis

and Molly were grown and both working,

the task of keeping the family happily to

ether seemed more trying than ever.

hey were intelligent, ambitious, high

spirited, the sort who hear poverty the

most discontentedly, who chafe most

against all limitations. The combined

famil purse was greater now but the de—

mand: upon it had increased dispropor

tionately.

TEPHEN felt an unwonted bitterness

against his lot sweep like a cloud

across the hopeful happiness he had

brought home. What had been the use of

it all? He had worked so hard, tried so

hard, denied himself so long, thinking

only of these. His mother's face, pa

tientl 1 cheerful, was yet so worn, so wist

ful; iscontent and callow cynicism sat

only too patently on Lewis; even Peggy

was always either in the clouds or the

dumps; eighteen- ear-old Molly, pretty

and wilful, seeme in real danger of falling

a victim to her inherited instability.

There are few more sickening discourage

ments than these glimpses of the apparent

futility of effort.

Stephen, who was above all his mother's

son, tried to throw off the depression.

“Didn't you go to your picnic, Peg?”

he asked mildly.

"No,” she snapped back.

Stephen glanced inquiringly at his

mother. “\Nhy, what was the matter?

I thought you'd been planning all week

for this Saturday afternoon.”

“ ’Cause I didn't have a decent thing

to wear.” Her lip quivered. “Every

ggrl In the class had a new white dress.

'you think I’d go in my old gingham!"

erhaps she did not mean to gaze ac

cusingly at her brother's new suit. With

childlike egoism she did not realize how

the buying of that suit had been put off

to the last possible moment, could not

guess how pathetic had been the young

man's pleasure in it—that he might look

his best today for somebody.

“Stevie’s got a new suit," Ralph put in

with unconscious impishness. "Is that

oin’ to be your weddin’-suit, Stevie?”

e grinned in ood-humored mischief.

“ al h!” is mother's tone was un

wonted y sharp. “Don't say such things.

They're not funny.”

Stephen changed color and his mouth

set. "Not likely,” he said grimly.

Lewis's sneer rose to his lips: "Any

body’d have a crust to bring a wife here!"

but he did not let it pass them.

Mrs. Dwight hastened to speak of some

neighborhood incident and so maneuver -

the conversation into safer channels.

THE family was just rising from the

table when someone knocked, and

Peggy, being nearest, 0 ened the door to

osie Martin, her ba y in her arms.

osie was not now more than twenty; the

wights had known her long before she

became the wife of young Will Martin,

a clerk.

‘:Oh, hello, Josie, come

in.

"No, I won’t come in,

thanks. 1- car. I speak to

you a minute, Steve?”

"S u r e." Stephen ad

vanced to the doorway, and

then, surprised, followed the

girl out into the hall as she

retreated before him.

Josie had been a pretty

irl of the rather fragile

Slond type, but she had

faded quickly since her mar

riage. She was getting that

dragged-out look, and

sagged perceptibly under

the year-old baby's weight

on her hi .

“What s the m a t t e r,

Josie?" Stephen was con

cerned by something tragic

about her.

“Stevie, I wish you'd go

down to Clancy's poolroom

and see if Will is there.

And if he's not there look

into Joe’s, will ou? He's

been gone all ay.” Her

voice threatened to break.

“He has? ls he—drinking

again?"

“I sup ose so.”

“Sure ’ll go. Don't you

want to stay here with

mother awhile?"

“No, I'll go back. And

you bring him home if you

can, Steve."

Stephen got his hat.

“Let me carry the baby, Josie. He's

getting so heavy. There's the boy!"

She let him take the child and they went

on down the stairs and out into the street

in silence.

HE Martins lived a block away in

two rooms on the second floor of a

dingy three-story building. Stephen in

sisted on carrying the baby upstairs.

Josie unlocked the door, and enterin ,

they stood for a moment in the littfe

front room.

Stephen did not look about him—he

knew every object there; but as Josie

laid the baby in its buggy something in

the atmorphere of the place made his heart

sink with a recurrence of that depression

he had felt at home. He suddenly wished

fiercely for the sight of something nrw,

clean, fresh, unsullied—he was so sick

of dinginess, shabbiness, makeshifts.

“How’s Zoe?" asked Josie, turning

back to him.

Stephen looked conscious, as a man

does at mention of the name he is always

thinking.

"She's all right."

"You and she going to hit it off?”

There was a thoughtfulness in her tone,

not mere curiosity.

“I don't know,“ he answered sadl .

“Say, look at me, Steve!" she crie sud

denl Y in a low, harsh voice. “Would you

do t at to Zoe?”

l-le stared at her, startled, wondering.

“I'm a peach, now, ain't I! Look at

me, thin as a rail, and a complexion like

skim-milk, and I'm all dressed up in

swell clothes, too, ain’t I!"

“\Vhy, Josie!" He was shocked, a

little frightened by her intensity.

 

“Nobody could break my life, Stephen,” said Zoe,

“no, not even you. And love—” she paused
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"This is what getting married's done

for me!" She made a little passionate

gesture that included herself and her sur

roundings. "This is the little paradise

Will and me had all lanned out. Grand,

ain’t it? and him off in some saloon some

where.”

“Aw, Josie, don't et discouraged.

It'll come out all right. Wou'll feel better

soon. I expect you're not very well—"

"You bet I'm not well. Feel like a rag

all the time. Oh, but it's not that—say,

how'd you like to see Zoe in this fix?

Huh? All her peacliiness gone. Would

you like it? Say, would you?"

He stood, turning his hat in his hands,

his eyes fixed on it. He did not want to

look at her, to seem to take stock of her

miser .

"I'm awfully sorry, Josie," he said hesi

tantly, "to see you—unhappy like this.

What is it—just—just bein poor that

you mind so much? I—— 've always

thought that if you—if a person—cared

enough—" He broke off.

“Just caring isn't enou h." She was

uieter now. "Or at least, ' she hesitated

iTioughtfully, "it's hard to care enough.

I suppose if Will and me felt like we did

at first—but we don't." Her voice fell

drearily.

"You were out with Zoe this half-holi

day, weren't you? Before we got mar

ried Will was always out with me, too.

But you don't see him around now, you

notice."

“I don't understand why," pondered

Ste hen. “Will's a pretty good fellow,

ljle .ikesnthe baby, he still cares for you,

osie—

“He don't care enough," she repeated

dully. "Too much work and fuss and

worry and not enough money or pleasure

—people are only human, Steve. We're

none of us saints willing to give up every

thing that's fun."

UN? The word seemed to Stephen

suddenl grotesque—pitiful, con

tem tible. but he understood.

“ suppose you care a lot for Zoe now,"

Josie went on.

"Carr!" His voice was vibrant, his

whole body suddenly tense, his hands

clinched on his hat-brim.

The girl-woman beside him laughed

mirthlessly. "God! ain't it a farce!"

Then, "Aw, never mind, Stevie, I didn't

mean to hurt you. I'm just in a bad

humor tonight. You're an awful ood

boy, I know that. Go on, now, an see

if you can find Will for me."
uJosie, I wish I could say something to

cheer you up. You mustn't get blue like

this. You and Will will come out all

right. I'll find him——" He moved

toward the door.

"It's awfully kind of you." She fol

lowed, her thin hand resting for a second

on his sleeve as he reached for the door

knob. “And you-—-" Her wet blue eyes

seemed trying to read his face— “you'll

be good to Zoe, won't you, Stevie?" she

whispered.

Stephen pulled his hat over his eyes as

he descended to the street. He was

shaken as sensitive men are by life in its

nakedness—a woman dead, a child born,

a man's agony, the dull little common

place tragedies of everyday. He did not

wish to look on these things. And he

shrank even from the thought of them in

connection with Zoe.

WILL was not at Joe's saloon; he

was at Clancy's poolroom. He

had been drinking but he was not drunk.

He turned, surprised, when Stephen

touched him on the shoulder.

“Why, hello, Steve. What you doin'

here?"
l‘Lookin for you." Stephen was in

no mood or diplomacy. "I saw {osle

eenLust now and she said you hadn't

ome to dinner."

“Oh." Will's face fell like a small boy's

when he is made to give up stolen apples.

"It's earl yet—lord, it's only eight

o'clock! h, well, I'll go."

He moved listlessly toward the door,

Stephen following.

"Always the way," Will grumbled.

"A fellow can't have a minute's peace.

What's the awful difference in don't come

home once in a while?"

“Well," Stephen spoke mildly, "I

guess Josie was a little worried. She's not

eeling very well—"
I‘Say, don't get married, Steve, if you

know what's good for you! If I'd known

what I was getting into—"

“I thou ht you and Josie would get

along fine,’ said Stephen.

“Aw!" “'ill slouched along dejectedly.

“This marriage business is all wrong for a

kid like me. Why, Steve, I had no more

business gettin' married than a two-year

old! I can't make enough for two eo le

to live decent, workin’ my head off?! [To

say nothing of doctor's bills and all.

Why, I'm 'ust swamped—up to m ears~

owe every ody. It's a great life all'right !"

"You and Josie seemed to think so

much of each other," said Stephen dully.

The scowling boy beside him laughed

harshly, then thrust his hands deep in his

pockets with a shrug of dejection.

"Oh, Josie's all right. And the baby—

he's the smartest kid I ever saw, honest,

Stevel But—why, say, I thought it was

going to be me and Josie at her rettiest

on one endless picnic! Fine! ly it's

not a bit like that!”

"You'll come out all right, Will.

Don't get discouraged. Everybody has

some hard sledding some time or other.

This is just kind of a—of a stage. You'll

get ast it."

“ h, I'm not quittin'," said Will.

"Of course I've or to stay with it. I got

myself into it. nly—you stay out of it,

Steve. You're out, stay out. Want to

glue your nose to the grindstone‘? You've

never had it so easy, with thati family of

yours; don't go and sidestep cf chance

you'll ever have." _

“I wasn't thinking of getti

very soon," said Stephen.

"Well, you and Zoe seem pretty thick.

Just don't get a notion that she can give

you a ticket straight through to heaven,

that's all."

Stephen did not think it worth while to

reply, and they walked the last block to

Will's place in silence.

"Come in?" 1 ‘

“No, thanks, I guess not tonight."

"\Vell, so long.'

"Goodnight, Will."

TEPHEN walked on alone. His

heart was heavy, his thoughts bitter.

He did not deny to himself that he had

thought Zoe could “give him a ticket

straight through to heaven." He did not

deny thinking the onl weariness was

this waiting until his amily could care

married

for themselves a little more. He had

been patient in the hope that Molly

would et married to some decent fellow,

Peggy Te able to do something for her

self, Lewis help more with Ralph and

their mother. When was this likely to

hallzpen?

he spring went out of his step, his

head was bent. And it seemed after all

that this was not the great art. Zoe.I

What was he going to do to ix? Little

delicious ways she had came to him mak

ing his throat ache with tenderness for

her. To see Zoe become like Josie— drab,

worn, unhappy! He could not bear that

——he could never beat that. Ah, but he

was not Will. He cared—enough, 0h,

surely enough. The wonder of her would

never stale to him! The fine white fire of

his passion never burn out! Will had

thought that, too, perhaps. Stephen

looked up at the stars. Did life, then,

never blossom in happiness, did love

never fulfil its promises.

He had never thought definitely ofthese

thin s before. Men as a rule, he guessed,

didn t. They never thought about what

they were going to do to a woman. That

phrase of Josie's stuck in his mind:

"Il’ould you do thi: to Zoe?"

What did it mean? Just that men were

cruel? And yet it wasn't that \Vill really

meant to do that to Josie. He thought of

his mother, and something deep in him

writhed at that thought of her. What a

life she'd had! He recalled her as she

had smiled at him across the cooking

dinner that night, pain-scarred, toil

worn, but smiling, tender-eyed, words

like these always on her lips: "Well, son,

I wouldn't worry. It'll be all right; we're

not so bad off. You're such a ood boy

to me, Stevie." Did he want e to be

like that? Yes, and no—no—no.’

OW he was at Zoe's door. Zoe kept

house with two other girls in a tiny

apartment. The two were out now, and

Zoe opened the door to him.

“Hello, Stephen."

“Hello."

"You're late, aren't vou ?"

“Yes, a little." He did not offer to‘ kiss

her, to touch her. The shadow of thought:

was still deep on his strong face ant‘ "

the boy seemed gone from it. i

Zoe closed the door behind

"What's the matter? Anything wrd~

He stood looking at her for a mo.

unanswering. Zoe was not only pr‘

She was something much more at.

tive. She had earned her own way s

she was fifteen and she was now tvi

two. There was an air alert and cal

and distinctly city-bred about her. ‘Sue

was one of the few women who can in

spire real emotion—the merely shallow

are alwa s afraid of such women. And

even in t ose rare moments when she was

nearest abandonment she seemed never

wholly won. As Stephen looked at her

he unconsciously drew himself up and

lifted his chin even while his spirit fell

prostrate in worship.

Her breath quickened at what she saw

in his eyes. She leaned back against the

door she had just closed. The perfection

of her body in its simple close-fittin

dress stood out against the dark wood like

a wonderful bas-relief.

“What's the matter?" she repeated

with that half-whimsical carelessness

(Continued on page 72)



Skinning the Land Grant Bear

A New Problem in Advanced Conservation is Turning

Oregon ’s Hair Gray With Worry

“ ET’S take it away from the Octo

us," said Oregon ten ears ago.

hat was during the ays when

Tom Lawson and Charles Edward

Russell filled the literary firmament with

the elfulgence of blood red

and sulphur yellow light. The

thing to be taken away was

the Oregon and California

land grant inherited from the .

original grantees by the South

ern Pacific railroad. Railway

ownership of the two and a

uarter million acres stifled

development, said Oregon,

kept settlers away and re

tarded growth. “Railroad

ownership must go!" became l

the ular slogan.
Wlighington responded to

y

r____

the cry. It took its trusty gun

and went out after bear. Suit

was brought. The govern

ment won a partial victory.

It was decreed by the Supreme

Court that the railroad was

not entitled to more than two

dollars and a half an acre in

accordance with the condi

tions of the original grant.

Great was the rejoicing—for

one fleeting moment. I

Ncw Oregon is scratching

its car and wondering what in :

tarnation it shall and can do

with the skin of the land

grannbear. Not a few people

rsgon would be mighty ,

If the status quo ante ,

were restored, if the

3 rant had not been dis- i

.' at all. These people

A” wear the railroad col

fl; ther. They are com

»,ngprincipally of taxpayers '

“wen counties of western l

idfiér ‘Y

Jou see, the moment an

adverse decree was handed

down in 1912, the railroad re

fused to pay any more taxes

on the land in dispute. Im

mediately the revenues of the

affected counties took a slump.

To many of them the loss of

the grant-land taxes was a

most serious blow. Take

Lane county, for instance.

This county is almost as

large as the whole of Connect

icut. It has to maintain 3000

miles of roads, a full set of courts, high

and low, the usual complement of county

officials and a comprehensive system of

grammar and high schools. The cost of

all these necessities has to come out of the

‘:'r"'q~~ .

.. a - .
. ;.‘\,'.'Jl-.‘- . v _ ~ -
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By S. Dike Hooper

earnings of 37,360 men, women and

children.

In Lane county the railroad owns 300,

000 acres. The taxes assessed against

this land and remaining unpaid since [912

 

They don't now.

conservationists

now total $96,230. There is no hope of

obtaining anything but an infinitesimal

fraction of this amount, and in future the

railroad will contribute only a pittance to

the county exchequer.

This map

uni‘

lands.

This is a map of Oregon's western half. The solid black areas

are the National Forests. They pay no taxes.

hatched areas are Indian Reservations.

The black squares in the checkered areas are railroad grant

They used tr ‘my taxes.

explains why the couaties of western Oregon do not want an

increase in the untaxed area within their borders.

illuminating map which should be studied by Eastern arm-chair

The light cross

They pay no taxes.

It is a most

In Douglas county it is even worse

The 1915 county tax levy is almost

$500,000; if the railroad land paid its

annual taxes, the count ‘s income would

be nearly $600,000. he successful at

tack on the land grant has

i cost Douglas county almost

twenty per cent of its annual

income, over a quarter of a

million since 19x2.

The land- rant bear has

been wounde by the judicial

bullet. What shall be done

with the skin, with the two

million acres of timber land?

That’s easy, you say. Turn

it into a National Forest and

let the Forest Service run it.

At once there arises a loud

wail of protest from Oregon.

They plead with you on

bended knees not to do that.

It's the last thing they want.

And the reason is obvious.

HALF of western Oregon's

surface is within the

National Forests, and the

National Forests pay no taxes

whatsoever to state or county.

Adding the rant lands to the

National lgorests w o u l d

merely increase the area of

tax free property. Look at

the accompanying map to see

what that means.

What, then, shall be done

with the skin?

Con ress will have to an

swer t at question. It has

been bombarded with reams

of petitions, prayers, resolu

tions and memoranda sug

gesting fifty-seven ways of

solving the problem. In Sep

tember, I 14, Governor

Withycom e of Oregon called

a conference to discuss the

question. Commercial inter

ests, the counties, labor, the

lumber interests were all

represented. With one voice

the conference went on record

as favoring the settlement

and continued taxation of the

grant. That the lands be not

embraced in the National

Forests, that they be kept

upon the tax rolls, and that in

some manner they be opened

to settlement and develop

ment in so far as consistent with their

physical character, was the substance of

practically every one of the various plans

suggested. There were differences of

opinion as to the best manner of bringing

_l
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these things about, but right there all

differences vanished.

The case at issue is of such aramount

importance to the proper deve o ment of

the Pacific Northwest, and so ittle un

derstood outside of Oregon, that a brief

resume of the early history of the case

seems justified.

As early as i86i there was agitation in

Congress for a land grant to encourage

the construction of a railroad from Port

land, Oregon, to California. This agita

tion finally took the form of a roposed

amendment to the Union Pacific Bill,

which passed July 1, 1862, though the

amendment was lost.

In 1865, the year that marked the close

of the war and the commencement of the

era of expansion all over the country, the

passage of the Oregon and California land

grant of 4,000,000 acres became certain.

With the spoils virtually within sight

there arose all manner of con'ecture as to

what group of capitalists would take home

the bacon. As Oregon's three repre

sentatives in Congress fell into a violent

squabble over the division of the s ils,

Congress relieved them of the pro lem

by attaching to the bill an eleventh-hour

amendment which provided that such of

the grant as fell within the boundaries of

Oregon would go to the corporation desig

nated by the state le islature of Oregon.

The passage of this bi l, on July 25, 1866,

was the signal for one of the most pic

turesque exhibitions of graft and chican

ery that ever occupied the Northwestern

portion of the national sta e.

The first bidder for the pfunder was the

Oregon Central Railroad Company, or

anized and dominated by the late Joseph

iaston, which filed articles of incor ora

tion with the Secretary of State on cto

ber 6, 1866. The instant these articles

had been recorded the originals were

taken from the Secretary’s office by Gas

ton, and rushed to‘the legislature, which

was then in session, where they were

placed in friendly hands for action. The

whole affair was handled so expeditiously

that just four days later the legislature

passed a bill recognizing the Oregon Cen

tral Railroad Compan as beneficiaryunder the terms of tfile Congressional

Grant. With this asset as a basis for his

operations, Gaston experienced little difii

culty in interesting the foremost bankers

and capitalists of the Northwest in his

projected railroad. On November 23 the

articles were returned to the ofiice of the

Secretary of State.

Gaston and his associates were jubilant.

The ice was smooth and their skates were

ground to a fine edge. With the grant in

their pockets they turned their attention

to the important matter of the route.

They decided on the wart side of the

Willamette valley along the line of the

present Portland, Eugene 6: Eastern,

recently completed by the Southern

Pacific Company as far as Eugene. This

decision was received by citizens along

the proposed route with great rejoicing——

which was rather premature, considering

the things that befell the road and its

backers.

PRECOCIOUS oung man em loyed

in the office of t e Secretary 0 State

evolved the idea that the Gaston articles

of incorporation, having been removed

from the office after filing, were not legally

recorded. Acting on this assumption,

and undoubtedly with legal advice, he

and two of his friends ver quietly or—

ganized another “Oregon ‘entral Rail

road Company,” a cor oration identical

in name with the O’aston company.

Their articles of incorporation were se

cretly spirited into the office of the Sec

retary of State and inconspicuously

placed on record. The second com any

selected a route on the east side of) the

Willamette valley, through Salem, the

state capital.

When it was found that there were two

claimants for the land rant, the uproar

dwarfed all other state issues. The Gas

ton company based its claim on priority

and justice; the Salem company was

strong for regularity of procedure. On

its side it had a tremendous public senti

ment in the capital and other east side

cities ignored by the route of the Gaston

road.

As the fight progressed the feeling on

both the east and the west sides became

intensely bitter. The three originators

of the east side road were soon shouldered

aside, leadership was assumed b the

most powerful men in the state. hese

new leaders took up the fight with re

sourcefulness and great vigor.

The case was carried into the courts

and the original company, which had

commenced actual and feverish construc

tion on the west side, was declared the

rightful beneficiary. Nothing daunted,

the east side company began construction

at an equally prodigious rate of speed.

How its management hoped to complete

the road without the grant as a basis for

credit is a mystery.

At that stage of its development the

\Villamette valle could not support two

railroads, and neither company possessed

the necessary strength to crush the other.

The time was ri e for a new leader to
bring the rival flzictions to their senses,

and Ben Hollada came to the front.

“'ith the shrew ness that afterwards

won him distinction in railroad affairs,

he measured the political strength of the

two roads, determined which route was

most feasible and went to the legislature

of 1868 with a proposal that it repudiate

its former action, as having been taken

under false representations, and designate

the east side company as the rightful

beneficiary. To the consternation of the

Gaston interests the legislature lent a

willing ear to Holladay’s arguments and

granted his request, freezing out the

Gaston company completely.

Had the terms of the original grant

been adhered to, the present com lex

situation would have been averted. he

original grant required an acceptance of

its terms by the beneficiary within one

year of its passage by Congress. The

Gaston company had filed such accep

tance, and it now devolved on Holladay

to procure from Congress an extension of

time to enable his com any to do like

wise. To accomplish this he delegated

John M. Mitchell, a young attorney who

afterwards became United States senator,

to present his case to Congress. Mitchell

obtained the extension, but had to accept

an amendment in the form of a so-called
"Settlers’ Clausen which specified that

the land was to be sold only to actual

settlers in parcels not exceeding 160 acres

at a maximum price of $2.50 per acre.

This amendment resulted from a change

in the attitude of Congress toward rail

road companies in general rather than

toward the lands, which were still re

garded as of small value.

The re uired extension, with the trou

blesome :‘lause appended, was passed by

Congress April 10, 1869. It has been the

railroad company's disregard of this

clause that precipitated the recent litiga

tion and saddled Congress with a prob

lem that is severely taxing its patience.

Christmas day of '69 the first

twenty-mile unit of Holladay's road

was completed. This was properly re

garded as a great achievement and en

thusiastically celebrated. It required all

of Holladay's financial and executive

genius to interest Eastern capital in a

road through a country which was com

monly regarded as a howling wilderness.

The completion of this unit meant formal

recognition from the Department of the

Interior and the commencement of is

suance of patents to the railroad company

for the grant lands. To avoid confusion

with the west side line, the name of the

Holladay road was changed to the Oregon

and California Railroad Compan ; it is

this company, the stock of whic is all

owned by the Southern Pacific Company,

that is the owner of the grant today.

Just as things looke'd most propitious

for Holladay and his associates, the coun

try felt the first symptoms of the financial

crisis of the early seventies. Holladay

managed to hold things together, but his

west side competitors went to pieces and

by salvaging their wreckage he increased

his already heavy burdens. Progress was

slow. Only by squeezing ever town on

the line for heavy subsidies did he manage

to complete the west side line 2 miles to

McMinnville and the east side road to

Roseburg, a distance of 198 miles. At

these points both lines were overtaken

by the anic of 187. Construction

ceased. olladay foun himself a ruined

man. The holders of the bonds he had

fioated took over both properties and

operated them until 1880.

Turning their attention to the rant,

they commenced to sell offthe lands. They
soon realized, however, that the l‘Set

tlers’ Clause," which Congress had tacked

on as a condition of the extension granted

to Mitchell, was not going to work out at

all to their satisfaction. As though to

question the sincerit Y of Congress on this

subject they proceeded to put through a

few sales in direct violation of the terms

of the Settlers‘ Clause. This was in 1872,

and the details of these sales, including

the amount received by the railroad com

pany in excess of $2.50 per acre, were re

orted to Congress with all regularity.

‘here appears no record of a single voice

raised in protest. Quick to recognize the

tacit consent of Congress, the company

began selling grant lands in tracts larger

than the stipulated acreage, and to other

than actual settlers. Several such sales

were recorded in 1874. Neither the De

partment of the Interior nor Congress

seemed to have any objections to these

sales.

Up to and including 1885, when the

Southern Pacific Com any acquired a

controlling interest in the O. 61 C. Com

panv, land sales were being constantly

ma e in utter disregard of the conditions

imposed by the Settlers’ Clause. And

for emphasis let it be repeated that

(Continued on page 82)



 
  

Home in the West
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The House of Not MuehiTrouble

Exterior Stucco, Iis Economy and Plastic Possibilities

HE classic beauty and evidence of

artistry which may be hand-mod

eled into the exterior of an inex

pensive house with the stucco type

of construction is not equaled by an

other method of low-cost building. Witii

the plastic ossibilities of this material,

architectura beauties of line and color

that for generations have been the Mecca

and the masterpieces of the artistic world

may, under the atmospheric alchemy of

Western blue and gold, become the in

spiration for a thrifty workman's cottage

or the model for a moderate priced subur

ban business building. Unfortunately,

however, for the many whom inclination

and circumstance would lead to adopt

this method of building, it has had the

serious drawback of being somewhat de

ficient in durability. This fault has un

doubtedly caused many decisions in favor

of otherwise less desirable forms by those

contemplating building. There are, to be

sure, a few fairly satisfactory examples.

These, however, are due to exceptional

skill and care in design and construction.

The trouble arises primarily from a

cause which is ver much like the pro

verbial irresistible orce acting in opposi

tion to an immovable body. Wood will

not form a bond or union with plaster—

and cannot be made to do so, or to submit

to atmos heric changes in like manner or

degree. BVith metal lath and plaster con

struction, any movement of the frame

underneath caused by shrinkage or damp

ness always causes visible and serious

defects, because the surface is simply a

thin, brittle sheet covering the lath and

the clinch, which constitute the principal

thickness of the stucco.

NOTHER source of trouble is that

ordinary stucco is always re arded as

plaster, the material is more or Tess plas

ter, and it is applied like plaster. All of

these points must be avoided to secure

ermanency in exterior work, and the fol

owing description will help to enable

those favoring this style of architecture

to secure that much desired result.

This method, as outlined here, will pro

duce a stucco that is, in effect, a solid

sheet of reinforced concrete, not depend

ing for support upon lath, nor_ even en

tirely upon the frame of the building.

To begin with, let us assume the posi

tion that we are not plastering a wall with

a coating—we are going to build a practi

cally separate exterior covering for the

framework. In sheathin the building it

is not necessary to join e ges. A space of

two or even three inches may be left open.

Then cover with a good quality of build—

ing paper. Instead of the usual furring

strips use pieces five-eighths b -three

quarters, nine inches long, naile on per

pendiculai'ly ten inches apart, and ar

ranged in staggered formation. Instead

of metal lath use twenty-two gauge gal

vanized chicken wire stretched on tight.

The stucco material must be a first-class

concrete mixture of about two and one

half to one, three-quarters of an inch

thick and put on in one coat. It ma

afterward be dashed or otherwise finished;

as desired.

NOW comes a very important part of

the work in the application. In

stead of beginning at the top, in the usual

manner of plastering, begin at the bottom

and build upward, usin the material as

wet as possible. By appiying in this man

ner the compression of its own weight

causes the concrete to settle into a solid

sheet of great density and hardness, with

the chicken wire completely embedded

near the center, forming an ideal rein

forcement.

With a coat or two of good cement

waterproofing at the start, a wall of this

kind ought to last a hundred ears. The

Bungalow Court Dwellings escribed in

this article were constructed in this man

ner in a suburban portion of Los Angeles

and are thoroughly satisfactory. For the

I‘ i..‘.-'
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exterior wall the cost to the contractor

was thirty per cent less per square yard

than the lowest price obtainable for the

regular metal lath stucco. In this case

the surface is not waterproofed.

'

N contemplating the design for this .

court, which consists of six detached_,,.

bungalows and a garage with divisions

for four cars, the problem was to provide

for the maximum of comfort, privacy and

sanitation in the minimum space—and in _

a fundamental way that would, for a long

time to come, prevent them from becom

ing obsolete. The total outside dimen

sions of each house are twenty by thirty

six feet, and from the floor plan and

photographs, with some guidance from

the text, readers can easily analyze how

the conveniences of a five- or six-room

house are condensed into this space with

successful results. The longest measure

ment forms the front, and with the re

cessed entrance porch, red-tiled visor or

eaves and sand-colored walls, gives an

effect of substantial dignity and pleasant

color harmony.

A valuable feature of priva is the

entrance hall which separates t e house

into units and provides convenient ac

cessibility under all ordinary conditions.

Though a house of this size is of course

primarily intended for a small family,

three beds may be used when necessary.

The oscillating bed-closet of the living

room is fitted as a dressing room, adding

much to the general independence and

'i ‘ ' > 1-‘?! a. c
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The total outside dimensions are twenty by thirty-six feet, and the conveniences of

a five- or six-room house are condensed into this space
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convenience. In the bed-room a low

rolling bed travels through the panel

doors into the sleeping porch, so that it

may be used in either room. Of course

another ordinary bed may be added to

this equipment, leaving the rolling bed

permanently in the porch.

A piano window in the living room and

book-cases with columns to the ceiling

dividing the living and dining rooms are,

of course, ordinary features used in larger

houses, and not omitted here. The china

cabinet opens through to the kitchen and

underneath is a movable bench seating

two persons. A movable seat for three

placed under the rear dining room window

can be moved to face the square dining

table indicated between the two seats.

This arrangement makes dining chairs

unnecessary, though if they should be pre

ferred, the table may be moved nearer to

the center of the room.

FIREPLACE was omitted from

these houses, but may be used in

addition to, or instead of the floor furnace.

A special feature of the interior is the en

tire absence of window sills, ‘moldin s and
dust-catchers generally. This eflgect is

further enhanced by substituting lighter

and narrower window and door casings

for the needlessly heavy ones in general

use. This adds materiall to the apparent

size of the rooms and is harmonious with

the exterior design.

The kitchen is very compact, with sta

tionary tub next to the sink, having a re

5
E
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2.

1. Side of living room showing arrange

ment of finish. Door casings ditto.

Elevation, }-in. scale.

5

Interior Trim—Full Size Detail.

2. Base, {EH-in. x 7} in.

Shoe, }-in. x %-in.
3. All casings and headers, Q-iin. x3l-in.

4. Mullions only ~g-in. x 3Q-in.

5. Apron, Q-in. x ISL-in. continuous.

  

This plan is a "nutshell" for nestness
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movable cover which forms the drain

board. A drop table is built under the

china closet and it also serves to hold the

ironing board. The cooling closet, while

placed next to the hood, has been found

1n practice to be as satisfactory here as

any other location. An extra cooler for

vegetables and an ice-box are provided

on the screen porch.

Latent economical tendencies exist in

all of the structural features we have

mentioned. The exterior concrete shell

should need little, if any, attention for

decades. A smaller quantity of the in

terior trim is required than with the usual

routine of finishing and the straightfor

ward lines and absence of unnecessary

detail and material are aids to efficiency,

both during construction and always

afterward.

With this little "near concrete" House

 

of Not Much Trouble some simplification

of daily life is easily attainable, while at

the same time visitors ma be made wel

come without an undesira le intrusion of

the intimate family arrangements.

TO make one step accomplish some

thing that required two steps before

—to build a house where no steps at all

are needed to preserve, here and there,

more than accustomed neatness, seems a

helpful accompaniment to the “\Vestward

Star of Empire." And any release from

household care is, perhaps, es ecially

welcome in the West, where l\l,ature’s

beckoning smile is always biddin us to

come out into the vast sun-vaulte treas

ure house of Mother Earth and replenish

our store of youth and life with her am

brosial drau hts.

ENRY HURLBUT VICTOR.

 

Animal Pets Now of National Importance

IF the children’s pets, four-footed or

feathered, knew what is being done in

their interests between the Atlantic and

the Pacific oceans, they would at least

wag their tails, or squeak, or crow, or in

some other eloquent wa ex ress their

gratitude; for a dignifie body of men,

aided by kindly women throughout the

land, have pledged themselves to pro

mote the welfare of wild and tame ani

mals, to the mutual betterment of the

animals and the youngsters acquainted

with them.

The new society has a name almost as

long as a proudly- edigreed dog's: "Na

tional Children's gets Exhibitions Asso

ciation of America.” San Francisco

started it——one might say that the very

egg of it was hatched in the city by the

Golden Gate—for the organization was

formed at the Panama-Pacific Interna

tional Ex osition, during the last of the

remarkabe series of congresses, some

900, held under Exposition aus ices, this

one being a Children's Pets xhibition

Congress—the first time in history that

a world's exhibition had registered such a

title upon its rogram. Its great success

was the resuli of enthusiastic, diligent

effort upon the part of Dr. Frederick \V.

D’Evelyn of San Francisco and his co

workers. As explained by him in reply

to a plaque-of-honor presentation to the

Congress, the movement is humane and

altruistic, “essentially a co-education with

nature.” All pets at the show were

judged from the standpoint of their util—

ity and desirabilit as pets for children.

Robert Newton {.ynch of San Francisco

is_ resident of the national society; Dr.

D’ velyn, secreta . Among the direc

tors are Albert E Flatt, member of

Houghton, Mifliin Co., New York, and

resident of Burroughs Nature Club;lllichard C. Rathbone, who maintains a

bird sanctuar on his rivatelandsin New

Jersey; and glen. Jofin Perrg, president

State Agricultural Society, alifornia.

Interest in children's pets exhibitions

as a regularly recurring event is already

widespread, Seattle, Spokane, Minnea o

lis, Boston, Salt Lake and many ot er

cities adopting San Francisco’s example

with decidedly encouraging success.
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6K9 masz‘er J'nterprez‘az‘lbnq of
M19 worldIs‘v greatest arfzsts

Victor Records are the consummate art of the greatest singers, instrumentalists,

bands, orchestras—their own superb renditions exactly as they interpret them.

All the distinctive personality, all the individuality of expression, all the beauties

peculiar to the performance of each artist, are ever present to charm you in their

Victor Records.

Victor Records are the actual artists—the greatest artists of all the world. The

greatest artists at their very best. The greatest artists just as you want to hear them.

There are Victor dealers in every city in the world who will gladly give you a complete

catalog of the more than 5000 Victor Records and play any music you wish to hear.

 

  

Always use Victor Machines with

Victor Records and Victor Needles

—the combination. There is no

other way to get the unequaled

Victor tone.

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N. 1., U. S. A.

Berliner Gnmnpboun Co.. Montn'd

Canadian Distributor‘
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The stars disappeared, Lady Muff stayed

behind and suffered from a sprained paw

and an awful feeling in her head.

Her daughter Tornie heard the crash

and telephoned to her sister, Frills, who

was a trained nurse. Frills was out on a

case, but she left her patient, jumped

into the ambulance, went for her mother,

and took her to the hos ital. But when

she 0t her there she didn't know what

to 0. Lady Mulf’s injuries were so

  

Lady Mufi‘s iniuries were so mysterious

that Frills had to consult with her

  

  

about the treatmentl i i ' mysterious that Frills had to consult

ADY MUFF de TAIL ou ht not with her about the treatment that would when vouvre getting well you alwavs feel

to have been hungry. er hus- be advisable. Lad Mulfsaid she thought “.O‘rqe'than you did when you “.ere'sick ”

band was a wholesale milk and some catnip would set her right, but This was such great encouragemelin

mouse merchant and he provided Frills pointedout- that you can't get well that the ve next day Lady Mu'fi- was

lavishly, although he thought his family so easily as that in any hospital. stronger an could sit up almost as

should live on the supplies which he sent Then all of a sudden Lady Mull‘ settled. ‘straight as even Indeed’ She was so

4 - . nearly well that Frills kissed her on the

g * left whisker and went back to her

H neglected case.

Slowly Lady Muff opened her eyes and

discovered three things: she wasn’t dizzy,

she would soon have to go back to a

mouse dict—and she was alone! In—

stantly she threw off her shawl and

bandage, carefully took off her slippers,

and sprang up. ‘Was she going to eat

mice all her life? Not much!

Now, a sick cat is a very good cat, but

a well cat is almost human. Therefore

Lady Muff rushed to the porch and

sprang up on a table. Then she drooped.

“Oh, dear," she sighed, "I am still

. ‘J ' ‘ENC-'15 3'”; -

t_ V. ,. ~ h

  

Frills took her mother to the hospital

up from the store. But Lady Muff was

tired of mice; she wanted canary bird.

Finally her mistress, in whose house she

had an apartment, brought home a beau

tiful fat canary and hung up the cage on

the porch. Lady Muff folded her aws

in delight and waited demurely till 0rd

Bobby had gone to the ol'lice and the two

girls were not around. Then she climbed

to the back of a chair and reached up~

ward, but instead of reaching the cage,

she fell to the floor with a lot of stars.

  

.» .6

Lady Mun‘ was nearly we" weak from my sickness. I can’t jump

today—but maybe tomorrow!"
back and fainted away. Frills was

frightened, and she mixed some horrid

medicine in a glass. Every few minutes

she fed her mother a great spoonful of it.

Lady Muff didn’t like it at all, and at

last she said that she would get well

rather than take any more. So, in a way,

the medicine did her a great deal of good,

and in two days she was able to go home.

But when Frills had put her into a com

fortable shawl and her crocheted bed

slippers, and got her into a ch air,LadyM uff

slid down full-length and groaned twice.

“0 Frills,” she gasped, “I'm afraid I’ve

lost some of my lives. I have an all-gone

feeling."

“That's because you’re convalescing," “That’s because you’l-e Convalescing," "I can't iump today—but maybe

cried Frills cried Frills in delight. “You know, tomorrow”
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:Like _Waahington. ere alt-“Em

/..f With loblflp'qught I prepare.

I feed my troops Ion'tarmpbell's Soup.‘

50 let thev fo'eli’liewarcl "

 

 

Your whole family is put in better condition against the trying winter months

by the regular use of

Campbell’s Vegetable Soupl

.i This savory Campbell “kind" includes such wholesome vegetables as white

5 potatoes, sweet potatoes, juicy green okra, small peas, tender corn, carrots and

“baby" lima beans—all delightfully flavored with celery, parsley and a hint of red

peppers. And these appetizing ingredients—together with “alphabet" macaroni—

are combined in a rich meat-stock made from choice beef.

Have this strengthening soup for dinner today. You'll say you never tasted

a soup more nourishing and delicious.

21 kinds 10¢ a can
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GREATEST TYPE
olililllfillll EVER OFFERED

y $2.00 a month until the bargain price of

$29.60 is paid and the machine is yours. THIS

startlin: olfer has astounded the type

writer world. Absolutely the greatest type

writer bargain ever ofl‘ered. For a short time

only I offernlimlted number of these standard,

VISIBLE

WIIITIIIG
typewriters at this exceptional price.

chin-a. not damaged or drop worn. Complete outfit,

cover. tools, instructions. etc. Machine of standard silo

but light weight and portable, keyboard of standard ar

rangement writing the full 84 characters, two color rib

bon, tnhulstor, back spacer, writes on ruled lines‘ In

fact every late style loaturo and modern operating

eonvenlonce, at_leas than a third of tho regu ar price,

end each letter visible as rlnted and all previous writ

ing completely visible at times.

You Take

IIII IIISK
lly brand new Model No. 3 ofler tor but $29.60—and

only 82 r month.

I won t let you buy this typewriter before you see it.

lwant you to beabsolutely convinced that this is the

‘weakest typewriter bargain ever oflered. If you have

the alighest use for I typewriter you ahould accept this

amazing offer. You cannot equal thla wonderful

value anywhere. When the typewriter arrives deposit

with the express agent 86.60 and take the machine for

five days‘ trial. I! you are convinced that it is the heat

typewriter you ever saw, keep it_and send Inc $2.00 a

month until my bargsin price is paid. It you don't want

it, return to the express agent. receive your $5.60 and he

urna the machinstome. I in pay the return ex

h . ‘I'lila machine ls ‘uorantHindi-ceases’:00.00 Ior It.

TYPEWIIITEIIS

"N Y M This Price

There Is no time to lo...‘ Fill in the coupon and mail

it today—sure. The typowntcr will be shipped promptly.

There is no red ta _ no solicitors—no collectors—no

chattle mortgage.’ t is _eimply understood that I retain

title to the machine until the full 829.60 is paid You

cannot lose. It In the greatest typewriter opportun

lty you \iilll vor have.

III-III all ‘I'll! Out—Moll Today aaaaaaaa-a

ILLSMIT", 549-231 I. FIIIII Aim, finesse. III.

Ship me your Model No. 8, F.0.B. Chicago as de

scribed in this advertisement. I will pay _you the $24.00

balance of the SPECIAL $29.60 purchase price at the rate

of 2.00 l month. The title to remain in you until fully

psi for. It is understood that l have five days in whic

to examine and try the typewriter. I choose not to

keep it I will carefully repnck it and return it to the

express agent. it is understood that you give the stan

dsrd guarantee for one year.

name... .. ..

Anon|:ss........... ..... ...................... ....,

.
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_i 3; Woolflower

introduced by us last year

has proved a. eat succos

everywhere“: amost won

, . dcrtulflorni novelty. Itlsa

,_, Celoslaot new form and easy

~. growLh. Plan's throw out

__ seorm of bronchus bearing

‘ balls of crimson wool nearly

afoot thick. Also many ist

with smaller heads. and

Iran reen foliage. Flowers

form n June but none fade

before frost. continuing to ex

pond and grow with its won

derful crimson-scarlet color.

. showy beyond belief. Buo

*' " msédm‘mif'eio 3!
r p t. cite. orer with new TRAILIBIeG PETUNIA and

free.

25 eta. wxcth

ANNUAL SWEEP WlLLlAlVl (line novelties)

Our BIK Cltllogvalc la-‘lower and Van. Seeds. Bulbs, Plants and

now Fruiu Ircs. re the llrgest irro ‘ .Olui. cumin... Dnhlias, Lilies, Iris. ow. wm “' u" "odd 0' Gm“

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, lnc., Floral Park, N. Y.

"(Jan take a pound n day n" a

paiIeuL or put It on. Other

ljsifllllmilj' iemriorarlLv alle

Vlilll‘. liul thIl is sun-and por

Inanonl.“'~.\' I’. Sim. All-1.,
1891. SciiriiurlcctumI'Grc-it

SHIIJCCI of For."

DR. JOHN WILSON GIBBS’ TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. N0 FAILUBF. Yoiirrecluction is assured—

reduce iosmy. One month‘s treziiincniJiAiO. Mail. orofl‘icc. 1870

[Iroaduanliewhnh A PERMANENT IIBIIUP'I'ION GUARAKTEl-ZII.

"The cure is positive and permanent. ' ‘——N. I’. Herald._luly 9,1893.

“0a Ohealty, Dr. Gibbs la the recognised thorlty."—N. Y. H'orui.

.\u llurd “orli.h'o Dining.

 

The Californiacs

(Continued from page 15)

beautifully have they sunk into the color

ful, deeply configurated background that

the country provides. Even a city as

thriving and wide-awake as Stockton has

about its plaza an air so venerable that it

is a little like the ancient hill cities of

Italy; more like, I have no doubt, the

ancient plain cities of Spain. And San

Juan Bautista—with its history-haunted

old Inn, its ghost-haunted old Mission

and its rose-filled old Mission garden

where everything, even the sun-dial,

seems to sleep—is as old as Babylon or

Tyre.

You will be constantly reminded of

Italy, although California is not quite so

vividly colored, and perhaps of Japan,

for you are always coming on places that

are startlingly like scenes in Ja anese

prints. Certain aspects from the liay of

the town of Sausalito, with strain cly

shaped and softly-tinted houses tumbling

down the hillside, certain aspects of the

bay from the heights of Berkeley, with

the expanses of hills and water and the

inevitable fog smudging a smoky streak

here and there, are more like the picture

country of the Japanese masters than any

American reality.

IF I were to pick the time when I should

travel in California, it would be in the

early summer. All the rest of the world

at that moment is green. California alone

is sheer gold. One composite picture re

mains in my memory—the residuum of

that single tri into the south. On one

side the Pacific—tigerish, calm, power

fully-palpitant, stretchin into eternity

in enormous bronze-g0 d, foam-laced

planes. On the other side, great, bare,

volu tuously-contoured hills, running

para lcl with the train and winding ser

pentinely on for hours and hours of ex

press speed; hills that look, not as though

they were covered with yellow grass but as

though they were carved from mossy

gold. At intervals come ravines filled

with a heav green growth. Occasionally

on those go den hill-surfaces appear trees.

Oh, the trees of California!

If they be live-oaks—and on the hills

they are most likely to be live—oaks—

they are semi-globular in shape like our

apple trees, only huge, of a clamant,

virile, poisonous green. They grow alone,

and each one of them seems to be stand

ing knee-deep in shadow so thick and

moist that it is like a deep pool of purple

paint. Occasionally, on the flat stretches,

eucalyptus hedges film the _distancc.

And the eucalyptus—tall, straight, of a

uniform slender size, the baby leaves of

one sha e and color, misted with a

strange luisli fog-powder, the mature

leaves of another shape and color, deep

grccn on one side, purple on the other,

curved and carved like a Scimitar of Da

mascus steel, the blossoms hanging in

great soft bunches, white or shell-pink,

delicate as frost stars—the eucalyptus is

the most beautiful tree in the world.

Standing in groups, they seem to color

the atmosphere. Under them the air is

like a green bubble. Standing alone, the

long trailing scarfs of bark blowing

away from their bodies—they are like

ragged, tragic gypsy queens.

HEN there is the madrone. The won

der of the madronc is its bole. Of a

tawny red-gold—glossy—they contribute

an arresting coppcry note to green forest

vistas. Somebody has said that in the

distance they look like naked Indians

slipping through the woods. Also there

is the redwood tree, more beautiful even

than the stone-pine of Italy. Gray-lav

ender in color, hard as though cut from

stone, swelling at the base to an incred

ible bulk, shooting straight to an incred

ible height and tapering ex uisitcly as it

soars, it drops not foliage ut plumage.

To walk in a redwood forest at ni ht and

to look up at the stars tangled in the tree

tops, to watch the moonlight sift through

the masses of soft black-green feathers,

down, down, down, until strained to a

diaphanous tenuity it lies a faint silver

gossamer at your feet, is to feel that you

are living in one of the old woodcuts

which illustrate Shakespere's "Midsum

mer Night's Dream."

Most peo le in first visiting California

are obsesse with the flowers, the abun

dant callas, the monstrous roses, the

giant geraniums. But I never ceased to

wonder at the beauty of the trees. And

remember, I have not as yet seen what

they call the “big" trees.

Yes, California is quite as beautiful as

her poets insist and her painters prove.

It turns everybody who goes there into a

poet, at least temporarily. Babes lisp in

numbers and those of the native popula

tion who don't actually write, talk poetry

—no matter what the subject is. Take

the case of Sam Berger. Sam Berger—I

will explain for the benefit of my women

readers—was first a distinguished ama

teur heavyweight boxer who later became

sparring partner for Bob Fitzsimmons

and manager to Jim Jelfries. In an

interview on the subject of boxing, Mr.

Berger said, “Boxing is an art—just as

much so as music. To excel in it, ou

must have a conce tion of time, of al

ance, of distance. The man who attempts

to box without such a conception is like

a person who tries to be a musician with

out having an ear for music.”

Is it not evident from this that Mr.

Berger would have become a poet if a

more valiant :irt had not claimed him?

In that ideal future state in which all

the world-parts are assembled and per

fectly coordinated into one vast self

govcrning machine I hope that California

will be turned into a great international

reservation, given over entirely to poets,

lovers and honeymoon couples. It is too

beautiful to waste on mere bromidic resi~

dential or business interests.

O much for the state of California. I

confess with shame that that is all I

know about it, although I reiterate that

that ignorance is not my fault. So now

for San Francisco!

San Franciscol

San Frann'rco!

Many people do not realize that San
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Wasted Energy

There's a big difference between the well-directed energy of

natural nerve force and a “nerve explosion." The man with poise and

reserve energy, who expends his nerve power wisely, enjoys life and

gets furthest.

The common habit of coffee drinking tends, not only to irritate and

upset the nervous system, but also to undermine general health.

Coffee drinkers take into the system a cumulative drug with its

resulting harmful effects upon body, nerves and brain.

When the nerves of a coffee-drinker cry out, it's time to quit the

coflee and use POSTUM

This pure food-drink is absolutely free from the coffee-drug,

caffeine, or any other harmful ingredient.

Ten days off coffee and on Postum shows one way to conserve

energy and be rid of coffee troubles.

“There’s a Reason”
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Daily Bathing

a Joy

with

JAP ROSE

SOAP ‘
The "Instant Lather" Soap

Unless you are

using this delightful

transparent soap you

cannot fully enjoy your

daily bath, so necessary

to complete health.

Jap Rose lathers

instantly and freely in

hard or soft water and

rinses instantly leaving

an invigorated “clean-all

over-feeling " wit h t h e

knowledge of perfect clean

liness. Ideal for shampoo_

ing. Makes the hair fluffy

and glossy.

For 151: we will send

Trial Offer a‘ n convenient week

Bnd package containing I min

inture of lip Rona ‘009, Ian

Ion. ‘I’lleum Powdol" Ill!

Ion. Gold 0mm and

Inn Ros. ‘l'ollot Water.

JAMES s. KIRK ,—

& CO. '_"

556 E. Austin Ave.

Chicago
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.. \T"/ WHILE
A .. ' \ YOU SLEEP

B & Wrinkle Eradicators

. 0 or Frowners

smooth out the wrinkles and crew's feet that mar

your beauty. They are absolutely harmless—

slinple and easy to use—a iullet necessity. Madeln two

styles. I‘VPTIIPIIVJ lor between the eyes. kniifirnlurr '

for lines in the lace.

Either kind sold In 250., 50c. and ‘L00 boxes. Includ

ing a booklet "Dressing Table Hints" at druI and

department stores everywhere. II your dealer is but.

sent direct, postpald, on receipt of price.

B. 8 P. (a. (In Woleii) 1794 L 68!! Street, (livdinl, Ohil
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Francisco tips a peninsula projectin west

and north from the coast of Calignnia.

Between that peninsula and the mainland

lies a blue arm of the blue San Francisco

bay. So that when you have bisected the

continent and come to what appears to be

the edge of the western world, you must

take a ferry to get to the city itself.

I hope you will cross that bay first at

night, for there is no more romantic hour

in which to enter San Francisco: the ba

5 reading out back of on a-plash with

al kinds of illuminate water-craft and

the city lifting up before you ablaze with

thousands of pinpoint lights, for San

Francisco’s site is a hilly one and the city

lies like a jeweled mantle thrown care

lessly over many peaks. You land at the

Ferry building—surely the most ‘we/

coming station in the world—walk through

it, come out at the other side on a circular

place which is one end of Market street,

the main artery of the city. If this is by

day, you can see that the other end of

Market street is Twin Peaks—a pair of

hills that imprint bare, exquisitely shaped

contours of gold on a blue sky—with the

effect somehow of a stage-drop. If you

come by ni ht, you will find Market

street C|'O\V§€d with people, lighted

with a display of electric signs second

only in size, number, brilliancy and

ingenuity to those on Broadway. But

whether you come by day or by night the

instant that you emerge from the Ferry

building, San Francisco gets you. Market

street is one of the most entertaining

main-traveled urban roads in the world.

Newspaper offices in a cluster, store

windows flooded with light, filled with

advertising devices of the most amusing

originality, cars, taxis, crowds, it has

all the earmarks of the main street of any

big American city, with the addition, at

intervals, of the prett ' “islands” so

typical of the boulevards of Paris and

with, last of all, a zip and a zest, a pep

and a punch, a go and a ginger that is dis

tinctively Californian. I repeat that

California throws her first tentacle into

your heart as you stand there wondering

whether you’ll go to your hotel or, plung

ing headforemost into the crowds, swim

with the current.

IMAGINE a city built not on seven but

a hundred hills. I am sure there are no

less than a hundred and robably there

are more. Certainly I climbed a hundred.

On three sides the sea laps the very hem

of this city and on one side the forest

comes down to its very toes. That is,

when all is said, the most marvelous thin

about San Francisco—that the sea and

forest come straight to its borders. And

as, because of its peninsula situation they

form the only roads out, sea and forest

are inte ral parts of the city life. It ac
counts fgor the fact that you see no city

pallor in the faces on the streets and per

lia s for the fact that you see so little

happiness on them. On Sundays and

‘ holidays crowds pour across the bay all

day long and then, loaded with flowers

and greens, pour back all the evening

long. As for flowers and greens, the

hotels, shops, cafes, the little-hole-in-the

wall restaurants are full of them. They

are so cheap on the streets that every

body wears them. Everybody seems to

lay as much as possible out of doors.

verybody seems to sleep out of doors.

Everybody has just come from a hike

or is just oing off on one. Imagine a

climate rainless three-quarters of the

year which permits the workingman

to tramp all through his vacation

with the impedimenta only of a blanket,

moneyless if he will, but with the cer

tainty always that the orchards and gar

dens will provide him with food.

THROUGH the city runs one central

hill-spine. From this crest, by day,

you look on one side across the bay with its

three beautiful islands, bare Yerba Buena,

'eweled Alcatraz and softly-fluted Angel

island, all seemingly adrift in the blue

waters, to Marin county. The waters of

the bay are as smooth as satin, as blue

as the sky, and they are slashed in every

direction with the silver wakes left by

numberless ferryboats. Those ferry—

boats, by the way, are extremely grace

ful; they look like white peacocks drag

ging enormous white-feather tails. By

night the bay view from the central hill

spine shows the cities of Berkeley and

Oakland like enormous planes of crystal

tilted against the distance, the ferryboats,

illuminated but still peacock-shaped,

floating on the black waters like monster

toys of Venetian glass; In the back

ground, rising from low hills, peaks the

lue triangle of Mt. Diablo. In the fore

ground reposes Tamal ais—a mountainshaped in the figure ofia woman—lying

prone. The wooded slopes of Tamalpais

form the nearest bi playground for San

Franciscans—and Tamalpais is to the

San Franciscan what Fujiyama is to the

ILapanese. Would that I had space to tell

ere of the time when their mountain

caught fire and thousands-men, women

and children—turned out to save it!

Everybody hel ed who could. Even the

bakers of San Francisco worked all night

and without pay to make bread for the

fire-fighters.

B day on the city side of the crest you

catch glimpses of other hills, covered for

the most part with buildings like lustrous

pearl cubes, for San Francisco is a pearl

gray city. At night you can look straight

down the side streets to Market street on

a series of illuminated restaurant signs

which project over the sidewalk at ri ht

angles to the buildings. It is as thoug a

fcolossal golden stairway tempted your

oot.

ERHAPS after all the most breath

taking quality about San Francisco is

these unexpected glimpses that you are

always gettin of beautiful hill-heights

and beautifuT valley‘depths. Sunset

skies like aerial banners flare old and

crimson on the tops of those hil s. City

lights, like nests of diamonds, glitter and

listen in the depths of those valleys.

hen the fogs! I have stood at my win

dow and watched the ragged armies of the

air drift in from the ba Y and take osses

sion of the whole city. buch fogs. ot dis

tilled from pea soup like the London fogs;

moist air-gauzcs, rather, pearl-touched

and glimmering; so thick sometimes that

it is as though the world had veiled her—

self in mourning, so thin often that the

stars shine through with a delicate

muffled luster. Any view from the hills

shows a scene touched here and there

with fog.

As for the hills themselves, steep as

they are, street cars go up and down them.

What is more extraordinary, so do auto
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N COVERING the

most important

events of the War and its

most interesting side

lights,Collier’s has led all

American publications.

In the next few Weeks

the latest expcrlences

and conclusions of Frederick

Palmer, Arthur Ruhl, and

Victor Murdock Will be pub

lished. Watch the February

issues for these feature arti

cles. They are chapters of.

modern history With the

charm and readability of

fiction. Read them in

C . 5¢a copy
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7' W WT‘ w M mobiles. The hill streets are cobbled

commonly, but often, for the better con

venience of vehicles, there is a central

path of asphalt, smoothly finished. 1 have

‘ seen those asphalt planes b day when

‘ a flood first of rain and t en of sun

turned them to rivers of molten silver; I

have seen them by night, when an auto

‘ mobile standing at the hilltop and pour

‘ ing its light over them, turned them to

rivers of molten gold.

ITHlN walking distance oftheferry

‘ is the heart of the city. Here are

‘ the newspaper buildings, many big and

little hotels, numberless restaurants, the

theatres and the sho ping' district. The. region about Union giquare, Geary street,

Grant Avenue, Post and Sutter streets is a

bus and attractive area. You could live

in can Francisco for a month and ask no

greater entertainment than walking

through it. Beyond are various foreign

quarters and districts inevitably growing

colder and more residential in aspect as

they get farther away from the city heart.

Beyond the heights where one catches

glimpses of the ocean, the city slopes to

abrupt cliffs along the outer harbor and

here are mansions whose windy gardens

overhang the surf.

 

 

ERE and there—and it is a little like

meeting a ghost in a crowded street——

through all the beauty and freshness of

the new city the bones of the old project:

the loft ruins, ivy-hung, of a huge

Nob Hil palace here; the mere founda

tion, bush-encircled, of a big old family

mansion there; elaborate rusty fences of

Mid-Victorian iron which inclose nothin ;

wide low steps of Mid-Victorian marbTe

which lead nowhere. The San Franciscan

speaks always with a tender, regretful

affection of that dead city, but, as is

natural, he speaks of it less and less. For

myself, I am glad now that I never saw

the city that was; for I can love the city

that is with no arri'erz pennr.

They serve, however—those bones of a

dead past—to remind the stranger of that

marvelous rebuilding feat, to accent the

virility and vitality, the courage and en

terprise of a people who before a half

decade had passed had eliminated almost

every trace of the greatest disaster of

modern time.

A‘ PERHAPS after the beauty of its situa

tion, the stranger is most struck with

From a farm hand at $25 a month to a. tree expert at $3000 a the picturesqueness given to the city by its

year—irommonotonousgrindtoafascinating,healthfuhrespected cosmopolitan atmosphere_ For San Fran_

profession—that is therisc of them-1n pictured here,P.E. Hudson - ,- , '

Jamaica, L. I., N. Y. Through intcndent, Fruit Growing, Trot; c‘sco‘ sen mg as one of the “\o mam feat

the Daveycourse of training by Surgery and Fruit Growing, gateways (0 an eflQl'l‘flOUS country, ront

mail hundreds of younz men, City TWe 13mm’ Forestry- entrance to America from the Orient, a

back entrance from Europe and a side
like Hudson, have improved Thesefieldsareuncrowded; you

their conditioninliie. You have will havcrnoredcmaudsforyour ‘ - .

entrance from South America, standing

halfway between tropics and polar

an equal chance. A few months services than you can fill. Write

study. at home, in your spare today for book, "Adventures in

regions, a great port of the greatest ocean

in the world, becomes naturally one of the

‘i i ) time, will fit you for any of the Success." and tell us which of

following positions—Tree Sur- the professions listed above

world's main caravansaries, a meeting

place of nations.

‘ “f, _ gery,CityForestry,ParkSuper- especially appeals to you.

‘ ‘Emil The Davey institute of Tree Surgery,4l9 Oak St, Kent, Ohio

Chinatown is not faroff from the heart

of the city. And Chinatown pervades

San Francisco. It is as though it distilled

some faint oriental perfume with which

constantly it suffuses the air. You meet

the Chinese everywhere—~men who differ

in no wise from the men with whom the

smaller Chinatowns of the East have ac

quainted us; women who make the streets

exotic. Little slim-limbed creatures,

---"I jumped out of the doorway

when he grabbed the bag ,

drew my Colt and had the drop

on him before he saw me. Just ‘i

’ six thousand dollars in that bag.

Have made this trip to the bank -

every week for years -never ha y

any trouble before-but believe ' , -

Officer, I'm glad Iwas ready for 31,.

it when it did come." Write [brine mun.

"How to Shoot,"and

Catalog No. 38

as

“You can't forget to make a Colt sale,

Cons PATENT FIRE Arms Mro Co. HARrroRmCoioi

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

HEN IS THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY OPEN

FOR MOTOR TRAFFIC IN THE SPRING?

For information on road conditions anywhere in the Sunset Country

address Sunset Magazine Service Bureau. 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco,

California we‘ The information will be supplied without charge.

 

 

amber-skinned, jewel-eyed, dressed in silk
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of black or pastel colors, loosely coated

and comfortably trousered, their jet

black shining hair filled with ornaments,

they go about in groups which include

old women and young matrons, half

rown girls slender as forsythia branches,

Eabies arrayed like princes. You are

likely to meet groups of Hindus, pictur

esquely tutbaned, coffee-brown in color,

slight-figured, straight-featured, black

bearded. You see Japanese and Fili

inos. And as for Latins—French,

talians and Spanish flood the city.

There are eight thousand Montenegrins

alone in California. I never suspected

there were eight thousand in Montenegro.

And our own continent contributes

Canadians, Mexicans, citizens from every

state in the Union. In addition, you run

everywhere into soldiers and sailors.

The bits of talk you overhear in the street

are so exciting that you become a pro

fessional eavesdropper; strong-languaged,

picturesquely slangy, pungent narrative,

sometimes the speaker has come up

from Arizona or New Mexico or Texas,

sometimes down from Alaska, \Vashing

ton or Ore on, sometimes across from

Nevada or fi’lontana or Wyoming. And

with many of them—at least with those

who live west of the Rocky mountains—

San Francisco is always (and I never

failed to respond to the thrill of it) “the

City.” Not a city or any city but ill!

city—as though there were no other city

on the face of the earth.

LL this alien picturesqueness adds

enormously of course to the San Fran

ciscan’s native picturesqueness. Not that

the Californian needs adventitious aid in

this matter. Indeed this cosmopolitan

ism of atmosphere serves best as a back

ground, these alien types as a foil for the

native-born. For the Californians are a

comely people. No traveler has failed—

at least no man has failed—to pay tribute

in passing to the beauty of the Californian

women. And they are beautiful. In that

climate which produces bigness in every

thin , they row to heroic size. And as a

resuFt of a ife inevitably open-air in an

atmosphere always fog-touched, they

have eyes of a notable limpidit and com

plexions of a strikin vivi ness. To

walk through that limited area which is

the city’s heart—especially when the

theatres are letting out—is to come on

beauty not in one pretty irl at a time,

nor in pairs and trios nor y scores and

dozens; it is to see it in battalias and acres,

and all of them meeting our eyes with

the frank open gaze of the West. San

Francisco is, I fancy, the only city on the

globe where any musical comedy audience

is always more beautiful than any musical

comedy chorus. They are not only

beautiful—they are magnificent.

Watch in the Admission day parade for

the Native Daughters of the Golden

West—~stalwart, stunning young giant

esses marching with a splendid carriage

and a superb poise—they seem like a new

race of women.

ND the climate bein of the kind that,

for three-quarters o the year you can

count on unvarying sunny weather, the

women dress on the streets with nothing

short of gorgeousness. All the colors that

the rainbow knows and a few that it has

never seen, appear here. And worn with

such chic, such vnve! Not even in Paris,

   

 

  

The Picked Army of the Telephone

The whole telephone-using pub

lic is interested in the army of

telephone employees—what kind

of people are they, how are they

selected and trained, how are they

housed and equipped, and are they

well paid and loyal.

Ten billion messages a year are

handled by the organization of the

Bell System, and the task is en

trusted to an army of l60,000 loyal

men and women.

No one of these messages can

be put through by an individual

employee. ln every case there must

be the complete telephone machine

or system in working order, with

every manager, engineer, clerk,

operator, lineman and installer co

operating with one another and

with the public.

The Bell System has attracted the

brightest, most capable people for

each branch of work. The training
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One Policy one System

is thorough and the worker must

be specially fitted for his position.

Workrooms are healthful and

attractive, every possible mechan

ical device being provided to pro—

mote efficiency, speed and comfort.

Good wages, an opportunity for

advancement and prompt recog

nition of merit are the rule through

out the Bell System.

An ample reserve fund is set

aside for pensions, accident and

sick benefits and insurance for

employees, both men and women.

"Few if any industries," reports the

Department of Commerce and

Labor, "present so much or such

widely distributed, intelligent care

for the health and welfare of their

women workers as is found among

the telephone companies."

These are some of the reasons

why Bell telephone service is the

best in the world.

AMERIcA'N TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND Assocwreo COMPANIES

Universal Service

 

 

  

There Goes Your Shade!

That's the bother of unreliable Shade

Rollers. Now, Hartshom Shade Rollers

never sneak up after once being pulled

down,or creep down after being raised,

-mflm%w

No tacks nmded with Hartsborn Rollom Send today for Irw book "How to Get the

Cost only a few come more than the poorest.

Stewart Hartshom Company, Dept.‘ 27, E. Newark, N. .l.

.HARTSHQRN SHADE .RQLLERS

?

or refuse to move. It reall payl—

IOIIIOHD homes have prov it pays-—

to look when you buy shade rollers for

this signature:

Best Service (rum your Shade Roller‘."

. .....--. . _-._-..-_-.---
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The Home for the

Farmer,Town Man,YOU

Build it yourself—YOU can doit.

All you need is a hammer—aalittle

aa $205, and name spare time.

We ship the home ‘knock down'

with each part numbered to cor

reeponcl with the accompanying

plane—1nd the plans are explicit—

ao explicit, that you can be your

own carpenter. I

 

Save the money you would pay a

carpenter and use it to furnish

your READY BUILT HOUSE.

our guarantee stands back of

every house and our reputation is

back of both house and guarantee.

write for the catalog TODAY. I

It tells an interesting story of

other "Thrifty" people who built

their homes.

Ready Built House Co.

80 Broadway, Portland, Ore.
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Brightest Babies

are babies most “comf_v;" free

of danger from skin-irritations.

JAF R855
Talcum Powder

soothes tender little bodies as no

other talc can do. That’s why mothers

everywhere prefer it.

Send us 150 for Nursery packet: contains

trials or Jam Rose Talc: Jim Rose Snap, Jim

Rose Cold Cream and Jan Rose Toilet Water.

.Iaa. 5. Kirk & Co., 452 E. Austin Ave. Chic-‘o

., \- u n.
‘ o‘n'.‘w‘ryr"¢'um

 

 

  

 
  

Hook and Eye Perfection

Whether your frock fastens in the back

or in the front—don't worry. Pebros

Hooks and Eyes do not slip out of place. 

._aqa—eaa-—ooa_epo—ale—nae—g

I

\'—u~__.-.-_-.—-~_-._u-_

ATENT INVISIBLE

UQQK-N‘Rilfi

never disappoint you. No trouble to sew

on—a tew stitches and they are on. to

stay—always firm. always tidy and trim.

Pebros are perfected Hooks and Eyes.

You'll never use any other after you

know them. The won't rust. At your

dealer's or by mail. 10 cents a card.

FEET BROS" Dept. B, Philadelphia, Pa.

'o_.a-_'-.-_..Ae-_.-.— -.-_.

, where may appear a more conventional

smartness, lS sartorial pictures ueness

carried off with such an air of authority.

Polaire, who was advertised as the ugliest

woman in the world, should have made a

fortune in California. For the Cali

fornian does not really know what female

ugliness is. I have a theory that the Cali

fornian men cannot quite appreciate the

beauty of their women. They take

beauty for granted; they have never seen

anything else. Nevertheless, that beaut

and that dash constitute a menace. A

city ordinance compels traffic policemen

to wear smoked glasses and car conduc

tors and chauffeurs, blinders.

Go West, young man!

BUT everybody celebrates the beauty

of the California woman. Probably

that is because heretofore “everybody” has

been masculine. He has been so busy

looking at the California woman that he

hasn’t realized yet that there's a male of

the species. The California man, I sing.

It 15 curious what a difference ofopinion

there is in regard to him. I have heard

Californiacs sa in their one moment

of humility, “ "hy is it, when we turn

out such magnificent women, that our

men are so undersized?" Now I know

nothing about average male heights and

weights. 1 have never seen any com

parative statistics. I can say only that

the average Californian seems bigger

than the average man. And often in

walking through the San Francisco streets

the eye, ranging along the crowd of pedes

trians of average California stature, will

strike on a man who bulks a whale, 2

leviathan, a dreadnaught beside the

others and rises a column, a monolith, a

tower above them.

He is certainly upstanding, this average

California male—running to bulk and a

little to flesh. Often the line of features

is so regular that it suggests the Greek.

He has eyes like mountain lakes and a

smile like a break of sun. He generally

flashes a dimple or two or three or more

(Californians are speckled with dimples).

He manufactures his own slang. And he

joshcs and jollies all day long. In fact,

he's—

Oh, well, go West, young woman!

BEYOND its high average of male

beauty California has, in its labor

man, produced a new physical type.

It is different from,the standardized

American type of which Abraham

Lincoln of a past and the Wright

brothers of a present generation are per

fect specimens—the ugly-beautiful face,

long and lean, with its harshly contoured

strength of feature and its subtl soften

ing melancholy of expression. he look

of labor in California is not so much of

strength as of force—an indomitable, un

conquerable force. Melancholy is not

there,'but spirit; that fire and light

which means ho c. It is as though they
were molded ofPiron—those faces—but

illuminated from within. And with that

stren th goes the Californian comeliness.

Pufchritude begins in childhood with

the Californian, grows and strengthens

throu h youth to middle age. Even the

old— ut there are no old people in Cali

fornia. Nobody ever gets a chance to

grow old there. The climate won't let

ou. The scenery won't let you. The

ife won't let you.

All this picturesqueness, beauty and

charm form the raw materials of the most

entertaining cit life in the country. For
whatever San I'yrancisco is or is not, it is

nrvrr dull. Life there is in a perpetual

ferment. It is as though the city kettle

had been set on the stove to boil half a

century ago and had never been taken off.

The steam is pouring out of the nose.

The cover is dancing up and down. The

very kettle is rocking and jumping. But

by some miracle the destructive explosion

never happens. The Californian is easy

going in a sense and yet he works hard

and plays hard. Athletics are feverish

there, suffrage rampant, olitics frenzied,

labor militant. Would t at I had space

here to dilate on the athletic game as it is

played in California—played with the

charm and spirit and humor with which

Californians play every game. Would

that I had space to narrate—as Maud

Younger tells it—the moving story of how

the women won the vote in California.

Would that I had space to describe the

whirlwind political campaign of 19I4

when there were at least four candidates

in the field for every ofiice and when you

were besought by postal, by letter, by

dodgers, by advertisements in the papers

and on the billboards to vote for all of

them. Would that I had space—but here

I must take the space—to tell how the

Californian plays.

REMEMBER always that California

has virtually no weather to contend

with. For three months of the year rain

appears; for the remaining nine months it

is eliminated entirely. And so, with a

country of rare picturesquencss for a

background, a people of rare beauty for

actors, everybody more or less per~

meated with the artistic instinct and

everybody more or less writing poetry—

California has a pageant for breakfast, a

fiesta for luncheon and a carnival for

dinner. They are always electing queens.

In fact any girl in California who hasn't

been a queen of something before she's

twenty-one is a poor prune.

In the country—especially in the wine

districts where the merrymaking some

times lasts for days—these festivals are

beautiful. In the city—it depends

largely, of course, on how much the com

mercial s irit enters into it; but whether

they are eautiful or the reverse they are

always entertainin . Single streets, for

instance, in San Erancisco, are always

having carnivals. The street elects a

king and queen, lasters itself with bunting, arches itseiif with electric lights,

lines its curbs with temporary booths,

fills its corners with shows, sells confetti

until the pedestrian swims in it—and

then whoops it up for a week. All around,

north, south, east, west, every other street

is jet-black, sleeping decorously, ignoring

utterly that blare of color, that blaze of

light, that boom of noise around the cor

ner. They should worry—they're going

to have a carnival themselves next week.

Apropos, a San Francisco apcr opened

its story of one of these affairs with the

following sentence, “Last night" (shall

we call him Hans Schmidt?) "was crowned

with great pom and ceremony king of the

—Street Carnival and fifteen min

utes later, with no pomp and ceremony

whatever, he was arrested for petty lar

ceny." Billy Jordan was made king of the

Fillmore Street Carnival. Now Billy
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Perfectly Adjusted

for Easy Work

The perfect adjustment of Keen Kutter tools makes

for more, quicker and easier work. These tools work

with the worker—they cut cleaner, strike harder and

surer and yank better than ordinary tools because of their

No n. perfect adjustment and balance. You get that "go to it"

feeling when you grip

  

  

Quality Tools  

The high finish of these tools indicates the thoroughness

with which they are made. The famous Keen Kutter

trade mark on a tool is your unqualified guarantee that it

must be perfect in every particular, otherwise your dealer

will hand your money back. That’s why you should

look for that trade mark before buying tools.

"The Recollection of Quality Remains

Long After the Price is Forgotten. "

Trade Mark Registered. —E. C. SIMMONS.

  

If not at your dealer's, write us.

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO., Inc.

c, s|MM0~s

KEEN
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DAYS !

The World Famous

I’ran
mi

Electric eaaer

Yes, Madam, that is

exactly what we mean.

We will send you one of

our superb, BRAND

‘ NEW,eaay gliding and

\_ deep cleaning Frantz

. Premier ElectncClean

' “‘ era on IOdaYSFREE

% Cleaning trial. We

\ are going to loan

fiou tree. this splendid cleaner for 10 whole days.

emember this free loan won't ooat you a

enny. We even pay all delivery charges. We

ar every expense. All you have to do is to

use it to your heart's content for all eleanlng

purpoaee about the house!

Without Cost To You

Simply sign and mail the coupon below

or write us and we will send you the full details

>f this wonderful free loan offer. and also our

beautifully lllmtrated booklet. No etring'n are at

.0 date free loan ofler. We want on to use the Frank

hauler for 10 full daye Ituant :a Though It y?"

own. Clean your carpe an yourru wt .

it on your furniture. matte-eel and Uae it in Iii

the nooke and camera. We want you to nee for

youreell how it leka up threade, tint and rnvellnge

engneavery epeck duet and dirt.

 

  

 

trial If

cleaner, you

may return It, or we wi without e cent

oreoetorobli tion on your part. at if you decide

that on uirnp y cannot get along without it, than you

may eep the cleaner and pay for it on

Easy Monthly Payments

The cleaner goes to you right from our factory.

pIr direct his: “marshal! we‘mwe one inh om

you IIQM 1Arid. "number. you let the roemgbottou factory rkeiyou do

not pay a penny more bocenee I-hte epoch! fill! ontnly

u expect ti; be en mood with he Trial requeete the! I.

reserve the right to withdraw thin oiler alter a reeeonable

lcmrth of time. So nc-nd at once fu- your Free Trial. le-efler

—-ebeoluhly no obllgetkm to buy.

Si this con n and mail it touaifiilonce'l'healnnteweheerfrom

you wu'wlll mall you the full detailn of thin (felt free trial nth-r

:ng quay payment plan. we_will also and you freeJ the beauti

n 7 l’ ‘

The Front: Premier company

Dept. 1193. Cleveland, Ohio

 

  

| Sign this coupon NOW!

I rue FRAII‘I’Z PREMIER com-Any

I Dept. 119 3. Cleveland, Ohio

I Without expert-e or obligation to me send full and

- complete details of your wonderful Free Trial and Bay

Payment ofler. Also your beautifully illultrated booklet

Name
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Typewrite the New Way
Double Your Speed—Your Salary

80 to 100 words aminute unranteed. Salaries increased

to $25, {30, $35 and even 5oweekly. Totally new system.

It's all in the fingers—gymnastimlly trained away mm

machine. Brings amazing speed—perfect accuracy. y

for any one. ncreases speed first day. Learn in spare

time~no interference wit regular work.

Illustrates and explains all. Contain!

letters from hundreds whose salaries

have been dank/m’ add tub/rd sin'ce taking up this remarkable

new method. A postal will bring it. but write today—NOW.

TULIIJSS Sfillolll 0F ‘HPEIIIITIIIG. 8302 Gel!!! llilLSI'lrfitliOlil

Ca st illoja School forGirls

Accredited to Collagen East and West. Grammar and

Departments. Bend for illustrated Moan!

Principal: Mary I. Lockey. A. E

FALO ALTO- CALIF
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gordan, who is over eighty years of age,

as served as announcer for every big

boxin contest in San Francisco since—

well, et's say since San Francisco was

born. He always ends his ring announce

ment with the words, “Let her go!" The

reporters say that in the crown and scep

ter, the velvet and ermine of a king, he

0 ened the Fillmore Street Carnival with

"Ixt her go!” And for myself, I choose

to believe that story. The queen of this

carnival—her first name was Manila, by

the way—a retry girl of course was a

pictures ue etail in the city life for a

week. n velvet, ermine and brilliant

crown, she was always flashing from place

to place in an automobile surrounded by

a grou , equally pretty, of ladies in wait

ing. hen the deep, cylindrical cistern

like reservoir on Twin Peaks was finished,

they opened it with a dance; when the

Stockton street tunnel was finished, they

opened it with a dance; when the mor ue

was completed they opened that wit a

reception.

THE San Francisco papers reflect all

this activity and they certainly make

entertaining reading. For one thing, the

annual crop of pretty girls being ten

times as large there as anywhere else and

photography bein universally a fine art,

the papers are filled with pictures of

beautiful women. They are the only

papers I have ever seen in which the faces

that appear on the theatrical page pale

beside those that accompany the news

stories. The last three months of my

stay in San Francisco I cut out all the

pictures of pretty girls from three news

papers. They included all kinds ofwomen—

society, club, athletic, college, high-brow,

low-brow; highway-women, burglaresses,

forgeresses and murderesses. I have 'ust

counted those pictures—three hun red

and fifty-four—and all beautiful. When

I received my paper in the morning—

unril the war made that function, even in

California, a melancholy one—I used to

look first at the pictures of the women.

Then always I turned to the s orting

page to see what record had been roken

since yesterday and, if it were Saturday

morning (I confess it without shame), to

read the joyous account of Frida night's

boxin contest. And, always before I

settled to the important news of the day,

I read the last “stunt.”

Picturesque "stunts" are always being

ulled off in San Francisco. Was it the

ate lamented Beachey flying with a

pretty girl around the half-completed

ower of Jewels, was it a pretty actress

selling roses at the Lotta Fountain for the

benefit of the Belgians, it was something

amusing, stirrin and characteristic. Al

wa s the “stunt ' involved a lot of pretty

girl; and often it demanded the services

of the mayor. I shall regret to the end of

my days that I did not keep a scrapbook

devoted to Mayor Rol h’s activities.

For being mayor of San rancisco is no

sinecure. But as most ofhis public duties

seemed to involve floods of retty girls—

well, ifI were a man it would be my am

bition to be ma or of San Francisco for

the rest of my life.

The year I spent in California they

were building the Exposition. They

made of that task, as they make of every

task, a game and a play and a lark—a joy

and a delight—even though they were

building under the most discouraging

conditions that an exposition ever en

countered. But nothin daunts the Cali

fornian, and so wood an iron, mortar and

paint grew steadily into the dream city

that later fronted the bay.

AS I think it over, I am very lad thatI

did not tell the Califomiacs. ow beau

tiful Massachusetts is. Because it would

only have bewildered them. I am glad

that I did not mention to them that I

shall always cherish a kind of feeling for

Massachusetts that I can develop for no

other spot. Because it would only have

hurt them. You must not tell a Cali

fomiac that you love any place but Cali

fornia or that ou have found beauty

elsewhere. It's like breaking an engage

ment of marriage with a girl. It's like

telling a child that there’s no such person

as Santa Claus. There's no tactful way

of wording it. It simply can't be done.

And I am very glad that I told the

Califomiacs all the time how much

I love California, how much I love

San Francisco. I think of California

always—with its unabated fighting

strength as a champion amon states.

It takes the stranger—that c ampion

stattgunder its mighty protection and

ives him of its strength and happiness.

It is more fun to be sick in California than

to be well anywhere else. And I think

of San Francisco always—the spirit

of Tamalpais in the air—as an Ama

zon among cities. Its people love "the

city" because, within the memory of man,

it was built and within the memory of

child, rebuilt. They themselves helped to

build and rebuild. They have worked

and fought for it through every inch and

instance ofits history. It takes the strang

er——that Amazon city—into its great,

warm, beating mother-heart. If you are

sick it makes you well. If you are sad it

makes you glad. It infuses you with

its working spirit. It inspires you with

its fi hting spirit. It asks you to work

and fight with it. Massachusetts never

psrmitted me to work or fight for it.

oman is et, in no real sense, a citizen

there. An the result is that I love Cali

fornia as I love no ‘other state, and San

Francisco as I love no other city. I have

no real criticism to bring against the Cali

forniac. In fact, reader—ah, I see you've

guessed it. I’m a California: mynlf.
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The Mystery of l

John Muir’s 1

Money

(Continued from page 22)

him more of a mystery than ever to’

his neighbors. The picture you get ofJohn

Muir now in the Alhambra valley is of an

old man rarely seen, but a eneration ago

there was another John lfiuir, a young,

devoted husband anxious to show his

mettle, and it is to that John Muir I wish

to introduce ou. I feel certain of my

facts in this instance, and the stories I

have to tell are authentic. l

"Don't let our marriage interfere with 1

your work," his young wife said to him.

"Don't let me tie you down to the farm."

But Muir was a Scotchman with a

Scotchman’s sense of duty, and he felt he

must first make his family secure against

need. '50 he turned to and became

rancher for ten years, and was one of the

most successful ranchers who ever took

advantage of California’s possibilities.

uFather never liked it," said his daugh

ter Wanda, Mrs. Hanna, "but he had an

enthusiasm about everything he under

took which made him successful. For

ten years he did hardly any writing and

only left the ranch for two or three

months every summer. He was then, as

always, up before the earliest bird

stirred in the mornin and he made the

ranch pay as it never ad before."

Mr. and Mrs. Hanna handed me the

key to the mystery, and told me the de

tails of the life of John Muir, rancher.

No one knows better than they that

hidden side to his life, so I set it down

with complete confidence.

Dr. Strenzel farmed because he loved

it. He was successful too, but was al

ways a bit of a dilettante. He was con

tent with sending to the market choice

baskets of pears and ra es. People of

discerning taste askeif t eir grocers to

get his unusualivarieties of pears. He

elighted in going through his orchard

and hand- icking the perfect fruit.
It was diifi'erent with ohn Muir. He

did not like farming.‘ t was merely a

business to him. He much preferred the

wild things growing as they would. But

he made a much greater financial success

than his father-in-law. He took up

fruit growing on a commercial scale.

Dr. Strenzel had a few acres of tokay

grapes. John Muir increased the vine

yard to a hundred acres.

The lower part of the old Strenzel place

contained thirty acres which Dr. Strenzel

had always kept for hay and grain. It

was part of his scheme of a rounded

ranch.

"I can make more money off that in

grapes," said Muir to his father-in-law,

“and buy the hay and grain.”

“But it's too late this year to plant,"

objected Dr. Strenzel.
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Between the Whisky Devil and the “Dry” Sea

HAT’S where the grape growers and wine makers of California are finding

T themselves. Wine-making is a big industry in the Golden State. Califor

nians—most of them—don’t want to kill it; but they don't want to put up with

the saloon either. Can the saloon be kicked out and the wine industry be

saved or is it impossible to sever the Siamese twins? Arno Dosch tells of the

grape growers’ dilemma in the
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“What, lose a ear?" said Muir. “I

can't afford it. have other things to I

do.” [
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Your Complexion
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So he set out the cuttings, and did it

himself, as he always did important

thin 5. He would not take the trouble to

touch a plow or do any ordinary work he

* could hire someone else to do, but he

 

refused to delegate particular jobs.

Dr. Strenzel waited, confident that the

dry late spring would wither the cuttings,

but that spring it rained five inches in

June, an almost unprecedented rainfall

at that time of year, and the vines re

ceived a substantial growth.

Dr. Strenzel never ceased talking about

it. “Luck, fool’s luck," he used to say,

but Muir told his own son-in-Iaw, Hanna,

years later, that he had expected to haul

water, and the rain had merely saved him

the trouble.

In a few years Muir had the biggest and

most dependable supply of tokay grapes

in California. The San Francisco jobbers

bought his yield to meet their re ular

shipments to the north and east. ' here

were at that time four big fruit jobbin

houses in San Francisco and they tel

tales yet in commission row of the bar

gains John Muir drove with them. Ordi

narily the grower in those times was

putty in the hands of the jobber, but not

so John Muir. All his Scotch canniness

came to his assistance and he got his

share. \Vhere Dr. Strenzel sold a hun

dred crates, Muir sold a thousand and

got his money in advance. He be an

shipping in carload lots, something IX.

Strenzel had never dreamed of. The old

doctor had always admired his sonsin-law

as an idealistic naturalist. Now he began

to have a wholesome respect for him as a

business man.

T was John Muir's custom to leave the

valley in June when the spring work

had all been finished and there was nothinto do but wait for the crop to ripen, andy

for three months abandon himself to his

love of the mountains. During those

summers he gathered the data for his

“Mountains of California" and "The

\Vild Flowers of California." But he

never became so engrossed that he forgot

the season. On the first of October he

was alwa 5 back on the ranch, and the

jobbers 0 San Francisco knew they could

expect him in a few days with an estimate

of his yield. He also told them what he

expected to be paid.

AS a bargainer John Muir was pure

Scotch. He was never known to name

a price first. Whether he was selling

grapes or land, he tried first to find out

what the other man was willing to pay.

But he always had a price in his mind, and

he got it. It made no difference what was

the market price of grapes. He made the

jobbers pay what he expected.

“I’ll take five hundred crates on com

mission," a jobber once said to him.

“You’ll buy a thousand outright at

fifty cents,” replied Muir, “or you’ll not

get any.”

The jobber had orders to fill and he had

to take Muir’s terms. The jobbers some

times complained he was overloading

them.

"Ifyou work as hard creating a market

as I do supplying the grapes,” he replied,

“you will get rid of them.”

"Steamer-days" were sometimes anx

ious times for the men who bought of John

Muir. They often tried to hold off buying

until the last moment in the hope that

Muir would lower his price to antici ate a
falling market, but he never falteredli

"But if vou don't let me have them at

my price, a jobber was once foolish

enough to say, “they'll rot on your

hands."

“Let them rot," re lied Muir dourly.

One time the jo bers, knowing the

importance of steamer-day to him as well

as to them, decided to hold off in a body

before they would buy. When they

finally came, Muir, knowing their game,

refused to sell. "Too late,” he re lied, and

the steamer to the north went 0 without

the grapes. The next steamer carried

double the usual amount, sold by Muir

at Muir's price.

P‘OR ten years Muir laid away above

all expenses an average of$5000 a year.

He kept putting this in the savings bank,

depositing altogether $50,000. This is

the deposit which grew to nearly a bun

dred and ten thousand dollars. Com

ound interest kept on depositing after

‘Iuir ceased.

His other savings bank deposits rew

from his later ventures, for, thoug he

ceased to take so active a part after ten

years, when he had his competence, he

never quite ceased to be the rancher and

became entirely the naturalist. Once in

more recent years a jobber called him up

over the telephone and offered to buy

five hundred crates of grapes. A voice at

the other end of the line which Muir was

not expected to hear, said, “Pay him

sixty if you have to, but you can get them

for fifty." Muir promptly hung up the

receiver. A little later he was called up

again, and the jobber offered to take five

hundred at sixty cents.

"A thousand or none," he replied.
I‘Send us five hundred at sixty,’I came

the reply, “and we'll do the best we can

with the other five hundred."

"I will not sell less than a thousand

crates," was Muir's ultimatum, “and it

will be a complete sale at sixty cents.”

“They'll rot on your hands at that

price,” the jobber said.
"That's my affair,H said Muir before

he hung u again. "I'm not trying to
sell them. II believe it was you who called

me up.”

As usual he ot his price.

A number ofiyears ago a bi fruit com

mission firm swe t ahead of al others and
made a fortune fidr its promoters, but not

for the men who dealt with it. One of its

buyers came up the Alhambra valley, and

Muir took an instinctive dislike to him.

But a rice was agreed on, so Muir re

luctant y made the sale. When the

crates arrived they were double depth.

The agent tried to bluff it through.

"It’s immaterial to me what size crates

you prefer using," Muir said to him.

“but you bought from me on a basis of

what has become established as a crate.

So you will take them by weight."

As the grapes were packed he stood bv

and ordered his men to weigh in eac

crate. When the shipment was complete

_and the agent was moving off with the

grapes, Muir said,

“Just a moment. I want the money

first." He refused to deal with this com

pany a ain.

Anot er jobber who tried to force down

his price finally and reluctantly came to

Muir's terms.
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“I hope you're satisfied," he said

grufl'ly. _ _

“Of course you understand,’’ said Muir,

in reply to the discourtesy, “that you

furnish the crates.”

It is not sur rising to learn that John

Muir grafted tlie sixty varieties of pears

in the old orchard into one variety,

Bartletts.
"Give people what they want,’I he used

to say to Dr. Strenzel.

OHN MUIR reaped the harvest of Dr.

Strenzel's pioneering, but he did not

do it for himself. He never touched any

of the money but placed it where it

accumulated and grew for the benefit of

Dr. Strenzel’s grandchildren and great

grandchildren. His own wants were

notoriously so few as to amount to noth

ing. Once after he had been visiting

Harriman at his hunting lodge on Kla

math lake in Oregon he came away with

another guest. Harriman had been called

East and had left hurriedly the day before.

"The tell me," said the other guest,

“that arriman has a hundred million

dollars."

"He's not as rich as I am," replied Muir.

“How do you mean?”

“Well, he has only a hundred millions

while I have all I want.”

Once the ten years of providin for his

family had assed, Muir turne to his

lon -deferre work. He worked slowly

an conscientiously so that some of his

most important contributions have not

yet been published. Most of his books,

in fact, were published after he was

seventy. For the last fifteen years he

spent most of his time in the house that

now has such a perfect view of the oil

tanks. In Martinez one can hear strange

tales of the hermit life he lived. As a

matter of fact, he ate his meals at the

Hannas and loved to have his little

grandsons make over him. When he

was writing he would brook interruption

from no one else, but they were always

welcome.

Once a publisher visited the Alhambra

valley to make a contract with the

naturalist. He was a spruce New York

type and eager to get Muir's signature in

time to catch the afternoon train. But

the children came along and decorated

their grandfather with a waste-paper bas

ket and all business was postponed for

two hours. At the end of their game

Muir was still wearing the waste-basket

and had it on when he signed the contract.

After Mrs. Muir died the old naturalist

clung to the Alhambra valley in a way

that will strike as odd those who knew

him only as a mountaineer. For years he

would not let the house he touched,

though his daughters sometimes pointed

out to him that the furniture was fallin

to pieces from disuse. Heinsisted it shoul

be left as their mother had lived in it.

But a year ago in the autumn, just before

he started on the trip south that ended

for him the day before Christmas at Los

Angeles, he went into San Francisco and

bought complete new furnishings for the

house. Perhaps he had a premonition of

his end and wished literally to ut his

house in order, or, maybe, anot er re

currence of the Scotch in him, he wanted

to make ready for a "decent funeral."

 

“It looks like rain, sir.”
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Alois P. Swoboda

A Remarkable Personality

By Donald Richardson

cells, all resulting from the evolution of one original cell, is in

itself interesting, but little more to the average person. The

further declaration that health, life and pleasures of the body depend

upon the condition of each individual cell compels notice.

When, however, along comes an individual who combines intimate

scientific knowledge of the human cell with the discovery of the means

to insure its health and develop unusual energy and potency—who by

reason of study, experience and a certain genius, shows us how without

inconvenience, apparatus, drugs, study or loss of time, we can put un

usual health and uncommon life into every one of our vast multitude

of cells, thus giving the human body and mind the maximum of health,

pleasure and power, and do this in a perfectly natural, easy and prac

tical way—then we are all attention.

A Great Secret of Life

This is the marvelous secret uncovered in

a wonderful little book by Swoboda, a great

pioneer in the realm of physiological science.

Some day the complete history of Conscious

Evolution and its discoverer will be recorded,

with all its immense significance and far

reaching ramifications. This brief article

can only sketch the rough outlines.

The story of Alois P. Swoboda is one of

the romances of human history. As the dis

coverer of the origin and nature of the laws

goveming “conscious energy" and of a scien

tific system for applying those laws in a man

ner that has operated successfully in over

two hundred thousand cases, Swoboda oc

cupies a peculiar niche in earth's hall of fame.

He did not merely write a great book, paint

a great picture, invent some useful device, or

win some particular battle. His fame is

built on a far more substantial foundation.

He is the wizard of the human body. He is

the apostle of the greater, the successful life.

Swoboda not only makes men and women

unusually well, unusually energetic, unus

ually alive and unusually keen; but he, vir

tually, by exchanging the elements of the

cells of the body, recreates human beings.

He makes them more powerful, capable, and

happy than they were before. He advances

them a tremendous way along the line of

human development. The man himself—as

well as his hosts of enthusiastic clients—is a

most convincing example of the effectiveness

of his methods. He has revolutionized the

methods of energizing the body and mind.

The Swoboda System of Conscious Evolution

Based on a Knowledge of All Sciences

Swoboda fairly radiates vitality, his whole being pulsating with

unusual life and energy. And his mind is even more alert and active

than his body; he is tireless. He discourses with learned fluency on the

science of “Conscious Evolution," which embraces all other sciences,

entering with equal ease and facility on any phase of this-all-important

subject. Start him on his particular specialty—the development of

human powers—and he pours out a veritable flood of illuminating ex—

position. Earnest and vehement, he rises to eloquence as he unfolds

in his masterful manner the magnificent possibilities of man under the

guidance of “conscious energy.” You are impressed with the fact that

you are in the presence of a remarkable personality, a superior product

of the Swoboda system of body and personality building. Swoboda

embodies in his own super-developed person the best proof of the

correctness of his theories and of the success of his “Conscious

Evolution."

The Aim of Conscious Evolution Is Better Minds,

Better Bodies, Better Health and More

Intense Pleasures

Mr. Swoboda must not be classed with ordinary physiologists, physi

cians, faddists or with those whose aim is merely the development of

muscle. Neither his philosophy nor his science is confined to such

narrow limits. Swoboda's plan comprchends the complete development

THE simple fact that the human body is built up of billions of

  

Conscious Evolution

of the human being—increase of internal force, more body power, more

braln power, mind power and, in fact, greater capacity to live and enjoy

in every way. He is primarily interested in those influences which make

for a fuller and more potent life.

One cannot remain long in the presence of Swoboda without realizing

that he is mentally and physically a superman. He makes you feel that

you are only partially well and vigorous and ambitious, only partially

developed, that, in short, you are only half as alive as you must be if

you wish to enjoy to the full the benefits of living—that you are lead

ing an inferior life. No one can read his book without becoming con

scious of his wonderful power and personality.

Ponce de Leon’; fountain of youth died with him. Your

fountain of youth will die with you. Each man’: fountain

of youth is within himself. Through Conscious Evolution

only can you drink to the full of the

fountain of youth

Swoboda demonstrates that no matter

how old we may be we can,through the con

scious use of the principles of evolution make

ourselves full-powered dynamos, with every

part and wheel and power-belt thoroughly in

trim, working smoothly and at maximum

capacity—too per cent. eflicient.

If you believe you have developed to the

highest degree your vitality, energy and pow

ers of living and enjoying, you are, according

to the Swoboda Standard, indeed, mistaken.

Conscious Evolution can lead you to a new

and greater realization of health, energv
and pleasure. I

More power, energy and life are the needs

and will be the salvation of the present gen

eration. The problem has always been how

to get them. Eagerly we try each solution

offered, swarming like the Athenians after

every new thing. And yet the means lie

right within us, as Swoboda clearly demon

strates.

Conscious Evolution is an antidote to old

age in its every form and variety of condi

tions. It scientifically reduces excessive

blood pressure, restores elasticity to arteries

and turns the dial of physiological time in the

direction of youth, efficiency, vitality and

greater pleasure.

No one who is energized through Conscious

Evolution will be subject to indigestion,

bowel sluggishncss, nervous exhaustion, brain

fag, sleeplessness, nervousness, or any.func

tional difliculty of any character.

Swoboda Has Written a Wonderful Little Book

This book explains the Swoboda System of Conscious Evolution and

the human body as it has never been explained before. It makes

clear Swoboda’s new theory of the mind and body. It startles,

educates and enlightens. It tells how the cells build the body and how

to organize them beyond the point where nature left off, for each one

of us. It will give you a better understanding of yourself than you

could obtain from a college course; the information which it imparts

cannot be duplicated elsewhere at any price. It shows the unlimited

ssibilities through conscious evolution of the cells; it explains Swo

oda’s discoveries and what they are doing for thousands of men and

women of every age and condition. It tells of the Dangers and after

Originator of

  

effects of Exercise, and Conscious Deep-Breathing. Swoboda’s book

shows how anyone may possess unusual health and vitality.

You will cherish this book for having given you the first real under

standing of your body and mind and for showing you how you may be

able to attain greater pleasure and in every way a superior life. '

Thousands have advanced themselves in every way through a better

realization and conscious use of the principles of evolution which

Swoboda discovered. It will open new avenues through which you

may become successful in satisfying your most intense desires. It is

not a dry treatise on physiology; on the contrary, it tells in a highly

interesting and sim le manner just what you need to know about the

body and mind an the laws of their evolution.

Write for book today while it is free. Address Alois P. Swoboda, 1377

Aeolian Bldg, New York.

_What is said of the Swoboda System, no doubt, sounds too good to be true. Swoboda, however, has a proposition of ‘which you should know and which

will, no doubt, prove to you that nothing said about Conviom and Creative Evolution in SUNSET is too good to be true.
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Skidding on Orange Feel

The Story ofa Voyage through the Lair ofthe Citrus Fruit

LIKE to show and explain scenery.

When I approach one of the numer

ous Inspiration Points with a tender

foot in tow, when I say ".Now you're

going to see something that you can brag

about in Iowa" I feel a proprietary inter

est in the anorama. Because I have seen

it before. Ifeel superior to the victim who

is to do the gasping and gaping. It's a

ood deal like beating the host to it when

he puts a fresh record on the phono raph.

It raises one's self-esteem to be a le to

guess the name of the selection imme

diately after the opening snarl. And you

have probably noticed the glow of inner

satisfaction with which your friend in

By Walter Willard

Washington pointed out the high peaks

and domes of the D. C. scener to ou; he

knew Champ Clark, Clau e Izitchin,

Senator \Vorks, osephus Daniels and the

little McAdoos y sight. He was proud

of his knowledge, just as proud as I am of

knowin the famous pine halfway up the

face of I] Capitan, the hair-raising turns

on Bright Angel Trail and the names of

the creeks that tumble into Hood’s Canal

from the Olympics. But this knowledge

is of small value unless you can dazzle

someone with it.

I had promised myself thrills innumer

able in showing Captain Biddle, young

Biddle and his newly acquired wife over

the Orange Belt. Captain Biddle is sixty

nine. Thirt years of his life were spenton the brit‘IIge of a steamer in Arctic

waters where the winds are fierce and

loud. He has mild blue eyes, side whiskers

of pure white that stand out like sails in a

breeze and a voice that needs an outdoor

setting to be appreciated. His son was

superintendent of an Alaskan mine; the

son's bride, a fair, blue-eyed blondc, haled

from Indiana. She had never seen a hill

higher than three hundred feet until she

came West to be ‘spliced,’ as her father

 

Fifteen miles by motor from the orange groves~north view from the shoulder of Mt. Wilson over the Sierra Madre range.

From the same point citrus orchards in bloom may be seen in the checkered tropical valley to the south
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We Now Present the

7-Passenger Phaelon. 8/375 at Delrolf. Fine other body styles.

 

  

H"(1801! Super-Six B'i;:.“.‘:3.‘;’5.“°r;£
Patent No. 1165861

76 Horsepower—An Added 80%, Without Any Added Size

 

ml'iee per hour, with driver and passenger.

driver only.

75-89 mile: in one hour with driver and PIIII‘IIIGI‘.

miles per hour.

 

Officially Breaking All Stock Car Records Up to 100 Miles

Also All Stock Car Records for Quick Acceleration

100 mile: in 80 mim, 21-4 no, averaging 74.6? Fromdctandin' start to 50 miles per hour in 16.2

eecon c.

The previous best record of72.49 was made by a car

with more cylinders, more cylinder capacity and

During this speed trial laps were made at 76.75 The most powerful stock motor per cubic inch dia

piacement which the world has ever hnown.

  

All these records made with same stock car, using

same motor, at Sheepshead Bay Speedway in

NovemberI under American Automobile Associtr

tion supervision.

 

  

Mark what those records mean.

No other stock car in history has done what

this car has done. No other like-size motor has

developed such power.

A car almost twice better than the best of former

Sixes. which has outrivaled Eights and Twelves.

That is what Hudson engineers present in this

marvelous Super-Six. And, because of Hudson

patents, we control it.

 

EXCELS BY 80 PER CENT

The Hudson Six-40 of last year stood first

among Sixes. Its matchless performance made it

the pattern type. It quadrupled Hudson sales in

two years.

But the Super-Six excels it by 50 per cent in

high motor speed capacity. It excels it 80 per

cent in power. Yet the cylinder size is identical.

Lightness and economy are retained. All this

increase ~ this 80 per cent—comes through wiping

out vibration.

 

AN ENORMOUS RESERVE

The Hudson Super-Six develops76 horsepower.

That means an enormous reserve. it enables you

to creep on high gear, to pick up quickly, to mount

hills without effort, to avoid Changing gears.

And it all comes through lack of vibration. So

it brings with it bird-like motion. The motor is

so quiet that one almost forgets it. The car seems

to move by magic.

 

OLD TYPES DISCARDED

This Super-Six invention led us to stop pro

duction on the former Hudson at the zenith of

our success. We lost thousands of sales in con

sequence.

It led us to cease experiments with Eights and

Twelves, because the Super-Six excelled them.

It led us to double our factory to meet a

doubled demand, at a cost of $1.500.000. And to

buy materials for $42,000,000 worth of these new

cars before the first Super-Six appeared.

For this car means Hudson supremacy, over

all other cars and types. Any man who knows it

will choose it if he buys a high-grade car. Also

many a man who would buy a cheap car were it

not for this marvelous motor.

The Super-Six is resistless. Its performance

will alter all your ideas of motoring. And now,

for the first time, a master feature is controlled

for one car by a patent.

 

MOST LUXURIOUS CARS

The Super-Six looks its supremacy. The body

lines are perfect. The finish is superb. In the

upholstery we use a rare grade of grain leather.

Each compartment of the Phaeton has a rounded,

finished dash.

In every detail we attain luxury's limit, regard

less of the cost.

Yet our mammoth production brings the price

to $1375. That for the finest motor ever built, in

the finest car that's possible. Go now and see

this new car at your local Hudson showroom.

7-Passen1er Phaeton, $1375 at Detroit.

Five Other Styles of Bodies.

Ask for Our SupehSix Catalog.

HUDSON MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Michigan
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in-law termed the process unromantically.

I felt that I had excellent material upon

which to impress the splendors of the

Orange Belt.

As a means of entertainment the auto

mobile ranks ahead even of the phono

graph. One has to have a house for the

phonograph. The motor, on the contrary,

needs only a garage, and a suitable shed

or space can always be hired. And the

motor is not subject to the deep sighs with

which your friends greet the golden tones

of your latest seven-dollar record. "Beau

tiful, isn't it?" they say, stifling a yawn.

“We used to play that record on our

machine uite often when we first bought

it.” And they go on talking until you

wearily shut down the harmonic cover and

join the circle. No, as an entertainer the

automobile has not its equal.

Of course I could not entertain the

Captain and his tribe in our house. When

we planned it, the guestroom was sac

rificed. It would have projected too far

 

epper trees to the white summit of Mt.

iivilson, lifted sharply against a sky of

dazzling blue, and announced impres

sivel :
"'Iyhat’s where we're going to be in

three hours."

The Captain looked up, saw the snow

and whispered for a bell-boy. Three of

them came running. lle sent one back

for a heavier coat. flack Biddle and the

bride had not even card the announce

ment. They were in a trance. Climbing

into the tonneau they settled down into

the rear seat. It was built for three and

they had it all to themselves, yet they

seemed to expect a third one to share the

seat with them every moment, or maybe

the lap robe was a little narrow. Anyway,

as often as I looked back, I never did see

a quarter of an inch daylight between

them. The Captain, of course, occupied
the front seat alongside of “BloodyH

Bulger.

Bulger used to drive a racing car. After

Motoring between rows of deodars from the Himalayas, with snow-capped mountains

at the end of every vista and the scent of orange-blossoms in the soft February air

out into the driveway leading to the

arage. But the Biddles didn’t mind.

he Captain slipped into the life of big

tourist hotels as an eel slips into water;

his voice boomed through the lobbies,

startled the dowa ers out of their easy

chairs on the sun-B

and, when the strains of the fox-trot filled

the ballroom, anyone except a deaf person

could hear Captain Biddle count under

his breath: “Onr-two—three-four, 0n:

two-three-four-five-six- seven -eight, 0n!

two-three-four" while he laid a straight

four-cornered course around the floor

where every couple respectfully made

room for the impetuous mariner and his

panting partner.

OWEVER, all these things devel

oped later on. In the beginning he

was mild and tractable enough. He did

not even object when, on the first morning

of the auto entertainment, I pointed

through the green-and-red festoons of the

ooded piazzas, carried '

from the first to the sixth hole on the links '

eight months in the hospital he took the

anti-racing pledge at the urging of his

wife. The pledge has made him morose.

Below forty miles an hour he is as taciturn

as the sphinx; he won't open his mouth

except to tell stories of death and dismem

berment. Onl when the car is really

going does he become human. He likes

to take our old ladies; they always want

speed. He despises young women. They

clutch his arm, scream hysterically and

tell him to slow down when he shoots

between a coming and a going car with an

inch to spare on either side. But Bulger

has a clear head, no nerves and a quick

mind. He shines in emergencies. In two

years he has broken nothing except lamps

and mud guards. Barring his depressing

line of talk he is an ideal driver.

It was a beautiful late February morn

ing when we started. There had been rain

in the valley, snow on the mountains a

few days before. The mocking birds were

singing as though they were getting Caruso

prices per hour and needed to finance a

war. The green-golden carpet of the

California spring was spread over hill and

dale iridescent in the caressing sun. We

drove through Pasadena, proceeded slow

l up Orange Grove avenue. All the time

{was industriously explaining, pointing

out the Far \Vestern homes of Eastern

steel, beer, fly-pa er, of Northwestern

mines, Alaska go d, of Middlewestem

patent medicines, railroads, box factories,

full-floating axles, roller bearings, penny

papers, reeling off lists of names that

sounded like a national director of direct

ors' meeting. I was enjoying myself; the

dispensation of exact data concerning the

cost of grounds and houses in which these

nabobs lived gave me pleasure—until I

discovered that Captain Biddle's glitter

ing eyes were fastened on the steering

wheel, the foot throttle and the oil glass.

He wasn't interested in mansions, palaces,

their owners and the origin of the owners’

fortunes, but he was very anxious to find

out what made the wheels go 'round and

why. I subsided into an in'ured silence.

We left Pasadena, drove etween rows

of tall deodars; between the cedars from

the Himalayas the eye caught glimpses

of golden oranges, the nose scented the

sweet odor of orange blossoms just be

ginning to open. And on ahead, at the

end of the drive, rose the dark wall of the

Sierra Madre, covered with a diadem of

snow.

“Isn't it just heavenly!"

It was young Mrs. Biddle who spoke.

I hadn't paid much attention to her; she

seemed so absorbed in her husband. I

must have underrated her.

WE swung around over a broad

boulevard skirting the edge of the

hills until we reached the foot of the Mt.

W'ilson toll road.

This road, built to allow the transpor

tation of building material and machinery

to the Solar Observatory on the peak, is

fifteen miles long and rises five thousand

feet in that distance. Most of the way it

is a shelf or ledge hewn out of an almost

perpendicular mountain side, the right

hand wheels on the upward journey turn

ing merrily within two feet of the long

jum all the time. There is no parapet

on t e outer ed e, and curves abound as

zig follows zag c ear to the top. The road

isn't quite wide enough to allow two ma

chines to pass, so turn-outs have been

built at suitable intervals and a horn

with a loud voice is a blessing. I was glad

we had Captain Biddle along.

The car behaved like a good mule. She

went up the steady, uniform grade of ten

per cent on second speed, purring like a

tomcat. Bul er handled the wheel like

an artist. lie swung her around the

curves with such precision that there was

rarely more than three inches between

the outside tread and the long, deep drop

to the orange groves. Captain Biddle no

longer bothered with throttles, ear-shift,

brakes and switches; I notice that he

was trying hard to accomplish the feat of

looking around the corner.

“Half steam, boy, half steam!" he

urged the driver. “It's like a narrow

channel in a thick fog. You don't know

what’s coming and you haven't any sea

room if something should come. Ease

her along, boy, and better tie that whistle

cord down. Caution has never yet hurt

a navigator."

Bulger brought the car to a sudden stop.
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upmobile l

$1085
no.5. DETROIT i

  

The Hupmobile could not hold preference

over every other car of similar price if it

were just an ordinarily good car.

But it well deserves its place in the public

esteem, for daily, in a thousand ways, it

justifies our belief that it is “the best car

of its class in the world.”

And the man who confirms his judgment

of motor car values by an investment in

this car gets the best Hupmobile we have

ever built.

He gets, also, free service on the broadest

and most definite basis yet devised for a

motor car-—available at any of close to

3,000 service stations, and paid for with

coupons he receives as aHupmobile owner.

One ride in the Hupmobile will emphasize

the difiiculty of discovering a higher order

of motor car performance, or touring car

comfort.

Hupp Motor Car Corporation

1320 Milwaukee Avenue Detroit, Mich.

Models and Prices

5-passenger Touring Car - - - - - - - - - - $1085

7-passcnger Touring Car - - - - - - - - - - 1225

2-pnssenger Roadster - - - - - - - - - - - 1185

Year-‘Round Touring Car - - - - - — - - - 1185

Year-'Ilound Coupe - - - - - - - - - - - - 1165

5-pasnenger Sedan - — - - - - - - - - - - 1365

7-passenger Limousine — - - - - - - - - - - 2365

All prices f. o. 1:. Detroit

Pacific Coast Distributers: .

Twitcholl Motor Car Co - - - - - - Spokane, Wash.

Wm. 15. Patten Motor Co. - - - - - Seattle, Wash.

Linn-Sunburn Co. - - - - - - - - San Francisco, Cal.

Greer-Robbins Co. - - - - - - - Los Angeles, Cal.

DulnmgeManley Auto Co. - . - - - - Portland, Ore.

 

Mina"rams;.

  

11"“Li-‘gee;girls."
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Roynll'lq Fahrihoid

top mater! . sing or

double texture. is guaran

teed one year against

leaking. but built to last

the life of the car.

Crafhmnn Fubribol'd,

the artistic and durable

upholstery material for

furniture and home

decoration. is sold by the

yard in leading depart

ment stores.
  

Hos ACow? '

  

What Standardization Means

to Automobile Buyers

T means VALUE—the utmost in efficiency

per dollar of cost. Just to the extent that a

car is standardized does the buyer’s dollar

approach the maximum of purchasing power.

Standardization means definite, proved quality,

known manufacturing costs and reduced selling

costs.

Of the million autos that will be sold in 1916,

75% will be standardized cars selling for less than

$1000.00 each. This remarkable American

achievement is the result of standardizing motors,

starters, carburetors, speedometers, ignition and

lighting systems, transmissions, diflerentials, tires,

wheels, axles, rims, bearings, etc.

Finally the upholstery has been standardized by the

almost universal adoption of

was»
use-non

MOTOR QUALITY

40% of all 1915 cars sold were upholstered in this proved,

guaranteed material, and in 1916 the total will be nearly

60%.

Fabrikoid is the only standardized automobile uphol

stery. It wears better than coated splits (commonly sold as

“genuine leather”) and has the artistic appearance and

luxurious comfort of the best leather.

To get the most for your money, buy a standardized car.

Du Pont Fabrikoid Company

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Work: at Newburgh, N. Y.

Canadian Factory and Sale- Offlce, Toronto
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(RIOSOTID WOOD BlOCK PAVEMENT
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Would you like to know more about Creosoted Wood Block—the "Silent, Everlasting" pavement

—the pavement the biggest cities in the world are so extensively adopting? A card addressed to

the Association of Creosoting Companies of the Pacific Coast, Northern Life Bldg., Seattle,

Wash, will bring you an interesting and handsomely illustrated booklet.

  

  

 
“Caution!" he growled. “See that

steep pitch just ahead? Well, last sum

mer a man drove up here with so much

caution that they charged him extra toll

on it down below. He was so cautious

that he used safety pins instead of sus

penders. When he or to this point he

saw a car coming own a mile ahead.

Being a cautious man with his family

along, he decided to go back to the turn

out just below and wait. He could have

made the next turn-out with five minutes

to spare, but he was cautious. So he

backed away—right over the rim. The

car is still down there, way at the bottom

of the gulch. The baby hung on that

there scrub oak"—he pointed to a bush

at the very ed e of a two-hundred-footperpendicular dzrop—“for two hours be

fore they could get him off. He lau hed

when the got him. And that famify of

five got ofTwith a broken arm and a couple

of broken ribs. Don't talk caution to me.

Keep sober and going and watch the road!

That's my motto."

THE last half mile to the top was

through snow beneath tall pines

singing in the fresh breeze. As the car

rounded the curve on top of the ridge

even the bridal couple sat up with a gasp.

The car was headed east. To the south

basked the orange valley filled with palms,

bungalows and blossoming roses; to the

north rose range upon range covered with

dee snow, pines silhouetted sharply

against the sky, snow banners waving

from peaks two miles high. As a study

in contrasts few places In all the world

could suppl the equal of this spot.

Captain giddle turned up the collar of

his coat and snorted.

"Get us out of this mess, quick!” he

boomed. "I've seen enough snow and ice

in In life to be perfectly content withoutit. fv’ort your helm and warp up along

side of the olf links. This may be im

pressive an beautiful to a farmer who

ies under his orange tree the whole year,

but it gives me the shivers."

Accordingly the following morning Bul

ger laid a course due east along the foot

of the mountain wall through the heart of

the Orange Belt.

Though it was February, though but a

few miles to the north, beyond the first

chain of the range, snow lay piled in

twenty-foot drifts, spring was in the air.

The trill of the meadow lark came softly

over fields knee high in young grain and

fleecy white clouds sailed casually across

the Sicilian sky. We steered along the

Foothill Boulevard into the Valley of

San Gabriel, meandered through Mon

rovia, Glendora and Azusa, the Captain

all the while humming a deep-sea chanty.

It took a rather long time to get through

the towns. Young Biddle and his bride

requested that the car stop in almost every

block to afford them a better view of

bungalow homes which had particularly

attracted their attention. In front of a

shingled ‘biplane’ bungalow covered with

Gold of Ophir and Cecil Brunner roses

clear to the overhanging eaves they

stopped so long that the owner descended

from a ladder and came to the curb.

“Would ou like to see the place?" he

asked. “S e is a little beauty. It took

me two ears to design her and three

years to uild and to plant the grounds.

Come on and take a look around."

The young couple accepted the strang
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that the Paige Fairfield “Six-46” is a.

tried and proven success.

When you buy a Paige “Six-46” today, you

are buying a. car that has passed the experi

mental stage. You are buying a. car of known

quality—known ability.

In a word, the “Six-46” is an eminently rafc auto

mobile investment.

It is a ‘good car—not merely because we say so—but

because its owners have conclusively established this

goodness in the gruelling tests of more than a year's

actual road work.

Other “Light Six" makers are now introducing 1916

models. Some of these malters feature new designs—

new power plants—new engineering theorirx.

In the course of time, these innovations may prove

thoroughly practical in every way.

But until that time comes—_until these cars have

been thoroughl “tried out” in actual service—the

prudent man wil be inclined to buy ’the_car with a.

tangible record of accomplishment behind it.

As it stands today. the Paige "Six-46" is a thoroughly finished

product.

By carel'ull studying the combined experience of owners, we

have been ab e to proceed intelligently in perfecting this cur until

it been brought up to the current day—the current hour—of

six cylinder elegance and luxury.

In our 0 inion, no more efficient six cylinder power plant can

be reduce? and every feature of the car throughout is in keeping

vi the high mechunical standards.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company

Detroit, Michigan

FIRST and foremost, let us remind you
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Brilliant Light that

Stands the Jolts

Prest-O-Lite enables you to drive

safely on any road, never fails you in

emergencies.

Furnishes you ideal riding light—

yet costs less to buy and less to use

than any other system for brilliant

lighting.

Prest-O-Lite gives you the utmost

in practical convenience and reli

ability. It is as sturdy as your

motorcycle itself—requires but slight

attention, and that such as ou

yourself can give, easily and quickly.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

Use Prest-O-Lite on your machine.

Give it every test in your daily riding.

Then. if you're not satisfied. you get

your money back.

In Any “Complete" Equipment

Get Prest-O-Lite

Thecombination of “ completeequip

ment" most popular with experienced

riders is “ Prest-O-Lite. a lamp and a

mechanical horn." You can get this

from your dealer on any make of

machine. at a very attractive price.

Get our booklet on motorcycle lilhtlnl.

Your name and address on the margin of

this page will bring T'. to you. \\'rite today.

The Prest-O-Lite Co., Inc.

The World's Largest Makers of Dissolved Acetylene

839 Speedway, Indianapolis, Ind.

Canadian Office and Factory

Merritton, Ontario

Prat-O-Lile Enhanu Annriu Everywhere
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er's naive invitation with delight. They

explored the house and the rounds

thoroughly, guided by the prom? owner

who ruthlessl bared the privacy of

boudoir and athroom to their prying

eyes. Nor did he omit to call attention

to the sooty solar heater.

"Sell the place?" echoed the owner as

the couple reéntered the car. “No, I

hadn't thought of it. Still, if someone

should make me a good offer—wait a

minute.” He dashed into the house and

presently returned, scribbling on a card.

"If you people should want the house

badly, just let me know. Here's the ad

dress. I guess we can come to terms all
right if you mean business.H

Mile after mile the smooth road led

through fragrant groves of oranges and

lemons, between rose hedges, through

avenues of oleander, palm, cypress and

eucalyptus. At Pomona Bulger swung

the car over the winding hill roads of

Ganesha Park, its slopes clothed in a

riot of flame-yellow acacia blossoms and

odorous with their perfume. At Ontario

he detoured north, up the long straight

avenue leading from the bungalows and

orange groves into the heart of San An

tonio canyon, a deep cleft in the mountain.

\Ve headed north again, to the vine

yards and lemon groves of Etiwanda

where the vista up every cypress and palm

lined road ends in a wall of perpendicular

mountains crowned with snow. We

flew through miles of young orchards to

Rialto and, listening to the loud inner

voice, swung the craft around to the

beacon lights of Riverside in the south.

IF I were running a hotel, I would refuse

to serve table d hote dinners to motor

Heists. I was ashamed of the Ca tain.

are like an Alaskan native who asn’t had

' a taste of blubber for thirty days. The

arm of the waitress trembled and the

arches of the instep on both her feet had

broken down when at last the Captain,

the last ounce of cargo stowed away,

tried to rise.

A big log crackled in the fireplace, the

two green and red parrots talked to each

other in an undertone, the notes of the

organ came softly from the chapel as the

mariner sank into an easy-chair.

“Let's tie up here for a while," he sug

gested when his cigar was going properly.

“There's good anchorage here, the water

is smooth and the natives are friendly.

We can ex lore from here in the launch or

just absori; peace, rest and food."

So we made the Mission Inn our head

quarters, sallying forth before or after

lunch according to the state of the ba

rometer and of the golf links. We sped

down Magnolia Avenue, over Victoria

and Arlington Heights, inspected the

lemon orchards and packing houses of

Corona where Bulger found a circular

boulevard that caused him to open the

throttle until the trees merged into a

wooden fence and the wind sang in the

Captain's hirsute rigging. For a week we

navigated into every corner of the Orange

Belt, from the date-palms of Mecca to

the pine—clad hei hrs of Squirrel Inn, from

tropic Smiley Eleights to the almond

blossoms of Banning.

It was on the last evening of the grand

tour. Captain Biddle after an al fresco

dinner in the Mission Inn's Spanish gar

den reflected thoughtfully.

“If I made this my home port," be

mused, “I'd build a garage first. I

wouldn't want to live in the orange belt

without an automobile. This country

was made for gasoline navigation. To

live in it without a machine is like living

on an island without a launch. You can

see a lot from an island, but you can't go

anywhere if you have to wait for the

regular steamer. Yet a motor car doesn't

do you much good when you have to tie

her up where it’s cold six months in the

year and where there's nothing to see the

other six months. You sure need a place

in the sun to enjoy an automobile, and

‘so far as I can see this combination of

gasoline fumes and orange-blossom per

fume beats the world.”

 

Life Can’t Break You

(Continucdfrom large 44)

with which she habitually veiled emotion.

“Zoe, I’ve just seen Will and josie."

“\Vas that what kept you ?”

“Yes.”
“Well, what of it, serious Stephen?H

“They're so—unhappy.”

“Yes. I know it.” She paused.

was talking to Josie the other day."

“\Vhat did she say to you?" he asked

slowl .

“S e asked me some personal ques

tions." She flashed a half smile at him.

“She gave me some advice. She tried to

—prick the bubble of my dreams."

"What do you mean by that?” Such

phrases were one of Zoe's wonders to him

“I

made me see things I never saw before.”

“Did it make you—afraid, Stephen?"

“Yes,” he said simply.

She gave a little laugh as if one should

strike a single soft little chord.

“Afraid that we might get like them?"

Her lids drooped, she hit her lip. "Are
you afraid of getting like \A’ill?n

‘lZoe!,,

“Oh, you're afraid I shall be like Josie!"

“Zoe!” he cried again, and this time

took a step forward, his arms reaching for

her, but he stopped short and his hands

fell heavily to his sides. _

She watched him, not moving. “Well,

why don’t you—come?”

“Because I don’t want to love you——they stirred the poet in him—they were

incense to his adoration of her.

"You know. Have they quite smashed

yours, Stephen?" _

He tried to follow her imagery. “I

didn’t know it was a bubble—before. It

made me feel bad to see them—like that.

made me think about things—

..n‘ T YOUR IDEAS
-' $9.000 offered for certain in

. ' Book “How to Obtain,

a Patent" and “What to Invent

sent tree. Send rough sketch for free

report an to patentnbiliry. Manufacturers

eonstnntly writing up for patents we have

obtained. Patents advertised for sale at our

expense.

' CIIANDLIE‘OIIANDLEE, PIQQII! Afl'yl

Eat 20 Years. 1040 F-St,Wllhlngton, 0.6. It

    

just like that.H

There was a quiver in her voice. "How

do you want to—love me?”

“Zoe, I haven’t tried to—think things

out before. I don't believe men do. I’ve

just gone on loving you and wanting you

and—planning. But tonight, Josie—oh,
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It is significant that for years past, none of the highest priced

cars in this country have made any radical change in the type

of their engine nor lowered their price. Conservatism in design

and stability of value are marked characteristics of quality.

They appeal to a class of owners who will pay the price of

unfailing luxurious service and demand that it be proof against

complication or experiment.

The White is a conservative product. Innovations have never

been permitted to complicate its well known performance, nor

price to limit the refinement of its custom made body.

We (lhifo Company
Clorofano’pho

 



 

  

a... KisselKar
A 32-Four for $1050

HE latest Kissel achievement—a Five-Passenger

l Touring model, with 1 15-inch wheel base,roomy and

_ well proportioned; built to combine utility with

economy, good looks with good service. A jimdandy of

a car, measuring up to every and any requirement—~and

listed at $1050!

In addition to the Touring model, the 32-Four chassis comes with a

Four-Passenger Roadster body, especially built to receive the

Detachable Coupe Top, listed at $1150; and a Roadster Coupe,

a detachableCoupeTop mounted on the Four-Passenger Roadster,

listed at $1450.

This Roadster Coupe is the 32-Four model of

i ALL-YEAR @622"

a notable Kissel invention of last season, whose detachable top arrangement

gives you an open car when it's warm and pleasant, a closed coach when it’s

chilly or dusty, interchangeable within half an hour.

  

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllll

  

The complete line of KiselKars gives you a wide range of choice—

three chasses, the 32-Four, the 36-Four, and the 42-Six; touring

cars priced from $1050 to $1750; roadsters priced from $11.50 to

$1650; ALL-YEAR Cars, touring car or roadster with Detachable

Sedan 01' Coupe Top, $1450 to 82100. All prices F. O. B. Factory.

The Pacific KisselKar Branch

mcmc COAST DISTRIBUTORS

Geary at

Van Ness Ave.

San Francisco

 

 

Los Anlelea Portland

San Dielo Pasadena

Oakland

  

  

 

Rebellion Breaks Out in the South

ONCE more the Mason and Dixon line is being sharply drawn,

but this time the conflict rages in China. In that sardine can

of humorous, good-natured humanity great events are taking place,

events which may decide whether China shall become, as the Balkans

were. the powder barrel of the world. Carl Crow, contributor to the

best American magazines, for five years a resident of China and

Japan, writes a brilliant, trenchant article on Yuan Shi Kai and the

Chinese problem. Mr. Crow's contribution will appear in the March

Issue of Sunset. Fifteen cents at all newsstands.

 

 

 

  

‘ marriage or—or with love.

 

there seems to be somethin wrong-with

IVlen talk like

they'd been trapped—cheated someway,

and the women, there’s Josie and—and

mother—what are they getting out of it?

I guess it isn't just being poor—I don't

know what it is. Something doesn't

come true, I guess. Zoe, I—I wouldn’t

do that to you. I don't want to do that

to you. I won't do that to you!"

l-lis low voice gathered intensity as he

gained expression for what was seething

in him.

“Zoe, I don't know how to say things

ver well. Maybe I’m just fooling my
selliywhen I think I love you—difi-erently.

I’m not ‘stuck on’ you, Zoe. I'm not

{,ust ‘sweet on’ you. I want you, but—

ut— A man goes hunting and makes

all kinds of fuss about it and finds out all

about the game and tracks it and chases

it and don't think of anything else—and

then he kill; it. I don’t want to take

your life, Zoe, like a clumsy fool, and—

and crush all the sweet out!”

"Stephen," she whis ered, “isn't it

wonderful that I should e the woman to

get the only man who really knows how

to love!"

Still he did not come to her. He seemed

T very tall and straight, very much a man,

standin there be ore her, his head up,

hands cienched tight.

with dee fires, clung to her face."I coulidn't hear," he said, “to see you

unhappy—to think I brought it to you.

That 5 what makes me afraid.”

“Would you—give me up first?"

"I don’t know," he said.

“To some other man who’d never

\ think of it?"
IINO!I,

She smiled a little. “Stephen, you and

I haven't got much education—out of

books anyway, but we've both lived

pretty close to life. I haven't had an

mother since I was ten and nobody much

to wise me up to things, but I’ve been

looking on pretty hard and doing a lot of

thinking on my own account. And it

isn't love not marriage nor being poor

that’s just to blame. It's life that's

cruel, Ste hen. It's life itself that's cruel

to us. I on’t know what we’re here for—

maybe to get some sense knocked into

us. Anywa , life gives us all a lot of hard

whacks, and: you're ri ht, the women get

the hardest ones. An it's no use tr ing

to dodge. But as for being afraid of ill

and Josie’s kind of misery, no. I'm not

afraid that yours and mine will be that

kind. You’re not Will and I'm not Josie,

and what's between us is diil'erent, too.

“I used to think I'd never get married

' —because I'd looked around and I was

afraid. I've had men tell me they loved

me and I might have listened, only I

knew so well they'd take my life and break

it like a little stick—if I'd let them. But

nobody could break my life, Stephen, no,

not even you. That's what I've thought

out. Life can be cruel to you but it can't

break you if you won’t let it.

“And love—" She aused a second on

the word, a little hal -smile on lips that

did not quiver, eyes deep and tearless.

“You've shown me how you love me,

Stephen. and now l’ll show you mine. It

makes me take my life like a little crystal

ball and put it—without one single fear—

into your hands."

She stretched out her arms.

now and bent his head to hers.

He came

His eyes, burning -
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The Second

Longing Look

Two SIZES

33 . - - - $2285

48 - - - - $3500

Complete inlorrnation

on request.

We submit individual

deailna on approval.

TREETS are filled with cars of monotonous similarity.

Many an owner identifies his own car by checking up

the license number. I Trafiic is a double stream of

ordinary blacks and greens. I At rare intervals, in cheerful

contrast, the dull monotony is relieved by a distinctly indi

vidual car. at Its owner has chosen a “different” design: its

harmonious colors reflect excellent personal taste. Passersby

take note. I They turn for a second longing look. I For they

are human beings and they love the beautiful. a! They recog

nize at sight that this is not merely anybody's car; it is per

sonal property; it belongs to a real person.

Winton Six cars are built for men and women whose taste

demands the genuinely good things of life. at We take the

keenest interest in making your private car exactly as you

want it. I Let us talk it over with you.

The Winton Company

110 Berea Road, Cleveland

Pacific Coast Branches: San Francisco, 1250 Van Ness Ave.; Los Angeles, 1225-1231

South Flower St.; Seattle, 1000-1006 Pike St.; Portland, 23rd and Washington Sts.;

Vancouver, B. C., 1112 Seymour St.
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the West. its lands and industries.

 
wI The Sunset

r Here follow timely and interesting facts conoemin: the great Pacific Slope,

‘Sunset Magazine Service Bureau, conducted in conjunction with this department. supplies disinterested information concerning

The purpose is to guide and advise the stranger, whether tourist or homemaker. Its

organization covers the entire West and the services are free. Questions and answers of general interest. illustrative of the

general service of the Bureau, will be found below. I The announcements of hotels. railroads. steamship lines. resorts. communities

and colonization companies appearln: in than columns have been investigated by Sunset Magazine and are reliable and trustworthy.
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Country
the country served by Sunset Magazine.

 

 

own an Almond GPO 16

THREE HOURS FROM SAN FRAN .SCO
  

Almonds are easily grown, profitable

and sure of a market at good prices.

Climatic r uirements limit their

successful panting. California is

ractically the only state in the

finited States where they can be

grown commercially.

The crop in this state is marketed cooperatively

and growers have received uniform and satisfactory

rica for yours. San Joaquin County is one of the

is almond-producing centers.

We have a few selected ten acre tracts in our South

San Joaquin Irrigation District holdings, 70 mils

from San Francisco. with complete ditch system.

planted and ready for sale. No pioneering.

We selected the South San Joni uin irrigation Dis

trict—vlhm the land owns 0 water—for our

plantings because of the acknowled ed superiority

of this district—soil, climate and 0 cup water for

irrigation. Our judgment has been fully confirmed.

THE TREES ARE IN BEARING—

We planted. and have cultivated thus groves for

five years—11nd are now ready to turn them over

to purchasers. They bore a first crop last ymr—a

big first year's crop, and from now on an income is

assured from them.

THE PRICE IS REASONABLE

Full bearing almond orchards are worth from $500

to $l000 per acre. “e are selling South San

Joaquin orchards at 5400 per ncrr, 20% down with

. 1 liberal time on the balance.

Those almond tracts are

located on good highway

near social and commercia

centers, good schools and

churches. For full informa

tion write at once.

  

The Realty

Sales Co.

1209 Hobart Bldg_

San Francisco

Bunk References

on application

  

  

NEW PALACE HOTEL

Cor. 5th and Elm Streets SAN DIEGO

Exclusive Fnmil Hotel. American or Europenn plan.

Rooms SLOO per (fly up. Free bus. W. A. Lsidlnw, Prop,

George L. Mayne, Mgr.

)0‘
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Sunset Magazine Service Bureau

 
Conducted under the supervision of Walter V. Woehlke

 

The following general questions and answers are typical of the service supplied by the Bureau.

Stamps .~lI()llll1 be eneiosml in letters of inquiry and lull name and address plainly written.

Address all communications to Sunset Magazine Service Bureau. 460 Fourth Street. San Francisco.

Silk Worms and Ostriches

Q. I am thinking seriously of coming

to California to live. I think I would like

a few acres near a fair—sized town that I

might work at my trade (carpentering)

while things on the place are getting in

shape. \Vhat would be your advice to

one knowing nothin of farming and with

a limited amount 0 money and a family

to care for v.hile we make the change?

Will you tell me the subjects taught in

the correspondence course of the College

of Agriculture, University of California,

also the cost? liave silk-worms proven

rofitable and successful in your state?

ould also like information on ostrich

farming, capital to start and about the

profit. Where do you think one could

secure the best land for the investment ?—

M. R. V., HANNIBAL, Mo.

A. Do you know whether you like

farm work and whether you are fitted for

it? Has it ever occurred to you that,

after you had invested all your available

capital in a piece of Western land, you

might discover attending silk-worms,

incubating ostriches, irrigating alfalfa

and milking cows at the gray break of

dawn was not.at all to your liking? If

you made such a discovery what would

you do? You would be tied to the land

with a family to su port and you might

have to wait years before you could find

a bu er.

W y don't you try out the plan which

you propose to follow on the Pacific Coast

right at home where you are now? It

would be our suggestion that next spring

you go out and get :1 'ob on one of the

farms in the surroundings of Hannibal

for a few weeks or months; of course it

would be better if you would stick to the

farm work and give it a trial for a full

year. Then, if ou are still of a mind to

try farming in California, after you have

had some actual experience, we shall

gladly answer'any questions you may care

to ask us. But you must not imagine that

ostrich raising is a snap. Anyway, it

requires large capital and is not an in

dustry for the novice, and silk-worm

culture in California is still in the ex

perimental stage. The correspondence

courses of the College of Agriculture,

University of California, cover three

dozen lines of specialized farming and are

given free of charge.

Conditions in Owyhee County, Idaho

Q. Can 'ou give me any information

about Owyhee county, Idaho? Why is

this county so thinly populated? Is there

good land still open and is it a cattle

country?—F. McG., FULLERTON, CAL.

A. Although Owyhee county is one of

the largest counties in Idaho, compara

tively little of the land is available for

cultivation. Owyhee is primarily a min

mg and stock-raising county. Some of

the finest irrigated tracts in the state are

situated along the Snake River valley,

which forms the northern boundary, but

most of the land adapted to farming is

either dry-farmed or used for grazin .

The State Market Director of daho

has a number of attractive lar e Owyhee

stock ranches listed which can e secured

on favorable terms. There is also some

homestead land open to entry, but if a

person wants to get reasonably close to

civilization on good roads, etc., numerous

private holdings can be purchased at

prices which remove the incentive for

going on a homestead in isolated sections

and enduring privations which the taking

up of homcsteads in most parts of the

West requires at this time.

Owyhee county was one of the most

active mining districts of the state in the

early days, and consequently many of the

cattle ranches are held by old-timers,

many of whom have made fortunes in

stock run over that territory. Many of

these early settlers are anxious to retire

or have passed away and their heirs are

willing to dispose of all or part of their

holdings.

Orchards Around Dufur, Oregon

Q. I am very anxious to get some in

formation concerning the Dufur Orchard

Company of \Vasco count ', Oregon.

They have been selling smal tracts on

the instalment plan, and had offices in

Portland but have lately moved to The

Dalles, Oregon. '

I bought a few acres from them and got

quite 21 bit paid on it, but I am worried for

fear they are not all right, and I cannot

afford to lose any money.—M M.,

WiLLrrs, CAL.

A. The Dufur Orchard Company has

about 5000 acres in the vicinity of Dufur,

Oregon. The largest part of this tract is
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‘ is not worth to exceed 60 cents per t

planted to Jonathans, Winter Bananas

and Staymen Winesaps. According to

reliable authorities Spitzenbergs and

Newtown Pippins do not do well at this

altitude of 1200 to 1800 feet, but the

varieties mentioned are all good com

mercial apples. In addition the company

has lanted several varieties of ears,

most y Bartletts. From two different

sources we learn that the trees have been

given excellent care and that the company

is endeavoring to do its best for those

who have purchased the orchards. We

understand that the concern completed

a soil survey of its holdings last year, and

when it discovered a particular tract was

unsuitable for apples it voluntarily traded

this tract for a better one to give the

buyer full value for his money. The

largest of the trees were five years old this

spring, and just beginning to bear.

The orchards in the vicinity of The

Dalles should be in a very good position

to market the second-class apples and

ears, as one concern has established a

large cannery and another concern a large

evaporating plant in this vicinity. These

two establishments will consume approx

imately 20,000 tons of green fruit per

annum. In addition there is water trans

portation down the Columbia to Portland

and Astoria. enablin the orchardists to

obtain the full bene t of the low water

rates to the Atlantic Coast, once the

Panama Canal is open and the shipment

of green fruit by steamer becomes

established.

Perhaps the worst drawback to the

Dufur district is the attempt to grow fruit

without irrigation. Even in Hood River

where the rainfall is considerably higher,

the growers found it necessary to irrigate

during the dry season in order to obtain

the best results, and we believe that the

Dufur district will eventually arrive at

the same conclusion. We understand

that tentative plans have been made to

store the water of one of the numerous

streams to use it for summer irrigation.

Timber in Coos County, Oregon

Q. What parts of Coos county, Ore

gon, are heaviest in timber? I am espe

cially interested in sections r-2-rI-12 in

Township 26 South, Range 10 \Vest, of

the W'illamette Meridian.

W'hat is the average stumpage per sec

tion, in this locality? Can you name a

fair average price per quarter section for

the timber investor to pa in above de

scriptions? Are these Ian 5 likel to have

a mineral value? Is it extremely moun

tainous and how far from the Coos Bay

waters P—]. F. S., GILLE'IT, Wis.

A. \Ve have obtained from Mr. \V.Conrad, Secretary of the Coos County

Tax Association, definite information

concerning the sections in question. Mr.

Conrad writes as follows:

“My records show that there is approx

imately 18,000,000 feet of timber on

Section 1, 28,000,000 feet on Section 2,

30,000,000 feet on Section 3, and 25,000,

000 feet on Section 4, all in Township 26

South, Range to West, which timber con

sists of second growth yellow or Douglas

r.

“At the present time, timber stumpage

ou

sand feet and especially in the locality in

which the above lands are situated. In

all probability these lands have no min
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Winter on the Riviera

Europe? Of course not; you couldn't if you would

and you wouldn't if you could. Do you know the i

American Riviera—your own Riviera? California in

February means sunny beaches. green hills, bursting

buds, golden poppiesga time for play and recrea

tion. Here one may speed over superb automobile

highways, play golf or tennis or polo, fish or swim, or

indulge any whim for pastime. Every moment of the

bright days of sunshine can be turned into golden

memories. At San Diego, the beautiful Panama

California Exposition has been continued for an

other year, affording an opportunity to those belated

Americans who missed the l9l5 expositions to see

something of them now.
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Follow the Padres” Path

ln no other section of the United States have the

wants of the tourist been more carefully anticipated

than in California. The resorts and hotels pictured

on these pages have helped to make California

famous. They are as fine as any in the world and

are noted for that hospitality which has characterized

California hotels since the original hostelries, the

missions themselves. These hotels and resorts and

their managers are known to and fully endorsed

by Sunset Magazine.

lf you or your friends are interested, we would like to

help you obtain full information about them. Our

Service Bureau is thoroughly equipped to furnish

literature and information about anything pertaining

to the country west of the Rockies, make up itinera

ries.etc. Just address anyof the hotelsincludedin these

pages, or Sunset Magazine, San Francisco, Califomla.
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Where

Money Talks

and

Figures Count

1 795 Miles of Southern

Pacific railroad in Cali

fornia are protected by

Interlocking and Auto

matic Block Safety

Signals. This is 95 per

cent of the total steam

railroad mileage in the

State so protected, and

represents an expendi

ture of over Five Million

Dollars.

Southern Pacific in l9l 3

received the first Gold

Medal awarded by the

American Museum of

Safety for the "Utmost

Progress in Safety and

Accident Prevention,"

and at the San Fran

cisco Exposition, I915,

received the Grand

Prize, the highest

award, for Safety First

Appliances, as well as

for Railway Track,

Equipment and Motive

Power.

Travel via

SOUTHERN

PACIFIC
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eral value. The land mentioned is rather

‘ mountainous, but in time will offer fairly

good logging chances. They are located

ut a short distance from the south fork

of Coos river, but this river is not navi

gable at that distance and the only way

to get the logs down Is by winter freshets.

As a timber investment this IS a fairly
. . . ,

good speculation at the price mentioned.

Stumbling Blindly Into Alaska

Q. I intend going to Alaska and taking

a homestead, and would like to know

where the best place would be in your

 

opinion. I want to do some grain raising, ,

but want the best place for cattle raising.

How early do the winters usually begin?

And what time does spring usually open.>

Are the winters too cold and stormy to

feed cattle outside? If shelter is neces

sary, would open sheds answer the pur

posei—W. M. F., PAlSLEY, ORE.

A. Our advice to you concerning your

roject of taking up a homestead in Alas

Pa for stock-raising would be to go first

on a scouting expedition before shipping

in any stock. From your letter we Judge

that you are in total ignorance concerning

Alaska conditions. You do not seem to

know that it will be necessar to chop

down trees and clear the land efore you

can raise anything. Nor do you seem to

- know that in the interior well-built shelter  

1 venture.

. is absolutely necessary to protect stock

, through the long winter when the sun is

5 practically absent for three whole months.

You can make the Alaska round trip

‘ at a cost of $65, and we believe this will

, be the best investment you ever made.

It will give you a personal insight into

conditions and enable you to judge for

yourself whether you want to make the

But don't go blindly without

knowing what you are going to run into.

If you can't make the preliminary sur

ve Y, write to the De artment of Agri

cuiture, Washington, C., for agricul

tural conditions in Alaska.

Canadian Furs and Homesteads

Q. I am anxious to obtain information

about trapping for furs and also about ‘

homesteading in northwestern Canada,

and being unable to get it will ask if you i

can give it to me, or tell me where I can

secure the desired information. Any

thing you can do for me will be very

greatly appreciated—G. S., SHANGHAI,

CiiiNA.

A. The provinces of British Columbia

and Alberta, in northern Canada, con

tain over a hundred million acres of land

available for homesteading. Both of

these provinces likewise furnish abun

, dant opportunities for the fur hunter and

l

l

l

trapper, in fact the bulk of the furs

handled by the Hudson Bay Company '

comes from the posts of this company

located in these two provinces.

At present a good many homesteaders

are going far north into the Peace river

country on the boundary between the

two provinces, the war notwithstanding,

because the construction of the railroad

into the district has continued in spite of

the financial shortage caused by the war

in Canada.

The Provincial Bureau of Information,

Victoria, B. C., and the Department of

Agriculture, Edmonton, Alberta, will

both be very glad to give you detailed

 

 

 

  

THOSE WHO COME.

equipped with health, a.

determination to "make

good" and sufficient capital for

fair investment, Western Oregon

offers many, many golden op—

portunities.

There is room for farming,

stock raising, poultry, dairying,

fruit raising, hop growing and

many other fields of endeavor.

The settler of today will find

many agencies to assist him.

The experimental work has been

done. The experience of others

is available.

The Oregon Agricultural Col

lege, one of the best equipped

institutions of its kind in the

west, will furnish, free, expert

information regarding soil, crops,

fruit, livestock, etc. The mar

kets are being better organized.

Transportation facilities are ex

cellent and are being improved.

Oregon ranks among the most:

progressive commonwealths in

the matter of education.

If you are interested let us

send you our book, Oregon for

the settler. with more detailed

information.

Southern

Pacific

JOHN M. SCOTT.

General Passenger Agent

PORTLAND OREGON
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and extensive information concerning

both homestead land and fur bearlng

animals in the two provinces.

 

MustWe Clean

Up Mexico?

(C onh'nued from page .28)

Are you aware that foreign invest

ments in Mexico have been completely

shattered, through absolutely no fault of

the investor or his agent, but through the

playful frolics of the revolutionary

rascals?

Are you aware that, to quote just one

example, the losses to eight French com

panies, eight out of hundreds of foreign

companies, during the revolution have

been three times as much as the total

annual budget for the whole republic of

Mexico before Madero? American com

panies have lost in proportion.

The Americans have been heavy in

vestors, and they have lost proportion

ately. They have been robbed of their

stocks, if they were tradesmen, of their

equipment if they were railroad men or

manufacturers, of their crops and live

stock if they were farmers. They have

seen their hard earned money vanish,

through no fault of their own, and they

have turned to their government for

hel —and received a stone.

he administrations at Washington

for years have been ur ing Americans to

go out and establish oreign trade rela

tions. The present administration urges

more trade with Latin America.

And then the men who have established

foreign trade relations, who spent years

of patient endeavor at‘it, have need of

their government's aid. And do they

get it? Do they etit?

Washington te ls them calmly and dis

passionately that they are pirates and

adventurers, that if they don't like Mex

ico they can get out, and if they don’t

want to get out they can stay there.

They went there and it's their risk.

HE result? Every last Mexican has

felt at liberty to add another insult

to the men whose country spurned them.

Every peon is convinced that the gringos

are afraid of the Mexican army. And the

shocking truth is that the patriotism of

these Americans has gone through a test

which no human nature can be expected

to stand for long.

Regret the loss of American dollars.

Regret the loss of American lives. But

the fullest tragedy in Mexico is this—

that the policy of Washington has for

feited the very pride in citizenship which in

former days every American in Mexico

had in plenty.

We tried to make friends of the Mexi

cans.

We failed, but we succeeded in for

feiting their respect, and in losing the

respect and patriotism of our own

nationals.

%

That Dream-

of yours, about getting the most out

of life in “The Land of Sunshine, Fruit

and Flowers"-—California—will come

true, just as soon as you desire, if you

let me tell you where you can get

excellent land, in large or small tracts,

 

at reasonable

prices and on easy

terms. 50 write to

me TODAY.

Accurale information

free for the asking.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and lnduflrinl Agent

UNlON PAClFlC SYSTEM

Room 5l72

Union Pacific Headquarters

 

OMAHA. NEBRASKA

 

 

Three/Days

'60chicago

From

LosAngeles dailyat l :25 pm. '

via Salt Lake Route. Union

PacificSystem andChicagodt

Northwestern Railway.

fllso

PACIFIC IJMITEll
Daily at 9:00 a.m.

via Salt Lake Route, U. P. and Chicago, Milwaukee 6:

St. Paul Railway.

LUXURIOUSLY COMFORTABLE TRAINS

Full Information a! any llckel oflirc or/rom

L. A. CASEY. Cenl. Agent

543 Market Street, San Francisco

F. H. ADAMS. Cenl. Agent

Sol 50. Spring Street, Los Anlelea
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Van Nuys Hulel
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Affiliated with Hotel Clarendon. Sesbreszs. Florida

OPERATED BY E. L. POTTER CO.
  

BEST IN THE WEST

The Van Nuys is known

the world over among the

best class of travelers for

its high standard of service

and its homelikc surround

ings and atmosphere. lts

biggest patronage is from

the better class of travelers

on the Pacific Coast and

that tells the story. I I

Write for rates and full particulars or for ary

other information about Southern CllifornJ.

B.W. Thompson and A. J. Pedersen

Managers

SEATTLE

' jig"

U'J'i'"

  

  

:“I
-'

ilauttl

wasbingtun Qmitx

A select hotel with every modern appoint

Absolutely fireproof.

Handeornely furnished spacious suites for

parties at very reasonable rates.

ment.

Central location. Superioricuisine. Personal

management.

I. H. DAVIS, Proprietor

 

 

Hus-mans
Summer thrre now‘ "uysso delightful vls Honolulu

and Salas‘. Splendid Ill-MO ton, tIln-serew Amer-‘lean steamers

every 21 days from San Francisco (Feb. 8. 29. Ian 21, Apr. ll)

Return lat. class. "Ii-Elli 2nd class. .2251 including China

and Japan, 1“ clasa_ ‘MM to Honolulu. .85. Folders tree.

II. III. RCIH'FTT. 11 Battery Place. New York, or

MEAN“! STEAISIIII' COMPANY. 615 Market Street.

San Francisco

SYDNEY

 

 

Skinning the Land Grant Bear

(Continuedfrom page 46)

neither Congress nor the Department of

the Interior filed any objections, though

both were fully cognizant of the terms of

every sale.

Shortly after the Southern Pacific

' Compang took over the assets of the

oO. 8: C. m any it proceeded to “cruise”

the timbere portions of the tract and

make sales based on the value of the tim

ber instead of the acreage; the large sales

which were the most notable violations

of the Settlers’ Clause were made between

1886 and 1902. In the latter year E. H.

l-Iarriman’s hand made itself felt. He

was quick to recognize in the lands one

of the company’s valuable assets, and the

loose methods of cruising and classifica

tion then in v0 ue did not at all meet with
his a‘pproval. gl‘le caused the lands to be

with rawn from the market until a proper

examination and appraisal could be made.

This policy became effective Janua r,

1903. The new a praisal occupied t ree

years, and it was garely completed when

the San Francisco disaster of 1906 de

stroyed both the old data and the new.

This, as it proved, was an even greater

calamity than the mere loss of work and

money involved, for while the lands were

withheld pending a second thorou h ex

amination, eneral dissatisfaction e an

to manifest itself. This first appeared: in

the counties embracing grant lands.

Prospective purchasers whose lumbering

activities were being hampered by in

ability to purchase intervening sections

of railroad land grew restive. Murmurs

of dissatisfaction arose among settlers in

the vicinity of the lands and among

seekers of timber lands for speculation.

Each complainant took courage from his

neighbor until the combined outc assumed bi proportions. Politiciansrfi'ark—

ened an spiked a new lank in their

platform, pledging themselves to initiate

proceedings for the absolute forfeiture of

the grant.

WHEN the Oregon legislature con

vened in 1907, this was one of the

pledges that was not for otten. Sensa

tional attacks on “big usiness" were

much in vogue at that time, and offered

a sure and swift route to prominence for

the as iring legislator. Small wonder

then, t at a va entine in the form of a

memorial to Con ress urging the com

mencement of orfeiture proceedings

against the railroad company was passed

on February 14, 1907.

Congress jumped at the opportunity to

accomplish something tangible on the

strength of which individual members

might plead for their constituents’ vote.

In September, 1908, special rosecutors

for the government institute forfeiture

proceedin s in the United States District

Court at ortland, Oregon. Events that

have since transpired require only a

brief review. The lower court entered a

decree of forfeiture from which the rail

road company promptl appealed, at the

same time formally refiising to pay fur

ther taxes on any of the grant lands until

the ownership of the lands should be

finally determined. The Supreme Court

of the United States then reversed the

decision of the lower court and declared

the railroad company to be the rightful

owner of the grant in fee simple, but

ruled that it could not dispose of the lands

except as specifically provided in the

"Settlers' Clause,” unless Congress should

within six months formulate modified

rules governing the disposal of the lands.

In contrast to the early agitation for

forfeiture, the people of Oregon today are

ready and willing to recognize the rights

conferred on the company by Congress.

In fact, there is no inclination on the part

of the thinking people of the state to

abro ate in the slightest degree the com

pany s rights of ownership, as defined by

the Supreme Court.

The entire grant may be roughly

grouped into five classes: timber, agri

cultural, mineral, grazing and waste

lands. The two latter merge in so many

places as to render exact classification

difficult. Much of the timber land will

eventually be excellent agricultural land,

but the resent value of the timber so far

oversha ows the value of the land be

neath it that the ultimate agricultural

values of such lands can well be disre—

garded for the time being. In view of this

classification it becomes apparent that,

if the railroad company is held to the

letter of the decision, it cannot possibly

get even the stipulated $2.50 er acre.

The reason for this is obvious. he most

valuable lands cannot be sold in excess

of this sum, and there are up roximatel

400,000 acres of waste lnn s that will

bring only a fraction of this amount. If

the company were unhampered by re

strictions in selling, it might work off the

poor land with the good, but under the
terms of the “Settlers’ ClauseH this be

comes a manifest impossibility. On the

other hand, so small a portion of lands is

really adapted to immediate settlement

by bona-fide settlers that the great ma

jorit of the people of Oregon look for

war to some Congressional action which

will preclude the wild rush that would

follow the unrestricted opening of the

grant.

The object of the promoters and leagues

that clamor for “law enforcement” are

erfectly transparent. lf Congress could

be persuaded to keep hands off, they

think that they and their followers rright

"rush" timber lands on which the have

already made repeated and inc ectual

attempts to file. By simply making the

merest pretext of settlement they hope

to acquire for $2.50 per acre timber lands

that are conservatively worth $50 per‘

acre in many instances, and in some cases

even twice this sum. Since it is no longer

fashionable to give away the peo le's

estate in this manner, the chances of these

vultures are exceedingly slim.

NOW that the bear has been brought

down, what is to be done with the

skin?

If Congress fails to act, it will be a

tacit invitation for timber grabbers, land

speculators and a limited number of real

settlers to squat on the grant. This
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means fight, and the fighting will be done

in the courts. The railroad, under the

Supreme Court decision, still is the owner

of the land. It is at liberty to choose the

time of sale and the purchaser. It can

withhold the land from sale or refuse to

sell to anyone not of its liking. Hence a

rush of squatters will mean more litiga

tion and no taxes for various counties.

It is clear that Con ress must do some

thing. \Vhat shall it e?

Governor VVithycombe suggests a com

promise. He characterizes the uniform

price of $2.50 an acre as “ridiculous."

And he believes that the federal govern

ment is not entitled to any part of the

bear's skin. In his opinion the land

should be classified, appraised and sold

for what each acre is worth, the citizens

of Oregon and the railroad com any

dividing the excess above the stipulhted

$2. 0 an acre.

ongress would have to legalize this

compromise. It is ver doubtful whether

Congressmen from t e East and the

Middle West would ratify such a pact.

And many people in Oregon believe that

better terms can be made.

Another large faction in Oregon wants

the federal government to buy out the

railroad, to pay it the stipulated $2.50 an

acre and become the absolute owner of

the grant. If that is done, if Con ress

appropriates five million dollars and uys

the railroad’s interest—always presuming

that the railroad, like Barkis, is willin’——

the question is only half settled. For in

this case Oregon arises and in a very loud

voice asks what the government is going

to do with the land.

Look at the map again. The checkered

squares of the grant lands everywhere

touch elbows with the solid black of the

National Forests. What would be easier,

more logical—at least in the mind of the

Eastern arm-chair conservationist—than

to add the two million grant acres to the

fourteen million acres already in the

National Forests?

Merely suggest this in the halls of Con

ress and listen for the echo from Oregon.

it will come, rapidly, in great volume, and

it will be a reverberating NO.

Can you blame Oregon? Look at these

facts:

The area of Oregon is 60,000,000 acres

in round numbers. Of this area 17,000,

000 acres are public property, unreserved,

open to entry. These seventeen million

acres pay no taxes. There are 13, 08,000

Oregon acres in the National iorests.

These fourteen million acres pa no taxes.

There are 1,638,000 acres in ndian Re

serves, 164,000 acres in National Parks

in Oregon. These one and a half million

acres pay no taxes. Including half a

million acres of school lands, more than

fifty per cent of Oregon’s area produces

no annual tax revenue for public purposes.

Though the counties containing land un

der the control of the Forest Service re

ceive 25 per cent of the gross receipts from

timber sales and grazing ermits, this

amount is insignificant. or the total

fourteen million acres the counties’ share

does not exceed $100,000 a year. Of the

two million acres of the grant the taxes

exceed $400,000 a year. Undoubtedly

the receipts from the National Forests

will be far larger thirty years hence, but

roads, schools, court-houses, 'ails, sheriffs’

offices must be established and main—

tained right now. These are the reasons

would you not prefer to spend your days in a climate which is comfortable all

the year round?

Do you really prefer the long, tedious winters, the ice, snow and blizzards

which prevail for at least six months in many states?

I I: offers you everything to make life happy: flowers,

society,

  

 

lf you have made

a little money, why stay and suffer such discomfort every winter when

you can enjoy life to the utmost in the "Valley of Heart’: Delight”

where roses are ever blooming and winter is a name only?

SantaClaraCounty
Is California at Its Best

THIRTY MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO

  

  

 

fruit, profitable occupation, congenia

beautiful homes. ood roads, unrivalled educa

tional facilities, a l the amenities of modern

civilization and the finest climate in the

world.

A postal or annexed coupon will

bring you free a 64-Daze beauti

fully Illustrated Booklet

which tells you lhe whole in

[creating story. Write today to

PUBLICITY MANAGER/ .

for the Board of

upervisors
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The Maid and the Money

$3,500,000 A YEAR FROM FRFSNO COUNTY DAIRY FARMS

Some pe¥ale have an idea that Fresno County produces nothing more than raisin

grapes. his is due, of course, to the fact that Fresno, which is the big raisin-grape

center of the United States, produces more raisins than even the whole of Spain.

But it is a fallacy to think that the vast agricultural acreage of this county is given

wholly to fruits.

Dairying is one of our big industries. Fresno County is one of the first four counties

in California in dairying.

We've made this record in a period of ten years. Ten years ago our county held no

rank as a butter producer. Now three and one-half million dollars are annually

paid to Fresno County dairymen.

Alfalfa may be credited with the great advance in the dairying industry. Fresno

is pre-eminent among California counties in the production of this rich forage crop

and,ftumed into milk and cream. the farmer gets full value out of every ton of

alfal a.

In spite of California’s increasing output of dairy products, the State markets are

not supplied by the State producers. High prices always have and probably always

will prevail.

We want to communicate with practical farmers and experienced dairymen. The

opportunities are here for money-making and we want more settlers. Send for

illustrated literature and infonnation in regard to dairying opportunities.

Fresno County Chamber of Commerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
0!

r Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . .Senger, Cal. Fowler Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . Fowler, Cal.

' Chamber of Commerce . ,. . inp, Cal. Porlier Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . Psrlier, Col.

Selma lumber of Commerce . . . . . . . . .Selma, Cal. Raisin City Chamber of Commerce, Raisin City, Cal.

Clovis Chamber of Commerce. . . . . .Clovis, Cal Riverdale Chamber of Commerce . .Riverdale, Cal.

Reedley Chamber of Commerce. Reedley, Cal. Lawn Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . .IAton. Cal.

Kingsburg Chamber of Commerce.‘ ‘Kingaburg. Cal. Kerman Chamber of Commerce . . . . . .Kermnn, Cal.

 

 

 

San Francisco: The EMPORIUM

Dennis; New York. Lord 81 Taylor. 5th Aim. 38"! St

Barney Co; Cleveland. The Higlvee Co. : Philadelphia, Acken. Chestnut and 12 Sts.: Denver, Daniels Ar Fisher Stores;

New Orleans. Hotel Grunewald: Washington, 503 Ht]: St. ; Bulhlo. Wm. Hengerer Co. ; 15 other offices In Florida and Cuba.

6”’ flak Mr. Foster

TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICE

Supplies without charge or fees accurate andjimely information about travel anywhere ‘and

about Schools. Mr._Fosicr has opened offices In San Francisco and Los Angeles wherg inquiries

from tourists or residents Will receive careful and considerate attention. You are invited to

_/I.:I(_ Mr. Foster

mi. ANGELUS HOTEL
L“ 0"“"11. w. ROBINSON co. STORE

Indlanapolis. L. S. Ayres 6: Co. : Detroit, J. L. Hudson C0. ; Atlanrlc Cltv. Mlchlgan Ave. and Boardwalk In [rout of Hotel

Chicago. Carson Pirle Scott 6! Co. : St. Louis, Scrulgs-Vandervoort

Executive Officel: 220 W. 42nd Sh, New York

Send sump with uni! inquiry. Ward G. Foster. General Manager

Seattle: FREDERICK & NELSON

 

 

why Oregon most emphatically objects to

the inclusion of the grant lands in the

National Forests.

In a journey of investigation and feel

ing-out a special agent of the government

found only one man in half the affected

counties favoring the inclusion of the

grant lands in the National Forests.

IF Congress should order the lands

classified and sold, through whatever

agency, the original “Settlers’ Clause"

would have to be disregarded. Any

attempt to sell the timbered portions of

the grant in tracts limited to I60 acres

would bring about a needless waste be

cause the only possible use that individ

‘ uals not engaged in the production of

 

 

lumber coul have for a quarter section

of timber would be to hold it for specula

tive purposes. The actual settlers should

be able to acquire the raw land in usable

quantities at a fair price without the in

tervention of intermediaries; on this

point there can be no dispute. The owner

of the sawmill is the loglcal purchaser for

the section that proves a costly obstacle

to his present operations, and the larger

lumber companies, whose present holdings

are interspersed with railroad lands, are

the persons who can logically afford to

pay the most for lands commingled with

their own, and which are properly a part

of the same logging operations.

Much of the timber on the railroad

lands, like large portions of the National

Forest, is alread over‘ripe, and is de

preciating steadily through the inroads

of decay. Obviously, such timber should

be made instantly available to those who

can make the best use of it, without resort

to unnecessary red tape or restrictions

which so often characterize the sales of

timber from the National Forest in which

the land is, of course, necessarily reserved.

Many men in western Oregon raised

their voices and shouted loudly for abso

lute forfeiture of the grant ten years ago.

The direct effect of governmental action

in response to their demands was an in

crease in their taxes. Absolute forfeiture

was not attained. The railroad is still

in possession of the tract, its title con

firmed by the highest tribunal. It can

choose the time of selling and the pur

chaser. It can retain the grant lands in

tact for years to come, if it so wishes.

During these years the railroad-owned

land will pay only nominal taxes; the

govemment-owned timber will pay no

taxes at all. Therefore those most in

terested, the people of western Oregon,

are in a mood to compromise. They are

willing to meet the railroad half way if

by this meeting the grant timber can be

made available for taxation and the agri

cultural portions of the grant can be

opened to speedy settlement. They do

not want, however, to have the grant

added bodily to the National Forests,

nor do they relish the idea of having the

Forest Service administer the grant pend

in development and sale.

fit’s all up to Congress. Congress must

act. It must say what shall be done with

the grant. If Congress does not act, the

federal district court will resume juris

diction and a new era of endless, ta_xless

litigation will begin. Oregon is willing

to compromise. But Congress must say

what that compromise will be.

What will Congress do?
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Readers, Gentle

and Otherwise

Wellington, Ohio.

As the publishers of SuNsET were so

wanting in good taste as to send out a

cover such as was on the October number

{the fountain of the Setting Sun, at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition] I dare not

risk the magazine again in my family of

young people. I am transferring my sub

scription to a friend in New Mexico.

Mas. E. A. I'IORR.

Oakland, Cal.

I feel I must tell you of my great dis

appointment when I received your maga- ,

ou did not have the .zine and found

 

“Rising Sun" on t e cover. The “Setting ‘

Sun” was so beautiful that I saved it,

thinking you would surely give me the

mate the following mont . Can’t you

do this in an early issue, using the same ‘

shade blue for background?

ADA A. SEARLE.

54th Battalion, Kootenay Reg’t, CE. F.

It is but natural that the Pacific States

should take an interest in the Pacific

province of their northern neighbor and

her share in this war. The boys of the

54th appreciate the sympathetic article

of Mr. Arno Dosch in the November

number and I venture to send you a pic

ture of the “Bunch.” We are about to

pull our freight and follow our brother

regiments that are in Europe.

us are cosmopolitan in our ideas but we

are in that conglomeration of far-spread

communities—the British Empire—and

it is up to us to dig in. In our ranks are

miners, loggers, railroaders, prospectors,

(rappers, cowpunchers, office guys and a

few half-breeds. The homesteaders can

verify Mr. Dosch’s statement about the

deserted cabins and it's a hard sacrifice to

pull one’s self up b the roots and beat it

to Flanders. F. LAWES, Serg’t.

Fairfield, Cal.

It is neither fair, just not honest to

charge the SuNsET with being for Cali

fornia first, last and all the time and it is

Most of ‘
 

not true, for every state on the Pacific ‘

‘Slope had leading articles and beautiful ‘

illustrations and descriptions of different ‘

sections. I sent the magazine to my

cousins in Ohio and last June they came

and visited eve important city from

San Diego to Vancouver.

“the half was never told” and the result

They said 1

of their visit will be that their sons and ;

daughters will visit the Pacific Slope this ,

year. I attribute all this to my sending i

them copies of SUNSET Magazine.

D. M. MILLER.

Abilene, Texas.

Referring to Burdine's caustic criticism 3

0f SUNSET in the November issue, one

would readily presume that he lived in a

malaria climate and doubtless a thorough

course of Smith’s Bile Beans would be

beneficial. I have been reading SUNSET

for several years with much leasure.

W. ]. uoMrsoN.

Kittery, Maine.

I want to tell you that yours is one of

the best magazines tinted, that is what

I think. . R. WENTWORTH.

  

  

This picture shows part of a

The PARTNERSHIP 0f the HEN and

the ORANGE will be backed by the

FONTANALAND COMPANY by selling

TEN YOUNG CITRUS GROVES

wiTi-iouT ANY CASH PAYMENT

To the first TEN applicants who have

capital enough, ($2000 to $3000) to build a.

dwelling and henhouses and embark in the

poultry business.

The grove (any variety of cltrua trees, oranges. lemons or

grapefruit. or aau-rtuients) may be paid !or in ll. 4. b and 6

years—terms I0 only that the lions and oranges should pay

them out.

WHY THIS OFFER?

We have a good settlement of people at

Fontana now, but

WE WANT MORE RESIDENT

OWNERS

Hence our offer as above to let you put

ALL your capital in buildings and stock,

while WE furnish the capital for the Land,

Water and Trea.

lant which made for its owners (,two young men who

started with less than $1000, our years ago) a net profit of more than 84000 last year.

ANSWERS TWO PROBLEMS

The two most difficult problems for the

settler, in starting an orange grove, are:

1. Making a. livin while the trees are

growing large enoug to bear.

2. Keeping up and building up the fer

tility of the soil in the grove.

VERY CAREFUL INVESTIGATION

has convinced us (and will convince

YOU) that the HEN gives the answer

to both problems.

TI'IE I-‘ONTANA POULTRY ASSOCIATION,

a non-profit, co-opcrat iveorizanizzit ion, pro

vides feeds and materials for FOXTANA

poultrymen at wholesale prices, and ships

and markets their products for them.

Expert Advice and Guidance

The POULTRY ASSOCIATION ll headed by a auceeelful,

practical pmiltrynian. who know! the methods that produce

financial niceeal. and who will be on hand to ldviec and

guide its members.

I'ONTANA ORANGE GROVE are In uall competent hands.

Their superintendent II a man who aa n In the Orange

and IAIDOI'I huainaaa in this locality 2-’: years, and who has

made a financial success of hla own groves. The advice and

guidance of this man can alwaya be had by ION'I‘AKA oranre

[rm-c owners.

 

school and college facilities.

' FONTANA
1 Dependable gravity water rights, with moderate annual charges. 1] Deli

cious soft water. {I On the Pacific Electric trolley line from Los Angeles.

'1' On the Main Transcontinental lines of both the Southern Pacific and

the Santa Fe. TlOn the famous Foothill Boulevard. filOn the “Ocean to

Ocean" concrete highway. " In the center of the Washington Navel Orange

District of Southern California. 1] Surrounded by such cities and successful

orange-growing districts as Riverside, Redlnnds, Highlands, San Bernardino,

Colton, Ontario, Pomona. Claremont, and Upland. 1 Grade school, high

 

THE FONTANA PLAN

Which haa enabled aalaried men and women. all

over the United States. in buy and own Orlnga,

Lemon and Giarielrnit grurea in Font-Ina,

STILL IN EFFECT

A one‘flhh payment buys the land, with young

trees ealahllahcd and growinl. and wlth water rights.

A Illiltlflrlm monthly charge pays for expefl cars.

lriatalinente. "trend over alx genre, complete the

purchase pi ice.

So. while a man ia saving to get a productive home.

the trees are already growing and the lureltment

rapidly increasing in value.

 

 

 

llRich, deep, mellow

loil. ll Perfect drain

age. 1i No Hard-pan.

1lOn high ground.

Magnificent scenery.

The FONTANA LAND COMPANY owns the

land, water rights. youn proves. nursery stock,

010., and deals direct wi )uycrs. The offices of

this company an‘ in Fontana. The officers and

management of the oompan are nei hbors of the

people who have bought Ian and sett ed here.

References as to the reliability of the Puritans Land

(‘ompany are made to Sunset Magazine. First

National Bank of Los Angeles, Los Ange es Trust &

Savings Bank. San Bernnrdino National Bank.

First National Bank of Rialto, Califoniia.

Weinvite correspondence with any person interested

in getting a beautiful and profitab 0 country home.

Address

Fontana Land Company

Fontana, California
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The

Hotel Belleclaire
Broadway at 77th Street

New York

{This Hotel is directed by a

Californian. I am the Cali

fornian and I am proud of it.

1 was born in San Francisco.

Til know how to conduct a

Hotel to please Californians.

{Every room has a bath.

{Every dish served in the Res

taurant is A-l.

{Service is as good as I know

how to make it.

‘,EYou will like the Belleclaire

because it is homelike.

‘,lWe want you to make it your

California home in NewYork.

will you?

ROBERT D. BLACKMAN

  

 

The Int Iegulae Services to

EGYPT, INDIA. CHINA, PHILIP

PmJAPAN, AUSTRALIA. NEW

ZEALAND. Renal World Tllpl

' MaflwlaGIT-e-m

W

CUNARD LlNE.24$tateSt.,N.Y.

  

 

 

Larger. more beauti

{111. more interest

mg than ever@

Gracedby the beSt

and most elaborate

forei n Exhibits

Whic were aethe

Franci 5 co

n.

Illustrated Booklets of trains and trip to California on request—

Jno. J. Byrne, Asst. Passenger Traffic Mgr. A. T. & S. F. Ry.

907 Kerckhofi Building, Los Angeles

 

 

A Toy/MSTBCDKme

You should have a copy of

the "Beauties of the sum of

“'ushington," 112 pal-res,

published by the State

llurcnuof Statistics and Im

migration, which shows in

many colors the unrivaled

scenic attractions of the

Sm: or WASHIIIOTOII

Washington oflers you

snow-cupped moun

taine, primeval forests,

nniurnl parks, inland

seas and lakes. hunting, fishing and many splendid

resorts and wonderful scenic highways. Write

l. M. HOWELL, SECRETARY OF STATE

DEPARTMENT J., OLYMPIA. WASH.
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HO1ILL PLALA
FAClNG PLAZA OF UNION SQUARE

POST AND STOCKTON STE.

SAN FRAN(TISCO

AMERICAN EUROPEAN

$3.50 Upward “.50 Upward

HOTEL PLAZ;\ C0.
 

STUDY SCIENTIFIO AGRICULTURE AT "ONE

The time her paired when ANYONE ran {arm and make

a go at It. FARMING IS A BUSINESS and requires more

accurate h nowledgs than any other busineu or prufilniun.

Ten years from today the agricultural eollegee will be

the dominant lnetilntiuns of the country. Are you in

loroeted in a farml Hare you I lament or do you intend

In live on It ynurlolfl In either care it behooves you to

POST YOURSELF. LEARN THE GAME" ll in played today.

You would not think of inventing in almlinouor running

It yourulf unleee you had flrn acquired I'rl'llfl hnuwlodzo

of that particular hueineu. HOW ABOUT FARIINGV

What do you know about I"

OAIPIELI. OOIIIESPOIOEIBE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE

You cen‘i [n to an agricultural college—you are too old.

and what is more to the point. you haven't the tlmo. But

you can taken course in the CA IPBELLCOHRESPONDINCI

SCHOOL and dnrlnl your spare momenta learn everything

that you could learn at an errlcultnral Cullen. You are

losing HUNDREDS OI DOLLARS every year by not know

inr. GET BUSY.

Write at once for our CATALOG NUMBER FOUR and a

copy of CAIPBILL'S SCIENTIFIC PARKER—both free.

Allies: [Alfllll (OILSMM! ml. llllKS. MINA

  

 

 

The

Three Captains

(Continuedfrom page 38)

patriot. I have weighed the conditions of

the case and cannot see how it could

benefit you to play me false."

"Right-o, dear boy," said MacTavish,

lighting a cigarette. "I think you have

made a mistake, though, in not finishing

up the beggars. You wait and see." He

shrugged. "I know the breed; besides, if

you get overhauled they're bound to find

the blighters. Take my advice and chuck

'em overside. What do you care about

Seagrave? \Ve both hate the smug

brute.”

"This is not a private uarrel," Cassel
answered coldly, for Macqfavish's blood

thirstiness offended him. “This is war‘

and war is war. Germany and England

are at death-grips and I am a German—"

and in voicing these sentiments Cassel

made his first serious mistake.

R there lurks in the breast of every

man, no matter how depraved or

brutalized, that innate sense of loyalty to

country. MacTavish was no exception.

He hated his country and felt that he had

never received a square deal from her

hands, but he was a sensitive scoundrel,

emotional and sentimental of nature. It

had once occurred that his mother, a

woman of ungovernable temper, had

severel maltreated him. He had fas

tened is teeth in her arm, hating her

with the frenzy of a rabid little beast.

Yet two days later when his stepfather, a

swaggering hull of a county squire, had

come in drunk rom followin the hounds

and struck his wife across t e shoulders

with his riding crop, MacTavish had

leaped upon the brute, screaming like a

wildcat, and driven the blade of his clasp

knife dee into the muscles of the hairy

chest. T e incident had been the cause

of many violences to follow.

It was a bit like this in regard to his

attitude toward England, and Cassel, had

he been a man of imagination, might

have realized that in dealin with such a

type as MacTavish it woufd have been

wiser to leave out the question of parti

sanshi and keep their roject on a per

sonal asis. He should liave known that

a man able to strike harmony on the

heart-strings of most people might have

swift, hot and unreasonable impulses.

For those fatal words: “Germany and

England are at death-grips and I am a

German,” had aroused something in the

untamed, unregenerate breast of the wild

adventurer—and suddenly he saw him

self as an En lishman and Cassel in the
light of an ihereditary enemy. Mac

Tavish did not place much value on any

thing and perhaps regarded his life as the

most inconsiderable asset. He did not

value gold particularly, and when he bar

gained (and no better bargainer) it was

more for the sake of wrenching this pre

cious commodity from the purses of those

who loved it than to enrich his own. He

was a frank enemy to societ and loved

to plunder it, but underneat all else he
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M-o-t-o-r-w-h-e-e-l-i-n-g

OULD you not like to join them as they glide over

the boulevards—through quiet streets bordered

with vine-clad homes—out on the winding country roads,

up hill and down dale — talking, laughing — living?

And they are only two of all the thousands, who in , _ ;

*- “Motorwheeling,” the new sport of the nation, have ' . ‘i

i found the key to contentment. When you own a ' '

2 p ‘ Motor - .

l I ' ' Wheel . /

i t . you can take your place on the high road to happiness— ,___.,

the big outdoors.

Attached to your bicycle (any

 

  

on a gallon of gasoline. When

  

  
bicycle) the Motor Wheel will

take you, in a twinkling, from

where you are to where you

want to be—any time, over any

road—in dignity, comfort and

safety and at any speed up to 25

you “Motorwheel” you enjoy all

the pleasures of bicycling with

the work left out. You just sit still

and steer, controlling the speed by

simply pressing a small lever at

the finger tips of your right hand.

  

  

miles an hour—100 to 125 miles Wonderful? Yes,and delightful.

There's a Smith Motor Wheel dealer in almost every city.

If you cannot locate one. write for “Motorwheeling," an

interesting and handsomely illustrated catalog,

  

Pacific Coast Sales Agents

APPEAL MFG. CB. JOBBING CO., Los Angeles

PACIFIC MOTOR SUPPLY CO., Sun Francisco

BALLOU CE- WRIGI-IT, Portland, Ore.; Seattle, Wash.

Motor Wheel niviiioii 200 A, 0, SMITH C0,, Milwiiiiiieewiicoiiiiii

  

  

World'a Larges! Manufacturer: ofAutomobil: Parl
v‘.
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INAL ALL for PROFIT in the

PALO VERDE VALLEY
This Advertisement is the belt Invitation to discerning

Inventor: to Participate in the Grind Luck of all 14nd

Owner! in the PAH) VERDE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA. The

New Railroad he: Ruched the Town 0! HLYTHII In the

Center of the "llley. It will he Butirrl! (‘omplflml within

M) dlyl. RIIII‘WII Alum)" Ilrlng Prosperity and Incn‘uo

In 14nd Values. PALO VERDE In no I-xecptlon to the rule.

Deciilrc Action by you ruddy will mean u Iinndmme Profit

lhll Your.

California People Know hnd Values. California

Inventors Are Flockinl to Palo Verde Valley and

buying. Californian: areluod Judges of Fertility,

Productivity. climatic and Intel condition‘.

They say it II the ell-ennui Ben hind nun-where

in California, FARMING LAND WITH UNLIIITED

WATER SUPPLY. ill” In Acre.

WRITE FOR NAMES of the” Sui‘Cfib‘FUL I“.

80 AcresNoll nuuoimm Hop, Hay and Grain In 1915

$0 Acrel and lllllcl Ilrlnll ‘m Yrom Cotton.

10AM” Produced Living (“ri‘ainilyofi‘irennd'wflln Blnk.

WE SAY YOU (‘AN DO THE SAME. IHI only When Pnlu

Verde IJUHII rein‘ crop] Every DAY of the ear.

FOR THE LAST THIS You are Ad‘in‘d w cud For Infor—

mation. ('LII’ ("l‘l‘lly RIGHT NOW.

CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN REALTY CO.

1122 Investment BEILIIn‘ILoIAnlQIQI' Cal.

SEND "PALO VERDE PROOF" 'ro

  

 

 

BROWN‘
Bronohlal

TROCHE

New 10c Trial Size Box

Give quick and contin

ued relief from Irritating

coughs, hoarscness and

tickling in the throat.

Containno opiates. Reg

ular sizes 25c, 500 and

$1. At all druggists.

Hymn‘ dealer cannot cup.

ply you, we will mail any

sin upon receipt cfpnfl,

JOHN I. BROWN & SON, Dept. 26. Bolton, Mm.

Stillwellcli‘gwé‘plans

—prove satisfactory in every climate and insure the

erection of homes that are distinctive, artistic and

comfortable. One and two stories. Inexpensive to

build. Easy to sell. Stillwell built-in conveniences

  

nave furnishings and woman's work.

Send for these Bungalow Books

‘all ii for II gently-id“Reprveenulive Celilornln "our."

00 Iplendid planer-f honwl nut

in; .2000 to .6000— Priec Me

“In! Cont Hungelovni" '

Iii—.1000 t0 I'I‘ZIXt—Price 50c _

“Lillie liunlllowi" '

al—‘300 Lu "TOO—Price 15c

I.w.51I|II'e|| & C0.

 

 

All Ilenne Bldg-,lnellgeln

IV: “(I book: am! blue p71)!!! 0" a mono-hart

RAIGHTEN I z

  
 

 

  

ACHFELDT’S

PERFECTION TOE SPRING

Worn at night. with auxiliary

nnpli-nee (or day ule.

Removes the Actual Cause

of the enlarged joint and hunion.

Sent on Ipprnvnl. Money heck i! not

an represented. Send outlinuol root.

Use my improved Innlep Support ‘at’

weak arches.

Fm’! )arIi‘ru/nr: and min” In:

in plain {Hi/‘(loft

M. ACHFELDT. Foot Speclnlllt

IAIIIIIIGI. hull-HIM.

[is/420.1%!

Dept. T. A., I318 Broadway (at Mill Street). New York

 

CALIFORNIA GOLD PIECES

' Totem of the dnyl of ‘40"

250 and we plu- Ze (or muilinl.

- i-lul' souvenir or (or mounting

into Jewelry.

NATIVE (,‘l‘lllO MII'AHY

907 Title Gnu. Bide" 1m Annles
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was a dreamer, a poet and the battle

ground of jealous devils.

"We shall see what we shall see," said

he in his soft, Ian uid voice. "It is
scarcely worth while gbothering our heads

about it at this moment. You had better

be getting along, old top. The da is

breaking and we might run into a police

man.” .

“You are right," Cassel had said, and

went aboard the “Chester Maid.”

V

IT is a long way from the straits to the

Irish coast and it seems incredible

that one should tread this sea trail with

out encountering other vessels; but the
l‘Chester Maid,” with the “Dantziger"

about a mile in her wake, never si hted a
ship. The sea was deserted andg aban

cloned.

The weather was mostly bad: cold and

fogg atfirst,andthenastheyhaulednorth—

ward, to the equator, thick and viscid with

sta nant seas, a heavy yellow atmosphere

wit frequent optical phenomena and

nights when the corposants tugged for an

instant at the spars and drifted into the

muggy reek.

Later, after tugging the weed and dis

turbing the scum of the stinking sea, they

struck an area of harsh winds and great

billows through which the two shi s

snored and spouted like bull whales mall

ing a passage. And all the while the

three captains pursued in silence and a

sort of gloomy aloofness the trend of their

individual thoughts.

Cassel did not like to confine Seagrave

in the black and stilling hold where the

air was heavy and thick, but there was no

alternative. Seagrave contem tuously

repulsed all kindl advances an sugges

tions of parole. Tie would not speak to

Cassel or his emissaries. When one day

the disciple of German Kultur went to

reason with him, Seagrave, his head

bound u in a towel, snarled at him like a

savage east and for all of his Teuton

phlegm Cassel was conscious of the shock

and jar of the hatred bursting from the

man.

“I'll get you yet, you German swine,"

growled Seagrave. “If I don't get you

in this world I'll get you in the next.

What a rotten beast—phau h'h—loosing

that filthy MacTavish and his mangy

curs on a white man and fellow master

mariner. I'll get you both, you scurvy

Hun! Just wait and see!"

SUCH pleasant observations upset Cas

sel more than one might think. He

was a proud man and felt that he was justi

fied in all that he had done and he wished

Seagrave, whom he respected, to under

stand his motives.

“You be blowed,” snarled Seagrave.

"Don't stand there whining about your

accursi'd country, you damned hypo

crite! You know as well as I do that it's

not the country but the girl—" and he

turned his face to the wall, while Cassel,

smothering the wild impulse to kill the

man then and there, went back to the

bridge and nearly wore it out. Seagrave

infuriated him, not from his stubbornness

and vicious refusal to listen to his ap

Eroachcs but because Cassel knew that

. eagrave believed his enemy's action to

have been inspired by motives of personal

jealousy. And Cassel knew that this was

unjust, for it had not. He hated Seagrave

as an Englishman but he esteemed hii

also, and desired his fair estimate of h]

own behavior. It is a sad thing whe

strong men who might be friends shoull

thus misunderstand each other. Nothin

could have convinced Seagrave that Cas

sel had not set his tra from two rincipa

motives: jealousy and) avarice. his wa

not because Seagrave lacked the abilitj

to a preciatc patriotism but because hi

who e ethical code worked in an entireli

different way to that of the German. IT

could not admit the employment of per

sonal treachery even for the country’

sake.

After Cassel left Seagrave he paced hi.

brid e, a rey to the uttermost gloom

Theinglis man's utter inability to under

stand what he himself considered to be 1

lo al duty infuriated him. At times I'll

felt capable of torturing Seagrave into ar

admission of his ethics. Such minds a:

Cassel’s are subject to the erosion of ar

insistent idea, and as the days passer

Cassel became a changed man. Ht‘

brooded and began to question to him

self. As the French say, he began to lister

to himself. His face lost its ruddy tint

and grew haggard, though no less sterr

and resolute. He lost his appetite and

could not sleep. If he had been a drink-‘

ing man it is probable that he would have

grown violent and cruel to his prisoners.

AY after day the “Chester Maid”

lunged into the heavy surges with

the “gantziger” in her wake and at night:

MacTavish hauled closer, following the

dim taffrail light as it eddied and spun.

and glowed and disappeared. Neither

ship carried any sailing lights. Cassel

was not afraid of the inspection of an

Allies’ ship but he referred to avoid it,
remembering Mac'lfiivish’s warning that

with so valuable a cargo he might be con

voyed into port. But the Atlantic is very

large and in that wintry season the visual

range was closely limited. The two ships

sighted nothing but brimming seas

sweeping up from the dreary distance and

disappearin against the troubled sky.

And Mac avish? Aboard the “Dant

ziger" it was rather pleasant for this

careless adventurer and his pack. The

food was good, the work inconsiderable,

and for men who had been leading the

lives of pariahs despised even by the

natives the change to comfortable quar

ters with the prospect of what was to

them a rich reward had naturally its

effect u on their physical and mental

tone. he possible dangers to be en

countered said nothing to them. If thev
had any grievance it was MacTavishrs

short allowance of grog. He served them

at first a limited ration of rum per capita;

then finding that the ambled amon st

themselves for the w o e ration in or er

that one man mi ht get thoroughly

drunk he adopted t e earl system and

obliged each one to take his tot in his

presence. MacTavish was taking no

chances on the babblin of some sot in

the event of being boarsed by a man-of

war. Even the paint locker which con—

tained wood alcohol was guarded day and

night by an armed sentinel, a stolid Ger

man on whose sense of discipline threats

and bribes fell indilferently.

ACTAVISH'S discipline was of a

eculiar sort. There were no harsh

admonitions, no oaths nor abuse. Some
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*Harlford

SHOCK ABSORBER

  

Makes every

Road a “

Boulevard

 

CAR of style, sturdiness and ser
New

vice; graceful lines and finish, a

world of drive and strength—handsome,

comfortable, powerful, measuring up in

every respect to the BRISCOE stan

dard of thoroughness in car building.

Remember—only $750F.O. B.Factory. ' Four

An improvement over last season's

tip-top model, and less in price! “How

do they do it?" BRISCOE efliciency

and progress and small overhead _ . .
margin are the answer. Anyway, Five-Passenger Touring, [14-inch wheelbase;

th 1 d th 1- th ' smooth running andsofthummingmotor, roomy
e Va “6 an e qualty are ere ionneau, deep cushioned seats, dcmountable

rims, cantilever springs in the rear, are some

of the outstanding features of this new model.

The Pacific KisselKar Branch

Pacific Coast Distributors of

and the price is right and reasonable.

BRISCOE as

Geary at Van Ness Ave. x

1

San Francisco 7

 

 

Los Angeles Portland

SnnDiogo Oakland Pasadena
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with Q-ln-One 011. _It will make

door hinges work noiselessly. For

longer wear and easier work use

3-m-One on your:

Sewing machine, typewriter, talking

machine, ice cream freezer, bicycle, skates,

music box, lawn mower, cream separators,

clocks, locks, hinges, bolts, catches, pulleys,

scales, scissors and everything else around

your home that ever needs oilin .

3-in-One is a clear, light oif preparation

that cuts out all dirt and never gums or
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times he overlooked slight infractions, or

to be more accurate looked them over, and

let them pass. In such cases the offender

was apt to be careful of his subsequent

conduct. Only rarely did explosion occur,

and then it was apt to be swift and fatal.

His larrikins well knew the danger which

lurked under that smooth, languid sur

face and dreaded him most when in such

a dreamy and leasant mood as the resent one. Mac-Favish did not once indiulge

in drugs during this run, but his manner

was so lointain, so quiet and reposeful

that the men instinctively passed him

with cat's feet. The hands decided that

he was taking opium and watched him

askance, wondering when the squall

would break. As a matter of fact Mac

Tavish was enjoying a rest cure. He did

not even put himself to the trouble of

taking sights, as all required of him was

to plow along at reduced speed in the

wake of the “Chester Maid.’

Most of his time was spent in reading

and ,revery and composing little themes

on Cassel’s iano. Some of them he set
to words. PIirst he tuned the instrument,

for his ear was sensitive as that ofa leader

of an orchestra. Probably no epoch of his

adventurous existence had ever been so

calm and free of care. And all the while

his savage familiars were convinced that

this tranquillity was due to a drug and

must culminate in a furious storm of

passion, often the sequence of his indul

ences, just as a violent squall is apt to

follow a period of low barometric calm.

So they watched him carefully, no man

caring to be the spark of fulminate which

might detonate this drifting mine.

All feared him, and in this fear there

was a certain real devotion which in the

case of his mate, or bo'sun, probably

reached the grade of a real affection.

This burly ruffian would have given his

life for his master, and could not have

been driven to desert or betray him.

 

AND Seagrave? He lay in his swelter

ing prison quietly enough, convinced

that it was only a uestion of days be

fore the ship must (be fetched up by a

British man-of-war, and he did not be

lieve that Cassel would be able to deceive

the investi ating officer. Cassel looked

rather Eng ish than German, spoke the

language perfectly, and to the average

person would have passed as an English

man of rather superior education. But

men whose lives are assed in contact
with the many races olpthe globe are apt

to develop a peculiar and accurate sense

of discrimination. Such folk as Cassel

are usually convinced of their ability to

impersonate an individual of alien race,

trusting in their thorough knowledge of

speech, mannerism and general appear

ance. But Seagrave was positive that

Cassel would be unable to deceive the

scrutiny of a British naval officer. There

was some subtle quality of inflection in

his speech, something in his terse diction

and choice of words which would have

betrayed him immediately for what he

really was, so Seagrave thought. There

was also in his features that peculiar con

formation of the frontal and malar bones

which suggested the Hun ancestry.

 

Seagrave quite appreciated the sort of

man with whom he had to deal. He real

ized the futility of any attempt to regain

command of his vessel. He and some of

 

his men were confined in a heavily barred

storeroom, dimly lighted, and at the dis

tance of three feet from the padlocked

door a cord was tightly drawn across the

place. To touch this cord was equivalent

to touchin the third rail of an electric

railroad, or the prisoners had been

warned that any man who so much as

brushed it, even inadvertently, would be

immediately shot by the armed sent .

The captives did not suffer except rom

confinement and the- heavy air. Their

rations were of the best which the ship's

stores could afford. A proof of Cassel's

freedom of ersonal spite was in giving

them catte ‘blanche to requisition what

they pleased and in the scrupulous dail

cleansing of their somber quarters. Hz

sent them reading matter and a free al

lowance of water in which to bathe and

did his best to make their confinement as

little onerous as possible, but would not

permit them on deck, even under an

armed guard. He knew the character

of the folk with whom he had to deal. It

is probable that most of the prisoners

profited physically by their enforced

seclusion.

OF the three captains Cassel was by far

the least at ease, articularly when he

began to approach tlie higher latitudes,

and his anxiety increased. He had no

means of knowing what change of con

ditions might have been evolved in the

last few weeks, nor was he sure but that

MacTavish mi ht take it into his moody

brain to play Tim false. And this was

recisely what MacTavish meant to do.

hree factors wrought this determina

tion: Cassel's untactful speech, the

little piano, and the len th of the voyage.
In those idle days Macgliavish fell into a

romantic, retrospective mood and com

osed heroic songs based on Celtic folk

ore. A sort of exaltation possessed him

and this divine fire burned away much of

his pettiness so that he saw many things

in a difi‘erent light. He did not value his

life nor did he greatly value gold, and in

those stormy days and nights the soul of

the man be an to grow and expand. In

the rush of is musical inspiration blend

ing with the rush of wind and shock of

seas and the thrumming from aloft he

found the trail of his errant soul and be

gan to follow it. His nature softened and

he was gentle with his people even while

his actual strength increased and enabled

him to resist the temptation to indulge

in the contents of the little silver box

which he was never without. Ideas came

from unknown quarters of his moral com

pass and in N. Latitude 40 MacTavish

was not even related to the MacTavish of

S. Latitude 50. He smiled to himself as

he thought of Cassel's rage on findin

that his carefully calculated theories has

gone all wrong and that his fine new ship

with her cargo of copper had fallen into

the hands of the enemy. The “Dant

zi er’ and her cargo were worth three

“Chester Maids,” thought MacTavish,

and besides, he doubted that Cassel

would be able to get her into th ‘~“ ' '

Heligoland bight when he had .. 1 his

story. His thought, which can scarcelv

be said to have crystallized, was m'

to quit company with the “Chester Maid“

before arriving at the point where they

were to be met by the German subma

rines, then sheer off to sea and making a

wide detour to try for the North Channel
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and fetch the ship into the Clyde. Then l

he would say to the authorities: “Here

you are, gentlemen. I’ve helped to cut

of? a British ship but I’ve brought you

something better. Do what you like

about it.”

SO here were thesethree captains, each

hoping to serve his country to the best

of his ability and each holding the other

two in hatred and contempt.

(To be ronrlmied)

The Pilgrim

‘of Jackass Bar

(Continued frmn page 18‘)

sun. The road plunged into heavy ine ‘

woods beyond the scars of the hydrau ick- ‘

ers and the white-headed pilgrim dared

hope that the melancholy wreck of You

Bet was but an accident, not a signpost ‘

to the glorified beyond. Heavy odor of

balsam was the breath of yesterday, pure

and undel'iled by the years; great brown

pillars of sugar pines made of the road an ‘

aisle straight to the lane where. memory

was shrined. Through a break in the

woods the camelbacked hump of Smoky

mountain showed close ahead.

"Look there, white horse!" Beckitt

cried tremulously. “There's old Smoky,

big as life; Jackass Bar's right down

below.”

It was as if an old friend, unchanged by

time, were holding out a beckonin hand

to him, calling across a great guf with

familiar voice. Old Smoky, who’d nodded

goodby with his pine-tufted head to a 5

youth movin on to great adventure in 1

the new city Sy the bay that day so long

ago—same old Smoky now welcomed back

the remembering heart. Beckitt cocked

his floppy black hat back at a rakish

angle, strai htened his back, threw out

his chest. EIis voice piped song:

Says Duckloot Sue: ‘I give to you

My maiden heart an’ hand.’

OWN dropped the road through the

pines and the murmur ofwhite water

was in the pilgrim’s ears. Pines shredded

away and below Bear river threaded

through the narrow canyon. Beckitt ‘

caught his breath and slowly turned his ,

head for the first reassuring look down- l

stream. If—if it should not be there——

“Oh, ood Lord, I white horse; look

yonder. t’s there—it's there!"

Down perha s a mile away where the 1

canyon opened) into a broader gap thesilver band of water widened, approached

a long gravel tongue, swung around it in a l

great inverted U and passed on. '

An hour later horse and wagon emerged l

from the scrub of a faint wood road— ‘

ofl'shoot of the main traveled road from

Gold Run—and came upon a little flat l

hard by the bend of the river. The flat

was sparsely thicketed by small digger

pines and Chaparral, dro ped gently

down to the river's ed e and) was backedby the abrupt rise olg the canyon wall. ‘

By the time the pil rim had come to it the

sun was already Sehind the ridge and l
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camp.

his tent uJ); fingers that had drummed

1 county!

‘ to the newcomer.

blue shadows clotted in the gorge.

Beckitt had to forego his yearning or

exploration and busy himself with making

He had a bad time of it getting

idly on a esk blotter for ears were not

deft at ropes and pegs. ' hen came the

making of the fireplace with smooth

stones from the river shore, the setting of

the cooking irons and at last the com

forting purr of the coffee-pot. How

‘ many years had it been since he heard a

coffee-pot? Beckitt chuckled at the

thought. Flapjacks? \Vell, by 'iminy

crickets, he guessed he used to e the

' of Placerchampion fla jack flipper

So fliipjacks there‘ were—of a

sort; flapjacks and bacon and coffee. He

ate with tremendous enjoyment.

NIGHT dro pod—night peopled with

tenuous shapes, vocal with faint

sighings and whisperings. In the light the

Hat by the river bend had been merely a

space of green and dun and dappled gold;

darkness made it a theatre of mysteries.

\Vith the cloaking of the tangible came

the‘stealthy hosts of things beyond sight

and touch to sit with James Beckitt.

Came also that youth of '59, a stri ling

with light of strength and glory 0 ad

venture in his eyes, all his youn body

vibrant with life: came and sat y the

bent shoulders of James Beckitt and

whispered to him of things that were—of

things that were. Yes, and others clus

tered in the shadows behind the campfire

to share his vigil. They, too, were youn

men and strong—boys who had turned

placer sands in their pans, playing high

stakes with Fortune, then passed on.

The pilgrim recalled their names, the pe

culiar characteristics of this and that one.

Incidents of the roaring life of cam and

. town, which had long lain dusty in ames

back:B€Cklt€S mind, came limmerin
g

IICkBSSsalt tragedies and comedies of

Bar. _

The old man was caught in a spell.

‘ W'hen he saw the faint gleam of firelight

through a thicker of pines far off he

thought it but one with the magic of the

night. No effort of will, however, would

make the fire fade; it waxed robustly.

Realization that another shared the flat

with him—one so fleshly that he could

kindle a blaze—came as a shock. Since

he left Gold Run the pilgrim had not en

countered a single traveler; the whole

day's journey had been through unpeo

pled wilderness. Beckitt threw a hand

ful of cones on his fire to light his way

for the first steps and made through the

low thickets for the distant beacon.

He came upon the other camp suddenly,

with the rounding of a great boulder. A

. very old, very wrinkled and leathery

‘ Chinaman, squatting on a rock and suck

ing at a stubby acorn pipe, turned eyes

black and twinkling as huckleberries up

They were supine!

neutral, those eyes, neither giving wel:

come nor resenting intrusion. Beckitt

was startled.

“Huh! What you doing here?" he

asked fatuously.

"Smoke him ipe," the Chinaman

grunted and raises a hand, gnarled as an

old manzanita root, to curl around the

tiny bowl. Still his twinkling eyes were

drained of expression.

“Live here?” the white man demanded.

"Live here," the squatting figure

echoed affirmatively.

“What do you do around here?" Not

curiosity so much on Beckirt’s part as a

vague desire to make talk. His own fire

back there—well, it was lonely and even

a Chink—
“Me do? Wash him' dump.n This

answer carried nothing to Beckitt. The

Chinaman, thawing a bit, elaborated:

"Big mine dump—plenty dirt—plenty

Sfiige’.’ Maybe-so li'l gold. Me wash him

go .

BECKITT picked a convenient rock,

sat down and pulled out his pipe. He

smiled as he offered his tobacco ouch to

the other. The yellow man pinc ed a bit

of the proffered tobacco into the midget

bowl of his pipe with a grunt of 21ccept~

ance. Lighting of tobacco and wreathing

smoke—ancient ceremonial of first ac

quaintance in the mountains—put the

two old men on an easy footing. James

Beckitt was too far from youth to harbor

prejudices of long gone days and, too, he

was a little timid of the night and its

tricks. The Chinaman unbent from the

protective stolidity of his kind in grateful

appreciation of a white man’s advances;

moreover, a graybeard carried wisdom in

his eyes.

"Make much washing the mine dump F"

Beckitt jogged conversation along its

easiest channel.

“Oh, ma 'be-so li'l piece. Some day

t'lee-fo' do lah; some day all work, no

gold."

“How would you like to wash out

twenty-five thousand dollars in three

days? ’ Beckitt looked eagerly into the

little eyes to see them light up and was

not disappointed.

“No can do," the withered lips denied.

“I did it—once! Right out on that bar,

too." He waved his hand riverwards.

Then came the story of the triumph.

With childish eagerness and large ges

tures the pilgrim sang the glory of that

elder day when Jackass Bar roared to the

pulse of adventure, when ravel pans

slithered all up and down the anks of the

river and gold—knotty, fat nu gets—

gleamed richly in the black sand. eckitt

omitted not one detail of the lure of the

treasure hunt, the joy of treasure-trove.

He lived again a drama here in the empty

theatre of its first brave prrmiérz, found

applause in the avid eyes of a listener.

Ah, that was joy indeed! He reveled in

it. The fire burned low; many times the

little acorn pipe was refilled. Beckitt

talked on.

And so that night was born the strange

friendship between ames Beckitt, capi

talist, and Fook 0, who washed the

dump for three-four dollars a day.

WEEK passed and Beckitt was su

premely content. The city and its

great lonesomeness seemed a long way 0H".

Also that gnawing canker of despair—

despair of an old man forsaken—which

had been capped by the letter from Eng

land, was soothed by the balm of the

mountains and by the memories made

alive at Jackass Bar. Beckitt played at

being at work and found great zest in it.

Though of the old camp he had known as

a youth not a vestige remained, not a

rotted board, a tarnished bit or iron to

mark a cabin site, the place was very

real to him. His imagination easily filled
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spare tire carrier with our; damnunt:

able rim. lack and tools.

 

it Is absolutely complete.

it has strength and durability to

Yet it is the most economical auto
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LL1

Patent;

You can own a Home in Sunny Southern

California, at Los An eies Harbor. Magnificent

view of mountains, cties and sea, like Naples,

Italy. squarely in the path of a growing‘ seaport.

Choice lots Sit) cash and $10 monthly. Vrite for

map today. (3. J. Golden, 514 Story Bldg, Los

Angeles, (‘.ailfornia.

Imperial "alle . California, "the Nile of the

United States." \ ’e sell and exchange Valley lands

anywhere. Also San Diego city and country for

Eastern and Northern city or countrIy property.

Write N. U. Iiamage. 964 Sixth St., San iego, Calif.

 

 

The Famous Santa Clara Valley—"We sell

it." “'rite for our monthly Real Estate Bulletin.

list of %lact§ and descriptive literature of the

valley. . D. Crawford & (10., San Jose, Cal.

Patents Secured or Foe Returned. Send

sketch or model for free search. report, and advice.

Manufacturers want Kimmei patents. Latest and

most- complote atent book ever published for free

distribution. weorge P Klmmei, 242 Barrister

Building. Wuhington, D (‘.

Wanted—An Idea. Who can think of some

simple thing to patent? Protect your ideas, they

may bring you wealth. Write for "Needed Inven

tions" and "Patent Buyers." Randolph 8: Co.,

Patent. Attys., 627 Y., Washington, D. C.

 

 

 

Ideas Wanted-—Manufaeturers are writing

for Kat-ants procured through me: three books with

list undreds of inventions wanted. sent free; I hellap

you market. your invention: advice free. R. .

Owen, 105 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.
 

California Land Bargains—Write (I. M.

Wooster (70., Phclan Bldg, San Francisco, for list

of cattle, hog, dairy, pou try, fruit farms. Estab

lished 30 years.

T i —Re; Estate“ Uta/i

Wheat and 80 Land for only "I per acre.

nine ears to pay; ocated in Juab Valley on main

line alt Lake R. R. Thrifty town. Soil is rich

sandy loam. will raise from 30 to 55 bushels wheat

per acre without irrigation. Running water lped

tohouses. Rainfall every month inthe vrar. - ver

age 10.38 inches for 20 years. Free 0 ar oats and

fuel. Sand for descriptive folder giving ull infor

mation. Conant-Wlnstanley 00., 1103 Van Nuys

Building, In! Angeles, Cal.

Real Emzte——Warlzingtan

A Job Near Borne.—That's what we can

ofler the settlers that we are placl on our land

in the Mt. Vernon district, the best and in Wash

ington. Close to school, town and railroad. Sold

on a 10 year pa ment plan in 10, 20 and 40 acre

tracts. Only a ittle money necessary; the work

helps make the payments. . C. Peters. Owner,

802 Third Avenue, Seattle, “lash.

Tim! Estate—Virginia

 

 

 

 
 

 

‘16.00 per acre and up.

Easy payments. t D ry, Stock. Mid

Climate. Raise Spring Lambs for earl market.

On Railroad. Best markets nearby. rite for

farm lists, information and N. k W. Rwy. Homo

seeker, all free. F. H. LsBaume, Algrl. Nor

folk & Western Rwy, Room 267 . a . ‘Bldgq

Roanoke, Va.

VR'ealTEiZte For Sale

Farmers Wanted.-—Vlctoria, Australia,

offers special inducements. Government land,

water, railways, free schools, 3134 years to pa for

farms adapted to alfalfa, corn, an ar beets, ruit,

etc. Climate like California. . pie markets.

Reduced passages for a roved settlers. Free par

ticulars from F. 'l‘. A. cke, Government R re

sentatlve from Victoria. 687 Market St... an

Francisco, CaL. Box 111.

Virginia Farms

 

 

 

Mircellaneous

Australian Illaek Opals mounted in 10 kt.

rln or scarf pins at 85.00 each. Brooches $10.00eacgtS Also large assortment of fancy black 0 is.

Illustrated book free. The Gem Shop, 925 Phelan

Building, San Francisco. California.

Purchase Rare Books and First Editions

from an ex rt (not an agent who will select for

you items t at, grou toget or. will make a dis

tinctive collection 0 books. Address Downing,

Box 1336. Boston, Mas.

 

 

 

I buy hundreds of insects, butterflies each

summer at so to 87 each, for museums, art

work, if {properly fixed. Men. women send 2c stamp

for deta a telling all. Sinclair, Bx. 244, D-bi, 140s

Ange-lee, Cal.

Big Proilt Growing Glnsen and Golden

Seal. Reliable information and k on culture

10 cts. Rising Sun Ginseng Nursery. Box 330,

Narrows. l\_\'.

 

Muric

 

Patents that Protect and Pay. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Bat results.

Promptnoss assured. Send sketch or model for

search. \Vatson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 624

F Street, Washington, D. (‘.
 

Inventors—Do not sacrifice your inventions.

Get Full Mono Value. Free hook. Write Pub

lishers “Inside act-s,“ 607 Barrister Bldg, Wash

ington, D. C.

Wanted Ideas. Write for List of Inventions

want-ed. 81,000,000 in‘prizes offered for inventions.

()ur four books sent ee. Send sketch for free

opinion as to patentability. Victor J. Evans 6: (10.,

Patent Attys, 751 Ninth. Washington, D. (‘.

 

 

Salermen Wanted

Wonderful 0p ortunit -—Start as our

agent, become manu acturer. veryday necessities.

Fastest repeat sellers. Marvellous profits. Propo

 

sition worth at least 840 weekly. Samples free.

lli‘ii'odorick Lohl Company, 534 Warren St... Boston,

ass. 

Agents—A One Cent Post Card will put on

in touch with an 880 a week imposition seling

Aluminum Utensils and Spocia ties direct to the

consumer. Don't let one cent stand between you

and prosperity. Div. 1). G., American Aluminum

Mfg. 00., Lemont, Ill.

A ents Wanted to sell the Metropoll

Tai ng Machines. Earn from $50 to $1 0 per

week easily. Write quick for particulars and ter

ritory. Metropolipgione Talking Machine 00., 111

Second Avenue, ept. 43, New York.

 

hone

Motion Pié'l'ure Play:

Have You Ideas for Photoplays or Stories?

If so, we will acce 1; them in any form—criticise

fr l on comm ssion. Big rewards! Hundreds

makin money. Get details today. Story Revision

00., 1 Main, Auburn, N Y.

 

 

Write Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems—

810 to $300 each. Constant demand. No corre

spondence course. Start writing and selling at

once. Details free. Atlas Pub. 00., 321 Atlas

Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

Old Coin; Wanted

Will ay 05.00 to $50.00 for large cent dated

1799. e pay cash premiums on all large Cents,

eagle cents, etc, and all rare coins to 1912. hou

eands of coins and bills wanted. Send 40 for our

Lar e Illustrated (loin (‘irculan Ma ' mean laiizge

ro ts to you. Numismatic Bank, ept. 65, t.

orth. Text.

.2 to ‘500 each aid for hundreds of coins

dated before 1910. and Ten cents at once for our

New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x7 showing

aran Get post-0d. Clarke Coin 00.,

oz 69. Le y, N. Y.

\

Help Wanted

Do You Want a Sure Job with Big Pay,

easy hours, and rapid advance? Write for my b g

Free Book DW 914 which tells you how you can

fiat a good ggvernment position—Earl Hopkins,

YLthington, . C.

 

 

Song Poems Wanted for Publication. Is

periencc umtrxessary. Send us your verses or

melodies today or write for instructive booklet——

it's free. MsrksGoidsmith Co., Dept. ~11, Wash

ington, D C.

WIII advance expenses and pay straight

weekly salary of $18 to man or woman with fair

education and good references. No canvassing.

Staple line. Old-established firm. U. M. Nichols,

Phi adelphla, Pa, Pepper Bldg.

 
 

the flat with shacks and lined the stream

with rickety flumes and rude engineering

of the lacers. He even thought he hit

upon t e claim which had yielded him

that golden treasure, just there at the top

of the river's U. With rave precision

he recreated the ancient oundary lines,

marked them with whittled stakes, set up

his rocker and laboriously built a llume

with boards carried in the democrat

wagon down from an abandoned cabin on

the Bear river road.

There was gold in that claim yet, the

old Argonaut assured himself. l-ladn’t

he just skimmed over it that first time

and quit when he made the big strike?

All the boys in those old days were care

less; they were after the pockets and let

the seed gold wash out of the pan.

0 after nearly sixty years Jimmie Beck

itt, the bully of Jackass Bar, worked

his claim. The old rocker, with that epic

date burned into its timber, swashed

gravel once again; the battered pan, re

deemed from its attic exile, ran remi

niscently to the bruising of pebb es. In

the black sand that was the residue of

each washing Beckitt pawed with trem

bling fingers to turn up little flakes and

nodules of glittering metal. Gold he got,

sparsely—no marvel even now in any of

t e old Sierra placer streams. l'lis glean

ings he hoarded in a pill bottle, whose

original contents had been contemptu

ously tossed away the first day of the gold

quest. Neat stacks of bonds and securi

ties, which were the financial foundation

of James Beckitt, Investments, back

there in the city and fruitful author of

$40,000 or more a year, were all forgotten.

l-le wielded pick, rocker and pan as if for

his bread and took his backache seriously.

The hot sun beat upon his laboring shoul

ders and he had pride in their staying

power. The pan swung tirelessly in the

old rotary motion which lets the water

wash gravel and silt over the edge in

cautious driblets, fines down the contents

and reveals finally the heavier auriferous

sand. Down the gorge of the Bear came

vagrant winds, bearin the spice of the

mountains to quicken his blood. Rowdy

jays perched on nearby alders to bias

pheme him. Squirrels flirted their tails

Il'l compliment to one at labor like them

selves.

OOK W0 washed the dump ofan aban

doned mine a few hundred yards down‘

stream from Beckitt’s rejuvenated claim

—washed and washed, nor ever allowed

himself a smile at the picture of a gray

beard combing sands too poor for even a

Chinaman to work. Fook \Vo possessed

the wisdom of ages; not without a certain

sentiment was he. He thought he knew

why this white man worked thus. But

grilling necessity, not sentiment, spurred

the arm of Fook W0. His preémptcd

claim was a towering gray cone of "tail—

ings,” or crushed ore of a one-time frec

milling vein, which had been spewed out

by the stamps of a mine long since dis

mantled. You could see the skeleton

frame of the mill and a black tunnel

mouth far up on the mountain side above

the dump. The gold Fook W0 grubbed

for laboriously was that poor dust which

the careless milling of quartz and gravel

had allowed to pass out with the waste.

He did his work with a pan and at in

finite pains.
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Fishing

Trapping
‘ Then Iurely you will enjoy the Nudon

l nl‘Suoz-tlmm Mnguzilm with 11.; m0

i richly llluntrnmd page-.4, full to over

fluwin with interesting ltnrien Ind

vain. lo lnlormnliun lbnul guns,

Minn; hcklo, cam -U\llfil8—I.lm bmr

plmccl lo go for flu and game, Ind l

I-hounnnd and one vnluublu "How

to" hlntn for Spnrhimon. Tho Nu—

tlonnl Sportsman in just liltu l big

camp-dro In the woods when

" thousands of icllnwg gather

onco - mont Ind Ipifl litirrlng

ynrnl lbout their experiences

wiih mu, dog, riflo and gun.

All this for 15¢ 1 copy.

'~ _ Special Offer

Wu will send you

FREE of Charge

one of our hand

lomo 0 rm u lo

Gold watch (obs

u hora nhown

with Seal grain

Icnthcr a t r I p

um! old plated

buck c on re

ccipt of $1.00

for I your‘! nub

ll‘l'lptlnn tn the

National S )orts

rn n n . l cro’;

what ynu gut to:

your money :

l2 conic: National Sportsman at I50 oar. Val. $|.80

Wlich Fob, - o - - - - . “ .50

Total Value, $2.30

AU to youfar $1.00. Your mmvy back ijnnz sullnflld.

Il‘llllllll. SPORTSMAN. 243 Columbus Ave“ BOSTON. MASS.

 

 

With :1 Weltorn School ;—Twelfth

year. Thousands successful grud

untes. Begin the year right, by

preparing for advancement.’

through one of our home-study courses. We teach

Stonofiraphy, Bookkeeping, Banking, Agricul

ture, orticulture, Electrical, Mining, Civil

and Automobile Engineering, also Nor

mo] and Kindergarten teachers’ courses. Write for

free 50-pngc catalog. ,

‘will scrum llF CUIRESPDIDEICE H

515 Mlrkel Street

Depl- 5 Son Frlncicco, Cll.

 

  

RiderlliENTSWanted
in each town to ride and show my new 1916

model "RANGER" bicycle Wrltq {or our

‘ sperm! my” on a cam its to introduce.

Dlu ill]! "ii on approval and 30

flyu'trhl. Semi for burl". catalog and

'1 pnrueullrl of malt mruolaus qfl'cr ever

, Inlde on a bicycle. You will be astonished

,| t. It our low Erica and remarkabla terms.

l) BQO‘I'YL ,slmnnd colorntn Ranger

  l

l
l r

1d ,

' blcyololt bloat complatellneln America.

Other gunrnnteed model! $11.95, M435 and

’ ' ll'Lw. A few good FBCODCl-llllnd bicycles

; bk!!! in trade. .8 to .810 clear.

'l'lno, lamps. whaela, sundries, parts, ‘ml all

bicycle supplied at hill/usual prices. 00 not buy

vuntil you get our cutulo: and clan. Write Now.

LE 60.. DEPT. L 216. cnlcAGO

 

 

 

and boats“! Ill

llu-s [or plouurc or work, from the nburdy ltl

footer! to the big palltinl cruising yachts nnd lmuw brute

ll’! lhnwn in the Sperlnlizul Bout. Bonk in-nmd by the Grnyiiiuwr

00., In conjunction with [800! the loading boat builders of the

country. Four HUN‘! tu many boat: shown in you are nany Motor

Boat Show. Two other books on Ininc Engines. Any or all u-nt

on requat m

 

.mmmumBANNER

* Build up

A SELLING AGENCY

Sr-ll our l’onnunll In you

club, uhofll or cullrgc. (lenorunn dl

ennui! Inr qnlnlltlvl. Catalog”: I-A‘I

LOWVILLE.N.Y I
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S'Illtt" MM“
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' RINGS-MEUALS-FUBS
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Pink 1} my
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can MOTOR CO. :zs'aislizszrriz ,

Not a night that the two old men did I

not foregather for a smoke. By virtue of

his white skin and readicr flow oflanguage

Beckitt became the raconteur these

nights, and Fook W0 sympathetic lis

tener. On one such occasion before the

fire Beckitt put a question:

"When you make your pile, Fook, what
are éou going to do?H

“ 0 back China-side,” the Chinaman

instantly answered. “Maybe-so die first——

no go back."

Beckitt, his sympathies all at once

elicited by the other old man's hint of a

golden hope, in essence so like that which

had brought him back to Jackass Bar,

deftly drew his com anion out. Fook \Vo

dropped his mask 0 rcticence for the time

and stumbled in his lame English through

a simple confession of an old man’s heart

ache and great yearning.

only see the ducks—“plenty duck”—

herding homeward on Canton river, hear

once more the squalling fiddles at a New

Year's feast; then would Fook W0 be

ready to die.

IN his blankets that night Beckitr an

swered to the call of a great inspiration

and next day the old white mare carried

him back through the desolation of the

hydraulic fields to Gold Run. There he

sent an imperative message to Henry,

uardian of the interests of James

fieckirt, Investments. For two days he

fidgeted about the dull streets of Gold

Run; the night mail on the second evening

brought up from the city an express pack

age for Bcckirt. It was a small wooden

box, extraordinarily heavy for its bulk;

the tag of National Smelters and Assayers

was pasted on its top. \Vith this snugly

nestled against his arm, Bcckitt turned ‘

the mare back over the Bear river road ‘

with the new day.

From the minute the democrat wagon

first dro ped down grade toward Bear ‘

river an the flat—this was along about

sundown—James Beckitt's actions be

came peculiar. First he led the mare off

. the road and tied her beyond observation.

Next a wide detour through the woods to

the abandoned mill, whence a cautious

peek could be taken down the steep cone

of the dump. The sun set and the

watcher carefully made his way down

along the edge of the great talus heap to
the spot where Fook Wvo's abandoned

pick and pan lay. Followed certain ac

tions even more peculiar than the pre

liminary maneuvers; then the final re

treat up the mountain and around to the

tethered mare. Beckitt was very late

reaching camp and his first act there was

to burn an empty box marked, “National

Smelters and Assaycrs." Fook W0, who

came over at the first flare of the white

man's fire, saw a curious light playing

about the corners of his eyes.

CONSIDER the unparalleled conduct

of old Jimmie Beckit't on the following

morning: Up before the sun, he raced

through his coffee and bacon with anx

ious speed, gave the old white mare a

wide tether in dewy meadow grass and

was off up the river to a shallow ford

before the blue shadows in the gorge had

sped. Crossing at knee depth, he began

an elaborate cautious stalking maneuver

downstream to a point 0 posire the white

cone of the dump. No Eoy cvcr tracked

If he could v

    

DoesYour Doctor ‘

Give Advice for

15 cents?

Does he tell you stories, talk to

you about current events, show

you beautiful pictures and diag

nose your case, all for three

nickels?

Your doctor does not do these

things, but the modem magazine

does. The present-day monthly

of standing and character no

longer is merely a collection of

more or less entertaining stories

and articles bound in paper covers.

It has become the sincere, disin

tercstcd, unobtrusive friend of the

family. Years ago the magazinc

centered its chief interest on in

struction; a little later it became

an entcrtilincr; now the best mag

uzines aim to render their readers

genuine, valuable service in addi

tion to instruction and enter

minment.

  

Jr-‘mfiiT'mEFi<

SUNSET has a real story to 101]

month after month, a real service

to render. Through its expert

advice on Western lands, their

character and value it has helped

hundreds of its readers to place

their money advantageously, has

prevented thousands from losing

their savings in fake land schemes.

Suxsc'r’s financial advice has en

ablcd hundreds of readers to ob

tain a better return on their funds

than is paid by savings banks.

without sacrificing the safety of

the investment. And SUNsET’s

travel department has smoothed

the way, contributed to the com

fort of thousands of tourists who

came to see the Great West.

‘.vamm

If you contemplate establishing

a new home in any part of the

Pacific Slope; if you would know

of the best hotels in any part of

the West; if you are anxious to find

out about agricultural conditions,

the price of land, the supply of

water, the character of the soil

anywhere West of the Rockies;

if you want information concern

ing safe investments that will yield

from 5 to 7 per cent; if you con

template a motor journey and

need data on road conditions and

accommodations anywhere be—

yond the Rockies, ask SUNSET.

The information will be furnished

cheerfully, as promptly as possible

and without cost.

Address

Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau

Sunset Building

San Francisco

15m.- '
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CouldYou Fill His Shoes?

SUPPOSE a good job were

|, open where you work. Could

you fill it? Could you jump right

in and make good, or would the

boss have to pass you up because

you lacked training?

The man who is offered the big job

is the man who has trained himself to

hold it before it is offered i0 him.

Don't take chance: on being promoted,

don't gamble on making good when your

opportunity comes. If you want a big

job that carries responsibility and pays

good money, get ready ji/r it.

Pick out the job you want in the work

you like best. Then start right now to

get, through the International Cor

respondence Schools, the training that

will prepare you to hold it.

Thousands of men have advanced

through I. C. S. training to the very

jobs they wanted most. What these

men have done you can do. All the

I. C. S. asks is the chance to help you.

No matter where you live, the I. C. S.

will come to you and train you in your

spare time in your own home.

The job you want is within your

reach. I. C. S. training will win it for

you. The thing to do now is make

your start. Mark the attached coupon

and get it into the mail. Don't let a

moment waste. Here's the coupon—

mark and mail it now.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 365], Scranton, Pa.

llilEilliiillilliiil GURRESFUNBENCE SUBMIT-l

Box 3651. SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without iui-ther obiiimtlon on m

i can qualify lor the position belore whic

part, how

1 mark X

ADVERTISING

Window Trimming

Show (lard Writing

llitrrlng and Sign I’llnt‘l

iLLUS'l RATING

DESIGNING

BOUKKEEPING

Slmog‘nli and Tylwwrlt'l

llizher ecounting

liniiwny Accountlnl

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

Teacher! Course

[in llh Brunch"

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mnll Clerk

AGRICULTURE

POULTRY

Textile Manuhctiirinit

Nlilntltin tiphullll

i‘iiemlltrv iierlnln

\l‘T" IIIWNIN" Front-h

I EIMC‘I'RH‘AL ENGIN‘NH

Electric Lighting

Electric Railways

Electric Wiring

I Telephone Expert

lil-Ii‘llAhll‘AL ENHIN'NG

Mechanical Drafting

I Shop Practice

Gas Engine!

I (‘lVIIi I'IMHNI'IIEIKING

‘bin-roving and Illmilng

Vll\l'§ I'Olilfi‘N ARI) Sl'l'l .

\h-tnl Mining

STATIONARY ENGIN'NH

I \hrine Engineering

ARCHITECTURE

lluildlng Contractor

I Architectural Dffl'lll‘l!

Concrete Englnerring

I Structural Engineering

I'III‘MRING AND IlPZA'l‘IMi

I Sheet Metal \Vnrlu-r
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painted Indians through an elderberry

patch with more delicacy or professional

aplomb than that marking his approach

to a spyin point over Fook Wo s scene

of labor. 7ith nice judgment he picked

a clump of young spruce, whence he could

gain an uninterrupted view of the China

man at work, and lay at full length in the

fragrant softness. Little soundless

chuckles bubbled in his throat and he

\vagged his white beard knowingly.

KW0 came to the dump, a withered

spider of a figure in flap ing blue

smock. Bent shoulders, forwar thrust of

dried old head, gnarled hands like tough

manzanita roots: these the stamp oflabor

on the grubber for unconsidered dust of

wealth. Stiffbacked, he lifted his pick

and commenced his labor. One stroke

brought down a white waterfall of pul

verized quartz; the Chinaman filled a

rough box-sled with the stuff and dragged

it to the edge of the stream. Then he

began panning. Fillin his pan brimful

of the heavy dirt, he dipped it into the

water so that just a thin film of current

passed over its edge, trailing a white

smear downstream. L'p came the pan,

to be shaken in slow rotary oscillation.

Down into the current; more jigglin and

slopping over of water and silt. Took

Wo’s processes had the rhythm of ma

chinery. Less and less grew the residue

in the an.

Sud enlv the Chinaman's hands poised

in the midst of swinging. Beckitt from

his spruce thicket, not forty feet across

the stream, heard a startled grunt, saw

Fook “"0 lift the pan close to his eyes and

look searchingly into it. A knotty finger

dared to steal over the iron rim and gently

stir the contents.

In a frenzy of energy the crouching

figure by the river edge dipped and shook,

clipped and shook. Strange whimpering

noises came from his throat; his mouth

opened and shut spasmodically. At last

he tipped the pan on edge and poured

into his cup ed palmathin ellow dribble,

which caug t the sun an flashed as it

fell. A small buckskin bag, whipped out

from under the blue smock, received

what the pan had yielded.

Beckitt, lips parted and eyes glowing,

enjoyed in his covert a proxy thrill of

treasure-trove. Fook W0 was no more

eager in washing a second panful than the

secret watcher was seeing him do it. The

infinite pains given to the washing but

dela ed and made more keen the ultimate

disc osurc. Again, the supreme moment

when gold—yellow gold—spilled into the

cupped palm.

K W0 worked like mad. Beckitt

watched him for the better part of

1 the morning before making a cautious re

treat. \Vhen he was back at his own bar

ren placer he raised his voice in rollickin

song,_supremely ha py. His eyes has

seen the glory of ackass Bar shining

again in this latter day. That it was a

sta e-managed glory detracted not a

whit from its potency to clothe with

reality a dream. The pilgrim felt in his

own veins a touch of the fever coursing

Fook Wo's. That day ofJune, '59, which

was burned in memorial on the edge of

the old rocker, came back in crystal clear

detail. The old Argonaut recalled how

he shook with an ague of joy almost fear

ful; how others came to bend over his

pan, clapped his back and shouted the

news of his great strike over all the bar.

A question cut across his reminiscences:

how would Fook “'0 act over his find.=

Would the Chinaman come to show him

clean, glittering dust—handfuls of it;

share with him the exultation of discov

cry? ()r—a jealous stab went to Beckitt's

heart—would this withered spider of a

man be afraid to reveal a secret lest a

white man, exercising the ruthless preroga

tive of his kind, snatch his treasure from

him? If he showed this latter temper

somehow all the glamour of this game,

which was very real, would be sped. All

day Beckitt was in a fret of doubt; but

with the first limmerings of his campfire

at dusk came lgook W0. The little China

man walked stolidly up to the circle of

light, in his eyes not a sign. As he eased

himself to a seat he icked up a tin cup

which hung on the edge of the waterpail.

With a swift motion he emptied the con

tents of :1 din y buckskin bag into the

cup and passe it to the white man.

"Look-see!" Fook W'o grunted, his

leathery face all broken into little wrinkles

of quizzical humor. A mound of gold

came halfway up to the brim of the cup.

Beckitt played the game of excited

congratulation out of memory—as those

boys of Jackass Bar had played it with

him nearly sixty years before. Then long

they sat together over the fire in grave

discussion of the phenomenon of such a

find in a mine dum . The white man

carefully constructe a barrier against

possible suspicion, built up in words of

one syllable an elaborate conjecture of

milling process gone wrong when the

dump was growing, or of somebod 's

costl blundering. But Fook W0 had'asimp‘Iier theory.

“ im velly good joss put plenty gold

in dump for Fook VVo," he expressed it

succinctly.

HE Chinaman worked pay dirt for two

days more; then on Beckitt's recom

mendation he harnessed up the old white

mare and took his dust, stowed in an old

coffee-pot, to the bank in Gold Run.

Before he turned the democrat wagon

into Bear river road Fook Wo made a

surprising proposal. _

' You wash him dump while Fook “'0

awa ," he said, and his beady e es softenedyin honest philanthropy. “flake one

an fo' Fook Wo—nothah pan fo’ I‘immie

geckitt. Allee same make him 5 ares.”

When Beckitt, smothering a smile in his

beard, protested the Chinaman capped

his’ demand with unassailable argument:

"No wash him dump while Fook W0

away, good joss he take away plenty gold.”

So the Chinaman went to store is gold

in a vault and Beckitt washed the dump.

He washed three rich pans, wherein fine

flake old began to sparkle before even

half t e gray dust was sluiced away.

The next pan failed to show even a “color,”

and the next and the next. Beckitt then

knew better than any man could that

Fook \ 'o’s "pocket" had given to the full

and was now barren.

Jackass Bar had ielded its last big

strike—two thousan dollars in Alaskan

gold, as measured beforehand on the

scales of National Smelters and Assayers,

in San Francisco.

From his blankets that night James

Beckitt looked up to the white stars

burning on the feathered tips of the great
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pines and told them his pilgrimage to the 1

ar had been good.

HE followin evening brought the old

white mare, ‘ook Wo—and one other.

Beckitt. walking down the wood road at

the sound of approaching wheels, was

brou ht up standing b the eager,

timi ly smiling face of enry, nodding

from beside the Chinaman’s shoulder.

“Oh, there you are, Mister Beckittl" ‘

he chirped while his employer hesitated ‘

between a grin and a frown. Henry

leaped out of the rig and was pumping

Beckitt’s hand with unconcealed fervor.

“Such a time! Such a time finding you!”

"I thought I told you, Henry, I wanted

to disappear." Beckitt tried to be harsh. ,

But the competent oflice staff of James ‘

Beckltt, Investments, babbled without ;

abashment:

“If it hadn't been for the liveryman

recognizin his white horse—two whole

days I've been in Gold Run trying to get

a clubthe Chinaman here \vouldn’t

admit he knew where you were until I ‘

told him about the message, and then—"

“Message!"

"Here it is. sir, and you’ll pardon my

opening it; but of course I thought

best—”

Beckitt took the yellow envelope from

his secretary's hand, whipped a cable

form from it and read:

My dear Dick lost in battle. You

alone can comfort. Coming home at once.

PHYLLIS.

AN hour later, while Henry picked ‘

dubiously at bacon, Beckitt left his

fire and walked through the scrub to the

Chinaman’s camp. Fook \Vo, feeling

the presence of another white man to

have raised barriers which their first

understanding had leveled, had slipped

ofi' to his own cold fire stones at the

meeting. He looked up from his task of

blowin feeble sparks into flame and

greete

pipe and passed the pouch to the China

man. As on that first night of their meet

in , the simple ceremony of the smoke

refieved the strain; the comradeship of

the bar was theirs again.

I‘I panned out the dump yesterdav,"

Beckitt began, "and here's your ha f.”

He passed over a salt sack with a goodly

Beckitt soberly. The white man ,

seated himself, tamped tobacco into his _

sag to one of its corners—all the gold of ,

the final three-pan yield. "No more gold

there, Fook, old scout.

panned and no dust."

" oss, him say, ‘Fook gotchee lenty

gol '," Fook W0 commented soberl’y.

“Plenty to go back to China on,”

Beckitt suggested.

"Go back China-side,"

echoed, and for a minute his wrinkled lids

veiled his eyes in reverie.

duck—plenty duck—makee quack-quack

by libber. Plitty flower makee grow all

time.”

“I’m going home, too," Beckitt put in

with a little sigh of contentment.

"You got home?" Fook W0 asked in

mild surprise. '

“I will have one—soon.”

knocked the ashes from his pipe and rose.

"Come on, Fook, let's start for home to

morrow. Us two old fellows going home

-——tomorrow."

"Tomalla,” Fook VVo assented, and

laid his gnarled old hand in Beckitt’s.

the other ,

Panned and l

“See—um .

Beckitt i
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“—and then with just

a few weeks more

of Sanaz‘ogen"

On the road to health at last! And yet

how impatient you are to be up and doing.

But it is now, when the system is trying to

rebuild its store of energy, that you will be

most grateful for the reconstructive help of

Sanatogen.

Sanatogen, you must know, is a natural food

tonic, combining purest albumen with organic

phosphorus~~thus conveying to the wasted system

the vital elements to build up blood and tissues,

and it is so remarkably easy of digestion that the ‘

most delicate~young and oldfican take it with

nothing but beneficial eHeCts. It reawakens the

appetite, assists digestion, and as a physician in

“The Practitioner," a leading medical journal, says,

“ It seems to possess a wonderful effect in increasing

the nutritive value of other food material.”

 

 

When we tell you that Sanatogen is used by

the medical profession all over the world as an aid

to convalescence and as

an upbuilder 0f strength Madame Olirve Sr/lreintr,

and vitality, that more the gifted writer, states:

than 21,000 physicians “Nothing that I have taken

. for years has given me
have written letters such a sense of vigor as

commending it, you will Sanatogen. "

u ndcrstand that our T/nCzqrafRuuia': Primal:

c o n h d e n c e in recom- P/mman,

mending it to you is firm Dr. Ferchmin, writes:

d sincere “My daughter, who was
an ' very nervous and anaemic,

won't you give San- has been greatly benefited

- by the prolonged use of
atogen the. opportunlty Sanatogen. Her appetite

to help bnng back yo_u improved, her weight in—

—or someone that 18 'creased and the color of her

near and dear to you— skin became healthier.”

to health and strength?

Sanatogen is sold by good druggists

everywhere in sizes from $1.00 up

  

 

Grand Prize. Inter

nalional Congress of

Medicine. London. 19/3

  

Npil-‘MED BY OVER 21,000 PHYSICIANS Y‘

Stanza-fie» “Lil

for E/bert Hub/lard’; new book, “Health in the Making.” Written in his attractive manner

and filled with his shrewd philosophy, together with capital advice on _Sanatogen, health and

contentment. It is free. Address THE BAUER CHEMICAL Co., 30 N Irving Place, New York.
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The Scientific American

is conducting a campaign of

Industrial Preparedness for Peace

u . _

Cut oti from the products of the Old World, the United States has

awakened to a realization of its extreme youth and dependence upon

the parent countries across the water.

With the prodigality of youth, we have been most lavish in the use of

our resources and neglectlul of their development. The natural products

of this country have gone abroad to be worked into finished articles and

be re-transported to this country. Even our waste materials are taken

over by European manufacturers and returned to us in useful form. We

must learn to do for ourselves what others have been doing for us.

Our younger brothers on the Western hemisphere find themselvesin

an even more helpless Conditlon of dependence, and the opportunity

to develop a vast export trade awaits us.

We have prided ourselves on our political independence. It is time we

worked out our industrial independence and Carried Into forelgn fields the

products of our manufacture. .

New lines of work, which the necessity of war imposes upon us now,

will meet with keen competition as soon as the European nations return

from fields of battle and resume their industrial operations. How are

we to meet this competition?

The time for us to prepare for the industrial stru gle that will follow

the declaration of peace is now. Otherwise, we sha l lapse into our old

helpless dependence, and may never realize the destiny of becoming a

really great industrial nation.

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is launching a campaign of industrial pre

paredners for peace. We are planning to publish helpful articles on our

opportunities and how they may be realized, on our wonderful resources

and how they may be developed, on our manufactures and how they

néayflbe improved, how we may eliminate Waste of material and waste

0 e ort.

This is the day of co-operation. The day of secret processes is past.

No man can develop his work to a high degree of efliciency without

studying the methods of others.

The Industrial Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN invites manufac

turers to send him such suggestions as have been helpful to them and

to contribute their ideas on this patriotic movement of industrial pre

paredners for peace.

Subscription price $3.00 a year Sample copy on request

MUNN 8: CO” Inc.

Woolworth Building, New York City Peoples Gas Building, Chicago, Ills.
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Prize Winning

'1

  

Letters in Sunset’s

'Ad-Letter Contest for January
My. what an avalanche of letters! They came from all parts of the country. hundreds of them—good letters.

tussled with the problem of awards for several days. Their verdict is given below.

The judges

There were other letters that surely

were worthy of highest commendation. Few advertisements escaped the watchful eye of the contestants. but of course it was

impossible to give every one a prize. Read these splendid letters and see if you don't agree that these are indeed prize-winners.

 

First Award—Hamilton Watch

Without any question in my mind. the best adver—

tisement in January Si'a'snr is that of the Hamilton

Watch (‘0. That ad just hits the spot. I stood on the

street corner this morning for seven minutes waiting

for a street car. the coldmt morning of the year with

the thermometer 23° below zero—just because my

watch had gotten ahmd of time again without my

knowing it, I am always having trouble regulating

that watch—always too fast or too slow—never sure

which it is.

That "Long Term Watch Insurance" is just what- I

need. I should say. "It is policy to buy a good watch."

Don't I know it's poor policy to buy a poor watch! The

kind of a watch I want is one that l can target about

till I want it and then have Insurance that it isn't

lying to me. and I won't have to invest a month's

salary for Insurance either. Some of them cost no

more than my old one did—and insured for life, and

are they not beauties toot—look at that thin. plain.

classy 12 size. But. you my. beauty is only skin deep.

True enough. but the beauty of the Hamilton Watch

is its accuracy—"the fastest trains in America are run

011 Hamilton Watch Time." I'm going to send for that

Hamilton Watch Book—"the Timckeeper"—to-day.

R. C. Sim-ii. Butte, Montana.

  

Second Award—National Biscuit

  

Third Award—Spenceriaii Pen

 

 

 

Awards Of Merit: ln addition to the three prize-winning letters reproduced above, special awards of merit and

cash prizes of $5 each are given to Miss A. R. Crever. I228 Delmas Ave.. San Jose. California. on her letter analyzing the

Libby. McNeil] & Libby advertisementandto R. F. Fobes. Loomis. Cal. for a splendid letter on the two-page hotel advertisement.

Five Cash Prizes Each Month for Merely Writing Letters

The object of this (‘ontat is to stimulate the interest of

SUNBBT Magazine readers in the splendid announcements

of the national advertisers whose advertisements appear

ash month in the Magmine. and to encourage a keener Now! For the best letter received each month we will

up raiatlon of the valuai ofagenign and l|3+Xl.“h d award ffls1t‘5l9&p;l10 hof $23600: for thfessrx‘ond best letter. a test. They are good letters. carefully written and carefully

' t constitutes a good vertisement. ' y 0 some risen . ; ort eth' .apr'isco 10.11]. Each ofthesc '
ads appul more strongly to you than do others? Why did liattcrs will be published in full in Sl'NRIT Magazine. to- I nmly'mg 5mm“ “8' There “Fm hundreds of “her ‘fliers

this or that announcement indelibly impress itself upon gethcr with a reproduction of the ad. and the name and hm the“ were Belecl’ed by ‘he Judges M the hm‘ 0‘ all sub‘

your memory? address of the prizewinning letter writer. In addition tol mitted in January. Study them as models for your letter.

Rules Governing the Ad-Letter Contet
The contest begins with the January. 19l6, imue and after receipt of copy by the subscriber in order to reach ‘ If you can write a letter. you stand a chance to

will run uutll member. 1916. issue. ‘ us in time for consideration The announcement of obtain one of these call prism. A

The letter must- not exceed 250 words in length. The conditions of the (‘cutest are all set forth in

Study the ads in this number of SUNSET. Try toanalyu- these three prim. there will be No ssoo cash prices as

‘ho ad‘iemsemem “PM made ‘he de‘ipc‘“ hermit?" 5"!“ awards of merit for the fourth and fifth best letters.

your mind. Then write down your reasons. Simple. isn t it‘! Above are ‘he prwwinninu km“ .m the Jnnuary Con‘

 

The letter must bear the name and address of the

writer and in no instance will we assume responsibility

for the return of manuscript.

The letter must be submitted within fifteen days

After thoroughly studying your Ad section. which is

large and contains the best in advertising. 1 have

decided that the Anola ad of the National Biscuit

Company is the masterpiece of them all.

My rmsons are as follows:

First.—The wide. dark border and the large central

white space present a contmst that immediately catches

the eye.

Second—The attractive picture at the bottom of

the ad holds the attention alread ' attracted. and you

are sufliciently interested in the delicious looking wafers

to read the rint above

Third.— he print. which is concise and to the point.

tells you all the advertiser has to say in as few words

as possible. There is just the right length to the print.

lies would not be sufficient to {mt forth what the

advertiser has to say. More wou d probably not be

re: .

Fourth—The wording of the print is itself a master

piece. It convince you that you will be delighted

with the wafers. tells you what you are getting and the

price.

Fifth—The small ragraph. describing Festino

confections. in no way urts the ad. although if longer

it would do great harm. Why not kill two birds with

one stone?

Sixth—Again you look at the picture, The bmuty

of the design and the nastiness. assures you that the

wafers are delicious. The nut box. the vase of roses.

and the attractive arrangement of the wafers. carries

out the idea the advertiser meant to impart.

Canines H. Noam-z. ‘2110 N. Alabama Street. Indian

apolis. In iana.

The Spencerian Pen ad in the January Sl'Nsirr was

written by a psychologist. The line of script is talcu

lated in itself to attract attention among pages of

printed matter. "You put your own personality in

your han—" The key-word is porsonallty. the potent

appeal to the ego. It arrests and holds the attention;

then the eye catches the black-faced type at the left.

"What "our Hand-writing Reveals." Another word

to juggle with—reveals. It smacks of the occult.

stems to put handwriting in the fascinating class with

palmistry. card-reading and spirit rapping. There is

something queer about it. "Of course l don't believe

—I‘m not a bit superstitious. but—" The ego nibbles.

It goes back to the line of script. "There ls personality

in it. I wonder what those gay~looking terminal

strokes reveal. Why does the writer always close a

and 0 so carefully? Is it the mine characteristic that

shuts the s? Why did he leave one y unlooped'l

Rally. I must know!" The ego swallows hook. line

and sinker. You write to the Spencerian Pen Co.‘

wondering the while why you make certain peculiar

strokm. "What do they reveal?" you find yourself

asking; them "Huh! that sputter reveals a poor pen,

\\'< IL I can write any way I like when l have twelve

dificrcnt kinds of Spencerian pens to choose from."

The ad has accomplished its purpose. So great is their

faith in their product that the Spencerian Co. ask

nothing more than a trial.

Miss Paola: Lowma. Mission San Jose. California.

the prizes will follow in the second month's number

of Si'xsi-rr—for example. the prizc~winniniz letters sub

mitted on the advertisements in the March SI‘NSET

must reach us not later than March 20th and the

awards will be announced in theI May imue of Swan.

this announcement. it will not be necessary to write

for further particulars. Just send in your letters.

typewritten if possible. together with your name and

addrw.

Send Your subscription and Address all Correspondence to Contest Editor, Sunset Magazine, fifimsco
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The Services

of

a Specialist

When in need of

professional advice,

one invariably con

sults a specialist to

obtain the benefit of

his knowledge, his

training and his wide

experience.

When in need of

advice regarding

investments, the

services of an

experienced bond

house should be

sought in order to

obtain the benefit of

its exhaustiveexami

nations and financial

experience.

Our business activities,

covering a period of

many years. enable us

to give valuable advice

in the selection of in

vestment securities.

Send for our pamphlet

“Bonds—A Safe, Con

venient, Marketable

Investment" and our

Circular SS-35

giving list of cur

rent, conservative

investment bonds.

N.W. Halsey & Co.

424 California St.

San Francisco

Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles, California

Railway Exchange Bldg., Portland, Oregon

Boston

Chicago

New York

Philadelphia

 

 

    

Western Finance  

  

announcements of reaponaible and reliable

institutions, Letters reqneatinl information

should be addrened to the Financial Editor

and lhould be accompanied by return poltnle.

A department devoted to inveatmenta in the

Far “lent. “'e endeavor to accept only the

 

 

 
  

Understanding Western Investments

By Edwin Selm'n

Mr. Srlvin ha.r made for himself a J'prcial place among than wrilrr; :cho dcal with

the financial prohlrm: of thc Far Wart. For a number of yrar: h! ha: givrn all hi:

thought, all hi: cfl'ort; to th: martery 0f the qucrtionr which confront both than’ who would

1:11 and who would buy thc .m'urilirr originating on th! Pacific Slopc. Hi: utteranccr

on "'ntcrn financial condition: are bring quotrd and accrptrd a; authoritatit'c by lcading

Eartern financial journals. In order to prerrnt it: rcadrrr with the wry but thought

on the int-ntmcnt condition: of thc Far IVrrt, SUNSET MAGAZINE ha: arrangzd with

Air. Szlvin for a uric: of article: dcaling with thcre conditionr.

:cric: followr.

IFE out here in the West is very

real, and very earnest. \Vestern

men have few illusions and no

delusions—least of all about in

vestments in their own country. They

are optimistic—yes; for who could live in

this glorious climate, this land of flowers

and promise with its never-ending vistas

of scenic grandeur, without bemg an

optimist?

But climate doesn't pay interest on

bonds and flowers do not retire them at

maturity; promises do not pay debts and

scenery doesn't rovide an income.

Optimism wit us IS only confidence in

ourselves and belief in our future; and

these we back with our brains, our brawn

and our dollars—to the uttermost.

The Eastern investor should not allow

himself to be influenced unduly by a

spirit ofo timism, whether it comes from

a trip he has made to the Coast or from

the circulars of an optimist with some

thing to sell.

The line of demarcation between the

safe and the unsafe in investments is just

as sharply drawn in San Francisco,

Seattle or Portland as it is in New York,

Philadelphia or Boston. The principles

of sound investment being the same

everywhere, the criteria upon which his

‘udgment is based should not be altered

y intervening distance.

To differentiate between investment

and s eculation is essentially important,

thoug not always so simple as might

a pear. It is curious to note the amount

of) money that comes West for projects

of a highly speculative nature, which if

they turn out badly, become a reproach;

whereas the same money tossed into Wall

Street and lost will bring only a shrug

and "better luck next time.”

If 'ou wish to speculate and do so with

full hnowledge of what you are doing,

that's one thing. But if you speculate

when you think you are investing, that

is et another thing. And if you can’t

tell, an investment from a speculation,

you had best keep your money in bank

until ou have obtained the advice of a

I reliabe investment house.

Thr first papcr of th!

Financial writers frequently have oc

casion to comment on the antithesis of

investments and investors. To me one

of the most interesting of investment

phenomena is the contrast in two classes

of ultra-conservative investors. One, the

big Eastern life insurance companies; the

other, the private investor of which the

New England possessor of an estate

handed down from generation to genera

tion is a ty e.

Millions of dollars of life insurance

funds are invested in bonds ofmunicipali

ties and in first mort ages on farm and

city property in the acific states. The

men to whom is entrusted the responsi

bilit of making these investments know

con itions here. Therefore they regard

these investments with favor not only

because the security is the equal of that

offered in the older communities, but also

because the return is larger.

The other class, not knowing, passes

them by. Why, is not hard to under

stand, when one stops to think. In the

minds of many otherwise well informed

Easterners whom business or pleasure has

never brought out to the Coast. this is yet

but a region of undeveloped resources.

Quite rich in ossibilities. of course. butardly the pliace for the conservative

investor.

These good people do not realize that

what would ordinarily require a century

has been done here within a few years.

It may be hard for them to understand

how and why it is so.

It is a far cry from a blockhouse in the

frontier settlement of Seattle to the

shadow now cast on its former location

by the second highest office building in

the world; from a half-starving band of

perhaps one hundred settlers beleaguered

in this blockhouse by hostile Indians to

municipal bonds voted for by some of

them still living and now legal for savings

banks in Massachusetts and New York.

Yet but 60 years spans this gap, as time

is measured; for it was on January 26th

last that Seattle observed the sixtieth

anniversary of this battle. which but

for the timely aid from the U. S.
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'Free Market Letter on

Stocks and Bonds

Of the Great Southwest

Securities liated on the Lou Angelel Stock

Exchange and which are showing activity are

analyzed for the information of investor! in

The Market Letter

which in publiahed at elated intervala. The

analysis deala with physical and marlret con

dition relating to lecuritiel.

Statistical Information

ha been our specialty for ear! and we have

built up what we believe to one of the most

comprehensive atatiatical files in the west

Prompt and Efficient Service

will follow your request for The Market Letter

or for information relative to any specific

western securities. THIS SERVICE IS FREE.

A. W. COOTE

Member Loo Anleles Stoelr Exchange

604 l. w. Hellman Bldg. Lo: Angelel, Calif.

_NO PROMOTIONS

and are therefore time tried and

0

0

Denomination! ran“ from ‘25.00‘1‘1, and thank," 1|“

the nnall. an Wltll an the largeinveltnr tho lonroadvantalc

n to security and interest return. We offer only carefully

lelected iasum that have been purchued for our own

account.

Exempt from taxation.

Price par and accrued internal.

Write for eirculurl : they will inu-re-tevery investor who

wantl 7% and safely.

THE EMPIRE SECURITIES COMPANY

lncnrporated 1906( l

1210 llibeuiu llildin, ttl all Sllll Struts. llS Amie, Cal.

 

CALIFORNIA STREET

IMPBDVEMENT BONDS

Meet all the requirernenta of con»

Icrvalivelnveeturl. They areleeuro.

cmn'cnluu'», and pay the largelt

amount of interest consistent with

safety. Calitorniastreet Lllws, under

which these build.‘ are lruued, have

been in effect for over twenty year!

 
  

NEVADA' MlNlNCr NEWS

Free for Three Months

This publication is edited by experts. ll almlutrly authentic, and

in a recognized authority on all mines, mining camps and mining

much of Nevada. It will be trialled to you for three months

A BSOLUTELY FREE upon request. Write for it today and ask u: for

any special information you may denim about any urine in Nevada.

NEVADA MINING NEWS

399 cu! I'rtrrs Bldg. REV), NEVADA
 

Afraid?

HOUSANDS of men and women

begin to tremble and shake the

moment they start planning to invest

their hard-earned savings in bonds.

The thing worries them. The cam

paign against fraudulent promoters has

caused them to doubt the standing of

nearly all securities.

\‘Vhat shall these apprentice investors

do to obtain better than four per cent

on their funds?

There are numerous houses which

have sold bonds for ten, twenty. thirty

years without causing their clients to

lose one dollar. “look! you feel safe in

following the advice of such firms?

lf you want better than four per cent

without running any risks, write to

Financial Editor, Sunset Magazine. San

Francisco, for information concerning

the standing and the record of Far

Western bond houses.

 

 

 

Sloop-of-War "Decatur" would have been

a massacre. ‘

it is this utter outstrippinf

accomplishment that is so

stood. The basis of comparison is_lack

ing. It is this mostly that gives rise to

so many fallacies concerning our \Nestern

investment situation.

The remedy?

Infonnation—adequate, specific, un

biased, dependable.

The Pacific Slope needs no apologist;

neither does it require the super ative in

setting forth the merits of its invest

ments. The truth is good enough.

All the \Vest needs—or wants—is to be

understood.

In the four messages to come, each

different from the other yet all to the

same purpose, SUNSET, as the distinc

tively Western magazine with a national

of time by

circulation, hopes to make the West

understood~zis to investments.

How is Business?

ITH copper ’way above twenty

cents a pound, wheat above a

 

 

ittle under- l

  

dollar a bushel, with lumber . '

creeping up the price scale

steadily, with half a dozen metals selling .

at famine prices, with wool sky high an

the fruit markets firm, the Far West can

truthfully answer the question at the

head of this paragraph with one word:

‘Tine?’

The up le crop has left a substantial

profit in tlie hands of the growers. Cali

fornia oranges, of extra good quality and

packed with more than ordinary care

this year, have brought splendid returns

since the be inning of the season. Dried

fruits, notaSly prunes and raisins, are

flrutting money into the growers’ pockets.

hough hma cams are weak, the balance

of the bean crop is doing well and the

rise of the barley quotations has caused

talk of an attempted "corner" on the

Coast exchanges. Hops are still in the

doldrums, prices of live stock have

stiffened, railroad earnings both toss and

net are the largest on record. ' he lum- ,

ber market has continued to improve so

steadily that warnings against a too

rapid mobilization of the mills are in

order. If all the mills should suddenly

run full capacity, their out ut would

break the market's back. y making

haste slowly, the goose will continue to I

lay small golden eggs.

But the best feature of the Far Western

business situation is the fact, pointed out

before in these pages, that peace can only

increase prosperity. The Far \Vest has no

powder-boom towns, no new munition

factories. The reconstruction period and

normal shipping rates will enlarge in

stead of destroying the market for all its

products, especially when the blockade of

the Panama Canal is raised and West

Coast products once more have water

transportation open to them.

One of the remarkable features of the

present condition of \Vestern finance is

the avidity with which four per cent state

and mumci al bonds are snapped up.

Early in February more than $3,000,000

of California state bonds bearing four per

cent were sold at par. Two years ago

there was no open market for these se

curities at all unless the buyer was willing

to assume a certain loss.
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DoesYour Doctor

Give Advice for

Does he tell you stories, talk to

you about current events, show

you beautiful pictures and diag

nose your case, all for three

nickels?

Your doctor does not do these

things, but the modern magazine

does. The present-day monthly

of standing and character no

longer is merely a collection of

more or less entertaining stories

and articles bound in paper covers.

It has become the sincere, disin

terested, unobtrusive friend of the

family. Years ago the magazine

centered its chief interest on in

struction; a little later it became

an entertainer; now the best mag

azines aim to render their readers

genuine, valuable service in addi

tion to instruction and enter

tainment.

SUNSET has a real story to tell

month after month, a real service

to render. Through its expert

advice on Western lands, their

character and value it has helped

hundreds of its readers to place

their money advantageously, has

prevented thousands from losing

their savings in fake land schemes.

SUNsET’s financial advice has en

abled hundreds of readers to ob

tain a better return on their funds

than is paid by savings banks,

without sacrificing the safety of

the investment. And SUNsE'r’s

travel department has smoothed

the way, contributed to the com

fort of thousands of tourists who

came to see the Great West.

If you contemplate establishing

a ncwlhome in any part of the

Pacific Slope; if you would know

of the best hotels in any part of

the West; if you are anxious to find

out about agricultural conditions,

the price of land, the supply of

water, the character of the soil

anywhere West of the Rockies;

if you want information conccm

ing safe investments that will yield

from 5 to 7 per cent; if you con

template a motor journey and

need data on road conditions and

accommodations anywhere be

yond the Rockies, ask SUNSET.

The information will be furnished

cheerfully, as promptly as possible

and without cost.

Address

Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau

Sunset Building

San Francisco
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The True Flavor of High-Grade

Cocoa Beam" 1: Found in '

Baker’s

Breakfast Cocoa

 

Registered U. S. Patent Office

THIS is due to the perfec

tion of the mechanical

process by which it is manu

factured, no chemicals being

used, and to the care and

skill used in the selection

and blending of the beans.

A high authority on cocoa

has recently said: "A pure

cocoa, unchanged by de

structive chemicals, is the

best cocoa. There is no more

need for introducing alkalies

into cocoa than there is into

cracked Wheat or oatmeal.”

Baker’; Game is dell

ezous, wholesome,pure

and 0fgreatfood value.

BOOKLET OF CHOICE RECIPES SENT FREE

WALTER BAKER & CO. LIMITED

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

Grand Prize, Panama - Pacific Exposition, 1915

Grand Prize, Panama-California Exposition, 1915
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The Wings of \Var

For a little over two years the Signal Corps Aviation School of the United Slates Army has been in operation at Norlh

island, in San Diego bay, where the Government is given the use of land belonging to the Coronado Beach Company.

Here men are fitted for service at Corregidor, in the Philippines, Fort Kamehama, Hawaii, and the Canal Zone. Last

year 3500 flights were made and several American records established for altitude and endurance. Incidenlally the law

limiting the detail of aviationv students to such unmarried lieulenanls of the line as are under thirty years of age has had

an important bearing upon the brilliant maneuvers in the ballroom of the red-roofed Hotcl dcl Coronado

9



\Vhen the Brush of Spring Paints the Desert and Its Hills

In it!arch the desert of the Southwest begins to weave its wedding robe. Between the rocks, among the columns of the

giant cactus, millions of blossoms of a thousand varieties spring out of the moist sand. As if a mile-wide brush

worked its 'way upward on valley floor and slope with swift strokes, so the color bursts out in vivid splashes, trans

forming for a brief time the uptilted planes into the gorgeous palette of the Lord
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Across the Editor’s Desk QQ

OW that it has been put together, this March

issue looks like a special poppy number. The

cover is ablaze with p0 pies; they fleck with

gold the frontispiece; t eir wind-blown seed

has been carried even into the advertising of California

hotels. Lest this be considered a breach of that neu

trality which we were at pains to describe in January

when we enunciated the principle “Not for California

only but for the entire Pacific Slope," let us explain.

It is indeed the “California poppy” but that is only an

accident of name. The botanist Chamisso landed on

the strand of the Presidio and found a brave cup of gold

standing against the ocean breeze. But he mi ht have

navigated the Arizona desert in March an waded

through miles of their glowing bloom. In which case

the name would doubtless have come to us as Arizona

oppy—Arizonica instead of Californica. Or he might

liave been crossing Nevada—but enough. It is plain

that the warm beauty of these pages is in honor of

spring in the blossoming southwestern states of this

peaceful if somewhat puzzled land.

N the flowery March number which is now before

you, observe the consistency which includes an arti

cle on “the bloom and the decay of the Flowery Re

public." And certainly it is quite in the spirit of 5 ring

to lead off such a number with a love-story. oung

Perry Hockaday, the hero of the campaign recorded in

"Marrying Inez-Isabel,” is just the man for a March

number for he comes in like a lion and goes out like a

lamb. Kennett Harris is thoroughly at home in this

whimsical tale of Missouri—at home because he lived

there once and kept his eyes and ears open. When still

in his teens he journeyed straight from London to

Missouri with the laudable and adventurous purpose

of sla ing Indians and buffalo which he understood,

from Cooper and Catlin, were numerous in that region.

Not finding his quarry, he went even further West until

today he is at home in San Diego. He can see Indians

there any day at the Exposition, but he hasn't found

the buffalo yet. So he may keep moving. He seemed

fairly contented the other day, in camp on the lookout

of a sunn veranda above the town. We had been

talking of nez-Isabel as a maiden who was true to type.

"Sometimes they can be too true for local consump

tion,” said one of us.

Kennett Harris laughed. “Same here,” he said.

“Tarkio, Missouri, objected to the type I used although

I was writing thirty years after my experience there.

When I went there I found a prosperous and prosaic

country inhabited by what I then considered a rather

primitive, but perfectly good, people. I wrote of them

conscientiously and with no more than the reasonable

exaggeration that a writer's license permits, but it was

not until these stories began to appear in the Saturday

Evening Port that the storm broke and I was bombarded

with highl explosive letters from worthy citizens of
Tarkio. Iyreceived picture postal cards of residences

 

of prominent citizens, churches and school buildings

in support of much statistical information. As

to the local paper—! Well, I'm still raw in spots.

Curiously enough, I also received some letters praising

my faithful delineation of the speech, manners and cus

toms of the Atchison county people of thirty years ago.

“Honestly, I was grieved, because I wouldn’t hurt

anybody’s feelings unnecessarily or undeservedly and

I was rather puzzled, because I thought I had made

it clear that I was writing of a long departed era. I

stand by and swear by the authenticity of my dialect

as well as the fidelity of my descriptions of local man

ners and customs, grantin , of course, that there may

have been no end of people of education and culture.

It happened, however, that I was brought more into

contact with the rustic part of the community—of

whom I wrote. I want to say, moreover, that no finer

lot of men and women than they ever breathed pure air.

“Well, I deplore the sensitiveness of my correspond

ents but I don't intend to give up the Tarkio country.

I am too fond of it.”

PPIES and poetryl What else do ou expect

when the year’s at the spring? So in arch you

have the blooming poppies and in April you shall have,

as a natural sequence, the blooming oets—two of

them, count 'em. To begin with, you sha l have George

Sterling, soloist with the Western choir. Mr. Sterling

contributes to the April number a sonnet which may be

described as of characteristic beauty—which would be

high praise for any sonnet. This Easter poem is accom

anied by a painting, by W. H. Bull, depicting the

Iiaster Dawn Service on Mt. Rubidoux, in southern

California. Both poem and painting appear to us to

possess the quality of inspiratlon. In contrast to these

solemn offerings, yet equally fitting to the month, you

are to have a long poem—two a es-count 'em also—

b William R. Benet, imported) Western singer for the

ew York symphony. “Down Along the Mountain"

is a glad carol of spring in the cowboy country, and

C. S. Price, who was a cowbo once, has drawn sym

pathetic marginal sketches. nd in May—you shall

see what you shall see! ,

ALL this is very pretty and timel , no doubt, butsomething more'substantial shouldlfollow a number

containing two such articles of serious timeliness as

"Why Gild the Flintlock?” and "California Next?”

which make March so significant an issue. Exactly.

Do you happen to know, for example, just what our

withdrawal from the Philippines would mean in our

national history? Most of us have rather a vague idea

of how the wave of American supremacy swept across

the Pacific, touched the shores of Asia and receded.

How about the ill-smelling flotsam such a wave may

leave on far-away beaches? This is one of the timely

articles put in the April number to take the curse o

the verse—if you chance to feel that way about it.
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mvvmn m: Iv Yul maul a lulu m. :Mmn

F your furniture has become dull and discolored you will be interested in the follow

ing letter from the manufacturer of perhaps the finest furniture made in America:

"We make a large amount of bedroom furniture and a considerable quantity of it in

the last few years has been finished in different shades of enamel. As some of this

furniture is very fine it requires careful attention and we have found it necessary to

issue the following instructions covering its care:

"Use a weak solution of Ivory Soap suds, lukewarm. Apply with a soft cloth and

dampen only about one square foot at a time, drying promptly with a chamois skin."

The above recipe practically is the same as the one we have published for many years

in books of directions for the general household use of Ivory Soap. We recommend

it for furniture and woodwork of every kind.

I;-.*\\\‘

i This booklet, “Unusual Uses of Ivory Soap", contains over a hundred recipes

helpful especially at house-cleaning time. You may have a copy postpaid.

I} Address The Procter CS. Gamble Co., Dept. 27-C, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

 

 

 



 

“You’re going to wear these,” announced Mary-Ann. “I'm not either,” declared Inez-Isabel

Marrying Inez-Isabel

I

ERRY Hockaday sat on Levi

Moseley’s front porch, clad in the

bravery of his Sunday- o-to-meet

in’s, and looked square y, steadily

and with something of an air of pro

prietorship at Mary-Ann Moseley. Mary

Ann looked at Perry obliquely and with

fleeting glances, and her expression would

have uzzled a tolerably acute observer.

But siie smiled, and that was enough for

him. Enough for the present. He was

there and she was there and there was no

probability that they would be disturbed

for some time.

Two reasons for that. One was that a

couple of miles away, in a woodland glade

on the margin of the gently murmuring

Little Tarkio, a husky young man was

murmuring not at all gently, as he gin

erly felt a loosened front tooth with one

hand and held a large cool pebble to his

eye with the other. He was otherwise

damaged, and he was resolving to shun

By Kennett Harris

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

When a man promises his sweetheart to

marry her homely sister to SOTRGbOdI,

somewhere, somehow, he has only him

self to blame for the results. Honest

young Perry Hockaday made such a

promise, but do you blame him after all?

 

the Moseley front porch forevermore. The

other reason was that Perry I‘Iockaday

was tolerably well fixed and Old Man Levi

Moseley knew it and knew, moreover, that

any interference with Perry was likely to

be fraught with unpleasant conse uences.

Not that Perry was mean. (l'le jist

nachally happened to like having his own

way, and bring well fixed and weighing

one-eighty, stripped, without a smear of

fat and quicker n a steel trap, not to

mention his pistol shooting or the wa he

could flick a knife from the pa'm 0 his

hand into anything you’d a mind to

mention at twenty foot—why, he most

ginerally had his own way.

As to Mary-Ann Moseley—well, there

had just enetrated to the Tarkio region

a song about another Mary-Ann which

the young bucks thou ht particularly

applicable. The refrain ieganz

“She’s a daisy, she’s a darling,

She’s a dumpling, she's a lamb."

Miss Moseley was a daisy, shore 'nough.

She was also a darling, and her contours

were sufl'iciently rounded to justify the

dumpling part of it. But she was not

exactly a lamb.

“I—jinksl that knuckle’s sore," said

Perry, regarding his closed right fist.

“I'm right glad of it," said Mary-Ann.

"I wish’t it was sorer. I wish't pore Billv

had tuck some of the conceit outen you.”

“Two like him 'ud have their work cut

out for them,” smiled Perry vaingloriously.

13
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“They cert'n'y would, if they got it

all," Mary-Ann agreed, moving her chair

farther away from his advance.

PERRY laughed. He knew something

about gals. Sometimes the sassier

they are, the better sign it is. Jist bluff.

' You might as well say the word now,"

he urged. "There hain't no good reason

why you shouldn't. You cain't look me

in the eye and tell me that I'm p’ison to

you.

"Cain't I?" said Mary-Ann. And she

did say so; but her manner was so far

from convincing that Perry gave his chair

another hitch and put his arm about her

waist, only to withdraw it in the same

instant with an exclamation that made

Mar -Ann look at him reproachfully.

“ hat's a cuss word," she accused.

“ 'Tain't neither,” Perry denied. "But

if it was, I'd be jestified. Sticking pins

into a body!”

"A body kin keep his arm where it

belongs, then,” said Mary-Ann. “There's

a right place for ever'thing." She looked

at him sidewise with a mischievous smile.

“You're a-going for to take me," Perry

persisted. '

"I hain't," said Mary-Ann. “I hain’t

a-going to take nobuddy—not until Inez

Isabel IS married, anyway. I'd be a right

cur'ous sort of a sister for to push in afore

her after all she's done for me. No, sir.

When Inez-Isabel is married, maybe I'll

think of marrying, myse’f; but not afore

then, Mr. Hockaday."

"But she hain't even got a beau," pro

tested Perry.

"That's so," said Mary-Ann. "And

what makes it worse is she hain't never

had one. Cain't you think of nobuddy.?”

Perry tilted his hat in an endeavor to

stir his brain into activity by the familiar

digital process. “For to marry Inez

Isabel? Why—er—I dunno either. I'll

study on it, Mary-Ann. You shorely

mean that, do ou, Mary-Ann—not get

ting married till, after she does?"

"I shorely do," said Mary-Ann.

II

PERRY Hockaday left the Moseley

place that evenin in a disturbed

frame of mind. He ha not lost self-con

fidence but at the same time there was

no doubt that Mary-Ann was sort—of

cur’ous-acting. I—jinksl Inez-Isabel

was nigh on to twenty-one, and as for

looks-—

Joe Bridlow ut it this-a-way: "If

you'd lean Inez-Isabel up against a mud

fence," says Joe, "the fence wouldn't

look so daggone homely after all, and

ekally, if you met Mary-Ann a-trailing a

little red wagon behind her, chances are

you wouldn't take no partickler notice of

the wagon."

And yit, considered Perry, with more

acuteness than he usually displayed—and

yit if Inez-Isabel wasn't Mary-Ann's

sister, folks wouldn't think she was so

turrble on leasant for to look at. You

take Inez- sabel by herse’f, not taking

no 'count of Mary-Ann, and there's

homelier women raising fam'lies and mak

ing good men toe the line all over Atchi

son county.

HIS reflection comforted the young

man to a great extent and he pro

ceeded to onder in his mind the various

unattache males of his acquaintance.

It was not strictly necessary that they

should be young, he decided, and their

eligibility was almost entirely a matter of

single estate. Nevertheless, Perry re

solved to do the best he possibly could

for his future sister-in—law. As a member

to-be of her family, that would be his

duty; besides which, he liked Inez-Isabel

-—liked her right well. Daggone if he

hadn't always thought a hea of her.

Suthin' about that gal herefore

he would begin at the top, and work

down the list, if he had to. There was

Cassius Snell. Cass was a likely young

feller and he wasn't tangled up with no

petticut. Good worker, stiddy; Ba tis',

too, which ought to suit Old IVIan

Mosele . \Vorked his Pap's place on

third sfieers, Cass did, and had a bunch

of stock of his own. Why, cert'n'yl

Cass Snell.

HOCKADAY was an energetic young

man, direct in his methods an

prom t as he was purposeful. Early on

the following morning he rode out to

Snell's farm. Cassius, a blond young

hulk of a fellow, was in the creek meadow

cocking timothy, with one blue e e on a

dark cloud-bank in the west. e was

grateful for Perry's offered assistance, as

that cloud looked like rain.

"What brung on over, Perry?" he

asked, after they had been working with

silent expedition for as long as ten min

utes.

"I come for to do you a favor,” replied

Hockaday. "Might as well tell you now.

That rain won't come a-ni h us."

“Right clever of you," said Cass, with

out slackening speed, however.

"I'm that kind," observed Perry.

“Bo'n in me, I reckon. Cass, you aim for

to take in the dance at Phil Giddings’?"
"I don't hold weth dancing,’I Cass

answered gravely.

“You're like Inez-Isabel Moseley,"

remarked Perry. "She don't neither.

There's a mighty fine gal, Cass.”

“She cert'n'y had ought to be," said

Cass, striding on to the next windrow.

“She cert'n'y is," declared Perry, fol

lowing him. ‘Neat as a pin, too, that

gal, weth saving ways, and an elegant

cook."

“She had ought to be,” repeated Cass.

“She i:," said Perry earnestly. “Am

’ bitious as they make 'em, is Inez-Isabel,

and for as slimsy as she looks, she's as

stout as a mewl. Kind disposition.

hain't been around there so long but I've

took notice of that." Here Perry spoke

sincerely and truthfull .

“ ’Tain’t no more'n fair she should be,"

Cass observed.

"She is," said Perry.

gets her’ll be luck ."

"The saying is, A fool for luck.’ " Cass

thriftily scraped up some spears of tim

othy that the other had left.

ERRY frowned. "He won't be no

fool. It's because most of the boys

mound here is fools that she hain't

ararried long ago. But some of these

da '5 a feller that knows what's what, a

feller weth two sharp e es in a level haid

is a-goin' for to snap nez-Isabel up like

a toad ketching flies. Then he’ll live

hap and die rich."

“ e had ought to," commented Cass.

“He will," said Perry. "Now sto for

a minute and listen to me, Cass. aim

"The man as

for to marry Mary-Ann Moseley and I'd

like for to have the right kind of a brother

in-law. I've been studying out jist who

I'd be willing to have marry Inez-Isabel

and I don't know nobuddy what's more

deserving of her than what you are. I've

allus thought a heap of you, Cass, and I

want to see you prosper and thrive. I

wish you wel and happy, as the feller

says. Now don't ou say nothin . Keep

your haid shet an listen to me. Wou and

me is good friends, Cass. You know I'm

a friend of ours and you jist think over

what I've een saying. Beauty hain't

but skin dee , Cass. You come over

weth me to oseley's tonight."

"I reckon ou'll have to excuse me,

Perry," said ass. "I cain't do it.”

"You don't have to do more’n set

around a while and be sociable."

“I know, but I reckon you'll have to

excuse me."

“You and me has alwa 5 been good

friends, hain't we.> You’ jist as soon

have the Hockadays for friends as not,

wouldn't you? I wouldn't keer for to

fo’ce friendship on nobuddy. What's

your objection to visiting around weth

me at my friend, Mr. Levi Moseley’s,

Mr. Snell, sir?"

“Perry," replied Mr. Snell, “you know

daggone well what my objections is and

you know I think a heap of on and your

folks, but if this here is t e favor you

come for to do me, Ithank you kindly,

but I reckon jist the same you'll have to

excuse me.”

“IF you was a beauty yourse’f, I could

understand your p’sition," said Hock

aday, e ing his friend coldly and critic

ally. ‘ If on wasn't knock-kneed and

pigeon-toe and if your face wasn't so

much like a slab of cold mush left over

from supper and sproutin hair,

wouldn't be so much surprisetf."

“That there is jist the reason I aim to

have good looks somers in my fam’ly,”
ex lained Snell good-naturedly. l‘Perry,

it ain't a-goin to do you no good for to

pick a fuss wet me."

“I dunno but what it would do me a

right smart of good," observed Hockaday

doubtfully.

He lared at the imperturbable young

okel or a moment and then jabbed his

a fork into the ground and turned awav.
“YIbu need somebuddy with brains in

your fam'ly, too," he said over his

shoulder.

III

WO more swains were checked ofi

Hockaday's list before the day was

‘over—Ab Freeden and Dick Wauchope.

Ab pleaded a prior attachment to 'Liz

beth Padden which nobody had sus~

pected and even Ab had not been quite

sure of. Dick declared his intention of

seeing the world before he settled down

and was considering a trip either to

Hongkon , China, or Memphis, Tenn.

“It woul n't be fair to no gal for to tie

her up under such circumstances," Dick

represented. “Mabbe when I get tired

of traveling and come back home—"

“It may be too everlasting late then,"

said Hockadav.

“I reckon I'll have to take my chances,

Perry," replied Dick, quite firmly.

It was right discouragin . Perry told

Mary-Ann so when he ma e his evening

(Continued on page 40)
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Mary-Ann Moseley was a daisy; she was also a darling and her contours were sufiiciently rounded to justlfy

the word dumpling. But she was not exactly a lamb

 



 

 

necessary to any plan of preparedness.

“'ashinflon National guardsmen doing the strenuous work of infantrymen, a part of the intensive training

These troops are efficient, but in the absence of compulsory

service comparatively few men enlist and consequently only skeleton bodies of troops are available
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Why Gild the Flintlock?

Our Regular Army is a Costly Obsolete Mistake—Real

Preparedness Demands a New Defense Foundation

W0 years ago a priest of prepared

ness would have been a prophet

without honor; today the country

is converted to a conviction, the

unanimit of which is without parallel in

our legislative history. The conviction

is that somethin must be done. Yet no

one knows exact y what it is that should

be done. Not one propagandist has ad

vanced with a plan and championed it

with the statement,

“This fits our needs."

And in this singularl

ness, no sound is heart?

of vox populi:

idea-less wilder

save the rumble

By Arthur Dunn

threatened point in—charitably—ten

days.

Judging puddings by their eating, cred

iting nothing but the result, admitting,

but not considering, overhead charges,

our present preparedness system :costs

$4000 per man on the battle line per year.

Considering the growing American

passion for business el'hciency, it is re

markable that more has not been said—

from the standpoint of the efhciency en

 
“Something must be

done."

Something is going to

be done, but if no one

knows what it should be,

it is not hard to see

what it will be.

A political sop will

be tossed to a clamor

ous Cerberus. \Ve shall

have no more than a

makeshift stop-gap, a

mess of "molasses to

catch fiies”—a nothing.

The seven days’ wonder

will die and we shall

have lapsed back into

that lethargy that has

so long been content

with the sort of business

efiiciency that spends

$100,000,000 ever year

and admits that t e net

result is an ability to

put 20,000 men on the

Citizen soldiers plotting a target moving miles at

sea; working out data that permit the “men

  

behind the guns" to destroy an
it n

enemy ship

gineer—of this result compared with that

of the present military systems of the

world. The comparison has startling

results.

HE United States can assemble at the

danger oint 20,000 men in tm days

—maybe. -rance and Germany had

1,500,000 ready in four days. The Eu

ropean runt'r: could be mobilized at

least twice as fast as the American regu

lars. Both France and Germany spent

less than $200,000,000 a year to obtain

this result; the United States Spent $100,

000,000 per hnnum. In

otherwords.disre arding

the disparity o num

bers, the regular Ameri

can military machine

has, unit for unit, one

thirtieth the efiiciency

of the standard Euro

pean establishments.

There shall be no

mucltraking in this arti

cle. Startling as the pre

ceding paragraph may

seem, it will not be diHi

cult to demonstrate that

only the evolutionary

development of our vig'

orous young nation and

not any man, party,

bureau or system has

been to blame.

The problem of our

first hundred years has

been that of internal

development. We have

blanketed a wilderness
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Coast Artillery Reserves of California's National Guard drilling with a mortar dummy at the San Fran
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Such nrtillerymen as these made a phenomenal record at Fort \Vinfleld Scott in 1915 byhitting a moving target three times out of three shots at 6800 yards, firing BOO-pound projectiles
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with a mantle of civilization and wealth

and it has called all our attention inward.

\Ve brushed the nations distantly and the

result has been a nation without an extra

national sense. we permitted the trade

of South America to escape; we allowed

our merchant marine to be crowded from

the sea. Foreign trade was, to us, not

vital. But seated astride our undeveloped

resources, it little becomes us to condemn

other nations for external a vgressiveness.

Competition was the vita thing with

every country of our rank save us—with

whom it was an incident, a dilettantism.

The nineteenth century brought an ex

perience to Europe as different from its

ift to us as black is different from white.

it left continental nations armed for

aggression. lean and hardened by the

years that led to the present conflict. It

left us fattened and lethargic, knowing

nothing of the real nature of the silent

combat. Yet as competition had made

them great, internal development had

made us great, and in r914, standing as

an equal in the forum, we had not seen

what a century had done to them. Feel

ing as the century had made us feel, we

did not think that they would fight;

knowing the little we knew, we did not

dream that they would fight after the

manner in which they have fought.

The terrific object-lesson that came

when six of these giants rushed upon each

other with the unconcealed weapons that

our purblind eyes had refused to see, has

searingl blazoned one conclusion:

"We have no arms.”

The preparedness agitation has been

called hysteria. lfit is hysterical, after a

half-century of inertia, to wake and see

the thing that is shaken like a bloody

scalp before one’s eyes, then the re ared

ness unrest is hysteria. It undbu tedly

has a hysterical element which lies in

this: \\"e have taken no time to consider

just what weapons we need. We have

thought it enough to say “Something

must be done."

ERHAPS it would be best if before

demanding preparedness we consider

what preparedness means.

The treaty that followed the defeat of

the Prussians at Jena aimed at the per

petual sub'ugation of Prussia by requir

ing that only a small force be ke t in arms.

The stipulation was evade by the

Kiim er system which may be epitomizedaas follows:

“Make the army a school; put the

greatest possible number of men through

in the shortest possible time. Organize

the graduates, provide equi ment, so

systematize the whole that at t e ta of a

drum there will spring into armed eing

an equipped force of as many times the

standing army as is determined by divid

ing the years from the beginning by the

years it takes to make a soldier.”

HUS was born the idea of the Nation

in Arms. As competition in trade and

rivalry in peace seemed to demand the

possibility of ower for war, the scheme

expanded until), in l870, its execution as

tonished the world.

The Franco-Prussian war did not pre

sent to us the object-lesson of the present '

conflict, because at that time there were,

within the continental limits of _the

United States, perhaps a million and a

half trained and veteran soldiers. The

lesson was, however, that it was not an

army in the old sense that swept across

France. It was a nation armed. But we

did not gras' that lesson. European na

tions leame it. Japan learned it. Tur

key and the little Balkan states learned

it. England used what has proved a
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sapient variant by suiting her prepared

ness program to the sea.

To avoid multiplicity of issues it must

be assumed that the American nation is

convinced that the profession of arms has

become so 5 ecialized that a man may

not be wafte from his place in civil ranks

to the battlefield without some training.

This individual training is the first requi

site in the modern conception of re

paredness. Briefly it may be state to

comprise the following accomplishments:

I. To shoot a long-range, high-power

rifle accurately.

2. To march long distances.

3. To live under the rigorous condi

tions of out-of-doors without losing

efliciency through sickness.

4. So to acquire the mechanism of

minor tactics as to roperly ap l individ

ual endeavor to tlie accomplishment of

the collective end.

Individual fitness is then the first

re uisite. But a force composed of indi

viduals is a mob—a weapon which may

be compared to a pro erly organized

regiment as a hatful of lbose sand com

pares to a brick bat.

Minor organization of the resources of

men is the next necessit .

It has been told that erman reservists

reporting even from America had onl to

go to the proper building at their mo ili

zation oint, walk to the proper locker,

take 0 their civilian clothes and re lacethem with a uniform from a preparediand

assembled field kit, complete to the shoe

laces and the emergency ration. There

was no confusion about their place in

their company, re iment and corps, and

it cannot be dou ted that the organ

ized system of equipment was efficacious

enough to place them on the firing line in

four days. This then is the next step in

preparedness—systematization of the al

ready trained individuals as it applies to

the actual organization of the smaller

military units.

N American in Germany at the out

break of the war reports that on the

first day of mobilization, in the city on

the Rhine where he was staying, construc

tion of an immense mess-shed and rest

station began instantly and, notwith

standing the paralysis of civilian labor,

was carried to completion with a swiftness

that would have shamed the bungalow

builder of a Western town boomer. Com

mercial trafiic on all railroad lines stopped

instantly. Long before the war a fore

handed system had been worked out

which had so considered every ounce of

Germany’s economic resource, that under

every conceivable form of threatened

stress that resource could be applied to

the accomplishment of any deslred end,

without a moment's hesitation, uncer

tainty or delay.

Instances could be multiplied indefi

nitely. Enough has been said faintly to

suggest what Europe means when it

speaks of preparedness.

Firrt, the individual is trained and en

abled to fulfil the obligations of citizen

ship.

Second, the tactical organization of the

resource of men is complete.

Third, the material economic resource

of the country is systematized with the

end of war in view.

In a word, preparedness means the or

ganization of the nation into a great

team. It means the end of armie: and

the substltutlon of armed nation: as the

effective force In future wars.

O understand the gap that lies be

tween this and our own plan it is

necessary to recount a modicum of his

IOI' .

\Ilhen our constitution was framed

nothing of this had been dreamed of.

Preparedness then consisted of a standing

army of suflicient strength to force the

mandate of an aristocratic few on the

suffering many. Soldiers were paid by and

for this non-democratic centralized force

called government. Government was not

of the people and neither was the army

which supported that government. Ar

mies were not national institutions.

They were the paid instruments of a force

against which at that time the popular

mind was rebelling. They were organ

ized for a purpose and according to a

scheme inimical to democracy.

“He has kept among us, in times of

peace, standing armies, without the

consent of our legislatures" read the

Declaration of Independence, and it

voiced the very protest that became a cry

injour own rebellion and rose to a maniacal

shriek in France. It was in this state of

national affairs that our constitution was

drafted. when we established our politi

cal inhibition against the maintenance of

armies we were speaking against the mer

cenary hirelings of tyrannical power. The

idea of a nation in arms had not been

born.

Certainly 'it is not President Poincaré

for whom armed France is fighting at

this hour. In the sense in which we con

sidered King George's soldiers in 1776,

France has no army. There is a distinc—

tion with a difference between the army

of France and France armed.

We have maintained an army for a

hundred ears, and, introspective and

hermetical, nation that we are, we have

insisted on keeping alive the very out

worn and hateful tradition against which

we rose at Lexington. With this fact

established, we may be able now to un

derstand why our army has, in effect,

cost us $4000 a year for every effective

unit of preparedness—we have insisted on

going into the labor market for hireling

fighting men in the perpetuation of an out

worn thought.

Here will be found the reason for our

stupendous extravagance. It certainly

requires no extensive comparison to see

that we cannot afford to expand our

present plan to compete with the pre

paredness of other nations. Its peace

time cost is prohibitive; its war-time

efficiency is admittedly nil.

THE general result of all that has been

said is voiced in the popular demand

that "something” be done. Many plans

have been advanced and some of them

have taken the form of bills before Con

gress at this moment. These bills fall

into two general classes.

First, the increased-army schemes.

This idea is simply that the present es

tablishment be enlarged regardless of

cost. It frankly perpetuates the hired

army system and eve element of ourpresent anachronism. rIlt simply bulks it

igger.

Second, the supplemental army scheme.

This idea retains the present army as it

is and adds to it a second force composed

of citizens who volunteer to assume with

out compensation two bindin burdens;

first, to give up a period of t eir useful

life to what is known as intensive training;

second, to covenant for a certain number

of years to place themselves uncondi

tionally at the call of the state. Without

discussing the manifest defects of this

second scheme, two very striking things

may be said of both.

No champion of either claims that it is

more than a piece of a loaf. No one even

suggests that either is remotely adequate

to our needs.

Both retain intact the present ad

mittedly obsolescent idea of our hundred

million-dollar army without a scintilla of

change. It seems incomprehensible but

it is true that neither of these schemes,

nor any other plan that has hitherto been

advocated, proposes to lay an irreverent

finger on the existing hoary error fossil

ized in the regular army.

Our present army consists of a fixed

number of regiments, batteries and com

panies—unit or anizations maintained

during peace at, et us say, sixt er cent

of their total war strength. “Iit in this

organization is concentrated practicall

all of our national military talent. Pi

comprises all our experts, our teaching

force, our laboratory of military method.

It is admittedly inadequate to patrol our

southern border.

It is platitudinously called a nucleus.

In the event of war, from the ranks of its

officers would come all the trainers, ex

perts and rofessional talent necessary to

the Hercu ean task of creating the sole

reliance of this country—a volunteer

army quickly carved from the raw. Yet

we have practically no surplus of officers.

This withdrawal would paralyze the

army's commissioned personnel.

At the same time that the officers were

leaving to join the volunteer organiza

tions, there would be added to the regular

ranks forty per cent of raw recruits. A

large proportion of petty officers would

have been withdrawn for volunteer dut

and the influx of recruits would demora -

ize the leaderless units. A statement of

the system is amply sufficient for its con

demnation. Yet It costs $100,000,000.

It is backed by the national guard. It is

most difficult to mention this wonderfully

patriotic body of men with anything but

praise, but under their present handicaps

it would be impossible for supermen to

succeed. It is enough to say that the

system is noneffective.

E have traced the develo ment and

the present status of t e modern

conception of preparedness. Then in

stating what our own system is, and has

been, we have outlined a perfect antith

esis of an idea of preparedness. Ouryearly outliay does buy us a small force

of trained men. What it does not bu is

national preparedness. It does not uy

partial preparedness. Considering pre

aredness as a national commodity, the

Iiundred million dollars spent annually

on the mobile field army buys nothing

at all. This force is not mobile. Despite

its insignificant size it cannot be concen

trated anywhere speedily; it is not elastic;

it cannot be expanded readily; if expan

sion is attempted, its efficiency drops

automatically. It is an out-of-date,

(Continued on page 95)



“This hard lump that presses against

your side, Friend Blossom,

is an automatic”

 

The Price of Stupidity

HREE men, just after nightfall,

stood talking and smiling in one

corner of the Cutler Hotel lobby.

They were a tall, thin. light Mexi

can, a short, stout, medium-complected

Mexican, and a middle-sized. very dark

Mexican—so dark that only his straight

black hair and Spanish mustache saved

him from suspicion when he sat in the

white folks’ part of a street car.

There was nothin in particular about

the ap earance of this trio to differentiate

them mm a dozen other groups that com

bined with tourists, traveling men and

townfolk in to dinner to fill the room.

Sooner or later most of the better class of

Mexican refugees come to the Cutler.

Ten thousand of them, more or less, have

foregathered in this wide, lofty-ceilinged

lobby, as guests or loafers. since that sur

prising day when little Don Panchito

ladero gave old Don Porfirio Diaz his

comeuppance.

By J. Frank Davis

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

They meet and gossip and smile, and

plot and intrigue and smile, and lift hats

courteously and shake hands warmly and

smile.‘ And if, as they clasp right hands

in brotherly greeting, they affectionately

tap one another with their lefts, it is

merely that ounce of precaution whereby

one gentleman ascertains whether or not

another gentleman has a knife suspended

from the left armhole of his waistcoat or

ingeniously concealed under the back of

his coat, just below the collar.

Some of them are millionaires, and

some of them were, and most of them

hope to be. The more impecunious do not

live at the Cutler, but they pick their

teeth there. The everchanging groups

represent every Mexican faction that had

to come away and cannot yet with safety

go home. For the language heard it might

sometimes be esteemed a Spanish club.

Behind the three vari-colored Mexicans

above referred to, a great oil painting of

the late General Sam Houston, whose

opinion of all Mexicans was low, looked

down unsmilingly. They talked with

lowered voices, using Engllsh and Spanish

indiscriminately.

I THINK, by the way, it is going to be

possible to tell this story without using

a single Spanish word, unprecedented and

erhaps unprofessional though that may

he. ll the characters spoke both lan

guages except the hero, who didn’t need

to. So sometimes, as the plot develops,

they will be s eaking Spanish and some

times they willbe speaking English. The

intelligent reader can figure it out for him

self if he feels it necessary. The main

point, after all, is what they said, not m

what language they said it.

19
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THE middlmsized, very dark Mexican

was delicately manipulating a

toothpick.

“I have found just the man for our

undertaking," he said. “He was recom

mended to me by Mr. —— I can't say his

name, the latter art of which is demibo

populous—the reek, you know, who

conducts the Elite, where I have just

dined. The man is a Yankee.”

“Naturally,” said the short, stout,

medium-complected Mexican. "You

would not get a Mexican chauffeur for

such a task, my dear Zarza."

“I mean,” explained Zarza, “that he is

from the northern part of this accursed

country—such a man as these people of

the South call Yankees.”

“Exquisitely droll, these distinctions,"

murmured the tall, thin, light Mexican.

“Such a Yankee, my dear general,”

continued Zarza, tumin to him, “is a

most fit erson for our ittle errand to

night. hey are more stupid than the

gringos of the South—much more stupid.

Always you may note that they are re-_

ferred to disparagingly. Were we to em

ploy a car from one of the large com

panies, perhaps there might be difiicul

ties. These native Texas chauffeurs, in

dealing with Spanish peoples, are what,

in their vernacular, we should call ‘wise

ones.’ For an expedition like this we do

not desire ‘wise ones’.”

"Quite right, colonel,” replied the tall,

light man. "Quite right and thoughtful.

find th,e automobile? The load will be

ea .

“An excellent touring car, I am told,”

said Zaiza, “and the Yankee himself

drives it, although he is one of the owners

of the livery garage.”

“How does he understand the errand?”

“I talked briefly with him over the

telephone. He knows he is to carry some

gentlemen to Laredo. Probably he appre

ciates there will be lu gage. He must.

He asked seventy-five ollars. He would

never ask more than sixty if he did not

expect to carry ammunition.”

“When will he know that he is to go

to__”

“S-s-shl On the road. I will attend to

that at the fitting moment. See? I

think this is he who comes."

HE three focused their attention on a

thin man of medium height, wearin

on his arm a chauffeur’s badge, who had

just entered the lobby.

He had a lon sharp nose, a long thin

neck, hair of t at indeterminate shade

that nobody can ever remember, and big,

innocent china-blue eyes. He was

twenty-five or forty years old. As he

crossed the lobby he glanced from group

to group with little inquisitive birdlike

twists of the head.

“Your jud ment is excellent,” whis—

pered the tal , light man who had been

called “general" to Zai'za. “just the

kind of man we want."

The innocent bi eyes of the chauffeur

spied the three exicans looking in his

direction. He quickened his steps, smil

ing amiably.

“Either of you gentlemen Mr. Zarza?"

he asked, in a dialect that no traveled

American would have hesitated to diag

nose as State 0' Maine. Mr. Zai'za bowed.

Amos P. Blossom was a typical San

Antonio chauffeur. That is to say, he

was born in Kittery, Maine, where his

father worked in the navy yard, learned

the machinist’ trade at Saco, went to Bos

ton as a car mechanic when the lure of

the great city called, and traveled to

southwest Texas to valet the automo

biles of an Albany millionaire with one

lung. Sending for a relative from back

home to be his partner, he went into the

livery business there when the one lung

and the millionaire quit their activities

to ether.

he middle-sized, dark Mr. Zaiza in

troduced the newcomer to Mr. Ramon

Sanchez, tall and light, and Mr. Avarista

Gonzales, short, stout and medium-com

plected. They all shook hands and the

three Mexicans lifted their hats and

smiled most charmingly.

MR. Blossom got down to business

without delay. “I didn’t just get

what you wanted, except that it was a

trip to Laredo,” he said. “Three passen

gers, I understood.”

“True. We three."

“And you said you have to get there in

time to catch the seven thirty-six train

out of Nueva Laredo, across the river——

be in Laredo, say, about six-thirty."

"Quite correct. Though you could do

the distance much more quickly if you

had to, could you not?"

"I could," said Amos, “but it would be

harder on the tires.”

Of course what he said was “hahduh on

the ti-i-uhs," but this is not a dialect story.

“If it was speed you was after,” he

added, wagging his head dubiously, “I

couldn't think of doing it for seventy-five

dollars. That’s a sort of special rate, any

way.” He dropped his voice to a con

fidential tone. "I wouldn't want any of

you gentlemen to let it get out that I

made a price like that.”

Mr. Zarza ignored the confidence and

looked at his watch. ‘When can we

start?”

“The :ae's right outside, all ready,"

replied Eossom. He led the wa .

“We 0 first to No. 136 San ghbastian

avenue or a trunk or two," remarked Zaiza

as he took the seat beside the chauffeur.

"Why, I declare!" said Blossom

blankly. “I don't believe I could take

any baggage. Not at that price. I tell

you, gentlemen, a great, long trip like

this is awful rough on a car."

“Of course you can take some ba gage

—one little trunk,” protested Mr. arza.

“We-e-ll, I might take one. We’ll go

u and look at it—~if it ain't too heavy.”

e kicked his clutch.

At No. 136 San Sebastian avenue—any

Mexican in town could have told you

which junta had that house for its head

quarters—Zarza and Gonzales went in

and returned in a few moments sta ger

ing under the weight of a large an ob

viously very heavy trunk.

“Tut, tut, tut! Oh, dear me!" ex

claimed Blossom as they lowered it very

carefully to the sidewalk and wiped their

faces. "I couldn't carry a heavy trunk

like that—not for seventy-five dollars.

Goodness, no! My partner would never

forgive me. Gracious! We'd lose money.

What's in it that makes it so heavy .P"

MR. Zarza did not hear the question.

"The trunk has to go,” he said posi

tively. “If you have to have more money,

we will make it eighty dollars."

“Eighty? My, my, I couldn't. Hon

est, I couldn’t," protested Blossom ear

nestly. “I’d like to, gentlemen. Goodness

knows I would. But with all that

weight—. Golly! Think what it’ll do to

my tires on those bad roads down near

the border. Honest to goodness, gentle

men, I just can't do it for a cent less than

ninety."

“ N 7E need to start. It is getting late,

colonel,” whispered the tall and light

Mr. Sanchez to the perspiring Mr. Zarza.

“There is no time to change our plans."

“All right,” agreed Zaiza, ungraciously.

"It's ninety."

“And if you don't mind," suggested

Blossom, “we might sort of save time by

settling up now, in case of fire, as the

feller says. You know, gentlemen, I

don't question your—"
Mr. Sanchez interrupted. I‘In the

name of the saints, shall we ever get

started? Listen, friend. Fifty dollars

on can have now and forty at Laredo.

hat is the best. Take it or go back to

your garage and the devil go with you."

“Well, if that's the best you can do, I

s’pose-—”

Mr. Zaiza separated fifty dollars from a

goodly roll and Blossom put it away care

ully. Zarza and Gonzales prepared to

lift the trunk into the tonneau.

"IfI might make a little suggestion——"

said the chauffeur, buttonin his coat and

pulling on his gauntlets. “ t ain’t really

none of my business, as you might say,

but those guns and cartridges and things

would stow a lot easier ri ht on the floor,

and the trunk wouldn’t e in your way.

And it would save a little weight on the

springs,” he added.

Mr. Gonzales looked at Mr. Zarza and

Mr. Zarza looked at Mr. Sanchez. They

all looked at Mr. Blossom, who looked

merely helpfully interested.

“That is wisdom," said Sanchez, and

forthwith the trunk was opened and its

contents distributed about the car—

rifies, istols, ammunition boxes, :1 sur

risingy large quantity of war supplies

for the space they occupied. Zaiza and

Gonzales carried the empty trunk back

to the house and brought out a few more

boxes of cartridges which they added to

the store in the car, not without protest

from Blossom. They climbed to their

seats and the car set out smartly for the

southern outskirts of the city.

URING the four years in which revo

lutions have been the king ofMexican

outdoor sports the official attitude of the

United States has varied. Durin cer

tain seasons it has been quite lauda le to

ship munitions of war across the border;

at others such an act has been highly

reprehensible. The incidents herein re

counted occurred during one of the peri

ods when gun-running was a mortal sin.

Down on the northern banks of the Rio

Grande were alert cavalrymen to demon

strate this mortality when necessary.

It was in no wise illegal to transport

munitions to Laredo, on this side of

the river. Gettin _ them into Mexico was
another matter. gI‘hat, however, was no

concern of Amos P. Blossom, who took

the road to the south and rolled smoothly

into the country under the light of a

moon that had risen early and would set

at midnight.

From San Antonio to Laredo as the

buzzard flies might be at least a thousand‘
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miles, but a crow could do it in a hundred

and fifty and the highway is fairly direct.

It was half-past eight o'clock when the

automobile passed the last electric light

in the city's suburbs. Seventeen miles an

hour would get them into Laredo with

time to spare. The chauffeur drove his

car at a little better than that speed.

"Can't we go a little faster, driver?"

asked Zarza an hour later.

“No need of it. Barring a flat, we'll be

in Laredo at this rate by half-past five,

and you'll have time to eat breakfast this

side the river if you

want to before goin ,

over to get your train.’

"You've made the .

tri before?"

‘Oh, yes."

"At night? And with

this kind of a load?"

“Now, mister," said

Blossom. "You would

n't want me to answer

any uestions by and

by :?bout this trip, [

would you? S'pose we \

don't talk about any .

others. A close mouth l

turneth away wrath, as

the feller says."

“I don't suppose any

body ever stopped you

—made you a holdup—

on such a trip?"

“\Vhat do ou mean,a holdup? Sloldiers, l

secret service men or

just thieves?" I

"Oh, thieves. Sol- ‘

diers and secret service

they are down by the ‘

Rio Grande, eh? But ‘.

not up here. I mean !

robbers. You carry a '

pistol, of course, so if

they should——"

“Well, now, to tell

ou the truth, Mister

Bar-la, I don't," con

fessed Amos candidly.

“I got one—a good

one—a great big thirty- I

eight, but I keep it at

the garage. I used to

car

but was so nervous for

fear the blamed thing

would 0 off that it

bothereg my drivin .

we don't have pistoIs

much where I come

from. I couldn't seem to get the hang

of having one around. Whoa,

What's that?"

IN the glare of the headlights suddenly

a peared a man waving a white han -

kercliief. Blossom applied his brakes. The

man in front stood focused in the bright

illumination.

"It is Ricardo!"

suddenly. “Stop!"

The man with the handkerchief began

to talk excitedly almost before the wheels

had ceased revolving. "They are watch

ing for you in Devine," he cried, waving

an arm vaguely ahead of the car. "They

will telephone the border when you pass.

You must go around."

"The road?"

"It is just ahead. A turn to the left

and, after a few kilometers, another to

exclaimed Sanchez

it in the car some, ~" t".

L Hh— __ ~ I > ‘I I V ‘ V .

Mr. Gonzales searched Mr. Blossom with a dexterity that

Bill! _

the right. You will come back upon this

road eight miles beyond the town."
K‘Good, Ricardo," approved Sanchez,

and Zarza translated the new program to

Blossom, who became perturbed.

"My, my!" he exclaimed blankly.

"That's an awful bad road. It'll be awful

tough on the springs, and what it'll do to

the tires—. Can't we go through the

town, fast?"

"No, no!" exclaimed the man who had

stopped them. “The number of the car

is known. They would telephone."
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indicated some previous practice

“We must go around, as this friend

says," insisted Zarza.

"Well, if we've gotta, we've gotta, I

s'pose. But, I say, gentlemen"———Blos

som turned in his seat to argue the point

—“it ain't just fair to expect me to go all

that distance out of the way for ninety

dollars. I'll leave it to you, when you

clomento think of the wear and tear on

t e—

ROM the tonneau came in the voice of

Sanchez an impatient interruption.

"In the name of Saint Peter, shall we talk

here all night? A hundred dollars, then,

and let us be off!"

“You know I don't aim to drive no

sharp bargain nor anythin ," said Blos

som, as he faced about and7 threw in his

clutch, "but business is business, and

when I made the deal it was for the

straight road to Laredo and not any trip

all over south Texas. I want you to feel

satisfied that I ain't taking any advan

tage and-—-"

"Peace!" cried Sanchez.

cient."

“Let's go!" echoed Zarza, in the South

western vernacular, as the car took the

turn to the left.

For fifteen miles or more there was no

chance for conversation, had any one de

sired to indulge in it. Blossom had said

the road was “awful." This proved to

be, if anything, an un

“It is sulfi

derstatement. When,

at something after

eleven o'clock, they

came again to the main

highway, with the town

of Devine behind them,

i every bruised and bat

tered occupant of the

car breathed a sigh of

relief.

'3 “ ND now," said

. ~ , I Zarza in a soft

‘ voice to Blossom, "open

' her up. Make time."

“Sure," agreed the

chauffeur. "We’llmake

twenty an hour from

now on and that'll get

l voice was not exactly

pleasant and Blossom

suddenly noticed that

the men in the tonneau

were leaning forward

and displaying much

interest in the conversa

tion. "There is a ford

eleven miles above La

redo. You will cross

it before daylight."

j "Cross a ford? Go

over into Mexico? Take

this car across the

river?" Blossom’svoice

was pitched hysteric—

ally. His china-blue

eyes stared with horror.

"Goodness, no!" He

began to slow down.

‘This hard lump that

presses against your

side, Friend Blossom,

is an automatic," re

marked Zarza. “Our

friends in the tonneau

also have automatics. Two of us, if it

should be necessary, can run this car.

We are going across the river. Let her

out!"

"Lord!" The sweat oured down

Blossom's face, but he 0 eyed orders.

"Say, now," he said, after a few moments.

"You wouldn't murder a man and steal

a three-thousand-dollar automobile just

to run a few hundred dollars' worth of

guns, would you?"

"There is more than a matter of guns,

Mister Yankee. Our friend Sanchez is

needed by his chief, and certain meddle

some peo le have said he cannot cross the

line." e paused. "Is it necessary to

keep this un where it is?" he asked.

"No. or mercy's sake, take it away.

I ain't no fightin' character. I'll o ifI

have to. But, gracious! The border‘

(Continued on page 90)

us into—-"

‘ "We'll make thirty

five friend." Zarza's.



  

  

  

lVill they rope him?

California Next?

A Report on the War Between the Soaking Wets and

the Eectra Drys

By Arno Dosch

SUNSET is published for the big body of thoughtful, earnest readers who desire to see both sides of the shield and

to form the conclusions which they will take to the voting booth. It is the reporter’s business to gather facts and to

present them clearly, succinctly, interestingly, so that the readers may have a firm basis upon which to formulate their

own line of thought or action.

by eight months of prohibition in Arizona.

survey of the prohibition battlefield in California.

Mr Smalley, in the January issue of SUNSET, presented the salient facts developed

Mr. Dosch, before returning to the red front in Flanders, prepared this

Primarily the aim of these articles and those to follow them is to

report upon conditions asfar as they may be determined; the writers’ opinions are incidental and subordinated. To

those readers who desire information rather than partisan support—and we believe that it is with these readers that

an editor must reckon—these articles are addressed.

HEN prohibition was defeated

in California, in November,

1914, Theodore A. Bell, the

attorney for the California

Grape Protective Association, did a

clever thing. Within a week he sug

gested a progressive platform which

would take the drunkenness out of drink.

At the moment the "drys" were decisively

defeated. Prohibition did not threaten

for at least two years. The tape men

had no are to grind. So Mr. ell’s plat

form was big.

The men who are fighting for prohibi

tion in California have told me that when

the plan was announced they felt the

round slipping from under their feet.

he overwhelming majority against them

at the polls they had been pre ared for.

Keen politicians on the “ ry" side

thought it would be even worse. But to

have the enemy show a desire to help the

W—

  

temperance movement was a real blow.

It left them without an issue. The edge

was taken from their fight.

For here was a proposal of county

option, which the prohibitionists had been

fighting for unsuccessfully through two

sessions of the legislature. The plan was

for limiting the saloons to one to each

1000 of population. It asked for separate

licenses for men who sold only wine and

beer. It proposed to get the saloons

out of politics by makin the licenses

attach to the pro erty and y preventing

brewers and dlsti lers from ownin strin s

of drinking places. It declared or mid

night and Sunday closing, anti-treat laws

and regulations which would prevent

dives and deadfalls. Lastly, and most

powerfully, it asked to have charges

against saloons tried by jury, the licenses

to be forever revoked in case of con

viction. Here was regulation indeed!

, US. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

‘ BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY. ‘

EXPERIMENT VlttEYABD.

l  

If this program had come from a pro

hibitionist it could not have been more

strict. It hit at all the abuses. It showed

apparently where the wine men stood

Announced at the very moment of pro

hibition defeat, appealing to all those who

hesitate between extremes, it seemed to

place the wine men in a position to control

the tem erance campaign in California.

But t ey are not in control now. They

never carried out that bold platform.

Although California is the greatest wine

produclng state in the country, the wine

men are of less importance politically

than the brewers and the liquor men.

The fight is under way a ain and it lies

between the saloons and t e Anti-Saloon

League.

Apparently Mr. Bell acted entirely on

his own account and did not speak for the

wine interests. The grape growers never

brought forward his plan and they have

  

l

l

\
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Uncle Sam has spent a lot of time and money experimenting in his own little vineyards with an eye to beating the wine districts of

Europe at their own game. Viticulture is also an important part of the curriculum of the University of California. The grape furnishes

the largest of all the fruit industries of the state—larger than all the deciduous and some of the citrus fruits combined—as regards the

area devoted to vines. The grape-growers do not believe that raisins and grape-juice and iellics can take care of this product. They

:3 fear the prohibitionists, even though "bringing gifts" of partial prohibition
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A castle of the wine-barons amid the already famous vineyards of California.

Soaking Wets and the Extra Drys. The forces of prohibition aasail it frankly from the front.

 

This castle is besieged by the armies of both the

At the same time they fly a flag of tempo

rary truce which bears the device of a secondary proposition permitting the manufacture of wines but destroying the market afforded

by hotels, restaurants, clubs and cafes and preventing a distributing system for the product.

castle from behind, terrorizing its keeper if he raises the banner of saloon regulation.

The forces of the saloon menace the

From his highest tower the bewildered grape

lord peers covertly, hoping to see that banner borne by some rescue party down the middle of the road

made no persistent efforts to carry out

even their modification of it. If they do

not do something, or if similar initiative

is not taken seriously, a safe prophecy can

be made that California will have a sweep

ing prohibition law within six years. I

say six years to be safe. It may come in

four years, or even two.

The saloon is doomed. The saloons

had few enough friends before the last

election. Since then they have been

treating the defeat of prohibition as a

ersonal victory and have assumed a

iirazen, defiant air. That will kill them.

Dozens of conservative voters who voted

against prohibition last time have told

me the will support any measure next

time w ich will put the saloons out of

business.

Backing the saloons are the brewers

and distillers. They are stout allies, and

have fought the prohibition movement

side by side in state after state. They

might prevent prohibition by getting

behind the wine men's program as ori -
inally started, but they have alreadg

shown they will not do that. They evi

dently prefer to go down fighting stupidly

and dully rather than to remove the

abuses from the traffic in their wares.

So we can consider the distillers and

brewers defeated along with the saloons.

This leaves the wine men standing out

by themselves, meaning well, trying to

correct abuses in a feeble sort of way, but

apparently lacking the power to wrest

the control of the anti-prohibition cam

paign from the brewers and distillers and

making it their own. If they continue in

the present course, there will not be

a wine— ress working in California two

years a ter the saloons are closed.
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The prohibitionists are centering their

fight on California, which they regard as

a citadel of drink. They consider the

winning of California necessary before

turning their undivided attention to the

national prohibition campaign. They

want California not only because it is

flanked by Oregon and Washington on

one side and Arizona on the other in the

anti-saloon fight. They want California

because it is the state from which most

of the wine comes. They want to put an

end to wine-producing, and they are quite

candid about it.

But when Bell made his original sug

gestion it was even well received by

the Anti-Saloon Lea ue. In that dark

hour the enemies 0 drink were glad

enough to have assistance from any

source. It was the psychological time for

the wine men to come forward with their

measures of reform. Bell evidently

realized this, so he made his suggestion in

the form of an open letter to the board

of directors of the California Grape

Protective Association. It contained ten

provisions, which I will give in Bell's

anguage.

(1) County option, except in cities

having 5000 or more inhabitants.

(2) In licensed territory, not more

than one saloon for each 1000 inhab

itants, or ma'or fraction thereof,

exclusive of ta le licenses for hotels

and restaurants.

(3) Separate licenses to sell malt

and fermented liquors, as distin

guished from distilled liquors.

(4) No saloon license to be issued

to an individual, but only to prop

erty, the owner of the property

under heavy bond, to be responsible

for the faithful observance of the law.

(5) Unlawful for any winemaker,

brewer, distiller or wholesaler to have

any pecuniary interest in a saloon.

(6) Midnight and Sunday closing.

(7) Anti-treat law.

(8) Drastic laws concerning the

sale of intoxicating liquors to minors,

women or persons in an intoxicated

or partially intoxicated condition.

(9) Such limitations and restric

tions respecting the granting of

licenses in licensed territory as will

forever eliminate dives and dead

falls.

(10) When char es are filed before

any magistrate al eging a violation

of the liquor law, a jury of twelve

men to be drawn from the bod of

the county to try the case, and: in

the event of conviction, the license

shall be suspended until the judg

ment shall be reversed or become

final, and, in case of final judgment

of conviction, the license shall be

forever revoked and no other license

shall be issued in its stead.

I have given this program in full to

show the spirit in which the wine men

seemed to be opening their campaign. It

is also a first-rate liquor law, one which

would satisfy anyone exce t an out-and

out prohibitionist. Certain y if such a law

were in force in California, prohibition

would be a remote ossibility. The

average Californian wou d like such a law.

If the wine men came forward even at this

late date boldly in support of such a

measure they could still save their vine

yards.

After these first indications the friends

of prohibition watched events with

mixed feelings. They knew it was a

good plan, but they still hoped for pro

hibition. In January, 1915, the legisla

ture convened an it was certain the

“wet” and "dry” fight would be taken up

again. As late as the middle of January

the wine men were apparently still sailing

strong. They advanced on Sacramento

determined on putting out of business the

evil types of saloon which were winnin

votes for the prohibitionists. They did

not conceal the fact that they had nothing

in common with the saloons, and they

were carrying public sentiment with them

to such an extent that the saloonmen

began to feel themselves in serious danger.

 

“It is merely a ques

tion of time until the

new immigrationfrom

the ‘dry’ states of

the Middle West

overbalances the old

vote in California.

This new vote will

eventually sweep

everything before it

unless the evils con

nected with the liquor

traflic are so much

reduced that the eco

nomic loss involved in

prohibition will out

weigh the moral issue”

  

 

It looked for a few weeks as if the wine

men, by standing for strict regulation and

decency, would give the prohibition fight

in California an entirely new angle.

Now let us see what happened. The

legislature opened last year with the wine

men apparently unchanged in opinion.

But when they announced their plan of

campaign there were already some im—

ortant changes. The program no longer

liad an air of high—minded indifference to

consequences. Several of the most not

able provisions of Bell's plan were also

missing.

The program was now to introduce a
"liquor code for California.’I It provided

for a state commission of three men to

have complete control of licensing, a

decided step forward over the present

haphazard method, but in other res ects

it fell far short of what was hoped or.

There was to be a saloon now for every

500 inhabitants. The licenses were to

continue to be issued to the individual.

Saloons were to be open until two in the

morning and on Sunda from one to six

in the afternoon. Nbthing was said

about county option, the refusal of li

censes to saloons owned or controlled by

brewers and distillers, midnight closing,

or anti-treat laws. That telling provision

about a jury deciding on the revocation

of licenses was also omitted.
The rowersI plan, when announced by

Frank wett, chairman of the legislative

committee of the California Grape

Protective Association, still contained

one important provision that showed the

wine men were acting with a free hand.

It distinguished between licenses for the

sale of wine and beer and licenses for

stron er drink. But ten da s later, when

the pfan took the form of a bill, known as

“the first Bruck bill," that distinction had

already disappeared.

HE Bruck bill was not bad. Merely

disappointing. Evidently, in the

legislature itself, reasons for modification

had been discovered; discretion probably

seemed the best strategy. The bill did

not come an 'here near to living up to

Bell's lan. lgiit it limited manufacturers

and w olesalers to the ownership of one

bar in a city or district, a reasonable pro

vision. It put an end to the dance hall

with bar attachment, the worst evil of all,

and to the sale of all drinks to women.

Gambling fell under the same ban. It also

followed the announcement by limiting

saloons to one to every 500 inhabitants.

That would have meant the closing of

thousands of saloons in the state.

This bill failed. It was amended and

failed. And it failed because both the

saloonmen and the Anti-Saloon League

fought it. These strange bed-fellows both

had reasons for feeling dissatisfied with

it. Naturally the saloonmen did not

want it. As usual they insisted on having

everything wide—open and the more sen

sible could not hold the "low-brows."

The were still bloated with the victory

in November.

The Anti-Saloon League opposed it for

uite a different reason. Licenses under

She new bill were to be $1000 apiece, ten

per cent of which was to go into the state

treasury. Immediately religious bodies

from all parts protested against the state

collectin taxes in this manner, as part

of the tainted money would thus be used

for the schools. So the Anti-Saloon

League opposed the bill along with the

saloon-kee ers, and, as a consequence,

instead of aving a reasonably good state

license law, California has a poor one and

its saloons are still bad. This is what the

"low-brows” amon the saloonmen

wanted. By themselves they could not

have kept things as they are. But with

the assistance of the various ministerial

associations which voted protests to the

bill, they killed it.

\lVhen the second Bruck bill failed, all

the anti-prohibition forces in the legis

lature joined together to back a consti

tutional amendment, also proposed by

Assemblyman Bruck, which had an en

tirely different pur ose. It proposed

compensation for al interests involved

if the state went dry. Such a law, if

passed, meant an enormous cost to the

(Conrludcd on page 59)



  

What of the Nation?

Our FightAgainstDemocracy—The Panhandle ofA[as/ca

OUR FIGHT AGAINST DEMOCRACY

ROM the Seven Sea: Magazine, the

organ of the Navy League, for

November, 1915, Mr. Claude

Kitchin quotes the following:

“There should be no doubt that even with

all possible refinements it is the absolute

right of a nation to expand, to found

colonies, to get richer and richer by any

pro er means, such as armed conquest.

Suc expansion as an aim is an inalien

able right and, in the case of the United

States, is a particular duty.” In another

place the same journal asserts: “The

true militarist believes that pacifism is the

masculine and humanitarianism the fem—

inine manifestation of national degen

.eracy. World empire is the only

logical and natural aim for a nation. .

Land has always been the correct ali

ment for nations, and never until the

arrival of the pacifist did gods or men

ever witness a nation tr ing on strait

waistcoats as if they were life preservers."

No Pangermanist eager for war, no

Bernhardi or Keim seeking to justify

conquest and a gression, no robber

baron of the midd e ages, no jingo in any

land has ever put the case for interna

tional criminal ag ression more baldly,

more un atriotical y, more treasonably,

more in efiance of all that is worth while

in our national traditions, than in this

utterance of the organ of the Navy

League. And the statement fre uentlyheard that our di lomacy must beilaacked

the world over by the instant force of

arms, means the same thing: the use of

brass knuckles in international relations,

the substitution of force for justice, of

fear for fair play. For their own benefit

our War Traders and their colleagues and

parasites would turn our democracy into

an imperial organization of world ex

ploiters and world bandits. A certain

amount of “preparedness with a small

p," as Anson Phelps Stokes expresses it,

may be not unreasonable in these critical

times, but “Preparedness with a big P”

on the scale the War Traders and the

Navy League are demandin will cause

the future of democracy to ristle with

dangers which will threaten its very

existence, even as the same methods in

Germany have menaced the very exist

ence, not of Germany alone, but of the

civilized world.

“Government of the eople, by. the

people, for the people” sliould have but

one interest—the welfare of the individual

men. It has no place for a "vigorous

foreign policy," for military adventures

By David Starr Jordan

Chancellor of Stanford University

Director, World Peace Foundation

in foreign lands, for compulsory service

of whatever kind, nor for the formation

of a military caste i norant and con

temptuous of civil ag'airs. The main

purposes of democratic government

should be security, justice, education,

sanitation, conservation, international

friendliness, and the development of in

dividual wisdom and self-restraint,

through the disci line of responsibility

in public affairs. All this a huge military

establishment would tend to weaken and

at last to overthrow.

THE PANHANDLE OF ALASKA

UNDER the curiously irrelevant title

of “Eugenic Peace," I-lon. Frank O.

Smith, a congressman from Maryland,

has put forward the roposition that, in

the interests of worl eace, the United

States should cede to anada the south

ern art of Alaska, known as the “pan

han le.” This district shuts off from the

sea a large region in Canada, and Mr.

Smith compares this fact to a condition

which should take from our Atlantic

Coast line from Maine to New Jerse , a

seaboard belt of thirty miles more or ess,

aspart of some other nationalit .
his proposition has securedy the sup

port of a number of eminent names of

men who have never been in Alaska, but

to one familiar with the affairs of that

territory it seems the height of absurdit .

In any case, no change should be made

without the consent of the people resi

dent in theirdistrict. As a matter of fact,

their business relations are almost en

tirely with Seattle and San Francisco,

and their affairs would be utterly para

lyzed if turned over to the Canadian gov

ernment with a tariff interferin with

their exports to the towns of the nited

States. Nearly one-third of the salmon

fisheries of the world are in this pan

handle, and also one of the largest gold

mines—the Treadwell mine on Dou las

Island. These islands have also w at

the mainland has not, great resources of

timber, of which the government for the

resent forbids the cutting. The pan

liandle contains Juneau, the capital and

principal city of Alaska, Sitka, the ven

erable Russian capital, with Ketchikan,

Wrangel, and other fishing and trading

villages—probably more than half the

permanent population of the whole terri

tory of Alaska. '

In the land territory thus shut off from

the sea there are at present a few dozens of

inhabitants. The mountains for some

distance back from the sea are utterly

uninhabitable. There are a few people,

fishermen or hunters, living in the vicinity

of the Stickeen river, but otherwise there

is nothing, nor is it possible to carry a

railroad across this country to Alaska,

except by going far inland to the north

east, branchin off from the Canadian

Grand Trunk Pailway, which now ends

at Prince Ru ert, somewhat to the south

ofsouthern A aska. When it was thought

that the Grand Trunk would end at Port

Simpson, the arbitrators gave Canada

Wales Island, to which she was not

apparently entitled. It was transferred

in order to give Canadian surroundings

to the bay at Port Simpson. At once the

entire population of this island moved out

so as to get under the protection of the

American flag again. There were not

many of them, but the principle involved

could be widely extended.

If we wish to secure the Canadian

gratitude, we could go much further by

ranting to Canada, Point Roberts, the

Tittle ca e at the northwestern tip of the

state 0 Washington, which belongs to

the United States, and from which ound

nets are able to secure and shut 0 con

siderable of the salmon headed for Frazer

river.

The map given by Mr. Smith shows

the preposterous character of the propo

sition. There are more eople on some

little outlying island off ew Brunswick

or Maine than there are likely ever to be

in all the territory between Canada and

the Pacific ocean shut off by the pan

handle. It would be just as rational to

cut off the northern peninsula of Michigan

and give it to Canada, though the pan

handle is much more valuable and larger,

and equally closely related to the busi

ness of American citizens.

If the only desire of Canada is to

arrange so that her traffic with the Yukon

may go on without payin_ tariff duties,

the remedy is not a trans er of territory

but reciprocity of trade. If not absolute

reciproclty, then free trade to and from

the Yukon and Skagwa , its naturalseaport. The cession of tfile whole coun

try in order to accommodate the resi

dents in the much less important Yukon

territory would be preposterous.

HE agreements to follow the end of

the war are more 1m ortant than

any feature of the war itsel .
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SCHOLARLY Chinese who knows

the forei n world but sees it

through Chinese eyes was asked a

few weeks ago why the joyously

heralded Chinese Republic was being aban

doned for a return to the monarchy. He

answered by quoting the old Chinese

proverb: "Only a fool will cut the feet to

fit the shoes.” According to his explana

tion, the new shoes of Republicanism have

been tried for some time and while Can

tonese and others who are enamored of

the republican idea have tried very hard

to cut and reshape old China to fit the

new footgear, the ex eriment has not

been a success. The liinese, with their

usual reasonableness and common sense,

have cast off the new shoes and are re

turning to the old which through forty
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centuries of wear have been creased and

stretched to fit the corns and bunions on

China's old feet.

If the same Chinese had been asked

why Yuan Shih-Kai, once a humble

servant, now occupied the Yellow Throne

and wielded the Vermilion encil of

supreme authority, he might liave an

swered in the cryptic Chinese fashion that

Yuan had received the three mandates

and displayed the five virtues. The three

mandates are from Heaven, the people

and his redecessor, thou h accordin

to the ruiirs laid down by iVlencius an

Confucius the approval of Heaven and

of the people are the same, for “Heaven

sees'through the eyes of the people," and

manifests its approval of a ruler by the

peace and prosperity which attend his
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rule. There have been many proofs that

Yuan meets with the approval of the

people and. through them, of Heaven, but

one proof is convincing enough: his suc

cess in securing the collection of such new

and strange taxes as on land transfers,

marriages and inheritances. The cheer

fulness with which the Chinese of all

provinces have aid these taxes, none of

them sanctified y old custom, leaves no

room for doubt. No Manchu emperor of

the past century would have dared

attempt their collection. Yuan’s man

date from the retiring Manchu dynasty

was contained in the abdication edict

which placed all power in his hands, and

has since been repeated, for the Manchu

clans have petitioned him to take the

throne. The five virtues in a ruler may

be set down as kindness, sincerit , gen

erosity, strength and wisdom. uan's

admirers. who outnumber his enemies,

believe that he has displayed all of these.

From the Chinese point of view, which is

the only point of view that needs to be

considered. the return to the old form is a

sensible one and the elevation of Yuan

Shih-Kai to the vacant and dusty throne

is as natural as was the downfall of the

Manchus who had. outlived their man

dates, had ceased to display any of the

five virtues and had brought bitterness

to the people.

BUT let us go back to the time when

the flowery republic bloomed and

blossomed. During the fall of 1911 the

mutterings against the Manchus which

had for years been heard in Canton were

echoed in Szechuan, that far western

rovince which borders on mysterious

hibet. The Szechuaneze were building

a railway which would connect their‘

mountain-enclosed province with the

Yangtse valley. They were building it

with their own money and with their own

engineers, asking aid neither of foreign

concessionaires nor of fellow country

men. Peking proposed to take over the

railway and make It a national enterprise,

to which the Szechuaneze objected, first

with memorials and then with riots and

rifles. Before the Manchus in the For

bidden City, a thousand miles away, had

written their first futile edicts against the

rebels, a vigorous and determined revolt

a ainst them had spread through all the

angtse valley.

This was not an unusual occurrence,

for the Chinese have always held fast to

the right to revolt against unwise or un

'ust rulers, and many times the Son of

eaven has been driven from his seat of

honor by his sub'ects and replaced by one

more worthy. wo centuries before the

beginnin of the Christian‘ era the great

Prince 0 Han mustered his forces against

a cruel ruler and placed himself on the

throne to establish the revered Han

dynasty. More recently a servant in a

Buddhist temple beside the Yangtse

brooded over the wron s which his coun

try endured from the ongol rulers and

in r355 began a local revolt which even

tually rew to be a national movement.The Nliongols were driven out and the

humble servant in the temple became the

ruler of the Middle Kingdom. the first of

the Ming Emperors. These are only two

of many similar occurrences. Each time

the strong man who overthrew the ruler

seated himself on the throne and took over

all the rights and duties of the Son of

Heaven. He became the Son of Heaven,

with all the rights of those who held the

place by virtue of a long line of royal

ancestors. It is an interesting fact that

these rulers who, like Yuan Shili-Kai,

have climbed to the throne from a more

humble station have invariably been wise

and good emperors, while the worst rulers

of the country have been those whose

title to the throne has been strongest by

reason of the long tenure of the dynasties

to which they belonged.

But in 1911 a new situation arose.

Some of the revolutionary leaders were

Cantonese, a few of whom had lived in

America and acquired republican ideas.

They proposed, they said, to replace the

monarchy with a republic, a Chinese

republic modeled on that of the United

States. The idea, an entirely new one to

China, took hold of the revolutionary

._ j.“ l
  

P'u Yi, who was the Son of Heaven at the

time ofthe revolution, four years ago. Yuan

Shih-Kai is keeping him in the family by

betrothing to him one of the numerous

Misses Yuan

leaders, who having cast off allegiance to

the monarchy were uite ready to go to
the other extreme. 'lflie proposed republic

became a symbol of their hopes for China

as well as their hatred for the Manchus

and they clung to it tenaciously, argued

for it and fought for it. Perhaps it was

acce ted so widely at the time because

no a ternative was offered. There was a

small movement to restore the Ming line

to the throne, but it met an early death.

Though the Mings ruled China three

hundred years ago and their rule had

lasted for several centuries, there was no

'Ming pretender nor could any descendant

of the Mings be found. It was a con

vincing proof of the essential democracy

of China that this royal line, as with all

other royal lines, had become extinct,

merged with the common people. while

every descendant of Confucius. is num

bered and known, though the great sage

died 24. centuries ago.

S the revolt spread, the Manchus,

cowering in the Forbidden City,

called on Yuan Shih-Kai as the only man

strong enough to save them. Three years

before Yuan had been deposed from great

power by the Manchu clan which was

now a pealing to him for aid, and by thatappealjdisplaying the des erate straits in

which they found themse ves. The edict

dismissing Yuan from office had been

written with the usual Chinese subter

fuge. It recounted that he had long been

suffering from rheumatism in his leg and

he was therefore relieved of further

duties. Yuan's reply to the appeals for

help endeared him to all who love a sense

of humor, for he excused himself from an

immediate compliance by saying that he

needed a little more time in which to

nurse his ailing le . He continued to

nurse his attack 0 official rheumatism

until he was able to go to Peking on his

own terms. He then went to the capital

in great state, equipped with owers to do

as he liked with both anchus and

republicans.

HINESE internal politics is more

complicated than the most intricate

of Chinese puzzles and the events which

followed Yuan’s recall to power mystified

those who thought they knew all the

ramifications of Pekin officialdom. There

followed intrigue, bribery, assassination,

the counting u of old grudges, clan

prejudices, here itary hatreds; the meas

uring of pounds of southern silver against

ounces of northern gold. In an extraor

dina sequence of events which followegyYuan out-maneuvered the south

erners to such good advantage that

though he had returned to Peking to save

the monarchy, he remained to rule the

republic. China at that time was divided

between two opinions. One was that the

republicans had won by converting Yuan

to their beliefs; the other that Yuan had

won by grabbing control of the govem—

ment which the republicans had set up.

At any rate Yuan announced himself a

republican, cut his queue and called in a

tailor who fitted a pair of foreign trousers

over his Chinese le 5. The llttle black

caps of millions 0 Chinese were dis

carded and re laced by hideous Japanese

imitations of oreign hats. Almost over

night the barbers, whose chief business

was to plait queues, found themselves

without occupation. All China was

divided between those who wanted to

make everything over according to for

eign pattern and those who wanted to

retain nothing but that which was purely

Chinese. A few tried to compromise, like

a treat port merchant with whom I

travele from Shanghai to Nanking. He

wore a frock coat of pur le brocaded silk,

and a silk hat made oft e same material.

There was a trial by jury in Shanghai and

a massacre of Manchus in Sianfu. Many

rovincial assemblies met to try their

liand at making laws, and in Canton three

women members took art in the delib

erations. Demure C inese ladies in

Shanghai braided their hair in foreign

style, announced themselves as suffra

gettes and bored everyone unmercifully

with arguments for the cause. Some city

ofiicials followed the example of New

York aldermen by chipping the patina

from fine old bronzes and replacing it

with red and yellow paint. The oldest of

monarchies had become the newest of

republics and in the suddenly granted

freedom of speech and action China be

came the home of freaks as well as fables.

(Continued on [mgr Sn)
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Their relations have become strained already by the
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Captain Seagrave, of the freighter “Cheswr hIaid,"

out of Liverpool, and Captain Cassel, of the German ship

“Dantziger” have been friendly for years until lovely Else

Muller comes to Callao and both mariners fall in love with

progress of the war. Shortly before they are to soil from

Callao the rival captains bet each other a hundred pounds

that neither will land his cargo in any home port during

the war. Thereafter Captain Cassel employs Captain

MacTavish, an adventurer, to assist him in a plot to

overhaul the “Chester Maid." Seagrave puts to sea, after

winning Else's promise to marry him, and the other two

captains, following in the “Dantziger,” overpower the Brit

isherin the Strait and Cassel takes command of the “Chester

Maid." Against MacTaoish’s advice he spa-res the lives

of Seagrave and his crew. MacTavish is now captain

of the “Da';itziger," with its cargo of precious copper,

masked by bales of rotting hides. He determines to “double

cross" the German by taking the “Dantziger" into the Clyde.

VI

S the two ships hauled in on the Irish

coast the tension heightened for

Cassel. They met a furious nor’

wester which‘ldrove them apart and

in the ragged dawn there was no sign of the

"Dantziger." Cassel did not know what

to think: whether MacTavish had lost the

ship or merely lost the "Chester Maid."

During the assage he had several times

spoken the ‘ Dantziger" and learned that

though leaking steadily the water was

well under the control of her bilge pumps.

But he feared the effect of the wrenching

which she might have suffered from these

heavy seas.

They had been "running in a groove,"

as sailors say, but Cassel could not de

termine whether or not the “Dantziger"

had forged past him or foundered. He

was nearing the place of rendezvous with

_ still a float.

the German submarines and his eyes

ached from searching the brimming seas

for periscopes or the wash of a partly

submerged hull. Failing to find them,

there seemed nothing to do but to hold

his course, so he kept on stubbornly.

The "Chester Maid" was lighter from

her consumption of coal and made good

weather of the most violent gale of the

winter. But the storm showed no signs

of abating and to pick up a periscope in

such weather was impossible. Cassel de

cided to hold on his course and trust to

MacTavish to do the same, if he were

The "Chester Maid" was

equipped with wireless but the operator

was with the other prisoners. Cassel

knew nothing of the techni ue and dared

not trust the young man. e had often

intended to learn how to operate (which

in this day ought to be a requirement of a

master's billet) but other things had de

manded his attention.

\Vherefore the anxious man decided to

hold on and take his chance rather than

to linger in those dangerous waters,

waiting for the "Dantzi er." He laid a

course for the Pentland irth, judging the

waters of that strait to be too deep and

swift to offer much risk of mines. But on

approaching the land the weather grew

so thick and the gale augmented with

such fury that he was obliged to consider

the danger from the elements as well as

that of man, so he bore off again.

MacTavish, pushing along in the wake

of the "Chester Maid," caught a stellar

observation through a rift of cloud and

worked out his reckoning. His log and

dipser lead verifying his calculation he

quietly mustered his vagabonds 1n the

chartroom.
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MacTam'sh, staggering on deck, found himself alone. Two of the boats were gone

ADS," said he, “I've been studyingover

this business and I've about decided

that we can do better for ourselves than

to take this hooker into the Baltic. I've

reason to believe this damned Cassel

means to serve us a pup."

A rumbling growl came from the grou

Ofsea beauties and MacTavish continue :

"There's no good in a German most

times, but in time of war a man might as

well trust a tiger-shark. We're their

sworn enemies, and what uarantee have

we got that we'll ever see ve bob of their

money for this job? It's more likely

they'll heave us into a detention camp or

turn us to digging their trenches."
i‘Ri ht you are, sir," growled the b0'

sun, aiarrel-chested rul’lian of middle age

who had lost an eye in some pothouse

brawl but could see more with the re

maining one than can most men with

their two. "The same idee has struck me,

fre uent."

‘9Me too," said one of the others in a

thin whine. "This 'ere Captain Seagrave

and Cassel was good pals. I see 'em often

a-drinkin' their glaws together all friendly

and sociable at the Hotel Marina. Then

this 'ere Dutchman rounds on 'is friend

and cuts off 'is ship and bashes in 'is

conch wiv a belayin' in. Nice sort 0'

bloke, 'im, 1 do say. ot's to 'inder 'is

pl'yin' it on we, likewise ?"

"That's 'ust the point," said Mac
Tavish. IJ considered all that when I

took on the job. Cassel thinks he's

devilish clever and that he's got it all his

own way. According to his reckoning I

daren't set foot on English soil and I don't

mind admitting that under ordina con

ditions it would be taking a long c ance.

But if we can manage to run this vessel

into the Clyde I don't believe that we

need fear losing anythin by it."

"But 'ow about our aving 'el ed cut

off the Chester Maid, sir?" as ed the

bo’sun.

"No blooming fear on that score," re

plied MacTavish. "We're now past the

point Cassel expected to fall in with his

submarines. Something has gone wrong

with the r0 ram and now he's appar

ently decide to hold on and take a

chance. We're at this moment less than

twenty hours' run to the Clyde and if we

can manage to duck in there and make our_

report it won't be long before Cassel is

laid by the heels. He's countin on im

personating Seagrave and the eggar's

Just clever enough to work it unless our

people are warned. But once general

orders are sent out by wireless to hold him

up and fetch him in he's a goner."

HERE was a moment of silence, then

the bo'sun croaked:

"In your opinion, sir, we're like to be

treated 'arndsome if we fetch this one

into the Clyde?"

“That's m conviction," MacTavish

answered. “ an, we'd be renderin a

big service to the country. They coul n't

help but recognize it at this time. It's

irregular, of course, but this is war. I'd

make a clean breast of the whole business

and claim that I only took it on because

I saw the chance to bring two vessels with

valuable war material into England. I'd

ask for prize money, and I'd get it, too."

The bo'sun scratched his grizzled head.

“ 'Ow about these lads as got their

gruel w’en we took the Chester Maid,

sir?" he asked.

"All that goes down to Cassel's ac

count," replied MacTavish. "Now listen,

you lads, and let what _I say sink in. We

were shipwrecked British sailors and be

cause he knew that we were stranded on

the beach and our reputations none of the

best Cassel made the mistake of thinking

that for a price we'd help him to capture

a British shi and afterwards take his

own into a german ort. We agreed

because we saw the c ance to turn the

tables on him, but we refused to have any

thing to do with boarding the Chester

Maid and made him swear that there

would be no bloodshed. Not a man_of

my crowd set foot on the Chester Maid.

Our plan from the start was to give Cassel

(Conlimu'd on page 52)
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Imperialism or Safety First?

F the House concurs in the action of

the Senate taken early in February,

the Philippine barge of state will cut

the hawser connecting it with the big

convoy and drift along its own independ

ent course in I921. Disregarding the

feelings of American investors in the

islands, perhaps this settlement of a vex

ing problem is the best. At all events it

is better than continuous agitation and

uncertainty.

The Administration has declined to do

any swee ing in Mexico, close proximit

and the ii/lonroe Doctrine notwithstand):

ing. If this safety-first policy ex resses

the mature judgment of the republic, it

should be applied to the distant archi

pelago at the earliest possible moment,

re ardless of the Filipinos’ fate after the

ca le is cut.

If, however, the Philippines are to be

retained until their inhabitants are really

ripe for successful self-government, the

action of the Senate is a piece of almost

criminal stupidity. It raises false hopes

in the handful of Filipino politicians

clamoring for autonomy for selfish rea

sons and may encourage them to shed the

blood of American soldiers in abortive

revolts.

The Spectre of Invasion

READER reported the other day

that a friend with whom he had

intended to come and locate on

the Pacific Coast had decided

that it would not be safe. The newspaper

and magazine reports of an impending

Japanese invasion had caused a chill to

seize his pedal extremities. He preferred

to stay inland, out of reach of the enemy's

howitzers.

Shortly thereafter the President pro

nounced the Pacific Coast "defenseless"

during his preparedness campaign. Ob

viously the only power which could do

more than bombard a few unfortified

coast towns on the Pacific shore is Japan.

Though the Navy has not been heard on

the subject, the Army asserts that Japan

could. within a month, land suflicient

soldiers between San Francisco and Los

Angeles to eat all available regulars and

militia men before breakfast. To land a

sizable army anywhere north of San

Francisco at the foot of the wild Coast

Range ram art would be foolish, Homer

Lea notwithstanding. But, granting the

successful landing and the easy victory

of a Japanese expedition, what next?

There are no munition factories on the

Coast; powder works are easily blown up;

California's 140,000 motors could escape

under their own power; the Sierras would

shelter the stock; in other words, the con

quered territory would supply only an

infinitesimal part of the material needed

b the invaders to carry on the war.

They would have to bring their ammuni

tion 7000 miles across the Pacific. It has

et to be demonstrated that a power lack

ing control of all the Seven Seas, with a

fleet far inferior to that of its adversary,

can successfully conduct a campaign

7000 miles from its base. A fleet of six

modern battle cruisers stationed on the

Pacific Coast could so disturb the thin,

long lines of the foes’ communications

that an attack would never be attempted.

Japan may attack the United States;

Roosevelt and Bryan may run on the

same ticket; San Francisco ma vote

unanimously for absolute prohibition.

In a to syturv Y age these things are not

impossi le. Al kinds of events are not

impossible. The skunk may become a

household pet, Billy Sunday may forget

a collection, Secreta Lane may plait

his hair into a queuefbut precedent, his

tory and common sense are against the

occurrence of these extraordinary phe

nomena. Unless the United States should

decide to extend the Monroe Doctrine to

China and to defend the youngest em

pire by force of arms, there is absolutely

no reason why America and Japan should

fight—except the same mutual, insane

fear followed b the same armament race

that plunged urope into the pit of hell.

The Asiatic Institute proposes to hold

a conference of representatives from the

entire Pacific basin this summer. If this

conference will refuse to dwell exclusively

onflJapanese grievances, if it can help to

sti e baseless international suspicions

and recrimination's beforethey have taken

dee root, it will have rendered the entire

wor d a most signal service.

The Prohibition Wave

URING the first two weeks of

Washington’s partial prohibition

twelve persons died, having con

sumed overdoses of alcohol,

wood and plain. During the first month

twenty-two hundred residents of Kin

county, in which Seattle is located, paid

the county auditor twenty-five cents each

and received in return a certificate en

titlin the holder to have two quarts of

distil ed liquor or twenty pints of beer

delivered to their respective residences.

When the stock of drink held over from

the old wet days in violation of the law is

consumed, the applications probably will

increase in volume. In the meantime the

sheriff of King count is raiding aristo

cratic and humble clubs, hotels, inns and

the homes of millionaires with an im

partial hand; wherefor a minister with

stran e inconsistency accuses the sheriff

of enforcing the law with the intention of

discrediting it. Unless the character and

the object of the prohibitionists have

been terribly misjudged, they urged and

assed the law with the firm intention of

fiaving it rigidly enforced. If partial en

forcement was expected, if liquor in the

home was to be inviolate, the law itself

should have made the exemption.

The effects of prohibition in the Pacific

Northwest will be presented in a paper to

be ublished during the coming summer.

ndoubtedly the experience of Oregon

and Washington with partial prohibition

will have a decided influence on the state

of mind of California's voters when they

cast their ballots on the alcohol problem

in November. The line-up and the

strategic moves of the Golden State’s con

tending factions are discussed by Mr.

Dosch on page 22 of this issue.

What the outcome will be in California

can be predicted just about as accurately

as the exact date on which the peace

treaties will be signed. Yet it is reason

ably certain that, should the initiative be

invoked to place on the November ballot

a constitutional amendment doin away

with the open bar, but allowing t e sale

of intoxicants in bona-fide hotels, clubs

and in sealed packa es through a limited

number of wholesa ers, the amendment

would stand an excellent chance of adop

tion.

The Curse of Too Much Money

MISFORTUNE has befallen the

Palouse country. The judgment

of the old combine-and-gang-plow

farmers has been vindicated.

The were wavering. Steady but slow

hea way was being made by the a ostles

of diversified crops. They had t e old

codgers almost ready to mend their ways.

Then came the war and war prices for

wheat. The old fellows stampeded back

to straight wheat. They had a good

crop last fall, but the would not sell.

They held out for a dolliir a bushel, mini

mum. The world's bumper rain crop

did not budge them; they hel on when

the Culebra cut became a tobog an; they

would not let 0 when the cost oficarr ing

a bushel of w eat to Europe from ort

landor Puget Sound by water climbed to

five times the rate prevailing at the out

break of the war. Cro statistics, rail

freight, steamer rates Feft them cold;

they held out for a dollar a bushel. Hav

ing had four successive good crops at good

prices, the Inland Em ire wheat farmers

were in a position to ta e a chance. They

had the money. Too much money, the

diversification evan elists think.
And they got it. gLate-in January they

were offered a dollar a bushel. They got

it because they had ood, clean, hard

wheat. Late rains an early frosts had

damaged a heavy percentage of the Amer

ican and Canadian crops. Europe com

plained of the quality. No. I wheat got

scarce. The Inland Empire had been

without late rains and early frosts, so

now the farmers are shipping their grain

by rail to the Middle \Vest and the millers

have to pay through the nose for it. After

all there is a certain amount of cash value

in Climate.

It is significant that the area of fall

sown and winter wheat has decreased

sharpl '-——by four million acres—in the

Unite States as a whole. The only dis

trict which shows a decided increase in the

area is the Inland Empire where the crop

is now hibernating under several feet of

snow. Too much money has lifted

straight wheat back on its throne.

Taken in con'unction with the Coeur

d'Alene mining oom and the increase in

lumber activity, the Palouse and Big

Bend wheat mone is helping Spokane

mightily to forget the horrors of war.

30
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The Benefit of Floods

UITE often belated roses may be

seen abloom in Walla alla

gardens on Christmas day; the

cows of Puget Sound and Port

land find green grass aplenty on Janua

pastures, and the tinkle of the sleigh bel

in Tacoma is as rare as paclfists m Beth

lehem (Pa.) Of the widely advertised

brand of winter sunshine in California

and Arizona it is superfluous to speak.

But this year something went wrong

somewhere. It was colder than usual in

the Arctic regions; the icy, heavy air of

the far north traveled south 'way be

yond its usual limits. Real winter de

scended upon the harbors of the ever

reen North Pacific Coast. Snow fell,

firoke down church roofs in Seattle, ice

bridged the Columbia and impeded navi

ation, logging camps shut down, ava
lganches descended, coal and cord wood

went up. The Inland Empire experienced

zero weather; in Montana the thermome

ter reached 63 below zero.

The southward advance of the cold

arctic air also dislocated the path of the

usual winter storms formed in the North

Pacific. As a rule these storms pass in

land and to the east over the coast of Brit

ish Columbia or Washington. This winter

the blanket of heavy arctic air pushed

their path far south of ti". usual route.

As a result sunny California had twenty

nine rainy days in Lanur "y, floods spread

through the river oftoms and eighteen

feet of snow piled up on the Sierra's

crest. Speaking uieteorologically, Jan

uary was the freakiest month since the

first barometer appeared on the Pacific

Coast.

Yet the entire region west of the Rock

ies is smiling. Cold, snow and floods did

a good deal of damage, but it must be

remembered that winter moisture is the

\Vest's life blood, that a professional rain

maker had been hired on a contingent

fee to produce downpours in the moun

tains behind San Diego. A deficiency of

rain and snow is a far greater calamity

than the spectacular excess. When the

snow is deep in the mountains, irrigation

ditches will be filled in August, reservoirs

are replenished, h dro-electric plants run

at full capacity, t e forests will be green

and safe. In the valleys deep snow or

heavy rains assure abundant crops of all

kinds, fat pasture on the ranges, a rising

water plane in the wells.

If February should endeavor to emu

late January in the mat‘er of snow and

rain, the East need not bother about con

dolences; winter's incomenience will be

summer's abundance. But floods will

robably continue to be the feature of

Par Western news.

Dams and Engineers

ENEATH every dam that breaks

lie the reputation, the conscience

of an en ineer. He builds both

into the oundation of the struc

ture. He knows what he can safely do,

and he knows when he is taking a chance.

The responsibility for the lives down the

valley is his. He knows and, left to his

Own devices, he will build true and safe.

But the engineer is human, after all.

Like the rest of us, he must often agree

to compromises against his better knowl

edge. He has to-live—even if others die.

Therefore it becomes necessary that he

be prevented from carrying a compromise

too far.

As dams g0 nowadays, the Otay struc

ture near San Die 0, California, was a

small affair, so smaTl that they expressed

its storage capacity in gallons instead of

acre-feet. Its sheet-steel core was an

experiment, probabl considered per

missible in view of t e reservoir's small

size. Yet more than a dozen died, even

after the wild rumors of an overwhelming

disaster had been disproven.

No engineer wants to build an unsafe

dam. If he does strangle the voice of his

conscience, public supervision should

protect him against himself. No dam

should go up anywhere in the W'est until

its plans and specifications have been

approved by a commission of competent

enginee's, either state or federal, and an

engineer representing the public should

be inspector of construction. Now is the

time to investigate the foundation and

superstructure of every dam. Next win

ter it may be too late.

Alaska’s Moderate Needs

ROM the sale of seal and fox skins

obtained on a few rocky islands

the government has, during the

past twenty-five years, derived a

direct revenue almost covering the total

purchase price of Alaska's immense terri

tory. _There are approximately 20,000

white persons in the territory, as a ainst

four hundred million persons in hina,

et last year the trade of the continentallilnited btates with Alaska was five mil

lion dollars in excess of the United

States’ total trade with China. It

reached $73,000,000 and will be over

$80,000,000 this year.

Alaska is asking Congress to appro

priate $8,247,000 for railroad construc

tion this year; this mone is an invest

ment, not a donation. T e railroad will

be running and earning interest long after

the channels of a hundred “im roved”

creeks have shoaled up again. or aids

to navigation in the difficult Alaskan

watersa million is asked. The law obliges

every contractor to hang out a red lan

tern to mark a dangerous excavation on a

ublic street. Shall the government do

less for the marine highway?

The item for wagon roads carries

$320,000. Since wagon roads are the

feeders for the government railroad, the

item might be doubled and still leave a

profit.

For geological and land surveys $150,

000is asked. This is a bagatelle com ared

with the value of the annual minera pro

duction. The cable and telegraph ser

vice returns out of commercial receipts

art of the $3 50,000 asked for operation.

he protection of the salmon supply

surely is worth $90,000, and justice re

uires that the $290,000 requested for

Tndian schools and medical relief be given

without a murmur.

 

Preparedness in Portland, Oregon

Though the Rose Festival and the dedication of the Columbia River Highway will not

occur until June, Portland in January disregarded the unusual snowshovel brigade and

sent out several million letters “boosting" the climate, the scenery and the Portland rose.

For a week in January an endless procession ofloyal Oregonians deposited letters asking

the world and his wife to visit Portland in June
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Alaska asks barely two million dollars

for all purposes except railroad building,

and in revenues of various kinds, in seal

skins, in cable receipts and land ofiice

fees Alaska will return a part of the a

propriation into the treasury. Surely

the entire Far Western Congressional

dele ation will lend its support not only

to t ese appropriations but to Secretary

Lane's proposal for the creation of a

resident Alaskan commission which shall

control all branches of the territorial ad

ministration instead of having this con

trol scattered among a score of bureau

chiefs in Washington, D. C.

The Land-Grant Lobby

NCE upon a time S. A. D. Puter

wrote a book in which he placed

a royal crown upon his head.

The crown was made of infamy

and the kingdom was that of the Oregon

land-fraud ring, the exposure of which

sent a United States senator, a million

aire and a number of professional land

sharks to the penitentiary. Today S. A.

D. Puter, self-styled land-fraud king, is

lobbying with a brazen face in the halls

of Con ress on behalf of schemers who

would ivert the unearned timber incre

ment on two million acres into their own

pockets.

Con ressman W. W. Wilson—of Chi

cago— as introduced a bill giving those

who have filed claims on the Oregon rail

road grant lands—See “Skinning the

Land Grant Bear" in the February

SUNSET—a preferential right to select and

buy 160 acres of the land at $2.50 an

acre, the claimants to have one year in

which to exercise their option. About

16,000 claims have been filed, ninety-nine

er cent of them by speculators and profiessional public-land jugglers who hoped

to obtain for $400 a quarter section of

land covered with timber worth from

$1000 to $10,000. For years designing,

shrewd swindlers have used this differ

ence between cost and value as a bait

with which to fleece the innocent and un

wary out of “location fees" from fifty

dollars upward, even though the knew

that the title to the land was in ispute.

Several swindlers have been convicted

and more have been indicted for this

fraud. Now Puter, his record notwith

standing, has the unspeakable gall to

appear openly before Congressional com

mittees and smoothly, expensively ex

pound the claim of persons who have no

more right to a gift from the nation than

the have to the iron cross.
I'Ibrtunately the Oregon journal is wag

ing a relentless fight against Puter and his

ilk. The Portland newspaper is endeav

oring valiantly to keep the vast timber

domain out of the multitude of itching

alms reaching for it, and its efforts will

be successful unless an overdose of pre

paredness gives Puter and his cohorts a

chance to get away with the loot. But

there is a string to this loot. The rail

road has been confirmed in all its possess

ory ri hts subject to the conditions of the

grant y the Supreme court, and the rail

road need not sell a single acre to the

16,000 claimants unless it chooses to do so.

In the meantime it is pertinent to ask

why a Representative from Chicago

should father a bill apparently drawn to

put money in the pockets of a Puter.

  

Dredging Political Shoals

ONGRESS is preparing to lift an

other large slice of cash out of the

ublic treasury by means of a

Eivers and Harbors bill. Though

the Rivers and Harbors Committee vir

tuously rolls its eyes heavenward and

declares sonorously that there is not a

penny of graft in the bill, the appropria

tions being confined to “existing proj

ects,” this holy attitude is merely a pose.

Among the “existing projects" are the

famous Trinit River enterprise designed

to stimulate T’éxas navigation by creating

a channel which is to be filled with water

from artesian wells; the Brazos, the Black

\Varrior, all the innumerable projects

“for the improvement of navigation"

which have cost scores of millions, which

have been followed by a continuous de

cline in water traffic and which will con

.. vet‘

\_....'_I

A Ride for Less than a Jitney

In Spokane a new style of motor bus locally

known as a “cheese box" is selling 100

tickets for $3.50. In Oakland, CaL, jitney

buses have been barred by ordinance

from down-town streets. They are evading

the ordinance by demanding no fare, dis

playing tin cans for voluntary ofl'erings. In

Portland the jitneys raised their rates when

snow put the trolley system out of commis

sion and the enraged populace is demanding

drastic legislation. In San Francisco the

jitneys are to be barred from Market street

tinue to be “existing projects" for fifty

years to come, are in this virtuous bill.

The Far West can lift its voice against

the Rivers and Harbors graft with a clear

conscience. It has never had its feet in

the trough. The lower Columbia is the

West’s most im ortant navigable river,

yet the port of ortland had to pay out

more than a million of its own money to

keep the channel navigable while the

federal government proposed to drill ar

tesian wells to float canal boats in central

Texas. Monterey ha in California

needed a breakwater. ongress was will

ing to build it provided the city of Mon

terey would pay $200,000 toward the

cost and build a direct railroad into the

broad valley to the east. At the same

time Congress dumped millions uncon

ditionally, even against the advice of the

Army Engineers, into obscure Eastern

and Southern creeks which carried no

traffic whatsoever. On the Sacramento

and San Joaquin rivers, both carrying a

heavy traflic in their lower reaches, the

state, the reclamation districts and the

federal government have been sharing the

expense; on the Mississippi and the Ohio

the federal government generously paid

the entire bill out of its own pocket

There are few good harbors on the P3Clfi(

Coast and every one of them is legiti

mately entitled on the basis of actua

traflic to all the federal appropriations

it has received.

Remember the rivers and harbors

raft, the pension paddin and the publzic-building steal if bank c ecks, automo

biles, gasoline, incomes low and high are

squeezed by the taxation screw next fall.

Remember that a large part of your tax

money goes via the federal treasury into

the campaign funds of needy Congress

men to dredge political shoals; and re

member also that your indifference is

largely responsible for the enormous per

centage of waste in federal, state, county

and municipal expenditures.

Pulling the Columbia’s Teeth

SI‘IIFTING ridge of sand rises in

a semi-circle seven or eight miles

wide from the bottom of the sea

where the Columbia river emp

ties into the Pacific. The channel across

this dangerous barrier—its crest exceeds

a mile in width—was twenty-two feet

deep in 1880. And it shifted. It never

staid put. To fix the channel and deepen

it, the government thirt years ago

started the construction 0 a jetty four

miles lon from the south shore of the

mouth. ‘he 'etty cost three millions,

more or less. It was to confine the Co

lumbia's current, direct its full force

against one part of the bar, push the sand

away and create a deeper, more per

manent channel. It did deepen the chan

nel to more than thirty feet—for a while.

Then a shoaling process began. The

depth decreased, went back to twenty

four feet. It was decided to prolong the

south jetty three miles farther out, prac

tically to the center of the bar. It was

done. A ood many doubters said it was

a waste 0 mone , that the bar could not

be conquered. 0 make sure, the govern

ment contracted and uided the outflow

of the mighty river sti 1 further by build

ing a second jetty from the north bank.

Still the doubters croaked in chorus.

The north jettv is not et finished, yet

the survey completed in ianuary showed

the existence of a channe thirt -five feet

deep at mean low water and fi teen hun

dred feet wide. The engineers expect a

for -foot channel by fall.Itfyyour city had been served by a nar

row-gauge railroad frequently blocked by

slides, and if this narrow-gauge had at

last been replaced by a broad-gauge, four

track system, perhaps you might realize

what a permanent forty-foot channel

means to Portland.

The Right to Work

RIMITIVE man employed him

self. He had the right to work

two, six or twelve hours at hunt

ing without asking anyone’s leave.

But his wages were uncertain. I‘Iis pa)‘

in venison or bear might or might not be

forthcoming. If luck went with the

work, he ate; if luck was against him, he

worked and starved.

If modern man works, he is sure to eat.

The reward of labor has become certain.

But the opportunity to work, the elusive

job, has become uncertain. Yet man
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must work in order to live. Is there an

inherent right to work, to live.’

The legislature of the state of Idaho a

year ago answered this question in the

affirmative. It enacted a law forcing

every county to provide emergency work

for any resident unable to find a private

job, and to deduct the cost of this emer

gency work from the tax money raised

within the county for state purposes.

The Idaho supreme court late in Jan

uary rendered this law inoperative. The

learned judges did not, however, den the

validity of man's ri ht to work. he

merely objected to tie manner in which

the work was to be paid for. They main

tained that the Idaho constitution pro

hibits the disbursement of state funds ex

cept in definite amounts appropriated

for specific purposes by the legislature.

No such definite appropriation had been

made for emergency work, hence the law

was unconstitutional.

Yet sooner or later society will have to

look this question of emergency employ

ment squarel Y into the eye. Hungry men

do not care about the constitutionality of

the method of paying them. They must

eat and they will eat. A little prepared

nesls in this direction would not be of

em .

Labor War and the Public

HE average man has neither the

time nor the data necessary for

an exhaustive study of the issues

between the railroads and their

organized emplo es, issues which threaten

to paralyze all lines of activity through

out the country. The average man does

not know whether all classes of railroad

men are entitled to shorter hours and

higher pay, whether a universal eight

hour day with time and a half for over

time can safely be granted or whether

such grant will crip le the carriers. But

the average man dbes believe that the

railroad employes are the “aristocrats of

labor," that their compensation is above

that of the average wage-earner and that

they are neither In dire overty nor un

duly oppressed. And t e average man

knows that a general railroad strike will

affect hi; earnings, hi: job and hi; house

hold the moment it begins.

Will the powerful, wealthy railroad

brotherhoods under these circumstances

have public opinion with them? Or will

the public, knowing that arbitration was

offered, give its sympathy to the other

side? The big chiefs will do well to con

sider the state of the public mind very

carefully before they plunge the country

into chaos.

The Canal Slides

OR the first time in more than

ten years the American-Hawai

ian steamers have been with

drawn from the coast-to-coast

service and as a result of this with

drawal the bulk of the transcontinental

freight is again going by rail, the Tehuan

tepec railroad being out of commission.

In other words, the volume of water ship

ments between the two coasts is now

smaller than it was before the opening of

the canal.

How long will this condition last? Is

the Panama Canal a failure? Will dis

astrous slides continue to recur indefi

nitely? These questions are of vital

interest to the Pacific Coast. SUNSET

hopes to present an authoritative study

of conditions in the Canal Zone in an

early number.

The Great Shipping Boom

F in Au ust, 1914, you had been
possessedgof $50,000 in cash and the

gift of prophecy, you could have in

creased 'our capital tenfold by this

time throug the purchase of ships.

The interning of Germany's merchant

marine, the commandeering of thousands

of English, French and Italian vessels for

 

before the outbreak of the war and sold in

a skyrocketing market.

The shipyards of the Pacific Coast have

on hand orders totaling thirty million

dollars. They have added thousands of

mechanics and are spending large sums

in plant extensions. These enlarged

clams will be kept busy for years to come.

essels with a tonnage of more than a

million and a half have been destroyed in

war, with more losses in prospect. Eng

lish, French and German shipyards are

crowded with naval and repair work.

The production of new merchant tonnage

is far below normal and the destruction

of existin ships is far ahead of normal

losses. Ship ards will continue to be

busy places a ter peace is declared.

Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, the new president of Stanford University, being escorted to the

installation ceremonies in the Memorial Church by Chancellor Jordan. Dr. Wilbur's

preference for extreme simplicity appears in the absence of academic cap and gown worn

by the other participants.

been dean of the Stanford Medical School.

He is a graduate of Stanford, with the Class of 1896, and has

He succeeds Dr. John Caspar Brenner, the

eminent geologist, who resigned last year and who remains as head of the geology depart

ment. The new president has announced that Hereafter the number of men students will

be limited; the registration of women has been restricte'd for several years

war purposes cleared the mud flats of all

the ancient hookers lying in the ooze.

Any old hulk that could be patched

enough to pass the inspectors was resur

rected and sent to sea under steam or sail.

Ship brokers up and down the Pacific

Coast are buying gasoline with a free hand

nowadays; it's a poor sale that does not

net them a cool ten thousand. Eighteen

months ago a superannuated collier of

fered b’ the Navy Department to the

best bi der was appraised at $75,000; in

January several shipping firms offered

$225,000 for the steamer. And San

Francisco's mayor, being in the shipping

business, having cash and the gift of

peering into the future, is reputed to have

cleare a minimum of half a million on

freighters which he ordered built just

Why Taxes Are Levied

HE purpose of taxation is the pro

duction of revenue. When taxes

are raised, the obvious aim is in

creased revenue.

California is the sole producer of real

sweet wines such as port, malaga and

sher The grape brandy used in the

fortification of these wines used to pay a

tax of three cents a gallon. The war

measure raised this tax to fifty-five cents.

At once the production of sweet wines in

California dropped seventy-five per cent.

If the death of California's sweet-wine

business was the aim of the tax, it should

be doubled. If more revenue was the

object, a moderate tax on all classes of

wines will produce far better results.
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A Woman Who Narsed a Whole Alaskan Tribe—Utah’s Non-Stampedable Governor—An

Oregon Sherifl” Who Doesn’t Have to Shoot—The “First Lady of Oklahoma”—A

Book Farmer Who Has Made Good—The Colorado Farmers’ Lady Friend
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Mrs. Alice Andersen, who saved an Alaskan village

with pills, turpentine land talcum powder

“\Yhen finally I was on

good terms with all of the

villagers I made a mistake

which came near wrecking

the peace of my little

community. I arranged a

spelling match between

the youngsters and the

grown people whom I had

een teaching at night

school. But when the

children spelled words

their elders couldn’t, the

adults cuffed them and

ran from the building.

That was the end of the

spelling matches, and,

anyway, I had no time

for further social events,

for it was then that a ter

rible epidemic of measles

swept the Inlet, and the

natives began dying by

the hundreds. I knew it

would get among us

sooner or later, and hav

ing no doctor in our vicin

ity I also knew it was up

 

 

RS. Alice Andersen leaned back

in her steamer chair, the center

of a group of interested tour

ists. “\Vhen I was sent to Nin_

ilchic, a quaint little Russian village on

Cook’s Inlet, where I am teaching at pres

ent, over three years ago, to establish a

school for Uncle Sam, it was like stepping

back a hundred years into one of the

Czar’s own possessions. The ninety in

habitants, very few of whom had ever

seen a white woman, were Russian all the

way through, living exactly as their exiled

ancestors had done at the time of their

banishment countless years ago. They

observed the same numerous Russian holi

days and ancient customs, practiced the

same religion, and knew nothing of our

government and what is more did not

want to know. The United States simply

did not exist for them. They resented

my presence, and being the first white

American woman in the vicinity, I was

looked upon with distrust and treated as

an interloper.

“To make matters worse, the boat

bringing all my personal effects, together

with the Government school supplies and

building material for the school-house,

was wrecked, so I had practically nothing

with which to begin. When this news

reached Ninilchic, the natives were over

joyed, thinking it the end of the school

and of me also. They made it very hard

for me to secure a building and it was

only after much bickering that I managed

to get a house at the end of the village.

With a few books I had in my trunk, and

a square of blackboard about as big as a

pocket handkerchief, I started the first

school in Ninilchic.

to me, as they say, to do

the best I could for my people.

"No, I had no medicine chest, nor was

there one in the place. But I did have a

bottle of cathartic pills, a

ing her way. She knew how the terror

stricken natives of other villages aban

doned their sick, just as soon as the

symptoms appeared, leaving them to die

alone and lie unburied, while they fled

frantically to escape a similar fate. She

knew the utter ignorance of the laws of

sanitation that prevailed in Ninilchic—

the inhabitants’ contempt for herself and

distrust of all things American. She

knew their primitive belief in witchcraft,

and the absolute certainty that sooner or

later they would put the blame of their

misfortunes on some one—unquestion

ably herself—and mete out punishment

accordingly. She was absolutely alone

and unprotected, yet with her pitiful

little stock of pills and turpentine and

talcum powder she set about fighting the

rim reaper for possession of her village!

flow she coaxed and scolded and moth

ered her ninety atients into actuall

enjoying the meas es, no one but herself

will ever know. What she said to dispel

the sullen fatalis‘m, the grim superstitions

of the stricken ones, and the panic

stricken fears of those not yet afflicted

will remain forever :1 secret, for now that

it is past, Mrs. Andersen chooses to treat

it all lightly, humorously.

This energetic little woman has built

up one of the best schools in her part of

 

little tur entine, some car

bolic acid) and some talcum

powder. I had nursed my

own daughter through the

measles years ago, so I was

not unprepared, you see.

“livery man, woman and

child in the village came

down with the malady, ex

cept myself, but usually

there was one in each family

who could help me take

care of the others. I was

rather rushed toward the

end, I admit, and right in

my very busiest time one of

my patients gave birth to

a baby girl, who also had

the measles.

“Yes, I lost two of my

ninety-one patients, but

one was a man far gone

with tuberculosis, who

would not have lived long

anyway, and the other was

a woman who died—well,

because she insisted on

dying. On the whole,Ninil

chic came through with

flying colors."

From Mrs. Andersen's

modest account of her work

during this epidemic one

can get no idea of the hor

rors this little lonely woman

faced when she heard the

dreaded malady was com

 
 

William Spry, Governor of Utah, whose firmness

brought him national reputation
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the country. She has established classes

in sewing, laundry work and the simpler

branches of domestic science. When she

took up her work in Ninilchic, underwear

was unknown among the children. They

simply kept putting on new garments

over the old ones as they needed them.

Now, however, all the little girls are

adepts in making these articles of apparel

from flour sacks or any other material

available. Every Thursday afternoon

the mothers of the village meet in the

school-house, where Mrs. Andersen keeps

her sewing machine. She teaches them

to use the machine and the paper patterns

which she provides. At the end of each

lesson she serves them with tea and cake

of her own baking, so these afternoons

are in the nature of social events, and

greatly enjoyed by the matrons of Ninil

chic. FLORANCE B. WILLOUGHBY.

U

OME seven years ago “Bill” Spry,

former United States marshal, slipped

into the governor's chair in Utah without

causing more than tiny ri ples on the Sea

of Interest. But the sobriquet, “Bill,”

had no more than been replaced b the

title, “Governor," when the ripples egan

to grow and before long they had reached

wave-like dimensions.

Of course it wasn't possible to please

everybody, but Governor S ry directed

the state government so well that when

his four-year term expired he was handed

another term of the same length. Fur

thermore, he interested himself in any

thing that was of eneral interest to the
western country. lT'le studied conditions

and took an active art in all gatherings,

sectional or national), when the West was

up for discussion. He was not a flowery

speaker but his talks were practical and

conservative and based on first-hand

knowledge. Soon he was recognized

among the governors and men of the

nation as a man of foresight and ability.

Probably he has done more than any

other one man to correct many false im

pressions about Utah that have existed for '

years in the eastern part of the country.

 

  

Mrs. Fred E. Sutton, of Oklahoma, not

without honor in her own country

 

 

\Villiam Spry was not born with a silver

spoon in his mouth. The story of his life

sounds like the biogra hy of one of the

founders of the republic. He was born'

in England—the son of a tailor—in i864,

and, when eleven years of age, came with

his parents to America and Utah.

  

._ . ~ ‘air; a‘ .

“Til" Taylor, sherifl' of the round-up town of Pendleton, Oregon. He talks low

and soft, but he always brings back his man

 

William obtained employment as a chore

boy and in his odd hours attended the

common schools. Later he served as

clerk in a department store but the lure

of the soil was too great so he emigrated

to southern Utah and became a farmer.

And he was a good farmer, too, as any

old-timer in the southern part of the state

will testify. For eleven years he followed

the simple life with an occasional dip into

rural politics. In 190 he was appointed

president of the state land board and the

following year was made United States

marshal for Utah, a position he resigned

to become governor.

Circumstances made him an interesting

figure recentl when his life was threat

ened because e declined to interfere with

the action of the courts in the case of

{oseph Hillstrom. Governor Spry dis

ikes notoriety although his firm stand in

the case immortalized him in Utah. He

is decidedly human and democratic in

spirit and the people of Utah claim that

they made a good governor without spoil

ing a good farmer. O. ]. Games.

U

DMIRERS of Mrs. Fred E. Sutton,

of Oklahoma City, have spoken of

her as the "First Lady of the State," in

spite of the fact that she is not the wife

of the chief executive. They justif the

title by the fact that she came wit the

first settlers into the newly opened ter

‘ T'S no use.

ritory and no history of Oklahoma would

be complete without an account of how

she helped to organize the first school,

which she taught, and a record of her

continued leadership in the social welfare

of her state. When, after all sorts of

difficulties in the way of roperly repre

senting Oklahoma at the gamma-Pacific

Exposition, an appropriation of 35000

was made b the legislature, Governor

Williams sai , "But for the work of Mrs.

Sutton, my signature would never have

been attached." Mrs. Sutton was ap

pointed Commissioner-General of the

Oklahoma commission and official hostess

of the State Building, serving throughout

the period, without compensation. So

they feel warranted in speaking of her as

“The First Lady of Oklahoma. '

H. M. W.

U

You can't beat Til Tay~

lor," said an old-time Republican war

horse to me after the votes were counted

at the last election in Umatilla count *,

Oregon. “Til is a Democrat; Umatilla

county is stron ly Republican. It

wouldn’t be so bad if Til won by a head

or even by a length but this thing of him

romping in an easy winner every time 15

sure getting monotonous. No, sir, it isn't

the fault ofthe Republican party. Til could

run on the Hottentot ticket and win. You

can’t beat him, that's all. Trouble is,
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D. M. Lowe, an Oregonian who made a successful

change from the khaki of the classroom to

the blue bib overalls of the farm

pulled his gun. Just told

them he wanted them and

asked them to come along.

No, he has never shot any

one in making an arrest

and I doubt if he has pulled

his gun half a dozen times

in the past dozen years.

“Til has been president

of the Roundup Association

for the past four years and

he has been reelected for

another term. You know

the roundup has a national

re utation now—the best

ri ers, bulldoggers and

horsemen in the whole

West and the worst bucking

horses in the country make

it some spectacle — and

much of the success of the

roundup is due to its presi

dent. W'hy don't I vote for

Til if he is such an efz'icient

sheriff? Why, what do you

take me for? I am one of

the standbys of the Repub

lican arty. Me vote for

Til? Say, if you will never

give me away I will tell you

a profound secret. I did

vote for him and I have for

the last four or five elec—

tions.” FRED LOCKLEY.

U

D M.LOVVEchangedhis

- colle e khaki for blue

 

 

everybody likes him and then, too, there's

no disputin the fact he's the best sheriff

we ever hatf, so when he runs the voters

make his election practicall unanimous.

“I remember seeing Til when he wasn't

bigger than a pint of hard cider out with

the V shaped scra er scrapin the crust

off the snow so the liorses coul paw down

to the bunch-grass. Til went to business

college for a spell and had a little school

ing at Walla Walla but not enough to

hurt him.

"In 1902, after four years as deputy,

he was elected sheriff.
l‘Pendleton used to be a wide-open

town and some pretty tou h characters

used to drift into town. Ti hadn't been

sheriff very long when he went out to get

a ‘bad man' named Weston, alias McKay,

alias Wilson. It was said he would die

game and would not be taken. Til and

his brother enks rounded him up on the

old Hank aughn ranch near Athena.

Til told Jenks to stay out at the gate and

hold the saddle-horses while he went into

the house to get Weston. Til found his

bird flown—apparently. He saw a small

opening in the kitchen ceilin . He

thought he heard a board creak. utting

an a pie box on the stove he climbed up,

put IS head through the hole and in the

darkness he saw a man. He ordered him

to come out. The man crawled out and

to Til’s surprise it was another man alto

gether. Taking him out and turning him

over to alenks he again climbed up, stuck

his hea through the opening and dis

covered the man he was after. Til told

him to come out, he wanted him. He

came and Til and Jenks took them both

to Athena. It developed that Herron,

the other man, was an escaped convict

with a long record. Both men were sent

up for long terms. No, sir, Til never

bib overals and put into

plow practice, successfully, the technical

theories he learned in the classroom. He

was a civil engineer who had completed a

four years’ course at Michigan in two and

one-half years, working his way and grad

uating $160 ahead of the game.’ But the

hardships of a civil engmeer’s llfe proved

not to his liking and some years later he

fitted himself for the profession of farm

ing. Today he is possessor of sweepstake

and other awards at the biggest land

shows of the country, for his exhibits of.

farm products. His booming volce_has

lectured all over the country; he 15 a

popular fruit judge. His

deepest interest is the

when they should come to town—and

when she finished speaking the whole

crowd rose as one man and pledged them

selves individually and collectively to

suliport the plan.

oday that young woman, now Mrs.

Clara A. Lucas of Cheyenne, Colorado, en

joys the distinction of having done more

for the farmers of eastern Colorado than

any other one person, man or woman; she is

generally acknowledged an expert on soil

fertility and crop rotation, and is, in the

largest sense, probably the only woman

agronomist in the United States.

Several lyears ago Mrs. Lucas bought

a ranch 0 several thousand acres near

Cheyenne, which was nothin but a

waste of sand and sagebrush. n a few

seasons she had accom lished such re—

markable results in farming this land that

she was fairly besieged by farmers for a

hundred miles around to tell them how

she did it. These requests became so

numerous and insistent that finally Mrs.

Lucas was compelled to leave her own

farm in the hands of assistants while she

traveled about the state, helping the

farmers to solve their problems.

Recentl , with Prof. Perry G. Holden,

in a specia train of halfa dozen Pullmans,

she helped carry through a great agricul

tural railroad campaign that covered all

of the dry-farming country in Kansas and

Colorado.

Just now Mrs. Lucas is working to

secure cheaper money for the farmers,

who are forced to pay as high as 10 per

cent and ive security of five to one.

Another 0 her hobbies is the establish

ment of a farm bureau in each county, to

be under the direction of a scientific

agriculturist who shall visit the farmers

on their own farms and aid them in solving

their various problems. Her greatest

desire, however, is to start a nation-wide

movement for a community clubhouse

for the farmers and their families in each

small town. Mrs. Lucas believes that

more social 0 portunities and recreation

would not only keep the young people on

the farm, but bring back many of those

who have found only disillusionment in

the cit Y.
I ROBERT H. MOULTON.

 

testing and creating of

new varieties, and he has

many to his credit. More

over, his seventeen-year

old son Donnie, a chip of

the old block, has origi

nated a new winter radish

of excellent quality.

0. H. BARNHILL.

U

N a small western town,

instead of the agricul

tural experts for whom an

audience had gathered but

whose train was delayed,

a young woman stepped

forward and faced the

disappointed and incredu

lous audience. In five

minutes the atmosphere

had changed to surprise,

then interest and finally

hearty approval. She had

put before the farmers a

new and appealing idea—

the matter of a rest room

for their wives and children

 

  

Mrs. Clara A. Lucas, said to be the only woman

ngronomist in the United States

 

 



  
  

The

Home in the West

  

  

would you rather rent one of

these apartments in New York?

  

These are the tenements of Los Angeles,

and nowhere in all this California city

are there a thousand people to the acre

 

LEVEN years ago a man from

Cincinnati landed in Los Angeles

a with an even ten dollars in his

pocket, and a wife at his side;—

strangers in a strange land.

Just why any man goes to a strange

land with only ten dollars in his ocket

only that man knows. It woul seem

that the place for a man with only ten

dollars is among his friends. Still, a lot

of people do this thin , and most of those

who do toe westwartT.

Somewhere these two saw an adver

tisement offering lots for a dollar down

and a dollar a week. They decided to

begin buying their first real home with

their last real ten dollars. It took fifty

cents of that precious ten to go to see the

lots, which were about eight miles out of

Los Angeles on the Long Beach line.

The dollar-down-and—dollar-a-week prop

osition was on the basis of hundred

dollar lots. On higher priced lots the pay

ment was one per cent down, and one per

cent a week.

The painter bought $450 worth of real

estate, and away went the half of his ten.

His wife had a diamond ring, so they

visited some people they had met on the

train, and the diamond ring stayed with

the people, who furnished the couple with

a capital of twenty-five dollars. This

bought a tent, without a roof.

Straightway the man went back to

Los Angeles and got a job. He could not

afford carfare twice a day, so he bought a

cheap bicycle out of his first week's wages,

and rode the eight miles back and forth.

One Sunday he was lying in the shade

of a hedge that separated his lot from the

street and he heard some men talkin as

they passed. They looked at his roofiess

tent, and laughed.

"There's another man gone wrong in

the head," said one.

But there were other people wrong in

the head who bought lots, and within

three years a town was incorporated

under the name of Watts, which in four

conducted by LlLLlAN FERGUSON

The tenement of the Eastern city

A Dollar Down

Can Build a Town

more years numbered four thousand in

habitants, by night count. In daytime

most of the men and many of the women

are in Los Angeles at work. The town

has a $10,000 city hall, a $31,000 school

house, and lots on Main street are worth

$0,000. Perha s a dozen families in the

town pay rent. he rest either own their

homes, or will one day.

The Cincinnati painter had not been

working lon before he found that in

addition to t e $4.50 a week he was ay

ing for his lot he could lay aside sometl'iing

toward a wood roof for his canvas walls.

Then the canvas was replaced by boards.

Something about the energy and ambition

of the man appealed to the owners of the

tract, and they hired him for fifteen

dollars a week, and ave him a dollar for

every lot he sold. One Sunday his com

missions amounted to eighteen dollars.

By the time he had finished pa ing for

his lots he was offered a thousan dollars

for them.

 

Or, on the name income. own

this home in L0: Anlelel?
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Miles and miles of modern homes, each one

sheltering a working-class family, and easily

reached by a perfect transportation system

 

HIS is one of countless stories to be

heard in Watts, yet Watts is seized

upon by every cheap vaudeville monol

o ist as the shortest way to a laugh.

V5hy, and at whom do people laugh?

Is the laugh on this Cincinnati painter,

or is it on a certain letter-carrier from

Indianapolis? Back in Indianapolis the

letter-carrier got a thousand dollars a

year, lived in dingy rented houses and

never saved a cent. He came to Los

Angeles and got another job. One day

he was visiting a friend at Watts.

“Why don’t you buy a lot?” asked his

friend.

“I haven't an' mone to buy a lot,”

he answered. "I ve got Just five dollars."

"Don’t need any money,” said his

friend.

They looked about that very day and

icked out two lots. The man from

fndianapolis paid $3.25 down and agreed

to pay that much each week. B the

month it was fourteen dollars, an that

began to feel big, with house rent in Los

Angeles to pay.

“Why don't ou build a house on your
lots?" said his fiiiiend.

“Haven’t an money," he answered.

"Don't nee any money,” said his

friend. “Come and I’ll introduce you to

a lumberman who will give you lumber

on credit, and I'll build your house and

you can ay me when you like."That diay a bill of lumber was made

out, and the friend went to work. The

rent money went to the lumberman, and

today the ex-letter-carrier from Indian

apolis owns a little home worth 81500.

THE time has come to apotheosize

Watts. Watts is the type of tene

ment Los Angeles has adopted to ward

off the danger of those other tenements

that are the curse of all great cities.

Tenement has come to be synonymous

with working-class home, because in most

cities the tenement—or one of its horrid

kindred of multiple dwellings—is the only
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place where the man who works for wages

not salary, the man who has a job not a

position, can live. Tenements are usually

ding ', crowded, devoid of fresh air and

suns ine, ill-smelling, unhealthful. It

costs a man anywhere from eight to

thirty dollars a month for a few rooms in

one of these rookeries, where he is sand

wiched so close to his neighbors that he

smells their cookery and can hear them

quarrel and say their pravers. He moves

from one to another near y every May or

October. It never occurs to him to own

a home, unless he lives in Milwaukee or

Philadelphia, both of which claim to have

the greatest number of home-owners

among the working classes of any city in
the UnitediStates. Evidently the have

overlooked ‘the Los Angeles record:

In most cities home-owning among

wage-earners is out of the question, be

cause they must be near their work. In

those cities the street-car systems have

not been developed as an inducement to

home-owning, and it has not occurred to

men with some money and more enter

prise that they could give the poor man

a lift, for which he in return would give

them a boost. ,

HEN the great transportation

boom struck Los Angeles and the

system of city and suburban lines grew

quickly to twelve hundred miles, the pro

jectors thought less, perhaps, of drawing

people away from the heart of the city

than to it.

But other men saw the chance. They

bought up acreage and paid the trans

portation companies to build their lines

to it, and cut barley fields into lots that

any man can own. Go north, 0 south,

go east, go west, or to any oint etween,

on both urban and interur an lines, and

just inside the city limits or outside up to

the ten-cent limit, you will find climbing

the hillsides, slipping along the valleys,

stretching across the plain until they join

fields still planted in grain, street after

street of cozy homes—miles and miles of

homes for one man and his family. These

are the tenements of Los Angeles, and

nowhere in all the city are there a thou

sand people to the acre.

If you doubt that small wage-earners

can afford to own such homes, ride out on

the cars that carry the strap-hangers after

five o'clock in the evening. Off they drop,

men and women from every rank of the

great army of toilers. These selfsame men

and women in any other city in the

country would be making their way to

ward tenements, or flats, or two-family

houses, or furnished rooms.

OS ANGELES has always made the

boast that it is a city without a slum.

With the spread of the city seaward to

its twenty-mile-distant harbor, industrial

concerns have moved out along the trans

portation lines to be in closer touch with

the harbor, and the housing commission

is working to prevent the evils of over

crowding which other cities of slower

growth are trying more or less vainl to

remedy. Also the commission is seeking

to interest manufacturers in laying out

tracts for homes for their employees in the

vicinity of their plants. Not with the

idea of adopting the parental plan of

Pullman and the English factory villages,

with the owners as landlords and the

workmen as tenants, but on the plan

.already proved by private building and

  

This type of home in a Los Angeles “tene

ment" district may be paid for with

rent money in five years

investment companies to be of great profit

to themselves and of splendid op or

tunity and benefit to those enabled to buy

ready-made homes on the instalment

plan. Nothing in all the realm of pre

ventive medicine is more effective for

health, morals and general efficiency than

home—ownership by the masses of the

population, and the scattering of these

homes over wide areas. This is one of the

chief causes of the increasing birth rate in

Los Angeles, and a constant decrease in

the death rate among infants and from

contagious diseases.

THE selling of lots and of ready—made

homes on the instalment plan has

" been reduced in Los Angeles to an abso

lute science.

The men who have reduced this busi

ness to a science know exactly how much

a man can afford to ay out of twelve or
eighteen or twenty-fipve or thirty dollars

a week. They don't want him to agree,

and generally they won’t let him agree, to

pay more than they know he can pay

regularly under ordinary conditions.

On many tracts there is the privilege

of temporary houses for two years, to be

placed on the rear of the lot, and all com~

anies will tell you that the people who

build temporary houses at first have the

best homes in the end.

Tracts owned by companies who build

houses are more uniformly‘ attractive

than those where each individual builds

his own home. And in many such tracts

houses sell on a basis of $25 per month.

ONE day you motor out past a barley

field. A month later you pass again,

and graders are at work. A month ater

t’ ' ' c "l

l .  

The Occupant of this type of home in a

crowded Eastern city will own a bunch of

rent receipts at the end of five years

houses are springing up like mushrooms‘

In another month the company's car

riages are driving people about, and for

one magic ten-dollar bill the driver will

put a placard on any house reading

‘bold." Of course this 15 not all the buyer

has to do. He must have a heart-t0—

heart talk with somebody in the office and

show why he thinks he can buy a home.

Then he pays the balance of ten per cent

of the price of the house and signs a con

tract to pay one er cent a month. Then

he moves in. lzlis monthly payments

include taxes, insurance and interest. It

is as simple as handing money to a land

lord—but much more satisfactory, for in

course of time the monthly payments

stop, and there are only the taxes and

insurance to think about.

IN the early years of the past decade a

real estate man in Los Angeles filled

the city and surrounding barley fields

with great glaring signboards, painted

half red and half white. On them was

simply his name, and below it this augury:

Los ANGELES—POPULATION

IQOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .IOI,OOO

IQIO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .250,000

scarcely had they been planted where

all who ran or rode might read when Los

Angeles began that phenomenal growth

which was one of the wonders of the

decade. It soon became apparent to

knowing ones that the signboards were

rophes'ing not wisely but too small.

he real estate man had his sign-painter

go about and change the signs to read:

Los ANGELES—POPULATION

1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ror,ooo

0000
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “gi—

250,000

At this most people laughed. The sign

became one of the local jokes during the

middle years of the decade. But when

Uncle Sam's census man came along in

1910 and counted noses, he proved the

sign was no joke at all. He did not find

uite 350,000 eople actually residin in

lios Angeles, but pretty near it. find

taking into consideration that there are

never less than 25,000 visitors in Los

Angeles, and often as high as 100,000, it

puts the mean average population beyond

the pro hecy of the signboard. Now the

boards liave all been changed to read:

Los ANoELEs—PoPuLArioN

igro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .350,000

1920 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000

Nobod laughs at the sign any more.

Everybo y believes it. And there are

those who predict in all seriousness that

the present generation will see Los An

eles the third city in size in the United

tates. It is this swift and steady growth

that makes the housing problem one of

live interest.

The tenement-dweller from other

wheres responds quickl to the influence

of home-ownership. e has no natural

preference for living in the modern cliff

dwellings with their tunnel-like halls and

windowless rooms and smells and smells

and smells. Give him a home of his

own and his very character undergoes

a change. In him it generates a pride

in his house, then in his garden, then in

his street. his neighborhood, and finally‘ a

eneral civic interest that makes for the

fiest type of citizenship.

' BERTHA H. SMITH.
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Victor Records bring you not only the actual living voices of the world's

greatest opera stars, but the art and personality of concert singers famous the

country over.

These talented artists who charm thousands of music-lovers on their

concert tours are also the delight of countless other thousands who know them

mainly through their Victor Records.

Victor Records are the actual artists absolutely true to life—ever ready

to entertain any one at any time.

 

There are Victor dealers in every city in the world who will gladly give you a complete i

catalog of the more than 5000 Victor Records and play any music you wish to hear.

  

  

 

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Important warning. Victor

Records can be safely and satisfac

torily played only with Victor

Needle: or Tunga-tonc Stylus

on victors or Victrolas. Victor

Records cannot be safely played on . ‘ y}?

machines with jeweled or otherreproducing points.

"ms wisrra's volts~ , 1,5

  

 

 
 

  

Berliner Gramophone Co., Llontreal

Canadian Distributors

 
 

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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T was not known to us that

Absorbine, Jr., would relieve

swollen veins until a few years

ago. Then we did not find this

out for ourselves. The discovery

was made by an old gentleman

who had suffered with swollen

veins for nearly fifty years. He

had made many unsuccessful

efforts to get relief and finally

tried Absorbine, Jr., knowing its

value in reducing swellings, aches,

pains and soreness. Absorbine,Jr.,

relieved him.

He told us that after he had

applied Absorbine, Jr., regularly

for a. few weeks his legs were

smooth as when he was a boy and

all the pain and soreness had

ceased. Thousands have since

used this antiseptic liniment for

this purpose with remarkably

good results.

Absorbine, Jr., is made of oils and

extracts from pure herbs, and

when rubbed upon the skin is

quickly taken up (absorbed) by

the pores; the blood circulation

in surrounding parts is thereby

stimulated and healing helped.

Absorbine, Jr., leavm no residue, the

odor is pleasing and the immediate

effect soothing and cooling. Though

absolutely harmless to human tissues,

Absorbine, Jr., is a powerful germicide,

being very valuable in cleansing cuts,

scratches, burns and other skin breaks

liable to infection.

For muscle sorenas, aches, pains,

strains, sprains, stiffness and all

accidental hurts,

Absorbine, Jr., is the

remedy to have

always at hand and

ready for instant use.

$1.00 a bottle at

druigilll or polfpal'd

A Lib e ral

Trial Bottle
will be sent to your

address on receipt of

10c. in. stamps. Send

for trial bottle or pro

cure regular size from

your druggist today.

W. F.Y0uNc,P.D.F.

243 Temple St.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

sf;
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For SwollenVeins

Absorbi ne..JE

 

call. "I don't see no reason for it,

either," he declared. "I've been a-looking

at her partickler close and I don't see no

reason for it nohow."
"You made her blush, pore all'I

said Mary-Ann reprovingly. “' o'se

there hain’t no reason, only that men is

jist nachally idjits."

“ RECKON we won't wait, Mar -Ann,”

asserted Perry boldly. "I kin 'tend

to fixing her out with a beau after we're

married 'ist as well, or, better, than I kin

now. I in give my mind to it more."

"You do jist the way you feel like,"

said Mary-Ann. "I've done told you the

way I feel about it and what I said I hold

to. And I've got another pin here, Perry

Hockaday; you remember that. It's wore

through to the brass and I've heared tell

that's as 'ison as snake bite."

"I'll ta e a chance," muttered Perry.

"Oh, Inez-Isabel!" called Ma -Ann.

"Come on out here. I want you.’

Perry moved his chair back as Inez

Isabel came hesitatingly out on the porch.

"Set down here, honey, and watch the

moon a-coming up," coaxed Mary-Ann.

"I'm feeling lonesome out here weth no

buddy but Mr. Hockaday."

"Be ashamed of ourse'f," reproved

Inez-Isabel gently. he had at least the

charm of a low and musical voice. "I

had ought to be darning," she continued,

“ ‘stid of trifling out here, gawping at the

moon. But it cert'n'y is ri ht sightly."

She sighed and allowed hiary-Ann to

force her into a chair where she sat gazing

on the big yellow disc that was just

clearing the horizon.

ATHIN, rather sallow complexioned

young woman she was, with dark

hair, very tightly drawn to a hard knot,

so to speak, on the top of her head, a big

mouth and a nondescript sort of nose——

a most striking contrast to her blooming

sister, not only in face and figure but in

her dress, which was of an unlovely

patterned gingham and cut with an

economy of material that made no allow

ance for the ruflles and fiufiles to which

Mary-Ann was addicted. A prim, narrow

ruche at the high neck was its only adorn

ment. But "neat as a pin," as Perry had

said. He looked at her appraisingly—

l approvin ly, as he had earlier in the

evening, ut she was quite unconscious

of his regard.

"There's something about the moon,"

she murmured, “ . . . something . "

“There's a right smart," assented

Perry. "You take it planting potatoes

or etting your hair cut and sech. Nobudzdy cain t tell jist how it works or why

it is, but it cert'n'y makes a difference. '

Inez- Isabel flashed him a quick,

humorous glance, and then laughed.

Mary-Ann tittered. "Some won't only

l shave in the dark of the moon, and

skassly that," she said. “There's Timon

Brody—" She stopped because Perry was

shaking his head violently and frowning.

"Sol Winch, he's apt—"

Perry was shaking his head again and

indicating Inez-Isabel with his thumb.

Mary-Ann opened her eyes wide. “Your

 
 

Marrying Inez-Isabel

(Continuaifrom page 14)

haid must have worked loose, Mr. Hock
aday,’I she remarked. “You ought to o

and get it fixed afore you lose it. T

hain't much of a haid, but ou'd miss it

when you went to put your hat on."

Perry laughed. “You figger it's just

a hat peg, do you?" he said. “I might

fool you, gal."

"Iffoollshness was ketching, I wouldn't

let you come nowheres a-nigh me," re

torted Mary-Ann.

Inez-Isabel interposed. "That hain't

no pretty speech, honey." She sighed

for the second time, and ot up. “I must

go and setogy spon e,’ she said. “I

eclare to g ness I orgot all about it."

HEN she had gone, Perry ex

plained himself. “I allowed you

was 0mg to mis-call Timon Brody and

Sol inch," he whispered. "Now, I

hain't a-sayin they're all what they

might be and faim to find Inez-Isabel a

better than either one—ifI kin. But I'd

got them two in mind sort of—sort of to

all back on."

"Oh, you had, had you?" said Mary

Ann with withering scorn. "Then you

get them outen your mind. If you think

nez-Isabel is a-going for to take up with

any sech, you're a right smart mistook.

Miscall them! I'd be put to it jist to call

them—anyways fitten."

“I only meant for to fall back on them,"

Perry rotested. "If they was the onliest

ones t ey was, Sweetness."

“Keep where ou belong," warned

Mary-Ann. "An listen to me. The

man Inez-Isabel marries has got to be a

somebuddy. You fall back on the right

kind when you fall, or you'll be apt for

to hurt yourse’f."

“That's so, too,” agreed Perry, after a

thoughtful interval. "Cert’n’y neither

one of them men Yes, she's got

to have a somebuddy.”

IV

S Inez-Isabel was braiding Mary

Ann's hair that night—she always

brushed and braided it—she asked why

she had been called to admire the moon.

"Cain’t you manage your beaux without

me?" she wanted to know.

“Perr Hockaday hain't no beat; of

mine," ary-Ann evaded.

"Seems like it's right serious," Inez

Isabel remarked. “Most ginerally you
n

own upI She patted her sister's plump,

bare s oulder. "I'm lad for you," she

went on. “He cert’n y is the ch’ice of

them all. Sech a fine good looking fellerl

And I know he'll make a kind husband,

for as high sperrited as he is. His eyes is

honest."

"So's his ears," mocked Mary-Ann.

"Sech fine big ears!"

"They hain't no bigger'n they ought to

he," says Inez-Isabel indignantly.

“Not so big, really. Not so long, any

way."

“Mary-Ann,” said Inez-Isabel, "you

don't mean for to tell me that you hain’t

a- oing to take him?”

TVIar -Ann sighed. “If ou’d ever

seen—' She checked herse f, and con

tinued lightly, “I reckon it's him or none.
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Health

and Joy ~ln Childhood

are based largely on the food the children eat.

Generally it's the sturdy boys and girls that take the lead in play as they do

later in the sterner affairs of life as men and women.

Chief among food faults which cause many a youngster to lack vim and

energy is deficiency of mineral salts in the daily diet.

A growing child needs iron for the blood; calcium for the bones; phosphate

of potash for brain, nerves and muscle.

Nearly twenty years ago a food—now famous—was originated to supply

these needed elements. That food is

Grape-Nuts

Made from Nature's lood-grains—whole wheat and malted barley—it abounds

in the rich nutrition essential to building husky little folks.

Grape-Nuts and cream or good milk is delicious—a daily custom in thousands

of homes where health is valued and children are growing into sturdy, successful

men and women.

“There’s a Reason”
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‘ wistfully.

There won't no other feller dast to come

around sence he whipped Billy Fenwick,

and if they did, I wouldn’t want no feller

weth a broken nose or crippled up some

other way. I don't want no feller no

how.”

“You’re jist a fooling," said Inez-Isabel

“It wouldn't be in reason if

‘ you wasn't.”

‘ T51?
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village dandy is almost as much

an institution as the village

drunkard; more so, in fact, nowadays, for

the chronic, persistent and habitual in

ebriate is disappearing by rapidly increas

ing degrees whereas the dandy remains,

to preen, prim and pose, impervious to

Btrotian ridicu e, complacent and assured.

Chris Blennerhasset was the dandy of

Fairfax. He was also its one certificated

drug clerk and the drugstore was a

favorite loafing place for certain of the

gilded youth of the village. Behind the

, counter, Chris would loll with his thumbs

in the armholes of his resplendent vest,

redolent of bay rum, frangipanni and

whatever entered into the composition

of his scented soap; shining, gleaming and

sparkling, flat, black ban 5, hi hly fin
ished linen, Albert chain oigrolle Roman

gold, conversation and all; oracle of sport,

mirror of fashion, wise in the ways of

women, the central figure of an admiring

group.

On this particular occasion, however,

Chris was not the central figure. A

reater than he was present, the beau

ideal on whom he patterned himself~

Archibald Peden, traveling salesman for

the house of Hochheimer, wholesale

cigars, St. oe, Mo., was in our midst,

and would unday therein. The ma nifi

cent Arch, dap er, debonair and ash

ing; not only a (Tandy but a jim-dandy; a

diplomat who was also a democrat,

breezy, self-confident, genial and good

looking, a teller of tales and an appre

ciative listener to those told by other

people. He had his weaknesses: A cer

tain youthful boastfulness, for instance.

He believed himself to be a heaven-born

salesman, a supremely ifted poker pla er

and a perfect devil wit the women. e

may have had reason for his beliefs, which

were nevertheless inoffensive enough.

One could never be sure that he was in

earnest about them. Jist a codding, it

‘ might be, as when he made his brags

about what he would do to the gang when

he got them up in the little back room

over the oyster saloon, with the doors

locked and the windows well draped. He

was not codding, however. He had done

remarkably well hitherto in those little

night sessions in the back room and he

intended to do better. That was the

main reason of his Sundaying in Fairfax.

HE was making his bralgls on another

subject when Perry ockada en

tered the store. Johnny Bliss enlight

ened the newcomer as follows:

"It's the way he's pestered weth the
gals,H exclaimed ohnny, iggling. "He

cain't kee 'em 0 , seems ike.”

“I didn t say that, Johnny,” corrected

Mr. Peden ood-humoredly. He nodded

and smiled rightly at Perry, who was a

valued back room acquaintance. “I

didn't say that, however the facts may

be."

“Anyway, all he has to do is to crook

his finger at 'em and they come a-running

like cats to cream."

The drummer twisted an end ofhis little

silky brown mustache and smiled. “That

ain't my fault, is it? S’long as I don't

crook it around this town you ain't got

no kick coming, have you ?’

Hockaday regarded him gloomily. He

had been in a gloomy frame of mind since

Mary-Ann had expressed herself concern

ing Timon Brody and Sol \Vinch.

Gloomy because his chances of finding a

somebuddy for Inez-Isabel, of course

. or somethin’ he'd et or

somethin’.

"I can't account for it," Peden was

saying, “but there it was. A daisy

looker, too, and she had the spondulix.

There was another one—well, I ain't

goin to tell you about that; but there it

is. don't reckon I could make much

headway with a blind and deef lady, but

if she's got her hearing and eyes in her

head, I certainly don't have no trouble.”

CST then Ferry Hockaday had an

inspiration. “We hear you tell it,"

he said with biting sarcasm.

"Don't believe it, eh?" asked Arch

pleasantly.

“'Co'se I b'lieve it if you say it,"

returned Perry. "I b'lieve ever'thing I’m

told. we all do here in Fairfax; we're

jist that simple minded. All the same, I

kind of suspicion you’re a big bluifer for a

little man. ’

“You’re entitled to your suspicion,"

returned Peden, somewhat piqued. “If

anybody thinks I'm bluiling, all he has

to do is to call me. Ain’t that right,

Chris? Ain't that right, Johnny?"

The persons ap ealed to grinned sheep

ishl but assented’.

“I'll call you," said Perry quickly. He

dived into his pocket and produced a long

shiny billbook. “I lay you fifty dollars

to ten cents I know a lady what will turn

you down so quick vou’d be surprised.

She hain't a marrie lady neither, and

she hain't been disa p'inted in love, and

she hain’t so rich sl‘ie's stuck-up nor so

old she's lost intrust."

"There's some catch in it," said Peden

incredulously. "Is she alive?"

“She's alive but there's a ketch in it

jist the same," said Perry. “The trouble

weth this here Miss Moseley is she's got

sense."

There was a chorus of laughter at this, -

but Arch Peden was not the man to allow

that to discompose him. He even joined

in the laugh, but as soon as it had sub

sided he winked at Chris Blennerhasset

and handed him a dime.

“I'll trust you to hold the stakes,

Chris," said he. “I wonder who's blufiing

now?"

"Not me," rejoined Perry, and

thumbed out ten five-dollar bills, which

he turned over to the smirking young

dru clerk.

"i/lv buggy's hitched right outside,"

said Hockaday. "Come along and we'll

settle this here matter right away.”

VI

ARY-ANN Moseley cau ht Perry

Hockaday’s arm and rew him

away from the window that overlooked

the orch.

" hey'll see you,"

"Lemme look."

Seated in one of the srlint-bottomed

she cautioned.
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The Real Fun of It Is

that you and your children can have the best kind of a good time outdoors—stay

as long as you may, and yet be free from chap/sing or windburn; no injury to your

complexion. if you apply just enough

0

HONEY AND

1 ALMOND

to moisten the skin, before going out and again on returning indoors. It quickly

soothes and heals face and ‘hands when they have become chapped or irritated

through neglect.

  

Hinds Cream is used the world over by attractive women who have found that it does keep

the skin soft, clear and ‘girlish—imparting a gratifying tone of fresh, vigorous skin-beauty.

Try it this winter and enjoy an improved complexion.

 

Let us send you booklet and liberal samples. You should tryEnclose 2c stamp for postage. Honey and A [mend

Selling everywhere, or postpaid by us on Mreceiptofprice. HindsCreaminbottles,50c; fi d d h

Hinds Cold Cream in tubes,25c. f it’ Te "8 I deblg I‘

l -Do not take a substitute; there are dealers fiuflifmgmn an ene

in every town who will gladly sell you Hinds cm‘

Cream without attempting to substitute. IOC and 256

A. s. HINDS, 287 West se, Portland, Maine Size 5c postpaid.
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Western Electric

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

 

M

I >. Wonderful

‘ . Than

Q Aladdin’s

' Lamp

 

The magic power ever present

in the lamp sockets of your

home needs only a connection

with the many available elec

trical devices to do almost any task

you wish done. Your ironing,

house cleaning, dish washing, cook

ing, sewing and clothes washing

can be finished quickly, thoroughly

and economically with the aid of

electricity and

Household Helps

These efi‘icient savers of time and

effort are simple in construction and

are always reliable. They can be

connected to the electric light

sockets now in your home, and

they operate at the turn ofa switch.

The cost for electricity is very small.

 

To purchase these household helps is

easy. If you will write us, we will tell

you where they may be seen and demon

strated. And we will send you a copy

of our booklet, “The Electrical Way,"

which is full of valuable information for

efiicient housewives. Please ask for

Booklet No. 63 A].
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rockers, with his prettily striped le 5

comfortably crossed, was Mr. Archibafd

Peden, and at no unsociable distance,

Inez-Isabel Mosele occupied anotherrocker and laughedI with unusual ani

mation at something that the drummer

was saying. It was apparent that Arch

was exerting himself to be particularly

agreeable, and equally apparent that he

was succeeding rather well.

“Looks like I was fifty out," observed

Per over Mary-Ann's shoulder.

“geems like a shame," giggled Mary

Ann. “I mean it hain’t fair to Inez

Isabel."

"What do you think of him, Sugar

lump?" asked Hockaday anxiously.

“Enough of a somebuddy? Notice that

diamond in his tie and them sleeve links

in his shirt cuffs. Ever see a coat like

his'n—or a mustache? Ain't he right

cunning? Nobody’s fool either, Arch

hain’t. They pay him high wages, the
folks he works for—more’n I make.H

“I dunno that he's so turrible good

looking,” said Mary-Ann indifferently.

and tossing her pretty head. "He's too

fixed-up-and-fine. But if he suits Inez—

do you reckon as he’ll—” She looked at

her lover doubtfully.

“I reckon he'll ast her," replied Hock

aday grimly. “He figgers on that and he

figgers on changin l'llS mind afterwards

and writing to telf her so when he gets

back to St. Joe. Yes, he’ll ast her. I

= done settled that p'int with him on the

way over here in case he might figger that

ten cents wasn't a heap of money for to

‘ lose.”

 

“But—” Mary-Ann began.

Perry anticipated her as before. “He'll

marry her inside of a couple of hours after

she's tooken him," he declared. “I'm

enough a member of the fam’ly and

enough of a man for to see to that.

'Co'se he might sooner go round on

crutches for the balance of his days but

I reckon I'll make him see reason.”

“S’posing Inez-Isabel won't have him ?”

Mary-Ann looked at him queerly.

Hockaday tiptoed to the window and

carefully drew the curtain aside. After

a moment he beckoned to Mary-Ann.

“I reckon there won't be no trouble on

that score," he whispered. “Look at her.

Gosh! Daggone me if she hain't ritty!

Yes, sir, she's pritty." Mary-Ann ooked

at him quickly. “Jist a-finding that

out?" she asked.

VII

AS the two oung men drove away

from the oseley farm Perry Hock

aday turned a savage and dangerous

countenance on the drummer.

“Allowed you'd take water, did you ?”

he growled. “All right. Jist wait ontil

we get a piece away from the house.”

“What do you mean?" asked Peden

innocently. “What's troubling your

1 mind now ?”

“You didn't op the question, did

you?” snapped erry. “You rlckerleck

‘ what I done told you was going to happen

1 if you didn't?” He fixed his companion

with a burning eye and nearly allowed

the horse to run into the roadside ditch.

It took a man with nerve to laugh as the

drummer did.

“So that's it?" he said. “I wondered

what made vou so glum. I thought it

might have been them few little compli—

ments I paid Miss Mary-Ann and the
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short confab that we had together.

Jimi-nee, but she's a lu-lu! Think of ‘

finding anything like that—well, if you're l

going to get mad about it, I won't say

nothing."

“Go right ahead and say all you want

to," said Perry. “You've only got a

quarter of a mile more to go afore you'll

be too daggone busy to talk, and after

that our nurse'll tell you not to."

“ ou're crazy," declared Peden.

“There wasn't no time limit set, as I

remember. I ain't no hair-trigger popgun

and you wouldn't want me to spoil my

ame by getting down to brass tacks the

first time of meeting. It wouldn't be

fair. Now the way it is, I should say I've

made a good impression. It looks en

couraging. I don't believe I'd take

forty-nine dollars for my chances of that

fifty; but you've got to be reasonable.”

“You aim for to win that fifty, then?"

asked Perry in a milder tone of voice.

“I've done won it—practically," said

Peden. “I'm modest and I hate to say

anything good of myself, but if I had

popped I'll bet she wouldn't have said

no right out. The only thing I was con

sidering, really, was the lady's feelings."

“Maybe it would have seemed a leetle

mite brash," Perry admitted. “I reckon

we'll set the time limit though and we'll

make it tomorrow evening before sun

down."

HEY had come to the top of a hill

where the road was unfenced and

ran through a thicket of rank sumach,

brambles and jack-oak. Perry turned

his horse out of the track, drove for a

short distance into this screen, and then,

stopped.

“How does sundown tomorrow suit

you, Mr. Arch Peden?" he inquired.

Peden hesitated, but not for long. “It

suits me all right," he answered. “What

are you undressing for? Going in swim

min P"

“%10," said Perry, resuming his coat.

"I thought I might do some exercising,

but I reckon I won't just now. Giddapl

Sundown tomorrow it is."

E drove back into the road and his

manner became more friendly. He

spoke of the supper they had had at

Moseley's. "That co'n bread now: Co'n

bread seems like a little thing, but—I

leave it to you, Arch?"

"Elegant!" declared Arch.

"Inez-Isabel, she made it. She fried

the po'k, too. Now I want to tell ou it

hain't ever' woman kin fry po'k that-a

way—make it taste like something for

Thanksgiving or Fo'th. I took notice

you stayed in ever' time that gooseberry

preserve come around."

"Don't talk about it," begged Peden.

"I was ashamed of myself."

“Inez-Isabel put up them gooseberries,"

said Perry; "made the cakes, too. You

don't get much better cakes in St. Joe—

much, do you?"

"You don't find no better nowheres,"

replied the drummer with fervor.

"She cert’n'y understands how to fix

vittles and run a house," said Hockaday

rel'lectivel . “Ifl was Old Man Moseley

I'd never let a good looking, slick-spoken,

spick and span feller like you come within

forty rods of Inez-Isabel, let alone giving

him a chance to taste of her cookin .

But I reckon the old man'll do whats
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right by the gal. Well fixed, Old Man

Moseley is, and jist the two gals and a

misery that's likely to carry him off

unexpected most any time. I’ll be

around for you weth the buggy about

noon. I reckon you won't feel like getting

up much afore then.” He sighed. It

might have been a sigh of relief.

“Depends on how long it takes me to

clean you boys out," said Peden.

VIII

S a matter of fact it was nearly three

o’clock in the morning when the last

remaining members of the back-room

party stumbled down the stairs and out

into the clean, decent night. Perry

Hockaday was one of the remnant and

he was in no amiable frame of mind as he

went down the street to the livery stable.

The only really cheerful person was

I’eden. As that genial gentleman emptied

his ockets in the seclusion of his room

at tlie Murphy House, the reason for his

cheerfulness became apparent. Half a

dozen or more crumpled wads of bills he

strai htened out and rolled into a com

forta ly-fat little cylinder and the silver

coin that he iled gave his dresser the

appearance 0 a bank counter. What

might have seemed a trifle odd, however,

was that when the count was completed

the drummer’s grin faded and his expres

sion became pensive to a degree. For

quite a little while he sat in reverie, smil

ing now and then, but as one smiles at

de icate thoughts. But presently he

started into sudden activity, brushin

and carefully disposing his clothes and

arranging his toilet articles conveniently.

The last thing he did before retiring was

to take a large, efficient-looking alarm

clock from his grip, wind it and set it for

an outbreak at 6.30.

“That gives me nearly three hours’

sleep,” he chuckled. “Perry, old sport,

I could nearly feel sorry for you."

IX

AT about the time that the poker

session began there was a reversal

of the usual order of things in the gals’

bedroom at Moselcy’s. It was Inez

Isabel who sat before the mirror and

Mary-Ann who stood behind her busy

with brush and comb. Inez-Isabel had

protested against this arrangement but

was overruled.

“Hesh your mouth now,” commanded

Mary-Ann. “I'm a-doing this. You’ve

been a-disfiguring yourse'f about long

enough, Miss Lady. D’clare to goodness!

who'd ever s’pose you had any hair, the

way you fix it! I reckon it's about time

I tuk you in hand. Neat and clean!

'Co’se you’re neat and clean; but there's

a heap more’n that a woman needs to be.

I’ll show you afore I'm through.”

She fluffed ler sister's dark locks, toss

ing them lightly with open fingers, patting

and parting them, massing them here and

there and noting the effect with a critical

e e.

“It’s thicker’n mine. I do believe,” she

resumed. “Anyway, there's a plenty for

it."

“For what?" asked Inez-Isabel.

Her sister made no answer but divided

and combed down a section across the

fore scalp, after which she laid down the

comb and picked up a pair of scissors. In

three quick ships the thing was done.

Inez-Isabel had a bang.

“You mis'able—l” Inez-Isabel started

up, her eyes flashing with indignation.

Then her anger changed to dismay.

“How could you!" she cried. "A pretty

objec’ I'll be!"

"You will, shore ’nough," laughed

Mar -Ann. "Set down now, honey. I

hain t skassly begun yit."

SHE forced the reluctant and expostu

lating Inez-Isabel back into the chair

and began to trim the bang. When she

had finished that she arranged the back

hair loosely and, taking up the curling

irons that she had thrust into the lamp

chimney, tried them on a piece of paper,

and then rolled one strand of hair into a

long curl and brought it forward to droop

over neck and bosom. The bang was

curled next, and then some little love

locks around the ears. It took time,

deftly as Mary-Ann worked, but the

result was astonishing. Inez-Isabel, con

fronted by the mirror, gasped for breath

and tried to stifle the new and pleasurable

emotion that she felt at the sight of her

self.
l‘Nobuddy wouldn’t know you,” cried

Mary-Ann ecstatically, hugging her sister

with the joyful enthusiasm of the true

artist. "W'e’ll see whether—somebuddy

—don't think you’re n' ht pritt ."

“Quit,” interrupted nez-Isagel, blush

ing. “I don't keer, not a snap of my

finger, what Mr. I’eden thinks, and I

don't hold weth a gal laving herse'f out

for to attrac' attention. hain't blaming

vou, honey, but—" She took another

look at herself. “Hain't it right cur’ous

the diffrunce it makes in the face!”

"There's a-goin to be more dilfrunce,"

said Mary-Ann iriskl . “Take them

duds of yourn off.” he flung open a

drawer and took out a sprigged muslin

dress of her own and, after a moment’s

consideration, a pair of red stockings.

“You're a—going to wear these here,"

she announced.

“I'm not either," declared Inez-Isabel.

Ma —Ann took her by the shoulders,

shook er and then roceeded forcibly to

disrobe her and get lier into the s rigged

muslin. There was a short strugg e when

it came to the stockings, but Mary-Ann

triumphed, drew them snugly over the

slim legs and gartered them securely.

"There!" she concluded. “I've got to

take in some of the fullness in this here

dress but I kin do that easy. I cert’n'y

won’t feel disgraced now when your com

pany calls. Jiminy, jist look at yourse’fl"

T was a transformation. The new ar

rangement of her hair had taken all

the pinched, drawn look from Inez

Isabel’s face, softened its outline and

given it a remarkable attractiveness.

especially as she smiled and blushed at

her reflection. The dress with its rullles,

tucks, paniers and flounces became her

figure amazingly, and the inch or two of

red stocking at the bottom of the skirt

lent quite a piquant touch to the general

effect.

“Now take 'em off again and I'll get to

work," said Mary—Ann. “And, honey.

afore you 0 to bed I want for you to put
on some of: mv cucumber lotion.H

"I won’t,” said Inez-Isabel. “If you're

bound and set for to fix that dress, I’ll

he'p ou, but I want you to understandthat Ilhain’t a-going to waste no time on

Mr. Peden."
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' When he tied the mare at the

 

“We'll see,” smiled Mary-Ann myste

riously. “Inez-Isabel, Iwant for to whis

per in our car.”

She em and whispered and the effect

of her communication was remarkable.

Inez-Isabel stared unbelievingly and then,

with a cry, threw her arms about her

sister and the two stood for a moment

locked in a close embrace.

X

RS. Hockaday first called her son,

Perry, to breakfast at the custom

ary Sunday morning hour of seven but

receiving no response but a grunt or two

that denoted irritation, she went softly

downstairs again. She made two more

ineffectual efforts to arouse the young

man later on, and then went off to meet

ing with the rest of the family, so that

when Per got up it was past eleven

o’clock an he had his own breakfast to

get. Nevertheless, he prepared and ate

the meal in a leisurely fashion, and after

wards even took pains to wash some little

spatters of mud from his own particular

buggy before he started on his drive to

town. There was no rush, he decided.

Maybe it would be in as well if that ape,

Pedcn Nlaybe he, Perry, had

been too brash about this here business,

anyway. \l'cll, he would be at the

‘ Murphy House by half-past one or there

about in any case, and without sweating
Y the mare.

His calculation was very nearl exact.

Iurphy

House hitching rack she had not turned a

hair and it was only just half past. Walk

ing to the desk where Cal Parker, the

proprietor, was pl ing his postprandial

toothpick, he aske for Peden.

“I’eden?" said Cal. “Why, he left

right early this morning. Yassir. He's

done left, ba and baggage. Got a rig

from Johnson s, didn’t he, Ben?"

“Yassir," re lied the clerk. “I reckonhe must have dirove to the junction for to

ketch the freight.”

Hockaday glared from one to the other

and then expressed himself briefly and

explosivel .

“Here, here, Perry,” Cal remonstrated.

‘That hain’t no way for to talk in pub

lic "
'H

“Daggone his sneaking cowardly hide

exclaimed Hockaday with more moder

ation. "The little ea-souled whiffet! If

I could get my two hands on him oncet—l

Cal, I've a notion—”

“Study it over, Bud," advised the

landlord. "When you get them notions,

study on them a right smart before you

act.’

Perry studied. Somehow he felt a

guilt sense that his anger was forced.

‘Well,” he said at last, “I hain't a-going

after him and he hain’t apt for to come

back. But there was fifty dollars he

might have had, jis as well as not.”

ROM the hotel Perry hastened to the

drugstore, and on the way he began

to laugh. After all it was one on Peden

and no harm done. A good joke for the

boys. The boys, it happened, were

gathered in the store in force and they

looked at him oddly as he entered, but

he thought nothing of that at the time

and addressed himself directly to Chris.

“Gimme my fifty and the dime that

that blowhard put up,” he demanded.

“He’s skipped out.”

Chris fingered his pink-striped collar

and smirked. “He didn't skip out alone,"

he giggled. “He took his wife weth him

and he took your fift .”

“What!” shouted erty.

‘_‘Couldn’t go back of the marria e

c'tlfkit, could I?" grinned Chris. “lie

showed it to me weth the ink skassly dry

and Old Man Moseley allowed it was so.

Say, ou ought to have seen Inez-Isabel!

Flxe up to the queen's taste. Yassir,

Mr. an Mrs. Arch Peden went off on

Number Six.”

"Honest to goodness?" queried Perry.

Amazement was in his tone, but, curi

ouslfl, no delight.

“ ’m telling you," assented Chris.

He would have said more, and did try

to, but Hockaday darted from the store.

Back to the Murphy‘ House he ran, untied

l'llS mare, leaped into the buggy and plied

his whip.

HE distance between Fairfax and the

Moseley farm had never been covered

in anything like the time that Perry Hock

aday took in going over it that aftehnoon.

It was long before six-cylinder ".cars
traversed that road, of course. ~Alf-the

young man drove, his face was serious,

considering that the one obstruction to

his happiness had been removed. His

mind was not working well, but he felt

disappointed in that gal Inez-Isabel.

’Co’se this here Peden had taking ways

weth- women—must have had—and yet

it didn't seem like Inez-Isabel for to be

took that-a-way.

"We've got to make the best of it," he

muttered. “One thing, he’s got to be

good to her, or—"

He drove into Moseley’s barnyard and,

jumping out of the buggy, merely threw

a couple of turns of a rein over a fence

post before hastening to the porch. He

ad caught sight of Mary-Ann's green

sprigged frock disappearing into the

house. Due for to run, she were, plague

on the leetle torment! The spirit of the

chase seized him. Up the porch steps he

went at a single bound and into the

kitchen but, as he burst in, the green

sprigged skirt fluttered out. From the

sitting room he chased to the passage

way, and half way u the dimly-lighted

stairs he overtook an caught her.

“I’ll have it now,” he cried trium

phantly.

She struggled but he on] laughed, andeasily drawing her averterlI head to him,

kissed her, and then staggered back—not

so much from the force of the tingling

slap that she administered as from a

shock of surprise.

“Inez-Isabel!" he gasped.

ARD to believe that it was Inez

Isabel, this girl with tumbled hair.

flaming cheeks and flashing eyes. But it

was.

"Don’t ou dare for to do that again,"said Inez-Ilsabel.

She made a movement to run up the

stairs but Hockada caught her by the

wrist. "Where's l\/ ary-Ann?” he asked

hoarsel .

"Shes married to Mr.

they've gone to St. Joe.”

She tried to release herself but Perry

held her firmly and his face was beaming.

“Come and tell me about this here," he

muttered. “We'll go out on the po’ch.
I feel like I needed air.n
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He led her to the porch, seated her and

sank rather limply into a chair.

“T ere . . . there hain’t much to

tell,” faltered Inez-Isabel. “Seems like

she met Mr. Peden on the train coming

back from Hannibal last month and she

gev him a wrong name and address when

he got of? the car. Jist to fool him, I

reckon, and because . . . she allowed

he aimed to fool her. But she's been

grievin account of it ever sence, seems

like. freckon he wasn’t fooling much

either. Anyway, he come again this

morning, bright and early. and first OFF,

he talked her over, and then, he talked

Pa over—mighty p'suading, Mr. Peden

is—and . . . Ireckon that's all there

is about it.”

It was a minute or more before she bent

forward and timidly patted him on the

shoulder just once.

“Don't you feel bad about it, Perry,"

she said, and there was much kindness in

her voice.

Perry raised his head. "I hain’t a

going to,” he said, and to her blank

amazement he was grinning.

She began to be conscious that her face

was still burning and, remembering the

cause, blushed still deeper.

- - "I reckon a gal has got’ a ri ht to her

> ch'ice," continued Perry, still ooking at

the young woman in a uite embarrassing
. manner. uYou’re fixed up right pretty,

at Inez-Isabel," he said, after a pause.

' “It was Mary-Ann done that."

“She done right well, but—I reckon
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~ ‘n e i , too."
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- ' ' knew, and it wasn't Mary-Ann gev her
it goes to the finisher. It can be done almost instantly, that hair. Hewished Mary_Ann Welland

and at no extra expense for film if you use an happy, His heart was broke—more or

less broke—or ought to be, but—

LOWLY the conviction that had been

forming in his mind since the day

 

before overwhelmed him and, as he con

tinued to look at Inez-Isabel, he ceased

to struggle against it. In all ropriety

All lb: Folding Kodak: an new Autograpliir,’ Catalogue/‘u: at your dealer‘: or by mail. he should have thought Of ROI but

the tragedy of his bereavement. isery

_ . and despair should have possessed him,

EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y., ThzKadak City. or a Frenzy of m 6, yet he (ound himself

actually jOyfLll. e forgot his wrongs and

—remembered onl the dim stairway, and

thereupon found breath and utterance.
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Oh You Skinny! H “Inez-Isabel, I’m right glad it wasp t

wh ' ' ~ i ' ey always work you that slick drummer run off weth.
yatay thiuulrli" \oumln flinch). _ , \ I l

“f, Y‘f'tflfn’l “a‘fn‘f‘fiffmgh‘flg 3g}; ‘ 2:1,‘, 333313-331, 32,‘, Inez-Isabel knew that she ought to
.0 9! K 0 I ~ I .

mhlmi-"lfsnfl'";Wmgtfflmmlrggli i'i‘l'yiliamght-“S'JEFJIFI assume an air of innocence and ask him

mm 0!]. ii W ll . in 1' (min: I -ma n‘much m‘ “:3: '_' u. y

- ; ll .. v . ne reason was that she ha al“ avs21:22 17:23:15.1?“ "’ " "W" ‘“°'" catgalzggzruxe; asthma‘... l‘rli‘yd P0 B t when in took her hat-1d
, Ibo you Qxpt-et. llellth and Strength In :fi'fm Jrvéfin :°||-."';'Z:?u _ _l e . efl'y. u

tabloid ‘Ofl-_d\lllffl;llll'h will‘, potions and nd {gay-it}; boo‘iupc' In his, she rebelled‘

other explu u p e la 0 _ .7 e. rum , ,. ,,

' You mm 00 m Ir w'r mi Dom '°":,§',';:;,,,,,,'-,';,-,,,,,,&;,m,,m “I—l won t be no secont ch ice, she

Theonly wnytobu well is to build up your mm. l-lluarun: Stammered

"°"£""“’"F“‘£°‘““ nniimiilmgij'r wm “I I abel " said Perr with rear
nt in , [rt oswrnuc . an n r 1 _

:hlt lhilureflt'l tlilt. poor. Sltflflllml'l (1-, NILIIW‘LI-I- "cl 5 ‘1 y h . , y g

“New HARTSHORN' SHADE ROLLERS I w" m t "'Y Sec-m1‘
it our use an it! wor o‘ ,. ‘

iiezliiigrir'lpi'f So bonnlinilrlliiv—“agalnl— ____ H _ g __ _ _ ch ice. Oh, honey, you never ham t
It I. t’ l ‘i. n'ttiu orig; -'

:e‘ng do Ii: n'miiiiiiu‘in cover mulling of m)‘ been! you re Jlst my sober secont

book, "mi-Emerson 1! music“. AM) thought.”
HEALTH CULTURE,” wrltYA-u by the shang

uf )Iiyi'iral (ll/lure inrtriirlur in (In

“""M- Mil SIIMGWILDQILI 35.|lmlil.[|h

 

  

TWO BAD. MEN

FROM JIMTOWN

  

  

 

Robert Welles Ritchie's fine humorous

1':- S‘LOOO offered for certain ina " ' t'ons. Book “How to Obtain

I a ‘Pedielnfl and “\\'hat to Invent" SOMETHING NEW

‘ sent “Te- Send roll?“ sketch for free Advertilirz service in the elevators 0‘ San Francilco _ v _ '

“mm m to p‘m'mmb'my' mnumcmrem Edd‘ Emmi"- Em'mmiul' story of the California mining country
,-‘ corntnnlly writing us for parents We have

obtnim-d. Putt-tits advertised for sale at out For lnformallon

“""°““’- ELEVATOR ADVERTISING co.
CHINDLEEI-ONINDL‘I, P QOII! lfl' - . . . IE,“ 20 Y(.am_ 1040 r_ M_w-.h|-nnom my; 417 Lick Building San FIBI‘ICIICO, Calif N
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EAU'HFV - VOLJQ - _HOME

TO VOUQ-HE/IQTS -DESI£2E

Wouldn’t that u stairs room be more homey and cosy if it were

done over in old) rose or ivory? And it's easy to transform a

bathroom from a dingy, uninviting effect into a beautifully clean

white and blue or any other color scheme your taste may decide.

You can secure the most artistic results by using Acme Quality

Finishes as outlined in the two books described below.

A€ME @UAMTY

PAINTS 8~ FINISHES

include a kind of aim for every household use. Acme Quality
No-Lustre is an oilppaint for walls that gives a flat, velvety, wash

able surface. Acme Quality Enamel, in either gloss or flat finish,

will put new life into the Woodwork. Acme Quality Varno-Lac

varnishes and stains at the same time, reproducing the appearance

of expensive woods.

Our two books, "Home Dz'coraling" and “A”!!! Quality

Painting Guidr, " tell all you want to know about how to

paint and wlzioh paint to me. ‘They are sent upon request

—your name and addrm' on a post card will bring them.

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS

fiatatrz’bazawzzaxz :1? Dept G, Devon. M-chlgan
nilll for fun, woodwork and fumflun; -

Acme Quality White Enamel for

inn badnmdx, furnilun, woodworl and

all u'miIar nnfau! ; Acme Quality

BIOCI [7'0" Enamel!" rang“, now

flpn andothlr mnal "wood Jurjau. Thu!

will ‘our many of [In "touching-u; ‘ ‘ jab‘.

  

factorial in Detroit and Lo! Angolan

Boom Toledo Lincoln

Ohiea‘o llaahvilia Salt Lake OH!

linnua | Birmingham Spokane

8%. Lou a fort Worth Portland

Pitt-burgh ‘Dalian Ban Pranoilon

Cincinnati Topeka Loo Angalu
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If you would have clean,

sparkling bright furni—

ture — as attractive as

new—useO-Cedar

Polish. And use it

the O-Cedar Polish

Way—with water.

If the results do not delight you, your

money returned without a question.

25c to $3 Sizes At All Dealers

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO.

CHICAGO - TORONTO - LONDON - BERLIN

 

Home Building

Made Economical

Build it yourself. Save enough on the

building cost to furnish it.

Read Built Hou come to you

comp etc—every iece is numbered to

correspond with t e plans and materiel

list which muka construction simple.

with u hammer fit the pieces together

—1n easy and economicnl w-y to build

lsubltlnlill attractive home—‘home

that will satisfy you in every way.

our ready cut houses elimin-te urchi

tects', contrlc tors’ and cor nterl'

charges. You save in extru- one the

cost of material. In addition you get

the famous Oregon Fir lumber—lum

ber that does not splinter or crack—

qunlity building lumber. for inside

and outside, that bu no superior.

Write for our catalog today; it's a step

in the right direction.

Ready Built House Co.

980 Broadway, Portland, Ore.

 

 

WHILE

YOU SLEEP

B.&
Wrinkle Eradicators

0 or Frowners

smooth out the wrinkles and crow's feet that mar

your beauty. They are absolutely harmless—

simple and easy to use—a toilet necessity. Mndfln "1°

styles. Frrm'nrrr for between the eyes. Erndimlvfl

for lines In the lace.

Ellher kind sold In 25¢. 50c. and ii on boxes. hmlud

ln: a booklet "Dresslng Tiblt Hints" at dms and

department stores everywhere. It your dealer ls out,

sent direct. Postpaid, on recelpt 0! price

a. t r. to. (in Women) um i. can sum. (Immi- 0'"

 

‘ loyalty even of those hitherto proscribed

 

The Three C_aptains

(Continued from page 29)

the slip before we got to where the sub

marines were to meet us, then fetch the

Dantziger into the Clyde and report the

position of the Chester Maid and that she

was in German hands. Got that

straight?" He looked keenly from face to

face. "Make jolly well sure that you all

understand and tell the same yarn, as

your necks may depend on it, to say

nothing of prize money."

There was a murmur of assent. Mac

Tavish's crew were all knaves but there

was not a fool amongst that hard-bitten

crowd.

“So here we've rendered a great service

to the Empire," MacTavish continued.

"It's easy to see what the news apers will

say about it when I've talke to a few

reporters. Despite the unsavo

record of Ca tain MacTavish and his

crew their be avior in this matter only

goes to prove that when danger threatens

the Empire she may depend upon the

by the law and enemies to Society. .'

or a lot of such bally rot. ‘. . . . For

all of their lawlessness there still lingered

in the breasts of these men, little better

than pirates though they were, that pa—

triotism which is the birthright of eve

loyal Briton . .' That's the slug-ii

they'll be ladin out."

' But 'ow about this 'ere Seagrave,

Captain?" asked the bo'sun. "If so he's

the blighter’s still alive 'e might myke

things thick for we. 'E knows we ain't no

bloomin' patriots."

"He won't be able to dispute the facts,"

MacTavish answered. "I ve got no love

for Seagrave but I know the man for one

of these fools that always tell the truth

and under oath he can't swear that one of

this crowd set foot aboard his ship.

Cassel's the same sort of a swine. No, if

we can pull the job off there's nothin we

need fear. But what we got to t ink

about right now is this: as soon as I

change our course these Dutchmen down

below are going to pipe down the game

and get nasty. In that case you all know

what to do—" His cold e Yes passed from

one to the other of his ruiii'ans. “None of

Cassel's chicken-livered methods, you

understand. Not a bli hter of the lot

must be left alive—" an all of the crim

inality in his ruthless nature blazed from

his grimly set features.

There was a mutter of assent and the

ruthless cruelty in MacTavish's face was

reflected from those about him.

"Our greatest risk at this moment,"

said MacTavish, "is in taking the ship

into the Clyde. But there's the devil of a

gale brewing and it will probably break

in a few hours. That's in our favor. It's

going to be ticklish work but we're used

to that. Now carry on and stand by for

squalls when I change her course towards

midnight."

MacTavish's prophecy in regard to the

weather was not long delayed of fulfil

ment. The wind and sea, already vio

lent, grew rapidly worse and toward mid

night the “Dantziger" was laboring

heavily so that MacTavish began to think

about the plates so badly strained from

the wipe given them by the bows of the

"Chester Maid." He was not surprised

when presently it was reported that the

bilge pumps were no longer holding the

water in check and that the engine-room

gang was hard at work rigging auxiliary

ones. Cassel had taken his chief aboard

the "Chester Maid" with him, leaving

the second engineer aboard the "Dant

ziger," and this oflicer, a clean and whole

some looking young man with a great

precision of manner, came up to confer

with MacTavish.

"She is leaking very badly," said he,

stifily, for all of the Germans looked

askance at MacTavish and his ang of

cut-throats. “What is worse, I ear the

plates are giving all the time under the

wrenching which she gets with every roll.

Methinks that unless we slow down and

ease off she is a t to open u ."

MacTavish’s brain worked) swiftly, as

it always did in emergencies. For an in

stant he was tempted to avail himself of

this pretext to change his course, get the

ship off before the wind and run into the

North Channel for shelter. But he im

mediately dismissed the idea for two rea

sons: he did not wish to take the "Dam;

ziger" into port in a foundering condition.

In that case it might be claimed that his

act was less inspired of patriotism than to

esca e drowning. Also, he knew that to

do t is would brin about an immediate
conflict with the Ggerman black gang, of

whose services he was at this moment

greatly in need.

On the other hand, to heave the ship to

meant lingering in the vicinity of the

rendezvous with the German submarines.

He thought of trying to rig a collision mat,

but the weather conditions made this well

nigh impossible, and, besides, it would not

have been very effective, for while stop

ping the rush of water temporarily this

would not support the weakened plates.

The decks were being swept and the ship

was laborin so heavily that he gave up

the idea. he engineer agreed with him

that it would be an idle effort.

"There's nothin for it but to slow

down," said Mac avish. “Every dive

she takes is wrenching at those sprung

plates. What do you suggest, yourself?"

The young man reflected for an in

stant.

"Methinks the leak is just below the

waterline," said he. "It might be ossible

to rig a shield on the inside and race it

with heavy balks of timber. This would

serve to check the inrush of water and

also support the strained section. It will

be difiicult, for we should have to shift

the hides, and also the air below is not

fit to respire." _

“Su pose we go below and look it over?"said NljacTavish.

As they passed through the door of the

watertight bulkhead the reek and stench

of the rotten hides was almost overpower

ing. Bales of these foul skins hid the

damaged section and it was necessary to

shift them in order to get to the seat of

danger. Had the weather permitted,

MacTavish would have got up the hatch,

whipped them out and slung them over

side; but such a measure was at the mo

ment impossible. Even with her engines
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THE PERMANENT SCREEN CLOTH
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OMPEIAN NZE mu (lOTH
LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE
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For Permanence and Beauty

Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth eclipses all other screening materials.

It is absolutely rust proof; in fact, it is permanently proof against any

and all climatic conditions. Once installed in your screens, it never

needs painting or renewing, its bare, solid bronze wires successfully

defying time's ravages. lt is strong and does not sag or " belly " as do

its copper substitutes. You can easily tell Pompeiian Bronze from all

other screening materials, because we weave a red string into the selvage. so ask

your dealer for Pompeiian Bronze, and identify it by the red string. Don't forget, a

string that is red, not a wire or coated selvage.

The beauty of Pompeiian Bronze (a rich brown hue) lends to any house added

attractiveness. Send for our booklet. " Permanent Protection."

All good hardware dealers handle Pompeiian Bronze.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY

91 s'rsnuuc. STREET, CLINTON. MASS.

First weavers of wire by power in the world. Maker- of Clinton wire Lnth —the first metal lath

produced and .he beat to-day for stucco and inside work. Interesting book of " Stucco Homes." show.

in: many types, lent upon request.
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This ad a ears onl on ‘eN0l€ in this PfiblicationfrCutcit

out NQW! Save it l Even if you do

not intend to paint this seasonsome

dayyou WilLand youll be glad To have

this to refer to when makingyour plans.

  

  

SPECIAL

OFFER

To the first house owner

in each town paintin

with Zinolin after rea -

ing this ad. we offer

I06}, reduction on the

coat of the Zinolin

used—and unqualifiedly

guarantee Zinolin to be

just as revolutionary in

every respects: claimed

inour descriptive leaflet.

  

This Leafletis yours for the asking. Write for it. lnform yourself

about Zinohn, the "wonder Paint," before you paint. Know why

Zinolin saves you money—why its brilliant luster lasts, making your

buildings always look newly painted. Know why Zinolin protects better~why its

ling whiteness cannot be duplicated in any other outside paint-——why its colors

never fade no matter how delicate the tint when colors are used. Know these things.

It will take but one second—it will cost but one cent to write—and know the greatest

ichiiyement in all paint history. Then you'll realize fully why you should use

me in.

ZINULIN
"Arnold-ized”2111C paint

was put on the market a little over a year ago—after years of tests along the aeacoalt

—where the climate is most severe on paint. Even before these tests were made. we

knew we had a good paintAbut we. ourselves, were surprised to find how com letely

revolutionary Zinolin is. Zinolin has caused a genuine sensation. No one ought

cracking. chalking. ling and fadin could be entirely overcome. No one thought

the life of paint coul be nearly doubl —or perhapsfithe didn't think about it at all,

but just asked their painters to "paint" without speci ying any particular kind of

int. That's why you owe it to yourself to write for our leafieti to learn all about

inolin—and to apecif this wonderful paint—made only by the Arnold secret process

~—the only all "Arnol -ized" Zinc Paint in the world.

Keyslolll-Momu of our roductl. ful colorings. extreme durabilit and

-—_]ustly famous. Winner of t e highest great covering ca city. Costs a ightly

award at the Panama Exposition. The more by the galon but less for the

first-createdwashable. flat-tone finish for number of square yard: covered. E420

walls and interior woodwork. Imitated nomical. Artistic. Hygienic. Use it in

but not equalled for unusually beauti- stead of wall paper for your walls.

Pallllers. We have arranged with dependable inters in nearly

every town who will not substitute other paints when on ask for fiolin or Keystona,

and who know just how to apply them. \Ve will adly give you the name of our

Certified Painter in your town if we have one. or wili communicate with your painter

if you send us his name.

wnle NOW. Don't delay or you may forget—and this whole matter of paint,

is most vital to you. Send for complete information giving us your paintcr'n name——

today.

Zinolin and Keystone arealso obtainable at all Paintstorea and most Hardware Dealera.

KEYSTONE VARNlSH co. (an?

1640 Keystona Bldg., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

 

stopped the low decks of the “Dantziger"

were being continually swept. She had

not much freeboard and was deep from

her load of copper ore, and the gale was

one of the most violent for years.

liven under MacTavish’s ruthless driv

ing the hands were unable to sup or:

the foul atmosphere for very long an re

quired to be constantly spelled. Nobody

aboard was exempt from the work, Mac

Tavish’s men staggerin out nearly

asphyxiated to relieve the éerman stokers

who replaced them, the fireroom being a

haven of rest in comparison to the pesti

lential hold. On reaching the damaged

ortion and ri ping away the ceiling

acTavish an the German engineer

were startled at the clan er which threat

ened. The brine cascarfed in flat bands

through the opened seams, while at the

shock of each heavy sea the lates sagged

and quivered like the head) of a slack

drum, threatening to loose their feeble

hold and be driven inward. Many of the

rivers had worked entirely out and the

water spouted through their empty holes.

1 Some few still held though shorn of their

heads.

"That's a bad job,” said MacTavish.

"Do you think we can patch it enough to

et on ?”

"Yes," said the young German. “With

some plates of iron reinforced by heavy

lanks and buttressed with balks of tim

lier against the sranchions and hatch

coamin 9 they should give enough sup

ort. e should make a packin of these

ides between the plates and t e ship's

side.”

Then the real work be an and Mac

Tavish, observing the steady efficiency of

this man whose death-warrant he had

practically signed but a few hours before,

was conscious of a certain glow of admira

tion not only for him but for his silently

obedient and ungrumbling assistants.

MacTavish's own men were growling and

muttering and would have shirked or

malingered had they dared; but they

feared their skipper even more than they

did the foul air and cruel labor, for the

wallowing of the ship added infinitely to

every effort. Not a man but was cut or

bruised or chafed from being flung

against deck or stanchion or the ship's

rough skin; but they accomplished their

heavy task and ten in the morning of the

somber, roaring day found the makeshift

repair practically and efiiciently com

pleted.

All hands were exhausted and some of

them violently sick. The poisons exhaled

from the hides had smote them far more

severely than the desperately heavy

character of the work itself and even Mac

Tavish, for all his great physical strength

and resilient energy, found himselfreelmg

iddily when he went up on the bridge.

fie had not spared himself. There was a

gash on his forehead and his mouth was

cut, while his knuckles were stripped of

skin.

The ship was wallowing lazily and there

was scarcely steam enough to hold her

head to sea. MacTavish would have

taken advantage of the general exhaus

tion of all hands to lay her on a course for

the North Channel had he been in any

way sure of his bearings. But for one of

the few times in his life he had no accurate

idea of his position and, besides, he pre

ferred to make the passage at night for

fear of German submarines. The storm

 

__‘--1
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showed signs of abating, so he left the

ship to push sluggishly on her course,

hoping a little later to get a sight which

might enable him to work out even a

rough reckoning.

But the savage winter gale paused only

to recommence with more brutal frenzy.

Driving 5 ualls of sleet and snow masked

the thun ering seas which hove them

selves upon the ship as though driven by

the wrath of God, which no doubt they

may have been. The day and night were

scarcely distinguishable. The rails were

bent and twisted; the starboard boats

were smashed to splinters on their davits,

the latter themselves twisted into curi

ous curves. But the leak was checked, ‘

and MacTavish, convinced that he had

ample searoom and conscious of the futil- '

ity of trying to accomplish anything in ‘

such a mae strom, stop ed the englnes ‘

and let the ship drift. 5 nearly as was

possible he figured that the “Dantzig-er"

was being driven slowly in the direction ‘

which he wished to go.

Despite his physical fatigue he had not

the slightest desire to rest or sleep.

There was a fever in his blood and that

exaltation which sometimes possessed

him when hard driven by a combined

exhaustion and nervous strain. He went

below to the cozy cabin on which there

opened perhaps a dozen staterooms and

seating himself at the piano began to

weave weird and fantastic themes in

spired by the storm sounds. To him

t ere came presently the second engineer,

and the boy's face was waxen while a

rime of sweat bearded his broad, white

forehead. MacTavish heard him enter,

and twisting about while still playing re

garded him curiously.

"Please do not stop," said the German.

“I enjoy your playing, though I do not

like you. It does not matter. I am a

dead man." And he laid his finger on a

scratch across his cheekbone where a

slightly raised excrescence had formed.

“Do you know what that is?" he asked.

MacTavish nodded, then drew u the

end of his wiry mustache and disp ayed

the comer of his lip.

“I've got one m self," said he. “Ma

lignant pustule. hose rotten hides. I

wasn't at all sure, but now that I've seen

yours I fancy there's not much doubt."

“There is none," replied the German

quietly. “Two of my men are already

stricken. \Vhat a beastl ' job. I suppose

there is nothing to do. have seen it be

fore. Do you know of anything?" And

he looked at MacTavish with an expres

sion which for some reason curiously

affected that ruthless desperado. He had

conceived a sudden liking for the boy.

But before he could answer there came

a ra at the door. “Come in," called

MacTavish, and stopped playing.

The bo’sun came in, and MacTavish

needed but one glance at his mottled face

to show him that the man was very ill.

“\Vhat's the matter, Bill?" he asked.

“Two of the hands 'as been took very

bad, sir," replied the bo'sun. “It's them

'ides wot done it. I seen the same thing

before in the Argentine. A doctor off'n a

British ship called it ‘wool sorter’s dis—

ease’ and says as 'ow there weren't much

'ope, once it started.”

MacTavish nodded. “Anthrax,” said

he softly, and touched the sore upon his

lip. He had been conscious these last

few hours of a growing malaise.
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tender skins

‘ll Almost any soap will (learn: the skin and hair, and

many toilet soaps are pure enough to do it without

injuring these delicate textures. But those who want

a soap which not only cleanses but actually improve:

the complexion and hair naturally turn to Resinol Soap.

11 In every way an exceptionally pleasing toilet soap,

the soothing, healing properties which it derives from

Resinol Ointment help it to keep the complexion clear,

and the hair rich and lustrous, as soaps which are

merely pure and cleansing cannot be expectza' to do.

These same qualities make Resinol Soap excellent for

baby’s bath.

‘1 The regular use of Resinol Soap reduces the ten

dency to chapping and keeps the hands soft and white

in spite of wind, dust and cold.

(1 Resinol Soap contains no free alkali to dry and roughen the

skin, and is not artificially colored, its rich brown being entirely

due to the Resinol medication it contains. Sold by all druggists

and dealers in toilet goods. For a trial size cake, with a minia

ture box of Resinol Ointment, write to Dept. 10-E, Resinol,

Baltimore, Md.

(1 Raina! Shaving Stick a/m rantain: the Raina! meditation, .m
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When the long day ‘a work is over

Comes the pipe [like the best,

Sayin': "Peace to restless spirits

Time has come to take yo’ rest. "

All the daytime hustle-bustle—

' Dim an'dr'stant-lr'lze it seems,
i - When yo’ good-night pipe of VELVET

‘a a-wl'ahin' "Pleasant dreams. "

waive

RY a pipe of VELVET with your

book or paper to-night. See if you, too,

can’t find “pleasant dreams” in its fra

grance, and peace of mind in this good

old Kentucky tobacco burning so slowly

and cool-ly. F

 

  

  

See if you can’t discover

contentmentinthesmooth

ness that is aged into

VELVET byitsmorethan

two years’ natural matur

ing “in the wood.”
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"I got it, too,” growled the bo’sun, “on

the beak—" and he lifted his heavy mus

tache. “These two lads of ours ain't got

no sores on 'em but they’re swellin' up

like. They got it on their insides, maybe.

Sometimes it ’its the innards first."

The German en ineer leaned forward

across the table. Tlis eyes were bright

with fever. '

“Those hides must have been stripped

from infected cattle," said he. “Captain

Cassel did not pay for them. The people

were glad to have the warehouses cleared.

I think that he meant to throw them over

board on reaching port. The were

merely to cover the copper ore. Ve had

a great deal of work in getting them

properly stowed around the ore. Ca

tain Cassel knew that they were wort -

less, but he did not know that they were

diseased."

“Captain Cassel be damned," said Mac

Tavish. "Don’t try to tell me that he

didn't know what he was doing, m dear

boy. Well, he's fixed us. Any ody’s

who's traded in wools and hides knows

what anthrax means." He smiled. “I’m

no doctor but so far as I’ve heard there's

only one thing to do, and that’s to cau

terize. These Johnnies that have got it

on the inside are done for."

“That is true," said the German. “It

is by no means sure but it is possible

when the pustule appears on the skin."

MacTavish flicked away his cigarette

and turned in his chair.

"Stick that poker in the stove, Bill,”

said he, “and let's get the cursed opera

tion over with.”

The engineer nodded. “That is best,”

said he. ‘Red hot iron is more sure than

acids.”

The bo’sun shoved the poker into the

glowing coals of the cabin stove and

crouchln on his heels watched it slowly
redden. gPresently he turned a sickly face

to MacTavish. l

“I got a strong ’eart, skipper, as you

’ave reason to know. But I must say it

upsets me a bit to 'ave that red 'ot iron

shoved into my jib. If it's all the same

to you I could do with a stiff 'un afore we

turn to.”_ _

"All right," MacTavish answered.

“Spon e it up, matey. A bottle if you

like. it doesn't matter much. because I

tell you straight it's my private opinion

that it's too late. Go tell the steward to

fetch a couple of bottles of gin."

But there was no need to hunt up the

steward, a Chinaman, for that function

ary appeared at the same moment. His

yellow face looked like a skull carved in

anti ue ivory.

“lglenty sailorman velly sick, sat," said

he. “No can shift. Lotten hides makee

sailor man plenty sick. Pletty soon he go

dead. Me know."

“Right-o," said MacTavish. “That

night in the hold has done the business

for the whole blooming ship's company.

Give all hands what they want to drink,

Charley. They won't want it for very

lon .”

he Chinaman's eyes glittered. “No

wantee dlink, sat,” said he. “\Vantee

leave 'im ship.”

“All right," answered MacTavish wear

ily. “The orders are that all hands can

do as they jolly well please. Get along

now and fetch us that gin.”

The gin was brought and the bo’sun

took a tumbler neat and drew his hairy
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wrist across his mouth. The German en- ‘

M acgineer was more moderate and

avish took none at all. He abominated ‘

the flavor and elfect of alcohol while en- ‘

joying the action of certain drugs, but at

this moment he did not seek even the

solace of these. Stepping to the stove he

worked the poker deeper into the coals.

His face expressed no particular emotion

beyond its lines of fatigue and a certain

indifference. But the two watching him

in silence were less inscrutable. The china

blue eyes of the young German were

wide and his face like chalk, while that of

the bo’sun was mottled with purple

blotches alternating a livid gray and his

forehead beaded with sweat. His hand

shook as he reached for his glass, into

which he swashed another gill of raw gin.

"It has not taken long for the infection

to occur," said the engineer, in a dry

guttural voice.

“\Vhy should it?" MacTavish an

swered, without turning and in tones as

smooth and Ian uid as though he had

been roasting c estnuts on a shovel.

"We were bottled up in that filthy place
swarming with the beastly germs and all i

of us chafed and scarred. \Vell, the

poker's nearly white. Who's the first

candidate for radical treatment?" He

reached for a napkin and wrapped it

around the handle of the oker. ‘What

if I demonstrate the tec ni ue? Take

that standing light, Bill, and old it here

b the mirror so that I can see what I'm

a out."

He stepped to the little strip of glass

above the mantel while the bo’sun took

the lamp from its gimbals and held it

shoulder hi h with hands that trembled

until the lamp chimney rattled and

threatened to fall.

“Oh,buck u , Bill—it’snot as bad as all

that," said acTavish, and pressed the

livid iron point slowly and steadil

against the sore upon his lip. The flesh

steamed and hissed under the contact,

but not the slightest quiver came from

the hand holding the poker. The sweat

was streaming from the face of the bo'sun.

It needed both of his huge hairy hands to

hold that small lamp an even these were

not adequate, for as MacTavish finished ‘

his operation it slip ed and fell with a

crash on the deck, w ere it flamed for an

instant before MacTavish snatched the

table cover and smothered it. This done

he looked reproachfully at the bo’sun.

“You must be etting in your dotage,

Bill,” said he. “éour hand was steady

enough when we roasted the heels of old

Tapuli. Now, when it's a question of

searing a pimple on yourself you go and

Come along, matey—

it's your turn next—” and he shoved the

fading poker back into the coals of the

stove.

The bo’sun slum ed back against the

bulkhead. His sing e eye had lost a great

deal of its usual bri htness and he looked

a very sick man. %‘he neat gin was be

ginning to assert itself, but not precisely

as a present help in time of need, as is the

way of that treacherous friend, King

Alcohol.

uOld Tapuli—” he muttered.

bloody old 'eathen ut a curse on me.

‘You burn me with re,’ says 'e, ‘and by

fire you shall be burned w'en your wicked

life runs out with the ebb tide.’ Curse

all missionary 'eathen, say I—and 'im

a bloomin' cannibal—~" and then as

“The
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it has been proven conclu

sively, that Tree Repair is prac

tical, having been successfully

practiced since eighteen hun‘

dred. This Company has proven

repeatedly that Tree Repair is

practical on the Pacific Coast.

 

A healthy tree is an asset, and

far too valuable to allow inex

tienced men to experiment on.

This Company uses only ex

perienced men to represent

them, men familiar with local

conditions in the west, and we
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on work constructed a thousand
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Do not experiment. Call in a
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sound unbiased advice, without

obligation. Your trees are worth

the best service in the United
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00k upon a completed tree as a

monument of their skill.
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l MacTavish stirred the coals with the point

of the poker the bo’sun flung out his hands

with a protesting gesture. " 'Old 'ard.

, skipper—let soak in a bit afore you turn

‘ to—the drink, I mean."

"Nonsense, Bill," said MacTavish

sharpl . “Nothing can hurt a mug like

yours. ' lic drew the iron from the fire.

“Stick it up, old chum, and let’s get fin

ished with it."

The operation was quickly performed.

MacTavlsh smiled and turned to the

German. “Do you want me to do it for

you or will you do it yourself?" he asked.

“Thank you, I should prefer to do it

myself," said the young man. “But if

you would be so very kind as to hold the

other lamp—”

Three of the men died that night—two

Germans and one of MacTavish’s crew.

The rest were all in the throes of the fatal

malady, some more, some less. Then the

day broke with a serene sky and great

undulating seas which no longer combed

as they mounted.

MacTavish, staggering on deck, found

himself alone. Two of the boats were

gone. He had heard the creak of the

sheaves as they were lowered at dawn.

The engines had stopped and the ship

was lolling about in a sick and drunken

Wa .

KllacTavish lurched forward to the fore

castle. Four of the bunks were occupied

and the lax bodies of the sleepers rolled

with the sling of the sea. “I suppose we

all make mistakes sometimes," muttered

MacTavish, and shambled aft again.

Passing through the cabin he tripped over

the body of l'llS bo'sun and where he fell

he lay.

And thc“Dantziger,” with her recious

cargo of war material, wallowe in the

smoothing sea, stripped of her boats and

manned only by the dead.

As for the “Chester Maid,” she was

plunging forward, in the hands of the

enemy, toward an unguessed tragedy.

(To be concluded)

 

  

Noah enjoyed the only real freedom

of the seas
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California Next?
(Continued from page 24)

state and a mass of litigation which, the

Anti-Saloon League maintains, would

talte fifty years to settle. Whatever the

motive behind this amendment, it meant

the defeat of all future prohibition meas

ures. It would make of them practical

impossibilities. But if this amendment

had received two more votes, it would

have had the necessary two—thirds ma

jority of the Assembly and would have

been submitted to the people. It received

powerful support.

That is where the matter rested when

the legislature adjourned and there has

been no occasion since to show what is

the alignment. But enough had trans

ired to show that the wine men had not

field to their high-minded pro ram. The

prohibitionists accuse them of: an unholy

alliance with all the other liquor interests.

This they deny.

When I started out to make a report

on the prohibition fight for SUNSET I

found before long that this was oing to
be the dilficult point to decide. gWhen I

put the question bluntly to the wine men,

they denied it.

‘ 'e are fighting for ourselves and no

one else," they said defiantly.

Then I went to the liquor men.

"Of course the wine men are with us,”

said those who were willing to talk at all.

“They know they must stay with us. If

we go, they are certain to go, too."

So I went back to the wine men, and

from many sources, piecin together information gleaned here andz there, I suc

ceeded in getting a prett fair explana

tion of the wine men’s predicament. That

it is a predicament is made evident by

that fact that all those who dared tell me

their difficulties were very careful to im

press on me that I must not quote them.

So this is the situation the wine men

face:

The saloons, the brewers and the dis

tillers have made common cause. For

the big profit of both the brewers and dis

tillers lies in the saloons. They cannot

afford to let the saloons go overboard.

Meanwhile neither the brewers nor the

distillers can get action within their own

organizations leading to reform. There

are very many individual brewers and

distillers who would like to bring about

better conditions. But there are always

enough unenlightened members to block

action. The saloonmen have a similar

difficulty. For instance, the owners of

the better type of San Francisco saloons

have organized the Buffet Owners’ Asso

ciation, the chief urpose of which is to

fight the dive. hey had a meeting in

San Francisco to which they invited the

police commissioners, who issue the

saloon licenses, the whole purpose of

which was stricter regulation of saloons.

But they have been hampered at every

step by the Royal Arch, the generaLor

ganization of those saloonkeepers and

barkeepers opposed to regulation.

Naturally the saloons and the distillers

and brewers who are backing the fight

do not view with pleasure any move on

the part of the wine men which leaves

them out in the cold. They want to have

 

the wine men play their game. At times, ‘

as we have seen, the wine men have taken
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ERE is your future charted

for you, based on the ac

tual average earnings of trained
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a free hand, but not for long. The saloon

interests have always found a Way to

curb their activities.

When the wine men issued their modi

fication of the Bell plan, the saloon in

terests received it as nothing short of a

challenge. From their point of view it

was a scheme to limit the consumption

of whisky and beer. It won their enmity.

And they had the power to coerce the

wine men.

One wine company that was outspoken

over the necessity for saloon reform sud

denl received cancellations of orders for

nearly $70,000 worth of wine. The can

cellations came from Eastern distribu

tors. The company’s wine was all being

sold through ordinary trade channels in

the East and its customers were members

of liquor dealers’ associations which were ‘

not inclined to tolerate “desertions.”

Not unnaturally the directors of that

com any began putting the soft pedal

on t eir remarks.

As eighty per cent of California's wine

is sold outside of the state, and most of it

through liquor dealers, it is easy to see

how readily the saloonmen and their

allies, the liquor dealers, can ut the

clam s on the wine industry. he wine

men ad made a start on an independent

distributing system, but it could cut no

figure in this crisis.

The antagonism of the liquor interests

took an even more active form. They

said in so many words:

“If you let us get voted out of exist

ence, watch out. We'll get you later."

You can imagine how forcibl' argu

ments of this kind were being brought

to bear on the wine growers all during ‘

the last session of the egislature.

In talking to wine men I found them ‘

all uneasy in mind. They would start }

out to say what ought to be done to make

saloons behave, but before they finished

they were extremely careful to im ress

on me that I must not quote them. hey

acted as if they did not dare go on record

as opposed to the saloons or the methods

of conductin saloons, no matter how

they may feel about it.

I have blamed the wine men for not

having enough backbone to stand up for

their own interests. I can understand

wh the have failed to do so. There is

a gig cub swinging over their heads.

But if they do not defy that club, they

are going to die anyhow, so the ' would

do far better by espousing the lie" lan

or one with a similar number of teet in

it, and letting the saloons and their allies

do their worst. They would have a first

rate chance of escaping.

The wine men advanced one argument

of their own for standing by the saloon

interests.

“If we let the campaign of the saloons

and liquor men fail.’ one of them said,

“after they have been legislated out of

existence, the prohibitionists will turn

against us standing all alone, and wipe

us out with one sweep."

' That seemed more than reasonable,

so I asked Daniel M. Gandier, who is

leading the fight of the Anti-Saloon

League in California, whether the prohi—

bition forces would turn on the wine men.

“We certainly would,” Mr. Gandier
replied; uwe have no intention of stopping

until we have done away with alcohol in

every form. Politically we are oppor—

tunists. We get what we can, and then
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try for more. We would naturail ' prefer

to fight saloons unsupported by t e wine

men, and then turn around afterwards

and finish up the wine men."

The candor of Mr. Gandier made me

feel there might be something in the fear

of the wine men. But the wine growers

are not helped oh‘ the horns of their

dilemma so easily. If they drop off on

the side of the saloons, there is no doubt

they will all 0 down to defeat in a very

few years. This can be figured out as a

point of immigration. " .

Prohibition was not even attempted in

so moderate a form as local option until

the recent heavy immigration from the

Middle West began pouring into Cali

fornia. This has centered largely in

southern California and in the San Joa

uin and Sacramento valleys. From

t ese sections the heavy prohibition vote

was polled at the last election. The set

tlers there are largely from the dry states

of the Middle West and they are trying

to vote California dry too. Now these set—

tlers are comin in in increasing numbers

every year, an those opposed to prohi

bition are not gaining a proportionate

number of votes. So it is a mere question

of time until the new immigration over

balances the old vote. This new vote will

eventually sweep everything before it

unless the evils connected with the liquor

trafiic are so much reduced that the eco

nomic loss involved in prohibition will

outweigh the moral issue.

So, as a matter of practical

wine men could do nothing etter than

to enforce the reform of the saloon. If

they can bring it about, the prohibition

issue in California will lose its force. But

if they let the saloonmen run away with

the fight, as I believe they are doing at

present, that steadil increasing dry vote
from the Middle Wihst will catch them.

The law the prohibitionists tried to put

through by direct vote in November,

1914, was so drastic it was certain to fail,

and yet it polled 355,000 votes. If it had

received a majority vote the manufacture

or sale of ever alcoholic drink would have
been sto edy five days after the final

count. ine and beer would have gone

with whisky and the wine-presses would

have been stopped the same day the

saloons were na|led~up. Those 355,000

people could not be moved by the plea

that the grape industry represented an

investment of $150,000,000, with an in

come of $30,000,000 a year, half of which

was from the sale of wines and brandies.

They were out after alcohol and the finan

cial loss was nothing to them. They can

be counted upon to feel the same way

about it at the election this fall, and their

campaign is much more skilfully handled.

The last campaign was considered so

hopeless, in fact, that the Anti—Saloon

Lea ue refused the leadership.

T e fi ht getting under way is another

affair. he Anti-Saloon League has taken

the lead and it is going to come very close

to carrying one of the two constitutional

amendments agreed upon by the “D s”at their convention held at Fresno. lThe

first amendment is expected to fail. It

provides for a complete cleanup of alco

olic drinks, though it grants a respite

until 1920 before it IS carried out. Frankly

the Anti-Saloon League does not think

this amendment has a ghost of a show,

and it is on the ballot simpl to satisfy

the extra-drys. The Anti-Sa oon League

politics, the
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iAn Old Man at Fifty

l —AYoung Man at Seventy

HERE is no longer any occasion to go

hunting for the Spring of Eternal Youth.

What Ponce de Leon failed to discover

in his world-famous mission, ages ago, has

been brought to light right here in staid,

prosaic America by Sanford Bennett, a.

San Francisco business man. He can prove

it, too, right in his own person. ,

At 50 he was partially bald.

Today he has a. thick head of

hair, although it is white. At

50 his eyes were weak. Today

they are as strong as when he

was a child. At 50 he was a

wom-out, broken-down, de

crepit old man. Today he is in

perfect health, a good deal of

an athlete, and as young as the

average man of 35.

All this he has accomplished by

some very sim le and gentle

exercises which iie practices for

about ten minutes before aris

ing in the morning. Yes, the

exercises are taken in bed, 1 .

peculiar as this may seem.

As Mr. Bennett explains, his

case was not one of reserving

health, but one of rejuvenating

a weak middle-aged body into

a robust old one, and he says

what he has accomplished, any

one can accomplish by the

application of the same meth

ods, and so it would seem. All

of which puts the Dr. Osler

theory to shame.

There isn’t room in this article

to go into a lengthy description

of Mr. Bennett’s methods for

the restoration of youth and

the prevention of old age. All

of this he tells himself in a

book which he has written,

entitled “Old Age—Its Cause

and Prevention." This book

is a complete history of himself and his

experiences, and contains com<

plete instructions for those

who wish to put his health and

youth-building methods to

their own use. It is a wonderful

book. It is a book that every

man andwoman who is desirous

of remaining young after pass

ing the fiftieth, sixtieth, seven—

tieth,and,as Mr.Bennettfirmly

believes, the one hundredth

milestone of life, should read.

Partial Contents

Some idea of the field covered by the

author ma be gained by the following

topics:

‘1
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Sanford Bo

  

Sanford Bennett‘at 74

0 d Age, Its Cause; How to .

nnott at 50

The Remarkable Story of Sanford Bennett, a San Francisco Business

Man, Who Has Solved the Problem of Prolonging Youth

Prevent It; The Will in Exercising; Exercising in Bed—

shown by fifteen pages of illustration. Sun, Fresh Air

and Deep Breathing for Lung Development; The Secret

of Good Digestion; Dyspepsia; How I Strengthened

My Eyes; The Liver; Internal Cleanliness; External

Clwnliness; Rheumatism; Varicose Veins in the

Legs; The Hair; The Obese Abdomen; The Rejuve

nation of the Face, Throat and Neck; The Skin,

and many other experience chapters of vital interest.
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“Old Agklts Cause and Prevention"

with its 4oopa es proiusclyillustrated

and hnndsom y bound in cloth, con

tains as much material as many ks
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arrangement with the ublishers of

Physical Culture. the lea ing and most

practical health magazine of the day,

It is now possible for on to secure a

year's subscription to h rim! Culture

—12 big numbcrs—eac copy con

taining over ice pages of interesting

and instructive information akin to

the development of health, strength

and vitalit , together with Sanford

Bennett's ig book. for only $2.00.

The subscription price of Physical

Cullure alone is $1.50. So you are

getting a rare bargain.

Don't Send Any Money

Before committing ourself in any

way, however, the pu lishers will send

you "Old Age—~lts Cause and Pre

vention." together with the current

issue of Physical Cullurr, on approval

without deposit. Then, if after exam

ination in your own home you feel

'ou can a 0rd to be without this

library of vital ractical youth and

health-achieving owledge. send the

book back within five days after its

receipt and you will owe nothing. If

you decide to keep the book and be

come n subscriber to Phyriml Culture

send your Check for 82.00 and you wil

receive the magazine regularly for a

  

year. There are no strings to this

offer. No mone is required in ad

vance. Merely ll out and mail the

coupon and by return post "Old Age—

lts Cause and Prevention," and the

current issue of Physical Culture will

reach you.

For having solved the problem of per

petual youth during life, the world .

owes Sanford Bennett a vote of ’

thanks. Of course there are '

those who will scoff at ’

the idea, but the real ‘’ Sendm‘:

wisemen andwomen \ 'Sin'md

among those who hear of Sanford 00
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The Cayuse Twins. They

are on the cover of the April

SUNSET, with smiles and

tears, like the month itself.

A corking cover!
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The Way of a Man With

a Maid in Mexico
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‘ tributing system for t

is working for the second amendment

which, if passed, will bring about a con

dition comparable to that in Ore on and

Washington. It will put an en to sa

loons—and to the sale of intoxicating

drinks in clubs and hotels as well. It will

permit the manufacture of wine or any

thing else, but this can only be sold in the

state in two-gallon lots or more; it cannot

be sold elsewhere than on the remises

where it is made and must be elivered

to the permanent residence of the pur

chaser. The law thus revents any dis

lie manufacturer.

He cannot even allow a prospective cus

tomer to sample his wares. The wine men

point out that this law inevitably dis

criminates in favor of the rich man with

wine cellar and ice chest, and against the

poor man whose need, as it arose, would

naturally be supplied by the family liquor

store.

The Anti-Saloon League, which has

struck me as being more clever politically

than any of the forces opposing it, holds

this out to the wine men as a peace meas

ure. As eighty per cent of California wine

is sold outside the state, the wine men can

not arouse the feeling against it that they

had no difiiculty in stirring up last time.

But they know and fear the spirit that

prompted the exclusion of hotels and

clubs. It is the spirit of the teetotaler.

It means no California wine at any public

banquet or at any table whatsoever where

the guest ays for his meal. All of which
applies, olpcourse, to the lightest of beers.

‘If they carry that amendment,” said

one wine man, “two years from now they

will turn around and wipe us out com

pletely.”

And the Anti-Saloon League admitted

that it would certainly try.

All of which leads back to my earlier

contention that the only way the wine

men can save themselves is to force the

saloonmen to reform and force regulation

in accordance with such a plan as Bell

laid down in the beginning. It is not too

late for them to do it now. But after

next November they may find it is.

I have a personal bias in this matter.

I believe like the New York reformer,

Dr. C. H. Parkhurst, that the way to

stop the drink evil is to encourage the

drinking ofwine and beer. Dr. Parkhurst

was harried and badgered and threat

ened with dire ecclesiastical punishment

for daring to admit alcohol in any form

could do anything but harm, but I have

just seen a whole nation go on record for

the same contention. I have seen France

put an end to absinthe and do it effec

tively, though it believed in wine and

beer. It was also planning to do away

with everything containin more than

fifteen per cent of alcohol. It was aiming

at apr'rittf: and liqueurs, drinks that do the

harm done by whisky and gin in this

country.

The French are nothing if not intelli

gent, and their handling of the drink

‘_ problem might well serve as a model for

California. There are many points of

resemblance between France and Cali

fornia, anyhow, particularly in the tem

perament of their people.

France began with the obvious bad

thing, absinthe. Now it is after the next

worst. It was too intelligent to try to

make one grand sweep. It has no inten

tion of trying to do away with beer or

wine, though the French brewers are
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guilty of as many political follies as the

American brewers. It considers light

wines and light beers temperance drinks,

and it is certain that in the parts of France

where beer or wine alone are drunk there

is no drunkenness and no physical degen

eration from drink. In the southwest of

France, the largest claret producing

country in the world, live the sturdiest,

most healthy race of people I have ever

seen. Kansas with its thirty years of

prohibition can produce no such speci

mens of physical vigor and lusty health

as the country about Bordeaux.

I had occasion to interview the two

leaders of the temperance movement in

France, Henri Schmidt, the deputy who

introduced the bill that put an end to

absinthe, and Joseph Reinach, the leader

of the general temperance movement.

Both took pains to inform me without

delay that it was not their purpose to

attack wine or beer. Rather they were

startin a campaign in favor of wine and

beer. Schmidt said to me:

“You must understand at once that

our struggle for temperance in France is

different from the struggle in England ‘

and the United States. We have no in

v.Y\.
q.,.-.__J.
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THE CORSET THAT

CONFORMS TO THE

COSTUME

The new gowns are snugger,

trimmer, more figure/revealing

than those of last season. They

demand a corset that shall ad’

equately support their new lines.

In the latest models of the

mini..
 

tention of attempting com lete prohibi

tion. There is nothing of uritanism in

our movement. \Ve are not interested

in making the French people a race of

teetotalers. It would not be possible,

and we would not care to accomplish it
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if it were. \Ve have nothing against wine

and li ht beers. I drink them and so do

the ot er members of the Assembly who

are fighting alcoholism."

M. Reinach carried the point a step

farther.

“Here is a consideration that is not to

be overlooked,” he said. “We cannot

drive the French peo le. \Ve can only

hope to lead them. he spirit of France

is one of tolerance and liberty. Total

rohibition would be impossible in

tance. We put an end to_absinthe only

because all France was convinced it had

to be done. Every step forward will have

to be made in the same way. A day may

come when France will be read to abolish

all forms of alcoholic drink. gut even in

our temperance group in the Assembl

we have no members so radical they wish

to force the whole issue. \Ve have no

one, for instance, so carried away by his

zeal that he will not be content with any

thing short of total prohibition. The idea

of preventing the sale of wine, for in

stance, has not even come up for discus

sion. One might as well try in France to

rohibit eating, and the attempt would

lie attended with about the same amount

of success.”

It is too bad the temperance leaders in ‘

this country, considering the meaning of

the word temperance, are not equally

tolerant. They would get farther in the

long run.
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An Easter Poem‘

By George Sterling

with a Painting, Reproduced in Colors,

by W. H. Bull
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you have a corset designed upon

harmonious lines to produce the

new fashionable silhouette with

it normal bust— its slender,

pliant waist and its gracefully

rounded hips.
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On Sale
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N0, She Will _N0_t

Have Corns!

But the corns won'tThose pretty shoes may bring corns.

And they will not stay.ache.

For she is a Blue-jay user.

When she first feels a corn she applies Blue-jay. That pre

vents all pain. And in two days the corn disappears.

Millions now deal with corns that way. They never suffer,

never keep a corn. What they do, you can do.

Paring never ends a corn. Harsh acids may cause soreness.But here is a little, thin plaster, holding a wondrous wax. I

It is scientific, gentle, sure. It is ending a million corns .1

a month.

Let it prove that corns are needless. Then you

never again will have

them. Please try it

on one corn tonight.

BAUER (8.‘ BLACK

Chicago and New York

Makers of Surgical

Dressings, etc. ‘

SEX PROBLEMS

IN WORRY AND
woRKwrh—w—Et
A frank and simple statement of the causes of

worry and distress among men and women, and

the best methods to ursue to secure perma

nent relief. A reve ation of the tremendous

problems in sex physiology and psychology,

embodying the very latest discoveries and con

clusions of modern medical science. Unde

niably a book that you should read at your

earliest opportunity, to remove some of your

own perplexities and to help you save the

members of your family from needless fears.

CHAPTERS

I. Worry and the Primitive _ SEX

Forces of Nature. -‘
2. Is Chastity Oonslstent ‘1:: mwlm'm’m"

Ends Corns

15 and 25 cents—at Druggists

Also Bluerjay Bunion Plaslers
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- - with Health? I‘ “Hum
AS Show" In the Plcture 3. TheWorryoverthr-Fear '

There is Comfort and Joy in ofbecomlmllmpotent.

4. The Sexual Problem of

\ the Neurasthenlc.

5. Why You Worry over

1 Unknown Fears.

6. Internal Sex Forces and

'.
FASHIONED HOSE their Eflect upon Efllcivncy.

I. .How Em otlons—Fenr.

Anger. Love. Jealflusy—

Cantu: Injury to liodlly

e n

g Characterand Sexuality.

Bond in Cloth “q

By Prepaid Mail $ 1 '00

Send (or detailed circular giving full information

EDWARD J. CLODE, 155 Fifth Avene, New York

The reason is—they are without seams and

yet. knit to shape. ~

Art Silk. Herccrizul, Llrlr. Cotton. 75c. 501:. 81:1‘. 250.

Ask your dealer. Booklet free on request.

Burson Knitting Company

63 Sununt-i Street Rockford. Ill.

 

 
 

 

Readers, Gentle

and Otherwise

Prineville, Oregon.

You sent me an offer to take the SUN

SET one year for 5.50 down and any $1.00
more at the end of the year if lJthou ht

it was worth it. It is not worth it. ou

promised great improvement and it de

veloped the other wa . That magazine

is sure going down hilil

H. W. FAIRCHILD.

Washington, D. C.

I have just seen the first copy of SUN

SET in its new form and hasten to send a

congratulatory word. It is easily the

most attractive magazine that ever has

been published on the Pacific Coast.

FRANKLIN K. LANE,

Secretary of the Interior.

San Rafael, California.

When you announced your change in

form I made up my mind that I was not

going to like the new style. Therefore I

want to “rise up on my hind legs” and

say: It is beautiful; it IS easy to hold; it

is convenient; it is easier to read; it is

jammed full of both good articles and

good fiction; it has not got enough color

ictures; it is thoroughly and truly

gl/estern; and, oh, well, hec. I can't find

a darn thing to really kick about.

H. J. BLACKLIDGE.

Tombstone, Arizona.

It seems to me that Mr. Smalley de

tracted materially from whatever value

his article on the results of prohibition in

Arizona may have had when he stated,

without qualification, that the increase

of half a million dollars in the savings

accounts of the Arizona state banks dur

ing eight months of prohibition, and the

increase of three million dollars in the de

posits of all state and national banks

during the same period, was due solely to

the closing of the saloons.

If he had made a fair and honest in

vestigation, if he had taken into consider

ation all circumstances, he could not have

given prohibition the entire credit for

this increase. During 1914 the state’s

principal industry, co per mining, was at

a lower ebb than it ad been for years,

copper was selling at 12 cents, and after

the outbreak of the war the mining camps

reduced their forces by halfin many in

stances. Throughout the state produc

tion during the last half of 1914 was cur

tailed by at least thirty per cent. Any

unprejudiced observer familiar with the

rise of copper during 1915 must admit

that the bulk of the increased business in

Arizona, and the largest part of the in

crease in the savings and commercial de

posits, was due to the increased number

of men employed and to the greater

re ularity of employment. '

rosperity came to Arizona because

copper went up, not because whisky went

out. though a small part of the money

paid out in wages probably found its wa

to the savings bank as a result of prohibi

tion. If the prohibitionists would only

learn to be fair, their propaganda would

be more effective. CHARLES LIND.
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m If it hasn’i this Red Woven Label

1; It Isn’t B. V. D. Underwear   
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ll
BEST RETAIL TRADE

(Trade Mark Reg. U. 5. Pat. OJ. and Foreign Counln'ca)

  

  

B. V. D. Union Suits B. V. D. Coat Cut Under

(Pat.U.S.A.4-30-07) shirts and Knee Length

31.00 and upward Drawers, 50c. and up

the Suit. ward the garment.

The B. V. D. Company,

New York.

London Selling Agency:

66, Aldermanbury, E. C. (WM/SA m».

m VD. ComtXmY
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‘ ‘ I QULD you like to know what the handwriting of_your friends signi

fles? Here’s a booklet of thirty-two pages th_at_wlll tell you—“What

Your Handwritin Reveals.” _ It Is wrltten by Wllharn LCSllC French, the

celebrated Grapho ogist. ‘It Is lllustrated Wlth SPENCER!“ PEN COMPANY

flfty specnnens of handwrlting. ‘ ‘ 349 Bro-"mm" York 5‘

I enclose en en s f r sam les of S encerianA new edition if being printed to supply the great demand. Steel Pen? artid accoiq, :f the bgok, “ What Your

A capy of t/zix boak with twelve dzferentpatter/1.: ofSpencerz'an Handwmng Reveals‘

 Steel Pem- will be .rent an reeezpt of ten centr. Name

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY if‘ M

349 Broadway, New York State
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Your Washing Done for 2c a Week

Electric or water Power Will Do the Work

I have built a new “1900" power washing

machine. I consider this machine the most won

derful washer ever put on the market. Tub built

of entirely hi h grade copper, it is the strongest

and most dum le machine made. It is constructed

on a brand new principle and I will guarantee that

this machine wil not tear clothes, hreak buttons

or fray the edges of the most delicate fabric. It

will wash everythin from heavy blankets to the

finest lace without iamage to the goods.

This new "1900" washing machine can be con

nected with any electric socket instantly and is

started and stopped by a “little twist of the wrist"

and it will do your washing for 2 cents a week.

I also make 11 lighter power machine which can

be run by water or electric power. On most of

these machines the motor will run the wringer too.

Just feed in the clothes and this wer wringer will

ueeze the water out so quick y and easlly you

Will beuistonished. It will save 50"}, time. money

and labor every week. The outfit consists of washer

and wringer and either electric or water motor, as

youhprefer, and I guarantee the perfect working of

cat .

I will send my machine on 30 days’ free trial.

You do not need to a penny until you are satis

fied this washer wil 0 what I Sn it will. Write

today for illustrated catnlo . r rldrcss: H. L.

Barker, 6250 Court St., Iling nmton. N. Y., or, if

you live in Canada, write to the Canadian “rood’

Vasher Co., 355 Yonge St., Toronto. Canada.

Awarded Gold Ii-dnl n

Pll'lll'nl-Plr‘lilc Inll‘rnnlllllml Erpoeltlnn

 

 

  

KIRK’S

Jill’ RIISE
Talcum Powder

Its velvety softness and delightful cooling and

soothing properties leave a feeling of perfect

cleanliness and comfort. Useit freely and often

in the nursery. Baby‘s tender skin should be

frequently sprinkled with this pure, "rose

fragrant" powder, to prevent Irritation,

Trill 05¢" 5S5 'liml'c'llfh'lllalfi'ffll ‘1535:1351’;
Including one each 0 Joe In‘. Soup. Jln R010 ‘I’lleum

. he no“ Cola crou- and Jun Rmfall“ In",

James 5. Kirk & C0" 459 5. Austin Arm, Chicalo
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Worn at nlght. with auxiliary

npnlinnce for day um.

Removes the Actual Cause

of the enllrgod joint nnd hunion.

Sent on npprornl. Money back If not

unrepresented. Send outlinont foot.

Use mylniprnved lnstep Support for

wank arches.

Full )JTII/NIHVI mm’ (Id'I/I(! free

in plain envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Speclllllt

nnur no! nmunnu

115156.190]

Dept. T. 8., 1328 Bro-dw-y (at Mu: Streetl. New York

 

Columbus Junction, Iowa.

I have been a little fearful that perha s

after the Exposition SUNSET might not be

quite so interestin but the last number

was even more so t an usual and I cannot

do without it. MRS. IRENE TUCKER.

University of Washington.

We of the Northwest share in your am

bition to have the SUNSET Magazine

represent us and I shall be glad to sa

whatever I can to fulfil the Magazines

representative function.

HENRY SUZZALLO, President.

Kansas City, Mo.

In the November SUNSET J. F. Rot

ruck, of Colorado, said that California

has less to brag about than Colorado.

He is mistaken. Statistics tell us that

California beats Colorado in gold, silver,

quicksilver, salt, sugar, fruit raising,

vegetable raising and fish. It has higher

mountains and deeper valleys, a better

climate and finer scenery, natural and

otherwise. Also it has smarter men and

better looking women but it does not

excel in liars.

An Ohioan (R. S. B.) too, said that

California has nothing to brag about, but

one can't expect any one fed on hog and

homin to appreciate anything better.

This gliioan also has a wrong view on

why SUNSET is called SUNSET. It is be

cause it is published in the SUNSET state,

and this state is not called the SUNSET

state because of its beautiful sunsets

(though it has them) but because it is on

the coast where the sun last sets. And

there I saw the most beautiful sunrises

I have ever seen, but I never roasted in

summer not froze in winter looking at

them.

I have traveled a good deal and I have

lived in California, where I am goin

shortly. I was not born there but ifI

had had my choice I would have been.

DORIS LANG.

“Somewhere in Wyoming.”

SUNSET is certainly a treat to us here

in the Desert, 89 miles to a railroad. That

story of LaCroix is as near to life as I can

remember of a certain happening here.

We have been getting the magazine lon

before it and the Pacific Zllonthly joine

hands, and have never howled. Now be

good and give \Vyoming a show. Don’t

hog California all the time. Don't know

when this will reach 'ou. Have to mail

it on the fly as the limited goes by.

BILLY DARRIS.

Lewiston, Maine.

While I am not much at throwing “hot

air" I am pleased to tell you that the

SUNSET is one of the classiest and best

magazines which find lace in my home.

I)’. W. BABCOCK.

Siskiyou Co., Cal.

I arrived from Canada safely and

thanks to the kindness of the people your

Bureau ut me in touch with and the

Forest ervice rangers, I have already

got a good location for ranching.

DICK HALLIDAY.

Bonn, Germany.

Your magazine as it comes along from

month to month is always hailed with

delight. The part of the world luring me

most intensely is California and Oregon.

ED. C. MAGNUS.

 

Instead of dreadmgSSpi-i

Clcanmg, bug a BI E L’

VACUUM sw EPER and make
it easy with a machine that elimi

nates the wiser of sweeping day;

that raises no ust. because every

particle, with its disease-cwng

germs, is confined in the ture-tight

dustbng, which comes out in one

piece with the nozzle and 1e emptied

rom the rear—an exclusive Biasell

feature. With

BIS SELL’S

Vacuum Sweeper

for general cleaning and Biuell’l

Carpet Sweeper for daily sweeping,

you can throw away your broom

-the dangerous dust raiser that

has no place on the carpets of is

well-managed modern home.

Remember, the name of Bia‘sell

guarantees general mechanical

superiority.

‘ncuum Sweeper and Cleaner

(with and without brush) at $7.50

to $9.00. Carpet Sweeper 82.75 to

$5.71 Slightly higher in the West,

South and in Canada. Sold by

dealers everywhere.

request.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.

Lur‘est nnd Oldest Exclusive Mannhe

turerl of Clrpel Swcepin‘ Devices

in the World

Dept. 151, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Made in Canada, too

 

 
  

 

FACTORY TO RIDER
Saves you big money. Buy dlrecl and save $10 to

H 320 on n bicycle. IIAHGI-lll BH‘YCLES now come

in 94 styles. colors and Ill". Greatly improved:

price; reduced. Other relinbll! models. $11.05 up.

- VB DELIVER FREE to you an npfrazrnl and 30

mmtrml and riding Mt. 0dr bl‘ FREE "lulu:

shows evrrythlng new in' bicycles and sundries

l Wrlte rot- n. TIRES. lumps. wheels. parts “a

nu plies at. lull/‘usual )Y'HYI,

' 0 not buy a bicycle. tires or Inndr'lel until you

'fl'lte Ind lenrnwrrvvndrq/ul nnuajfrrr, low prlcr-s Ind

llborll turns. A postal brings everything. M'n‘l: mm‘.

MEAD CYCLE CO. DEPT. L-2l6, CHICAGO

As‘, i E

DESIGN

Inrrst your lparo time. I
Learn card and sign writing. Ind I

I'Ut'llllfl. Big growth or IdYErY-iiln' nukes eon

llAhL lll'lllfllltl for my graduates. l more then- ls

n my; field. Earn a good snlnry or Itnrtln buslnou.

Earn while you learn. Commute—learn to letter.

it. will help you. (‘nurse eel! paying. Work easy.

plemnut. I PERSONALLY correct nll lawns.

W rite for free hmltlt-t, tertimonlnll, etc. ‘USING

SCHOOL 0|?’ LETTERING AND DESIGN, 155 Union Bllltllll"

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

Claxton, DI).

Another fine story of the

Canadian police

 

By Emerson Hough

In APRIL SUNSET
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For REAL Bicycle joy—
 

OU have only tan‘ed of real bicycle at any speed from 4 to 20 miles an hour.

joy until you own a SMITH MOTOR There is no jarring vibration, no grease

WHEEL. or dirt. Special riding

MOtorwhee 1 ing 0 Motor togs are unnecessary.

gives bicycling a fresh w Up to 125 miles of
Charm—the eXhilara- DETACl-IABLEheel new pleasure and

tionand ease of power- “get-about” service are

riding. A sturdy, willing motor, which yours from one gallon of gasoline.

attaches in five minutes to any coaster

brake bicycle, responds to the gentle

touch of a handy lever; and in a twinkling

your “mount" is a thing of life. Your Your dealer will demonstrate. Or write

pedals are footrests, after two easy turns. f0!‘ 0111‘ book “M0t0YWheefing-"

Then the pulsing motor, obedient to Dealers: A few exclusive territories

Little wonder that there are nearly

10,000 happy motorwheelists now!

your command, sends you magically on are still open. Write for full particulars.

Q»

Motor Wheel Division

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

World's Largest Manufacturers‘of Automobile Parts
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Motoring and Good Roads

 

 

    

Across the Springtime Desert

MovingPictures on theMotor Roads ofthe Great Southwest

“ AM willing to admit,” said the

Little Woman as she gathered up the

remnants of the lunch and secured

the hamper, “that to all intents and

put oses you may be a perfectly good

hus and, even if you aren’t a late model.

But what I require now is for you to pro

duce some of that scenery you were telling

about.” -

\Ve had paused for a wayside lunch be

side an enthusiastic brook at the Colorado

end of the Raton Pass; consequently I

confidently answered:

“Woman, anyone would believe to hear

you talk that I had scenery concealed up

  

‘a; J"

~ __'Y_’_"'|

By J. Constantine Hillman

my sleeves. Just about how much scen

ery would be re uired to fill your system ?"

“\Vell, consi ering how patient 1 have

been,” she replied, "about enough to take

my breath away would do to begin with.”

"Rather a large portion for one per

son," was my comment, “but it doesn't

require any more for two,” and we pro—

ceeded on our way.

\Vithout any preliminaries the road

made a big sweep to the tight, and began

ascending. It was convict-built and

:i¢¢i“&lf_'l"- '

._ 7''‘?,us

secure, and we had worlds of power under

our hood. Part way up we passed a sign,

“Colorado—New Mexico State Line,” and

kept on climbing. It wasn’t really steep.

but it was continuous and presently we

sailed up to the crest of the pass, made a

big swoop out around a commanding

promontory and, without a word, shut oft

the power.

I looked at the Little Woman to see

how her breath was getting on, but she

didn’t waste any of it on me at that junc

ture. She was all eyes. About a mile

below us and almost under our feet was

the town of Raton, while to the east,

  

On the Rim of the Grand Canyon of Arizona

“We suddenly found ourselves in the presence of Personified Silence.

particular one was having a perfect orgy.

Every faculty was fused into the sense of sight, and that

Scarcely breathing, we wondered if it might not all vanish

should we even whisper, and it was a long time before we put it to the test”
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WENTQDN $112K

  

Most Beautiful Car

And As Good As It Looks

Two SIZES

as - - - - $2285

48 - - - - $3500

Complete inlormntion

on request.

We submit individual

deliine an approval.

OST automobiles are mere utilities—like ferry boats.

They are built to carry passengers: they lack the fine

qualities that go to make life delightful—beautifully

balanced proportions, pleasant color harmonies, smart leathers

and fabrics, scrupulously correct finishing details, and thoro

provision for bodily comfort. These essentials belong not to

ferry boats, but to private yachts; not to ordinary automobiles,

but to the personal cars of real individuals.

Declared at every 1916 motor show to be the most beautiful

car in the world, the Winton Six is as splendid in its mechanical

excellence as in its visible charm. Its goodness is inbred.

And, best of all, you can have on your Winton Six precisely

the Lady you want, finished exactly as you most desire.

Because of our purposely limited output, the Winton Six is

an exclusive car. For the same reason, we suggest that you

let us have your personal specifications now, so that we can

make delivery to you on the very day you expect it.

The Winton Company

110 Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Pacific Coast Branches: San Francisco, 1250 Van Ness Ave.; Los Angeles, 1225-1231

South Flower St.; Seattle, 1000-1006 Pike St.; Portland. 23rd and Washington Sts.;

Vancouver, B. C., 1112 Seymour St.
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Type of desert road on the Southern National Highway between Yuma and Phoenix,

Arizona. Yuma county and the state of Arizona are spending large sums to put this

route into shape for continuous motor traflic both winter and summer. It connects with

the famous Apache Trail between Globe and Phoenix via the Roosevelt dam

south and west, basking in the spring

sunshine, lay the state of New Mexico,

fairly challenging the motorist to come on

down and get acquainted.

All the way down the steep and winding

descent we were continually stopping to

enjoy the wide range of views, and pres

ently arrived in the town of Raton, which

snuggles up against the mountains at the

foot of the pass, and here all our wants

were well supplied.

HE following morning we were early

on our way. The road led right out

into the open country. It was one of

those soft, mysterious mornings full of

the quickening influences of sprin . It

was in the earth, in the profusion 0 wild

flowers that bordered the road, in every

breath we drew and even seemed to be

in the vitals of the car that seemed

to pour itself along the road, more

like the motion of a liquid than a solid

force. The road pushed confidently on

ward into the great open landscape until,

without waming, it dipped down into a

lane bordered on both sides by tall trees.

Over to the left we came upon the sort of

rambling ranch house often painted in

words but all too seldom seen. It was an

ideal in composition, setting and atmos

here. Just beyond lay the station of

Vatrous, where oil and asoline were
obtainable, and twenty milies farther on

found our tires rolling on the real streets

of a live town, Las Vegas.

The following morning we left Las

Vegas and swept out into a country that

had made up its mind to rise in the world,

no matter at what cost to motorists.

Presently we entered a region of dwarfed

trees through which our road disappeared

—and reappeared in all sorts of ‘unex

pected places. Every now and again, by

way of variety, our way led past pictur

esque collections of adobe houses, cor

niced with loops of brilliant red and green

peppers. Far ahead arose the bold out

lines of Starvation Peak, dominating the

view for miles. At Fulton Station there

was no store but at Rowe there was, and

we enjoyed our roadside lunch among the

queer twisted trees of that section.

Shortly after resuming our journey we

saw off to the left the ruins of the old

Pocos Mission, dating from the earliest

days of the Spanish colonies in the South

west. During the afternoon many clouds

had athere , somewhat obscuring the

sun, ut as we progressed we saw far

ahead all the sun’s rays concentrated

upon what appeared to be a re roduction

0 one of the old cities of the oly Land.

It did not vanish, as we half expected

when we drew near, and presently we

were rolling down its streets. We had

arrived in the old city of Santa Fe. It

was so quaint, so foreign and so filled

with mystery that we decided while we

were in it to also be of it. Accordingly

we put up for the night in a rambling

adobe house, every room of which, in

cluding the bathroom, had a fireplace.

In this old city with the fascinating

foreign flavor we lingered until late the

following day, starting off across a long

upland that stretched away for some

twenty odd miles. Of a sudden we found

ourselves gazing into space from the

brink of a great rocky rampart that ex

tended away to the west far as the eye

could reach. We were on the summit of

the famous La Bajada Grade, which

winds back and forth like a whip lash

down the rocky face of this enormous

barrier. L'ndiscouraged, the road starts

off across another great section of land

scape toward a range of far-away hills,

in one of which appeared an enormously

deep and very narrow notch, the details

of which puzzled us considerably until

we drew near and found it was man-made.

It is ‘up-grade, approached from either

direction, and only wide enough for one

car. \Ve were nearly through it when a

magnificent wild steer entered. with a

bellow, from the opposite direction.

Some distance behind him were two

mounted cowboys. For a moment the

steer gave every indication of charging

down and clearin his path of us, but we

answered his chafienge with a blast from

our horn, which, in that narrow space,

was so appalling that the steer changed

his mind, wheeled and fled back across

the rocky hillsides, as surefooted as any

mountain gFat, with both the herders in

pursuit. hey certainly must have

lessed us for appearing in that spot at

that instant when they thought they had

him safely through.

Mid-afternoon found us within the

limits of Albuquerque. Here the traveler

finds excellent hotel, garage and tire ser

vice.

THERE are two routes leading to

Socorro from Albuquerque, the Mesa

route which is not signposted, but is

fairly good going, and the river road,

which is signposted but sandy. We chose

the former route. After crossing the

main line of the Santa Fe railway we

started off across a mesa of immense pro

portions, the road running parallel with

:1 range of mountains which towered on

our left. It was an easy road to lose, and

more than once we were obliged to apply

to passing cowboys for the proper direc

tions. Further on we found ourselves

winding along on the apex of a skyline

drive, descending a sharp grade full of

hairpin turns, crossed the Rio Grande
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Main Motor Highways of the Southwest

The heavy black line indicates the route followed by Mr. Hillman. The Southern

National Highway from San Diego to the Atlantic goes via Yuma and Tucson or Phoenix

Various connections with the National Old Trails route are

The Southern Highway is becoming very popular for winter and

ous-vs:

“Aea or ‘1'5"
‘.__.-_-_.

and Globe to El Paso.

indicated on the map.

early spring transcontinental tours
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Each purchaser of a Hupmobile

receives, wilhoul extra cost, a book

of coupons, good for 50 hour: of

service-labor on his car a! any Hup

mobile service station. Oflheu there

are now approximately 3300 on

main-traveled roads, and Hupmobile

service is available in all parts of

the Um'kd States and Canada.

    

HE Hupmobile—with its

clean, simple, powerful, four

cylinder motor—furnishes all

 

 

 

the elements most desired in

motor car performance:—

Rapidity of pick-up, flexibility, and

pulling power on high gear; smooth

ness, silence, and absence of vibration

at any speed.

These characteristics, and its consistent

economy, explain "Why old owners

remain steadfastly loyal, and why the

Hupmobile market is steadily widening

among those seeking a quality car.

Let us prove that we are justified in

our belief that “the Hupmobile is the

best car of its class in the world.”

Hupp Motor Car Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

75' min‘ yamriar

Fi‘T'Pl‘ll'" I" T0" rill; Cl! "M3 Twwpnsrnlrer llrmdwer .1085 Sevnrpwengrr Touring (‘\1 mm

"Ir-‘MIMI T'whw (‘M 1m Year-‘Round 0mm- nut. Price‘ F, 0. 3.. Detroit

I’nnjir (‘will Durn'flnhrr

Tvrlk‘hrll Motor Car Cm. Spokane. Wuh. Wm. E. Patten Motor Co‘. Scuttle, Wuh.

Linz-Snnhnru 00., San Frlumwo. (‘11. Gmr-Kobblnl Company, 1401 Angela. (‘Al

Dnlmqr-Ilnlry Auto 00., Portland. Ore.

(‘unrnsy Fuur—Safnyflvr Ol/ur: in Mirroring

m afar Cd!‘JOIN!“
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You can transform bad roads into good roads and

make good roads better, as far as riding comfort is

concerned, by equipping your automobile with the

‘Hariforaf

SHOCK ABSORBER

Working harmoniously with the automobile’s springs,

1t curbs every tendency toward violence when rough

roads are traversed; it absorbs the little jolts and jars

-Q~_

incident to travel over

moderately rough roads;

it assimilates the minute

but disagreeable vibra

tion that often attends

smooth road riding.

The Hartford mak e s

an automobile ride

undulatingly over every

kind of roads. A real

shock absorber which

<9*3‘WW1".‘amazes8Qt

  

absorbs all shocks, large and small, which actually

Automobile Man

uhtturcro are now

ullng the finest

spring: that an

be made. If you

want more com

lort. you must use

llartlord Shock

b

.omwaamaeatwoamseewateew

Makes

Every Road

a Boulevard

 

‘9mere3'5flfltfifii3!it?6'!

"7t sass nits in:

Write for our “COMFORT CHART.” It tells how to make your particu

lar make, year and model of car truly comfortable. Free upon request.

Executive Offices and Works:

HARTFORD SUSPENSION C0., 171 MorganSt.,.lersey City, N. .l.
E. V. HARTFORD. Presldent

Maker: of the Hartford Shock Absorber, Hartford Cushion Spring,

E. l . Hartford Electric Brake, Hart/uni Aulu Jack. Hartford Bumper.

Pacific Coast Diolrl'butorl:

CHANSLOR & LYON COMPANY

omom..oeamomeon

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, OAKLAND, FRESNO, PORTLAND, SEATTLE, SPOKANE

‘Formerly Tmfluall-Hartford.

 
l river on an iron bridge and found our

l selves in the plaza at Socorro. Continu

ing, our upward road charged full tilt

toward a range of abrupt mountains, and,

without hesitation, began surmounting

them by way of the Blue Canyon Grade.

, Midway up we encountered a very small

boy on a very large horse, herding a flock

of goats. In an Instant the flock sort of

exploded. Every goat remembered an

important engagement elsewhere, and for

the next half hour I helped chase those

woolly will-o'-the-wisps over the rocks

until the little herd was again reas—

sembled. Late that afternoon we rolled

into Magdalena.

From Magdalena the road leads out

into a country that no one seems to want

badly enough to live in, but it is mighty

attractive to pass through after the great

plains as it leads up through hillsides

covered with tall timber. 'lhe wander

ings of our road now demanded all our

attention as it wound and twisted higher

and higher, until we found ourselves on

the summit of the Continental Divide, at

an elevation of considerably over 8000

feet. Some distance further on we made

out a signboard, tucked away in a fence

comer, bearing the inscription “New

Mexico-Arizona State Line." We had

reached the heart of the Great Southwest,

the land of age and mystery. We had

also reached a section of exceedingly

rough and rocky roads, demanding the

utmost caution if one would not join the

great number of disabled cars that we

continuall passed. The road was well

defined. Ve had power and to spare but

common humanity to our engines forbid

our letting her out. That particular

stretch of rough going terminated in a

steep descent into the town of Springer

ville, where we were perfectly willing to

call it a day's work.

At this point the westward trails

diverge, one going to Phoenix, by way of

Fort Apache, the other to the Grand

Canyon, via Flagstaff. Having traversed

the Apache Trail before, we chose the

latter route, and the following momin

made an early start for the Petrifie

Forest. It was well we carried provisions

and water; for upon our arrival we found

no habitation of any sort in sight, nor

was there a human bein , bird, beast, not

even a bug. The Litte Woman and l

were the only signs of life and the place

was all our own. We gathered innumer

able specimens, and compared them,

filled our pockets, and then our hats—

just like two children. We tried to con
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jure up the Forest in its Woodpecker

days and left that wonderful locality with

genuine regret.

lust before reaching Holbrook we

struck a section of deep sand in the

Puerco wash. Then we pushed out into

a generous landscape and crossed several

well-bridged gorges which appeared sud

denly in our path and dro ped out of

sight behind us as if they ha never been.

“inslow proved a good stopping place

for the night.

THE following morning we left the

main road and followed a branch

leading to the rim of what is locally called

the Meteor Crater. Here we gazed into a

depression, enormously deep and a full

mile across, and tried to imagine how

many seconds old Father Time counted

over the earth before it recovered
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WHITE TRUCKS

PREDOMINATE in this

Country TWO to ONE
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HE truck 'users of this country purchase each year twice as many

White Trucks as trucks of any other make. This predominance . ‘

is not confined to a few localities or special lines of business. It is 1%,5

  

  
nation wide, among all classes of users, from retail butchers to f

the great packers, from small municipalities to the United States 5;

Government, from low! Oil disttibuters to the chief refining companies,from small retail merchants to the big department stores. A significantfeature of White Truck distribution is the high percentage of multiple a’;

and repeat purchases by concerns whose transportation experts knowexactly what a given truck is worth.i I ,l

STABILITY OF SERVICE AND PERMANENCE

OF ORGANIZATION

Large output warrants a degree of service to White owners which

no lesser distribution can support. It insures also a stability and per

manence of organization on which owners can confidently rely 11 no

inconsiderable asset in these days of elimination and consolidation in

the motor industry. The purchase of a White Truck is an investment

with high net earning power behind it and with permanence, both of

m~.‘=.sv,'4‘M91;4'r4'_(..l__-;w.‘:.3%‘;,,'""4“:1um“

.:25.‘
-,

 

 

 

 

truck value and of White Company servlce.

Some of the Larger Users, Owning 1 5 or more White Trucks

8. Alumni l Comply - . . . . . . . . 67 Mandel Brolhcn . . . . . . . . . . . l7

Armour 8 Company . . . - . . . . . . 94 National Cukel Company . . . . . . . . l’

Mm: Bell Tekphonl cum . . . . . as New York Bond of F- Undcrvrilcn . . . . . ll

Alllnlic Ice At Con-l Corponu'ou . . . . . . I! Oppcnhcim. Collin I mpnny . . . . . . 2|

Alluuk mini»; Compcny . . . . . . . . 91 Funk Fume!“ Can-my - - - - - - - . :6

City of mm . . . . . . . . . . is Can of Pittsburgh . . . . . . . . . . 1;

Bo“: a Buhl, Inc. . - - . . . . - . . 1’ Tht Rounbnum Company . . - . . - - - ,4

City 0! Boston . . . l . . . . . - . 1’ Schulz: 81km‘ Company . . . . . . . . 2|

Ciry 010mm . . . . . . . . . . M w. a J. SID-M . . . . . . . . . . n

Clevelnnd~Akrvn Bu Con-99hr - - - - - - - 19 swam: on Compllly of Qlifornil . . . . . as

;<‘ co“ Col- MI"! CW'WM' ‘ - - - ~ - - 4° Standard on Company of ham- . . . . . . n‘

Iii-i Efifilmma an“; ‘ - - ‘ : :3 MM 0;“ (‘my d ~=.- M - - - - -"7’ B. F. Goodrich Company . . . I I l l . 17 sum 0“ 0mm’ °f 0"” ' ' ' ' - ~ - 1'

" Gulf mam.‘ Company . . . . . . . . . m 5"" and“? - ' ' - - - - - - - - 19

Joneph Home Comp—ny , . _ _ , _ _ _ ‘1 Supreme Bdrm‘ Company I . l . . . . . . . 2!

“MM” 5mm, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ' _ 44 UM on Cnmpnny of Qlflnmu . . . . . . zz

Klulmlnn a a." Compnny . i . . . . . . 4a Uni-rd Sum Gown-mum Pm 06“ Depmmm . . :00

Los Angeles Brewing Complny . . . . . . . I, Ward Baking Company - . . . . . l . . z;

The Above 37 Owners Operate a Total of 1 596 White Trucks

'1 ‘he WHITE COMPANY

 

CLEVELAND
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More Than 25

Automobile Manufacturers

in Detroit use FEDERAL Motor Trucks in the every day

hauling of their raw material, unfinished cars, etc.

which is significant in that it places the stamp of approval

of the mechanical experts of America on FEDERALS as

economical, dependable. efficient performers.

For YOU also FEDERALS should be eminently successful

business builders. They will open up new territory for you,

widen your field of trade, enlarge your sphere of action and

their operating and upkeep cost is extremely low.

YourTransportation

The splendid service given by FEDERAL trucks is backed

by the service facilities which we, as FEDERAL distributors,

are prepared to offer. in case of accident or any difficulty, we

are equipped to render immediate service. We would also be

glad to aid you in finding the best style truck to meet your

requirements.

There are three FEDERAL models, 1% ton, 2 ton, and 3%

ton, all equipped with the genuine Timken David Brown worm

gear axle.

All models made in various wheelbases to suit your particular

transportation needs.

We have on file booklets containing full FEDERAL data and

specifications in the ltalian, French, German and Spanish

languages.

‘Phone, write or call

ThePacific KisselKarBranch

Distributors of FEDERAL I ]§, 2 and 3% Ton Motor Trucks.

Geary at Van Ness Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO

  

SAN DIEGO OAKLAND PASADENA LOSANGELES

 

 

 

 

25° For lubricating

,_ and polishing

2; around home or afield

In the New

Perfection

Packer

Pack-‘e

i; . matchlels eomblnntion.

Sportsmen have known it [or

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

10c. and .ZSc. Send us the name

oi a live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

[or sportsmen and we will send

you a dandy, handy new can

(screw to and screw tip) cun

laining Jr ounces Postpaid ior

15 sum.

, Wailirrliewlledfordjass

  

AT. MAY Z'PIQIL

This class is the Univ mmfortahir (angle and efilcirnt

eye protector mule. Without rims, hinged at the cvmr-r,

It ll nut and inconspicuous, fits contour of the face Ind

mm. absolutely unohILruru-d Vision.

I" he procured from any nptirian. motor supply house

or ipnrtim: goods drnlcr. ll your dealer hasn't them.

write us. Over 40.000 now in nu.

F. A. HARDY & C0. Department Z. Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

  

sufficiently from the impact to continue on

its way. Six or seven miles further on we

crossed a bridge over the deep and m rs

terious Canyon Diablo, shortly after

which our road led into tall timber, wh ch

accompanied us all the way into Flig

staif. Leaving this oint our way led off

to the north through miles and miles of

timber backed up by lofty mountaiis,

and among these we wound until we

reached a rustic hotel. A bit further on

at Grand View Point the road led rig ht

out to the rim of the Grand Canyon, and

we suddenly found ourselves in the pr :5

ence of personified Silence. There was

no necessity for smelling, tasting or touch

ing, nor was there anything to hear.

Every faculty was fused into the sense of

sight, and that particular one was having

a perfect or y.

Scarcely reathing, we wondered if it

might not all vanish, should we e\en

whisper, and It was a long time before we

put it to the test. We crept away from

the Great Presence, until the road ‘led

back into the timber, and a dozen miles

further on we pulled up at El Tovar.

where the hand of man has created a

charming shelter.

Our days at the canyon passed as days

have a habit of doing. There were morn—

ings when l strode forth down the Bright

Angel Trail and the Little Woman wel

comed my remains in the late afternoon:

days of tramps to the many points of

interest all along the rim of the can run.

and days of just watching the sha ows

play their erfect parts in this most won

derful of al theatres.

At Ash Fork the main line of the Santa

Fe railroad was very much in evidence,

first on one side of us and then on the

other, and we continually found our

selves being paced by long vestibuled

trains. It is well not to depend too much

upon the names of some of the stations

in this neighborhood. For instance,

Peach Springs sounds like real possibili

ties but it turned out to consist of an

Indian agent and good water. Late that

afternoon the town of Kingman appeared

before us. Here we found an atmosphere

of suppressed excitement that sooner or

later gets into one's very blood. The

gold mining fever was abroad in the land

and from all directions a stampede was

converging toward Gold Roads and

()atman.

CCORDINGLY the followin morn

ing we fairly flew out of ingman

over an excellent road. Everything that

could turn a wheel was going our way, all

loaded to the fenders. Across the great

levels of the Sacramento valley we

slipped along like beads on a string.

Directly ahead towered Pilot Peak.

Presently we slipped around its flanks

and found ourselves climbing a long, stiff

grade, all gear work to the summit, from

which point there is a down grade hewn

in the rocky mountain sides that makes

the hair rise clear to the na of one'sneck. We emerged in Gold lifoads, the

streets swarming with men. The eccen

tric road led on, around and over all sorts

of nature's obstructions and swung to the

left into Oatman.

Here the streets were practically im

passable. so filled they were with excited

men. The place fairly pulsed with mag

nctism. The lust for gold was in the air

and on all sides preparations were under
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What Standardization Means

  

to Automobile Buyers

Rayntitq Fabrikoid

top material, single or

double texture. is guaran

teed one year against

leaking. but built to last

the life of the car.

CraftlmanFabrl'hol'd.

the artistic and durable

upholstery material for

furniture and home

decoration. is sold by the

yard in leading depart

ment stores.

  

T means VALUE—the utmost in efficiency

per dollar of cost. Just to the extent that a

car is standardized does the buyer's dollar

approach the maximum of purchasing power.

Standardization means definite, proved quality,

known manufacturing costs and reduced selling

costs.

Of the million autos that will be sold in 1916,

75% will be standardized cars selling for less than

$1000.00 each. This remarkable American

achievement is the result of standardizing motors,

starters, carburetors, speedometers, ignition and

lighting systems, transmissions, difierentials, tires,

wheels, axles, rims, bearings, etc.

Finally the upholstery has been standardized by the

almost universal adoption of

was»
lama—v.01

MOTOR QUALITY

40% of all 1915 cars sold were upholstered in this proved,

guaranteed material, and in 1916 the total will be nearly

60%.

Fabrikoid is the only standardized automobile uphol

stery. It wears better than coated splits (commonly sold as

“genuine leather") and has the artistic appearance and

luxurious comfort of the best leather.

To get the most for your money, buy a standardized car.

Du Pont Fabrikoid Company

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

works It Newbnrgh, N. Y.

Canadian Factory and Sales Office, Toronto
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way to take it from the ston I earth. We

shot out of the lower end 0ft at town and

headed for the Colorado river.

Now the conditions were all reversed.

It was practically all down hill for us:

every moving thing was headed toward

Oatman, and this condition continued all

the way to the bank of the river, where

we presently found ourselves honking

our requirements across the wide, swift

stream to the ferryman.

From the west bank of the Colorado

river across the desert to the snow-tipped

wall of the San Bernardino range, through

El Cajon ass into the orange belt of

southern galifomia the route is well

marked and extensively traveled.

F I were comin across the continent

and had ‘never efore seen the desert

in springtime, I would follow the A ache ,

Trail from S ringerville sout west

through the San arlos reservation where

Geronimo died, via Fort Apache to Globe,

the copper camp, thence over the splendid

mountain road to the Roosevelt dam in

the Tonto Basin and to Phoenix in the

green Salt River valley, crossing the Col

orado at Yuma with San Diego as the

western terminus of the i hway.

Between Phoenix and uma two large

gangs of convi'cts are working industri

ously on the hi hway and Yuma county

is spending halFa million dollars improv

in the transcontinental motor road.

he wild-flowers in the Arizona desert

in springtime, beginning late in March

and lasting six weeks, constitute one of

the world's incredible marvels. In Au us:

these burnt ranges of scorched cinna ar.

sienna and ochre, these seared grayish

yellow slo es are the glowing ash pit of

creation, t e slag ile of the satanic ovens

under a sky which, at night, is like unto

purple velvet, low hanging and studded

with luminous yellow jewels. No grass

rows on these slopes and hills. The hot

&ne winds scatter the myriads of seeds.

here they fall they wait on the thin soil

that is free of searchin , twining, choking

rass roots. Undisturged, without rivals

%or the scant nourishment, the seeds lie

and wait for the chill winter rains.

When the clouds disperse and the sun

climbs again toward the zenith, the desert

dons its bridal robe almost overnight.

Out of the moist sand the wild-flowers

spring in a hundred hues, lift their soft

petals to the sun in such masses that no

man who has not seen the transformation

with his own eyes will believe in the

reality ofthe miracle. It seems impossible

that this desolate re ion of sand and rock

and spiny, leafless pfiants should roduce

every spring more varieties of wi d-fiow

ers in far greater abundance than any

other spot in the United States, yet this

is a well authenticated fact. Even the

golden poppy erroneously claimed by

California as its very own may be found

in greater profusion in southern Arizona

than in the Golden State. Hundreds of

square miles are speckled with the glow

ing orange cups so that a faint golden

haze seems to have been spun even into

the lilac shadows of the distant hills . . .

I admire the calm, impersonal eace of

the desert in summer; I love its sofi charm

in the cloud-speckled sunshine of sprin .

It is worth going to see and feel throng

mud and soapy caliche and swollen creeks

if there be within you a chord that will

respond to the voice of the lonely places.
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p big milea'el”

As your mileage mounts higher and higheri7,000, 8,000,

|0,000 and even 20,000 miles in many cases—you will

more fully appreciate our slogan, "No road too Savage for

Savage Tires."

 

And Savage Tires cost less than most of the so-called

standard makes. You buy them direct from factory

through employed distributors. The middleman's usual

profit is saved and we give it to you in higher quality—

extra miles. Adjustments are made on the basis of 4,500

miles.

It is easy to obtain Savage Tires. You can buy them of

Distributors near you or mail your order to our nearest

sales branch. Either way, the price is the same.

Ask for the address of a Distributor near you and for our

interesting Tire Book No. 137. It describes Savage Tires

and Grafinite Tubes and explains our money-saving sales

54V465
TIRES

THE SAVAGE TIRE COMPANY

‘ SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

BRANCH STORES

San Francisco Los Angeles San Diego

"25-27-29 Van Ness Ave. 700 W. 7th Street 936 2nd Street
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Springtime

in

Poppyland

Doesn't it appeal to you

—~-this land of living

color, with its Missions,

its throngs of happy

children. its hospitable

hotels, its outdoor de

lights?

California in M a r c h

means the triumphant

conquest of S p r i n g—

s u n n y beaches. green

hills, trees and flowers in

full bloom, great masses

of golden poppies. with

their irresistible invita

tion to the fields and the

woods.

 

Here one may speed over

superb automobile roads

—the most wonderful

highway s y s t e m in

America—or play golf, or

tennis. or polo; or one

may fish or swim or in

dulge any whim for pas

time.

Always there is the glad

hand and the open heart.

Always there is comfort

and good cheer. Do you

love sunshine, flowers,

w a r m t h, outdoor de

lights? Here every mo

ment can be turned into

golden memories.

At San Diego the beauti

f u 1 Panama - California

Exposition is in f u l 1

swing for another year,

affording an opportunity

to those belated Ameri

cans who missed the l9l 5

Expositions to see some

thing of them now.
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Follow

the Padres‘

Path

in no other section of the

United States have the

wants of the tourist been

m o r e carefully antici

pated than in California.

The resorts and hotels

pictured on these pages

have helped to make Cal

ifornia famous. T h e y

are as fine as any in the

world and are noted for

that hospitality which

has characterized Cali

fornia hotels since the

original hostelries, the

M is s i o n s themselves.

These hotels and resorts

and their managers are

known to and fully en

dorsed by Sunset Maga

zi e.

 

 

if you or your friends

are interested, we would

like to help you obtain

full information about

them. Our Service Bu—

reau is thoroughly

equipped to furnish liter

ature and information

about anything pertain

ing to the country west

of the Rockies, make up

itineraries. etc. It you

are planning a trip to the

Pacific Coast you should

have literature describ

ing these famous hos

telries and arrange to

make your journey

through wonderful

Californiacomiortable

and complete. Just

address any of the

hotels included in

these pages, or Sunset

Magazine. San Fran

cisco, California.
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THE CUWN

Created by Lady Dufl

Gordon ("Lucile ”)

especially for this pro

tluclion. Miss Mayo

appears each week in

new “Lucile” gowns.

THE GIRL

Winsome Edna Mayo,

the popular Essanay

star, as she appears

in The Strange Case

of Mary Page.

  

Fashion Is Following—

The Strange Case of

MARY PAGE
By FREDERICK LEWIS
lU'I'NOR OF "WHAT HAPPENED TO MARY"

  

  

Watch for Mistress Fashion! She’s taken a new route! She's step ing

out of the Films! There’s only one film production by which Fas ion

could come—it’s The Strange Case of Mary Page.

  

The gowns worn by Edna Mayo, in her portrayal of Mary Page, are

especially created by Lady Duff-Gordon (” ucile"). You can see them
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Dusting the

Yellow Throne

(Canlinucdfrom page 27)

CT the important fact is that the

republican form of ovemment was

an incident of the perio of change and

neither the cause nor the result. The

revolt against the Manchus and the many

movements for reform would have come

if the republican idea had never been

heard of. Of the 400 million residents of

China, probably ten per cent really knew

what was going on. These embrace the

litterati and the gentry, that is, scholars

and landowners. Of these classes a small

number of the southerners favored the

republican idea. That they were ardently

in favor of it there can be no doubt. I

attended the first republican convention

ever held in China. One of the orators

was a young student who spoke at length

of the wonderful things his count -' would

accomplish under republican riile. He

mentioned Washington, Jefferson and

Lincoln. At the end of his address he

seized a knife, cut off the end of his little

finger and with the blood which flowed

from the wound wrote on the wall the

Chinese character for Republic. All

semblance of Oriental reserve vanished

in the applause which followed. He was

one of thousands.

But there were man others who did

not believe that a repu lic was anything

to cut one’s finger about. They accepted

it because they were willing to accept any

thing to rid themselves of the Manchus

and the republic was the only thing

offered. Then there remained the sub

merged nine-tenths, peasants and labor

ers, men to whom the difference between

a republic and a monarchy is like the

difference between the shoulder of a

snake and the hip of an eel. To them the

dramatic and remarkable events of the

past few years have simply meant that

the Manchu Emperor has been dethroned

and that Yuan has taken his place. It

is safe to assume that the change is quite

satisfactory to them, except in so far as

their dissatisfaction has been or will be

stimulated by offers of strin s of sound

brass cash to carry a rebel ri e. The in

difference of the mass of Chinese people

to the form of ovemment under which

they live may e explained in part by

mental lethargy and ignorance, but it is

also due in part to the fact that the Chi

nese are the least governed of all people.

Except for the payment of taxes, the

average Chinese might live a lifetime

without ever coming in contact with any

law or regulation except those approved

and enforced by his own clan. It is quite

natural that he should be indifferent to a

government which has had nothing to do

with him and with which he has had noth

ing to do. With nine-tenths of China

indifferent, it is absurdly wrong to assume

that all China rejoiced at the establish

ment of the re ublic or that all China isshaken by its diownfall.

HE establishment of the re ublic

brought the progressive sour and

the conservative north into harmony.

The south, led by Canton, wanted a re

public. To this the north assented,
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insisting only that Yuan be president.

l here were several love feasts and formal

 

funerals of old grudges and the Cantonese ‘

took prominent places in the councils of

Yuan.

the Chinese population of America is

drawn, are the Irish of China, nimble

witted, lausible, turbulent and rebel

lious. hey have always been jealous of

the power of Peking, which is distant a

thousand miles, and have always been in

a state of potential if not actual revolt.

The provincial spirit found in all parts of

China is accentuated and magnified in

Canton, for the Cantonese have more than

their share of sectional conceit. At the

beginning of Yuan's rule the Cantonese

were working in apparent harmony with

Peking. They had wanted a republican

form of overnment and now they had it,

with a ig representation in the newly

formed parliament. The rest of China

sat back to see what the Cantonese would

do with this new form of government.

The new parliament had barely been

organized when the rebellious spirit of

the Cantonese broke out in movements

against President Yuan. In a short time

a clandestine fight became an open one

and the chief opponents of the first repub

lican administration of China were the

republicans themselves, while the su

porters of the Chief Magistrate were t e

conservative northerners who in their

hearts wanted a return to the monarchy.

Yuan countered Cantonese opposition by

dissolving parliament and thereafter,

step by step, with the precision and

smoothness of a well rehearsed drama,

events have followed the net results of

which have been to concentrate all power

in the hands of the president. Control

of the provincial military forces was taken

away from the'provincial governors and

again centered in Peking. When Yuan i

disbanded the troo s which had been

raised for the repub ican revolution, the

southern troops were first paid off and .

disarmed, while the northern forces on

whose loyalt Yuan could rely have been ‘

kept up to ull strength. Naturally the

breach between Yuan and the republi

cans widened until Huang Hsin , and

Sun Yat Sen and other republican eaders

who had been given their choice of posi

tions under the Yuan government, dis

avowed their allegiance to his adminis

tration and started a revolution. Since

that time the republicans have been

openly hostile to his administration and

those who have remained loyal have con

stantly urged a return to the monarchial

form of government.

Because so man people assumed that

the republic was the cause of progress in

China, there is a natural tendency to be

lieve that a reversion to a monarch

means an abandonment of progress. Pi

cannot be too strongly emphasized that

the sound progressive movement of

China, a movement which has been under

way for more than a quarter of a century,

was independent of the republican idea.

In the history of China it will be set down

as the incident of a moment, a new mani

festation of the many freak and chaotic

governments under which China has lived

during the interregnums which separated

old from new dynasties. From the Chi

nese point of view it has served its pur

pose and served it well. It enabled China,

during the interregnum, to secure the

recognition of foreign governments and

 

The Cantonese, from whom all ,
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The Wonderful Mission

of the lntemal Bath

By c. o. PERCIVAL, M. D.

thousand Americans are at the present

time seeking freedom from small, as well

as serious ailments, by the practice of Internal

Bathing?

Do you know that hosts of enlightened

physicians all over the country, as well as

Osteopaths, physical culturists, etc., etc., are

recommending and recognizing this practice

as the most likely way now known to secure

and preserve perfect health?

There are the best of logical reasons for

this practice and these opinions, and these

reasons will be very interesting to everyone.

In the first place, every physician realizes

and agrees that ninety-five per cent of human

illness is caused directly or indirectly by

accumulated waste in the colon; this is bound

to accumulate, because we of to-day neither

eat the kind of food not take the amount of

exercise which Nature demands in order that

she may thoroughly eliminate the waste un

aided—

That's the reason when you are ill the

physician always gives you something to

remove this accumulation of waste before com

mencing to treat your specific trouble.

It's ten to one that no specific trouble

would have developed if there were no ac

cumulation of waste in the colon——

And that‘s the reason that the famous

Professor Metchnikoff, one of the world's

greatest scientists, has boldly and specifically

stated that if our colons were taken away in

infancy, the length of our lives would be

increased to probably one hundred and fifty

years.

You see, this waste is extremely poisonous,

and as the blood flows through the walls of

the colon it absorbs the poisons and carries

them through the circulation—that’s what

causes Auto-Intoxication, with all its per

niciously enervating and weakening results.

These pull down our powers of resistance and

render us subject to almost any serious com

plaint which may be prevalent at the time.

And the worst feature of it is that there are

few of us who really know when we are Auto

Intoxicated.

But you never can be Auto-Intoxicated if

you periodically use the proper kind of an

Internal Bath—that is sure.

It is Nature's own relief and corrector—

just warm water, which, used in the right

way, cleanses the colon thoroughly its entire

length and makes and keeps it sweet, clean,

and pure, as Nature demands it shall be for

the entire system to work properly.

The following enlightening news article is

quoted from the New York Times:

“What may lead to a remarkable advance

in the operative treatment of certain forms

of tuberculosis is said to have been achieved

at Guy’s Hospital. Briefly, the operation of

the removal of the lower intestine has been

applied to cases of tuberculosis, and the re

sults are said to be in every way satisfactory.

"The principle of the treatment is the

removal of the cause of the disease. Recent

researches of Metchnikofi and others have

led doctors to suppose that many conditions

of chronic ill-health, such as nervous debility,

rheumatism, and other disorders, are due to

poisoning set up by unhealthy conditions in

the large intestine, and it has even been sug

DO you know that over three hundred gested that the lowering of the vitality result

ing from such poisoning is favorable to the

development of cancer and tuberculosis.

“At Guy’s Hospital Sir William Arbuthnot

Lane decided on the heroic plan of removing

the diseased organ. A child who appeared

in the final stage of what was believed to be

an incurable form of tubercular joint disease,

was operated on. The lower intestine, with

the exception of nine inches, was removed, and

the portion left was joined to the smaller

intestine.

“The result was astonishing. In a week's

time the internal organs resumed all their

normal functions, and in a few weeks the

patient was apparently in perfect health."

You undoubtedly know, from your own

personal experience, how dull and unfit to

work or think properly, biliousness and many

other apparently simple troubles make you i

feel. And you probably know, too, that these

irregularities, all directly ‘traceable to accu

mulated waste, make you really sick if per

mitted to continue.

You also probably know that the old- '

fashioned method of drugging for these com

plaints, is at best only partially effective; the

doses must be increased if continued, and

finally they cease to be effective at all.

It is true that more drugs are probably

used for this than all other human ills com

bined, which simply goes to prove how uni

versal the trouble caused by accumulated

waste really is—but there is not a doubt that

drugs are being dropped as Internal Bathing

is becoming better knowr—

For it is not possible to conceive, until you

have had the experience yourself, what a

wonderful bracer an Internal Bath really is;

taken at night, you awake in the morning

with a feeling of lightness and buoyancy that

cannot be described—you are absolutely

clean, everything is working in perfect accord,

your appetite is better, your brain is clearer,

and you feel full of vim and confidence for

the day's duties.

There is nothing new about Internal Baths

except the way of administering them. Some

years ago Dr. Chas. A. Tyrrell, of New York,

was so miraculously benefited by faithfully

using the method then in vogue, that he made

Internal Baths his special study and improved

materially in administering the Bath and in

getting the result desired.

This perfected Bath he called the “J. B.

L. Cascade,” and it is the one which has so

quickly popularized and recommended itself

that hundreds of thousands are today using it.

Dr. Tyrrell, in his practice and researches,

discovered many unique and interesting facts

in connection with this subject; these he has

collected in a little book, “The What, the

Why, the Way of Internal Bathing,” which

will be sent free on request if you address

Chas. A. Tyrrell, M.D., 134 West (>5th Street,

New York City, and mention having read this

in SUNSET.

This book tells us facts that we never knew

about ourselves before, and there is no doubt

that every one who has an interest in his or

her own physical well-being, or that of the

family, will be very greatly instructed and

enlightened by reading this carefully prepared

and scientifically correct little book.

 

to float several foreign loans. It main

tained peace and repaired the ravages of

the revolution. But it did not fit the foot.

It made the administration of the coun

try the tool of clan and provincial rival

ties and jealousies, opening up vast op or

tunities for intrigue and rebellion. he

Son of Heaven was above provincial

prejudices, while an elective president

could not be. Early developments showed

that the Cantonese republicans would be

content with nothing less than Cantonese

rule of China and though this might have

been wise, for the Cantonese are the most

progressive of their countrymen, other

parts of China would look on it with as

much disfavor as they would on alien

rule.

The revolution accomplished many

permanent things which will live in the

future, no matter what the fate of the

government may be. The changes are

not dramatic ones. Those who look for a

remaking of China as sudden as that of

Japan will look in vain. That slavish

obedience to their superiors, that docility

of mind which is peculiarly Japanese and

which made the modernization of Ja an

possible, is not found in China. he

Chinese will agree to no reforms or

changes of which they do not personally

approve. They cannot, through one

revolution, or a dozen, be brought to the

political mourners’ bench and sent away

with a com lete change of heart. But

the Chinese ave changed politically. The

old provincial spirit has partially iven

away to a new spirit of nationalism. hat

this spirit is pitifully weak need not dis

hearten anyone who reflects that five

years ago it did not exist at all. Of course

provincial pre'udices have not been for

otten. The upeh men will continue to

jibe their Honan neighbors about their

aversion to baths. The residents of

Kiangsi, from the superior heights of

Shanghai culture, will continue to call the

men of Chekiang “iron headed," iron in

this case being the Chinese equivalent for

bone. But at the same time there is a

sense of national unity vi hich was brought

into being by the revolution and stren th

ened later by Japanese aggressions. he

dragon flag of the monarchy was a Man

chu flag, but the gaud striped flag which

replaced it is, as the ve bars indicate, a

flag of five peoples of China. The Chang,

Ching or Wong of a few years ago took

little interest in what was happening in

Peking. Today they are interested and

the native papers are full of discussions

of political matters. Perhaps the interest

of the Chinese Tom, Dick and Harry is

not always an intelligent interest, but the

old attitude was hopeless and the present

one is full of promise.

THE revolution cleared away one of

the greatest obstacles to reform by

making possible complete changes in

administration. Every ofiice under the

Manchus was encumbered by dozens, if

not hundreds, of ofiicial parasites who

held their places through no otism.

heredity or clan or provincial in uence.

Few governments were ever so hampered

b the dead weight of useless employees.

ail of whom fought reform measures ‘as

the only means of saving their ofiicial

necks. This was not particularly the

fault of the Manchus. It was the natural

result of China's loose system of govern

ment and the three centuries’ tenure of
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gower by a sin le clan. These encum

rances the revolution swept away, vastly

simplifying reforms in administration. In

spite of the turbulence in China of the

past four, ears, the remittance of taxes

to Peking has increased for the very sim

ple reason that there are fewer provincial

and local officials through whose sticky

fingers the stream of tribute flows.

The revolution at once opened oppor

tunities for all the reformers of China who

had previously kept silent either through

the hopelessness of urging reforms on the

court of Pekin or through caution in

spired by the Erequenc with which re

formers 1n the past ha lost their heads.

Nanking had not fallen into the hands of

the republicans before there was a well

organized band ofsulfragettes in Shanghai

and the feminists of Kwangtung province

actually secured the vote and elected sev

eral of their sex to the provincial assem

bly. It may be remarked that this de

notes greater progress than has been made

in Japan, where it is against the law for

any woman to attend a political meeting.

Socialists, anarchists, single taxers and

many other reformers and faddists sprang

into existence and have since continued

their propaganda. If they have accom

plished nothing more they have at least

helped in that reat and necessary task of

arousing the hinese mind to think of

political problems.

In a more practical way, many reforms

have been accom lished. The old tur

baned soldiers wit muzzle-loading rifles,

cotton-padded trousers and felt-soled

shoes have disappeared, along with the

old-fashioned mandarin. The Chinese

army is not yet perfect. It is commonly

said to be equi ped with a half dozen

kinds of rifles. gut before the revolution

it had a dozen kinds. The old-fashioned

mandarin may be found in places, for

there are not enough of the new kind to

go around. The new ones have been

educated in Europe and America and

many of them have the ardor of those of

the Young China party without their

dangerously radical ideas. when I was

last in Canton I found a Chinese school—

mate in,charge of the prisons of the city,

running them as nearly as possible on the

American plan. The vileness of Chinese

prisons is notorious but no prison in

America is an cleaner than this one in

Canton. The beggars of Canton had been

turned into street sweepers and though

the odors still offended Occidental nos

trils it was no longer the foul Canton
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The pavement of modern civilization everywhere, but especially desirable in the vicinity of buildings where quiet is

essential—around Schools, Churches, Courthouses, Hospitals, Hotels. Handsome new Illustrated booklet on request

ASSOCIATION OF CREOSOTING COMPANIES OF THE PACIFIC COAST

Northern Life Bldg. Seattle. U. S. A. 
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which has fi ured in a thousand travelers’

tales. In I'fangchow last winter I found

that even in that city of iron-headed men

the movement for progress was a strong

one. A large part of the city had been

completely cleared of buildings and laid

out in new well-paved streets, as wide

and as well kept as any to be found in an

American city. Changsha, which fifteen

years ago had its gates closed resolutely .

to the foreigner and all his works, now

has an American telephone s 'stem. In

every part of China there has been a new

interest displayed in public works, for

merly looked on as purely the business

of the magistrate, now beginning to be

understood as proper objects of com

munity activity. To the foreigner streets

are still foul, but not so foul as formerly.

There is the same need for roads, but now

it is recognized as a need. All opposition

to the building of railways has disap

peared and provinces which a few years

ago memorialized the throne against the

building of railways now send petitions

askin for them. Foreign schools which

were former] built in spite of the opposi

tion of the C inese are now going up with

the aid of liberal Chinese contributions.

The revolution made possible a free ex

pression of the reform movement which

had hitherto been curbed by reactionary

officials of the old school.

THOSE who look on Yuan’s occupancy

of the throne as the sign of a rever

sion to the old and hopeless state forget

that Yuan, even as an official under the

.\Ianchus, gained great fame as a reform

er. He was the first Chinese oflicial to

engage foreign instructors for the army

and the first to establish a modern system

of Chinese schools. \Vhen he was Viceroy

of Chihli province he outdid the Canton

ese in the adoption of foreign ideas and in

movements for reform which continued

until his dismissal from ofiice. Though

he has always shown a strong dislike for

the radical reformers of the Sun Yat Seri

and Huang I‘Ising type, he has always

surrounded himself with men who had

had foreign training and toda shows a

strong predilection for students who

have been educated in America. In

one of his cabinets a majority of the

ministers and vice-ministers were grad

uates of Yale, and in all of them American

students have been well represented.

China's problems are many and diffi

cult. There would be little hope of their

successful solution so Ion as the admin

istration of Peking remained a prize to

be struggled for by more or less jealous

provinces. The work of reform requires

the undivided attention of a strong man

such as Yuan Shih-Kai has proven him—

self in every emergency. Surely he can

accomplish more as emperor than would

have been possible as president.

Your dealer knows
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BRISCOE

24-Four . . $585

(104' wheelbase)

38-Four . . $750

38-Eight . $950

Snrne body and chassis

YOUR CHOICE

The BRISCOE is designed to meet the require

ments and the purse of the average man.

Possibly we sensed his needs and desires in a

car better than the next one, and proceeded to

build the new BRISCOE to conform to

"specifications.'7

At any rate, the BRISCOE is a finished pro

duct that measures up exactly to what the

public wants—a car that is high in quality

value, and low in price. Handsome, powerful

and comfortable in every respect. Prices quoted,

F. O. B. Factory.

Five-Passenger Touring, [14-inch wheelbase, 38

horse power, smooth-running and soft-humming

motor; graceful lines; roomy ionncau; deep

cushioned seals; dcmountable rims; cantilever

springs in the rear—a car of looks, finish and
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The New BRISCOE Z4-Four at

$585 lsThe CarThe Public Built
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_
mas Night Shirts ',

of 4 or 8 cylinder motor: Cndllfaflcc

The Pacific KisselKar Branch

Distributors of BRISCOE

Geary at Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco

OAKLAND PASADENA

PORTLAND

\IMIIIwI-IIImII‘III‘1

SAN DIEGO

LOS ANGELES
 

 

  

“HOWTO PUT IT OVER”

_A_handy pamphlet for subscription solicitors. Send

for a free copy. Ask about our new profit sharing

plan for agents—bells how two subscriptions 0. day will

pay you over $50.00 per month. Can you beat iti>

SUNSET MAGAZINE, CIRCULATION DEPT., SAN FRANCISCO
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the West. its lands and industries.

 

The Sunset
Here follow timely and interesting facts concerning the great Pacific Slope. the country served by Sunset Magazine.

ISunsct Magazine Service Bureau. conducted in conjunction with this department. supplies disinterested information concerningI

The purpose is to guide and advise the stranger. whether tourist or homeseekei'.

organizaiion covers the entire West. and the services are free. Questions and answers of general interest. illustrative of the

general service of the Bureau. will be found below. I The announcements of hotels. railroads. steamship lines. resorts. communities

and colonization companies appearing in these columns have been investigated by Sunset Magazine and are reliable and trustworthy.
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Ten Acre

Almond or

Peach Orchards

River Knoll Orchards are located

in the famous South San Joaquin

Irrigation District where flu: [and

owns the walcr-three hours from

San Francisco.

TO FARMERS—

Are you farming the old-fash

ioned quarter-section mixed farm

way, content with twelve to six

teen dollars per acre'.> If you_

would like to make from $|OO to

$l50 net per acre with less work.

here is your opportunity.

TO THE CITY MAN—

Fruit farming is not difficult. We

will hel you get started. Our

expert arm adviser and horticul—

turist are ready to teach you and

assist you free of charge. The

crop this year will help pay

expenses.

No pioneering.

The price of these tracts is $400

per acre; a small payment down

and liberal terms on the deferred

payments. The trees are strong,

deeply rooted. and in bearing.

Scfndfor our Iilcrafure and further

in ormalion.

THE REALTY SALES

COMPANY

 

 

1208-9-10 Hobart Building

San Francisco, California

Bank references upon request.

\IEW PALACE HOTEL
Cor. 5th and Elm Street. SAN DIEGO

xclusive Famil Hotel. American or European plan.

oom- $l .00 per £3’ up. Free bu. W. A. Llidllw. Prop.

ieorge L. Mayne. gr.

The Colvilie Indian Reservation

I understand the Government is

going to open up an Indian Reservation

in the state of Vi ashington some time this

year, and I would like to find out when it

will open up and also what part of the

state the reservation is located in. Also

what are the requirements for homestead

ing on reservations? If you cannot give

me the desired information please write

me where I can get full details—G. G. 1.,

GRAND RAPIDS, Mici-i.

A. The Indian Reservation referred

to is probably the Colvilie Indian Reser

vation in northeastern \Vashington. There

have been rumors for the last seven years

that this reservation was to be thrown

open to settlers, but the last inquiry to

the Department of the Interior elicited

the reply that the conditions of the open

ing had not yet been settled upon. If

you will kee in touch with the Bureau

of Indian A airs, De artment of the In

terior, Washington, . C., you will re

ceive formal notice of the time of the

opening. However, there will be no

homesteading on this reservation. The

land will be sold at prices fixed by the

Department of the Interior, and if there

is a drawing it will be to determine which

one of the applicants shall have first

choice among the parcels offered for sale.

Citrus Land Values

Q. I should very much appreciate the

following information: I own a seven—acre

orange grove in the old Sunny Slope Es

tate, San Gabriel Boulevard, Cal. This

is an old grove needing constant atten

tion. I intend the purchase of additional

property in California suitable for diver

sified truck and bush-fruit farmin in con

nection with bee culture. \Vhile believe

that land in the Santa Clara or San Joa

quin valleys would be cheaper and more

suitable for this purpose, I have to settle

down in the San Gabriel valley to live

near m above grove. What is the pres

ent cas valuation in this valley for 10 to

15 acres of first-class land for above farm

ing purposes, including water rights; land

cleared, graded and ready for cultivation;

raw land.> Such land to be within a radius

of fifty miles from Los Angeles. In 1913

land values were inflated around Los

Angeles, but I hear they are now on a

more reasonable basis. A detailed answer

to my above questions and literature

 

  

Sunset Magazine Service Bureau

Conducted under the supervision of Walter V. Woeiiike

The following general questions and answers are typical of the service supplied by the Bureau‘

Stamps should be enclosed in letters of inquiry and full name and address plainly written

Address all communications to Sunset Magazine Service Bureau. 460 Fourth Street. San Francisco

about the San Gabriel valley would be

highl ap reciated.—W. E. M., Prisoner
of Wlair, su: or MAN, ENGLAND.

A. Land of the character that you

describe in the San Gabriel valley has not

depreciated in value very extensively

since 1913. As a property owner in this

district you know that values are based

largely upon the productive capacity of

the land when planted to citrus fruits, and

in consequence values have become very

high. You robabl also know that the

big freeze o 1913 elimited the acreage

upon which citrus culture is profitable.

and that a ood deal of land in oranges

which has Seen subjected to frequent

frosts is now planted to deciduous fruits.

But there has been no general and deep

cut in land values. In the San Gabriel

valley roper you could not buy an acre

of lan , cleared, graded and read)r for

cultivation, with a water right sufiiciently

large to enable you to do truck farming,

for less than $350. Raw land, most of

which has been in grain, usually has no

water right and, though ground of this

character can be bought for about $125 to

$200 per acre, the necessity of su plying

water will raise the rice ap reciably.

When you leave tlie San abriel valley

proper and go further, but keep within a

radius of fifty miles of Los Angeles on the

electric line, you can buy unimproved

land without water at prices ranging from

$60 to $100 per acre, but the purchase of

this character of land is more or less of a

speculation as you are not certain whether

you will obtain suliicient water for irriga

tion. Raw land, with a water right at

tached, or land upon which underground

water can be developed at a reasonable

depth, is held at prices ranging from $200

and up. As you want to make beekeeping

art of your operations, the land should

be located near the sagebrush section of

the foothills, and as a rule water is hardest

to get in those locations.

In the San Fernando valley, northeast

of Los Angelcs where the city is disposing

of the surplus aqueduct water, land

prices, including a water right, range from

$250 an acre upward. By careful comb

ing of the district you will probably be

able to buy raw land, u on which water

can be developed, in tlie localities you

mention, at about $150 per acre and it

will probably cost you an additional $60

to $100 er acre to develo the water andget the ljand ready for cu tivation.
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Hotel and Land Openings

Q. In reading the last SUNSET MAGA

ZINE, I saw an mqui in your columns

concerning opportunities for the location

of a hotel. I wish you would keep in mind

that our Government town on the Mini

doka Project is badly in need of a first

class hotel and offers an excellent location

for one. The Government is prepared to

furnish electricity for lighting, heating

and cooking. The town IS growing very

fast and is in the center of an area of

60,000 acres of well cultivated land. I

believe the citizens of the town would

take stock in the enterprise and give it

financial assistance if it were backed by

a responsible and experienced hotel man.

—_I. C. BLANCHARD, RECLAMATION SER—

VICE, WAsmNcroN, D. C.

A. The Service Bureau will gladly

forward inquiries concerning this opening

for a hotel. The Service Bureau also will

give information concerning the opening

of land to settlement on the North Platte

Project in western Nebraska and on the

Boise Project in Idaho. The land to be

opened on the Boise Pro'ect is owned by

the state of Idaho and wi I be sold on easy

terms.

The Alamogordo Country, N. M.

Q. I am somewhat interested in Otero

county, New Mexico, particularly around

the town of Alamogordo. I would like

some information concerning the land

there that can be homesteaded, and also

about the water in that section as to

whether it contains alkali or is drinkable.

Also the eneral price paid for unculti

vated lands and what kind of crops are

grown there. — C. P.,

ARIZONA.

A. There is a considerable amount of

public land in the vicinity of Alamogordo

still available for homestead entry, al—

though the more desirable sections have

been taken up. Desirable patented land

can be secured at prices ranging from six

or seven up to thirty or forty dollars an

acre, depending upon the improvements,

location, etc.

There is alkaline water in the valley

surrounding Alamogordo. There is also

lenty of good pure water which is excel

lient for drinking and contains no injurious

or displeasing elements. The drinking

water which is supplied the town is

brought from the mountains by pipe lines

at a cost to the consumer of 25 cents per

thousand gallons. Water depths vary

from twenty to fifty feet in the shallow

water belt. It is customary to drive a

well to the second or third stratum. The

water rises to the level of the first and is

pumped from that depth.

Crops grown around Alamogordo con

sist principally of alfalfa, different varie

ties of cane and maize, oats, fruits of all

kinds and garden truck.

Since irrigation is necessary and water

can be obtained only b pumping, the

rospective settler shoul make sure that

liis capital is sufficient to drill a well, instal

a pumping plant and bring at least forty

acres into cultivation before returns come

m.

NOGALES,

Logged-OE Lands Again

Q. What do you think of the chances

of success for a small farmer on the

logged-off lands of west-central Oregon?
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We want every man or woman in the

United States who has hopes or dreams

of living, some day, upon a beautiful, lit

tle, productive country home, to learn

about

F0 N T A N A

The Fontana Land Company has spent

hundreds of thousands of dollars doing

the work that pioneers have to do, plant

ing trees, building roads, bringing water

for irrigation and for domestic use.

Besides this physical development, the

Fontana Land Company has worked out

the problems of making it easy for a

thrifty man to own an orange grove.

  

ONTANA
water rights, with moderate annual charges. 1,‘ Delicious soft water.

{Ion the Pacific Electric trolley line from Los Angeles

Main Transcontinental lines of both the Southern Pacific and

{Ion tho famous Foothill Boulevard. TIOn the "Ocean to

Ocean” concrete highway. 11 In the center of the Washington Navel Orange

1l Surrounded by such cities and successful

orange-growing districts as Riverside, Radlands, Highlands, San Bernardino,

Colton, Ontario, Pomona, Claremont, and Upland. ‘,lGrade school, high

the Santa Fe.

District of Southern California.

school and college facilities.

PRICES AND TERMS

Good young orange, lemon or grapefruit

groves. or assortments, planted in 1915, 1914,

1913, 1912 or 1911, are priced at from 8550

to 8850 an acre.

Thisprice includes the land, trees, gravity

water rights, and a concrete irrigationsystem

with ahydrant. at the head of each row of

trees.

REGULAR TERMS—Two-fifths cash,

balance in 2, 3 and 4 years. Interest six

per cent.

SPECIAL TERMS—One-fifth cash.bal

ance in 3, 4, 5 and 6 years. Interest seven

per cent.

Btill easier terms for settlers who buy

young ves, build houses, and engage in

the pou try business.

 

 

Los Angel“ Office

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK BLDG.

81h and Spring Streets

THE FONTANA PLAN

Sells a planted grove for a small payment

down, gives long time on the balance and

as the grove grows, the Fontana Land

Company gives the little trees expert,

careful attention. The buyer pays the

moderate cost of care. The grove grows

while he continues at his position or busi

ness and savw to pay for it.

THE FONTANA POULTRY PLAN

Shows an actual settler how to make a

surplus above living ex nses while he isliving at Fontana. Elircperts guide him

both in caring for his trees and for his

hens. A co-operative association sup

lies him with feed at cost and markets

' products.

Tl Rich, deep, mellow soil. 1]’ Per

fact drainage. 1[ No hard-pan.

{I On high ground. fi Magnificent

scenery. 1i Dependable gravity

1 On the

The FONTANA LAND COMPANY owns the

land, water rights, young groves, nursery stock.

etc, and deals direct- with buyers. The oflicea of

this company are in Fontana. The officers and

management of the company are neighbors of the

people who have bought land and settled herc.

References: Sunset Magazine; First National Bank

of LosAngeles; Los Angelcs Trust 6: Savings Bank;

San Bemardino National Bank; First National

Bank of Rialto. We have hundreds of satisfied

buyers all over the United States.

 

"on may safely write us, frankly telling what
capital you have, and what you want to do with i

it, and we will write you equally frankly and tell

you what FONTANA can do for you.

Address

Fontana Land Company

Fontana, California
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Where

Money Talks

and

Figures Count

l 795 Miles of Southern

Pacific railroad in Cali

fornia are protected by

lnterloclting and Auto

matic Block Safety

Signals. This is 95 per

cent of the total steam

railroad mileage in the

State so protected, and

represents an expendi

ture of over Five Million

Dollars.

Southern Pacific in l9l3

received the first Gold

Medal awarded by the

American Museum of

Safety for the "Utmost

Progress in Safety and

Accident Prevention,"

and at the San Fran

cisco Exposition, l9l5,

received the Grand

Prize, the highest

award, for Safety First

Appliances, as well as

for Railway Track,

Equipment and Motive

Power.
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Travel via

SOUTHERN

PACIFIC
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‘They say that this land can be bought for

- , from $6 to $10 per acre. and that it is very

f fertile and the climate is mild and

equable.——R. J. P., Scor'ro BLUFF, NEB.

A. \Ve do not believe that logged-off

‘ land which is offered for from $6 to $10

per acre is worth while purchasing. Cut

over land offered at this price usually is

located far from transportation and

towns, and as a rule it consists of steep

hillsides and rock slopes. We doubt

whether you could uy fairly level logged

‘ oll- land with good soil, reasonably close

to schools and railroads, for less than $25

per acre. You must remember that land

of this character is covered with stumps

and second growth which must be cleared

away before cultivation is possible, and

this clearing costs from $50 to $l50 er

acre. Logged-off land, like any otlier

land in the West, varies greatly in the

character of the soil, in its contour, and

in the crops to which it is adapted.

Throughout the Willamette, the Ump

qua and the Rogue River valleys, in Ore

gon, there are thousands of acres of cut

over land which will repay clearing and

will become very productive. But the

task of clearing this land is hard and often

quite expensive, so that no man should

undertake the job unless he is willing to

work very hard and very long, or else has

capital sufl'icient to have at least fifteen

or twenty acres cleared by contract. The

climate throughout western Oregon is

mild, the winters are rainy and the grow

ing season is very long.

A Double Receivership

Q. Some months ago I read an article

in your magazine in regard to the inves

' tigation of the Canadian Home Invest

ment Company of Vancouver, B. C. As

there is a company operating here I be

lieve somewhat on the same order I should

like to have a copy of the number con

taining your investigation—F. R. C.,

CANNON FALLS, MINN.

A. Our Canadian representative writes

as follows concerning the Canadian Home

Investment Company:

"This company is in liquidation and,

from what I can gather, it is another

hopeless case. As you are robably
aware, the Dominion Trust (,Pompan

was appointed receiver at first. The casli

assets of about $50,000 disappeared while

in its hands, the Dominion Trust itself

now being in liquidation with liabilities

of $3,000,000 and assets of $300,000 or

$400,000, so there would not seem to be

much show for a recovery of the $50,000.

A letter addressed to T. Grifiin, Re

ceiver Canadian Home Investment Com

any, Vancouver, B. C., would no doubt

bring full details to a shareholder of the

concern. although it is very difiicult for

an outsider to obtain anything definite

regarding the affairs of the company."

\Ve hope this will give you the desired

information. Under separate cover we

have sent you a copy of the November,

1914, issue of SUNSET for which you

remitted.

Concerning the Umpqua Valley

Q. Is any considerable part of the

logged-offland in the Umpqua valley, Ore

gon, suitable for rune or apple orchards

after it is pro ery cleared and planted?

Could or can it e purchased in small tracts,

 

  

equipped with health, a

determination to "make

TO THOSE WHO COME.

good" and sufficient capital for

fair investment, Western Oregon

ofIers many, many golden op

portunities.

There is room for farming,

stock raising, poultry, dairying,

fruit raising, hop growing and

many other fields of endeavor.

The settler of today will find

many agencies to assist him.

The experimental work has been

done. The experience of others

is available.

The Oregon Agricultural Col

lege, one of the best equipped

institutions of its kind in the

west, will furnish, free, expert

information regarding soil, crops,

fruit, livestock, etc. The mar

kets are being better organized.

Transportation facilities are ex

cellent and are being improved.

Oregon ranks among the most

progressive commonwealths in

the matter of education.

If you are interested let us

send you our book, Oregon for

the Settler, with more detailed

inlormation.

Southern

Pacific

jOHN M. SCOTT.

General Passenger Agent

PORTLAND OREGON
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and on terms, say 20 or 40 acres? Do the

lumber mills there encourage the opera

tives to start orchard homes and small

farms?—A. C. L., WELLS, Nev.

A. The following data come to us

from Roseburg in re ly to your uestions
concerning logged-o land in the vmpqua

valley:

"I doubt whether there is a large

amount of logged—off land in Douglas

county. '

Comstock, Glendale and perhaps a little

near Myrtle Creek. The land, in com

mon with most of our timber land, is

rough and rather steep, and I believe that

while most of it would produce good fruit

when cleared, where the elevation is not

too high, entailin heavy frosts, it would

hardly be advisa le for commercial or

chards. For a small family orchard it

would answer satisfactorily. I hardly

think there is much cooperation between

mill owners and em loyees alon horti

cultural lines. The eona Mills iumber

Company and the Page Investment Com

pany have some of these lands. They are ‘

for sale, and I suggest that your corre

spondent take the matter up with these

firms, both being of Roseburg. They are ‘

owners and millmen, not real estate men."

The Animas Valley, New Mexico

Q. I am desirous of homesteading a

claim, also wish to buy state land, and

have been told that it can be done in

Animas valley, Grant county, New Mex

ico. Will you kindly give me all the

information you have of this valley, ‘

climate, soil and crops? Is it_ possible to

grow crops without irrigation and IS

grazing plentifuli—M. R., SAN FRAN

cisco, CAL.

A. Some very successful crops are

grown without irrigation in that part of

the Animas valley which is sub'ect to

periodic overflows. Most of the arming

so far attempted is confined to that por

tion. That district is from a mile to about

three miles in width and in the neighbor

hood of fifteen miles in length. The

underground water in that district stands

from about ten to thirty feet from the

surface and some water is being pum ed

for irrigation urposes. There is lan in

the valley subject to homestead entry,

but none in this shallow water or flood

belt. There are some deeded farms for

sale but we are unable to give the prices

at which they are held. Animas valley

enjoys a growing season of 200 days or

more. The average annual preci itation

is around twelve inches and the e evation

is a little over 4000 feet. The soil in those

arts of the valley in which farming is

being carried on is of very good types.

It is practically free from alkali and

ranges in texture from quite heavy clay

silt to sands and gravel.

If you would have first-hand informa

tion from residents of the valley write to

lVlr. R. S. Trumbull, Agricultural Agent

of the El Paso and Southwestern System,

El Paso, Texas, who will gladly supply

names of reliable farmers residing in the

valley from whom ou will be able to

obtain data concernin local conditions

by correspondence. T is should be only

preliminary, as we do not advise the pur

chase of land unless the buyer is person- ,

ally familiar with the new surroundings.

It is all situated near Drain, '
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lutely imperative.

is under irrigation.

  

Selma ‘hamber of Commerce. .

Clovis Chamber of Commerce.

Kingshurg Chamber of Comme

Parlit-r Chamber of Commerce.

Raisin City Chamber of

Laton Chamber of Commerce. .

Orange Cove Chamber

 

LITTITE TLARM l

PUGETSOIIND COUNTRY
The famous Mt. Vernon District, Waahington,

Home of Carnation Cream. The beat Dairy

and Garden Land in the great Nortbwelt.

Iam placing actual aettlera on 10, 20 and 40

acre tracts in this district where work can be

had within reach of your home. Clcae to

SchoolsI Towna and Railroads.

10 year: to pay. Only a little caah neceasary.

Send for free literature to

H. C. PETERS, Central Bld|.,SEATTLE,U.S.A.

 

 

 

We Want Live Representatives

in every locality to look after subscription!

and renewals. Send lor our I’ROPITSHAR

ING PLAN. CIRCULATION DEPT-.

SUNSET MAGAZINE. ' San Fr ' l

CHEAPEST

IRRIGATION WATER ;

In California the water supply is as important as the soil and climate. Water

rights are as valuable as the land itself and a good supply of water is abso

fqpproxirnately one-half the agriculturally developed acreage of Fresno County

_ Fresno is a pioneer and leads all other counties in Cal

ifornia in irrigation development, both by ditch and pumping systems.

What is more important. water is delivered;t_o Fresno farmers at 62% cents ,

per acre annually, probably the cheapest water m the world.

Irrigation is responsible for the tremendous development of this county. With

? out it Fresno could not be the largest raisin

nor could it market annually$4o,ooo,ooo worth 0

products. With it twenty acres here will produce

. more than a. quarter section in other states.

\Ve'want more farmers. There are good oppor

tunities here for energetic settlers. For further

information and descriptive literature, address

Fresno County Chamber of Commerce

' FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

or

San r Chamber of Commerce. ‘

Coo ' Chamber of Commerce. .Coahnh:

Reedley Chninbu- of Commerce. .

rco

Commerce

Riverdalc

  

Kerman Chamber of Commerce. . ‘.‘K-erman ..

of Commerce

Orange Cove

County, California
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producing center in the world,
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Raisin City

  

AusriéAiiA'
Summer there now’ Voyage dellirlitful via Honolulu and

Samoa. Splrnilld 10.000 to. twin-urea Allerlrlll "camera "or!

11 do." from San Francisco (liar. 91. Apr. ll, lay I, SII. Ile

turn [It claws. 'SSLSOt 211 class. IE'llLMi IIK'IIJdIIlI China.

Japan. In class. 0875.001 to Honolulu. 005.00. Folder‘ tree.

II. ‘- II'IIKI'I‘I'I', I‘I Ilaltery I'L, N. L. or Onanlr 8. 8. (I... ‘II

N 1...... n. i... ..........

SHORT l-INE

Hotel Stewartl

SAN FRANCISCO

Geary Street just off Union Square

European Plan ‘L50 a day upward

Breakfast 50c Luncheon 50: Dinner $1.00

Most famous meals in United Stuns
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Santa Clara County

CALIFORNIA

and the “Valley of Heart's Delight" during March and see a

sight unparalleled in the world—300 miles of orchards in full bloom,

representing potential wealth of from $6,000,000 to $l0.000,000

annually. Within 30 miles south of San Francisco and Oakland.

 

we—the people of Santa Clara County—cordially invite ou to attend our 17th

annual Blossom Festival at Saratoga, about the end of arch, our Poppy Day at

Linda Viltn early in April and our great four days Rodeo at San JoomiJuly 1st to

4th inclusive. You will enjoy every minute of the time. Always something for the

tourist or homeleeker to see or do. Excellent trunn

portation, steam and electric. Good Hotels. " DON'T DELAY.

. WRITE

  

A FREE BOOKLET of 64 pages beau ti

fully illustrated will be mailed upon

receipt of postal or annexed coupon.

It will tell you the true story of

our wonderful climate; our

record crops of prunes, apri

cots, cherries. walnuts; our

fine roads; our schools,

colleges and universi

ties; the advantages

and opportunities

we can offer you if

you have some means

and are looking for a

location where work and

pleasure go hand in hand.

PUBLICITY MANAGER

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS '

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

 

  

i wouldn't ifI was him.”

 

The Price of

Stupidity

(Continued from page 21)

patrol can shoot at us for trying to leave

the country and the Mexicans canfor trying to get in. And if a bullet hpens to hit this car—. Say, my partner

won’t ever forgive me for this job, anrll

  

Zarza laughed quietly. “Silence—2nd

speed," he said. ‘The nearer da light it

is when you get across, the more an er '

and the smaller chance of getting ~1

Vl'e all expect to leave you on the v u ‘l

side of the river," he added. "You -,

dodge your gringo soldiers to suit '

self after that."

Silence, except for the urr of the -

gine and the noises inciti’ental to - v .

sional bumps over bad places in the - _

fell u on the car and its occupants. '

chau eur obviously had in mind the u‘,

Kgrtance of getting both into and out -

exico before sunup. The car -~=

along. Amos P. Blossom, when need '

certainly knew how to get speed.

Along a road that was intermi ,_

bordered by mes uite and pear cactus -T‘-'

car dashed, bare y slowing down for I '

occasional villages and small towns .

all looked more or less alike. The "i‘

of the vehicle and lateness of the H,

lulled the passengers. By turns

dozed fitfully.

The moon set, clouds overspread

sky, the stars went out, landmarks (I

appeared. The automobile rushed

through the tunnel made by its se

lights.

At a certain parting of the ways Am

P. Blossom turned to the left. u

but he aboard his car knew it, but it i‘ a

the right-hand highway that ledLaredo. This new road bore stead! '

more and more to the left, as well '

might. seeing it merely circled the boun

daries of a many-acred ranch and came

out, after fifteen minutes or so, upon the

main, broad highway again.

Mexican revolutionists have never felt

it necessary to car compasses with

which to check up ankee chauffeurs.

And had there been moon, or even stars,

the conspirators must have realized that l

they were now heading not south but

almost due north.

Strictly attentive to business was Amos

Blossom. His Companions noted with

drowsy approval, that they no longer

needed to urge him to greater speed.

Three hours and more had passed.

The glow of electric lights loomed on the

sky ahead. “What town?” demanded

Zarza, with some show of surprise.

“Laredo,” grunted Blossom.

turn off for that ford prett soon."

“I did not remember Laredo was so

well lighted,” mused the Mexican.

“Cloudy night. They show up," re

plied Amos. _

Then they climbed a hill, swept over

the top, and the lights of a big city lay

before them. Much more glorious in

Blossom’s eyes was the figure of a slowly

plodding mounted policeman under the

first are lamp, not five hundred yards

‘ ‘We
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Double—Disc '

"J \

EVERYBQDY joins in when the Columbia Grafonola plays the
big song hits of the day. But the latest "hits,U first recorded

and best recorded on Columbia Double-Disc Records, are only an in

dication, a ioretaste of the life, the fun, the sentiment, the classic

beauty offered in the complete catalogue of Columbia Records, free
9

on request at your dealer 5.

New Columbia Records on Sale the 20!]: of every month

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE C0.

Woolworth Building, New York
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The Life of the Party

VANITY FAIR is altogether delightful. It is

a magazine of belles lettres—as smartly turned

out in its way as are the inhabitants of the realm

whence comes its name.

Admit it to the company of your books and magazines, and presto! it

becomes the life of the party. Open it in the crepuscular gloom of a

rainy day, and 10! you are bathed in sunlight.

Vanity Fair revives the zest of youth—restores the old sparkle to the

eye. If you are a cltlzen of the world, or aspire to be one—if you seek

relaxation if you would contemplate the lighter side of life—if, in short, 

you crave diversion, the answer is Vanity Fair.

UT together the best pages from

your favorite theatre magazine,

> -- .. .- - - ' ' ' your favorite sports magazine,

I ;~ ' ‘ ‘ r your favorite book magazine, your

*r ‘ 4 7 ‘ V V ‘ favorite humor magazine, your fa

vorite art magazine, then add flavor

ing from London and sauce from

‘ Paris and seasoning from Fifth

Avenue, add pages of photographs,

sketches and portraits, shake well,

put on a beautiful color cover, and

you will get a general idea of this

most successful of new magazines.

No jejune and pulpy ublication this! There

is not a dull line in al of its no pages. Each

issue trmts of the Stage. Music. Art. Society,

Sports, Fashions, European News, and Itin

dred subjects, in a manner at once original

and picturesque. lts viewpoint is enter

taining. intimate, unconventional, stim

ulating and always sane and wholesome.

Vanity Fair is of the large-page size. splen~

didly printed. and bound within colored

covers. It is published monthly at 25 cents

a copy, or by subscription at ‘3 a year.

AVerySpecz'al Oflkr

  

 

YOU think nothing of paying 3: for a theatre

ticket, or for a new book, but you can secure.

for $2. nearly a year of \'nnity Fair and'uith

it more entertainment than you can derlve /

from dozens of sex plays or a shelf ful

problem novels. Why not get in on our /‘

special rcst-of-the-year ofier?

Stop where you are!

Tear off that / I“:

coupon! / Fourth ‘Yen

New York City

/ Please enter my

/ subscription to

VANITY FAIR for

- - I the rest of XQlb beginv

u'h 0' ning with the current is

I sue, at the special 52 rate

offered to readers of this rnag~

azlne. Mall methe current issue

at once. [enclose the $2 here

/ “an (OR 1 i will remit s: on recei t
/ of your bill the first of the men! .

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Courtesy of Vanity Fair

This miniature reflmdtlcfinu a] the March /

w, rim but a m»: Mo 0/ i1: beauty / Address ....................................... ..

I Sun“ 84!
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ahead. The suburbs of even a metro

politan Southwestern town do not reach ‘

out very far; coming thus at high speed ‘

over a hill one is into the city almost as

soon as he sees it.

Three Mexicans sat up sharply. “San

Antonio!" they cried.

  

SIGHT-SfEI/VG . -~ ' - _ ' v 5e

  

  

"Why, yes, gentlemen,n said Blossom, I "i v i K_as the car slowed down to a crawl and he "_ ' I f v " ‘ i l,"

eased his tired muscles. “I s'pose the ‘ J I, ‘1'

Cat's out of the bag and I might as well ‘ v ,- . i

tell you. You see, the more I thought , it‘; ,;__ ‘. ‘~15 ’ ‘f e" l‘

about going across the river at that ford ‘ ‘ ,3 ' ' , "" I

you spoke about, the less I liked it. It .

might have raised the Old Harry with the

car, and I didn’t think I ought to do it

anyway. So I thought I'd come back

h0me"—he smiled at them brightly—
“if it's all the same to you.H

They glowered at him, speechless.

“And I should think," he went on,

“that it might be a good idea to kind of

settle up, right now—while we're still out

on the tri , as you might say."

Zarza ound his voice with difiiculty.

“Settlel" he choked. “Settle!”

“Pay the bill,” explained Amos, as

though his foreign com anion had failed

to understand the wor . "Liquidate, as

the feller says. I'd kind of like to get the

rest of that ay before I take I'ou fellers

and all this liardware home. ’d feel—”

he dropped his voice apologeticall -— a

"sort of easier in my mind, you know. '

Amos failed to understand any of the

,. i “SCCIICSIIBILEICIIMIIICSI” *3

I SoufliernCalifomia

 

next hundred or so sentences, all three of I i "I ~ ‘ ' -. , ‘

his passengers being joint 5 okesmen. " ~ ~ - I ' “1 “MISSION 1
“All right," he sighed. ‘ I don't know ‘ _ , ~ ., ' OLLLEY TRIP _ ‘

what you said, gentlemen, but I sort of -' '; " .’ i

gather you’re objecting. So I s’pose I'll

have to tell that policeman just ahead

about it and take my chance of collecting ‘

in the court." He shook his head solici~

tously. "And you with all them auto

matics and things, a ainst the law in

Texas." Cheerfully TIC added: "I'm

glad I ain't got one on me."The trio of Mexicans conversed hur

riedly in whispered Spanish. Then Zarza l

spoke, quite without courtesy. "If you’ll i

stop under that light, I’ll give you your l

fifty." ‘
“Fifty! ()h, I just couldn't do it,H

protested Amos. “Really, gentlemen, 1
it's worth—’I _ ,

“The bargain was one hundred and
  

-"°ff§§nh;;ff}‘§,y(;u,dn,t go through Such a RESERVED SEAT§=GUIDE~IECTURERS ' go 9 _ ,_ v 1

strain on my nerves again for two hun
dred dollars—no, not for five hundred. , v

I don't want to be hard on you, but I'll 01D MISSION TROILEV TRIP BALLOON ROUTE TROLLEY TR":

TRIANGLE TROLLEY TRIP

1 ORANGE [MPIRE $369
'- ‘I’ 44/59/643' CPMD‘SDWIIOJTBMUI/ffll Q)

. AIOU/VTA/N SCL‘W/C 790115’ 719/!’ y

50Al/[fJOM’A/f)‘ill/[fIf/Gl/fMMC/MV/[WJ'
._______________

: ALI. TRIPS LEAVE DAILY FROM MAIN STREET STATION. LOS ANGELES

‘ ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES WHEN VISITING SOUTHERN CAIIFORNIA

FOP Ht'AW/fi/IZYIIUISM’A750 lllikATVRi, ADDRESS

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY
DWPONTIUS, name Marmara

LOS ANGELES. cAuroiamA

leave it to you if a hundred and twenty

five dollars for such a night’s work is—"

General Sanchez spoke huskily in his

native ton ue. “For heaven's sake give

it and get this policeman. When we

get him to t e junta—”

“Take it!” exclaimed Zarza, and passed

Blossom seventy-five dollars.

“Thanks," said the chauffeur. “And

now, as that's over and we're all friendly

again, we'll let her out a little and hike

along for home and mother, as you might

say.’

Past the policeman, who seemed to eye

them suspiciously, rolled the once genial

Mexicans and their once downcast driver,

into the city and across it toward San .

Sebastian avenue. There was but one .

pause, in front of a li hted garage, on a l ‘

street that containe many such. A , f1

voung man in his shirt-sleeves sat tilted

hack in a chair outside the entrance.

 

Sufismg..i
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flJK Mr. Foster

Travel Information

Service

is a unique organization, thoroughly systematized and completely equipped

for supplying definite and timely information about all details of travel

and about schools. The managers of my oflices are carefully trained for

their work. My representatives travel each year from Alaska to Panama,

from Newfoundland to Mexico and in foreign countries, securing information

which is made available for public use at all of my offices, which are con

veniently located in the best department stores, in leading hotels and in

our own buildings.

The All! Mr. Footer Service will help you plan your trip, write your

itinerary, purchase your ticket, reserve Pullman or Steamship accom

modations, engage rooms at hotels, supply cards of introduction and

complete information about travel anywhere in the world and about good

schools everywhere and there is no charge. N01063 are ever asked or accepted.

Winter Travelers

in Florida, Cuba, California and New Orleans are invited to use freely

the extraordinary facilities afforded by Mr. Foster's oflices, prominently

located in the great winter resorts. Free information may be had here

regarding sightseeing and all local trips.

San Frlncloco: The EMPORIUM Seattle: FREDERICK & NELSON

The ANGELUS HOTELL“ '“W'k'i J. w. noamson co. STORE

EASTERN SERVICE:

new YORK—burs‘: 1., lor. in- in.. am- "it

. ll.

IF." Wllliiz'rlf) Westv 42d Ht.

PHILADELPHIA—chestnut and ltllh Sit-1., In

NEW ENGLAND SERVICE:

IIIIE‘I‘TON WOODS—"Mel lloult Willing"!

(July to Drink" >.

IAXI‘IIES'I'I'ZIL V'L—Equllml "0|!!!

(June In October).

FLORIDA SERVICE:

uclmosVILLn—n "mu 8!. (Oct-Jilly‘.

s1‘. Al'fll'HTlNI-I—-(‘urdou um‘.

IIAI'TONA—lleaeh st.

Arh-r‘u.

A'I'IIAX'I‘IQ CITY'~ Illrhlgll Ar. lim'l Ilnlrrlvllll

ln (rent at lIou-I Dennis.

WAHIIISG'I‘ON—BOI lllll NI.

BUFFALO-"II. Ilcngeror (‘0.

WESTERN SERVICE:

CIIIl‘AHfi—(‘urooll Plrle Scott Q Ca.

81'. IiOUH—Herngpl lnduoort-lllrney 00.

(msrsusu 4h. lllghee (‘0.

DETROIT—J. 1.. lludwn Co. “""h'" ' ~"

lsnusu-nus-L. n. Arr" b 00. as. PETERSBl'Ittl -c~nm| Air. mu mm‘

mm onnmmkmm Uruns'lld- :4 m.

PACIFIC SERVICE: ‘Um—ii! ""1 8L

"LEVER—Daniels I I'lllirr Blur. (Juno w Oct.)

in! rancisco—Th. Emporium. CUBA SERVICE:

L08 ANfll'IIilifi—The ‘BI'IIII llotel. " "‘§A_Pr-dn In‘ (‘lull pl,‘

OAIIAG [HY—Hotel Cumulus)‘ lJsrL-Mncln.

I408 ANGELES—I. W. Rohllllon Co.

SEATTLE—Frederick l Ihlum.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

220 W. 42d Street, Times Squ-re, New York

WARD G. FOSTER, General Manager

Send stamp with mail enquiry

PALI IllriAf‘ll—ln front of lloynl Jlnnlrv

,
.
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‘ he Scenic
Qi/oinderland

SEE IT THIS YEAR

and become intimately

acquainted with that

LAND UP THERE

Halibut fisheries lIICl salmon traps—

Canneries — Operating mines-

Wonderful mountain: and Glacier!

*Thouundl of islands, bays and

inlet: —Aluke Indians at Work in

their native Totem Pole Village‘,

weaving fantastic basket: and mat:

and shaping huge cedar logs into

graceful mu ‘ - colored canoesv

Our Steamers land at all intercalinl

DOII‘IIJ and out-ol-the-wly places

not possible to see by other routes.

Passengers have lots of

time ashore to see it all

W'rite today for rules. full

particulars and illustrated

ALASKA FOLDER ~ Address

/

~

r

itautel

wasbingtun Qnnex

A select hotel with every modern appoint

Absolutely fireproof.ment.

parties at very reasonable rates.

Central location.

ITIGI'IGKCITICI'II.

Superior cuisine.

LHMINISJII. LLItlUllilLGJJPJ.

Seattle. Wlsiilgiu

1%‘r—__-.- '

SEATTLE
  

Handsomely furnished spacious suites for

Personal

1. H. DAVIS, Proprietor

 

 

1 fore signing the lease.

 

Ehe car slowed down and Amos hailed

im.

“Say, Bill," he demanded. “Gimme a

cigarette. I started out tonight without

any, and I'm just dying for a smoke.

These gentlemen have got only Mexican

cigarettes and I don’t like 'em."

"Sure thin , b0," remarked the young

man in his 5 irt-sleeves, rising leisurely

and handing his cigarette box to Blossom,

while Messrs. Sanchez, Zarza and Con.

zales tried not to fume. The chauffeur

carefull lighted a cigarette, returned the

box to t e garage attendant, thanked him.

wished him good-night, and sped on his

wa , pufling with deep satisfaction.

t was dark in the neighborhood of No.

136 San Sebastian avenue. The gentle

men who rented the house for the junta

had undoubtedly observed that fact be

When the car

‘ came to a stop the three Mexicans

 

alighted wearily.

"Now that you have prevented us de

liverin these thin s where they should

go, \vil you be gootfenough to help us get

them back into the house?" demanded

Zarza. “We are bruised and tired.”

"Wh , of course," replied Blossom.

with c eerful alacrity. “Anything to

oblige, always." He portere a major

art of the rifles and cartridge boxes. As

lie entered the lighted house with the last

of the packages he turned a smiling face

to the lowering ones of his three com

panions.

"Gentlemen,” he said, “I hope you

ain’t got no hard feelings toward me for

not going across the river. I just couldn't

do it. You couldn't if you had been in

m place, now could you?'’ He extracted

a business card from a breast pocket and

laid it on the table. "Just keep this card,

and if you ever happen to want a good

car again, why, we'll make the price

right.’

There was no reply as he looked from

one to the other. ‘WelL" he said, “I

guess that's all. Good-night."

General Sanchez had his back against

the door. The expression on his face was

peculiar] unpleasant.

"My ’ankee friend," he said, “you

have given us what you call the double

cross. You were foolish enough to think

you could get away with it. Now my

associates here are going to take that

mone back. It does not belong to you.

If it id, we should still take it ack. If

you resist, they will choke you. If you

accuse us, afterward, of any crime, we

are three witnesses to one.”

“My goodness!" exclaimed Blossom,

horrified. “Don’t do me no injury, gen

tlemen. If you want to 0 through me,

do it and get it over with. ’ He lifted his

arms high above his head.

At a nod from Sanchez, Mr. Gonzales

searched Mr. Blossom with a dexterity

that indicated some previous practice.

The net product of all the chaufl‘eur's

pockets was a chauffeur’s license, some

old business letters, a package of chewing

gum and two dollars and sixt '-five cents.

When Mr. Gonzales and N r. Zarza as

well had satisfied themselves that no—

where was an thing else hidden they

turned to Sanchez helplessly.

“Where is that money?’-' demanded the

general in a terrible voice.

“\Vell, sir, ou know I thought some

how that meb c it would be a good idea if

I didn't carry all that money around at
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night—rough characters about and so on

—and it struck me ifI could give it to my

partner to keep for me, that would be a

pretty good idea. So I handed it to him

when I passed back his box of cigarettes."

I promised to try not to use a single

Spanish word in this story. My excuse

for doing so now is that the word is un

translatable.

_ In perfect chorus a tall, thin, light Mex

man, a short, stout, medium-complected

IVIexican and a middle-sized, very dark

Mexican cried bitterly:

“Cur-r-r-mmba!"

Why Gild the

Flintlock?

(Continued from page 18)

 

superannuated, obsolete, costly extrava

gance, yet every preparedness advocate

Clings to it with both arms, lists it at the

head of the preparedness inventory. It is

the foundation, the basis of all prepared

ness plans, yet this foundation is unsound,

impractical and should be discarded. Its

expense alone is sufficient to condemn it.

Suppose that we had reached our

present stage without a war, without an

army, without so much as a soldier. Sup

pose that under these conditions our

present problem were suddenly presented

to us. Would the solution at which our

executives might arrive include anythin

remotely suggesting a blunder so absur

as the established hired army?

N0; the method would be to write on .

one side of the sheet the requirements of

the situation and on the other the re- ‘

sources at our hand, and a plying the one ‘

to the other in the light 0 the world’s ex

perience. to plan a military system fitting

our peculiar needs, based on our peculiar

requirements and adjusted to our eculiar

genius. There seems to be no good)

now be attained.

Certainly our army contains some of

the finest material in the world. Its tra

ditions are the traditions of the nation

and some of our greatest men have been

schooled under its regime. But during a

consideration of the national problem it ‘

should be set severely aside as a century

old mistake. Let us‘ say: “Yes, when we

have made an ideal solution, we shall use

everything of worth that the army con

tains, but why must we conform our

solution to our error; why not conform

the error to the solution? Why insist on

retaining willy-nilly the ramshackle

shanty of our beginnings and building,

as we have built, new lean-tos on the

hoary crazy-quilt structure of the past?"

est the bare outlines of that solu

tion. ts first element is individual train

ing. This has been accomplished in the

Continental-army plan by concentrating

the instruction in two or three years of a

man's life after he has 'arrived at a useful

age. But is it necessary that all this

training be given him at this time? Re

verting for a moment to our bill of partic

ulars, we find that a soldier must know

how to march, shoot, live in the open and

to drill. Conceding that this training

must needs require a year or two years

of waking, working hours, must those

IT is the purpose of this paper merely to

sug

reason ‘

why the same method and result may not '

  

That Dream—»
 

of yours, about getting the most out

of life in "The Land of Sunshine, Fruit

and Flowers"—California——will come

true, just as soon as you desire, if you

let me tell you where you can get

excellent land, in large or small tracts,

at reasonable

prices and on easy

terms. So write to

me TODAY.

Accurate information

free for the asking.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and lndurill Agent

UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM

Room 5l73

Union Pacific Headquarters

OMAHA. NEBRASKA

 

 

 

 

Want a Farm?

We conduct Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau for the benefit of

our readers. We have descrip

tive literature of various sections

of the Pacific Coast country and

can give you information about the

climate, land values, irrigation facil

ities, towns, crops grown,—~in almost

anysection of thePacificCoast country.

This service is free. Write us, tell us

the problem that faces you and we'll

do our best to advise you honestly

and fairly. Address

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU

460 Fourth St. San Francisco

A LETTER FROM

MR. FRANCK

Sunset Magazine Service

Bureau

San Francisco. Cal.

Gentlemen:

I have frequently noticed

your replies to inquiries in

regard to lands. and I will

say that. in every instance

that l have been familiar

with the lands. your Cleocrip

tions have been eminently

fair, just and honorable.

with but wishes for _\our

unlimited success.

Youn very truly.

Robert P. Frlnclc, Prenidznt

Citrus Soup Company.
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Patent:

Orange Land—If interested in Citrus and

other fruit land. buy the best. Our 6000 acre tract

at Orange Cove is oonsiderhd by expert orange

growers to be the best and safest place to grow

oranges in California. For information write for

maps, booklet. etc. M. S. Robertson, 301-2 Story

Bldg" Los An Pies, or E. ltl. Sheridan, Orange

:10"? (.‘al., or C ber of Commerce, Orange Cove,

is ' .

 

You can own a Home in Sunny Southern

California, at Los An elm Harbor. Magnificent

view of mountains, cties and sea, like Naples,

Italy. squarely in the nth of a growin seaport.

(‘hoicc lots :10 cash an $10 monthly. Vrite for

map today. (Y. J. (‘oldem 704 Story Bldg., Los

Angels, California.

Southern California is the most pleasant

lacc to live. We have exchanged many Eastern

omcs and farms for California. If you would ex

change, send full information. ilson 6: Wilson.

727-8 Story Bldg., Los Angeies.

 

 

California ltant-h Bargains cash or exchange.

Alfalfa—hay—cattle—dai -wa nut—Oran e—iemon

-—fruit—-olives—and chic en ranches. rite me

fully your wants. R. C. Hogglns, 1001 Haas Build

ing. Los Angeles, (‘allf.

 

The Famous Santa Clara Valley—“We sell

it." Write for our monthly Real Estate Bulletin,

list of g} is and (ICSCI'iDLIVB literature of the

valley. .. D. (‘rnwford h (70.. San Jose. (‘.al.

California Land liargains—Wlite C. M.

Wooster (70., Phelan Bid ., San Francisco, for list

of cattle. hog. dairy, po try, fruit farms. Estab

lishcd 30 years.

Rea! Ert‘ate— Oregon

Oregon—Reliable information about fruit

raising, stock raisin? dairying. general farmin .

Selling agents beaut ful ()aco Orchards. Or ns

perfect apple lands. We are located in the ieart

of the great Willamette Valley, long known as one

of the most fertile, widely diversified and productive

valleys in America. end for information and

literature. Stat‘- what kind of land you want and

how much you expect toinvest. Johnson 6: Burnap.

Corvallis, Oregon. Reference; Sunset Magazine.

Real EJtate—WaJ/zzngton

See page 80, this Magazine, for my ad about

\Vashinpzton farm land I am selling to actual settlers.

Fine land. close to lots of work. H. C. Peters,

Seattle. Wash.

'1’ Real Ertnte— Uta/z

Wheat and Ilo Land for only '25 per acre,

nine years to pay; coated in Junl) Valley on main

line Salt lake it. it. Thrifty town. Soil is rich

sandy loam. will raise from 80 to 55 bushels wheat

per acre without irrigation. Running water iped

tohouses. Rainfall every month in the car. ver

ago 16.38 inches for 20 years. Free 0 ar ts and

fuel. Semi for descriptive folder iziving uli infor

mation. (‘.onnntfiWinstanley (70.. 1108 Van Nuys

Building, Los Angeles, Pal.

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Real Ertate—Vzryznzn

Profitable Little Farms in Valley of Vir inia

5 and 10 acre tracts. $250 and up. Good fru t an

farming count . Semi for literature now. F. ii.

LaBaumc. Air. Mn. N. at W. Ry., 267 Arcade

Bldg" Roano e, \‘a.

 

 

 

Help Wanted

Will advance expenses and pay straight

weekly salary of 818 to man or woman with fair

education and references. No canvassing.

Staple line. Oi established firm. (i. M. Nichols.

l’hi ndeiphia. Pa., l't-pper Bldg.

Civil Service Examinations open the way to

good Government positions. I can comb you by

mail at small cost. Full particulars free to any

Americancitizenofcightccn orover. Wrltetoda for

Booklet (‘E-914. Earl Hopkins, Washington, .0.

 

 

 

Insect: Wanted
 

I Buy Hundreds of Insects, Butterflies Each

summer at 5c to 87.00 each, for museums, artwork,

if properly fixed. Men, women send 2c stamp for

details telling all. Sinclair, Box 244 0-51, Loo

Anuvios, i‘al.

 

Patents Secured or Fee Returned. Send

sketch or model for free search, report, and advice.

Manufacturers want Klmmei patents. Latest and

most complete gamut book ever published for free

distribution. eorge P. Kimmei, 242 Barrister

Building, Washington, D. (I.
 

Wanted—An Idea. Who can thinii of some

simple thing to patent? Protect your ideas they

may bring you wealth. Write for "Needed I'nven

tions" and “Patent Bu ers." Randolph A: (10.,

Patent Attys., 627 F., \ ashington, D. 7-.
 

Ideal Wanted—Manufacturers are writing

for atentigrocurod through me. T books wit

list undr of inventions wanted sent free. I hei

you market your invention. Advice Free. R. .

Owen, 105 Owen Bldg, “'ashington, D. C.

Patents that Protect and Pay. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results.

I’romptness assured. Send sketch or model for

search. Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer. 624

F Street, Washington, D. 0.

 

 

Wanted Ideas. Write for List of inventions

wanted. $1,000,000 in rizes offered for inventions.

Our four books sent ee. Send sketch for free

opinion as to pat-entahilit . Victor J. Evans & (‘0.,

Patent Attorneys, 751 inth, “'ashington, D. C.

 

Inventors—Do not sacrifice your inventions.

Get Full Mono Value. Free book. '

ltshers “Inside acts," 607 Barrister Bldg., Wash

ington. D. C.

 

Motion Pifiure Business

 

036.00 Profit Nightly. Ca ital Starts

you. No experience need t you. Our

machines are used and endorsed b Government

institutions. Catalog vand Test monlals free.

Atlas Moving Picture (10., 403 Franklin Bldg"

Chicago, Ill.

Have You Ideas for Photoplaya or Stories?

If so, we will ncce t them in any form—criticise

free—sell on comm ssion. Ilipz rewardsl Hundreds

makimr money. (let details today. Story Revision

00., 17 Main, Auburn, N. Y. '

Small

. We

 

 

8260 Prize for best scenario; not under three

reels; othcr scripts accepted; unusual prices. Send

stamp for Particulars. American “'oman Film 00.,

418 \ an buys Bldg., Los Angelcs, Cal.

 

Sa/ei'men Wanted

Agents—A One Cent Post Card will put vou

in touch with an $80 a week roposition eeling

Aluminum Utensils and Spociaiics direct to the

consumer. Don't let- one cent stand between you

and prosperity. Div. D. G., American Aluminum

Mfg. (30., Lemont, Ill.

 

 

Reliable Man 18 to 60 Wanted in Each Lo

cality to represent big sick and accident insurance

company w th amazing, i-it-artlinQi sensational new

selling plan. Apply quick to '. G. (.‘ritchiow,

Department 2712, fovington, Kentucky.

 

Five bright, capable ladies to travel, demon

strate and sell dwlers. 825 to 850 )or week. Rail

road fare paid. Goodrich Drug ompany, Dept.

68, Omaha, Neb.

 

M[Jae/[an00211
 

Australian Biaelr Opals mounted in l. lit.

rings or scarf pins at 85.00 each. Brooches 810.00

cach Also large assortment of fancy black opais. I

illustrated book free. The Gem Shop, 925 Phelan 1

Building, San Francisco, California. '

 

 

Bil Profit Growing Glnsen and Golden

Seal. Reliable information and k on culture

Free. Rising Sun Ginseng Nursery, Box 330,

Narrows, Ky.

‘Old Coins Wanted

Will play 85.00 to "0.00 for large cent dated

1799. e pay cash premiums on all large oents. ,

eagle cents, etc., and all rare coins to 1912. Thou

sands of coins and hills wanted. Sand 40 for our

0 Illustrated (‘oin Circular. Ma mean la 9

r0 ts to you. Numismatic Bank, Sept. 65, .

orth, Tex.

 

 

  

years be put in at the earning age? Must

the hours be put in consecutively.’

in the maintenance of garrison regi

ments there is much lost time. “'‘c sav

our regular soldiers are highly trained;

we are striving toward a one—enlistment

plan. Yet not considering time put in

in the routine of garrison, guard and

fatigue duty, it is doubtful whether the

American recruit receives very much

more than six hundred hours of actual

systematic instruction in the first two

years of an enlistment—an hour a day

for two years.

A boy of ten can be taught to march

and, with competent instructors, it is not

too much to say that he can attain as

much proficiency in the mere mechanism

of drill as an adult. Moreover, these

things are not forgotten. Camping, sani

tation and hygiene can be more deeply

and lastingly impressed in the minds of

lads twelve and fourteen years old than

in the minds of men. If a soldier does

not learn to shoot in two regulation tar—

get seasons, only a miracle will improve

him in his third. It is not to be denied

that what has been mentioned does not

specifically cover the whole gamut of in

dividual instruction. But the principle

of the Swiss and Australian systems has

been suflicientl outlined. Neither of

those systems ts all our needs, but in

both there is a de arture from the Ger

man scheme, in t at the instruction is

spread over a long period of adolescence.

instead of being concentrated in the first

years of useful manhood. The efficiency

of this dc arture has been demonstrated.

and the basic idea therein contained is

adaptable to our particular problem.

We have seen that individual training

is but a small part of the problem. The

individuals must be organized into com

pany, regimental and higher units. But

we must not leave the item of individual

training without more comment.

The habit of organized effort—of team

play—must be inculcated. Tactical units

must be given more than paper form.

The trained individual must be welded

into the organized whole and these units

must be handled as working parts of living

corps, divisions and armies. But this does

not mean that three years must be taken

from a young man's life at the hour of his

majority. it means that the individual

training that has been carried on through

several years, perhaps in connection with

school work, must now be rounded out

with a six-month period of actual service.

The rest of the problem consists in

systematizatlon of resource. No one who

saw the exposition at San Francisco and

realized the intricacy of its organization,

the smoothly runnln execution of its plan.

could suppose that t ere is lacking in this

country the administrative and executive

facility to mold our economic resources

into an efficient system interfering not at

all with the uses of peace, yet accurately

fitted to the emergency of war.

Such a plan would certainly keep al

ways mobilized a suificient increment of

the trained force to meet the demands—

not only of any domestic garrison need

that has been suggested in the exposition

of our strategicnl problem—but, on the

hypothesis of one million men reaching

the age of twenty in this country every

year, a continuous six-month period of

service would give a constantly mobilized

force of five hundred thousand men.
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California

——good motor roads

—summer sea

—snowy mountains

—and theSanDiego

Exposition

Visil the——

Grand Canyon

'—on your way

Inlerealing booklela. free

JNO. J. BY RN E
Ant. Paaa. Traffic Mgr.

A. T. 8. S. F. Ry.

LOS ANGELES

 

 

LUlTWlELER NON

PULSATING PU MPS
were awarded four Gold Medala

at. the California Expositions

. for smoothest

operation, highest

mechanical efficien

cy, best. general con

str uctron, simplicity

and accessibility.

Over 2000 satisfied

Users in the U. S.

Send for free booklet

and catalogues.

LUITWIELER

P U M P l N G

ENGIN E CO.

L'rI-rblnlud ":7

707 N. Main Street

I.“ Aanlea, Calif.
Pill '11 u r/nulg an (Inn tumblers,

rlurrmu "'I'P'Q i: no m'brnlr'an

 

 

REDUCED FREIGHT RATES

Through Car Service for Hoaaehold Gooda and Automobilaa

From and 00 Ill part. of the has. Conlult our near-eat oflloe before

ahi mu n3. Oaraearafully loaded and unloaded by experienced man.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT COMPANY

203 South Daarborn Street, Chicago

Parlllr Bldg“ flaa Vraaelm Vaa lays Bldg“ Ina Aagalaa

Alaska lulldlag. Seattle

loalonIa- Teri (Tlnrlanatl

 

ERE IS A $25 PRIZE FOR YOU

If you can write a prize winning letter.

See page 5101' particulars In regard to

SUNSET‘S "AD-LETTER"

C 0 N T E S T for Nineteen-Sixteen.
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Overseas, Canal, and Alaskan garri

sons are a matter for separate considera

tion, the details of which are beyond the

spacethatcan be allotted tothisdiscussion.

The result of this plan would be a citi

zenry trained and equipped to perform

to the nation. The organiza

tion of t is resource for war could take

any form that the strategical and political

situation of the country seemed to de

mand. lts cost to the nation should be

computed on a basis that includes none

or a nominal wage to the young men dur

ing their periods of training. The mili

tary expenditure involved would be con

fined to the salaries of the permanent or

semi-permanent cor s of instructors, to

the maintenance of? equipment, to the

subsistence and supply of the force with

the colors and to the expense of the or

ganization system. It is to be doubted

whether it would greatly exceed the cost

of the present establishment.

F there is a meritorious conclusion to

be drawn from this discussion it is that

we are not wedded to the extravagance of

our existing system, that there is no good

reason for writing at the head of every

bill for change the enormous treasure we

have expended in the per etuation of a

hired army. Against the idea herein con

tained there will arise two objections.

The first is that it advocates universal

service; the second is that a plan which

adds a million trained men a year to our

national resource will give us more than

we shall ever need. Both objections may

be answered in the same breath. What

is advocated is universal training, not

universal service.

The thing we lack is organization of

resource, and under our present plan we

have not even the resource of trained men

to organize. These must be supplied.

Once we have them, the working system

may call for as great or as small an actual

field organization as our political and

strategical problem seems to require.

But fit civilians to make our plans effec

tive must be provided. When we con

ceived our antipathy to armed force we

were a frontier nation clinging preca

riously to the fringe of an unsounded wil

derness. A three-thousand-mile bulwark

of sea water stood as an ample protection

to a scrawny prize. How little we had to

fear as late as 1803 is proved by the fact

that Napoleon sold us Louisiana for

$15,000,000. In 1867 Russia sold us

Alaska for $7,200,000.

Three forces have been operating

toward a radical change:

Transportation improvements have cut

down that three-thousand-mile bulwark,

in point of time, to one-fifth of its formida

billty.

From a race of woodsmen we are on the

road to becoming a narrow-shouldered

nation of city dwellers. The embattled

farmers of Lexington are one with our

extinguished frontier. Horsemanship and

squirrel rifles, wilderness-runners, cow

boys, Indians and buffaloes have van

ished into the reat beyond. We are on a

footing with igurope in the matter of in

dividual aptitude.

And the prize is no longer scrawn .

The country is plethoric with wealt ;

there may be some that say it is becoming

enervated with luxury.

The elements of military training sup

1 plied by virgin woods and unconquered

 

 

 

Van Nuys Hotel
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Affiliated with Hotel Clarendon. Saabraole. Florida

OPERATED BY E. L. POTTER CO.
  

BEST IN THE WEST

The Van Nuys is known

the world over among the

best class of travelers for

its high standard of service

and its homelilte surround

ings and atmosphere. its

big cat patronage is from

the tterclassof travelers

on the Pacific Coast and

that tells the story. .I I

Write for rate: and full particulars or for any

other information about Southern California.

B.W. Thompson and A. J. Pedersen

Manager:

The

Hotel Belleclaire
Broadway at 77th Street

New York

 

11A Californian never forgets

his native State.

‘,lWhile here in New York, con—

ducting the HOTEL BELLE

CLAIRE, I often think of the

days I apent in California and

recall my acquaintance with

many of her fine people.

ilNothing pleases me more

than to have Californians re

giater at the BELLECLAIRE.

‘,{When in New York, come to

the BELLECLAIRE and see

how well I will treat you.

ROBERT D. BLACKMAN

 

 

HOTEL—i’LAZA
FACTNG PLAZA OF UNION SQUAR

POST AND STOCKT()N STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

AMERICAN EUROPEN

$3.50 Upward ‘L50 Upwal

HOTI'II; PLAZA ('(L

Q‘
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lt Makes

No Noise

Ifsomeone had been

on the job

A Quiet Closet in Your Home

You can keep closet noise out of

your home by keeping out the kind

of a closet that makes a noise.

To permit the installation of a

noisy closet in your bathroom is an

.indifl'erence to an unpleasant and

avoidable noise which you are bound

to regret later on.

The Trenton Pottaeiea Company

$315,533.?”
Tell your architect or plumber that you

want a Si-wel-clo and you will be sure

that the closet installed cannot be heard

beyond a closed door. Your own sensi

bilities will not be shocked by the sound

of frequent noisy fiushings, and your

guests will not be subjected to the em

barassment of pretending they do not

hear it.

Silence is not the only advantage of the

Si-wel-clo. It is made of vitreous china—

white all the way through. The surface

is highly glazed, will not tarnish or stain,

crack or peel. . i a

if you want to know

more about them—and

of beautiful and con

venient bathroom ar

rangement, write for

booklet M 17' "Bath

 

 

‘'1 really didn't have a chance lo go rifle:

a mone order lo send lo SUNSET to renew

mg mg cn‘pliun and I hole to miss any
n

SUNSET MAGAZINE, Circulation Department

c oples.

That is the greeting received by one of our

agents when e called on a reader whoae |ub~

acription had expired. Many more oi our

subscribers are in the same ht. They must

wait untiI they get the time and opportunity to

secure a checb or money order to mail to us.

Agents can call and let orders, aave our

subscribers inconvenience and make money for

themselves. you want to represent in in

your city by followin: up cxpirationl and

securing new lubscribers, write for particulate.

Send [or an intcrating booklet "How to Put

It Over" and the detail: of our new ‘Profit

Shanna Plan ior Alena. increase your IIIDOIIIC

by a little pleasant work, alter ours.

San Francr'aco, California

 

 

 

 

prairie are gone, but while we have retro

graded in this regard, every other nation

in Christendom—and not a few without—

has stopped that gap by training. This

we have refused to do. This perhaps is

the most striking feature of our present

dilemma. We have been outstripped in

every leg of the race.

Before we can hospitably receive a sug

gestion of change we must conceive mili

tary service in time of national need as

an imperative civic duty. We must con

ceive fitness to perform that duty as an

obligation as binding as the duty itself.

 

 

And noW the Philippines!

How the wave of American supremacy in the

Pacific has receded, and what 4,

driftwood it may leave ' l

IN APRIL SUNSET

The country may never need the service,

but it needs, every instant of its life, the

potentiality of citizens fit to serve.

THERE should be no army save in the

words of the President, “a nation

trained and accustomed to arms.” We

are not that now, nor can we so become

by any abracadabra or hat of speech. But

there can be no uestion that it is a con

summation readi y to be reached without

too much sacrifice of years of young life,

of American money, or American indi

viduality.

 

 

  

“Can you walk on your hands or turn a

somersault? ’ ' ~

“Why, no, child!"

“0! I thought you. were a trained nurse."
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Pat r i o t i s m

Without

Flag Waving!

Said a man from

illinois: "The way

Collier's accomplishes

its patriotic dutywith

out flag waving is

cause for congratula

tion."

Said a man from

NewYork: “its sound

Americanism at this

particular time is a

blessing and a benefit

to our great commu

nity."

\X/hatever the issue—

preparedness,the pork

barrel, tariff, foreign

relations, presidential

possibilities—Colliers

editorial stand is firm

and clear and its

special articles are

authoritative and

enlightening.
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flu: "Arron/u. weaxLY

¢10 Wen 131h blreel, New York City
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80 to 100 Word: a Minute

Guaranteed!

Learn at Home-10liasy Lessons

A wonderful new method of acquiring skill on the

ty writer has been discovered. Almost overnight

it as revolutionized the whole typewriting situation.

Already thousands oi stcnogrnphers and other type

writer users who never exceeded thirt to fort

words a minute are writing 80 to 100 we with ha i

the efl‘ort and with infinitely greater accuracy than

they ever could before. and they're earning salaries

increased in proportion.

Nothing Else Like It

Don't coni'use this new way in typewriting with any

system of the post. There has never been anything

like it before. It is as different from the old touch

5 stems as day is from night. Special Gymnastic

inger-Trsining Exercises bri results in days that

ordinary methods will not pr uoe in months. It, is

the greatest step in tymxéiting since the typewriter

itself was invented—a y its success has become

nation—wide.

Double. and Treble: Salaries

Among the thousands of operators who have taken

up this system are hundreds of graduates of busi

ness colleges and special typewriting courses—

many were so-cailod touch writers—yet there has

not, been_ s single one who hasn't doubled or

trebled his or her speed and accum , and the

salaries have been increased from $8 to 15 a week.

(their former salaries) to $25, $30 and even 840

weekly. And the New ‘Way is amazingly easy for

anyone—there are only ten lessons and they can

be quickly learned st home.

Valuable Book Free

We cannot describe here the mm principle of this new method.

But we hue prsplrrd I book which tells all shout it in complete

detail. which is ‘m to those lnkrutni. It is A big iii-pogo hook,

hrimlul oi’ eye-opening idea and ulushls information. It ex~

plsinl how tliil unique new method will quickly mske yourflngerl

,rlran] mm drxtruia. brinl them under per/rd ranrral, niske

(hi-m rxtrrmrly rapid In their mmeuirnio—how in n few short

weeks you can transform your Cype'rlling and make it easy, on

In”!!! and anmn'aq/J Jpadr—sll this and much more is told

in riotsil. Nn instruction book ever written. no mum-r what its

(‘ml-‘I ever told so plnlnly the reni WHY ond HOW of expert type

writ ing.

it you no liiihltlous to get shad—if you wsnt to make your

work easier—l! you wont to nutnioro mmiey in your ply envelope

-—|rct this book st once. it will hr- n rrvvlstion to you us In the

.rprm' and .m/nry tho‘ is possible to inns“. Mail the Coupon or

s postal willy—um.
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Please send rn_e your Free B k About the New

Way in Typewritil“ This incurs no Obligation
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WESTLAKE PARK, LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Best Equipped, Long"! Established

School in the Southwest

FINE AND COMMERCIAL ARTS

INDIVIDUAL Cm'ricisui DAILY

Lrc'rullr COURSE!

EunoPum Ann Escrniu ‘I'muuzn Iran'rnuc'ronl

snio you ILLUIYRLTID Orrssoout

L. E.G. MACLEOD

Dililcrcll

With a Western School ;—Tweii'th

year. Thousands successful grad

ustcs. _Beg'in the year right, by

preparing for ndvan oemen t

through one of our home—study courses. We teach

Steno rnphy, Bookkeeping, Bnnkini, Agricul

ture, orticulturo, Electrical, M ning, Civil

and Automobile Engineering, also Nor

mal and Kindergarten teachers’ courses. Write for

free 50-page catalog.

‘Will SCHOOL 0F OOIIESPOIDEICE

Mlrkel Street

Dept. 5 Sun Frnnoilco, Col.

[ITA‘LIINED Ann

luconrclurto 1'81

 

 

 

LEARN SliOR'l'i-iAND AT HOME

Simple, easy and efficient system. Quickly lecrn

ed. unexceilcd for Court reporting and commercin]

work. No expense for board or tuition; cold on

Money Back Gusrnntce. Price reasonable. EAsy

weekly payments. Write todny for complete in

iormltion, ond Free first lesson.

Masher Shorihend Co. Deck D3, oinllis, "clinch.

 

 

  

RINGS-MEDALS$088

Any one or he calms bis-u

Ally leneu or am

[n'llvin‘ on up fru

CATALOGUE ness

C. K. GROUSE CO.

I."r. lam. uh“. I- 5

  

 

 

wh" '- " STAMM 9
Costing You to .

when you Ire held book by FAULTY SPEECH. Fear and Fliluieto

mlk when conditions dciiisiidi 1 Wu mylcl! thus nfliictcd for

over 80 years and well liiiow its terrible effect. MY NATURAL

IETHOD of treatment never hils incurs. PRIVATE lNS'l'RUCIiON

ONLY. Write or cell {or lull particulars.

Willi-m 3. Run". Prinripnl Ind Instructor

The Bnssctt lim... Ncvsds Bank Bldg.. H Montgomery 5%.,

Us. l-‘rsneisco, Uni.
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. Write 1 hi mobs-ism
nlrll from hnzsrsds of our students

“00 I month. A dmsonr nearest

Ilm

Chicago,
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New York,
  

CastillejaSchooltbrGirls

Accredited to Colleges Built and West. Griirnmnr nrid

y Densrtments. Sand for lilurimu-a cntislflflllfi

Principal: Hui-y l. Lockey. A. B.

PALO ALTO- CALIF.

 

  

Elbert l'luhbard’s

Ten Greatest Essays

and THE FRAFor Six Months

THESE ESSAYS include A ll’lessage to

Garcia, which has been given a larger

circulation than any other book but the

Bible (more than 40,000,000 printed);

The Cigaretlisl; The Boy from Missouri

Valley; Get Out or Get In Line; Paste

board Procli'ui'ti'cs, and five other master

pieces, in Booklet Form, any one of

which, passed along to the one who

needs it, will pay you dividends in en

lightened service. Or they might

benefit YOU.

THE FRA, "the most beautiful maga

zinc in America," believes in Free

Speech; is an open forum; discusses all

subjects courageously; presumes to

have an opinion: commands the atten

tion of the Thinkers of the World.

uTHE FRA editorials certainly have the

'punch'l"—Hugh Chalmers. "Particu

larly struck with THE FRA."-—Bookcr

T. Washington. "Fine life and nerve in

it."—William Marion Reedy. "Greatly

pleased with THE FRA editorials."—

Luther Burbank. "Editorials full of

life and vim."—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

"Especially i'mpressi've."-—-David Starr

Jordan. "Heart-touching mirth and

wisdom."——Hudson Maxim.

MAIL US $1.00 IN ANY FORM

THAT SUITS YOU. OUR RISK.

AND THE ELBERT HUBBARD

ESSAYS WILL BE FORWARDED

AT ONCE, AND "THE FRA"

EVERY MONTH FOR SIX

MONTHS. ADDRESS.

Tlili ROYCROFTERS, But Aurora, N. Y.
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Ad-Lefier Contest*Winners for February
SUNSET READERS are surely discriminating students of advertisements. The letters which poured into this ofiice in our

Sunset Ad-Letter Contest for February far exceeded the number received in any previous month. They came from all corners

of the United States—splendid letters that reveal a real knowledge of advertising value. We've done our level best to award the

prizes justly. Many contestants chose the same subject and thus increased the problem of award. Below are the first, second

and third letters, reproduced in full, and the names of the writers. Read the letters carefully; they will serve as models for yours.

First Award—Firestone Tires Second Award—Smith wheel ThirdAward—Johnston’scandy

. .' ‘@WeL-ll j
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Any advertisement, to be eflective. must offer value.

or money's worth, in some form. It must, tomeet

with approval from the discriminating person, have

1just the right balance; it must be artistic and logical;

it must contain an instantaneous appeal to the

reader's mental facultim. Apgly' thesedctermining

factors to the Firestone ad. fiiid it meets the re

quirements of the idml ed.

To concretely analyze this ad, we should first con

sider the qualities it em haeizes. There is the clear

cut illustration of a perfiict Firestone tire. Beside it

is an explanation of its qualifications for service:

durability, elegance and dependability—a lure com

binetion.

Here is a firm advertising "Most Miles per Dol

lsr." Isn't that what you want when you buy a

tire—"Most Miles per Dollar?" Isn't that a mliza

tion by the Firestone Company that value—not ap

pearance or size sinply—rcelly counts‘!

Then there is what may be called total imprion

in this Firestone ad. By that I mean an exact, con

crete idea of the product advertised, a mental picture

of the tire is aworking part of your auto. Notice the

lucid uplanatlon of "wh ;" why the Firestone tire

SUNS" is never laid aside until I have studied all

the ads. Four miles from even a country village, it

is the only chance to learn the new ideas in work and

pla .

Tonight the picture of a lady cyclist caught my

fancy. We had been speaking, the man and l, of the

isolation, and my need of etti about more.

“There is always risk" he ssi , "in ivirlg a horse.

The host may fail you some time in a crisis. Now if

we could afl'ord——" “No, not even a Ford this year,"

I said, and we in bed as we s' bad.

So I stopped to 00k at the l on the wheel. How

to enjo my wheel. but ere—Ah, California

is a country 0 such ificent distance.

Then my glance tmve ed down the ictured street

and up to the top of the c. “ otorwhee' .'

"Uh, intricate machinery, on much too heavy or

my slight strength."

And then I looked down again. Why, this is

dlflerenfl Lightnoss. simplicity, ordinary attire, and

I began to read the text aloud. Twenty-five mile an

hour, and one hundred and twenty-five miles on a

gallon of gasoline. Why, it's only orty miles across

the hills to little mother. Church; sho ping in the

For a year or more I have enjoyed reading the

‘.mutifully dis layed advertisements in Susan

MAOAZ'N'IL an have bun planed and benefited

financially in dealing with some of the advertisers.

In the Februarylnumberflohnston's, Milwaukee,’

causes my admiraflon to explode in words of admira

tion and appreciation. It is I. beautifully duigned

and executed. that it holds my attention over all

other attractive and sllurinufls. It might embrace

another "famous wonder," ides "Indian Pueblos

and Special Assortment of the ‘Ap reciated Choco

latcs,' "—and that is a girl who one not dote on

chocolates.

The ad is delicate and dainty, and in all of its fea

tures and exprmsions is as sweet, captivating and

charming as the famous bonbons it represents. it's

an ad to make girl raiders of Simon‘ envious of the

beauty in the icture: and a man have sweet thoughts

of his belt gir , or wife. and exprms them in purchas

ing for her a box of “Johnston's Chocolatm." The

mind loves to dwell on it and weave fascinating fan

ties. It is a "famous wonder" in ad construction.

Girls of my acquaintance. who have seen it. think as

 

is eilioaolous and invaluab o to the auto owner From large “"1"”; even ‘be on)" by ‘he “a” lllhwayi all

the color to the texture of the rubber used, everything “"1 ' . ,,

n illustrated and explained. 1 would call mu the “fit the thus. we weed. for myself- for every

acme of ellicienc in advertising—the force that lonely ({Ounl-ry woman. and all town weary folk. Ohl

pum, value in ii. from“ Mr. Editor. ll hat a wonderful ed.

ELBIRT CHARIAN, Oregon City, Ore. Mas. C. E. Bneunm, Maxwell, California.

I do. So it's a “telling advertisement." It is a star

in the Suwsn'r's crown of dazzling displayed ads.

It's a pleasure to see something else insides a beer that

is "making Milwaukee famous."

Miss LILY Jos'm, Patterson. N. C.

 

 

Awards Of Merit: Besides the prize-winning letters published above hundreds of others were received that we would gladly

acknowledge because of their keen analysis and clever phrasing. Two were selected by the judges as especially meritorious, one

by Stella G. Holgate, Sawtelle, California, on the Inferno Floor Furnace ad which is awarded fourth prize: and one by Leslie

W. Tower, Red bluff, Califomia, on the “Ready Built House” ad which wins the fifth prize.

Five Gash Prizes Each Month for Merely Writing Letters
The object of this Contest is to stimulate the interest of Study the ads in this number of Simsm'. Try to analyze these three prism. there will be two $5.00 cash prizes as

Sowsz'r Magazine readers in the splendid announcements the advertisement that made the deepest impression upon Mum of merit for the {mm}, “d any, bait 19mm. \

of the national advertisers whose advertisements appear your mind. Then write down your reasons. Simple, isn‘t it? . . . “w . th I‘. b v c _

each month in the Magazine, and to encourage a keener Nowl For the best letter received each month we will Above are ‘he pm'H'mmnR a m m _ e e m ‘on

appvrtla‘caiation of the vnlazdoggesign and tegt.“ h d award four/gag] p‘riae of 122m; for thtessocond bEtjct letételr, a mat. They are good letters, carefully written and carefully

tconstitutm a vertisement " y 0 some rizeo . : or that i ,apriseo 10.11). ho t ae - _ h d or am" lam,"
ad! appeal more strongly to you than do others? Why did letters will be published in full in SUNS“ Magazine. to- mmlyuu" 5mm" ‘Bdsediltlheli "in; “n Tram‘ I H h

this or that announcement indelibly imprim itself upon gethcr with a reproduction of the ad, and the name and bu.’ ‘but were we“ 3' " em a" u c 0 ‘ s“ '

WW mflnm'y'l addreu of the prize-winning letter writer. In addition to mitted in February. Study them as models for your letter.

i

Rules Governing the Ad-lietter Contest
“16 0011M!‘ Mill! ‘MI "W January. 1916. issue and after receipt of copy by the subscriber in order to reach If you can write a letter. You "and 8 chin“ to

will run until December, l916. issue. us in tine for consideration The announcement of obtain one of these casl' prises. _

The letter must not exceed 250 words in length. . the prilci will follow in the second month's number The conditions of tile Contest are all set forth _ln

The letter must bear the name and address of the of Scalar-for example. the prile-winnin letters sub- this announcement. . will not be necessary to write

writer and in no instance will we assume responsibility mitted on the advertisements in the pril Susss'r for further particulars. Just send In your letter“.

for the return of manuscript‘; must reach us not later than April 201h and the typewritten if posslllle, together with your name and

The letter must be so itted within fifteen days awards will be announced in the June isue of Susan‘. lddrols. I

Send Your Subscription and Address all Correspondence to Contest Editor, sunset Magazine, iflmsco
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Accumulation

, 8”

Money

ADEFlNlTEplanof

saving is the first

requisite towards the

accumulationofwealth.

DEFINITEplanof

investing your sav

ings must be followed

to obtain the full bene

fit of accumulation.

,v

HIGH grade bonds

offer the best field

for the investment of

your funds because

they combine a good

rate of interest with a

high degree of safety.

'()U are invited to

call upon us for

advice, either person

ally or by letter. Write

for our

Circular SS-36

giving list of current

bonds suitable for

the investment of

your savings.

N.W. Halsey &Co.

424 California St.

San Francisco

Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles

Railway Exchange Bldg" Portland

Boston

Chicago

New York

Philadelphia
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Western Finance
 

institutions.

A department devoted to inveatmenta in the

Far West. We endeavor to accept only the

announcement: of relponaible and reliable

‘ ttera requeatin‘ information

should be addressed to the Financial Editor

and ahould be accompanied by return poatale.

 

 

  

The Western

  

Interest

By Edwin Selvin

coming better understood in

the East. There is a newly

awakened desire among really worth

while people for fuller knowledge and

more accurate information of conditions

out here. This is going to be a factor of

prime importance m the further develop

ment of the Pacific Slope during the next

few years. It is finding manifestation in

the constantly increasing inquiries con

cerning the essential things being made

of banks, investment houses and financial

writers. ,

It is always interesting and usually in

structive to analyze the causes that turn

the attention of thinking people to a par

ticular section of the country. The states

west of the Rockies have been filling up

fast the past few years. Unlike the great

movement to the Middle West of two

generations ago and the early influx of

settlers to the Coast—a splendid type of

people, but with little beyond their cour

age and toil with which to build—~those

who are now coming are in the main men

and women of education and means.

They were persons of some importance

in their home communities and when

they have arrived and been fitted into

the general scheme of western life they

become one of the very best sources of

information for others who have half

formed ideas of also becoming residents

or investors.

Probably the benefit to the Slope of the

scores of thousands who last year came

to the Coast for the first time to attend

either expositions or conventions cannot

be measured. But surely as a result of

the first-hand impressions which have

been carried away and are even yet perco

lating through widening circles of ac

uaintances, interest in the West and

Western things is being stimulated.

One of the many reflex actions in

ESTERN securities and West

ern financial problems are be

‘America of the European war has been

to lift people out of an attitude of pro

vincialism, to give them a broader view

point, to instil a desire for a closer touch

with the affairs of their own country.

Last summer some of the nation’s

foremost bankers attending the American

Bankers’ Association ,Convention in

Seattle, after having spent their vacations

in California, personally expressed to me

the opinion that this section of the United

States, over all others, was destined to be

the theatre of the greatest development

during the next decade.

Now, assuming all this to be correct, it

t

is easy to'understand why people with

money—no less the small investor than

the capitalist—are becoming interested in

Western securities and possessed with the

determination of investigating and mas~

tering western financial problems.

The capitalist and banker having

sources of information closed to the aver

a e person can in large measure take care

of themselves, without any particular aid

from us. But the small investor, or the

man who wants to engage in business, or

the family who is coming to make a home,

need all the help in the way of dependable

information and wise counsel that We of

the West who ought to know the good and

the ill of the vVest, can give.

The most necessary thin for the East

erner who is thinking of sending his dollars

here for investment to bear in mind is that

fundamentally an investment is an invest

ment wherever it may be made; that the

questions of how, what and when, are of

as vital import on the Pacific Coast as on

the Atlantic Seaboard—and ever present

in both places.

Much money has been sent West and

lost. That is not the West's fault; rather

is it the fault of him who sent it, expecting

some impossible return. All men in the

\Nest are not honest; all Western dealers

in investment securities are not scrupu

lous. Many promises of promoters were

not kept last year, nor Will they be kept

next year.

Of psychological phenomena as applied

to the investment of money,’that which

asseth all understanding is exemplified

in the man who in buying a vacant lot in

his home town for $200, will call for ex ert

real estate judgment, the opinion 0 his

business associates and the advice of his

lawyer, and then turn around and send

$1000 a thousand miles away to a firm he

has never before heard of, to buy sorm.L

thing he knows nothing about, and with

no investigation whatever.

To know of whom you bu is as im

portant as to know what ou buy.

There are investment anking houses

on the Pacific Coast the equal of those to

be found anywhere in integrity, knowledge

and judgment. Before you send money

west for investment, make sure it is to one

such that you are sending it.

_ “How P” you ask.

If you have no other means of finding

out, write Sunss'r MAGAZINE.

Many investors have a supposition that

they can get a larger return with equal

safety as to principal in Western securi

ties. This is not supposition. It is fact.
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Free Market Letter on 1

Stocks and Bonds

Of the Great Southwest

Securities listed on the Los Angeles Stock."

change and which are showing activity are

nnelyzed for the informltion of investors in

The Market Letter ‘

which is published at stated intervsls. The

enulysis denls with physical end merlret con

ditions relating to securities.

Statistical Information

has been our specinlty for ears and we hsve

built up what we believe to one of the most

comprehensive statistical files in the west

Prompt and Efficient Service

will follow your request for The Msrlret Letter

or for information reletive to Any specific

western securities. THIS SERVICE IS FREE.

A. W. COOTE

Member Los Angeles Stock Exchsnge

604 I. w. Hellman Bldg. Los Angeles, Calif.

-— NO PROMOTIONS

 

 

A. H. WOOLLACOTT

srocxs and norms

Member

SAN FRANCISCO STOCK EXCHANGE

308 BUSH STREET

SAN Fmmclsco

LOS ANGELES STOCK EXCHANGE

261-62 l. w. HELLMAN BLDG. '

Los Auants

DEALER IN ALL PACIFIC COAST

SECURITIES

 

l

70/ CALIFORNIA STREET

0 IMPROVEMENT BONDS

Meet all the requirements of conservative investors.

They are _secure, oonyenieut, and y the largest

amount of interest consistent with Buggy. California

Street laws, under which thesb bonds are issued, have

been inefi‘ect for over twenty years and are therefore

time tried snd dependable.

_ Denominations rs from 825.00 up. and therefore

give the small, as wel_ as the large investor the some

advantage as to security and intcrvst return. We ofl'er

only carefully selected issue that have been purchased

for our own account.

Exempt from taxation.

Price par and accrued interest.

Write for circulars; they will interest every investor

who wants 7% and safety.

THE EMPIRE SECURITIES‘ COMPANY

mm." pol'alrd may

1130 llilrrlill Ill], Ill illl Ssrilt Strutr'lss Alleles, Col.
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Is ‘Your Money

Working for You?

There are numerous houses which

have sold bonds for ten,twenry,rhirty

years without causing their clients to

lose one dollar. Would you feel safe in

following the advice of such firms?

  
l.‘rl‘wu.

If you want better than four per cent

without running any risks, write to

Financial Editor, Sunset Magazine, San

Francisco, for information concerning

the standing and the record of Far

Western bond houses.

. lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllfillllllllllllllllmg
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The reason is uite simple. Com ara

tively, there is(less money in the Vest

than in the East. Similarly the current

demand is greater than the West itself can

supply from its floating capital. Capital

here, this being a new country still in the

development 'stage, though—and mark

this—past the speculative development

stage, is and must be for some years yet

to come largely in fixed forms of invest

ment. Given this condition it is inevitable

that mone ——which economicall Y con

sidered is ur a commodity—wil com

mand a higher price. Therefore it is but

natural that investment yields here are

greater. Likewise the higher yield,

within reason, has no bearing upon safety.

Here .a borrower goes to the bank and

pays 7% or 8% interest for his accommo

dation. '

a custom fixed by the law of su ply and

demand for the commodity he is u ing——

money. The same man in New rk or

Pennsylvania or Massachusetts; with the

same r‘esponsibility, would pa the bank

5% or 6%. There he is in anot er market.

'So, if you are offered a mortgage on a

Western farm paying 7% interest, or a

local improvement bond yielding 6% to

7%, the promised income is not out of

line with ‘the security‘you will hold for

payment‘of interest and repayment of

principal—provided you buy from a

reputable dealer. ,

But if you are offered a security to net

7% in a market whose normal rate is

554%, then watch out.

Shvin s banks and life insurance ‘com

anies o the East are heavy investors in ‘

acific Slope bonds and first mortgages

on farm and city property. They need

the greater income from'these Western

investments to bring up the average in

come of all their investments to over 5%.

They feel perfectly secure about their

principal. One Eastern life insurance

company with a reputation for ultra con

servatism has upwards of $5,000,000 in

vested in first mortga es on residences,‘

apartment houses and usiness blocks in

four cities alone in one of the Pacific

States. An executive officer here a few

weeks ago to loan still more ‘money in

these same four cities and on surrounding

farm lands told me that not a dollar of

interest or principal was in default in this

state.

This instance is typical.

And in the matter of bond sales, when

new issues are being bid for, local bond

houses have the keenest kind of com e

tition from New York, Boston, Philadbl

phia, Chicago, Cincinnati and other East

As a matter of fact the

greater part of the new municipal issues

originating in California, Oregon, Wash

ington, Montana and Idaho finds its way

back East en bloc. Here they are dis

tributed to institutions, estates and in

vestors who know the West, and knowing, '

have faith.

The individual investor really can find,

all things considered, better emplo ment

for his funds in mortga es and bon 5 here

than anywhere else. Eur he must exer

cise due caution, with particular care in

the selection of the firm through which he

deals.

And above all else he must not allow

himself to be carried away by a new-bom

enthusiasm for the West and things

Western, for we have them bad as well as

good here, just as they do elsewhere.
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The Unvarnished Facts About

JAPAN and

AMERICA
By Carl Crow

Author of “America and the Philippim”

“More nonsense has been written about

Japan than about any other modern

country—” and yet ere is no nation

which the people of the United States

need better to understand.

Here is a book of extraordinary interest

and value by a man who has really lived

and worked in the Far East, and who was

for a time one of the editorial staff of the

Japanese Advertiser, an American news

$1.50 net. Postage 12 cents

if . . - .
Super-Spy

His correct name is Isaac Trebitch; he

was born in Hungary of Jewish parents.

He changed his name, went to England

and became an Episcopalian minister.

Elected to Parliament, {he won the

confidence of the powers ‘behind the

British Empire, becamqhf, y for Ger

many, and is now a fugitive rom Ameri

can justice.

The full story of his adventurous career

is told in

The Revelations of an

International Spy
At all booksellers—$1.50 net

Illustrated with fsc-simile corroborative documents

THE RETURN OF FU-MANCIIU

By SAX ROHMER 4

Author of “The Yellow Claw” and “The

Insidious Dr. Fro-Manchu.”

Here’s another Fu-Manchu story—more

exciting—more thrilling—more provoca

tive of that “what’s-going-to-happen

next” sort of bewildering delight—more

absolutely enthrallin than anything Sax

Rohmer has done be ore.

By all odds the best detective story of

many years.

$1.35 net. Postage 12 cents

Let This Electric Spark Wake Up

Your Mental Megnnel

EFFICIENT LIVING

By EDWARD EARLE PURIIITON

Are you getting the most out of life?

So many people merely drift along, ac

cepting success, health and happiness if

they come, but never reaching out and

seizing them. Don’t be a drifter! Mr.

Purinton, Director of the Independent's

Efficiency Service, and one of the greatest

efficiency experts in the world, will show

you how to galvanize your Intent talents

into action.

Izmo. $1.25 not. Portage IO “11:

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO.

i NEW YORK
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" The maid ofuore who spun "reflux

we: wine and clever loo '

Today, he! rand; Iii/d makes each Dime

A Douile Duty dnl "

THE spirit of wise thrift which turned

the spinning wheels of old now finds a

more modern expression. Sensible women,

millions of them, from the Golden Gate to

the shores of Maine, are reaping the every

daybenefits offeredbythemsystem.

They always deal with stores which give

Jr-MGreen Stamps and select the popular

brands which carrya Hamilton Coupon

in the package. They are adding comfort

and beauty to their homes without spending

an additional cent of the family income.

LetussendyouourPremiumCatalog,show

ing over 4000 items in standard merchan

dise, together with a complimentary copy

of "The Sperry Magazine." We will

tell you how to get this Newest and Best

National MOl\THLY,~Free—every

month. Address Department Service.

THE SPERRY & HUTCHINSON CO.

THE HAMILTON CORPORATION

Geo. B. Caldwell, Preaiclent

2 West 45th Street New York City
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High Noon in Union Square

There is a little valley in the heart of San Francisco, a. green. meadow surrounded by clifl's of stone and steel.

Blossom ing shrubs and a few evergreen. trees lightly shade its inviting carpet from the April sun. In the great

hotel named for St. Francis, patron of the city by the Golttmt Gate, luxurious guests are Iuuching, surrounded by

the gorgeous colors and gildings of a famous decorator. Outside in the fresh and fragrant air, amid the paste!

paintings of spring, youth and beauty are free for an. hour from service in. the surrounding shops, Iunching more

simply but not less gaily



 

(faster Bawn on‘BuBibugt

BY' GEORGE STER LING

“is is tl’n limb lnroir §trra Bl’egt,

clu that for has ofwbirll our annals (eff.

- , Jim's firsl Br pl’nnnrb Bis Bots :itubel’,

195092 9600010 felt 50 wihe upon our mm.

_ -- Jfere inlBe gol'emn morning of Big quest,

Xunz Dream! [0501 qil'vcru uoireg pet 960116)

About 16: magic of 6'5 alien-‘Bell’, (smelt,
Y‘ Iromltlisginn lower9,erc lac wonto rest

Jim was lfieAhmnt of 6'15 fiiuh (rumor,

1D605e patient sfiirs Bib pet tfieir Q‘ngstsr F1951,

A5 [W129 wail below 161' 91mm of (095‘

(9a E'ime'g Box-‘13011 glifl 1691301011 belnpro,

llpou who? from,” on 152 goutfirm uigfil.

$5601“; m95liml’unb fuminou5, a @055.
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v w. ._. ' . AFTER A PHOYOGQAPN BY

w‘mnou ‘ HARRY E. SCOYT

 

During the dawn of each Easter Sunday, an “Easter Sunrise Pilgrimage” is made to the summit of JIounl

Rubidoux, above Riverside. California. Here stands a great cross, erected to the memory of Fra Junipero

Serra, “apostle, legislator. builder,” to commemorate “the beginning of civilization in California.” The

pilgrimage was suggested by Jacob Riis and the cross unveikd by President Taft, in 1909. The sunrise

service is simple but thrilling; its inspiration is powerfully expressed in picture and poem, here presented
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.it grandiloquentl

@ Across the Editor’s Desk Q

ERE it is—a bunch of poetical posies, with a

sprinklin of salt water. You were duly

warned ast month. We are not worried

about it. When this number leaves the press

both slopes of the Great Divide will be in the grip of

delicious spring fever. We believe there will be few of

our readers who will not respond with an involuntary

thrill to the spirit of Benét’s “Down Along the Moun

tam":

Waving his blue scrape, the wild vaqucro wind

Whooped o'er the purple mountains, the herds

of Spring behind.

That is the sort of madness

which has overtaken the

editorial mind and opened

wide the editorial door to

the Spring poet. Now the

office 18 trusting to the con

tagion of the uickening

season to enable us to

"get by" with this ex

traordinary issue. In the

words of Mr. Benet—who

never intended such an

application of them—we

hope to be able to say,

a month from now:

Bcllowing loud and lowing with

Spring's wild loco-weed,

The galloping herds of the Sun

set passed in amad stampede!

 

UT there is that s rinkling of salt water

on the bouquet. I'lbw else would you de

scribe the mournful recital b Carl Crowin his
I‘Our Surrender ofthe Pacific!” \Ve \Vesterners

like to look out across the Sunset Sea and call
. submits

the Twentieth Century
of his

 

 

Mr. Peter B. Chiselpusher

Tl-IUS you have the April number, a thing both _

grave and gay, a thing of smiles and tears like

traditional April itself. Who could better represent

such variety than the famous Cayuse twins, Tox-e-lox

and A-lom-pum, who appear upon this cover? A-lom

um, in this picture, has the placid face and Tox-e-lox

18 shown in action. These young ladies of the Umatilla

reservation, grand-nieces of the famous Chief Joseph

of the Nez Perces, are now grown-up and A-lom-pum is

the wife of a young Nez Perce Indian in Idaho and the

mother of a red hope. Tox-e-lox is still on the reserva

tion where the twin sisters

have been noted for several

ears for their typical

beauty as well as for the

famous photographs which

Major Moorhouse was so

lucky as to get of them in

their papoose days. The

story goes that at the time

of their birth there was an

ancient tradition among the

Cayuses that twins were a

sign ofthe displeasure ofthe

Great Spirit and must be

killed accordingly. Ila-hots

mox-mox (Yellow Grizzly),

thefather ofthese two,deter

mined to circumvent the

death decree immediately

pronounced at their birth b

Chief Si-ah-sum (No Shirt). Hi

could not very well tell the chief to

"keep his shirt on" so he resorted to

strategy, Indian fashion. He told

the tribe in council of a vision he had

had one night after long huntin , a

vision which had promised him t at
the manuscri t .p twin daughters should be born to

Ocean. From t erecord it would ap ear

that said ocean belonged to us for mosto the

new prehistorical

romance to the editor of the

‘ ‘Cavewoman's Companion’ '

his squaw Him-ye-an-hi-hi (White

Fawn) who should bring great bless

nineteenth century and that we have not kept

it. Mr. Crow's article is not a merry one, we

admit, but it serves us to keep our balance after the

heady wine of Springtime. Don’t dodge its cold briny

facts. Keep them in mind through the next few years.

WHEN the artist brought in his drawing for the

heading of that article, we looked at it askance.

“Uncle Sam sitting under the Japanese flag is a little

too much," we declared.

The artist stood his ground. "Call up the Post

Office," he suggested. we asked-Mr.-Foster at the

main office. "Are the United States mails carried to

the Orient in Japanese shi s?" we inquired-to-know.
l'Yes," came the answer. ‘ All of them?" we persisted.

"Well," came the drawling reply, "that's about all the

shi s that's running out that way nowadays.”

\ e handed back the drawing. “Send it to the en

gravers," we said wearily.

ings to the tribe. The vision was

duly respected and the little lives

were saved. In the midst of this romance it is almost

painful to add the necessary biographical data that

the twins are the daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Philip

Jones, of the Presbyterian mission church on the

reservation, that they are known as Emma and Edna,

and that Edna is now Mrs. Jim Moore.

PETER B. KYNE comes home again in May after

several months’ sojourn in popular Eastern maga

zines. He is a bit overdue, as is made apparent by the

inquiries regarding him. Thus it is a pleasure to report

that he has been sighted, coming in under full steam,

with a fine San Francisco yarn about overdue ships and

them that gamble on them. It is purely a coincidence

that Mr. Argens’ interestin reconstruction of literary

life in the Stone Age shoul appear on the same page

with this up-to-the-minute announcement.
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“ great American eye-opener is an Ivory Soap bath.

~ A quick massage from head to toe with the mild, bub- 1:4.‘

bling, copious Ivory lather, a plunge into clear, cold water,a brisk rub-down and one enjoys that feeling of exhilarat- m

ing cleanness which gives mind and body a running start

in the day’s work and play. i‘
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The Pacific is no longeranAmerican ocean. It is underthe domination ofJapan

 

 

Surrender of i .i

the Pacific
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flow the Wave of American Supremacy Swept Across the

Pacific, Touched the Shores of Asia, and Receded

EST we grow too sure of our world

greatness in these note-writing

days let us recount some of the

vanished glories which our fathers

won and we have lost. Let us measure

our dwindling frontiers, for though cus

toms houses may mark the outermost

boundaries of Mexico and Siam, the

frontiers of the nations which are truly

great lie far beyond and end only where

their influence, or their kultur (if you are

a word faddist), ceases to be important.

We may be extending these invisible fron

tiers in some directions but in the Pacific,

that theater for the great events of the

future, we are withdrawing, driven back

defeated in the bloodless warfare of trade,

enterprise and diplomacy.

Let us go back to the year 1860, for by

that time the United States had attained

a position in foreign trade, shipping and

international relations which was the

wonder of the world. No other nation

had ever made such progress in the same

length of time. This had been accom

plished during the era of Bedford and

Salem, the period when with the West

largely unknown and unsettled, the dar

ing skippers of the New England coast

threshed the seven seas for commerce and

whales. They made the American flag a

familiar sight in every port of the world

By Carl Crow

and bartered in a hundred languages.

These tradin skippers had been particu—

larly success ul in the Pacific, where by

1860 Americans had acquired a position

of power and prestige which was the ad

miration and despair of European rivals.

Only a few years before this time ad

miral Perr had opened the tightly closed

doors of Ta an, the foremost of many

brilliant exp oits of diplomacy, commerce

and navigation through which America

had ained first lace in the Pacific and

sent ussia, Englimd and France seeking

domination in other fields. No one then

thou ht that Japan, whose rise in the

Paci c was destined to be as remarkable

as our own, would ever be a serious rival.

With occasional dramatic advances

which startled the world, American in

fiuence, prestige and trade had grown

steadily until the Pacific became an

American ocean. Before the existence

of the Columbia river was known Ameri

can skip ers had carried the sparselystarred fiJag into every corner of the

Pacific and had penetrated to the most

distant points in the Indian ocean. The

republic was not three years old before

our fast clipper ships carried tea from

Canton to Liverpool in successful com

petition with the Honorable East India

Com any, which but a few years before

had een responsible for the Boston Tea

Party. American traders set themselves

up in Hawaii within a year after Wash

ington took his oath of office. So great

was the interest in the Pacific that the

second act of the first session of the

United States Congress was one to en

courage American shipping by levying a

preferential duty on tea brou ht from

China. The American mercantife marine

was soon so important on the China

coast that it was second only to that of

Great Britain, though now it is exceeded

by that of every other maritime nation.

By 1805 our trade with China amounted

to $10,000,000 a year and was of much

more relative importance than it is now.

The first steamboat in the Pacific was

built in America for use in Chinese

waters and Boston firms had been doing

business in Canton half a century before

the first American business house was set

up in San Francisco.

UR shipping in the Pacific had

reached its highest develo ment in

1860. In a single year before that time,

more than one hundred American ships

had called at ports in Java, where the

13
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American flag is now almost as rare as

that of Switzerland. Five hunderd oil—

soaked Yankee whalers were provisioned

in one year at the orts of Hawaii. There

were nine hundre ocean-going vessels in

service in the Pacific and of these more

than eight hundred carried the stars and

stripes. American vessels trading with

the now vanished Empire of Muscat

numbered three times those of all

European nations together. We carried

freights from Canton to New York and in

addition conducted a ve important

trade between Mexico, Chilerand Peru

and the ports of China, a trade which has

long since passed into other hands. At

one time we controlled nine-tenths of the

import and export trade of China, a trade

which laid the foundations for most of

the Boston fortunes of the present da .

The British flag, or any other flag, mig t

then have been driven from the seas

without causing any embarrassment to

American commerce. We were carrying

our own goods and the goods of others as

well.

It had been a busy half century for

American diplomacy in the Orient, a half

century of which every American should

be roud, though this generation seems

to have forgotten it. The opening of

Japan is well known. But how many

Americans know that one hundred ears

ago there existed in the basin 0; the

Indian ocean the powerful Em ire of

Muscat, extending from the ersian

Gulf to Zanzibar, that a Yankee states

man made with the Sultan of Muscat a

treaty containing the provision that,

owing to the friendship of the two na

tions, the Sultan would return to their

homes at his own expense all American

sailors shipwrecked on his shores? How

many know that in 1860 we had made

treaties with Borneo and had had com

mercial relations with Siam for half a

century? Or that fifty ears before its

actual annexation the lging of Hawaii

voluntarily wrote to the President of the

United States placing the Kingdom of

Hawaii under his protection? Or that

the American navy had carried on a suc

cessful cam aign against the irates of

Formosa? t that we had foug t a small

war with Korea? Or that the American

minister to China was the first foreign

diplomat to be received with marks of

respect b the hau hty Chinese court?

Or that t e principa manufacturing dis

trict of Shanghai is located on what was

once an American colony, of man times

the importance of Kiaochau? t that

one hundred years ago our trade with the

Philippines was of more relative impor

tance than it was at the time of the battle

of Manila bay? In a word, how many

Americans know that when Perry braved

the forts ofYedo American interests in the

Pacific were relatively larger and more

important than they now are?

HE ear i860, which marked the

heig t of our influence in the Pacific,

also marked the beginning of the decline.

Confederate rivateers slipped around

the Horn and) soon the great fleets of

New England merchantmen and whalers

had disap cared. The daring exploits of

the "Em en” and of other German sea

raiders make tame reading compared to

the deeds of the little Confederate vessels

which raked the Pacific and sent the tubs

of whalers and the graceful clipper ships

speeding under full canvas for safe ports.

Perhaps they merely hastened the end of

American shipping to China. The period

before the war had been the period of the

New England Coast, of the whalers of

Bedford and Salem and the merchants of

Boston. The era after the war was that

of Chicago and the Middle West. The

thinly starred fla of our early da 5 had

been carried to al parts of the wet (I, but

as the field of blue became more thickly

strewn there was more room for it at

home. Salem and Bedford declined and

Chicago grew in importance. The whales

grew scarcer and kerosene came in to re

K/llace their oil. The new markets of the

iddle West, of Texas, California, Colo

rado and a dozen other raw but growing

places offered quicker if not bigger

profits than those to be found at the end

of a sea voyage.

For forty years after Perry's visit to

Japan, America forgot that there was a

acific ocean. The opening of Japan was

not, as it is generall supposed to be, the

relude to an era 0 new prestige for the

nited States, but rather the closing of a

cycle of achievement and the be inning
of an era of inaction and indiflgerence.

After the close of the Civil War manu

facturers, statesmen and financiers turned

their attention to the growing West.

With the disappearance of American

shipping, China was farther away than

ever before. Diplomatically and eco

nomically the United States lost its world

outlook and became smugly provincial.

AT length through Dewe ’s victory

over the S anish fleet, merica rediscovered the Il'iacific ocean and with the

closing years of last century it a peared

for a time that the old spirit of the Bed

ford and Salem era was again to dominate

us. There was a burst of American activ

ity in the Pacific and we made history

there faster than it could be written.

The long expected annexation of Hawaii

was accomplished. We of this generation

felt a glow of self-satisfaction over this,

forgettin that it might never have been

ossible Tiut for the vigorous policy of

lialfa century before. W'e acquired Guam

and the Philippines, our geographical

frontier being extended clear across the

Pacific in two rapid steps.

But that was not the entire story of our

dramatic advances. The Philippine in

surrection was still seething when Sec

retary of State Hay, by securing the as

sent of the powers to the open~door

olicy in China, established in the Far

’East a twin brother of the Monroe Doc

trine, bringing China into the rapidly

growing territory wherein American in

fluence was of first importance. The

open-door policy means, or did mean, to

China, just what the Monroe Doctrine

means to the American republics, with

two modifications. One of these is that

thou h our doctrine for South America

has Been approved by no other power,

the policy in China has been assented to

by all the great powers and has been in

cluded in several treaties. The other

modification is that while European

aggression in America has been a remote

possibility and therefore our Southern

neighbors have not shown gratitude for

the polic , foreign aggression is some

thin wit which China is unpleasantly

fami iar and she is therefore grateful for

what we have done to prevent or lessen

it. The establishment of the policy was

a second climax to a second series of

American achievements in the Far East.

N the first few years of the present

century, though we had not re ained
our shipping supremacy, the PZlClI'IgC was

more of an American ocean than it had

been since the Civil ‘War. Manila had

become the most western American city

and the sun rose on our Eastern border a

few hours after it set on our Western.

We held a predominant position in the

trade of Manchuria, that portion of China

which holds forth such rich romise for

future development. By establishing the

open-door policy and returning the un

expended ortion of the Boxer indemnity,

as well as y our consistent refusal to ac~

quire a colony on Chinese soil, we became

recognized as the best friend of that

country, assuring our merchants and

manufacturers a friendly reception and

sentimental advantages in the Chinese

markets. Chinese statesmen turned to

us for advice and sent their sons to our

schools. We were foremost in the devel

opment of Korea. We needed only the

reestablishment of shipping to make the

Pacific again an American ocean.

We enjoyed this enviable sition but

a few years. While the esta lishment of

the open-door policy was the climax to a

second era of achievement, it was like

wise the relude to a second eriod of

decline. When it came, our withdrawal

from the Pacific was almost as sudden and

dramatic as our later advances. In the

brief years since 1900 we have given up,

practically without a strug le, much of

the prestige and many of t e privileges

we held at that time.

Our first loss was the trade of Man

churia, for Japan defeated not one but

two adversaries in her war with Russia.

One of the things she fou ht was the im

perialistic ambition of ussia and the

other was the commercial ambition of the

United States. Russia was seeking to

dominate Manchuria in order to ain a

warm water port. The United tates

was leading in the Manchurian markets.

IIapan's victory over Russia would have

rought her comparatively small reward

if the United States had retained its share

of trade. Japan defeated us just as de—

cisively as she defeated Russia. During

the war Americans and other foreigners

were kept out of Manchuria and this

prohibition was maintained for a year

after peace was declared. When Ameri

cans were allowed to return their huge

trade was dead. The bludgeon of ex

clusion and the stiletto of imitated trade

marks had done the work and preferential

rates over Japanese owned railways now

give Japanese merchants an advantage

which cannot be overcome. Examples

of what Japan did in the imitation of

American trade-marks in a large way in

Manchuria may be seen today in any

Japanese city, where native grown

oranges are sold in wra pers bearing the

names of California “ unkist” growers

and, to mention but one of many, the

product of an Osaka factory is such a

clever imitation of Ivory Soap that the

closest inspection is necessary to reveal

the difference in the trademarks.

ERHAPS historians of the future will

find a delicious bit of Oriental humor

in the fact that the treaty of peace
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between Japan and Russia, brought about

at American suggestion and signed on

American soil, with Americans looking

on and smiling in self-satisfaction at the

success of American diplomacy, has been

the means of keeping American trade and

investments out of the territory in which

the war was fought. Mukden, which was

opened to foreign trade at the request of

the United States, is now the commercial

stron hold of Japan. Manchuria is a

closet? province to America. No Ameri

can can build a foot of railway within its

borders, put in a telephone or electric

light system, dig a ton of coal out of the

earth, or plant an acre of the untilled

plain. Our next withdrawal—the aban

donment of Korea—followed soon after

this. For many years American influence

had been strong in that unhappy but

hopeful kingdom. \Ve had made the first

treaty Korea negotiated with a Western

power and in this treaty appeared a clause

which Americans soon for ot, though the

Koreans cherished it tentferly. 1t read:

“If other powers deal unjustly or oppress

ively with either government, the other

will exert their good offices, on being in

formed of the case, to bring about an

amicable arran ement, thus showing

their friendly eeling." The Koreans

thought that this bound us together in a

defensive alliance and this was doubtless

partly responsible for the marked refer

ence shown to Americans in orea.

Americans put in the waterworks of

Seoul, developed the Korean gold mines,

built the first Korean railway and estab

lished the Seoul street car system. This

street car system is, I believe, the only one

in the world outside American territory

The Harbor of Hongkong

Once upon a time the American mercantile marine was so important on the China coast that it was second only to that of Great Britain.

It is now exceeded by that of every other maritime nation. Today from such crowded ports as this the American flag is practically gone

which follows the American rule of the

road “Turn to the right.” Koreans

looked to America to lead their country

into modern ways, asked and followed

American advice and solicited American

investments.

HE Japanese had barely finished driv

in the Russians back from the bor

der of orea when they began indecently

hasty plans for the annexation of the

country. The brutal murder of the

Queen of Korea by a Japanese agent and

the humiliating demands of Japan on

Korean officials left no room for doubt

that Japan was dealing unjustly as well as

o pressively. Korea appealed to the

nited States for aid. The Koreans

probably did not expect armed assist

ance, but they did expect, and had a

right to expect, the exertion of our still

powerful, thou h waning, influence in

their behalf. 'fhe eight thousand Ko

reans who were then residents of Hawaii

forwarded to Washington a petition in

which they said: "The clause in the

treaty between the United States and

Korea ives us a claim upon the United

States or assistance, and this is the time

when we need it most." American resi

dents of Korea, shocked by Japan’s ap

parent determination to ignore treaties

and make a vassal of Korea, pilgrimaged

to Washington and plead in vain for

action, if nothing more than a protest.

An American minister to Korea was re

moved for no reason other than that his

s mpathy for the Koreans displeased the

apanese, and Korea became a colony of

apan without a protest from the coun

try which for a quarter of a century had

stood pledged as its first as well as its

best friend among the foreign powers.

With Japanese annexation all American

influence except that exerted by the

missionaries died a natural death, and

recent ‘la anese action in restrictin the

work 0 tlie American missionary schools

threatens to drive that small vesti e of

America's former glory from the "land

of the Morning Calm. ’

This treaty with Korea, whereby we

stood pledged to aid her in the event of

trouble, was taken seriously by the

Japanese as well as by the Koreans.

ong before the immigration and land

ownership questions arose to aggravate

the situation the treaty was the cause of

the growth of an anti-American senti

ment in Japan. The Japanese did not

believe we would easily give up the fine

position we had so fairly won in Korea

and anticipated American efforts to pre

serve the integrity of the little kingdom.

Our annexation of Hawaii (against which

Ja an alone protested) and trade rivalry

in li/lanchuria were serious issues in apan

before the uestion of Japanese immi

gration to merica was ever seriously

discussed.

Our defeat in Manchuria and Korea

left us with the possession of the Philip

pines and the very important prestige

ofhaving established the open-door olicy

in China. But the outbreak of the uro

pean war was soon followed by Japan's

successful attack on the latter policy and

our frontiers were again shortened by

waning influence in China. It is not

necessary to 0 into details of the de

mands made by Japan on China or the

(Continued on page 46)



 

Bray looked through the glasses at the far-017 speck on the we.

there, in forty below, walkin’ with one dog under pack?”

“What in ’ell,” said he, “is that fellow doin’ out

Claxton, I). D.

A Story of the Northwest Mounted Police

“ ELL,” said Sergeant Claxton,

knocking the ashes from his

pipe on his boot heel and pulling

the strings of his tobacco

pouch, “that will be about all for this

year, I'm thinkin'.”

He kept his eyes fixed on the far edge

of the murky, gray-blue horizon, where

a thin, crooked, wavering line still showed,

lessening each instant—a skein of wild

geese on their way south.

“When they come up squawkin' ri ht in

the middle of the lake and start 0 hol

lerin’ bloody murder that way,” added

Claxton—who had seen many wild geese

in his day in the far North—“that means

the know something's comin’. It’s time

to bank up the house, Bray, and get in

some wood and plug the cracks. \Vinter'll

be here any minute now. Don't those

old honkers know? They are off for Flor

ida or Mexico."

"I don't know in the least where them

places is,” said Corporal Bray, who stood

nearby his superior ofhcer, “but I do

know that this ’ere ain’t no place at all.

This is the h'absolute end of all the

world, ri ht 'ere on Beaver Lake. We’ll

be cut 0 from the entire world till April

By Emerson Hough

Author of: On His Own

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

or May. W’y—I awsk you that, Ser

geant—w’y? W’y in 'ell do we do it?"

Claxton did not speak and Bray went on.

“W' don't we follow the geese on out?

I’ll tel you. It's because we 'aven’t got

the gol-blimed sense of a dash-blimed

wild goose. That's w’y. Us growed men,

too. Northwest Police—bah.—I'm going

to uit, that’s what I am."

“ 'ou can't quit, Bray,” grinned Clax

ton, his commanding ofiicer, who was

used to these tirades. “You ain’t in bad

health, and your time isn't up yet.

There's nobody to take your resignation,

and no way you can get out. The lakes

will be froze any time now. Those fel

lows”—and he nodded toward the place

where the last wild geese had disappeared

—-“the can get out, but we can t. Be
sides, lycouldn’t recommend you for dis

charge, Bray."

“W’y cawn't you, Sergeant ?"

"Because I need you too much and like

you too much,” said Claxton. “Some

chaps don't know what they want.

You're one of them."

"Oh, don't I, then! I'd like to know if

on’t. Come spring, I'll show you."

"That's a lon way off yet," said Clax

ton, smiling. “ by make plans that far

ahead?”
I‘I'm not miking no plans special,”

grumbled Bra , "but this is our second

season ’ere. he only reason I ’aven’t

deserted long ago is—’

“——Because you couldn't, Bray,” said

Claxton. "If you did I'd have to follow

you and catch you, and it’s goin’ to be

cold pretty soon—too cold for any sport

at that sort of work. That's the one trou

ble about a two-man post. If we both

left the shop, how'd she run P”

"Better if it was shut up," continued

Bray. "Two of us keepin’ 'er open.

W’y? Because a while back some fool

prospector come along ’ere an’ found a

color of gold somewherkan’ then ’e

went out and lost 'isself, an’ the bally

government at H’ottawa got scared that

some one else would come up 'ere and

start something. Nobody never did.

But we’re put ’ere for fear somebody

will. Fine business, ain't it? We might

both be drowned or froze or killed. ’Oo’d

know it at H’ottawa, and 'oo’d care ?”
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"Well, I can't tell you that just,

Bray,” said Claxton mildly. “We're not

on the Ottawa station, but on Beaver

Lake post, the two of us, and we don't

need ask any questions outside our own

district. We've ot in our su plies for

the winter, and we ll et mail in tlie spring.

Now we've little to 0 except to bank up

and get in the wood—and log the date of

the last wild geese to start south this

year. If anything happens we'll have to

record such things as native outrages or

murders or the like. Not that I see any

chance,” he added, smiling, “for since the

tribes pulled off to the east across the

lake last summer, we’ve been left pretty

much alone, that’s the truth. One way

of speakin’, I don't know of any easier

job than ours; do you, Bray?”

“It's the last job in the world for a

man," grumbled Bray. “I know plenty

better.’

"Why don’t you take them on then,

Bra .P” grinned Claxton.

"Well, you see, I 'adn’t quite thought

it all out when I signed on, Sergeant,

don’t ou see?_ I didn’t know what

might apgwn, either. And so—well, the

fact IS, ergeant, I was only a w’ite

drifter—driftin’ all over the world, like

plenty of others. I says to myself about

the Maounted, ‘\V'y not?’ An’ so I did.

But I found out more about the Maounted

since than I knew before. I’m tellin’

you, this is the lonesomest, worthlessest,

gol-blimedest job an two men ever did

tike on. We're not oing a bit of use up

’ere, neither. Nothink ’appens.”

“Nothing much, that’s true." pon

dered Claxton. “But a fellow can’t al

"u“.4

With his knuckles out, his hands thrust down, he made the sign for dead or death

., ,
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ways tell what’s goin’ to happen. Only

wild geese and wild Indians can tel

what's goin’ to happen. If I thought it

was fair to sa , I’d say my own self that

something’s bound to happen before

long. Those geese goin’ out the way they

do—it gives a fellow a sort of turn,

doesn't it? But then, my business isn’t

readin’ palms in a side show, or shufllin’

the cards in a fortune teller’s booth.

Only, I was feelin’—just at the begin

nin' of Winter—you know, if I was any

kind of prophet I’d prophesy hard luck

for somebody! Of course, that’s just

eatin’ too much marmalade and not

workin' hard enough."

“For Gawd’s sake, Sergeant, don’t

tell me anythink like that,” said Bray.

"If you’ve 0t any suspicions that things

is goin’ to e worse, keep it to yourself.

I don't want to know anythink worse.

It’s 'ard enough luck, Gawd knows, just

to be 'ere."

"But what you was sayin’ is a funny

thing enough,” he added presently.

"These bally natives—they’ve got some

sort of way of seein’ into the future, or

seein’ across the country, some ways.

The ’Uskies is the worst at that. Talk

‘ about telegraft an’ the like'——they’ve got

something that beats that. Some of their

old men can just see a ‘undred miles an’

tell you right off the bat what’s ’appenin'.

‘Ankticook'—that’s the 'Usky word for

this sort of sight-seein’. The mission

aries writes about it, don't you know?"

"I’ve heard of the like,” said Claxton.

"Anybody who has lived on the front

knows that natives have strange ways of

gettin’ news across country.”

I/ “M
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"Sure they ’ave. Now, once over at

Churchill, some years back, one of the

old medicine makers of the village nearby,

’e throws some sort of fit, an’ 'e comes over

to the Post—'twas in the summer, an’ the

early boat was due down 'Udson’s Bay.

Vell, ’e says to the factor, the boat’s off

its course an’ gone ashore three days’

journey down the coast. 'E sa 5 the
men ’as took to little boats, three ofythem.

an’ that one of the little boats is wrecked

one day’s journey down the coast, but

all the men is safe. ’E insists the Com

pany shall send out a party to sive the

men. Well, the factor 'e jolly well does

send out a party—an’ by jove, 'e jolly

well does find all ’appened just the way

the old 'Usky said! That's ankticook.

I cawn’t explain it. There's a 'eap of

things up 'ere a man cawn’t explain.”

CLAXTON nodded meditatively.

"There’s something in that sort

of thing. The natives have some

fashion of gettin' news that we don't

understand. It’s like the Scotch second

sight, I suppose. But what’s the strang

est of it is, it’s nearly always true. The

natives can get word that way of the

doings of white men. Their medicine

doesn't seem to work so well in their own

affairs. It’s all a mystery to our wise

men—and I'm not wise at all, and never

claimed it. I’m thinkin' the doctors will

explain ankticook about the same time

they explain wild eese. Those old boys

know what is goin on. Yet so far as we

can see and so far as the glass says, the

weather is just the same as it has been

for a week. I was just tellin’ you I’ve got
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that sort of feelin’ myself. Mebbe it’s

catchin’, so white men get it, livin' on the

front all the time among the natives.

For the sake of argument, I'm willin’ to

call it ankticook, and not marmalade!

You couldn’t blame a fellow for gettin’

sava e up here.”

“ es, savager than any savage,”

grumbled Bray. "We ain’t as good off

as savages, you an’ me, Sergeant. They

’ave their ’omes, after a fashion—they

get married an’ settle down an’ raise

families, an’ ’ave something of their own.

We don't. It's a ainst regulations for

one of us to marry iefore or after ’is first

offense of signin' on in '15 Majesty's ser

vice. I'm tellin' you the bally Maounted

service is a crime—an’ w'e're worse than

in prison right ’ere, you an’ me. Not a

wife—not a sweetheart—nor we don't

’ope to ’ave one.”

"Shut up, Bray, will you!"

said Claxton suddenly. “Come

on, let's go look over the dog

team, or do somethin . We

can't stand here talkm’ like

two old women—we're men,

and we’re in the service.”

“W'v not?"said Bray gloom

ily. “I've got the same feelin’

ou said you ’ad. It’s catchin'.

¥Vhat ’elp for us, up ’ere all

alone, if anythink did ’appen?"

BRAY only grunted, but

the two wandered olf to

gether along the narrow path

which led along the edge of the

lake. The vast sheet of leaden

blue water lay before them,

boundless, desolate. They

stood in silence for a time look

ing out over the gloomy scene.

“The geese will be to Cum

berland House b midnight,"

said Bray. “Loo , it’s freezin'

now.” He kicked loose a

s icule or two of ice that lay in

the grass at the edge of the

water. “They did know all

right, didn't they, Sergeant?”

Without much more speech

they both now turned toward

the log hut. Claxton kicked

together the smoldering em

bers in the fire lace. The two

went out and egan to carry in wood—

began to complete such unfinished work

as would be necessary to make their

tenement more weather-proof.

“Gawdl 'ear the wind," muttered Bray.

These two, the only white inhabitants

in more than five hundred miles of coun

try, lived practically on a basis of camp

ing out in the wilderness; but over all

their rude ménage sat the imprint of dis

cipline. The interior of the cabin was

neat. I There were no loose odds and ends

of clothing cluttering the floor. Each

man’s bed was neatly made up, his uni

form, hat and accouterments each at the

proper nail at the head of the bed. The

table was clean, the hearth well swept.

What Bray might have done in camp if

left alone was one matter. With Claxton

in charge any post was certain to be ship—

shape. It was Claxton who took the

stub of a broom and swept the ashes into

the fireplace.

“That will be a bit better now, eh,

Bray?" he said as the flames began to

lea up the chimney. “I am thinkin’

we d better put on another blanket

each tonight. Those old honkers knew,

believe me. She’ll come cold before lon .”

Bray only mumbled some sort of repay,

and sat looking into the fire, his chin be

tween his hands.

“Bray,” said Claxton sharply to him,

"you didn't shave this morning. Do it

tomorrow morning—and every morning

—won't ou, please?”

“Oh, suppose so,” said Bray, still

grumbling.

“So do I!" said Claxton, with just a

touch of grimness in his tone, which Bra

recognized very well. Claxton himself

buttoned up his tunic as he spoke, brushed

down his trousers with his gauntlets, and

stood up, stretching his long arms. He

gazed into the little glass on the wall,

without a trace of vanity, but only with

military care. As he stood he showed the

 

He took two sticks, lashed them arm to arm and stood

there in the candle-light.

cross had come to the wilderness

sinewy height of five feet eleven, a man

deep in chest, and not carrying an ounce

of extra weight. He was hard and fit

through, was Claxton. Bray, as he sat,

seemed a trifle more lax, and loose alike

in mental and physical habit; yet two

fine young specimens of manhood the

were, and alike qualified for this very job

of holding the white man's flag at the

edge of the wilderness. Wilderness it was.

\Vinter was coming. They would have

no touch with the white men's world for

six months now. _

But Claxton cast aside his gloom.

“Come on, Bra ,” said he; “let's get the

supper ready. Ve’ll both be better for a

cup of tea—and no marmalade for me

tonight.”

Soon they were at their frugal meal,

not ill—cooked and not unnourishing.

They had abundance of wild fowl from

the store which hung frozen under the

eaves of the cabin. There was a bit of

caribou venison, abundant Whitefish, and

the unvarying dish of desiccated potatoes.

Also there was tea. Presently even Bray

took on a more cheerful point of view.

Somewhere the

“Now,” said Claxton, after they had

cleared away the dishes, and after Bray

had washed and wrun out his dishrag

and hung it on a nail iehind the stove,

"let's sit up and play a rubber to see who

will cook breakfast. We'll have to do

something to celebrate the coming of

frost.”

It came that night—the frost. The

wild geese had known. Before midnight

the men were reaching out for the addi

tional blankets in their bunks. In the

morning, when they looked out, it was

upon a world gone white. The lake was

under a tough skin of ice on which the

drifting snow was skirling before the lash

of the northern wind. The woodpile, the

cache, the cabin itself, lay under a

mantle of white. The six dogs, drawn up

in a semi-circle before the cabin door.

were covered in the snow, their

noses rotected by their tails;

and t ey only raised their

ecyes, not their heads, when

laxton o ened the door. All

the worl was silent. The

wild fowl no longer clamored

along the lake shore. The

winter of the icy North had

come.

“Well," said Claxton cheer

ily, “here we are again l" Bray

rowled. “Gawd!” said he.

‘If only somethink could

’appen inside these next six

months.”

UT nothing did happen

that day, or the next

week. Nothing happened, in

fact, until the next month. In

many ways Beaver Lake post

was the most remote of any in

the service, new as it was.

Claxton and Bray were more

castaway than they were

when stationed at the mouth

of the Mackenzie river. There

at least the Dawson patrol

came through, and there was

such a thin as Christmas; but

at Beaver Take the name of

Christmas could not be known.

This little post was stationed

there on the off chance that at

some vague, indefinite time in

the future a gold field might develop—in

which case there might be trouble among

the local population. As yet the popula

tion had not come. Certainly, now that

winter had settled, it could not come that

season. '

Claxton stood at the door, his hands in

his trousers pockets, looking out. He

could see as far as the thin line of cedars

which edged the lake among the marsh

grasses. Somewhere off to the east, more

than seventy-five miles over the water,

there was, or perhaps there was, a native

village. There was no human being

closer than that village, wherever or

whatever it might be.

Even Claxton sighed just a bit as he

turned back. “\Ve ll have to fire up the

stoves, Bray," said he. "The fireplace

won’t keep us warm enough much longer."

Thus they settled down to their regular

winter routine. In this Claxton was wise

in his day and generation. He kept both

himself and his companionbusy—for in

stance, undertakin a line of traps for

mink and marten w ich kept one or other

(Continued on page 45?)



  

What of the Nation?

Preparedness If Need Be—Stri/ces and Wages

——An International Loss

PREPAREDNESS IF NEED BE

NDER the impulse of the wave

of preparedness set in motion by

the fear and the greed of men

about New York, we seem likely

to make a considerable increase in our

army and navy. This wave has been

somewhat checked and modified by a

counter-current emanating from the Pres

ident, this having the effect of takin the

whole matter "out of politics.” Its orce

will also be largely spent on the rocks of

finance. When we come to decide on

how to pay, neither the dangerous process

of borrowm money nor the disagreeable

process of oubling the income tax will

satisf any of us.

Sti l some increase may be put through

and we shall have a really big navy, with

something of a standing arm . Our

pride in being able to look up or own our

great avenues without seem a soldier

will be a thing of the past. Vge shall get

into line with Europe.

But Europe must erforce reduce her

fighting force for lack of money to pay

for it. As her far-called navies melt away

ours will be in to materialize, a condition

that might eave us the final world-bully.

This we do not want, and the way to

avoid it is to make our naval expansion

contingent on the continuance of naval

rivalry in Europe.

To that end certain far-seeing men and

women have sought to prevent possible

calamity, by adding a “civilizing clause"

as a rider on the appropriation bill.

This has been phrased as follows:

“That as to such appropriation bills as

finally pass in regard to the army and the

navy, a clause be added checking these

matters and turning any unused balance

back into the treasury in case, at the end

of the war in Europe, an agreement should

be made reducing or limitin the present

armament of the nations of urope."

It seems to me that no one honestly

fearing for our future eace and askin

only national “pre areriiiess with a smal

p," can object to t is cautious limitation.

STRIKES AND WAGES

IT is well proved that war brings no

economic or other good to the nation

that engages in it, although it ma serve

to make some individuals rich. n like

manner, industrial warfare does not en

rich those who engage in it. Strikes im

poverish employers and workers alike,

though they may incidentally enrich

those who stir them up.

By David Starr Jordan

Chancellor of Stanford University

Director, World Peace Foundation

An ofiicial publication in England be

fore the war is of interest in this regard.

In the ten years ending in 1913, there had

been in Great Britain many strikes for

higher wages. Through these strikes

wages in the aggregate have been raised

by the sum of $13,571,700. In the same

time, the loss to workmen through en

forced idleness amounted to $87,065,940.

Thus strikes caused a net loss in ten years

of $73,49 240. All this at the expense

of the la orers themselves. This does

not count the amount of strike pay, nor

the losses of capital, im airing its ability

to give employment. ‘We may further

resume that employers of labor suffered

in like proportion.

Meantime in ten years, by methods of

friendly conciliation and agreement, with

out strikes or strife, the aggregate of wa es

has been increased by $75,000,000. T is

involved no extra loss to capital. It goes

to show not only that strikes in general

are foolish, wasteful and self-destructive,

but also that it is in the interest of em

ployers of labor to treat workmen with

Justice and consideration, meeting them

as men and giving no occasion for a

justifiable strike.

The report shows that of the strikes in

this period about half were won by the

em loyers, one-fourth by the laborers

an the other fourth were compromised.

It a pears also that no strike wins un

less it has the approval of the public. To

this end its cause must be just or must

appear so. If it is really justifiable and

worthy of popular support, it should

make its purpose ublic. Hence the value

of invest! ation by a non-partisan com

mittee. t is a fact that in some of the

most bitterly conducted strikes neither

the strikers nor the public knew what it

was about. It appears also that those

strikes which offer least violence are most

likely to be successful. Violence is in it—

self a great ofi'ense, a crime against law

and order, which necessarily stirs good

citizens to opposition. In the end, law

and order must prevail.

It appears also that the more clean cut

the strike, the greater its success. If it

involves men and women who have noth

ing to do with the original alleged offense,

it is sure to be futile. For this reason, all
"sympathetic strikes" and l‘general

strikes" are bound to fail because they

attack the rights of the people at large,

thus creating new offenses, placing

“labor" in antagonism not merely to

“capital," but to society in general, and

in such a conflict the many will always

win as against the few.

Hermann Liebknecht once declared

“Generalrtreik in Generalunrinn” (A gen

eral strike is general foll ). And this

statement of the great la or leader has

always proved true.

And the final lesson is this: obstinacy,

violence and hate are not good weapons

on the side of labor. In like fashion, ob

stinacy, brutality and scorn are not win

ning instruments on the side of capital.

Nothing is lost on either side by frank

ness, conciliation and good understand

ing. The methods of war have no honest

place in industry or business, nor any

where else in civilization. To get rid of

intimidation and violence is civilization’s

first duty.

ERNST SIEPER

WE have just learned of the sudden

death of Professor Ernst Sieper,

of the chair of English Literature in the

University of Munich, on anuary sixth,

at the age of fifty-two. r. Sieper was

one of the genuine apostles of "Sweetness

and Light," the most broad-minded

and “gemiithlich” of German scholars,

taking a place as a clear writer and

lucid thinker like that held in England

by Professor Lowes Dickinson. And

because of this, he stood with Dickinson

firmly for international understandings

and against the notion that every diplo

matic step must be ex iated in blood.

Dr. Alfred H. Frie in "Friedens

warte” says that “Sieper knew England

extraordinarily well. He was a lead

ing member of the movement for

Anglo—German understanding in the in

terest of which he worked for years. The

war could not change his standpoint. He

was one of the iron columns of pacifism

which war could not overturn—but only

strengthen. In the coming struggle when

the war shall end, he should have been

one of the leaders."

Dr. Sieper had 'ust published an im

ortant paper, “Veltkrieg und Wahr

lieit,” showin the incompatibility oftruth and the dzetails of a world war. Mv

own last word from him was a post cart,

"Es Kommt einmal Friihling" (“Spring

is coming some time"). This shows his

unfailing hope that the era of senseless

rage will pass away, leaving a world

wrecked, no doubt, but still throbbmg

with humanity. ‘
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Down Along the Mountain
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J (An Idyl of Western Spring)

By Wm. Rose Benet

Drawings by C. S. Price

I

lVaving hi; blue .rerape, the wild vaquero wind

lVhooped o’er the purple mountain, the herd: of Spring behind.

Hi; silver-mounted :addle, his thinking bridle-chains,

Clittered between the live-oak: a: he flashed to find the plains.

Down along the mountain

A cowboy

Came riding,

Down along the mountain,

Down along the mountain,

O’er the deep-cut canyons,

Through the high hill-meadows;

But his heart was swept of shadows

And it gushed a golden fountain,

As his hard-braced little horse's legs

Went jolting,

Went sliding—

With hitches, twists and slithers,

Humped-up rump and sunken withers—

\Vhile the pebbles spun along;

And the loosed water-courses

In his soul foamed to his riding,

Red-roaring, fervid forces

Thundered "Spring!"

And the clouds above

Caught the glory of h

With its braggart refrain,

“Hang

your

spurs

through every vein; _ _

the mountain in the blue of love ablding

is song

On the back-door of the rainbow!

Bow

I0

Gawd

In the great big sky corral!

Hitch your britches, and amble to the ranch-house!

Sail in, Davy—sail in, Davy—

Sail in, Davy!

You’re bound to get that gal!”

Silhen and orange poppies, lupin in blinding blue,

Painted the hili'owedfoothillr, and pure a: a globe of dew

The meadow-lark’: Iyrie bubble purlerl' out of .rilver oats,

And .rong from the orange orchard: trilled from throbbing vireo throatr.

 
 

Dreaming in the meadow

Goldilocks lay sleeping.

His nose on his paws,

And a crow’s far caws.

He saw the blue .rerape of the wild z'aquero wind

Stream o’er the purple mountain. the herd: of Spring behind.

Silver-mounted .mddle and rhinhing bridle-chain:

G/ittered between, the live-oak: a: he flashed to find the plain»:

Shaggy "Shep,” beside her,

\Vatched the distant valley

With its sprawly ranch-roofs peeping,

Lolled his tongue at blackbirds—

skimming red-winged blackbirds—

Curled his lip at blackbirds
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“Shep" rose trembling,

But dissembling

All his awe—

And raised a paw,

Took a step,

(Romantic “Shepl”)

And then, beyond the oaks, he saw,

As from hiding

A cowbo '

Come ri ing

Down along the mountain,

Down along the mountain,

Singing strong at a song—

For his heart in the Spring

Gushed a golden fountain,

And he simply had to sing!

  

K‘I’m the fellah 'ou was waiting for,

M-y—y-y (gear!

I'm the fellah you was waiting for,

And I'm here on my hawse before your

door.

50 what will you do with a fellah like

that?

Take down your shawl, pin on your hat,

M-y-y-y dear—

And come on, come on—we're goin’

On a ride

To the moon!"

Goldilocks, the rancher’s daughter,

Had a laugh like a fairy,

Had a smile the angels taught her,

(Though her real true name was Mary.)

And I think they must have brought her

In a pearl and ivo car

When she came to Bar- -Bar.

II

“4":- Look out, look out for squirrel-holes,

When sunshine makes you drowse!

Spring will daze a cayuse, and a dog’s bark make him jump.

Don't fool along through live-oak groves

Where Spring is keeping house!

You'll slip sidewise and you’ll stumble, and go grassward with a bump—

And the surest-footed cayuse prove a triple-plated chump.

That was how it happened—thump.’

Goldilocks

Sprang from sleep.

And a cowboy, in a heap,

Scrambled up, and then uncovered,

(When he saw his pony stood

Quivering, snorting, but all sound),

And bowed low to the ground i~

In a gay Lothario mood. "

S ring in their veins

hrilled and tingled.

S ring in their brains

hrobbed and mingled.

Her cloud of gold hair,

Like an aureole,

Breezes tossed—to snare

His heart and soul.

Breezes swept its strands

To a maze of light

Till he clenched his hands

And stared at the sight,

And his heart sang loud for delight:

"You came out of the sunset to me

Long ago, long ago—

Riding a cayuse the color of night

And whirling a lariat of diamond light!

  

(Cnnlimad on page 66)



  

Two Bad Men from Jimtown

Old D1‘. Chitterley and “Hell-roarirzm Lemuelflee from

their Past and Present

LD Dr. Chitterley climbed to the

high seat of his black and gold

medicine wagon, threw off the

brake and headed Ben and Bill

toward the distant blue bulk of Table

Mountain—fashioned in one of Nature's

u ly moods—and the hell-roarin’ camp

0? Jimtown. Silence of noon and the

mountain spaces lay over the crinkled

brown and green face of Tuolumne county

--silence and a sea of heat, whose waves

blurred the far, 'ragged line of the high

Sierras. Out of the secret laboratories of

ulches floated clean scents, sun-engen

ered: scent of tarweed, of manzanita

bells and digger pine. Everywhere

countless multitudes of growin things

pushed upward toward Heckless Tlue.

Now Sue, she met a gambler bold,

What dealt in sleight 0’ hand.

The Doctor tilted his patriarchal beard

to the sk and his lusty ba tone, hardlyscratchecflby age, had jackra bits hoisting

periscope ears from the chaparral. For

the worthy Doctor was brimming good

spirits; the exultation of youth was upon

him. Ahead lay Jimtown, the bourne ofa

little sentimental journey — Jimtown,

shrine of memories. After fort years

Buck Chitterley, that bully of hirttail

Slide who once had driven a Chinaman

clear through a shanty's side with one

whick from the stream of his hydraulick

ing “monitor,” was returning to the scene

of riotous youth. Professionall , of

course, and as the patentee and sole dis

pensing agent of Squaw Root Tonic; but

even as Joseph returned to his brethren,

with a heart of great yearning.

A brave and eye-filling picture of a man

was he who tooled the two big blacks

from the high seat of the medicine wagon.

Under the wide brim of the soft crowned

hat, with its circlet of mu h-cut Alaskan

garnets set about the ban , heav white

ringlets fell over an old stock co lar and

circled round to min le with the cascading

white of a prophets beard—a beard to

remember, full,fine-spun, hoary. Thou h

hair and beard were cast after the mo el

of an early Christian Father, the eyes

were strangely hostile to the spirit of

these saintly trimmings. They sparkled

By Robert Welles Ritchie

Author of: The Pilgrim 0f Jackass Bar

Illustrated by Louis Rogers

gmth, adventure, competence. The good

octor’s broad shoulders stretched tight

the black broadcloth "Prince Albert" he

wore; pe top trousers of delicate lilac

shade an frilled shirtfront, such as was

vogue when bonanza kings set the fash

ions for San Francisco's Montgomery

street, finished off the costuming for the

grand entry which Dr. Chitterley had

Just accomplished in a wayside dressing

room of little pines.

Meeting this outfit on the dusty pike,

you'd say first off here was a gos el wagon

comin to chart the vistas of ell for a

wicke Jimtown. But you’d err griev

ousl —grievouslyl -

Abruptly the shoulder of a spur hill

fell awa and Dr. Chitterley was at the

edge of Timtown. Had he not known the

unalterable face of Table Mountain he

would have said this was not Jimtown at

all. Over there on the opposite ridge the

unpainted monstrosity of a shafthouse

reared itself above the green scrub, and

the noise of stamps was engulfin , like

the roar of a cataract. Down below,

where the fiume used to carry water for

the hydraulicking monitors, a switch

engine was juggling a string of freight

cars. Quartz mine and railroad equally

were not of the old Jimtown the Doctor

had known.

“Flee-yup, Ben! Step out, Bill! The

old Doctor’s going to show Jimtown a

little fancy ribbon work." Subtle at

tempt, this, to still with easy braggadocio

the small voice of fear in his heart—fear

for the collapsing structure memory

builds. Where the country road began

to be the town’s main street the Doctor

prepared to give that exhibition of ribbon

work. His neck stiffened; back went his

shoulders; from the hips he gave his body

an easy tilt forward, and his hands held

the ribbons and whip a little out and u

from the lap, after the manner of 01 -

time stage-drivers. The snowy head

turned neither to right nor left as with a

a fine pacing trot the two glistening blacks

spun the medicine wagon straight down

Main street. Black horses, black wagon

g:listened like polished ebony. Old Dr.

hitterley’s flowing white hair- was lifted

ever so little by the wind of his passage,

and his patriarch's beard arted and

streamed over his shoulders. he tunnels

of shade under wooden awnings on both

sides of the street became po ulous with

spectators, dogs barked, bare e ed boys

leaped to the street and ollowed,

shouting.

As he had left Jimtown, so did Dr.

_Chitterley return—in a breeze and large

in the eyes of Jimtown’s citizens.

“THE human larynx, dear friends, is a

most wonderful and beautiful ma

chine, surpassing in the delicacy of its

construction the most cunning works

ever put into a Swiss watch, more durable

than the great hoisting engine I can hear

in that mine over on the mountain. Take

my larynx, for example—” Dr. Chitterley

raised his right hand with a fine, free

handed gesture, and gently insinuated

two fingers into the thicket of his beard

over the throat. “My larynx, dear

friends, is an unusually good one, though

some of you'll say, ‘The old Doctor must

make his little boast.’

"My larynx, I repeat, must be an un

usually good one to stand the strain my

mission in life puts upon it. For forty

ears—count ’em, folks; figure out how

ong a time that is—for forty years,

I say, this God-given machine of mine

has devoted itself to the good of my

fellowman, talking, talking, talking in

every large and small town the length and

breadth of our glorious state—talking for

the people’s ood. And what has kept

this remarkafile larynx of mine in fine

condition? My answer is in three magic

words—Squaw Root Tonic!”

The Doctor lifted high a bottle of the

tonic with the epic gesture of Patrick

Henry apostrophizing liberty, and he

slowl turned it in the light of the gasoline filare over his head, beaming upon it

with loving eyes. The discovery of the

ages! A gift of the simple red man to the

arrogant whites who robbed himl Na

ture’s own remedy for the ills Nature

im oses! The ood Doctor told the

doliar bottle of tquaw Root Tonic just

22
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what it was in words loud enough to carry

awa down to the Bon Ton eating house.

His Tarynx was operating at its best.

A circle of ellow light under the pop

lars fringing ourthouse Sq uare—a circle

of yellow light which fell on scores of up

turned faces, blurring and smudging

them b the va aries of its flux in the

wind; this was t e stage-set for Old Dr.

Chitterley's return enga ement with Jim

town. And nobly did e fill the scene.

Behind the polished brass rails running

around the top of the wagon box he stood.

The driver's seat, inverted, made a corn

modious counter for the disposition of his

wares. His wide brimmed felt hat of

professional dignit lay beside the medicines, where the filare light could catch

and play upon the blunt facets of the

Alaskan garnets about the crown.

The Doctor was drawing. From the

long tunnels of the awninged sidewalks

on three visible sides of the square, where

saloon lights splashed white out of

swinging doors, came the miners of the

“graveyard shift," craving amusement,

excitement, until midnight should send

them into the dripping stopes. Big fel

lows they, with fleering deviltry lurking

in their eyes and on their lips jest rough

as a horse rasp. They came to “kid" the

old gentleman with the Santa Claus

whiskers; but Chitterley blasted the first

attempt at horseplay by an old trick.

"You're a pretty husky young man,"

he broke off his lecture to address an

interrupter on the frin e of the crowd.

"You look as if Nature ad been good to

yam—given you tremendous muscles.

ell, my son, anybody who

thinks he can sell S uaw Root

better than the Old octor has

got to be strong enough to prove

it. M young friend, here's a’

dollar Bottle of this incompara

ble elixir. You take this in

your right hand"———the grinning

chuck tender shouldered his

way to the wa on side and

reached for the bottle—“and

I'll take another in

my right hand. If

you do with yours

what I'm going to do

with thisone hereI'll

give you a bottle

of the tonic free—

and wrap a five

dollar gold-piece in

the same package

with it, too."

A little sigh of

expectancy flut

tered over the

crowd as

the Doctor

“Stand out from behind those whiskers, Buck

Chitterley, and tell the crowd who it was you.

left waiting in a satin wedding dress”

slowly raised the solid, eight-ounce

bottle over his head. His fingers gripped

it midway of its length, holding it firmly

against the palm; the thumb was free.
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When he had turned his hand around so

all could see the position of fingers and

thumb he suddenly set the thumb against

the thin flange at the base of the cork;

there was a sharp snap, and the whole

neck of the bottle was driven clear of

the body, squarely broken off. \Vith a

smile the Doctor poured the contents of

the broken bottle over the side—a

prodigality not lost on the crowd—and

looked down upon the chuck tender with

amused tolerance.

The young giant had his bottle out at

arm's length, thumb braced against the

flange of the neck, and his face slowly

purpled with fruitless

effort. Yells and de

risive taunts from com

panions stung him to in

creased exertion; his eyes

popped and his tongue

curled out of one corner

of his mouth, and still

the bottle resisted. In a

fury he hurled it at his

feet, where it exploded

noisily. Flipping a silver

dollar on the seat-coun

ter of the wagon, he

turned and bucked his

way through the crowd,

muttering savagely.

“And Old Dr. Chit

terley is going on sixty

three,” was the comment

from the medicine wagon

which closed the inci

dent. Six bottles of the

tonic went in a gust of

appreciation for the med

icine man's sporting

blood. Dr. Chitterley

pushed back his tumbling

mane, stooped to the

mysterious recesses of

the wagon and brought

out a banjo.

“And now, dear friends, a little

music from the Old Doctor," he‘pre—

luded as his fingers made the strings

snap tunefully. Grins of surprise and

delight flickered over upturned faces.

Somehow this austere and reverend

graybeard with a banjo on his knee

offered as great a surprise as would the

Apostle Paul with a meerschaum between

his teeth. Dr. Chitterley seated himself

on a corner of the medicine stand, cocked

one varnished boot over a lilac hued

knee and sang to the ripping and stamp

ing of the banjo. \

HE sang the saga- of Mokelumne

Mose, a brave old ballad of the’

Roaring Fifties, wherein the hero bully

“et three men an’ yelled _for more—loudly

cried, ‘I must have gore!’ " Some of the

elder men in the crowd, graybeards like

the Doctor, fetched back in memory to

the days when “Mokelumnc Mose" used

to be roared out to the wild squeak of

fiddles and thunder of boots on dancehall

floors. They winked waggishly at Dr.

Chitterley and ventured snatches of the

chorus, recalling with wicked pride cer

tain verses which discretion prompted

the performer to omit.

Just as the banjo was tinkling a final

re uiem to the Mokelumne terror,

“ anted where the skunk cabbage

booms,” a shawled figure crossed from

the red and yellow lights of the drugstore

corner and insinuated itself with eager

hitchings and shovings well into the

crowd. From beneath the cowl formed

by the projection of the shawl over a hid

den forehead two very bright eyes bored

into the jungle of Dr. Chitterley’s beard,

vainly trying to reconstruct in that sedate

foliage the outlines of a long lost chin,

ma hap the set of a mouth.

he Doctor propped his banjo against

the seat, rose to his impressive height

and, with right hand slipped into the
sling of his “Prince Albert’sn cutaway

front, allowed his eyes to play over the

faces under the yellow flare. A medita

tive light was in them; forgetting for the

 

‘- Dr. Chitterley blacked up Lemuel with a

smudged cork. The result was a startling

nocturne in black and white, for Lemuel

would not part with his chin whisker

moment that it could not be seen, he en

couraged a sad smile to play over his lips.

“Good people of Jimtown—excuse me;

with the march of progress I believe it’s

Jamestown—the Old Doctor’s going to

let you into one of his little secrets.” His

sympathetic voice, the voice of a great

character actor, took on a plaintive

tremolo and the hand that rose to sweep

through the white mane lingered on the

forehead to soothe a dull ache.

"Old Dr. Chitterley, known by that

title of endearment in love and gratitude

from Shasta to Mojave, has looked for

ward to this night with min led yearning

and fear. For it is the ld Doctor’s

home-coming—after forty years of wan

dering, his return to the scenes of his

glorious youth." A murmur passed from

mouth to mouth. Local pride bestirred

itself to recognize as _Iimtown’s own so

picturesque a pilgrim. Dr. Chitterley

continued in a hushed voice:

“When I left this beautiful town of

yours—of ours, may I sayP—the ridge

over across the creek used to bellow all

day with the roar of the hydraulicker

monitors and Forty-rod Row—I regret

to say it, dear friends, but in the interests

of truth I must—Forty-rod Row used to

howl all night when the boys were en

gaged in that misguided practice known

as ‘lickering up.’ Such were the memor

ies of llimtown I carried away with me.

when started on my never-ending pil

grimage to bring health to the ailing,

relief to those in affliction.

“The strength of my young manhood,

the maturity of my older years have gone

into the work of mercy—distributing up

and down the length of our great state

this precious health secret of the Shoshone

squaw doctors. Now in my old age I

return to Jimtown. Do I see a familiar

face?”

HE good Doctor

made a little play

of shielding his eyes

with a dramatic hand

and scanning the faces

about the w a g o n.

Slowl , sadly he shook

his w ite head.

"Do I hear the be

loved voice of a friend F"

He clapped one ear and

cocke his head expect

antl .

"iou just peel our

ear right sharp, uck

Chitterley, you angel

faced old hippercrit, an’

you'll hear that loving

voice—take a look an'

see that face you're
talking about!’I

A swirl in the crowd

as the figure with the

shawled head pushed

briskly t o w a r d the

wagon. Dr. Chitterley

was appalled—dared not

anticipate the next de

velopment in this horrid

termination of his pa

thetic interlude. He no

a shawl drop from a

gray head and the waspish visage of a

woman turned to him accusingly.

“You’re yearnin' for old friends.

Buck Chitterley”—how her words did

rasp! “You want to find a lovin'

heart that remembers you. Well, take

a good look at Maggie Tierney!” The

Doctor could not conceal the start her

self-identification gave him. “And while

you’re reminiscing, Buck Chitterley,

stand out from behind those whiskers an’

tell the crowd who it was you left waiting

in a satin wedding dress, with pink roses

all up and down and around, so that

every Chinaman in _Iimtown was snicker

ing at the poor fool. Tell 'em who it was

got that patent sideboard and folding bed

all the way up from 'Frisco to go into

that house where the bride never stepped

a foot. Tell ’em——”

Old Dr. Chitterley _made a plunge for

the reins. A yell from the crowd as it

parted and the black and gold medicine

wagon went through- like a thunderbolt.

Falling bottles of Squaw Root Tonic

tinkled an aftertone to the rumble re—

treating down the dark.

HOW he managed to con his team up

a dark alley to the Elite Stables,

thence to thread through back lots and

plantations of broken glass and dis

carded cans to the rear entrance to the

Tuolumne House and so gain the tem

porary security of his room undetected

(Concluded on page 82)
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The Rainbow Colored Silence

An infinite stillness holds the winter country of the Far North, which men have named “the white silence.”

Smmdlessness as complete reigns in the vast temple of the Grand Canyon of the (‘olorada Far below, between

walls of melting colors, glides the great river, its voice lost in the immensity of the channel it has made
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The Risen City—a splendid flower with its roots in ashes. In April, 1906, one of the great conflagrations of history laid waste an

area of 497 city blocks—four square miles of closely built city. In three days 28,000 buildings, including most of the business struc

tures of the town, were utterly destroyed or left standing naked skeletons of brick and stone and steel. $350,000,000 in the value

of improvements went up in the terrible smoke of those days. People looking across these desolate fire-swept hills wondered if

ten years would suffice to clear away the wilderness of debris. The spirit of the San Franciscans discounted such speculations.

While yet the ashes of their historic bonfire were cooling they began to rake them aside to lay the foundations of the city's return
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“Ten Years After”

of Resurrection
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In ten years San Francisco has “come back.” The definite loss in the fire has been replaced by an equal amount invested in modern

buildings. In 1906 the population was estimated at 450,000; today a conservative figure is 551,000. One-half of these people are

savings bank depositors. In 1905, the savings banks held 169 millions of their money; in 1915 they held 205 millions. Bank clear

ings were half again as large as ten years ago. In 1905 the total commerce of the port was 65 millions of dollars; in 1915 it was

103 millions and this does not include commerce borne through the Canal. In both business and in the ioys of living "the city,"

the child of the Argonauts, is herself again. “The City That Was" in 1906 is “The City That Is” in 1916!
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It’s Apple Blossom Time in the Northwest!

Where is there a flower of the conservatories that compares with the pink and white marvel now appearing along the

green-draped twig of the apple tree? And where in all the beauty shows of the world is there anyone as fair 08

the little lady of the orchards, in gingham and snnbonnet? AIany on eye that glances at this picture will grow wistful

with memory or eager with desire for the glad sweet countryside in spring

  
  

 



   

The Three Captains

A War-Story of the Sea

By Henry C. Rowland

Author of: The Kidnapping of Coline; The Apple of Discord; The Closing Net

Captain Seagrave, of the freighter “Chester Maid,” out of Liverpool, and Captain Cassel, of the German ship

“Dantziger,” have been friendly for years until lovely Else Muller comes to Callao and both mariners fall in love with

her. ' Their relations have become strained already by the progress of the war.

Callao the rival captains bet each other a hundred pounds that neither will land his cargo in any home port during

the war.

Shortly before they are to soil from

Thereafter Captain Cassel employs Captain MacTavish, an adventurer, to assist him in a plot to

overhaul the “Chester Maid.” Seagrave puts to sea, after winning Else’s promise to marry him, and the other two

captains, following in the “Dantziger," overpower the Britisher in the Strait and Cassel takes command of the“Chester

Maid.” Against MacTavish’s advice he spares the lives of Seagrave and his crew. MacTavish is now captain
6

of the “Dantziger,” with its cargo of precious copper, masked by bales of rotting hides. He determines to“doable

cross” the German by taking the “Dantziger” into the Clyde. But fate sets his plans at naught.

it necessary to shift the foal hides and all on board the “Dantziger” are infected with anthrax.

Leaking plates make

The German ship

goes drifting, stripped of her boats and manned only by the dead, while the “Chester Maid,” in the hands of the

enemy, plunges forward toward an unguessed tragedy.

VII

ASSEL, nearly a nervous wreck

from strain and worry, observed

the clearing weather indications

and changed his course again,

headin for the Butte of Lewis. He did

not fee capable of standing many more

such anxious days and nights and decided

not to linger in the vicinit but to take

his chance and make a dash or the Baltic.

But the unfortunate man was doomed to

even greater tension, for the weather

moderated with a thick, smothering fog

and Cassel, by no means sure of his posi

tion, was obliged to slow the ship. He had

or no observation for a week and figured

y dead-reckonin that he had overshothis point of rendzezvous. This did not

cause him an particular anxiety, as hewas convincedlof his ability to satisfy the

scrutiny of any British man-of-war. But

there was always the danger of being

convoyed into a British port, and such an

event would have meant not onl the loss

of his vessel but probably his li e as well.

Cassel was no coward, but he could not

help admitting that his situation was

perilous in the extreme.

The "Chester Maid" was equipped

with wireless and Cassel cursed his in

ability in never having learned its opera

tion. The ship's operator was amongst

the other prisoners and Cassel sent an

armed guard to fetch him. This young

man was a pallid youth with very large

dark e es and something in them which

burneif'as he regarded the German.

“I desire you to send a code message,”

said Cassel.

"Right, sir," answered the boy, and

the sudden gleam that passed over his

face did not escape the keen scrutiny of

the captain.

"If you send it correctly,” said Cassel,

"I shall pay you a hundred pounds on

entering port. If you send a false one

you wil get a bullet through your head."

The face of the youngster showed a

mock distress which did not deceive Cas

sel, an expression of fear which did not

live in that boy’s heart.

“Don't talk like that, Captain," he

whined. “It puts me off.”

Cassel dropped his chin on his knuckles,

then after studyin him intently for a

moment jerked his head to the guard.

“Take him back," said he. “No—

wait a moment. What is your price?"

he asked.

"My price?" The boy's eyes glittered.

“What price in honor—my manhood?

Why, you bloo y German swine——" his

face worked and his voice broke. "I

haven't any price, damn you—!" and he

burst into tears.

“Take him back," said Cassel wearily.

"They are all alike—stubborn as pigs!"

HE weather thickened, hot and sultry

with a steaming white fog throug

which the sun tried vainly to burn. Cassel’s

distinguishing lights were uenched by

this opacit like a lantern under a blanket,

making on y a dim glow smothered at less

than half a mile. It seemed to Cassel

that he was trying to drag through viscid

glue and out of the smudge man images

mocked him. He was heavy with fatigue

and lack of rest and at times could hardly

tell whether he was awake or asleep and

beset with elusive dreams.

Then the wind began to rise again,

thou h it did not drive off the fog as is

usuafiy the case. The sea began to make

up out of the southwest and it looked as

though they were in for another gale. The

night came down thick and heavy and

no ody aboard the "Chester‘ Maid" saw

the stealthy sea-viper which had risen to

the surface to breathe and look about.

The German submarine had been warned

to be on the watch for Cassel, but she was

also on the lookout for an expected

British blockade runner of some fifteen

thousand tons, and approaching the
"Chester MaidII on her port bow the

vessel loomed so huge as she rose on a

sea, her bulk thrice magnified by the pale

glare of the moon through the smoky fog,

that her commander felt no doubt of her

identity. The submarine was approaching

the "Chester Maid" under fair headway

and close aboard, so to do her work and

save her skin she fired her torpedo and

dived.

But the best laid schemes of mice and

Germans go oft agley. Cassel, on the

bridge, caught the wash of the partly

submerged hull and the dark column of

the periscope and misjudging the direc

tion of the submarine grabbed the wheel

from the hands of his quartermaster and

swung the ship bow on, his motive being

not onl to avoid a possible torpedo but

to avoi ramming the submarine. In this

maneuver he was only halfway succersful,

for as the bows of the “Chester Maid"

2°
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rose on a sea the torpedo passed fairl

under them. But the slinking cra t

which launched it was less fortunate. She

failed to dive quickly enough and deep
enough and as the l‘Chester Maid '

swung in on her with a heavy weather

roll there came a grinding jar well forward

of the beam on her port side, another

shock farther aft which caused the vessel

to quiver throu hout her length. The

engines raced wi dly for a moment, then

sto ped.

assel well knew what had occurred

and was possessed by a sudden sickness of

soul. He had ridden down the torpedo

and sunk her, and in so doin had prob

ably, to judge from the ren ing crashes

below, knocked a hole in the bottom of

the “Chester Maid" and wiped off her

propeller blades. He thought in that

moment of the men, his compatriots,

chokin and stifling in the brine beneath

his kee —of the loss to the Empire in this

geadly engine of modern maritime war

are.

In that terrible moment of profound

despair it seemed to the unhappy man

that for all of his efforts he had accom

plished more harm than good for the

great cause of Germanic Kultur. It

seemed to him that at that moment an

effective submarine was of greater value

to the Fatherland than a dozen ships

laden with copper, saltpeter or even

precious metals. “A horse—a horse—my

kingdom for a horse—!" Cassel uoted

to himself, his feverish brain suddenly

recalling his English classics. And in

these straits of desperation it seemed to

him that only a violent offensive could

save the descendants of Atilla and his

stern warriors.

THEN, as these somber thoughts were

churning through his brain like the

thresh of the screw in the wake of a labor

in ship, his Chief Engineer came u to

tell him that the ship was sinking. he

water was pouring in and he thought it

irobable that she had lost all but one of

her propeller blades.

Cassel reflected for an instant. “It

has not been successful," said he. “Such

accidents are not always to be avoided—

es ecially in time of war. It is destiny.

I have tried and I have failed. No man

could have tried harder. Deutschland—

Deutschland i'iber alles—l" He held his

head for an instant in his hands. “I am

very, very tired. Give orders to lower

the boats and see that they are well sup

plied with water and provisions. \Ve

must abandon ship."

"And the prisoners?” asked the Chief.

"I shall liberate them myself. Go."

The Chief understood. He was Ger

man to the core and knew what Cassel

had in mind. So he left the skipper

whom at heart he really loved and went

to execute his orders. _

Cassel went heavily below, dismissed

the guard over the prisoners and unlocked

the door. _

“The ship is sinkin ,” said he to Sea

grave. “Come up and save yourselves."

“Thanksf' Seagrave answered. ironic

ally. “What sunk her? A German

blunder?"

"Yes," replied Cassel heavily. "My

own. You had better hurry. She is

settling very fast.”

Seagrave roused himself. "Come along,

you men," said he, "and behave your

selves. You've lost your bet, Cassel,"

said he.

"I have lost everything," Cassel an

swered, “even life itself——"

He turned suddenly on his heel.

“There are boats enough for all and to

spare,” said he. “Good luck, Seagrave—

and give my love to Else when you see

her again. Goodnight.”

He made his way on deck without a

glance and so to his uarters abaft the

chartroom. Leaning or a moment on

the rail he looked long at the sea, then at

the sky—and then he entered his cabin

and looked into the mysterious muzzle of

his Mauser.

VIII

SEAGRAVE and his crew, flaccid from

weeks ‘of im risonment, scrambled on

deck and the co d harsh wind hit them to

the bone. As he mounted to his cabin

Seagrave heard the sharp report of a

pistol and knew what it betokened.

Cassel had given up the fight.

The Germans were lowering a boat on

the lee side, for the “Chester Maid" was

drifting sluggishly with the wind and sea

on her port quarter and for a moment

Seagrave was tempted to fall upon them

with his men and wreak vengeance. But

his first thought was to save the ship if

possible, so he rallied his shiverin band

and gave the necessary orders. 15 swift

investi ation showed the leak to be in the

forward hold, probably along the gar

board streak, and Seagrave decided to try

to rig a collision mat. There was steam

in the winches though the fireroom deck

was nearly awash. Starting the engines

ahead the ship responded sluggishly

though with a sickening clamor under the

stern and Seagrave was of the opinion

that two blades of the propeller probably

remained, though bent and loosened in

their bosses.

The German Chief Engineer had lin

gered and now he approached Sea rave,

who was giving orders to get up a fieavy

storm trysail from the lazaret.

“It is useless," said the German. “She

is settling fast, and heavy as she is the

bulkheads are bound to go. You had

better leave her while there is time."

“You go to hell, damn our eyes; get

out before my crowd wades into you!"

snarled Seagrave. “This is my ship and

I’ll leave her when I get ready. Start and

go, you bloody pirate, and I hope you all

drown!" '

"It is a pity," said the engineer, and

followed his men, who were sliding down

the falls into the boat. She washed clear

and the murk absorbed her.

Seagrave’s little band worked swiftly

and with method. The weighted gear

was sunk beneath the forefoot of the

"Chester Maid" and drifted aft as the

sorely ci pled vessel forged sluggishly

ahead. hen, at the oint where he

judged the leak to be, t e winches took

the strain of the cables keelhauling her

and the heavy trysail was hove taut.

Another followed it and still another and

to envelo the whole a brand new fore

sail, whicli served, as one might say, like

the bandage over a surgical dressing. All

the while the pumps were working to

their utmost and in the gust dawn the

engineer :aported that the lea was under

control.

Seagrave, examining Cassel’s carefullv

picked off course and occasionally step

ping over Cassel’s corpse to do so, got a

fair idea of the ship’s position. He de

cided that he was somewhere off the

mouth of the North Channel, but well

out to sea, so he gave his complaining

tail-shaft a little steam and swung on a

southeasterly course, taking deep sound

ings every hour. The day came with a

bright sun burning into the white haze.

an the muggy warmth of a hothouse, un

seasonable and treacherous but a great

relief to the congealed crew. The mast

head lookout was not far separated from

this lifegiving influence and his eyes

brightened enough to discover a steam

ship apparently hove to, almost in the

course of the “Chester Maid."

“What d’you make her out—F"

grave called aloft.

"Carn't s’y, sir.

Sea

Looks like a Dutch

man" (this being the generic term of

British sailors for all European peoples

north of 55 degrees.)

Seagrave judged the vessel to be prob

ably a Danish or Norwegian ship wait—

ing for the weather to clear a bit before

approaching the coast and this made him

think that he must be farther in than he

had thought. And then, a moment later,

a rift in the mist disclosed her and he

recognized the ship in an instant for the

"Dantziger."

EAGRAVE did not know what to think.

This vessel of all'the many on the high

seas was the very last which he had ever

expected to encounter. Cassel, in their

brief interviews, had never told him of

his plan and Seagrave had sup osed that

after his daring stroke the “ antzi er"

had probably been sent back to Tal

araiso or some other haven of refuge.

Yet here she was, wallowing about

athwart his course and apparently not

under headway. A few minutes later she

came clearly into view, and examining her

carefullv Seagrave could discover no

signs oflife aboard her. The bridge ap

peared to be deserted and there was no

moving object about her decks. Neither

could he detect any‘ indication of smoke

or steam.
“She looks to be abandoned,’I said he

to his mate. “What the deuce could have

hap ened to her?”

“ it a mine, maybe, sir, and her crew

left her," Thompson answered. “She's

retty deep. One compartment flooded,
ike as not.H

"Let's have a look aboard," said Sea

grave, and headed the floundering "Ches

ter Maid” for the German ship. The

“Chester Maid,” limping painfully and

threatened with the loss of her two re

maining loosened blades, threshed up to

the “Dantziger” and Seagrave stopped

the engines and called away a boat.

As he drew alongside the stricken ship

he saw a faint wisp of steam eddying

aloft, and rounding up under her stern he

saw two sets of boat falls swinging idly,

the heavy blocks jarrin against the

ship’s side as she rolled. pparently the

"Dantziger" had been abandoned but

very recently, and Seagrave, much puz

zled, laid his boat alongside. One of the

boat’s crew managed to get the bight of

a line around something on deck, then

dropped a sea ladder and Seagrave went

up, followed by two of his men. _

He first investigated the cabin, and

there he found the mortal remains of

MacTavish and his bo'sun. A brief
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examination assured Seagrave that death

had come to them not from violence but

disease, and he did not linger. As he

went on deck again one of his men who

had looked into the forecastle reported

that there were four 'dead men in their

bunks.

“Yellow Jack—" said Seagrave, “but

it took lenty of time. Think of that;

MacTavish running the show! Well, no

doubt he did his best. Cassel must have

been shoved pretty hard to have signed

on MacTavish, for with all his faults

Cassel was a clean man and MacTavish

was not. A filthy pirate, MacTavish.

They all get it in the end. \Vell, let’s have

a look below.”

Such was the virtuous Seagrave’s obit

ua of MacTavish, that avatar of sea

rai ers. It was just and yet unjust; true

enough erhaps but after all not quite

fair to lVfacTavish, who was a brave man

if not an honest one. Cruel he may have

been, but not more cruel in the wide scale

of his emotions than most of us. Ruth

less he may have been, but never a hanger

back; never one of those who send others

into danger of body and soul from a safe

vantage. A pirate he may have been, but

always ready to support the first shock at

the head of his desperate band. He was

no shirker, MacTavish.
The fires of the “Dantziger’I were ve

low but still burning and Seagrave, quic '

to realize what the chance of the sea had

ut in his way, came to a quick conclusion.

The remainm loosened blades of the

“Chester Mais's” propeller were threat

ening to jar off at any moment and at

best her speed was scarcely four knots.

These were dan erous waters and Sea

grave wished to be uit of them with all

possible despatch. he “Dantziger” was

There Is No Death!

  

undoubtedly em ested, thou h with what

form of plague eagrave cou d not imag

ine. Yellow Jack, he reflected, would

have done his deadly work long before

this, but whatever the malady it had

been suflicient to kill a art of her crew

and send the rest flying fbr their lives, as

the swinging boat falls testified. Never

theless, he decided to get steam on the

German ship and take the “Chester

Maid" in tow.

So he mustered his crew and explained

the situation. “Lads," said he, "the

Dantziger is pest ridden and it may be

as much as your lives are worth to stop

aboard her for twenty-four hours. But

it seems to me the risk is worth the run

ning. I want to et steam on her and tow

the Chester aid into the Clyde.

Two hands must stop aboard her to steer

and I’m going to ask the rest of you to

come along with me. There's no ues

tion of reward about it. \Ve’re all British

seamen here and we want to serve King

and country. Will you come?"

"Aye, sir—that we will," growled

Thompson, the mate. “We’ve got no

shirkers here.”

There was a mutter of consent. It is

probable that not a man ack of them who

would not have preferre being torpedoed

than to go below decks on that abandoned

plague ship with her scattered dead men

in cabin and engine-room and hold, but

none hung back. Two hours later the

“Dantziger” was steaming slowly toward

the North Channel, while in her wake at

the end of a long steam hawser tugged the

all but disabled “Chester Maid.”

As the da waned in drove the friendly

fog again. lnder ordinary circumstances

Seagrave would have considered it as any

thing but beneficent, but now he greeted

THE END

By Aldis Dunbar

I was a tree;

The sap ran swift in me.

Through storm and sun

My strength of root was won.

And then From day

My forest sank away.

A blackened stone—

Hid in the deep Unknownl

For ages still

I felt God’s purpose thrill,

Each bough and bloom

Transmuted in the gloom!

Lo, at man’s need

I am both flame‘and speedl

I am the power

That slept in branch and flowerl

And I am light

(Fair lightl)

On rain-wet leaves at night!

it with a silent prayer of thanksgiving.

He had no exact knowledge of his POSI

tion and he entered tl‘lcsr‘ thnce danger

ous waters a good deal as a man without

a light would thread a cavern beset with

pitfalls. But Seagrave possessedzrthough

in a far more limited de ree, Mac avish's

instinctive sense of ocality, and the

weather, though thick as pea soup (to use

a time-honored nautical phrase), had

moderated. The only spark of light

which came from either ship was the low

trimmed tafl'rail lantern of the “Dant

ziger” which gave a glimmer to the

strained eyes on the bridge of the "Chester

Maid,” and the glow from Seagrave's

p| e.

et daylight found them in the middle

of the fairway, and here they fell upon a

scout of British destroyers which piloted

them into port. And so the thing was

achieved, and of the three captains con

cerned in the affair he who ha pened to be

the favored of destiny reaped) the reward

of the fates. Seagrave realized this and

was almost ashamed at the honors ren

dered him.

“I did nothing to deserve it,” he wrote

to Else. “Now that the business is fin—

ished I feel difl'erently about poor Cassel

and wish that I had met his advances

more decently. He did what he thought

was right. My bet with him goes to the

widows and orphans and I am authorizing

your father to send the cheque to the

Society. I am to have command of an

armed merchantman, the Solent, a swift

and tidy little boat which formerly did a

tourist traffic about the coast. My work

is to hunt submarines and general scout

ing duty. And when this beastly war is

finished, which God grant may be

soon . . . "
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The Preparedness Fizzle

REPAREDNESS is dead.

The House of Representatives

has voted to hire 25,000 more paid

That ends it. "Let

George do it." So speaketh the nation

which has not et learned to translate its

will into effective action.

The “regular” army never has pro

tected, does not now and never will pro

tect the country against a serious in

vasion. It is an expensive police force,

not a fighting machine, an antiquated,

wheezing, costly apparatus overloaded

with political wheels inside and out.

Preparedness is a sham and a fraud unless

the nation discards the crutches of the

regular army and the state militia and

fashions a new staff for its needs.

We shall have the Philippines out on

the cold door step soon. When that

measure of national defense is accom

plished, permanent garrisons totaling

fifty thousand will sufhce for the Hawai

ian Islands, the Canal and Porto Rico.

If we are really in earnest about prepared

ness, we will use the remaining parts of

the regular army to help put 500,000

young men through a course of com ul

sor military training every year. hat

wil supply the indispensable-body of

trained reserves without which any

preparedness scheme is plain fake.

But the martial ardor of the military

organization should be held down. The

power of killing and maiming a million

men should be taken from the hands of

one individual. The Constitution should

be amended to prevent any declaration

of war unless authorized by the vote of a

majority of all citizens, except in case of

actual invasion. A bill to this effect has

been introduced by Congressman Church

of California. If carried out, this pro

posal will draw the military fangs even of

universal compulsory service. Voting

takes time and thought; in the future no

war will be made except in haste and

hysteria.

fighters.

Three Cheers for Lamb

RANK H. LAMB is in the ma

chinery business and doin exceed

ingly well, thank you. lie is also

a member of the Grays Harbor

port commission and the president of the

Hoquiam Commercial Club. Hoquiam

is a thriving, bustling sawmill town in

western Washington.

Last year Uncle Sam signed a lease for

post office quarters in a new building.

The lease runs for ten years. This year

Congressman Johnson of Washington

noticed his Democratic colleagues busily

brewing a rich, fat Public Buildings bill.

So he slipped in a clause appropriating

#7 li\

$125,000 for a federal building in

oquiam.

Frank H. Lamb—‘the president of the

Commercial Club, mind you—read the

news and pondered upon it. He had

ideals, even where public funds are con

cerned. The reckless squandering of the

nation's money set his teeth on edge.

He discussed the post office appropriation

with a number of his friends. Eleven

agreed with him that reform, to be

e ective, must begin at home. So the

twelve notified Congressman Johnson by

wire that an appropriation of $50,000

instead of $125,000 would amply provide

for Hoquiam’s needs.

We believe that this telegram was the

very first of its kind. Of course it aroused

opposition in Hoquiam. All the ancient

r’..- _
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But the stresses and strains are coming.

if democracy survives them, it will live

because the Lambs of this country have

defended it with the bright shields of

their idealism.

The appetite for pork, coupled with the

deadly, slothful inertia of the well mean

ing masses in all matters affecting the

public welfare, is the country’s most seri

ous weakness.

Arbitrate !

EWv laymen are sulficiently famil—

iar with the intricate system of

determining the earnings of en

gineers, firemen, conductors and

trainmen to arrive at an intelligent tech

nical opinion concerning the justice of

  

The Grand Winter Drive of the Embattled Utah Farmers

The regiments ofjackrabbits have been fearfully decimated the past winter. lmpeded by

the extraordinarily deep snows, the long-cared battalions fell easy victims to bullet, club,

disease and hunger; their hereditary foes, the coyotes, waxed sleek and fat on rabbit

meat. Throughout the lntermountain region the farmers’ haystacks, fruit trees and vines

will sufl’er less from the bunnies’ appetites the coming summer than for many years. In

many drives this winter 5000 jackrabbits were killed and shipped to charitable institutions

in the cities.

arguments in favor of unlimited pork

were polished up and trotted out. But

Lamb, the president of the Commercial

Club, stuck to his guns and his ideals.

This nation has a great, a most im

portant task in the world. It is its mis

sion to demonstrate that democracy is a

workable, practical method of govern

ment, able to survive the severest stresses

and strains. This demonstration has not

yet been made. Democracy in the United

States has been reposing dreamily on the

soft pillows of boundless natural wealth.

But he who thinks that the supply is exhausted does not know jackrabbits

the dispute between the railroad brother

hoods and the railroad managers. But

the average man believes that the engine

and train crews are well paid for the ser

vices they render, and this belief is sup

ported by the standing of these railroad

employes in the community. The aver

age man also believes that increased pay

is needed far ‘more among switchmen and

section laborers than among engineers

and conductors. Gradually the average

man is also realizing the importance of

keeping the efficiency of the transportation

32
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system unimpaired through excessive

drains u on its earnings. The fact that

one-third)

is in the receiver's hands has impressed

him.

Strikes are largely won by the attitude

of the public. This time the public is not

with the brotherhoods. The public—for

selfish reasons perhaps—does not want

its taste of the new prosperity curtailed

by transportation chaos. The side that

refuses to arbitrate will have a hard row

to hoe.

Booze Gets the Hook in B. C.

HERE will be two more “dry" sea

orts on the Pacific Coast in 1917.

Shaken by the war ague, British

Columbia is about to follow the

example of its neighbors below the line

and take the pledge. In April an anti—

treating law and an early-closing regula

tion will go into effect throughout the

province. \Vhen the provincial parlia

ment convened at Victoria in March,

Premier Bowser, the successor of the

gallant Sir Dick McBride, announced

that a prohibition law would be sub

mitted to the voters in Ma . If it is

adopted—and the state of mind induced

by the war sacrifices favors prohibition——

the saloons will pull up stakes January 1,

1 1 .

9A7t the same moment the provincial

legislature of Saskatchewan was startled

by accusations of graft involving ten

members of the house, includin the

speaker. The go-between of the T

interests confessed that he had dis

tributed $10,000 to kill prohibition legis

lation or cripple it. Graft scandals in

other departments of the provincial gov—

ernment added to the joy, and Manitoba

is still indignant over the exposure of a

million-dollar rakeoff in the construction

of its arliament building.

In rizona the wets scored a point.

The Supreme court held that possession

of liquor for individual consum tion isnot a crime; hence, the court rulied, im

portation of liquor for individual con

sumption can not be a crime. But this

victory does not kill the copper state’s

stringent prohibition act. Whoever

wants li uor, has the privilege of traveling

to New‘lVIexico or California for a bottle

of his favorite brand; neither the rail

roads nor the express companies can

transport lliguid cheer except as personal

baggage. evertheless the court decision

helps the bootleggers and blind-pigg'ers

to squirm more easily through the wid

ened meshes of the law.

Only the preliminary rumbles.of the

prohibition campaign are audible in Cali

fornia. The liquor men profess to be

without worry and of good cheer, but the

grape growers—see the article “Cali

fornia Next?" in the March issue—fire

slowly counting the 1914 vote in order to

lull themselves to sleep of nights.

Paternalism and Politics

ONGRESS consenting, a most im

ortant’ ex eriment is about to

liegin on t e Orland, California,

project of the Reclamation Ser

vice. Dr. Elwood Mead, for eight ears

chief of the irrigation enterprises o Vic

toria, Australia, and originator of the

of the country's railroad mileage -

iquor '

  

advanced colonization methods practised

on the Australian tracts, is asking Con

gress and the Interior Department to

give the Australian system a trial. He

proposes that the government buy the

9000 as yet unimproved acres of the

Orland project, classify and subdivide

the land and sell it in small tracts at cost,

lus fifteen per cent to cover expenses.

he purchaser is to be given thirty years

in which to pay for the land, remitting

four and a half per cent interest and one

and a half per cent of the princi al everyyear. The government is to leveliand re

pare the land for the settlers, erect t eir

fences and put up their houses, the settlers

to pay 40 per cent of the cost of these im

provements in cash and borrowing the

remaining 60 per cent from the govern

ment at four or live per cent. Under this

plan the man with $2000 could success

fully acquire, improve, stock and operate

a forty-acre dairy farm; under the old

Proof of the Climate!

These bees have reverted to the habits of

their ancestors in India and built their abode

right out in the open in the branches of a

tree. The daring colony, which came

through the winter in good condition, makes

its home on a ranch near Lemoore, Kings

county, California

system of unaided, undirected individual

effort he could have acquired such a farm

with so small a capital only by almost

su erhuman efforts and sacrifices.

The Australian plan, however, requires

not only a careful selection of the settlers,

but it also necessitates government super

vision over the private affairs of the

colonists. Unfortunately the number of

chronic kickers, slackers and skirkers is

large everywhere and the government,

having a mortgage of ninety per cent on

land and water, of sixty per cent on all

improvements, could not afford to toler

ate shirking and shiftlessness. \Vherever

paternalistic benefits are distributed,

certain individual rights and prerogatives

must be surrendered. Will the future

Orland colonists like it when the project

manager tells them to put a new coat of

paint on the government-built house and

to repair the govemment-built hog fence?

Will they submit to supervision and dis

cipline in return for financial assistance?

The proposed Orland experiment is

worth trying. If it succeeds it will be the

first step in realizing the dream of a na~

tion with a backbone consisting of mil<

lions of small, independent farmers and

landowners. If it fails, it will be time for

conscious efforts to remedy the influence

of unrestrained individualism on the

American character.

Safeguarding the North Pacific

INCE 1910 three vessels belonging

to the government have been

wrecked in Alaskan waters, in

volving a loss of $800,000. Though

complete data on all wrecks are lacking, a

compilation made by the Alaska Bureau

of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce

shows that, since the acquisition of

Alaska, 402 vessels have come to grief at

sea or on the hidden rocks of the terri

tory’s tremendous coast line. The mone

tary loss in hulls and cargoes exceeds

thirteen million dollars, most of it in

curred since 1900. According to the

“Pacific Fisherman," it is positively

known that 449 lives were lost in nine

teen wrecks.

If Congress cannot spare the money for

additional surveys, better maps, more

buoys and lighthouses in Alaskan waters,

the nation needs a business manager with

autocratic powers.

The Water Power Situation

ONTRARY to the claims of the

electric interests, the develop

ment of the West's water power

has not been throttled by the lack

of comprehensive, liberal laws regulating

the use of falling water on the public

domain. In the decade between 1902

and 1912 the thirty-four states east of the

Rockies merely doubled the capacity of

their water-power lants, increased it

by 98 per cent. he eleven Western

states, during the same period, built

enough new hydro-electric plants to

raise their output by 451 per cent.

In the three years since 1912 the West

has built new hydro-electric plants with a

total capacity of 200,000 horsepower; in

the five years preceding 1912 the total

new construction was only 145,000 horse

power. \Vhen it is remembered that half

of all the hydro-electric plants in the \Vest

are operating parts of their generating,

storage or transmission systems under

revocable federal permits, it becomes

clear that even this objectionable feature

has failed to stop the growth of the \Vest's

hydro-electric industry. In truth, it has

so little stopped or even retarded this

growth that in many districts the supply

of hydro-electric power is larger than the

demand for it.

In view of these facts the oft-repeated

allegation that the normal development

of the \Vest's hydro-electric industry is

being strangled b the federal govern

ment is absurd. .qually absurd is the

fear of an hydro-electric monopoly fos

tered assiduously by the ultra-conserva

tionists. Extensive inter-connection of

water-power plants is a blessin from
every standpoint, not a curse. \ yithout

this inter-connection the service would

either be irregular and poor or else, owing

to the necessity of maintaining steam

plants in reserve, its cost would be higher.
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Anyway, what difference does it make

whether ten men or ten thousand control

the hydro-electric systems so long as the

public, through the utility commissions,

retains control over rates and service?

To do away with the objectionable

revocable-permit system, the govern

ment in the Ferris bill, twice passed by

the House, has offered to lease power

sites on public land for a period of fifty

years, surrounding this lease with con

ditions which safeguard the public's in

terest. The Ferris bill died in the Senate

during the last session; now the House

has repassed the Ferris bill, but the Senate

still balks. It is endeavoring to weaken

the act so as to give the power interests

reater privileges and fewer obligations.

ft is to be hoped that the House will

summaril reject the Senate substitute

for the erris bill. There is no hurry.

The West has a surplus of hydro—electric

current at present; when additional ower

is needed, opposition to the Ferris bill will

cease abru tly. If the House will only

stiffen its backbone and wait patiently

for a session or two, the Senate will come

around to its viewpoint.

The Columbus Raid

HE territory of the United States

has not been invaded. Villa's band

of cut-throats did not constitute

an "army"; the raid on Columbus,

New Mexico, was the work of bandits.

Of course it is the duty of the Ameri

can government to exterminate these

bands, to pursue them as far as

needed into Mexican territory regard

less of the impotent Carranza gov

ernment, to make prompt use of con

venient blank walls and firing squads,

but this relentless pursuit of organized

highway robbers need not lead to war

with the Mexican nation. If Carranza

proves that he has the ability to pacify

the country and protect American lives

outside of Villa's sphere, there is no rea

son for interference. The Columbus raid

does not alter the general situation unless

it should become clear that Carranza is

too small and weak for his big job.

Now the question arises from a perusal

of the press re orts concerning the Colum

bus raid: \ h were no sentinels sta

tioncd in the eep draw which enabled

Villa’s band to sneak past the cavalry

camp into the town of Columbus? The

successful surprise reflects no credit upon

the watchfulness and efficiency of the

army if the first press dispatches have

correctly described the events that brought

Mexico into the foreground again.

The Case of the "Lunger”

L PASO owes a large part of its

marvelous growth to the “lunger.”

Hundreds ofits successful business

men came to El Paso to seek

health, found it, staid and became im

portant factors in the border city's de

velopment. Almost every city and town

in the sunny Southwest can point to mul

titudes of similar examples of healing and

success. As a health-restorer the spark

ling air of the Southwest has abundantly

proved its power.

But this air alone cannot keep even an

invalid alive; there is no manna in the

Southwest. Room and board must be

paid for. Of the ten or fifteen thousand

sufferers who annually arrive in the South

west, many, too many are almost penni

less on arrival. Disappointed in their

hopes of an immediate cure, of light work

at which to make a living, these indigent

invalids die like flies. The California

State Board of Health estimates that in

many districts ten per cent of the newly

arrived tuberculars cross the Divide

within thirty days after arrival, and that

thirty to fifty er cent of the indigent

patients succum to worry and disease in

six months.

Yet the Southwest is doing all in its

ower to save them. In a single year the

lios Angeles county hospital cared for a

thousand tubercular indigents; less than

fifty of them were Californians. Similar

ercentages can be roduced by many

lbcalities in Arizona, blew Mexico, Texas

and Colorado.

Obviously it is unfair both to the in—

valids and to the Southwest to throw the

entire burden of the non-resident patients’

support u on the states with a curative

climate. et these indigents deserve aid

and assistance. Therefore it is proposed

that the nation pay out of its treasury a

subsidy of five dollars a week per patient

to institutions caring for penniless non

resident victims of the White Plague, pro

vided the institutions maintain the stand

ard established by the U. S. Public

Health Service under whose jurisdiction ,

the ap ropriation is to be ex ended.Througli such an act of nationallgener

osity the capacity of public and private

sanitaria in the Southwest could be

doubled and trebled, thousands of lives

could be saved annually.

Is it necessary to emphasize the im

portance of saving lives in this age when

no instrument of destruction and death

is considered too expensive by the most

highly civilized nations?

Discipline Versus Democracy

EN thousand Australian soldiers

went on strike, terrorized a large

cit , smashed and looted shops,

kil ed and were killed because the

daily period of drill was to be increased

by an hour and a half.

A thousand Canadian soldiers similarly

terrorized Calgary, Alberta, smashed

restaurants, a dance hall, utted a hotel

and plundered its bar. In Tmth cases the

civilian police was practically powerless.

A powerful warning lies in these out

breaks, a warning particularly applicable

to the United States. The men who

rioted, looted and fought were not con

scripts; they had voluntaril offered their

services, taken the oath o obedience in

order to defend the mother country in a

grave crisis. They knew that drill, drill,

drill, incessant drill of the hardest kind

was necessary to fit them for the self

assumed duty. Yet they balked, attacked

the country they had sworn to defend

when they were asked to carry out the

work they had volunteered to do.

In Australia, in Canada and in the

United States democracy has almost gone

to seed. The freedom of the individual to

do as he pleases has been over-emphasized.

There is an underlying stratum of fact in

the charge that these countries are not or—

anized nations but merely immense mobs.

Though the charge is overdrawn, never

theless it contains a grain of truth. l\'o

democracy can be truly free until the in—

dividual has learned that obedience to the

laws he helps to make, to the authorities

he helps to elect is an imperative duty, an

obli ation not to be disregarded when it

confiicts with his personal whims. A

democracy must learn and practice self—

discipline if it would maintain its place in

the sun.

Under the stress of a world catastrophe

the governments of the most democratic

nations are pruning individual rights with

a ruthless hand, demanding implicit

respect for their orders from every indi

vidual that the whole may survive. Why

not car a modicum of this war—borns irit, orly this enforced team work into

tlie labors of peace? If discipline hel s a

nation to survive a period of tremend)ous

stress, will not discipline—without which

team work is impossible—also help to

make a nation great and prosperous in

normal times?

The outbreaks in Australia and Canada

are symptoms of the lack of self-discipline,

of the contempt in which law and au—

thority are held in these countries—and

in the United States. Yet disci line pays.There are many American emplloyers who

eagerly bid for the services of discharged

soldiers brcauu illt’It men have learned to

obey ordzrr, not slavishly, but without

that I-am-just-as-good-as-you-are spirit

that destroys the efficiency of any organi

zation, military, industrial or political.

Even the Socialists exact implicit obe

dience to the mandates of the party, de

mand signed, undated resignations of all

successful candidates the better to en

force party disci line.

If military drill will teach Americans

the respect due the laws they themselves

made and the authorities they have

elected, compulsory universal training—

with voluntary Invite—would be a good

step to take even without danger of in

vasion from abroad.

Montana’s Turn Next

HREE years ago about this time

seven stock exchanges were run

ning full blast in Calgary, :1 thou

sand oil companies had been or

ganized in Alberta and the presses could

not turn out the stock certificates fast

enough. Of the Alberta oil boom not

much is left exce t headaches, litigation

and liquidation. be same remarks apply

to the boomlet that grew in Puget Sound

two and half years ago; it died in a hurry

when the Port-Intelligencrr stepped on it

and the oil did not come. Spokane caught

the fever, but recovered in a few weeks.

And now it’s Montana's turn.

Near Havre and Glendive large gas

wells have been brou ht in. Gas often

is the forerunner of oi . Oil has one up

everywhere; gasoline more so. l\ oney is

abundant everywhere in Montana.

Twenty-five-cent copper, dollar-wheat,

horses at war prices and three consecutive

seasons of big crops have lined Montana’s

pockets. Whether oil is or is not struck,

the state is ripe for a thorough shearing

by the oil-stock promoter.
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The only fly in the speculative cocktail

is the act of the Secretary of the Interior

who withdrew more than half amillion

Montana acres from entry as soon as the

wells began to spout as. But there is

enough patented lan left to part at

least ten thousand fools from their money.

The Timber-Land Puzzle

WENTY years ago standin tim

ber in any uantity cou d bebought in thethvest for a dollar a

thousand feet, board measure, or

less. Immense areas of timber land

changed hands at far lower prices.

Thousands of timber claims taken up by

dummies and speculators brought only a

few hundred dollars per quarter section.

As the price of standing timber went up,

the little fellows dropped out of the game;

only the big operators could afford to

kee on buyin , and most of them bought

wit borrowe money.

 

They have to pay interest on the mil

lions the b0ff0“6(l to buy timber land

with. T e only way to earn the interest

is to cut the trees and sell the lumber.

The moment the mill stops, earnings

cease, but the interest goes on merrily.

Hence the long continued, chronic de

pression of the lumber business. The

mills have to keep on sawing to earn the

interest on the money borrowed to buy

timber with; even if their output breaks

the market's back, they must keep on

sawing wood to pay the bondholders.

Likewise and also, they have to earn

money with which to pay the taxes on the

standing timber bought with borrowed

capital. Interest and taxes raise the cost

of standing timber until by-and-by it will

be cheaper to buy stumpage in the

National Forests from the government

than to own it subject to a mortgage.

The government pays neither interest nor

taxes on its timber and a large part of

the administration expense is raised by

general taxation.
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The Biggest Bear Ever Brought Down

It fell before the

Recently the bounty was with

lt weighed 1200 pounds and measured 10 feet 2 inches from tip to tail.

rifle of Capt. L. L. Bales, Alaska's veteran guide and hunter. Big bears are not confined

to Alaska, however. Idaho olfers a bounty on bears.

drawn after $8000 had been paid out as the influx of bearskina threatened to deplete the

fund. Apparently all the West's wool has not yet been rubbed off

If the forest reserves had been created

fifteen years earlier, the West's lumber

industry would be on a sounder base

today. The government could regulate

its timber sales according to the needs of

the market; having neither interest nor

taxes on immense timber tracts to pay,

the mills could afford to curtail their out

put in dull seasons. As it is they must

keep on cutting regardless of the state of

the market or default on the bond inter

est. Not a few of the large operators

have already been forced into the latter

alternative.

It would not be at all surprising if, dur

ing the next fifteen years, the crown of

the timber king should turn out to consist

largely of thorns.

Conservation and Taxes

HE tax on standing timber is a

most important source of state

and count revenue in Oregon,

Idaho and Vashington. The fed

eral government pays no tax either on the

timber or the timber land in the National

Forests. If the National Forests in Ore

gon were privately owned, they would

pay into the state and county trcasuries a

total tax of approximately $800,000 per

annum; instead of this sum the counties

receive, as their share of timber sales and

grazing fees, less than $75,000 a ear.

In a nutshell, the people of the {Vestern

states, through their inability to tax

property belonging to the entire nation,

pay a stiff annual price for Conservation,

a tribute usually overlooked by ardent

Conservationists east of the Rockies. It

is this loss of revenue from untaxed fed

eral property which is primarily responsi

ble for a goodly number of the attacks on

the Forest Service; naturally the tax

payers in the affected counties take a

whack at the federal department closest

at hand. Eastern Conservationists will

do well to remember this tax issue when

ever they feel inclined to treat all Western

objections as the insincere mouthin s of

grabbers, speculators and mono oiists.

Even the Forest Service is acknow edging

the injustice of withholding three-fourths

of all the property in certain sparsely

settled counties from taxation, forcing

the privately owned one-fourth to bear

the entire burden.

When these circumstances are consid

ered it becomes clear that Oregon is mak

ing no unjust demands when it asks that

eighty per cent of the money to be de

rived from the sale of the timber and

mineral on the two-million-acre railroad

grant lands be turned over to the state

and the affected counties for the benefit

of the school and road funds. Roads are

built and schools are maintained in the

National Forests by the counties and

states, not by the federal government.

The state of Oregon and the alfected

counties have been taxing the grant lands

for fort years. The tax income will

ractically cease for the years while thelJand and the timber are being disposed of.

Perhaps the best and most feasible di

vision would be to turn into the National

Forests the 300,000 acres of the grant

lands lying in their boundaries and to turn

over to the state and the counties eighty

per cent of the proceeds derived from the

sale of the remaining million and three

quarter acres.
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b'teps coming up the walk sent color into her face

The'Striking of the Clock

HE men had finished their dinners

in the shade of the barn. They

had emptied their pails, beaten

them upside down on the ground,

put on the lids and risen stumblin ly.

The one in advance, looking back and

talking as he turned the corner of the

building, stepped on something soft. It

was the hand of a man, protrudin

through the open door. He saw it an

recniled. The others also saw and they

sprang into the barn.

He was lying in a grotesque huddle, his

head bent back under the weight of his
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heavy body, his arms outspread; the hay

that had fallen with him from the loft

scattered over and about him.

They picked him up and laid him on the

rass outside and straightened his limbs.

hey could see where his head had

struck the iron wheel of the planter; his

hands, still limp, were chill. He must

have lain in that strange heap all the

time they were eating their dinners just

beyond the wall, and laughing. Strange

they had not heard him fall!

GIRL sped down the uneven walk

from the kitchen door and dropped

on her knees beside him. The sun flecked

her tawny hair and touched into relief the

oval of her face. She raised eyes purple

with horror to the man standing opposite.

“The doctor!" she gasped.

The men pointed silently to where

across the field a horse was galloping,

urged by its hatless rider taking the short

cut to ‘the village.

The girl put a hand fearfull on the

breast of the prostrate man. T en a lad

touched her shoulder and she sprang to
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her feet and crowded her face into the

sleeve of his calico shirt. The boy ut

his arm awkwardly about her and led er

awa .

They carried him into the house and

put him on the lounge under the dining

room windows and the girl who was his

wife stood beside him and watched. His

big coarse shoes made tall peaks above

the red plush, the weight of his body

sag ed the springs until he slipped help—

less y—he who was so strong, so dominat

in .

The was silent through the useless visit

of the doctor; through the confusion of

the things later done; through the ques

tions; through the preparations the neigh

bor women made; through their condo

lences. She found the things that were

wanted and when there was nothing for

her to get, she stood staring out over the

fields, clasping and unclasping her fingers,

a queer throb showing through the white—

ness of her throat.

When they had finished with him she

went alone into the parlor where he lay.

It was so little and he so big. There was

just space to pass him at his feet and not

at all s ace at his head: the room was all

him. [The majesty of death swathed

everything; the very knobs on the chair

tops looked stern and significant in that

panoply of death. Only the crocheted

tidies, the silk scarf across the organ

seemed pert—seemed as if they were mak

ing an effort to brazen themselves

through. She took them quickly away.

When she came out, clingin to the door

frame, she was encircled by friendly arms.

"Go up stairs and rest,” they adjured.

She went slowly up the bare stairs that

led from the dining room and to the little

room shoved in under the front gable.

She shut the door and stood a ainst it.

In front of her was a mirror and the girl

she saw there looked at her strangely; as

she went forward to see what the girl

meant, the reflected eyes glowed into hers.

There was a gleam, a flash of that which

made the girl suddenly put her hands up

over her mouth; her eyes glowed into

those of the reflected girl. Then she took

off her apron and hung it over the mirror

and lay down on the bed, pressing her

eyelids tightly shut.

The apron hung over the mirror all the

next day and the next. Those days were

a blur of comings and oings, of ordinary

things done unnaturafly, of the parlor

dominating all. She listened quickly to

new arrivin voices; now and then she

turned sud enly at a coming step and

those moments were the only alive spots

in the blurred hours.

FTER it was all over, even to the slow

departure of the women from the

next farms, she went up stairs and took

the apron from the mirror and flashed

a glance into it. She took off her black

dress and reached a blue and white cotton

frock from the closet and put it on. It

had a big blue bow cockadin from under

her chin. She ripped the Irow off and

pinned on a black one, attin it that it

might lie flat and straig t. S e brushed

her hair until it shone, coiled it high and

went down stairs into the dining room.

She lighted the lamp and walked back

and forth, standing at each window a

while and peering into the fading light;

then she sat down by the table, spread

her arms upon it and listened.

She did not move when steps coming

u the walk sent color into her face.

“Then the door had opened and closed

she reached out her hands, palm upward,

resting on the table.

"I thought you would come sooner,"

she said.

The man was young and tall and slight.

His face, clear cut, browned, was haggard;

there were circles about his eyes. He

looked unkempt and blown by the wind

and as if he might have ridden far and

lon . He dropped his hat beside a chair

an sat down opposite her. He did not

touch her outstretched hands.

"I thought you would come sooner,"

she repeated.

"I only just heard.

awa .”
“6h then,H she answered. “I knew you

would come if you knew."

The man reached suddenly across and

took her hands. "Margie," and his'voice

was weighted with tenderness, "Margie,

I will not lie to you. I never have and

this is no time to begin. I did not come

because if I had I'should have shouted

aloud to everyone the thin that I am
going to tell you now—andgl wanted to

Eell you alone first and I wanted to think

rst.”

She looked at him, but there were wisps

of smiles about her mouth, caress in every

one of them.

“Yes?" questioningly, less interested

in what he was to say than in his presence.

He leaned farther across the table. He

was ripping her arms at the elbows.

“ argie, listen. I killed himl"

I have been—

HE girl's lips dropped apart and

she caught her breath. She

clas ed her fingers about his arms.

“ on't sa such things," in a shocked

whisper. "lie fell, Hort, from the loft—

you must have heard. What makes you

say such things! He fell—he struck his

head—"

"Yes, he fell. But I pushed him down."

She dragged her hands from his clasp

and they clutched each other at her

throat. She rose to her feet, leaning

against the table and staring at him.

He had risen too and his face was in

shadow above her. “Listen," he said

again. "Eve word I am going to say is

God's truth; found him in the barn—I

had come over for some seed—not to

quarrel. He was in a bad temper and he

said this to me:

" ‘I want you to keep away from herel

I know why you come! I want you to

keep away from my wife!’ And I an

swered him quietly—I did, Margie, and

he swore and said I was a cur anyhow.

Then I got suddenl hot all over and furi

ous and I answere him back and I told

him that I knew what he had done; that

I knew how he had stolen you from me

by keepin my letters back from you. I

told him t at I knew he had lied to you

about me, that he had told you I had gone

away for good, that he knew of another

girl, that he had taken advantage of you

because he was so much older and ou did

not understand and that he had, urged

'ou to marry him and have a home for

Idud and yourself and that I was worth
less—and that he had stolen you—'I

The girl had backed away from him

against the wall, pulling with her the

chair in which she had sat. She fenced

herself from him with its high back.

"He ordered me off the place and

climbed into the loft. I went after him.

I struck him first and we fought there

in the hay. It was a slippery place to

fight a man but I am stron er than he was

even if he was so big, and got him down

and I pounded him and I choked him

and presently he cried ‘enough’ and

stopped fighting. And after he stop ed,"

he s oke slowl , each word like a ow,

"an after he fiad stopped and after he

had said ‘enough: I threw him backward

and I heard him fall through the opening.

I heard him strike the floor and then I

climbed out of the window on the other

side and went through the orchard home

and got on my horse and rode away into

the hills and stayed there and did not

come back till last night—J’

He looked at her then for the first time

flattened against the wall, gripping the

chair.

“You little girl!” he said

"Did they suspect me, Margie

"No, no! Oh, no!" she gasped.

The man walked to the window and

stood there. She slipped back to the

table and laid her head upon it. After a

lon time she spoke.

“ hat are you going to do?"

"Give myself up. But I wanted to see

you first. I am going tonight and give

myself up."

She cried aloud. “O Hort! Must ou?

How would that help?" He came back

to the table.

“I decided at first that I would not tell

even you. I said to in self that we have

had sorrow enough an it was our due to

take what we could get of ha piness. No

one could know. I decided would keep

still and that I could have you and be

happy. But after a while I knew I could

not take you that way, that it must all be

fair and square and that I must pay for

pi’tyingly.

what I ha done—”

"0 Hort! But you did not mean to

kill him!”

“He had said ‘enough.’ I must have

meant to."

THERE was again a long silence.

He picked u his hat from the floor.
"I must go. Ipmust get it over—this

telling.”

She ran to him. "Not yet! Not 'ust

yet," she cried. “Oh, we have trie to

do right, Hort—we haven't seen each

other since I married him. He did steal

me! He did he to me! He told me such

things about ou——"

She was walking swiftly back and forth

across the room, crying openly.

"And we had tried to do ri ht by him

because I was his wife. An I tried to

forget and be good to him. Oh!” with a

wall, “just that da ' I tried to be kind and

he was so angry. e was so angry about

something and would not answer me.

And when he went to the door I went with

him and I put my hand on his arm and he

threw it off and it struck the door and

hurt it. See. where it was hurtP—and

even then I tried to be kind. Somehow I

felt ueerly about him that da , I won

dered why he was so angry. t was al

most like a presentiment———I noticed

things so. I stayed at the door. I saw

how he kicked the kitten off the step and

I stood there and watched him all the way

down to the barn. The clock was just

striking over in the village and I counted

(Continued on page 64)



Interesting

She is the happy mistress of an orchard, bought and

improved out of her earnings and now

ready to earn a living for her

RS. MARION MACRAE, the

owner of Larkspur apple or

chards, in the Hood river val

ley, Oregon, is a horticulturist

whose experience IS worth weighing, con

sidered from whatsoever point of view.

With a capital insufficient for the present

day Easter bonnet, she went to this

scenic fruit region in the heart of the Cas

cades, a few years ago, and secured an

option on 25 acres of uncleared bench

land. She paid for her little tract by do

ing reportorial work on a Portland daily

newspaper, later taking 'u the sale of

fruit lands in the valley which was fast

becoming known in the big markets of

the world for its fine strawberries an

ap les. -

radually, as she could earn the extra

money for improvement, Mrs. MacRae

got her land cleared and set to commercial

orchard. For the first three years the

devoted orchardist pruned her young

trees herself, having lessons and super—

vision in the earlier days from a scientific

horticulturist.

The happy little ranch mistress talks

entertainingly as well as logically of the

qualities that go to make success in horti

culture out there.

"A steady head and active brain are

even more necessary," she emphasizes,

“in farming or fruit-raising, than are

willing hands and strong back. Mere

physical labor won’t accomplish anything

without good head work to direct it."

When the question was put as to other

women ranchers and orchardists in her

section, she replied that there were many

who, to her own knowledge, were coming

out successfully in the work.

“On the other hand,” she said, after

deliberation, “I know other women who

have put their capital in property with

out exercising any judgment in selection

of land, and without

knowing anything about

the business. And then

they are unreasonable

enough to expect large har

vest returns while they sit

on the veranda, doing em

broidery or tatting, or

perhaps reading the best

sellers. It's a system that

won't work in this any

more than in other lines

of business."

With some impatience

over this type of orchard

ist, the Larkspur enthus

iast went on, with em

phasis:

“I tell you, when the

colt gets a nail in his foot,

or the spraying machine

breaks down, or a main

limb tears loose from the

parent stock, the woman

fruit-raiser has got to

know what to do just as

much as a man in the same

situation would, and do it

just as quick. She must be

able to detect the presence

of any disease or pest at the earliest mo

ment. In Oregon, ou know, it costs a fine

of $20 to have San fose scale discovered on

one of our apples, and the fruit inspector

has fuli authorit to come and cut the

infected trees. he woman orchardist

must know, also, how to prune, sprafy,

thin, pro and tie, how to bud and gra .

Above al , she must under

stand cultivation, which

means far more than mak

ing the ground look pretty

on top. Then there is the

irrigation problem, which

has to be solved by actual

ex erience."

rs. MacRae was asked

if she had any advice to

offer to her sisters of the

cities who in many in

stances were looking long

ingly toward life in the

country, with its freedom,

sanity and health. She

shook her head at first,

but reflecting, said:

“If what I have just

said isn’t enough, both in

the way of encouragement

and discouragement, I

might add that the school

teacher or girl who has

saved up a few hundred

dollars from store or oflice

earnings ofttimes yearns

out upon that vista offarm

life shown in a certain class

of publications, but she

should give the matter

careful consideration from

a business standpoint, and

also arm herself with

practical knowledge before

risking the investment of

her small fortune. We

.vg,‘ ‘
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read of the successes more frequently than

the failures. But the level-headed woman

will investigate both, not risk being dis

illusioned and disa pointed by plunging

in all unprepared or the work. If she

has the qualities I just now enumerated,

and persistent courage added thereunto,

she is more than likely to make good; she

is Bretty sure to do it."

eing reminded gently that in her own

case she had “plunged” in the matter of

the land investment, having no capital to

go on, and, moreover, had been obliged

to acquire her horticultural education en

tirely in her own growing orchard, the

Larkspur lady answered in rebuttal:

“Yes, but I had nothing to lose, all to

gain. I had a means of makin my living

and paying for in land, and have not

even now allowe myself to grow rusty

on my earning capacity. So by this com

bination I have been enabled to hold on

through thick and thin, and in the end

have grown an orchard that will hence

forth make me a living without an ma

terial physical labor on in part. ut—

Larkspurs are not picke u just any

L. ELus.

U

day!”

VVESTERNER who, although he

has at the age of 30 accomplished

enough, perhaps, to satisfy the ambition

of the ordinary man, is still a comer.

That is George Palmer Putnam, of Bend,

Oregon, editor of a country newspaper,

an author of note and secretary to Gov

ernor James Withycombe.

He was mayor of his town at

twenty-two and he is largely responsible

today for a governor’s popularity

y years old.
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Putnam has a knack of knowing what

is going on, and should go on. He keeps

his eyes open and his mouth shut when

not using it, but is a forceful, pleasing

and often humorous public speaker. He

is not a politician by inclination and, al

though he shirks none of his duties as a

citizen, if he was to do what appeals to

him most it is more than likely that right

now he would be trailin a packhorse

through the highlands of the Cascade

mountains—or, perhaps, exploring in

Thibet.

Mr. Putnam stands six feet two and has

the rotund and raceful proportions of a

column rule. l-Tis weight is about 170

pounds—all energy, except a large chunk

of good common sense. He was born

near New York, but has been so success

ful in forgetting that fact that he recently

refused a position there carr ing double

his present 'salary., His fiither, who

recently died, was a member of the pub

lishing firm of G. P. Putnam Sons, after

whose founder oung George was named.

Had George P, _Ir., been a robust lad,

he would have most likely followed in his

father's footsteps. To see him today one

would not recognize the puny boy whose

wanderings over the globe in a search for

health brought him to Oregon.

At 22 years of age, and soon after

reaching Bend, Putnam was chosen

mayor and was reelected by an over

whelming vote. In 1911 Putnam and his

bride toured Central America for half a

ear, whence he sent articles to SUNSET

fill/mums and other periodicals. He is

 

She is a lady who “goes everywhere"—very often where

no white woman has preceded her—probably the

most far-traveled woman in the world

the author of “The South

land of North America,"

and a delightful volume of

Oregon sketches, entitled

‘,‘In the Oregon Country."

ELBERT Bane.

U

HERE is one man in

this Pacific North

west who believes that a

red-headed boy is handi

capped by the color of his

hair. He came to this

conclusion on account of

his own experiences, for

hard luck and hard knocks

came to him, as he be

lieves, largely on account

of his shock and mop of

fiery red, which earned for

him the sobri uet of"Red

Clemmer.” 0t that he

lacked the sand and grit

that are the usual accom

animent of the red

lieaded boy, for without

these he would never

have risen from newsy to plumber's assist

ant, from book-keeper to salesman, from

dentist to movie ma nate, for he is now

the owner of the “C emmer," about the

most beautiful and best equip ed hoto

play_ house in this Northwest, esi es be

ing in part the owner of another of the

leading moving picture houses in Spokane,

Washington.

About two years ago, Dr. Howard S.

Clemmer of S okane

started a “Re - head

‘l Club,"to which any sorrel

l topped boy of from six to

sixteen could be admitted,

ifthe floridity of his head

piece and agreement to be

ave and respond to roll

calls were sufficiently satis

factory to the doctor.

The club now has a ros

ter of two hundred, and

each member is the proud

wearer of a button. One

of his brightest boys, on

reporting to his mother

that he could now go to

“Doc" Clemmer’s show

free, was asked: “Wh ,

Henr , how can you 0
that? ' l‘Oh, just by

showing my bean and my

button,” responded the

proud member.

The organization takes

part in nearly all parades

and many entertainments

of a booster order; its

members, with Dr. Clem

mer at the head, parade

bareheaded in all kinds of

wind and weather, and

their lusty yells can be

heard for blocks.

On Christmas of 1914 a

prominent banker prom

ised to place on deposit one

 

His hair is red and because of it he has founded a thriving

booster club of “scarlet beans" for the encourage

ment of sorrel-topped boys

dollar to the credit of each member, pro

vided such deposit and its accretions were

not disturbed for five years; and Dr.

Clemmer addsa substantial sum each year

to those showing the proper spirit of saving.

For a time he invited its members to a

Saturday morning exhibition at his com

fortable “Clemmer." These became so

popular and enjoyable that he now has

inaugurated a regular Saturday morning

program for children, which includes

instructive films as well as comics, with

the result that the theatre is packed with

a hilarious crowd of enthusiastic young

sters pa ing tribute to the man whose

remarka le love of children has caused

him to initiate and maintain these di

vertisements.

If one wants an exhibition of real, gen

uine simon-pure enthusiasm, all that is

necessary is to call on the Clemmer Red

Heads. SAMUEL R. STERN.

U

HE has been called the most far-trav

eled woman in the world and geographi

cal societies list her among the seven

greatest world travelers, et Harriet

Chalmers Adams holds to t e idea that

she is a Westerner because she was born

one and married one with whom she went

to school at her birthplace, Stockton,

California. But having thus established

a \Vestern residence, she has been about

everywhere since. She has penetrated to

scores of places where no white woman

has ever been. She has slept on a moun

tain peak 15,000 feet above the sea; she

has been at the headwaters of the Ama

zon. She has visited every former S an

ish possession. For ten vears rs.

Adams has been writing and lecturing on

South America. Her husband, Franklin

P. Adams, is editor of the Pan-American

Illagazi'nz, at Washington, and there Mrs.

Adams is at home, whenever that may

be. COLVIN B. BROWN.
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Grafting Romance on a Rose-Tree

The True Story of Doiza Maria Bonifacio and

General Sherman at Monterey

By Nellie Van de one Sanchez

HE recent death

of Dona M a r i a

Ygnacia Boni

facio at Mon

terey resulted in the re

appearance in the news

papers of the old roman

tic tale of an alleged love

affair between this well

known lady and General

Sherman. This seems

to be an opportune time

to contradict this foolish

story, which had no

foundation except in

somebody's over-fervid

imagination. This much

is certainly true—that

Senorita Bonifacio and

the young American of

ficer became acquainted

during his stay at Mon

terey, that he may have

visited at her house, and

probably was her danc

ing partner at many a

gay ball in the little

town, which was then

in its heyday; and cer

tain it is that a fine old

rose tree, of the cloth-of

gold species, has for

many years unfolded its

rich yellow blooms in her

garden. Further than

these few plain facts

there is no truth in the

tale, and it may be posi

tively asserted that no romantic alfection

existed at any time between this pair.

How the story originated I cannot say,

but by dint of constant repetition it has

come to be accepted as a fact by large

numbers of romance loving persons, and

even the lady in the case herself, as she

assured me ears ago, became so weary of

inefi'ectual enials that she finall let the

thing take its course and cease to con

tradict it. Of such stuff are history and

traditions made!

Let it be said that this statement of the

truth of the case is not made in an icono

clastic spirit, nor through any lack of

appreciation of genuine romance, but

rather through a firm belief that tradi

tion, to have any value, should be based

upon a semblance, at least, of truth.

Besides, looked at rightly, the story does

no credit to either party, and should be

contradicted for that reason, if for no

other. It represents the Senorita Boni

facio, who, as all her friends know, was a

strong, courageous, proud and high

spirited woman, in the humiliatin role of

a forlorn and jilted damsel, meek y wait

ing for the lover that never returned.

Nothing could be more contrary to her

real nature. And as for that bluff and

  

Sefiorita Bonifacio (from a late photograph)

who grew weary of refuting the legend

about herself and “Teeumseh" Sherman

and the ancient rose-tree in her garden

gallant soldier, Tecumseh Sherman, he

would scarcely be pleased, were he alive,

to know that he had been made to play so

mean and treacherous a part.

Added to this, such labored efforts to

add interest to the personality and life of

this charming woman are wholly gratui

tous, for in her true self she possessed

attractions that needed no embroideries

of cheap romance.

In the merry days of the old capital

there is no doubt that

she was a leading figure

in social functions, and

even after many years

she still kept relics of

those dead gayeties

stored away in a cam

horwood chest in her

ouse. Sometimes, for

the delectation of inti

mate friends, she would

open this chest and

draw from it reminders

of the bygone days in

the shape of old-fash

ioned w a s p - waisted

dresses, crimson velvets

and rich gray brocades,

embroidered mittens,

tiny slippers and curi

ously mounted neck

laces of pearls from the

Ba'a California fisheries.

t seems very likely

that a real romance may

have entered at some

time into her life, for the

sake of which she lived

until the age of eighty

six a spinster, but if any

sorrow of the sort ever

touched her she let no

sign of it appear, and,

whatever may have been

the inmost history of her

heart, she presented a

brave face to the world,

and met life as it came to

her with undaunted courage.

In all domestic arts she was wonderfully

skilled. In the manufacture of lace, the

Spanish "drawnwork’Tor which the women

0 her race are famous, she had few equals,

and the sale of these filmy creations be

came her chief dependence when straiten

ing circumstances be an to press upon

her. Neither was she iacking In the finer

accomplishments, for in the long living

room stood a harp whose voice, long

since silent, had once responded to the

cunning touch of her fingers. And Father

Time seemed to have forgotten her, till

she became a marvel to all her friends

for her look of eternal youth.

Among the interesting, and authentic,

circumstances of her life was her acquaint

ance with Robert Louis Stevenson, during

his sojourn in Monterey. He had no Span

ish and she no English, but her vivacity

and his Scotch wit interpreted for them.

This is the true and unexaggerated por

trait of this remarkable woman, and

surely it will be acknowledged that she

was not the sort to waste her life in vain

regrets for a faithless lover. Had any

man in truth ever treated her so cava

lierly, she would have tossed her head in

scorn and promptly forgotten him!
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The Town That

Died A-Bornin’

Grays Harbor City, a

"Ghost T0wn”in

the Forest

By W. L. Morris

OME seven miles from the head of

Grays Harbor, on the Washington

coast, a melancholy string of piles

reaches out into the water. Start

ing for no apparent purpose and ending,

a mile or so from the shore, for no better

excuse, only seafaring folk of an older

generation recognize in the hagéard

sticks the skeleton of Grays Harbor ity.

A second-growth forest of fir and cedar

today covers the greater part of the old

site of the town, which was spread over

the hills back of the big dock. Corner

lots in that bustling town, a quarter of a

century ago, were selling at $5000

apiece. Eve last one of the eight hun

dred and 0d souls that com osed the

population was sure that rea ty prices

were to mount far higher. Those lots

now are tangles of ferns and tall grasses,

of wild flowers and blackberry bushes.

Rank underbrush almost hides the

course of Summit avenue. It grows to

the door of the Grays Harbor Company's

office, to the very door where, all through

the night before October 15, 1890, waited

a long line of weary men.

HE mornin light which found that

line of sturdy farmers, fishermen and

lumbermen of the West, with here and

there a real estate operator from the East,

waiting patiently to bid on the second

  

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Jaeger, pioneers

of Grays Harbor City, and sole

inhabitants of the "ghost town"

 

  

They stood in line all night to buy lots in the second addition to the town.

A half-million dollars’ worth of realty was sold next day

offering of town lots, revealed a city in

embryo, ambitiously laid out. It had

hotels and stores, one of the latter housed

in a building costing $20,000; it had fine

restaurants, seven ornately furnished

saloons, scores of pretty homes and a dock

that had cost $125,000.

The twenty-six men who stood in line

on that morning, twenty-five years ago,

simply knew that their city was to be the

metropolis of Grays Harbor. Before that

day was over half a million dollars’ worth

of realty had chan ed hands. Two men,

between them, ha acquired lots worth

$130,000, paying down in cash a third of

the rice.

T ey were all building on the future.

Each was convinced that Grays Harbor

City, its site on the north shore of the

bay cleared but a twelvemonth before,

was to be the western terminus of the

Northern Pacific railway. A huge mill

town was planned by the founders.

Settlers of the towns of Hoquiam and

Aberdeen, the one three, the other seven

miles to the east, also were planning mill

towns.

HE Grays Harbor Cit people felt

assured, as did the oquiam and

Aberdeen citizens, that so soon as the

Northern Pacific railway should run

down from Olympia to Grays Harbor,

lumber mills and the value of their lots

would rise out of the forest.

But the comin of the railroad was long

delayed. And w en the Northern Pacific

did decide to build to Grays Harbor from

Olympia. it picked Ocosta, on the south

and opposite shore of the harbor, for its

terminus. And, 'ust as this dispiriting

news was received, the rumor was circu—

lated that the Grays Harbor City town

site company must engage in litigation,

presuma ly protracte and expensive,

with the state over title to its tide-lands.

So Grays Harbor City died aborning.

BUT there was no thought of failure

in the minds of the nineteen men who

composed the little party that set out in

a scow from Hoquiam, one early spring

mornin in '89, to lay the foundations of

Grays Harbor City. The townsite com

pany put the men to work slashin timber.

As the forest clearing progresse , a gang

of thirty more, in charge of james M.

Bowes, now a councilman of Aberdeen,

was set to work building a wagon road to

Ho uiam, three miles distant.

oney was spent in even greater

volume as the season advanced; first and

last, possibly a million dollars was paid

out. Summit avenue and Broadway and

a half dozen other streets were graded.

Residences grew up, tradesmen and spec

ulators from all parts of the West came

in twos and threes. In the autumn of'89

the first sale of town lots was held. S0

ma ically had a town sprung up in the

wil erness that the lots fetched from

$100 to $1500, according to location. By

the summer of 1890 the population had

rown to 800, of whom 780 were males.

he dock was completed at a cost of

$125,000. A plant was erected, at a cost

of $25,000, to manufacture shale brick.

It was not quite ready to turn out bricks

when the bubble burst.

On October 15, 1890, the second addi

tion to the town was thrown upon the

market. Two hundred men, including

the twenty-six who stood on their feet

the weary ni ht through in front of the

companys o ces, bought lots. E. E.

Sells, who is a merchant in Bellingham

now, bought the first lot. Two men, D.

J. Johnson and one McMillan, bought

$130,000 worth of realty. That day saw

sales amounting to $500,000, and most of

the land was sold for taxes within a year

or two.

THE rolls of the Grays Harbor county

assessor show that in 1890 lots in

Grays Harbor City were assessed at

values from $50 to $575. The standard

assessment for a business lot seems to

have been $430. Lots in additions to the

town were assessed at $25. There were

seventy-six blocks in the original plat of

the town, and several hundred blocks in

the additions.

By 1892 assessed valuations in the

business section had dropped to a maxi

mum of $50 and in the “suburbs" to $5.

For many years now, the business section

lots have been carried-on the assessor’s rolls

at from $1 to $2 each, lots in the suburbs

maintaining the unvaryin figure of $1.

None of the builders oPGrays Harbor

City made any money from the enterprise.
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Some fared forth into the world to do

well elsewhere: men like Edgar Piper,

to become publisher of the Portland

Oregonian; with his brother, George, he

had started a newspaper in Grays Harbor

City, its field the farthest west of any

publication in the United States; James

Gilbert and Chester A. Congdon went to

the Yakima valley to acquire apple or

chards from which they are reputed to

have amassed fortunes which they later

took to New York and turned into

millions.

ROADWAY, the town's principal

thoroughfare, is a woodland path

now. We were ascending it, in search of

the two lonely survivors of the town who,

we had been told in Aberdeen, still dwelt

in its ruins, when we met an ancient

printer who emerged unexpectedly from

the shade of a blackberry bush.

"This old townsite does get to a man

who has traveled like I have," piped the

ancient printer. “I'm seventy-nine, and

I've seen things."

Plodding alon up the hill, he told us

of his travels. l‘Te had seen Virginia City

when its population was 31,000, and again,

fifteen ears ago, when it had dwindled

to less t an 2000. Sonora he remembered

when it was something more than the

county seat of Tuolumne. "There wasn't

a city in California, outside of San Fran

cisco, to touch her,” he said; “and she's

all right now, but when I was there last

all the cabins that used to line the road,

both sides clear to Columbia City, was

tumbled to the ground.” And he told us

of an Arizona town that had disappeared

because an irrigation ditch .had been

moved.

“But all those towns had something

to look back at,” said the ancient printer;

“while this here Grays Harbor City never

had the least bit of a look-in. I've worked

in print sho s all over the Coast and seen

a sight of p aces, but this beats 'em all.

Hark to that!”

It was a mill whistle, borne on the va

grant wind from busy, bustlin Hoquiam.

"That’s what the Grays l'farbor Cit

folks ho ed for; and never got. Look

here!" n all sides stretched the forest.

The ancient printer bade us look to the

east.

"There, where you see the roof showing

through the trees, there's where Adolph

Jaeger and his wife live,” he said.

“They've stayed with the town. They're

most as old as I am, and I'm seventy-nine.

Smith—Robert Weston Smith's my

name. Of a Sunday, and times through

the week, I like to walk out here and kick

around among these Grays Harbor City

hosts. After you've talked with the

iaegers, come up this other way, where

you. see the buildings. That was the old

usiness section.”

N a clearing stood a pretty little house,

its garden a bower of flowers, the

fragrance of yellow Sofrano roses and

sweet-peas heavy in the air. On the

porch of the little house, gazin con

tentedly out over the harbor, sat Adolph

Jaeger, sevent -eight, hale and hearty,

and his wife, whose strong, virile face and

sturdy figure looked good for another

score of years. Sole survivors of the one

time population of Grays Harbor City

were they.

While they talked of da s long gone by,

one or the other would h l in gaps in the

word pictures by pointing out crumbling

roof, showing in the distance through

mantling forest, or barely discernible

woodland path, that represented store

or house of friend.

Jaeger, whose German nativity was

apparent in his speech, had come to the

new town in 1889 to open a tailor shop.

He paid $1000 for the lot, 50 by 140 feet,

on which he built his home for another

$16.00.

“We were going to do big things," said

the old man in deep, rumbling tones. “A

general store we had. It was the best you

nd anywheres, with fine ofiices over

head. And a good hotel. There was

butcher shop and grocery store and

bakery. There was seven saloons. It

was a city! Me, I was to make big

money with my tailor sho .”

Insensibly, as they bot talked, the

tense of their speech changed.

“This house, where we sit, it is on

Summit avenue," explained the old man

proudly. "This street is graded for three

miles, all the way to Grass Creek. Yes,

and if you walked up from the dock you

were on Broadway. That is a fine street,

too.”

RESENTLY, through the almost

pathless wildwood that covered Sum

mit avenue, we pushed out way to the

remains of Grays Harbor City's business

section.

As we stood, idly speculating on the

use of a frame structure's shell, from its

interior uprose a high, cracked voice:

“Then I looked up at Nye,

And he gazed upon me;

And he rose with a sigh,

And said, ‘Can this be?

We are ruined by Chinese cheap labor.’—

And he went for that heathen Chinee.”

Through the warped, blistered doorway

came the ancient printer, Robert \Weston1

Smith.

“See the ghosts anywhere?" he queried.

“I been watching them play cards in here.

Yep, this was a saloon . . . . .1 don’t reckonl

they was bothered much, if any, by the

heathen Chinee here; but there's been

many a Scowegian rough house started

from a card game in this shebang; and

men hurt worse'n old Nye hurt the

heathen Chinee whose sleeves oozed

cards.

"Hear me reeling off ‘Plain Language

from Truthful James’? Don't know what

put it into my head unless it was ‘ust

thinking over old days, here and in ali

fornia. Some folks that don't know any

better call that ‘The Heathen Chinee.’

But I was setting type in the old Overland

Monthly shop when Bret Harte passed

those lines to the foreman to fill in a hole

in the make-up; and I know what was

their right title."

SEATED on the tottering porch of the

old saloon, the ancient printer drib

bled history and anecdote. Away back

in '61 he had left his home in Indiana and

had come over the plains to California

and down the Feather river—he called it

the Rio de la Plumas—to Oroville. There

he worked for a space setting t 'pe for the

Butte Rrcord, published by George M.

Crosett—who remembers Crosett’s Butte

Record nowi—then drifted down to San

Francisco and on, in endless pilgrimages

up and down the Coast, to cam s that

later evolved into cities; or that. ike the

ruins surrounding us, faded into wilder

ness.

NE‘NSPAPER publisher in Ho

quiam, E. C. Moore, who still con

ducts a weekly aper in that city, wrote

the obituary of Grays Harbor City in one

line, one early winter morning in 1890.

He, even as Bret Harte, achieved fame in

filling up a hole in the aper’s make-up.

Turning from the win ow of his news

paper ofiice, through which he had been

watching a long line of wagons hauling

awa the building outfits of the Grays

Har or City townsite company, Moore

called lazily to his foreman: “Bill, shove

this line into the form and go to

press: ‘Grays Harbor City terminus

terminates.’ ’

 

 

“The Mountain That Was God”
In all ages difierent peoples have had difierent names for their supreme deity. In a parliament

of religions this deity becomes “God” to them all. The Indians of the Northwest worshiped the snow

crowned majesty which came to be known to the white man as Mt. Tacoma and as Mt. Rainier.

Fierce war raged between the partisans of these names and now a truce is declared and those who

worship the grandeur of this father of many glaciers pay homage to “The Mountain.”

The Court of the May Queen
The West is gay with pageantry in the merry month of May. Green glades, already enriched

with spring bloom, burst into magic flower with hosts of blossom-crowned children, with garlands

‘and gauzy streamers floating in the sun.

These are the subjects portrayed, in full color, in Sunset for May
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Home in the West

 

  

CONDUCTED BY LILLIAN FERGUSON

  

In planning the facade of this spacious home, nature was taken into partnership by architect and builder upon tapestry terms

Consider Your Vines, How They Grow

ONSIDER the vines on your

house, how they grow. They stop

not, neither do they sleep, and

one day after you have been doing

the latter for some time you will wake up

and wonder why you did not wake sooner.

The vines will have destroyed the value

of the best architectural feature of your

house or done some other dastard trick

you had not dreamed of while you slept.

The fact is it will be all your fault, which

is never a pleasant fact to face.

Vines, like people, have certain definite

characteristics, and to get the best out of

them those characteristics must be con

sidered—not after the vines are well on

their way in life, but when they are set in

the ground. The art of the Japanese

gardener lies in his knowing from the,

start the part he wants his shrub or tree

or vine to play in the general scheme of

things, and he begins his training when

the plant is in its infancy.

WE plant things haphazard, leave

them to their will, and if the effect

some years later is good, very well; if not,

we cuss the plant and uproot it. The

truth is that if one will but stop to think

there is no reason for not knowing the

exact intention of the Ficus rrpnu, the

Ampelopsis, the Bougainvillea and all the

other common vines and creepers used in

California. The Ficus repens intends to

form a thick green mat on any wall where

it can gain a foothold. Before planting

it is the time to decide whether you want

your wall entirely hidden by this thick

green mat, or whether six or ten years

after date you will hate it and want to

ull the whole thing off. Will your house

be spoiled or will it be improved by this

green tapestry on the wall.: It is well to

remember, too, that the Ficus must be

cli ped three or four times a year or it

wi l have the unkempt look of a man over

due at the barber’s, particularly after it

has reached the roof where, untrimmed,

it gives the impression of an unruly pom

padour. .

Like huma'iis, too, are vines in that

there is just one period of their existence

when they are quite perfect. ‘-With some

it comes early, with some later in life.

Long as we may,'we can never catch and

hold fast outh at the moment of its

greatest c arm, nor can we prolong

  

Broken lines in architecture demand treatment in accordance with the general scheme, hence the need of variety here in vine growth
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No other ornament is needed upon this

smooth surface than is supplied by nature

indefinitely the hour of full maturity. It

is impossible to check the Ampelopsis at

the stage when its graceful festoons and

tender traceries are the most perfect thing

conceivable in a growing vine. Its growth

can be somewhat retarded and this stage

slightly prolonged by judicious cutting

and a little unkindness and lack of care,

but Nature will finally assert herself and

push on with her purpose. But in the

planting it is for you to remember that

if you would have the full glory of the

autumn coloring of this vine it makes a

difference which side of the house it is on.

And it is then you must decide, as with

the Ficus, whether you want the archi

tectural features of your house shrouded

in green ta estry or not. A wonderfully

beautiful e ect can be had by coaxing the

Ampelopsis inside your porch and letting

its stems vein the ceiling with a delicate

A tracery of vines here helps to frame a

charming garden vista

  

tracer from which young tendrils drop in

grace ul pendants. These pendants are

sometimes very effective around an arch,

and the vine may be allowed to grow over

a screen on a window or inclosing a porch

where the summer sun shines too hotly,

and the filtered light, cool green in sum

mer, warm red in autumn and almost full

strength in winter when the leaves have

fallen, is a grateful relief. It is as much a

mistake to try to trim the Ampelopsis like

the Ficus as to dress a debutante in an

old maid’s clothes. The one is by nature

severe, the other full of grace.

And then one wonders why some thin s

are ever planted b a house wall at all,

such things as the Bougainvillea, the

Solarium, the plumbago, wistaria and

those riotous roses like the La Mar ue, the

Banksia and the climbing Cecil runer.

IT is entirely unnatural for any of these

and many other climbers to scale a

house wall. \Vhile very young they are

ambitious, and given a wire or a trellis

against the wall the ' try to do what is ex

pected of them. ut as they get older

  

The humblest home may be made beautiful

by a bower of roses

they get lazy and want to sprawl about.

What they need is an arbor, a pergola,

the stump of an old tree all their own, or

perhaps a wall on top of which they may

fling themselves in their careless abandon.

The roof of a porte-cochire might do or the

terrace-like roof of a part of the house that

is lower than the rest. But to provide no

place for them to lay their heavy heads is

to rob them of their birthright.

Much of the beauty of wistaria is lost

if its clusters of bloom are not allowed to

hang pendant but must struggle as best

they can through a clump of leaves

bunched against a wall and held there by

wire or otherwise in duress vile. A mass

of glowing Bougainvillea huddled awk

wardly in the angle of a house has missed

its real purpose in life, a pur ose that

might be wondrously fulfilled i its great

splash of color shone from the top of an

arbor. Many a cottage has been com

pletely smothered under a climbing rose,

the rose in itself a seven-days wonder of

beauty but by the license given it robbing

the cottage of any intrinsic merit it may

possess. A few of the less luxuriant

varieties of roses have an irresistible

charm over a doorway or veranda, and

the humblest home may be beautified by

a bower of roses.

The truth is that in the West Nature

should be taken into partnership by

architects and house builders on definite

terms. She should be given her part with

the understandin that she will do much

to enhance the eauty of the builder's

scheme but must not intrude upon his part

of it. Once the builder realizes just what

Nature can and will do as her share, he

will leave off a lot of his gimcrackery and

pseudo-ornament which have no real

reason for being and will plan wide spaces

for the tapestry of vines that have the

right to grow on walls, and will make

trellises and arbors for the others. And

presently and unconsciously people will

find a new pleasure in the African grape

vine running a race with its shadow around

the smooth white surface of a pergola

pillar, in the Bignonia climbing warily to

a point of vantage from which to fling its

gold into the face of the sun, in roses riot—

ing over an arbor of their own instead of

rotting the shingles of a roof where they

strayed by chance.

There are no set rules for this sort of

thing, but before you take spade in hand,

just stop and think a minute about the

nature ofwhat ou are about to plant, and

whether it wi l live in peace with the

house that you have built. It is none too

soon to think of our planting when you
begin to think ofyplanning your house.

ELIZABETH ELKINS.

U

A House Built Around a Palm

A fifty-foot palm grows through the roof of

a Los Angeles house, or, to be exact, the

house was built about the venerable palm.

The landmark stood in the front yard of a

fine home in a section which has since been

devoted to business. It was found necessary

to build upon that portion of the lot, and this

was the only means by which the dignified

old tree could be preserved
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Victor Records

have familiariged millions

with the masterpieces of music
i - g i ; ' A comparatively few years ago the soul—stirring ‘ ' i ,1

rg'iginfi'lrfilfifii ‘ ‘ arias and concerted numbers that have immortalized
MREFE‘IKTQLLE'GiQCOQZ?‘ the names of the great composers were hidden mys- f1‘ ‘°“"““'“‘°’ ‘99°29’ a"

“ ' ‘ teries with only an occasional opportunity, at rare "ewmmmnllh‘i '

intervals, to hear and become familiar with them. i I‘ ‘v’ '1'“

Today millions of people are familiar with them

through the wonderful achievements of the Victor.

The Victor Records of these musical treasures have

revealed their sublime beauty to music lovers in

every part of the world.

They are presented in all their grandeur by the

world’s greatest artists whose exquisite renditions

{I

f _ are the standard by which the artists’ actual per

mm Mug“, formances are judged.
Du“ o I

robéa'li‘i‘nii‘fiw 0 They are noteworthy achievements in the art of

' ' recording that have established Victor supremacy

on a basis of great things actually accomplished.

Any Victor dealer in an city in the world will gladly play any

music you wish to hear an demonstrate to you the various styles

of the Victor and Victrola—ho to $400.

Victor Talking Machine Co.,Camden,N.J.,U.S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Cm, Montreal, Canadian Dlstrlbutm'!

Important Wlmlnfl- Victor Records can be safely and satisfactorily

layod only with Victor Nudlcl or Tlln'l-IOIIQ Styli" on Victor‘ or

‘ich-alas. Victor Rocordl cannot be safely played on machine. will!

jeweled or other reproducing points.

New Victor Records demonstrated at all denlern on the 28th of each month
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i \ HIS MASTERS VOICE
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Flmoul Sextet Irom Luck

by Tetnzzlnl, Caruso, Ammo, journet, Jacob)’, Bsda (90201)
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many a man, particular

in his dress, is a

Cooper's—Bennington ad

mirer. He gets comfort

because he dresses for it.

IN your own locality

Cooper's-Bennington

Underwear is a fabric

produced by our special

patented “Spring—Needle"

knitting machinery. This

fabric gives extra long

wear, perfect fit and last

ing comfort.

Bennington

Your dealer will show you

the special features in

Cooper's-Bennington

Underwear. Made in all

the va’iious weights, sizes

and colors. To get the

original always say

Cooper’s-Bcnnington.

Manufactured by

Cooper Manufacturing Company

A. J. Cooper. President

BENNINGTON, VERMONT

All Ulla! Suits lhdt W'Ith Piltlltl (laud (rottl

 

‘ China.

‘ that all nations should be free to trade on

‘ equal terms with China and that more

 

()ur Surrender of the Pacific

(Continued from page 15)

methods whereby they were forced on

The open-door policy meant

powerful nations should not talte away

parts of Chinese territory. By her de

mands Japan set herself up as the self

appointed guardian of China, reserved

certain markets for herself, and paved the

way for annexation of Manchuria, if not

for domination of the entire country.

The open-door policy, the principle of

e ual trade and equal opportunity in

C ina, is not yet dead, but has received

its death-blow. At a favorable o por

tunity it will be neatly dispatche and

the proud record of the United States as

the disinterested friend of China will be

ended. When the Japanese ultimatum

to China was delivered last May and

Japanese troops were mobilized ready

for a dash on Peking, Chinese officials

delayed their reply until the last moment,

hoping the United States would say a

word in defense and support of the olicy

which it had so successfull estab ished

only fifteen years before. he word was

not said and the Chinese finally submitted

to Japanese threats.

OUR final withdrawal is the proposed

giving up of the Philippines, an ac

tion which will leave America with less

prestige and influence in the Pacific than

she has had at any time since the begin

ning of the nation. It will cut short and

prematurely end what promises to be not

only the most brilliant American achieve

ment in the Pacific but the most successful

piece of tropical colonization in the his

tory of the world. In a few years there

we have done more to consolidate the

country and build a nation out of frag

ments than Great Britain has done in

half a century in India. \Vith some mis

takes and a few small scandals, American

colonization of the Philippines stands out

in shar contrast to the muddling, brutal

ity and) selfishness of most colonial en

terprises. There was no potential Philip

ine nation when Americans went to

K/[anila and there is none today, thou h

Americans are buildin one out of t e

native materials, unifying mutually hos

tile tribes b giving them a common lan

guage, teaching them political ideals by

giving them a larger share in self-govern

ment than is possessed by any other peo

ple of Asia or by any other people be

tween Honolulu and Cairo. The Fili

pinos today under American rule have a

far greater degree of local and national

self-government than is enjoyed by the

Japanese, and the Filipino voter enjoys

rights and wields a power of which

Japanese voters are still dreaming and

for which they dare not ask.

But enough has been said of the woes

which the natives will bring on them

selves by their insistent demands for in—

dependence. What of the Americans

who must of necessity remain there?

The United States ma withdraw its

authority from the islan s, but in a hun

dred places Americans have invested their

money and developed timber lands,

mines and plantations, and set up stores

and manufacturing plants. They will

remain in a country which we have no

reason to believe will be governed any

more wisely than Mexico or be any less

prone to indulge in rebellion and bri and

age. Indeed the isolation of di erent

sections of the many widely separated

islands will tend to keep the tribes

isolated mentall as well as physically

and make for clannish and feudal poli—

tics if not for actual tribal warfare. It

is quite logical to expect that in troubled

times to come Americans living in the

independent Philippine republic will take

a prominent part in rebellions and in

trigues. A characteristic of the American

abroad is his belief in his own ability to

take care of himself, a faculty which he

has been compelled to develop because

his government so seldom takes care of

him. We may reasonably expect to see

in the Philippines a repetition of what has

happened 1n Mexico. Americans who

do not scruple at the methods necessary

will find it easy to secure from a native

Fili ino government concessions and

lan grants which the present adminis

tration would never give them. Then

will come chan es in native governments,

oppression of t e concessionaires, active

participation in politics b the Americans,

revolutions financed an engineered by

Americans in defense of their own in

terests, all that vicious circle of bribery,

intrigue and rebellion which has so fre

quently followed the undisciplined and

unregulated activities of Anglo-Saxons

in small and weak countries.

This is one of the natural results of the

refusal of the United States Government

to regulate and support the activities of

Americans in forei n lands. "Get out of

Mexico," says the nited States, "for we

cannot protect you.” The citizen replies:

"My roperty is here and I can not get

out. df you will not protect me then I

will protect myself." And he does it

with any means at hand. This we may

expect in the Philippines as surely as we

may ex ect other lllS for that restless

land. We may look forward to an oli

garchy of Americans who will rule the

countr through the mestizo politicians,

but rule it without that high regard for

the good of the native which is expressed

in the present rule. We may look for

ward with e ual ~certaint to a peaceful

invasion of hinese by t e hundreds of

thousands, for no Philippine republic will

be stron enough to keep them out and

the undeveloped Philippines is the

romised land for the hundred million

liungry Chinese of crowded Southern

China. The Filipino will be equally un

able to withstand the intrigue of. the

American and the economic competition

of the Chinese laborer.

ITH abandonment of the Philip

pines our western frontier will be

Hawaii. Our open-door polic in China,

our trade and investments in Klanchuria,

our favorable position in Korea and

finally our possession of the Philippines

will have only a musty historical interest.

We won all these things fairly and hon

orably, but not without much bloodshed
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The Carnation Milk Palace at the San Francisco Exposition

The milk question

answered at the exposition

This

book con

tain: '00 choice

and tested r¢cip¢a

‘use?!’-was‘?!

VERY one of the two million visitors at the Carnation Milk

model condensery at the Exposition received an impressive

object lesson in pure food methods. The scrupulously clean

and sanitary methods, the scientific mechanical equipment, the evap

oration, hermetically sealing and sterilizing of Carnation Milk gave

them at first hand the reason why it is clean, sweet and pure, and

why it is always safe for every household use.

Carnation Milk

the favorite of the West

HE people of the great West prefer Car

nation Milk because they have known and

used it for years. They know it to be

always of uniform quality, and, except for the

part of the water which is evaporated, the

same clean, sweet, pure milk as when fresh

from the cow. They know that they can “whip"

it—which 15 the real test of the quality of evap

orated milk. They know that it is a wholly

safe and completely satisfactory milk supply.

The housewives and commissaries of the West

buy it by the case. Depend

upon the judgment and

experience of the ma

jority and keep a few

cans on your pantry

shelves and the bal

ance of the case in

your storeroom.

Carnation Milk

the choice for every use

ERE on the coast Carnation Milk is

favored because the people know its

value for every use. In cooking they

know it lends a rich flavor and quality to

vegetables, soups, sauces and gravies. In

baking they know it improves breads, pastries

and cakes. With coffee, tea or oocoa they

know it gives a deliciousness they like. For

chafing dish parties they find it always ready,

and they know it supplies the exact touch of

goodness to chafing dish recipes. For camp

ing parties they know its

handiness, its purity and

its safety. For ranches

it is naturally very pop

ular, because it so per

fectly supplies every

milk need of the kitchen

and the table.

A complete list of special recipes as

well as every day use: in our new

cook booklet—sent upon request.

.\ Carnation Milk Products

Company

633 Stuart Bldg., SEATTLE, U. S. A.
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HO

has not

longed for the

means of serving

water at the dining

room table so that it

is ice cold, and that it

remains so during the

entire meal, without ice

in the water served?

The T/isrma: Carafe insures

this wonderful result.

  

the bottle

serves you right—food or

drink—hot or cold—when,

where, and as you like.

WHO has not, in the long

hours of the night, longed

for an ice cold drink of pure

water, or a hot beverage, but

has gone without, disliking

the long journey to the ice

box or the kitchen stove?

Fill and put a Thermos

jug at the side of your

bed. It awaits your

pleasure for the

mere extension of

your hand.

Awarded Grand Frill

by 8 International

Exposition.

Any stare

anywhere

American Thermos Bottle Co.

Norwich, Conn.

San Francisco

 

J New York
Toronto

-_

“If She’d Ever Worn

a Hat!”

The Way of a Man With a

Maid in Mexico

The Story of Faustina, at

Mrs. Tibbits’ Boarding

House in Puebla

By EDITH WAGNER

IN

MAY SUNSET

  

 

 

 

 

can they be secured to us again. What

is the net result of this withdrawal from

the Pacific? Twenty years ago the Man

churian market formed an outlet for vast

quantities of our cotton, and the leaders

of American finance were preparing to add

to their investments there. Since the

Russo-Japanese war our sales of cotton

goods to Manchuria have dwindled to

the vanishing point and a few months ago

the American consular agent at New

chwang, formerly the port of entry for

millions of dollars’ worth of American

goods, was advised by the State depart

ment that there was no longer any need

for his services and his oliice was closed.

There has not been an American dollar

invested in Manchuria for the past ten

years, nor is there likely to be.

In Korea there were many American

investments before annexation. Most of

the American enterprises have now passed

into Japanese hands and there has not

been an American dollar invested there

since Korea became a colony. Our trade

there is still protected by old treaties

which precluded a change in existing

tariff rates for a period of years which is

now about to expire. We may then ex

pect the tariff wall to go up against us,

and our trade with Korea to be confined

to those articles which Japan cannot

supply. The millions of Koreans who

were seeking a way out of the darkness

have been turned from American ideals

to Ja anese, from Christianity to Shinto

ism, fi'om the voluntary study of English

to the enforced study of Japanese.

The breaking down of the open-door

policy in China has had a similar effect.

Japan has added to the spheres of in

fiuence alread established and narrowed

the number 0 provinces in which Ameri

can capital can be invested in railways

and other enterprises. The construction

of docks and an arsenal and shipbuilding

Works at Foochow, for which an American

firm was negotiating, is expressly for

bidden in the a reement wrested from
China. Only a fgew years ago the great

Han Yeh Ping iron works (the Krupps of

China) missed passing into American own

ership by a very narrow margin. Ameri

can Cpossession of this great property

woul give the west coast of the United

States pi iron and steel as cheap or

cheaper t an on the Atlantic Coast and

might mean the building up ofgreat man

ufacturing industries here. This door of

opportunit which was 0 en yesterday is
now closed: for Japan llzirced China to

pledge this roper to her.

1th wit drawa from the Philippines

will 0 the downfall of a large ortion of

the Bhilippine trade which has een built

up. The present Philippine market is

free to American goods, as the American

market is free to Philippine products.

We cannot expect this to continue with

an independent Philippines, while with

the possible and not improbable passage

of the Philippines to another power the

market will be closed to us as is that of

Manchuria.

The Pacific is no longer an American

ocean, but is under the domination of

Japan, for that country has advanced in

ust the ratio that we have withdrawn.

hile- the Japanese have spent millions

of dollars annually in subsidizing shipping

lines, the American flag has practically

disappeared from the ocean where once

it was dominant. It will remain for his

torians of the future to judge the wisdom

of our present policies. They will doubt

less conclude that our forty years of in

action in the Pacific was due to the greater

interest in affairs at home. But the later

withdrawals of our frontiers, taken at a

time when we are again looking for

foreign trade—what of them? Can they

be explained by anything but a national

timidity, a willingness to give up rights and

ideals in orderto fatten ourselves in peace?

 

Claxton, D. D.

(Continuedfrom page 18)

of them out from the cabin some miles

every day. They had a few steel traps,

and Claxton employed himself making

the spindles and triggers for an indefinite

number of deadfalls which he persuaded

Bray it was their duty to set, since they

had nothing else to do.

“We can't sell confiscated fur, of course,

Corporal Bray," said be, “but I don't re

member anything in the regulations

which says that we shan't trap a bit. of

fur for ourselves when we have nothing

else to do. Ifit is according to regulations

to kill a rabbit or a wild goose, why not a

marten? \Ve’ve tried to eat 'em, but

never could; but if they try us before a

court-martial we can swear we caught
'em for food.H

“No," said Bray, “a marten ain't good

to eat—'e’s too lawsting. But as for 'is

fur, it’s different. Besides, I know of

several beaver families along the lake

above, yon. VV'y not start some

thing for the bally government at

H'ottawa to find fault with w'ile we're

about it?”

Thus discussing and wranglin ami

cably among themselves, as ha been

their habit for years, the two went on day

after day, making the best of life, and

doing their best to be busy. And nothing

happened. That is to say, it did not for

some weeks.

IT was Bray who one morning when the

wind was down and the snow had

ceased looked out across the lake and saw

the far—off speck on the ice. That was in

December—December of 55 degrees north

where the cold is very cold, and the wind

sometimes is such as no man of the lower

latitudes can uess. But here was some

thing out on t e ice. Ifit had come from

the east side it had come seventy-five

miles. What was it?

“Sergeant,” called out Bray. "Come

'ere. Bring the lawses. Somethink’s

out tlere on the la e."
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Double the Pleasures of Outdoor Days ~ ,1

OU’VE waited for the call of the great Out-doors—longed for the warm sunshiny days

with their healthful, pleasurable sports. Like thousands of others who are answering

that call in the land of the Golden West, you too, can double the pleasures of out- >** v
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Garden Comfort—Garden Beauty

Get solid comfort in your garden

this summer. Spend all your spare

time in the fresh air. Have an out

door living room. Do it with Mathews

Garden Craft Products.

Our free portfolio tells how. It con

tains many beautiful suggestions for

Summerhouses, Pergolas, Lattices,

Trellises, Furniture and all other

garden decoration.
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MATHEWS MANUFACTURING CO.
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i knot and came down.

Claxton hastened out, and after a time

got the small moving ob'ect in the field

of the binoculars. "Oonfound these
eight-powers,n said he; “they haven't

any illumination at all. I can’t keep it in

the field—oh, now I've got him. It's not

wolves—it’s not caribou—it's not a dog

sledge yet it looks like a dog, too.

And there's a man. Yes, there is one dog

anyhow, and loaded. They are coming

slow one native—one man. See if you

can make out anything more, Bray."

Bray took his turn with the glasses.

"One native," said he after a time. “One

dog, packed. No sledge. What in ’ell is

that fellow doin’ out there, in forty below,

walkin’ with one dog under pack? Gol

blime me, was there ever such a forsaken,

blighted, perishin' country in the 'ole

world, I do wonder!”

“ ‘E's comin’ on in," he added a mo

ment later. ‘‘Not very fast, neither."

"Get something read to eat. Build

up a fire, Bray,” said laxton. “I'll go

cut some wood and make a smoke for him,

out here in the open."

Claxton stepped to the side of the log

shack and carelessly picked up the axe

from the place where it alwavs was left,

not far from the entrance. He did not

need his snow shoes, but followed the

beaten path which led from the cabin

down to the lake shore through the cedars.

He aused at the side of a tall stub of

dead’ wood, axe in hand. Carelessly,

with the confidence of an old-time axe

man, he sunk the blade deep into the tree

trunk, all the time half looking out over

the ice at the figure struggling on.

And then there happened that thing——

that accident—tliat calamity—which it

is said comes at least one time in the life

of every axeman who keeps at the pro

fession long enough. The accident with

the axe is one of the dreaded things of the

wilderness.

\Vhat occurred was this: The blade of

the axe, driven just a trifle carelessly by

Claxton’s sinewy arm, glanced on an ic

It shore through

the moose-hide moccasin as though it had

not been there. It divided Claxton’s foot

between the second and third toes, half

way back into the instep—and did it so

neatly that Claxton himself hardlv knew

what had happened. The accident in

part was due to a slight slipping of his

other foot on a bit of ice under the

snow.

As he looked down now with a sudden

catch of the breath, Claxton saw the snow

go red where his left foot, moccasined,

was hidden under the snow. _lust for an

instant he stood looking, half leaning on

the tool which had done him this injury.

Then, with a deep sigh, he turned and

hobbled toward the hut. As he went, his

expression turned from chagrin, surprise,

into rage at his own clumsiness. For one

moment he gave vent to all such profanity

as the occasion demanded. Then, after

his fashion, he became thoughtful once

more, for he could see that the cut in the

moccasin ran nearly half way back, and

knew well enough that axe cuts have a

fashion of recording deeper on the foot

than they do on the leather covering it.

Claxton was thinking now about what he

ought to do. He did not say anythin to

Bra when he first entered the cabin

“gee him comin'?” asked the latter,

looking up from his work at the stove.

“Yes," said Claxton, dusting his leg

 

gings with his glove. "He'll be here in a

jiff now. He's seen the chimney smoke

an_ is comin’ faster. Both loaded, I

think, dog and man too. Pretty tired,

I'm thinkm'."

"Well, let the erishin’ beggar get

tired!” grumbled Igray. “They ’adn’t

ought to mike a dog carry a load like a

'orse, any’ow. W’y don't 'e pack it on 'is

own back? A dog ain't mide for ackin’,

an’ to put a load on ’im is wliat the

Yankees call something cruel an’ unusual.

Not that anyone ever saw a Cree or a

Loucheux or any of ’em that wouldn’t do

,tllziatfr anything else to save 'is own lazy

I e. .

“Well, it's a long way across that lake,”

said Claxton, hanging up his coat and

taking a half step forward. He rested his

hand on the edge of the table in some sort

of gesture, which caused Bray suddenly

to look up—and to look down. He saw a

red stain 5 reading around Claxton's

foot on the oor.

“What in 'ell's up?" he cried. "You're
'urtl The axe——n

Claxton nodded. "It jolly well went

deep, I’m thinkin’," said he, looking

down at the injured foot. “We'll have a

look.” '

So now, carefully, judicially—himself

the doctor and all else in command at

Beaver Lake station of the Northwest

Mounted, he sat down in a chair, took

his knife, and cut the thongs of the moc

casin—indeed, divided the moccasin it

self and let it fall in two halves from his

divided foot.

“Hot water, Bray,” said he, “hot as I

can bear it, and quick. Boil a lot of my

handkerchiefs. Get me the biggest

needles you’ve got, Bray, and some silk

thread. Boil 'em all. Then hurry out

and help that beggar on the ice. He

nilightngo by, and I m thinkin' he is about

a in.

“Oh, damn that perishin’ bloomer,

man!" cried Bray, his eyes suddenly full

of concern. "It’s no matter about 'im at

all, Charlie. 'Ere's a good foot gone—

an’ we only 'ad four between us.”

"Yes," grinned Claxton, setting his

teeth as he freed the sock from the leg.

"I couldn’t walk six hundred miles on

that now, could I? Six weeks—two

months—how long does it take an axe

cut to get well, Bray? I don't remember.”

“My Gawd A’mighty, don't awsk me,

man! I don’t know anythink about it.

W’at I do know is that somethink 'as

’appened, right enough—an’ we was

’oping it would! If it 'ad 'appened to me

it wouldn't 'ave been so bad. But you,

now—w’ *—"

"Don’t mind, old chap," said Claxton.

"That's why you're here—don’t you see,

we're a two—man post.”

HE surgical preparations were still

incomp etc when they heard a voice

calling out something outside the cabin—

a voice thick and muffied and in some

strange tongue.

When Bray strode to the door he saw

a gaunt little old man standing there, a

man clad more lightly than the avera e

white man is in the summer time. lfis

snow shoes were long and narrow and

turned u at the point—Chippewa in

fluence, t at was plain. He might have

been Cree or Chippewa or Chippewvan,

with his high cheek bones, his lank black

hair. He seemed wayworn and suffering,
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These are days of wonderful achievements—

automobiles are mechanically perfect—wire’

less telegraphy is a reality—submarines wend

their way under water—Paris leads in fash,

ions—and the beauty of the feminine figure

can easily be enhanced, for women recognize

the CORSET as the most essential article of

wearing apparel.

If you should, for instance, select the corset

known as “BON TON" you would do so

with the assurance that it is all that a corset

should be—an achievement!

This season there are many BON TON

models, back lace and front lace, for all figures

from the little miss t0 the matron,

in different heights, lengths and

materials at prices $3.50, $5.

$6.50,$8,$10 Es’ upwards, and

they are now being shown

all the

‘Better Stores

At the right is a reproduction

of our handsome new catalog,

the ROYAL BLUE BOOK.

It is an artistic bit of litera'

ture done in four colors,

and illustrates all the new

corsets. It's free for the

asking.
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Treatment: Gently rub Cuticura Oint
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i great fur monopoly.

. was well nigh spent.

starving perhaps. The sash at his belt,

once gaudy, was thin and worn. The

mitten cord around his neck was worn.

Yet these bits of wool showed that he

was a “Company man"—that he had lived

in a country somewhere tributary to the

No doubt he

rought news of some sort.

What had been the news? Bray looked

out. The dog, wolf-like and gaunt,

weary with his long journey under weight,

had now lain down in the snow under his

burden, his nose flat out, his eyes dull.

This was no dog hypocrisy. The animal

It scarcel looked

up as Bray, whip in hand, lashe his own

howling pack when they burst around

the corner, ready to eat up bodily and

actually the strange dog which had come

among them.

Bray knew that a strong dog can ack

for a considerable distance a load of orty

‘ pounds. This one had a double pack on
 

its back. Either might have wei hed

twent pounds. Either was rather ong

and sender, rolied up and lashed ti ht

with thongs of babiche. The dou le

load was fastened so tightly to the dog

that he could not by any means escape it.

He could not reach it with his teeth.

Cast down, despairing, hopeless, the dog

and his master alike made a good enough

picture of the despairing and hopeless

northern wilderness.

The old man stood silent, looking in

tently at Bray’s face. He made no at

tempt to talk, for he knew he could not

be understood.

“Gawd A'mighty, Sergeant," said

Bray, calling back through the door.

“ 'Ow did this blighter know we was ’ere.?

’00 is ’e? W’ere does 'e come from?

W’at’s 'e got? Talk about ankticookl

We was wanting somethink to ’appen.

My word, it 'as! This fellow knows

we’re ’ere. 'Ow? An’ 'ow will we learn

w’ere ’e come from ?"

“Feed him,” said Claxton succinctly.

"Build u the fire. Put on the tea.

Better he p him unload and take care of

that dog—our team will eat him up."

As Claxton sat, still looking down in

chagrin at his wounded foot—thinking

not of the pain of it, nor of the blemish,

but of the inefficiency it meant—Bray

went on about the duties of the moment.

He threw a bit of frozen fish to the prone

dog—which gobbled it and tried to stand.

All the time Bray's own dogs stood close

by in a semi—circle just‘out of the reach of

the lash. The seemed to sniff at thepacks on the Black of the strange dog.

Strangely enough, the began now to

howl—ceasing in their barking.

“Out with ou—mush on—get out!"

cried Bray. “_. Ere you, John,” he added

to the native, “get around this w’ile we

are waiting. Cut offyour packs, man, and

come on in. Eat! muck! muckl—hi-youl

—bokoo mangyl—do you understand?

Baccyl Teal—Go ahead, John!"

The old man dra ged his pack dog to

the door of the cafiin, where he might

watch it. He stepped within. He saw

Claxton sitting there, his foot dripping

more blood into the pool on the floor. He

himself was a man of the wilderness. He

expressed no anxiet and no concern

over what he saw. is face immobile as

that of a statue, he drew his own knife

now and leaned down and cut the thongs

which held on the packs of his dog.

Strangely enough, he did not go to the

 

table or take up any food—his eyes did

not rest on the teapot. On the contrary,

he stooped down, and picking up the two

packs, one on each arm—precisel as a

parent might have held a chi d—he

stepped back out of the door and around

the corner of the house.

Bray followed him. “ 'Ere now, ’urry

up," said he. “W’at are you doing there,

man? W'at 'ave you got there, anyw’y ?"

The native made no answer, for he

could not. But as Bray followed him he

fumbled with his frost-stiffened fingers at

the coverings of the pack. Under a

mantle of moose-hide it seemed there

rested a covering of calico, very ragged,

very' dirty calico. The old native pushed

back the folds and looked up at Bray’s

face as he gazed. He himself made no

speech whatever.

“My Gawd!” said Bray solemnly. “.My

good Gawd A'mighty!” And he himself

pulled back the folds of calico into place.

The old man was observant, as are all

his people. He saw lying in the snow a

ladder, which he knew was used in

mounting to the roof of the shack. Car

rying both bundles on his left arm, he

raised this ladder 'clumsily into place

and began to climb. The wolf-like dogs

of the post team sat on their haunches a

little bit removed and looked at him.

They were silent now, and their silence

was but the grimmer. All about them

and beyond them swe t the icy northern

wilderness. The onf figure showing

motion was that of t e little old man,

who climbed the ladder, his double bur

den in his arms. He had taken a swift

look at the cache, a place of safety, but

it had not pleased him. Here on the roof

of the shack, at a distance from the smok

ing chimney, he had determined upon a

place which seemed to suit his purpose.

Slowly, clumsily, stifHy, he crawled up

the shallow slope of the roof to the ridge

Eole, and laid his two bundles down, side

y side in the snow. They lay there,

rigid, stiff. The old man folded over the

ragged calico and the protecting covering

of moose-hide. Then, as though his work

were not yet wholly done, he turned to

meet Bray, who himself had climbed the

ladder and rested at the level of the roof.

"Come on down, John,” said Bra Y.

"Come on in an’ eat. Wait a bit, old

toql’,

he native came down the ladder

slowly and stifi'ly, his face drawn, gaunt,

sad. But for a time, instead of repairing

to the table and the fare, he sat down in

the snow, his eyes fixed on the roof-tree.

He tried to draw his ragged coat from his

shoulders over his head. Bray knew

that he was mourning, and he caught him

by the arm, not ungentl .

“Come on, old top,’ said he—in the

firm belief that English ought to be un

derstood by all natives—“come on in an’

'ave a bit to eat. We'll finish it all off

after a bit. They are safe enough up

there. We’ll tike care of them, I say.”

But when Bray had his man inside and

had helped him bountifully to whitefish

and beans and tea, he said nothin to

Claxton about what he had seen. he

very short winter day was drawing to the

end of its brief season of light. All at

once the dogs began to howl again. Bray

jum ed nervously. .

“fisten at the perishin’ brutesl" said

he; and once more reached for his whip

and went out.
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HEN he came in once more he

found Claxton busy with his pan

of boiling water. And soon he sat, his

own face drawn to one side with each

stitch watchin Claxton carefull sewingtogether the e ges of the dividedlskin on

the crippled foot. The old native sat

looking into the fire, not curious as to

these unimportant matters.

“My word! Charlie," said Bray after a

time. “I didn’t know the 'uman 'ide was

'arf so thick."

“It’s good and thick, all right,” said

Claxton, grinning, his teeth set. “I cut

my knee open once. It's thicker on the

knee even than it is on the foot. But

You'll have to take it on the other side——

I can't reach to make a good job on the I

bottom." I

“I'm no good at all at it," said Bray— I

 

"I never could sew the least bit of use.
“\‘Vell,n said Claxton judicially, “you

don't need to make a regular button-hole

stitch all the way across. I'm no surgeon

my own self, but I know that a fellow’s

hide is so thick you don't need very

many stitches.”

“Tell me, Sergeant, do you knot 'er at

the end?" said Bra solicitously, lookingup from his work afitler a time.

“Not at all, old man,” rejoined Claxton.

“She'll stay tight enough if you just draw

her even. Now, when you get her done

on the bottom, we’ll tie her up in some

clean hankies, and then with some bark

and some more rags and things, I’m

thinkin’ that’s about all we can do.”

“Not quite all, old chap," said Bray

after a time. He went to the head of his

own bed, and fumbling under the

blankets fished out an almost empty

bottle which once had held Scotch whis

key. He shook it somewhat ruefully,

looking through it at the candle.

“ ’Ere’s your Christmas gift, Charlie,”

said he. “I’ll admit it's dash-blimed small,

but ’ow could I 'el it? It was my intent

to give you the bli: bottle for Christmas

—I saved it out of the supplies. But I’m

thinkin’ it would be better now than later.”

“Divide it,” said Claxton. “Half and

half, fair play."

“As to this, Sergeant," replied Bray,

“ ive me leave to be commanding olficer.
Ygou’ll drink it all, for you need it, man.”

And Claxton for once accepted orders

from his corporal.

Claxton sat silent and moody now,

lookin down at his foot. “Here’s a fine

bit of usiness," said he, still more angry

than aught else. “You'll have to take

care of me for a couple of months, Bray.

I'll be like a baby—like a dash-blamed

bab , do you mind?”
“Bon’t, Charlie,H said Bray suddenly,

“don't say that.”

“\Vhy, what's wrong?" said Claxton

querulously. “I'll not walk for a month

or better. I'm a fine sort of man to chop

my own foot off, like a bloody tenderfoot
on his first camp. I say I'm like a baby.H

“An’ I say you mustn't talk about

babies," said Bray uneasily.

“Why not—what’s wrong about that?”

“Well,” said Bray, arguing, "we are

both of us single men, don't you know.

What’s babies got to do with us, or us

with babies? Don't let's talk about 'em

now. We got plenty."

“It's a long time since I’ve seen one,

anyway," said Claxton, “and it looks as

  

 

though it would be still longer before I

do again."

Wei
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ls Riding This Year

Bicycling has suddenly returned to a nation-wide

popularity as a sport. Everyone rode this winter at

the fashionable resorts of Florida and California.
 

 

Fortunately, you know the bicycle to buy. For

thirty years the Iver Johnson has ranked in your opinion

as the best made, strongest, fastest and finest bicycle.

It is made of seamless steel tubing, has finest bearings

ever used in a bicycle, and is finished with four coats of

baked and hand-rubbed enamel.

The model above costs $30. Other models from $20

to $535. Our big, 84-page catalog describes the line and

explains the mechanical superiority of the Iver Johnson.

True Preparedness

means that each individual is ready to defend himself,

his home and his country. Learn how to use firearms.

Buy a good revolver and get used to the smell of gun

powder. A safer, harder or straighter shooting revolver

cannot be made than the Iver Johnson. It is so safe

that you can drop it, full cocked; throw it against a

wall or Hammer the Hammer without danger of acci

dental discharge. The regular model costs $6. With

a large grip as shown below, it costs

$7. Other models cost $7 and $8.
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E E ’ two just now—less than an hour ago.”

2 _ I "What do you mean?" demanded

E ‘ Claxton suddenly. “Babies?"
I E l "Uh huh," said Bray, "two of ’em."

5 = \ He was filling his pipe.

5 E \ “Where?" demanded Claxton.

g g ‘ "Up there," shrilled Bray, his voice

 

 

It is very simple. Mix clean sand,

pebbles or broken stone, and ce

ment, with pure water, in proper

proportions. Dumpthe mixture into

wooden forms, nailed together. Lev

el, smooth with a wooden trowl and

leave to harden.

In this way you can build, at very

little expense, sidewalks, horse

blocks, porch steps, cisterns, fence

posts, garage floors, and many other

concrete structures which perma

nently beautify and build up the place.
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Simple Precautions

In order to make good concrete,

the sand and pebbles should be hard

and well graded. The sand should be

coarse. There should be no foreign

substances contained in either and

no excess of fine material. Shale or

chalky stones should not be used, as

concrete cannot be any stronger than

the particles of which it is composed.

Requires No Repairs

Once properly hardened, a structure

lasts indefinitely. It actually increases in
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111 west Washington Street, Chicago
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A concrete gar-IE and

concrete dl'lvt‘“ By.

You Can Use Concrete in ManyWays

strength with age. and shows no more

wear than a solid slab of stone. The peri

odlc expense of repairing and repainting

other materials is entirely avoided. The

upkeep is practically nothing.

Concrete is Rot-Proof

Weather makes no impression upon it.

The so:l moisture which rots away steps,

fence posts and porches. made of wood,

does not even discolor concrete.

Is Rat-Proof

No rat can eat thmugh concrete, and

there need be no joints nor cracks in a

concrete structure to give vermin an

opening. It is easily cleaned and kept

sanitary.

Fireproof and Waterproof

Every piece of concrete construction

about a house isjust that much of a bar

rier to fire. it can not burn and is a very

slow conductor of heat. Neither can wa

ter penetrate a densely mixed body of

concrete.

Keep a sack of Portland cement in your

cellar for convenient use, and send to your

nearest dealer for more when you need it.

If you want any help in building of con

crete. write us. We will be glad to assist

you in you plans.
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Commerce Builfinl

Kan“: City
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QAloha, Peter!
The West's most popular writer, the creator of more characters that

have made for themselves a warm place in the heart of the American

public, comes back into SUNSET in May. "The Vision of the Ram and
the l—Ie-Goatn is the biblical title of his story. It deals with ships that
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, lake.

suddenly strident. He jerked a thumb

toward the roof above them. "In the

snow, up there! Two of 'em—two babies.

That was w'at the old fellow was packin’

on 'is blightin' perishin' dog out there.

'Ow did 'e know we was 'ere? W'y did 'e

bring ’is perishin’ dead babies over ‘ere,

anywa ? Tell me that!”

“Babies? said Claxton—“up there ?—

dead?”

“On the roof,” said Bray, noddin ,“deader than 'ell, both of 'em. An’ littlle

—my Gawd, 'ow little! Say, Sergeant.

the dog, ‘e carried both of 'em, it must

have been seventy-five mile, across the

\Vhat do you know about that, I

‘ awsk you? An’ w'y did 'e bring ’em ’ere

to ut ’em on our roof? Why didn’t 'e

ciclie them ’imself the way ’e might 'ave

done?”

The old native knew now that they

were talking about him. He sat silent,

looking from one to the other. Bray

‘ went on.

 
“The two of ’em dead,” said Bray;

"froze still‘ as wedges. 'E 'ad 'em all

wrapped up. Say, Charlie, tell me, do

you suppose they really love their kids—

them people?"

LAXTON made no answer for the

time, but sat looking at the old native

as he cowered by the fire.

"Something's up, Bray," said he.

“Somethin '5 wrong! That chap has

come over here for something; and we've

got to find out what it is; and we have no

interpreter. He can't talk our language

and we can’t talk his. Have you fed his

dog? Has he eat everything he can hold

himself? And—did you throw the ladder

down?”

Bray nodded, still smoking.

"Something’s wrong," resumed Clax

ton. “Something’s wrong in the village

over there. This old man didn't come

here for nothing with—with those. He's

in need of help. He wants something.

He's come to us to help him. It's our

business to know what all this means.

What’s goin’ on over there?

"We've got to et across somehow,

Bra ," he concludes presently; "and my
Go , look at that foot!H

"I've always said that's the trouble

about a two-man post," said Bray sagely.

"If one of 'em dies or gets disabled that

leaves only one. That stands to reason—

ain't it the truth ?"

“Well," said Claxton irritabl , "as for

this 0st, neither of us is dea nor dis

able . I'll be walkin’ come February or

March. I can keep camp, too. As for

ou, Corporal, it looks as though you'd

have to go back with John here and see

what in the bally hell is wrong o‘ver

yonder. There’s something under this."

“Come here, old man,” c said to'the

wrinkled old native presently, beckoning;

and the latter approached, his face intent,

anxious, his eyes fixed on the steady gray

ones which looked at him in frowning

question.

"You Loucheux ?" Claxton asked. But

the native looked at him blankly.
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"Chi pewyan? —No?” The native’s

face sti l was blank.

l‘Cree—Chippewa—F” Now the na

tive’s eye li htened a little bit.
“Speak fg‘irenchi —Speak English?"

The native shook his head.

"The blighter cawn't speak a single

word of any ’uman langwitch," said Bray.

“What does the Government expect us

to be—bally professors? ’Ow could a

man learn to speak their perishin’ lan

guage for a dollar and a ’arf a day—tell

me that F”

But Claxton had yet other means. He

shook his fingers loosely in the air before

him, asking in sign talk the general ques

tion which says ' What is it?” “Where P"

“How?"—the sign of query. He did not

know that this man had ever heard of

sign talk, and was himself not much

skilled in this ancient means of inter

change of thought among the tribes. But

he tried it as a last resort, fault of any—

thing better.

The old man's eye kindled now. He

knew that the white man was trying to

talk with him. He had come all this

desperate journey across the lake to talk

with white men. The muxt talk!

Claxton put his fo ded hands to the

side of his face and leaned his head over—

the sign for sleep, or night. He raised his

fingers two, three, five times; and again

shook his loose hand, his fingers spread.

“How many sleeps F" he was asking.

The old native understood. He held

up four fingers.

“He has been out four nights," said

Claxton to Bray, “around seventy-five

or eighty miles he has come. It ought to

be that village of Woods Crees or what

ever you call them over there."

Claxton now took a chance. He made

the sign for dead or death—his knuckles

out, his hands thrust down; and once

again he shook his loose fingers. “How

many dead P" was what he wanted to ask.

The native grew excited. In some

strange way the white man’s thought

was enetrating to the red man's brain.MindD was speaking to mind. Out of the

very need of intercourse the northern

wilderness was having its way. Thought

was traveling from somewhere to some

where.

The old man began to speak rapidly in

some thick tongue. He seemed to have

some words of the Ojibway roots which

Claxton could not understand. He saw

that the white man did not understand.

He himself made once more the sign for

death, and then ra idl he held up his

fingers opened and3 cosed, time after

time. "Many, many, many dead," he

said plainly enough.

Now the Indian made the sign of the

tepee, his fin ers together, cone-shaped

at the top. e showed to Claxton well

enough—for Claxton had to understand

in this extremity—~that the tepees held no

smoke—that they were cold. He swept

his arms wide to say something large,

general, sweeping.

Claxton frowned. He sat thinking.

He was sure he had understood.

“Bray,” said he, “there has been some

thing bad over yon. They are starving,

or there is some disease. As I make it the

village is about wiped Out. This chap's

people are all dead. He has come across

here for help or something. Anyhow, he is

leaning on us.”

" 'Ow did the blighter know we was

Civilized man is distinguished

from the cave man by his habit of

co-operation.

The cave man lived for and by

himself; independent of others, but

always in danger from natural laws.

To the extent that we assist one

another, dividing up the tasks, we

increase our capacity for produc

tion, and attain the advantages of

civilization.

We may sometimes disregard our

dependence on others. But suppose

the farmer, for example, undertook

to live strictly by his own efforts.

He might eke out an existence, but

it would not be a civilized existence

nor would it satisfy him.

He needs better food and clothes

and shelter and implements than he

could provide unassisted. He re

quires a market for his surplus prod

nets, and the means of transporta

tion and exchange.

He should not forget who makes

his clothes, his shoes, his tools, his

  

one Policy

  

Cave Life or Civilization

vehicles and his tableware, or who

mines his metals. or who provides

his pepper and salt, his books and

papers, or who furnishes the ready

means of transportation and ex

change whereby his myriad wants

are supplied.

Neither should he forget that the

more he assists others the more they

can assist him.

Take the telephone specialists of

the Bell System: the more efficient

they are, the more effectively the

farmer and every other human

factor of civilization can provide for

their own needs and comforts.

or take our government, en-i

trusted with the task of regulating,_

controlling and protecting a hun

dred million people.

advantage of everyone that the gov

ernment shall be so efficient in its

special task that all of us may per

form our duties under the most

favorable conditions. interdepend

ence means civilized existence.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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'ere, is what I can't mike out?" said Bray

com lainingly.

" by can't you P" said Claxton.

"\Vasn t it you was telling me what the

medicine chap did up at Churchill? All

these people that hang close to the edge

of the Eskimos know the ankticook—

they have some way of scein across the
country—God knows how. g1 can't tell

you how I know it, but I'm sure some

thing's bad over there. Bray, we'll have

to go over and find out.”

BET something still was troubling the

mind of the old native. He sat for a

time looking at Claxton between his

drawn lids, his own eyes blearcd and red

with the smoke of bivouac fires. At

length he rose and stepped over to the

woodbox. He picked up two bits of

kindling wood and placed them cross

wise—the sign of the cross. He held it up

and pointed above him to the roof of the

cabin.

The white man could not understand

this. Slowly, patiently, the native arose,

stepped to the door. He passed out into

the winter night—a night now brilliantly

clear. He turned the corner of the cabin,

and they heard the thump of the ladder

as once more he thrust it against

the eaves. They heard him walking

on the roof, and heard him descend,

heard him shufliing in the snow. But

when a vain he appeared at the door heheld in fhis arms two bundles—held them

as a father might carry a child, one on

either arm. e came now to the table

and laced them down in the light of the

cand c. He motioned to Claxton, and

Claxton, seein it was his duty, tenderly

o ened the emf of the one broken bundle.

e looked—once—and then quite ten

derl covered up again what he had seen.

T e old man looked at him once more,

anxiously, tryin with all his might to

impress his min upon that of the white

man—trying to talk—trying desperately,

as a dog tries to talk. He pondered on

what sign to make which should ex ress

what he wanted to say. At len t he

icked up the skin on his own Face, a

ittle bit here and there.

"God!" said Claxton. “Small oxl

That's what it was—that’: what's a

pened over there! Wiped out—the who e

villa e—and he has come here for help."

“ hen were you vaccinated, Bray?"

he asked a moment later.

"The lawst time was six or eight ears

ago, maybe,” said Bray. "There asn't

been no chawnce of late. Maybe it was

five car's.‘ W’ . ’
“\h’cll,” saidyClaxton, "as for myself,

I've been damned careless too. It ma

be six or seven years, I don't know. It s

worse with the natives. So much the

worse for you and me, Bray. If in foot

was so I could travel I'd not sen you,

but Corporal Bray, smallpox or no small

pox, you've ot to start tomorrow for

that village. 'ou'll find them dead, I'm

thinkin'—-the tepees cold. You'll have

to go, alone, unless he will go back with

you.

Now whether the old native understood

anvthing of this or not would have been

difficult to tell. He only looked from one

to the other, recognizing in his own fash

ion the white man or the two holding the

greater authority. As for him, something

still was on his mind.

Once more he picked up the two sticks

which he had taken from the woodbox.

He placed them once more arm to arm.

He stood, his little cross, held in his two

hands, on the table in the candle-light at

the head of the two long bundles which

still lay there.

The cross had come to the wilderness

somewhere. It was all these natives had

had when pestilence and dread had come

upon them. Reaching out for something

—fecling in some inscrutable fashion the

presence of that something over yonder,

across the many icy miles—the lesser

intelligence had reached out for the

greater as our lesser intelligence reaches

out for something yet greater and higher.

The red man had sought out the white

man for the last remaining comfort, be

cause at some time a black-coated man

had told him that there was hope—and

that there were some duties—after death.

"By God! Bray," said Claxton uncon

sciously, and not irrevcrently profane.

“Wiped out, they were. He has packed

them a hundred miles for Christian burial.

That's what he is after. He's a Catholic

and we're not, but he has come for

rrligion—he’s looking for some sort of

comfort—ain't it the truth? And here he

finds only us two perishers who don't

know a damned thing but mushing dogs.

What can we do, Bray?"

For once Claxton seemed to find his

own resources not quite sufficient. He

turned a troubled eye upward at the roof,

then sat for a time looking at his own

crip led foot thoughtfully.

“ Ie've got to bury them, Bray," said

he at length gently—once more reaching

out to pull down the cover from the

o ened end of the nearest bundle.

“ e’ve got to give them Christian burial.

There’s no one else to hold services for

him, and we've got to do it—he has come

so far. Where's that bally prayer book

of ours .i—the service provides one. Last

time I saw it it was under the head of my

bed. Go find it, Bra , if you can. Damn

it! man, you're a ways losin' things,

some way.’

RAY rose, assed to the head of the

bunks, an fumbled around. The

white man living in camp soon picks up

Indian habits. All loose knick-knacks,

trinkets, things of value, odds and ends

not in daily use, are thrust under the

robes or blankets of the bed. Without

too much trouble Bra at len h found

the Book of Common rayer. e passed

it to Claxton, who sat still at the table

side. '

“I've never held services,” said he.

"One time we buried Calhoun, down on

the Athabasca. He was drunk when he

was shot, and he deserved it, and I hated

to read services over him. But I did it.

I don't feel the same way about these

kids—they've got it coming to them, all

ri ht. Ma be ours ain't just his kind of

re igion. be English Church does it all

by rules and regulation, which is easier

for us in the Mounted or in the Army,

like. Don't you think it will do for him,

Bray?”

“Sure it will,” said Bray calmly. "If

it's English it’s od enoug for anybody.

All that's trou lin' me IS 'ow did the

blighter know that we was 'erc.’ 'E 'as

got second sight worse than a Scorchman

out of the Kilties, and Gawd knows they

are bad enough—the Kilties—always

prophesying they're goin' to be killed
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when they're goin’ into battle. Well, any

way, if we've got to hold services over

these perishin’ babies, let’s get abaout it.

’E’s come quite a w’y for it, and that’s a

fact.”

The old native by now had lashed to

ether the two arms of the cross with

its of babiche. “It goes,” Claxton said.

nodding. “They have them on all the

English churches. It's only a couple of

feet high, but it’s good enough. Help him
fix them up now, Bray.’I

So Bray and the old man between

them once more tenderly adjusted the

little bundles. Claxton meantime was

looking through the pages of the Book

of Common Prayer.

“I ought to know more about it, and
that’s a fact,’I said he. “Still, it’s all in

dexed according to the regulations. I

think this must be the place—yes, here

it is. Well, old top, come on."

He motioned now to the old native

and to Bray, and himself reached out,

sup orting himself by a chair back until

he ound some sort of staff to act as sup‘

port as he hobbled toward the door.

“W'y don't you read the services,

Sergeant?” demanded Bray. "W'ere are

you goin’ F”

“Services,” said Claxton, "are always

read at the grave-side. It’s no use trying

to dig now. In the spring we'll do them

right and proper. Just now we'll take

the tip the old man gave us. \Ne’ll bury

’em upstairs there on the roof. That’s

the safest place."

“But you cawn’t walk," said Bray.

"Oh, yes,l can,” said Claxton. “Come

on, bring a candle.”

The night was cold—such cold as we

do not know who have never lived in it.

The stars shone brilliant as great lamps

above. There was snow, but there was

no wind. The candle, protected by Bray’s

curved hand, hardly flickered as slowly

they walked out around the corner of the

cabin, climbed the ladder, and crawled

up on the roof. The old man carried his

double burden. He placed the bundles

down once more. He stood there, in his

hand the cross he had made. Bray held

the li ht. They both took oil~ their hats.

and élaxton, bending over, read there in

the cold of the subarctic night the great

words of comfort which have spelled all

of hope that remained for men in many

remote portions of the world.

Claxton himself, when the service was

done, helped place the two bundles side

by side at rest. He scra ed up the snow

over them, placed over this the sheets of

bark, and weighted it all with poles from

the heap of spare material which had been

placed on the roof at the time it was

finished. Then, taking the old man

gently by the arm, he turned him toward

the ladder, and himself followed slowly.

He had left a red trail all the way.

Shivering, half frozen, at length they

got back to the fireside. Now the face of

the old native seemed to light up. He

began to sing in some fashion of his own.

He reached out now joyously and shook

the hands of his new friends. He smiled

broadly; and then, very tactically, he
turned and poured himsellpa cup of tea,

and after that are yet more abundantly

of Whitefish and bannocks. He had at

tended to the problem of life as it had

arisen for him. He had done his best-—

and done it nearly as he knew as the white

man had taught him it should be done.
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BRAY for the time sat silent, but at

length he turned toward Claxton.

"And you think we ought to go over

there and see where all that hap ened?

'Ow can I leave you, Sergeant? I}; ain't

right. W'y should we risk good w'ite

men for such as them?"

Claxton pondered for a time before he

answered. "Corporal Bray," said he,

"if I could go I surely wouldn't ask you.

But when I do ask you you'll have to go.

I know you will. I'm not goin'- to insult

you by askin' you if you are afraid, be

cause I know you're not. I'm the one to

grieve about it—sittin' here alone with

one peg to the bad in a time like this."

Bray's face flushed a dull red. “I

know you'd not think I'd funk it."

“No," said Claxton, “never in the

world, old man . . You'll have to

take it on, I'm thinkin'."

Bra pondered for a time himself.

"Old ohn an’ I can et across together

all ri ht," said he. “ E'll know the way

back ome—if we can pry 'im loose from

the tea an’ bannocks 'ere. W'y, man, it's

eas . As for the smallpox—if one tikes

it, e tikes it, that’s all. If we're to start

in the mornin’ belike we'd better sleep.”

Claxton nodded, and soon thereafter

hobbled off to his own bed. It was the

ha py faculty of Corporal Bray to sleep

well at any time and under all conditions;

but it was not pain alone which ke t Ser

geant Claxton awake that night. e was

thinking. He lay awake hour after hour

-—until, three hours or so before what

would have been dawn, had there been

any normal dawn, he heard the usual

chorus of the North—the dogs howling in

unison. They were all I ing now curled

up in the snow, but each one raised his

nose from the middle of the furry ball he

made as he lay and gave vent to the

long drawn howl of the northern wilder

ness—the most desolate sound on earth.

Claxton frowned when he heard it. The

native, who had slept on a pile of caribou

hides on the floor not far from the stove,

was first up in the morning, and without

instruction he made up the fires. Bray,

still heav with sleep, presently busied

himself a out the breakfast, while Clax

ton, hollow-eyed and just a trifle pale, did

what he could in help. Little was said.

After breakfast Bray got down the

dog harness and the sleeping robes and

the needful packages of grub—beans, tea,

fat meat, the box of torch matches which

the traders use when they can get them.

In half an hour he was ready. His dogs

outside stood, some eager to be off at the

work which they knew was coming,

others shirking and sullen. One by one

Bray coaxed them up to the collar. At an

hour which ought to have been about

ten o'clock in the morning, he and the old

native kicked their feet into the thongs

of the narrow tripping shoes, and Bray

cracked his whip in preliminary.

"So long, old man," said he briefly to

Claxton, and Claxton waved his hand

without a word.

"Mushl Mush on, you devils!"

Bray's whi cracked now like a pistol in

the thin co (1 air. The thermometer was

minus thirty-seven, and the sledge run

ners creake on the snow. The lead dog

barking 'oyously as they all leaned into

their colfars, the little procession started

—toward what, none of them but one

Could know. It not being etiquette to

look back, Bray did not look back, and

 

My Fruit

Always Keeps

because I use

only

 

T’S poor economy to save a fraction of a cent

on a jar ring and have a jar of delicious fruit

ferment and be wasted. Cheap rings will harden,

shrink, crack and let in air. This makes the fruit

“work” and spoil.

Good Luck rings are thick, strong and elastic,

because there is plenty of “live” rubber in them.

This makes a tough, resilient cushion between the l

cap and the jar, so that dust and germs cannot enter.

Provide yourself with Good Luck rings before the

canning season opens, so that every jar you put up

will be insured against spoiling.

If your dealer cannot supply you

send 10 cents for One Dozen Rings

Our booklet, “Good Luck in Preserving,” tells why

preserves spoil, and how to prevent it. It also

contains 33 “distinctly different” preserving recipes,

all practical and delicious, as well as an assortment

of gummcd and printed jar labels.

Send 2-oent Sta-mp for it today

BOSTON WOVEN HOSE & RUBBER CO.

Makers of Good Luck Garden Hose

Dept. N0. 6. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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neither did the native——not even at the

little cross which stood now at the sum

mit of Beaver Lake post barracks house.

Claxton turned back and closed the door.

EACH day for a week, for ten days, for

two weeks, at the hour when it

should have been morning, Claxton stood

at the door looking out over the white

level of the lake to the far rim of the lead

blue sky. Nothing came. The frost in

creased, the snow deepened. The full

sweep of the northern winter was on.

Crippled, hobbling about, caring for him

self the best he could, the days and the

nights seemed unspeakabl lon to Clax—

ton of the Mounted. Indeed, e almost

lost track of them. Sometimes he slept

late. One morning—he did not know

what morning—as he la in his blankets

he heard a voice outside his door.

"Halte lal" called someone. And then

he heard Bray’s shout, “What ho!"

Came then the mingled sounds of a dog

sledge arriving; and Claxton hobbled

fast as he could, half-clad, to the door.

Outside stood Bray, ten pounds lighter,

gaunt, grimed, bearded, goggled, with

wooden slit spectacles, whip in hand and
i just kicking his feet out of the snow-shoe

th

  

OU won't need this young lady any

longer— our invalid is picking up finely.

f‘Thanka to you. Doctor—and to you. nurse."

(‘And to Malt-Nutrine-we couldn't have put

strength in nearly so fast without it. Even with nurse one

and when you don't need me lnylongenfnithful OLD alt

Nutrine must stay behind with you to complete the good

work of ntrengthening and building up our friend.

ongs. _

“Charliel" he cried, and against all

regulations caught his superior oflicer in

_ his arms. There was no Inspector within

man hundreds of miles.

s “ 0d bless you, old top!” said Claxton

. fervently. That was about all.

a#_ Me “Who is this?" he asked of the other

man who was now slipping the harness off

ucumunorr. rluol MARK the team_

Liquid-Food-Tonic

in warmly recommended by physicians for the convales

cent. the weak and the anaemic. It is a strengthening

food-tonic—aidl digestion and does not overburden.

Should be taken at each meal and before retiring by all

who are tired, overworked or undernourished.

Don't let anyone tell you there's something as good.

There are some cheaper preparations calling themselves

malt reparations—they are beverages. not Ionics.

Mnlt- utrine is rich in malt—that's whntrnnkelit coo!

piore than imitations and what gives it its value to you.

nolat.

All Drudllsts—Most Grocers

MulbNulrinodocl-rcd by U. 5. Internal Revenue Department to b. I

pure malt product, not an alcoholic hover-ma. Conlnlnn 14.60 our cent

molt nulid|~l .9 per rent llculiol.

Irilnesllng Bookie! on Request.

Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis. U. 5. A.

“That's One-cared Johnnie, they call

’im,” said Bray. “ 'E s a Company man

from over east, Pierce Facto way. 'E

cime into the village abaout t e time old

John and I got in. In some way or other

e got the word that things was wrong—

they 'ad sent out a messenger east, and

Johnnie ’ere was west of the Factory, so

they kind of met up. 'Ap enin’ that wa ,

we both met at the vi lage—the on y

w'ite men, I warrant, within a thousand

miles, you might say. Ain't it odd 'ow

  

thin s a en u ’ere? But 'ow's the foot,
M g P

0 man.

KT?‘ ‘ a "Fine," said Claxton. “Couldn't be

' ~ better. Right as a trivet in a day or so

now." An so, with the etiquette of the
 

 
trail, crippled though he was, he did

what he could to start the fire and the

breakfast for the newcomers; there being

occasions, after all, when rank is but a

tenuous thing in the wilderness.6/28 Mr. “We made ait across the fourth day,"

said Bray afteratime, his mouth full of

potatoes. “That bloomin’ native was

Supplies without charge or fees accurate and timely information about like wire—'e could lope along like 2 W0",

travel anywhere and about Schools. Mr. Foster has opened oflices in thin as 'e was. But w’en we come to the

San Francisco and Los Angeles where inquiries from tourists or residents village—thirty mile it was from the lake

will receive careful and considerate attention. You are invited to edge yonder—my word, it was a sight!

' Empty—not a smoke! Things layin’

JJ‘K Mf- Foster about you wouldn’: like I]? see—Isome

. think awful. Smal OX—t at’s w at it
San Franwco: The EMPORIUM was. An’ starvin' biiside. There wasn't

The ANGELUS HOTEL no caribou in that camp, so far as I could

J. w. ROBINSON co. STORE i see.”

“Where did it come from ?’: said Clax

Seattle: FREDERICK & NELSON

Los Angeles ‘2

Indianapolis, L. S. Ayreldt Cov : Detroit, 1. L. Hudson Co ; Atlaiitlc City. Michigan Axe. and Boardwalk in hunt 0! Hotel -

Dennis: New York, Lord Gr Taylor. sci Ave.. :em 5r. ; Chici‘lln, Carson rim Scott & Co. . St Louis. smggunmamwrr- ton- And Bray 5"“ act'iad as 5P°kesm?n’

Barney Co; Cleveland. The Hlgliee Cm; Philadelphia, Ackera, Chestnut and 12 Sis; Deliver. Daniels & Fisher Stores: for the half-breed Johnnie was busy ‘With

New Orleans, Hotel Grunewald ; Washington. 503 14th St; Buflalo. “'ni. Hengerer Co. ; 15 other office: in Floridaand Cuba. bannocks and tea

“All come out of a peddlin’ freetrader

that got up with the brigade over east

last summer—that's what Johnnie says.

T. was a bloomin' thief that 'ad got

Executive Office‘: 220 W. 42nd St., New York

50111 stem? with mail inquiry. “'ard G. Foster, General Manager
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OWDEGGY KEEPS

Q HAVE AN 6 HEQWHOME OUT“OF

ACME @EUAILHFY §IH1IEILIF THE QUN_DO\X/N QUT

Peggy and Bob were so proud of their new home and new furniture when they

married. But six years and two irre ressible children will leave impressions

-—to say nothing of depressions—on t e best of furniture, walls and woodwork.

Instead of sighing or moving or buying new things, Peggy got busy with a

supply of Acme Quality Paints and Finishes and in two weeks the place blos

somed out like sunshine after clouds.

Pegg did over the bathroom with Acme Quali White Enamel until it fairly

radiate cleanliness and sanitation. She discarde wall paper and had the walls

done over with Acme Quality No-Lustre—the oil paint that gives a smooth,

washable, sanitary surface. Then she touched up the stairs, floors, doors and

furniture with Acme Quality Varno-Lac—the finish that varnishes as it stains.

A€ME QUAMTY

PAINTS 8‘ FINISHES

After it was all over, Peggy was not only surprised with the results‘, but with the ease and

economy of it. Now she keeps an Acme Quality Shelf (as described below) for the little

"touching-up" jobs to keep things spick and span.

Peggy began by sending to us for “Home Decorating” and “Acme Quality Painting

Guide," two instructive books which will be sent to you, too, upon request.

Their friends and visitors now are wondering whether Peggy is awfully clever or whether

Bob got a whopping big raise in salary—but Bob knows.

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS

_~.-. ._ Illlil

 
 

Dept. G Factories in Detroit and Los Anzeles Den'olt' M'ch'gan

Bolton linnu lin Pitt-burgh Toledo Birminghlm Dniiu Lincoln Bpolnnn 8m funeiuo

Ohicnlo 51.. Lou I Cincinnati Inhvilh Fort Worth Topeka In". Lal- Oity Portland Loo Anglia

Have an Acme Quality Shelf

Kn! llwlyl on ‘14nd at [an a ran huh I)’ Acme Quill")! VGI'IIOflIQ, a vamllh [Ir flu", woodwsrl and furnlmn ,- Acme Quality

White Enamel fur Inn bldflndr, fumllun, woodwnrl and all liml/ar mrlnru ; Acme Quality 8106* Iron Enamel In vnngu

Inwplpu and all!" mnnl or wood ‘HY/I‘!- Thnl will “on mzny af Illl "nurhhug-u)“ jab‘.
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MADE FOR THE
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I
BEST RETAIL TRADE

(Trade Mark Rig. U. S. Pat. of and Foreign Comm-in)

HIS world-known label

on Summer Underwear

is the Sign-Post

on the Road to

Comfort that

g u i d e s y 0 u

s t r a i g h t t 0

Money’s Most.

[fit 11am’! t/ze Rid W'o‘ven

Label s/mwn above, itB. V. D. Underwear.

B.V.D. Closed Crotch

Union Suits (Pat.

U. S. 1.), $1. and up

ward the suit. B.V.D.

Coat Cut Undershirts

and Knee Length

Drawers, 50c. and up—

ward the garment.

The

B. V. D. COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

London Selling Agency:

66, Aldermanbury, E. C.

  

  
' M 141016Copyright USA1916 by gscompag

The B. V. D ‘_ .mqmn»

 

The Japanese Screen

Sessue Hawakaya is a japanese artist. He makes

excellent pictures upon the screen. There is only

one just like Hawakaya, and his story is a fascinating

one. The shop where he works is called a studio, and

while Hawakaya makes the pictures somebody else

takes them. Nothing very new about all that, is

there? Yes, there is, for the studio is a. moving picture

factory, and Hawakaya is a dramatic artist whose

moving likeness appears upon the screen. Now you

have it—or rather you will have it.

Sunset for May

 

  

 

 

 

‘ with you—an’ the Book.

together a lot of old clothes down Toronto

way like enough, an’ started out to make

’is fortune in the fur trade. ’E took out

with 'im a trunk load of mink and marten

——the Company men didn't try to stop

'im, for they said they 'ad no right. But

what 'e left be'ind 'im for the natives was

a trunkful of clothes that was full of

smallpox. They got it, an’ it spread.

\Nell, that's about all. An’ Sergeant, l

forgot to take along with me the Book

of Common Prayer!”

“No, you didn’t, Bray,’ said Claxton.

quietly. But Bray did not understand,

and went on.

“Well, I mislaid it then, somew’eres.

We just ’ad to leave 'em there in the snow,

two 'undred an’ fifty of ’em. Man, it was

awful, but it was the best we could do.

The old boy that cime ’ere after us, ’e

takes 'is perishin' dog, the same one that

cime in ’ere last month with 'im, an’ 'e

mushes out into the'bush. That's the

last we saw of 'im. We waited about

iuite some time before we started back

!

ohnnie yere an’ me. ohnnie is 'arf

tench, you see, an’ 'arf cotch, an’ three

quarters Cree or somethink else. An’

say, 'e's 'arder to kill some ways than

them blighters."

He ceased, and Claxton looked at

Johnnie, who looked back again. The

same question was in the eye of each.

"Well, better come down with it 'ere

than there, old man, eh, w’at?" resumed

Bray presently. "I didn't want to be

took with it back therkl wanted to be

Well, you

see——”

“Maybe the cold will end it or keep it

back,” said Claxton simply.

“ ’Ave we got it?" remarked Bray

presently, as answering the query in the

eye of his companion. “ ’Ow can I tell?

If we 'ave got it, we cawn’t 'elp it now.

'Ave you got it, Charlie.> Them babies-—"

"I don't know,” said Claxton.

“Johnnie 'ere says 'e never was vac

cinated in 'is 'ole lifeh'e don't know

w’at it is," said Bray. Unconsciously his

eye was turned up toward the roof.

The three sat still for a time. Claxton

was the first to speak, after he had ra ped

the ashes from his pipe on top 0 the

stove.

“At least we'll know by spring,” said he.

"But after all, that's not the question.

They came to us askin' for the Book of

Common Prayer, the poor devils. We've

done our work—you've done your work,

Bray. l’ll write m report ri ht away, to

see it gets done— rst—an' ’ll say your

conduct has been exempellary, Corporal

Bray. You took the poor beggars what

they wanted, though the was dead and

you wasn't a preacher. et you couldn't

see why we’re here! Man, it’s u: that's

the Book of Common Prayer.”
l‘\lVell, medicine can't hel us, any

way," he continued. "We’lr know by

spring, when the geese come back again.

It won’t be so long."

RAY made no immediate answer, but

after a time arose and began fumbling

under the pillows at the head of the bunk.

At length he turned triumphantly, hold

ing u something he had found. _

“\ ’at are you talkin' about, Cnarlre?"

said he. “Didn't I tell you I forgot the

Book ?—~l didn't 'ave ’er along at all.

’Ere she was, right under your pillow all

the timel”
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OU can beautify your home and add to its attractiveness for all

the family by equipping it with Aerolux Porch Shades and Awn

ings. Finished in soft, pleasing tones of green, brown or gray, that

harmonize with any style of architecture or decoration and add that

touch of completeness to bungalow or mansion.

At small expense, Aerolux Porch Shades will

make your porch a shady, secluded refuge

from the summer sun, a delightful living room,

an ideal sleeping room for summer nights.

  

are furnished in several different grades and

prices and in sizes to fit any porch opening.

The Splint Fabric shuts out the heat and glare of the

sun, but lets in plenty of light and air. The Aerolux

No-Whip attachment, an exclusive feature, makes it

impossible for them to whip in the wind, so that they

do not have to be rolled up at night.

Write for illustrated catalog of Aerolux Porch Shades, Sleeping

Porch Curtains, Awnings and Window Ventilators.

THE AEROSHADE COMPANY

487 Oakland Avenue Waukesha, Wisconsin

Aerolux Splint Fabric

Awnings make your rooms

many degrees cooler, be

cause the wood is a non

conductor of heat and they

do not absorb and retain it.

They may be adjusted to

shade any part of the win

dow or rolled up entirely out

ofthe way. The illustration

below shows detail of Aero

lux Splint Fabric. Splints

are accurately uniform in

width, as are the spaces

between them.
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It’s Utterly Needless

This is to prove that

every‘ corn which stays

and hurts is folly.

Lovers of dainty foot

wear are bound to start

corns. But nobody needs

to keep them.

At the first sign, or any

time, apply a Blue-jay

plaster. That ends all

pain. And it ends the corn.

In two days it disappears.

You know that paring

never cures.

You know that harsh

applications are wrong.

Now you should know

Blue-jay. It has ended 70

million corns. To a world

of men and women it has

brought perpetual free

dom.

Wepromise thattoyou.

15 and 25 cents—at Druggists

Also Blue-jay Bunion Plaalers

BAUER & BLACK,Chicago and NewYork

Maker: of Surgical Drouinp, etc.

B1ue=jay

Ends Corns

   

 

  

PLAYER

PIANOS
  

The VOSE PLAYER PIANO

not only has one of the latest. most per

feet control methods, but has a patent

device that enables you to instantly

change the key in which a piece is written

to suit your taste or the voice of the

singer. This is a most remarkable im

provement, without which no player

pianois complete. To this is added the

sweet tone and supreme quality of the

Vose Piano, made for 66 years by the

Vose family.

Time ay'mevifn accepted. Delivered to your

homejiriea nfdiarge. lziberal nllowanccfcrr old

pianos. I intensity! in a_ Piano or P11: ('1'

Piano In! for bfllflflfllllll \lltulraled cc 0g.

VOSE 6’ SONS PIANO COMP/UV)’

168 Bmrlslon Sheet Boston. Mass.
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Boson

Garter
raw -

The " Boston " gives the greatest ser

vice because of its superior materials

and careful making. It does not

crumple or collapse after long wear

Silk, 50 cents. Lille, 25 cent:

OIOIQI I'IO'T col- "AKIIU. IO‘TON

 

 

 

The Striking of

the Clock

(Continued from page 37)

every stroke and stood there all the time

—twelve strokes—I thought he might

look back——”

The man raised his head from his hands.

"Not twelve, Margie, eight. I counted

them in self as I went through the or

chard. ightl Strange we should have

both—~”

“Why, how can you say eight?" she

cried. “It was twelve! It was just noon.

I had made the dinner and he would not

even sit down. I was trying to be good

and I even called and said, ‘Don’t you

fall out of the loft again——' ”

“Again?"

The hands that clutched her arm were

like steel. Each finger left its imprint.

His face had flamed scarlet; his gaze

seemed to burn as it met hers. “Again .?"

he repeated.

“Yes. He had fallen in the morning,

too, and bruised his shoulder. I thought

that was why he was so angry—wh he

would not eat his dinner—Hort! ortl

—Oh, what is it?" for the man was sob‘

bin , his face working like that of a child.

"It was in the morning when I threw

him down," he said slowly

HE meaning of it touched the girl

and she reached her hand to him.

He caught it and pressed it over his eyes.

She felt his tears on it.

"Suppose I had not thought to tell you

that?" she whispered in awed voice.

"Mar ie," he answered in the same

tone, “if there was ever to be a time in

our lives when we should go on our knees

before Almighty God, it is now.”

Readers, Gentle

and Otherwise

Chicago, Illinois.

I do not like the new st le at all. It

is hard to read and the il ustrations do

not look as well. I do wish you would‘go

back to the artistic form you had before.

Mrs E. N. Rl'l'l-IELL.

Norse, Texas.

I hardly recognized SUNSET in its new

dress but after reading it through and

looking at the pictures, I see the same old

yet new magazine. I am well leased

with the new form, it is so muc more

convenient to read. GEO. RYSTAD.

Chicago, Illinois.

I have been a subscriber to SuNsE'r for

.six years and have watched its growth

and improvements very closely and am

pleased to tell you that your latest change

15 for the betterment of the publication.

I am very much interested in the color

pictures and now that‘ you have enlarged

its pages I consider it the greatest im

provement of all. PERRY O. DAvis.
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Ithaca, N. Y.

I beg to call your attention to an error

in your columns under date of Februa ,

1916, under title of "Rah! Rah! Nort -

western." You refer, I believe, to I'iar
vard's football team as the l‘Eastern

Champions.” Are you aware of the fact

that having gone through the entire foot

ball season without a single defeat, and’

having defeated Harvard on her own field

by a score of ten to nothin , Cornell holds

the title of Eastern footbalfchampions?

You ma consider this error in our
columns ofyslight consequence. Perhaps

you may be correct in so assuming, but

please remember that the SUNSET MAGA

zlNE not only is on file in the Cornell

library, but is read by Cornell alumni in

all parts of this country. No under

graduate, alumni, or friend of the Uni

versity could read this very erroneous

statement without thinking that certainly

the SuNsET MAGAZINE is decidedly unfair,

or has on its staff members who are prone

to make statements without having fully

investigated facts.

In all degree of fairness to Cornell Uni

versity you should retract the statement

referred to above, and further state

through your publication that Cornell's

football team, not Harvard's, won the

Eastern football championship for the

year of 19t5. WAYNE WALTER CoE.

Hanford, Cal.

Your Mr. Smalle' evidently knows

very little of con itions in Arizona.

Phoenix has 760 vacant houses of all

classes. In mining towns rents have been

cut sixty per cent and taxes increased.

Mr. Smalley, I think, belongs to the

Longhairs, the non-taxpayer, and likes to

see himself in print. Arizona will come

back in the sane and wet column. I am

surprised that you would print such rot

in your columns. You are doing business

in San Francisco and not in Kansas.

ARizoNA.

Canastota, N. Y.

Congratulations on the excellence of

your last number. It would seem almost

impossible to improve on SUNsET’s past

excellence, but you are doing it.

While eagerly perusing the pages of

SuNsE'r from cover to cover, as IS in

wont as soon as I receive it, I was muc

amused b reading in the column devoted

to "Reatfers Gentle and Otherwise,” a

letter from a (late) Ohio subscriber, who

is sorely displeased by the beautiful cover

illustration of your October issue, and

dares not risk the contamination of her

family by further erusal of SUNSET,hence has transferrediher subscription to

a friend in New Mexico. As Mr. Squeers

would sa "Here's richness”! One hardly

knows w ether to congratulate the friend

in question on succeeding to the unex ired

subscription, or condole with her on geing

made the recipient of an objectionable

magazine. Possibly in the estimation of

the Ohio lady, the standard of morality is

lower, or the sense of pro riety less acute

in New Mexico than in hiol I am for

cibly reminded of an anecdote of a noted

lexicographer who, on being congratulated

by a lady on the fact that there were no

improper words in his recently published

dictionary, retorted with “Madam, I per

ceive that you have been looking for

them." W. H. MOORE.
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How do cigarettes treat you

AFTER you smoke them?
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(This is a test that few cigarettes can stand up under)

Manyothergood ciga

rettes besides Fatimas

taste mighty good—

WHILE you are smok~

ing them. Fatimas are

not the only good ones.

Although Fatimas taste

so good that they con

tinue to outsell any other

cigarette costing over Sc.

But Fatimas deliver

something more than

good taste. They will

giveyou cigarette com

fort—comfort while you

are smoking them and

comfort AFTER you

smoke them.

While you are smok

FATIMA was the Only Ciflaretfe

Awarded the Grand Prize, the

highest award given to any cigm

rette at the Panama-Pacific Inten

national Exposition.

ing them, they will feel

cool and comfortable to

the throat and tongue.

And AFTER you

smokethem,eventhough

you may smoke more

than usual, they will

leave you feeling as you'd

like to feel. No heavy

or "heady” feeling—

none of that “mean”

feeling of having smoked

too much.

All this is the reason

why Fatimas are called

a SENSIBLE cigarette.

Yes—some day you

will try Fatimas. -Why

not do it today?

Mq/léuumcwor.
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The hoods of your stirrups were gold

1 . And the horn of your saddle was pearl,

I'll ‘f‘ r‘ 1.’ l' I . Little‘ #“Y’h, "1| ‘ ‘ r And you to d

H _[ “urn. ' ‘ ' \ ” { What ou know

. , AWL!" I“ . ‘ ' ‘I . , , Of t e range that lies way past the

Hun" ""qwflvl w "I" i p ' ‘ planets,

I’ ‘I- ‘u‘ .' i ‘ Just starlight to mortals below!
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Economy and CREX  GRASS For a change,
molflmc A S All the stars with the slack ofmy rope,

‘Wli'fi‘ And bust every wild steer on that
  

. . . , ran e!"This is the time, after housecleantng, g

when rugs worn out or badly soiled are

replaced by new ones. Why not buy

CREX rugs? They're inexpensive,

artistic, sanitary, durable and easy to

keep clean. Made in every desirable

pattern and color. Use CREX

  

“Shep” growled once, then wagged

beside him.

Mary stood aloof and eyed him,

In her figured calico

Looking like a rincess lost.

And the ranch- ouse far below

Spired a thin blue smoke toward

  

FACI
immA‘rlouAL

urosmon
“a magenta  

""""_ rugs while your expensive ones are Cloudland _ _

i jfiif. cleaned of put away f°r ‘ummer- Then the cowboy laughed, and tossed

{ ‘ff-Lg‘?- Insiat on getting the satisfaction, value and His Stetson hi l1 in air,
0‘ MI I wearing qualities that CREX symbolizes. You And he said, " isS, I swear,

' “mug-,5»- can instantly identity the genuine by the name AS you stand there,

GRAN D C ‘R 'E'X “men ‘n ‘he “dc blnd'K‘Z' You just strike me like a cyclone, till I

‘ PRIAE L Unserupulous dealers may offer rntenor want to buck and flat!"

I wgmgwkg ' substitutes for the sake of a larger profit.

l

To protect ourselves and the public CREX is

patented under U.S. Govt. Copyright. Dealers

detected of fraudulent substitution or wilful

“How did you,” said Mary,

"Come so far?

The cows out here are tame.

  

 

misrepresentation will be vigorously prosecuted.  

  

 

  

Me and Par
2 Write for our beautifu132»page catalog I‘ICI'CIS our few;

: _ No. Zl—r'n nalrnalcolora. Free on request. But Shcep_

‘ |‘ in" " ‘ i~ CO. There’saheap. _.

ll ‘I'I‘ITF- 'l ‘ ii 7 . Down there s the siding, by the

hill“ |l"l',;l'il|hl - -' I m 212 Fifth Avenue New York marshes‘

it I l: 1' “ ' " . . . ”‘hit ,\ ' ‘ "' ‘I "i WW1» ‘a. Originators of wire-grass products You can See a Cattle-Cal'
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. 1. ~ ‘ Said he. _

-—_—_ "Round by Artzone—

ONE CENT That's_me! l

hoped 1t ‘2" my one
And Mexico.

  

I've wrastled from Cheyenne to

San Antone—

That's so!”

 

"Seems we're shit’less here,”

"'"““'"- Said She.
 
 

it???“ Write “An’—oh dear!

thrciu'ubwb‘ for our Proposition. Par is gdettié" qxeer- f

Play for the turn Mar is ea . n’ as er me,

assassins-.2? “her-“WWI? I'm—oh we".
Enjoy clean. heated air, entirely free from carbon-dioxide or carbon- I Vlggiisegfgrtagiililg and sky and

monoxide fumes. The INFERNO GAS FLOOR FURNACE is I’ _ sky ‘ _ _ 1’

the latest scientific way to produce heat at small cost. I Sometimes I think that I might just

One or several rooms (8000 cubic feet) heated at approximately one cent I Psnweu

(lc) per hour. This record has not been equalled by any other Gas I D18!

furnace in the United States. ’ . i -'

I rt I"
We will gladly prove these statements upon request. MM 1 You‘ -

at e.HUNT ENGINEERING AND SALES AGENCYt'Jh'Jfi'ittrl ,II. “You that raked your spurs

322-325 Bulter-Detwiler Building, Lo- Angelel, Cal. I ig'sz vbb‘ @ Into me
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First time I laid eyes on

That hair 0’ yern?”

Down toward the wert'r hill-filled

horizon

The .rloping 5147!. began to redly burn.

Mary flushed—could not speak—

But a sparkle on her cheek

Tattled of a tear.

"Miss,” he said, “my dear,

I'll be gone from here

{ust like that—or, if you say so,

'll stand pat and wait a year.

If your Pap is queer,

You won't make no sudden hike—

i‘lat the girl that you look like.

There's a feller in the Bible,

A sky-pilot told me of

Oncet, that worked fer fourteen years

Fer his girl. They tried to fool him

In between times—but he stuck.

I would chuck-—

Well, ye know it kinder skeers

When I think what I would do

Just to sit acrost from you

At the table, and corral

Hopes and fears—and damn the

luck!—

With you fer everlasting pal.”

"Hush!" said she.

"Are you—are you—

"Ohl" she whispered. “Do you mean

you're fonda me?"

Waring a red .rerape, the wild vaquero wind

Fled through the fiery :umet, with phantom

herd: behind.

Bellowing loud and lowing with Spring’:

wild loco-weed

The galloping herd! of the :umet parsed in

a mad .rtampede!

III

Down in the valley,

In a ranch-house window,

A ellow lamp,

A little steady star mocks the sky.

And down along the mountain,

Down along the mountain

Stream the sheep bleating

From their pastures high;

Shambles a cayuse,

And a cowboy singing

Lifts in his stirrups

To see that window shine.

Down along the mountain

His voice comes ringing

To where his wife stands clinging

To the morning-glory vine

On the porch of that ranch-house white

glimmering afar,

On the orch of the ranch-house of the

Bar- -Bar.

"You're waiting, Mary—

Oh, I know you’re waiting, Mary——

Like I always knew that it would be. ‘

Spring’s comin’, Mary,

Summer's comin’, Mary,

\Vmter’s comin’, Mary?

What’: that to you an’ me.’

For Spring’s come truly

Forever an’ forever—

Spring and the evenin’, an’ the moon.

Sing the younguns of? to sleep,

For I am comin’, Mary—

I am comin’, Mary, with a cowboy

tune——

Supper’: on the table, an' I'm comin'

soon!"

 

 
  

 

Put a KODAK

in your Pocket.

Have it ready for the unex

pected that always happens.

There’s a size for the Vest as

Well as the coat. Kodak, you

know, means photography

with the bother left out.

If it im’t an Eartman, it im’t a Kodak

Catalog at your dealer’s, or by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.
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Motoring and Good Roads

 

 

  

Blasting the Cascade Barrier

The Sunset Highway Opens the Gates to Puget Sound

HE other day a real live furry wild

bear was shot within the city

limits of Seattle. This bear has a

distinct bearing on the automobile

situation in the state of Washington.

Because the country at the backdoor of

Seattle is so wild that a bear can make a

successful living in it, the radius of action

of the motor car hitherto has been sharply

restricted.

The bear came into Seattle from the

foothills of the Cascade range, and the

Cascades raised the red danger flag in the

path of the automobile tourist. Running

due north and south, their rugged, ser

rated crest culminates in a series of

 

By Clyde L. Morris

splendid snow-clad peaks; the serrated

crest also separates eastern from western

\Vashington.

Climatic, agricultural and industrial

conditions of the territories to the east

and west of the Cascades are radically

different. Long after the automobile had

obliterated the county lines of the valleys

and plateaus throughout the state, the

hazardous crossing of the Cascade moun

tains stood as a barrier to trans-state

motor travel. Though three railroads

cross the range, there was no road over

which an automobile could travel in

safety and comfort from the Puget Sound

country to the Columbia Basin until the

completion of the Snoqualmie Pass section

of the Sunset Highway straddled the

obstacle.

Not every city of 300,000 can advertise

good bear hunting within its limits.

Seattle—and Tacoma for that matter—

enjoy the occasional visit of a bear be—

cause their outskirts almost touch the

wonderful forests which clothe the slopes

of the Cascade range from base to summit

on either side. Glaciers, eternal snows,

the finest forests on the continent, un

numbered cascades and roaring waterfalls
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vJust so Long as

People Have Eyes

Two SIZES

33 - - - - $2285

48 - - - - $3500

Complete inlormation

on request.

We lubmit individual

deli‘nl on approval.

they will always pay admiration to beauty. And it is a great

error to buy a car lacking this distinction. I Beauty never

requires apologies, nor explanations. It is accepted every

where at face value, as proof of quality, because only those

makers who take the time to build excellent cars ever take the

additional time to make them really beautiful. Common-place

cars look monotonously alike, and that monotonous repetition

defeats beauty. But the genuinely superior car, designed and

finished to meet the exclusive personal taste of its individual

buyer, stands out cheerfully as the well-built and carefully

selected possession of one who is accustomed to the good

things of life. The visible beauty of his car is in harmony

with its mechanical excellence. I You can have everything

that is desirable in a motor car when you order a Winton

Six. I Let us talk it over with you.

The Winton Company

110 Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Pacific Coast Branches: San Francisco, 1250 Van Ness Ave.; Los Angeles, 1225-1231

South Flower St.; Seattle, 1000-1006 Pike St.; Portland, 23rd and Washington Sts.;

Vancouver, B. C., [112 Seymour St.
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combine with the blue salt water of

the Sound to make this region perhaps the

most picturesque district, comprising side

by side the highest type of civilization

with the finest, wildest outdoor country

anywhere in the world. Yet until very

recently this magnificent domain was

practically inaccessible to the motorists

of the eastern two-thirds of the state

unless they shipped their cars by freight.

The new \Vashington State road across

the Cascades is the final connecting link

in the Sunset Highway which, beginning

at Seattle, follows the brawling course of

the swift Snoqualmie river up the western

slopes of the range, across the Snoqualmie

Pass at an elevation of 3006 feet and zig

zags down the eastern slope to Ellensburg.

From Ellensbur one branch of the high

wa continues a most due east across theColyumbia Basin, throu h the waving

wheat fields of the Great end country to

Spokane, the metro olis of the Inland

Empire. This branc is in realit a por

tion of the National Parks fl/ighway

which extends from the Great Lakes west

to Puget Sound. The alternate branch

runs southeasterly from Ellensburg

through the orchards and alfalfa fields of

the irrigated districts to Walla Walla, one

of the oldest and most beautiful cities in

the Northwest. At Walla Walla it con

nects over a good road via the old Ore on

Trail with the Lincoln Highway at . alt

Lake City. Hence the overcoming of the

Cascade barrier by the newly completed

road is of interest to transcontinental

motor tourists throughout the nation.

At Seattle the Sunset Highwa connects to the north with the s lendidlroads

of the so-called Georgian ircuit which

links up the finest scenery on the main

land of British Columbia, on Vancouver

Island and on the rimitive rugged

Olympic peninsula of ashington, com

bining sea and motor road into a tour

which cannot be duplicated anywhere in

the country. From Seattle south the

Sunset Highway connects with the Pacific

Highway leading to San Francisco, Los

 

Along the rushing Snoqualmie which guides

the new Washington State Highway to the

pass across the crest of the Cascades

Angeles and San Diego. The side trips

from the Pacific Highway to the glaciers

of Rainier National Park from Tacoma;

to the famous Columbia River Gorge over

the new Columbia River Highway from

Portland, Oregon; to Crater Lake, to Mt.

Lassen and to the Sierras and California

resorts give this route a variety which is

not possessed by any automobile highwa

of similar length an 'here in the world:

The Snoqualmie Pals road was in use

as early as 1870, but it was practically

unimproved until 1906 and 1907, when a

little work was done on the eastern ap

proach. In 1913 the state legislature in

cluded in the road budget an appropria

tion of $3 50,000 for a highway which was

to link the eastern and western portions

of the state.

The survey was completed and actual

work began in March, 1914. The engi

neers wanted a maximum grade of five

per cent. They got it, but in order to

obtain this easy gradient, and in order to

avoid sharp curves, they were forced

ractically to relocate the entire road.

his new route lay through almost un

broken forests of the densest timber in

the Northwest. It literally had to be

blown and chopped out of almost solid

walls of rock and trees. The roadway has

been graded to a uniform width of twenty

feet, the crowned portion being four feet

narrower. Drainage ditches, culverts of

concrete and cedar logs provide ample

drainage for the heavy precipitation.

Eventually the highway is to be surfaced

its entire length with crushed rock and

permanent camps have been established

to remedy any winter damage so as to

have the highway open for traffic the

moment the snow in the upper reaches

vanishes in spring.

The numerous mountain lakes and

streams, the waterfalls, the splendid

forests of spruce, fir and cedar with their

ever-changing background of bold peaks

covered with eternal snow makes this

road so attractive to motor tourists that

between its opening on July 1, 1915, by

Governor Ernest Lister of \Vashington,

and October 1 of the same year it is esti

mated that 15,000 automobiles made use

of the highway.

 

The Coast in the Headlight’s Beam

T was a candid San Franciscan, trav

eling in Saskatchewan, who told me:

“We have only two kinds of weather

in San Francisco, fair—and unusual."

Well, all the time we spent in San Fran

cisco the weather was more than fair: it

was perfect. Other friends, e ually can

did, assured us that the perfection was

unusual. Be that as it may, the fine

October morning on which we started for

a thousand-mile motor trip from San

Francisco to San Diego was fair—and for

me at least it was unusual. When the

big car started from the St. Francis it

carried a wonderfully happy load south

ward bound.

As we were swinging down the Salinas

valley a sign came into view. It was the

friendl announcement ofan inn, but it expressedlachange that was written in large

letters all alon the Pacific Coast from

Vancouver to an Diego:

HOTEL EL CAMINO REAL

KING CITY

Not the best hotel in the world,

but very, very good.

By Herbert S. Houston

\Vhen I visited the Coast ten years

ago, that sign would have read: “The best

hotel in the world and very, very good.”

The Coast is certainly progressing from

the superlative to the comparative and at

times even to the simple statement. That

is a clear and refreshing evidence of

growth. The Oxford Englishman never

asserts his position or tries to exalt it, for

he is serenely conscious of having it.

California hasn’t come to that feeling of

security yet, but she is evidently on the

way. So I was unable to join a dis

tinguished California author who asked,

in a burst of frankness: “Oh, when will

we Californians give up our pose and be

ourselves, content with the wonderful

things we have instead of belittling them

with silly Superlatives?"

In rejoinder I might have said—but I

didn't, for the flow of ossip about the

Carmel colony and the Pohemian crowd

and the rest of the great or the merely

gilded was too swelling to be dammed—

that California, from the da s of Father

Junipero Serra till now, had een the vic

tim of what dear old Irv Cobb calls “piti

less publicity." For all must agree that

the Golden State, again to quote the

Puducah philosopher, has had just about

“as much privacy as a gold fish.” It was

not necessary to set up two expositions to

make California an exposition state——she

has been that always.

OWN that same El Camino Real,

the old road of the padres, where

the modest sign of the inn was displayed,

there has been a lon and often dramatic
spectacle on view. gl‘he history of Cali

fornia has been a drama. The state has

been a vast stage. The people have been

actors. Naturally they have been touched

with some of the pose and characteristics

of stage folk. Even the glare of the sun

light has some of the intensity of the foot

lights. And a thousand miles of the

shimmering ocean is the curtain, while as

many miles of mountains rise as screens
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ELECTRIC

CRANKING

LIGHTING

IGNITION
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N one of the busiest corners in Chicago

a few days ago a young man checked

the Automoblles as they passed.

Nearly 30 per cent. were driven by women.

The modern Automobile has been simplified

and refined.

It is so thoroughly dependable and so easily controlled

that the Whole realm of Motor Car Enjoyment is

opened up to the woman driver.

Even the heavy traffic of down town city streets has

no terrors for her.

The refining influence that has so revolutionized the

Automobile industry began to make itself felt four

and a half years ago.

It was then that the first Delco Equipped Car appeared.

It was then that Electricity first took the place of the

cumbersome hand crank and that the three important

functions of starting, lighting and ignition Were first

combined in one Compact Efiicient System.

It is an important part that Delco has played in refin

ing and broadening the scope of the motor car.

Today more than 335,000 Delco

Equipped Cars are in use.

The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Company

Dayton, Ohio
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FABRlKOlDupholstered in

nu PUNT
FABRiKoiD

new Alum
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"Genulne

lenther"

W... m l

The Standardized Upholstery Material

Standardization has revolutionized the motor car industry. It has increased

manufacturing efhciency and lowered selling costs. It has given the manufacturer

methods and materials of definite proved quality and insured the motor car buyer

maximum of value.

Of the million autos sold in l9l6, 75f} will sell at $l000.00 or under and this

remarkable achievement is the direct result of standardization.

To this revolutionary recess of standardization Du Pont Fabrikoid Motor

Quality adds the final word in upholstery. It eliminates the buying hazard, the

high cost and the manufacturing wastes of leather because it gives the menu

facturer an upholstery material of known Quality, Efficiency and Cost.

To the motor car buyer it combines all the richness, all‘ the luxurious and

aristocratic appearance and texture of the finest leather with double the ser

vice, strength nnd satisfaction of so called "genuine" leather.

You can now buy almost any standardized car upholstered in Du Pont

Fabrilsoid Motor Quality.

FABRIKOID RAYNTITE

made especially for to and storm curtains. is guaranteed one year not to leak,

but built to last the li e of the car. It is sturdy in structure and fadeless in color.

Made in both s'mgle and double texture.

Write for samples and booklets.

Du Pont Fabrikoid Company, Wilmington, Del.

Canadian Fnctory and Sales Office: Toronto
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Hotel Belleclaire
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_ “:35?” i a - i / Broadway at 77th Street

awn lfieiba‘ - New York
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A little thing oft-times given a Hotel a

great reputation.

A few months ago, we ndvertiled our

APPLE PIE. It in very good Apple Pie.

Apparently, everybod in New York

F?W wnntl BELLE LAIRE APPLE

E.

We cannot. fill out of town orders, but

we do fill New York City orders.

‘ ' ‘ People know that a Hotel which nun

I t‘; ‘ plies good Apple Pie can generally

. _| / llyjflI‘

when you Californians come to New

York. we want you to come to the

HOTEL BELLECLAIRE.

Everything about the Hotel in on good

an the Apple Pie—Service, Food,

Rooms, etc.

Room with bath, $2.50 per day up.

Food served (big portionn).nt reason

able prices.

depended upon to nupply good food

of all kinds.

‘ gllll
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to the sides and rear. Surely this simile

is not fantastic. The people have been

both spectators and spectacle so long that

the are sort of grown-ups in fairyland,

stil using a good deal of the h perbole

and superlative of childhood. ut they

are steadily coming to the natural and

normal side of the footlights where the

great body of their countrymen dwell.

And they are finding the way ‘to this

human side right in California—at least

that was my observation—despite the

almost vehement declaration of the dis

tinguished author, already mentioned,

that one had to leave the state to become

really "emancipated." ‘

Let me jot down a few impressions,

which give some ground for the hope that

the signboard of the inn may come to be

the signboard for the Coast. Remember

ing the riclame of ten years before, I

frankly hesitated to visit the two exposi

tions, fearing that I would be so wearied

by their overpraise that, in sheer defense,

I should be turned against them and fail

to see their real beauties and value. But

quite the contrary happened, to my keen

surprise. There was appreciation, of

course, but not the wild extravagance I

had dreaded. Not even in San Francisco,

which had been known to get such differ

ent words as "earthquake” and “fire”

merged into one, was there any vain

boasting. Instead, the fair was per

mitted to interpret its own suffused and

radiant beauty, quite unaided. And San

Diego was equally restrained. Her

charming exposition, really an interpreta

tive miniature of what the Coast can pro

duce with its soil and climate and sun

shine, was given a free hand to tell its

interesting story without the annotations

of the boomer. All this was indeed amaz

ing. Where was the vaingloriousness of

ester- car? It seemed to me that it had

been absorbed in the consciousness of a

genuine power and a real strength. The

old illusions, conjured in ima ination, had

disappeared before irresistible realities.

As this is a veracious narrative, taking

its cue from the swinging signboard by

the Salinas, I must chronicle an exception

to this general character and focus in my

observations. It was in and of that

wonder city of Los Angeles. Here there

still seemed to dwell verbal artists who

would paint the rainbows and gild the

ots of gold shining at their ends. At

uncheon one day with a company of

gentlemen in the Jonathan Club we fell

to talking of diversified farming and fer

tilit .

"I30 you realize that here in Cali

fornia," remarked a man at my right,

“there are three of the five counties in the

United States that lead in the amount

and value of their farm roducts—and

we've never made a great eal of farming

either?" Now this was most impressive.

It was stated in such a casual way, almost

as an “aside," that I filed it at once for

future recounting. But I came a cropper

the very first time I brought it forth. It

was only two weeks later, in crossing the

rich farms of Iowa, stretching between

Omaha and Des Moines. I looked out

of the car window and remarked to my

companion, Lafe Young, Jr., of the Des

Moines “Capital." "This is a great farm

ing country, but do you know there are

three counties in California that raise

more crops than the three best counties

in Iowa?" This was a slight adaptation
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“The Call of the Road”

Come brother—wake up. Sniff the air and you will find that the thril

ling breath of Spring is already there.

Look about you. Sense the newness—the freshness—of it all. See

how the laggard step of the crowd has quickened into a full swing

ing stride. .

See those cars “break” at the traflic officer’s whistle. Watch them i

come down three or four abreast at the “getaway.” Hear the

shrill, merry note of the sirens and the good natured chaff of the ;

drivers.

3

 

 

This means Spring. This means the “open season.’ This means Tour

ing at its best.

Surely, you are not going to be “left behind” this year. Surely,you are

not going to keep the wife and kiddies indoors when all the world

is hiking far afield.

Perhaps, you already know it—but what you need is a big, handsome,

sturdy Paige “Six-46.”

Nothing less will completely satisfy you—nothing more is necessary

for any man no matter how wealthy he may be.

So, don’t hesitate—don’t procrastinate.

Tell the stenographer that you will be “out” for a short spell and

hustle right over to the Paige dealer. Tell him your troubles—and

let him prescribe.

\,

i

Fleetwood "Sixéfl" $1050

Fairfield “Six-46" 1295

f. o. b- Detroit

  

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company, Detroit, Michigan i:

I ,

‘ ‘ ‘ ' s \ s a t . ._
. ~\
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‘(Bib KisselKar

Year after Year!

NCE a KisselKar becomes a

member of a family, as long

as that family owns an auto

mobile, you may rest assured it will

own a KisselKar. The inherent

power, unfailing reliability and satis

fying roadability of the KisselKar

grows to become a part of every

KisselKar owner’s ideal of a motor

car. The longer they drive one, the

longer they want to.

There is a KisselKar made for every family,

from the perfect easy-riding 5-passenger

32-Four Touring Car at only $1050, to the

sumptuous 7-passenger 42-Six Sedan with

the “All-Year” body and top, at $2100

F. O. B. Factory.

The

‘5. Pacific KisselKar Branch

Pacific Coast Distributors

Van Ness at Geary, San Francisco, Calif.

Los Angeles Portland Oakland San Diego Pas-dens

‘mu’
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when the pesky shade wont work

Valuable book

"How to Get

the Best Service from your

Shade Rollers". Send for

it today and learn why it

pays to look when buying

shade rollers for this sig

nature:

Manama-nu’

Stewart Hartlhom Co. Dept. 21 E. Newark, N. J.

HArsHoRrsliAnE ROLLER
.L>'m'va"-"¢-- -... .n-nua. .. - - -."....¢

You can be sure it is not

a Hartshorn Shade Roller.

Hartshorn Improved Rollers

move quietly and smoothly at

atoueh, and stay right where

you leave them. Cost a few

centsmore,but oh, howmuch

better!

   
 

 

 

of the original remark, but it was a valid

one for the man in Los Angeles had gone

on to say that the other two counties,

which made u the triumphant five, were

Lancaster in ennsylvama and McLean

in Illinois.

"Yes, but each of the California coun

ties would be as big as five or, very likel ,

ten of our Iowa counties, which are on Y

thirty-six miles square," was the dead

center shot in re ly. Then it dawned on

me like a flash that the five-county story

meant nothing—for without the common

denominator of similar size there could

be no comparison on production that

would prove anything.

LL of which reminds me of the ex

lanation which that mellow and

delightfully human philoso her, Senator

Lafe Young, gave for the ‘ talk talking"

of some of the southern Californians

when he returned from a visit among

them which just preceded mine.

“You see, it comes about largely from

the thousands of Iowans who have gone

out there in the past few years. The 've

got plenty of money—made it back ere

In Iowa—so they put in their time spend

ing this money and ex laining how they

happened to go to Ca ifornia—and they

do go prett strong sometimes in making

out a case or themselves.”

As many of these retired farmers and

sojourners from the Middle West have

located in the count contiguous to Los

Angeles, Senator oun 's explanation

may be fairly correct. ut he only in

tended it, I am confident, as a bit of im

pressiohist criticism and not as a serious

Indictment; for he agreed with me fully

that the whole Coast was in an era of sub

stantial upbuilding.

And in no place is this more apparent

than in southern California itself. Won

derful to relate, it is observed even in the

real estate developments, many of the

boom methods from which California has

sufi‘ered so sadly having been wholly dis

carded. Around Los Angeles there were

a number of land projects that would be

a credit to the constructive plans of more

conservative communities.‘ And in mo

toring out from San Bernardino one day

I found a fine example of this new type of

promoter, or rather builder, that deserves

a snapshot.

“Do you sell the land P" I inquired.

“Yes, if it's planted and well on the

way to yield an income to the buyer; not

otherwise,” was the reply. And as I

went through the oran e and lemon and

grapefruit orchards, a l in the highest

state of cultivation and each adequately

watered, I saw the macadamed roads on

which they abutted, the scientifically

gauged water suppl for the entire tract,

the electric railroad, to bear products to

market, pedigreed horses and cattle and

hogs to improve the quality of live stock,

ever evidence of the most modern cul

tura methods in the orchards, in which

immediate advantage was being taken of

the latest and best knowledge from the

government departments in vWashington

—I saw that this was no pa .er prospectus

of a real estate promotion but a balance‘

sheet record of far-sighted investment to

build up a countr . And what Mr.

Miller was doing, was told, was fast

coming to be the rule and not the excep

tion in land developments along the whole

Coast. In the best interest of the three
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UR conviction is that the

‘ Hupmobile represents the

world’s finest expression of

the four-cylinder principle.

That principle—which is giving

entire satisfaction to nearly 85 per

cent of the motor car buyers ofAmer

ica—has been the basis of Hup

mobile engineering for seven years.

We have developed “the best car of its class

in the world”, with a dependable, simple

motor, noted for swift pick-up, high-gear

flexibility, and abundant power with

smoothness and silence.

That is why Hupmobile sales stand now at

the highest point yet recorded in the car’s

career, and why they are steadily climbing.

Hupp Motor Car Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

 

In the Unlletl Slate: Prices F. O. B. Ddmll

Five~pasaenger Touring Car $1085 Year-‘Round Coupe — - $1165

Year-'Round Touring Car 1185 Seven-passenger TourlnlCar 1225

Two-passenger Roadster, $1085

Pat-{fit Cw“! Dr'tlri'bnlrrs

Twltcholl Honor (‘nr (‘u.. Spokane, Wash. Wm. H. Patten Motor 0a.. Scuttle. Wuh.

Lllu-Snuhorn $0., Sun Frnnclsco, Cnl. (lreor-Rnllhin! (‘0|npnny, 14)! Angela, (,‘nL

Dulmlgc-Hnnlcy [into (10.. Portland, Ore.

 

Courtesy Flnt—Safelufor other: In Motoring

  

  

 

  
  

7710 marh glsuperr'or me {or car stru/cc

  

Fifty hours of service-labor are

gi'umfrce to each Hupmobile buyer,

to be had by him at any IIMpmobile

service station in exrhange for cou

pons he receiver with the car. This

service is available an,vwherc in the

United States and Canada, and the

(uupans are accepted at any of our

3500 service stalions.
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HOTEL ST. FRANCIS, SAN FRANCISCO BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL BEVERLY

The cosmopolitan metropolis of the Pacific Midway between Los Angelee and the sea

 

  

 

 

  

with millions of fruit blossoms. Sun

shine and magic odors fill the soft air;

the splendid motor highways through

orchards, mountains and along the blue sea

beckon you to come and enjoy a California

spring. (llAlong the ancient Path of the

Padres now stretches a paved roadbed bear

ing the romantic Spanish name used by the

Franciscans, El Camino Real—The King's

Highway. This famous coast auto route

links together many of the most beautiful

spots of the Golden State.

 

  

 

 

THE MlSSlON lNN, RlVERSlDE

1n the center of the orange country

   

 

 

 

 

HOTEL u. 5. GRANT. SAN DIEGO I" HOTEL DEL MONTE. DEL MONTE

on the tropical plaza of the Exposition City l On the beautiful bay of Monterey

i. v 11:" , _
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HOTEL EL PASO DE ROBLES, PASO ROBLES HOTEL OAKLAND. OAKLAND

The great Spa. half way between San Francisco and Los Angelou Near the shore! of attractive Lake Merritt

  

‘.1
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Dotted along this smooth concrete motor path

are world-famous hotels ready to show the

traveler who enters their doors true Western

hospitality. Tennis, golf, riding, polo,salt water

fishing, sailing or bathing, vary the gay social

life of these hotels. (llThese hotels and their

managers are known to and fully endorsed by

Sunset Magazine. Our Service Bureau will

gladly furnish information and literature about

them; it will also supply free of cost, infor

matiori concerning the principal motor roads

throughout the West. For details address any

of the hotels included on these pages or SUN

SET MAGAZINE, San Francisco, California.

‘d9.’‘  
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HOTEL ALEXANDRIA, L05 ANGw

The center of Southern California
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HOTEL DEL CORONADO, CORONADO l ALPINE TAVERN. MT. LOWE

JuIt across the boy from San Diego J Overlooking the beautiful San Gabriel Valley

w '* ,1 _-.-vv , ‘ ~ ~f't". ' 7'13.
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Sl/OU cannot motor far without encountering bad \l-"l;

roads. roads either rough in spots or over stretches. \Vith the change

your car, which must prove disturbing to your comfort unless you ride upon the

"Harfforal
 

from smooth to uneven surface. comes a change in the riding action of ;

SHOCK ABSORBER '.

Then. the transition from good roads to bad. whether sudden or anticipa—

ted, is not dreaded nor is there need for a marked diminution of speed because,

between you and the rough spots in the road, a real shock absorber is on

guard.

_ Every quiver, jar ‘and jolt are absorbed by self-lubricating friction discs

which assimilate and dissipate the superfluous energy of the over-active spring,

called into being by road irregularities. Consequently, wherever or how fast

you motor, your car rides undulatingly.

Executive Office: and woriu:

HARTFORD SUSPENSION (0.
E. V. HAIITFUIH). President

171 Morgan St, Jersey City, N. l.

Maker: of Ike

Had 0rd Skid Absorber, Horlfnrd

Cu: ion Spring, E. l". Burl 0rd

E'ecln'c Broke, Hartford Aura uck,

Hartford Bumper, Rtd Rack Jack

Pacific Coast Distributors:

CHANSLOR & LYON

COMPANY

San Francisco Los Angeles

kland Fream Portland

Seattle Spokane

‘Formerly Truflmdl-Harlfiird.

For Social Play

Congress Cards.the most belu—

tliul In the uorld. are just as

good as they are handsome.

amen-ain- l'inllb (‘lab Indra"

.a’ooto specs

Automobile Man‘

uiacturernarenow

using the finest

springs that can

be nude. if you

wzinl more coin

iisrt, you must use

llariiurd Shock

Abso bers.

OFFIGI

The Hartford Shock Absorber

Makes Every Road a Boulevard

:Hcnlirm make, _i'rar and r'rrodd of car and we will send you a mar/cad copy of our

‘Comfor! Chart” which will tell how lo make your particular car doubly comfortable.

  

 
 

Makes Every

Road a Boulevard

  

 

For General Play

the price.

I be sold lor less than Bicycle.

Ivory or Air-Cmhlon Hal-h

UP-TO-DATE Betier cards an not be had at

TH: M RULES

0

Good unis can not
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great states l ing between British Co

lumbia and IV exico, I hope that this is

true, and my own observation persuades

me to believe that it is true. For if

there is any other section that has

suffered more than those states from

the irres onsibie land boomer, I don't

know w ere it can be found. That

statement was made in scathing fashion

by the publisher of this magazine, before

the Advertising Club of San Diego, and I

was delighted to hear it endorsed with a

hearty cheer. When I was asked to make

a few remarks I commented on the great

change compared with ten ears before inland booming and land acilvertisin that

I had seen everywhere; and I sai that

this change had been largely wrought

through the influence of SUNSET MAGA

ZINE and of the Advertising Clubs on the

Coast.

ALONG with this great change I ob

served another that is fraught with

even more far-reaching results to Cali

fornia and the two states to the north—

I refer to the new emphasis being placed

on distribution instead of production.

Ten years ago the emphasis was all on

the latter; business men, fruit-growers

and railroad men were talking about soil

culture, increased production and kindred

subjects. But now the overshadowing

question is one of markets, as I found all

the way along the Coast. In Los Angeles

I asked Mr. Stoddard Jess, a leading

banker, what were the problems before

the Coast.

"There’s only one,” was the instant

res onse. “Markets, markets, markets."

Xnd that I found everywhere. Mr.

Stuart of the Pacific Coast Condensed

Milk Company in Seattle, Mr. Bentley of

the California Fruit Canners Association

and Mr. George Armsby of the K.

Armsby Company in San Francisco, Mr.

Powell of the California Fruit Growers’

Exchan e in Los Angeles—with them all

it was t e one big problem iterated and

reiterated by the banker: “Markets."

At such a time, when everyone seemed to

have a firm grip on the truth that dis

tribution isn’t a mere question of trans

portation, but embraces the fundamental

question of making a market among con

sumers for the fruits and products trans

ported—at such a strategic time it is a

piece of good fortune that the Coast is

swinging in the orbit of fact rather than

of fancy. And it is a piece of even greater

ood fortune that at such a time the Coast

flats in all of its chief cities, modern,

effective Advertising Clubs which are

bringin the latest and most authoritative

knowle ge from the whole commercial

world to aid in solving this pressing and

fundamental question of markets. For

these clubs have as their emblem the

word “Truth," an emblem which might

have been inscribed on that si nboard of
the inn in the Salinas valley. Ei‘hat sign,

I said in beginning these random im

pressions, might become the signboard of

the entire Coast. And there was sur

prising evidence of this in the new atti

tude with visitors toward the vivid pano

rama of scenery which unrolls for nearly

two thousand miles, all the way from the

big trees in Vancouver to the beach at

Coronado.

The Coast was behind us. On the

previous day we had left Sacramento

| with its air of dignity, touched with

 



 

 

Olhite
Custom Buift

fliigh purchase price for a high quality car may give

less bulk for the money, but it gives more satisfaction to

the owner who appreciates a fine piece of mechanism and

  

the marked refinement of a custom-made body.

The price of White motor cars is stable, year after year,

because their value is constant. There can be no reduction

of the one without depreciation of the other. Neither the

methods nor the results of quantity production apply in

the manufacture of a White.

THE WHITE COMPANY

Clm'clana', Oln'o
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Make This Your Business

at $3,000 per Year

Repairing and RetreadingAutomobileTires.

There isn't a business you_oo_uld get into

that offers such sure possibilities of succeaa

and fortune. One man and a Haywood

Tire Repair Plant can make 8250 a month

and more. Scores already have done it

and this year there is a greater demand

than ever for tire repair work.

“15 Million Tires to Repair"

That's not a myth nor some man's dream. It‘!

an actual fact. Tire factories everywhere are

bulldln new buildings—enlarging their plants

for the lggest period of rosperlty in the auto

mobile business. 15 mil ion than will be man

ulactured and every one will need repairinl.

No Experience Necessary

No previous training. no apprenticeship. in re

ulred to enter this buslnas—not even the

almost knowledge of tires. it you have a little

mechanical turn 0! mind. you can quickly he

come an expert. We teach everything. You

learn in a week. Handle all kinds of jobs—

tlgurc prices at. big cash profits. Nothing is

easier to master completely.

. .
A Rich Opportunity

Awaits ambitious men everywhere. N0 city

too large~no town too small—everywhere the

same opportunity exists. A Moderale lnveat

ment starts you. Get one machine and bulltl

the bustnels from there. Business comes easy.

We show how to get it. You grow and grow.

You're 80011 a Real Manufacturer—A Succeaa

—-a mighty big (actor in your community.

Write for the Facts

INVl—BTIGATE. Send the cou on below, a

letter or postal. This brings tul information

—and a his interesting catalog. 'l‘elLs all about

tires and how to repair them. Shows how to

make money—to become lnde ndent. Do

thls todoy—NOW—bciore you orget it.

Haywood Tire & Equipment Company

858 Capitol Avo- Indianapolis, Ind.

I -----------------

FREE CATALOG COUPON

Ha wood Tire & Equipment Co.

 

l Frogress, and were approaching Salt Lake.

l. he spoke as “a native son.” Then I had

 

858 capitol ve. Indianapolis, Ind.

Go tleni :—PI d In rat Inr, dctaiiln and plum

r3: “its ailifiiziiliu min'iil' unfit“; Rep-l buatneu. I

 
 

CALIFORNIA

H o M E Plans
SEND FOR THE$B PLAN BOOKS:

“Representative Calilnrnia "one!"

50, $2000 \0 ‘MOO—Price 00o

"Walt (‘out Bnlniowa"

ill. $1000 to $2000—I'rioq 00!:

"Little Bungalows"

31, $300 In Bl7m~ Price 250

SPECIAL OII‘I'I' R

—AII 8 Books 'l—I‘mlpald

E. W. STlLLWELLl CO.

Stillwell
  

r’ ' mud lurlhla genuineIlahoganyorBln-lwalnnt

CANDLE STICK
Beautifully hand poibhrd—Dur-hlc—An ex‘

qulslte gift that will always be appreciated.

l'rlre. poatpald ‘1.15; while enamel 250 extra.

Arkfar pn'a (or of arlur MOI/(1121‘:

I'ACIFK' FURNITURE l FIXTURE FACTORY

Home or the "Pacific" Cedar (‘lint

Iodlord, Oregon

- _‘

 

 

REDUCED FREIGHT RATES

11 perspective the myriad places and

scenes and people were coming into some

sort of cohesion. And it is interestin to

state that the touchstone by which t ey

were brought into a semblance of unity

was the signboard of the inn.

People were relatin themselves not

merely to California, but to the whole

country. in San Francisco I had heard

Dr. Stratton of the University of Cali

fornia give the clearest exposition of the

Japanese question I had ever listened to,

East or West. He made it clear that the

question couldn’t be treated merely as a

state question, because it was affected by

treaties and relations of the larger nation

of which the smaller state was a part; and

he took pains to emphasize the fact that

the good fortune to hear several times

that truly national and international

voice, the most far-reaching on the Coast,

David Starr Jordan, in illuminating dis

cussion. His jupitzr tonan: pronounce

ments were glowing with the live coals of

national feeling as against provincial

pride and prejudice; it was the full

throated expression of a truth that some

little men had been losing sight of—the

truth that a state to be really great must

be a properly subordinated part of a

greater nation.

 

Of course this truth is by no means

fully accepted in all quarters. But it is

steadily gaining ground. ‘When an issue,

such as the Hetch Hetchy water question,

arises, the old States Rights feeling flares

up and is likely to prevail. Whether the

decision on that question was right or

wrong may be debatable—but the argu

ment that.the land of a National Park

should be diverted to the exclusive use

of the particular state within whose

boundaries it is located, and primarily on

the ground that that state has some spe

cial proprietorship as against the forty

seven other states, will scarcely stand the

final test in the Court of National Public

 

Opinion. And that is the Court to whose

decree California and every other state,

in a democracy like ours, must at last

submit.

A few days after my return from the

Coast, I had the privilege, always a

stimulating one, of talking with Secretary

Lane in Washington. As I listened with

a grou of others to his vivid account of

plans fbr Alaska, for sane conservation,

for the National Parks and for many

other things within the wide horizons of

his department, I thought “here is the

man with such gifts of dramatic presenta

tion that he can bring the little Cali

fornians into the feeling and power of

national consciousness." And happily

he is a Californian, possessing in un

stinted measure the confidence of the

state and the confidence of the nation.

 

 

 

  

MarathonTiresare

built to meet the

demandforQuality

—not the competition of price.

1 They appeal tothat growingclass

  

of motorists who realize the econ

omy of paying justa ittle more

b in order to get something a greal J

deal better.

Mad i alllypes and sizes in either the

Rznufali‘l'abric Body or Elastic VVhlp

Cord. Both styles are definilely quar

anleed 5,000 miles.

The Regular Fabric tire is equipped with

a Snow-“'hite Tread, and the Elasllc

Whip-Cord Wilh the aristocratic Black

Tread.

Marathon Extra-Heavy Red Tubes and

Acocsories are carried by all Marathon

leis.

The MARATHON l

TlRE Sb RUBBER COMPANY

f CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHlO

Canadian Plant, St. Catharincs, Ont.

 

 

PAT. MAY Z'L'IDII.

 

This rluu ll the only mnitnrtahle (mic and rflicient

rye protector l’llltll'. Without. rims, hinged at the center,

it. is neat and lnconsplmwm, flta contour of the rm and

afford: alxoiutrly unobstructed vision.

May Iv.- pmcurrd from any optirlan. nlboor mpply house

or sporting goods dealer. it your dealer hasn't. them.

write ua. Over 40.001! now in um.

I". A. HARDY l C0. Department Z. Chicago. lll.

 
 

 

The Roads Are Drying

if you contemplate a motor trip to the

West this summer, ask Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau, San Francisco, Cal., to

tell you how, when and where to go.

We will see that you receive the latest

information on road and touring condi

tions anywhere in the West.

The Service is free to all Readers ,

 

 

The Chinese

D WooIflower

  

Throu‘h Car Service lor Iiounhold Good. and Automobile!

I'min Ind in all plrta of tho Halt. Conlult our nearest omcc bcforo

shippinl. Cnrs raraiully lDhlIl'tl and nnloadml by experienced men.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT COMPANY

1 South Dearborn Street, Chicago

I'nrlflv Dill... Ran II‘ranriu-o Van Nnyn Blur" L01 Anfvivr

Ala-la Bullflllf, Brittle

ltnton (‘lnrinnatl
New York

» '2' "- its:
everywhere an a. most won

deriul floral novelty. It b a

i Celosla of new form and my

. growth.

trmh llsge. l-‘lowm

form n June but none iuoe

bel'ore frost, continuing to@

pand and grow with it! won

li.°"“' ‘it, M m 8i:owy o . e

' Mseerl iT‘io m a r
. ormm- with new 'rnaiugzeopmnmi and

W n 1155211‘ WILLIAM (nne novelties) flee.

’ cm 0 flower and Vet. Sada, Bulba, Plants and ran:t'tltrsit'amz-ttht imam“ ‘" "m ""4 "' 6""

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, ine.. Floral Park, N. Y.

25 em,

ANNUAL
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The Farmer Needs Money

HERE are two kinds of Western

farmers who, like all other mortals,

need money badly. There is first

the landless farmer. Government

land that can be farmed without drainage,

stump-pulling or irrigation is gone.

Prices of desirable land are relatively high

everywhere. The man with a thousand

or two thousand dollars and a family

cannot afi‘ord to turn over half of his

capital to the owner and agree to pay

the balance in live to seven years at seven

per cent interest. If he does, he usually

discovers that his remaining capital is

insufficient to improve and stock the land

he bought. The Australian plan pro

posed by Dr. Elwood Mead and discussed

elsewhere in this issue is designed to put

men of this class on their feet.

Fully as important is the second cate

gory of farmers who need money. They

have the land, a dwelling, a barn and

some stock, but they also have a mort

gage drawing eight to ten per cent interest

and they can't pay off the mortgage unless

they can obtain more stock, better imple~

ments and tile-drain the east twenty.

To become really successful they need

money at lower rates and for a far longer

period than they can obtain it at present.

To aid the landless man obtain a tract

which he can farm, the use of the various

states’ or the nation's money is unavoid

ablkand new. To the second class of

farmers Germany, pioneer of the rural

credits system, advances not a penny of

state money. The state merely regulates

and supervises the affairs of the farmers’

credit associations so efl'iciently and thor

oughly that the bonds issued against

farm mortgages by the credit associations

have become safe and desirable enough to

make them salable even at very low in

terest rates.

It is doubtful whether such a system

could be developed rapidly enough in the

West without state aid to be of benefit to

the present generation. It is also doubt

' ful whether the individual states would

and could insist upon the rigid super

vision necessary to make the securities

salable unless state funds were invested

in them. Furthermore, precedent is not

lacking for the loan of state funds on

farm mort ages. Out of the Ore on

school fund more than $5,000,000 as

been loaned to individual farmers on first

mortgages; Idaho has $1,500,000 loaned

to farmers; Utah has placed $1,000,000

and nearly all the other Western states

have accepted mortgages in place of cash

when selling school lands.

But the very fact that Western states

have loaned out millions of dollars on

farm mortgages without sustaining loss

shows that state aid is not necessary.

The states are receiving six and seven per

cent on their loans and experience has

proven that these loans are safe. Private

capital is ready and willing, even anxious

to go into safe six and seven per cent

loans. The only factor still lacking is the

farmers’ organization through which capi

tal and the farm borrower can be brought

together.

Just at present, though, the problem

of how best to put the poor but willing

man on the high-cost irrigated land of the

West is the more pressing of the two.

  

Every piece of work carries thin

TRADENARK

PRACTICAL

TREE REPAIR

lt has been proven conclu

sively. that Tree Repair is prac

tical, having been successfully

practiced since eighteen hun

dred. This Company has proven

repeatedly that Tree Repair is

practical on the Pacific Coast.

A healthy tree is an asset, and

far too valuable to allow inex

perienced men to experiment on.

his Company uses only ex

perienced men to represent

them, men familiar wilh local!

condiliorw in the west, and we do

not base‘our claim ‘lo success on

work constructed a ihousandmiles

away.
.\1

Donotexperiment. Callinarepreoen

tntive who will give you sound unbio

advice. without obligation. Your tree:

are worth the best service in the United

States. We ofler you that service; service

by skilled men who have proven themselves

by years of recognized success. and look

upon a com leled Inc as a monument

of their :Igll .

There is no uecret to Tree Repair.

' It in the logical solution. We operate

our own method. but the only secret is

that of sincere intelli ent energy. and

a complete underarm: ing of each tree

on an individual.

  

Send for ur booklet describing our method.

Bloomington, Illinois — Tullahoma. Tennessee — San Frnncioco. California

Reprcaen tutiveu in twenty-seven states. and Canada.

Headquarters Office :

W. L. ALEXANDER & COMPANY

Eighth Floor, Dekum Building : : PORTLAND, OREGON

San Francioco Office: Somorton Hotel

 

 

 

  

You like to go

' Hunting

Fishing

Trapping
‘Dion Iurely you wlll enjoy the Fallon

l-l Soorbimnn Mwilll wiLh IL! 160

I richlylllu-ilrlkd pages, lull in over

lluwin wltn Interesting llmiun and

  

valu )le lliformltlon about gumc

fishing tackle, cum wimhuie but

places to go for fish-and game, and n

thousand and one vnluublu "lio

ho" hints for Sportnmen. The NH

llonul Sportsman la justlikol hlg

cnmp-ilm in the wood: when)

LhUUMDdD of and fellow: Lher

onto u mon and uplunurring

yarn! about their experiences

with rod, dog, rlflo and gun.

All this for 151: I copy

Special Offer

  

g  

‘. Y . . h h
Seruce Bureau which high- :"h'gaf'm:

. Imilwr utrnp

way you intend to follow and and old planed

' bucke on re

when. .I Suggestions con- "wt sf "-0"
fol’rilyifiil'llll‘lhb

. . - to 2.0cerning the motor itinerary, ,fiu-Zjmlns ‘f

stopping places, hotels, etc.,
  

F the call of the open road

I is ringing in your ears; if

you intend to take camp

ing kit or your check book

and hit the Gasoline Trail

lor the mountains, glaciers

and waterfalls of the West

this summer, you will need

reliable information conoem

ing the condition of the

transcontinental motor high

We will Bl‘l'ld you

FREE of Churn

_ om: of our hund

nome 0 rm u l 0

Gold watch fob.

ways. I Sunset will see that

this information is supplied

free. I Merely write aline

telling Sunset Magazine

will be submitted on request.

what you yet {or

I your money:

spommm at I50 0.. Vfl. 31.3

Total vim-$5736
All to you for ".00. Your back I] not Iuli'JflfiL

Illlolll. SPOITSIII. 243 Culllmlms hm, BOSTON, MASS.

l2 cooler Nation:

Wloh Fob. .
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The ‘explosives that get stumps out cleanest and

cheapest are those that have a heaving and Iiftin effect,

shattering the stumps just enough to break them up.

Then you can handle them easily.

" The farmer," says an Experiment Station, “should

use an explosive that stands all ordinary shocks of hand

ling and does not easily freeze. He does not need the

expensive nitroglycerine explosives." Thousands use

and save money because the go further than others.

They are made especially to suit rwarrm farm conditions.

Giant Farm Powders—the product of the oldest man

ufacturer of high explosives in the United States—are the

only genuine “giant powders" for agricultural use. They

are made in two brands—Giant Stumping Powder, ideal

for blasting in wet ground; and Eureka Stumping

Powder, t e money-saving, low-freezing explosive

for blasting stumps in dry soil.

_ Ask your dealer for Giant Powders and blast

ing supplies. If he does not have them we shall

see that you are supplied.

Mail This Coupon NOW

We issue five valuable books. They tell how to remove

lturnps and boulders, blast ditches, break up the subsoil.

and have enrlierbcaring, rhriltier orchards by blasting holes

Ior trees. Mark on the coupon the books that you prefer.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY, COD.

" Everything for Bloating"

Home Office: SAN FRANCISCO

Branch Offices: Seattle. Spokane. Portland, Helena.

\Vlllacc, Salt Lake City, Denver.  

Free Book Coupon

Tilt GIANT POWDER Co., Sign"

201 Kohl Buildinpsaln Franc ‘ed

Send me your lllublgiih

books on the subiects w

have marked

Stump mum“;

Bou‘der Blasting

subsoil Blasting

Tree Planting

U Ditch Blasting

  

Name ..- e ~

  

Address

Write below your dealer's name.  

 

ALL MAKES

ALL PRICES

‘ii I .

For lubricating

and polishing
i' around home or afield

In the Now

Perfection

Pocket

Pack-‘o

ia a motchleaa combination.

Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOII. at

10c. and 25c. Send us the mine

of a live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with ullier necessaries

Ior sportsmen and we will send

you a dandy. liamly new can

(screw too and screw tip) con- '

TYPEWRITERS

Look :it. those bargains! Typewriters Rebuiltin

our own Factories, and guaranteed for one year.

Remington: $15 to $65 Smiths $18 to $50

Underwood. $25 to $65 Roy-Ia $30 to $65

I... C. Smith. 328 to $60 Oliver-a $23 to $45

Brand now No. 2 Smith Premiers $45

We have others. of course. Send for catalog de

scribing them. Brunch offices in principal cities.

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE COMPANY

ilnmriwrntrdi

345 Broadway. Ntii Vorli

909 Ikini St. San Ditto

506 Intel SL8“ imam

716 St. Swirl St. its Amie

    

raining 3} ounces postpaid for

‘l 25 con".

. ‘WIIJIYLIINBCIIIIII'ILNIIS. l I

 

  

 

 

‘ TW0 Bad Men

from Jimtown

(Conlimwdfrom page 24)

were incidents of a nightmare never quite

clear to the Doctor. Once the key was

turned in the lock, his first instinct was

to examine the three windows in reference

to their hei ht from the ground and gen

eral availaEility for the purposes of a

quick getaway. This determined, he sat

on the ed e of the bed in the dark—a

light woul have been ositively poison

ous—and listened to t e beating of his

heart.

Old Dr. Chitterley had got the fright

of his life and a rear fear rode him.

Nemesis, in a shaw , had suddenly flung

0 en to his affrighted eyes a lon sealed

cliamber of the past and dangle before

him the excellentl preserved Chitterley

skeleton. And t e Doctor, who had

known this Nemesis as a girl, her peculiar

—not to say tempestuous—temperament,

had every reason to fear the worst in

retribution. Many a ti ht squeak he had

blustered or blarneyetf through during

his checkered career as a medicine man;

more than one warrant or summons to

show cause had been met by his ready

ingenuity. But only one affair of the

heart had been his—~that wholly disas

trous. Now that isolated horror rose

from the dim ast to confront him! He

groaned softl3 and murmured his
thoughts aloudyfor the pitiful stiffening

power his own trick voice might carry:

"She remembers that patent combina

tion sideboard and bed, even—oh, good

Lord! ‘Pink roses all up and down and

around'—dear, dear; how that affair

must have sunk in on her? Breach of

promise—me in court—at my age!"

The Doctor in his agon of apprehen

sion was in no mental con ition to snatch

at the life-buo a beneficent statute of

limitations mig t throw out to him, nor

to reflect that after forty years a court

might consider a broken heart passably

ligated. He was familiar with no laws

except those goveming medical practice.

But he did know Maggie Tierne , her

strong and determined nature. If; was

only glad he didn’t give her time to arrest

him at the shocking moment of revelation

and arraignment. If only she'd delay

running him down at the hotel for an

hour or so, why then, when the town was

quiet and not so many people were stir

ring, Dr. Chitterley knew where he'd be.

TSomewhere away from Jimtown; that’s

where!

Was it full realization after all these

years of the enormity of his youthful

fiounting of the Tierney affections which

led the worthy Doctor so to construe in

. evitable tracking down and punishment

at the hands of the vengeful lady? Nay.

When he thought of that incident at all—

and it had been ears since the matter

had even flickered, across the horizon of

his mind—it had always been to conceive

of himself as a hero, for that he had dared

at the very striking of his hour of doom

to leap back from the altar and take a

flying jump to the broad road beyond

Jimtown. So buried in the forgotten

past had been the circumstance of his
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THE PAVING OF THE WORLDS |

GREAT STREETS

7'"

INLFT I771‘!I

IN 7/"! W117

lNCE time irnmemorial the world has been

seeking the perfect pavement—the pave

ment of durability, trnctivu use.

from noise. sanitation and of low maintenance

freedom

as well as low original cost. Moderncreosoted

wood block paving is the nearest lpprooch to

the ideal because it combines the maximum

number of paving advantages.

May we sendyou our new 44-page

ilhulrolcd bookie!)

Association of Creosoiing Companies

of the Pacific Coast

Northern Life Buildinl Seattle. U. S. A.

 

HOTEL

WAiililiiF
SEATTLE

New steel and concrete hotel. 300

rooms,$l.00 per day and up. Com

fortable surroundings, courteous

service. In center of theatre and

sho ping district. Authentic data.

and) complete maps of automobile

highways in the Northwest and

Rainier National Park. Headquar

ters for Alaska tourists.

 

Noriiivoshm and Alaska literature

dlQC‘i‘Illly can! on request

WALDORF

C. H. DOUGLAS, Mon.

J

’ ol’ side-kick Lemuel Tisdalc.

exodus from _limtown that when he re

turned on his little sentimental journey

the very cause of his original de arture

was ignored if not forgotten. A , that

sentimental journey, now to become a

flight out of Egypt!

THE better part of an hour passed and

the Doctor was fumblingly stowing

his toilet things into his grip preparatory

to stealthy departure. A step sounded on

the uncarpeted hallway beyond his door——

came surely and unerringl down toward

that door. Dr. Chitteric threw the

hasp on his grip and with a bound was at

window No. 2, which his reconnaissance

had found to be immediately above a

peaked shed roof. The steps halted just

outside that thin pine barrier, and

knuckles knocked—lightly and with a

feminine touch, the Doctor thought.

Rusty pulleys s ueaked as the Doctor's

hands lifted thcTowcr sash. He had one

leg over the sill and was on the point of

dropping his bag to the roof below when

the knocking came again and with it a

single, muiiied word: "Buck!"

The voice was masculine; the nick

name came lingeringly and with the in

tonation of affection. The figure in the

window hesitated in indecision, fearing a

trick.

Tap~tap-tapl

“ I‘ ho is it?" Chitterley quavered with

no rear assurance.

“Tuck. let me in. It's Lemuel—your

Open up,

Buck!"

Dr. Chitterlcy scrambled back into the

room with alacriry, unlocked and threw

back the door. The dim light of a bracket

lamp some distance down the hallway

showed him a wisp little figure of a man

under a iloppy- rimmed black hat.

Narrow shoulders that rose to meet the

drooping ed es of the hatbrim, a strag

gling tuft 0? white chin whisker, like a

stray ravcling from a cotton-stufi'ed mani—

kin, a hatchery face all broken into lines

of timorous. dog-like greeting: these were

the flash impressions of Lemuel. The

Doctor tucked a finger under the sparse

whisker and tilted the chin upward, as a

taxidermist mi ht pose the head of a shy

chipmunk for t e best mounting position;

he looked long into pale blue eyes—

skittish, apologetic eyes, which now

lighted with glreat yearning.

“Lemuel isdale?" he murmured,

incredulous. "Old Lem—Hell-roarin’

Lcm-u-el?”

"Sh-h-h, Buck!" the little man twit

tered as he fumbled for the Doctor's hand

and squeezed it with hysterical fervor.

"Easy go on names, oi’ side podner."

One of the Doctor's arms swept down

on the visitor's thin shoulders and

whisked him into the room; the door was

shut and locked and they were in the

dark. The Doctor led the visitor to the

side of the bed and pushed him down to a

seat there.

"You caught me resting my eyes,” he

lied. “The gas flare on my wagon— al

ways have to be in the dark afterwards.

But Lem—Lem-u-el, ou old side

winderl" His voice me lowed in affec

tion, his hand sou ht Lcmuel’s and, find

ing, squeezed it. There was in the modu

lation of his voice and the grip of his hand

infinite pity for the stooped shoulders and

dog-like wistfulncss in the eyes of this

little man, who in that elder day had

 

  

OF course, it’s pretty soft for the man

who has made good. But, if you

look behind for the real cause of his suc

cess, you’ll find that luck played no part

whatever—TRAINING did it. Yes,

TRAINING secured through spare

rime study. TRAINING is the big

diiierence between you and the man who

holds d own the sort of job you'd like to

have. Don't worry because others get

ahead. Train yourself with the help of

the International Correspondence Schools

for the job you have in mind and you can

do as well or even better.

Tens of thousands of men, at one time

no better OH: than you, now hold good

jobs as the direct result of I. C. S. train

ing. Last year more than five thousand

took the trouble to write to the I. C. S.

reporting advancement to better positions

and bigger pay. These men had the

fighting spirit—they simply wouldn't

stay down.

Get that spirit yourself. You're a man

capable of doing bigger things. Make up

your mind to do them. But get started.

Every minute gained brings your success

so much nearer. Mark and mail this

coupon now.

I. C. 5., Box 3653, Scranton, Pl.

F_——_ _GUT OUT M‘Il——___

I iiTEiiiiATiiliiAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS—l

a" 3553, SCRANTON,PA.
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A Tennis Surprise

. F‘ctor Hcretofore it has been the custom
_ y to sell high- rode Tennis Rackets

PHCQS— through mi dlemen or in shops

conducted by sporting goods houses.
1

334 to In consequence prices have nat—

urally been kept well above cost—

so you'll be particularly pleased to

Cheaper learn about

The “Brooks,” a Man's

$10 Special

Made of second growth selected ash, with ma.

hogany throat, strongly reinforced shoulders,

strung with very best English lnnih‘s gut (15 or

16 gauge optional), cedar handles complete.

Beautiful balance. Handles 4 to 5% inches.

“'eighta 13 to 14% ounces. ()ur Factory Price

to SUNnEr readers, carriage prepaid. . . . . $6.1»

A During all these years, no manufac

turer has seen fit to market n Special

woman’. high-grade Racket for Women, hav

_ ing all the exacting features of

Special Rackets made specially for men.

Rack t We come to the rescue in this

e respect with

The “Princess,” a Woman’s

$10 Special

Same quality qualifications as the "Brooks."

Handles 4% to 5 inches. Weights 12 to 13%

ounces. Our Factory price to Susan‘ readers,

carriage prepaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00

The "West. Side"—desiirned for players who

want the principal features of n S cial without

paying for the real finesse of a ' Brooks"_or a

‘Princess." Handles 5 to 5'5 inches. Weights

1214 to 14% ounces. \Vould retail forOur Fnctory Price to SUNSET readers, camsg

prepaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.00

The "Olt'ord"-—ior Beginners. Weights 12 to

14 ounces. Would retail for $3.00. _Our Fae

tory Price to Simon‘ renders, carriage Bre

paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S‘ .00

These four Rackets are absolutely guaranteed.

Immediate deliveries assured. Money refunded

if they are not found to be as re resented. Ask

for Booklet of 1916 Rules and ourt Layout—

Frce.

BrooksTennis Racket Co.

PROVIDENCE,

RHODE ISLAND

, Reference :

, National Bank of

Commerce

  

 

 

You’ll look well—Ifyou feel well

KEEP YOUR STOMACH IN GOOD ORDER

Your complexion will be clear and your breath pure

The Eager Internal Bath Appliance

_(n syringe operated by weight of body) is conven

lent, efl'ective, com net and SAFE. Complete Outfit

$6. Our combination $3.50 fits your own water bag.

Send 2c stamp for illustrated booklet. Eager Colon

Cleanser C0,, Dept. S, 731 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

and Loch of all

sizes for pleasure or work. from the sturdy 10

footers to the big palatial cruising yachts and house boot-n

an: shown in the Specialized Boot. Book luuml try the firnylowr

L‘o., in conjunrtinn with 1300! the lending boot builders of the

mu ntry. Four time! as many boats shown as you see at any-Motor

Boat Show. Two other books on Marine Engines. Any or all sent

on request to

GRAY MOTOR CO" 33:21.‘; 'li'lfiii'iil'.
 

  

Hundreds die annually or loselilnba from Blood Poisnnlngcnuned

by cutting Corn! and Callouses. Our SAFETY CORN FILE

eliminates all danger—is painless and bloodless: once using will

“R; n nmnili's use gives permanent rellrl. Lost: [or years.

By mail 25.. B. I. (TI'AIII, I0 W. Nani-och In" lic-‘OIL Ilcb,

 

made his mark on the tough civic counte—

nance of imtown under the gay sobri

quet of ell-roarin' Lem-u-el. Of a

sudden Old Dr. Chitterley felt himself

overwhelmed by the pitiful proof of the

tra edy of life which the dim lam light

hadf revealed to him at the door. g’hat

had brought down the devil-teasing

glance in Lemuel Tisdale's eyes—that

wordless challenge which more than once

had caused a riot in a faro room, broken

heads among the valiants of the Eagle

Hose? Was it only the drain of years

that had taken the swagger from those

shoulders?

"Don't bother about a lam , Buck,"

the little man was saying. "I—Td a heap

ruther you wouldn't light u ."

"As you say, Lemuel," Ohitterley has

tily assented. Silence between them for

a minute—perhaps the embarrassment

that comes with readjustment of memories

to facts after long absence. Then from

Lemuel:

"Buck, you always was about the

closest podner Lem Tisdale ever had—
Lord love you!’I

"I counted you the same—just the

same, Lemuel."

"And I could always reckon on ol’

Buck to help me out of a tight lace, be

that a jam in a barroom fight, with

t'other fella giving me the boot, or a

bucking monitor tearing up the sluiccs

in a gravel pit." Another heartening

squeeze for riotous memory's sake.

“Well, Buck, I hears tonight there's a

big fella named Ol’ Doc Chitterley selling

medicines under a gas flare down town——

‘a big fella with whiskers like a Metliody

bishop,’ they says to me and I, who saw

those whiskers get a flying start in their

youth, I knew it must be Buck Chitterley,

come back to Jimtown after all these

ears, an’ so I just made tracks to you——

cause I'm in trouble, Buck."

“Like David and Absalom in the Good

Book," the Doctor murmured iousl'.

“Pour out your heart, Lemuel. he old

Doctor’s a sort of soul healer as well as

physician to the suffering body.”

The dark of the little hotel room was

pregnant with emotions. Lemuel hitched

himself a trifle closer to the Doctor and

cleared his throat nervously.

"It’s—it's too turrible to whisper

about, even, my trouble is. I just got to

ask you to take my word for it 'thout

going into p’ticulars. But I want to go

away with you, Buck. I want you to

sneak me out o’ Jimtown so's—so’s who's

after me won't get me.”

"The mantle of Elijah—" Dr. Chitter—

ley intoned sonorously, taking not a little

pride in a fancied patness of allusion.

"You know you're welcome to go with

me, Lemuel; no questions asked.’

“Right smart soon—tonight?" The

question came eagerly. Dr. Chitterley

pretended to weigh the exigencies of the

case.

“I war planning a couple of more days’

stay in the old town,” he hesitated; then

in a generous burst of ielding to im

ortunity: "But just or your sake,

Lemuel, I'll pull out tonight—right away

for the matter of that. We can make a

camp somewhere out under the pines on

the stage road and by tomorrow we’ll be

down Angel’s Camp way. How's that?”

“I knew you'd be the same ol' Buck,"

came the grateful whisper. “I sure had

to get out of Jimtown tonight."

The Doctor was fumblin the hasp on

his bag when he was struck y an inspira

tion.

"Lem, you still titillate the keys on the

accordion in your old-fashioned style ?"

"It's been a long time since I nursed a

push-box on my knces," the other an

swered; "but I reckon I can make a stab

at it.”

"Good—good! I have in my wagon a

first rate accordion a grateful patient up

in Sicrrnville gave me. You can come

along and play the accordion at my con

certs. And"—inspiration was still puls

ing strongly—“we'll black you up with

cork, like a minstrel, when we come to

the towns on the road. That’ll disguise

you if you are afraid of being recognized.”

“You always was an ingenious cuss,"

Lemuel assented in admiration and to

gether they tiptoed downstairs and out

through the hotel's rear door. In the

weeds there Lemuel had cached a blanket

roll, which he now recovered; it con

tained his essentials for flight. At the

Elite Stables the Doctor invented a tale

to cover his departure at such an unusual

hour, and soon the big blacks were har

nessed to the medicinelwagon. Jimtown

may have stirred uneasilyin its sleep; a

watchdog sense may have whispered to

Jimtown in a dream that here were two

reprobates fleein to the broad road be

yond the grip 0 outraged justice. But

at that, not a hand was raised to stay

themw Old Dr. Chitterley—respectable,

patriarchal Chitterley, known in love and

ratitude from Shasta to Mojave, was

decam ing ingloriously from the city of

his g0 den youth, the gold of his elder

dreams, in the com any of an abandoned

character named cll-roarin’ Lem-u-el,

who had sought sanctuary from the con

sequences of a mysterious crime under

the staff of Aesculapius. Sad and de

plorable end of a sentimental journey!

UT to where the dim brotherhood of

the lower mountains kept bivouac

under the stars rode the discredited

twain. An atmosphere of Kismet

wrap ed them about—wraiths of pines

on a illtop; whispers that came not from

lips; pencil lines of phosphorescent lire

flickering in darker caverns of gloom;

n'ystcry of rebirth lurking in an odor of

new buds and dew. Here they skirted

the rim of :in ancient hydraulic pit—a

white, leprous scar on the face of the

mountains, like a lake drained dry.

There the humpbacked shape of a mine’s

shafthousc and mill appeared, silhouetted

against the stripe of the Milky Way,

volleying sound from its batteries of

never-failing stamps. The road leagued

with the night to chasten the souls of

untimel travelers.

The octor and Lemuel could not shake

off at once the spell of the weird. The

incident of their reunion in the pitch

black hotel room, the renewal of ancient

pledges by the gri of hands unseen and

the flight into this borderland of mys

tery: all this served to throw both of the

old men back upon themselves. Then,too,

there was in both a certain restraint of

manner after so long a lapse of time. Each

was to the other a stranger with a familiar

name, accepted on the guarantee of mem

ories. Only in the half minute of lamp

light when they met at the Doctor’s door

had each seen clearly the other’s face; for

Lemuel it had been an austere, bearded
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‘ face of a man of affairs; for the Doctor \ \\_§ . \ \\‘ ‘Q‘ ‘\fi //’J

the pinched, wistful countenance of a \§-l‘\\\\\\\§i>\\\“ ‘ i a’ 'dry chip on life's back wash. Once equal ‘1L 1 ’ / ///

adventurers in the empire of youth, now

they were conscious of a gulf between ,

their stations, which could be bridged

only by the magic of an ancient bond.

50 rude was the shock the medicine

man had sustained that night in Jim

town's courthouse square, so real his fear

of a pursuing and vengeful Maggie Tier

ney, that his imagination peopled the

black copses along the way with shawled

furies, his ear caught the sound of pur

suing feet. As for Lemuel, by his own

confession he was without doubt fleeing

the consequences of a crime; that, as the

good Doctor argued, put him in worse

case than himself. Lemuel’s cogitations

became unbearable. He needed the tonic

of the stronger man's outlook on life and

affairs—and instinctivel Lemuel recog
nized the personality ofyhis protector as

infinitely more resisting than his own.

“Buck," he began timidly, "I reckon

You’ve got a heap more out of life than I

ave."

Dr. Chitterley seized by instinct upon

the opportunity to swing back to the sub

jective attitude andlvaunt himself.

“I wish, my dear Lemuel, while we are

together you would address me as Doc

tor,” he gently chided. “I think the dig

nity of my profession would suffer even

in my eyes if you continued to use that

old term of brevity, albeit in affection."

“All right, Doc—I mean Doctor,"

came the humble answer. "I reckon I’ve

got no right to make free with your

dignit r."

" ‘Doc’ will not be offensive, Lemuel."

Delicate consideration for an inferior’s

susceptibilities was in the Doctor's tone.

 

" ‘Buck,’ you see, recalls all my old wild j

life—the days before I found my mission.

‘Buck,’ i may say, seems to stand for

barroom companionship, roistering nights

and general looseness of character which,

unfortunately, might be charged up

against my early career in {limtowm

'Dum vivimus, vivamus,’ as t e Latin

poet Scipianus said and which I'll trans

late for you, Lemuel: that means, Youth

drinks hard liquor; but Age drinks

wisdom.”

Dr. Chitterley had now slip ed into

his finest philosophical mood, fiis most

resonant oratorical strain.

“You ask me, Lemuel, what my life

has been since I ut behind me the fri

\‘0lities we share together many years

ago. Well——-"

THE two big blacks took the medicine

'agon through the dark at a steady

pace and the Doctor, enthralled by the

epic measure of his own Odyssey, opened

to the wondering eyes of the _limtown

recluse a romantic page. Forty robust

years were conned b the art of an indi

vidualist. Lemuel Tisdale—ancient alias,

Hell-roarin’ Lem-u-el—was left by the

narrative shriveled to the substance of

charred paper.

"And now, Lemuel, tell the Old Doctor

something of your own interesting life,"

Chitterley urged in afterthought of

charity. He looked down upon the

floppy rim of the big hat below his

shoulder; nothing but a tuft of chin

whisker was visible beneath it. “\Vhat

have you done in the forty years we've

been apart?"
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fimHavoline Oil Goes To College

Purdue University, Indiana's noted

school of higher learning, sponsors

the superiority of Havoline Oil.

N a competitive test with the twelve leading automo

bile oils, Havoline demonstrated its pre-eminence,

not merely in one, but in every essential element,

by which the value of lubricants is judged.

In wearing qualities, Havoline led all others.

In heat-resisting properties, Havoline led all competitors.

In minimizing frictional loss, Havoline Oil led its competitors.

In uniform-quality in all temperatures, Havoline stood highest.

The purpose-0f the tests was purely scientific. It was carried on

independently by the Mechanical Department of Purdue Univer

sity. It settles once and-for all the question of priority in lubricants.

It gives scientific sanction to the famous Havoline slogan—

“It Makes A Difference"

No matter where you buy Havoline Oll—mountlln nl‘llc. village store

or city supvly smion —- you can always depend upon getting the same

qualities which gave H avollne first place at Purdue University.

Despite .lls superiority. it com no more than the mxr bell brand;

Zpmqggo'gg INDIAN REFINING COMPANY _1;

Goal to College." Dept ‘ ‘S’ ' NEW YORK I It
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HREE seats, all in the

Tonneau, is one distinc

tive feature of the

Briscoe Three-passenger

Roadster. The same bewitch

ing French lines, sturdy

chassis, cantilever spring

suspension, deep cushions and

complete equipment are combined

in both Roadster and Touring Car.

Every essential of motor car satis

faction is present in the Briscoe,—

the best liked car on the Coast.

THREE-PASSENGER ROADSTER

FIVE-PASSENGER TOURING

“Eight”—$1050 here

“Four”~$ 850 here

The

Pacific

KisselKar

Branch

Briscoe

Distributors

Van Ness at Geary

San Francisco

Los Angeles, Portland, Oakland

Pasadena, San Diego
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Ride on Savages and you will secure:

Road Comfort—Every Savage Tire is

proportioned exactly right, and is shock

absorbing in the highest degree. Easy on

you, easy on the car.

Extra Mileage—1,000 extra miles in the

guarantee—adjustments on the basis of

4, 500 miles instead of 3 , 500. Andanywhere

up to 15,000 extra miles in actual mileage.

Many Savages run over 20,000 miles.

Factory Prices-—Savage Tires are sold

direct through branch stores and employed

distributors. Qualityconsidered,our prices 1

are very, very low.

Let us give you the name of a distributor

near you. Ask for free Tire Book No. 147.

THE SAVAGE TIRE COMPANY

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Branch Stores:

San Francilco - - - 1125-27-29 Van Noon Avonuo

Loo Angelou - - - - - - 700 W. 7th Street

San Diego - - - - - - 936 Second Street

\

W
s

when not .n use.

In. O‘N-‘il. Nm'ldl.

AUTO COMFORT
r09 MOTHER AND BABY

Please the Baby and all Your Guests with

The Hilton Hammock

A cozy tied with sun and wind Iliirhi. nmhrd m robe

rlil hclng mother, but out of Ivcrytme'l way.

“Greatly pinned; cl-rveridea" writes

"Story of Hilton Hammock" suit

fn‘c. "lmmnck di-llvcrcd onywhrrc. $5: wr-rth It, (m

llntle trip. Order tndly. lloncy back guurlnlflr. Arr-nu

trial-ing big money in spam time.

Hilton Hammock Co.

1300 American Bank Building

Seattle. Wuh

p-vvu than"
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nd to-dly {or one or mor ,
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RE
bbun so you can start welrlmt your Unir- n "vi-v.

Friendship .lswzlry Co.. 83 Chambers St. D¢pL545,NewYork
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THE NORTHER

A WHlRLWlND STORY BY

GEORGE PATTULLO

“Lived in Jimtown forty years an’ in

hell thirty-nine—thirty-nine an’ two

months,” came the bitter answer. Dr.

Chitterley, touched by the hint of tragedy

in his companion’s terse summary,

clucked sympathetically to his team arid

waited for more light. But Lemuel was

mute.

“l—ah—you have my sympathy,” the

Doctor murmured, thinking to cover

Lemuel’s case in a general way. "Life,

my dear Lemuel, is but the crackling of

thorns under a pot, as Marcus Aurelius

says."

"My pot must have been cracked when

I was born,” the melancholy Lemuel com

mented.

"Come—come, old friend!”

arm circled Lemuel’s thin

“Let us not re inc. If you care to tell

me your troubrkwhy you came to me

tonight and asked me to take you away

from Jimtown—"

“I dasn’t dare, Buck—I mean, Doc."

was the tense answer. “I'm so bad I'm

afraid of myself, an’ I'm runnin’ away

from the biggest trouble any man could

tie to. You said, ‘no questions asked.v

Stick to that program, an’ Lord love

on!”

Silence fell between them then. Dr.

Chitterley tooled the big blacks ab

stractly, weighing in his mind the com

parative gravity of murder or arson—

nothing less could be on Lemuel’s con

science—and an action for breach of

promise brought against a professional

man of spotless character in the fulness

of honored years.

THE runaways dared make their first

public appearance onl after a sec

ond night of flight and when by a cir

cuitous route throu h the ranges they

had come to Angels Camp, a mining

town at safe distance from Jlmtown. An

afternoon spent on their backs on clean,

odorous pine needles and under the tonic

downpouring of ardent sunshine lulled

their fears and instilled renewed confi

dence in the ultimate goodness of life.

That long, laz afternoon was one of re

hearsal; the goctor with his banjo and

Lemuel fin ering the stops of the ‘‘push

box.” Ol tunes they had roared to

gether in the golden age gone by were

mulled over, harmonies established.

Lemuel's singing voice had the sharp.

rasping quality of a tin whistle on a pea

nut stand; but he was an earnest per

former, and the whine of the accordion

worked wonders in taking the edge off

his high notes. As the sun declined to

the purple ridges they took the road

again, heading toward a distant plume

of coppery smoke, which marked the

smelters and the scene of their joint

premiere.

Electric lights were sparklin frostily

under the wooden awnings o Angel’s

main street when the medicine wagon

trundled into town. But no grand entry.

as in the instance of Jimtown; no “fancy

ribbon work.” Very circumspectly the

Doctor kept his team to a side street until

he found a livery stable; then he piloted

the timorous Lemuel to a very modest

miners’ hotel almost under the eaves of a

clanking mine hoist. There, after hasty

stoking in the dining room, a room was

A heavy

shoulders.

lN MAY SUNSETBend [or our Ip-rlll propmitlnn to

lulnrrlptlun gnu-rs. (finnlnlnn

Illnaror, Bruin-t Mngnlln. Bun

Front-hm.

requisltioned for purposes of a studio.

and under the uncertain light ofa lamp

(Continued on page 94)
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MY MON U M ENT

By Amelia B. Rolker

HEN sorrow came, and troubles thick

and fast

Piled up around me to obscure with gloom

The vision of a brighter day to come,

I cried within me, “Lord, what have I done

That I should walk this dreary, darkened trail,

And carry extra burdens that add pain

Unto my fainting heart? My strength is frail,

The way so steep and long, and I grow wear)’;

I fain would drop the load and rest awhile.”

At once I stopped, and, tugging at the Cords

Which bound the heavy load I bore, I found

Theyhad been tied by stronger hands thanmine

And powerless was I to loose the knots.

Exhausted then I sank beside the road,

And listened in the silence for a sound

Of those behind, still toiling up the path.

As each one struggled on with bended back,

Some, bearing heavier burdens than mine own,

Would turn and smile, adding a cheery word;

Others, who scarce had aught that I could see,

Wouldpassunheedingas with scowlsandgroans,

(‘ursing the “luck” which led them on their way,

They stumbled onward o’er the deepest ruts.

And then a voice within me seemed to say:

“Why sit here, helpless,while the burden grows?

.\Iy place is in the line of those ahead;

They have companions on their weary road,

Grief, want and pain are means unto the end!"

Even as I heard, I started forth again,

And, leaning on the sudden strength of Prayer,

With heart awake to catch the cry of those

Who needed only help to rise again,

And eager eyes strained upward so to catch

The first gray dawning of my coming day,

I climbed the ancient pathway deeply worn

By countless weary feet for ages past.

At last, upon the summit’s height I stood,

And viewed the scene before me. Silver-bright

The River Peace meandered happily

Along the Valley of my Dearest Dreams,

Where High Ideals rose like temple-groves.

There, towering in grandeur side by side,

The steadfast Mountains of my Strength stood

clear;

Some ruts and crevices appeared, which showed

Where storms of life had left their imprint deep.

Standing entranced, I felt the burden slip;

My IfJZICk grew straight again, my breath came

tee.

Turning to see the nature of my load,

My heart stood still with joy and ecstasy.

For there before me stood a shaft of stone,

White in the sunshine of my Promised Day.

Rich carvings traced the pattern of my life,

Though marred in places by my heavy falls;

Each little act of kindness by the way

Done in His Name, was graved forever there.

Hope's eyes looked deep into the eyes of Faith;

Each grasped the hands of Loneliness and Want,

While Love-in-Sacrifice stood sweetly forth

And pointed onward to the Promised Land.

Turning, I left my burden there, to be

A sign post unto those who followed on,

While rest and light awaited me within

The beckoning Valley of my Heart’s Desire.
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most perfect

sanitary conditions.

‘ Sold in all the States: Ber
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Provinces.
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PEACHES
1 The South San Joaquin Irrigation Dia

trict produces peaches of auperior qual

ity. California peaches. dried an

cann . are ltnown in the markets of

the entire world. Nowhere is fruit of

finer flavor and firmer texture grown.

'l he California product commands the

top prices.

RIVER KNOLL GROVES

1 We have a few selected ten-acre peach

tracts in the South San Joaquin Irriga

tion District. three houra from San Fran

ciaco. he trees are now In bearing.

These tracts were scientifically planted

and tended by expert horticulturista

under our orsonal supervision. and are

guaranteed in perfect condition. No

pioneering.

 

1 For a limited time we are offering these

aplendid bearing groves at $350 and $400

an acre; liberal terma may be arranged.

RAISE CHICKENS

1' Poultry may be raised profitably in con

nection wit t e orc ard. Conditions

are ideal in this district for success with

poultry and also for dairying and

alfalfa raising. We make special induce

ments to purchaaera who can go upon

the tracts at once.

{I Write for illustrated folder and com

plete information.

THE REALTY SALES

COMPANY

1208-9-10 Hobart Building

San Francisco, California

Bank references upon request.

 

 

is EW PALACTE r7)TE—L
Cor. 5th and Elm Strceta SAN DIEGO

Exclusive Famil Hotel. American or European plan.

Rm n00 per a’ly up. PM but w. A. uni-writs"
Mayne, Mgr.

organization covers the entire West and the scrvlcvs are
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The Sunset Country
Here follow timely and interesting facts concerning the great Pacific Slope. the country served by Sunset Magazine.

ISunset Magazine Service Bureau. Conducted in conjunction with this department. supplies disinterested information concerning

The purpose is [0 guide and advise tho stranger. whether tourist or hornesoeker.

Questions and answers of general interest. illustrative of the

general service of tho Bureau. will be found below. I The annonncenmnts of hotels. railroads. steamship lines. resortsmomrnunltles

and colonization companies appearing in these columns have been investigatod by Sunset Magazine and are reliable and trustworthy.
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Lots in the Tall Timber

Q. Can You tell me whether business

lots in the rawford Point Addition near

Marshfield, Oregon, 25x15o feet, are

worth $250? These lots are offered by

the Portland, Eugene and Coos Bay Land

Company, which claims that the new

railroad from Eugene to Marshficld will

establish a depot and ards close to the

addition. Are these ots good invest

ments?—C. W. B., WATERTOWN, S. D.

A. In our opinion the property offered

by the Portland, Eugene and Coos Bay

Land Company is valuable as acreage

only. A time may come when this prop

erty will have a definite real residential

value, but that time is so far in the future

that, in our opinion, the purchase of a

25-foot lot at the price asked is a gamble

of the poorest sort.

, The property is separated from Marsh

field by the full width of Coos Bay, and in

our judgment there is as much excuse

for a 25-foot lot at residential-property

rices on the east side of the bay as there

iS for an ice plant in Circle City. So long

as there is an abundance of reasonably

priced acreage in the immediate vicinity

of Marshfield itself, the value of 25-foot

lots on the other side of the bay is ex

tremely problematical.

Problems of a Land Buyer

Q. Can you send me some information

concerning the part of the San Joaquin

valley lying on the Kern county and

Tulare county line in the neighborhood of

the town of Delano, Cal, and lands known

as the Delano Bench? 1 would like to

have answers to the following questions

with the idea in view of making a home

there on about 20 acres of land under irri

gation. Is the nature of the underground

supply such that there will always be

ample water, even though the whole sec

tion comes under irri ation? Is the soil
as rich as that in the 'lgurlock region? Are

the soil constituents such that oranges

can be raised without fertilizer and if not,

would commercial fertilizer have to be

used and at what cost per acre? Fi uring

out all expenses and costs, incfuding

owner’s labor, what would you consider

a safe annual return on 10 acres of oranges

in the fifth to tenth years inclusive? On

[0 acres of alfalfa? Of course that de

pends much upon the care taken, but as

suming the best care is exercised that an

 

new

Sunset Magazine Service Bureau

Conducted under the supervision of Walter V. Woehlke

The following gcneral questions and answers are typical oi the sarvicc supplied by the Bureau

Stanips should lw enclosed in letters of inquiry and lull name and address plainly written.

Address all communications to Sunset Mngazi no Service Bureau. 460 Fourth Street. San Francisco.

intelligent and conscientious person could

take. Is the orange crop sure in that

region? Is that as good orange land as

that around Porterville? Would potato

and onion crops be profitable and would

they in any war interfere with orange

trees if planted between the rows while

the trees were coming to bearing age?

Do you consider that part of the country

better for any other tree crops rather than

oranges for one who expects to locate

there and make a living from 20 acres?

What would you consider a good crop to

raise between rows for the first few years,

or rotation of cm s? Would the market

probably be goo for such crops? Are

the citrus growers’ organizations capable

of handling all orange crops at profitable

prices to the rowers? Is there any rea

son to think t at there might be a possi

bility of over roduction of oranges in

California? hat is land in that section

worth without water developed for irri

ation purposesP—H. G. B., ASHLAND,

RE.

A. We do not know of a “Delano

Bench." From the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada the land slopes gradually, almost

im erccptibly, toward the trough of. the

va lay and there is no bench formation.

Your question about the underground

water supply can be answered only by

actual experience. However, it is possible

to judge of the future by the conditions

that have arisen with the development of

the water su ply in adjacent districts.

In the citrus belt of Tulare county, Cal,

the suppl of underground water proved

to be bot scant and expensive when the

number of wells and pumps multiplied

and the drain u on the underground

resources increase . The water problem

in all of the districts has become trouble

some and irrigation districts have been

organized to solve the problem on a per

manent basis. To the east of Delano,

toward the trough of the valley, the water

supply improves and artesian water has

been found, but of course the amount of

alkali and hard an in the lowlying sec

tions of the valiey and frost conditions

make the cultivation of citrus fruit im

possible in the artesinn belt. One com

pany has spent a very large amount in the

development of well water in the' Delano

district and its supply should be per

manent, though some of its wells are

bothered through the inflow ofquicksand.

The soil of the San Joaquin valley, as
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everywhere in an arid region, varies so

markedly in narrow limits that a general

comparison between two districts is use

less. The best thin to do is to select a

20-acre tract and ave a soil analysis

made. No matter how rich the soil may

be, in the end it will require fertilization

when it is continually cropped to the

same fruit. The orange tree is a voracious

feeder and will exhaust certain ingre

dients of the soil, necessitating artificial

fertilization after a certain period.

You could not figure on a very large

return during the fifth and sixth years of

an orange grove’s life. If your grove is

well taken care of and handled by a man

who knows his business, we would say

that you could expect a yield of one

acked box per tree as the average yield

between the fifth and ninth years in the

San Joaquin valley. In the eighth, ninth

and tenth years you should be able to

count on one and a half packed boxes to

the tree, which would give you approxi

mately 120 boxes per acre. Figuring

ve conservatively, a packed box oughttorfiring $1.00 at the lowest, f. o. b. the

shipping point, so that the lowest gross

return you should expect the ninth and

tenth years would be $125 per acre. As

we stated above the yield in the fifth,

sixth and seventh ears is problematic.

On an acre of a falfa you should have,

with a modicum of care and labor, about

five tons per annum. It is not safe to

figure on more than $5.50 per ton in the

stack, and you can see from this what the

average return would be. Of course, the

income would be higher if you feed the

crop to your own stock.

No, we could not say that the orange

crop in the largest part of the Delano dis

trict is safe and sure. Experience has

proven that the so-called thermal belt,

which has warm, almost frostless winter

weather, is very narrow and lies only in

the highest art of the valley floor close

to the foot ills. Experience has also

proven that an orchard located to the

west of this narrow belt will produce

profitable crops in some years while in

other years the frost gets the fruit. Only

a personal investi ation on the ground, by

one who knows t e district well, can de

termine whether any piece of property is I;

within the thermal belt or outside of it.

Taking the district as a whole we would

consider that olives, prunes, figs and

peaches would hear more regularly and

more abundantly in the largest part of

the district than citrus fruits.

Taking an average of the last ten years

we can say unhesitatingly that the organi

zation of the citrus growers has proved its

ability to sell its crops at a reasonable

profit. Considering the fact that a lar e

amount of territory has been definitely

proven to be unsuited to citrus culture

and that the area of really truly citrus

land has been shown by the 1913 frosts to

be strictly limited, we do not believe that

there will be an overproduction of oranges

in California.

Potatoes and other truck crops can be

planted between the rows of young trees

without causing appreciable injury. A

ood many crops have paid well in this

district, but the best paying product de

pends largely upon the condition of the

markets. We cannot predict, of course,

how the market on any particular crop is

going to be next year. You should obtain

the advice of a disinterested expert before
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Great four day: Round-up ll San June July lit to 4th inclusive—Come and you will lure have one good kiln!

TOURIST~HOMESEEKER~FARMER

Santa Clara County
CALIFORNIA

THIRTY MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO

The Garden Spot of the Golden State has something to offer you all

If you are a Tourist the Mount Hamilton and Lick Observatory

trip will delight you, or you can run into the State Redwood

Park and see the giant trees in their primeval beauty. Good

automobile roads throughout the county with always something

to see and enjoy. Include San lose in your itinerary of travel

this year. Good Hotels.

If you are a Homeseeker Santa Clara County offers you

thousands of ideal sites for your Californian bungalow; a

glorious climate, never too hot or too cold; unrivalled educa

tional facilities for your children; flowers, fruit, beautiful

scenery, everything to make life happy and comfortable.

If you are a Farmer our great orchards of ,

prunes,apricots, peaches,cherries,wal- , y’\\\ DON'T DELAY.

nuts will interest you. Our rich soil,

our excellent markets, our canner

ies and dryers Wlll appeal to you.

Some capital is needed to

settle here for our land is

highly developed and we

have long since passed

the pioneer stage. It

is a country of com

fortandprosperity.

FREE BOOKLET. Write

today or send coupon for Our \

beautifully illustrated Gel-page

booklet descriptive of the county,

its crops, climate and industries

PUBLICITY MANAGER

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
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Where

Money Talks

and

Figures Count

: I795 Miles of Southern

Q Pacific railroad in Cali

-‘: fornia are protected by

Interlocking and Auto

matic Block Safety

Signals. This is 95 per

cent of the total steam

railroad mileage in the

State so protected, and

represents an expendi

ture ofoverFive Million

Dollars.

Southern Pacific in l9l3

received the first Gold

Medal awarded by the

5; American Museum of
i ' Safety for the l‘Utmost

Progress in Safety and

Accident Prevention,"

jQ and at the San Fran

; ‘ cisco Exposition, l9l5.

received the Grand

Prize, the highest

award, for Safety First

' Appliances, as well as

for Railway Track,

Equipment and Motive

g Power.

5

Travel via
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and after buying. The Service Bureau

is prepared to recommend such an expert

‘ on request.

Land in the Delano section without

irrigation water 18 not worth a whoop.

i Land underlain with water which can be ‘

1 developed at a reasonable cost 18 held at .

prices ranging from $50 per acre up.

The Little Landers Again

Q. Would you advise a man in my

position to join a Little Landers colony? I

am 46 years old, a carpenter, and am

making $4.50 a day at my trade here, but

I want to provide against the day when

I won’t be able to work hard any more. ‘

I have $1100 saved up and am thinking

of buying an acre in the Hayward Heath

colony. Can you tell me whether land in

that colony would be a good investment?

I have two children to support.—_]. S. B.,

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

A. We would strongly urge you not to ,

invest your money in the tracts offered

by the so-called Little Landers. \Ve have

repeatedly stated that in our opinion an

acre is entirely too small a piece of land

upon which the average man could make

a living. Unless he is peculiarly fitted for

the work and has had extensive and long

experience, he cannot possibly support a

family on an acre. Furthermore, the re

ports about the so-called Hayward Heath

colony in California are not at all en- ‘

couraging. We understand that most of

the land is offered by the promoters at

$1200 an acre, a price which in our

opinion is far beyond the actual value of

this tract. A great deal of the land is

stiff clay and needs extensive mulching

: and plowing under of vegetable matter

before it can be worked.

The promoters promised to deliver water

but last summer the supply ran short -

ye?! early in the season, we understand,

an the colonists had a terrific time try

ing to keep alive. So far as we know the ,

water situation has not yet been remedied

and dissatisfaction among the colonists

is eneral.

%0 not be misled by the words of men

who prate of cooperation, of a good liv

ing on a little land—sure, of social halls

and a wonderful community life, when

these same men fail to keep their promises

and sell inferior land at outrageously high

prices. Hang on to your_money and take

a correspondence course in the particular ‘

line of agriculture you want to follow be

fore you invest your savings in land.

Gobblers in Western Oregon

Q. I understand there is a valley in

Oregon where turkeys are raised in large

numbers. Could ou tell me where thisvalley is, what liand costs and what

methods are followed by the turkey

raisers? \Ve have a little capital and ex

perience with poultry and we are looking

for a place with a fairly dry, mild climate

where we could raise turkeys for the

market.——MRS. A. C. E. B., SEA'ITLE,

WASH.

A. Douglas county in the Umpqua

valley is probably the best turkey raising

district in the state. At any rate it has

‘been more highly developed in that

county than in any other. The town of

Oakland ships out large quantities of

turke s each year to different coast cities,

including San Francisco. The business,
m l however, is not very highly specialized. l

 

  

Oregon Walnuts

ls the title of our new illustra

ted book dealing with Walnut

Culture in Oregon.

The English Walnut is being

grown profitably in Western

Oregon.

The Walnut is a staple and

finds a ready market at good

prices. The average impor

tation of English Walnuts the

last four years has been

30,000,000 pounds. Not

much chance for overpro

duction.

There is in Western Oregon

plenty of good land suitable

for Walnut growing.

A postal will bring you

our new book “Oregon

Walnuts."

JOHN M. SCOTT

GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT

PORTLAND. OREGON

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
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Send now

for this book

Send a postcard

to the address

below and we'll

mail to you free

a beautiful re

cipe book called

"Sunkist Salads

and Desserts."

it will tell you

how to make

delicious dishes

with orangesand

lemons. Eve

housewife n

just such a book.

Ever family

will elight in

the new dishes

it suggests.

 

 

 

 

  

I he beauty—

the tendemess—

the healthfulness—

the deliciousness of

unkist
California seedless Navel

()lranges
should make you want more of them.

Fresh from California with its wonderful sunshine, this sweet, juicy, luscious fruit brings

to your home one of Nature's richest bountles.

To salads and desserts—to hundreds of them—this orange lends a flavor and a healthful

ness that not all foods contain.

Free peeling, seedless, firm but tender—it stands alone—the ideal orange—for culinary uses.

And your whole family would be better for more oranges. Why not serve them every day

—at every meal})

* * * * *

Sunkist are shipped to every market by the California Fruit Growers Exchange, a strictly

non-profit, co-operative organization of eight thousand growers whose sole purposes in organ

izing are to grow better fruit, and distribute it so economically that every family may have

oranges at a reasonable cost.

All good dealers everywhere sell Sunkist oranges and lemons. Look for the tissue
wrappers marked “Sunkistn and save these wrappers for beautiful silverware.

California Fruit Growers Exchange
CO-OPERATIVE—NON-PROFIT

Eastern Headquarters, Dept. A-96, 139 N. Clark Sh'eet, Chicago
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CRATER LAKE JI‘HE _IE\VEL OF THE CASCADES

On! u] 11'” :1!" \Ir L'II-IIJ _ln-m "Th! l,VIIld 0/ Lfm'ng Color“

SUNSET "-"nd ‘(Bib LAND g‘LIVING COLOR

$100 "IR for $2.00 (if 75.215375;Ixxzirfiziisttzrt:

m: LAND 9f‘ LIVING COLOR is a de luxe edition of SUNSET color pictures

with introductory text, bound in double strength dark green paper with golden

poppy embossed cover design. Retails everywhere at $1.50.

SUNSET you know *the Magazine of all the West, dealing with its problems, pic

turing its beauties and containing fiction written around its great outdoors. SUNSET

for one year—regular price $1.50. You may send SUNSET and ‘@‘e LAND 9f

LIVING COLOR to different addresses if you wish. Lack of space will not per

mit a coupon so write your order on the margin below and mail with remittance.
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The farmers there, or a large proportion of

them, keep a flock of turkeys and to many

of them the turkeys are the main source of

profit. The turkeys have wide range over

the large farms and in that way the cost

of care and feeding is reduced to a mini

mum. The farmers there have been ver

successful in the rearing of turkeys. I);

is not a business, either in that county or

in any other district of the country, that

lends itself very readil to specialization. ‘

'l urkeys' require consi erable range to do

Well. -

Land in the vicinity of Oakland and

Roseburg, suitable for turkey raising, as

well as for the production of other crops,

may be had at ve reasonable prices.

Good farm land suita le for turkey raising

could probabl

acre, more or less. We would not advise

anyone going into the business on a few

acres and keeping any large number of

turkeys.

The equipment needed to start in a

modest way need not be very much. The

main item would be the stock itself. In

Douglas county the turkeys are hatched

in parks of an acre or two in small cheap

Coops, then after they are hatched the

hen turkey is turned into the fields with

her brood and she rustles for most of her

living during the summer. No expensive

houses are needed.

High-Priced Potato Land

Q. Will you cite me the best section of

California for growing Irish potatoes?

\Vhat would be about the average cost of

land for that purpose? I am looking for

a district where irrigation is not neces

sary.—W. D. S., ASHLAND, Oiiio.

A. The only large district in California

where potatoes are grown without irriga

tion is the Salinas valley, the largest val

ley in the Coast Range south of San

Francisco. The annual production of the

Salinas Burbank potato reaches the value

of $i,ooo,ooo and the quality of this

potato is known eve here in the South

lt PAYS to Grow (itrus Fruits at FONTANA

 
 

t Where Growers Get the TOP of the MARKET

be purchased for $50 an ‘

  

l
i BOYl-IOOD GRAPEFRUIT

  

west. Practically al the potatoes ‘in_the

Salinas valley are grown without irriga- ‘

tion. Approximate y 5000 acres are de

voted to potatoes in this district and the

average yield per acre is 75 to 80 sacks of

125 pounds each. In the river bottom

land around Salinas the yield not infre

quently rises to 125 sacks per acre. In

r914 N. F. Martin of Salinas produced

5600 sacks on 38 acres, averaging r55

sacks to the acre.

But the price of land is also high in the

vicinity of Salinas; north and east of the

river unimproved land of good quality is

held at prices ranging from $95 to $125

per acre. On this land, however, irriga

tion is necessary. The best sugar beer

and potato land is not on the market ex

cept at prices ranging from $250 to $400

per acre, without improvements, and the

farmers are not anxious to sell as they are

makin good interest on this valuation.

So ar as quantity is concerned the

biggest potato district in California lies

in the vicinity of Stockton on the so

called islands reclaimed from the over

flow lands of the San Joaquin river.

Most of these island potatoes are raised

by Japanese and Chinese tenants who

lease large tracts from the owners. The

crop is roduced by irrigation. This

overflow and protected by levees can be

bought for about $125 to $150 an acre. ‘
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Each check above represents the actual payment for a car of fruit.

Deduct about fifty cents per box from the oranges and grapefruit, and about 70 cents per box

for lemons, and you will see what the GROWER got for the fruit. after paying ALL expenses of

picking, hauling, cleaning. wrapping, packing. loading on cars, shipping and selling.

That leaves NET, $4.18 per box for the Grapefruit; ‘1.98 per box for the Oranges; $2.21 per

box for the Lemons.

A car to the acre is not an unusual production. Half a car is probably below average.

These are “top-market" prices; each car brought the highest price for a car, sold that day.

Fontnns. soil and climate produce "Fontana Quality."

We are oiferlng our Fontana Orange Groves upon a basis of actual productive value.

That's why.

“'e

want the buyer to compare the cost of five or ten acres here, with the cost of any sort or farm‘

ing land anywhere, that will produce as much revenue and is likely to produce as reliably.

The best part of owning an orange grove is not going to be the climate. though that is

delightful. right in the very heart of Southern California. on the trolley line from Los Angeles; it

is not the scenery. the roses and palms, though they are beautiful. The best part is

GETTING THE MONEY FOR YOUR FRUIT

The "Fontana Plan" provides a. way for a man with a. surplus to pay for his grove while

the trees are bearing, while he keeps on at his job.

The Fontnnn. Poultry Plan provides a way for a. man to make immediately a good living

while his trees are growing to hearing age.

References:

Savings Bank. San Bernardlno National Bank; First National Bank of Rlalto.

Sunset magazine. First National Bank of Los Angeles. Los Angeles Trust &

We have hundreds

of satisfied buyers. many in Fontana, others all over the United States.

You may safely write us, frankly telling what capital you have. and what you want to do

with it, and we will write you equally frankly and tell you what Fontnna can do for you.

FONTANA LAND COMPANY

Address

Merchants Nat’! Bank 131113..

Los Angeles, Calif.

Fontann.

California.
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" he Scenic,

B'i/o‘nderlond
SEE IT THIS YEAR

and become intimately

acquainted with that

LAND UP THERE

Wonderful mountains and glaciers

_—Thoussnds of islands, bays and

lasks lndisns at Work in

their native Totem Pole Villages,

weaving fantastic baskets and mats

and shaping huge cedar logs into

graceful mulii - colored canoes.

Halibut fisheriesand salmon traps—

Canneries — Operating mines.

our Steamers land at all interesting

points and out-of-the-wsy places

not possible to see by other routes.

Passengers have lots of

time ashore to see it all

\Vritc today for rates, full

particulars and illustrated

ALASKA FOLDER “Address

Bordorekine'lransporlationCo.

A.l‘.|ll|ltl$.ltr. BJJdiUllULGJ. IPA

Suillt. Wishing!“
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LET US SUGGEST A

VACATION PLAN FOR YOU

Road maps. Garage data and also complete

first-hand Information of this entire section.

gathered personally by the Management.

all for the free use of guests. Write now for

complete literature and travel information.

.1

HEWWASHINGTON HOTEL

J. c . MARMADUKEMGR

t SEATTLE .WASHINGTON
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How the Australian Government

Waters the Dry Lands of the

Commonwealth, by Edward F. Alla-l
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B. Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . .. Sanger

Coo" Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . vCooling»

Selma lumber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .Selnia

Clovis Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . Clovis
  

Reed y Chamberof Commerce. .. _Rcedley

Kinéurg Chamber of Commerce . . Kmgshurg

Few Chamber of Commerce“ .. .Fowler
  

E MOCKING BIRD’S CHEERFUL SONG

greets the Fresno County farmer every morn

' ing, rainyseason and summer. There are no real

winters in Fresno County; no rain in the long

Lg,‘ summer. Nothing but sunshine—and water from the

snow peaks of the Sierra. Nevada. Lotsof it. Sunshine allthegrowing

time, water when wanted—and deep, rich soil. Can you beat that?

The usual size of Fresno County farm-homes is 20 to 50 acres.

Owners have electricity, telephones, autos, good roads, good schools, good, live,

progressive neighbors. There is room for you in this great county. Here there

is money in friut, hogs, alfalfa, poultry, vegetables, and dairy roducts, for the

man who works. We don’t want any other kind. The energetic armer with some

capital has a good chance under almost ideal conditions. We help him to get

started right, and help him to make good. Ask us for our beautifully illustrated

booklet and information about Fresno County’s opportunities, frrc. Address

Fresno County Chamber of Commerce, Fresno, California _

  

  

or

Parlier Chamber of Commerce. . .. .. ,. .. .. .Parlier

Raisin Cit Chamber of Commerce. . . ..Rai;in City

Riverdale hsmburol' Commerce . . . ., .. . llii'crdalc

Laton Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . , . . Laton

Kcrman Chamber of Commerce. . . .. . . .. .Kerman

Oranizc Cove Chamber of Commerce . ,Orunge Cove

(‘aruthcrs Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . .Carutherl

 

 

HOTEL PLAZA

FACING PLAZA OF UNION SQUARE

POST AND STOCKTON STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

AMERlCAN EUROPEAN

$3.50 Upwnrd ‘I .50 Upward

HOTEL PLAZAA CO

Hotel Stewart

SAN FRANCISCO

Geary Street inst on’ Union Square

European Plln $1.50 n dly upwnrd

Breakfast 50c Luncheon 50: Dinner $1.00

Most famous meals in United States

 

 

 

Summer there nmrlVamo delightful viii Honolulu Ind Simon.

Splendid 10.000 ton. twin-screw Amerlun steamer: every

21 day- lrom San Francisco (Aprll I1, I“, 2, 83'3"“, 1'),

Return ist. clan. "IT-50! 2nd class. .225! including China and

Japan, Ln. class, ‘615' to Honolulu. M5. ll. 7.. BURNETT.

11 Battery Pllce. New l'orl. or ()(‘EL'HO R. R-(KL

67!) Market St. . S. F.. Col.

5T“BY SHORT LINE
 

" $9.000 offered for certain in

entions. Book “How to Obtain

a Patent" and "\Vhat to Invent"

sent free. Send rontzh sketch for free

report no to pntentnbillty. Manufacturers

‘ constantly writingus for patents we have

obtained. Patents advertised for sale at our

I expense.

CIGANDLII‘CNINDLII. PIQQIR Att'yn

Bat 20 Years. 1040 I’. It.Wlnhlngton, n.c.

 

 

  

 

(Continued from page 86)

Dr. Chitterley achieved a masterpiece of

impressionistic art, with smudged cork for

a brush and the irregular features of his

partner in crime serving as canvas. A

startling nocturne in black and white was

the result; inasmuch as Lemuel stoutly

refused to part with his chin whisker,

relic of happier days and badge of his

manhood, that appendage stuck out from

the dull ebony of his features with more

than ever the aspect of a raveling from a

rent in the countenance of a ventrilo~

quist’s doll. The floppy black hat settled

low enough over his ears to conceal his

white poll.

With considerable secret misgivings

Dr. Chitterley piloted the medicine wagon,

vividly bright under the gasoline flare, to a

opulous corner of Angel's main street.

or in cars had the worthy medical man

suifere such trepidation at an“o ening."

He felt that his snowy hair and card of

a prophet must shine a bescon for the

questing 1p/yes of a lurking Maggie

ierney. oreover, he dreaded the very

possible moment when a sheriff would

step to the wa on tail and snap something

bri hr and u Ty on Lemuel's wrists. He

ha BCCCPKCKT th'e lrftger's confession of

culpability in full rri‘ezi ure.

‘ My friends, the Old Doctor greets the

citizens of Angel's in the name of health

and happiness." Chitterley was standing

behind his spread counter, his ri ht hand

tucked in the bosom of his tight buttoned

“Prince Albert.“ The wagon was quickly

surrounded. “Out of forty years of ex

perience in curing the sick and distressed

the Old Doctor brings to you tonight the

best elixir a bounteous nature has pro

vided for her ailing children. But before

giving you the secret of his remarkable

discovery, the Doctor hopes to enlighten

you on the operation of that most won

derful of all machines, the human body.

Now, my friends—-—”

A voice: “Hey, Doc, where’d you pick

up that Chinese nigger you got in th’

wagon?"

Lemuel started so violently at this

pointed reference to his presence that the

accordion between his knees vented a

frightened squawk. The crowd roared.

“You see, in friends, the talented gen

tleman ou re erred to has answered for

himself.’ Dr. Chitterley said this with

the utmost gravity; then, turning to put

the question direct to Lemuel: “You do

not admit having any Chinese relatives

in your family, do you, Mr. Bones?"

"No more'n you’ll admit havin’ a pole

cat in your’n!”

Lemuel sna ped this out in a squeaky

treble, vicious y angry. This unrehearsed

bit of repartee, wherein the Doctor sided

with the crowd and against him, he took

as something immediately ersonal and

insulting. Moreover the octor’s ad

dressing him as “Mr. Bones" Lemuel con

strued as invidious allusion to the meager

ness of his physique.

“Steady—steady, Lemuel,” Chitterley

admonished, sotto voce, while the crowd

bellowed delightedly. Lemuel had made

an instantaneous bit. He was a humorist

for fair. The very pugnacious outshoot

ing of his stringy white goatee challenged

laughter. lmpatiently Angel’s citizens

waited for the Doctor’s lecture on the

human machine to draw to a close, antici

pating the treat promised by Lemuel's

presence.
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thunder shower. Another lecture and a

 

“And now, good friends, before the ,3}. -> .Old Doctor puts his inestimable Squaw A‘ ‘N, i. In”, ., a; _

Root Tonic on sale he will endeavor to - 1 ' M x :- ' v i \ ‘

aCmuse you by a'little music, in which the - . A) ,, “ ‘

hinese nigger may consent to join. ‘ Pe - ; - _' _. I ..'..'_
‘Music is the angel speaking in man,’ as '_ ‘I I "

A.

i,

the poet Milton so truthfully said." The I . JIGHr-SI'EIIVG

Doctor picked up his banjo, perched him- if I \self airily on a corner of the medicine _" a ""

stand, one varnished boot over a lilac ;' i .

hued knee. He nodded down to Lemuel

on one of the wagon’s lateral seats, the W

accordion droned a preliminary chord and

they began:

Oh listen, all you bullies, while I sings a

song of him

\Vhat rid a horse to Hellengone, a lov’ly

bride to win—

Six feet two, an’ thin as a tack;

Eyes like headlights an’ a ramrod back;

Plays his blue chips by th’ stack;

Awful short on temper an’ a’mighty deep

in sin.

“\Vho’s him?" says you. (By the Doctor.) bl

Why, that's Sonora. Slim!

' - 3'. (Lemuel’s antiphonal.)

‘_ 3 ' mmgsjpleasaiif 1 if

. -, " sccnesfiuzrarebiiéhr'ésf”

* Southern California

 

There was something deli htfully wag

ish in the way the good octor rolled
lgwis head and jiggered his varnished boot

in time to the lil ' me sure. Lemuel’s
15 §I If? -

earnestness over t e accordion, the sema

phoring of his white paintbrush at every

caroled word, brought down the street.

When the Doctor stepped behind the

medicine stand dollars clinked into his

cash drawer like big raindrops before a

 

second “concert” were given before a

more extended audience. Not since the

last Tom show came to Angel's had art

found such appreciation. When, late

that night, the medicine wa on flicked

through deserted streets an out into

shadowed ulches the success of the

Chitterley-Tisdale team was emphatically

established.

 

HEIR next stop was Columbia,

where initial success was re eated.

Then followed "stands” at hinese

Camp, Murphy's, Jackass l-lill. Their

fame receded them. “That Squaw Root

outfit ’ came to have a reputation all up

and down the tumbled foothill country

of what is known in California as the

Southern Mines. A week—two weeks

marked the period of their enfranchise

ment from the double terror that lay be

hind in Jimtown.

Many elements contributed to blunt

the edge of that fear which had sent them

on furtive pilgrimage. Each succeeding

day that brought no accuser, revealed no

secret assassin of happiness, added by so

much to the confidence of the fugitives.

Though they still considered. it the part

of wisdom to delay arrival at a town until

after dark and preferred the tent of the

sky to the walls of a hotel room, the Doc

tor and Lemuel chose the open camp out

of sheer gipsy love rather than because of

original precaution. The breath of the

mountains soothed old hurts. Arcadian

were those hot, herb-scented days, mag- .

ical the light of stars on pine tree tips.

Their way led through musky vales, _

where the odors of madrofio, manzanita

and tarweed spread like a fog; OVCI'JJII‘IC

spiked summits of long ridges‘, pile one i

behind the other-like monstrous waves

caught and held in balance; down, by

tortuous zigzags and switchbacks of the _;~.—~,<.:y_?.,-‘:.-,d;:b v I; _A _: ‘a’ V. j‘
road, to the misty depths of canyons, ' ' i '" " ' "
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where what appeared from the heights a

silver wire boiled a lusty river. The

spirit of the wilderness‘ entered in them,

and the forgot.

Over Lemuel, particularly, came a curi

ous change. The timorous, do -like look

faded from his eyes and a raiish inde

pendence and swaggering cocksureness

took its place. He swore picturesquely,

after the school of classic cussers of the

hell-to-breakfast sturdiness. He grew to

the trick of bracing back his thin shoul

ders and pufiin out his chest like a

oung rooster. hen he chewed tobacco

is wispy chin whisker became a spike,

challenging combat, and punishing pre-'

cision marked his disposition of the by

product. In idle moments, when he and

the Doctor lolled in the shade by some

creek side watching the volplaning of the

devil’s-darning-needles and listening to

the batter blows of some Woodpecker,

Lemuel fel into the habit of dropping

cryptic remarks about himself.

“I reckon a certain party's got to rise

up purty earl before dawn to come an -thin’ over Lremuel Tisdale—ol' Hell

roarin' Lem-u-el," he once said, wagging

his head with the air of one on terms of

familiarity. with wickedness and guile.

Another time, without any preliminaries:

"Nobody could figure how downright bad

a man can et when he’s druv to it; now

could they, 0c?"

In the revival of memories and mulling

over old times together one circumstance

brought immeasurable comfort to the

Doctor. Lemuel never mentioned the

reason for Buck Chitterle 's sudden de

parture from Jimtown t at dour da

forty ears back, yet Lemuel knew wel

enoug . That silence was ve circums ect of the little chap, rChitterley

tliought; Lemuel had discretion.

ARKLING disaster came as she

always does, robed in purest sun

shine and tripping it on a carpet of

flowers.

It was near noon of a gorgeous day and

the medicine wagon was JO ging along

the stageroad from Indian iggings to

Grizzly Flats. Lemuel, on the driver's

seat, was nodding, chin on chest, in a

delicious daydream. Dr. Chitterley held

the reins carelessly, and from his bearded

lips came a tuneless little song. With a

rattle of whiflle-trees and slither of brake

on tire the Grizzl Flats stage bore downa sharp little hillI ahead of them. The

Doctor turned Ben and Bill off the road

to let the lumbering old Concord pass.

He looked up under his wide hatbrim to

ass the greetings of the road—and his

heart turned to curds.

A shrill feminine yell: "Driver, stop!

I want to get off here. Stop, I sa !”

"Huh?” Lemuel questioned sfeepily,

opening his eyes. “Huh!”

Bang! went the brake arm down to the

farthest notch, the stage came up with a

'erk and she whom the Doctor knew as

lVIaggie Tierney half fell, half scrambled

down from a seat on the roof. She

alighted solidly on her feet, and made the

steps at the tail of the medicine wagon

in three jumps. The two big blacks were

sliding to their haunches with the con

vulsive tug given to the lines by the

Doctor. Paralyzed, he could not utter

the command to flight. In a qualm of

fear he saw nodding geraniums on a

bonnet, then a turkey red shawl, appear
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between the brass handrails at the back

of the wagon. The stretch of counte

nance between. those two decorative

incidentals was not leasant to look upon.

“LEM-U-EL TI DALE!”
uYes, Ma gie, I can hear without all

that hullaba oo.” Lemuel had turned in

the driver's seat and was observing the

advancing fury with his paintbrush spik

ing out at a most aggressive angle.

Maggie stopped short between the lateral

seats and stared—stared exclusively at

_Lemuel. Nor was this unexpected shunt

ing of the lightning lost upon the worthy

Chitterley, along whose spine little cater

pillars were crawlin . Lemuel swung his

eet over the back 0 the seat and dropped

down to the wagon floor. His hands were

plunged uncompromisin ly into his trous

ers pockets and his Tread held itself

jauntily.

"Drive on there, you stage-driver!" he

grufily commanded over Maggie's

shoulder. "This lady’ll ride with us a

spell." The Concord resumed its way.

Lemuel approached the lady in the red

shawl with a slow and calculated step.

The Doctor, on the high seat, still ex

pected a flank attack from the boarding

party—counted Lemuel's move as a

deliberate sacrifice to divert the enemy's

main pur ose.

“You, em—” the lady began; but a

white semaphore of a chin whisker

signaled "closed switch."

“An’ may I ask what you are doing so

far from home?" Bitter scorn was in his

voice.

“Why—why, Lemuel, when you ran

away from me I had to come and find

you, didn’t I?”

“An’ so you come 'ust where you ought

not to be, woman! liere where this snake

in the grass Chitterley can cast his de

sirin’ eyes at you." The geraniums

nodded convulsivel .
"Wh , Lemuel yI‘isdale, what d’you

mean, his desirin’ eyes’ ?—that old tur

key gobbler up there!" A gasp from the

Doctor.

“ ust this, wo-o-man." Lemuel pro

longed the shrill fife note of his outraged

dignity. “This old rapscallion sweet—

heart of your'n comes back to _Iimtown

after forty years to look you u an’ get

you to elope with him. Oh, on’t ou

go for to say nothin’ denyin'. I know.’ e’s

confessed everythin’. Didn't I hear

how you went up to this medicine wagon

for to have words with him the very

first night he was in town? And why did

you seek him out if it tw’ant to renew

tender afi‘ections?" Lemuel was nearly

magnificent in his righteous scorn. The

startled eyes under the bobbing ger

aniums wavered. Like fire set to a full

blown field of cotton the blood flooded up

under the Doctor's beard.

"So what did I up and do ?" The white

oatee put the rhetorical question with a

fierce down-and-up crescendo. “Why, I

went to his hotel that night, before he

got a chance to meet you c an-des-tinely,

as you might say, an’ I run him out of

Jimtown. An’ what was I doin’ right

this minute when you traipses alon an’

throws yourself into a stron man's usi

ness—just like women's aways doin’?

What was I doin’, I sa ?

“Why, I was runnin of him out of th’

state of Californy. ’S that right, Chit

,7,

' ' ' ' ,1

I must admit that i: so, Tisdale, the
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.. n .1 "fifi. .. n .. L .. u n - n FfiL 1 Doctor murmured in a trance, vaguely

shaping his answer to half-comprehended
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H. G.Wells’

New Novel

is a powerful and

graphic picture of

the great European

WarandtheBritish

spirit awakened.

Its title is “Mr. Britling

Sees It Through.” Fu

ture histories will be

illuminated by this ficti

tious narrative that is

more living than history.

can be.

You can begin reading

this story by England's

greatest living novelist

in the May issues of

Coll
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It Took a Genius to Write

. This Love Story
 

ORGAN ROBERTSON'S genius

leaped beyond the conventional love

story. In this idyll of young love he

pictures man and woman in conditions as

primitive as when Adam found Eve.

The story— “The Three Laws and the Gold

en RuIe"—is found in the new McClure

Metropolitan edition of Robertson. It con

tinues the narrative told in "PRIMORDIAL"

_ —of the boy and girl shipwrecked on a desert

island. It shows how each life responded to

the instincts of the race. The reader sees vivid

ly unfolded in these two young lives the whole:

MAKING A DREAM COME TRUE

ORGAN Robertson never got any real reward

for his work. He grew old -and poor. Last

March he died. Before his death. however.

he had the satisfaction of seeing the McClure Pub

lications and Metropolitan Magazine undertake to

gain him his rightful place in literature—the place

he deserved in the hearts of his countrymen, and

the money necessary to enable his wife and him to

spend their last days without hearing the howl of

the wolf at the door. Hi. desire, when dying, was

that the male of his book: would permit hildevotod

wife to live without want. Will the American

public grant him his last wish? That'- whnt we

propose to find out. You answer Yes when you

MAIL THE COUPON WITH 10: TODAY!

"ORGAN I

lmlnnw

I

Mono“

nut-anus’

Fl QRIMI

notsuuon ‘‘

' nu nut
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drama of human existence. The world's first

wooing was like this. The new edition is a

treasure trove to the lover of unusual,absorhing

stories. It contains “Sinful Peek," a novel of

70,000 words—Morgan Robertson's master

creation. “Sinful Peck belongs in the same

immortal company with Long ohn Silver

and Robinson Crusoe," said lrvin S. Cobb.

These stories throw you among Chinese

pirates, hypnotists, stowaways, undersea

creatures. They take you into the mysterious

realm of Personality. They make you hunger

for more. Here's how you can get them free:—

send in yourorder for this new four-volume edition

of Morgan Robertson's works, together with a

year's subscription to MeClure's Magazine, Metro

politan, and Ladies‘ World. We will pay for the

books. We will pay the carriage charges on them.

We will pay Mrs. Robertson a generous royalty—

if you will pay for the magazines less than they

would cost you at the newsstands, and you may pay

for your subscriptions in easy monthly payments.

THE 4 BOOKS FREE

The 85 stories. embracing his best work, are in (our

handsome cloth bound volumes—over 1, en—

rintcd in newoaay-to-reod type—titles stamped nXOId.

on need send only 10c now with this coupon. fter

that, $1.00 a month or four months to pay for the mag

azines, and that's all! The books are yours FREE. 1

you will‘! to pay all nt_once. send only $3.75. If you

prefer full leather binding, send $5.75. We recommend

this edition to book lovers.

WHAT ONE READER SAYS:

"Gentlemom—For the love of Mike, plum (all me where I cln

Ixuro more of Morgan Robertnon’notorIr-grl I own tho four bookn

which you ofinr—hnvu rend them from ‘luvr-r to klvcr,’ Ind bp

liovu with Irvin Cobb that his son oloricll nru tho bent over writ

ten by an American. I wont to hear somn morqnbout poor old

I-‘lnm-gnn, who wan no good unlosn drunk, and Lleul. Broon and

Copt. Swln'th and the rent OI them."
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Unique Among Magazmes
  

Probably JoeMitchell C le knows

personally More Famous le than

.Ary Other Man in the\Vo d~

—TI|¢ London Daily Mall. Purl: Edition

OTHER magazines have thelr place In llctlon and

fact but the Na'tonal wlth 0e Chapplo at the

helm ls dll'lerent. Every month for twenty years he

has made a. trlp to Washington to obtain materlal

[or his "Al'lnlrs at Wnshlngton" department. You

can hear him 12 tlmes a year through the pages o!

66: National Magazine

and enjoy the many tlmcly, lntcrestlm; talks and

speclal articles on the hlg men and nflulrs of theday.

The National follows no rut. It. Is the ver: no"

of the in urine world. It takes ou over wldo

stretches o territory. It sets you own suddenly

lucr- to lace wlth a bllz fact. It. keepsclose to human

lmpulses. People usually like It. It "boosts" llte

at every anule. It Is not a palliative. but n blood

and iron mnlc to every person—man, woman

chllll. No matter where you live, the Nutona

wlll do you good. W‘rllto todlay lo!‘ a ‘ertlmy and

um you ave rea e m a.M:Ine and know you like It. algor

$1.00. every lour months, you can become a

regular subserlbcr to the National Magazine.

 

NATIONALMAGAZINE, Boston, Mul

Pubh‘ahern of"!leofl Tin-ohn" and "Hour! Song."J

 

  

You like to go

Hunting

Fishing

Trapping

, Then Iuroly you will onioy the Nation

nl Sportsman Magazine with It: 160

rlchly Illuntrnlcd pages, full (0 over

Ilowin with lntereullng ntorlon and

valnn lo Informntlon about guns,

fi.-hlng tneklo, cunpI-outflto—lho best

place! to go for II! had game, Int! 1

thousand and one valuable "How

to" hint! fur Sportsmen. ‘1118 NA

Unnlll Sportsman II just Ilka u H;

camp-tire In the w a when

thousand- of follow: ther

oncu n mon and Ipln .Erlnz

yurnn nbout tho!!- experience

with rod, do‘, rifle and gun.

All thin for 16¢ n copy.

Special Offer
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You Join Hllldl with ThereMen When You Mail the Coupon
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SHIP MCCLURE

BOOK CO.

McClure B " “

New York

I enclose ten cents.

Please nendmeMorganRob

ertson's new stories in _4 vol

umes, and enter my subset! tion

to Me(‘.lurc's. Metro litun an The

Ladies’ World. each or 12 months.

Iyrornise to pay one dollar amonth for

four months for the magazines. The books

are mine FREE. '

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Addresa.... -

City... . . . . . . . . .........St.at.e..

' "bann- m-m orpqmntw In mulb- Ifyou

u-unn-unnn“..."nun-n..

"A master of his art.

No lover of real stones

can afford to miss read

ing Morgan Robcrmon."

Illchnrd llnrding Dull.

"No American writer

has ever written better

short stories than Mor

“an Robertson." —Irvln

N. Cobb.

"I hold a high opinion

of Mo on Robertson'swork. rTlt-nse enter my

suhal-ription for your

new crlition. "—Itobert I.

l‘luunhor‘.

"Morgan Robertson has

written some of the

greatest i-icn nturies of

ourgcnerntion."—Grorgo

llurnn Lorin-r. (Editor

Suturdoyb‘veningl’osl-l

THE MCCLURE BOOK CO.

McClure Building New York city

ws will and you

FREE of Charge

one of our hud

lomu O rm u lo

Gold witch lob.

on horn shown

with Son! grain

leather is t rn

has

what you got {I

' your many!

I2 cool" National sportsman at I50 0L. Val. Shso

Watch Fob. - - - - - . . “ .50

Total Value. $2.30

All to you for 81.00. Your moybock (foot mtufird.

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN. 243 Columbus AII-IBOSTOI, MASS.
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Ad-hefier Contest Winners for March

AST month we thought the limit had been reached, but in March we received an avalanche of letters from Sunset readers who

have entered into this absorbingly interesting contest. One contestant says the entire family is competing and that "it's lots of fun."

Another says. "thanks for thus encouraging me to read the advertisements carefully. l've learned more about goods advertised than

l have ever known before." There were hundreds of fine letters concerning the March ads, and we're really sorry we could not give

more prizes. Below are the first, second and third winning letters reproduced in full and the names and addresses of all the winners.

If you are not competing in this contest get into it at once. It's great fun and has an educational value worth while for the effort.

 

Award—Old Dutch Cleanser
Second Award—Clinton Wire Cloth Third Awardilivinrude

it, -, W W; ,',I.

just "Exploring"—Lots of Fun 'l>

' b—

  

First

.\r7~

  

  

with

"Ill! BRONIE so
5 As tone svovl

Melina

wholesome

Cleanliness

ll: m

._,Kitchen . ‘ '

It tells the story at a glance: the filthy fly and the

murderous mosquito, where they belong, "on the

outside looking in."

 
  

In advertising the same as in other branches of art

there is usuall more than one standard of excellency.

The highest 1: of advertising is that which at first

Of all the Ads in March SUNSET, that Evlnrude

advertisement pulls me the strongest. Look at that

refreshing. summer scene, the cool. leafy nook. the

glance attracts the eye, is so arranged and worded

that the reader's interest is immediately arrested, and

lastly is a picture which remains in the mind's eye

to he recalled when occasion prompts it.

To me the “Old Dutch Cleanser" advertisement

is re motive of the best class of advertising for

the allowing reasons:

I. It is attractive to the eye.

2. It radiates clmnlincm, and you feel and know

that the icture is one taken in the house-wife's kit

chen, an not from an artist's mind.

3. The picture is so real that every shadow, every

fold and wrinkle of the young woman's dress, an

even the bending position of her body and position

of hands. show that it is a real and not an imaginary

picture.

4. The picture shows one use of the article adver

tised. therefore it is necessary to state and to show

other uses of it; and here again it- is nmt and concise.

Any more would look bunglesorne, and any less would

not be doing the article justice.

5. And most important. it suggests a bright,

sunny. cheerful morning in a most delightful kitchen,

with the happiest of a house-wife singing and smili

while doing her housework all because of the “Cl

That's one reason why I consider the ad of the

Cllnton Wlrs Cloth Comnany'in March Sunset the

most efleetive in the imue.

And it's a good reason. a fundamental reason, for a

good ad, like s good cartoomhits you between the eyes.

Then. too. the ad is seasonnble. and it appeals par

ticulnrly because the problem of screen protection

is perennial and y—as much so as the pests

which make it a problem.

You wonder instantly if there really can be a screen

cloth which does not rust or tan or sag or wear out.

And you are satisfied—because the screen shown in

the cut looks strong and you know that it is bronze

and you are told that "Pompciinn Bronze Screen

Cloth" does not do what all the screens you have ever

tried have never failed to do.

Furthekr‘, the peg‘ fromTthhe sltand irrlilt ofhrartistic

typogrn y, is ect. e w ite er t own it

into bod relief; the forceful lines in white inst

a black background are vivid; even the lan go

enlists your interest because of its realism, and t e

insects—involuntarily you hrmthe a sigh of relief

to know there is a screen that offers real protection

against these emissaries of disease and death.

Finally—‘and this is the clincher—you feel an

irresistible impulse to investigate Pompeiian, the

staunch little boat and ha py. white-clad figures!

They are adventurers exp oring the undiscovered

corners of their vicinity. The suggestion strikes

home. Every community has its undiscovered cor

ners. I know mine has, especially along the rivers.

I have always had a longing to explore these out-of

the-way places but the very thought of using a com

mon row-boat or canoe, suggestive of perspiration.

backache. and hlistcred hands. offsets my desire to

make such trips.

But now I am wise. That little, detachable Evin

ruds motor is just the thing. It combinm the advan

tages of a real power boat with the inexpensivema

of an oar-boat. A motor boat would be too large

and expensive for me. But I can stick this little

Evlnruds engine on the tail end of my old row boot—

it says that it takes only a few minutes—and with a

few of my friends, go Evinruding on voyages of dis

covery during the hot summer months as I have

always wanted to do. It will cost less and afford

more real plmsure than going to the beach or to the

mountains. I can use it any time and be home every

night. Surely, I shall look up this Evlnrudo proposi

 

tion. It's a good thing I saw that Ad.

{How/mo O. Rooens, Portland. Oregon.

Dutch (‘lcanser."
very first thing In the mornlnql

(Miss) liuui Mortars. 762 Walker Ave. Oakland, Cal. W . W. GAIL, Billings, Montana.

 

 

' It was a close decision but the 'ud es decided that the fourth and fifth prizes of $5.00 each should go to Mrs- R. Steph
Awards of Merlt: Onion. Rockford. lllinois. on helr sslendid letter about the Hind'l “0!!!! find Almond CPS-m advertisement. and to

H. A. Hart, Olympia, Washin on. on a dandy letter nnal 'ng the Uniisn Pacific colonization advertisement. Hundreds of fine letters concerning the Savage

Tire. American elegrsph an ' ,_L Ime- ' ' £- ,_ J School, Old Hampshire Paper. lvory Soap, Fairy Soap, and other advertisements were

received—but of course five prizes can't be distributed to all our Contestants.

Five Gash Prizes Each Month for Merely Writing Letters
The object of this Contmt is to stimulate the interest of Study the ads in this number of Sunset. Try to analyze these three prism, there will be two $5.00 mall prism as

SUNBIT Magazine readers in the splendid announccments the advertisement that made the deepest imprmsion upon and, of merit for the fourth and fifth but letters.

of the national advertisers whose advertisements appear your mind. Then write down your reasons. Simple, isn't it? Above are the Priucwinning “men in the Much Con

each month in the Magazine. and to encourage a keener Nowl For the best letter received tach month we will -
- - - t test. They are good letters, carefully written and mrefully

appreciation of the Value! of llflllitn and "X!- awsrd a cash prize of $25.00; for the second best letter. a} . 3d” Th h d eds f ‘h 1
What constitutes a good advertisement? Why do some rile ofSlSMl; for the third.aprire olUOJX]. Each of these “m‘lylmg “mug ' an “FM u“ r n 0 of em!“

ads sppeil more strongly to you than do others? Why did etters will be published in full in SUNSET Magazine, to- llui ‘hm We"? Belecwd by ‘he ludllffl 88 the lXBf- 0' Ill Bub

this or that announcement indelibly impress itself upon gather with a reproduction of the ad. and the name nnd1 mitted in March. Study _them_ as models for your letter.

your memory! sddm of the prize-winning letter writer. In addition to] Every raider of Sunset is entitled to enter the contest.

Rules Governing the Ad-Letter Contest

The contut begins with the January. 1916, isue and after receipt of copy by the subscriber in order to reach If you can write a letter, you stand a chance to

'lll ""1 “mil December. 1915- lflwc- us in time for consideration. The announcement of obtain one of these cash prises. _

The letter must not exceed 250 words in lengthv the prizes will follow in the second month's number The conditions of the Contest are all set forth ‘in

The letter must bear the name and address of the of Susan—for example, the prize-winning letters sub- this announcement. It will not be necessary to wr|to

"it" and inllolnfll-llflcc Will We 088M110 responsibility mitted 0n the advertisements in the May Suussr for further partlculzirs. Just send in your letters,

for "18mm"! 0f mflflllscflpL must reach us not later than Mav 20th and the typewritten if possible, together with your name and

The letter must be submitted within fifteen days awards will be announced in the Jul; issue of SU'KBIT. address.

  

Send Your Subscription and Address all Correspondence to Contest Editor, Sunset Magazine, ttimsco
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Having Saved

YourMoney—

What Bonds

WillYou Buy?

Municipal Bonds:

Under this classification

are grouped the bonds of

States,Counties,Citiesand

School Districts: author

ized by vote of the people,

and, when legally issued,

obligations of thriving

communities are absolute

ly safe but bear a low rate

of interest.

Railroad Bonds:

The underlying mortgage

bonds of the large railroad

systems are desirable

securities for temporary

investment on account of

their immediate salability

in the markets of the world.

Public Utility Bonds:

The mortgage bonds of

prosperous companies

serving the necessities of

modern life such as water,

gas and electricity for light

and power are a favorite

investment as they are well

secured and ordinarily

yield a fair return.

Any of the above bonds should

only purchased under the

advice of experienced dealers.

Sendfor our de

scriptive circular

SS-37

offering various issues of all of the

classes mentioned above.

N.W. Halsey &Co.

424 California St.

San Francisco

Hibernian Bldg., Los Angelea

Railway Exchange Bldg., Portland

New York

Philadelphia

Boston

Chicago
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Western Finance

    

A department devoted to inveatmenta in the

Far West. We endeavor to accept only the

l .....“I of “

institutions. Letterl requeltinl information

ahould he addressed to the Financial Editor

and should be accompanied by return poem“.

I um I |~ u

 

 

  

  

Are Western Securities Secure?

By Edwin Selvin

O understand Western investments

it may be assumed that an under

standing of the West and Western

people will be helpful.

\Vestern people are much like those of

any other section of the United States;

actuated in the main by the same motives,

subject to the same exigencies of business,

with the usual frailties of human nature,

but perhaps with a degree more of the

Spartan virtues. Certainly they are more

venturesome; in their own minds at least,

broader in view; and it is quite within

bounds to say that the creative instinct

is with them more highly developed.

Now, Western investments are perforce

originated by Western people having as

a whole those characteristics, and these

investments are for the most part based

upon things typically Western.

It is hard for the man or woman living,

for instance, in Boston or Philadelphia

or Savannah, who has never crossed the

Rockies, to get the \Vestem viewpoint.

They have been born and reared amid

surroundings wherein the measure of com

parative values of men and things is more

or less unchanging. Custom and prece

dent with them mean everything. Out

here custom, never a matter to be re

arded with a feeling of awe, changes as

fast as a better way is found; while as for

precedent, the Western men who do

things make their own recedents.

So if you would un erstand Western

investments you must understand some

thing of the mental processes of the people

who are res onsible for these investments.

First ofa lyou must take into considera

tion the cosmopolitan character of the

population. Most of us are from some

where else. That is to say, with the ex

ception of the older settled portions of

California, but few of the men at the head

of the big things out here are native to

this section; and in the case of the Cali

fornians, the old spirit of the Argonauts

still runs in the blood.

From every part of the land have they

come, the most daring spirits. the bright

est minds—to make accomplishment out

of the dreamings of ambition in the old

home town.

And coming, they have been quickly

assimilated, have easily found the place

awaiting them in the ranks of the builders.

One does not live long on the Pacific

Coast before one begins to think big

things in a big way.

So the man from the Eastern or South

ern states soon grows away from the won

der of his first years in the West, forgets

the question “why” he asked himself in

the beginning, and—he goes back home

on :1 visit.

He is asked to explain the Lure of the

\Vest. He cannot. He offers to, but his

explanations are inadequate. Somehow

he feels the judgment passed upon his

remarks when he tells of the business

opportunities “out West,” of the wonder

ful farming and fruit country bordering

the Pacific, of the climate, of the big

things of which he has now become a part.

His descriptions fall flat, he is regarded

as an enthusiast with optimism run wild.

And why?

Because it is hard to tell others that

the Lure of the West is a cumulative,

constructive thought force—a movement

of bound-together interests, rather than

a lain matter of dollars and cents.

he Easterner yet a stranger to the

Coast, when it comes to considerin a

Western investment, doesn’t altoget er

understand this, and he feels in an in

definite sort ofa way he is taking chances.

Right here it may be well to remark

that unless he grows to “understand" he

1'; taking chances.

There is nowhere in the world that a

man may go and find a safe and profit

able investment for his money at all times

in all kinds of business.

Some branches of industry are worked

to the full limit out here—but only a very

few. Other lines offer splendid oppor

tunities if the investor starts when the

time is ripe for the particular thing he has

in mind. There are considerations here

as elsewhere that make for failure or suc

cess, and the wise investor tunes himself

to his surroundings, studies the proposi

tion from all sides, and sees to it that he

doesn't go in too deeply.

Daring like all things else is largely a

matter of comparison. Things that back

East would be considered foolhard are

here taken as a matter of course. It s the

difference in conditions as much as in the

mental attitude. Unless you have the

right perspective your judgment on West

ern investments will be untrustworthy.

Every financial man in San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and Spo

kane has seen the rankest kind of schemes

masquerading as investments gather in

Eastern money while really meritorious

rojects have been financed at home after

liaving been rejected by Eastern capital.

Some people are over-optimistic about

the West. To them the phrase “my



 

\Vestern investments" somehow

to take on a magic meaning that can be

translated only by the word “gold.”

Like as not their “investments” are but

the veriest speculations. Even the West

cannot put value where it is not.

Others are unduly pessimistic. To

them there is naught of investment good

in anything that lies this side the Alle

gheny mountains.

So it goes.

The investor in bonds always has his

own peculiar problems, safety of princi

pal, net yield, convertibility, maturities,

etc. To these has been added another,

which with many investors is becoming

a decidedly serious one. Investment re

turn is in the nature of a fixed quantity.

The purchasing power of the dollar is

growing steadily less. The Eastern in

vestor, assuming he is still buying the

same type of securities as he did say a

decade ago, finds himself with the same

relative income yet with a vastly dimin

ished purchasing power.

\Vhat is he to do?

Either he must cut the scale of his liv

ing expenditures, or seek a higher return.

To get the latter, unless he be careful, he

will —— perhaps unconsciously — sacrifice

the element of safety, which in itself com

prises the law and the prophets of success

ful investin .

To him t e West should be a most in

viting field. Here he can get the increased

yield which circumstances beyond his con

trol have made necessary. At the same

time he need not take any risk with his

principal beyond the negligible one to

which all investments are subject, and

which he has always taken, whether

knowingly or not.

As shownv in the last article in this

series, interest rates are dependent upon

the money market in which the interest

originates; and it was ex lained why in

terest is higher in the “list than in the

East, with degree of safer the same.

So it would seem that t e logical thing

to do for the Eastern investor whose sav

ings must for his own comfort produce a

larger return is to turn to Western invest

ments.

But if you do not know the West, the

Western peo le, and are not able of your

own knowle ge to judge of Western in

vestments, do not rush blindly in; else you

are quite likely to meet with disaster.

The thing for you to do is to get in touch

with a reputable investment house in one

of the big Pacific Coast cities. Write to

them frankly ofyour needs and resources,

that they may intelligently serve you.

Service is the foundation stone upon

which the structure of the modern invest

ment house is built. It neither begins nor

ends with the sale of a security to a cus

tomer. It begins away back with the

reliminary investigation which is made

before the bringing out of a new bond

issue is even considered. It ends only

with the redemption at maturity of the

bond that has been sold. In between is a

vast amount of detail work and responsi

bili of which the investor knows little.

T e reputation of the bond man is his

stock in trade. A bond house of ill repute

cannot sell good securities. A bond house

of good standing can sell bad securities—

once. _

But you as an investor have your part

to do. Don't put it all up to the bond

man.

seems i
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Send for Our FREE

MARKET LETTER

ON STOCKS AND BONDS

of the Great Southwest

Securities listed on the Los Angeles Stock

Ejchlzl'elfie and which are ahowi activity are

an y for the information o investor- in

The Market Letter

which is ublished at stated intervals. The

analysis call with phyaical and market con

ditions relating to securities.

Statistical Information

has been our specialty for {Zara and we have

built up what we believe to one the most
L ‘we statistical files in the west.

77 CALIFORNIA STREET ]
0 IMPROVEMENT BONDS

Meet all the requirements of conservative iuviswrs.

Thcy are secure, convenient, and y the largest

mnount of interest consistent with cty. California

Street. laws, under which these bonds are imued. have

been in eflectfur over twty yrara and are therefore

time tried and dependable. .

Denominations ran from $25.00 up. and therefore

give the small, as wel as the lnr e investor the same

advantage as to security and int: return. We ofl’er

only carefully selected imues that have been purchased

for our own account.

Exempt from taxation.

Price par and accrued interest.

Write for circulars: they will inlerest every investor

who wants 7% and safety.

THE EMPIRE SECURITIES COMPANY

(Incorporated 1905!

1230 llibtrlill But, 40 ml Spring Struts. los Andes, (al.

A. H . WOOLLACOTT

STOCKS AND BONDS

Member l

 

Prompt, Efficient Service

will follow our request for The Market Letter

or for in ormation relative to an s eeificwatern securities. THlS SERVICE TIS FPREE.

A. W. COOTE

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAN FRANCISCO STOCK EXCHANGE

306 BUSH Sratt'r. SAN Fnnnclaco

LOS ANGELES STOCK EXCHANGE

261-62 l. W. HELLMAN Busch, L05 ANGELES

DEALER IN ALL PACIFIC COAST SECURITIES

Member Loa Angela Stock Exchange

604 l. W. Hellman Bldg. Ln: Angelel, Calif.

1N0 PROMOTIONS]

WE CANNOT TELL YOU HOW TO MAKE MONEY

but we ear: tell you how to invest it in safe Western aecurilieo with the highest poaaihle yield. Write to

Financial Editor. Sunset Magazine. San Francisco, Cal, and tell him your problem. The service is free.
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“Favorite . y,

Doll
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“ Now I have my (lolly; pretty soon I‘ll have my cocoa.”

THE dainty figure of the “Chocolate Girl ” the trade

mark of Walter Baker & Co. Ltd. on a package of

cocoa or chocolate is an absolute guarantee of good quality.

BAKER’S cocoA
is pure, wholesome, and delicious,

an ideal food beverage.

  

‘mm.-.~_-;‘..‘

Handaomely illustrated booklet of “Choice Recipes” sent free on request

WALTER BAKER & CO. .LTD.

EsTABusHEn 1780 DoRcuESTER, MASS.

Grand Prize, Panama-Pacific Exposition, San Francisco, 1915

Grand Prize, Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, 1915
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FAIRY SQA
For toilet and bath

Fairy Soap produces

a rich, free lather in

any kind of water;

its cleansing quali

ties are most agree

able and refreshing.

The choicest materials are

used in making Fairy Soap.

The oval, floating cake is

also convenient to the hand

and wears down slowly to

the thinnest wafer

A dainty tissue wrapper and

the individual box keep

Fairy Soap clean and pure,

as we make it.

“Have You a Little Fairy

in Your Home?”

 

 



The Pageant of May

The May Queen. rules amid the bloseorm'ng hills and dates of the West. She holds high court before a joyous people

in a shining fragrant realm. It is the eager bud-time of the year and all the world belongs to youth
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Across the Editor’s Desk

S was unerringly redicted by our Marine Ex

change last mont , you will find the good ship

"Peter B. Kyne” tied up to Pier 13 with a

standard cargo from those Hesperidian islands

of the blest where stories grow. The Hesperides, of

course, were noted chiefly for their apples, while the

present cargo is specifically listed as live-stock, but as

no poetical allusion to a classic land of rams and he

goats comes to mind just now, the Hesperides must

serve. Yet accuracy in all ways is the SUNSET ideal.

Even Mr. Kyne, born romancer that he is, aspires to it.

Recently a reader noted carefully that Mr. Kyne in a

Yucatan tale had mentioned a jennet and made his hero

say "Ride my mule; she's very gentle." \Vhereupon

she sent a letter to this desk as follows:

“If Peter B. Kyne would consult Webster’s dictionary

he would find that a jennet is not a ‘lady mule'.”

Such an error in our Service Bureau would have been

ve serious and even in our fiction it would be regret

tab e. The complaint was referred at once to Mr.

K ne for an explanation. His reply was rompt:

"These magazine detectives give me a pain. The fact

of the matter is the lady does not know what she is

talking about. The dictionary defines a jennet thusly:

I. A small Spanish horse originating in the Middle

Ages from a cross of the native stock with barbs or

Arabians. 2. (Local U. S.) the female ass. In this

country the female ass is a h brid obtained by crossing

the male ass with a mare. his produces a large bony

draft animal. ()n the contrary, the hybrid which is a

cross between the stallion and the jenny is a light grace

ful animal which is used for saddle urposes and which,

erroneously or not, is called colloquially a jennet,

doubtless owing to the fact that the animal. being small,

light and graceful, resembles the female ass or jennet.

An how, only jennets complain to magazine editors!”

fcourse, Mr. Kyne’s "Irish was up’ or he wouldn't

have spoken so harshly of our gentle readers whose

“otherwise" letters are respectfully read and frankly

ublished. And if he hadn't been excited he would not

ave overlooked the corroboration of the dictionary

which says furtherthat ajennet is: 3. “A hinny (from the

Latin himu', a mule).” So there we are, all fixed and

no further kick coming.

THE ideal ought to be something just out of reach.

This may not seem to apply to accuracy, in theory,

but it works out that way in practice. The fallibilityr

of the human mind, editorial or otherwise, is cheerfully

admitted. When letters from our readers call attention

to apparent evidences of this fallibility, it is refreshing

to be able to produce a witness for the defense. The

other day a letter said:

“Is it the custom in Fresno county to drive pacing

horses at such a rate as indicated on page 95 of SUNSET

when plowing? I have admired the illustrations in SUN

 

SET but I _hope they are truer to what we Easterners

experience in the use of plow teams than this seems to be.”

The unhappy artist who had drawn the picture for

the Fresno advertising was summoned into the Editorial

Presence. \Vhen confronted with the reader's criticism

he blushed rosy red to the roots of his tumbled mane.

‘‘Is the horse pacing?" he asked weakly. It was plain

that he was concealing something. Out with it!

Finally with the greatest reluctance he yielded up his

shameful secret. "I copied it from a hotograph ofa

man plowing" he faltered and with rew disgraced.

Art was in the discard but accuracy was aces high.

THE name given by Mr. Bull to his cover design this

month is“As they say in the Nav ." Mr. Bull does

not commit himself as to just what t is articular bit

of wig—wagging conversation expresses. his leaves it

open to conjecture. At this writing it is probable that

the young gentlemen with the bright flags are signaling

nothing more critical than the announcement that the

Admiral is having his dinner on the flagship. It is just

possible, though, that by the time this cover is brighten

mg the newsstands of the land, these flags may be saying

something not to be translated into Spanish for the

benefit of those on shore at Vera Cruz. Let us ho e

that the Admiral continues to dine in peace. Yet r.

Reid's description of the mobilizing of the flint-lock

army, on page 16 of this issue, at a time when no one

knows just what is goin to burst out of the enlightened

patriotism of various iVlexican generals, inclines the

mind to thoughts of ships of? Vera Cruz rather than

long thin lines of communication across the deserts of

northern Mexico. But journalistic enterprise sinks in

the larger desire for peace. May this cover-picture

have no extraordinary timeliness a month after this

writing!

THERE are dustless silken state highways and more

automobiles per capita than almost anywhere else,

and symphony orchestras, and many other luxuries

to show that the \Vest is becoming sophisticated. Yet

pioneer days are right at the edge of these modern im

provements. To be sure, no Indians are on the war

path, but homesteading is still much more of an under

taking than gardening on a suburban town lot. If

Miss Cecelia \Veiss, who describes her experiences as a

homesteader next month, had any illusions on this point

when she took up land under the Homestead Act, she

got bravely over them. In the best regulated subdi

visions the devoted resident who is engaged in obtaining

a flower-smothered home does not carefully save the

water after having washed his face ofa summer's morn

ing. Young ladies in the suburbs do not have to guard

against scandal so carefully that they dare not ask their

callers into the house. In spite of drouth and loneli

ness, this plucky girl “won through” and her narrative

is well worth reading.
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OFT silky hair, smooth

white skin, delicate little

garments—from head to foot

everything about a child says,

“To keep me clean use Ivory

Soap".

To the mother who knows

Ivory Soap nothing else seems

quite good enough; nothing

else seems to have the purity

and mildness which she cle

sires.

‘K'Z‘IL-va_m,7

For thirty-seven years Ivory

Soap has been associated with

the most exacting of toilet,

laundry and household uses.

Wherever cleaning tends to

irritate or injure. making nec

  

essary a soap of extreme mild

ness and purity, it is natural

to trust to Ivory.

Ivolg :SOAP
new
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TheVision ofthe Ram and He-Goat
  

LL of this happened a

number of years ago, in

the days of the old San

Francisco when gambling

on overdue ships was one of the

sins that was then possible and

added to the joy of living. They

used _to speak of the pastime as

reinsurance, but that was just to

take the curse off it, for gambling

on the overdue board was the

sport of a gentleman and a busi

ness man, and while business men

are, of necessity, the greatest

gamblers on earth, nevertheless

(doubtless because we are all

hypocrites in a ‘greater or lesser

sense) the word gambler dis

tresses them. It has a sinister

sound and wherever spoken it is

a shock to one’s sense of order

and righteousness. However,

there is this much to be said in

favor of ambling on the overdue

board. eaven is the judge who

decides the issue. \Vhen one goes

to the racecourse and bets one’s

money on a le itimate favorite,

he is appalled y the secret a

prehension that the horse may g;

the victim of strong arm work; if

one seeks relaxation in faro, he

remembers that the uickness of

the hand frequently (deceives the

eye; if one gambles on the stock

exchange he realizes he is at the

mercy of a coterie of financiers;

but when one gambles on an over—

due ship he has the satisfaction of

knowin that whether the‘ winds of

fortune low ood orill,man,thescalawag,

has no contro over them. Only Neptune

knows what the answer is going to be, and

whether the ship returns or whether she

doesn't, Neptune gives no advance secret

information. The ship is missing until

she comes up to the bar and the lookout

at Land’s End sights her, and she is arriv

ing until she is posted at Lloyds in London

as missing. The proposition is simple.

“You pays your money and you takes

your choice.’

LD man Hickman was the ram in

this fable. Upon the occasion of his

adventure with the he-goat he was about

seventy years old, as agile as a trained

flea, as cunning as a Balkan di lomat and

as ruthless as a Mexican bandit. He was

the father in Hickman & Son, and as rich

of pocket as he was poor of soul. Also,

he was the treasurer of his church; presi

dent of the Chamber of Commerce, two

banks, numerous corporations and a

secret syndicate of shipping men formed

for the purpose of making a book on all

likely-looking overdue shipsl

By Peter B. Kyne

Illustrated by Louis Rogers

 

Tommy borrowed those bonds

This syndicate was not incorporated.

Oh, nol Nothing so raw as that. \Vhile

old Hickman considered it immoral to

gamble, the sin never bothered him half

so much as the possible disgrace of being

exposed! He could afford practically

everything but that—and there was no

doubt but that he could afford to amble

on overdue ships. Moreover t e old

gentleman knew the Bible from cover to

cover and backwards, and was, perhaps,

a little bit too prone to drive home the

force of a business argument with a quo

tation from Timoth , _Iohn, Ezra, Nehe

miah et al. He ha occasion once upon

a time, as the story books say, to have a

serious interview with one Jimmy Searles,

object piracy and stiffening of the bank

roll by trick and device, and in the fervor

of his exhortation he quoted to Mr.

Searles a few choice bits from the Prov

erbs. In the final accounting Mr. Searles

developed a little religious mania himself

and returned the Proverbs with com

pound interest in the shape of half of

the eighth chapter of the book of

Daniel.

  

IMMY SEARLES was the he

goat. He had been born with

a sense of humor, a love of a

joke and an instinctive knowledge

of human nature which enabled

him to recognize a hypocrite in

from two seconds to five minutes

after being introduced to such a

person. As a hotel clerk he would

iave been a pearl of great price,

for there is no doubt he would

have been able to sniff out a beat

the instant the fellow reached for

the pen in the potato. During

all the fifty-five years of his thor

oughly enjoyable existence Mr.

Searles had never had a rating

with either of the leading com

mercial agencies, for he had mar

ried young and on a modest

salar ', the babies had come with

delightful regularity and until the

oungest was able‘ to shift for

liimself, Jim Searles had not been

in position to take any chances

whatsoever. A leader of men he

might have been but for his con

science. However, he was not

worried in the knowledge that at

fifty-five he was not his own mas

ter in a financial sense, for he had

a fine family, a good job that

couldn't get along without him,

the best of health, the appetite of

an ostrich, a spare dollar for the

unfortunate, a kind word for the

erring, a funny story for the

telling, friends in legion and a

serene indifference as to which

was the only safe road to heaven.

He was the captain of his soul and on

Sundays he went fishing. He had heard

the story of Adam and live but had for

gotten it, and privately he considered

Solomon a most immoral fellow, second

only to old Hickman, of Hickman & Son,

who was so fond of quoting him.

In passing we might remark that Jim

Searles played every overdue ship that

ever appeared on the board, and didn't

care two whoops in a hollow who knew it.

He derived more genuine delight from a

ten-dollar bet when he won than most

men would have derived from winning a

fortune. He was a piker, pure and simple;

he knew it, gloried in it and never ex

ected or desired to be anything else, and

like all of his kind he wanted “piker’s

odds.” On the race-track piker’s odds

are a hundred to one on a nag entered for

the exercise; on the overdue board they

are a bet, at five per cent, that an overdue

ship will not arrive, or a bet at eight to

a hundred per cent that she will. Hifty

dollars invested in “reinsurance” at five

per cent “Not to arrive” would, if the

vessel failed to arrive, net the investor

13
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“Employers and fellow employees, there’s a soft one posted today. I’m for

taking the entire last dividend and playing her not to arrive”

5952.38. The past tense is used pur

posely, gambling on overdue ships being

no longer the shipping man’s pastime, for

the day of the Windjammer is nearly gone

and there are not enough square-rigg'crs

afloat now to make the game interesting.

Moreover, the practice died in San Fran

cisco when the British steamer “Stans
buryu caused the syndicate, of which old

man Hickman was a member, to declare

such a tremendous Irish dividend that

the members decided to retire and take

up golf!

The story really begins with the fall

from grace of young Tommy Ken on,

who was cashier in the office of the ali

fornia & \Vest Coast Steamship Com

pany, of which genial Jim Searles was

general freight agent. Tommy, like the

majority of his kind that succumb to the

temptations incident to handling other

people’s money, was the last person on

earth one would suspect of such weakness.

However, weaknesses in men, like the

rotten planks in a ship, are never dis

covered until a strain is put upon them,

and after all i[im Searles was responsible

for some of t e strain put u on l‘ommy

Kenyon, since it was Searles enthusiasm

over the “Stansbury" as a “soft one" which

had ins ired Tommy to make a star—

spangled> monkey of himself.

IT happened thusly. Jim Searles, by

virtue of his utter indifference to al

Puritanic standards and the fact that he

was a regular human being, had appointed

himself some twenty years previous. the

California 8: \Vest Coast Steamship Com

pany’s SCOUt of the overdues. Whenever

a likely lookin rlsk went on the overdue

board at the "lerchants Exchange, the

genial James immediately would an

nounce the fact and start an investigation.

For his ersonal account he always made

a little bet at five per cent not to arrive

the day the vessel went on the board, and

if she went to ninety or a hundred per

cent, he would hedge and play her to

arrive. For his fellow employees, how

ever, he never counseled a bet until he

had garnered all the available informa

tion and weighed it in a business-like

manner; then if his judgment told him

the vessel was worth a bet, he would open

the jack-pot with twenty dollars. Mc

Bain, the resident, Parsons, the general

manager, lgittredge, the eneral passenger

agent, and old Captain Tiarker, the dock

superintendent, would each chip in

twenty, and Jim Searles would place the

entire sum with the maritime book

makers, taking out the contract in his

own name. In the interest of this little

syndicate Jim Searles had played twenty

four ships not to arrive, prior to the day

the “Stansbury” went on the board, and

of the twenty—four he had picked four

winners. The result was a little fund of

approximately ten thousand dollars of

which by tacit consent Jim Searles was

the custodian. He kept the books of the

syndicate and nobody ever thought of

experting them or questioning his invest—

ment of the fund, so, since Jim's word was

law on all matters connected with the syn—

dicate, he issued a ukase limiting the in

vestments of the syndicate to five ships

a year; then he invested the ten thousand

dollars in municipal bonds at five per cent,

which netted an income of five hundred

dollars a year or one hundred dollars to

each member of the syndicate, which

dividend allowed each member five

twenty-dollar bets per annum. Thus they

had all the excitement and pleasure of

playing the overdue board, without hav‘

mg to dig down in their pockets every

time Jim Searles gave the word. It was

agreed that upon the death or withdrawal

of any member of the syndicate his widow

or he should be given two bonds and the

remaining members would continue the

business as usual.

This syndicate fund was always the

subject of a great deal of jolly banter in

the office. There were threats, from time

to time, of a meeting of the syndicate to

a point a new manager, the appointment

0 a committee to visit the company safe

and verify Jim Searles' statement that

the bonds were there, threats on the part

of Jim Searles to resign his office as over

due scout, take his two bonds and operate

on his own account, and similar joy-pro

ducing arguments and sl digs. Jim

Searles would not have abandoned the

joys of his office if an angel from Heaven

had dropped in and ordered him to quit.

This was the situation on the day the

“Stansbury" went on the overdue board.

For ten months of that particular year

Jim Searles had not considered an 'thing

on the overdue board “ripe" enoug for a

syndicate investment and the last divi

dend was still unspent; qonsequentl he

was ripe for adventure. He came back

from luncheon in that state of excitement

which always presaged a little fiver in

reinsurance, and immediately called a

meeting of the syndicate.

“Employers and fellow employees,"

he announced, “there’s a soft one posted

today. I dropped in at the Merchants

Exchange on my way back from luncheon

and there it was, so big that ifit had teeth

it would have bitten me. The British

steamer Stansbury, from Hakodate to

Singapore, with a full cargo of coal! I've

looked up the dope on her and she's an

old iron tub, single screw, low freeboard—

and probably overloaded! Those dirty

old tramps that rove up and down the

China coast don't pay much attention

to the Plimsoll mark, ifyou ask me. She’s

five days overdue, this is the typhoon

season on the lower Asiatic coast, the 've

'ust had a devil of a typhoon in ffbng

ong and the Stansbury must have been

in the Formosa channel just about that

time. Now, believe me, brethren, the

Formosa channel is a mighty rotten place

to be cau ht in a typhoon, and I’m bet

ting the ritish steamer Stansbury just

took a header and never stopped until

she was snug on the bottom. She went

on the board half an hour ago and I’m

for taking the entire last dividend and

playing her not to arrive. There's no

rule in the syndicate against bunching

our bets! Her boilers are old, she has a

fourth class rating at Lloyds, so I say we

ought to be sports for once in our wicked

lives and let the tail go with the hide!”

After some discussion a vote was taken

and it was unanimously resolved to give

Jim Searles full power to act.

"I’m very glad you did that," Searles

declared with his whimsical smile as he

disappeared into his ofiice, “because I

have already made the bet! It's been

uite a while since I picked a winner and

(1‘ feel in my aged bones that this Stans

bury is meat in the syndicate’s pot."

 

ENG after Jim Searles had forgotten

the incident young Tommy Kenyon,

who had listened to the conversation,

was thinking of it. The fact of the matter
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was, Tommy needed a great deal more

money than he possessed, because he was

engaged to marry a young lady who didn't

expect to do her own cooking and who

looked confidently forward to a life of

ease and alittle Prussian blue gas coupe in

which she andTomm would go to vaude

ville at night. So ommy was worried.

Something whispered to him that he ou ht

to have more money or the girl would Feel

hurt; possibly she might conclude she had

been swindled and cease to love him, and

that was a possibility Tommy Kenyon,

in the sim licity of his twenty-five years,

felt he cou d not face. He thought it over

all the afternoon and did some figuring;

then he went in and asked _Iim Searles

how lon it would take to decide the fate

of the “btansbury” and cash in.

"\Vell," said Mr. Searles, "if she doesn't

show up at the end of thirty days she’ll

be reported at Lloyds in London as mis

sing; then the underwriters are allowed

thirty days’ grace in case she should turn

up even after she has been officially re

ported lost. There have been a few cases,

you know. \Ve’ll cash in on our little bet,

Tommy, in from sixty to sixt -five days.”

Tommy thanked him an went back

to his little wire cage, and that night the

devil whispered to him. Some months

back Tommy had fallen heir to a portion

of his grandfather's estate—about twelve

hundred cash in bank and some property,

the total value of the legac being approximately nine thousand dolfzltrs. In the or

dinary course of probate it would be dis

tributed to him in about three months

and as Tommy had listened to Jim

Searles' glowing verbal prospectus anent

a five per cent bet on the “Stansbury" not

to arrive, he wished most heartily he was

in position to place a heavy bet himself.

He would bet a thousand in a minute—

if he only had his inheritance. Well, he

would try to raise some money—somc

how, and in the meanwhile he would look

up the “dope” on reinsurance. He did so

and discovered that if he intended placing

a wager he must get his money down im

mediately—while the vessel was quoted

at five per cent. At that rate every dollar

invested would net him a trifle over 19 to

I, while if he waited until the price had

been forced up to ten per cent he would

only get 9% to 1. Poor Tommy! If he

only had that confounded inheritance!

He would bet the cash immediately and

et some of that five er cent money; then

he would mortgage tlie property and play

the funds thus rocured at the best ob

tainable odds. lile was so provoked that

he would have said something to the ex

ecutor and the probate judge had they

been present.

However, as we have already ,stated,

that ni ht the devil said something to

him. l'fe was putting away his cash when

his glance rested on the packet containing

the ten bonds of those lucky fellows in the

office—those boobs who had ten thousand

dollars and lacked the courage to bet it

on a cinch. Poltroons! They thought

they were regular ring-tailed sports when

they bet a wretched hundred dollars.

Pooh! . . .

MMY borrowed those bonds. They

were negotiable security and could

be hypothecated at an commercial bank

for eighty per cent 0 their value. dJim

Searles would never miss them—in eed

he would never know they were gone, for

he only looked at them twice a year, when

he came to clip the coupons. The next

clipping would not take lace for four

months and by that time Tommy would

have cashed in on the "Stansbury," taken

up his note at the bank, redeemed the

bonds and placed them back in the safe.

Even if he failed to cash in on the "Stans

bury," he would still be safe, for his legacy

would have been distributed to him before

_Iim Searles came again to clip the cou

pons, and with the cash in bank and more

to be raised b mortgaging his real estate,

he would stilf'be enabled to take up his

note. Of course it would be awful to lose

five thousand dollars, for that would mean

the loss of Ethel—well, nothing risked,

nothing gained—

At noon next day Tommy dropped in

at the Second National bank where he

was not known, hypothecated the bonds

for five thousand dollars and bet the en

tire sum on the "Stansbu " at five percent, not to arrive. \Vhenrfie got back to

thedofiice _Iim Searles came to his cage and

sat :

“Isn't it awful about poor old Captain

Barker, Tommy? They telephoned up

from the dock that the old man died of

heart failure half an hour ago. Found

him sitting at his desk in the dock office.

He was writing out a check for a hundred

dollars in m favor when the stroke came.

You remem er, Tomm . Only yesterday

I put up the money fiir a little flyer in

reinsurance for him.”

“Oh, I'm so sorry," .Tommy declared.

“I wonder how he leaves Mrs. Barker?"

“Well, he leaves her two thousand dol

lars in bonds of our crazy little syndicate,

thank God. I guess that sort of alibis the

skipper for the sin of gambling. Accord

ing 'to our agreement I must deliver her

his two bonds. As for his bet on the

Stansbury—well, the old boy never

finished writing out the check, so I'll take

over that bet myself. Far be it from me

to gamble with the money of the widow
or the orphan!n

He went back to his office so preoccu

pied over the death of his friend that he

failed to notice the delicate green tinge

that had come over Tommy Kenyon’s

countenance, for all too clear] now

Tommy realized that honesty is the best

Eoliceman. The very day after Captain

arker's funeral Jim Searles would come

and ask him for two of the bonds to give

to Mrs. Barker, and——

WELL, that night Tommy came to

Jim Searles' home, broke down

and confessed what he had done. He ex

pected im would denounce him and tele

hone or the police, but strange to say,

Yim Searles only smiled the thin, philo

sophical smile of one who declines to tell

everything he knows. "You have a

gretty good job for a boy of your years,

ommy,” he said—and that was the

closest he came to reproach. "Why did

you have to have such a lot of money you

were willing to take such desperate risks

to gain it? There must be a girl in the

case somewhere."

(Continued on page 61‘)

 

Jim Searles thereupon read to old Hickman from. the eighth chapter of the

book of Daniel, beginning at the third verse



  

THE OUTLAW DRAWN BY MAYNARD DIXON

Mobilizing the Flintlock Army

——an ()bject Lesson

HE army of the United States is

now in action. Four hundred miles

south of the border, twice the dis

tance from the German border to

Paris, American troops are pursuing the

enemy. The flag has been carried deeper

into a foreign count than at any timesince 1846—and the rli'intlock, the regular

army of the United States oi'America, has

cleared the way for the banner.

Fifty-nine of Colonel Slocum’s men

beat ten times their number at Columbus;

four hundred of Colonel Dodd's men rode

fifty-five miles in seventeen hours and

worked five hours’ overtime scattering a

By Frederick Reid

numerically superior force to the four

winds. It has been roven that the regu

lars can ride hard: fight hard, shoot

straight; it has also been proven that, man

for man, the very cream of Mexico’s fight

ing material—it was in the Villa crock—

had no chance whatsoever in a contest

with American regulars. It was demon

strated that the army organization was

able to establish a line of communications

350 miles long in three weeks and to keep

a steady stream of supplies moving over

it to the farthest point almost without in

terruption. The mobilization and the ad

vance roceeded smoothly, without confu

sion. fit was an accomplishment of which

the general staii‘mayjustly be proud, but——

When the army struck, it hit thin air.

It encountered no resistance. Its long

line of communication, as unprotected as

a blackbird’s nest, has not been attacked

—as yet. The value of the mobilization’s

test would not have been altered if Villa

had gone four hundred miles north in

stead of south of the border. It is not war

the soldiers are waging in Mexico; they

are out hunting big game.
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Paralleling the railroad with motor-trucks over the roadless desert in an eflort to keep the army supplied without giving

offense to the tottering Carranza government
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Suppose it had been war. Casas

Grandes was em ty and peaceful when

General Pershing s troops got there. If

0,000 rm! soldiers with heavy artillery,

arbed wire, mines, air cruisers, captive

balloons, searchlights, field and machine

guns had awaited Pershing’s coming,

what would have happened?

When Villa rode into Columbus, the

American arm ' was semi-mobilized. For

several years the lat est part of the avail

able field forces has been encamped along

the Mexican border in anticipation of a

raid. When the expected event occurred,

it took six days to assemble, equi and

start an expeditionary corps of garely

6000 men, equal to one and a half Euro

pean regiments.

Four days after the declaration of war

a German army of 120,000 men was

attacking Liege. Fourteen days after the

first shot was fired even unprepared Eng

land had 120,000 men marching through

France. A month after the (,olumbus

raid the United States had not to exceed

0,000 in Mexico and along the border.

0t another brigade of fully trained

troops could be added without turning

the coast defense forts over to the janitors.

There are ninety-two army posts in the

United States, most of them inhabited by

detached parts of regiments so widely

scattered that the officers have to be in

troduced to one another when the regi—

ment does get together. W'hen the call

came, the fra ments of the fragmentary

army had to be picked up a troop here,

three companies there, two-thirds of a

regiment somewhere else, and hurried to

the threatened spot.

When the return, they will be broken
lip into infiliiitesimal units once again.

veryone of the ninety-two army osts

will clamor for the money of its sol iers.

The colossal overhead expense of main

taining sixty, aye, sevent useless arm

posts will go On—unless there is a revu -

sion of feeling, unless courageous national

leaders defy the pork-hunting horde and

insist on the removal of the preparedness

problem out of practical politics.

Congress is not entirely to blame for the

costly dismembering of the army. The
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Food piled up at Casas Grandes in the open air while the troops at the front are on

half rations because the use of the railroads was denied the punitive expedition

citizens of numerous districts who place

their personal profits above the needs of

the country, who force their representa

tives to fight for the retention of expen

sive, worse than useless army posts, must

bear the major part of the responsibility.

AT the beginning of the war with Spain

in 1898 the regular army consisted of

28,000 officers and men. Spain had in

Cuba an army of 196,000 seasoned sol—

diers. \Vithin four months 220,000 addi

tional American soldiers were enlisted.

The story of the manner in which these

recruits were equipped, housed, fed,

drilled, transported and handled in the

field was slow in the telling. Compara

tively few ersons know the whole of it

and the pu lic has almost forgotten the

nightmare of the 1898 mobilization. Here

is just one instance.

l ‘ital: ~
, “iv1

The fifth corps was to embark at

Tampa, Florida. Fort Tampa, nine

miles from the city, had only a single line

of rails. Switching facilities were inade

quate. The single line was choked with
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Headed toward the Panama Canal—The army making the first forced march under actual field conditions since Aguinaldo

surrendered. The campaign has proved again that individually the trained American soldier can march

as long, ride harder and shoot straighter than the best of the European product
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trains unable to reach their destination.

The little postofhce, forgotten by the War

Department, was buried under the influx

of mail. This undistributed mail con

tained the bills-of-lading describing the

contents of hundreds of loaded frei ht

cars. Hence the Quartermaster’s fie—

partment did not know which car was

which. Oflicers seeking equipment for

their troops had to break open car after

car until they found what they wanted,

even if it was consigned to somebody else.

Thirty-five steamers had to be loaded;

there was dock space for only eight. As

fast as they were filled—nobody knew

with what—they started off at the whim

of their masters, without convoy, regard

less of Cervera’s fleet. Confusion chased

chaos around the stump. But Providence,

always especiall merciful to soused ones

and the Unite States, smiled compas

sionately on General Shafter’s expedition

throughout the campaign.

No such events happened at Columbus.

Troo s and supplies were unloaded with

out elay, without confusion. The \Var

Department's mechanism worked smooth

I , even to the mobilization of the Apache

d. A. There were minor points of

criticism, perhaps the most important one

being the army’s selection of a machine

gun type WhlCl'l needs daylight to be

loaded properly, which must be reloaded

with clips frequently instead of firing

, i
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belted ammunition, which jams after 7

p. m. and which cannot be aimed properl '

1n brush more than two feet high, though

under other conditions it is a perfectly

good weapon. Of course the Columbus

cavalry troop had a perfectly good excuse

for being asleep at the moment ofthe raid,

warnings of impending attacks that never

materialized having been delivered to

commanding oiiicers along the border at

the rate of three a day, yet it is proper to

inquire why sentries were not posted

guarding the approaches to the camp half

a mile from its center. Surely such an

elementary, routine precaution would not

have been amiss if practised by an army

on a semi-war footing. That the field tele

graph and the field wireless would not

work smoothly was to be expected. In

view of the previous record ofthe aviation

branch, the inabilit of the under-powered

machines to stay off the ground for a rea

sonable length of time astonished no one,

yet individually the army was eminently

fit and ready to start out on a long, difii

cult man-hunt.

But, to return to our original question,

was it, is it ready for real war? Is it ready

today to smite those 50,000 hypothetical

soldiers lying behind modern barbed-wire

and bomb proof trenches at CasasGrandes

or Chihuahua?

Of course it isn’t. A hostile force of the

kind and size assumed to be in waiting, of

necessity has reinforcements and supports

able to strike at other points. It would

not be sufficient to call out the militia

and muster it into the federal service.

Volunteers would have to be enrolled, new

organizations created, equi ped and

trained to meet the situation. I’ractically

without notice the general staff would be

called upon to make provision for at least

a quarter million new soldiers, just as it

was called upon to do in I898—and the

result would be the same.

Congress authorized the recruiting of

20,000 men to bring the regular arm up

to its present legal maximum. hese

recruits did not join the regiments in the

field; the commanders did not want them.

The officers were afraid of them. They

knew that the addition of raw rookies to

their small forces of seasoned men must

inevitably reduce the efiiciency of the

whole. So they preferred to start out

with regiments only two-thirds filled,

without reserves of any kind, rather than

fill the gaps with untrained men.

HE weakness of the regular army,

demonstrated again through its

mobilization for service in Mexico, lies in

the fact that its organization is about as

elastic as ig iron. In time of need it can

be expancred about as easily as a safety

deposit vault. It is designed to perform

' (Continued on page 92)

 

Machine-gun troop of the Seventh Cavalry heading for Guerrero—This regiment has been the point of the southward flying arrow,

has distinguished itself through its riding and fighting qualities and has in truth upheld valorously the best traditions of the American

army-~even if its machine-guns jammed, its wireless broke down and the underpowered aeroplanes failed to render adequate service
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What of the Nation?

The Military Expert on International Afairs—

The Spirit of the Camp

EXPERTS FAR A-FI ELD

IVILIANS often make queer mis

takes in military affairs. Every

ofi'icer has had occasion to smile

at them. For example, I am

asked today whether a company of wom

en getting between the lines in France

might not stop the war. And again,

whether we could not get an aeroplane on

a dark night to distribute over the “far

flung battle line” a series of tracts callin

the soldiers from the trenches. An

again, other civilians express serious and

useless o inions as to ships and fortifica

tions. hile honorable peace should be

the supreme goal of every good citizen,

the details of the process of destroying

peace are foreign to every day life. Being

out of our line, we show our ignorance.

The same limitation is shown by the

average army ofi'icer. He is ignorant of

civilian facts which are out of his line. In

all nations he shows himself supremely

ignorant of matters of international

politics, finance and economics. In most

cases he is supinely indifferent also.

In military matters we trust our ex

perts because we have no one else to trust,

though at times their statements stagger

us because we know they are not true.

This is their line of business, not ours.

But when they talk to us of dangers from

Europe or Asia, of political coalitions or

imminent highway robbery, they are out

of their field and on what ought to be our

round. In this case, their opinions may

he of no more consequence than those of

the village pundit who discusses cam

paigns from the top of a sugar barrel.

THREATS OF INVASION

R example, one officer threatens

us with an invasion of Los Angeles

if the real estate men interested in prop

erty about the Palos Verdes do not urge

the immediate continuation of the forti

fication of that hill. He has found it

easily possible for some “great Asiatic

ower" to land 300,000 men at Monterey

efore we know that they have left Asia.

Hawaii, an armed camp with all the

petty military over-riding of civilian in

terests common to “the little garrisons,"

is already a source of danger, not of

strength. And we are told to fortify some

rock in Alaska, lest that huge territory be

a base of supplies for invading Asiatics.

And yet, any one at all familiar with

"the Asiatic powers" knows that any sort

of invasion from that quarter is as near

By David Starr Jordan

Chancellor of Stanford Un'iversily

Director, World Peace Foundation

impossible morally, mentally, financially

as any political event can be. But such

talk as this, echoed from army ol'hcers and

passed down the avenues of yellow jour

nalism, keeps thousands of people in alarm

and creates the only danger from Japan

which has ever yet existed. For hysteria

induces like currents in Japan, and the

Japanese military group are quite as ig

norant or indifferent to finance and of in

ternational politics as any American

ca tain can boast of being.

In the current press, another military

expert is reported as testifying that "the

United States is practically powerless to

resist invasion." “England with 4,000,

000 trained men at the end of the war

could make such an attack as successfully

as Germany. I am not one of those who

believe that we are in no danger of attack

from Great Britain.”

WHO CARES P

HAT do we care whether this colonel

is“one of.those who believe" or not

in a matter concerning which he seems not

to have an atom of knowledge? Ifthere is

anything certain in international olitics,

it is that the liberal leaders of) Great

Britain and their colleagues of the United

States are bound together by bonds oflike

hopes and like efforts, by chains of blood

and of experience, which no military op

erations can divide. And there has not

arisen a spark of evidence from any

quarter that the overnment of Germany

has ever dreame of recuperating her ex

hausted finances in any other way than by

industry and commerce. As Louis Rae

makers of Amsterdam has indicated,

"This is Germany's last Dance with

Death.” And we shall not willingly take

up the dance when all the other revelers

have left it.

It took three months to send 50,000

men to the Boer War, imperfectly

equipped. The Transvaal had no sea

coast nor were there then any enemies

on the sea to impede transportation.

Any reasonable nation would think

twice before sending an Armada with

4,000,000, or even 400,000 men, to invade

our coast. The lower number would in

volve some 800 ships for men and equip

ment, and men and equipment must

travel together, surrounded by a cruiser

and dreadnaught fleet, for transports

alone are as vulnerable as the deep-sea

fishermen. Moreover, the British army

is a volunteer army, with ideas of its own

as to the use to which it is ut. Even the

German army cannot legally be taken out

of Europe except as volunteers.

In a late number of the New Republic

we find these words:

"There is in America today the begin

ning of that very milita arrogancewhich we are told this war isrheing fought

to abolish. It shows itself in contempt

for all efforts toward peace, in programs

of armament that are the vista of a night

mare, in denunciation of the virtues that

make a free and tolerant people, in a

hatred of other points of view, in the at

tempt to haze and ostracize those who

have different opinions, and in the asset

tion of a brittle, touchy impatience at the

thought that anything human can be ad

justed without slamming the table and

rattling the windows. The militarists are

forcing the issue in such a way as to con

solidate the opposition. If the American

eople have to choose between their viruIience and the amiable intentions of the

official pacifists they will follow the

pacifists."

THE SPIRIT OF THE CAMP

NO nation with general military ser

vice can readily recover its sanity

or its freedom. The first purpose of com

pulsory service is to make serviceable in

dustrial as well as military units of the

young men of the count The docile

army is the right arm of privilege, and the

reliance of the industrial exploiter. Mili

tary drill accustoms men to blind obe

dience. They are taught to regard fright

fulness in terms of exalted patriotism.

To think of time of service as years

thrown away occurs to but few of them.

The danger from the enemy nation de

mands their sacrifices. This enem na

tion, which they blindly hate, is aIivays

watching for a chance to spring. When

all men have been through three ears of
camp-servitude they are ready fidr war

scares, for the domination of “makers of

madness.” Thus the people become “in

capable of self-government." They sub

ject themselves to all kinds of extortions

and discomforts to pay the “insurance

against war.” And most of this goes to

swell the war-spirit, at once making war

more probable and to its backers more

profitable.
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Days and Nights of the Locomotive Engineer

ONG, lank Fifty Thirty-nine was

trembling like a greyhound wait

ing for the leash to slip. She was

hissing through every exhaust

ipe and iving off smoke like a burning

ouse. S e seemed to know that when

she sprang away with her string of steel

Pullmans ten minutes hence she must go

through to her first station fifty miles

distant in exactly sixty minutes. Fifty

Thirty-nine, by the look of her, was going

to get there on time. Trig Buell was to

drive. He poked his lantern here and

there and ins ected the frames, the tires,

the flanges, the springs, the hangers, the

center ins, the eccentrics, and then with
a satisfiped mind climbed to his seat on the

right-hand side. I was in the cab by vir

tue of a special dispensation. I offered

Trig a cigar. He shook his head. A

great sigh went down the train as he

tested the air.

“You don’t smoke?" I inquired, re

membering that many workers under a

tension find an imaginary solace in tobacco.

"Sometimes at home; never in the cab."

"Why not? You don’t need your teeth

to do your work, do you?”

“Smoking,” said Trig thoughtfully,

"interrupts the functions of my two most

important senses—seeing and smelling."

‘ ’hy, I didn’t know the effect of to

bacco on the physical system was so—"

“I didn’t mean that,” Trig explained.

"I mean that in the draft that rushes

through this cab it takes ten or fifteen

seconds to light a pipe or a cigar. When

I'm doing fifty an hour I can't afford to

take my eyes off the right of way for ten

seconds. Then, too, when a fellow is

smoking he isn't smelling information.

My nose, you understand, gets me news

from laces my eyes can't reach. When

there is a certain kind of trouble brewing

I depend upon my sense of smell to tell me

accurately whether the cause is a hot pin,

By Rufus Steele

Author of: “Rule G”

the lagging, the ash-pan or a dragging

brake.

“I used to smoke in the cab. One

morning I dropped my pipe out of the

window. I had lighted it to keep my nose

warm. I was running through a fog so

thick that it seemed almost like tunneling

through soft snow, and I cussed the loss

of that pipe for an hour. Suddenly I

sniffed engine smoke in that blanket of

fog. I knew I was not smelling my own

engine, for my stack was high and the

smoke carried back over the cab. I was

pulling my passenger train at pretty good

speed. I sniffed that smoke again, then

I reached for the throttle and closed her

way down. With one hand on the air and

the other on the reverse lever I slipped

along. In a few minutes I could make out

the dim lines of a caboose moving ahead

of me in the mist. I followed that freight

train slowly for three miles until it stopped

at a water tank. The conductor in the

caboose, who had mixed his orders, was

not aware of our presence until his train

came to a standstill. My nose had saved

us from a rear-end collision. IfI had been

smoking I should not have smelled the

freight. I have never scratched a match

in the cab since that day except to light

a lantern.”

We ut the cigar in the fire-box and I

asked rig to tell me how rapidly an en

gine-man can think and act in an emer

gency.

"An engineer will probably do a lot of

acting before you'd suppose he could

have done any thinking at all," was his

reply. "Recently an engine-runner whom

we call Big Mac related an experience

that answers your question. One very

dark night he was pulling a passenger

train up a grade. He had a helper engine

coupled in behind. He rounded a sharp

curve and found something on the rails.

A box car, slipping its brakes, had run out

of a detailing switch and fallen over on

his track. From the time the pilot struck

the obstruction until the cab reached it

was about a second. In that time Mac

had closed the throttle, applied the air

brakes, opened the sand valve, reversed

the engine, whistled brakes for the second

engine and jumped down behind the

boiler. The engine, being on an uphill

climb, stopped in 130 feet. . It did not

leave the rails, and the damage was not

very serious. As Mac had no warnin , he

could not have thought and acte so

quickl , not could the other engine-man

have dime his duty as he did, but for the

fact that it is a part of a runner’s nature

to be eternally on the lookout for trou

ble—for trouble he prays he is not going

to find."

“Big Mac was merely doing the thin s

he was accustomed to do," I argued. “ e

was just doing them at lightning speed.

Does an engineer ever show such quick

ness in doing in an emergency things

which are not among his familiar duties?"

“Your answer hap ened several months

ago over in Nevada,’ said Trig as be com

pared his watch with the fireman’s and

noted that three minutes were yet to

elapse before he was due to stow his ton

gue and begin that sixty-minute race to

the first station. "It happened near

Harney. An overland train was making

forty miles an hour. M friend Charlie

was at the right side of the cab. He was

running out on a long bridge when he felt

something give under the left side of the

engine tank. In an instant he knew the

wheels of the front truck were off the rail.

As a matter of fact, a wheel had lost its

tire. Even as Charlie’s mind gripped his

Emblem the truck sloughedaround and

egan to tear up the ties of the bridge.

20
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“The engineer knew the peril of his

train. For the threatened derailing to

take place on the long bridge meant a

worse wreck than if there was solid ground

at the side to check runawa wheels.

Cars that left the rails on the bridge

must pitch into 5 ace.

"Charlie’s hamfwas on the emergency

valve, though he knew, of course, that no

brake ever devised would bring a train

going forty miles an hour to a standstill

before that banging truck had done its

dreadful work. Then Charlie's inspira

tion came. It was not nearly so slow in

comin as I am in telling about it, or else

it wou d have done no good. Charlie did

use the emergency, but not in the cus

tomary way, which would have exerted

the pressure simultaneously u on the

locomotive and the cars. eaching

down, he applied the emergency to the

cars alone. At the same moment he

opened the throttle still wider and let the

locomotive drive ahead under increased

steam. A terrific tension was instantly

put upon that tank. The engine was

yanking it forward while the cars were

drag ing it back. It was not exactly

lifter? into the air, to be sure, but the

tractive power of the engine pulling

against the impeded train prevented the

tank from following the direction of its

derailed wheels.

"The train came to a stop after travel

ing twelve hundred feet. The white

faced conductor hurried forward to learn

how it was that in spite of the ominous

 

bumping that had reached his ears there

had been no piling up of rolling stock.

He found Charlie standing on the ground

beside the tank car estimating the time

that would be required to get the broken

truck replaced. Stretching behind the

train for a quarter of a mile the splintered

ties recorded a plain tale of what must

have happened had not an engineer

evolved and executed upon the spur of

the emergency a trick which, so far as he

knew, had no precedent in his trade."

THE engineer is serious-faced in a way

peculiar to his kind. His eyes miss

nothing that comes within their focus,

even when he is off duty and miles from

his train. His alertness is abnormal.

By the time an engineer has passed his

first five years as a passenger runner he is

not unlikely to be as fat-waisted as a

squaw. The circling cushion just above

the hips, he will tell you, is Nature forti—

fying the bod against the terrific vibra

tion of the cal‘J’.

The passenger engineer has survived a

sieving process in which all the coarse

ones were caught and thrown out. The

man begins as a fireman on the humblest

kind of a freight. Before he is hired at all

an inquisitive trainmaster or assistant

superintendent goes into every detail of

his home life. The railroad is interested

in him not as a fireman but as a prospec

tive engineer. The rapidity of advance,

even of the most capable, is governed by

the vacancies higher up. As a general

thing the man serves about seven years

as a fireman before he becomes a freight

engineer, and he pulls a “drag" for an

other seven years before he is entrusted

with the pulling of a train that has men,

women and children as its load.

To understand the engineer and his

problems it is necessary to understand

something about the machine of which he

is master and better half. A locomotive

is the darling of all machines. It is the

blue-ribboned thoroughbred, all spirit and

all temperament, that will run its heart

out, but which on occasion will balk and

falter until its despairing driver might be

forgiven for wanting to mix dynamite in

the stuff the fireman feeds her.

“One night I was riding the cab of a

Mogul we called Big Betty up to Sum

rnit,” a trainmaster told me. “A second

engine was hooked in at Betty's tail and

a third was snorting down toward the

middle of the freight. We were carrying

the staff on that piece of single track,

which locked the block to all other trains

until we got out of it. Big Betty was not

pulling her own wei ht. She fumed and

fussed and drove TICI' 'hoghead’—that

is, her engineer—half mad. Finally he

stopped the train and took a look all

round to see if he could discover the

trouble. Eve thing appeared snug.

Someone had le t a tar bucket beside the

track. It was full of dirt and rain water.

The hoghead snatched up the bucket and

douced Big Betty with the slush. ‘Take

that, you old hag!’ he roared. ‘I was

The engineer of a night train is engaged in watching the most absorbing motion picture in the world
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never so ashamed of a Mogul in my life!’

He climbed back into the cab, gave the

signal, opened the throttle—and Big

Betty nearly yanked the drawheads out

in her sheer eagerness to pull the whole

load."

It is the steam-producing entity that is

most likely to get out of order. The

greatest possible heating surface is brought

into contact with the water. The water

is above and on both sides of the firebox,

and about two hundred and sevent two

inch flues extend through the full length

of the boiler. In the oil burners the oil

feeds toward the back of the firebox, rises

and sweeps forward through these flues.

The boiler is so sensitive that the sudden

openin of the firebox door may affect it

serious y. Cold air striking the flue sheet

causes a sudden contraction. The flues

leak. The water begins to run out.

Cold water must be injected into the

boiler. The steam gauge drops below

200. The engineer's troubles begin. He

can’t make the speed with his load. He

4 may be a hundred miles from a round

house. He mustn't be a hundredth of an

inch from his native resourcefulness.

One night, on a Coast Line passenger

train that had no time to lose, the fiues

were weeping like a funeral. As the loco

motive shrieked to a standstill at the

Gilroy station the engineer leaped down

and hotfooted to a rocery near the

tracks. “Gimme two-bits’ worth of bran,

uick!” he bawled at the clerk. Before
ill-re conductor gave the hi hball the en

ineer had lifted out the fi'ost plug and

ed in his bran to be sent through the

injector into the boiler as the train moved

along. The bran found the leaks and

plugged the holes. The locomotive

reached the end of its run on the dot.

In the roundhouse a machinist opened

her up to see just how she had assimilated

the breakfast food and exclaimed: “As

nict'ana job of soldering as ever I want to

see.

IT is around the speed-producing en

tity that the romance centers. The

placing of great weights in violent motion

never has ceased to be—perhaps never

will cease to be—one of the most serious

acts of man. Creating motion has been a

rather simple matter ever since a cave

man on a rampage started a boulder

down hill. The difliculty has been con

trol. The function of the engineer is to

overn motion and to nullify it without

disaster. The goal of invention has ever

been: better, and still better, ways to

sto 'er.

n the West mountain grades and in

numerable tunnels narrow main lines to a

single track. Yet trains flow in both di

rections and without uniformity of speed.

The employment of the almost erfect

automatic block signal system and) other

approved devices for safety minimizes

but does not eliminate the necessity for

quick control. And if there were no possi

ble danger from another train, there is the

ever-present possibility of an animate or

inanimate obstruction upon the track.

Safety is a commodity which may be bar

gained for by mechanical devices, but

which is actually purchasable at no other

price than the absolute vigilance of an

engineer.

It has been my high privilege to share

the fireman’s seat and cling to his window

sill while the train cut through the night

at an average speed of fifty miles an hour.

It seemed a hundred. I won't forget that

night. Two minutes before the run be

gan the engineer closed up likea clam. He

had gone all over Twenty-four Eleven

with his lantern, had examined his gauges

and tried his air. He chatted with me

and with the “tourist," which is a de

risive nickname for the soft-snap fireman

on an engine that drinks its fuel through a

pipe. Then he wiped clean the glass of

the forward window, climbed into his

little seat at the corner of the boiler,

which intruded so far that the cab seemed

merely a square nut screwed onto the

head of it, and did not speak again until

we reached the next station fifty miles

away. During that hour he gave one or

two orders in a pantomime that the fire

man instantly understood and obeyed.

The engineer sat with his feet resting

evenly on the floor. His body was bent

slightly forward with no support at the

back or side. His unwavering eyes bored

straight down the right of way. It

seemed to me that only on straight

track did he divert his gaze long enou h

to flash the steam gauge and note the

lass that told him where the water stood.

flis right hand was free. It remained at

his side ready to leap to throttle or John

son bar. His left arm appeared to drive

the train. That arm was in constant

motion. The left hand was eternally on

the air valve or on the whistle cord,

showing that the engineer's mind was

everlastingly on the safety of those be

hind him in the cars, or of those who

might be ahead of him on the rails.

I could see that the bell never ceased to

ring but no heavy note of its clangor

reached my ear. I felt rather than heard

the whistle. Soon Icould understand the

en ineer's language of steam—I could

IT whether he was shrieking safety to a

road-crossing or preempting a favorite

pathway of the cows.

HE engineer of a night train is en

gaged in watching the most absorb

ing motion picture in the world. It is

absorbing because there is no telling

the unexpected thing that ma at any

moment stand revealed. Into t at patch

of light way down the right of way leap

objects that pause just long enou h to be

comprehended by his brain. he in

stantaneous analysis must tell the en

gineer whether all is well, or whether he

18 to close the throttle, open the sand,

throw on the emergency and reverse the

Johnson bar with lightning speed.

A warning may come to him from some

thing he sees down the track; it may come

from the block signal semaphore, that

motions to him at least once in every five

minutes about the condition of the block

ahead; it may come to him through his

left ear, which is forever tuned to the

sounds within the cab, or through his

right ear, which is tuned to catch every

telltale sound outside. If he sees any

thing that looks red, or hears anything

that sounds red, or sniffs anything that

smells red, he goes for the air. \Vhen he

obeys a warning of the semaphore or a

blazing fusee on the track and stops

quickly, he may climb down to find that

his prompt response has saved him from a

wreck—or he may meet the trainmaster

stepping out from behind a bush to com

pliment him on the way he has performed

under an efficiency test. He must be

capable of making decisions that are both

sound and rapid. Sometimes he must

stop short or split a switch. Shall be let

the company pay for a new point for that

switch, or shall he save the point at the

ex ense of broken dishes in the dining car.>

he fireman, who is an en ineer in the

making, follows his chief's rufe in keeping
his mind sacred to the work in hand. “It:

made a test in Blackie’s cab. I had asked

Blackie if he and his fireman were able to

hear each other across the cab when old

Twenty-nine Thirty-one was roaring

along, and he had replied that they could

hear each other only when the talk was of

things that were in their minds. As we

pounded on in the dark Blackie poked

my shoulder and called across to his
l‘tourist:"

"Denny, loan me a dime!”

Denny, who was busily watching a left

hand curve, as the fireman is expected to

do, gave no sign. Blackie called a second

time. No response. He lifted his voice

and shouted the words again. Denny

might have been a stone man. Then

Blackie asked in a conversational tone,

"How's the block ahead ?” and Denny,

without shifting his eyes from their duty,

signaled with an upward gesture of his

right arm that the block was all theirs.

IT used to be that every man had an

engine he could call his own. Some of

the men took a vast pride in decking and

furbishing their pets. One man on the

Valley Line had every brass knob, cock

and plate in his cab nickel-plated. But

it developed that engines ought to do

longer hours than the short-shift engi

neers, and now engines are in “chain gang"

service and go out of the roundhouse in

rotation. There were certain advantages

growing out of the pride a man took in an

assigned engine, but the modern idea is

to gtve the engine all she can do, wearing

her out and replacing her with a machine

of later type. Yet an engineer never

ceases to have his favorite, and it is his

happy day when the “chain gang’I of

which he himselfis a part so fits the chain

of the locomotives that it is "old sweet

heart” that the hostler leads out for his

run.

“Who's the real boss of the train, any

wa P” I asked an old-timer.

he engineer smiled. "The conductor

is——the rules 52 so. You see him bus

tling round in his blue broadcloth and gold

buttons and you know he is the real thing.

You see him sitting in the diner eatin

his dinner like a gentleman, with soup and

napkin and nuts, while I’m here fishing

mine out of a tin bucket with a dirty paw

and warming my coffee on the boiler

head. Oh,he’s the boss all right. But say

-——let me whisper it—once my conductor

leaned down from the rear platform to

look for a hot box and took a tumble off

into a bush. \Vhen do you su pose we

found out that we had lost the 055 who

makes the wheels go round? Vl'hy, when

we stopped at the next station twenty

miles up the road!”



 

Suddenly she grew rigid, her gaze fixed on an object amid the litter

The Norther

The Story of An Ill Wind

By George Pattullo

Author of: The Blind Goddess; The Night Riders

WANTED—Refined lady to corespond

with bachelor. Right handsome no habits.

object matrimoney. must be young and

No widdows need apply. no sufragets

neither. Steady job a nice house and a peace

of money saved up. address H General

Delivery, Windy City, Tex. send phot.

NCLE BILLY carefully revised

this eii'ort for the tenth time, a

complacent grin lighting his ab

surdly boyish features as he

rubbed the gray stubble on his chin. Hav

ing further punctuated it at regular

geometric intervals, he enclosed the ad—

vertisement in an envelope addressed to

a St. Louis newspaper.

To the ordinary individual, a decision

to marry would lead to some cautious

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

browsing among his feminine friends, but

Uncle Billy had his own reasons for

seeking far from home. Lying in bed

with a broken ankle sustained through

climbing on the wrong horse in the dark,

he had decided on his fiftieth birthday

that the time had arrived for him to settle

down; but be strongly suspected that no

girl in the county would have him. He

was equally positive there was no girl in

the county he would have. What more

natural, then, than that he should employ

the modern weapon for getting what you

want?

About noon Dr. Sanders arrived from

town and Uncle Billy gave him the letter

to mail.

“What’s new, Doc?”

"Nothin' much. I just came from the

grand jury. They were taking evidence

on that klllin’.”

His patient gave a grunt of disgust.

"Shucks, why don't they turn Mullins

loose? He done just right."
l‘It’s men like you, ' the doctor told

him with heat, “who're keeping this

country back. \Ve’ll never get law and

order, Uncle Billy, till they hang a few.”

“A man's got a right to protect his own

home, ain’t he?”

"Sure. But the law will do the gettin'

even for him! Besides, Mullins was too

late. What good did he do by shootin'?"
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“He sq‘uared u with the sorry hound.

That's w at goo he done!”

AT this moment the young owner of

the Spade ap eared in the doorway.

“Arguin’ again?’ he exclaimed. "No use

wastin’ your breath, Doc! He’d argue

on his deathbed. What’s the ruckus

about, an how?"

“Why,' said Uncle Billy, "Doc here

says they'd ought to string up Lee Mul

lins. Can you beat it?"

His employer snorted and, as he drew

' up a chair and straddled it, replied: “I

reckon you figure

he'd ought to of

sued Sliney—hey,

Doc? That’d be

_ the nice peaceful

way. But I’ll bet the jury frees him!

Lee did exactl right. I’d have done

the same myself."

The doctor, testing the plaster cast,

merely smiled and shook his head.

“What you grinnin’ at, Doc?"

"Because you wouldn't do anything

of the sort. You couldn’t. It isn't in

You.

“Why ain't it in me?”

“Because it isn't. That's why. "ou

were raised right, and in a pinch you'd

show it. You can't get away from breed—

in', Jeff.”

His positiveness seemed to incense

Sadler. “You know a lot about what I'd

do and what I wouldn't, don't you?

Maybe if it came to a showdown you'd

change your mind.”

"I don’t think so, Jefi'. In certain

primal impulses we are the product of

our ancestors and—”

It was too much for Uncle Billy. “Tar

nation, talk American, Doc!" he begged.

“All right,” said the doctor, laughing.

“Who's cookin’ for you since Uncle Billy

got hurt, Jeff?"

"That Swede who was diggin' post

holes; and you could kill a steer with one

of his biscuits. Say, Doc, can't you make

this rascal mend quicker? Shoot some

high life into him, or somethin’; else he'll

lie there till Christmas.‘l
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“You’re crazy!” she cried. Then, pointing

straight at the boss, she said firmly, “There’s

the man I came to marry!”

INDEED, the cook evinced no eager

ness to be back at his job and had only

progressed from bed to a rocking-chair

when the mail brought him an answer to

his advertisement from a small town in

Kansas. He read it three or four times,

very dubiously.

"She's tryin’ to hoorah me,” he con

cluded. “Yes, sir, that's it. She proba'ly

thinks she's cleverer’n hell; or maybe she

thinks I'm foolin'. Wants to see what I

look like, huh? That's something else

agin.”

After a day given to thinking it over

he sent a photograph. A second letter

arrived promptly.

Dear sir and friend,

The picture has

made me change

my mind. you do

not look like you

would play cheap

tricks on a girl So

maybe I was wrong.

If you are in real

earnest write to me

again. I am send

ing you my picture

Maybe we will get

to like each other.

you never can tell.

How about it?

Anyhow I have

a reason for want

ing to go away

from here and

never come back

and even if we do

not get married

perhaps you could

out in your country

for I want to get

away from here. I

have always heard

t h a t westerners

were perfect gen

tlemen or I would

not take the risk

and besides your

face is a real honest

one.

Do not think I

am a bad girl for I

am not. I am just

an average girl

with only myself

to depend on and

must earn my own

living but I am a

fine worker and

know how to keep

house and if we

got to like each

other I would make

you a true wife.

Anyhow take a.

look at my picture

and if you are satis

fied write and may

be I will come. the

icture is a fright

ccause that old

hat is all out of

style and my hair

is a fright but it

will have to do.

How old are you?

About 28 I guess,

are you not? That

is what you look.

I am twenty.

, . . yrs truly,  

> -‘ KATIE STEEN.

I, i P. S.—You do

In‘ - not need to send

A money for my fare

because I have

some layed by and

besides I do not

want to be beholden to you until we see

how we like each other.

Highly elated, Uncle Billy seized his

crutches and hobbled of? to the bunk

house for supper.

"Well, boys,” he said patronizingly, “I

won’t be eatin’ here with vou much longer.”

"Ain’t you feelin’ well, Uncle Billy?"

“Never felt better in my whole life!

That ain’t it—I aim to git married.”

One and all laid down their knives.
l‘Married? Who to?"

"A lady from Kansas City. She's a

sure-enough dream, too—young and

peachy.”

put me on to a job.

The general laugh that greeted this

announcement was extremely offensive,

and Shorty cap ed it with: “Any gal you

could git woud jump at a job in a

beaneryl"

“Oh, is that so? You're awful smart,

ain’t you?” retorted Uncle Billy.

ATURALLY the entire Spade

outfit considered the cook’s proj

ect a hoax, but Uncle Billy persisted in

the notion that he.was going to marry

and bespoke a vacant cottage close to

Sadler’s on the hill. It was a two-roomed

shack that a former owner of the S ade

had used for the accommodation of uy

ers, and the cook planned to furnish it.

“She’s a-comin’ Friday,” he informed

them. Howls of incredulityl “All right.

You wait and see. I reckon you fellers

think I cain’t git me a wife? Hey?”

Early Friday morning he hitched the

dun mules to a buggy and set off to town.

Under Sadler's direction the outfit was

loading five hundred twos and threes at

the pens on the outskirts and the last car

was sealed just as the Burro Express

showed at the summit of the down-grade.

Thereupon they raced for the depot,

whooping madly.

But when the prospective bride stepped

on to the platform a deathlike silence fell

on the crowd. They could scarcely be

lieve their eyes. Uncle Billy had told the

truth! Nay, he had grossly understated

it. This copper-headed girl was more

than young and peachy; she was more

than pretty. Dave Rucker, who drove

the bus and whose profession naturally

endowed him with exceptional insi ht,

took one glance at her and muttere in

helpless despair: “Well, I’ll be dogged!

How did the li’l runt do it? That there's

a sure-enough woman.”

Nobody moved to welcome her and this

seemed to embarrass Miss Steen. She

colored and looked expectantly at the

roup of horsemen. Was it possible no

body had come to meet her?

"Go on, Uncle Billy," hissed Shorty,

prodding the cook savagely with his

thumb. “What’re you standin’ there

like a. fool for?”

As well ask a man why he is drowning!

Uncle Billy was scared out of his wits.

Looking like the wreck of a misspent life,

he stood miserably mo ping his brow

with a bandanna. Sud enly he started

forward with sus icious force, casting a

resentful glance back at Shorty as he

went, and shambled to meet her.

“Was you lookin’ for anyone, ma’am?”

he inquired politel .“Yes, indeed. Ilwas looking for Mr.

Hucilrabee. He said he'd be here to meet

ine.

“I—I’m Mr. Huckabee,” piped Uncle

Bill with a pale smile.

iss Steen whirled on him and cried:

"You're craz !"

"No, I ain t,- ma’am. Honest, I ain't.

I'm Mr. Huckabee. I’m the one you’re

going to marry."

A flash of dismay, quickly subdued,

and she said firmly: “Is that so! You’re

not the Mr. Huckabee I’m looking for.

He’s—why, there’s the man I came to

marry!” -

Everybody turned to look; she was

pointing straight at the boss!

Jeff laughed, but her underlip started

to quiver and he said hastily: “I m afraid

(Continued on page 46)



A Study of the Basis of Cooperative Fruit Selling

The Soul’s Awaking

- and the Price of Prunes

UPPOSE all the American wheat

farmers should this year or next

heed the incessant admonition of

the a ricultural experts and adopt

German or English methods of grain pro

duction. Instead of an average yield of

14 bushels to the acre, there would be

raised say 28 bushels. The total pro

duction would leap from around 800 mil

lion bushels to 1600 million bushels—and

every wheat farmer would lose money

faster than a war baby sheds its financial

teeth after peace is declared.

In California and Arizona cotton yields

an average of a bale to the acre; in the

South the average production is less than

half a bale to the acre. Suppose it should

suddenly reach the Far \Vestern average.

Suppose the cro 5 should suddenly jump

from twelve mil ion bales to twenty-four

millions. \Vouldn’t the South have to call

on the Red Cross for relief rations?

Production is only one end of the farm

ing business. The selling end is of fully

equal importance. If the product cannot

be sold at a profit, it would better have

been left ungrown.

In the fall of 19i4 the a ple orchards

of the country produces 84,000,000

bushels of fruit; the following year they

produced 76.ooo,ooo bushels. The dif

ference amounted to about three apple

pies per capita. It was exceedingly small,

yet in 1914 the growers throughout the

country could not sell apples for enough

to cover expenses; in tors they made a

fair profit on the crop. What would

hap en if the apple crop should be

doubled?

A surplus of8,000,000 bushels extracted

every penn of profit out of the apple

business. In the Pacific Northwestern

states a crop increase of about io,000,000

bushels is in prospect during the next six

or ei ht years. \Vill the added produc

tion 'ill the market? \Vill the new acre

age of young apple, prune, pear, apricot,

c erry, nut and peach trees and grape

vines take the profit out of the fruit busi

nesg when this acreage comes into bear

ing.

Growers throughout the Far West are

nose to nose with this question. There

is no sidestepping. It has to be answered.

What is the answer going to be?

PERHAPS the raisin growers can shed

some light on the question.

It has been variously estimated that it

costs about 2% cents to produce a pound

of Muscat raisins in the sweat box. This

estimate does not include interest on the

vineyard investment. of about $500 an

acre. Thus, if the farmer gets three cents

a pound, or sixty dollars a ton, he gets his

money back and gets paid for his labor;

he also makes two per cent on his invest

By Walter V. Woehlke

ment. Since most of the vineyards, for

reasons which will be set forth, were until

recently covered with good-sized plasters

drawing seven to ten per cent interest,

the producer had to pay the bulk of the

mortgage interest out of his labor earnings

when the price was down to three cents a

pound.

ND it was down to three cents about

half the time; sometimes the price was

down to two and a half, even to two cents

a pound. \Vhen it dropped that far, many

farmers fed their raisins to the hogs and

the horses. It was cheaper to feed raisins

than to buy barley at the same price per

pound.

Take a look at the California raisins.

Better still, take a mouthful of them.

There is nothing in them except rape

sugar and sunshine. They are not ipped

in boiling lye like the Spanish raisins.

They do not have to be washed three

times like the Greek currants before they

can be sold. They are clean. If you had

ever seen the texture and color of the

three changes of the wash water that must

be used on most of the Greek currants; if

you could watch the Greeks pile the cur

rants on the dirt floors and cover them

with various unappetizing materials to

keep in the heat that cures them, you

would a preciate the sweetness, the

purity o the California product which

the grower for years had to sell for three

cents a pound and less.

But you, the consumer, paid a quarter

for two pounds of raisins regularly; the

standard retail price was four times the

average amount the rower received. Of

course the grower di not like to see his

debts grow with each successive three

cent crop. \Vhat could he do? \Vhat did

he do to diminish the margin between the

amgignt he got and the price the consumer

pai .

For years he didn’t do much of any

thing—except to cuss the packers.

The ackers are the owners of the big

plants in which the raisins are stemmed,

seeded, wei hed and packed in boxes and

cartons. he packers went out into the

vineyards, advanced the grower money

with which to ay the harvesting expenses

and contracted’ for his crop—at the lowest

ossible price, of course. Like any other

business man, they paid no more than

they had to. Also, they tried to sell at

the highest price the could get, but—There were severalldozen packers, and

each packer tried to sell as much as he

could and as fast as he could. They

shaded prices to get the business, under

sold one another to such an extent that

they likewise failed to make money. The

raisin seemed to have the Midas touch

with the reverse English: everybody

handling it grew poor. Even the specu

lators, the wholesalers and jobbers got

tired of the everlasting uncertainty, tur

moil and confusion attending the market

ing of the raisin crop.

Several years ago the leading growers,

the packers, the bankers and merchants of

the raisin district determined to end the

raisin chaos. They or anized a company

with a capital of a mi lion dollars. This

company leased the packing plants from

the owners and it bought the crops of the

growers. But it did not try to buy cheap

and sell high. At the time of the com

pany’s organization the ruling market

price was less than $60 a ton: the com

pany contracted to buy at a minimum

price of $80 a ton. It aimed to remove the

ruinous competition among rival packers

and speculators, to keep the raisin price

at a steady level that would yield the

growers a living, fair return plus six per

cent interest on the capital invested in

the California Associated Raisin Com

pany. This effort was not a strictly co

operative movement conceived and car~

ried out solely by the growers; the packers,

the mercantile and the financial firms

through the raisin district, realizing the

importance of a stabilized and prosperous

fruit industry, all lent a hand in getting

the project started.

MORTGAGES have been paid off,

automobiles, phonographs and

pianos have been bought in the raisin

country since speculation ceased and mer

chandizin became the order of the day

in marketing the raisin crop. The average

gross receipts of the small grower who has

forty tons of raisins to sell have been 5800

a year higher during the last three years

than they were during the preceding

three-year period—and the growers know

it. \Vhen the company stipulated last

winter that, in order to continue its work

it must have sales’ contracts covering the

crops of fifteen thousand additional acres,

the growers went at the task with grim

determination. They were not going to

allow a stubborn neighbor to wreck the

movement which had helped them to es

cape from the black shadow of foreclosure.

\Vhen reason and pleading failed, they

ostracised the selfish one socially, isolated

him and his family even to the children

until he ave in. The fifteen thousand

additiona acres were signed up and fair

prices were assured for at least another

three years.

In other words, the raisin growers have

proved conclusively that the margin be

tween the production costs and the retail

price of their output is sufficiently large
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The Soul's Awaking and the Price of Prunes: 27Walter V. Woehlke

to give them a fair profit while stimulating

consumption at the same time—if cut

throat competition is eliminated and

modern selling methods are used in the

marketing of the crop.

Now let us switch to that much mis

understood fruit, the sugary, health

giving rune of commerce.

It's t e same story, except that the pro

ducer as a rule has been receiving better

prices than the raisin grower. But quite

often he did not get enough. The packer,

the man who owned the plants for hand

ling and selling the crop, who financed

the grower and dealt in his product,

naturally was always gloomy and pessi

mistic when he contracted to buy prunes.

Early in 1915, about the time the prune

trees were in blossom, the line of talk he

carried into the orchards was especially

blue. Germany, the principal buyer of

export prunes, had been cut off by the

En lish orders-in-council; the war brides

ha not yet begun to smile; the country

felt poor; the rune crop was going to be

extra large. ny packer in the spring of

1915 could prove at a moment's notice

that he was rendering a philanthropic,

patriotic service b taking the un rown

prune crop off the h'a less grower’s ands

at three cents a pound). And a good many

growers, fearing the worst, did contract

to sell their crop around this price.

But there were others who refused

to wear the blue glasses offered by the

pessimistic packers. These coura eous

souls gnashed their teeth when they ound

that speculators had, in spring, sold at

starvation prices more than a thousand

carloads of prunes that would not be in

existence until fall. These men decided

that conditions warranted a price of 5

cents instead of 3% cents a pound, but

they could not prove it. So they held

meetings, agitated and organized the

Growers’ Information Bureau, the Bureau

to gather data concerning the probable

size of the prune and apricot crop, the

amount of stock on hand, the demand for

dried fruits and other factors bearing upon

the future course of the market.

VIEWED superficially the outlook for

prunes and dried apricots in the

spring and summer of 1915 bore out the

packers’ gloomy contentions, but the

growers’ bureau looked beneath the sur

face. As a result of its investigations it

advised the growers to stand like a stone

wall for five-cent runes and nine-cent

a ricots. Most 0 them stood, though

t e temptation to stampede was strong.

All through the summer clear to the har

vest the ackers maintained their ground,

fortified y the increasing severity of the

British blockade. But when the allied

countries suddenly developed a stron

appetite for dried and canned fruits of afi

varieties, the packers beat a strategic re

treat. The growers strong in faith ot

what they wanted; the others had a fine

chance to do some plain and fancy repent

ing. And the man who sold fift tons of

prunes for $3 500 when he might ave had

$1500 more merely by heeding the advice

of his colleagues is learning to hesitate

this year. it.

The curve of the 1915 prune and a ricot

rice was one of the prettiest o ject

lessons of the cash value of cooperation

ever resented to a group of farmers. Yet

this esson should not have been neces

sary. The citrus growers of California

have demonstrated the cash value of co

operative methods so thoroughly for so

many years that additional proof should

have been superfluous. The association

of the walnut rowers, controlling eighty

per cent of Cafifornia’s output, the raisin

men and the almond producers trans

muted united effort into the coin of the

realm ri ht before the eyes of their doubt

ing neig bors, but these neighbors were

not interested until the rough paw of

calamity forced them to stop, look and

listen. The peach growers have seen the

li ht since the disastrous summer (if i9i§

wien thousands of tons of peaches rotted

beneath the trees. In California they

have formed an association with a ca ital

of a million dollars on the model 0 the

Associated Raisin Company. The olive

growers, handicapped by a relatively

small acreage scattered from one end of

California to the other, are endeavoring

to perfect their organization. The hop

growers of California, Oregon and Wash

ington have come together for a measure

of mutual protection against the storm

of blockades, embargoes, prohibition and

s eculation; even the hen men have heard

tlie cackle of cooperation and are groping

toward each other in an effort to put more

money into their purses by consolidating

their chicken-wire defenses.

YET it must not be expected that the

market millennium will arrive over

night as a result of the agitation that has

5 read into every rural community of the

ar West. Successfulcoo eration resup

poses acleansing of the ol Adam. ewho

would rofit must first learn gracefully to

surren er a large part of his constitutional

right to run his own business; he must

cast out the devils of suspicion and doubt;

he must steel himself against the tempta

tion of higher prices offered by the opposi

tion; he must learn to contemplate the

high salaries paid specialists and execu

tives without envy; he must realize that

even high-salaried experts are not infalli

ble and that they can only make the best

of market conditions, the power to create

prosperity throughout the country bein

denied them. If the rower would stand

high in the councils o the movement, he

must acquire the difiicult art of looking

beyond his own personal benefit to the

welfare of the industry; he must study

human nature, make allowance for its

frailty when he is criticized and remember

that, in the long run, his own success is

bound up with that of the industry he

helps to manage. The cornerstone of co

operation is not the organization of aid

executives and salesmen; it consists of,the

attitude of the growers toward one an

other, toward the men who run the ma

chine the growers own in common. In its

essence this cornerstone is spiritual; when

the growers reall and truly are in the right

frame of mind, t e organization and finan

cial problems can be adjusted rapidly.

T is the unwillingness of the individual

' to purge himself of .selfishness, suspi

cion, pigheadedness, hatred and prejudice

that has caused the downfall of many c0

operative efforts. And there is no success

ful enterprise operated b a group of

farmers in common which as not passed

through a period of mental storm and

stress. The apple growers of the Pacific

Northwest know this state of mind inti

mately. They have seen so-called co

operative enterprises run for the benefit

of a few large stockholders, for the profit

and the personal a grandizement of the

mana er, for the advancement of a cer

tain s ipper's business. They have seen

a group of malcontents withdraw and

form a rival association because they did

not like the color of the secretary's hair.

They have seen big shippers fight each

other, using the growers’ fruit as ammuni

tion; they have seen the managers favor

one member at the expense of others and

the have seen members steal a march on

their fellows b dishonestly, carelessly

packed fruit. hey have seen politics of

all varieties in their organizations, dis

sensions, schisms, contract-jumping and

hammering until the woods rang with the

song of the anvil.

Are the fruit-growers of Oregon, Wash

ington, Idaho and Montana in the right

spiritual condition for true cooperation

now?

They should be. Based upon the new

bearing acreage and upon last year's short

crop, but without considering the weather

factor, the four Northwestern states

should have this fall more than 20,000

carloads of apples, the biggest crop since

the first pioneer of the Oregon Trail was

tem ted to plant an apple tree. If theprodiucer is to dispose of this great uan

tity of fruit at a profit, the squab ling

between rival shipping organizations,

large and small, between the various dis

tricts, between the associations in the dis

tricts and between the factions in the

associations must cease; the knife and the

hammer must be buried, the hands must

come out of the other fellow's hair to

seize the rope for a united pull.

The Northwestem growers did not

trust one another. Hood River made a

face at Wenatchee, Wenatchee sus ected

Yakima, Yakima would not pul with

Rogue River and Western Ore on bad its

rievance against Spokane. he task of

Erin ing them all under one hat had been

trie , but without real success. It seemed

impossible—until the federal government

tackled the job.

HE Bureau of Markets of the De

partment of Agriculture has no

special interests, no favorites to look after

either in Yakima or in Hood River. Its

one concern is to help the growers market

their output at a reasonable profit. It is

not involved in sectional jealousies or

factional politics. It is an impartial out

sider. Hence it became the snubbing post

around which each district, ship‘per and

grower could throw the lariat wit out fear

or suspicion, the neutral ground on which

the emissaries from all parties could meet

to discuss their common problems.

And the representatives of the Bureau

of Markets worked out a plan which met

with the 'oint approval even of factions

which ha been openly hostile for years.

They organized the Fruit Growers’

Agency, which now includes over eighty

per cent of the shippers’ and rowers

associations of the Northwest. he in

dependence of the various selling a encies

was not disturbed. The all wil con

tinue to sell the growers’ ruit, but under

conditions laid down by the new_Agen_cy.

The principal condition is uniformity.

Every selling organization joining the

Agency must make a new contract witl:

every grower or growers’ association, anc

(Continued on page 75)
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Miss Margaret Kennedy catches Columbia river crawfish to pay for singing lessons.

lesson.

for the "Pearl Fishers" or other operatic roles

 

lt takes twenty-three dozen crawfish for each

She "dresses the part" of the crawfisher as faithfully now as some day she will dress

Interesting Westerners

A Girl Who Crawfishes to Get Ahead—A Scientist Who is Also a Household Efliciency

Expert—A Illan Who Teaches by Day and Forms by Night—The Uncrowned Queen

of Utah—The Lady of the Garden Rosaries—The Boss of the Reindeer Range

YOUNG girl singin as she works

is an interesting 0 ject, alwa s.

This is particularly true of iss

y of Skamo

For her singing ac

tually depends upon the amount of her

work. If she catches twenty-three dozen

crawfish that means money enough to

Margaret Kenne

kawa, Washington.

go to Astoria, twenty miles away,

for a vocal lesson.

Last year, in Olympia, before

it became necessary for the Ken

nedy family to move down into

\Vahkiakum county, Margaret

Kennedy’s voice had attracted

attention. Back of the voice lay

purpose and the will to succeed.

Changed conditions could not

change these ambitions. The

young singer thou ht it out beside

the lower Colum ia river. She

had a small boat, a strong phy

sique, and determination to go on

with her music. She noticed

others crawfishing on a large scale.

Of course no girl had ever done it

before, but was there ever another

girl who wanted voice training as

much as she? So she caught some

bait, set her traps, and tied them

to trees along the banks of the Co

lumbia river.

Her crawfish are sold to an As

toria restaurant for twenty cents

a dozen. Since beginning last

September she has made an aver

age of thirty dollars a month,

twelve dollars being her highest

week, and three dollars her lowest.

Once a week she has her vocal lesson in

Astoria, paying three dollars for it, and a

dollar and a half for her fare. Her voice is

improving every da', so with renewed

enthusiasm she dons er rubber boots and

rubber coat and trousers each morning,

and rows out to pull in her catch.

  

Professor Kincaid has wiry black hair which persists in

growing in the wrong direction and his collars are'usually

too large for him. Yet when the world's great scientists

visit Seattle it is Professor Kincaid they come to see

time when she will draw in crowded houses

from the flowing current of the music

loving public.

U

HEN Lord Kelvin, the famous

English scientist, touring America.

It is not difiicult to predict for her a alighted from a train in Seattle several

years ago, he was welcomed at

the depot by a party composed

of the city’s most distinguished

people, including members of the

Chamber of Commerce.

“I cannot spend any time with

ou, gentlemen," said Lord
elvin uite brusquely. I‘I am

looking for Trevor Kincaid.”

Some of the distinguished citi

zens had never seen not heard

of Professor Kincaid, who is

better known in London, Paris.

Berlin, Rome, Tokyo, New York

and Petrograd than he is in his

home city.

Professor Kincaid is very un

professorlike in appearance. He is

a slender, young appearing man

with wiry black hair that persists

in growing in the wrong direction

and a whiskerless face upon which

droll smiles are continually play

ing. His collars are usually a size

and a half too large for him and

he often walks absentmindedly

across the campus carrying his

umbrella upside down.

Relations between the United

States and Great Britain were

very strained in ‘1897 over the
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seals on the Pribilof Islands. Professor

Kincaid and Dr. David Starr _lordan went

to the islands to represent the United

States, met English experts there, made

a scientific stud of seal life and com

piled a detaile report which formed

the basis of an agreement satisfactory to

both governments.

In 1899, Professor Kincaid acted as

entomologist to the great Harriman

scientific expedition to Alaska, and a‘

little later he was sent to Japan by

the department of agriculture to

discover a parasite inimical to gypsy

moths. Next the government sent him

to the Carpathian mountains in Russia to

secure more parasites which would kill do

structive moths.

One of Professor Kincaid’s best known

achievements is his discovery ofa parasite

to combat the Douglas spruce beetle,

which has made disastrous attacks upon

American forest trees.

()ne of his latest achievements is the

successful growth of Eastern or Baltimore

oysters upon the Pacific Coast. Recently

he has transplanted them from Chesa

peake bay and they are breeding at the

resent time in Willapa harbor and neigh

boring coves and bays upon the seacoast

of western Washington. Up to the time

of his discovery the toothsome little Pacific

Coast oyster, masquerading under va

rious names, was the only one which had

been successfully grown on the Pacific

Coast.

Professor Kincaid is a stron

in efiiciency in the household.

believer

e main

‘ tains that women can eliminate fifty per

cent of fatigue by motion study and econ

omy of footsteps in their duties in the

home. He says that the same principles

of efficiency should govern their work as

those now employed in many factories

and ublic institutions. Before making

her s opping tour, a woman should make

 

Mrs. Emmeline B. Wells is called the uncrowned queen

of Utah. She is eighty-eight years old, yet youthful in

her activity; dainty of figure yet powerful in influence

out a list of the stores to be

visited in the order of their

relative position so that

instead of doubling back

upon her steps she may

save both time and energy

by moving about on a

timesaving plan. He also

points out that an archi

tect when planning a

home, should give more

attention to the arrange

ment of the kitchen so

that the sink and drain

board may be in close

.roximity to the pantry.

it should be planned to

conform with her conven

ience and not the water

piping as is usually the

case. The kitchen should

be formed around the

stove as the productive

center and a kitchen

cabinet should be installed

to save unnecessary bend

ing and searching for lost

articles.

Professor Kincaid is not

merely a teacher and the

orist. He is a warm

hearted, vigorous man

who does things—a man

whose achievements in en—

tomology have put him in

the same class in science

as John Burroughs, Lu

ther Burbank and Thomas

Edison.

WARREN CRANE.

by night.

 

William Malcom is a school teacher by day and a farmer

He says he needs farming as a recreation after

teaching all day and then a little teaching as a rest after

farming all night. Here he stands in a $60,000 eucalyptus

U plantation which he has grown after school hours

IGHTY-EIGHT years old, yet

youthful in spirit; slight of figure

but powerful in influence; such is Mrs.

Emmeline B. Wells of

Salt Lake City, resi

dent of the Nationa VVo

man's Relief Society with

its forty thousand active

members. Mrs. Wells is

one of the few remaining

pioneers who blazed the

trail across the him in

the late forties. . he is one

of the last of those, who,

from personal experiences,

can recount from the be

ginning the story of the

development of the great

west. At the age of four

teen, near the place of her

birth in Massachusetts,

she became a member

of the Mormon Church.

By carriage she went to

Boston, by railroad to Al

bany, by boat throu h theErie Canal to Buffalzo and

on lakes and rivers to Nau

voo, Illinois. A few years

later she left Illinois and

began her real pioneer

journey of sixteen hundred

miles across the plains.

She reached Salt Lake val

ley in November, 1848,—

sixty-seven years ago.

From the time of her

arrival in Utah this ener

getic little woman, as

school-teacher, a u t h o r,

poetess. editor and publisher, public

5 eaker, traveler—both at home and

abroad has been an important figure in all

the religious, olitical, social and educa

tional life of t e state, being particularly

prominent in those lines of endeavor

which have had for their object the ad

vancement and development of woman.

Her office, headquarters ofthe Woman’s

Exponent (the second oldest woman's

paper in the West) and the National Wo

man's Relief Society, in addition to being

a veritable public bureau of information,

has been especially a hospitable gathering

place for women. Her guest book con

tains the autographs of hundreds of fa

rr'ious travelers who, passing through Salt

Lake Cit , have paused for a moment to

visit wit this well-informed and inter

esting woman.

AMY Baowu LYMAN.

U.

ILLIAM MALCOM, 57, teaches

school from 9 until 4 and farms

four ranches during the rest of his wake

ful hours. He has taught school and

farmed for thirty-fiveyears. As he some

times jokingly puts it, he is a teacher by

day and a farmer by night because he

needs farming as a recreation after teach

ing all day and then a little teachin to ease

his muscles after farming all night. Even

at 57 Malcom is a man.of unusual capac

ity for work, the capacity being well _pre

served by a physical strength maintained

by his outdoor work. Bearing this _in

mind it is easier to see how he carnes

on his two lines of work simultaneously.
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You have heard of many a teacher who

goes from the classroom to take care of a

small garden or a few chickens. That

isn't Malcom. He farms big; none of the

pottering over half an acre. Give him an

eighty-five—acre eucalyptus plantation, a

loo-acre fruit farm, and throw in two

small ranches of seven and five acres for

his after-school amusement. Four such

ranches are being farmed by Malcom now,

with a artner on two of them. He hasaccumuilated these properties during his

thirty-five years of teaching and farming

in spite of a $50,003 loss in the anic of

1889~90. And if you wanted to Buy him

out today you probably would need

$100,000 or so.

Malcom is principal of a four-room dis

trict school at I’uente, California. If he

would retire the state would pay him a

pension of $500 a ear the rest of his life

for thirty years 0 faithful service. But

Malcom loathes inactivity. Ask him

when he expects to retire and he will laugh

and tell you twenty or thirty years, with

affected seriousness.

Here is an example of his activity.

He bought seven acres of cheap land

some twenty years ago and planted it to

eucalyptus trees. Every six years there

after he cut crops of these trees—three in

all— which averaged $300 an acre to the

cutting. Then he dug out thousands of

tons of granite, which he discovered lay

in rich deposits on this land, hired men

with wagons, and sold it to the county for

road building—enough to make twelve

miles of highway. After that he filled in

the cavities with good soil and sold the

seven acres for town lots. Under Mal

com’s treatment those seven acres be

haved much like a gold mine.

The class in agriculture in the Puente

school is tau ht by the principal. It is

more than aiook course, you may be sure.

In a well-arranged school garden across

the road Malcom shows, with all the

 

W. T. Lopp recently received a written invitation to visit

Cape Prince of Wales.

tanned baby-seal hide.

States Bureau of Education in Alaska.

{00.

The invitation was written on a

Mr. Lopp is Chief of the United

He has spent

twenty-five years of continuous service there

equi ment ofa model gar

demiiow to a ly the book

knowledge. is pupils are :l '

the sons and daughters of

farmers in a region where

farming competition is

keen. And when they

carry home the ideas of

William Malcom on sweet

corn growing there is no

discounting their value on

the part of the parents.

For wasn't Malcom, with

his own five acres, the first

grower on the market with

corn last spring? And

didn't he, for several days

while he had the market

to himself, get as high as

sixty cents a dozen for this

same corn? Indeed he did.

And he harvested it morn

ings, before school hours,

HARLAN SMITH.

U

RS. .E.ANDREWS

of s Angeles, had

no idea, at first, of making

flower beads a business.

She began to make beads

as a sort of idle-hour pas

time, and to provide what

she thought would be

acceptable Christmas gifts

for a few friends. These

friends,however, quite nat~

urally showed their beads

to friends of theirs, and soon she was

permitting herself to be persuaded into

making strings of beadsfor sale. In ashort

time she was booking orders so fast that,

before she realized what she was doing, she

had to spend practically all of her time

in the effort to fill them. That’s the

way it started, and toda her beads are

being sold all over the Lffiited States.

Mrs. Andrews, of course,

makes no claim for origi

nating the making ofbeads

from the petals of flowers.

The discovery of a process

for making flower beads,

in fact, is said to have been

made many years ago by

a nun, but the beads made

according to this nun’s

process are always black,

ecause the fresh petals

are used. This California

woman, however, does

claim to have discovered

the method, now largely

in vogue, for creating a

flower bead in which is pre

served the natural color of

the flower, as well as its

natural perfume. She uses

flowers of all kinds—and

the exact color and fra

grance of each of these are

g‘reserved in the ‘beads.

his makes it possible for

a woman to possess a

stringof flower beads suit

able in color to go with

every gown.

By Mrs. Andrews’

process the flowers are

gathered when in their

most perfect state and are

allowed to thoroughly dry.

The petals'are then ground

-63:71:‘:"

roman-n...,.

  

the flower.

 

 

Mrs. J. E. Andrews makes beads from the petals offlowers,

so that the beads retain the color and the fragrance of

They are rosaries of western gardens

into a fine powder and carefully sifted.‘

A paste is made from this powder, which

is then molded into pellets of the desired

size. The pellets are pierced with a pin,

and, with the pin in place, are placed in

cardboard trays to dry. Later they are

strung on strings, and sold in neat boxes.

CHARLES ALMA Bvr-zas.

U

T. LOPP, of Seattle, Chief of the

. United States Bureau of Education

in Alaska, has spent twenty-five years of

continuous educational service in the

frozen north. A few weeks a 0 Mr. Lopp,
known as Tomguruk to thegEskimos, re

ceived a strange acknowledgment of his

work among the Alaskan natives. It

came in the shape of an ivory tusk, appro

riately engraved, and a tanned baby-seal

iiide with a message written upon it in

viting Mr. Lo p and his wife to visit Cape

Prince of Wa es some time this year.

In his twenty-five ears’ service in the

north Mr. Lopp has geen connected with

the reindeer commission and by adopting

practical methods has made reindeer

raising an industry. There are now near

ly 70,000 of these animals in the territorv

—the increase from a few hundred whic

were imported during the first few years

of Mr. Lopp’s residence in the north.

Through his efforts aboriginal restoration

has been realized—the savages have been

elevated from the blubber and fish eating

to the pastoral stage of life. Many of the

northern natives have become compara

tivelywealthy and own large herds of deer.

The surplus male deer are sold to the

residents of Nome and this summer many

of them will be shipped to Seattle in ves

sels especially fitted for the pur use.

A visit from Mr. Lopp is desired or a

grateful celebration in his honor.

CoL'iN C. CLEMENTS.
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America's Costly Trenches

F Congress would take the sixty mil~

lions per annum which are to be paid

out for 25,000 additional regular sol

diers, and the fifty million dollars

which are to be dropped annually into the

barrel of the militia, if Congress should

take these hundred odd million dollars

and spend them on new construction and

increased personnel for the navy, some

thing would have been accomplished. If

the original pur ose is adhered to, the im

mense sums wil be worse than wasted.

An increase of 25,000 men in the size

of the regular army enables the country

to hold just six additional miles of trenches

a ainst a potential invader. A system

wfiiich necessitates an outlay of almost ten

million dollars to hold one mile oftrenches

is absurdly obsolete and so extravagantl

inefiicient that it cannot be justified:

And no one but a muddleheaded politi

cian would even dream of giving fifty

million dollars a year to a system of

known inca acity, with an unbroken

record of failure and inefficiency, over

which the federal government does not

and cannot exercise ade uate control.

Since it seems impossible to take sensi

ble and reasonably ef'licient measures for

land defense, it would seem the course of

wisdom to concentrate on the navy—after

the naval lesson of the teat war has been

studied and the need ofgreater prepared

ness has been demonstrated.

Gun Metal Patriotism

WO decades ago the Carnegie Steel

Company, through its superinten

dent, Charles M. Schwab, now of

Bethlehem fame, and through the

testimony of nu

merous workmen,

acknowledged that

it had placed de—

fective armor plate

on the warships of

the nation and

charged full price

for the goods. It

confessed that

many plates ofthe

armor resembled

Swiss cheese in

their holiness, that

these holes were

plugged so artfully

that the inspec

tor’s myopic eye

failed to detect

them. The en

emy’s shells would

probably have

een less consider—

ate. The steel

company, after a

scathingdenuncia

the state of New Mexico.

driven by turbine.

tric generators which are to turn the propeller shafts.

late in 1917. Its construction was authorized in June, 1914

1;! I‘X\

tion by a Congressional committee, came

through with a rebate of more than a hun

dred thousand dollars.

Since that time half a dozen Congres

sional committees have investigated the

cost of armor plate, have found it exces

sive and have recommended the con

struction and operation of an armor plant

by the government. Somehow the gun

metal patriots succeeded in preventing

the execution of these urgent recommen

dations; armor plate continued to be made

at private plants whose directors and

stockholders became the spokesmen of

the Navy League, an organization formed

to bring about the construction of a larger

and ever lar er navy.

Over in Turope, the Krupps, the

Creusots, the Armstrongs, the Schneiders

and the Vickers blew upon the dying

embers of race hatred and race rejudice

to stimulate the arms business, lew and

blew .until the embers burst into lurid

flame. It would pay the United States

to make its own armor even if the money

cost were twice the present private price. .

The Senate has passed the bill appro

priating $ii,ooo,ooo for a government

owned armor plant; the House will find

the country nodding an emphatic ap ro

val when it registers its assent to the ill.

The Political Round-up

T has been a good many years since

the Far West found itself confronted

with as long a row of political ques

tion marks as in the present presiden

tial year. Viewing the situation from a

tall peak, the one fact that rises out of the

haze of uncertainty is the large hole in the

place where the Progressive partv used to

do its towering. In the state of Washing—

  

The New Superdreadnaught “New Mexico”

At the suggestion of A. A. Jones, Assistant Secretary of the lnterior, the new battleship

No. 40, to be launched at the New York Navy Yard early this fall, will be named after

Like her sister ships, the "Idaho" and the "Mississippi," the

"NewfMexico" will displace 32,000 tons, carry twelve 14-inch guns, burn oil and be
i The “New Mexico's" turbines, however, will be connected to elec

The vessel will be commissioned

l

ton the Armageddonites marched back

into the Republican ranks en masse a year

ago; in Oregon they returned in strag

ling groups, three and four at a time; in

TJtah, Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, Montana

and Colorado they merely vanished. And

now the fatted calf has been slain in Cali

fornia. For dele ates to the Republican

convention two epublican tickets have

taken the field, one a pealing to the OldGuard to do the usualirallying, the other

one supplying the hyphen between pro

gressive _ epublicans and conservative

rogresslves. And Governor Johnson is

as loquacious as the sphinx, as communi

cative as a newly laid ostrich egg when his

plans, preferences and projects are men

tioned. Never have the faithful, the de

serving ones, been wondering harder and

longer which side is going to have the

butter, if there is going to be any.

Nor is the seat of anxiety reserved

solely for the various brands of Re ubli

cans. The Democrats likewise are d et

ing. They want to know the worst. s it

going to be Roosevelt? lf Roosevelt, how

does he stack up alongside of Wilson in

the popular esteem? What is going to be

the paramount issue, and which end of

this issue will produce the most votes?

Will it be Mexico? Preparedness? The

tariff? The submarine killings? What

“ill appeal strongest to more voters,

pacifism or the big stick? And how about

the hyphenated vote?

The Far Western politician cannot

answer these questions, no matter how

hard he tries, because the average citizen

west of the Rockies has not yet answered

them for himself. He does not know what

he wants, and he is waitin for the politi

cal platter to come aroun to see what it

“ill contain in the line of issues.

Roosevelt still

has_a strong fol

lowing in the

\Vest, but this fol

lowing is not mus

cular enough at

this time to rope

and tie the West

ern electoral votes

for him. The

standpatters still

make horrid noises

'way down their

throats when the

Colonel is men

tioned; the peace

lovers resent and

fear his trucu

lence; the German

American vote will

go against him

with a bang. Yet

the discordant ele

ments do not hail

the candidacy of

President \Vilson
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with shouts of joy. The agony of the Re

publican standpatters, if forced to choose

etween Roosevelt and Wilson, would be

worth a whole set of tires to come and see.

The German-Americans are in the same

boat; at the mention of either name they

begin to breathe hard. Preparedness fans

of either party roll their eyes lieavenward

when they contemplate the spiral course

of the President's preparedness measures,

and the following of the Commoner, a fac—

tor not to be despised, looks upon these

measures with like disapproval. Western

Texas, Arizona and New Mexico gnasli

their teeth at the President’s watchful

waiting. The’ want energetic measures

in Mexico, an the bulk of the Westerners

approve of the demand for a tighter grip

on the prickly neighbor, yet this same

bulk undoubtedly disapproves of actual

intervention. The masses of hard-work

ing citizens want American rights dough

tily championed against all comers. They

want President Wilson to do the cham

pioning firmly and decisively every

where, but they are hazy on the specifica

tions. Something ought to be done, they

believe, but they don’t know what—and

they do not want war.

As the situation stands in the Far ‘West

today, the Socialist candidate is going to

get a corking bi vote and President Wil~

son would proba ly beat Roosevelt in the

first heat. But something may happen

at any moment that would change the

complexion of the West's political face

overnight. Hughes, for instance.

“Continued f0 and mist" is the fore

cast of the Far v'est's political weather

bureau.

How’s Business?

EEF has gone up fifty per cent in

the last six months. Prime steers

that brought six to seven cents a

ound in the fall of 1915 sold atnine andJ ten cents in the Coast stockyards

during April. S ring lambs leaped over

the ten-cent mar ; hogs went to nine and

a quarter. The Western wool clip, though

the herds were slightly smaller, ap

proached the 1915 clip in quantity as the

animals put on heavier fleeces during the

severe winter, and the wool prices are

eminently satisfactory. This same severe

winter also was a godsend to the alfalfa

farmers; hay was in extraordinary de~

mand and the price paid the producer in

many districts was doubled. Though

March and February were rather deficient

in moisture, causing deterioration of fall

sown wheat in the Inland Empire, there is

ample water for irrigation and power

pur es.

he farmers who still have wheat and

barley for sale are allowing the other fel

low to do the worrying. A cooperative

selling scheme of the salmon packers was

abandoned; the prices received for the

pack were too good to encourage special

efforts. Dried and canned fruits have

maintained strength, though the outlook

for the next crop is not promising high

profits. Citrus fruits are continuing to

move forward at good prices, arousing the

envy of other growers who lack efficient

selling organizations. Hops and beans

are lagging; early vegetables and berries

were in strong demand at the usual high

prices.

_Though lumber is not making million

:ilrcs out of paupers, the price level at

tained during the spurt three months ago

has been maintained with fair uniformity

and more men are at work in the mills and

camps this spring than for two years past.

Acopper output of1,200.000,ooo pounds

was considered large three years ago and

fifteen cents a pound was a price reached

only in boom times. Last year the output

of copper reached 1,322,000,000 pounds,

and it sold at an average price of 18 cents.

This year, at the present rate of produc

tion, it will leap to 1,792,000,000 pounds.

Copper has been sold for delivery six

months hence at 27 cents a pound. Never

before has copper made so many fortunes

as right now. And silver within a year

has risen from 49 cents to 61 cents an

ounce! Lead had doubled in value.

Nevada, Arizona, Montana, litah, Idaho,

Colorado can’t dig metals fast enou ,h to

feed the greedy maw of Mars. Crude oil

was 35 cents a barrel; it now brings 58

  

Dr. John A. Widtsoe, the new president of

the turbulent University of Utah

cents. But for the ever present fear of

sudden peace or sudden war, the West

‘would now be in the throes of a wild

mining boom. '

Both bank clearings and deposits.

building activities. real estate transfers

and railroad earnings throughout the

\Vest have shown satisfactory increases

over the period in 1915. Western busi

ness, taken all in all. is good; in spots it is

better even than booming.

Utah Boils Over Again

YEAR ago the summary dismissal of

lfour members of the niversity of

Utah faculty caused twelve other

members of the institution's staff

to resign in protest. It was alleged at the

time that the Board of Regents, through

the president, T. Kingsbury, was inter

fering with the freedom of thought and

speech of the institution's teacher. A pub

lic hearing of the charges against the four

dismissed professors was demanded, but

a majority of the regents supported Presi—

dent Kingsbury and the educational

storm gradually drifted be ond the hori

zon. But the muttering o distant thun

der continued. The element opposed to

  

the Mormon church, whose members

dominate the Board of Regents, did not

forget.

When the Board of Regents announced

that President Kingsbury would retire at

the end of the school year and that Dr.

John A. Widtsoe, president of the Utah

Agricultural College, would take his place,

the storm broke out afresh. The minority

of the board, mostly non-Mormons, main

rains that it was not consulted at all. This

minority does not object to the Kings

bury retirement, but it wants a voice in

the selection of his successor. Yet it is

improbable that the minority will oppose

Dr. VVidtsoe's appointment as his selec

tion meets with general approval, even

though’ he is a prominent member of the

dominant church organization.

Dr. \Vidtsoe was born in Norway, came

to Utah as a boy, studied at Brigham

Youn College, at Harvard and Goettin

gen, ({iermany. Since he became president

of the Utah Agricultural College that in

stitution has grown rapidly and now

occupies a high place among its com

petitors in the W'est.

 

The Joy Zone’s Aftermath

HE Combined Amusements Com

pany built and operated a number

of concessions on the "Zone" of

the San Francisco Exposition. It

spent $428,362 on construction; its opera

ting expenses were $129,834. At the

various gates the company took in $126,

168. The stockholders not only lost every

penn they invested, but now they are

also acing a suit brought by the creditors.

The balance sheet of scores of other

amusement enterprises shows similar

results. Out of about four hundred con

cessions, less than ten repaid the invest

ment and declared a dividend. By far

the largest number barely covered opera

ting expenses. Only those “ith a large

attendance and a small investment pulled

through.

When Chicago opened its Midway, ex

pensive and exotic concessions were a

novelty. Since 1893 a dozen Coney

Islands have sprung up; every sizable

cit has its amusement park containing

"villages” from the four quarters of the

globe; nerve-racking rides, side-shows,

stage spectacles of all kinds have become

commonplace. The novelty has worn off,

and the ingenuity of the showman seems

to have stopped on a dead center.

Unless the showman has something

really new to offer, the Midway of the

next big exposition will be an even more

dismal failure to the stockholders than

the San Francisco “Joy” Zone.

Woman and the Limping Law

LL law lim s. It never catchesup. It is aliways a lap behind the

circumstances that created it.

When a law concerns the status

of woman, it is usually two laps behind.

Ask Mrs. Carrie Wri ht, of East Side,

Oregon, if you don't be ieve this assertion.

Mrs. “fright decided to run for the

city council. She did. Her fellow citizens

thought enough of her ability to elect her

by a handsome majority. Only a few

refused to abide by the verdict. These

few maintained that the po ular candi

date could not take her seat because she,

a native of Oregon, had forfeited her
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citizenship by contracting a matrimonial

partnershi with an American born north

of the U. . border line.

There was a hearing. Mrs. Wright,

conducting her own case, cited the fact

that in Oregon the franchise was bestowed

equally upon men and women and that

men continued to vote and hold ofiice re

gardless of their wives’ nativity. Mrs.

Wright had the better of the argument;

the new circumstances were all on her

side. But the limping law sided with her

opponents. She lost, because the Su

preme Court recently decided that, all the

facts notwithstanding, ' the wife still

merges her individuality and her citizen

ship completely with that of her husband.

If she marries an unnaturalized foreigner,

a foreigner she becomes even if her an

cestors fought in the Revolution.

Isn't it time that someone speeded the

law with a good swift kick?

The Bargain Lorelei

HE proprietor of three "bargain”

stores advertised a sale of rain

coats. At the head of the list he

announced, at a slashing reduc

tion, the raincoats of a nationally known

maker. The vigilance committee of the

Associated Advertising Clubs investiga

ted. It found that each store had just

one raincoat of this well known maker.

Using the reputation of the manufacturer

as a shield, the “bargain" dealer endeav

ored to work off quantities of inferior stuff

at stiff prices. Instances of similar nature

covering every line of goods from break

fast foods to pianos can be multiplied

almost indefinitely.

Why should a manufacturer ofa really

superior article be denied the right to fix

the retail selling price of his output under

proper restrictions to guard against

monopolization? If his price is too high,

his competitors eat'him; if it is too low,

the receiver hurries along; if it is reason

able, if the superior quality is maintained,

manufacturer, retailer and consumer all

profit alike. The Stevens bill protects

the manufacturer; its clauses are designed .

to safeguard both the retailer and the

consumer against an abuse of the price

fixing privilege. The Stevens bill de

serves support.

The Grant Land Problem

ONGRESS has been proceeding

with the division of the skin be

fore the bear is really dead. We

are referring to the efforts of the

House committee which is endeavoring

to divide the proceeds from the sale of the

two million acres in Oregon granted to the

Oregon and California railroad fifty years

ago. The Supreme Court confirmed the

railroad’s title to the grant, but ruled that

the land could not be sold for more than

$2.50 an acre. Since thousands of quarter

sections contain standing timber worth

$50 to $150 an acre, the Congressional

committee is now trying to devise a

method by which the timber may be sold

and the proceeds divided. Oregon de—

manded that forty per cent of the pro

ceeds go to the state school fund, an equal

amount to the road funds of the affected

counties and that twenty per cent be

turned over to the federal government.

The committee, however. decided to give

only twenty per cent to the Oregon

schools, thirty per cent to the county

road funds, ten per cent to the govern

ment and divert forty per cent into the

Reclamation fund, out of which the gov

ernment is advancing money for the con

struction of irrigation works, the cost to

be paid back into the fund by the settlers

in twenty years. The \Vest, therefore,

would receive ninety per cent of the pro

ceeds, but Oregon—with good reason—

objects to this division unless all of the

Reclamation fund's portion is spent on

Oregon irrigation works.

In the meantime the railroad maintains

that there is no skin. It is willing to sell

the land at $2.50 an acre, but it main

tains that the grant said nothing about

the timber, that the railroad is the right

ful owner of this timber just as it would

own the wild hay or the blackberries

growing on any portion of the grant. It

* ~ 1
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John Dowd, of Bend, Oregon, is 104 years

old, still travels about the state and carries

a hunting rifle besides a heavy grip. He

came to Oregon in 1840 as a soldier and,

two years later, cast his vote- in favor ofthe

United States and against Englpiid in the

memorable settlers’ meeting_that savqd the

Oregon country for the Union. Heu'hns

never given a patent-medicine testinionial

asserts that it has the right to harvest the

timber crop before it sells the land at

$2.50 an acre, especially as the major por

tion of the timber—covered land is un

suited for agriculture, and it has appealed

from the decision.

The land-grant problem, after all, may

not be settled for years, and in the mean

time Oregon and its counties continue to

lose the tax revenue.

Yellow Froth on the Melting Pot

XCEPT perhaps from Russia and

Turke , immigrants come to the

Unite States for the sole purpose

of filling their pockets with dollars

instead of lires, gulden, kroners or rupees.

Political or religious persecution has be

come a negligible cause of emigration;

the economic factor has assumed the

center of the stage. Since the causes and

the character of immigration have

changed, it is obvious that the traditional

American policy toward immigration

should also change, especially as no man

knows what effect peace will have on the

situation.

The literacy test has been commended

in these columns before. If it is vetoed,

the cause of the veto may safely be ac

cepted as an indication of preparedness

for the November election, a sop thrown

to the fforeign" vote. And it is not at all

improbable that Congress will disregard

the whip of party discipline and pass the

bill over the veto.

At the behest of the Pacific Coast all

Hindus are specifically excluded by the

Burnett bill, and apanese exclusion be

comes an implied act through the clause

which bars aliens ineli ible to citizenship.

This clause, if adopteg, ‘will undoubtedly

inject fresh complications into the situa

tion arising out of the presence of 95,000

Japanese in California. These {apanesq

though satisfied with the so-ca led Gen»

tlemen’s Agreement, have been insistently

demanding the full rights of citizenship.

Adoption of the Burnett bill is a eremp

tory denial of this demand. The Japanese

government can, with a show of justice,

claim that the new immigration act abro

gates the Gentlemen’s Agreement. With

out this agreement it would be impossible

to grant citizenship to Japanese immi

grants as the bestowal of the naturaliza

tion privilege would remove the bar

against their admission. If the Burnett

bill becomes a law, the discrimination

against Japanese residents must continue

indefinitely, its consequences bobbing up

from time to time at inopportune mo

ments.

The proper solution of the problem

wouldl-be the specific exclusion of Japa

nese laborers in the same manner as Chi

nese are excluded, plus a clause conferring

the right of naturalization upon all immi~

grants regardless of race and color once

they are admitted to the country. But

this solution would not save Japan's

sensitive face.

Apparentl the yellow froth will con

tinue to bubble over the edges of the

Melting Pot for some time to come. Still,

the next boiling-over may be staved voff

until the Gentlemen’s Agreement expires

in 1920.

Fertilizer From the Sea

NTIL the war broke out the sole

purpose of the vast kelp beds

along the Pacific Coast was the

fouling of the propellers of vessels

following the shore line. It was known

that the kelp contained potash and iodo

form in commercial quantities, but the

cost of extracting the substances was too

high. The German mines could suppl

potash at less money per ton. Hig

finance sniffed at kelp and turned away.

When potash importation ceased and

the price went up, capital at once flowed

into the struggling plants, improved appa

ratus was designed, costs were cut and

new uses discovered for the kelp. Half a

dozen powerful concerns have gone into

the kelp business, especially along the

littoral of southern California, to such an
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extent that Los Angeles county enacted

an ordinance limiting the cutting of kelp

to six feet below the surface in order to

conserve the supply. A powder firm, a

match manufacturer, a Chicago packer

and a St. Louis hardware concern have

established large plants for the harvestin

and treatment of the marine weed, and

potash from kelp is now being shipped in

carload lots. In addition the kelp is be

ing used in the manufacture of imitation

horn, bone and rubber tool-handles. Ap—

parently the new industry is now so well

established that it cannot be killed off

when German potash reenters the world

market. Hence an experimental go'vern—

ment kelp plant is not needed.

The scramble for kelp calls attention to

another Pacific Coast resource in earnest

need of exploitation. In the salmon and

halibut industry approximately 12,000

tons of fish-scrap fertilizer, worth half a

million dollars, and 2,500,000 gallons of

fish oil worth more than a million dollars

at present prices, are dumped into the

sea annually from the canneries, unused.

The installation of a small rendering plant

in each cannery would add both to the

receipts of the canneries and to the

Western fertilizer supply.

Curing Grievances With Lead

0 you remember the night-riding

farmers of Kaintuck? They

attempted to form an all-embrac

ing organization in order to ob

tain, through collective bargaining, a living

price for their principal prod

uct, tobacco, the buyers of

which were strongl organ

ized and acted collectively.

Perhaps you remember that

the power of the organized

farmers was wielded in de

fiance of the law and for

criminal private purposes in

the end.

Now the dairy farmers of

northern Illinois and Indiana

are on the rampage. They

are in revolt against the

organized distributors. They

want more money for their

milk. Anyone familiar with

the dairy business knows

their cause to be just. They

have a grievance. To cure it,

they are using typically

American methods. They

are defying law and author

ity, applying brute force.

e weapons of democracy

are in their hands, but they

do not use them. The law

ful rocess is too slow and

har ; it requires self-dis

cipline.

Those striking farmers of

the Middle West own enough

land and equipment asa basis

of credit to acquire and

operatetheirowndistributing

p ants, to eliminate the mid

dleman entirely. Why don't

they? Why don’t you, dear

reader, buy your groceries

cooperatively and save

money? Because it is too

much trouble; because you

won't take the required in

terest in your store; because

you will insist that the store,

against the rules, shall give you credit;

because you will run after "bargains”

and starve your one-price store; because

you will get mad if the clerk in your

store does not wait on you first.

You are not willing to ay the price of

successful cooperation. ' ou let things

drift until they become intolerable. Then

you reach for your gun and join the mob

on the highway.

The Danish farmers, the German farm

ers, the English Rochdale buyers did not

make cooperation a success at the point

of the un. No one ever has; no one ever

will. ‘0 learn about the cornerstone of

successful cooperation, read the article

on page 26 of this issue

Speeding Into Eternity

HE modern automobile is a pro—

jectile as well as a vehicle. A mass

of metal propelled at a speed of

fifteen to sixty miles along the

highway will, on impact with an ob

stacle, produce the same results as a shell

of large calibre. The opportunities to

study the result of such impacts are un

fortunately too abundant for comfort.

For five ears the California railroads have

collecte data on the nature of grade-cross

ing accidents. These data show that

fifteen per cent of the motorists killed at

the crossing had so little control over their

cars that they could not prevent the

motor from hurlin itself against the side

of the .train; anot er fifteen per cent of

those killed paid no attention to the train
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Miss Dorothea Huggins as the “Butterfly" in the Partheneia, the

annual spring play given by the women students of the University

Five hundred young women participated in the

elaborate masque and pageant early in April

whistle and bell, ignored the crossing bell

passed by automatic wigwag da'vices, dis

regarded the flagman and paid no heed to

the warnings of other persons in their mad

haste to cross the tracks ahead of the ap

proaching train. Had there been barrier

gates, they would have smashed through

them in order to make connection with

the Reaper Limited.

If the chronic speeder merelv hurled

himself into eternity, the world could

stand the loss. But unfortunately he

shares the highway with millions of

others, and often his tonneau is filled with

trusting innocents. Street cars cross no

track without stop ing; why should a

motor car be allowe to whiz over a grade

crossing without taking time to stop, look

and listen?

More Grease for Waterways

HE world’s best example of suc

cessful waterway improvement is

the Rhine. Since 1866 it has cost

Germany $4,250,000 to canalize

the river. The government owns the rail

roads paralleling the river, and on these

railroads it fixes the freight rates on bulky,

low-priced commodities so high that the

shippers must send them by water.

Thanks to these circumstances the Rhine

annually carries a burden of 40,000,000

tons.

The new canalization project of the

Ohio will cost $64,000,000, minimum. It

has so far swallowed ten times the amount

spent on the Rhine. The annual traffic

on the Ohio is between one

and two million tons, and

ninety per cent of the traffic

consists of soft coal.

Does it pay to spend $64,

000,000 more on the Ohio?

St. Louis had a river

trafiic of 2,120,000 tons in

1880, of 153,000 tons in 1914.

Between the two dates a

hundred and fifty million dol

lars were spent in “improv

ing_na_vigation” on the Mis

sissippi.

Does it pay?

The Missouri has been

"improved” to the tune of

$zi,oco,ooo so far, with $14,

000,000 more in prospect.

Result: a trafiic of—count

’em—19,377 tons in 1914.

here are many similar in

stances, most of them worse.

On scores of “improved”

creeks it would pay the gov

ernment to buy the water

borne goods outri ht. It

would be cheaper. it Con~

gress, confronted by vastly

increased army and navy ex

penses, proposes to open a

pork barrel containing $40,

000,000 for rivers and harbors.

The minority of the rivers

and harbors committee rec

ommends the establishment

of a non-political waterway

commission to study the en

tire subject of inland navi

gation and put a stop to the

present disgraceful waste of

the nation’s money. Write

a line to your Congressman

and tell him what you think

of this particular pork barrel.



 

Big Mitt stood amid the wreckage of the room. looking foolish. In front of him stood Faustino,

threatening him with a remnant of the chair

If She’d Ever Worn a Hat .

By Edith Wagner

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

Faustina was a beauty and a miracle of honesty. If she had ever used a fork or worn a hat this

‘ ' " vivid little tale of Mexico might easily have had a difl’erent ending

HE boarders at Mrs. Tibbits’

mm d: humped” in Puebla took

a consuming interest in Faustina,

not only because she was ood

looking but because she was a miracle of

honesty. Before she came to make the

beds, sweep the floors and carry in the

towels it had been maddening. If the

previous incumbents were young and

fancied themselves, they used the per

fumes, the cold creams and the hair re

storers—freely was no name—and not a

piece of jewelry could be left alone a

minute.

Faustina was a revelation, for it was

soon found that toilet articles, even new

socks and audy cravats, could be left

loose with impunity. Her other attrac

tions were velvet black eyes that she

kept half-closed ehind a long double

fringe of lashes; a large wholesome mouth

filled with teeth white as popcorn; an

olive and claret complexion, and heavy

braids bleached to a deep red by the

tropic sun and worn in a sort of wreath

around her small head—a head set proudly

on a fine columnar throat. Her figure

was faultless—as she wore the sleeveless

camim of the Indios, very little above the

waist line was left to the imagination—

glorious arms of a soft pale-brown, dim

pled shoulders and round abrupt breasts.

The boarding-house was near the In

teroceanic railway station, so nearly all

Mrs. Tibbits' boarders were railroad men,

and while most of them were pretty

decent—as men go—it was hardly the

place a careful mother would select for

an unprotected daughter. Still old

Tomasa, who took the lace of a mother

to Faustina, was carefuraccording to her

lights—which maybe were a little dim.

3;
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The mother had died when her six

teenth child was born; of the sixteen, but

Faustina and an ineffectual brother or so

were alive; and Tomasa, this little bent

randmother, made a home for them.

filer face was like a monkey's—so shrewd,

so wrinkled, so sad. She knew what a

misfortune beauty is for a servant, and

could only put her trust in Faustina’s

good sense and bad temper. The men

already stood in awe of the bad temper.

AUSTINA had been but a few days

at the casa when one morning Mrs.

Tibbits heard loud and uarrelsome

sounds proceeding from ‘9Big Mitt"

Andrews’ room. Big Mitt deserves a

word: he was from Arkansas, a drawling,

awkward giant. He was called “Big

Mitt" because his mitts we” big and his

name was Mitford. ()ne of his mild,

light-blue eyes turned up at the outer

corner, which phenomenon—~known iii

railroad circles as “cock-eye"—seemed to

give a poignant flavor to his most trifiing

remarks. He had a humorous outlook

on life that was attractive, and it was

considered a privilege, among his railroad

brethren, to sit with him Sunday night

in the plaza to hear his comments on the

passing throng.

To 0 back to the loud sounds: when

Mrs. ' ibbits reached the room Big Mitt

was standing in the center of the wreck

age of‘it lpoking foolish. He was drip

ping with water, the fragments of a large

crockery pitcher at" his feet, also a

smashed-up chair—four of the rungs

made a kind of _voke around his neck.

In front of him stood Faustina, threaten

ing him with a remnant of the chair.

"Call off yer wildcat!" he implored

Mrs. Tibbits. “Now don't you git to

gittin' excited and imbibe the wrong idee,

as it were. I jest olfered her a fatherly .

kiss, but I wasn’t allowin’ to insist on it;

and after I see kissin’ was a lost art to

her I wuz more’n willin’ to let bygones be

bygones. But dern it all! For the last

five minutes I hain't been trying to kiss

her—~I been tryin' to save my life! l’ll

sure pay the damages, Miz. Tibbits, cf

you won’t give me away to the boys."

From that time began a respectful ad

miration on the part of Big Mitt for

Faustina: as for her, she had the Indian

gift of silence, so if she felt anything

nobody could say what it was.

HEN the Adonis, the beau of the

Interoceanic road, was transferred

to the Puebla division, and came to Mrs.

Tibbits’ to board—Dave Ritchie. He

had a heavy, somewhat slouching body

but his face was well cut and not unhand

some. A fastidious person might object

to his manner of eying a woman—a

steady, calculating gaze,_ something the

way a sated wolf would eye a lamb, de—

liberating where to take the first bite.

The boarders were all fearful for Faus

tina, as Dave was known far and wide as

a heartless Lothario, so they naturally

made the mistake of warning her against

him.

Even Jackson Peters, the chief engineer

of the road. who took his more elegant

meals at the Cafe Roma uptown but

assed his hours of relaxation at Mrs.
ll'ibbits’. gave the girl a word of advice.

As he was the only one who could speak

Spanish intelligibly, his was the only warn

ing she understood. And she gathered

She favored him with a cool stare

\ I
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from it that he did not like the new

man and wanted her to hate him. Of

Course no one wants his dissuasive insin

uations put in cold-blooded words; in

consequence, Jackson Peters thought it

best to reconsider, thus leaving Faustina

perplexed but not at all alarmed over the

new man.

When she met him at the foot of the

stairs leading from the patio to the gallery

from which all the bedrooms opened, she

favored him with a frank stare from be

tween her inky-black lashes. He re

turned the stare with a fire lighting in his

bold gray eyes. With a heavy jarra of

water on her head, the slim fingers of one

hand lightly touching the swelling side

of the red clay jar and the other laid on

her rounded hip, dimpled arm akimbo,

she proceeded to mount the stairs as

erect as Diana.

Dave Ritchie did not make the mistake

of trying to kiss Faustina; he began

rather subtly by bringing her small

presents—a tiny green cotorra with a vo

cabulary of about five words, a string of

milk-amber beads, a matrix opal ring set

in silver—sometimes it was only a box of

Cela a dulce. In his coarse way he under

stoo the heart of a woman. The little

gifts, the little attentions that are so dear

to a woman, he never forgot.

ONE night Dave Ritchie’s train was

late from Jalapa and everyone was

at the vmeal they called supper. He had

removed his blackened jumpers at the

roundhouse and washed the engine

grease and grime from hands and face;

ut on the high collar and red necktie he

kept carefully wrapped in his valise. He

came in the dark zaguan, gave his hat

that tilt which bes eaks the man who

thinks mighty well of)himself; threw away

his cigar; put a perfumed “breathlet" in

his mouth; fingered his tie and started up

the stairs carrying his valise. He could

look across the patio into the lighted

dining-room._ Everyone was there who

was not out on the road. Mrs. Tibbits,

her grizzled hair drawn into a knot the

size of a peanut, with her gingham blouse

open a button at the base of her fat neck,

was dishing out the food while the talk

mounted high of busted cylinders and

cracked crown-‘sheets, petticoats—engine

etticoat's—and leaky valves. He could

liear Mr. Toohey querulously complain

ing that “She pounds like the devil on

the Bandera radel" Even the colorless

“Tib," Mrs. Tibbits’ husband, was safely

seated at board.

There was a bell at the head of the
stairs. mOne ring was for water and two

for towels and so on. When he reached

the bell he rang twice. He did not turn

on the electric light but stood in his door

way. When Faustina came with the

towels he gently led her into the room;

she walked in without a word but to his

sur rise resisted violently when he tried

to iss her.

"I love ou," he said in his halting

Spanish. ‘ You are a bad girl to be bad

to me.”

The irl was of Tehuana blood. Her

mother ad been a famous Tehuana belle,

but had lost caste by marrying a northern

man—a worm from alisco; however,

Faustina had inherite her beauty and

also seemed imbued with that scorn of

mere man for which the beauties of Te

huantepec are notable.

AUSTINA had a simple logical code

which she proceeded to elucidate for

Mr. Ritchie. If he loved her, and he said

he did, of course he wanted to marry her.

If he wanted to marry her, also as a

matter of course, he would love her

enough to want to please her and not

himselfl

The man was without principle, but he

could see the necessity of bridling his

actions. \Vhen he found the girl inflex

ible, he plausibly agreed to marry her,

mindful that a religious ceremony is not

binding in Mexico.

.“We will 0 to a priest tonight,” he

whispered. The were standing on the

gallery outside is room, for when she

had repulsed him she had adroitly slid

out of the door.

Words could not express his smothered

fury when she again thwarted him by

rointing out that they could not be mar

tied for three Sunda s, as the priest had

to call the banns. Hi; understood enou ,h

Spanish to get the meaning of what slie

was whispering to him in her,soft voice.

He had barely time to warn her to tell

no one of their affairs when he heard

the men scraping their chairs on tlte

brick floor of the dining-room pre ara

tory to coming out in the patio. e let

her go but he-could not be certain that

she understood him.

A little later she told Mrs. Tibbits, as

that lady was making a round of the pan

tries and larder, locking up everything,

that she was going to mar ' Senor Recchee in three weeks. Mrs. lTibbits sent a

mozo for Jackson Peters and hunted'Eig

Mitt out of "Pump-handle” O’Brien's

room where a select few had a poker game.

The three met in the storeroom, which

occupied an inconspicuous place near the

kitchen. .

Jackson Peters, his fine, clean-shaven

face alight with interest, listened, as

‘s mpatheticall' as Big Mitt, to Mrs.

ibbits’ heate recital of the facts.

"You know,” she concluded, "he's 'us’

oing to live with her ’til he's tire of

her, then he's going to run off and leave

her. He's jus' planning to fool her.

Pretty as she is, he'ud be ashamed to

take her to the States. Why for one

thing: she ain't never had a hat on in her

life! But poor girll I hate to have her

treated so. ’ '

"I hate, too, to think of that beast em

bittering the girl's life," agreed Mr.

Peters.

Big Mitt’s vocabulary was limited; but

he also said he would hate it, too. ,

"We really ain't no right to interfere,"

Mrs. Tibbits continued; "but when I

think of him so conceited and cock-sure

. . . . . Besidesljus’ know he's plan

nin to deceive her.”

fir. Peters absently ut a crimp in his

expensive Panama. " Vould she marry

him if she thought he was already mar

ried?" he asked.

“No, she's a good honest girl—if she

is so pretty! But he says he ain't—so

what you going to do?"

“I kinder think,” Big Mitt murmured,

“I ain't right shore, but l think Skinny

Lewis told me that Ritchie's a consumed

name and that he'd left a wife rattlin’

round some’res in the States."

"Well, I'd like to be a mutton-head like

you," Mrs. Tibbits said acidly. “What

ain’t you sure of—whether 'twas Skinny

told you or whether Dave's got a wife?”

‘twenty times that.

But Big Mitt appeared lost in a fog

of conjecture.

The conspirators were dispirited, al

though Mr. Peters reminded them that

anything might happen in three weeks.

"Nothing ever happened to me that I

wanted to happen unless I made it hap
pen,n Mrs. Tibbits declared sagely.

Jackson l’etcrs went to his uptown

hotel feeling more than a little sorry for

Faustina. He liked her and recognized

in her a tough fiber of honesty and a

straightforwardness rare in women as a

whole. Next morning he went to Mexico

City.

At various times in the two following

days Mrs. Tibbits tried reasoning with

the girl, recallin to her the unhappy fate
of Susana and lifola and Ysobel—victims

of lawless American men.

"Pun, if he deserts me, mine is not the
blame,’I Faustina argued. “Our own

men go away with other women and beat

us and besides starve us. Look at Miguel

who works in the roundhouse, begging all

these days to marry himself with me. He

earns (figure to yourself nothin more!)

thirtypcsos a month. Sefior ee-chee

I will marry with

Senor Ree-chee'.”

IT was early in the morning and she

had been swee ing out the .rala when

brought to stancf) and harried b Big

Mitt and Mrs. Tibbits. She stood’ with

her head brought back as graceful and

spirited as a doe at bay. At that moment

Jackson l’eters, who had just got back

from Mexico in his private car, stuck his

head in the sala door. Mrs. Tibbits was

the only one to see him. He dropped her

a wink and drifted off down the patio.

Mrs. Tibbits, coughing shrilly and arti

ficially at Big Mitt, waddled out of the

sala, and before long the three were

holding a junta in the storeroom.

“While I was in Mexico yesterday

afternoon," Mr. Peters began, "I made a

little effort to delve-into Ritchie's past

and I was told that old MacKcller knew

him—Mac,"the despatcher—that he had

worked on the Aransas Pass when

Ritchie fired a freight there. I didn't get

much satisfaction, but if what Mac says

is true Ritchie must be a rank black

guard. He abandoned a wife in Waco

and brought a pretty-Texas girl to Mon

terey; the girl was obliged to appeal to

the American consullwhen she found that

Ritchie was planning to trade on her good

looks. Mac would not tell me Ritchie's

own name. He 'ke t saying that he had

romised not to divulge it. Poor old

lac! He is so used up with drink and

dope that there is no use appealing to his

moral sense. He will stand and shed

tears by the gallon'but won't help a bit.

He wouldn’t even come here to Puebla to

re eat to the girl the yarn he told me.

0 course Faustina will not take my un

sup orted word'against Ritchie’s."

“ll/liz. Tibbits, what do you reckon

you got a woman's intooitions fur ef it

ain’t to come to the scratch in a fix like

this-yer?" inquired Big Mitt when Jack

son Peters had finished. “Don't you

alls reckon maybe he's got letters some

’ers that 'ud turn the trick fur us?”

Mrs. Tibbits’ fat face was instantly

irradiated and she cried gaily, flapping

her apron at them, “Now both of you

scat! For I jus’ thought ofa plan."

(Continued on page 100)
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Chief Two Lance

(Thomas H. lnce Players)

NCEVlLLE, at the edge of the Pacific, has become, among many other things, a miniature

Indian reservation. ln all there are one hundred and'twenty-one Indians at the lnce studio,

a small Sioux tribe. Three or four hours a day before the camera is all the work required of

them. Producer lnce, as a sort of Indian agent, had a constructive problem on his hands to

take care of the redskins' leisure. He solved it by building a regular lndian school where

Mr. and Mrs. Lo and their children go to school together as they would on a real reservation
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Bessie Barriscale

(Thomas H. lace Players)

LAS for the limitations of the camera! Fortunate Westerners saw—and heard—the

Winsome Juanita in the Tully-Belasco play, "The Rose of the Rancho." It was not

the sophisticated Juanita of Frances Starr, on Broadway, but the "only genuine" charac

terization of Bessie Barriscale, who had spent dreamy hours in the actual mission garden

at San Juan Bautista. Do you remember that adorable lisp? The camera catches the

charming Barriscale personality for the screen. but the lisp is only a memory. Yet why

complain when the loss to a few cars is gain to many eyesl
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Beatriz Michelena and William Pike

(California Players)

HE film version of Edwin Milton Royle’s drama “The Unwritten Law" is a thing of fire

and water. The water is salt, as it enters in the form oi tears. Miss Michelena has an

efl'eetive courtroom scene in which she sheds copious and compelling tears. These are ex

pected to act on the spectators as priming in the lachrymal pump,for even the hardened force

in the l‘cutting room” is said to have wept as the film was assembled. There might easily

have been true cause for tears, for a fire scene was somewhat too realistically done and the

principals were painfully burned
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Constance Collier

(Moroaco Players)

ONDON was depressed, unlighted, many of the theaters closed and no money for any

thing theatrical excepting musical comedy. Constance Collier lelt toward London as

Mme. Lavalliere felt when she left Paris, "because it had become as a lover grown old." So

the English actress came six thousand miles direct to the New Rial'to at Los Angeles looking

for health and money. First ofl‘ she played before the‘ camera, with profit, in a low-cut

evening gown and a rainstorm. Yet she got health. Two scenes, taken a month apart, show

her gaining apparently between one room and the next
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Between the city apartment house and the isolated ranch home lies the Children’s Paradise. ’* It is, a" _ ' if
place of sunshine and soft grass where there is room to run and to frolic with pets. May-monthi" ' 'Qlijgrbrings the roses—a tidal wave of them overwhelming house and garden. The air is as sweet as the “children who breathe it. Fortunately, for many reasons, there are more little people in this blossom

_ ing Western paradise than amid.the crowded buildings of the cities 1 t:
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The

Home in the West

  

CONDUCTED BY LILLIAN FERGUSON

  

A Sleeping-Porch in Alaska

Olive and to be happy in a place

where soil, climate and location

all conspire against one seems

like opposing nature, yet that is

what Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Lozier ofTee

Harbor, Alaska, have successfully done.

Twelve years ago, when Mr. Lozier

was chosen as a representative of a Puget

Sound fish company, and came north

with his bride, the pros ect seemed

dreary enough. The site w ere he must

live was a small peninsula backed by the

mighty forest. The nearest town, Ju

neau, was fort miles distant, except in

seasons of hig tide, when small craft

could make a short cut, reducin the

distance to seventeen miles. here

was no medium of communication with

the outside world except by the chance

fishing-boat or by a small launch,

and often in winter storms compelled

the place to be completely isolated for

months.

The soil was rocky and sterile, yet

when I visited there in June‘, all about the

house was a blooming garden. Daisy

bordered walks led among beds of pan

sies and nasturtiums, and finally back to a

spot where grew the crispest vegetables

ever tasted. Currant, gooseber and

raspberry bushes flourished, an wild

roses bloomed along the fence. "This

rich soil was brought from Juneau," in

formed m host, "and many boat-loads

it require , too." I looked upon it with

awe, which was certainly the proper

feeling for that day of marvels.

After I had dined upon choice viands,

daintily served upon the whitest of linen,

my hostess offered to show me about. A

glance through a half-open door caused

me to exclaim, for there was a bathroom

completely equipped. M hostess led me

to a. window and pointe to a mountain

towering on the other side of the narrow

bay.

“A STREAM supplied b the mountain

is pi ed to our humble home,” she

said. “ e have water the whole year

round, for you may be sure that we take

care that it does not freeze," she continued,

opening the door to a pant where were

many shelves loaded with g asses ofjell

and jars of delicious looking fruit. "Al

native products," said she. "Besides the

roduce from my own garden, lagoon

berries, salmon berries, blueberries and

wild strawberries all gathered and put up

by myself. At the proper season we take

the launch and visit the regions where

they grow, sometimes camping for days.

I may add a few jars of peaches and

plums from the Juneau markets and my

store will be complete. Now have a look

at my sleeping-porch."

“What—a sleeping-porch in Alaska!"

I exclaimed.

“Why not? We need air as well as

others," she laughed.

It was a tiny porch roofed as usual, but

with walls of white canvas which could be

rolled up in times of good weather. She

told me of a wonderful winter when they

had slept with it open for two consecu

tive months. Quite subdued I followed

her to the living-room, where'she left me

while she went to prepare food for her

chickens. I had time to look about and

saw a room characteristic of its inhabit

ants. The well-filled book-cases and

magazine racks, the harmonious rugs and

curtains, a few lants tastily disposed,

and, above all, t e wide windows over

looking the blue waters, left an impres

sion of beauty and homeyness hard to

describe but impossible to forget.

Later I stood outside by a chicken

park that surrounded a neat coop where

a heating-stove saved those precious

fowl from winter destruction; and as I

watched her scattering grain that had

grown in Iowa or Kansas I meditated

that the world was wide but that one

found the same people everywhere, and

that even in Alaska's remote places

people lived their own lives in spite of

anything; and the thou ht was an in

spiration to me. GRACE TON DAVIS.

 

One Thousand Dollars’ Worth of Wild Flowers

F any one had said to me, on the

mornin I set out to take my first

view 0 the Pacific ocean, that by

evening I should be the owner of one

thousand dollars’ worth of wild-flowers

on its shores, I would not even have

scoffed. The idea would have seemed

too ridiculous for notice.

My enthusiastic hostess had repeatedly

assured me that I would never be content

to live East again. “Wait,” she adjured,

“until you have seen a little more of

California, and you will find that you

can do without New York and Boston

forever.”

To which I replied with the superior

smile that indicates the foolishness of

even bandying words. Not all the roses

in Pasadena—not the mocking-bird that

sang in the moonlight outside my case

ment window, not the blue-veiled moun

tains, not the golden sunshine and orange

erfumed air in which I read m eastern

Iirtters telling of snow and co d—could

unsettle my conviction that California,

while it had indeed heavenly delights for

the visitor, had no permanently satisfying

qualities for the well-balanced, thor

oughly civilized and lo al Easterner.

She was, I considered, a c arming witch,

to whose enchantment the unthinking

immediately succumbed, renouncing in a

fine frenzy of infatuation all previous

loves and responsibilities, to sink en

slaved at her feet. Me she was in no

likelihood of enslaving. Deep in my

heart were the protecting charms of New

England apple orchards and brown

brooks, Washin ton Square and the hum

of Broadway. Twas immune.

ND then came the day of which I

speak—the day whereon, like Bal

boa, .I set forth to view the Pacific ocean.

The great Spanish explorer himself could

scarcely have had more curiosity about

that body of water. The Atlantic I knew,

from the sandy flatness of the south to the

rocky coast of Maine—and all the way

eastward. B what strange, unnamable

variation di ered the Pacific? Was it

blue? Was it green? Was it salt? Was

it wild? Or was it indeed calm and pa

cific, as its name indicated? Strange to

say, in all the weeks I had been in interior

California no one had been able to satisfy

my curiosity on these points. No one

seemed to have noticed the Pacific sufii

cientl to say definitely whether or not

it diffzred from the Atlantic, and in what

particular.
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It was a delicious morning in May

when I first saw it for myself. Between

rolling green hills and fruitful fields we

ran down to the coast. Toward the end

of our journey I caught a blue flash here

and there between the trees that made

me sit up eagerly and sniff the air. I

love the water. I love not the desert

s aces that are so pitifully bereft of it.

ven in beautiful southern California, the

rainless summer season brings drouth to

her charming streams. After six weeks

there I was thirsting for the sight ofwater.

And now a whole ocean was to be spread

before my eyes!

And in a moment more we rounded the

last hill and came sudden! before the

broad expanse of it, and at east three of

my questionings were answered at once.

It was blue—a heavenly blue, sparkling

beneath the morning sunshine. It was

calm—~from that point, at least, as

placid as a lake. It was not salt; at least

could neither smell not taste the salt

air as one can almost anywhere near

the Atlantic.

MORE experience with the Pacific

has modified some of these first

impressions. There are places where it

can dash as thunderousl on the rocky

coast as can the Atlantic, although its

eneral behavior is, indeed, as its name

implies, peaceful. It is not always and

eve where the brilliant Neapolitan blue

of t at first morning. I have seen it

emerald, jade, turquoise, violet, mauve,

indigo, and a dozen changing shades in

an hour. But when it 1'1 blue its azure

cannot be exceeded by the bay of Naples

in its most cerulean moment. Beside it

or on it, however, I have never tasted

on my lips nor sniffed in the air the brac

ing salt tang which is one of the charms

of its sister ocean. Those who are famil

iar with such matters know, of course,

that the Pacific contains a much lesser

volume of salt than the Atlantic ocean.

 

I may add that never, beside any body

of water, have I dwelt in such incessant,

gray, loomy, all-enshrouding fogs as

those t at hang over the Pacific a large

part of the summer, but in a spot much

further north than the southern Califor

nia of which I am now writin .

To return to that region. fhave said

that we rounded the foot ofa hill and that

the ocean lay suddenly outspread before

us. It did. But between it and us lay

a sight that, when I could take my eyes

off the blue waters and use them nearer,

left me breathless, motionless, speechless.

All around us, as far as the eye could

see, stretched a reensward, swelling togentle hills behindz, rolling in a flat carpet

straight to the edge of the cliff before.

And this vast green amphitheatre was

literally covered—how shall I express the

profusion of itF—spangled, jeweled, en

ameled, thick-carpeted, with the loveliest

and most brilliant wild-flowers I have

ever seen, in what seemed under 'that

Qpril sunlight like a thousand different

ues.

I have walked through Alpine meadows

where each footstep seemed to be planted

in a carpet of soft mosaic, so thick and

brilliant were the flowers. But I have

never seen anything like that California

meadow beside the sea.

Pink and purple and orange, yellow as

the sun, blue as the sky, scarlet and crim

son and delicate rose, lavender, white and

violet, they swept like a wave of color

down the gentle slope and out over the

top of the cliff above the sea. Some were

star-shaped, some bell-shaped, some like

brilliant verbenas, daisies, lilies, diminu

tive orchids. Some trailed, some crept,

some ran, some Haunted, some nestled.

All along the ed e of the cliff ran a

trailin vine covere with masses of star—
shapedg flowers of a beautiful pink. The

effect of the blue ocean seen in this frame

of rosy bloom I leave to the reader’s

imagination.

shorten a lon story—whose fur

ther expansion faelongs only in the

office of the county recorder—I, who had

scoffed at a ostates from the East, who

had declared, the charms of California to

be but bewitchment, who had avowed

m firm intention that, however others

might lose their heads and their purses

in the \Vest, nothing would induce me to

lose mine there—I, before I left that s or,

was rooted and grounded to the soif of

California as an owner of real estate. I

had become possessed of exactly one

thousand dollars’ worth of those wild

flowers, together with as much of the

earth as was legally attached to them at

the moment.

I say this in no boastful spirit. I have

sometimes blushed to think of it. My

California friends smile among themselves

when it is mentioned. Most of them were

there a much longer time than I before

they succumbed.

But I insist that it was not the charm

of the climate that bewitched me, nor the

roses, nor the mocking-birds, nor the

orange-blossoms, nor even the fruitful

ness of the land. It was that pageant of

wild-flowers running down the hills and

out to the cliff and shaking their rosy

masses over the very brink of the dancing

blue waters below!

I wish that I could tell the botanical

names of my wild-flowers. I went home

that first night with my arms full of them;

but alas! most of them withered and faded

past all recognition before they could be

identified in the botany books. Anyhow,

what does it matter about their names?

It was their color and beauty that be

witched me. I shall learn to know them

some time. There is no hurry. They will

not be gone. The whole ten hundred dol

lars’ worth of them will go on growing and

blooming year after year, with never the

sowing of a seed nor the pulling of a weed

nor the watering of an inch by me.

SARA LANCSTROTH.

  

If you happen to be making a collection of houses, why not add a log cabin to the list? This one was built on the grounds of a

tourist hotel and is used for informal dancing parties.

A large stone chimney is in the rear wall.forest region.

It offers good suggestions for a summer camp in a

The interior is 24x34 feet
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N the Spring the young man’s fancy

-\ Lightly turns to thoughts of sport.

"' Then to make you spry and prancey

, Food like this is just the sort.

‘A Spring Favorite—

Exactly. the food you en

joy, ,and exactly the food your

system calls for. Both at once.

Now is .the time to modify the

g _ heavy winter diet. You want to
E” I ' “thawiout"—just as all nature is

T ‘L doing. Your digestion, your

nerves, your whole constitution

feel the benefit of

Campbell’s Vegetable Soup

lt supplies the strengthening qualities of good meat together with the tonic

elements and vegetable salts that every one specially needs at this season.

The strong, full-bodied stock is made from selected beef. ln this stock we

blend an abundance of choice vegetables—potatoes, carrots, yellow turnips,

tomatoes, green okra and other fine vegetables—beside "alphabet" macaroni.

The whole is flavored tastily with celery and parsley and just a touch of sweet

red peppers to complete the appetizing zest. '

Why not enjoy the regular benefit of this invigorating Campbell “kind"

on your table? Order a few cans from your grocer and have some today.

21 kinds 10¢ a can

_,..",‘r
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'
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Wrinkle Eradicators

e or Frowners

smooth out the wrinkles and crow's feet that mar

your beauty. They are absolutely harmless—

simple and easy to use—a toilet necessity. Mndfiinww

styles. Frmmurc ior between the eyes. Ennh‘mmr:

for lines in the face.

Either kind sold in 250, 501: and ‘1.00 boxes. lnclud

lng a booklet "Dressing Table Hints" at dni! and

delMr'ment stores everywhere. If your dealer ls out.

sent direct. Postpaid, on receipt of price

a. l r. o. (1» mm) 1194 r. can suawmlvt 0"‘

  

NABISBD

Sugar Wafers

In many homes a box of

Nabisco Sugar Wafers is

always kept where all may

partake.

These fairy confections are be

loved by old and young alike.

Delightful in flavor. fragile in

texture. Nabisco Sugar Wafers

are dessert accompaniments

appropriate for any time and

any occasion. ln ten-cent and

twenty-five-cent tins.

FESTlNO—Shaped like an almond.

these little dessert confections delight all

who try them. The kernel is almond

flavored creamy goodness.

NATIONAL BISCUIT

COMPANY

 

The Antiseptic Powder to

Shake Into Your Shoes

and use in the Foot-Bath. Makes

tight-fitting or new shoes t'cel easy.

For 25 years Allen's Foot-Ease

has been the Standard Rem

edy for Tired. aching. swollen,

smarting. tender feet. Nothing rests

the feet so quickly and thoroughly.

It takes the friction from the Shoe.

the sting out of Corns and Bunions

and makes walking a delight. We

have over 30,000 testimonials. Try it

‘TO-DAY. Sold everywhere. 25 cls.

Don't accept any luhslllule.

TRIAL PACKAGE

sent by mail. Address,

ALI-EN S. OLMSTED. [.6 Roy, N. Y.

ALEN’S FllllT=EllSE
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The Norther

(Continuedfrom page 25)

there's been a mistake, ma'am." Then

to his men: "You boys hush up! Don't

you know how to treat a lady? Drag it

for town now, and mighty quick, too!"

It spoke well for Katie's intelligence

that she grasped the situation instantly;

more for her resolution, that she did not

falter. She picked up her suitcase and

walked toward the bus.

"Hold on!” wailed Uncle Billy. “Wait

a minute! I've got a team here. Gimme

that valise and we'll drive on up to the

parson's."

Her answer was to brush him aside as

though he were a troublesome urchin,

and she handed the suitcase to Rucker.

“You're crazy!" she repeated. "Get

out of my way."

The bus went lurching up town, its

sole occupant striving to keep back the

tears as she peered through the dingy

windows at the houses. She alighted at

Dake’s Hotel in the s uare and Dave

Rucker actually carried er suitcase into

the hall! Five minutes later she was

alone in a bare, gloomy bedroom, sobbing

into the pillow like a child.

Meanwhile the Spade outfit set out

for the ranch.

“For two pins," said the boss to Uncle

Billy, tagging behind them with the

mules, "for two pins I'd give you your

time. A man who'd play a trick like that

on a girl had ought to be tarred and feath

cred! But how come you fooled her?"

‘ "I meant right," whined Uncle Billy.

“Honest I did, Jeff! But I was afeared

she wouldn't come unless, so when she

asked me for a picture I done sent her one

of yours!"

“ OT him hooked yet, Katie?" in

quired the pro rietor of the Bonton

Eating House less t an a fortnight later,

before the crash of the screen door behind

Sadler had died away.

The waitress threw him a smile and

went on pilin dishes. “Who's trying to

hook him? That's just the way! You

men always think that about a girl."

Her employer ravely closed his left
eye and remarkedg in a meditative tone:

"You ain't going about this right a-tall,

Katie."

"It is to laugh, Augustus!"

"All the same, I think you're playing

'em too strong. And my name ain't

Augustus. It's Sam! I've told you that

twenty times."

"But it ought to be Augustus. Ought

n’t it, now? Augustus is so cute!"

He iterated coldly: “You ain't going

about this right. Some like a al to warm
up to 'em and some don’t. Jgelf's one of

them who don't. He's just awful gun-shy.

And if you go ‘at him too rou _h, he'll up

and run. Your work's coarse, fiatie. I'm

a-telling you!"

The waitress laughed hilariously and

went on with her labors. Nevertheless

the tip appeared to carry weight, for on

Sadler's next visit to the Eating House

she was a different person, treating all

customers with a fine reserve. Sundry

members of the traveling fraternity made

this difiicult to sustain, but she was able

to fend their familiarities without loss of
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HE dilficult, uncertain life

of the fire fighter calls for

resourcefulness, skill and cour

  

age at unexpected moments.

./,‘

stout muscles, and steady */

nerves are essential.

An alert mind,aquick eye, ' ' '

Many-a man helps to keep

himself fit for any emergency,

by regular use of the sturdy

wheat and barley food—

Grape-Nuts

Not long ago a fire company in Texas took the prizes in

two state competitions after a training on Grape-Nuts food.

It gave them endurance to outlast the other fellows—a

normal, healthful endurance that was built into them by right

feeding.

You, too, can build better by improving your method of

living, and it's worth while.

A dish of Grape-Nuts with cream or good milk is the

regular morning ration of many successful men who appreciate

the power for success that comes with health of body and brain.

“There’s a Reason”

Sold by Grocers everywhere!
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poise, and the effect on the cowman was

|mmense. He scarcely took his eyes off

her. Next day he was on hand again,

and after that came regularly for dinner.

“He wants me to marry him,” she re

ported to Sam in due course.

“Dadgum, and you looking like you'd

ct a green persimmon!" whooped Sam.

"Why, you'd ought to be kicking up

your heels! What ails you, anyhow?"

Katie did not answer, but turned

wretchedly to the task of clearing the

tables. Shortly she put down the tra

and came to the counter behind which

her employer perched on a stool.
I‘ I ' ' ,1 '

I can t go on with it, Sam, she said.

He could not have been more astounded

had she punched him on the nose. “Laws—
amercy, why not.’n

"Just because."

“You're stuck on him," he jeered.

,____ She denied it vehementl .

“'ghen what the Sam Hill has got into

'ou.

"I don't know. But he's so trustfull

He thinks—just because I cried when he

tried to kiss me—I can't do it, Sam.”

"You're plumb foolish, Katie.”
l‘lVla be so. But it all came over me

when lysaw how he looked. It'd be for

our whole life, Sam, and if I was to keep

back anything at the start—I’ve just got

to tell him.”

The Eating House man was plainly
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The Book that Supplies

Four Thousand Needs.’

5%

E

g
g

g

g

E

E
Il

HE wise home buyers all over the United States know manplgfsed and exasperated‘ “Tell him

well that 3.9‘: Green Stamps and Zliamiltnn Coupons w ‘about Phil,”

gpondthat SamI spunnround (5n his lslto‘pl

- . an sai earnest : “ ou o, it’ e
of self-denial. They save something every day on the money 3 all off, lt’ll be adios!” y

“I don't care. I've got to tell him. I

told you!"

"Landin' a job and landin’ a husband

are two difl'erent propositions," observed

represent the most practical of all economies without the sting

you have to spend for the necessary things.

Let us send you our premium Catalog. showing the sterling

  

worth and aaractive variety you find in over 4000 items Sam sagely. “And I tell Oclill rightllnow,

' - Katie, if you name l’hil to . a er it’ gum
of standard merchandise from which you may select. tree of any the who“? game. I know that greed. I

cost, in exchange ‘for your stamps or coupons. = knowed his daddy before him, just after

. he come here from Rhode Island or one
If you are a retailer. let us send you a copy of MT'he of them towns. Divorces_and shootin'

Business Builder“ and HThe Verdict.“ showing the practical rslslgiplerse it? its] Slrtfinpolson to em"

application of theM Service to your business. Address - “ hat doesn't make any difference."

De t “Q” Service “All right! Have it your own way;

P ' ' only don’t go and say I didn't tell you.

' v I Blamed if you don't make me riled l’

THE SPERRYEQ’ HUTCHINSON ' ' Following this conferenc? theKboss

cei ed in lis mail a letter rom atie:THE HAMILTON CORPORATION ‘6 v ‘

_ , Dear sit and friend,

Geo. B. Caldwell, President It is no use I cant marry you and you

TWO WEST FORTY-FlI-‘TH STREET must not ask me why. I will go away and

you will forget me but no matter what

happens dont ever think I do not love you

because I do. oh I do Always and always!!

yrs truly

KATIE STEEN.

P. S. perhaps this will surprise you.

NEW YORK CITY

He frowned and read it again. Then

he tried to get the Eating House on the

telephone, but there were murmurings

on the party line and he gave up the

attempt. At noon his dust-drenched car

drew up in front of the restaurant.

“Wh can't you marry me?" he asked

smilingly, and before his serene confidence

her resolution faded like clouds before

the sun. The best she could contrive was

a plaintive whimper: “You don't know

an thing at all about me."

' left‘ guffawed and did the only thing

"Elli-1|.’ Wllllllllmwfflli'.‘hi...‘ .. ‘I v _ ossible in such emergency. Breathless,

- lzatie tried to repulse him, but very

‘llllllllllmlmlllllllllllllllllflllflll
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Think of This
Just one little hole in your screens—one tiny rusted-out,

broken-down mesh and your entire screening expense is

wasted. Through that unsuspected breach in the defenses

of your home, germ-carrying insects creep unseen and

spread the havoc of disease.

The remedy is in the use of enduring

Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth
—100% eflicient—woven from a remarkable wire (90% pure copper)

that can not rust. Fog, salt mists, rain, smoke, the dampnessof tropi

cal swamps, sulphur or ammonia fumes are powerless to harm Pom

peiian Bronze. Barring fire or accidents, it lasts as long as your house,

each mesh whole and unbroken—a permanent, positive protection.

Rescreen with Pompeiian Bronze. Use itif you are building. Your

safeguard against substitution is the removable red string woven in

the selvage of every piece before it leaves the mill. If there is no

red string it isn't Pompeiian Bronze.

If your dealer can not supply you, we will promptly.

Send to-day for book.

Clinton Wire Cloth Company

91 Sterling Street, Clinton, Mass.

First weavers of wire by power in the world. Makers of Clinton Wire Lath

—-the first metal lath roduced and the best to-day for stucco and inside work.

Interesting book of " tucco Houses," showing many types. sent upon request.
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Here is aNew

Salad Recipe

for f6? readers of

SUNSET

  

TUNA nsu

‘I envelo
De K0'1 cup cold 'nen ox s

SALAD
Mung Gellflue,    

  

soil‘ “In

‘dd to hot bu

hln. 65

(from ,,,

In: in com I,

Iler 5
h “Cd “I'd dNssnIt- ‘g min"

. separated lnta fines.

  
M. and

Cool, and .Cd

C'k'y- Denver

  

n “hm mold;

. rn with
diamond shaved piece‘ clllceg cut from puma“

celery "9,‘ ‘ad was ut [mm I .

   

Have you sent for

your copy of the New RecipeBook?

It tells how to make Desserts, Salads, Puddings, Ices, Ice

Creams, Candies, also wholesome dishes for the convalescent.

It will be sent free for your grocer's name. If you wish

a pint sample enclose a 2 cent stamp.

KNOX SPARKLING GELATINE

415 Knox Avenue Johnntow'n, N. Y.
  

  

6'” _flwlt Mr. Foster

TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICE

Supplies without charge or fees accurate and timely information about

travel anywhere and about Schools. Mr. Foster has opened ofiiccs in

San Francisco and Los Angclcs where inquiries from tourists or residents

will receive careful and considerate attention. You are invited to

O

_fl-r/Q Mr. Foster

Seattle: FREDERICK 8: NELSON

Lo. An elal The ANGELUS HOTEL

' l .1. w. ROBINSON co. STORE

San Francisco: The EMPORIUM

Il‘ldllfllpolll. L. S. Ayrts & Co. ; Detrolt. J. L. Hudson C0. 7 Atlantic City. Nlclv'gan Ave. and Boardwalk In Iron! of Hotel

Dennis: New York. Lord 6: Tavlor, 5th Ave. W'h SI. ; Chltazo. Canon Plrle Scott 6: Co. '. St. Louis. ScruIgs-Vandervnort

Barney Co : Cleveland, The Hlghee Co. : Philadelphia, Ackers. Chestnut and 12 Sts.; Denver, Danlels 6: Fisher Stores;

New Orleans, Hotel Gunewald; Washington. 503 lllh St. ; Bulhlo. Wm. Hengerer Co; 15 other ofl'irel In Floritlalnd Culu.

Executive Oflicux 220 W. 42nd 5%., New York

Send stamp will! m ii! inquiry. Ward G. Foster. General Manager

 

 

‘ that made

I

feebly; and, for the life of her, could not

tell him afterwards.

“Well?” queried Sam, on the broad

grat
Ijust couldn't."

“Fine! Now you're showing some

sense, Katie. Thirty thousand acres

without a dollar against itl—wow!”

THE wedding took place in Il'une and

the couple went to live at t e ranch,

where Sadler had transformed a run

down bachelor abode into a habitable

home.

They readily adjusted themselves to

the little compromises in domestic habits

that make for peace and smooth running,

and were sinfully happy. He was slow

of speech and atient; Katie, vivaciousand flashing. Siadler's pride in her was

positively sickening to L'ncle Billy, who,

when the boss boasted in town at the end

of four months that expenses of head

quarters had been cut despite an outlay

of six hundred dollars for the addition

of a bathroom to the house, raged: "No

wonder! Why, that woman'll raise sand

about a teen sack of flour!"

"Everybo y was robbing you, _Iefl

Katie declared. "It’s a shame for a man

toublera bachelor; he can't look after him

se .

Her feelin for him was of an intensity

Iier jealous of his favorite

horse, of the work that took him to dis

tant parts of the ran e and necessitated

a few absences. In eed. they were as

blissful as the dealer in a big jackpot, and

five months after marriage not a single

cloud had appeared in their sky. How

about that for a record?

Then something happened to disturb

the husband—a trifle, but a seed for

tares: The mail carrier drove by the cor

ral where he was breaking horses, and

stopped to see the fun. He brought some

letters, among them one for Mrs. Sadler.

“Leave ’em up at the house as you go

by, will you, Will?" asked the cattleman,

and thought nothing more of the letter

until he chanced to inquire in idle

curiosity at dinner: "Well, what's new?

Get any mail?”

“Nothing but some bills. And the

paper came for you. That's all.”

‘Didn’t you get nothing?” he con

tinued, in surprise.

An instant’s hesitation, and she said:

"Uh-uh! Why?"

“Oh, I was just wondering."

A second letter came, which Sadler also

saw. Again he asked: "Get any mail?"

“Nothing but a seed catalogue," she

answered steadily. Practice will im

prove!

He was hurt and angry. but did not let

it appear. “I never thought she'd hide

an thin from me!" he exclaimed.
he fgollowing week he was gossiping

with the cashier of the First State Bank

after a directors’ meeting, when the latter,

being in jovial mood because of a hun

dred-dollar increase, began to chaff him.

“It’s a wonder to me, Jeff, you wouldn't

'1;

_give Miz Sadler enough to live on—with

i calves at twenty-eight! Why don't you

loosen up?"

“What’s the answer? She got an over

draft?”

A shade of anxiety flitted over the

cashier's face. "Say, ' he urged, "don't

give me away! done promised I

v'ouldn't tell, but of course I—"
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The VD. Company

“Day Off” or “Day On,”

Keep Cool in B.V. D.

HETHER you hike for “the game” or the

country, or must stay strapped to a desk,

B. V. D. Underwear will give you more

genuine comfort than you ever had before.

The Loose Fitting B. V. D. Union Suit, like all B. V. D.

Undergarments, is made of light woven fabrics, extremely

durable in wash and wear, and has these exclusive features‘:

l—B. V. D. Elastic PVrb Insertion: (Pat. U. S. A.)

at shoulders and all around waist let B. V. D. Union Suits

gi'w-and-take with your every posture and movement.

Z—B. V. D. Closed Crotc/r (Pat. U. S. A.) completely

covers the crotch and gives camfbriab/e .reat 0penir1g with

out superfluous trunk length or needless cloth at crotch.

3-13. V. D. Elastir Reinfirremmt (Pat. U. S. A.) in

the back of the waistband insertion greatly prolong: the

wear of the garment at the point of severest strain.

MADE FOR THE

  

If it 1mm’! ItThis Red B. V. D.

Woven Label ---------------------- -- Underwear

BEST RETAIL TRADE

(Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pal. of’. and Farn'gn Countriu)

B.V. D. Closed Crotch

Union Suits (Pat.

U. S. A.) 81.00 and

upward the Suit.

The B.V. D. Company,New York.

London Selling Agency: 66, Aldermanbury, E. C.

B. V. D. CoatCut Under

shirts and Knee Length

Drawers, 500. and

upward the Garment.

  

c.1171,” 115.4 mm by(T y ' I! UIAIQMI'" ‘if’ D J The B.V. 11 Company

. . Company
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i‘, CooperisiBennirté‘lo

l: .___A a.

T h e ‘i S p rin g

Needle” Stitch‘

In Cooper ,5 ~Bennington

Underwear gives snugness

without any tight, stiff feel

ing. To produce the satis

fying comfort which makes

underwear a joy in every

weather condition, Cooper-of

Bennington, Vt., invented his

“Spring-Needle” Knitting

Machine—the machine thatbuilds

thefamous“come-back stretch”in
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Cooper’s-Bennington Union

Suits and Two-Piece Suits

are made to your liking in

all the various weights, sizes

and colors—silkateen, cotton

and wool.

(“TIE-1..

Let us remind you if you

want underwear wearing

strength with a. snugness that

gives only comfort, always

say Coopcr’s-Bmm'nglon to

your dealer.

  

smeswemi‘Q-z.

The original carries this Trade—

Mark on every garment.

Manufactured by

"Wouldn't tell what?"

"Why, she come in here yesterday and

borrowed a hundred dollars on her own

note—allowed she could save enough in

six months to pay us back.” He added

lamely: “Maybe I oughtn't to of men

tioned it!”

"Sure you ought," said Sadler, without

a flicker of surprise. “I remember now;

she wouldn’t let me give it to her."

The cashier relaxed with a sigh of relief.

“Gee, I'm glad! I was afraid maybe I'd

made a bust."

That night Katie asked: “What's the

matter, Jeff? You look so queer."

“Nothing, so far as I know."

A slight emphasis on the pronoun dis

concerted her. She glanced at him

anxiously, but he was devoting himself

to the hot cakes like a man and she let

the subject drop.

SOME thefts of Spade cattle early i1

December took Sadler to town, and

his wife accompanied him. While waiting

for the sheriffs arrival she amused her

self inspecting the accumulation of legal

documents and rubbish in his oflice.

"My, isn’t it filthyl"—starting to dust

with her handkerchief—"His wife ought

to make him clean up.”

Suddenly she grew rigid, her gaze fixed

on an object amid the litter. Jeff, en

rossed in a map on the wall, gradually

became conscious of her silence and

wheeled just in time to see Katie turn

white and grasp at a chair for support.

She missed it and fell heavily to the floor

as the sheriff entered from the square.

“Is she hurt? What happened?"

"only a faint," said Sadler composedly,

loosening her dress at the throat. They

sponged Katie's face and neck and wrists,

and resently she revived.

" hat’s the last cent you'll get!” she

murmured.

"Who’ll get ?"

She stared at him blankly. Then,

growing conscious of her surroundings,

she sat up and smoothed her hair.

“What happened? Did I faint?”

"That’s what they call it, ma’am,"

responded the sheriff. “You keeled over

so sudden—why, I seen you standing

there one second, and the next you was

on the floor. \Vhat frightened you,

ma'am?"

"Nothing. I got dizzy, I think. What

time is it?’

The question provoked a laugh from

the sheriff, who assured her that only a

few minutes had elapsed. Meanwhile

Sadler was doing his best to inspect the

contents of the desk without appearing

to do so. He could descry nothing of

significance. most of the correspondence

and documents being musty and out of

date, but there was one long, stili~ postcard

that seemed to be fresh from the mails.

It bore two half-tones—the full face and

profile of a man—and he read:

$200 . . . . . . ..REWARD . . . . . . . .8200.

Escaped from the United States Peni

tentiary,
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Refreshing!

JAP ROSE

SOAP

The "Instant Lather" Soap

An exquisite pro

duction for the bath,

toilet or shampoo. No

skill can make a soap

less harmful or more

delicate. It beautifies

the complexion, keeps

the hands soft and

white, imparts a con

stant bloom of fresh

ness to the skin.

Divide the Cake,

you have two cakes

each the size of other

toilet soaps.

Trial Offer: f‘l‘ilffali'lswtillfi'iq

nd package cnntainimr a miniature 0! I.’

Roll Solp. llp Ion. ‘l‘llculll

-Pnwdcr. lap on. cold

 

 

liroam and I.’ I...

_j" ‘ll'ollot Wntor,

JAMES s. KIRK

if? & co, 9

576 E- Aumn A",:‘ Chicago >"AK" $3000 ""5

T Y EAR

  

  

START I! A SPLENDID MONEY-MAKING BUSINEL$ 0'

YOUR OWN. We‘ ll show you how. No rxperlcnce required.

Represent us In your town.

mnuno com-mm‘. Dept. 11. Wuhington. p. c.
  

 

  

Start at. once. with III back of

you. and MAKE BIG MONEY FROM THE FIRST DAY. It.

awake for good proposition wrlto tnduy (or (m details.

Leavenworth, Kansas, December 3, 1914.

T. 1. Stone, No. 9235

Alias U. B. Coventry.

  

Company

A. J. Cooper. Prat.

.1 Wllhout flllr'lul, Brunt-g, line-flag or Aerubnln.

LET US SEND YOU “AUTO IASSEUI METHOD "

  

- A h‘ h f ' l ~' h

as.‘ .iaiiasaiazni 40 My m;muWh

Patentcd 00.18. mm complexion, orange eyes Irregular scar

of burn 2x2 inches above outer left brow.

Left index finger amputated at third joint.

Small scar on tip of right third finger.

en you see your ht disappearin

will wish to purchase. line It 40

at our expense. Wrlto to-tlly.

Aulo-Masseur Co.

  
you

a”

ll Jul 81th lu-ut

Dept- I‘, III lurk Ulq

 



Bertillon: 71.0, 70.0, 93.5, 18.4, 16.0,

 

14.6, 6.0, 26.8, 11.8, 9.2, 46.2.

$200 Reward will be paid for the de

livery of the above, after identification

has been made, to an authorized ofiicer

of this penitentiary.

Sadler turned from the desk in some

disappointment; evidently the explana

tion he sought was not to be found there.

"Better now?" he inquired grufliy.
l‘Yes, much. I'm ready to go whenever

you are."

On the homeward way: “What made

you do that?”

“i haven’t the slightest idea! \Vasn't

it sill of me?"
Jeliygrunted and relapsed into resent

ful silence. What had transpired sug

gested some bewildering speculations,

yet he could not bring himself frankly

to question Katie; the habit of restraint

was too strong.

0 he took to brooding over the mys

tery. What did it all meanF—the re

pudiated letters, her secret borrowing. her

fits of nervousness, her agitation in the

sherilf’s oflice? Could it be possible that

anythin she had seen there had upset

her? lie recalled her warning: “You

don't know anything at all about me!"

only to banish it scornfully from mind.

“I'm a fool!" he concluded. “Katie'll

tell me when she's good and ready.”

Despite this conviction a banner was

raised between them. Misunderstanding

colored the whole of Christmas week.

Jeff was taciturn and morose. his wife

distrait. The day of peace and goodwill

assed with scarcely a word exchanged.
IThey gave each other gifts; jelf gulped

when he tried to thank her. As for Katie

she could not get out a sound.

On the last day of December he went

early to town to close a calf sale by wire.

The weather was warm, the sun sparkling.

Returning shortly after dinner, he sur

rised Uncle Billy in the act of saddling a

Orse.

“Where you bound now?"

The cook was plainly llustered. "I

was just fixing to take some beef over to

Tud’s place."

“You've been drinking," his employer

accused.

“There you go agin!" cried Uncle

Bill . “Always suspectin’ a feller!"

“hlow often have I got to tell you to

cut it out? Once and for all, drinkin' on

this ranch has got to stop!"

The cook grumbled about “a kinder

garten" and walked away, abandoning

the horse and his intention of slipping

off to town to make a night of it. A

thought seemed to strike him when he

reached the corral gate, and he turned.

"Dadgum, I cain't figure this out! Didn’t

you ride off from the house on Mustard

not ten minutes ago?”

“Oh, go to bed and sleep it off!"

“\Vell, anyhow,” insisted Uncle Billy,

scratching his head, “some one done rode

away from the house on Mustard. And

I thought it was you. He crossed the

\Vest pasture and—why, there he goes

now! Look! Toppin’ that butte!"

A horseman was clearly silhouetted

against the skyline. He was moving

toward the Plains.

“Go to bed and sleep it off,” repeated

his employer calmly. "or if you feel like

it, climb up and fix the rope on the bell.

It's been broke for a coon’s age."

l

  

  

The Kingdom of the Subscriber

ln the development of the tele

phone system, the subscriber is

the dominant factor. His ever

growing requirements inspire

invention, lead to endless scien

tific research, and make neces

sary vast improvements and

extensions.

Neither brains nor money are

spared to build up the telephone

plant, to amplify the subscriber's

power to the limit.

in the Bell System you have

the most complete mechanism

in the world for communication.

It is animated by the broadest

spirit of service, and you dom

inate and control it in the double

capacity of the caller and the

called. The telephone cannot

think and talk for you, but it

carries your thought where you

will. It is yours to use.

one Policy

Without the co-operation of

the subscriber, all that has been

done to perfect the system is

useless and proper service can

not be given. For .example,

even though tens of millions

were spent to build the Trans

continental Line, it is silent if

the man at the other end fails

to answer.

The telephone is essentially

democratic; it carries the voice

of the child and the grown

up with equal speed and direct

ness. And because each sub

scriber is a dominant factor in

the Bell System, Bell Service is

the most democratic that could

be provided for the American

people.

it is not only the implement

of the individual, but it fulfills

the needs of all the people.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One System Universal Service

 

ALL MAKES

ALL PRICESTYPEWRITERS

Look at those bargains! Typewriters Rebuiltin

our own Factories, and guaranteed (or one year.

Remington. $15 to $65 Smiths $18 to $50

Underwood. $25 to $65 Royal; $30 to 865

L C. Smith- 828 to $60 Olin-n $23 to $45

Brand 'new No. 2 Smith Premier! $45

Vl’e have others, of course. Scnrl for catalog de

scribing thnm. Branch ollicr-s in principal cities.

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE COMPANY

Ilurmpmiimll

345 Broadway. New Vm

909 llird St, S‘! Diego

506 Intel SLSJI francs“

7| 6 So. Suit: St. lus Andes

  
  

They die

outdoors! /

  

No alfl‘l‘ldlllf—

ho Inn— 50 Trouble

Just crumble up n

Rat Bis-Kit 1’
" lllmlthehouw. Rluwlllwklt, '
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Safe, Easy and Sure

Mother knows that Foster

Friction Plug won't let her

slip.

No matter what your age, you

can have the child-step,the safety,

surety and buoyancy of youth.

  

Walking is a pleasure on

cATS PAW
CUSHION

RUBBER HEELS

There are no holes in Cat's Paw

Rubber Heels to track mud and dirt,

and they make all slippery roads and

pavements safe.

Because the Foster Friction Plugwon't

let you slip — makes the heels wear lon

ger, too—therefore most economical.

They cost no more than the ordinary kind—

they are easy to find—all dealers sell them—

50 cents attached—Black or Tan. Walk

easy, safe and sure. Get a pair today.

THE FOSTER RUBBER C0.

105 Federal Street - - - - Bolton, Mono.

originators and Pnfnrlrn aft/u For!”

Friction Ping, 'wlu'dl prevent: slipping.

AKE ONLY TWO A DAY

Two subscriptions a day will give you an income

of over $50.00 per month, under our new profit

sharing plan for agents. One of themost liberal offers

ever placed before subscription getters. Get in on it today.

Sunset Magazine, Circulation Department, 460 Fourth St.,

San Francisco. Send for

  

“HOW TO PUT IT OVER"

 

He took Uncle Billy's horse and as

cended to his home.

“Katie!" he called.

There was no response. He strode

through into the kitchen and stumbled

over her bod on the floor. The pang of

terror that shot through him submerged

every other consideration. “Katie!” he

whispered imploringly, raising her in his

arms. "Honey! Look up, dear!"

A fluttering of the eyelids and she re

gained consciousness. There was a con

tusion on her forehead, marks of fingers

on her neck.

"Has he gone?”

In swift reaction he demanded harshly:

"Who was here just now?"

His wife did not answer. She seemed

dazed, and Jeff did not wait for her to get

her bearings. Lifting her to a chair, he

went into their bedroom and opened a

bureau drawer. Now that apprehension

on her account had been laid, another

purpose moved him.

“What're you going to do ?" cried

Katie, following him. "Where're you

gsnng? Put that gun away, Jeff! Please!

on t gol Come back and I'll explain!

Jeff!"

She clutched frantically at his arm,

but he shook her off with rough strength.

“I want to find out,” he said huskily,

"who the man is who can strike my wife!

And then I'll kill him!"

Heedless of her pleas, he ran outside to

his horse; there was a certain grim cheer

fulness about him as he loped over the

\Vest pasture slopes. “For,” said he,

"I’ll get to the bottom of this.”

ALL unaware of pursuit, Mustard’s

rider headed toward the Plains at

the leisurely, shutliing dogtrot a cow

horse can maintain from sunup to dark.

He did not perceive Sadler until Mustard

climbed the steep trail to the rim of cap

rock, and he chanced to glance back over

the canyon; then he rode off at right

angles to the mail road he had been

following, apparently with the object of

developing the other's intentions. Sadler

did not leave him in doubt; he also turned

to the right, shaking his horse to a gallop;

and the chase was on.

It soon became a parent to Sadler that

his quarry was no orseman. In getting

down to 0 en one of the gates that oh

struct the lains roads he practically fell

off, and he experienced dlfi‘iculty in re

mounting. However, Mustard had re

serves of s eed and his rider had the sense

to fasten t e gate tightly behind him with

a dexterous knot in a strand of barbed

wire, so that the distance lost was re

gained through Sadler's delay.

The Plains stretched bleakly away to

the horizon, as flat to the eye as a sea in

dead calm. Some windmills showed like

skeletons. They flashed by a herd of

steers drifting south toward the canyon,

grumbling as they went. The curly mes

quite grass was thick underfoot, but the

brutes ignored it.

"Must smell something,” said Sadler,

squinting upwards. It was still cloudless

and warm.

They passed a few dreary, isolated

farms and skirted a town—two straight

rows of frame cottages and stores, a

church, a livery stable and some poplars.

A mile beyond, they swung around a sur

face lake, and the cattleman noted that

there was not a duck or gull on it.
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.QESS'UD 'THE ‘KITCHEN VII)

The kitchen is a woman's workshop, yet few kitchens reflect her

natural aptitude for “fixing things up.”

Acme Quality Finishes enable you to have a model kitchen abounding in

wholesomeness, cleanliness and daintiness. The chairs and tables, the floor,

linoleum, stove, cupboard and sink will all respond to a coating or two of

Acme Quality Finishes. Then there's the refrigerator—occasional use of

Acme Quality White Enamel will keep it sanitary and in dazzling cleanliness.

MME @UALW

PAINTS 8r FINISHES

have just as many uses—or more—in each room of the house as they have

in the kitchen.

Acme Quality Varno-Lac is a great tonic for worn woodwork. It varnishes

as it stains, leaving lustrous newness in the wake of the brush. Acme Quality

No-Lustre is the smooth, washable wall coating that rejuvenates any room.

Write for “ Home Decorating" and “Acme Quality Painting Guide."

They tell you why and show you how.

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS

Dept. G, Detroit, Michigan Factories in Detroit and Los Angeles

Bolton Minna-poun Plttnmrgh Toledo Tlrmlnflnm Della Llncoln Bpohue Ban Ynnciuo

Ghlcqo 5:. Lou!- Olnclnnlfl lllh'flh Pm Worth Topeka Belt LAM City Portland Lon Angel"

uwoduarb and all urmlar “IV/0111,’

Acme Quality Black Iron

Enamel In mun, unnflpu and

all"? Imlnl or In.‘ :urfau. Thu! will

nwr man] if Ill: "mulling-up“ jab].

Kn) alway: In hand at lmna (an mrh

n/ Acme Quality Varnoflle. a

varnirh fur )lurl, woodworl and fur

umm; Acme Ouallty White

Enamel [or iron bnllumdl, lurnflun,
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AQUARTER century of striving

is sewed and stitched into

Regal Shoes—twenty-five years of

persistent betterment.

Four Regal factories, with an out

put of 36,000 pairs of shoes per week,

have arisen by reason of Regal merit.

A world-wide demand is the result of Regal quality

based on a better knowledge of the building of better

s oes.

Regal manufacturing efiiciency, collective purchasing

power, national distribution and a world knowledge

of style requirements are assurances of Regal values.

The Spring Line isa not

able exhibit of approved

new models. Shown in

Regal Stores from the

Atlantic to the Pacific.

Briton Patent

Button, Black

Cloth Top

$4.00

Shoe: sent prepaid by Pan-r1

Post on receipt of prim

Regal Shoe Company

266 Summer Street

Boston, Mass.

 

 
  

"l Defy Wrinkles"

You too can have a i-h-ar. tmh

l ii d youthful complexion

every morning.

N0 MASSAGE NEEDED

Nnlrinn Or a sin world

over night with Nature.

Apply at bedtime and

wash all nextmurning.

ll Ymm I hilcl lletusity

lsulfisid 1874

Taken sting out o! sunburn,

quickly nininvn tan, heals

chapped hands. "rum-u llnhhy

In u in‘. 1 en. pron-nu pimples,

freckles, ralluw Ililn.

Irhlhynl Soon ‘fie, Huh-in.

Orr-m 501‘, Mnlrlnl Lutllnn 50c.

All ill-inlets; or niitpoalpmd --n m

ralpt of pilrr. Send for U'tllllllllliltlls.

PROF- L IIL'BEIIT, TOLEDO, OHIO-J

l YOU'LL find this box

‘‘ wherever men's furnishings are

sold. lf you have not worn the

 

.4______i

" BOBtOB," buy a pair today and

learn the reason for the universal

and continuous demand every

where —a demand that keeps

all dealers selling it all the time.

  

Before the Slorlt Arrives Buy Baby

and "other this Wonderful

KIDDIE-KOOP
COMBINATION CRIB. PLAY-PEI AND BASSINET

Ini- the cult of is good crib alone.

, _ Saveshniidliiig baby—ain't‘! mother

time nml worry.

’ Sal-'1.)— rrrvvncd sides. Springs and

* mall-ms mite u (lo-ii“!

,. Fold‘ Innillitly In curry anywhere.

Pnli'iilfll-nrrepi no lubflitllh'.

H'rilr for free folder and 10

day rrml nflrr. Dealer's 1mm:

apprrn'nlrd.

E. M. ‘HUMBLE My". CO.

‘H Carthage Ill!‘ Realm-ter. N. Y.

ln~liiiiil|l¢ Ill. (0., liimlo. (null

“535:?.1...-.

Boston

.... Garter use
, 50 63:!‘ ;

 

 

An automobile, loaded with drummers,

came throbbing out of the distance and

sent Mustard plunging off the road. The

occupants of the car yelped gleefully and,

sensing that a chase was on, stood'up to

cheer. Their driver would not alter his

course to oblige them, however, but held

on toward town like a rabbit scurrying

to cover. After that the fugitive kept oil

the hard, waxy road and struck across

country. Soon he got beyond the farms

and houses and windmills; not a sign of

human habitation in the illimitable

brown expanse.

He arrived at the confines of the Bar

N Bar range and clattered over a cattle

guard at a wagon-opening in the fence.

tadler arrived at the same spot three

minutes later. but lost valuable time in

coaxing his mount to cross.

It was now four o’clock. The air had

grown still. Low in the northern sky was

a dark streak, and the light was fading.

A flock of ducks passed overhead, the

whimrer of their wings sounding like a

plaint of fearv The signs were not lost on

Sadler, but he did not waver.

"He sure must be scared!" he said con

temptuously, “or he'd stop and take a

chance.”

And then a cold wave enveloped him,

so that he gasped as from an icy plunge.

His horse was pricking its ears and sniff

ing the air; it required constant urging to

make him try.

THE dark streak in the north grew to

a wall of dirty gray that looked as

solid as rock—mounted higher—advan

ced slowly and remorselessly until a pull

covered sun and sky. The world seemed

to hold its breath, to wait tautly for a

blow. And then the terrible quiet was

broken by a piping whistle.

“Here she comes,” said Sadler grimly,

and a gust‘sucked the breath from his

nostrils.

The fugitive kept on in the teeth of the

Norther, Hitting eerily ahead of him

through the gloom, but it was patent that

he was having trouble. Evidently Mus

tard did not relish the blasts; the cattle

man saw him whirl and tuck his tail; his

rider was vainly flogging.

Then the snow drove down, blotting

everything from sight. It came in long,

stinging slants that flesh and blood could

not withstand. Sadler’s mount refused

the fight and turned its rump to the

storm, nor could he persuade the beast

to face it. Instead, he began to drift

slowly toward the canyon, and Jeff let

’ . him go.

"Perhaps this is the best way,” he told

himself. "Leave him freeze to deathl

But if me and you don’t find some shelter

right soon, Tommy-boy, we’re liable to

do the same."

He could not see a foot from his nose

and, fearful lest he ride into a wire fence.

moved at a walk. His feet grew numb

and he dismounted to lead the horse. By

keeping its body between him and the

force of the gale he partially protected

his aching shoulders; but he was chilled

to the bone. A thousand devils rode the

wind, whining, whistling, shrieking, gib

bering in his ears. Wrought up to the

verge of collapse, the babel moved him

to childish spleen.

“Howl vourself black in the face!” he

yelled. " ou won't get me!"

Suddenly he became conscious of a
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presence near him and hailed it. What

ever it was sped past with the wind, and

he trudged on.

About an hour later his horse lifted its

head so abruptly as almost to tear the

reins loose from his arm. It whinnied;

there came an answering neigh, and in a

momentary abatement of the swirling

snow a saddled horse showed magically

. at their side, crowdin close up to them.

“Mustard!” cried adler.

Out came his gun, and he peered into

the storm. He might as well have tried

to probe inky night, and after a while he

went forward again.

A hundred yards and the horses

stopped. Before he saw it, Sadler was

, entangled in a barbed-wire fence; but it

1 was not the fence that sent him scram

bling to his feet, gun in hand; he had

tri ped over an object on the ground! It

“I’m so glad I wrote for this Trial ' . ‘ a; not stir. Ide reached out and felt of

can of Barrlngton Han” .. . it. Next he tried to strike a match. The

 

. wind whipped it out even as it flared, but

_ H“ll tiiouglht l knlfw 02d eoffee,hbutdafterftastm Barrington ‘ 5:: sadlel- obtained a limrsa

s’ 3 I’ ‘ea ‘2° ‘.v a‘ 8. erf‘z'ng 8? 0"” °' 0° 6°‘ 1' " "Get up on your egs." he commanded.

, If I had not wntlen for this ll’lfll can I might never have known. . . r~

"And I'm glad you carry it regularly. I brought the empty can with me, I Receiving "0 reply 11:! words 01' move

b‘muse l “m4 ‘° b° °"“““ °‘ Wm"! ‘ ment, he stooped to investigate. The

ut he was. .\ ‘ man on the ground breathed,

ll . . unconscious, and the snow was drifting

_' over him.

‘Tb . ’, “Inguelss,” said 1e? slowly, "mg anfl

- ‘ - ou’ ca it square. ou can sta ere. ’M " y And off he started in the direz'tion he

knew the gate to be, feeling his way along

' _ _ the fence. The bridle reins of both horses

_ Order Your Tl'lal Can Now were over the crook of his left arm.

Tet: Ogvm Qfiupog and m‘flillodsr orfgpvitona post 55“ ""5 COUPON "It ain’t my fault.” ‘The hissing snow

‘ ca . ewr sen youa reetna cano nrnnllon Hall I m,” be planed to mumed the words on his bps. “It won’t

out" A V \__ -_.

45 cents a pound

venough forsix large cups of the best coffee you everdrunk. . . .

élso a boo'lélet telling lhgodsecfret o} oureéanlious Baktg-ified Ezilrll’f'slflmlyfalu B62521 be me k‘lhng h‘m,” he muttered’ farther

roeess an a coupon q orn rest a ummum 0 re '

Measure when you buy your first pound of Barringlon Hall. MY OROCER 5 NAME '5 along‘

GROCERSI Wrilefnrwt'ndow him or,ifuou have not yet i A few rods more of bllnd progress and

docked Banana!“ Hank“; (:1, ‘sweating Proposition Aonnns he stoptped. d Ehe hlolrseil daooped pa

"" "“"" " "“" ‘ " "" _____ tiently ehin im. is an s were cut
mfififs'fpwfflchfigj '" “"“E ‘5 and bleeding from the barbs.

the York Min-apoli- __—_7 “Damn him,” he broke out savagely,

‘Dun’ "I can't even leave him to die!”

Mustard shied at the tone, and he

jerked furiously on the reins. Then he

i ' ~ turned back to the man in the drift.

Without a trace of sympathy he kicked

the snow off the limp form and heaved

him to Mustard’s back. “And if you so

much as ull back once,” he warned the

horse, “I’ii let you both go plumb to hell!”

Once more he started to feel his way
i " along the fence to the gate.

i A FLAT calm had succeeded the

. I , . Norther when Sadler toiled weariedly

Your furnlture can t possibly down the last slope into headquarters.

Dutch BOY be beautiful unless it is clean. 1\l’fyriartli_iI of was Werekfvgnkliing m a clealtr

. (t ' I) , S y. € cart spar e un er a mante

wh1t e A mere shine on t (10' of snow. Somebody was singin in the

Clean and polish bunkhouse as he climbed the hil to his

L e a d it, all at the same
home.

That beautiful smooth 6mg Use ()_C¢dar Arrived at the gate, he pamfull trans

spreading material the Polish. It cleans—
ferred the load from Mustard’s ack to

- his own, tottered up the path and fum

painter brushes on your and at the same time

house. Most people call

. . bled at the door-knob. A li ht was

. . Ewes a hlghghardydry burning in the living-room. lth his

‘t palm‘ . . ' lust"? thin ‘5 lastmll- stiff hands he could not open the door

Ask for Pam! Tips 104 b h I l l - -

and teat-n more about white an to 3.3.00 .I'lzes. .In and he egan to weep, e p ess y, in im

lrnd mim- ‘ml D°"'°"' potent anger. A heav footstep crossed

Nllionnl Lead Company the hall, and Dr. San CI'S threw Wlde to

New York Boston Cincinnati '
Cleveland Bulhlo Chicago h

San Francisco St. Louis

 

 

  

  

  

im.

“Good Lord!" he began, and then Sad

let' pushed past with his burden. He

dropped it on the floor, almost at Katie’s

feet'las she erlirergetllI witllttila lamp}; h h

. “ here,” e sai wi y, wit a ig ,

Channell Chemlcal Company cracked laugh, "there he is! There's No.

CHICAGO - TORONTO - LONDON - BERLIN

(John-1‘. Lewis 6: Bros. 00..

I’hilltlelphll)

(National Lead & Oil (20.,

Pittsburgh)
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The illustration gives an

idea of the smart style.

the fit. and the graceful

lines of BON TON cor

sets. lt is but one of over

I00 models designed for

the average. slender.

petite and stout figures at

prices $3.50. $5. $6.50. $8.

$l0 and upwards.

In every city. town. and

the rural districts these

fashionable corsets are

Your corsets make or mar the

beauty and attractiveness of

your figure. Thouasndsof

women have found that the

secret of better health. grace

ful contour and correct poise

lies in the fashionable

onTon

and that is why they invari

ably select them, either back

are chosen by women who . ' lace or front lace. Your local

Seekthebetterthingsoflife V . -. ‘ dealer sells them from $3.50

..__who recognize that sci_ ‘ , upwards. Our new catalog.

entific. correctly designed '. ‘ ‘ file ROYAl" BLUE BOOK‘

corsets are a necessity _ r y, i W5“ lbtomDidfintznugon re.

to their health. comfort. ‘ 1 q es p i

and appearancemand

who are keen for that dis

tinctive. graceful contour

which only perfect corsets

can give.

Models for the average. slen

der. petite and stout figures

in all lengths. heights and

materials. Price $3.50. $5.

$6.50. $8, $l0 and upwards

at YOUR local storu.

ROYAL WORCESTER CORSET CO.

WORCESTER. MASS. ‘ ' ' .

N" Yuri. or..." s.- Francisco now being shown. Live.

progressive merchants

E the country over have

This bud-om sold BON TON corsets

new and" . ‘ for years because their pa

mailed m _ I . trons want them. Our

any sddreso _ handsome, new catalog,

'‘ ’ the ROYAL BLUE.

BOOK, mailed free upon

request to Department 5.

ROYAL WORCESTER CuRsET Co.

WORCESTER. MASS.

New Yuk (‘hit-‘o 8n Fund-s:

ROYAL WORCESTER CORSET Co.

WORCESTER. MASS.

Dcsilnen and Manufaclurers of

onTon
CORSETS
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\Vhether your frock fastens in the back

or in the front—don't worry. Pebros

Hooks and Eyes do not slip out of place.

@saacs
PATENT lNVISlBLE

529.5?”EYE .

never dlsannolnt you. Notrouhle to sew

on~a few stitches and they are on_ to

stay—always firm, always tidy and trim.

Pebros are perfected Hooks and Eyes.

You'll never use any other after you

aEt;!

She merely looked at him with a de

tached air, as though what he said did not

penetrate to her consciousness; her con

cern seemed to be all for the man on the

floor. She placed the lamp on a chair

and knelt to aid the doctor, and Sadler

turned away; he went into the dining

room and poured for himself a generous

drink of whisky.

To him presently came Dr. Sanders.

“Take some of that out there,” he or

dered. “Huh? I can’t tell yet. The

odds against him are about ten to one.

Go get the bed ready, Jeff! Don’t just

stand there!”

swaying on his feet, Sadler said sol

emnl : “Well, you can't blame me for

it! lllobody can! . How come

you’re here, Doc?”

"She sent for me after you'd gone.

She~man, what got into your head, any

how? He tried to jimmy some more

money out of her, and when she wouldn’t

-——oh, well—N0. 9235 is her brother!"

He went back to his patient. Sadler

remained standing near the sideboard,

blinking dully at the door throu h which

the doctor had gone. A clock egan to

strike the hours and he counted the

strokes—twelvel

Then, harsh and clear, came the clang

of the ranch bell, peal on peal, stunning,

triumphant. It was Uncle Billy, com

fortably drunk, ringing in the New Year.

 

The Vision of the

Ram and He-Goat

(Continued from page 15)

So Tommy told Jim Searles all about

his engagement, and the plans for a Chi

nese cook and the Prussian blue gas

coupe, and Jim Searles guessed about the

diamond ear-rings and the sealskin coat.

He asked a few discreet questions from

time to time and Tommy ranted on.

Final] Jim Searles said: u .

"l’l save you, Tommy,” he said, “if

you'll romise me something."

“0 K/lr. Searles,” Tommy blubbered,
uI'll promise you anything.” _

“You'll have to keep the promise,

Tomm ." _

“I'll keep it, Mr. Searles, I’ll keep it.

0 Mr. Searles, this is a terrible lesson to

me. I’ll' be straight as long as I live—”

"I know you will, Tommy. But if you

tnarry that girl you won’t. You want a

wife around the house, not a leech. You

want a girl that will work with you and

for you, not pull your leg and cry when

on can’t do the impossible. Really,

Tommy, a wife without any brains, no

matter how retty her baby-blue eyes, is

a very great iability. Fellows in our class

can't afford them. Doesn’t she knew

you cannot afford a sixty dollar cook and

a five hundred dollar a month wife on two

hundred a month. The poor little mis

raised nut! Go to the telephone, Tommy,

call her up and tell her the stuff 18 all off.

If she cries, tell her you’re soriiy but [you

wouldn’t marry her on a bet. nsult er,

No more delicate compliment can

be paid a woman than this—"she

is as pretty as it picture.”

Women who desire a complexion

that _will be admired and not

uestioned cannot be too careful of

t e powder they use. Ordinary face

powders (no matter how fine they

may seem in the boic or between the

fingers) are disappointing under the

real test~on the face.

I Such powders deaden the skin with a

lifeless hue. Or they do worse—bespeak

"make-u ." To use them is to be haunted

by the ear that they will fail you any

minute—in the wind, in luring light or

in the heat of the dance. T ere is one corn

plexion powder that stands every test—

Carmen

Complexion

Powder
The one powder perfected under such

a process as to impart, the fresh bloom of

girlhood without a trace of artificiality.

t does not rub or blow off. You are sure

of a chnrniinil complexion at all times—

regnrdlea of strong lights or the efl'eets

of perspiration. The scent enhances its

refinement.

50c Everywhere

WHITE. PINK, FLESH. CREAM

Our “On Trial” Offer

Purse size boa: and mirror cmilai'ninq 2

to 3 weeks’ supply 0 Carmen (slate shade)

and full 35c baa: of amen Rouge (light or

dark) and prepairl for

' . only purse size

box of Carmm Powder

and mirror are minted,

‘send only 104' silver and

l2 cent skimp.

STAFFORD-MILLER

COMPANY

577 Olive Street,

St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

 

 

When Strong

Men Meet

By J. FRANK DAVIS

The story of two respect

able rascals who match

wits in aTcxastownwith

victories on both sides.

Tommy, and insult her so cruelly she’ll
dealer's or by mail, 10 cents a card. never speak to you again, It’s your only

Pm BROS" 0"!‘ 3' Md'l’l'h' P‘- salvation.”

know them. They won't rust. At your

_"._".-u-oee_.‘._..._s.._.

In June Sunset

 

F t“-_---_..._-..-_-.--—..._

-._...._...._..A.._..._..._.- “0 Mr. Senrles,” Tommy fluavered,

"I couldn't do that, you know.
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Keen Knives for Keen Men

Kit” KIITTER Pocket Knives are made to retain their edges

The hundred and one uses to

which a pocket knife is daily subjected only serve to

reveal the true metal of a KEEII KUTTIR.

the job be easy or hard. a Kill! KUYIER Pocket Knife

performs the work just as well.

temper, which makes possible a keen, lasting edge,

The steel used in allis perfect.

KEENKUTTER
Pocket Knives

is the best that can be secured. Whether the handle is bone or

ivory, plain or elaborate, the price $0.25 or $5.00, the quality

is the same that has made these goods famous for more than

forty-eight years.

KEEN KUTTER trade mark to prove every statement.

antees every tool, every piece of cutlery bearing its imprint,

against the slightest flaw or defect in workmanship, materials

or temper; it means absolute satisfaction or your dealer

returns your money.

"The Recollection of QUALITY Remains

Lon, After the PRICE is Forgotten"

Trade Mark Reglutered

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY

Phlladelphlu. Pa.

Sloux (My. Iowa

\Vlchltn, Kanl.

I"g." s MONS

No. K2039

3 Blades

Price $2.00

Whether

KEEN KUTTER

Back of all these claims stands the

If not at your dealer's write us

Manufacturers and Dlstrlbutere

St. Loulll, M0.

U. S. A.

—E. C. SIMMONS

lt guar

New York City

Toledo. ()lllo

Mlnnenpolln, Minn.
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Almost any soap will (lean the

skin and hair. Many toilet soaps

are pure enough to do so without

injuring these delicate textures. But

those who want a soap which not

only cleanses but actually Ire/p: the

complexion and hair are wise to

choose Resinol Soap.

The soothing, healing properties

of Resinol enable it toprom-l the skin

and scalp from annoying‘ eruptions,

keep the complexion clear, and the

hair rich and lustrous. This, soaps

which are merely pure and cleansing

cannot be expected to do.

When the skin is in bad condition. through

neglect or an unwise use of cosmetics. spread

on just a little Resinol Ointment for ten min

utes before using Resinol Soup. Resinol Soap

and Ointment are sold by ad druggists.

 

  

 

 

___JJEKFER

Resinol Shaving Stick gives a rich,

I ‘creamy lather that soot/rt: the face.

 

  

 

  

Are we too Proud to Prepare?

Read Arthur Dunn's report of a recruiting

campaign. Read his figures from other

states. Why is the youth of the land in

different to the country's defense? These

records of non-response are worth discuss

ing just now. The article is

A feature of SUNSET for JUNE
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1

"All right, Tommy. You gave me your

confidence unsolicited and I didn't prom

ise to res ect it. Tomorrow morning l'll

speak to "lr. McBain—"

With a cry of anguish Tommy stag~

gered to the telephone and it was all over.

"Now, Tommy, I uess you're cured,"
said Jim Searles. "l'glowever, I'm partly

responsible for your misfortune, and when

a man's responsible, Tommy, he's just

got to face the responsibility. Give me

your promissory note for the amount you

owe the bank where you hypothecated

Mr. McBain’s bonds, turn over your over

due contracts to me and Mr. McBain's

bonds will be back in the safe tomorrow

forenoon. As for that property you've

got coming to you, it happens to be mort

gaged already, and really I don't see how

you're going to assign your legacy to me

without giving your mother a reason.

When you get the cash you can turn it

over to me and in a few years you'll have

our note aid from your salary and no—

body will e the wiser. This just about

cleans me, Tommy, but you're too young

and decent to be smashed, so run along

now, son, and forget the overdue board.

We've had lots of fun with our little syn

dicate, but after we clean up on the

Stansbury, whether we win or lose, the

syndicate is going to dissolve and Jim

Searles is going to distribute the assets,

the reason being he's going to need his

share to cover the deficit in the Searles'

‘ 1 family bankroll."

II

THE heavy bets made by Jim Searles

for his little syndicate and by

Tommy Kenyon for his private account,

shot the price on the "Stansbu " up to

fifteen per cent overnight. 81d man

Hickman saw the announcement in the

morning papers, and since he was in posi

tion to acquire accurate inside informa

tion, he was not long in placing the

responsibility.

‘ Hum-m-m!" he mused. "Jim Searles,

eh. Never made more than a hundred

dollar bet since I've been in the syndicate,

and now he comes across with five hun

dred. And that young cashier fellow

from the same office—five thousand not

to arrive! Whew-w-w!” And old man

Hickman whistled. "Where the devil

did that Kenyon boy get five thousand

dollars? Stole it, I bet. I know blamed

well he never earned it.”

Whenever old man Hickman found

anything he couldn't use at the time he

never threw it away. In this respect he

resembled a dog, which finds a meaty

bone and buries it for future consumption.

Old Hickman buried his information and

his suspicion far back in a corner of his

ingenious old brain and forgot all about

it until he attended a directors’ meeting

at the Provident Savings Bank, where he

was called upon to vote on the application

of James Searles for a loan of one thou

sand dollars, secured by a first mortgage

on his home.

Instantly old Hickman resurrected the

information he had buried. The old skin

fiint was suspicious of a man who bet five

hundred dollars on an overdue ship and

then mortgaged his home for a thousand.

That probably meant Jim Searles wanted

to take another back at the "Stansbury."

"I'll keep my eye on that fellow," old

Hickman decided. “As general freight

agent of the California 8: West Coast
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Steamship Company he handles a lot of

money, and I'm not what you'd call a

small stockholder in that company."

However, old Hickman voted to grant

the loan, for the appraiser of the bank re

orted the security was ample. Before

caving the bank, however, the ancient

fox trotted around to the cashier’s ofiice.
"I have a great curiosity,’I he said, "to

see that thousand dollar cashier's check

you are about to issue to James Searles,

whose application for a loan we have just

granted. I don't mean now, but after

the dead check comes back through

clearing."

The cashier promised to save it out for

him; hence, in due course, old Hickman

learned, from the endorsement on the

check, that Jim Searles had de osited it in

the Marine National Bank. 0 the next

time old Hickman hap ened to be in the

Marine National, of which he was also a

director, he was enabled, b virtue of that

oflice, to scrutinize Jim earles' modest

account. He was interested to find

amon Searles’ dead checks then on hand

one or $5,002.50, drawn in favor of

Thomas Kenyon and certified!

“Hum-mm!" said old man Hickman,

and turned to the endorsements, which

informed him that Thomas Kenyon had

endorsed the check in special to the Sec

ond National Bank.

Now, old Hickman knew that while

banks are inevitably rivals, yet, in the

protection of their mutual interests the

are inevitably 2"'.;s. One banker will

ladl tell the other all he knows of any

body 5 business except his own; so when

old Hickman intimated a desire to learn

what Thomas Kenyon had been doing

with the Second National Bank the

cashier of the Marine National promptly

volunteered to find out.

And he did! That very afternoon old

Hickman knew that Thomas Kenyon had

iven his one day note to the Second

filational for five thousand dollars, se

cured by ten one thousand dollar munici

pal bonds, of a certain date and certain

serial numbers.

OLD Hickman gnawed at that in

formation for hours, even as a dog

gnaws on a bare bone. Always as sus

picious as a rattlesnake in August, he

wondered what those two fellows could

possibly be up to. Jim Searles had made

a five hundred‘ dollar bet the very day the

"Stansbury" went on the board; the fol

lowing day young Kenyon bet five thou

sand and shot the price to fifteen per cent;

then ten days later Jim Searles, after

mortgaging his home to make up the sum,

had given young Kenyon a certified check

for five thousand and two dollars and fifty

cents to take up his one day note. Why

had Jim Searles done that? It must have

been to get ossession of the bonds again,

for well old ickman knew the man could

not afford a loan of that magnitude. His

haste argued that the bonds had been

stolen and hypothecated in order to raise

funds to bet on the “Stansbury;” then

Searles had gotten them back before they

had been missed! That was it. The only

question that bothered old Hickman now

was whether young Kenyon had stolen

the bonds for his own account and Jim

Searles had discovered the theft and saved

him, or whether Jim Searles had induced

young Kenyon to steal the bonds for their

Joint account. The latter hypothesis

fie.“ ‘ "1, 0'“

.22 Cal.

nepmrmo and

AUTOLOADING RIFLES

And Cartridges for

Real .22 Sport

N the .22 caliber as in the high-power

arms, your shrewd sportsman selects

his rifle and cartridges for results.

And when you start to be critical, there's no

where to stop short of Remingtoni UMC.

Made in Single Shot models—in Slide-Action

models, with the famous Remington UMC solid

breech—and now, the Autoloading model that

successfully handles 16 Remington Autoloading rim

fire cartridges without reloading.

For real .22 sport, get your rifle and cartridges

from the dealer who displays the Red Ball Mark

of Remington UMC.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION

METALLIC CARTRIDGE.- CO.

oolworlh Bldg.I 12 Cenry 50.,

New York San Francisco
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seemed to old Hickman to be the most

tenable, however, for no man in business

and in _lim Searles’ financial class would

give up five thousand dollars to save a

I I e t thief unless there was something big in it

for him! Peo le simply didn't do things

' like that, an moreover, Searles, being

old and wise in the ways of the world,

0 would see to it that Kenyon took all the

To risks and shared half the gains with him.

“Rascals!" murmured old man Hick

  

_ ' . man. “Infernal scoundrels! They

Franklin made modem housekeeplflg ought to be exposedaonlyf-well, a fellow

possible. From his simple experiment jouldn'tdprove anythlgg wlthoutfl Grand

- ury in ictment, an you cant get a
and discovery has been deYe.loped the Grand Jury indictment unless you can

amazmg power of electrlclty to do rove that a crime has been committed.

every household task. It’S easy to owever, we'll wait and see what we shall

k h e no see,” and again he buried his information
eep ous w’ until it should lie needed. From time‘to

But you will not benefit by the time, however, 6 dug ‘It up, “_the 11>"Ce
. I ll I, 1

power of electricity unless you let stansbury c ""bed h'gh" and

1t do your work. Why not have ‘p to twenty-five per cent the “to

electrical conveniences in your home? arrive? gawk“, almys In hthgsgreat

- majority, I not m e at t e tans
Vvhy not save the ume and energy bury,” while the pikers, ever anxious to

you now waste? You can easlly get in on the to? of the flood, had all

equip your home with ' climbed aboard, p aying her not to arrive.

At thirty per cent a little “to arrive”

money began to come in, and continuedv \ '

Western Electric its;‘22.258221.i1§t1§ifi$itf$t§2fi2
arrive” when the odds were to their liking

Helps and were not afraid to play heavily in the

light of the statistics which proved that

seven out of every ten overdue ships

eventually arrive, came at the s ndicate

with an avalanche of dollars. A so a few

who had bet heavily on the “Stansbury"

at five and ten per cent “not to arrive"

now began to doubt their own judgment

and decided to hedge by playing her “to

arrive.” A fifty dollar bet “to arrive,”

made at fifty per cent, would return the

plunger $95.23, which is not at all bad

odds, while the returns, as the rate

climbed u ward, increased b leaps and

bounds. t was felt that the ‘ Stansbury"

would not 0 much higher than seventy

per cent before being posted as no longer

reinsurable, so those who had faith in her

ultimate arrival hastened to get their

money down.

In the meantime the syndicate held a

meeting, at which it developed that no

matter which way the cat jumped, the

marine bookmakers stood to break about

  

These wonderful work-savers will

clean your house, wash and iron the

clothes, cook your food, keep you cool

in summer and warm in winter, soothe

you when sick and do many other

helpful things. They are perfectly

reliable, always ready for service, very

economical and last for years.

Let us tell you all about them. We will

gladly send you our booklet, “The Electrical

Way.” It is invaluable to every housewife

who would employ the best methods in

housework. To get it, simply write us,

asking for Booklet No. 65-AJ.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

INCORPORAYED

New York Atlanta Chicago Kansas City San Francisco

B flulo Pittsburgh Milwaukee St. LOUll ah

  

  

m aNllzwark Savannah Detroit Cincinnati Oklahoma City

Philadelphia New Orlenm Indianapolis Dallas Oakland

  

Boston Binnin am St.w aul _ Denver LoeAnaela even. The secretary reported that busi

R'd‘mnd gait"? Mmawl" 32th:? G” Sm‘k ness had about ceased at sixty _per cent.
  

eounmem' FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL “can “The ’re waiting for the price to go

higher,’ old man Hickman suggested.

"Shove her to ninety and you’ll brin. on

a new rush of‘to arrive’ money, all ri t."
“But suppose she should arrive. ve'd

receive a Jolt,” another member sug

gested. '

“I’m willing to bet she won’t arrive,”

old man Hickman declared decisively;

whereupon it develo ed that in the o in

ion of all present t e “Stansbury” ad

entered the port of missing ships; so after

some discussion the price went from sixty

five to ninety per cent. Coincidently one

of the syndicate furnished the waterfront

reporters with stories of ships that had

been reported lost and had turned up;

particularly did he cite instances of

steamers which had become disabled at

sea and drifted around for weeks before

being sighted and picked u . This judi

cious press-agentry, toget er with the

tempting odds, did the trick, and after
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CORSETE !

IS YOUR FIGURE OLD 0R NEW =

FASHIONED? 1915 OR 1916.? c;

The New 1916 Models of R Ea’ G Corsets—are l

designed to transform 191 5 “uncorseted” figures into I

  

  

smart, up'to'date 1916 figures. Whatever slender’

ness of line you may have lost through the loose

corseting of the past two years you will regain when

you are fitted to one of the new R £9’ G Corsets.

MODELS FOR ALL FIGURES—SLIGHT.

MEDIUM AND HEAVY

On Sale Everywhere
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l “ Ref‘ léel aio' s ' ' -' _ YOUcan beautify your home and » ‘

.' ' add to its attractiveness for all

the family by equipping it with

l AeroluxPorch ShadesandAwn- H

t ings. Finished in soft, pleasing Q

, tones of green, brown or gray,

i that harmonize with any style

, of architecture or decoration and

add that touch of completeness

5 to bungalow or mansion.

  

 

Like a Clean China Dish

More "Lennard" Cleanahlo Refrigerator! ii

are aold every year than any other make. “

Lined with one piece of real porn-lulu n mol

0 “0|. Keep! load in ' vcnld, frc cir

c tin‘ ' . Awarded Fl .1‘ PRIZE at San

Francine ‘.Ipolitinn.

Sold by but dealer: everywhere. Style

aha in No. 4405, Ii" 34120147. price

  

‘55. :irei‘ht paid as far II Ohio 3 Mi"

iltippl Rivera. 50 other ltylel $16.50 up.

  

i i '- QW'M'I'L" .~~ ‘ Aerolux Porch Shades make your

Lzo‘lnlord _ porch a shady, secluded refuge from

i R"'“'"' _- .I the summer sun, a delightful living , ,
‘ m" - ‘ room, an ideal sleepingroom forsummer nights. Aerolux splmt Fabnc

. . I‘;
u .
with‘; -‘ fl

Grand Ranitls

Ialrlqorator

to

wnings make your

rooms many degrees

_ _ . cooler,becausethewood

iiiifi‘l‘l 1 "iiilnmlliill \ is a non-conductor of

. 0mm,“ “- Illleh.“ PURE," SHADES heat and tgey do not

‘ i i‘ are furnished in several different grades and absorb an retain 1t‘

prices and in sizes to fit any porch opening. They may be adjusted

The Aorolux No-WhipAtlachment,an exclus- to shade any part Of the

ive feature, makes it impossible for them to window or rolled up

1. whip in the wind The Splint Fabric Shuts out -
Labels .45. sun, but lets in light and air. entlrely out of the way.

,_ a... - - - Write for illustrated calalo; ofAeriolux Porch Shades, Sloepinl Porch

QC . ad"? ‘:31 glzxggigefrgf; Curtains, Awnings and Window Ventilators

- "e: r . " i f
I 4 4‘

. " 500 OAKLAND -
_ it Q iii-{.9212 12:‘ -:. The Aeroshade Co. AVENUE Waukesha,W1s.
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For Sore Muscles

sprains, Cuts, Bruises

here is an antiseptic germicide

liniment—one that is heal

ing, cooling, and soothing.

Absorbine, ]r., is more than a ger

micide, more than a liniment—it is

both. It means prompt relief from

aches and pains; keeps little cuts

and bruises from becoming more

serious. It is especially good for

children’s hurts because it is so

harmless and safe to use—made of

pure herbs and contains no acids

or minerals.

Absorbi net]E
l“ ""MEM

is needed daily in and about the

home—for the numerous little hurts

that come through work in the

kitchen and about the house, the

stable, the garage, and the grounds.

Use and prescribe Absorbine, ]r.,

wherever a high-grade liniment or

germicide is indicated.

To reduce inflammatory conditions—

s'prains, wrenches, painful, swollen veins

or glands.

  

To reduce bursal enlargements and in

filtrations, Absorbinc, Jr., is a discutient

and resolvent.

To allay pain anywhere—its anodyne

effect is prompt and permanent.

To spray the throat if sore or infected—

a 10% or 20% solution of Absorbine, Jr.,

is healing and soothing and will destroy

bacteria.

To heal cuts, bruises, sores and ulcers.

Walter Johnson, the

famous pitcher, says:

“Absorbine, ]r., is a

first-class liniment for

tired muscles. I have

used it myself to

advantage and can

heartil recommend it

to b players every

where.”

Absorbine, ]r., is con

centrated, requiring

, only a few drops at an

if application.

$1 .00 a bottle at moot

druzlieta or poetpnid

A Liberal Trial Bottle

your address upon receipt

of IOein stamps. Send for

trial bottle or procure

regular size from your

' druaaist today.

W. F. Youuc, P.D.F.

Z43 Temple St.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

' will be sent postpaid to

 

 

 

two days at ninety per cent the syndicate

concluded not to be greedy, and the

“Stansbury” was listed as no longer

reinsurable.

N the office of the California 8: West

Coast Steamship Company all was

serenity and contentment. Tommy Ken

yon was looking all mankind in the face

once more, Jim Searles was going around

with a smile for everybody, and the mem

bers of the syndicate were planning what

they should do with their winnings, for

when twenty-three days had slipped by

following the appearance of the "Stans

bury" on the overdue list it was a foregone

conclusion that the old hooker had failed

to weather the typhoon; consequently

those who had money on her not to arrive

commenced to brag of their perspicacity;

those who had played her to arrive denied

their guilt while those who had not played

her at all cursed themselves for their stu

idity and lack of coura e. Among this

iiitter class was old man ickman.

The old man had been doing some

figurin . The syndicate had handled a

deal of money on the “Stansbury” and

while their winnings (old Hickman, in

common with most of us, was given to

counting his chickens before they were

hatched) from the men who had played

her to arrive would exceed by about five

thousand dollars their losses to the men

who played her not to arrive, old Hick

man was far from satisfied. Five thou

sand dollars was no business. Poof!

Chicken-feed! Nevertheless he would

have assimilated this meager profit with

fair grace and hoped for better luck next

time had he not been convinced that

$104,761.80 of the syndicate’s losses

would be the gains of men who had stolen

to place their bets! That was too horri

ble to contemplate. It savored of placing

a premium on dishonest ; it encouraged

the gambling spirit, an was all wrong

anyhow, because whenever there was a

melon like that ripe for the cutting, might,

the right of the virtuous and ancient

usage, dictated that old man Hickman

should be there with his jackknife.

Truly, to permit a couple of thieves to

escape in daylight with $104,761.80, one

fifth of which must come out of his pocket,

was business in which old Hickman could

see no promise of fun. Indeed, he was so

fully convinced of the inevitable out

come of the “Stansbury” affair that for a

good liberal discount he would have

cashed a “not to arrive” contract! He

told himself he would~

Old man Hickman proceeded to di up

his bone of inside information. “ hy

shouldn’t I use my knowledge of that

nefarious transaction to buy those scoun

drels out for the money they put in?” he

asked himself.

The idea took hold of him even as a

bulldog takes hold of a tramp. It would

not let go, and the longer old Hickman

thought of it the more alluring the pros

ect seemed. "I guess I'll buy them out,"

lie murmured presently, and having

wotted the which he took down the tele

phone, called up Tommy Kenyon and

requested an interview. \Vould Mr.

Kenyon call at the office of Hickman &

Son about six o'clock, after his day’s work

was over? Mr. Kenyon, wondering what

old Hickman could possibl want, assured

the old wretch he would e very happy,

indeed, to call.
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inSuspenders

Forty million pair of Shirley Presi

dent Suspenders have been made,

sold and given comfort and satis

fection to the wearers. There is

iusl one reason why n man contin

lies to replace a worn-out pair of

Shirle

President

Suspenders

with a new pair of the

same kind. He likes lhem.

A trial proved them to be comfoflable

and durable. Future purchases are

made because of satisfaction.

Many wearers hove a pair for each luil.

ll'a convenient.

Shirley President nrellrl

Suspender Comfort and a Guarantee.

PRESIDENT SUSPENDER CO.

SHIRLEY, MASS.
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Mathews Garden Craft

Make a cozy and comfortable nook

in some part of your garden with

Mathews Garden Craft Furniture.

There is nothing more inviting than

an outdoor living-room on the lawn.

 

 

 

  

  

  

    

Besides both porch and lawn furniture,

our free catalogue shows surnrnerdhouae,

nrbors, pergolas, trellises and lattice work.

Send for it today. There's no obligation.

THE

MATHEWS MANUFACTURING CO.

Lon Robles and Colorado St|., Paladena,CaL

Filler] and Gonna! Ofitrr. Cleveland, Ohio

1' ml"? IguanaFrontage-‘mar! nrn BI: “xhlle m

'l'ii'rmmi'mfifé'fl Mont-‘TN; noel.»

:6'00amonth. Addnoooormtomee. 53L

noun. “Lg-ure realm a um“
alhlengo, ew York. Samuel-q,

- I I ‘Afntd-ayi T YOUR IDEAS
' 4! '- smooo Offered Ior certain In
on, '-‘ entione. Book “How to Obtain

_ a Patent" and “What to Invent"

, sent free. Send rnw'h sketch for free

report an to pnlentnhillty. Manufacturer!

. constantly writing no for patents we have

obtained. Patents advertiaed for sale It our

expense.

' CHANDLII‘OIIIUDLII, MOMlfl'fl

Bet 20 Yenn. 1040 F-ihW-nhlnflon. 0.1:.
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ioveli Healthy
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hismany

Use of Cuiicum
The Soap to prevent clog

ging and irritation of the

pores, the usual cause of

pimples, blackheads and

dandruff,‘ the Ointment to

soothe and heal. Nothing

better to prevent and re

move those conditions

which affect the purity and

beauty of the skin. scalp

and hair than these fragrant

super - creamy emollients.

Trial Free hyReturn Mail
For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book

by return mail, address postecard, “Cuticura,

Dept. 52, Boston." Sold throughout the world.

 

"Una take I pound a day all a

Iiallrnl, or put It on. on."

urn-n: may temporarily‘ all»

1 \lnteJIIIl illln ileum-Ind per

, m-nu1.“~/v. )'. Sun, Aug .

No Dining. mum-<1 “ori. gfifi'ecf'z'l‘gxlfcm'e 6""

DR. JOHN WILSON GIBBS‘ TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. IO FAiLlilll-I. Ynurrednction isassured—

reiluceto stay One month’; mfl'IHCflL‘ih-m. Mail. or office, "70

  

Broadway. Sew York. A I'ERIANENT IH'IUL'I‘TION GUARANTEED.

“The cure is positive and pennanent."—N. Y. lizrnld._luly9.l893.

“0n Ubedty, Dr. Glhhl \- the reeolnlled lIIh0I'lU-"—lv. Y. World.

 

 

If GLUE IOc ‘,

' THE HANDY MAN

l ABOUT THE HOUSE
i—__“

  

Tommy wondered if old Hickman had

in mind offering him a better job than he

was at present enioying, and in View of

the fact that Jim hearles was the rightful

receiver of the gold bricks, hard-luck

stories and confidences of all men, Tommy

casually mentioned to Searles that old

Hickman had telephoned and asked for

an interview.

Jim Searles sat back and rubbed

his chin reflectively. “What do you

think he wants, Tommy?” he queried.

“I can't imagine. I know the old man

by sight, but this is the first indication I

have had that he knows me. Perhaps he

wants to offer me a job.”

“If he does, refuse it, Tommy. He's an

old pirate. I know him like some people

know their children. He's a wicked old

man, Tommy, and you wouldn’t be happy

working for him. Besides, you have a

good job here, and a nice future before

you. Old Hickman wouldn't pay you

half what you earn here.”

He resumed his work, but the thought

of what old Hickman could possibly want

with Tommy Kenyon kept obtruding

itself, and presently Jim Searles sat back

to mull the problem over.

"There is a hypocrite, if there ever was

one," he soliloquized. "He's filled with a

lot of false-alarm religion, which he uses

as a cloak to conceal his business daggers;

I'd swear there isn't anything mean

enough or underhanded enough for that

old villain to tackle, if the profits were

large enough and he was certain he

wouldn't get caught at it. Now, as long

as I've been playing overdue ships I've

never been able to ascertain who is back

of that syndicate. All I know is that

they pay when they lose. For a long

time, however, I have suspected that’ it

would be just like that sanctimonious old

Hickman to be mixed u in that layout.

He’s so flagrantly pious ’m sure he must

have a secret sin, and I’m willing to haz

ard a guess as to what he wants of

Tommy. Very foolishly the boy had

those overdue contracts he turned over to

me made out in his name; as a member of

the syndicate old Hickman has discovered

Tommy's identity. I’ll bet he stands to

make a loss on the Stansbury and he

wants to get Tommy up to his oflice and

browbeat him into selling his contracts.

He figures Tommy will be glad to deal

with a real, definite profit now, rather

than run the risk of waiting thirty days

longer, during which time there is always

the’probability that the vessel may turn

up. ~

He rose and went out to Tommy Ken

yon's desk. “Tommy," he said, “I’m

working late-toni ht. Drop in to the
office on your waygback and tell me what

old Hickman had to say.”

III

OLD Hickman was alone in his private

office waiting for his victim when

Tommy Kenyon arrived and introduced

himself.

“Sit down, young man,” the old rascal

said brusquely. “Aren’t you a son of

Captain Amos Ken on, who used to com

mand the steamer akme?”

“Yes sir.”
’

“Your father, while he was alive, was a

very, very dear personal friend of mine,

r. Kenyon. You may recall that he

commanded my steam schooner Argosy,

the first steam schooner built on the Pacific

 
  

Hot outside, but cool

on the porch

Hang Vudor Porch Shades between your porch

and the sun. The breeze comes through, but

the glare and the heat stay out. Your porch

becomes the coolest, most inviting spot in your

house. Vudor Porch Shades give that privacy,

seclusion and comfort so much desired.

They are made of flat, kiln-dried, perfect bass

wood slats indelibly stained in a variety of

pleasing colors.

The Vudor Safety Wind Device takes all wind

pressure off the shade and prevents flapping in

the wind.
  

udor
Ilr'nnli in '11,

' _ arc/1 Shad“

 

 

Cost of equipping average Dorch

less than $10.00. Vudor Shades will

last many years, as strong and

effective as when new.

T Write for Booklet

' Except in a few cities, we sell

f .\ only one single store. Write us
, ~i~for booklet, and name of that

' ' store, and get genuine "last

‘ [or years" Vudor Porch

1.’ Shades.

, \\ - noucn SHADE

{ ~, CORPORATION

“\. 251 Mill so":

Janelville,

we.
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Aluminum

Trade Mark exactly like the above is attached to top and Mom

moulding. It saves you from imitations and counterfeit!‘
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-, AUTO‘ COMFORT
_ron Mornen AND BABY

Pleale the Bob and all Your Gueata with

The Hilton Hammock

A cozy 'X'd with sun and wind shieldv attached to rob.

rail facing mother. but out of everyone’! way. Fold

wheu nut in use. "Greatly pit-need: clcverldea" writa

lira. O‘Nt-il, Nevada. "Story of Hilton Hammock" ten!

free. Hammock delivered anywhere. $5; worth it for

lingle trip. Order today. Money bark guarantee. Agent

making big money in spare time.

Hilton Hammock Co.

1800 American Bank Bulldinl
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Coast, by the way,’ old Hickman con

tinued, ‘ and your excellent father left my

employ to enter that of the California &

West Coast Steamship Company. Sub

sequently we became good friends again

and continued in that happy relationship,

I am glad to say, until your father’s death

some ten years a o.”

Tomm nodde respectfully and waited

for old ickman to continue.

"It is because of that dear old friend

ship which I had for your father, young

man, that I have called you to my office.

Once I did your father an injustice, and

it seems to me it is my duty now to make

amends by doing something for his son."

“I'm sure that is ver good of you, sir,”

Tommy mumbled, em arrassed.

“You might reserve your comment

until I tell you what that something is,”

old Hickman retorted. He straightened

up in his chair and pointed a bon finger

at Tommy Kenyon. “Young felier,” he
said, “you've been gambling.n

Tommy was instantly on the alert.

“That," he said coldly, “is a personal

matter which does not, as I view it, con

cern anybody except myself, lVlr. Hick

man."

“It concerns me this much, young man.

I have it pretty straight that 'ou played

five thousand dollars on the British

steamer Stansbury not to arrive."

Tommy smiled. “Well, it looks like I

made a safe bet!” he arried.

“No, you did not, r. Kenyon. Gam

bling is something no young man—and

particularly a young man emplo ed in a

confidential capacity, should indillge in.

If your employers should discover that

you had been playin the overdue board

so heavily they woul have a new cashier

while you'd be saying Jack Robinson, and

don't you forget it. Now, on the face of

things, boy, you stand to win about

$95,000 on the Stansbury. As a matter

of fact, however, you do not stand to win

a cent and as a further matter of fact you

stand to lose the five thousand dollars you

have wagered."

Tomm '5 eyes popped with apprehen

sion. “ 0 you mean that, sir?” he

quavered.

"I do, my boy. Today on ’Change I

learned through an unimpeachable source

that you had made this bet on the Stans

bury, and for your father’s sake it

grieved me. It happened to be in my

power to save you, and you are here to be

saved—on one condition. You must

romise me never to play the overdue

oard a ain, and never to divulge to any

human eing what I am going to tell you

now.”

"I'll have to tell one man,” Tommy

muttered. “I’ll have to.”

"Who is that?”

“Mr. Searles, of our oflice—Mr. Jim

Searles."

"Oh, yes. Know him well. Very ex

cellent fellow. But why do you have to

tell him?” To himself old Hickman said:

"Hah, hah! I knew they were in cahoots

——the crooks!”

“He and I are in on the bet together,”

Tommy replied. He concluded to tell a

fib and see what old Hickman would have

to say.

“ ell, enjoin upon Mr. Searles abso

lute secrecy," old Hickman continued.

"I received in confidence the information

I am now about to divulge to you, and

should it become known that I violated

 

 

 

Every piece of work carries thin

TRADE/WARP‘.

PRACTICAL

TREE REPAIR

it has been proven conclu

sively, that Tree Repair is prac

tical, having been successfully

practiced since eighteen hun

dred. This Company has proven

repeatedly that Tree Repair is

practical on the Pacific Coast.

A healthy tree is an asset, and

far too valuable to allow inex

perienced men to experiment on.

This Company uses only ex

perienced men to represent

them. men familiar with local

conditions in the west, and we do

not base our claim to success on

work constructed a thousand miles

away.

Donot experiment. Call inn represen

tative who will give you sound unbiased

advice, without obligation. Your trees

are worth the best service in the United

States. We ofl'er you lhd serolce; urolee

by skilled men who have proven lhcmselm

by years of recognized success. and look

upon a corn leted tree as a monument

‘ of thelr slgll .

There is no secret to Tron Repair.

lt is the logical solution. We operate

our own method. but the only secret is

that of sincere intelli ent energy. and

a complete understanding of each tree

as an individual.

5:. I! ‘ v i "I v’ _3

Send for ur booklet describing our method.

Bloomington, Illinois — Tullahomu. Tennessee — San Francisco. California

Representatives in twenty-seven states. and Canada.

  

Headquarters Office:

W. L. ALEXANDER & COMPANY

Eighth Floor, Dekum Building PORTLAND, OREGON

San Francisco Office: Somerton Hotel

 

 

Size waslzecl 7167" face and

saved the water

It was too precious to lose. It was used again for the

evening ablutions. She had to carry each bucket a

mile through the sagebrush. But she stuclt it out on the

gray. dry Utah plains. Now she has a quarter section

that is worth $3200.

Gossip worried this girl homesteader. In the solitude of

the sagebrush men—and women—have little to tallt about.

so they tall: about the nearest neighbor who lives two

miles away. The girl had to be more careful of her

speech and actions in the wilderness than in the crowded

city. There Was no shade. yet she dared not ask her

caller to step into the shack at high noon.

 

The experiences of a girl homesteader will be told in

SUNSET for JUNE
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~Donl tell inie '

you never had a chance!

‘K

Four years ago you and I worked at

the same bench. I realized that to get

ahead I needed special training, and

decided to let the International Cor

respondence Schools help me. I wanted

you to do the same, but you said, ‘Aw,

forget it I ' You had the same chance I

had, but you turned it down. No, Jim,

you can't expect more money until you’ve

trained yourself to handle bigger work.”

There are lots of “Jims" in the world—in

stores, factories, offices, everywhere. Areyau

one of them? Wake up I Every time you see

an I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring you

in the face. Don’t turn it down.

Right now over one hundred thousand men

are preparing themselves for bigger jobs and

better pay through I. C. 8. courses.

You can join them and get in line for pro

motion. Mark and mail this coupon, and

find out how.

I. C. 8., Box 3654, Scranton, Pa.

r—-—— —- — 'rran our u!n|:.___-__

I INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS?

Box 3 6 5 4, SCRANTON. PA.

l Explain. without obilzmlng me, how I can qualify Ior l

I the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X. I

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER SALESMANSHIP

Electric Lighting ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Car Running “'lndow Trimmer

Electric “ irlni Show Card \Vriicr

Telegraph Expert RAILROADER

MEUIIANIL‘A Ir ENGINEER ILLUSTRATOR

Mechanlcal Drlitaman DESIGNER

Machine Shop Practice BOOKKEEPER

I Gas Engineer Stenonrapher and Tynln

I‘IVIL ENl-‘INEER Cert. Pub. Accountant

I Surveying and Mapping Railway Accountant

MINE II’OIHZI‘N 0R EM-"Il Commercial Law

llrl-allurght or PI'UIIIQFIIIT GOOD ENGLISH

I STATIONARY ENGINEER Teacher

Marine Enwineer Cal-mun Salami Snhleota

I ARCHITECT CIVIL SERVICE

Contractor and Builder Railway Mail Clerk

I Architectural Drafts-an AGRICULTURE

Concrete Builder 'l'lxille Overseer or But.

I Structural Engineer Navlntor Es’llllh

I'LUIIIIING AND IIIIA'I'ING I’ollllry liaising Herman

AIY'I‘OIIOIII LES “each I

Auto Repall'lnl Ilallan

Sheet Metal Worker

(IIIEIICAL ENGINEER

Name

Occupation

a P '

 

 

Street

and No
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series of big gripping tales

of the Canadian police by
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that confidence—well—you understand,

of course. You might tell Mr. Searles

you had this information from an unim

peachable source—don’t mention my

name—you know—”

“Yes, sir. I understand. Do you think

my five thousand dollars is in danger, Mr.

Hickman ?” Tommy pleaded anxiously.

“I do not think it. I know it. The

steamer Stansbury will be re orted

missing until she is overdue thirty days—

and then she’s going to turn up. At the

present time she is snug in a little harbor

on the west coast of Formosa. She

kicked olf her wheel and drifted in there;

the skipper let go his anchor, and there

she is at this minute, snug as a bug in a

rug, while her skipper, who is also her

owner, is in Shanghai getting a new wheel

cast. In Shanghai he met the skipper of

my barkentine Sailor Boy; my skipper

warned him to keep quiet about the

Stansbury and permit the vessel to be

reported overdue; then when she ap

peared on the board to play her to arrive

when the price was right! The skipper

of the Sailor Boy cabled my son to place

five hundred dollars on her for him—to

arrive; I heard about it, figured there was

some skulduggerv afoot and cabled the

master of the Sailor Bo to cable me in

cipher everything be new about the

Stansbury—and here is his reply."

Old Hickman thrust an old cablegram

under Tommy Kenyon’s nose and then

tossed it back on the desk. Tommy's

knees shook under him. For two weeks

his contrition had been tempered with the

thought that Jim S'earles might yet win

out on the contracts Tommy had en

dorsed to him, and that for his greatness

of heart in temporarily beggaring himself

to save the cashier, a just God would

shower him with gold. But that hope

was gone now, and the tears sprang to

Tommy's eyes. He was terribly sorry

for Jim Searles and a little bit sorrier for

himself, for he would have to repay Jim

Searles at the rate of a hundred a month,

and it was oing to take several years of

his young li e to square the debt, principal

and interest.

“0 Mr. Hickman,” he wailed, “what

shall I do?”

“I see you do not know what to do, so I

shall tell you. The Stansbury is no lon er

insurable, so even if you had another ve

thousand to bet on her to arrive, you

could not cover that way; if you could,

ou could not cover fully, and moreover,Ilshould not permit it. You have gam

bled enough already, poor boy. Unfor

tunately—forgive me, my boy, for speak

ing so plainly—you stole that five thou

sand dollars you bet on the Stansbury—

and that makes it particularly hard. Yes,

indeed. Par-tic-u-lar-ly hard!”

Tomm Kenyon thought he should

faint. ow had this amazing old man

discovered his terrible secret? His not

too square chin dropped; pop-eyed with

terror he stared at old man ickman.

Presently he found his voice. “It’s a he,"

he stammered.

“Naturally you would den it,” old

Hickman retorted, and knew e had hit

the nail on the head. “However, I do not

ask you to admit it. You abused the trust

imposed in you by your emplo ers,

Tommy—that’s your name, isn’t it. to

steal ten municipal bonds from the office

, safe. Those bonds were the property of

‘ —by the way, do you want me to give you

 

 

MOST IMPORTANT

TOOLS of the HOME

MAKER'S TRADE

 

 

SSELL'SBl ' BISSELL'S

vacuum Carp“

Sweeper Sweeper

_The terrible dust and dirt, the

rain of smoke and soot, that af

fllcts modern home-makers makes

the cleaning apparatus the most important

of all home equipment; BISSELL‘S Vacuum

Sweeper and Carpet Sweeper are thus the

most important of all domestic tools. The

vacuum machine, with its powerful suction,

does the general cleaning both quickly,

easily and in a sanitary manner; the famous

carpet sweeper takes care of all the daily

sweeping iobs, saving work and time as it

has for over 40 years.

This BISSELL cmnbi'nalr'on marks the

world's progress in domestic convenience

and sanitary methods. No dust; less

work and less trouble; surely enough ad—

vantages to convince every woman that

modern homes need both BISSELL'S

Vacuum Sweeper and Carpet Sweeper.

Vacuum Sweepers and Cleaners (with

and without brush) at. $7.50 and $9.00. Cab

pet Sweepers. 32.75 to 85.25. Slightly high

er in West, South and in Canada. Sold by

dealers everywhere. Booklet on request.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.

Largest and Oldest Exclusive Manufacturer‘ OI

Carpet Sweeping Devices in the world.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Made in Cnmuh, too

Dept. I92

  

 

Ready-cut I'Iouses

Fit Your Pocketbook

Not portable—but a permanent—

Iubatantial —- attractive home - a

home that you will be proud of

after building.

You can build it yourself. All

lumber ino law . insuring a

perfect fit—elirninateawutcmaterial

—roducealabor coat—a largo caving

on the big items of building.

Every iece numbered to correspond

with t e plans—and the plans are

uplieit. Complete—houses as low

as

If you intend to build in the city.

countr or ore. let us show

you w at we have done for others.

A free catalog awaits your request.

Ready Built House Co.

980 Broadway Portland, Ore.
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On every out-of-doors day—

KODAK

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

CalalagfmWWW/"'8, ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.

or by mail.
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ILL you use something

ancient as witchcraft

methods harsh, uncertain

and unscientific?

Or the modern way—gentle,

sure and final—devised by a

chemist who spent 25 years on

corns?

Blue-jay is the method used by

doctors—used by experts—used

by millions who have tried it. It's

a thin little plaster which applies

to the com the wonderful B Q, B

wax. 91% of all corns go with

 

Witehery or Science

For That Corn?

0

Blue =]ay
15 and 25 cents—at Druggists

Also Blue-jay Bunion Plaster:

BAUER ca. BLACK, Chicago and New York, Makers of Surgical Dressings, etc.

the first plaster. The stubborn

9% yield to the second or third.

The pain ends instantly. The

corn ends in 48 hours.

A million oorns monthly disap

pear under Blue-jay. Your own

friends employ it. Countless

people around you—users of

Blue-jay—never let a corn ache

twice. '

We urge you to try it. Prove

the quick relief, the permanent

removal. In this day come are

needless.

Ends

Corns

 

 

The Fitting is in te Knitting

oso
FASHIONED HOSE

have the shape of foot, ankle and calf

knit-in without seams. This gives

comfort and a smooth, snug fit at all

times'"lhere‘s no room for wrinkles.

Cotton, Lisle, Mcrccrizcd, Art Silk

3$C| JSC- 5°C‘ 75C

Ad "in dialer. Bod/n um mun!

Burlon Kaitlin‘ Co.

65 Summer . Rockford, lll.
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The VOSE PLAYER PIANO

not only has one of the latest. most per

fect control methods, but has a patent

device that enables you to instantly

change the key In which a piece is written

to suit your taste or the voice of the

singer. This is a most remarkableim

provernent. without which no player

pianois complete. To this is added the

sweet tone and supreme quality of the

Vose Plano, made for 66 years by the

Vose family.

Tim ymmla accoptcd. Delivered to your

home rel ofcha'rpe, Liberal allowanrefor old

pinnoa. 1 interested 1n n_ Piano or I’laler

‘ for bMlWuufl \Ilrutruted cola 0g,Ptarlosen

i VOSE é’ SOIVS PI/HVO C(MIP/HVY

 

168 Boylston Sine! Boston. Man.
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their numbers? Well, ou hypothecated

them with the Second, National Bank,

and you had no sooner done this thing

than you were sorry. Evidently NIr.

Searles must have discovered your crime,

for he took up the note for you and re—

turned the bonds to the safe——”

“How did you discover all this?"

Tommy whined. "Jim Searles never told

you. He's not the kind ofa man to do a

kind act and then brag about it.”

"How did I discover the Stansbury is

hidden in that wild little harbor on the

west coast of Formosa? Don't ask me,

son. I can't betray a confidence.”

Tommy Ken on wrung his hands.

“Oh, what shall do?” he sniveled; "what

shall I do?"

"Yes, it's going to be pretty hard on

oor Mr. Searles," old Hickman agreed.

‘He's a poor man—largely because of his

generous and sympathetic naturkand

this is a loss he can ill afford. For your

father's sake I shall pay it for you!”

“0 Mr. Hickman!"

“Tut! Tut! No thanks, young man.

I'm square with your father now, and

once I did him a grievous injustice. Run

back to your office, bring me up those

foolish contracts of Yours and I'll give

ou the five thousand dollars to hand to

r. Searles."

Tommy Kenyon shook the old hypo

crite’s hand in a hysteria of rejoicing and

fled back to the office, where be poured

forth the incredible tale to Jim Searles.

Mr. Searles smiled.

Then he ut on his hat. "\Vhere are

you oing, Jim?” Tomm queried.

“Lp to old Hickmans office to give

him the shock of his life,” Jim Searles

answered and departed on his charitable

errand.

IV

OLD Hickman opened the door to his

private office when Jim Searles

knocked. "Why, hello, Mr. Searles,” he

said cordially and without exhibiting the

least surprise, “come in and sit down.

You called, I take it, in reference to our

young friend Kenyon.”

“You’ve guessed it, Mr. Hickman. The

bo just returned to the ofhce and told me

ofhis conversation with ou.”

“Too bad, too bad, ’ old Hickman

mourned. “These things are ve sad,

Mr. Searles, very sad. How foo ish of

that oor boy to hypothecate those

bonds. Well, wisdom comes with the

ears and Tomm will live and learn.

Iilis s lendid fat er raised him right.

That know. But as Solomon says in the

Proverbs: ‘Therefore shall they eat of the

fruit of their own way and be filled with

their own devices. For the turning away

of the simple shall slay them and the

prosperity of fools shall destroy them.’ "

Old Hickman paused. He smiled a

little. “I might go on and finish the

cha ter,” he continued, “but——"

“gray do," said Jim Searles.

"‘But whoso hearkeneth unto me shall

dwell safely and shall be quiet from fear

of evil.'”

“I'm a bit of a sharp on Solomon my

self," Mr. Searles replied demurely. “I’m

not a church-goer, but I love to read the

Bible for the sheer beauty of its sonorous

lines. Looking at you sittin there, Nlr.

Hickman, I am reminded of t e third and

fourth verses, chapter three, of the Prov

erbs: ‘Let not mercy and truth forsake
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thee; bind them about thy neck; write

them upon the table of thine heart. So

shalt thou find favor and good under

standing in the sight of God and man.”’

“True,” old Hickman murmured pious

ly. “I only did my duty by the boy.”

Jim Searles saw that he was shooting

high and to the left. “Talking in para

bles isn't my long suit, Mr. Hickman, and

I see you didn't assimilate what I was

driving at. I'll try another Proverb, ‘My

son, attend unto my wisdom and bow

thine ear to my understanding—lest

strangers be filled with thy wealth

and thy labors be in the house of a

stranger.’ ”

“Eh? What's that?” old Hickman

started.

“Whenever I get started on this biblical

stuff I never know when to stop,” im

Searles continued, almost childis ly.

"I'm awfully stron for the Proverbs: F

Listen to this one. ‘ hese six things doth

the Lord hate; yea, seven are an abomina

tion unto Him. A proud look, a lying

tongue, and hands that shed innocent

blood. A heart that deviseth wicked im

aginations, feet that be swift in running . g.
to mischief; a false witness that speaketh >_ I . i '5_ v g V- The_ a:

, * o
v . , I. ~' - - "

“Look here, m friend. What did you , ' ‘/-. l Icome up here or?” old Hickman de- ., "i ' ‘ I, ,4 1,1»; “ , i i

manded. His face was telltale with " .I . I one? -lhem down.

anger and shame. gmlhenthe' Oll'lfil“ e g'hauled
asge‘lfeallil’t‘lil 2:213???tiodkefilfihnidsblei no“, at me with a glad‘ lad"

to tell you that those bonds he hypothe- gut wheé‘ §alw mycated were my bonds and I gave them to roppe ‘.5 s eep pro ucer'

him to hypothecate,” Jim Searles lied gal- ‘ threw up hls hands'and .

lantly. ‘To tell you to your face that 58d me ROI l0 Sl'lOOl. Then .1

you're an infernal old hypocritical scoun
the roundsman came on I

drel; to tell you that I know you're a the Shouldn‘tl Ihink 7

member of the overdue syndicate, to tell a lot of th C It 7 It d 7
you that you have the wrong pig by the - IS 0 ' — save \

- my life and helped to break

up tlié‘worst gang that ever
car when you go butting in on my bLlSl- , -

ness; to tell you that if I ever hear you ‘ ,

bothered the Department."

l...“ Write for inu- book/cl.

charge Tommy Kenyon with crooked‘

“How to Shoot,"and .‘ i l.

.NY-li
‘ii
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OF LAW AND ORDER
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work I’ll have him sue you for slander; ,

to tell you that I have, right here in my

breast pocket, contracts calling for $104,

761.80 in case the steamer Stansbury fails

to show up. You know in ,your wicked

heart, on old thief, that she s at the bot

tom 0 the sea.” 1

“How dare you, sir?” old Hickman

chaiteé'ed. h_ h I k I . .

" are anyt m —w en now 'm C l f

right. Now, Mr. Hickman, you’re a gam- a l o lan s

bler. I'm a iker. You want these con- wh N Y k
tracts I hol because you're a bit of a "Ti-:83‘: ::°n;ea:°th:Ylo-?El:

lunger under cover and I want you to BELLECLAIRE, Broadway at

have them because I’m a bit of a piker 77th St

in the open, and it takes courage to wait

and cash in. You can have my contracts

  
. Y ‘_ i , v_r_,_ Catalog No. 38 _

.11*@@1fi§0g881§§f0 make a Colt safe" 3 l.

"- cqlTs-PATENT E'RF ARMS Mro co. HARrroRmCouu. 1:11

 

 

A few years ago 77th Street was

way up-town. Now, with the

at fifty cents on the dollar—and an ' old ‘hopping and theatrical div

_time you turn down a bargain that 5 go- trict, only a few minutes away,

mg to net you one hundred er cent profit, it is an ideal location.

there’ll be a blue moon in t e sk . Call a
meeting of your syndicate, you ird of ill The best part of the location is

that it is only two blocks away

Ol'flfin, amhtalk tlurkay tohthenft; My 0E8!‘ from Riverside Drive on the \ ' -

holds goo unti mi nig t. you want West and Central Park on the ' ' E
to communicate with me, call me up at East—and that it is in the heart Refreshlng i

the oflice. I'll be working late. Good- of the excluiive relidential E

evening," and Jim Searles got up and dutnct' E

walked out. _ But the best part of the Hotel Talcum Pmvd" i 5

At nine o’clock old man Hickman itselfilita food- Everything else gfnl‘frsif’fyfgfgrgfigffiisf a‘lgcgflloevfgez

phoned him to come up and get l‘llS check. 1‘ fir", t°°i but the C001"!!! and Men prefer it after shnvimz.

It. is smooth, cooling, fragrant, and delight.

fully refreshing. lrnpartsthelastinafragmnce :

offresh roses. Unexcelled for babfs tender -

skin. 7, ‘d _ E
l a H7? 15 . Mn ‘ M.

Tnil OHQY- mi" '"wfxnaizi'nz u mr'vl'zilurv o/ :

JI- Rooo Tnleum F r. J: RonmJ.’ II... Gold _

Guam and Jan Roe. Toll“ "or. =

=
-
-

I‘.

At ten o'clock next morning Jim Searles th° f°°d are "Preme

was at the Marine National ank and had 0|;the check certified, after which hefie R ERT D. BLACKMAN .

moved his account to the Second a- H l B l

tional. Upon returning to the ofiice he e

drew four checks for $2,380.95 and handed

 

JAMES S. KIRK I C0.I 468 E. Milli: Ave, Chit-Jo

Ill.“ O'”M “In! shit. 1.].
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would you plant your fruit

trees in large tubs?

“Without the use of dynamite in tree

planting,” says U. S. Bulletin No. 38,

“the roots soon meet with the smooth

and compacted sides of the hole, through

which they have great difliculty in

penetrating. The tree is in about

the same situation as if it had been

planted in a large tub.”

But when you plant your trees

in holes blasted with

@MPOWERS
——AOmCuJURAL

the trees will grow faster, develop dee er,

stronger roots and bear earlier. “W en

dynamite is used,” continues the bulletin,

“cracks are formed in the soil to distances

of five or sometimes six feet on all sides.

This makes the very best conditions for

the continued growth of the tree. For

tree planting dynamite is recommended

confidently as the best method of prepar

ing the soil.”

In selecting explosives for your orchard work,

be careful to get those that will pulverize the soil,

rather than pack it or throw it in the air. The

roper explosives are either of the two Giant

Farm Powders—Eureka stumping Powder and

Giant Stumping Powd‘er— both improved forms of

dynamite, made especially to meet western agricul

tural conditions. They are sold by distributors

everywhere. Ask your dealer for them.

Book, “Better Orchard

Tillage,” FREE

Practical, valuable information on

improved methods of planting 'and culti

vating fruit trees is contained in this

illustrated book. Other books on stump

blasting. subsoiling, ditching and boulder

blasting are also free. Choose the books

you want and mail the coupon.

THE GIANT POWDER CO, Coll.

"Everything for Blasting"

Home Office: San Francisco

Branch ()fiices: Seattle,

Salt Lake City,

  

Spokane, Portland

Denver
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Who’s Who in the West—

Neither social position nor business influence qualifies an

individual for entrance into the monthly Hall of Fame

known as "Interesting Westerners." some of the vital

personalities of the Western country are obscure and un

known. People who are "doing things," however quietly.

are worth meeting. All sorts and conditions of these

really important persons hold informal receptions twelve

times a year in the pages of Sunset,The Pacific Monthly.
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each member of his little syndicate his

check and his two bonds.

“The s ndicate is up the spout,” he de

clared. “ 'm through. I'm not a gambler,

boys; I never could hope to be a dead

game sport. I’ve sold out our contracts

because I thought twent '-four hundred

er cent was profit enoug for any man;

Icouldn't wait until the Stansbury is re~

ported missin , and I’ve played an over

due ship for t e last time. Gambling is

no business even in fun."

“WHAT did you do with old Hick

man i" Tomm Kenyon queried,

when he came into Jim Searles’ office a

few minutes later.

"Tommy,” said Jim Searles, "all my

life I've been the recipient of other peo

le's troubles and the bearer of their

burdens. I took a burden from you be

cause you're young and there's hope for

you, and that burden has now been re

moved. I sold out to old man Hickman

for $47,619.00 and the money is in the

bank."

“Good gracious, Jim!" the young fellow

gas ed. “Do we 5 lit that much?"
“Eiqo,” said Jim ‘earles, “we do not. I

bought your contracts from you for five

thousand and two dollars and fifty cents

in cash and a million dollars’ worth of

honor and self-respect. Tommy, you

don't get one little smell. I've been so

busy taking care of other eople all my

life I haven’t been able to lily up a cent,

and this wad is entirely for the use and

benefit oflittle James in his blithe old age.

Gpf back to your cage and behave your

se .

When the “Stansbury” was thirty days

overdue she was reported as missin at

Lloyds in London, and old man ick

man's wicked heart slowed down to about

seven beats a minute, for the excitement

was nigh to killing him, and he could

scarcely keep to himself the news that he

had purchased, entirely for his own ac

count, not only the contracts held by Jim

Searles, but about eighteen thousand dol

lars' worth additional here and there,

working through a trusted lieutenant.

Jim Searles heard of these purchases from

time to time and managed to check up on

a good many of them by listening to the

gossip on the floor of the Merchants Ex

chan e. He almost envied old man Hick_

man is superb gambler's nerve, until one

day he came into the Exchange shortly

after luncheon; then he remembered he

had forgotten something, so he went to a

bookstore down the street, purchased a

cheap edition of the Bible and returned

with it to the Exchange. He watched at

the gate until old man Hickman came

trotting in; whereupon he accosted the old

fellow and drew the Bible from his pocket.

“I want to read you something, Nit.

Hickman," he said sweetly.

Old man Hickman decided he was in

for something unpleasant, but for the sake

of the fragments of his self-respect he

concluded to brazen it out. "Ve well,

Searles,” he snapped. “I guess can’t

listen to an thin better than a chapter

from the Bi le. 0 to it."

Jim Searles thereu on read from the

eighth chapter of the book of Daniel:

Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw,

and, behold, there stood before the river

a ram which had two horns: and the two

 

(Continued on page 100)
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The Soul’s Awaking I,"

and the Price of Prunes ,
(Continued from page 27) l
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this new contract is uniform everywhere. i

It gives the grower the exclusive right to

fix the rice at which his fruit is to be

sold, subject of course to market condi- '

tions; it provides for a uniform system of i

grading and packing, for a uniform system ,

of accounting, for the collection and dis- 2

semination of market information and for

joint efforts in the extension and develop

ment of markets new and old, both at 'home and abroad. |,, i

The Northwestern fruit growers have l.

an effective instrument with which jointl

to promote the sale of box apples. Wiil

they make good use of it? Only time can , . .

tell. Perhaps their souls have not yet I _ . " ‘

been purified sufficiently in the fires of ' ,0‘

adversity; perhaps they will refuse to "

make use of the instrument in the spirit

in which it was fashioned. Their fate now

lies in their own hands. Backed and sup

ported wholeheartedly, without mental

reservation by the growers and shippers,

the Fruit Growers’ Agency will be able

to place the Pacific Northwest's fruit in

dust on a sound, stable foundation. Butthis laiundation cannot be built, will not ,

last unless it is anchored in the true spirit 1

of cooperation. And the spirit of coopera

tion resides in the hearts of men, not in

the clauses of a contract.
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Your answer to this question is

Carnation Milk

It is the only milk supply you need in your

home. It is safe, it is clean, sweet and pure. It

protects youandyourchildrenfromallthedangers

that lurk in milk which is not properly handled.

After the rich, clean Carnation Milk is put into cans and her

metically sealed, it is sterilized. It cannot become contami

nated. When you open it, it is as wholesome, pure and

healthful as when fresh from the cow.

Use Carnation Milk diluted for cooking, baking and for drinking;

A ‘ undiluted for coffee and over fruits and cereals.

 

 

T’S a man-size job, though, to bring

this spirit out and make it perform.

The excessive individualism developed V

by the peculiar conditions under which , .{

American agriculture is carried on must

be overcome before collective action is

possible. It is being overcome. The work

of the state market directors in three

western states—Harris Weinstock of Cal

ifornia, W. G. Scholtz of Idaho and Hec

tor McPherson of Oregon—is daily in

creasing the number of converts. Of

necessity their campaigns are educational

in character. They cannot undertake,

even with state aid, to take the farmer's

roduct and sell it for him at a profit.

That is the farmer's own job. But they

can show him the way, point out to him

how, through collective effort and modern

business practices, he can obtain good pay

for his labor and a fair return on his in

vestment. It can be done. Thercitrus

growers, the almond and walnut men, the

raspberry roducers of Puyallup, even the

Finnish sa mon fishermen of Astoria have

proved it. But their achievements do not

rest on any particular style of organiza

tion, contract or procedure. The spirit,

the will to cooperate made their success

ssible. The price of prunes depends

arglely upon the condition of the growers’

sou .

" Do as the western housewives do—keep a few cans of Carnation

Milk in the pantry and the rest of the case in the basement or

the store room.

 

Our special handsomely illustrated recipe book

contains tested, evaporated milk recipes for

_ everyday dishes and special ones—we send

r; it free on request. Write for it now.

Order it by the case. If you are not

already a user, try three cans.

Your grocer is "The Carnation

Milkman."

Carnation Milk Products

Company

733 Stuart Bldg., SEATTLE, u. S.A.

  

 

 

Going to GetYourNose Blister-edThis Summer?

if you are planning to drive Betty into the hills for a week or a month, you want to

know about the latest wrinkles in outdoor conveniences for the gasoline camper.

L. W. Peck writes comprehensively of things the motor traveler in the woods and

mountains should have for the good of his body and his soul

In the June issue of Sunset
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Bucking the Dust Trail

Adventures on a Gas Cart in the Western Sagebrush

T is a long trail, is this dust trail. It

comes winding out of the sandy

sagebrush lands of central Colorado,

enters the neighboring state of Utah

at Vernal, turns toward the sunset and

squirming about like a serpent aims ever

to westward toward Utah's ca ital. Fromthis fair ueen city of the diry lands it

turns nort ward, skirts the bitter waters

of America's greatest salt lake, thence

swings westward and, touching the dead

desert, winds through far scattered cattle

and mining towns in Nevada, paralleling

the Overland Trail of wondrous fame in

history and fiction which it joins at Reno.

Thence the doubled highway climbs over

the Sierras and, heading southwestward

for the Golden Gate, loses its dusty

rakishness, assumes respectability and

becomes a thoroughfare, a real road.

And always in this region of almost rain

less summers it is dusty. The sun

mellowed haze that hovers miles ahead

or behind the traveler tells him who is

coming or going. Plainsmen here read

these golden clouds above the sagebrush

and greasewood, and because one horse

raises less dust than two, and neither

cloud resembles the comet wake of an

automobile, they read truly.

The dust trail that is, is not the trail

that was. The romance of the not far

distant past has gone out of it. Ah, what

a fall! Colorado, Utah, Nevada—what

did not the very mention of these ro

mantic names once call up in our imagi

nations? The

gunman and { it -v

ad man and

rampa eous In—

dian— ow we

loved him and

hated to give

him to the law!

Yet one may

travel the dust

trail today and

look for him in

vain. The gaily

decked cow

puncher of the

pictures — and

the movies—

comes up for

inspection in

blue overalls, a '

respecta ble,

harmless ap~

pearing chap;

his guns are not

By Hamilton M. Laing

much in evidence. An odd Indian—dis

reputable Piute or obese squaw of some

half forgotten tribe—may show up rarely,

and teams of horses or mules still may be

seen driven tandem; but the stagecoach

has descended to the plane of a mere

automobile. In fact most of the dust

comets are kicked up not by the feet of

cow ponies, a la Remington, but b the

rubber tires of the auto tourist. ven

the impudent little motorcycle raises its

comet there, at rarer intervals though,

for the two-wheeled conve ance is out
classed by the four-wheeledyin this land,

and it was on such steeds that we (Frat,

Tan and I) tackled the dust trail to have

old notions and ideas dispelled and to

ac uire new ones.

Our trail is not one likely to become a

favorite with the devotees of the little

gas cart. On such uncertain footing, two

wheels have not the anchoring qualities

of four; the rider must use his own good

legs as Outriggers, and in the extreme

cases fight hard to get through at all.

Under the influence of the environment

the two-wheeled steed seems called on

to emulate the worst behavior of the

vilest mustang outlaw, and probably no

rider has followed the dust trail far with

out being bucked from his saddle several

times.

Oh, the variety of that trail! In

  

"This turn-coat land of extremes, its gray valleys and painted hills and ethereal sky, its n

tingling silence by day and night and the coyote song that but deepened it"

ridableness it swings from the extremes

of impossible dust and chuck-holes where

an automobile drags its belly and runs

aground, or from a rampant irrigation

ditch that must be forded, to the macad

am and concrete roads radiating from

Salt Lake City—these last, thoroughfares

that could not be improved upon if the

state tried for a generation. And between

these two poles there lies an thing, every

thing that in any ramble o the ima ina

tion could be construed as a road. “ ind

ing, two-rut sand trails through the gray

sa ebrush, ston up-hill roads, stony down

daTe roads, roa 5 like plowed fields, roads

washed bare to the stones by some recent

cloudburst, roads of clay and sand and

earth of wondrous colors—such are

some of the vagaries to be encountered.

But it must not be felt that this trail

of the dry lands is a veritable ogre of a

road seeking victims and enticin the

itinerant tourist to his destruction. here

were the good places where the baked

soil was brick hard and smooth; the little

towns usually take pride in their few

miles of adjacent running—in fact the

citizens are all too prone to speak of their

boulevards—and here and there the state

has taken firm hold of the trail, shaken

most of the crookedness out of it, and by

substituting trigonometry for romance,

made an ordinary, though dusty, high

way. There, too, beyond Winnemucca,

Nevada, we found a road, a fiightway of

which speed lovers might well dream in

ros dreams.

own in a

valley it lay be

tween purple

hills, not a road

but the dry

white bed of an

ancient lake.

With but a few

reasewood

__ .t.—7._—.‘__-_.—‘

IS

ands of green

ery here and

there it was

s p r e a d H a t ,

smooth as a

billiard table

and led off into

t h e s u n s e t.

\Veary miles of

sand we had

fought when we

came out upon

' and — ah,

the heaven for
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HE warm welcome won from critical motor car buyers by the Olds

mobile Light Eight De Luxe is only the natural recognition inevitably

accorded tangible motor car merit. No more—no less. From time to

time other cars may have appeared which seemed—in advance—fit to

dispute the place and prestige of Oldsmobile Light Eight. But close

comparison has invariably served rather to quicken a realization of Olds

mobile superiority. There never has been—there never will be—in the

minds of most men any acceptable substitute for inimitable quality. The

super-smoothness of the mighty power-flow, the incomparable charm of

the distinctively designed body, the utter perfection of the most minute

details in equipment and appointment—these features of the Oldsmobile

Light Eight are of resistless appeal to those who seek the fullest meas

ure of motor car service.

  

Those who have regarded with unconcealed perience have learned the disadvantages of

doubt the complicated mechanism of many narrow, cramped riding quarters will find the

multi-cylinder motors will be highly gratified roominess of the Oldsmobile Light Eight

with the ideal simplicity of the Oldsmobile body and the restful luxury of its wide seats

Light Eight. Those who have looked askance and deep upholstery most pleasurable. And

at the excessive fuel cost of many cars—de- those who have been told that great weight

[ended in some quarters as a legitimate evil is essential to strength and safety will dis

oi multi-cylinder motors—will find further cover in the Oldsmobile Light Eight the

reason for Oldsmobile superiority in the fact pleasing paradox of lightness and surpassing

that it averages twelve to fourteen miles per strength. The Oldsmobile Light Eight S-pas

gallon of gasoline. Those who through ex- senger4$ll95 f.o.b.Lansing. Roadster,$ll95.

Write for our new booklet, " The Light Eight De Luxe"

OLDS MOTOR WORKS
Bras/Me.) 15.50 L A N 51 N G M I C H i 6AN yncorporafw) 1800
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A Tennis Surprise

Factor Hcrr-tol'ore it. has been the custom
_ y to sell high-grade Tennis Rackets

Pl'lcelv— through middlemen or in shops

conducted by sporting goods houses.
33% to In consequence prices have nut,‘

40(70 urnlly been kept well above cost-—

so you'll be piirticulnrly plcnscd to

L085 learn about

The “Brooks,” a Man’s

$10 Special

Made of second growth sclcctcd nah. with ma

hoizany throat. strong?’ reinforced shoulders,

strung with very best nglish lnmh'n gut. (15 or

16 gauge optional). ccdur handles complete.

Beautiful balance. Handles 5 to 5% inches.

“'cighls 13 to 14% ounces. Our Factory 00

Pricc to a‘ UNBE'I‘ readers, carriage prepaid '

A During all these years. no manufac—

turcr has seen fit to market it Special

wow"high-grade Racket for Women. hnv

_ inn all the exacting features of

Special Rackets miide specially for min.

Racket “e come to the rescue in t is

respect with

The “Princess,” a Woman's

$10 Special

Same quality qualifications as the "Brooks."

llnndles 4% to 5 inches. Weight: 12 to 13%

ounces. Our Factory Price to Simian-rreaders. carriage prepaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . '

The "West Side"—1iesigned for players who

wiint the principal features of a S ml without.

paying for the real finesse of p ‘ Brooks"_or a

"Princess." Handles 5 to 5% inches. Weights

12%| to 14% ounces. Would retail for $6.00.

Our Factory 1_’rice to Simon‘ readers. $4 00

carriaire rm -

The "Oxford"—ior Beginners. Standard Silo

Handles. Weights 12% to 13% oui'iws. Would

retail (or ‘3.00. Our Factory Price tosz 00

SUNSET readers. carnage preps-id . . . . . . '

These four Rackets are absolutely guaranteed.

Immediate deliverios assured. Money refunded

if they are not found to be in! re resented. Ask

for Booklet of 1916 Rules and ourt Layout—

Free.

.a BrooluTennis Racket Co.

l PROVIDENCE.

RHODE ISLAND

Reference:

3. National Bank of

Commerce

  

 

  

IS YOUR MONEY 3

WORKING FOR YOU.

There no numerous house- which have sold

bonds for ten. twenty. thirty years without

causing their clients to lose one dollar. Would

you feel safe in following the advice of such

firms?

If you want better thnn four r cent without

running any rinlu. write to inuicin] Editor.

Sunset Mug-zine. Sun Francisco. for inform.

tion concerning the standing And the record of

Fur Western bond houses.

 

 

'ilie Eleanor Miller School

0‘ Exprcaion and Music. Reading. Drum-tic Art,

' ernturc. Voice. Violin. Piano.

fiddle”: Principal. Eleanor Miller School

ASADENA CALIFORNIA

ETDUCED FREIGHT RATES 

rough (hr Service [or Houuohold Good. and Aulomobilen

rm and to all parts of the FAIL Consult our nanrciit office before

mun‘. (‘an cuofullylonded nnd unloaded liyolporicnced men.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT COMPANY

203 south Denrhorn Street. Chic-go

rlllr "My" inn I-‘rnneluu Vin Nnyl llldln. In‘ Angola

Alnlhn IIIIIIIIIIiI. Seattle

‘onIn York l‘lnrlnnnll

 

good motorists, if there are any such,

must be something like that. Faster!

An extra gunful or two of oil, more

throttle, more, more, till the motor purred

into a hum, till, though it was dead calm,

there was a rushing wind in our ears, and

we lay down after the manner of the

si nboard monsters in goggles and hump

ed: our backs too, till the throttle grip

was open wide, till the indicator trem

bling at forty and fifty, darted timidly up

to sixt , hovered, and then all atrembletrippcdlon up to sixty-five and seventy

and then ran back again as though

ashamed to register such shocking speed.

That indeed was no man-made road, but

it was a link in the chain of the dust trail.

BUT there are more pleasures to this

road than the mere joy of whizzing.

For in this droughty land where the air i:.

so dry that distance becomes a blue void

and loses half its meanin , the world

seems a dream in color. ATways the in

tangible blue and purple hills in the dis

tance look across the gray-green sage or

deeper greasewood clumps below, always

the vari-colored road twists away like a

colored serpent, always the nearb hills

or canyon walls burn hotly in red; and

chromes, always the golden dust columns

whirling u like sacrificial fires rise

straight to heaven, always the sky dome

of softest ethereal blue arches from zenith

to horizon. The juniper and piiion

pines enriching the hillsides above the

pasture-like mesas of the Strawberry,

the red sandstone cliffs of the Diamond

Fork—bored and gouged by erosion into

capital eyries for the hawks—the gap in

the blue hills through which we looked

out upon the yellow, shimmering desert,

the green valle land of the ditches and

tall poplars in bltah, each and all jointly

and severally combined with a thousand

others to adorn this long picture gallery

of the dust trail.

Second interest of the road to the trav

eler is the human associations along the

way—the folks one meets. Some even

niight reverse this. Though the Indian

is gone and the gay cowboy not just what

he used to be, there is still much the same

human nature along the way. At least

one of those heroes of romance is there

still; the hold-up man plies his trade as of

yore but now he does it otherwise than

with a gun. He has a sign on Front

street—the biggest sign in town too—

that calls on you to stand and deliver.

And whoever on rubber tires ever passed

such a sign? If ou do not deliver he

shoots you casualv and easil , but as

unerringly as any Wild Bill or )ead-E e

Dick ever did it with "Fifty miles to the

next gas—how're you off?" \Vhen you

ay the bill for a full tank you realize that

lSill or Dick has but changed his methods.

The rairie-schooner is there still and

will be fbr many a day. In the little town

of Carlin, Nevada, we saw one in the

rocess of manufacture. Still is it drawn

by tough, wiry horses or mules appar

entl indifferent to the heat of the dry

lan s; still it shelters driver husband and

tired wife and two or three small children

and the household gods.

It is well for these lands that there are

such travelers on the road. They are the

intrepid ones who are bringing the emer

ald patches into the valleys, at long

intervals no doubt, but growing larger

and closer together with the years. They

  

Cflz'm '
You buy your Tires at the

Price for which they were

made to Sell.

Marathon Tires are built to

command a price above the or

dinary. our aim has been to

build the best Tire in the

world Their concentrated

Tread has rubber heaped up

where wear come: molt: the

Tire Body has one or twornore

layers of fabric than other

Tires of the some rated size—

for extra strength: and there is

no compromise anywhu-c on

quality of either material or

workmanship.

Mid: in all ty‘icl nnd Iiul. in either

the Re In Fa ric Body or the Elna»

tn hip-Cord. Both Itylu are

definitely lulrontecd 5.000 milu.

The R: ullr Fabric tire is equipped

with a now-Whit: Tread. Ind the

Elastic whip~cord with the nrilto

critic Black Tree

Mar-thou Entrn-Huvy Rod Tub"

and Acceuoriel are carried by all

Marathon Dealers.

THE MARATHON

TIRE o RUBBER c0.

CUYAHOGA FALLS

OHIO

cnnndiun Plnnt

St. Catharina. Ont.

   

 

Delivered I?" FREE
A uumplo 1010 model “III r" bicycle.

'\ on n provnl and no nan in.

' r!” at one. (or largo Illugtnud

catalog uhowln‘ oomph“ luu of bu: clan.

tire- and sup lien. nnd Dll‘Y-ICIIII'I 0 mod

~ mamloul u ever mud. on n blcyelo.

‘ You will be utonlnbod utour lowprloul

' and remarkable terms.

, IIDIR AOINT. Wound-Bo".

hi on .

0. Incl...‘ direct with tho lendin: blcyco

houlo in America. 00 not bug until an ‘IOU

\vhnt we can do tor you. WRIT T0

um cm: 00.. um. mit cincm

 

 

FREE!-3 Books onB0
l~~Spcdu1 Beam of l!) lcadln Boat Builder‘.

insane and 4 cycle Marine gin: Catalog.

I“ of Hours for work. fishing, cruising.

  

Ask Ior any ‘or all) ofthem if you're Interested In boatin for please

tin or profit. Book one shown more boats than ‘motor t show.

Bray Motor com any ,

6108 Gray Motor ‘ '

Dot-oh. I

  

‘@AMERICAN ANGLER
EDITED BY CHARLES BRADFORD

Devoted entirely to fishes and

fishing. Quarterly. Subscrip—

tion $1.00 a year. Single

number, 25c. ReachesBODOO

tackle makers and anglers.

Advertising rate. 25c a line.

THE NASSAU PRESS

JAMAICA, N. Y.
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Are You a Person

or Only a Number?

Two motor and

Chassis Sizes

33 at $2285

48 at $3500

Price! subject to

chnnie without notice.

Complete inlormltion

on requelt.

we lubmit individual

body and color design:

7 on approval.

There are two classes of automobile makers. One class treats

you not as a person having individual personal desires, but

merely as part of a mass, simply as a Number. I Buy from

such a maker, and you are not allowed to express the

slightest personal wish as to how your car shall be made or

how it shall look. You must take what that maker turns out

of his hopper. I The other kind of maker knows you are

a human being with personal tastes distinctly your own.

These makers produce superior cars, because men and

women of taste are accustomed to the best the world pro

duces and insist upon highest quality. And these superior

cars are always individually finished to meet the precise

requirements of the buyer’s exclusive needs and wishes. I

When you buy a Winton Six, you secure a car superior

mechanically, and of precisely the beauty you most admire. I

Let us talk it over with you.

The Winton Company

110 Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Pacific Coast Branches: San Francisco, 1250 Van Ness Ave.; Los Angelea, 1225-1231

South Flower St.; Seattle, 1000-1006 Pike St.; Portland, 23rd and Washington Sts.;

Vancouver, B. C., 1112 Seymour St.
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with which every car must

contend—jolt, jar and vibra

tion. They are successfully combatcd by the

"Harlforaf

SHOCK ABSORBER

which applies the proven principle of frictional absorption to their

elimination.

Rough road conditions incite abnormal spring action.

When roads are rough, efiective spring control is essential for riding

comfort. The Hartford Shock ‘Absorber aflords such control through frictional

ly-acting discs which anticipate every violent movement of an automobile spring,

dissipating the excess energy thereof and perfecting the function of the spring.

Jolt, jar and vibration are robbed of their power to

cause discomfort to you or harm to your car, when you use the

Hartford Shock Absorber.

)IHIIIYHI rrmkr. ymr and mndrlvf tar and we rm'll .rrmfjnu our "Fulrlfn'! ("harlfl'

'wlu't/l Ill/J haw ta mnkr your fiIVfKll/fl' car drum/y (avg/0714151! miil hw‘rrr-hvrd.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

EDWARD V. HARTFORD, President

192 Morgan Street JERSEY CITY. N. J.

Makers of the Hartford Shock Absorber. Hartford Cushion Spring, E. V. Hairb

ford Electric Brake, Hartford Auto Jock, Hartford Bumper, Red Rock Jack.

Pacific Coast Distributor"

CHANSLOR 8: LYON COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO LCS ANGELES OAKLAND FRESNO PORTLAND SEATTLE SPOKANE

* Formerly Trufiaulf Hartford

 

 

 

PAT. MAY amon.

‘Hill (In: lr the only comfortable unite]: and stilt-lent

eye prou-cmr mode. ‘Without rlins. hinged at the center.

it. is non and inconspieuom. tin ennwur oi the two and

fluids uhlohitriy umMrurk-d vi-ion.

lllr be procured (mm any nptirlan. motor simply house

or sporting goods dealer. If your dealer hun iihnm,

write us. Over 00.000 now in use.

F. A. HARDY l CO. Department 2. Chimp, lll.

 

  
fior lubricating

‘ and polishing

around home or afield

in the New

Perfection

Pocket

Puck-‘e

u . matehlen combination.

Spot-union have known it for

"In. Dealers sell NYOlL at

10c. and 250. Send us the name

of a live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

  

for sportsmen and we will send

you I dandy, handy new can

(screw to and screw tip) con

ilining 3: ounce: postpaid for

unto.
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are pushing back the hand of the desert.

There will be no slackening nor retreat

ing of these bearers of green things; for

theirs is the faith in the future that en

dures.

And how cheerily they accept their lot;

how full of optimism their talk. Opti

mism, the booster spirit, just plain bluff,

call it what you will, it is as stron in the

dry lands as in the richest valle ieyond

the Sierras. They seem to im ibe it in

the air or the water. We met a chap at

a ramshackle premises who had thou

sands of sheep in the making back in the

hills, another who reckoned his cherry

crop in tons—what he did with the pro

ceeds was not very evident—another who

told us candidly that his business in the

hills was “locatin’ gold-mines;" alfalfa

yielded goodness knows how many crops

a year and how many tons per acre; mines

were pointed to proudly as the richest

in the state, or the world, etc., etc. But

somehow I think the climax of this sort

of thing came to us one morning when we

called at a little shack by the trail. It

was the third or fourth we had tried, only

to find the occupants gone for the season,

but at last we sighted this one with its

string of white washing that shouted

woman and home to the hill-tops. And

it was a home; and although the man of

the house was absent I'll wager he was

proud of it. His wife, a young woman of

two or three and twenty, pretty and

homey, met us frankl at the door and

took our canteens an filled them from

the supply of cool water within. The

small stream of spring water ditched

down from the hills explained their

attempt at settlement here.

How were they getting on? “Why,

retty well”—she glanced around at the

little garden that somehow seemed mak

ing a heroic fight of it, and we tried to be

encoura ing. They had second water

rights, she said.

Any neighbors? "Yes; Mr. — has a

claim up at the foot of the hills; he is

three miles away. The next neighbor is

across the valley about six miles."

Ever get lonesome? “Not now. I

used to a little at first; my husband is

away a good deal.”

And the inside of that pole-and-mud

little house was as clean, the tablecloth

as immaculate as any in the land.

NOT the least interesting side of the

humanity met along the way was our

travelers in automobiles. In big touring

cars and little gad-abouts, home—made

camping tonneaus and factory-made

novelties they came; and always a canvas

waterbag or two dangled handy and

usually a canvas tenting outfit formed a

big bundle somewhere. Often tent poles

protruded far or were lashed to the mud

guards; and always with the big cars

s are tires and a shovel were strapped at

side or back. The purpose of this imple

ment? To dig the wheels out or in when

the machine dragged her belly, freed her

wheels and raced and roared helplessly

in the chuck-holes as most of them did

at times. Some there were who after

coming all the way from New York he

came disgusted with trying to be heroes

—so the said—shipped cars and all to

Reno. thers there were who, tied up

by breakage, cheerily wired for repairs

and waited; some declared that they had

found the last land on earth and that no
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A STATEMENT

Concerning Final Drive in

White Motor Trucks

N VIEW of the conflicting claims for this form and that form of final drive which

now confront the purchaser of heavy duty trucks, this Company, as the largest

manufacturer of motor trucks in America, deems it fitting to make a public statement

of its own purpose and practice in the matter.

White Trucks of over two tons capacity have always been chain-driven, and will

continue to fie Main-driven until some other form of final drive is developed in the future

which is more efiicient or equally efiicient. In its present stage of development,

Worm drive will not be adopted by this Company, and White engineers now see no

prospect of its basic handicaps ever being suiiiciently overcome to warrant its adoption.

CHAIN DRIVE‘ EFFICIENCY

White chain-driven trucks are more eflicient because

more power is delivered to the rear wheels.

2. They require a smaller motor for equal load capacity.

3. They consume less gasoline, getting as high as 50%

more mileage per gallon.

4. They endure a higher road speed; perform more easily

on rough roads, steep grades, and in heavy going.

5. They pull loads out of chuck holes and over obstruc

tions which would stall a worm-driven truck.

6. Tire mileage is materially greater because the unsprung

weight on the wheels is so much less.

WHITE TRUCK PERFORMANCE

Motor trucks have been in use long enough to accumulate

a volume of motor truck experience, long enough for owners

to know actual operating value. They can compare one

truck with another. They have the records of perform

ance; and large users who keep the most effective cost
records indicate the showing of those records vby an over

whelming preference for White Trucks.

That preference is well known. It is eloquently reflected

in the fact that in total annual sales White Trucks pre

dominate two to one of any other make, and among many

large users they predominate ten to one.

WHITE TRUCK PREDOMINANCE

When a truck both outsells any competitor two to one

and commands a higher price—its competition is severely

felt by trucks of similar design, so severely in fact, as to

necessitate a change in that design to escape the brunt of

parallel competition. This gives rise to new theories of

construction, which are adopted to arouse fresh interest

rather than to improve the truck, in the endeavor to

divert attention from “'hite performance.

At this late stage of motor truck experience there is no

need of truck buyers being bewildered by fads and

theories. Over and above the conflict of all theory

looms the solid fact of White Truck performance—longer

life, more days in service, lower eventual cost, as attested

by comparative cost records of numerous large users

and by the fact that such users purchase more White

Trucks every year than trucks of any other make.

THE WHITE COMPANY

C L EV ELAN D

ONL Y GRA ND PRIZE for Motor Trucks, Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco
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HE Sale is half

made when

The salesman says

"Delco Equip

ment.”

350,000 satisfied owners are now

driving cars equipped with Delco

Cranking, Lighting and Ignition

The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Company

Dayton, Ohio

 

 

 

When is the Lincoln Highway Open

for Motor Traffic in the Spring?

For information on road conditions anywhere in the Sunset

Country address Sunset Magazine Service Bureau, 460

Fourth Street, San Francisco, California. The information

will be supplied without charge.

  

 

' power under heaven could induce them

to face the dust trail and the heat again;

1 others we met who said that they en

‘ joyed it and through their grime looked

‘ the part. There were doctors and lawyers

, and in fact about all the professions

enumerated in the old rhyme, but there

were few collectively; no 5 ecies seemed

represented many times. 0st of them

wore khaki and all were equally dusty.

But not all the old has thus given place

to the new. It was on the new govern

ment road as we were coming down the

Diamond Fork, Utah, that we met him.

He rode a roan pony, sitting in that care

less, easy, glued-on way that is not seen

much out of the cattle country. Behind

him trotted a gray pony with a small

ack outfit, and yes, he was clad in real

lionest-to-heaven cowboy togs, almost

all we had seen at the movies. He was

a real cowboy! And though we knew

the trail well enough, we stopped to

in uire.

~wenty-three or four he appeared,

soft-spoken, good-natured, almost suave,

and dismounting at once he answered all

our round of ra )id-fire questions with a

smile. Yes, he had been riding since he

was six years of a e, had wrangled wild

horses in Utah, ri den in the round-ups

clear to Winnipeg, etc., and now he was

traveling light and camping where he

leased. Lucky chap! The romance

liad come back to the trail again, and in

about three minutes I was ready to tr'ade

a gas cart for a certain gray cayuse nib

bling about in the sa e in quest of a

mouthful of eatables. but he forestalled

me.

“{ohn, come here,” he called finally

to t e ray pony, and ohn, wise-appear

ing an considerably eyond his coltish

days, lifted his head and came to his

owner at once.
l‘John, tell these gentlemen how old

you are,” and the equine chap thus ad

dressed, after a preliminary shift or two

on his front feet, pawed away with his

right foot to the number of seven or eight.

"Shake hands." He lifted his front

foot high and extended it.

“Show them how you scare the In

dians." He drew back his ears, showed

a mouthful of yellow teeth and appeared

‘ ready to di est a red man even to the

‘ feathers an moccasins.

l “Show them how you like the ladies.”

l He came nearer and nuzzled his master's

. cheek.

i “Very good; now show them how we

dig a well in the desert."

John hesitated a moment at this and a

far-away look came into his eyes, but a

little slap jog ed his memory wondrously.

He put his le t front foot behind his right

front foot, then began to pivot about on

his front members. .

‘ And John bored

 

“Go to it now!”

' away with a vim and really made quite

an auger hole in the dry soil.

When we had exchanged pleasantries

about the merits of our dilfering steeds,

he handed us his card. It read:

Professor Blank.

Professional horse-trainer.

OUR road friends might have been

divided into two classes: those who

the blue-book within beck and call and

always made town to eat and sleep. I

might even venture to name a third class:

 

were campers-out. and those who kept -
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The car of “Her” choice

It is probably no exaggeration to say

that nine women out of ten will pre

fer the Paige “Six-46” to any other

car in the moderate price field.

Certainly the automobile shows have

gone a long way toward continuing

this statement.

But—if you want the evidence of your

own experience—take the “Missus”

along with you next time that you

visit Automobile row.

Let her see all of the popular light

Sixes Then ask her to name the car

of her choice.

It is, of course, the Fairfield's beauty

of line and design that makes the

strongest appeal to feminine fancy.

But don’t forget for one minute that

your wife will also be interested in

the mechaniurl features.

This is the car that she can drive with

absolute safety—and she will be

quick to recognize that fact.

Though the “Six-4o" is a big car, it

can be controlled with amazing ease.

The powerful Six cylinder motor

throttles down to a mere snail’s pace

without change from “high" and in

stantly—eagcrly—responds to the

slightest impulse of the accelerator.

With so much flexibility at command,

it is child’s play to drive in the

thickest city traffic.

The Fairrield “Six-46" is the-ideal

family car. That is why it makes

such an instantaneous appeal to

both men and women.

No woman can resist the charm of this

long, graceful touring body with its >

rich hand-buffed upholstery and

luxurious appointments.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company

122] McKin-try Avm, Detroit

nmwwl "Six-38" smso '

Flirfield "Six-45" sizes &, I

l. o. b. Detroit

ft‘.

“(L
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The Outward Sign

of Inward Service

N the new Firestone Tire

with trademark, Red Side

wall and Black Tread, the

tire is given an appearance in keep

ing with the excellence of its inner

building.

* Perfection in all service—essentials

have been matched with outward

elegance: the result is an attractive

combination of looks with a work

ing record that insures Most Miles

per Dollar.

Red Side Wall

and Black Tread

The Firestone reputation as Colossus of the

tire world is associated in the public mind

with giant endurance for the demands of

heaviest service. But whatever the size or

type you need—for light or heavy car or

motorcycle—there is the exact answer in a

Red and Black Firestone.

  

Firestone Tire

and Rubber Co.

"America's Largest Exclusive

Tire and Rim Makers"

Akron, Ohio

Branches and Dealers

Everywhere

 

 

irestone
" 'lhe ‘Red SideWall

and BlackTread

 

F the call of the open road is ringing in your ears; if you intend to take

camping kit or your check book and hit the Gasoline Trail for the

mountains, glaciers and waterfalls of the West this summer. you will need

reliable information concerning the condition of the transcontinental motor

highways. I Sunset will see that this information is supplied free. Merely

write a line telling Sunset Magazine Service Bureau which highway you

intend to follow and when. I Suggestions concerning the motor itinerary,

stopping places, hotels. etc, will be submitted on request.

 

 

 

 

those who carried no camp outfit, but

who on occasion slept out nevertheless.

All the occupants of the covered wa ons

were outers, of course; and our neighbors

in autos varied from the extreme of those

who camped in town and paid the price,

to that of the old lady traveling with her

son, who dressed, or undressed, a jack

rabbit in the doubtful shade of the car

and invited us to dinner.

How strange indeed were the chance

meetings along the way, and what a spirit

of camaraderie, what a lack of the so

called pro rieties of intercourse. All the

starch an stiffening get out of everyday

manners on the dust trail. Man meets

man—or woman. You see his state's

license and make a bee-line for him as for

a long lost brother. Or you are discus

sing the probabilities of rain with some

grower of mules, when along comes a

motor car behind you, and just as you

shut eyes and nose (and ears if you could)

to stifle the dust wake, there comes a

volley of “Hello, New Jersey!" and you

read through the dust a friendly lot of

hands waving back and a license from

New York State. Introductions are not

in order. You meet a bevy of girls arm

in arm in the outskirts as you hurry from

town—how sweet and neat are they now

when you ride agrime, and if the shame

ful truth be told, perhaps disgracefully

bcwhiskered—and when you impudently

wave them, well, just because you cannot

help it, not a hand but returns the salute

in that intangible wa that only a young

girl can do. And rat coming second

wonders why he got such a spontaneous

reception and Tan coming last gets an

ovation. But then Tan is a masher and

breaker of hearts anyway.

Strange, too, the mixture of campers

at certain well-chosen night cam s or

watering places. Because our trai and

the Overland are as it were but two

spouts to a funnel and all the trafiic has

to follow one of these routes, our neigh

bors on several occasions ofi‘ered much

variety of homesite. As we sat at noon

below the wide-skirted willows flanking

the wondrous marsh ond at the Rosebud

Ranch somewhere be ond Kelton, we

seemed to have reache the climax of this

diversit . Of three cars one was from

North akota, the second from Ohio.

and the third from Oklahoma; and our

motorcycles bore the stamps of New

Jersey, Pennsylvania and Manitoba.

Canada, respectively. That eating hour

was indeed too short for a proper ex

change of experiences, but we made the

best of it.

Yet it is hard always to be hale fellow

and agreeable on the dust trail, especially

when one rides the cranky little machine

on two wheels. It is the worst place in

the world for the chronic f-groucher," and

many a party has been spoiled irretriev

ably by the inclusion of such an animal.

Our trio was a luck one: we had Tan.

No grouch could hold ‘the fort long

against his golden smile.

He hailed from Pittsburg and had

come all the way bareheaded; and when

he had nothing else to do he used to sit

and smile and pick the seventeenth coat

of sun-blisters ofl‘ his nose. Life was all

a joke, a comedy. \Vhen Frat in his end

less tinkering invaded the gear-case and

let the gears fallout in the sand—not one

of the three of us had even an inkling as

to how to get them back, and we were
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Havoline Oil

Goes to College

'NOTHER triumph for qualityl Another victory for

A efficiencyl The superiority of Havoline Oil is no

longer debatable. Science has confirmed Havoline’s

pre-eminence. In the 'fiery furnace of competitive tut

with the twelve leading automobile oils, Havoline demon

strated its superiority not merely in one but in (‘very eumtia/

element by which the value of lubricants is judged.

This dramatic standardization test was staged at Purdue University, Indiana’:

-_ x < ' . ‘ . / noted seat of higher learning. The purpose of the test was purely scien

» s i / J ‘l tific. It was carried on independently by the Mechanical Engineering Depart

HAVQLTNE L’Enmmv \ i ment of the University. We neither requested nor knew of the competition.

Purdnq _ v1 v .._f’ Haw/I'm’ Outri'va/r War/d’: Leading Lubricant:

The test was based on the most advanced. principles of scientific analysis

as applied to mechanical subjects.

Havolinc Oil was awarded first plan because it outrivaled—all other lubri

icants in these essential elements:—

In wearing qualities Havoline led all other oils.

ln beat resisting qualifies Havoline led all competitors.

In minimizing frictional loos Havoline Oil led its competitors.

In uniform quality in all temperatures Hnvollne stood hlgheot.

The demonstration is conclusive. It places Havoline supreme among lubri

cants. It gives scientific sanction to our constantly repeated claim for

superiority. It confirms the iudzment of thousands of motorists who have

for years used Havoline Oil and recommended it to their friends. It is

the final answering note to the validity of the far-flung and far-sung

Havoline Oil slogan—

"I! Main A Marine!"

ALL ROADS LEAD TO HAVOLINE DEALERS

 

Hamlin: Oil in mid everywhere a meter car will re. The Karolina Oil you hit!

at the mountain gauge. at the villare tween or the hi1 aupply miion umpllfiea

the tame qualitiei which Indulied Hamlin: [m at Purdue UHiIFIIIIY. it in the

puren. hunt and melt dependable lubricant in zxineiii-e and it! emu dnpiie Ill

Int-ii amperinrivy. ll no more than that 0! other liibtizama. Why tenporiu Ill
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KISSELKAR Four-32

5-Passenger Touring, $1050

A real KisselKar embodying the same high

standards of efficiency and construction that

have made the name, “KisselKar,” synony

mous with the highest conception of motor

car excellence. -

It is a Wonderful car at the price, a car that

will stand up under any amount of abuse and

prove the genuineness of the materials and

workmanship that enter into its construction.

This is the 32 High Efficiency Four that

climbed the famous (50% grade) Duncan

Hill,San Francisco,carrying seven passengers.

The KisselKar 4-32 is the baby of the Kissel

Kar family. Other KisselKar models, includ

ing every sort and style, up to the luxurious

six-cylinder, 7-passenger Sedan, with All-Year

quickly attachable top, built in, not on, at $2 1 00.

All prices f. o. b. Factory.

Pacific KisselKar Branch
Pacific Coast Distributor.

GEARY AT VAN NESS AVE., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

San Diego 'Oakland Los Angeles Pasadena Portland

  

twenty-five miles or so from nowhere~

Tan laughed. When we fell off he

laughed; when he himself tumbled he

laughed louder. When he skidded out

1 of the trail, climbed over the humpy sage,

dropped into a gaping badger hole and

ended on his head, he waved a legginged

member high in the dust and shouted

“Hurrah!” This was the king-pin joke

and he laughed before he even reached

out to choke the roaring motor.

To most folks however, the trail was

not the joke that Tan would have it.

The dryness and thirstiness one may

combat by the canvas water-bag; by its

services a cold draught of water may be

had at any time. But most trying perhaps

is the heat, a parching heat that dries and

toughens one, yet causes little sensible

perspiration; somehow, though the ther

mometer registers 100 degrees and over,

it is not wilting and gruelling as such a

temperature would be in a humid atmos

phere. But it is hot; everybody except

the resident agrees to that. He dismisses

the subject with “Hot? Yes, but you

i don’t feel it here.”

 1 IT is the cool, even chill nights that

make the land so livable and cause the

ipsy followers of the trail to rejoice and

be glad. At sundown the temperature is

delightful; an hour later the camp is the

better for the blaze of the sagebrush or

reasewood fire. Fuel always is abun

ant here and dry enough if not very

lasting, and such fires have fragrance and

virtue of their own. There are no mos

quitoes and little dew; a tent or cover is

unnecessary. And who that has tried the

desert nights can ever cease to love them?

The silence that tingles in the ears, the

stars winking down, the moon so bri ht

through the void above that the Old an

seems within hailing distance, the coyote’s

keen song in the early darkness and again

in the dawning, the feeling of vastness

and loneliness, and yet one Is a part of it.

For it is a companionable sort of lone

liness, and there are others than human

fellows along the road to give a touch of

liveliness to the desolation. Ravens

croaked and jeered from the dead hill

tops; black, ominous vultures circled us

to gaze down wonderingly—doubtless

speculating on what they could do with

such steeds if they died in the desert; bi

hawks were seen at rarer intervals, and

the confiding little red sparrow hawk

more commonly; once or t“ ice a olden

eagle crossed the valley heading xedly

toward an eyrie in the blue hills; magpies,

the garrulous newsmongers of the desert,

were commonly in earshot; and there

were scattered doves and sage thrashers

and shrikes and cliff swallows, but never

many at a time in this land of loneliness

and distances.

Even more interesting to most- follow

ers of the desert way are the animal

neighbors. The long-cared, black-tailed

'ack-rabbits easily claimed first attention;

ut there were coyotes now and a ain

and badgers as often, prairie dogs in w ole

villages and towns, and little scurrying

lizard chaps that had greased lightning

in the tips of their tiny toes.

Tan, the only member of our trio to

carry a pistol, enjoyed the jacks more

than Frat or I did. Such things do not

ramble about in the suburbs of Pitts

burg. Almost every jack loves to race

for a few yards just to keep himself in
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automobile construction.

dissected tire. _

Notethesturdytread, -

the special binder strip,

the thick resilient cushion,

the multiple plies of

Sea Island cotton duck.

qualities of tires showed so little im—

provement in the past was because

practically no advancement had been

made in the treatment of tire rubber—

the method of “curing” having remained

practically the same since the discovery of

vulcanizing.

WE UNDERTOOK THE TASK of dis

covering a way to secure the properties

desired in rubber for tires. The result was

tempered rubber. This was five years

ago, and, still, QUAKERS lead—setting

THE REASON WHY the riding

 

HE CHIEF ESSENTIAL of perfect pneumatic tires is

the ability to absorb shock with consequent comfort

to passengers and the reduction of car-racking vibration.

UNTIL QUAKERS \VERE put on the market progress in

the development of the shock-absorbing property of tires

had not kept pace with the improvements and refinements of

 

 

 

.

,UBBIEF ‘=—  

a standard and making “the tire of the

future” a reality.

THE ADDED STRENGTH and resist

ing power imparted by tempering the

rubber tell in increased mileage.

Users, everywhere, say: “QUAKERS are

MILES CHEAPER.”

QUAKER MULTI-TUBE is also made

of tempered rubber, and is unusually

elastic and strong.

Probably there is a Quaker dealer near

you. His name and address will be

sent on request to the Factory Division.

QUAKER CITY RUBBER CO. PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

182 West Lake Street

PITTSBURGH

21 1 Wood Street

NEW YORK

207 Fulton Street
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Feathers in

Our Bonnet
Excerpts from a few of the hundreds of letters

that we are continually receiving from satis

fied users of Savage Tires and Tubes

16,000 miles over bad roads

I have, to lthis date, gotten almost 16,000

miles, and taking into consideration the bad

roads I travel, and usin chains, I do not

think that I will ever be a le to better myself.

RUSSELL KENT.

20,000 miles—will use no others

Having used two Savage Tires on my car,

each of which tires have given me a mileage

of better than 20,000 miles, I have decided to

use nothing else. W. B. MARTIN.

No weak spots in Savages _

During the last twelve years, the writer

has tried out many different, kinds of tires,

but has at to experience a. "blow-out.” in _a.

Savage Tire. It appears that’. the wear is

divided equally and there is never a manifes

tation of a' “weak spot.” NATIONAL PERCO

LA'I‘OR Co. INC., By G. J. WIGGENHORN.

Savage Tires and Grafinite Tubes will un

doubtedly give you the same or better service.

Ask for Tire [Book No. I57

THE SAVAGE TIRE COMPANY

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

BRANCH STORES:

San Francisco: 1125-27-29 Van Ness Ave.

Los Angeles: 700 W. 1th St. San Diego: 936 2d St.

  

 

SOL DUC
H O T S P R I N G S

Nature's Sandorl'um

Surrounded on all sides by an indescribably

beautiful landscape in its primitivestnte. The

Creator was extremely lavish here at Sol Duc

Hot Springs in providing\' for the human race
almost infinite charm. Y0t content with all

these rare trmts for the eye, Nature has

caused to pour forth from Mother Earth hot

mineral waters containing healing properties

not found in any other part of the entire world

and pronounced by eminent Specialists and

Medical Experts to be a s ific for Rheu

matism. Diabetes, Gout, S in diseases and

all forms of liver and stomach afllictions.

Hundreds of so called "incurable" cass

have been treated with complete success.

By the investment of more than a half million dollars in the erection of a thoroughly modern Ssnatorium,

B_ath houses, Sun Parlors. Hotel. Cottages. surrounded by exquisitely beautiful grounds. the builders have

given to the world Nature's Rich Endowment at: SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS so that every possible comfort

9nd Medical attention is provided in Twentieth Centu form. SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS is the place for you

if you are searching for restoration to your normal h th. Write for free booklet and detailed information to

50L DUC HOT SPRINGS COMPANY, 50] DuqWashington. Seattle office: 740 Henry Bldg.

.,-. it

 

 

 

form, before taking to the cover of the

sagebrush, and Tan loved to work that

little automatic Colt. If he could get out

the gun in time—and he really became

rather proficient on the draw—he usually

had a shot or two. The rabbits did not

seem to mind, though one or two had

close calls—so Tan said. After a box or

two of empty shells had been distributed

along the way, he changed his tactics and

dismounted. He would have a rabbit

paw souvenir or stay and shoot till his

money gave out.

Bang! the jack so addressed usually

sat up startled out of semi-somnolence.

Bang. he was awake now. Bang! he

yawned and settled back his ears in a

ored sort of way. Bang! he discovered

a flea behind his left fore-leg and ro

ceedcd to dislodge it with his left hind

foot. Bang! something threw sand in

his eyes and he bolted. Such was the

usual run of the comedy; and Tan would

say “Dog-gone-it, anyway!” before he

inserted a new shell-clip.

But one day comedy turned to bloody

tragedy. At the little river beyond Elko,

Nevada, we stopped for a much-needed

clean-up. While Frat and I lingered,

Tan went gunning. We heard a pop

popping, some fifteen shots, but little

guessed the deadly work in hand till we

returned to the machines. There stood

Tan with a tenfold smile and yes, he was

holding aloft a real dead jack-rabbit! It

was but half-grown, but it was freshly

killed. There could be no doubt about

it; in fact it was shot squarely through the

eye. Tan proudly hagglcd offafoot, like

wise severed the tail and we departed.

Such were but some of the incidents of

the dust trail. Like a sto by certainwriters, the tale may havcrbeen slow in

the tellin at times, but it never lost in

terest. here was variety always. No

two of our night camps were alike, from

our bed on the sodded slope beside the

rustling fruit trees in that valley in Utah

that truly has been made to blossom like

the rose, to another of doubtful softness

among the lava rocks and stones in the

drear land approaching Fernley, Nevada.

No two eating stations were alike. Tinned

preparations of well-known staying qual

ities partaken by the trail, ranch-house

hospitality kept in readiness for hungry

passcrsby, or that necessary evil, the

stool of repentance that bears the sign of

Lunch Counter. In short, if environ

ment is half the meal, we of the dust trail

were well nourished. Our wash-up quar

ters too varied quite as much and ran the

gamut from the stage hose to a red-hot

sulphur-water affair of great elaborate

ness at a steaming spring in the Nevada

desert. Trifles do not count here. when

we threw away the last sliver in our sev

eral tonsorizil kits—ever {thing breakable

breaks on this trail—an dragged the last

half-dozen teeth from the pocket comb.

no one replaced either mirror or comb.

And it passed all too soon, did this

winding dust serpent of the thirsty lands,

for though at the time we thought we

were glad to be rid of it, I now know

better. So we left it, this turn-coat land

of extremes, its gray valleys and painted

hills and ethereal sk , its tingling silence

by day and night an the ravens’ croaking

and the coyote songs that but deepened it,

its golden dust fogs above the gray-blue

sage—turned our backs upon it and

tackled the greener lands of the Sierras.
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The Magic of Motor-WheeIing

HERE’S aworld

ofwholesomefun

and ready service in

abicycle. Thousands

are returning to the two-wheeler.

But to endow your bicycle with

motor life — new riding power —

obedient at the slight touch of a

thumb lever— that is to lend real

enchantment to bicycling.

And there is the magic of Motor

Wheeling!

The SMITH MOTOR WHEEL

attaches to any bicycle in five

DETACHABLE

0 Moto1. minutes, and the first

short spin will foster

friendship.Twopeda1

turns awaken the

power and your foot work is

done. The sturdy motor affords

any speed from four miles to

twenty. And you ride safely, clean,

without vibration. N0 special riding

togs are necessary.

Wheel

Up to 125 miles of new pleasure

in every gallon of gasoline. There

are more than 10,000 motor

wheelists now! You will want to

join them.

See your dealer today, or write for our book, “Motor-Wheeling.”

MOTOR-WHEEL DIVISION

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

World’s Largest Manufacturers of Automobi1e Parts

Dealers: A few exclusive

territories are still open.

Write for particulars.
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From Seashore to Mountain

HEREin all this broad land is there more satisfying variety for the

world tourist, than right here in our own California?

What European country could offer, were it possible now, such delightfully

diverse attractions—sunny beaches thronged with thousands of fun

loving people: surprisingly smooth automobile highways that lead beside

fruit—laden orchards of oranges, lemons, apricots, prunes, or great vine

yards with their clusters of purple and green grapes, or beside the quaint

a, I old Missions, or into mountain fastnesses where there are big, comfortable
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~ . , 5;?‘ ‘,1, 7» “ — _L -w .‘ * ‘ ' r " ' ‘ ' '“‘ ,71/ resorts beside blue lakes!

HOTEL 3T. FRANCIS, SAN FRANCISCO / H _ fi _ ,

The cosmopolitan metropolis of ‘he pacific / ere one may play golf, or tennis, or polo; or one may sh or swim or in

dulge any whim for pastime. And always there is the welcoming hand and

the open heart. Always there is comfort and good cheer.

At San Diego the Panama-California Exposition is in full swing for another

year, affording an opportunity to those belated Americans who missed

the l9l5 Expositions to see something of their beauty now.

 

  

‘ HOTEL DEL MONTE, DEL MONTE

On the beautiful Bay of Monterey
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TAHOE TAVERN, TAHOE PASO ROBLES HOT SPRINGS HOTEL OAKLAND. OAKLAND ‘

0n Lake Tahoe, the gem ofthe High Sierra Midway between Los Angeles and San Francisco Near the shores of attractive Llke Ion‘!!
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HOTEL MLEXANDRIA, LOSANGELES

The center oi'Southern California

Follow the Padres’ Path

N no other section of the United States have the wants of the tourist been

more carefully anticipated than in California. The resorts and hotels

pictured on these pages have helped to make California famous. They

are as fine as any in the world and are noted for that hospitality which

has characterized California hotels since the original hostelries. the Mis

sions themselves. These hotels and resorts and their managers are known

to and fully endorsed by Sunset Magazine.

lf you or your friends are interested, we would like to help you obtain full

information about them.

to furnish literature and information about anything pertaining to the

-_- 1 "' .-\.i i in .r “.1

UALPINE TAVERN. MT. LOWE

Overlooking beautiful San Gabriel Valley

 

 

Our Service Bureau is thoroughly equipped

country west of the Rockies, make up itineraries. etc. If you are planning

a trip to the Pacific Coast you should have literature describing these

famous hostelries and arrange to make your journey through wonderful

Just address any of the hotels

included in these pages, or Sunset Magazine, San Francisco, California.

 

California comfortable and complete.
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THE MISSION INN, RIVERSIDE

In the center ofthe orange country
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HOTEL VAN NUYS_ LOS ANGELES

Known the world over for its service
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Elbert Hubbard’s

Ten Greatest Essays

and THE FRA

For Six Months

These Essays include .4 Message lo

Garcia, which has been given a larger

circulation than any other book but the

Bible (more than 40,000,000 printed):

The Cigarelli'sl; The Bay from Missouri

Valley: Gel Cu! or Gel In Line; Pasle

board Procli'vt'li'es, and five other master

pieces, in Booklet Form. any one of

which, passed along to the one who

needs it, will pay you dividends in en

lightened service. Or they might

benefit YOU.

THE FRA, "the most beautiful mags

zine in America," believes in Free

Speech; is an open forum; discusses all

subjects courageously; presumes to

have an o inion: commands the atten

tion of t e Thinkers of the World.

"THE FRA cdilori'als certainly have the

'punch'I"—Hu h Chalmers. "Particu

larly struck wil THE FRA."—Booker

T. Washington. "Fine life and nerve in

t'l."—Willinm Marion Reedy. "Greatly

pleased with THE FRA editorials."—

Luther Burbank. “EJHOTI‘GIJ&U" of

life and oi'm."——Ella Wheeler ilcox.

"Especially impressi'ue."—David Starr

Jordan. "Hearl-louching mirth and

wisdom."—Hudson Maxim.

Free Inspection Offer

There is much to be gotten out of each

one of Elbert Hubbard's Ten Greatest

Business Essays. You will enjoy them

thoroughly. Send us your name and

address and we will forward them to

you for your inspection. If you decide

to keep them (we know you will) send

us a Dollar. The Essays are yours and

l‘The FRA" will be sent you every

month for Six Months. ,

THE ROYCROFTERS, Bast Aurora, N. Y.

 

 

Mobilizing the Flintlock Army

(Continued from page 18)

a fixed quantity of work; it has no over

load capacity. It is a funnel through

which a certain amount of men and mate

rial can be poured with dispatch. when

the amount grows suddenly in an emer—

gency, it spills over the rim and there is a

mess. One’s hair stands on end in consid

ering the size and quality of the mess had

Villa fallen back on entrenchments de

fended by say, 50,000 Turks with modern

equipment and ade uate reserves.
Fortunately no ql‘urks or any other

soldiers were encountered in the peaceful

penetration of northern Mexico. The

army did what it was supposed and

trained to do: it matched and rode until

its anatomy was blistered in various spots;

it got a large dose of real work and a small

taste of fightin ; it deeply impressed East

ern correspontfents with the fact that a

column marching through the desert

raises all kinds of dust, gets thirsty, hun

gry and more or less footsore; it still fur

ther astonished the young men of the

press by actually camping out right in the

open, rain, shine, snow or wind, and it

wondered how soon and under what cir

cumstances it would be recalled.

It is telling no secrets to report that the

army expected and feared to receive or

ders to go home before its job was done,

before Villa could be caught. And it is not

betra ing military secrets to state that the

expe itionary corps, having seen some

thing of Mexican troops in action, would

undertake to smash down the resistance of

all Mexican factions by itself if the militia

and volunteers would undertake to hold

and patrol the territory conquered. Fur

thermore, it is no secret that the army has

been tearing its hair out and gnashing its

teeth whenever it contemplated the ex

treme courtesy and consideration with

which Washington spared the feelings of

the Mexicans. If the army had had its

way, mighty few bullets would have fallen

into Naco, Nogales and other border

towns; if the army had its way now, a

million dollars’ worth of loaded motor

trucks would not be moving over a dis

tance of 300 miles while railroad facilities

are available for the work. But the arm

isn't saying these things out loud. t

obe s orders, does as it is told and keeps

its fips shut in a thin, straight line.

ET us disregard the army's nightmare

and assume that the expeditionary

force, strengthened from time to time, re

mains in Mexico under orders to go as far

as Villa goes until the bandit is ca tured.

Such a course must in the nature 0 things

weaken the power and the prestige of the

de facto government. As this prestige

decreases, the loyalty of the semi-inde

pendent military chiefs who have leaped

from one side to the other with the nim

bleness of a oat, will likewise show a de

crease and t e chances of a collision be

tween Americans and Mexicans will mul

tiply. Until Villa is caught and the Amer—

ican expedition has been withdrawn, the

danger of an explosion is present every

moment.

Let us be of good cheer, however, and

assume not only that nothing happens on

the spiderweb thread connecting the

scattered cavalry with its base, but also

that Villa is bagged, the soldiers have been

safely returned to the clamorous mer

chants and voters of ninety-two Con

gressional districts favored with army

osts, and everythin is as it was before.

oes that solve the exican problem?

Felix Diaz is now stirring a new revolt

against the de facto government in Oa

xaca; Zapata, Canuto Reyes, the Arrieta

brothers are still in the field; the fleshpot

loyalty of many Carranza followers is in

grave doubt; the "first chief" still refuses

to honor the countr '5 capital with his

presence; bandits oft e lain variety who

rob and sla without t e retense of a

revolution ave multiplied; agriculture

in northern Mexico at least is at a stand

still; the transportation systems are in

ruins; at a time when the richest mineral

country in the world should be rolling in

wealth, mining is cut down to a minimum;

the currency is de raded, public credit is

one, disease and unger are takin toll.

ll the reserves accumulated in exico

during the thirty years of the Diaz régiine

are one. The country is back where it

wasiefore Porfirio’s iron hand seized by

the throat and strangled the banditti

mas uerading as revolutionists. It is

possible that Carranza will be able to

pacify the country, to restore trans orta

tion, to protect life and property, ut as

yet he has iven no evidence of the mili

ta and a ministrative genius necessatorfift Mexico out of the morass in whic

it is floundering.

On the contra , the internal evidence

presented by the ast year's development

in the republic seems to indicate that the

history of the pre-Diaz period will repeat

itself. Before the dictator rose to ower

the American army was constanty en

gaged in border patrol. Durin the forty

years following the extension 0 the Amer

ican boundary to the Rio Grande and the

Gulf of California revolution was Mexico's

normal daily routine. The same brigand

age, the identical bombastic, hollow pro

nunciamentos, the same insincere protes

tations of love for the con accompanied

by murder, rapine and theft, the same

scampering of revolutionary rats from the

ship of a defeated leader to the craft of the

victorious one have filled the history of

unhap y Mexico for a centu , broken

only during the reign of Pot rio Diaz.

And it was the turmoil in Mexico which

induced France to attempt the conquest

of territory in the Western hemisphere in

defiance of the Monroe Doctrine.

0 far there has been no indication of

impending tranquillity in Mexico.

Apparentl brigandage is once again to be

the norma condition south of the line for

an indefinite period. Shall the United

States be content to do as it has been do

ing during the past five years, to keep the

army semi-mobilized along the border

and, at regular intervals, to send out puni

tive expeditions in order to provide a

safety-valve for the rising pressure at

home?

The United States now stands at the

parting of the ways. The country must

decide upon something it has lacked for
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fifty years—a national policy. Indiffer

ence, aloofness will no longer serve in

place of a well defined, consistent stand

ard of international conduct and action.

On this shrinking globe no member of the

family of nations can wash its hands in

the water of professed isolation and claim

complete freedom from responsibility.

\Vhether it wants to or not, it has to play

a part in the grand international sym

phony. And so far the United States has

een unable to agree even upon the key

in which its part shall be played.

Fifteen years ago the nation decided to

retain the Philippines until the Filipinos

were ripe for self-government. Now it is

roposed to turn the islands loose regard

less of their inhabitants’ abilit to main

tain a stable government. What stand

will the nation assume toward the Philip

ines next year? Fifteen years ago the

nited States thrust its foot into the

rapidly closing Chinese door; it had a

treat promising Korea its good offices

shoufd the Hermit Kingdom's independ

ence be jeopardized. Korea as a separate

nation has vanished without a word of

protest from the United States. Shall

the nation withdraw its foot from the

Chinese door in like elo uent silence?

We have built three (battleships, two

battleships a year and no battleships

a year. Even now we have been unable

to decide in our collective mind whether

we want an enlarged army, a stronger

navy, and, if yes, how strong an army and

navy. We object to the attacks of bellig

erents upon our rights on the high sca,

but we cling grimly to the fetish of self

imposed political isolation and refuse to

give force to our protests by joining hands

with other neutrals. Yet, in the case of

Mexico, we worked up the famous A B C

conference in a futile attempt to settle

the Mexican problem 1) ' joint inaction.

\Ve intervened in Cuba ecause a battle

ship was blown up through an agency un

determined to this day, boldly declared

war against a power having eight times

more trained soldiers than our own within

striking distance of our shore, yet we risk

the lives of thousands of American sol

diers deep in Mexico at the time ofwriting

b our failure to commandeer indispens

able railroads from a government so weak

that it can barely keep on its legs.

We start grimly on an expedition to

capture a bandit who has wantonl mur

dered Americans on American an Mex

ican soil; our troops cross the line while

the entire country applauds, yet within a

few weeks from the start there are inti

mations that the expedition will turn back

without accomplishing its object. Nay,

it seems that the country was misin

formed as to the object of this expedition.

It was not sent out, according to General

Funston’s order, to capture Villa, dead or

alive; in reality it was not, as the country

was led to believe, a punitive expedition

at all. Its orders were merely to disperse

the band of Villa, to forestall similar raids

across the border.

E allow Carranza to transport his

troops over American railroads,

thereby arousing the hatred ofVilla whom

we glorified a few months previously; we

manufacture and transport arms, ammu

nition and supplies for Carranza, but we

submit when Carranza peremptorily

denies our troops the right to obtain

needed supplies over the railroads in his
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HE Emperor Napol

eon never permitted

anyone near himwith

an open razor. He did his

own shaving and, owing to

asensitiveskin,nevercould

get a razor that pleased

him. Theone that annoyed

him least was picked up

during the Peninsular
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Campaign and had a blade

of Saracen steel.

Today nearly all the

world’s Rulers use a

Gillette Safety Razor. The

latest convert is Yuan

Shih k’ai, the great man

of China.

Another is the Premier

of New Zealand.

In the present war the

Gillette is used by the

leading generals and by

some 3,000,000 men in

the trenches and on all

fronts.

The Gillette shave is quick and cool, safe

and sanitary. It is velvet-smooth, no mat

ter how wiry the beard or tender the skin.

Adjust the handle for a light or a close

shave. A keen, fresh blade is always

ready. No shopping—no honing. Prices

$5 to $50. Blades 50c. to $1 the packet.

Dealers everywhere.
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Efficiency built the Panama Canal,

where inefiiciency failed. Efficiency

enables the General to make one

third of all roll roofing made in

America. Efliciency takes every

advantage offered by men, money,

mills, and machinery, and turns

them to account in the manufacture

of

Certain-teed

Roofing

The Gcneral's eficiency comes from having

enormous mills, perfectly equipped and

favorably located for efficient manufactur

ing and distribution. Enormous volume

and vast stores of raw materials purchased

to the best advantage make possible the

lower cost due to continuous operation.

Certain-iced roofing is made of the finest

quality roofing felt, thoroughly saturated

withthe General'sown blend of soft asphalts.

It is then coated with a harder blend of

asphalts, which keeps the inner saturation

soft and prevents the drying out so destruc

tive to ordinary roofing.

Certain-teed roofing is guaranteed for 5, IO

or r 5 years, according to ply; but it will ‘

last longer.

There is a type of Certain-teed for every

kind of building, with flat or pitched roofs,

from the largest skyscraper to the smallest

structure.

Certain-teed is sold by responsible dealers

all over the world, at reasonable prices.
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jurisdiction, for a pur ose the accom

plishmenr of which wou d be to his great

advantage. We applaud the “hands-off”

policy in Mexico, but we also applaud the

maintenance of armed American forces in

Nicaragua, Santo Domingo and Haiti.

By treaty we reserve the ri ht to super

vise the internal affairs of uba and we

exercise this right by the dispatch of

American troo s, but we disavow even

the suspicion o exercising a similar super

vision over Mexico. We speak in loud

tones of the necessity of extending Ameri

can foreign commerce, smile approvingly

upon those who organize banks to plant

American capital in foreign countries that

American trade may follow, but we also

serve notice upon them that they need

expect no firm measures, no consistent

support if they and their investments

should get into trouble. Out of one corner

of the national mouth we laud those who

go beyond the star-s angled border seek

ing export trade wit dollar bait; out of

the other we denounce them as adven

turers, international pirates, concession

hunters and renegades who should have

kept their money at home to develop

domestic resources.

The vacillarion, the uncertainty, the

lack of firmness and decision noticeable

in all our dealings with Mexico since Por

firio Diaz abdicated, a vacilla'tion that has

become especially painful since the Co

lumbus raid, cannot with justice be

charged wholly to the White House. As

in the case of preparedness, the nation has

been too yawningly apathetic to care a

whoop what its foreign policy was. There

has never been a clear-cut expression of

opinion on the wisdom of retaining the

Philippines, of policing Nicaragua and

Santo Domingo, of going into or keepin

out of Mexico. The nation has never has

the time and the inclination to sit down,

think these matters over and make up its

mind as to the proper course to pursue.

Nor has it cared vc ' much. It has

allowed the occupant o the \Vhite House

or the individual who happened to be Sec

retary of State to go ahead without guid

ance or interference; it has not even taken

the trouble expressly to approve or dis

approve of their acts. The nation's utter

ances on foreign policies have been, are

today, a confused murmur; no matter how

hard the White House might listen, it will

not be able to catch distinct sentences in

the babel of voices. The President can

only interpret the noise by its quality and

key. And just so long as the country

itself is in a state of mental chaos con

cerning its proper attitude in inter

national affairs, just so long must the

policy of its execution be vacillating, un

certain, lacking consistency and decision.

MOST beautiful illustration of the

national incapacity to formulate a

consistent course of action is su plied

by the present situation in exico.

Our seven-column scare-head indignation

anent the Columbus raid within a month

condensed itself into a modest single

column, constantly diminishing interest

in the pursuit of Villa. After all, Colum

bus is a long way from Kansas and Con

necticut; a good many Americans do not

even know that New Mexico is an integral

art of the United States. Did not a

hicago merchandise firm hold up a ship

ment of goods for a week while its export

department tried to find what duties it
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would have to pay at the New Mexico

line? As for the Santa Ysabel massacre,

how many Americans can recall the cir

cumstances and the actual number of the

murdered Americans?

It the President should order General

Pershing to give up the chase and return,

his political opponents would use this act

as an additional cam aign howitzer, but

the bulk of the popu ation, while mildly

disapproving, would forget it in a week.

A reat part of the voters would agree

wig: the President that such a with

drawal was the best thin under the cir

cumstances. Should the Tresident, how—

ever, decide to seize the railroads in north

ern Mexico by force, should he mobilize

the militia, call out volunteers and pro

ceed to pacify Mexico in earnest, that

action likewise would be criticized by his

political foes and accepted almost pas

sively by the bulk of the population.

There is so little concentrated, continuous

interest in Mexico, the thought concern

ing American relations with its neighbors

is so muddled and confused that almost

any policy could command the passive

tolerance of an apathetic citizenship.

Yet there is very little doubt that a

firm stand right now would be a blessing

to both countries. General Pershin ’s

undisputed advance of four hundred mifes

into that part of Mexico where anti—

American feeling has always been strong

est, ap arently proves that the Mexican

eon, t e merchant, the mechanic and the

andowner are tired of the'eternal revolu

tions. Though the long line of communi

cations is guarded by considerably less

than twenty soldiers per mile, sup ly

trains have not been attacked, there has

been no sniping, the populace has nowhere

shown hostility toward the invading

troops. If the behavior of the Mexicans

in the territory traversed by General

Pershing is a criterion, the occupation of

Mexico clear to its capital would not be an

overly serious task at this time, and the

army has proven that, despite the short

comings of its or anization and equip

ment, it is ampl a le to handle the situa

tion if assure of supplies and rein

forcements.

But the occupation of Mexico would be

a mistake; the Philippine fiasco would

find its counterpart on the North Ameri

can continent if the American hand

should be withdrawn unconditionally once

order is restored. The example of Cuba

has proven that the tropic Latin-American

countries can maintain peace and thrive

if the necessary pressure is applied from

the outside. l‘he ancient self-suliicient

polic of non-interference in the altairs

of ot er nations went to smash when the

United States made protectorates of

Cuba, Nicara ua and the turbulent negro

republics of t e Antilles. Mexico differs

in no wise from Cuba except that it is

larger. The precedent has been estab

lished, but its application to the southern

neighborhood will probably be delayed

until circumstances force intervention.

\Vhen the job is done, the average Amer

ican will approve of it just as he has ap

proved of methods adopted by the gov

ernment to bring Mexico’s little brown

cousins to their senses.
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variety of Patterns

Makes Selection Easy

Your individual taste in design and col

oring will find the fullest expression

when selecting a CREX rug, because

of the wonderfully wide range of

patterns.

CREX rugs harmonize with the deco

rative scheme of any room. Beautiful

blues, greens, browns and two-tone

etlects in artistic combination predom

inate. They wear well, are sanitary,

inexpensive, alwaysclean and cheerful

looking and are reversible.

Insist on CREX when you buy. Refuse all sub
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~47. stitutes. A Genuine CREX rug is instantl
Q” “50” identified by the name C-R-E-X woven in they:

¢"L_ I a? Side

m ""“ CREXispatented underU.s.Covt.Co yri ht.

magi‘; Proved cases of fraudulent substitution oi; wi tul

6 RAN D misrepresentation by dealer: will be prosecuted

to the limit of the law.

“$5.353”? Our 32-page color catalog No. 2 I illus

  

[rated tn natural colors—free on request

CREX CARPET CO.

212 Fifth Avenue New York

Originators of wire-grass product's
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FlLMlNG THE BIG SHOW

How a motion picture operator was adopted into

the Blackfeet tribe of Indians and was thus quali

tied to film the sacred motions of the Medicine-Elk

ceremony. The story told by William Harper Dean

with a series of beautiful photographs taken in

national parks by Herford T. Cowling.

  

watch for It in Sunset for June

.
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f“ ‘Here follow timely and interesting facts concerning the great Pacific Slope. the country served by Sunset Magazine.

the West, its lands and industries.

ISunsot Magazine Service Bureau, conducted in conjunction with this department. supplies disinterested information concerning

The purpose is to guide mid advise the stranger. whether tourist or homesoeker.

organization covers the entire West and the services are free.

general service of the Bureau. will be found below. I The announcements of hotels, railroads. steamship lines. resorts. communities

and colonimtion companies appearing in these columns have been investizawd by Sunset Magazine and are reliable and trustworthy.

Questions and answers of general interest. illustrative of the

Its
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CALIFORNIA

Walnut
GROVES

We are planting one thousand acres

of land, specially selected for us by

one of California's greatest walnut

experts, to Eureka walnuts. This

land is located in the famous Farm

ington district, San Joaquin County,

and is known as Oakwood Forms.

The Eureka variety surpasses all

other English walnuts in size, uni

formity, color, flavor and yield.

Walnuts are easily grown, yield

heavily, are not easily damag by

adverse weather conditions, and

bring uniformly good prices. Full

bearing ‘groves sell for $300 to $l 200

per acre and should easily net $300

per acre.

We are selling Oakwood Farm. at

PER ACRE

PLANTED TO ORDER

AND INCLUDING 5 YEARS’ CARE

and will guarantee the selection of only the

choicest nuroer clock and apart care by

trained horticu turiau. working under our

personal supervision.

We are specializing in California fruit and

nut lands. Bank references upon request.

Scndforlllemiurcandadell Mfu-l

lrurpriae,"Proo/ofihcPud Ing. 1]

The Realty Sales Company

1208-9-10 Hobart Bldg"

[Specialislsinfruil and‘nul on

San Francisco

J: and investments]

 

  

 

  

Really Sales

Company

[2089-10 Hobart Bldg.

San Francisco

flciualsize of

Eurika nu!
  

  

n

rPlume send me your liiemlure and

Proof 0 "I! Pudding" concerning

Oakwoo Farms. lam lnlcraled In your

propoaitlon and am prepared financially to

undertake an Inucslmenl.

 

 

ABY f'HiUiS. all brads. any number. Butch

ing eggs, all varieties. Bret-ding stock. laying

hem. durin, gene. guinea. pigeons. pheasants.

ranarlfl. parrot. dogs. cats. ralvhltl. guinea

pigs. whim rats, monkeys, pets and pet sun-k.

We ship evnrywhero. Sand for price list.

ranch-rs Rnhcnge. 640 8. Iain SLlLo! la vie

 

Sunset Magazine Service'Bureau

Conducted under the supervision of Walter V. Woehlke

The inllowiniz general questions and answers

Stumps should be enclosed in

 

are typical of the service supplied by the Bureau.

letters of inquiry and full name and address plainly written.

Address all communications to Sunset Magazine Service Bureau. 460 Fourth Street. San Francisco.

Quicksilver Speculation

Q. What is the condition of the quick

silver market at present? I understand

that California supplies the bulk of this

metal and that the production is monopo

lized by two or three properties. Any

information you can give me about the

quicksilver industry and possible invest

ment 0 portunities will be appreciated.—

G. R. ., PinLAm-zu um, PA.

A. California has been for many years

the principal American source of quick

silver, though a great proportion of the

world's supply came from Spain. When

the war broke out quicksilver was selling

at prices ranging from $35 to $40 per flask,

and this rice was so low that most of the

smaller, ow-gradc quicksilver pro erties

had shut down because they could not

cover the cost of production. The war

gave the demand for quicksilver a tre

mendous stimulation and the price rap

idly soarcd to $60, $80, $100, even to $300

per flask. Naturally a good many of the

older properties reopened and production

rose until the price in April remained

almost stationary at $180 to $200 per

flask. Anyone owning a producing quick

silver mine at these prices is coinin

money hand over fist. Most of the ol

properties have been reopened, but there

are a few small ones and at least one fairly

large property in California which, owing

mostly to lack of capital, are still unpro

ductive. One of these old roperties

would be a good speculation and, could be

bought and rehabilitated at a total in

vestment of $50,000 to $60,000. If the

war lasts another year quicksilver mines

should be a good speculation.

Eucalyptus “Investments”

Q. Can you give me information con

cerning the reliability of the information

contained in the enclosed folder, issued

‘by the San Diego Eucalyptus Com any?

his company has plantations near ake—

side, California, and these are the lands

they have for sale. Do you consider it a

safe and good investment? Would also

like some information regarding spineless

cactus, especially in regard to its use as a

cattle food and the tonnage to be ex

pectcd per acre. Would you advise the

urchase of stock at $375 per 100 shares,

in installments (par value $10 per share),

in the El Cajon Cactus and Cattle Com

panyP—A. L. W., CHICAGO, ILL.

A. The eucalyptus boom blew up with

a loud bang several cars ago and is dead

as a doornail now. The prospectus which

you enclosed says in paragraph 24 “In

eight or ten years a iO-acre grove should

produce a net of $25,000 and then con

tinually reproduce it increasingly every

six or eight years.’’ Of course, this IS

utter nonsense. There are many groves

considerably older than eight to ten years

which have not returned one per cent of

the rofit mentioned. In fact eucal ptus

pro ts have been so tremendously disap

pointin , the figures given by the pro

moters iiave been so horribly exaggerated

that anyone familiar with the situation

could not be induced to invest a penny

in an enterprise of this kind. Our advice

would be to hang on to your money as a

eucalyptus grove bought without crsonal

knowledge is no investment at a l. You

would probably lose practically our en

tire investment if ou purchase a euca

lyptus cat in the gag.

The same can be said of spineless cac

tus. The only substantial profit made out

of this prickly plant is flowing into the

pockets of promoters who use it to dispose

of inferior land at extravagant prices.

There is no market for cactus slabs for

propagating pur oses and its value as

cattle food is stil problematic. Don’t in

vest your money in enterprises of which

you know nothing. It would be far better

if you would be content with five or six

per cent and buy bonds of approved

standing. We are prepared to advise you

on the purchase of bonds if you so request.

Oregon Timber Land

Q. Can you tell me how much timber

there is on the N. W. M of Section [9,

Township 2!, South Range 5, West of

Willamette Meridian, Douglas county,

Oregon. How much is 1000 feet worth,

and what is the land worthP—A. L., HAT- '

TON, N. D.

A. Concerning this land the Hooper

Mayo Company, dealers in timber lands,

writes as follows:

“The information could not be had

short of an actual cruise of the property.

This would probably cost from $25 to $50

accordin to the cruiser. Our ma s show

this lan to be ‘Merchantable imber'

and located in the heart of a good-sized

tract, not far from where loggin opera

tions are now being carried on. There is

an old burn in the vicinity of the claim
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which might tend to increase the fire risk

on this pro erty. From its general loca

tion, provi ed the land is not excessively

broken or too high up, this timber would

be worth, in normal times, in the neigh

borhood of $1.00 per thousand feet on the

stump. At present, however, there are a

great many single claims, similarly sit

uated as regards accessibility, which are

offered for sale at a considerably lower

figure—some of them as low as 50 cents

per thousand feet stumpage, and the

1nquirer should bear this in mind if he is

considering a purchase. We should be

glad to cruise this land for your corre

s ondent in case he desires exact informa

tion. He will understand, however, that

he could hardly expect to obtain this sort

of thing free, as it would require the work

of an expert.”

As land is usually sold with the timber

in Oregon nothing extra is paid for the

land itself.

Blooded Cows Among the Oranges

. If you could afford to own a

"show” animal stock farm in California,

would ou consider buying near Pasa

dena? ould this locality be near enough

the dairy districts so that one could sell

his stock, granting that he is a salesman?

Do you think that California is educated

up to, or rather do you think that the

time is right for such a project? Here's

my proposition: I have a steady income,

so that if I couldn’t sell my prize stock

one year I could hold on till the next year

and if I had to hold cows I could buy

some more prize hogs and feed the extra

milk. In other words, if I only got my

own food from the farm for ten or twelve

ears,-I think I could live cheaper than

’m living now and on top of this my land

would undoubtedly be very much more

valuable by that time, to say nothing of

the other benefits in health, etc. I figure

that one hundred fifty acres would do my

trick, figuring quality, not quantity, and

also I wouldn't have a very large labor

bill. I will greatly appreciate any advice

you ma give both in regard to the loca

iion an to my idea—T. B. F., CHlCAGO,

LL.

A. Your project of establishing a pedi

gree stock farm in California is certainly

sound, and if you have the re uisite ex

perience, should be very profita le, as the

demand for high bred stock of all classes

is larger than the supply. In order to

supply this demand the Pacific Coast

Condensed Milk Com any, for instance,

has established a very arge blooded stock

farm near Seattle and is making heavy

sales at good prices continually.

Everywhere in California the farmers

are waking up to the fact that the scrub

cow does not pay and are looking for

better material, but I doubt very much

if the country around Pasadena would be

suited to your needs. Pasadena is in the

orange belt of southern California where

land values are based largely upon the

productive capacity of a citrus orchard,

and the dairy industry is only of very

small proportions. The principal dairy

districts of California are in the Imperial

valley and in the San Joaquin valley, al

though the Sacramento valley is taking

up dairying very rapidly. It would cost

on a great deal for 150 acres of land near

asadena, your water for the production
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17- Orange Blossom

‘lime 1.2 Fontana
The beauty and the fragrance of Blossom

Season, in the Orange Country, is only one of

the many charms of Southern California, For

weeks at a time the delicate fragrance fllls all

the air, while masses of white flowers adorn

the deep green of the trees.

This season of bloom in also the season of harvest.

Into an area of orange groves in southern California

hardly larger than an Illinois county, will come, in this

twelve months, from Thirty to Forty Million Dollars.

The golden tide rolls in every year. It is divided among

less than 10.000 owners of groves. Producing Orange!

or Lemons or Grapefruit from Good Trees in the right

soil and location is a staple, profitable kind of farming.

FONTANA

1.5 where we make it easy to

own an Oran o Grove‘. Good

trees on tgape soil with

 

   

 

THE FONTANA
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1- ' The ‘Fontana. Poultry
The Fontanl 14nd tlignOcéiiiBi tgwévlu ‘1333311313. Association is a Ito-WE"

Comniwy 11" it!‘ 0V“ the Pacific Electric Trolley line 1.1”’. not-(“from organ‘

gin-series. sndbstegydilly 1;) Los Angelemdltiain line 0; M11323“ on tlggleyolfg‘;

ants, year y 98 - tie Santa Fe an Main line 0 7.

zroves n (muses. ie Southern Pacific. 9mm brow! in FW

hemons and Grapefruit hmttnmwtmiect; but is the

rgcs an in 0 Citrus Trees .

by One Conrerfi in the World. rides feeds at wlfiilesula

Bearing Groves twenty-live years El'lt‘efl. collects and tour—

old in Fontana prove its su- e“ Q10 0883! M1 811:6!

orionty of location and soil each owner 0 a poll ry

or citrus fruits. plant the expert nu er

sria. _

A maintenance organ- The Association pro

izatiou, manned by men

with years of experi

ence in citrus growing,

and headed by practical

fhiisena'trgskesfrocifzm tfié References, Sunset Magazine. “51°11 needed to p u“

time of planting until, first National Bank of his An- Buccess' h h de_

they are lsrga enough 891% 141‘! 5118918 Trust- & SRV- Modelb 9" "use? "b -

"in Bank. San Bernardino Na- signed i’ one 0 . 9
(mal Bank‘ First Nan-om‘ most skillful practical

Owners of Fontana we have hum poultrymen in Southern

Groves live all over the dreds of satisfied bu am an California, each houses
United States._ They are in Fontana‘ other, ,3; Mama}: 600 hens. One man can

workin . saving, plui- Unned smug care for from 1,000 to

ning or the day when You may safely write “5. 2,000 hens. Profits, over

they can live upon their frankly telling what capital you feed and replacement, of

beantifi productive Or- have to 51mm and we, will from 81 to $150 Del‘

“We Gm" Mules—‘ind Write you equally frankly and e“ per “mm m

While the!’ am 5""‘8 tell you what Fontnno can do “how”

and ivlannmp their tree; for you. Address swig: c.3211 hm! “gr;

‘I n . a!"e ‘'0 gdexnte. FONTANA LAND COMPANY’ are thglcspitai to build

chm m m Font-an, California, or

 

homes and ‘engage in the

Lou Angel" Office, 548 South Spring 5!. Poultry business
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fT—Let your summer outing be in Alaska, voyaging 2590 miles of inside

waters. viewing glaciers, totem poles, Indians, gold mines. midnight sun

4 $66 for [0-day trip from Seattle

Berth and Meals included. Othertours $75 to $280 through the scenic north

From Seattle: 5. S. SPQKANE, June 20, July 2, I4. 26, Aug. 7, l9

S.S.City of SEATTLKJune l4, 26,.luly 8,20,Aug. 1, l3

Sendfor lllurhaledfoldn

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

C. D. DUNANN, Passenger Trafhc Manager. San Francisco

 

 

‘8% Blackfeet Council

Take the richly soft coloring of lndian tepees and

feathered regalia; give it a background of gleaming

glacier and sky-reflecting lakeiand you have material

for a wondrous color picture. See what splendid

use W. H. Bull has made of this material in the

Frontispiece of the June Sunset

 

 

 

 

of the alfalfa would cost you more than

in any other place on earth, and you

would be far from your market.

If you are interested in better locations,

we shall endeavor to point out to you

localities in which conditions are very

favorable.

Chickens in the Willamette

Q. I am, at the present time, thinking

very seriously of locating in the “Til

lamette valley of Oregon, robably be

tween Salem and Eugene. Can you give

me information regarding this land, that

is, in re ard to price of land and kind of

soil, antf also in regard to the timber? I

am thinking of starting a poultry farm in

the valley, and would like to know what

the prospects are for such a project. \Vill

on also give me climatic conditions ?—

fl. K. P., GREAT BEND, KANSAS.

A. we believe that the ‘Willamette

valley offers an excellent chance for a

successful poultry farm, provided the

owner has experience in the business. A

good deal of grain is raised in the valley

and feed therefore is comparatively cheap.

while Portland and the Puget Sound

country offer excellent markets at good

prices for the entire output. The climate

of the \Villamette valley is mild, rainy in

winter and with ver little snow, exce t

in abnormal years. pring begins in Fel;~

ruziry and the first frost quite frequently

is delayed until Christmas. The rain is

not heavy, but it continues with few in

terruptions from October until April.

Between Salem and Eugene lies the

oldest and perhaps the best developed

agricultural district in the ‘West in which

settlement began before Kansas knew a

grasshopper, that is in i834. Electric and

steam lines furnish excellent transporta

‘ tion and the valley is crisscrossed by elec

tric power lines, which supply most of the

farms, and of course, the price of land is in

harmony with this advanced state of civili

zation. The cost of an acre depends en

tirely upon the character of its soil and

its location.

You should be close to a station and on

good roads. And land having these char

acteristics is hard to obtain for less than

$150 an acre with few improvements.

However, you do not need much land for

a poultry farm and 10 acres should be

sufficient for a plant capable of handling

4000 to 5000 hens. These ten acres you

should be able to buy within a mile or

two of a good town at a price not exceed

ing $200 an acre, perhaps less, if part of

the land is covered with second growth

and needed clearing.

The Value of Desert Land

Q. In accordance with your advertise

ment in the SUNSET, I take the liberty of

asking you for some free information re

garding farm lands in San Bernardino

county, Cal. W'hat I most desire in

formation :ibout is land about five or six

miles west of Barstow towards Hinkley.

What would you say that land in this

section is worth? There seems to be quite

a little alfalfa being grown in this section.

Do you think it would be all right for hogs

and turkeys? Any information which you

may give me will be greatly appreciated.

*8. W., Los ANGELES, CAL.
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A. Of course it is impossible to gen

eralize about the price of land in any given

district and to arrive at a definite result.

Value of land five or six miles west of Bar

stow depends entirely upon the depth to

which a well has to go, upon the volume

of water struck by the well and upon the

character of the soil. If an ade uate sup

ply of water is to be had with a ift not to

exceed sixty feet, and if the soil is the

usual sandy, desert type, with not too

much alkali, we would say that unim

proved land at the distance you mention

should be worth approximately $25 per

acre, provided the water supply has been

proven. If the water suppl has not been

proven the purchase would be a plain

gamble.

Both hogs and turkeys ought to do well

in the vicinity you mention, provided you

have a good suppl of water at not too

great a depth. ou realize, of course,

that the expense of water increases the

higher you have to lift it and there is a

limit under which water can be profitabl

pumped for the production of alfalfa. f

you are interested in the district, why

don't you take a run out there and talk

with the settlers? That would be the best

and quickest way to arrive at reliable in

formation concerning the district. Please

remember that the price of land is not the

only consideration. There is a great deal

of land which would be expensive at fifty

cents per acre. And ou must also re

member thatit takes a airly large amount

of cash capital to develop a desert ranch

from the raw soil. Unless you have this

capital our advice would be to leave pio

neering severely alone.

A Copper Mine That Was

Q. Would you advise me if the Santa

Rita Cop er Mining and Smelting Com

any, of Tucson, Arizona, with Mr. Geo.

l)’. Myers, representative, 180 No. Church

St., is a working mine and a reliable con

cern. Should be greatly obliged for any

information re arding this mining

company.—G. ., NEW YORK CITY.

A. Concerning the Santa Rita Copper

Mining and Smelting Company, the

Copper Hand Book says:

“The lands of the Santa Rita Copper

Mining and Smelting Company include

40 claims, area 630 acres in the Tyndall

district, Santa Rita mountains, Arizona,

13 miles from Arivaca. Mine ofiice, Ari

vaca, Pima county. Home ol'lice, 1509

Chemical Bldg, St. Louis, Mo. (Letter

returned unanswered from the latter

ofi'ice.)

"The officers of the compan were Geo.

P. Myers, R. Adams and T. Sharn,

vice presidents, N. C. Wilson, secretary,

‘I. M. Wyatt, treasurer, C. F. Elliott,

manager. Company organized in June,

190i, under laws of Arizona with capitali

zation of $3,000,000, par value $I share.

“The company changed ofiicers re

peatedl ,was a mere stock jobbing scheme

under ormer managements, and is re

garded with suspicion."

%

l
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Fresno’s population in 1900, according to the United States Census, was

12,470. In 1910 this population had doubled—24,892. The present

estimated population is i'pwards of 45,000. In 1920 the figures will

easily pass the 60,000 mark.

Fresno is one of Califomia’s fastest-growing, prosperous, wide-awake

cities. Buildings, not yet old, are being razed to be replaced by imposing

modern structures that reflect the wealth and progress of the city and

county.

Fresno is the marketing center of a vast rich section of the San Joaquin

Valley. Fresno County alone sends to market annually over $40,000,000

worth of products. This county produces sixty per cent of the raisin

crop of the world—almost three times the entire production of Spain,

the original raisin producing country.

Fresno’s manufacturing industries are large and varied. The concerns

now here are prosperous and growing; conditions for manufacturing are

exceptionally iavorablce—equable climate, adequate transportation,

cheap power, cheap fuel, etc.

Factory interests seeking Pacific Coast locations should communicate

with Presno’s civic organizations at once.

Write I01 free information about Frcmo City and County. Beautifully

illiutr book te'ling about fuming, fruil'gro'wing, sleek-raising,

dairyi'ng, poullry raising, mama/edit. mg, ck. Sent free upon nquerl.

Fresno County Chamber of Commerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

    

or

Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sanger ParlierChnmberol'Commeree..........._.....Parlier

ing: Chamber of Commerce. Cooling: Raisin City Chamber of Commerce Raisin (‘ity

Selina Chamber of Commerce. . . . .Selma Riverdale ChamberofCnmmeree Riverdale

Clovis Chamber of Commerce . . . .Clovia Lnton Chamber of Commerce . . L'itnn

Reedley Chamber of Commerce. Reedley Kerman Chamber of Commerce. erman

Kin burg Chamber of Commerce . Kingsbiirg Orange Cove Chamber of Commerce . .Oi'sng" (‘ui'e

Fowfir Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . , . . . . Fowler Caruthen! Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . .Coruthera

Squaw Valley Chamber of Commerce. .. . . .Squaw Valley

 

 

QALASKA19M
D Largest—Finest~$urest—Fastest

GM
GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC

rims

  
  

TWIN SCREW OIL-BURNING STEAMSHXPS

All outside sanitary rooms—Running hot and cold water.

Reading lights in all berths.

From Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver to Skagway and return, $60.00.

From Prince Rupert, $32.00,

All Trans-Continental Fares apply via Prince Rupert

Alaska aide-trip one-half price

cjqddt-ess. Grand Trunk Pacific, 687 Market St., San Francisco: 302 Wilcox Bldg., Lon

' Angeles; H6 Third St. Portland, Oregon; 917 Second Ave., Seattle, Wash; 527

Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.: Wharf SL, Victoria, 8. C., or Passenger Traffic Department,

Winnipeg or Prince Rupert, Canada.
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Oregon Walnuts

ls the title of our new illustra

ted book dealing with Walnut

Culture in Oregon.

The English Walnut is being

grown profitably in Western

Oregon.

The Walnut is a staple and

finds a ready market at good

prices. The average impor

tation of English Walnuts the

last four years has been

30,000,000 pounds. Not

much chance for overpro

duction.

There is in Western Oregon

plenty of good land suitable

for Walnut growing.

A postal will bring you

our new book "Oregon

Walnuts."

JOHN M. SCOTT

GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT

PORTLAND. OREGON

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

The Vision of the

Ram and He-Goat

(Continued from page 74)

horns were high; but one was higher than

the other, and the higher came up last.

I saw the ram pushing westward, and

northward, and southward; so that no

beasts might stand before him, neither was

‘there any that could deliver out of his

hand; but he did according to his will, and

became great.

And as I was considering, behold, an he

goat came from the west on the face of the

whole earth, and touched not the ground;

and the goat had a notable horn between

his eyes.

And he came to the ram that had two

horns, which I had seen standing before

the river, and ran unto him in the fury of

his power.

And I saw him come close unto the ram,

and he was moved with choler against him,

and smote the ram, and brake his two

horns: and there was no power in the ram

to stand before him, but he cast him down

to the ground, and stamped upon him:

and there was none that could deliver the

ram out of his hand.

He closed the book and gazed benignly

at old Hickman, who said: “Well, sir.

What has all that got to do with the price

of peanuts?"

‘ Mr. Ram,” said im Searles, "look at

the blackboard! he British steamer

Stansbury was towed into Singapore yes

terday with a broken tail-shaft. The old

box has been wallowing around in the

China sea for thirty days and you've

bou ht about seventy-five thousand dol

lars worth of not to arrive contracts, and

I'm glad of it, and I’m going to tell every

body on the floor of the Exchange—"

Old man Hickman glanced at the board

and almost fainted. "0 Jim! Jim!" he

uavered, "don't say a word about this.

or heaven's sake, haven't you gored me

deeplnenough already. Don’t play the

goat

“You mean the he-goat,” his tormentor

corrected. “By the way, let me read you

this from Ezekiel—”

But old man Hickman had fled to hide

his broken heart!

 

 

 

 

If She’d Ever

Worn a Hat

(Continucdfmm page 37)

As they were leaving she called to

Jackson Peters: “Come back while

we're eating supper and slip up to Big

Mitt's room and we’ll join you when no

bod ’s noticing."

r. Peters was in good time. He

waited a moment—an athletic figure in

white duck—at the foot of the stairs in

the velvet dusk. Juan, the purine, was

watering the oleanders with a ainted

gourd from a great tinaja tilled) every

morning by the water-carrier. From the

cages hung round the patio the clarine:

poured out to “ancient environing night”

  

Low Fares

East
  

From Principal Points

in California

Round Trip

Baltimore - - - - - $108.50

Boston - - - - - - - 112.70

Chicago - - - - - - 72.50

Colorado Springs - - - 55.00

Dallas - - - - - - - 62.50

Denver - - - - — - - 55.00

Houston - - - - - - 62.50

Kansas City - - - - - 60.00

Memphis - - - - - 70.00

Montreal - - - - - - 110.70

New Orleans - - - - 70.00

New York - - - - - - 110.70

Ogden - - - - - - 40.00

Philadelphia - - - -

Quebec - - - - - -

I-lill

NH

9?

86‘

St. Louis - - - - - - 70.00

Salt Lake City - - - - 40.00

Toronto - - - - - - 98.50

Washington - - - - 108.50

and other points.

$110.70 to New York is good between F

New Orleans and New York by Southern

Pacific’s Atlantic S. S. Line, with sailings

Wednesdays and Saturdays, and includes

Berth and Meals on Steamers.

Good on All Trains

Pullman Standard and

Tourist Sleeping Cars

Best Dining Car in

America

stopovers Going and

Returning

Sale Dates

June 1, 2, 3, a, 9, 10, 26, 21, as.

July 1,2, 4, s, s. u, 12, 13,26, 21, 28.

Aug. 1, 2, s, s, 9, 10, 24, 25, 28, 29.

Sept. 7, 8, 11,12.

Tickets will also be sold to Buflalo, N. Y.,

July 4, 5 andl6, August. 1, 2 and 3: to Cincin

natl, Ohlo, July 11, 12 and 13; to Davenport,

Iowa. July 26. 27 and 28; to Chattanooga.

Tenn, Sept/emba- 11 and 12.

Going Limit 15 days.

Return Limit, Three Months from Date

of Sale, but not after October 31, 1916
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a thrilling flood of melody. Above glit

tered the stars like diamond-dust on a

purple curtain. He looked across the

flowering shrubs into the brightly lighted

dining-room. Ever body was talking

about the various ai ments of an engine,

and Big Mitt, who was yardmaster, was

telling what he said to the trainmaster:

“Emptiesl I reckon not; not unless them

eons has got 'em tucked away in their

liatsl I cain’t make freight-cars outen

this saloobrious climate and a monkey~

wrench.”

Mr. Toohe was having a lovely con

versation wit Mr. Holden—the master

mechanic—not present in flesh, merely in

hypothetical answers to stingers deliv

ered by Mr. Toohey. Mrs. Tibbits,

having taken her second cup of tea, was

telling how sylph-like she was in her

youthful years; she ended as usual by

saying, “You should have seen my waist

when we was married; why Tib could

s an it with his two hands!” And to

show how it was done she made a circle

with her pud y hands, that at present

speaking wou d not span one of her

ankles.

Smilin to himself Jackson went on up

to Big lVfitt’s room and shortly after the

other two followed.

MRS. TIBBITS was big with her

news and beginning dramatically,

continued without a comma. “I found

out his name and where his wife is!

Look!" She pulled from the old leather

bag hung at her waist a bunch of letters.

"I’d noticed whenever I'd been in

Ritchie's room (his name is really Beas

ley) that he kep’ his little steamer trunk

locked, but I’d never thought nothing of

it until Big Mitt said that, this morning,

and it popped into my head that he had

his reasons for keeping it shet. It was

luck that Faustina's randmother, old

Tomasa, was here. First off, the oor

old thing told me Faustina was brea ing

her heart and disobeying her by marrying

a gringo and a protestante. She had a

rag tied tight around her head to kee

her thoughts from escaping—so she said).

I thought if she felt that way I could

trust her. So I told her—the best I could

with this pesky Spanish—what I wanted

to do. So she sent Faustina away for the

afternoon and went, herself, to the

Thieves’ Market for some bunches of

keys and a man with a file. The man from

the market soon got a key to fit. I felt

a lot guilty snooping into his letters but

being as it's in a good cause . .

found that some friend of his’n up in

Monclova has been sending his letters to

him: they reach Monclova under his

right name and the kind friend redirects

’em here to Puebla. His wife’s working

in a candy factory in Chicago. She's

askt him to send her mone and a pass

and keeps asking why don t he answer.

If this wasn't Mexico we could show the

girl these letters and tell her what's in

them, and that would settle the whole

thing; but down here Ritchie could

have us arrested for opening his trunk

and defaming of his character. We'll

have to prove our case by writing to his

wife.”

“What was the date of her last letter?"

asked Jackson.

"Two months ago,” Mrs. Tibbits an—

swered, “and she may have moved by

this or went to some other place."

 

 

 

ATIONAL PARK

Established as America's Vacation Paradise

  

Discovered by thouaands of American tourists, who, deprived of the Old

World, found a still greater wonderland at home. They came last year to Glacier

National Park. Uncle Sam's lreateat playground, twenty thousand stron‘. Many of

3 them were second- and third-timera—anawerinl a‘ain the call irresistible of the

~ "land of shining mountains."

- ; OUstepintoanewworld atGlacier

1 Park. You measure Nature with

a newer, bigger vision. Above you

rise the towering Rockies—the far

stretching Continental Divide—cloud—

piereing peaks and glisteni glaciers;

akylan lakes of turquoise an emerald.

Safe rumor roznls or go by saddle

liurse, or over wide, safe trails afoot.

Stop at splendid modern hotels or

Vacations, 81 to $5 per day.

Grlat Northern through trains of

supreme comfort daily reach this vaca

tion country. bow round trip summer

tourist fares via Great Northern, from

June 1 to September 30.

Hamlsonn-ly illustrated Glacier Park

booklets giving exact expense figures—

_ _ mailed free. Send for copy now. Write

Swim chalets, or live in a tepee, cook for information concerning Pacific

your own meals Coast and Alaskan tours.

C. i. STONE, Paalenler Traffie Ianalar, St. Paul, Minn.

C. w. PI'ITS, Asst. Gen. Pass. A“. S. LOUNSBERY, Gen. Alt. Pans. Dept

210 5. Cla ., hi I ,ti 5! C can 1 84 Broadway New York “THREE BEARS"

le.—2501:75- finTc'm__——_—-_l. . , . . ., ! Northarn Ry.,Dept. lZLSt. PaaLMmn.

Pli‘asc srntl me Walking Tours Book, Aeroplane Fuldrr and other descriptive l

  

CHIEF

“Ste America First"

literature on G laclt-r National Park, Free. ‘Hi. Mnk

[Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Addreaa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I “end “fig-Ci"

. . tioa ark
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. '.m,._._.__.____.____._._..__._l l-lmsmnu

  

G laCierNnl iomal Po rh K4)

QSANGE _.
TlnreeDqysrgoclticago aft 5

From
LosAngeles daily at l :25 p.m. I

via Salt Lake Route, Union

Pacific System and Chicagofit

Northwestern Railway.

,fllso

PAGIFIG llMlTEll

Daily at 9:00 a.m.

via Salt Lake Route, U. P. and Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul Railway.

LUXURIOUSLY COMFORTABLE TRAINS

Full Informalion at any Hake! oflice orfrom

L. A. CASEY, Genl. Agent F. H. ADAMS, Cenl. Agent

643 Market Street, San Francisco 50] So. Sprinl Street. Lua Anlelel
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“COME TO

Santa Clara County

CALIFORNIA

and enjoy life to the fullest in the

‘VALLEY OF HEART’S DELIGHT’

that. glorious land of sunshine,

fruit and ever-blooming flowers.

Be one of us."

SANTA COUNTY is 30

miles south of San Francisco, a highly

developed country of beautiful homes.

wealth producing orchards and farms,

splendid universities and schools; miles

of paved highways, good roads, steam

railways and electric trolley lines. For

the man or woman of some little capital

it is a delightful place for a home. For

the tourist a land of romance and never

failing interest. For the farmer a field

for profitable investment.

  

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET of 64

page: which tells truthfully the whole

story of our great fruit crops, fertile loll,

climate and induatriel will be mailed on

application to

PUBLICITY MANAGER

for the Board of Supervisor:

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Great California Round-Up at San Jone,

itldlllytli" /'\. Don't Delay.

' " Write Today!inclu

live.

  

"Well, we'll jest have to chanct it,"

drawled Big Mitt. "All we can do is to

write to this yer pore wife and tell her as

how he’s aimin' to deceive a beautiful

Mexican girl, and fer her to send us her

wedding stiflicate and a sworn statement,

taken afore a notary republic, that she's

the lawful wife. We can make it some

strong on how little time we or to save

this yer beautiful Seenoreety.’

There was a chorus of dissent from the

other two. _

"No," Mrs. Tibbits advised from an

abysmal knowledge—mostl second-hand

—of the human heart, “she won't care
for no vBeautiful Sefiorita’s sufferings.

We'll have to make her think that he is

crazy over the girl and that :lir has an

e e to his pay-check. And let's us hint

t at mebbe we can send her a pass.

Jackson's a big Injun on the road—he

could have one wired to her."

And in such wise did they write it.

As Jackson Peters had the ift of con

crete narration he made a raft of the

letter and Mrs. Tibbits with difficult

pains copied it.

It is well known that nothing exhausts

like brain-work, so Juan was sent to the

corner for hot tamales and to the other

corner for a few bottles of ice-cold beer.

The colorless Tib was fetched from some

where to give an air of propriety to the

revels. As the feast was spread on Big

Mitt's washstand, the three friends sat

on the bed while Tib occupied the one

remaining chair.

Jackson hummed a verse or so of‘

"Fair Harvard”; Mrs. Tibbits said you

wouldn't believe how slim-waisted she

was in her bygone days; Big Mitt told

the trainmaster where to get off, and Tib

listened.

THE three weeks passed. Mrs. Tib

bits arranged for Faustina to be

married from the casa de huespedes.

Dave Ritchie was in a black rage. He

had intended to‘ slip away quietly, be

married at the priest's house, and after

wards take the evening train to Jalapa.

Affairs were going amiss. Angela, the

retry sewing-girl, had come to him as

lie was about leaving Jalapa—oiling his

engine and etting read for the run to

Puebla; she fiad almost allen at his feet.

Sobbing forlornly, she cried that her poor

mother would die of shame when she found

out . . . . He had pulled awa from

her with a laugh and left her hud led on

the latform. But no matter how hard

ene a Don Juan, how pitifully small and

shabby his soul, it must not be easy for

a man to admire himself as much as

usual after a scene like that. Then to

find Mrs. Tibbits making wedding cake.

and cargndorrr bringing tulé baskets filled

with smilax and pink and crimson orchids

from Vera Cruz—all the preparations for

an open, above-board wedding—was more

than disconcerting.

After supper came Jackson Peters with

his mozo carrying two big rolls of banana

tree bark filled with fragrant creamy

ardenias packed in damp moss. Mrs.

Tibbits invited all the men in the sala to

help decorate it for the morrow.

l‘austina was busy putting the last

stitches in her embroidered hm‘pil—she

had intended renting a wedding veil and

wreath, but Jackson Peters in the inter

ests of esthetics had persuaded her to

wear instead her native headdress—

 

THE

ALASKA

1916 TOURIST

SEASON

JUNE 15: m SEPTEMBER 15m

As conducted by the enlarged fleet of l

fast, splendid ships of ALASKA

STEAMSHIP CO., all admirably suited

to handle ALASKA TRAVELERS and

SIGHTSEERS, places this corrpany in

position to offer ALASKA EXCUR

SIONISTS more frequency of service and

comfort, and through its connections with

Railways and River Steamers which pen

etrate to the very heart of this NORTH

ERN FRONTIER WONDERLAND

enables us to plan a varied assortment

of ALASKA SIGHTSEEING TOURS

not possible to secure any other way.

Judging from the number of inquiries

being received daily, travel to Alaska

this summer will undoubtedly tax to the

limit even our extensive accommodations.

Therefore we suggest to those who desire

to SEE ALASKA this summer that their

reservations be matle at the earliest pos

sible moment on either of the following

ships: A! a m e d a, Northwestern,

Moripoaa, Alaska, Jeffcraon,

Dolphin and Victoria.

So write today for sailing dates, rates

and illustrated Alaska booklet to

ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO.

JOHN H. BUNCH. c. r. a P. A.

459 Colman Bldg.

SEATTLE

City Ticket Oflice: 720 2nd Ave.

 

    

65:; Scenic

Wonderland

SEE IT THIS YEAR

and become intimately

acquainted with that

LAND UP THERE

Wonderful mountains and glacier

r-Thourands of islands, buys and

inletsr Alaska Indiana at work in

their native Totem Pole Villam

weaving fantaaic baskets nub

an shaping huge cedar log into

graceful mu '- anon.

Halibut liaheriu and ulmcn trarl~

Cannenes — atrng mines.

Our Steamen land at all intereatiui

points and out-cf-the-way placrt

not pouible to are by other router.

Passengers have Iota of

~ time ashore to see it all

\I/n'te today for rain, full

particulan and illustrated

ALASKA FOLDER Addrm

1 BOt‘ eh ~*ine'lransporlationCo.
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THERE IS A $25 PRIZE FOR YOU

if you can write a prize winning

See page 5 for particulars

in regard to

SUNSET’S “AD-LETTER"

CONTEST

Nineteen-Sixteen

letter.

For
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SEATTLE’S FINEST HOTEL

FT’. = -.v'. r

\ i":  

LET THE

NewWashington

Hotel

Suggest Your Vacation Plan

In "The Summer Playground of America’I

RAINIER NATIONAL PARK,

PUGET SOUND, ALASKA

Road mans. Garage data and also complete

first-hand information of this entire section.

gathered personally by the Management.

all for the free use of guests. Write to Jay for

complete literature and travel information.

New Washington Hotel, Seattly

 

L

rALASKANSn
RENDEZVOUS

RAINIER GRAND llOT’L
given nation-wide prestige as the Seattle

scene in Rex Beach's famous story "THE

SPOILERS.” A land mark of the pioneer

Alaska Gold Rush days where the Sour

doughs and men prominent in the North‘s

oficial lite mingled then and today, lending

a touch of romance to modern Hotel life.

‘‘ Rainier Grand Hotel provides an excellence

_\ in service throu hout which pleases the

‘ most exacting. gituated conveniently to

berths of Alaska Steamship Companies,

‘ financial, theatre, and shopping districts.

Write for literature and rates.

f RAINIER GRAND HOTEL
‘ UNDER PERSONAL MANAGEMENTWCHASPERRY

= ssellssiqie- J

 

 

 

 

 

LargeAcreageProfits

ORANGE, LEMON, WALNUT and Sugar

beet land at WHOLESALE or retail

Tract contain! 6.5“) acres in beautiful Riverside

Coun . Splendid level ground for walnuts.

Su ar ect: can be raised between trees.

aoi , water. climate. Transportation on three

railroads. Special prices to parties buying to

gether 50 to I00 acrel. Long time payments.

PREFER SELLING TRACT AS

A WHOLE AT LOW PRICE

Write for Particular: and Booklet

W. .l- HOLE, Owner

820 TRUST AND SAVINGS BUILDING

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA

 

Tlotel Stewart1
SAN FRANCISCO

Geary Street just off Union Square

Europe-n Plan $1.50 a day upward

Breakfast 50c Luncheon 50: Dinner 81.00

L Most famous meals in l‘nitovl Stan-s J

 

 

 

 

however, she came a moment to the door

to look at what all these kindly people

were doing to make her wedding beautiful.

Her wonderful eyes were gleaming be

tween the thick lashes, and damask roses

bloomed in her olive cheeks. Jackson,

near the door braiding a great rope of

evergreen, asked her to hold an end a

moment. He looked at her narrowly.

“You seem very happy, Faustina. Do

you love Senor Ritchie so much?”

Her wide mouth curved in a frank

smile. “My grandmother says it is fatal

for a handsome girl to love men; an

ugly woman may, for her face protects

her! Everyone tells me I am handsome,

so I try not to love the men."

"Do you succeed ?” he persisted.

“Si, smior," she replied rather whole

heartedly.

And Jackson, relieved of his fears,

went back to the business at hand.

Dave Ritchie also came in for a

moment, then churlishly disap cared,

but not before Pump-handle 'Bricn

had called his attention to his future

grandmother, looking more than ever

ike a lady-monkey dressed in cast-off

clothes and humbly holding a ladder for

Mrs. Tibbits to stand on. She still had

a red cloth tied firmly about her temples

to keep her thoughts from escaping!

HEN the sala—an enormous room

-—was fully garlanded and wreathed

and the wedding—bell of gardenias hung in

front of the improvised altar, everybody

went away to bed. The three friends had

also to make a feint of leaving, as Mr.

Toohey showed a desire to stick around

where he wasn't wanted. If he had con

tinued to stick, he would have seen Mrs. .

Tibbits stealing cautiously back to the

darkened sala where she turned on a soli

tary electric light and deposited on a

bent—wood cane sofa her burden of glasses,

plates and forks. Then the mozo ap

peared, bearing a large platter of smoking

enchiladar, and a moment later Big Mitt

and Jackson Peters tiptoed in, carrying

suspicious-looking rolls wrapped in news

papers. Tib was not fetched from any

where. His presence seemed unneces

sary, in the face of his enlarged portrait

which greatly resembled a frightened

Spitz terrier.

Mrs. Tibbits carefully spread papers on

the ingrain car et, so that the oily cheese

fragments wou d not soil it, then served

to each on a tender, reen lettuce leaf a

lovely scarlet enchilacfa.

Mr. Peters filled the glasses.

to the success of our plot!”

Mrs. Tihbits put down her empty

glass with an anxious air. “I've got a

hunch, Jackson, she won’t get here in

time.

“She should. Allowing for a day in

Laredo, if she starts the day after she

gets the pass she should reach here to

morrow 0n the three-fifty.”

“And this yer Wedding's scheduled at

four! She better hit only the high places

ef she's aimin’ to attend it," said Big

Mitt. “\Vell, of she ain't in time to stop.

it, we—alls shore kin do something.”

As Mrs. Tibbits, thrifty soul, lamented

the waste of wedding guest and wedding

feast, in the event of there being no wed

ding, they arranged to get an orchestra

and have a dance, and further planned to

present Faustina with a silk-thread

"bozo.

“Here's
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ATLlN AND THE YUKON

. Buttoreally know and appreciate thelnexprcssiblo scenic grandeur of this 1'

Northland and enjoy lts ideal summer

climate—its flowers and sunshine—yon

must see more than the shores. The

advice of travelers who know is—

“Go Beyond

The Shores”

See the strangely fascinating Interior

by modern trains and steamers. See the
Atlin Lake Country I‘The Beauty Spot

of the World." Sail down the ever-inter

esting Yukon through the Five Finger

Rapids to Dawson in the Klondike—oron

down crossing and recrosslng the Arctic

—where the sun shines at midnight—to

Fairbanks and Nome and return via

Seward Valdez and Cordova. Truly a

trip ot a lifetime.

Frequent lailr'nlm-exceptionnlly
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Early reservations essentials. Write

now for our interesting booklets.
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World's Mightiest

Pile‘

fhulflm‘ wmmfidhnd
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Mlflhtv as are steam locomotives in

mountain service—yet t’ar miahtier are

the new transportation giants—THE

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

World surpremacy in locomotives is now held by

the powerful electrics that haul the superb all

steel trains—"The Olympian"and "The Columbian"—

over the completed unit of the electrified main

line of "The Milwaukee Road" across the Great

Continental Divide.

This supremacy rests on their ability to handle

heavier loads with greater dispatch over the

mountains—to master snow and cold—to efl‘ect

vast economies in operation—and to travel farther

without overhaulinl than any other locomotive.

either steam or electric.

Electric operation adds much to the comforts and

deliahts 0t’ travel—it means smoother ridinl and

freedom from smoke. cinders. lases and other un

desirable incidents unavoidable with steam travel.

On your next trip East journey via the Pacific

North Coast and over "The Milwaukee" and enjoy

the combination of luxurious service. electric

travel throush the mountains amid scenic splendor

unsurpassed on the continent.

Descriptive lllemture on request.

C. H. MILES. District Passenger Agent

22 Powell St.. San Francisco

GEO. W. HIBBARD. General Passenger Agt.SEATTLE

I". A. MILLER. Passenger Traffic Manager. CHICAGO

Chicago,Milwaukee & Stl’aul Ry
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New steel and concrete hotel. 300

  

There’s

  

OneHotel
in

- _ SAN FRANCISCO

u‘ With This Policy

‘EVERY

L

rooms, $1.00 per day and up. Com

fortable surroundings, courteous

service. In center of theatre and

shopping district. Authentic data.

and complete maps of automobile

highways in the Northwest and

Rainier National Park. Headquar

ters for Alaska. tourist-s.

Northwestern and Alaska literature

cheerfully sent on request

\NALDORIr

C. R. DOUGLAS, Man.
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$1.50
.. Per Day, No Higher

(Either One orTwo Persons)

u 12' With Private Bath and

Large Dressing Closet

Iartwright Hotel

SUTTER ST.. WEST OF POWELL ST.

One block north of St. Francis Hntcl

Take a “Universal Bus" direct to Hotel at our Expense

Management: J. H. PLUNKPZTT

  

THE next day was a busy one: what

with roasting turkeys, boiling hams,

makin salads, and helping Faustina

dress, rs. Tibbits had hardly a minute

to spare in which to struggle into her best

gown—a cinnamon-colored silk. At last

the priest and four o'clock arrived.

Everybody had gathered in the sala: all

the railroad men, Faustina’s few relatives

and a number of Mexican friends. The

groom looked sulky, but he had “dressed

up" in a neat blue serge suit and impaled

a huge opal in his blue and white striped

tie. Bi Mitt was not present but was

expccte to come as soon as his work was

done at the station, which would be when

the passenger train from Mexico City had

departed for _lalapa.

The priest was not the usual fat, jolly

bon-vivant, speaking a half-dozen ton

gues; on the contrary, he was a lantem

jawed ascetic, s eaking but Spanish, and

it took all Mrs. ibbits’ persuasion to in

duce him to consent to take a small glass

of port; then it was necessary to convoy

him in person to the dining-room, al

though everyone was fuming at the delay.

OUT in the dining-room, Mrs. Tibbits

first had trouble finding the cork

screw and then had more trouble pulling

the cork. The padre had taken but a sip

when he put down the wine-glass with an

inquiring glance at Mrs. Tibbits. There

seemed to be something interesting going

on in the zaguan. Mrs. Tibbits, not hav

gig her dignity at heart, reached the scene

l'St.

A small woman—evidently reared in

the Dangerous Age of Tight Lacing—

with small, steady, black eyes and

abundant black hair, was apparentl the

storm-center. With her was Big h‘litt,

looking. foolish, and a cargador holding

her "grip" and lunch-basket.

Everybody had a scared, guilty ex

ression save the culprit himself; he

owered like a thundercloud at her as she

stood shaking her finger at him. While

her face was waspish it had, too, a piti

fully harassed look.

‘ I heard you was to be married today.

You forgot to send me a invitation," she

began with fearful politeness, but her

voice kept climbing and putting on more

edge. ‘ Mr. Dave Ritchie! Indeed! I

s’pose Beasley ain't as pretty as Ritchie.

I guess you done so many low-down things

under your own name that you had to

have a new one. You could go away and

leave me with not a red cent—to slave

myself to death—you mean sneak—you

——you . . . . " She burst out crying.

With a furious face Beasley tried to

ush past her, but Big Mitt happened to

he blocking the path. Jackson Peters,

with a very composed air, was suavely

translating t0 Faustina what the little

waspish woman was saying. For a

moment the vivid color faded from her

face, then with a panther-like leap she

caught up a chair—Big Mitt gave a

reminiscent shudder—and crashed it

down on Dave Beasley's head just as he

succeeded in shoulder-ing through the

crowd. He did not turn, but the little

wasp, who was following, did.

“Somebody tell her,” she called, “that

she ain’t hurting him none. He's too

hard to feel a blow like that! It’s me

she’s hurting. Why, she ought to be glad

she's getting off so easy.” And she
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followed him out of the big double doors,

the cargador tagging with “grip" and

lunch-basket.

THE musicians carrying ’cello, fiddle

and flute filed into the sala and began

to tune up for the dance. Bi Mitt ob

served a mozo carrying out time broken

chair, and shaking his head said aloud, to

nobody in particular, "Well, seems like

to me almost as ef ’twas a stand-oifl”

He looked toward Faustina, standing

in the street door, a picture in her snowy

huipil and the gor eous ceremonial dress

of the Tehuana belles; and his heart

smote him at the desperate humiliation

he saw written on the girl's face. She

was watching the two walking away to

gether down the long, narrow cobbled

street.

“Ef she wasn't sich a catamount, and

could speak a word of United States, and

had ever worn a hat in her life—I’d be

tempted- . . . . " he said to Mrs. Tib

bits as he walked with her to the sala.

"Never mind," comforted that lady,

"I ot a little s’prise fixed up for you and

Jac son.”

Mrs. Tibbits, then, was the only one

who had taken co nizance of the girl’s

feelings. A silk re 020 is not always an

equivalent for a husband, although men—

knowing men pretty well—might think

so!

Faustina came into the sala, drooping a

little in her bravery. Father Benito,

who had been conversing with Mrs.

Tibbits—chieiiy in pantomime—now

went over to speak to the girl. Jackson

caught a few words from the padre—a

quite human person after all. He was

assuring her that he could waive the

banns, or, that they would do for any

body, that there was no time like now . . .

“confound it!" thought Jackson. “If

she had ever used a fork or ever worn a

hat . . . . . But there’s no use in

makin a fool of myselfjust because she s

beauti ull I couldn't take her home.”

The blessed music of Mexico with its

incomparable rhythm and spirit had cov

ered the blank embarrassment of the

guests; with Mexican courtesy they pre

tended nothing had happened and nearly

everyone was rotating in a danza, when

Mr. Holden, the master-mechanic of the

Interoceanic, came in with Mi uel, who
worked at the roundhouse. Mziguel was

so washed and brushed and shaved and

dressed that his own mother would have

doubted her eyes. He was really attrac

tive——doubly so after Mr. Holden said

loudly:

“Ext: hombre .rrra' aristantr jzfe con

ochrnta pno: cada mu, mafiana!”

This gibberish meant that Miguel was

to be made on the morrow assistant fore

man at eighty pesos a month. '

Faustina smiled. '

Later, at the supper table, s read in

the patio under the aloof stars, ig Mitt

gave a toast to the bride and groom, his

cock-eye earnestly fastened on a Chinese

lantern hung from a magnolia tree. He

said: “Here’s luck to Faustina and

Miguel and hopin' that they-ails’ troubles

'ull be only little ones!"

"Well," Mrs. Tibbits said, "I never

expected to hear a chestnut like that in

the heart of Mexico! Now, Jackson, to

end the evening with a gay one, let’s get

the orchestry to play that bull-fight

piece—‘Flume: en Chihuahua’.”

'scriptive folder giving full information.
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Real Estate—California Patent:

Seal Beach, California—tho greatest and new

est amusement resort on the Pacific Coast. is only

forty-five minutes ride from Los Angeles, the great

est city on the Pacific Ocean. Any lot there will

makeiil'gu a profit. Write for full details free. You

don't ve to buy anything. Robert 8. Armstrong

(19.. Seal Beach, California. The place where the

scintillating searclillghts from the San Francisco fair

make a new White Way.

 

Southern California is the most pleasant

lace to live. We have exchanged many Eastern

0mm and farms for California. if you would ex

change. scnd full information. Wilson Wilson.

727-8 Story Bldg. Los Angeles.

lluntln ton Beaeh— Southern California's

rettiest, astest growing bead: town. (Send for

ook.) Modern improvements. Rich back country.

liigh ground. Prices on lots and small acreage low.

Huntington Beach 00., VanNuys Bldg, LosAngelm.

 

 

Engines, Ranch Supplies, Implements and

Wagons.Tractors. Lar rststocklnsouthwt. Write

for 300 pagecatalogue. notationsfurnishedprompt’

ly. Ship everywhere. ruott dz Co.. Los Angeles.

Get a I‘oothold in the land of opportunity.

Winter sunshine and summer sea breezes at Los

Angeles Harbor. Choice lots $10 monthly. Write

for information. C. J. Golden, 705 Story Bldg..

Los Angels.

Real Ertate—Oregon

Oregon—Reliable information about fruit

raising. stock raising dairying general farming.

Selling agents beaut u 0 Orchards, Or ons

perfect apple lands. We are located in the cart

of the great Willamette Valley. long known as one

of the most fertile wide-lg diversified and productive

valleys in America. and for information and

literature. State what kind of land you want and

how much you expect to invest. Johnson dz Bnrnap,

Corvallis. Oregon. Reference: Sunset Magazine.

Real Ertate—Warlzzngton

Dairy and Poultry Land—The best dist. in

Wash. 5000 acres closew railroads. schools, towns

and market in 10. 20. and 40 acre tracts. 10 year

payment plan. Only a little cash needed. It's the

workln man's chance. for the work close b helps

make t e payments and assures succew. g free

circular explains all. H. C. Peters. Central ldg.,

Seattle. Wash.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reol—Eirtam— Uta/1

Wheat and Bug Land 20 hours from Los

Angeles, CaL. for onl $25 er acre~ nine years to

pay; located on main lno Sn t Lake . R. Thrifty

town. ii is rich sandy loam, will raise from 30

to 55 bushels wheat per acre without irrigation.

Running water piped to houses. Rainfall every

month n the year. Average 16.38 inches for 20

years. Free cedar posts and fuel. Send for de

 

Conant

Winsmnley Co., 1108 Van Nnys Building, Los

Angeles, 0
 

Real Estate—Virginia

Patents Secured or Fee Returned. Send

sketch or model for free search. report. and advice.

Manufacturers want Kimmel patents. Latest and

most complete patent book ever published for free

distribution. (Ieorge I’ Klmmel. 242 Banister

Building. Washington, D. 0.

Patents that Protect and Pay. Advice and

oks free. Highest references. Best results.

Promptness assured. Send sketch or model for

search. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer. 624

F Street. Washington. D. C.

 

 

Wanted Ideas. Write for List of inventions

wanted. Si.000,000 in rizes offered for inventions.

()ur_f0nr books sent ree. Send sketch for free

opinion as to patentabillt . Victor J. Evans & 00..

Patent Attorneys, 751 lnth. Washington, D. 0.
 

Ideas Wanted—Manufacturers are writing

for atontgpsrocnred through me. Three books wit

list undr of inventions wanted sent free. l be]

you market your invention. Advice Free. R.Owen. 105 Owen Bldg, Washington, D. C.

 

Wanted—An Idea. Who can think of some

simple thing to patent? Protect your ideas they

may bring you wealth. Write for "N nveu

tions" and "Patent- Bp'yors." Randol h At 00.,

Patent Attys, 627 F.. ashlngton. D. .
 

Patents Manufacturers BUY are the kind

we got for Inventors. For proof and Reliablo free

k. write & A. B. y. 707 Barrister

Bldg. Washington. D. 0.

Help Wanted

Civil Service Examinations open the way to

good Government positions. I can coach you by

mail at small cost. Full particulars free to any

American cltizenoi‘ei htecn or over. Writetoda for

Booklet CE~914. Ear Hopkins, Washington, .0.

Will advance expenses and pay stral ht

weekly salary of 818 to man or woman with air

education and good references. No canvassing.

Staple line. Old-mtabllshed firm. 0. M. Nichols,

Phi adelphia. Pa.. Pepper Bldg.

 

 

 

 

Five bright, capable ladies to travel, demon

strate and sell dealers. 825 to 850 or week. Rall

road fare paid. Goodrich Drug ompany. Dept.

68. Omaha. Neb.
 

Agents—Pair Silk Bose Free, state also and

color. Beautiful line direct from mill. Good profits.

Write today. Tripiewear Mills, Dept. 3. 720 Chest

nut St, Philadelphia. Pa.
 

Min‘e/laneour

 

Cash for Coupons. We buy, sell, or exchange

all kinds of cigar, cigarette. tobacco. rocery. and

trading stamps. Lev‘ A: McKay-e oupon Ex

change Station. 204 iiercantile ‘lace (upstairs).

Angeles,. Oldest and most reliable Coupon

House on the Coast. 

Australian Black Opals—We are headquarters

for those beautiful Gems. as well as all other recious

and semi-precious stones. Mounted to or er. ill

ustrated book free. The Gem Shop. 925-27 Phelan

Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal.

 

Free—my 8 pa 2 folder on butterflies in

sects. I bny hnn rods. 50-‘? each paid. en.

women, beginners. Outdoor work. Sinclair, Box

244. D. 51, Los Angeles, Cal
 

Profitable Little Farms in Valle of Vir inia

5 and 10 acre tracts. $250 and up. ood fru t and

farming count . Send for literature now. F. H.

LaBaume. A . Agt.. 'N. t W. Ry., 267 Arcade

Bldg.. Roano . Va. -

—_ Old Coin: Wanted

Will Pay $3.00 to "0.00 for Fl ing Eagle Cent

dated 1856. We pay cash ums on all rare

dimes. quarters. etc. and rare coins to i912.

Thousands of coins wanted. Send 4c for Lar 0 lil

ustrated Coin Circular. Numismatic Bank, cpt.

65, Fort Worth, Texas.

 

 

 

Motion Piflure Bzm'nes:

$86.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital Starts

you. No experience needed. We teach you. Our

machines are and endorsed bv Government

Institutions. Catalog and Testimonials free.

Alias Moving Picture 00., 403 Franklin Bldg.

Chicago. Ill.

Write i’lioioplays, Short Stories, Poems.

$10 to $300 each. No correspondence course.

Start wriiing and selling at once. Details free.

Atlas Pub. 00., 321 Atlas Bldg. Cincinnati.
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means for reaching Sunset's thousands of readers. . I

announcements in this department is $l .00 per line each insertion.

Check should accompany order. Send for booklet "The Evidence."
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The Joy of “Running ’er” Yourself

TO be one of the crowd~off for a trip up river or across lake,

#3~ ‘ Evinruding—it’s great sport But the joy of actually owning an

Evinrude—of “running ’er” yourself—of feeling this wonderful little

SEQ-F,‘ motor respond instantly to your lightest touch on the steering

handle—that doubles the pleasure of Evinruding. This pleasure

J. - can be yours, today, tomorrow—at that lake or river where you

' have longed to go. You can take your

"5" EVINRUDE,Jr‘g

7‘ DETAChABLE ROWBOAT ecANos MOTOR

‘ with you anywhere. It’s ready when The new Four-Cycle Twin furnishes ' -v

you’re ready, fOI‘ any trip. Quickly at- more speed, more power and it is free from j

’5 tackled—Starts with a quarter turn of vibration. There'smorespeedtoo,and otherim- [r ‘-<

"113‘; the fi _wheel_seldom causes trouble provernents in the SingleCylindermodels. Both ‘ -\

1 y . ' the Four-CycleTwin and Single Cylinder models

M Anybody can operate the Evinrude.

 

are equipped with the Automatic Reverse and

  

id It’s the ideal family motor. Evinrude Magneto—Built-in Fly-Wheel Type. "

'" EVINRUDE MOTOR COMPANY Over 00,000 Soldif: 363 Evinrude Block MILWAUKEE, WIS. Write Today for the f".

  

Distribuh'ng{ 436 Market Street, San Frnncilco. Cal. ' . Evinrude

Branchc: Front and Morrison Streets, Portland. Ore. _' ' ‘ ‘ Catalflg

. a “RY-1"

Evinruding— 1‘ 3

Is Rowboat
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climb; toughness and

tenacity in roughest

roads with resiliencymeans easy riding.

These added to the Red and

Black color comhination of

smartness and dignity, ex

plain why tourrsts insist

upon Firestone Tires.

Firestone Service is everywhere:

pledged to furnish every sort of

expert aid from complete tire

outfit to the smallest detail of

motoring help. Wherever you

go command the Firestone man.

Firestone Tire and Rubber

Company

America's Largest Exclusive

Tire and firm Maker:

Akron, Ohio
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Dirty, Grimy 005

can be made just like new—

you can easily do it yourself

and save the cost of revarnishing.

JOIIISOI’S Clihlil

will remove stains, scum, road

oil, tar,greasc, mud freckles and

surface scratches w h i c h y 0 u

thought were permanent.

JOIISOI'S PREPAID“AX

is the proper polish to use on

your car. It preserves the var

nish and protects it from the.

weather, adding years to its life.

It covers up mars and scratches

—prevents checking and cracking—

and "sheds water like a duck's back." _

Makes :1 Wash” Last for Weeks

Mud and dust do not stick to

Johnson's Prepared Wax. After

a dirty, dusty trip just wipe off

your car—it isn't necessary to

wash it. Man people even wax the

under side 0 their fenders because

the mud comes off so easily.

Going to Sell Your Car‘!

If so, clean and polish it first with

Johnson's Cleaner and Prepared

\Vax—it will sell quicker and you

can get $50 to $100 more for it.

Every family has dozens of uses for John

son's Prepared \Vax. It is just as nec

essary around the house as soap. Keep

a can always on hand for polishing your

Piano Furniture

Floors Woodwork

Linoleum Leather Goods

For badly stained floors, woodwork and

furniture there is nothing like Johnson's

Cleaner. It removes spots and stains

that other cleaners won't touch. Par

ticularly good for ink spots. Just the

thing for white enamel of all kinds—

woodwork, iron beds, etc.

‘Johnson's Cleaner contains no grit or acid—

It cannot scratch or injure the finest finish.

USE COUPON 6: CONVINCE YOURSELF

I enclose 10c for trial cans of Johnson's Cleaner

and Prepared Wax—sufficient for a qood test.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City and Stale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1' ill out this coupon and mail to 56

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
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Over the Border‘ I

eA Novel of Northern Mexico

By‘ Herman Whitaker‘

Q/iuthor of “The Planter” L

The daily press has prepared us for the

scenes and the action of this powerful

story. Herman Whitaker has written it

from his heart, for he has been for many

months among the unhappy Americans

across the line. No one can describe

Mexico and the Mexicans better than

Whitaker and he has surpassed himself

in this tale of tragic adventure and

colorful romance in an unfriendly land.

ILLUSTRATED BY

MAYNARD DIXON

 

The best in contemporary western fiction

and art, the timeliest story of the year

BEGINS IN THE

July Sunset

 

 

Readers, Gentle

and Otherwise

Piedmont, Cal.

I wish that you would con ratulate

Mr. Robert Ritchie on m beha f for his

excellent story in your February number.

It is splendid, and splendidl done. Bret

Harte might have written ‘The Pil rim

of ackass Bar," indeed, it might we I be

inc uded in one of his collections and none

but an expert could tell the difi'erence.

Ritchie has the same intimate knowledge

of nature—it breathes through his story.

HERMAN WHITAKER.

Trimmer, Cal.

I greatly admire our illustrations, but

I miss those of aynard Dixon. The

next time you catch him West of the

Mississippi, hog tie him and chain him

up hard and fast in San Francisco.

L. MARVIN RicE.

Campbell, Cal.

In a rather recent issue you present

Miss Carmalt and Miss Norwood as

"probably the only women gold-miners

in the world." Mrs. Mitchel, on the

up er reaches of the Klamath, in Hum

bo dt county, is a “pocket hunter” of

standing and success. She is an adept

with the pan and her nerve and staying

power in following a "trace” through

lacers where few, if any men, have ever

been earn her the respect and admiration

of all the miners in the hills. In this way

she has worked out several good pockets

and she earned every cent she has made.

When we pass around the honors I’d like

to suggest that we pass a few to her.

REID HALL.

Hood River, Ore.

In our opinion SUNSET'S new form is

dnidedly no improvement. We grew to

like the old magazine style, and while in

its new form SUNSET is splendid, we

would be glad to welcome our old friend

again. However, chan e or no change, we

want the SUNSET. uss L. CLARK.

Whittier, Cal.

Since the change in style in SUNSET, I

have decided to write you and register my

kick against the innovation. It is to my

mind decidedly a backward step to change

the form of the magazine as you have.

The new shape is not attractive and savors

of cheapness. But I am willing to accept

the necessity for the change, as evidenced

by the manifest tendency of magazines

in this country, and am loyal to SUNSET.

I am a five-year subscriber, and if I

live, shall expect to subscribe again

when the time is out. I believe in SUN

sET—it is a magazine with a mission.

It is unique among world publications.

It has a field, a unique field, and this field

it is filling better and better each month.

It has a virility, a strength, a beauty, as

unique as the great West that it repre

sents. I believe in its success. I would

rather pass a bouquet than a brickbat.

MILO HUNT.

Washington, D. C.

Yours is now among the best of all

magazines. The new size is perfect.

ALEXANDER T. VOGELSANG,

Solicitor General.
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Five Miles to the Nearest Typewriter—

"Dear Content Editor," writes Glad I E. Adams, Merrill, Oregon, "you said ‘typewritten if possible' so l went five miles to the nearest ty ewriter." "I am

seventy-five years old" writes a dear oldlady "but l must show that l appreciate Sunset'a advertisements. one of them led me to a hap y estern trip." The

judges find man a heart throl: in the avalanc e of letters which are pouring into Sunset's Ad-Letter Contest, but of course the can’! rna e five prizes cover all

these letters. e're convinced of one thing—and that is that Sunset readers ltnow good ads when they see them and that they uy goods advertised in Sunset.

e d like to give many more prizes an some day we ma be able to. Read the letters reproduced below, and remember, that although you may have written

a letter on a similar advertisement, t e iudgel have done t eir best to make a fair deciaion.
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Third Prize—Boston Woven Hole

The "Good Luck Garden Hose," advertisement

in April Surisrn', brought me up with a jerk. That

realistic coil and sweeping curve of firm, flexible,

“live" hose is somehow as stimulating as the splay

from its nonle will be when a shady thermometer

Second Prize—California Fruit Growers

I frankly admit I am a farmer and a farmer of few

acres. Mary and I do not have many luxuries, many

things out of the ordinary, and even some of those

thing ordinary to most people are the things we have

to do without.

First Prize—Eastman Kodak

The Eastman Kodak advertisement in A ril SUNSET

seems to me the one that really has the oil . And it’:

a good clean-cut punch too. A punch, as you know,

is that illusivo and extremely valuable thing for

which up-to-date husinao men, story writers, Billy

Sunday, and—our hen weight champion all seek.

When the last named dc ivers his "hay-maker." what

does he do? He selects just one little spot and then

balancing himself dciieatcly on his legs, his arm shoots

forward with his whole body behind it. In other

words, everything combines to make a lasting impres

sion on just one particular spot.

Now this idea fits the ad. First it is clean-cut.

Every extra word has been pared off. Next it attracts

"*‘é‘f'li 99' id (1. . "‘n enhoscse omwoaisouhit ies . . . . .

But the Sunkist Orange advertisement on Page 91 These richly (ima-‘pave words “can vividly your in‘

of the April issue made us open our purse. And you hose,hwhich ‘did, ihldeed, lic ‘210w? and ‘Siic‘ in ‘early

- - - yout . uttery wit out spun . ou rea on to earn
know that’ It mus} have some Wt puumg quamy‘ that Good Luck Hose is flexible and durable because

some extra attractivenes to get us to purchase a whole it h“ "g'u lies, with plenty of live nabber in "mm"

box of Sunkist Oranges, we who rarely have an extra This is pe octly clear. altogether conviucin .and that

copper to spend. which follows is equally interesting—and t e price is

your interest and holds it while it delivo's three short , ~ , the same as that of your "dead" hose. You mark

sentences, each an epigrarn. First, it says. “Have it Mary "d I ha“ b'x" Wm‘! "0 ‘lemma 1""1 What page 58 for future reference.

' made us buy so runny and we have come to believe that And then you glance at a c 59. More "Goodready for the unexpected that always haprens.

Think, don't you agree? Of course, we've a] been

there. It continues, "There's a size for the vast as well

as the mat." The picture has alrmdy told us there

is one to fit the coat—unity you see, the body behind
the arm. And last, l‘Kodak, you know, mains photog

raphy with the bother left out." Some punch, isn't it?

But notice, mch sentence is an in 1 part of the rest.

and all would be useless without t e picture. so there

you have the true punch. Perfect unity; anything left

out would spoil the whole, and with all parts working

toward the same end—that one little spot under the

point of the chin.

it is the appml made by the beautiful coloring of the

advertisement, the way it is set up, the positive state

ments, particularly that which tells that the "whole

fund? would be hen.“ {or more orimgm' _ and you remember your wife's corn laints of thin, hard

This page of Sunkist women's u not crowded. it rings that crack and let in air. it“ will on her of

appeals to a person's love of good; "the beauty, the these

» ~ --_ Both of these ads are distinctive; they com el atten
kmdemm‘ the hmhhfulnm‘ the dehcmusum' tion: everything about them is “in character'Pwith the

"hat could Bound better! "livenem' of which they_spailt; their arguments are

I am afraid that is all that I can write. will“! by 8 W15!!! Bfl'lbe- And they are timely;

JONATHAN Goon,
summer is here—the time for Good Luck.

33 Nowell Road, Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts.

Luckl" You are surprised an passed. The woman is

most attractive; she is naturn; instead of a would

boalluri smile, she wears an air of convincing satisfaction. nfi‘he ring in her hand seems to prove that

"Good Luck rings are thick. strong and elastic . . . . . . "

Nari. Cooir,

H. H. Hous'rori,

134 No. Hancock St, Los Angeles, California.

1020 N. Central Ave, Phoenix, Arilona.

' , l addition to the rile-winning letters bli h d b th ' d l t d th l tt r b F- L. Stewart, l7l7Awards of Merit ' Rnicl'iardson street, alias, Texas, on the “ole; aedv:rti)a‘:ine:t,I:nc8let- autebeyc 6. L. idzaecéoefmzz Poet Street, San

Fmnq'aw. on the Huprnobile advertisement, as especially meritorious and worthy awards of merit and cash prizes of five dollars each.

Five Gash Prizes Each Month for Merely Writing Letters

The object of this Contact is to stimulate the interest of Study the ads in this number of Sensor. Try to analyse these three prizes, there will be two $5.“) cash prises as

Scam Magazine readers in the splendid announcements the advertisement that made the deepest impression upon awards of merit for the fourth and fifth best letters.

of the national adv'a'tisers whosel advertisements appear your mind. Then write down your reasons. Simple,isn'titf Above re the pri ‘Hmming Mum in the Am.‘ C

' ’ ‘ ~ _ . a r i .on—“ch "909“! m we ‘ 1"?‘51' 3.“ lodeafomm a “me: Now! For the best letter‘reeeivcd each month we will m,“ They are good loner!‘ carefully written and carefully

appreciation 0“ e ‘m u- 0 ‘men an XL award a cash Prue or m'w' far the second hm‘ lane" ’‘ anal 'll stro ads There were hundreds of other letters

What constitutes a 5006 advertisement? Why do some lirizo of S] 5.“): for the third, ii prize of $10.01. Each of these in" also; wemnfekmicd by the judges as “m but of In 9ub_

adsappenl more strongly to you than do others’! Why did utter-s will be published. in full in Surisar Magazine, to- mmed in Ami“ Stud)‘, ‘hem ” model, for you, Mm,

this or that announcement indelibly impress itself upon gether with a reproduction of the ad. and the name and ' '

your memory? addrea of the prise-winning letter writer. In addition to

I

 

 

Every render of Sunset is entitled to enter the contest.

Rules Governing the Ail-Letter Contest

 

_The contest begins with the January, 19l6, iaue and

will run until December, 1916. isue.

The letter must not exceed 250 words in length.

The letter must bear the name and address of the

writer and in no instance will we assume responsibility

for the return of manuscri t.

The letter must be suhmitted within fifteen days

after receipt of copy by the subscriber in order to reach

us in time for consideration. The announcement of

the prize: will follow in the second month’: number

of Scalar—‘for example. the prize-winninz letters sub

mitted on the advertisements in the June Susan

must reac u: not later than June 20th and the

awards will be announced in the August issue of Susan.

 

If you can write a letter, you stand a chance to

obtain one of these cash prises.

The coalitions of the Contat are all set forth in

this announcement. It will not be necessary to write

for further particulars. Just send in your letters,

typewritten if possible. together with your name and

iiddrem.

Send Your Subscription and Address all Correspondence to Contest Editor, Sunset Magazine, filxmlsco
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Service

to

Bond Buyers

When you desire to pur

chase a bond, first obtain the

services of an experienced

bond house.

We maintain a well

rounded, comprehensive or

ganization of picked men.

who are well informed invest

ment advisers, whom clients

may consult in full confidence

that their investment needs

will be well considered. These

men have at their command

every facility of the organiza

tion. Those who care to lay

thei r investment needs before

us receive dependable service

without cost.

We maintain a corps of

expert buyers and investiga

tors who devote their entire

time to the investigation and

purchase of securities.

We maintain thoroughly

equipped and efficient legal

and statistical departments.

We maintain a well equip

ped correspondence depart

ment to render the same

efficient service by mail to

clients inaccessible to the

Company's offices or repre

sentatives.

We always have on hand

available bonds meeting

every requirement of sound

investment.

We furnish quotations for

purchase or sale of seasoned

bonds upon request.

We deliver bonds to all

parts of the world at our own

risk.

We are at all times anxious

to serve you in any of the

above capacities, either by

letter or through a personal

interview. When in need of

our facilities, call or write to

our nearest office.

N.W. Halsey & Co.

424 California St.

San Francisco, Calif.

Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Railway Exchange Bldg., Portland, Oregon

New York

Philadelphia

Chicago

Boston

 

 

 

 

Western Finance

  

 

announcementa of reaponsible and reliable

inatitutiona. Letters requestinl information

should be addreued to the Financial Editor

and should be accompanied by return postage.

A department devoted to investment! in the

q Far Welt. We endeavor to accept only the

 

 

  

 

    

Getting theWestern Perspective

By Edwin Selvi'n

HF Eastern man who essays to

make a success of Western in

vestments must first get the right

perspective. It is not enough

that he shall study Western conditions

in the abstract; he must go further and

place himself in a position to get at rela

tive values. This is not so much a process

of reasoning as it is of exact knowledge.

There are a number of well-defined

errors into which Eastern people who have

never been to the Coast seem naturally

to fall when giving consideration to

things Western. These would be looked

upon b the well-informed Western manwith fizyelings of tolerant amusement

were they not so serious in their conse

quences. Most of the money that is

jeopardized in Western investments is

directly traceable——as to loss—not to the

\Vest and what it has to offer, but rather

to misconceptions that exist in the

mind of the average Easterner who is

for the first time making an investment

out here.

Of the mistakes most common to the

sizing-up of a Western investment prop

osition, none is more persistent than the

geographical error.

\Vhat does the term Pacific Coast mean

to ou?

robably much the same as the term

New England—if you have never been

to the Pacific Coast. That is to say, it

brings to mind a definite section or part

of the country whose aspects, topograph

ical, climatic, industrial and commercial,

are much the same, and whose interests

are identical.

As a matter of fact there is no one

portion of the United States that can be

segregated as a geographical unit in

which all these thin s are more va ing

than in the Pacific Coast re ion. With

out considering the number of fair

sized Eastern states which could be set

down in one of our Coast states with

room to spare, stop for a moment to

think of the varied communities with

differing activities in the stretch of

country on will cross in twenty hours

on boar the Twentieth Century Lim

ited from New York to Chicago. Now

to go from San Francisco to Seattle on

the Shasta Limited requires thirty-three

hours; while the trip from Seattle to San

Diego by boat occupies five days, six and

a half hours, and yet this vovage which

requires more time than the fast run be

tween New York and Liverpool takes

you but along the coast line of only three

states bordering on the Pacific.

In the Pacific Coast region are to be

met conditions as varied and numerous

as this reach of territory is vast. Here

we have mountains, plains, l-‘hopeless

deserts and the garden spots of the earth;

with industries running the amut from

the outfitting on Puget Sountf of whaling

expeditions into the frozen North, to the

rowing of citrus fruits in southern Cali

fornia. In between are most of the usual

commercial, manufacturing and agricul

tural undertakings, so it may be seen

that conditions makin for an ideal in

vestment of a certain kind in one portion

of the Coast region, would, in another,

mean utter undesirability.

Therefore avoid the geographical error.

The classification error comes next in

popularity back East. Minin stocks,

for instance. Somehow in t e three

thousand miles of intervening distance

they seem to lose the hazard for which

they are notorious, whatever and wher

ever the may be, and by some queer

kink in t e mental processes of the other

wise conservative mvestor, come to be

regarded as investments and not s ecu

lations. It must be that distance Tends

enchantment to the view, else Eastern

people would not be stung on proposi

tions that Western people would not

touch on any terms.

Give the average Eastern investor his

choice of a number of different kinds of

investments with which he is familiar

and he will properly classify them and

make his choice with sound investment

sense. But turn him loose among the mass

of stuff offered in the East from the West,

and unless he have the right perspective

he is quite likely to come to grief, and

forever afterwards to damn the West.

This is why I have said that these

popular errors would be looked upon

with tolerant amusement by W'estern

people were they not so serious in their

consequences.

The real Western people, they who are

doing things, and who have in a short

space of time builded an empire that is

the marvel of all who come to see it, are

jealous of the fair name of their country,

and thev do not like to see Eastern people

lose their money in the West, even though

it be lost by reason of their own stupidity.

There are lots of bonds_ out here;

municipals that will tank with munici

pals anywhere and yielding a_ bare four

per cent; and from this there is all kinds

of stuff, good, bad and indifferent, all the

way up to the junk that is put out on a

ten per cent basis. Give the average
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Eastern investor who lacks perspective

the descriptive circulars of these hetero

geneous offerings, and he will go for the

eight, nine and ten per cent income

every time—just because it is from the

\Vest.

Money doesn’t grow on trees out here,

and money is just as hard to get and keep

here as it is anywhere else.

A merchant in a Pennsylvania town

would not sell a bill of goods of one hun

dred dollars to a man he had never

before heard of, and ship the goods,

expecting to be paid later, just because

the man ordering lived in the \Vest. So

why should he send a thousand dollars to

invest in something of which he knows

nothing, to a firm of whom he has never

before heard, simply because it happens

to be in the West.

Do not confuse Western speculations

with Western investments. If you have

been solicited by mail or otherwise to

buy stock in some new enterprise on the

Pacific Coast, you should properly con

sider the use of any of your funds in this

way as a speculation.

Speculation is all right in its way

for those who can afford it and who know

what they are about. But when people

speculate under the impression that they

are investing, it is all wron .
I would unhesitatingly adgvise Eastern

people not to send money to Western

promoters for the purchase of stocks in

anything, no matter how good the prop

osition may look on the face of it.

Confine your investments ‘to those

things which are investments. ‘

\Vhen investing in the stock of a cor

poration away out here run as a local

enterprise, it is manifestly impossible for

the average Eastern man to possess him

self of the independent data and disin—

terested opinion so essential to the mak

ing of a venture of this kind with under

standin .

By adhering to this rule of making no

stock investments one good thing may

be passed up, but at the same time nine

bad things will be passed by.

The real West does not need to get its

money for development purposes by

means of a stock-selling prospectus placed

broadcast in the hands of the public.

The Eastern man who is seriously

contemplating making Western invest

ments can do no better than arrange his

;ummer vacation trip to the Pacific

Coast. He will not only have a delight

ful time, but will gain a new viewpoint on

nany things. The 0 portunity to study

:he situation at first and will repay him

r‘or his time and expense in the certainty

)f making his future investments with a

tnowledge of conditions that will pre

:lude the possibility of loss and assure

rim of higher income return.

Our good W'estern investments will

;tand personal scrutiny—the bad ones

1e should know of so they may be

avoided.

\Vhen he does come, whether he visits

ian Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland,

Qeattle or Spokane, or all of them, he

:hould make it a point to get in touch

.vith an investment house of established

‘eputation upon whose information he can

‘ely. Through well established, reputable

)ond houses he will be able to obtain

authentic data which will enable him to

orm an accurate judgment as to general

:onditions and specific securities.

 
  

begins at Sausa

Humboldt County.

 

Bldg, San Francisco.

A special booklet on "Hunting and Fishing” will soon be

ready for distribution, which will tell by word and picture of

o portunities awaiting the hunters and anglers throughout

t IS section. Send for a copy.

Northwestern Pacific R.

ltSPEND YOUR VACATION

IN THE WONDERLAND

What section of California holds forth such inducement to

the vacationist as that. traversed by the Northwestern Pacific

R. R. Anglers will find the finest Steelhead fishing; sports

men an abundance of furrcd or feathered game; swimmers

and bathers have a wide choice of ocean, river and bay;

lovers of wild primitive spots will find miles of great redwoods

and other forests; rugged mountains and elevations will

appeal to tram .rs. This wondrous collection of naturelimbo and extends to the world-old forests of

. A very interesting description of all this in detail is found

in the booklet, “Vacation, 1916,” free co ies of which may be

obtained on application to J. J. Geary, . P. A., 808 Phelan
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You like to go

Hunting

Fishing

Trapping
Then mlyynu will enjoy the Nation

ll 800mm Magazine with It. 160

rlchlylllustrntcd pages, full to over

flawln with interesting Itorloa and

"In: 10 lnfarmnljon about guns,

fishing tackle} cementum—the bent

or and Iflmc, and n

thousand and one valuable "How

to" hlnbl for Sportsmen. The Na~

Llonnl Sportsman in just like 1 big

thousand] of fellow: gather

once 1 mon! and spin stir-ring

yarn: nhnut their experience:

‘ with rod, do“, rill- und gun.

' All this for 15¢ a copy.

' Special Offer
- We will send you

FREE of Charge

‘ one of our hand

‘ome 0 r m u I 0

Gold Watch fohu

_ ll! lu-ru lhowu

Willi Sell grain

Icadlhr‘lidl tlr n5

' on p llkbucklzoU on re~

coipt or $1.00

!nr l year's lub

Icriplion to the

National S 5<

In 5 n . era's

what you get 1C

your muneyl

I2 mm Illnllonl norhman at I50 0a.. Val. mm
Watch Full. . - . - . . . " .50

Total Value, $2.30

All to you/or 81.00. Ymu'mmwyhack ifmr null'qflvd.

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, 243 Columbus Iv... BOSTON, MISS.

 
 

 

 

 

70/ CALIFORNIA STREET

0 IMPROVEMENT BONDS

Meet all the requirements of conservative invmtors.

They are secure, convenient, and 1}’ the largest

amount of interest consistent with . ety._ California

Street Laws, under which that: bonds are Issued, have

been in efl‘ect for over twenty yrars and are therefore

time tried and dependable.

Denominations range from $25.00 up, and therefore

give the small,” wel as the large investor the same

advantage as to security and intcrmt return. We ofler

only carefully selected issues that have been purchased

for our own account.

Exempt. from taxation.

Price par and accrued interest.

Write for circulars; they will interest every invmlor

who wants 7"; and safety.

THE EMPIRE SECURITIES COMPANY

r'nrpnrnlml isms»

1230 Hibernian Blip, 4th m Sprilr Strait, los Andes, Cal.

 

 
 

 

 

NVESTMENT HOUSES AND

BOND DEALERS HITHER

TO HAVE DONE BUSINESS

with not more than one per cent of

the population. In the Far West

their clientshave beenlcss than one

per cent of the population. The

Westcmer with $2000 to $5000 left

the money in the savings bank. No

other part of the country shows as

large per capita savings bank de

posits as the Far West. Why?

Because the average small capi

talist does not know about bonds.

But he is learning. He wants to

get more than 3% and 4 per cent

on his money. He wants to buy

bonds, but he does not quite know

how to go about it. There are

thousands of these new investors,

none of them ever reached by any

financial mailing list, who are

thinking about bonds, considering

the purchase of securities. Many

of them are turning to SUNSET

Magazine for advice and guidance,

because SUNSET has their confi

dence. Eastcrners, too. They

want the higher Western interest

rates.

Space on the financial pages of

SUNSET is open only to reliable in

vestment houses of established

reputation. Firms of this char

acter desirous of widening the

circle of their clients are invited to

correspond with the Advertising

Manager, SUNSET Magazine, San

Francisco, Cal.
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The Summer Vacation

—whether at the seashore, the lakes, the mountains or on the farm, involves some

exposure to_ the weather. It is now customary for a large proportion of those who

seek an outing to talce along a bottle of

Hindi Clea/11
lt has saved them from so much of the discomfort caused by sunburn and windburn, as well as by

mosquitoes and black flies. that nothing else seems to quite take its place. Motorists everywhere

are depending upon it to cleanse the skin and neutralize the injurious eflect of dust. V

The use of Hinds Cream has become so general that you will find it for sale in small and large ‘

towns, and even in remote resorts and camps. ‘ _~I

Let us send you booklet and liberal samples of HINDS CREAM SOAP

Cream. Enclose 2c stamp for postage [is fragrant, creamy Ialher im

_ _ parls a delighlfully clean, refresh
Selllng everywhere, or Postpaid by us on . . . .
receipt of price. Hinds Cream in bottles. 501:; mg efled' Smce," ‘spun’ ,ughly.

Him‘a Cold Cream in tub“ 25° rrfinedand contains nofree alkali

_ if will no! dry nor im'lale the skin.

Do not take a lubltitute: there are dealers in every town _.An idcal soap for delicate

who will gladly sell you Hinds Cream without attempting complexiona

to b t’! t . l ' . .‘u ' I u o ‘ Price We and 25e. Trial Size

A. S. HlNDS, 287 West Street, Portland, Mame Cake Postpaid, 5c,
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is a real pleasure for toilet

and *bath. “Its whiteness—

its rich, free lather— its re

freshing, cleansing qualities

—are evidence of the choice

“Have you

a little Fairy

materials used and expert

skill and care in making.

Fairy Soap floats. The oval

cake fits the hand; it wears

down to the thinnest water

without losing its fine quality.

EQTBZFAIRBANMWAEITJ

in your home?”
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Legends of the Tribe

The hereditary chief of the Blackfeet spun yarn after yarn, yet never a word spoke he. And while his hands

worked, a freckled pale-face turned the crank rapturously. For the American Indian

is a born actor, the ideal subject for motion-picture photography
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NE memorable morning, a particularly bewil

dered editor sat at this desk t ing to keep his

mind on his work. He had just earned, through

the unofficial source of a friendly reporter on an

evening paper, that some time during the day he was

to be arrested. No ordinary policeman was to perform

the act; the Federal Government itself had the matter

in hand. “Somewhere in Washington" a picture of the

Panama Canal, published in SUNSET, had im ressed

somebody as a violation of the law of the lan .

THAT was two ears ago. Much water has flowed

through the anal since then and much military

aviation has taken place elsewhere. And many lessons
have vbeen learned.

Meanwhile the Federal Grand Jury has dismissed

the charge against SUNsET’s editor with the long and

ugly word “ignoramu.r." Fortunately, as used in the

sonorous speech of Grand Juries, it means nothing

worse than "we ignore."

What time the shadow of Uncle Sam's displeasure

lay across this desk, many letters came in from sym

pathetic people. One of them came from the Secretary

of the Interior, keenly interested in all Western ac

tivities; another from a convict in the Arizona peniten

tiary, calling attention to a vacancy in the editorial

office of the Era, published at the Leavenworth Federal
Prison, and signed l‘yours fraternal] ." Dr. C.

Branner, then resident of Stanford niversity, wrote

frankly, as fol ows:

“My sympathies are all with you, for I was once arrested

for simply asking for the privilege of making a hotograph

of a fortress on the coast of South America. e guardian

of national honor and integrity and of public safety on that

occasion delivered to me a lo and inspiring lecture on.

the seriousness of my crime, 0 ered me several dangerous

looking drinks, cigars and cigarettes and finally embraced

me and told me that he was always and entirely at my

orders, and bowed me out. I hope that your troubles may

end as pleasantly.”

ET here we are, both at it againl Behold, in this

number, pictures of the Canal and an article upon

its vulnerability by Dr. Branner himself. Furthermore

the learned doctor contributes a drawing made by him

self of a critical part of the Canal, constantly menaced

and attacked by an invading enemy. But, mark you,

the spot is absolutely unfortified by the government,

and the enemy, being the tropical rainfall, is thus in

capable of receivin ‘information against the interest

of the national defense,” ngo: pictures and text are

wholly within-the law.

At the close of a monster celebration of our triumph

in the construction of the Panama Canal, the Canal

itself could not be used; in the midst of a nation-wide

concern as to the immediate need of the Canal for the

national defense, a “natural enemy” appears likely to

render the waterway useless at any time. Dr. Branner

was a distinguished member of a scientific commission

sent by the government to spy out this enemy. His

personal views, presented in this issue, answer the eager

Across the Editor’s Desk

uestion of the people: “What's the matter with the

Canal?”

Dr. Branner is optimistic, he has a word of comfort

for those celebrants whose rejoicing has lately had a

cold douche of doubt. Yet it is evident that the

eminent geologist does not share the complaisance of

his eminent colleagues, as expressed in the official

report. Dr. Branner's article, confined to statements

of scientific fact, as clear and graphic as his lectures to

classes in geolo and as authoritative as his Brittanicaarticles, might Eialprinted in double spaced lines. There

must be so very much between them!

REALLY bi story begins in next month’s SUNSET.

“Over the order" is a novel of contemporary

American life in Northern Mexico, and it is written by

Herman Whitaker. What further announcement is

necessary! The eyes of our nation are looking south

ward to that unhappy land, the hearts of our people are

concerned with the conditions that have obtained

there for innocent Americans during the last four years.

The material of the story is manifest. The fact of the

country is an evident basis for ripping fiction. And

Herman Whitaker, knowing the act at first hand, and

holding an honored place in American fiction, is exactl

the man to do it. And he has done it! The story is his

best work so far. _

Mr. Whitaker knows his Mexico. He has visited that

country six times in the last ten years, staying there

months at a time athering material for his authentic

novels of Mexican ife. During these years hé'came to

know the leadin characters in recent Mexican affairs,

Porfirio Diaz, adero, De la Barra, Huerta, Carranza,

Villa. Two years a 0 he spent three months with Villa,

was present at the attle of Paredon. His writings on

Mexico have been republished in Spanish. American

residents of Mexico consider Herman Whitaker an au

thority on Mexican conditions. As a word- ainter of

the deserts of Northern Mexico and the go den girls

of the Tehuantepec isthmus, Whitaker has no equal in

American letters.

So much for the accuracy and the art of the story.

How about its human interest? Read this extract from

the first instalment:

“Yet after granting their‘badness,'there wasabout them

no taint of the mean, ratlike wickedness of the city crim

inal. Their composite was of strong impulses misdirected,

forces gone to waste, of men cast by birth in a wrong age.

In the councils of a nation in the olden time, their strength,

ferocity, would have gained them power and place; and

here, out in the desert, they exactly fitted their environ

ment. It were a safe bet that—horses and cattle not be

ing in question—they would, at a given emergency, live

in the letter of its best traditions.”

Here you have epic quali and Mr. Whitaker has

realized it in his dealings wit the souls of Bull Perrin

and his two companions. Add to this a love story as

tender and heroic as its background is terrible and

tragic and you have a real story. That is, you shall

have the first part of it next month.
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Pas‘ THE youngster who is dressed up prettily, then told to go out

and play without soiling dainty garments and spotless hands, is in

~ a sad predicament. Far better is it to place no restraint on youthful

exuberance of spirit and trust to Ivory Soap. It makes no difference

K) how often delicate clothes and tender skins are Washed with it. The

whiteness, the purity, the mildness, the freedom from alkali—all
i the distinctive Ivory qualities—make it the children’s friend and the

mother's aid. It cleans—but cannot injure.

Free—A Jolly Tale in Rhyme for the Children

Every youngster will enjoy reading or hearing the wonderful adventure:

0 Betty Snow, Bobby White, Gnif the Gnome, Snip the dog and Yow

t e cat. Written by John Martin, the well known editor of the juvenile

magazine, "John Martin’: Book". Full of ictures. Send your name

and address today to The Procter & Gam le Co., Department 27-8,

Cincinnati, Ohio, and ask for "The Cruise of the Ivory Ship".

IVORY SOAP. . . n . . . PURE
“T FLQATS

Factories at Ivorydale, 0.; Port Ivory, N. Y.,' Kansas City, Kans.; Hamilton, Can.
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View of Gold Hill taken Dec. 29, 1915. Here is the heart of the trouble on the Panama Canal. To the right is the site of the old

Cucaracha slide; to the left is a portion of the East Culebra slide where it involves the north side of Gold Hill. The Cucaracha debris

Further slides at that point appear unlikely because of the fortunate occurrence of stablehas been cleared away by eflicient dredging.

rock at the bottom which may hold back the remainder of the soft rock above.

hope for. the Culebra slides.

It is not known that there is foundation for such a

The diagram at the bottom of this page explains the formation of the land in this picture

Can We Keep the Canal ()pen?

An Analysis of the Causes of the Slides on the Panama

Canal and a Suggestion for Their Prevention

By John C. Branner

President Emeritus of Stanford University. Member of the National Commission

to Report Upon the Slides on the Panama Canal

HE landslides that closed the

Panama Canal September X8,

1915, and kept it closed until April

[5, 1916, were just like other land

slides; that is, they were due to the same

agencies, and behaved in precisely the

same way as other slides, except in so far

as they were afi'ected by the extraor

dina local conditions. The matterwill rge simplified somewhat by a few

words of explanation of the causes of

landslides in general.

There are 'ust three factors that enter

into the pro lem: first, the slope of the

ground surface; second, the character of the

materials; third, the water that enter: the

ground.

If the reader will recall any landslide

he may have seen, he will find that it was

on a steep or sloping surface, or on a sur

  

 

face that had lately been made steep by

the removal of the former support of the

material that slid. He will recall also that

the materials that moved were not solid

massive rocks, but were incoherent or

slippery, or they had enough slippery

materials to make the mass slippery. And

finally he will find that the slide occurred

during, or after, lon rains when the

ground was thorough y saturated with

water. Earthquakes sometimes take a

hand, but earthquakes are never effective

in producing landslides unless the other

conditions are favorable.

\Vhat have these three agencies, slope,

materials, and water, to do with the Pan

ama slides? They have everything to do

with them, for they are all three on the

job together, and they have stayed on it

night and day, year in and year out, from

Gold Hau

 

  

the time the deep cuts were begun. And

they are on it now, and they Wlll stay on

it, unless man can find some way to elim

inate one of them.

HOW THE NEW SLOPE WAS MADE

The digging of the Canal necessarily

removed materials that sup orted the

round along the banks. efore the

anal was dug the ground was nearl

flat, and no matter what the materias

were, or how much water fell on- the

ground, or what happened, the ground

could not slide, for it had no place to slide

to. But as soon as the diggin of the deep

cut began, a place began to ie provided

for them, and even before the water was

let into the Canal the banks began to

slide. And the higher the banks were the

more and the bigger the slides were. It is

 

Theoretic section along the Canal and through the crest of Gold Hill. - The shaded areas represent soft sedimentary beds that slope

gently toward Gold Hill from all sides, and bend sharply downward at their contact with it. The two heavy vertical lines in Gold Hill

show where its sides broke 05' and fell into the slides that formed on both sides of it—the Cucaracha slide on the south, and the East

Culebra slide on the north. The slides began in the soft rocks, and, as they moved out, the sides of the eruptive bill also broke down

and fell into the slides

13
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Looking northward along the Canal from the north face of Gold Hill, Dec. 21, 1915.

the trees and rocks in the foreground have fallen from its summit and from its north side.

  

The black mass at the left is part of Gold Hill;

The broken hill west of the Canal is Zion

Hill, a plug of basalt that has partly broken down and fallen into the West Culebra slide which involves the entire area between

Zion Hill and the Canal. The houses to the right are on Culebra Hill

chiefly for that reason that the biggest

and most difficult slides of all are at the

deepest part of the Canal, where they

formed what are known as the East

Culebra slide, the W'est Culebra slide,

and the Cucaracha slide.

1 do not know the ori inal height of

the banks there, but in ecember last

the top of the moving ground of the East

Culebra slide was from two hundred to

four hundred feet above the bottom of the

Canal, and on the west side of the Canal

the slides had broken back at some points

be ond the three-hundred-foot contour.

0 course these outer margins of the slides

are now well back from the Canal (1200

feet on the west and 1400 feet on the east

side), so that the present slope of the

ground is much lower than the original

slope of the banks, for nature is trying to

readjust itself to the new conditions

and to the new topography imposed by

man.

Evidently the removal of the support

of the sliding ground was made necessary

by the digging of the Canal. There was

and there IS no way to avoid removing

that ground so long as the Canal had to

be dug, and consequently there is no

remedy to be expected by dealing with

the matter of the support.

THE NATURE OF THE MATERIALS

. But while the slope of the ground is an

important factor in such cases it is of no

importance at all, or of very little impor

 

Looking southward along the Canal where it passes between Gold Hill and Contractors

Hill. The Cucarncha slide completely closed the Canal channel

for a distance of 2000 feet in 1914

tance, if the rocks involved are of a kind

that can stand at any angle. If the Canal

had been cut throu h solid granite, it

might have been as Teep and as steep as

the walls of the Yosemite without causing

a landslide. But so far as their power to

stand up is concerned, the materials in

which most of the Canal is excavated are

about as far from granite as they could be.

They are mostly soft, sedimentary mate

rials, and a large percentage of them is

plastic clay of the slipperiest kind. Inter

edded with these clays are soft sand

stones and marly beds that break up ve

easily, and indeed the are already muiTi

broken by faults and, joints. If sand

stones alone had formed the beds in which

the Canal was cut there might have been

some hope of their standing better, but,

mixed as the are, with the plastic, soa y

clays, they broke down as soon as t e

clays began to slip from beneath and

about them.

Here then is the second factor—the

nature of the materials—for which there

is no remedy. The rocks are what they

are, and there is no way to change them.

THE WATER ENTERS THE GROUND

Water is the third element of the slide

problem; or perhaps it should be called

the first, for it certainly stands first in

importance.

Water does its work by soaking into

the ground, wetting the materials, and

making them unstable. When the mate

rials are of a kind to be much affected by

water they lose their rigidity and stability,

and flatten down, collapse, or break and

slip away from their former position under

their own weight. Clays are especially

liable to be alfected by water, and clays

of the most slippery kinds form a large

part of the Panama slides. \Vhen wet,

they not only cannot lie still themselves

but they do not allow anything else to lie

still.

The annual rainfall at Panama is about

seven feet—a large rainfall in itself, but

rendered the more effective as a roducer

of slides b its concentration wit in eight

months 0 the year (May to December).
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The right end of the picture shows the east margin of the East Culebra slide, which extends from the base of Gold Hill nearly to the

four or five houses visible to the right of the Canal in the middle background. Cracks were still opening along the east margin of the

slide in January, 1916. Here is the battlefield on which Uncle Sam's engineering forces must meet and conquer the real invader, which

is water.

HOW CAN THE SLIDES BE DEALT Wl'l'l'l.F

It suggests itself at the outset that the

slides of Panama may be dealt with just

as railway engineers deal with the slides

on a railway line, that is, on the theory of
I‘let 'em come; we'll fix 'em." They have

on the Canal a large and remarkably

eflicient equipment of men and ma

chinery, and as the slides have moved

down into the waterway they have been

immediately attacked, dredged out, and

carried away. That the slides should

occasionally get a little ahead in such a

race is not a matter for surprise.

And at first glance it does seem as if

complete removal, clear out of reach of

the Canal, of all threatening materials

were the most reasonable and most satis

factory way to deal with them.

But when one sees the sliding area ex

tending further and further away from

the Canal, the volume of the moving

masses gradually getting bigger and

bigger, and the very hills themselves

toppling over and adding to the confusion

trees, mud, rocks and great blocks of ba

salt as big as houses, and when he sees

that these millions of tons, that have to

be removed, cor! about sixty rent: a cubic

yard, he feels that some way ought to be

found to make the hills stay where they

are.

Such was the problem that confronted

the Committee of the National Academy

that went to Panama in December last.

It was evident from the outset that the

di ing of the Canal required the removal

oft e support of the adjacent land; it was

equally evident that there was no practi

cal way to substitute an artificial support

for the one taken away. Here was one

condition that could not be changed—one

factor of the problem impossible to deal

with on so large a scale.

A partial remedy has been looked for

in the lowering of the new slope of the

sides of the Canal, but whether the new

slope will stand in a region of seven feet

of rainfall nobody really knows. We can

onl guess at it and hope.

The character of the rocks involved in

the slide is a matter that cannot be

changed. They are of a slippery, unde

pendable kind, and unless they are treated

just right they will always be slippery,

shifting and unstable, and they will

always be on the nerves of the engineers.

The third element of the problem—the

water—is the only one that there is an

chance for man to control. The rainfall

itself cannot be influenced, but it is quite

possible to keep the water from getting

into the ground, and the control of the

water offers our only ho e of preventing

the continuation of the slides.

In dealing with the common run of

smaller slides it is customary to dig

trenches to turn water away from the

ground endangered. But with slides

covering 130 acres, a rainfall of seven feet,

 

Eighty-four inches of water falls here during eight months of the year

and banks of slippery clay and weak rocks

three hundred feethigh, it seems highly

improbable that such ditches can be de

pended on to stop the sliding. And they

cannot. At most they can only prevent

the running into the slides of rain water

that falls outside of the slides. No amount

of ditching around the margins of the

Panama slides would diminish the seven

feet of water falling on the slides them

selvesl

What can be done then to keep the

water out of the slidin 7 ground?

Speaking for myself Tsee but one thing

that offers any hope of success, and that

is to protect the entire area, sliding or

likely to slide, first by keeping the surface

(Continued on page 70)

A typical crack at the outer margin of the West Culebra slide. Such cracks allow the

surface water to get into and beneath the moving ground. They

are the trenches of the enemy"
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Showing the Art of War in

the Crooked Wash

By Emerson Hough

Author of: On His Oum; Claxton, D. D.
ill \lu

He gave a sudden exclamation, dropped the

glasses, then put them up again to his

reddencd, smoke-bleared eyes

0 HAT’S that you're readin’ all

the time, Sergeant? I've not

'ad a word out of you for hours;

and 'ow can I do Cribbage

alone?”

Corporal Bray of the Royal Northwest

Mounted cast a moody glance at his rank

ing ofiicer. Bra was lonesome and

wanted to talk, ut Sergeant Claxton

only edged a trifle closer to the window;

for the winter light, even early in the

afternoon, was dim at the latitude of

Edson Barracks, far north of the most

northerly railroad on this continent.

“It's all about fightin',” said Claxton

at last, looking over the top of his book;

“and jolly good readin' it is too, Bray.”

“Huh, fightin'! Plenty of that goin’
on everywhere but Iere. There ain’t a

drink of whisky within two hundred

miles, nor anythlnk that could be identi

tied for real calico, so there ain't no native

an’ natural fightin'. As for the big war,

we don’t even get a newspaper to tell us

about the fightm’ there.”

“Fightin', Corporal Bray,” commented

Claxton, “ain't what you think it is. Ac

cordin’ to you, fightin’ is punchin' some

body's face Saturday afternoon. That's

_ all right for a policeman, but not for a

constable."

“You ought to know," said Cor oral

Bray. “You’ve been readin' that ook

on the art of war ever since they went at

it last summer. I presume mebbe you’re

readin’ up for Kitchener’s job, huh?"

"Maybe so," said Claxton soberly.

"Somebody has to take those jobs when

they come up."

“Is that so! It’s likel;r they'll look out

'ere for timber, ain't it. We're 'ere be

cause we're ‘ere—and that's about all

there is to it."
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"Bray," said Claxton, again

peerin over the top of his book,

“you’l get neurastheny if you

don't look out—go split some

wood—go whitewash somethin’—get out

of doors."

Bray, grunting his discontent, took the

advice, although it was not an order. He

buttoned up his fatigue jacket and

strolled out into the biting air. Where

upon Claxton once more resumed his ab

sorbed attention to his book. He read

aloud to himself that he might better re

member what he saw on the printed page.

“Strategy,” he read, “is the art of

planning out a campaign in advance and

adjusting plans to cope with the dispo

sition of the opposing forces. The object

of strategy is at all times to place the

enemy at a disadvantage, whether in

point of numbers or in support of the

defending or attacking positions.

“Successful strategy may be brought

about in many ways. An army may be

forced to give battle in conditions un

favorable to the full use of its forces, or

it may be caused to divide its forces, or

to unite them at great disadvantage; or,

again, it may be compelled to take action

when ill-prepared, or to submit to delay

when every hour is valuable."

Sergeant Claxton read all the fore oing

over to himself a second time, a oud,

before he went on.

"In drawing up a plan of campaign the

commander must first consider the whole

matter from his opponent's point of view;

and the subsequent operations, modified

to suit the circumstances, constitute the

strategy.

“The first object of every commander

when read ' to fight is to bring his adver

sary into attle with the intention either

of destroving him or of forcing his sur

render. he wise commander will place

his forces in such position that the

chances of victory, owing to superiority

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

 

“Now, my men,” said Claxton,
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of numbers, position or morale, will be

greatly in his favor.

“Successful strategy, therefore, de—

pends upon a correct opinion in advance

as to the enemy’s plan of campaign, while

masking as far as possible the probable

nature of one’s own attack or defense.

For such a purpose a thorough knowledge

of the topography of the scene of war is

of first importance—is, indeed, essential

to the success of any scheme of campaign.

"In ofl'ensive strategy it is necessary to

prolong the enemy’s uncertainty as to

whence will spring the brunt of the attack.

In defensive strategy the object consists

in allowin the attack of the enemy to

waste itsef iruitlessly; or in accepting

battle under conditions which will nullify

the force of the enemy's attack. The

Fabian policy against Hannibal is a

classic example of defensive strate .

U on the other hand, the great princigie

o Napoleon—concentration of all the de

structive elements upon one decisive

point—is proof of genius in offensive

warfare.”

Claxton had never heard of Fabius or

Hannibal, but was acquainted well

enough with Na oleon, there being a

shortened branch in his family tree dating

back around 1812, where certain of his

ancestors had met the aforesaid Napo

leon. He, therefore, pondered on the

foregoin advice, especially when it men

tioned apoleon.

Not that there seemed any probability

that Claxton would need much education

in the art of war here in the bush as ser

 

geant of a four-man post, where duties

consisted chiefly of tryin to enforce the

game laws, helping t e agricultural

widows to hang up their washing, or tak

ing a chance look about for whisky smug

glers now and then; but in Claxton's ears,

even at this far-off situation, rang the

shoutings of the captains far across the

seas.

BRAY came in at length, a dab of

whitewash on his nose, but his cheeks

red with the sting of the wind. He found

Claxton now poring over a great piece of

paper which he had spread upon the table.

“Still after Kitchener's job?" said

Bray. “What's that you’re makin’ now—

a ma ?”

“ es,” responded Claxton, his pencil in

his mouth. “I'm makin’ a map of the

Crooked Wash valley. That's the worst

bit of country we’ve got in our district.

What with the damned Yankees and the

Ontario Canucks runnin whisky down

to the railroad camps at the head of steel,

that country in there is what my book

calls ‘the probable war terrain.’ That's

the scene of our trouble."

"It don't take no map to know that,"

said Bra .

“No, gut it takes a map to learn that

there terrain. Look over that valley and

it seems flat—like you could ride lumb

across it any way. Try it, and you d find

the creek runs across it a thousand ways

for Sunday. There's cut banks twenty

feet high in lots of places, and no way to

get from one bend to the other. Get in

there and you're lost. It's like one of

them libraryrinths—you have to leave a

string behind you when you go in.”

“'l hat’s why Inspector Thompson was

relieved of this post,” asserted Bray.

“He never could catch Old Man Hanecey

when he started his ack—train down.

Once he got into the rooked Wash, he

pulled the hole in after him.”

“Sure, he did. Inspector Thompson

didn't have any map, neither, ner he

didn’t study strategy, only cribbage an’

Yankee cocktails, neither of whlch is

mentioned in the Art of \Var. As for me,

I've rode across that country with a old

cow-puncher, and I've got most of the

crossings, inlets and outlets all figured out.

Old Man Hanecey goes in and he goes out;

if he can, so can we. Here's the

map of the terrain.

“You see"—and Claxton picked up his

pipe—“he heads in from the Peace river

transportation country, west on the

rairie, seventy-five miles north of here.

hen he runs a compass course and heads

for the north side of the Crooked W'ash.

There's where he disappears. If once he

comes out, he's in the spruce cover and

muskeg—hard enough when it's froze in

the winter—and nothin’ to hinder him

from workin’ down to the Bohunk cam s

and sellin’ his whisky for any price. lie

wants. He’s been doin’ that some time

now, and gettin’ away with it regular."

"And you figure that readin’ about the

art of war is oin’ to catch old Hanecey ?”

“How can tell? I don’t know. Least

ways, here’s what the book says.”

 

 

“I’ve got a half dozen shots and there’s only five of you. One of you make a break and I’ll open on the bunch”

-r.
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“ ‘A thorough knowledge of the toppo

firaphf—that means the lay of the land,

ray—-—‘is essential in any scheme of cam

paign.’ Then again it says here—‘The

old custom of marchin' en masse to

frontal attack no lon er SUH'ICCS in strat—

egy. The value of ankin’ and turnin'

movements has been discovered by all

great leaders in strategy.’

"Now, that's what was wrong with us

last October. We advanced on Hanecey

in a frontal attack. What does he do?

He slips down in a coulée he knows an’

hits a gallop along the creek bottom into

the middle of the Crooked Wash—his

whole pack-train ahead of him, carryin'

two hundred gallons of whisky worth ten

dollars a gallon. An’ we never flanked

nor turned him once! It’s bonehead plays

like that that loses inspectors their jobs.

Near as I can fi ure it out, we're here to

et Hanecey—'e s 'ad the entire railroad

force of the Grand Western drunk for

eight months. Hanecey is standin' in

the middle of the path of Empire, Bray."

“Huh," said Bray, "is that so? And

our business is to clear up the w'y for
h'Empii'e?n

"It sure is," nodded Claxton; "which

brings it now time for another branch of

the art of war. Here it says—‘The de

partment of information is one of the

most important branches of the service.’

In this articular case," he grinned, .“that

means Pm goin' to send you down to the

head of steel to have a look around for

Bohunk whisk , Bray.”

“That woul be fine—if there was any

whisky there. But there ain't. The

Bohunks drunk it all up three‘ weeks ago.

I expect there’ll be some fair lot of mur

ders, though. When they get out of

lemon essence and Jamaica ginger, they

take to pick handles for to relieve their

selves. My eyel That Jamaica ginger

is awful stuff! I'd rather 'ave a jag on

almost anythink else."

“Well, you see, Bray, I don't want to

get an liquor—I want to get old Hanecey

himse f. He’s a buzzard, that fellow.

He can smell where whisky ain’t, a thou

sand miles off. It's his business to supply

the railroad camp that hasn't ot no

whisky. So if you find that the w isky's

used out at the head of steel, and they're

down to Jamaica ginger, we can figure it

is pretty near time for old Hanecey to

come through from the north—winter or

no winter. He's a Prince Edward Island

man, an’ he don't care what happens to

him so's he gets the coin—the d—d ol’

Bluenosel"

“An’ once we locate him," concluded
Claxton, l‘it’s our business to put him at

a disadvantage in oint of numbers, po

sition or morale. hat's on page‘ 136.”

“ 'E usually runs eight or ten men with

'is pack-train,” said Bray. “Unless Nor—

ton and McCallum get back with the sup

ply wagon in time, that leaves just two

of us to furnish the superiority in numbers,

position and morale. Suppose old Han

ecey ’as been readin' this art of war too—

what then?”

"He ain't; but if he has," said Claxton

simply, "then let the best man win.”

II

DEAR ANNIE—I take my pen in

hand to write you and wish there

was any news. It is lonesome out here in

this Post with mail but once in two weeks.

Annie I wish I was worth more money.

If I had even a hundred a month and

barracks we could get along but what can

we do the way it is. Now ifI had a Com

mission in the Volunteers I could go right

away to Vancouver and we'd get married

even if I had to leave the same day, we

would be better off than feeling it ain't

right for us to be married at all, me only

in the force here as a sergt. But I don't

seem to have any way of getting a Com

mission in the Expedition. Nothing has

happened since I wrote last. We had to

shoot two breeds last week resisting arrest.

Donoghue was shot in the leg and was

relieved and a new man Norton took his

place. The horses is well enough. Bray

is sick with a cold—he maybe cau hi: it

down at the railroad camp where fsent

him last week. He says there will be

another pack-train down from Dunvegan

way before long. Old man Hanece is

still smuggling whisky in. Annie, I ove

you more than I ever did. It don't seem

ardly fair for me to love you the way I

do and me only a sergt. but I do all I can

and work all the time and I do love ou

no matter what happens be sure of t at.

If I was even an Inspector here we would

marry, for they can be comfortable on

their pay, but a sergt. is cutting it pretty

close for you.

Goodby, if an thing happens I will

write. yrs. adectly.

CHAS. S. CLAXTON

First sergt. R. N. W. M. P.

P. S. Could you ask the Minister in

your Church to get me a Commission in

the Volunteers? I would even go as a

sergt. but think I could be a lieut. I have

been studying pretty hard. C C

yrs.

Sergeant Claxton carefully folded his

letter and addressed it in his best hand:

ANNIE W. HoLMEs,

23 Coquitlam Ave. W.,

Vancouver, B. C.

He sat looking at it a long time as it lay

on the table before him.

"Bray,” said he at length to the prone

fi ure in the bunk across the room, “how

a out it? Cough gettin’ any better?"

“I’m all right," said Bray. “Be up

tomorrow.”

“And in four da s Old Hanece ’ll be

at the head of the rooked Wash. hat’s

cuttin’ it pretty close. Can you ride

tomorrow, Bray?”

"Sure I can. I'll be all right."

Bray's hollow cough was none too

_reassuring. In good truth he had a near

thing for pneumonia; but it was Bray’s

wa to complain all the time when he was

wefl and prosperous, and not to complain

at all when matters went the other wa .

"Norton and McCallum ought to be in

tomorrow at the latest," said Claxton

after a time. “I wish they was here now.

It looks like old Hanecey has got us at a

disadvantage once more.”

"No he ain't,” said Bray stoutly,

stifling a cough. “We can whip 'im and

tike 'im. Where is that map of yours?"
"Well,'I said Claxton, “we'll leave word

here for the reinforcements, Norton and

McCallum, to come on after us. You an’

me will have to ride on out tomorrow,

forty miles. Not that I wouldn't feel

better fixed if there was, say, four of us

instead of two."

“I don’t know,” said Bray. "There

ain't but two flanks to any army—an’

only but just one front. \Ve ain't ot no

rear. Two men ought to be enougTi."

“We've got to do something to bust

up his morale," said Claxton thought

fully, “but the book says—here on page

248—that ‘operations in the winter time

is attended with additional difiiculties.’ I

should say they was! I wonder if Kit

chener ever fought when it was twenty

five below—and with a army of only two!”

III

HE Crooked Wash countr ' is a most

interesting example 0 nature's

occasional mirthfulness. It is a natural

labyrinth, and one which has cost more

than one man his life in the attempt to

solve its puzzle.

Once perhaps there was a sea where

now this flattish valley lies. At least,

some fifteen or twenty feet of alluvium

was left there, lying above a stratum of

gravel, where sometimes a eologist finds

shells. The banks of this fiat, saucerlike

de ression—which is some five by tenmilJes in extent—slope off to the prairie

on the north, and to the muskeg country

on the south. Upon the latter side, the

wet ground lies like a bi sponge, which

drains by means of a litt e stream north

into the valley itself. This creek has run‘

along the lines of least resistance time

without end, and in places has cut down

twently feet throu h the alluvium to the

grave hardpan. hrough ages of flood

ing and washing andsloughing and cut

ting it has gone on with this work, making

a multitude of deep criss-cross leads, the

main channel lying like a crooked snake,

midwa in the valley.

As laxton had said, one could look

from the rim of this valley out across

what seemed almost level ground. Yet

any one undertaking to ride across would

have found himself fronted by first one

and then another of the steep cut-banks,

standing above the dried channel of the

little stream. Supposin that he found

his way down one of t ese banks and

followed the stream for a little way, it

would only be to find himself fronted by

yet other bluff faces, up which no horse

could scramble. More than one cow

uncher has lost his way in the Crooked

ash—and more than one has never

gotten out again.

The gentle-minded farmers, who were

pushing in on the north, did not pretend

to know the Crooked Wash and kept their

cattle away from it religiously. The

roistering railroaders sixt miles to the

south had never heard 0 it. A few ad

venturous cowmen in the earlier days had

explored it. Old Hanecey, the most suc

cessful whisky smuggler in all the North

west, had both explored it and learned it;

and this knowledge had been worth man

a thousand dollars to him in his illicit

trade. Once at its northern edge, he

counted himself and his ack-train safe.

At Ottawa the Crooke Wash did not

exist. .No government map recorded it.

The only map ever made of it was that in

Claxton's pocket, as he started out this

winter morning, muffied to the chin in

furs, his muskrat cap drawn down about

his face to keep out the bitter wind. At

his side rode Bra , likewise muffled deep

in furs and wool'ens. He still coughed

now and then, still belonged on sick list

-—and still refused to stay there. Claxton

said nothing, but he understood Bray

perfectly well. (Continued on page 46)
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Photographs by Herlord T. Cowling, ofiicial photographer of the Reclamation Service

 

 

 

  

look at the camera.

(Top) Clambering 800 feet above Crater lake with a 40-pound camera.

(Middle) Explaining, in sign language, why the Blackfeet braves must not

(Bottom) Photographer Cowling ready for action

  

 
  

WO-GUNS-WHITE-CALF held

up one finger and pointed at his

moccasined feet, sent his finger

through a hastily improvised and

quickly demolished tepee constructed in

symbol by his two hands, touched his lips

and made as though to part his hair in the

middle. Thus began his story.

"One Blackfoot brave entered a tepee

and to the maiden with parted hair he

spoke: ‘How is it? I love you, will you

marry me?’

"But she with hair parted in the

middle drew down her brows and shook

her head. ‘I do not love you; you are too

Q
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poorl’” Here Two-Guns-White-Calf

made as though to scrape his finger to the

bone.

“50 one Blackfoot brave went out of

the tepee and journeyed. Three suns he

traveled, three moons he slept. And

then he came to the cam of the Sioux.”

Here Two-Guns-VVhite- alf designated

the Sioux by drawing the edge of his hand

across his throat. (The delicacy ofit!)

"And one Blackfoot brave slew three

Sioux and took awa three ponies. Threedays he traveled ancilthree moons he slept.

Then came he once a ain to the tepee

of her with hair parte in the middle.
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From a motion picture showing the birth of a cloud at Two Medicine lake, Glacier Park

 

“ ‘How is it? You mar me now?’

“ ‘I love you,’ she said. I marry you.’

“But one Blackfoot brave drew down

his brows and to the maiden with hair

arted in the middle he said, ‘You do not

lbve me, but you have fallen for the

ponies.’ Thereu on hedeparted—alonel”

“Three hun red feetl” called the

freckle-faced one, letting go the crank of

the movie camera. “Three hundred feet

ofa bang-u story in sign language. Say,

when we sp it this stuffwith legends, won't

it be a bird! The only thing of its kind.”

Like Iagoo, “the great boaster, he the

wondrous story teller," Two-Guns-Vvhite

Calf, hereditary chief of the Blackfeet,

spun yarn after yarn, yet never a word

5 oke he. And while his hands worked,

the freckle-faced one turned the crank

rapturously.

HE Government arty had assembled

on the shores of wo Medicine Lake

in the Glacier National Forest determined

to secure a movie record of the Blackfeet

Medicine-Elk ceremony. But though a
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goodly host of Blackfeet had come over

from the reservation which forms the

eastern boundary of this park and though

they promised with certain reservations

that the ceremony would come off on

schedule time, the party had been sticking

around the lake for the best art of a

week. And as yet no Medicine-Elk

ceremony.

"It was hard on the nerves, believe

me!" said Cowling, the freckle-faced one,

running his freckled fingers through his

red hair. “We had the big guns of the

tribe all staked down and willing to per

form, even though it was the first time

they had ever agreed to do their sacred

s ecialty before the movie man. Yes,

Ehgle Child, Black Bull, Stabbed-by

Mistake, Running Eagle, Three Bears

and I forget how many others were on

hand. And then we had old Many-Tail

Feathers, the oldest medicine man in the

tribe, who was to assist in the ceremony.

“But old Many—Tail-Feathers swore b

the scalps ofhis ancestors that he couldn t

think of taking the responsibility on his

shoulders. He needed Yellow Eagle to

help him. At last Yellow Eagle came.

He looked over our party and shook his

head. This would never do.

"In the first place this was their sacred

ceremony, a prolonged prayer to the gods

for their sick. It meant much to them—

more than any of us realize, I guess. If

he were to go through with it, then every

bod who could not show a Blackfoot

cretfhntial must clear out. Either that or

no ceremony.

"So the adopted me into the tribe. I

smoked t eir ipe of peace and swore

allegiance and ots of other things I don’t

remember. But after this was done we

counted noses. Not a pale-face present.

games Willard Schultz, who was adopted

y the Blackfeet back in the 70's and who

has spent twenty-five years of his life

among them— 'ou may remember his

‘My Life as an ndian’—he had seen the

ceremony before and so he acted as

interpreter.

"So we got ready. I say we—but I

mean the Blackfeet. I had been ready for
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Motion photography counts for little with the eternal stillness of Crater lake

 

2 week. The te ees were pitched on the

shore of Two edicine Lake, the chiefs

and medicine men sat around until the

proper inspiration came. When it ar

rived I was waiting with my hand on the

crank. I had been tipped off that when

they were ready there would be no wait—

ing, no duplication of parts of the cere

mony. I had to get it on the wing and

this was my only chance—perhaps the

last chance.

“The ceremony began at the exact spot

where the double medicine lodges of the

Flatheads and the Blackfeet were once

held. I made a quick set-up and began to

crank as the chiefs and the medicine men

began to chant and sway. It was a great

moment. In hadn't been so nervous and

worried I think I would have experienced

a thrill such as the indoor producer gets

when he realizes he is making the film hit

of the year.

"But here I was about to photograph

somethin which had never been photo

graphed efore. Not knowing from one

moment to the next what would happen,
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not having been able to persuade the

Blackfeet to rehearse the ceremony, real

izing that once started they would proceed

without interruption to the end and

would permit no re-takes, I did get my

thrill, but it was an icy one.

"But once more Schultz came to the

rescue. lie was sitting in the tepee with

the chiefs and medicine men, participating

in the ceremony. Ever now and then he

would turn his head an tip me off to what

was coming next. I’d grab my machine

and sprint to another vantage point and

begin to crank just in time.

“Believe me, that was a strenuous

time. For two hours and a half the cere

mony proceeded without a minute lay-off.

I made more than thirty set-ups and by

using Schultz's tips was able to film the

connected stor of the ceremony in about

3000 feet. If had ground away without

knowing that certain rites were repeti

tions, 1 would have used up more than

9000 feet of film.

"But I got it———it’s all in the reels. A

real scoop, I'm thinking.”

HE spoke of this film as a scoop.

It is, but I’ve had to wheedle out of

him the story of films and still pictures

that are just about as scoopv as ou'd dare

imagine. This fellow Cowling has shown

me movies of the Grand Canyon that

made little chills creep u my spine.

You know the Grand anyon is at once

the lodestone and despair of photog

raphers. You can see with your naked

eye the most sublime silent s mphony

ever struck by time, color an matter.

But when vou endeavor to get a perma

nent record of it, the result is flat. Pale

blue and purple shadows which when

viewed from the canyon’s rim seem to

echo through the corridors of this blue

domed cathedral, show nothin but gray

hazes on the film. And as or etting

faithful records of the canyon’s ieauty

registered on movie film—it s next to im

possible.

But Cowling has done it, both in the

Grand Canyon and the Yosemite valley.

A specially constructed ray filter screws

over the lens of his motion-picture camera
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The tremendous leaps of Yosemite Falls are reproduced for millions of eyes that have never seen the Park
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and without increasing the exposure time

to the extent of making motion-picture

photography impossible, he gets moving

clouds and changing lights—authentically

registered with full color value on his films!

You’ll find him working in his labora

tories in the Reclamation Service at Wash

ington or you'll find him in any section of

the West, de ending upon the season of

the year. hen it warms up, Cowling

H

Q

begins to pack up and off he goes to the

National Parks, the Reclamation Proj

ects—anywhere in the West to get im

perishable records of its progress and in

comparable beauty.

71
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‘Hermit Camp, in the Grand Canyon.
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The motion camera helps to a sense of the majesty of these looming rocks
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His outfit is strap ed to the back of a

pack mule and looks like a unit of a moun

tain battery. Cowling straddles the

hurricane deck of a cayuse.

Last summer Cowling was working in

Glacier National Park with movie and

still camera getting material for a “See

America First" campaign which has been

inaugurated by Stephen T. Mather, As

sistant Secretary of the Interior. Iceberg

of floating bergs.

fi

fi

lake caught Cowling’s eye and he un—

limbered his batteries.

That was in July, but the lake was full

()ne berg was too near

(Continued on page 69)



  

What of the Nation?

American Graduates in Japan—Public Opinion and

Public Will—“First in Peace ”

AMERICAN GRADUATES IN JAPAN

HOSE who talk li htly, foolishly

or wickedly of the ‘inevitable war

with Japan," basing their appre

hensions apparently on the car

toons and scareheads of yellow journals,

overlook one great factor in the inter

national relations.

There are in Japan upwards of two

thousand young men, graduates of Ameri

can universities, as thoroughly devoted

to their Alma Mater as any American

colle ian could be, and with this thor
oughiiy loyal to the nation which gave

them their education. Stanford Univer

sity has sent out over a hundred of these,

besides many more debarred one way or

another from completing their courses.

Most of these men occupy influential

positions as rofessors, teachers, super

intendents 0 schools, mayors of cities,

secretaries, oflicial advisors, scientific

experts, financial experts. One of them,

Baron Iwasaki, shipbuilder, from the

University of Pennsylvania, is reputed

the ‘richest man in Japan, as well as one

of the most broad-minded and efficient.

Largely through the influence of these

men,_the intellectual classes‘of Ja an have

come ‘to know the United States ar better

than our peo le of similar capacity know

{Japan An an understanding of the

nited States involves a recognition of

the broad principles on which our republic

was founded, the recognition of equality

before the law, of the right to ‘oppor

tunity and the freedom of the individual

man. It re udiates the caste system,

from which apan still suffers, and the

paternal system with which Japan still

dallies, and it throws on each individual

man the res onsibility of choosing his

own status in ife. Most of these Japanese

scholars and officials owe their individual

success to the freedom they won for them

selves by coming to America. They

recognize the fact that, notwithstanding

two or three local misunderstandings,

magnified on both sides‘ by a mischief

making press, the two nations have

maintained the closest relations, and

the Pacific ocean brings them more and

more closely together.

The good sense of Japan frowns on any

attempt at trouble-making. Japan puts

up a bold face, but she has not yet recov

ered from the financial strain of the Rus

sian War and the absorption of Korea.

More than anything else she needs a half

century of peace to enable her to build

By David Starr Jordan

Chancellor of Stanford University

Director, World Peace Foundation

railways, of which she has not one quarter

enough, and public roads, of which she has

practicall none at all. Warwith Amer

ica woul mean national suicide on her

part, and ineffaceable shame on the part

of the United States. To acce t it as

“inevitable" is to confess imbecility and

criminality on one or both sides, and the

government of neither nation'is open to

that char e.

Meanw ile, as we of California are to

be neighbors of Japan for the next thou

sand years, let us resolve to be good

neighbors. The caste system of Japan

we do not want: neither does(gapan want

to force it on us. The “ entleman's

Agreement" which keeps Japanese la-,

borers from the United States is our

pledge to that effect, and so lon as it

endures it is an adequate pled e. can

while let us continue to hold t e doors of

our colleges wide open to the students of

Asia, that they may learn not only science

and arts, but the workings of democracy

as well. For in education in democracy,

the oldest world will find relief from

tyranny and caste and war.

PUBLTC OPINION AND PUBLIC WILL

UR President, as Mr. Walter Lipp

mann has said,speaks for our people

in a double capacity, as inter reter of

Public Opinion and of Public “Till.

The public opinion of the United States

most strongly disapproves the campaign

against neutral nations and non-combat

ant people. We recognize a law of right

as above national interest. This law of

right condemns the occu ation of Belgium

and, for that matter,o Macedonia, the

submarine campaign, the English food

blockade, the Zeppelin business, the

Armenian extermination, and most of

Germany's trusted specialties. It resents

the robbery of our mail and other petty

offenses of Great Britain as unworthy of a

great nation, and as a shabby way of

treating friends. But war is no remedy

for wrong-doing. There is no law of God

or man that requires a nation to avenge

a bad act by a worse one, that compels a

nation which expresses disapproval of

violation of law to throw law aside for a

plunge into wholesale anarchy. A decla

ration of war is always a confession of im

potence. It means the loss of faith in all

lawful methods of adjustment to seek a

decision through 'a “brawl in the dark."

The public will of America is, I believe,

unalterably opposed to entering this war

on any pretext whatever. Nobody

threatens us. No American has suffered

because he is an ‘American. There is and

apparently there can be no method of

breaking into the war consistent with

national honor, or with national welfare.

“riits'r IN PEACE"

ASHINGTON was known as "first

in war, first in peace, first in the

hearts of his countrymen." First in war,

because he viewed war only as a means (in

itselfunwelcome) towards the end ofinde

pendence. Hehad no illusions as to war

for war’s sake such as possessed some of

his associates, for example, Arnold, Gates

and Lee. He was first in ’ eace because

for seven years; he resiste the severest

ressure, far greater than any Mrl \Vilson

had to face, to drivehim into war on the

side of France. “Citizen Genet," the

Roosevelt of that time,.left untried no

scheme which could force us into war.

He realized _ that freedom depended on

unity, and unity on security and peace.

And finally, his patriotism, without taint

of selfishness or hate, madehim "first in

the hearts of his countrymen.”

Washington’s greatest achievement was

that he was loyal to his duty toward the

future of his people and kept out of war

with England, even when public opinion

and public will were alike opposed to him.

Even his great Secreta of State, Thomas

Jefferson, had left the abinet because he

would not fight for France.

So long as the President voices the pub

lic will, he will not allow our sympathy

with any nation to drag us into war. He

will not be moved by the Tremont Temple

resolutions, regretting that “we cannot

send to France such military and naval

assistance as she gave this country in the

struggle for independence.” That hap

pened a long time ago. Much water has

flowed under the bridges since then. But

the vital fact remains. Washington in his

day resisted the tremendous pressure

which would drive him into war.

And the countrymen of President Wil

son approve his stand on international

law, and his stand against war, for war is

the rejection of all law. And those who

would prevent his reelection must find

some basis for their opposition other than

his policy in dealing with Europe.
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Homesteading f‘? i

Without a

Chaperon

Being the Experiences of

Cecelia Weiss in the Sage

brush of Southern Utah as

Told by Her to

Amy- Armstrong

support nie-wye't. support them.

This spring I put in fort acres of rye

and I have a little garden. I don't

care much for a steady diet of r e bread,

and the rabbits share the gar en truck

with me. IfI had depended for my living

on the produce of the land during the

four years since I picked out the half

section and filed on it, I would be worse

off than the people in the country where

I was born, on the border of Russia and

Poland. There are no relief commissions

for girl homesteaders, and the Red Cross

pays no attention to them. So I had to

go to the city every winter to earn enough

money to keep myself and the homestead

going in summer.

So far the homestead with its improve

ments has cost me about a thousand

dollars. This fall I shall receive title to

the land from the government. They

say that an unimproved acre in in

vicinity is worth about ten dollars, so

fi ure that, should I desire to sell and find

a uyer, I will have a rofit of $2200. But

I don't want to sell. would rather make

a real farm out of the sagebrush tract.

My homestead is in Iron county, in

southwestern Utah, so close to the main

line of the railroad that I can hear the

pufiing of the locomotive on still nights

when the wind is in the ri ht direction.

There is not a tree on it; when I filed on

the land in igiz not a tree was in sight

clear to the horizon. The gray-green

sagebrush covered the flat va ley like a

shimmering Persian rug to the foot of the

bare blue ranges on either side. The land

lay as the Lord had made it. There was

no water to irrigate it, and no one had

thought it possible to raise crops without

irrigation until dry-farming began to be

talked about.

I did not know a thin of dr or any

other kind of farmin . §ince , a little

girl then, came to Saft Lake City fifteen

years ago, I had never done any kind of

work except to clerk in my father's

jewelry store. And I never would have

thought of homesteading if my sister had

not taken the lead. Five or six ears ago

everybody in Utah suddenly began to

talk of dr -farming; lots of people came

from Cali ornia to take up land that no

body had wanted before and we caught

IN the first place my 20 acres do not

   

This fall I shall receive title to the land from the government. Then I shall

have a well and with the development of water I shall draw closer to my

dreams for my oasis in the desert, until this picture might be taken there!
‘U

=

 

the infection. M sister was to take up

half a section an rove up in her own

name while her husband looked after his

business in town and supplied the funds.

I saw my chance and picked out 320

acres touching my sister's land at one

point. Without m sister's com anion

ship I think I woul have deserte before

the first season was half over.

There was nothin on the land except

sagebrush, and sage rush was all around

it. Only here and thereta homesteader

had cleared a little space and built his

shack. About eighteen or twenty claims

had been filed in our district, but only

two of the men had their wives with them.

From the first we were known as “The

Girls."

WE could have enjoyed great popu

larity among the women-hungry

men had it not been for two circum

stances. My sister had a husband who

was at their home taking care of his busi

ness and I was handicapped by the fear

of gossip and scandal which, mushroom

like, spring up overnight without provo

cation out here where folks have nothing

to do for recreation but scan the empty

miles and sit and think about their

neighbor, until they light upon some

choice morsel of gossip which will make

good conversation at the occasional

meetings. A young girl unprotected and

without a chaperon is the best of material

for such stories. The settlers are not at

all unkind; they are only human, but a

K/(lfllng woman must be very careful.

ore of this anon.

The first thing for me to do was to have

a shelter built, for I could not manage the

construction of that myself. So I hired

my nearest neighbor, who lived three

quarters of a mile away, to put up a little

board structure for me at a cost of about

$50 in all.

I was not allowed the privilege of nam

ing my residence. It was no sooner up

than a facetious homesteader passing by

remarked: "The iano box is finished, ’

and "The Piano ox" it is now called by

every one, the nickname having clung to it

ever since. It is 8 x IO feet, without lean

to or addition of any sort. Its equipment

consists of the following articles: One cook

stove; one single bed; one small table; one

chair; one bench; one tiny looking glass,

21 dresser, home-constructed from a box

and a couple of yards of chintz, and a

clock. The latter is a most important

adjunct in helping the hours to pass. My

sister’s shack is similai" though of neces

sity a trifle larger, as she insisted upon

bringin her piano, which has been a

wonder ul comfort to her. My “Piano

Box” is not entirely weather-proof, but

as it rarely. rains in summer it affords

sufficient protection.

I had to; ave a house of my own, as I

could not obtain a patent unless I had my

legal residence on the land for three con

secutive years. The government insists

on this requirement and, if your home

stead is worth having, there are always

enough newcomers who will start a con

test for the claim if they are given a

chance. But the government grants the

homesteader a furlough of five months

eve year during which time he or shecanlTeave the land. This furlough must

not be extended, though, not even for a

week, as the homesteader is carefull

watched by those who covet his lan .

Mere residence on the land, however, is

not sufficient. The claimant must also

cultivate at least twenty acres the second

ear and the third year forty acres must

e in crop.

Of course I am not strong enough to

drive two teams of horses drag ing a rail~

road iron over the round in order to clear

it of sagebrush. or heavy work of this

kind I have always paid cash. A neigh~

bor brings over his team and his imple

ments and does the plowing, seeding,

hauling and other heavy work for $3.50

a day. The arrangement suits both of us,

though it increases my cash outlay and,

worst of all, adds to the hours of leisure

at my dis osal. So far as I can see, this

overabun ance of spare time is one of the

worst features of homesteading. Unless

one has the capital to improve the entire

claim in two or three years, there are

always long intervals when one can’t find

anything to do except to contemplate the

scenery and watch the hands of the clock

go 'round. I never knew how much time

there is in the world, how it refuses to be

prodded and hurried in its snail crawl

until I contracted with Uncle gain to

spend seven consecutive months in the
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sagebrush, with the nearest neighbor

almost out of sight and not sufficient work

to make me forget the heat.

It is a little better today. When I first

came into the Escalante valley, the store

nearest to my homestead was at Lund,

seventeen miles away. I did not have to

go there for my furniture, though. Most

of it was bought from other homesteaders

who were either going away, disappointed,

or re laced it with better articles. Today

Beryl), a little over a mile away, merely a

sidetrack three years ago, has a station,

a hotel and a store. We were in the

wilderness three years ago; we are in the

suburbs now.

But the water problem is still with me.

  

S I mentioned before, the land in the

Escalante valley was to be had free

because no one wanted it, and the lack of

desire was caused by the lack of water.

There is no runnin water of any kind for

miles and miles antfmiles. To survive one

must drill a well and set up a pump,which

is an expensive undertaking. Sister and

I have no wells, but the neighbor who

lives three-quarters of a mile away has

installed water works. He became our

source of so ply. Until I had to walk a

mile and a half and carry every drop I

had no conception of the value of water,

and I never knew how much of the

precious fluid is wasted criminally when

you only have to turn the faucet to wash

your hands. Water conservation became

a religion with me.

Since my sister was even farther from

the well than I we kept house on the com

munity plan. Each day we walked the

three-quarters of a mile to the neighbor’s

 

 
 

Here I am at the door of the "Piano Box,"

my castle in the sagebrush. When I filed

on the land in 1912 there was not a tree in

sight, clear to the horizon. The gray green

sagebrush covered the flat valley like a

Persian rug to the foot of the bare blue

ranges. The nearest store was seventeen

miles away; now it is only about a mile.

Three years ago we were in the wilderness;

we are in the suburbs now

l==s$

for a bucket of water. One bucket we

“banked on” to last out the day for drink

ing, cooking and \vashin purposes. At

that time I was not at al accustomed to

walking except for short distances on

paved streets. Three-quarters of a mile

over stubble and through high grass and

brush was a good morning’s exercise; the

distance back, lugging a heavy bucket of

water, seemed four times longer. You

had to be thirsty those days to permit

yourself even the luxury of a drink.

Looking back on the carting of that

bucket of water I am reminded ofthe dry

farmer who, on his first visit to the big

city, stopped in the middle of the street

and held his sides, laughing. A sprinkling

 

:

  

wagon in full action was approaching.

"Gee, won't that fool be mad when he gets

home and looks into the tank," chuckled

the dry-farmer.

It was so with us. The bucket was

never a full bucket b the time we reached

the shack. And this bucketful of water

had to do double, sometimes triple duty.

\Ve watched over it as a miser over his

hoard. We were in truth slaves of the

bucket. I would wash the dishes in the

morning and put the water carefully aside

to save for washing the dinner and supper

dishes. By the time night came it had

just about outlived its usefulness. My

sister and I took turns washing our faces

in as small a basin of water as we could

make effectual, then save the same water

to wash our hands the rest of the day.

When we felt extravagant and ventured

a bath we would save the water to wash

our clothes.

The water problem is not such a diffi

cult one now. Though I have as yet no

well on m own place of course, not hav

ing my titliz, the neighbor delivers a barrel

of-water each week; and with just a little

thought, economy and sole leather worn

out on special trips with the bucket, this

lasts fairly well.

Getting the land fenced is always one

of the worst jobs of a homesteader. My

sister and I determined to put up our own

fences in order to save money and also to

keep ourselves busy. The summer days

are terrifically hot, the sun beating down

for hours with nothing to break the inten

sity of the rays, for there are yet no trees.

There is only a short time early in the

morning and about an hour in the evening,

(Continued on page 95)



  

“Mr. Gifi'ord, I '11 go you!” said Mr. Purvear.

(.r/“f‘vs.

....‘

1

When Strong

Men Meet

 

 

“Wait until I call in the girl and we'll put this in waiting”

  

 

n

The Divertz'ng Record of Several Sharp Engagements

Between Solon C. Purvear and R. Hayes

Gifl‘ord, at Oil City, Texas

OLON C. PURVEAR was born in

Acushnet, which, being known lo

cally as Head 0' the River, is subur

ban to New Bedford, Massachu

setts, about the time Barnum's circus got

too big to exhibit on Pope's Island. R.

Hayes Gifford arrived in this world at

Oakland, California, six months later, and

as the "R" stood for “Rutherford” you

can figure out the approximate period for

ourself if you want to. The came into

head-on collision at Oil Cit , exas, which

was altogether fitting, Oil ity being three

days’ train ride from the Golden Gate on

the one hand and three days from Buz

zard's Bay on the other.

R. Hayes, when he struck Oil City,

wrote home that he thought he was going

to like the East. Solon C., when he ar

rived, said it was mighty interestin’ to be

way out West.

By J. Frank Davis

Author of: The Price of Stupidity

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

But there is neither East nor West,

Border nor brccd nor birth,

When two strong men meet face to face,

Though they come from the ends of the

earth. —Kipling.

 

Solon C. was as big a s endthril't as

John D. Rockefeller. R. ayes had no

more idea of how to make a dollar and

keep it than Andrew Carne ie. Hence

each was “well-fixed." 0th were

bachelors.

Gifi'ord's vocation was real estate, his

avocation architecture. Purvear, on the

other hand, was an architect by trade

with real estate as a side line.

They landed in Oil City a month apart,

in the late autumn of 19r4. Someone in

Los Angeles had told the Californian, who

arrived first, that the place offered excep

tional opportunities for a good profes

sional booster. The Yankee came down

because a deceased aunt had left him a

big block of stock of the Jim Hickey Oil

Company, and he was too suspicious to

take the word of anyone else as to what

it was worth. \Vhen he had been in Oil

City long enough to learn that he need

not have worried about its value, because

it had none, he had become sufiiciently

impressed with the country to determine

to remain at least long enough to win

back expenses. Business was dull in New

Bedf'ord that fall anyway.

So he sent for Mrs. Morris, his younger

sister, a comfortably rounded and cheer

ful widow, to keep house for him, and

leased two Ofiice rooms in the Woodmen’s

Building, right under the electric sign that

for four hours each evening glared at all
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Marguerite surveyed Mr. Hicks without favor

comers: “Welcome. W. O. W.” He also

hired the furniture that the last tenant

had left in lieu of rent, had his name let

tered on the door, and got him a stenog

ra her.

he olfice was well located, the late

tenant’s desks and chairs adequate and

the lettering on the door reasonably artis

tic, but Solon C. stubbed his toe on the

stenog. And she looked all right, at that,

and sounded all right, too—to him. What

he missed was that she neither looked nor

sounded right to the Native Sons. They

thought she was putting on lugs. They

were right.

Miss Marguerite Reilly was a cute and

excessively well-dressed little thing.

Queer how little things can affect impor

tant events—like the time Mrs. William

P. Achilles forgot to let go of the boy's

heel, or the incident of the geese that

waked up Rome, or that day when Merkle

failed to touch second.

She just happened to be in Oil City be

cause the doctor in Broadway (Broadway,

South Boston, not New York) had told

Michael Reilly, her father, that his

lungs wouldn't last through another New

England winter, and Mrs. McCormick's

son Hugh, who was a traveler (the Mc

Cormicks lived in the flat below the

Reill s in theCStreet three-decker), knew

a we l-driller in Oil City who was able to

romise him an outdoor job. So Mr.

Peilly asked the school committee to

rant him a two years’

cave of absence, ut

tin a substitute Janitor in his place,

an moved with his lares and penates to

Texas.

Miss Marguerite, who was the principal

late and penate of the Reilly outfit, ob

’ected to leavin the classic shades of

oston, where she had a position in a

Court Street real estate oflice, but Michael

J. was adamant.

"Until ye’re twinty-wan," said he, “an'

that’s a car yet, ye’ll live where I say,

Ma ie eilly. After that pray Gawd

ye’l ave more sinse than t’ think ye arre

th’ same kind iv people as Missus Jawn

P. Hunnewell."

At this una reciative, not to say

brutal remark, arguerite wept bitter]

—but she resigned her Court Street POSI

tion without marked effect on the pros

perity of her employer's business, and

packed her trunk. Mother was her sole

comfort in that hour of sorrow.

“'Tis Himself is sick these days," she

said. "Little he undherstands ye have

th' manners now iv a lady an’ hate t’ go

to a far counthry like this Texis an’ leave

behind ye th’-—th’—”

“Culture," supplied the sobbing Mar

guerite. She pronounced it “Cul-chaw.”

Pronunciation was Miss Reilly's long

suit. She carefully and ostentatiously

spoke the dialect that C Street imagines

is current on Commonwealth Avenue. In

 

her heart she was confident one couldn't

tell the difference—over the telephone,

say—between her accent and that of the

lady members of the Sears famil . And

her manner in public was invariagly such

as she fancied Mrs. John L. Gardner’s

might be if someone who had butted into

Mrs. Jack's Italian villa on a public exhi

bition day were to presume to tell her she

ought to hang that latest Botticelli in the

Rembrandt room.

So she said “Cul-chaw.”

“Shure, that’s th’ wurrd!” cried Mrs.
Reilly admiringly. I‘But ’tis not for long

we’ll be goin’, Gawd willin’l Perhaps

Himself will be able t’ come back another

ear, an’ in th' meantime think how fine

twill be t’ see furrin parts an’ all th’ wild

cowboys an’ Ingins an’ th’ like same as in

‘Th’ Sheriff's Swateheart’ at th’ Palace

Dhream.”

Thus it befell that Marguerite was in

Oil City, willing to accept a position,

when Solon C. Purvear prepared to open

his new office and looked around for a girl

to tend shop, answer the telephone and

write his letters. Naturally, her Boston

experience told with him. Her dialect,

too. New Bedford may not be far from

Boston, but Whaling City folk are not

necessarily up on the niceties of the Back

Bay accent.

(Continued on page 62)



Eight Days
The Confession

By Maximilian Foster

Author of: Rich Man, Poor Man
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Most surprising, the Humboldt

county brand—the kind they grow

in Eel River, California!

If you will icture to your mind's e e
half the worldizs visible supply of whaIe

bone and india rubber compressed into a

compass of, say, 2 feet, 3 inches in one

dimension, 6 inches in the other, you will

have a more or less striking portrait of the

first of them to which I was introduced.

Perhaps I exaggerate. Perhaps, after all,

it was only a uarter of all the whalebone

and india rub er. However, as it wasn't

my fish anyway I can afford to be moder

ate. A friend of mine had hold of it, or

it had hold of my friend, one couldn't be

sure; and after the two of them had

wrestled themselves ashore I went after

them and helped choke the fish to death,

at the same time beating it over the nose

with a club.

Then we got out the scales and wei hed

it. Seven pounds, four ounces it weigIied;

and I thought something must be wrong

with the scales.

My friend said no. He said it was only

a moderate-sized fish. As he said it he

waved his hand nonchalantly. Just like

that. Only a fair fish, y’ know.

Only a fair fish, what? Oh, yes. Once

he had taken one of 12 or 16 pounds,

something like that; and he started in to

tell me about it. As he started in at the

beginning, though, and the afternoon was

waxing on, I didn't wait for him to finish.

I Went to fishing. I wished to take a

steelhead; and as it looked easy, more or

less so in a way of speaking, I wished to

do it at once. So, as I say, I fished.

To be short about it, I got a steelhead,

too. It was eight days later—you follow

me, don't you ?—days, not minutes.

Count ’em—8.

SURPRISING fish, the steelheadl

I'D like to stop here for a minute. In

every fish story, the kind especially

you read in magazines that have bird

dogs, grizzly bears, moose and so forth on

the covers, not just girls, the writer

always slips in the fact modestly, in a shy,

violet-like wa , that he is the lineal de

acendant of o d John Walton—or is it

Izaak ?—and that what he doesn't know

about fish and fishing is not worth know

the willows steelhead

Oh fellows! ""Oh Harry!

ing anyway. So gather about the camp

fire, bo s; it happened this way; and,

say, tal about your Speckled Beauties!

You know how it is, don’t you? In the

story the reel screams; it always screams;

and “old Limberlop," the writer's faith

ful I. X. L.-—or is it Leonard ?—bends

double, always double, humming with the

strain, after which the fish leaps into the

sunlight, ever the sunlight, ever the leap,

and there and then flashes like a bar of

silver. In the tale, too, is always somt~

one named “Doc" or “Bill,” “Doc” nor

mally; and after the fish has been "given

the butt," or whatever it is you give a fish

when ou give it to him, and when he’s

been ought "inch by inch" until he's

“killed" or “creeled” or what it is that is

done to a fish by a writer that knows 'ust

how to do it and isn’t ashamed to sfiow

you he does, the fish is weighed, where

upon the “Doc” and the writer talk it

over, the “Doc" slapping the writer,

I'Iarr Hailfellow, on the back, telling

him how skilful he is, and Hair mod

estly disclaiming the honor—t at he

knows so much about fish and fishing

an wa the fish didn't stand any show.

el , who am I to batter down time

worn tradition?

IT was on a Saturday, late in Septem

ber, that I dropped in at Fernbridge,

the point where first I attacked Eel river.

At halfpast a, that or thereabouts, I made

\v .

Mr. Foster, holding the trophy of

  

an eight days' campaign

my maiden cast over the 00! in front of

Goe’s Fishing Tavern. he river was

alive with fish; from the bridge above you

could see them in schools, lying ranked

along the bottom; and here was I that:

knew all about fish and fishing! So up to

the den, fellows, and listen!

I fished, and it was about ten minutes

before dark that doubt first began to

assail me. Four hours of fishing, a pool

filled with fish, and the net result: one——

count itl—one miserable half-pounder!

Simple Simon went a-fishing

For to catch a whale;

But all the water that he had

Was in his mother's pail.

Something was wrong.

sure of it.

Consider the circumstances. Here was

I, the heir to all the ages from Peter down

to Izaak, old Walton himself—from Izaak,

I say, then on down to the best of them

in the Round-the—Campfire, I-tell-you

boys school of fishing fact and fiction; et

all I’d taken was one measly half-pountI'er

Wrong? Yes, but it couldn't be I that

was wron .

Hadn’t fished all the Atlantic seaboard

from Florida to Maine, New Brunswick,

Newfoundland? Hadn’t I dry-flied the

chalk streams abroad as well? Of course

I had. In all the whole school of Once-a

Month campfire boys I knew none, in

fact, that had a better opinion of his skill.

Why, just a fortni ht before, just to

mention it, I'd been fisfiing Rangeley lake,

all the way across the continent; and as a

final coup to end the fishing there, hadn't

I raised, hooked, played and netted a

4-pound brook trout, a fontinalis? Yes,

and hadn't half a dozen other anglers, all

good fishermen—none so good as myself,

maybe, none writing for the sporting

magazines or otherwise about themselves

-—hadn’t these same six good men and

true tried to take that trout and failed?

Never mind! Three thousand miles I'd

come; I'd fished four hours, yet I hadn't

taken a steelheadl

Something must be wrong with my

tackle. It must be that, of course.

But no! Wasn't my rod a Leonard?

they always are in fishing stories; that

or a Hawes. Besides, wasn't my reel a

Hardy; and there was my line, too, 42

I was almost
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The long pool beneath the white arches of the Ferndale bridge lay pellucid in the sunlight

yards of double-tapered, vacuum-dressed

oiled-silk. Then my leader, nine feet of

tapered gut; my flies as well. As flies,

the flies too were all they should be. No,

rod, reel, line, leader and flies, nothing

seemed wrong with the tackle.

But what could it be?

I didn't know. The next day I went

at it again.

It was 8 o'clock when I pushed off

from the landing, “old Limberlop” my

. trusty Leonard tournament rod in my

hand. You notice I was using a tourna

ment; all the best fishing writers do.

However, the mist had risen, the long

pool beneath the white arches of Fern

dale bridge lay pellucid in the sunlight.

Over its surface the first breath of the

da ’s wind played in flaws; and along the

wiflows by the edge, salmon and steelhead

ever and anon burst from the depths with

a sudden resounding IlDIh.’ There were

dozens of fish, hundreds literally, lying in

the pool; and sculling rapidly along the

shallows, I reached the end of the water,

drew in my oars, and started the first

drift back to the bridge.

I cast and I cast. Harry Hailfellow

could not have done it better. The

feathered lure—mark the “feathered,"

mark the “lure”—fell lightly as thistle

down. You can mark the “thistle-down”

too, if you like. Nothing happened,

though. Not a thing. Not to me, at an

rate. Halfway down the pool, though,

heard a yell; then something sailed into

the air over near the willows.

The something was a steelhead.

The “Doc" was fishing over there.

I didn't know the "Doc," but I'd read

about him. In a recent issue of one of our

best sporting prints the "Doc” had

fi ured largely. The tale told how the

‘T306’ was a great artist with the fly-rod,

as great almost as he was with the forceps;

only now, in place of flies, the “Doc" was

baiting with salmon roe. Fact! I won

dered if Harry Hailfellow would have said

"Fiel", or had Harry, too, spawn-fished?

However, a steelhead having investi ated
the large ob of “spaghetti'I the “ oc”

had balterf with, the said steelhead was

now resenting what it had swallowed. It

lea ed into the sunlight, all right. In

ad ition, after standing on its tail, it

scurried briefly for ten or fifteen feet

along the surface. Afterwards, entirely

for etting its dignity, it hopped, skipped

antf jumped several times in as many

directions; and reversing itself, then

stood upon its head. Meanwhile the

“Doc,” faithfully following all the best

rubber-stamp directions of the best school

of campfire writing, was “giving it the

butt,” reeling it in “inch by inch” and

otherwise living up to the eminence

accorded him in the August issue, all

bookstands, price 15 cents, only a dollar

and a half the year.

He shone with determination and sal

mon spawn. He reeled and reeled. The

only flaw, in fact, to an otherwise perfect

performance was that just about this

time the steelhead, making other arrange

ments, all at once decided to go elsewhere;

and going there, the fish took with it the

“Doc’s" double-twisted leader, the two

hooks baited with “spaghetti,” and about

ltwenty yards of the “Doc's” oiled-silk

me.

I resumed my fishing. So did the

“Doc." I still stuck to the fly, but the

"Doc” was more catholic. Flies do all

right when ou’re writing about it, but

just for fishm the "Doc ' preferred sal

mon roe. Pro ably he wanted fish.

Nothing still happened. Having fished

the drift, I rowed back up wind, and

started in again. It was not, in fact, until

half past 9 that anything did happen.

Then it happened!

HAD not lost faith in myself, faith,

either, in my trusty Leonard, my reel,

my line,

courage.

m flies. I had not even lost

{may have lost, of course, a

little of the fine wire-edged keenness of

m desire; but still I cast and cast. Then,

all, at once, all in an instant, Eel river

seemed to rise in the air and explode.

I will try now to be moderate. One de

feats one’s own purpose in the descriptive

by becoming too superlative.

As near as I can remember, what oc

curred, occurred at a point about thirty

feet from the boat. The flies sailing

lightly through the air, hovered an in

stant over the water, then dropped softly

to the dim ling wave. Resting them an

instant, I ad just begun to draw them

toward me, when directly beneath them

a sort of seismic upheaval burst from the

river's bed, and with the tail fly as its

pivotal center, the convulsion spread it

self violently from that axis outward. An

instant afterwards, disclosed within this

swirling vortex, I had a momentary gleam

of something flashing white, upon which

the flash as instantly disappeared, leaving

behind it that tumultuous upheaval of the

waters, now swirling in a mound. That a

fish, a mere fish, was in any sense respon

sible for this, I of course doubted. A
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dynamite bomb might have been held might be there to fish, not merely to have

accountable, that or a liner’s screw; but, his picture taken.

still, still let me be moderate. Let me say In the bottom of his boat was also an

the swirl, that convulsive uprearing of 8-pound steelhead.

Eel river, was comparable to the swirl of “Any luck?" he inquired.

an oar-blade. Sporting writers all use the No. No luck whatever. I admitted

term. As the swirl of an oar-blade, then, as much. I admitted also that the same

Eel river did swirl. condition had now prevailed for eight

Subsequently, I struck. days, hand running. My visitor gave a

You know how it's done. Harry Hail- grunt. In return I begged him to tell me

fellow always does it with a neat turn of what was wrong with my rod, my reel,

the wrist, just the wrist, nothin more. my line and my flies.

It does not even jar the watch. es, as I Taking the rod, he inspected it. Then

sag, I struck. be inspected the flies, the line and the reel.

he steelhead, meanwhile, had gone Again he grunted.

elsewhere. "Nothing wrong with the rod, nothing

That day, feverishly employed in the wrong with the line, nothing wrong,

task, the attempt to take a steelhead, I either, with the flies.” Again he gave it

occasioned no less than seven others of the once-over. “Not a thing," he

those same seismic disturbances in the grunted.

depths of Fernbridge pool. The next day Yes, but something was wrong. I knew

I created nine. Going up! The day after- it now. I was sure of it. .

wards, something like eleven occurred‘, He told me then, what it was.

but after that I ceased to count. Day "It's ou,” he said.

after day I’d sally forth, and day after day What s more, he was right.

Leviathan would come busting at the

flies, only to depart unscotched. By this “ 'VE been watching you," grunted my

time the conviction, sad as it was, had adviser; “when you raise a fish you

settled on me that something surely was take the fly away from him. You have

wron . to be uick, of course; but ou're too

En ightenment at this point came to quick. ow get into my boat, if you like,

me in the person of a chance acquaint- and I’ll show you.”

ance. It was just after I’d made one of He did, too. I got into his boat, and in

my eriodic bungles. five minutes or thereabouts I learned

" ullo,” said a voice. more than Harry Hailfellow would have

“Oh, hullo,” I mumbled; and a boat listened to in a lifetime.

came bumping alongside. First, not more than 30 or 35 feet of

I do not think that Harry Hailfellow, line, thirty the better. Then slow with

as a fisherman, would have approved of the fly. Let it rest a moment once it hits

the person in the boat. He did not wear the water, after which draw it slowly

a khaki outing shirt with pleated pockets toward you. Then there was the strike.

on the breast. He did not have on a M new acquaintance had fished about

sombrero, nor was there tied about his ha fthe first drift I made with him when

neck one of those red or blue bandana a steelhead came to the fly.

handkerchiefs which all our best cowboy It came with a rush. "Oh, hullo,"

sporting writers wear when they have grunted my instructor, “here's one now."

their pictures taken. He wore just Afterwards he struck; not any of your

clothes, a derby hat too into the bar ain, wrist business but a ood, steady whang.ifI’m not mistaken. Iwas, in fact,aIZittle He did not jerk, 0 course; he merely

aloof about him m self until I happened planted the hook firmly where it was

to notice his rod. It was a good rod. It calculated to do the most good.

was just as good as mine was; and so was I wish Harry had been there. That

the reel, the line, the leader and the flies. steelhead, incidentally, wei hed nine

It struck me then that the stranger pounds; and as a source of potential

/’
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dynamic energy, one might well transcribe

the pounds into tons. Harry, perhaps,

might have “ iven it the butt,” but not

even Harry, E believe, would have done

that more than once. It was in the air

most of the time; and while it was there

the Eureka person let it soar as it willed,

in the meanwhile sculling himself quietly

ashore. Then, after the first bloom of

those aerial transports had become

quieted, the said Eureka person went to

work.

Ten or twelve minutes later the steel

head lay gasping on the shingle, a bright

cock-fish, fresh run from the sea, its

flanks tinged with paleiridescent pinkness.

Time, half ast 3. Eager to apply in

practise what had just seen and learned,

went at it again.

At 3.45 I had hold of my first, my

original steelhead.

THE gentleman—for, truly, if ever a

fish was a gentleman, this one was—

came to the fly with a surge. I see the

vision yet. The fly, a yellowish California

coachman, No. IO in size, fell to the water,

hung there a fractional instant; and then,

just as I moved it toward me, it was

en ulfed.

ngulfed is the word, indeed. There

was that quick, vital tumult in the depths;

the water heaved, whirling with a flash of

white; and as the fish, emerging, flopped

at the fly, I let him take it. Stead on

was the word now. He took it. hen

when I knew he'd taken it, I struck.

This time I had him.

The rod chugged, there was an instant's

pause. Immediately upon that, the Hum

oldt county landscape rose into the air

and swam before my ken, a chaotic me

lange of sk and water indescribably

mixed with sh.

I seemed to see steelhead in the air. I

seemed to see steelhead catapulting along

the surface. steelhead, it seemed, filled

every angle of that quick moment’s dis

ordered vision. Then, as instantly, the

shoals, swarms, myriads of steelhead

appeared to disappear, after which, forty

or fifty yards away, a single shape, a cres

cent of minted silver, vaulted skyward

(Continued on page 94)

 

The white spot you see is a steelhead, breaking water.

  

Surprising fish, the steelhead, most surprising the Eel river brand!

The world's visible supply of whalebone and rubber seems compressed into the compass of one fish



  

EXCUSE ME!

Observations by the Recruiting Oflicer of a Company

of the National Guard
I

HE Congress of the United States

may legislate for preparedness;

the President may plead for it,

the press preach about it, and this

one big fact remains-——- '

The youth of America refuse to become

pre ared for military duty.

hey may not be too proud to fight.

But they certainly are too proud to pre

pare. In the event of national necessity

there is little doubt that a million men

would“spring to arms”—and would not

know how to carry them; be ignorant of

the correct way to march; understand

none of the rudiments of ordinary camp

life. And if they were compelled “to dig

themselves in,” as were a like number of

Germans or French in the same space of

time, the would literally di their own

graves! f the science of mo ern warfare

they would be entirel in the dark, anda detriment and absoliute danger to the

few thousand trained troops we now

have.

It is a shocking thing to hear an Ameri—

can youth declare that he refuses‘to pre

pare himself against- the time of his

country's need for him, and et countless

thousands of them today ta e that posi

tion. And they are more positive in their

assertions when the country is in seeming

need of trained men than in other times.

Let the President discuss the submarine

situation with Germany, and immediately

the American youth launches an excuse

to escape military preparedness.

American troops crowd the border of

Mexico and our pursuit of Villistas seems

likely to bring about intervention the

average American youth entrenches him

self behind a bulwark of self-sufficiency

and fires his heavy artillery of criticism at

men in high places. He not only does not

want to fight—and none of us does—but

he doesn't want to be prepared to fight

in the event he ha: to take up arms.

HIS is the alarming situation con

fronti this country today. While

Congress eliberates over plans for

strengthening the military arm of the

nation and provides for an army on paper,

every military officer in the United States

realizes that unless there is a sudden

change of sentiment it would be utterly

impossible to recruit a standing army of

By Arthur Dunn

 

“The youth of America

may not be too proud to

fight but apparently they

are too proud to prepare”

 

reasonable size, while the National Guard,

except in a few striking instances, would

not meet adequately the requirements of

an army of the first line.

There ma be many reasons for our

military he plessness, but the funda

mental one is because the young men of

the countr are not interested in what may

happen. There is some patriotism among

the youth of the United States. They

are as willing as of old to applaud the

Flag, and by word of mouth are still the

champions of the world. But they posi

tively will not sacrifice one night at the

movies or an afternoon in the bleachers

for the lofty purpose of helping their

beloved country to do the one thing which

all authorities agree must be done—be

ready to compel peace by being prepared

for war.

When I was designated recruiting of

ficer of a company of Coast Artillery

Reserves, National Guard of California,

I promised in self that I should repay the

captain who had honored me so signally

by recruiting the largest and certainly

the best company in the United States.

In looking over the situation I discovered

that there had been little or no systematic

effort on the Pacific Coast to obtain the

cooperation of employers in recruiting

the National Guard, so I set about bring

ing to the attention of the concerns that

employ hundreds of men each these im

portant facts:

In the interests of national prepared

ness, the state of California maintains ten

companies of Coast Artillery Reserves at

San Francisco. Of course, the state main

tains other organizations—infantry, signal

corps, field artillery, hospital corps and

naval militia, in all the number being 4590

OiI'ICCI'S and men; but we are dealin now

with ha penings in the city of San ran

cisco, w ich surely would be a prize for

any invading force and certainly must be

sa eguarded with mighty uns, and, more

than all else, men behind the guns who

could drop detonating projectiles into

the vitals of enem naval vessels offshore.

It is the duty 0 these Coast Artillery

Reserves to be eflicient in the operation

of the long-range guns and mortars that

guard the Golden Gate.

The Reserves are trained at the State

Armory, a magnificent building erected

and e uipped at a cost of $500,000. The

War epartment prescribes and super

vises the drill and instruction of oflicers

and men, thereby making for efficiency.

In addition to the equipment for military

purposes, the Armory has a fine gym

nasium, shower baths, swimming tank,

and each company has its own club

rooms for. the convenience of its members.

Surely these are the attractions of a city

club, and they are all absolutely free to

the guardsman, save that he shall enlist

for a period of three years, attend one

encampment of two weeks annually, for

which he is paid, and articipate in a

reasonable number of rills during the

year. The total number of such drills

would not exceed fifty-two, or one a week,

and if a guardsman will attend seventy

five per cent of these he will be doing

much more than the average.

THE first em loyer to whom I went

has 750 eligi le young men on his pay

roll. He was enthusiastic about his em

ployees joinin the National Guard.

‘ The Guat makes for better citizen

ship and better citizenship insures better

employees," was the logical way he put it.

So this employer forthwith posted notices

throughout his vast establishment a ee

ing to give all employees who mm the

National Guard time 05', wit pay, to

perform any military duty that might

arise, and in addition each would receive

his regular two weeks’ vacation with pay.

Inasmuch as the annual encampment is

for a period of two weeks, this employer

was giving his employees a full month off

every year, with pay and without loss of

any rights as to seniority of service.
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This is the swimming-pool in a Western armory of the National Guard.

young men of America apparently hesitate to dive.

headquarters, in the interest of recruiting. The ofl'er was declined.

Excuse Me: Arthur Dunn
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It typifies the cold plunge of preparedness into which the

In the case of this particular pool, a club of young men was offered the armory for

The club would have liked the convenience because its members

went in for swimming, but each member had a girl who also liked swimming and, as the girls couldn't go to the armory, it might break

I went away from that establishment

elated. The enlistments from that place

alone would fill up the thinned ranks of

our company, I assured myself. I would

be commended by the com any com

mander, complimented b _ t e colonel,

and envied by all fellow o cers.

But none of this happened. Not a

single man employed in that establish

ment enlisted in the National Guard!

Not one of them paid the slightest atten

tion to the generous offer of their em

loyer. They didn't want to be prepared

or anything, save the serious business of

having a ood time, untied and untram
meled. lgsug ested a meeting of em

loyees, and a though it was requested

by the heads of all departments not over

a dozen put in an appearance, and of these

three were cripples, and thereforineligible,

and another confessed a willingness to

join the National Guard but his heart

was too weak. The others? Frankly

they were hearkening more to the honking

of the passin jitney than they were to

the clarion ca 1 of country.

The second employer I visited decided

to extend to twent men the privileges

granted by the empfoyer cited in the first

instance. Today, after many months of

effort, five men have come from that es

tablishment. One of these is a boy six

teen years old, and I doubt not it was

necessary to shrink the tape measure a bit

in his case.

A third instance was a real shock. I

became acquainted with the leaders of a

young men 5 club numberin twenty-five

recently graduated from Iiigh school.

Here was an opportunity to get, at one

potshot, as it were, the very kind of ma

terial we required for artillery work, the

young man of fair education who, in time,

would become good militia officers. I

up the club if they joined the National Guard

spoke to the president, secretary and one

or two of the leading spirits of the club.

Their little organization had no head

quarters and they saw the opportunity of

having all the comforts of home without

cost to them. The promised to talk

over the matter wit their membership

and we fixed an evening upon which the

entire club would visit the armory and be

shown around the establishment. The

appointed night no one put in an appear—

ance, and upon inquiry these were the

reasons assigned:

i. "We go in for swimming a great

deal. Each of us fellows has a girl and

the girls are all good swimmers. The

girls wouldn’t go to the armory to swim

(because they couldn’t), and it might

break up our club. Say, my girl is some

water baby!”

2. "We might get into war with Ger

many. My father is a German, and I

don’t want to mix in that kind of affair.

Besides, there’s Mexico."

3. "My father was thirty years in the

regular army. He doesn't want me to be

mixed up with it even remotely."

4. "Another note went to Germany,

didn't it? And we're pretty close to the

Mexican border, aren’t we? Good night!"

I could go on multiplying these senti

ments, expressed with amazing frankness

by young Americans a ed between 19 and
24 years, the type ofgyouth ou would

expect naturally to be eager or any ad

venture. But when you analyze these

statements you are startled that the spirit

of the fathers has waned, and on wonderwhat the outcome will be. Uiiidoubtedly

were the United States to become em

broiled in war, there would be a rush to

the recruiting offices on the part of young

men eager to serve under the colors, but

these would be just as unprepared as they

are today, and would have to be drilled

and instructed for a period of months

before they would become efl'icient sol

diers ready for the serious business ofwar.

Nor is apathy the only deterrent to the

upbuilding of the National Guard. That

can be overcome, in time. We can edu

cate the boys that they will be preparing

for higher citizenship by performing their

full duty to the state, and we need not

despair alto ether about our military

situation. he United States has been

training its citizenry for generations in

the art of evading law and scofiing at

order, and it is too much, perhaps to ex

pect that our young men will become

converted in a day to the serious business

of government.

BUT there is a real menace threatening

the nation's effort to be prepared in

a military sense. It is the open 0 osition

of organized union labor to the ational

Guard. Though the forty-eight Na

tional Guard units have been established

by law for the purpose of repelling in

vasion and maintaining order, there is

scarcely a labor union which does not

oppose the National Guard, forbiddin

the membership to join the Guard, and

threatening with expulsion from the

union any man who takes up trainin for

national defense. In countless hun reds

of instances, in every state in the Union,

National Guardsmen have been given

discharges by commandin officers be

cause they were threatene with loss of

sition by some walking delegate.

This condition is not peculiar to any one

locality. It is universal. In nine cases

out of ten the agitation against the Na

tional Guard is fomented by foreign-bom

persons and denunciatory resolutions are

(Continued on pagej3)
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The Panama Canal

ATE in 19!; a German geologist

inspected the Panama Canal,

more especially that part of it

subject to periodic slides. The

conclusions he arrived at were laid down

in two articles published in 21 Berlin paper.

They were not reassuring. The scientist

maintained that the United States had

failed to make an adequate geological

examination of the danger zone before

investing its four hundred million dollars;

he asserted that the eruptive rocks of

volcanic origin, the slippery, unstable

sedimentary deposits subject to a heavy

annual rainfall, liable also to disturbance

by earthquake shocks, might not stay in

their appointed places, and he predicted

that the Canal would be closed by slides

off and on for an indefinite period.

What are the real, deep-down, un

varnished facts concerning the Canal

slides?

On page I3 SUNSET presents an article

written by Dr. John C. Branner, the emi

nent geologist and member of the scien

tific commission sent to the Zone to study

the slides. Dr. Branner’s simple, clear

description of geological conditions in the

Canal area is not reassuring. Stated very

baldly, one must conclude from the

learned doctor's statement of facts that

the engineers have calmly removed the

support of huge masses of unstable ma

terial subject to tropical deluges, that

increasing masses of this material are be

ginning to move toward the big cut and

that the only remedy of the engineers

consists of—more dredges. Temporarily

the dredges have won; at present writing

the channel is open, but many times the

amount of material already lifted out of

the Canal prism—at sixty cents a yard—

is waiting along the banks, ready to move

forward as soon as the summer cloud

bursts have greased the skids.

"But when one sees the sliding area

extending further and further away from

the Canal, the volume of the movin

masses gradually getting bigger and

bigger and the very hills themselves

toppling over and adding to the con

fusion he feels that some way

ought to be found to make the hills stay

where they are."

"A partial remedy has been looked for

in the lowering of the new slope of the

sides of the Canal, but whether the new

slope will stand in a region of seven feet

of rainfall nobody really knows. We can
onl guess at it and hope.H

'Fhese are quotations from Dr. Bran

ner’s article. The lead to the question:Was the nature oflthe material through

which the Canal was dug, was the amount

of rain falling on this material, was the

elfect of water on this material unknown

  

to the builders? Was the geological

formation carefully determined and taken

into consideration in selecting the route

of the Canal? \Vhen the earth began to

move into the Canal prism, was anything

done, were any steps taken to stop the

movement at its source? It all seems very

simply stated now. But why now?

A ood many dams have been built in

the nited States when the builders did

not know upon what kind of a foundation

they were building-often with disas—

trous results. Too often the engineer,

impatient to make the dirt fly, has failed

to base his plans upon the painstaking

preliminary investigations of the scien

tist. Considering the things that have

happened, the Panama Canal appears to

be another testimonial to the splendid

technical efficiency, to the genius for or

ganization of the American engineer—

and to the impatient haste, the craze for

action ahead of thorough knowledge of all

factors that is one of the faults of the

national character.

Consequences on a Sliding Scale

FTER a pause of seven months the

Canal was reopened for traffic

April 16. Unfortunately there

' was no traffic. During the first

two weeks after the reopening onl one

vessel reached Pacific Coast ports via the

 

The commission of learned scientists investigating the Canal slides last December. The members are, from left to right: R. B. Potter,

secretary; A. P. Davis, chief engineer U. S. Reclamation Service; C. R. Van Hise, president of the University of Wisconsin, formerly

professor of geology; J. R. Freeman, consulting engineer; J. C. Brenner, president emeritus of Stanford University, formerly head

professor of geology; R. C. Carpenter, professor of experimental engineering, Cornell University; H. L. Abbott, engineer, brigadier

general U. S. Army; H. F. Reid, professor of dynamical geology, Johns Hopkins University; Whitman Cross, U. S. Geological

Survey; J. F. Hayford, director of the college of engineering, Northwestern University
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The Pulse of the Pacific

Canal. Instead of five companies with

large fleets of modern vessels operating

through the Canal on railroad schedule,

only one concern maintained an irregular

service. In 19:6 the tonnage of goods

moving between the East and West coasts

by water was the smallest for four decades.

Of course the world-wide shortage of

bottoms and the alluring charter rates in

the war trade helped to keep the coast-to

coast water traffic down, but the abandon

ment of this traffic would not have been

complete if the Canal had remained open.

The shipping companies, knowing that

the war and its profits must end some

time, would not have handed their busi

ness, carefully built up in the time when

trans-shipment at Tehuantepec or Pan

ama was necessary, to the transconti

nental railroads on a platter; at least a

part of their fleets would have remained

on the run.

It may be accepted as a fact that, unless

dredging is supplemented by preventive

measures, slides will continue to fill the

Canal prism at intervals for an indefinite

eriod, that trafl'ic through the Canal will

he interrupted for weeks and months at a

time and that the expense of removing the

slide material will add millions to the in—

vestment. As a commercial undertaking

the Canal will be a flat failure unless con

tinuous traffic through the waterway can

be guaranteed; if extensive delays due to

slides occur eve fall when the effect of

the summer de uge is felt, schedules,

rates and contracts will be disturbed so

frequently that fifty per cent of the

Canal's usefulness will be gone, even if

the closed season lasts for only a few

weeks at a time.

Aside from its commercial as ect, the

Panama Canal was designed to he one of

the country's most important defensive

works. A continuation of the slides at

frequent intervals will render the ditch

worthless as a defense measure. No

enemy of the United States will be ac

commodating enough to wait with an

attack until the dredges have cleared the

channel. In fact, it ma be safely prophe

sied that an attack wil be timed to coin

cide with an extensive shifting and

movin of the Canal banks.

Hal a Canal is worse than no Canal.

Mufiled exclamations of admiration will

not sto the slides. Unless the slides are

stoppe , definitely and permanently, the

Canal is a failure as a commercial under

taking and a defense measure. Dredging

the debris will not stop the slides. Accu

rate knowledge of every factor bearing on

the slides, their causes and courses is

needed; the nation's four-hundred-million

dollar investment needs a constructive

policy in regard to geological conditions

to be preserved at its face value.

Mexico and Nicaragua

HE present ruler of Nicaragua is

maintained in power at the oint

of American bayonets; in aiti

and Santo Domingo American

armed forces are protecting the de facto

governments, helping these governments

to keep things in order and decency; in

the republic of Panama American influ

ence is dominant, revolutions have

ceased because an American garrison is

almost within call of the policeman's

whistle. When the patriots of Cuba de

cided to do their balloting with bullets,

 

Seattle deputy sheriffs are here throwing 1800 cases ofperfectly good beer into the Sound.

Numerous raids in the new prohibition territory have lately been productive of“wet"

results.

the glint of the sun on American steel

caused them to change their minds.

Only Mexico can go on a blood de

bauch without interference by the U>fiited

States, yet more American men have been

murdered, more American women have

been violated, more American propert

has been destroyed in Mexico than in al

the other turbulent Latin-American coun

tries combined. Why?

Is there any difference between Nicar

agua and its problems and the puzzle pre

sented by Mexico, except in size?

De Facto Governments

ARLY in May it became apparent

that the de facto government in

Mexico was about to change hands

again. Alvaro Obregon, the one

armed station agent who became minister

of war, seemed to be ready to ut his hand

on the steering wheel of t e battered

Mexican Tin Lizzie, quietly superseding

Don Venustiano of the whiskers. Obre

gon graciously granted the United States

the privilege ofshipping hay over Mexican

railroads to its army; Obregon gallantly

promised not to attack the American

troops chasing Villa if they would make

themselves exceedingly scarce; Obre on

assured the United States of his undying

friendship and thorough cooperation if

the American troops would continue the

pursuit of Villa by marching north while

the bandit chief headed south. To facili

tate this strategic pursuit, Obregon con

sented to the use of the Mexican North

western railroad whose tracks consider

ately end barely two hundred miles below

the line. Fresh graves containing Ameri

can soldiers may be found three hundred

and fifty miles below the line.

Washington may soon see a determined efl’ort to repeal the prohibition law

Who will blame General Funston for

gnashing his teeth in the corridor while

the Chief of Staff of the American army

and mouthpiece of the President played

the game of Saving the Face with the

im ending First Chief of Mexico?

urin the last five years all Mexican

factions have lost the last shred of respect

for the government of the United States.

It has come to such a pass that the leaders

of the dominant faction no longer care a

whoop whether the American government

is for or against them, except in so far as

the hostility of official America affects the

supply of ammunition. There was a time

when the openly expressed moral support

of the United States government might

have enabled the dominant faction to

establish itself in power and to pacify the

country. Now this moral support is

worth as much as a Carranza peso. If

Mexico is to be pacified, the United States

will have to do the job against the oppo

sition of whatever government happens

to be de facto; no Mexican faction is

stron enough for the task. Considering

the Vira Cruz fiasco and the punitive ex

pedition fizzle, it is doubtful whether any

decisive step will be taken before March,

1917, notwithstanding the repetition of

the Columbus raid at Glen Springs,

Texas, early in May.

Fish or Cut Bait

NCE the flag is hauled down, the

ample folds of the Monroe Doc

trine will not reach around the

Philippines. It is significant that

the purchase of sugar and hemp planta

tions in the islands by Japanese ca ital

occurred directly after the passage 0 the

Philippine independence bill by the
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Senate., Mexican conditions will surely be

mirrored in the Philippines as soon as the

islands are self-governing. Unless Japa

nese interests are injured, the Mikado

would have no reason for interference.

But K. K. Kawakami, the well known

apanese writer in America, says that the

apanese government has no desire to

take over the Philippines. He admits

that the Emperor Hiyedoshi four hundred

years ago planned the conquest of the

archipelago; he states that the removal of

the American flag from the islands would

be at once followed by a flood of Chinese

immigration now excluded, but he does

not believe that the Japanese government

under any circumstances would undertake

forcibly to obtain possession so long as the

American government maintains eace

and order. Yet, should the United tates

withdraw and chaos follow the withdrawal

the Japanese writer regretfully comes to

the conclusion that the Ja anese govern

ment would, of course, be obliged to

protect Japanese interests in the islands.

What shall it be? If the Philippines

are to be American wards until they are

really ripe for complete autonomy, let

Congress fix a definite term, say thirty

years, during which American sover

eignty shall continue unaltered and un

impaired. If, on the other hand, Con

gress desires to cut loose regardless of the

islands’ subsequent fate, let the knife

descend at once and unconditionally. It

is unfair both to the Philippines and to

the United States to keep a fruitless agi

tation going year after ear without a

definite understandin t at will enable

both parties to plan t eir affairs system

atically.

The Trade of the Islands

N I895 the Philippines, while under

Spanish control, imported goods

valued at $15,261,000.v Of this

amount the United States supplied

$120,917. In 1914 the islands, under

American control, had total imports

worth 5 6,oii,57o, of which amount the

United tates supplied $28,571,000, sev

enty-five per cent of the imports from

the States consistin of manufactured

products. During tfie last three years

the seven million Filipinos bought from

the United States goods worth $1 5,000,000

more than the total American purchases

of the four hundred million Chinese in

the same period.

The fact that American exports to the

Philippines surely will join our deceased

Manchurian exports is worthy of con

sideration when the future of the islands

is under discussion.

Freight by Parcel Post

IT is 232 miles from Marysville, Cali

fornia, to Bartle, California, by rail,

and Adin is 75 miles farther. Who

ever wants to go from Bartle to Adin

has to hoof it or take the stage. The

freight rate from Marysville to Adin aver

ages $1.72 per 100 ounds; but UncleSam trans orts parcelJ post from Marys

ville to A in for $1.08 per ioo pounds.

On account of this low rate 50,000 pounds

of commodities were shipped by parcel

p/pst in one month between the two oints.

ost of this stuff formerly went as reight.

Via parcel post the shippers saved 64 cents

per 100 pounds.

Uncle Sam lost money. The stage con

tractor received $i.95 per 100 pounds for

the (5-mile haul, 87 cents more than the

tota postage for the trip of 305 miles.

And the railroads which carried the

freight which went as parcel post, carried

it 232 miles, received nothing at all. They

were paid for the average wei ht of the

mail going over their lines earfy in 19i4

when the parcel post traffic was barely

beginning; for the subsequent increase

the did not get a red‘ cent.

here are 750 small railroads, mostly

feeders for the bi systems, in the United

States. They fiave had troubles in

abundance. Most of them have to stand

on their toes to kee their noses above

water. The small estern roads have

been especially hard hit b the rowth of

the parcel post matter which t ey must

carry without compensation. They want

relief. They ask that the mail be weighed

every year instead of every four ears;

that they be relieved of the cost 0 cart

in the mails from the station to the post

0 ce, a service rendered free for no other

shipper, and that the Interstate Com

merce Commission be empowered to fix

the rates for carrying the mails.

Perhaps these demands of the short

line railroads are unreasonable. If they

are, then reason is in conflict with justice.

No one should be asked to perform an

expensive service gratis, even for the

government.

Japanese Exclusion

S forecasted in these columns, that

provision in the Burnett immi

gration bill which le alizes the ex

clusion of Hindus, apanese and

other Asiatics has not met with favor in

Tokio. Japan considers the proposed act

a reflection upon the honesty of its con

duct and a humiliating discrimination

against its nationals. Ambassador Chinda

has said so.

It must be admitted even b organized

labor that Japan has scrupu ously lived

u to the letter and the s irit of the
Giientlemen’s Agreement. hough Jap—

anese women—the swcalled picture brides

—have arrived in rowing numbers,

thou h as a result 0 their arrival the

num er of prospective Japanese-Ameri

can citizens is increasing rapidly, the im

migration of male Japanese laborers has

ceased, except through surre titious entry

via Canada and Mexico. Tlie purpose of

the agreement has been accomplished—~

for the time being. Since the a reement

still has a life of several years, t e exten

sion of the exclusion law to the Japanese

at this moment accom lishes nothing

except to irritate the sland Empire.

This particular clause might well be

omitted until the entire problem of the

status of the Japanese in America can be

permanent! settled.

That sucfi a settlement must of neces

sity include a rovision barring Japanese

laborers pure y on economic rounds

might as well be definitely un erstood

ri t now. Just as Japan bars Chinese

la or on account of its lower standard of

living, so the United States in self-protec

‘tion must bar Japanese labor, and Japan,

in view of its attitude toward Chinese

coolies, cannot with justice protest. But

so long as exclusion is accomplished

through a voluntary act on the part of

Japan, so long as the Gentlemen’s Agree

ment is in force and carried out, just so

long the United States might well con

sider the psychology of its brown neighbor

and keep its heel away from Japan’s most

sensitive toe.

The Burnett bill with the Japanese

clause eliminated should be speedily

passed as a preparedness measure.

Preparing from the Bottom Up

TRICTLY speaking, the govern

ment has no more justification for

the improvement of rivers, chan

nels and harbors to facilitate the

passa e of privately owned vessels oper

ated or profit than it has for the con—

struction of and maintenance of railroad

tracks upon which to operate privately

owned trains for the owners’ private

profit. Public poli , however, has sanc

tioned the use of pu lic funds for the im

provement of watercourses used free of

tolls by private ships. It is a subsidy

which the nation pays to stimulate water

transportation. But this subsidy becomes

plain graft when the money is paid out

to improve watercourses through which

no traffic moves.

Impeachment proceedings would be

started should Congress proceed to appro

priate public money to build and main

tain tracks serving a private facto , yet

dozens of creeks have been dredge with

public funds sole! for the benefit of

private enterprises Ibcated on their banks.

And hundreds of obscure rivers have

swallowed federal money by the million

merely to rovide jobs and contracts for

deserving emocrats or Republicans.

Now the House has passed another

River and Harbor bill appropriating some

forty million dollars. The bill oozes

grease out of every pore; it was con—

emned as a vicious measure by a mi

nority of the committee. In a critical

time when irksome emergency taxes have

to be levied to keep the wolf from the

national door, when extraordina appro

priations totaling hundreds of mi lions for

national defense are in prospect, it is ro

posed to waste at least twenty mil ion

dollars on absolutely useless enterprises

of benefit only to politicians and their

friends.

The same objections ap ly with equal

force to the Post Roads ill which pro

poses to turn fifty million dollars over to

the states for road-building purposes. If

the federal government starts building

county roads, it might with equal pro

priety reshingle the court house and ive

the county jail a new coat of paint. he

Post Roads bill is merely an euphonious

name for a new ork barrel.

And the Militia ay bill serves the same

purpose. The national defense is a fed

eral, not a state matter. The general

staff should have complete control over

the expenditure of every defense dollar.

Under the proposed system the state

militia organizations do the spending;

only when war breaks out does the federal

general staff assume complete control,

provided the militia regiments do at once

enlist as federal forces. And the record

of the militia in the expenditure of federal

funds is full of ugly spots.

You will render the cause of prepared

ness a real service if you will write your

Senators and your Representatives a few

lines telling them what you think of the

bills enumerated above. If that is too
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Chanticleer.

construction.

much trouble, merely cut out the above

paragraphs or the page on which they

appear and send the slip with mar inal

comments to Washington. Most of the

members of Congress vote for measures

of this character because they hope to

please you. Prove to them that you place

the good of the nation above pork.

How’s Business?

N May 4 San Francisco recorded

the largest single-day bank clear—

ings in its history,an achievement

the more remarkable because it

occurred in the post-exposition period con

cernin which there had been much

tremb ing and chattering of teeth. Since

the beginning of the ear bank clearings

from Bellingham to an Die 0 and from

El Paso to Butte have clim ed consist—

ently. The Southern Pacific established

new records for monthly earnings, both

g§oss and net; the Santa Fe, the Great

orthern, Northern Pacific, the Mil

waukee & Puget Sound continue to pile

up increases that 've eloquent testimony

concerning the gndamental health of

{qusmess in the territory served by these

mes.

Copper is still above 25 cents a pound.

As a result the greatest mining activity

since the Comstock days prevails through

COPVRVIGH ;ISER, PORTLAND’ 1916

The Columbia River Highway through the Cascades gorge from

On Crown Point, 725 feet above the river, a

structure commemorating the labor of the pioneers is under

Portland this June combines the Rose Festival

with the formal dedication of the Highway that is destined to

become as famous as the greatest of Europe's scenic motor roads

out the West. Never before have pro

ducing mines been blessed with as great

and prolonged a period of extraordinary

hi h prices as at present. When it is con

si ered that 80 per cent of the West's

copper is produced for 12 cents a pound or

less, that 50 per cent shows costs below

IO cents, when the phenomenal rise in

production from 1,400,000,000 to 2,000,

000,000 in two years is considered, the

full effect of the mining prosperity on

Western business becomes a parent.

But cop er does not tel the entire

story. A ter decades of sluggishness

silver has gone up with a tremendous

bang. A year ago it sold for 56 cents an

ounce; two years ago it brought only 49

cents. Early in May it went to 76 cents

and Bo-cent silver before June was pre—

dicted.

The causes of this sensational rise are

not at all obscure. When some of the

belligerents resort to iron for the minting

of small coins, when gold is steadily with

drawn everywhere to be piled up in gov

ernment banks or to be shipped to the

United States, silver must of necessity

flow in to fill the vacuum.

Lead, mercury, manganese, a dozen

other metals have gone to prices so high

that operators often pinch themselves to

find out whether they are really and truly

awake. Yet—and this is in marked con
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trast with other mining booms—there has

been very little speculative activity in

mining stocks. The business of the West

ern exchanges has been normal only, a

startling condition when it is remembered

that the two-by-four Goldfield boom ten

years ago kept three exchanges working

overtime in Goldfield alone. Of course

mining stocks have gone up‘, but as a rule

their rise in value has not ept pace with

the increased earnings. And most of the

buying has been for investment rather

than for speculative purposes; the bu ers

have paid for the shares and taken t em

home instead of leaving a margin with

the broker.

BLUE-SKY BLESSINGS

Even more impressive is the total lack

of new get-rich-quick, fly-by-night mine

promotions. The flamboyant announce

ment of the Jackass Consolidated Copper,

Gold and Silver Company, ten cents a

share, buy-them-before-the-next-riseon

the-fifteenth from Saltem & Skinnem,

Fiscal Agents, is strangely absent in the

daily papers. Promising prospects are be

ing financed by those who know the risk

they run, and the cobblers, teachers, me

chanics and grocers are leaving their

money in the bank. It can be truthfully

asserted that the Blue Sky legislation of

(Continued on page 84)
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“Chief George" Barrett, early Alaskan

pioneer and Indian scout and discoverer

of northern coal fields

“ HERE comes the first Indian that

ever tried to kill me,” casually

remarked Col. George Barrett.

The stem of his mellow old pipe

indicated a gray-headed Indian who was

movin with stolid dignity down the

beach in front of the Colonel’s comfort

able Alaskan home at Katalla.

"I had 'ust established my first trading

post on ontroller Bay, about thirty-six

years ago. Tom there, who was on one

of the tribe's periodical 'hooch’ sprees,

disturbed and annoyed me by chopping

the door in.”

The Colonel straightened his six feet

two and the light of battle shone for a

fleeting moment in his keen, gray eyes.

Then he went on apologetically:

“Of course, if the young villain hadn't

been so persistent, I shouldn’t have had

to knock him down so many times; but

after the sixth time he lay quite still, so

I took his knife away from him and then

I fixed my door. But would you believe

it, for ears after, whenever we'd meet,

Tom t ere, would take a loaded car

tridge from his pocket and holding it u

before me, promise, with his bloo -

curdling grin: ‘For you, George Barrett.

I_get you yet!’ Four murders and two

disappearances are laid at Tom's door,

but——" the Colonel paused retrospec

tively~ “you see we are both old now,

and we are friends.” He acknowledged

the Indian's respectful greeting as Old

Tom went slowly by.

Mr. Barrett is one of the very earliest

Alaskan pioneers, coming to the country

in 1879, after serving the Government as

an Indian scout in the days of Custer.

He established trading posts of his own in

the Cop er River District and along Con

troller Igay in the days when small for

tunes were made in furs, but later he be

came a trusted employee of the old Alaska

Commercial Company.

For nearly forty years he has acted as

friend, mediator and advisor for the na

tives in his vicinity, and is known among

them and loved—and feared—as “Chief

George.” In the old da 's he was their

Medicine Man and entist—keeping

abreast of all the latest diseases by means

of doctor books and a medical journal or

two.

In 1881 one of his Indians came into

the store on Controller Bay bringing the

Colonel a gift. It consisted of several

black, lustrous lum s, which the Indians

called “Shining Igock.” When Mr.

Barrett showed them how it would burn

the were astonished. It was the firstcoalI ever taken from the Bering River

coal fields. Mr. Barrett staked his claim

near where the McDonald mine now

awaits re-opening, then he took samples

of the coal and departed for San Fran

cisco, in those days the Mecca of all

Alaskans. He tried to interest . W.

Mackay in the newly discovere coal

land, but Mr. Mackay laughed him away

with the remark: “Come around in

about thirty years, Barrett, and I may

talk to ou!”

The olonel has made and lost several

ood-sized fortunes in the

ilorth, for like other old

timers, he depended on his

coal land to suppl the

"stake” for his ol a e,

and repay him for e

voting his splendid youth

to the development of

a wild country. The

civilization for which the

Colonel helped blaze a

trail has come. to Alaska—

the good old days of for

tunes in furs arIP‘gone—

and now, owing to a recent

decision of the Land Of

fice, the old pioneer has

no interest in Alaska's

coal. His years of hard

ship and danger have

brought him nothing but’

memories, yet he wastes

no time in repining. The

old spirit still burns bright

in his eye. He holds his

white head u , and keeps

his tall slen er figure as

straight as one of the

spruce trees that grow be

side his home. To the

natives he is still “Chief

George’. and his word is

law. To the new-comers

in Alaska he is the "Col

onel”—a title bestowed

 

on him because of his hospitality and

gallant ways with the fair sex—and to

the moneyed men who are coming to

lease the Alaska coal lands, he hopes to be

aguide to show them over the field he

discovered thirty-six years ago—for after

all a man must live.

FLORANCE B. WILLOUGHBY.

U

IN 1914, the Los Angeles Board of

Public Utilities was a discredited

moribund institution, pulled and hauled

between conflicting political influences,

of no value to the city, to the people or to

the utility companies.

Disgusted with the situation, Mayor

H. H. Rose went outside all political

camps and selected for this potentially

important office the youngest division

engineer on the Los Angeles aqueduct—

because the records of the flawbone Divis

ion showed that Fulton ane had built

more rapidly and at less cost than any

division engineer on the entire system.

No one in the city hall knew Lane. He

was an unknown—a dark horse, but Bill

Mulholland, builder of the aqueduct,

voiced approval when he learned of the

appointment.

bi man—six feet three and 235

pounds is the official record—slow spoken

and placid, Lane took office without

causing a rip le. A newspaper editor or

two requeste that he call at their oflices

—of course at his earliest convenience.

Lane sent back word that he was too busy,

but that his office hours were from nine

to five. That settled that question—and

it has remained settled.

A few weeks after Lane became a

Fulmln Lane, the young reorganizing genius at the head

fof the Los Angeles Board of Public Utilities

38
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member of the Board there was a

reor anization of the ofi'ice and engineer

ing orce, and Lane called on the civil

service commission examiners with a list

of suggested questions to cover the

examination of prospective candidates.

Few engineering applicants passed the

examinations and Lane raided the offices

of the ublic utility companies and the

railroad; to get the kind of men he wanted.

Disgruntled politicians, with porkish

tendencies, objected to such a procedure,

but the big valuation engineer so com

pleted his organization that at the present

time there is no city in the state so well

represented before the Railroad Com

mission.

This does not mean that the Los An

geles Board of Public Utilities acts solely

as a prosecuting attorney against the

corporations, but rather as a referee,

which first takes evidence, reaches a de

cision in a semi-judicial manner and then

carries its findings before the Railroad

Commission, or to the courts for final

ad'udication.

In Los Angeles Fulton Lane is being

mentioned for place upon the State Rail

road Commission, and in spite ofhis age—

Lane will be only 35 when the next va

cancy is scheduled to occur—he will be a

strong contender for the position if his

hat is tossed into the squared circle.

CARL R. WiLLiAMs.

U

WHEN he was a boy, in Kansas,

William Gladstone Steel had to

walk five miles to school every day and

care for six cows morning and night, so he

had no time to study except on the road

William Gladstone Steel, superintendent of Crater Lake

National Park in Oregon, to which he has devoted his life

 

to and from school. In order that he

might not be hampered b carrying a

dinner-pail he used to carry his lunch in a

newspaper. One day while eating his

lunch, from the newspaper spread out be

fore him he read a little item about a

mysterious lake that had been discovered

in Oregon. It was said to be fifteen miles

in diameter and 5000 feet from the rim to

the water. It said that the Indians feared

the lake and considered it to be the

dwelling place of the Great Spirit.

Then and there, child as he was, he re

solved to see that lake. Fortunately for

him, when he was about eighteen years

old his father moved to Portland, Oregon.

Always he had his mind on that myste

rious lake and he spent hours wonderin

about it and pondering how he should

ever see it. He asked everyone he met in

Oregon about it, but it was several years

before he found anyone who had ever

heard of it. In 1881 he was helping to

publish a monthly magazine in Portland

when C. B. Watson, a resident of Ashland

in the southern part of the state, came

into the oflice.

Mr. \Vatson said he had been to the

lake. The next issue of that magazine

contained an article about the lake by

Mr. \Vatson. Right then young Steel

began to lay his plans for going to the

lake, but it took him four years to com

plete those plans.

In 1885, he made that wondrous lon

dreamed of trip and began his first actua

work in the development of Crater lake.

At that time few white men had seen that

natural wonder. Mr. Steel at once

started a movement which culminated in

seventeen years in the creation of a

National Park surrounding Crater lake.

It has been forty-six

years since that porten

tous lunch-hour when the

schoolboy read of the

mysterious lake which be

came the quest and object

of his life. Since his first

visit there in 1885 the

larger portion of his time

has been spent in its in

terest. He planted the

first trout in its waters,

carrying a can of finger

lings forty-nine miles and

safely landed thirt -seven

live little ones. e has

rendered valuable assist

ance to every movement

in the interest of Crater

lake. He has asked only

a realization of his dreams

as remuneration for his

work. In 19i4, however,

he was officially appointed

to the position he now

holds, which carries with

it a salary of$1500 a ear.

Mr. Steel lives wit his

family at Medford, Ore

gon, in the Rogue River

valley, whose people ap—

pro riately and affection

ate y call him “the father

of Crater lake."

LUCILE R. CONRAD.

w‘. i “V > aMarguerite Flower, to whom the gift of

song was made to atone for the

denial of sight

ARGUERITE Flower, of Oregon,

has been sightless since she was

three days old but she has been singing

joyously ever since her baby lips could

form the simple words of little lullabys—

even before that, as though the happy

spirit which could not look out of her

eyes upon a beautiful world, rose tc

expression in a throat that had borrowed

from the birds whose songs were not

denied her. She was left motherless

when she was eight ears old, but she

has had the love and evotion of a host of

friends. Under this tender care, like a

blossom out of darkness, has come the

development of a truly beautiful voice.

Miss Flower is a graduate of the Ore on

State school for the blind, at Salem. er

musical education has been the devoted

work of Miss Minnetta Magers, a well

known Oregon musician whose efforts in

behalfof her protégée are not unlike those

of Miss Macy for Helen Keller.

During the past year Miss Flower has

appeared on many concert programs in

Oregon—always a revelation to her au

dience. To her gift of song is added

beauty, temperament, brains, and an

a pealing winsomeness as though her

birth-fairies had done their best to com

pensate her for the ‘one great gift they

chose to withhold.

MOLLY RUNCORN.
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New Light on an Old Roman

 

Great Caesar’s Ghost Walks on the New Rialto and Film Stars Break Their

Golden Silence While Exposition Searchlights Illumine Ancient History

   

 

The Temple of Jupiter rebuilt in

Beachwood Canyon. Below is a

horse plowing Brutus’ garden.

ln front are the boxes for society .

  

“ AESAR’S wife was

above reproach, butCaesar himself—we],

hardl !”

De Wolf opper said it, but

no professor of history could

have spoken more solemnly.

One does not ex ect solemnity

from De Wolf opper; no, nor

ancient history, either. Mr.

Hopper has something of a

history, it is true, but he is

essentially modern. He is a

star whose light has been

reaching us for many years,

but he is now effulging in a new orbit.

The Rialto has been shifted from the

stage of Broadway, New York, to the

screen of Broadway, Los Angeles, and

the distin uished comedian has been

shifted wit it. And there are others.

Oh, lots of others. There are so many of

them that important dramatic history

has just been made among the brushy hills

back of Hollywood. It was at a rehearsal

of the unique Hollywood production

which has one into history that Mr.

Hopper ma e his solemn remark about

JullllS Caesar.

Just a moment, before we come to that.

You wonder why De Wolf Hopper was

so solemn. For two reasons, probably.

In the first place, the conditions under

which he spoke were extraordinary—we’ll

come to them presently. And in the

second place, you must remember that

modern dramatic histor is being made

every day and that Mr. liopper is making

some of it. Also, that some of it is tragic

By Charles K. Field
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She danced before Caesar in the Shake

spearean festival at Hollywood. The

moving picture industry made possible

an extraordinary all-star production

history although a reat comedian may

be making it. A rea ly tragic thing, from

the Hopper viewpoint, although you may

laugh at it, happened to him recently.

Of course ou know that Hopper’s other
name is Ciiisey. Not really—just given

him by an adoring public who insist that

his recitation of the baseball classic

"Casey at the Bat” is the greatest accom

lishment of his long career. And now

liehold, “Casey at the Bat” has become a

moving picture and Hopper has played

Casey and ball at the same moment.

Real ball, too. You see, in the scenario

devised by the ingenious Willie Wing, of

Griflith’s staff, Casey is the hero of a

winning team and you see him actuall

doing the winning. Well, De “'0 f

Hopper, summoning back from some one

of the seven ages the baseball prowess

that has ever lent conviction to his render

ing of the immortal Casey ballad, made a

regular hit (baseball term as well as dra

matic). Whiz, went the ball and the

camera man ground frantically away

while the director of the picture leaped

in the air as wildly delighted as any fan

could have been over the real thing. The

great ball-playing comedian could hardly

wait for the development of the film.

Feverishly he awaited the try-out in the

rojecting room. Alas— ‘somewhere

bands are playing and somewhere children

shout,” but there is no joy in Hopper’s

heart, for the ball was a poor movie actor;

at any rate, it was moving so fast that it

did not “register.” There was no ball

in the picture. Nothing but Ho er

and his mighty swing of the bat. he
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icture might as well have been faked.

he public would never know that he

had actually hit that ball!

You can see reason for solemnity, can’t

you? You could have seen it, too, had

you been sitting with us that night under

the extraordinary conditions which ac

companied Mr. Hopper’s comment on

the difference between Julius Caesar and

Mrs. C. as regards reproach.

We were sitting in a theatre. But what

a theatre! Our seats were two out of

25,000, half of which had been sold al

ready, though the performance was two

weeks away. The proscenium opening,

if you can use that word for such a stage,

was at least 500 feet wide and the pro

scenium arch was the curve of the sky

itself. The floor of the stage was the

floor of Beachwood Canyon, back of

Hollywood; the backdrop, hundreds of

feet away, consisted of graduated hills,

seen in rofile, with canyons hidden be

tween t em. Those hills, in artificial

light, looked exactl as though some

titanic scene-shifter ad pushed them in

upon the stage. They were bare, save for

their thin covering of sagebrush, but on

the hill to the left wonders had been

wrou ht. It had been transformed into

the apitoline Hill, at Rome, and the

pillared temple of Jupiter shone out

against the night sky. A cascade of

steps dropped fromit into another marvel,

a reproduction of the Circus where ladia

tors stood u as long as they cou d and

where thum s were turned down when

they could do the most harm. At the foot

of this hill, marble copings enclosed the

trees of Brutus’ garden, at the extreme

left front of the stage. From this garden

your eye traveled along the stage across

the Forum, past Pompey’s theatre, to

Caesar's palace—that is, one of them, the

home of Mrs. Calpumia Caesar where

Caesar was staying the night before his

death. There were other alaces, which

has a bearin upon wliat De Wolf

Hopper said a out Caesar. They were

not part of this tremendous stage-set,

however. What we looked upon were

the scenes in which Shakespeare placed

the action of his play.

Now, you have seen that play per

formed on the stage, and perhaps on the

screen, but never like this. Because it

has never been done before. Because

dramatic history has been made in Beach

wood Canyon.

What you have seen heretofore has

been a stage with one set of scenes upon

it. The curtain came down, or the lights

went out, and scene-shifters 0t busy and

you were in another place w en you saw

the stage again. Perhaps you looked

upon one of the few revolving stages in

this country or indlapan, where the scenes

were all set ahea and the big turntable

shifted them instantly, or you may have

been looking at one of the ultra-modern

stages in Germany, where the scenes are

set in layers in a gigantic dumb-waiter

that rises from the basement and ascends

into the attic.

In Beachwood Canyon all these proc

esses were accomplished b the wizardryof the Searchlight. The callcium man had

become the scene-shifter. The audience

sat facing what the poets have always

called "the curtain of night." Behind

this curtain the various scenes of "Julius

Caesar" were ready set. At the word of

the director, the calcium man trained his
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Tyrone Power as “Brutus" in the open-air performance of "Julius Caesar" in

the hills of Hollywood, California, on May 19th. Mr. Power was but

one of many stars in a constellation of 5000 participants
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battery of searchlights upon a portion of

this curtain, and behold, a corner of

Ancient Rome, warm with color, glowing

amid the darkness. Followed action,

then black night again, and over there,

to the left, another miracle. If you saw

the Panama-Pacific Exposition, you will

remember that the illumination of that

spectacle was made possible by the ad—

vance in the science of lighting since the

last World's Fair. The greatest exhibit

at San Francisco was D’Arc Ryan’s dis

pla of the modern Searchlight. Thirty

of yan’s magic lanterns were on the

hills behind us as we sat watching the

rehearsal of Julius Caesar in Beachwood

Can on.

T ese Exposition lights were not the

only luminaries gathered to make dra

matic history. With the shifting of the

Rialto, Los Angeles has become a veri

table Milky Way of stars. Such a constel

lation ap eared in Beachwood Canyon on

May 19t , for the benefit of the Actors’

Fund, as had never been possible any

where in this country outside of New

York until the cameras began grinding

in the sun-spot of southern California

and the lure of the studios drew one stage

favorite after another to a gilded season

of pantomime at the edge of the Pacific.

There have been many notable all-star

casts, many serving the loved cause of

the Actors’ Fund but, taken all in all, not

even the Harvard Stadium with its IJoan

of Arc pageantry and its Metropoitan

Wagner drama, or the Lambs Club

gatherings of Broadway’s best, have ex

celled the offering in the hills of Holly

wood. VVe have had Bernhardt’s thrilling

accents in the Greek Theatre; Bispham’s

great voice among the Bohemian red

woods', and now Shakespeare’s tercente

na with an all-star cast at Holl ood.
Eye Wolf Hopper gave California credit

as we sat watching the drilling of the

Roman mob and the contending Roman

armies on the hills and plains of that

 
 

  

  

tremendous stage. We saw Theodore

Roberts inspecting his palace at the right,

satisfying himself that it was worthy of

such a Caesar. His beard glistened in the

light in defiance of classic portraiture of

Julius. Think of an actor being at liberty

to grow a beard without being “at liberty ’

otherwise. The Roberts’ whiskers are to

Roberts what Hopper’s bungalow is to

Hopper, blessings conferred by this new

life in the sunli ht. Theodore Roberts’

Russian in the Eask film “Mr. Grex of

Monte Carlo" reve ed in this genuine

beard, but its sacrifice for Julius Caesar

is only one of the things an actor will

gladly do for the Actors’ Fund. Con

stance Crawley, who first came to us with

Ben Greet's Shakes earean Players, some

years ago, was Calburnia, and she, too,

was inspecting the dwelling of the Caesar

family. It was while we were observing

this domestic scene that De \Volf Hopper

expressed himself about Caesar. The re

mark was called forth by a truly remark

able happening. A street pageant was

being rehearsed and there appeared in

the procession a sumptuous litter bearing

a regal female assiduously fanned with

ostrich plumes (presumably from Pasa

,dena) by dusky attendants (apparently

from Ethiopia).

There was no mistaking the outfit.

Cleo atra, as I live!
“YPes," said Hopper. “It’s a bit

scandalous, I think. But Raymond

Wells, who's doing this whole big thing,

insists on putting her in. He’s been

reading up on this subject and he has

found that at the very time Caesar was

having all this excitement Cleo atra was

stopping at his villa by the Tiber. The

old re robate! I wonder if Shakespeare

knew it. But Wells has found it out and

he is sure Cleopatra would never have

stayed at home when they were offering

the crown to Caesar and havin a

pageant. So there she is, and when al

purnia sees her, Mrs. Crawley ought to

  

put in some stage business that isn't in

the original."

Making history. I should say so! And

that isn't all that this adventurous man

Wells has done. He has written some

words to be chanted during the first act.

Probably he is only following the lead of

the illustrious Beerbohm Tree who con

fessed to interpolating a scene of his own

making in "Antony and Cleopatra."

Both Wells and Sir Herbert have been

working with Griffith. But this sort of

thing3threatens to complicate still further

the aconian controversy. Eh? \Vhat?

William Famum was testin out the

rostrum from which he woul thunder

the immortal speech of Antony. Farnum

has 'ust been making a picture “The

Batte of Hearts” in which he is a sea

farer, su posedly shouting against the

fury of the elements. The Antony ora

tion gave him a chance fordumb show. De Wolf Hopper watchim and sighed. “Every man in the cast

has played Marc Anton . I'm not sure

that Mrs‘. Crawle hasn t also. She hasplayed Hamlet, frthink. Even I have

pronounced that funeral oration. But in

this production I am Casca. You might

have expected me to play Cassius (he

pronounced it Carry-14;!) But I rather

fancy Casca. When Caesar gets it in the

neck it is Casca who strikes first and the

other conspirators follow. You see, it's

really a leading part. Then, too, he has

some lines that I can speak with more

conviction now than before I had my

screen experience. Casca gives uite a

lecture on the habits of the sun. know

much more about them now than I did.”

Tyrone Power, who has been dividing

his time between picture making at Uni

versal City and appearance in the spoken

drama in Los Angeles, was at home in

Brutus’ garden at our left. Sarah Truax,

emerging from one of the “silent places”

where the camera man rules, was also in

(Continued on page 97)
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Some of the famous stage stars who returned to the spoken drama for the sake of the Actors’ Fund.

right, these heavenly bodies are: Raymond Wells, director of the production; De Wolf Hopper, “Cases”; Frank Keenan;

"Cassius"; Tyrone Power, “Brutus"; Sarah Truax, “Portia"; Theodore Roberts, "Caesar"; William Farnum, "Antony

Reading from left to
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The

Home in the West

  

CONDUCTED BY LILLIAN FERGUSON

 

Outdoor living is of prime importance to Pacific Coast folks.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY HAROLD A. PARKER

They delight in easy access to garden, court or terrace at all hours

The Bungalow in Its Variety

OMFORT and economy in home

building have been more success

fully combined on the Pacific Coast

than anywhere else in the world.

The contrasting designs shown herewith,

by Sylvanus B. Marston, an architect of

Pasadena, California, present what can

be accomplished with a comparatively

limited lay-out, from $3500 to $5000, and

give many ideas in the arrangement of

rooms. ‘hey are planned to accommo

date small families who desire to live on

the ground floor where easy access to the
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garden, court or terrace may be made at

all hours of the day. Outdoor living is of

fiime importance to Westerners, and Mr.

arston as designed his houses with that

end in view, making the exterior facilities

as inviting as the interior ones.

In the bungalow first pictured is shown

a living-room 17 ft. 6 in. by 24 ft. finished

in white cedar toned down to a rich soft

brown which brings out the rain of the

wood in the paneling exceedingly well.

The ceiling is curved, beamed, and the

room lighted by a five—outlet electrolier.

Two sets of French doors open out upon

the large porch and sun-rooms, the latter

having an open-air fire- lace, for use on

cool evenings such as ofzen occur in this

part of the country. The two bedrooms

and dining-room are of the same size, each

bein about fourteen feet s uare, with

two Iarge closets and comforta le window

box seats. These box seats are also made

and lined with cedar for storing linen, etc.

The finish of the dining-room is white

cedar, and the bedrooms are of white

enamel. The kitchen has all the modern

  

The cobbles for thisLow roof-lines are so popular with builders and owners of Western bungalows that they have become typical.

house were gathered from one of the many river bottoms along the San Gabriel range in southern California
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An example of good “composition" in gardening. The vines over the port-cochere give shade to the driveway and a living

screen to the entrance

 

here, and two spacious bedrooms with bath and a sleepin porch

have been added. Blue brick has been used for the p easant

terraces, and brown stained shingles for the exterior walls.

In order to have a successful bungalow one must look to the

garden design, to lawns, flowers, etc., to bring out the fullest

enjoyment of living a semi-out-of-doors life, and in looking

back over the plans and photographs we see that the upkeep

PWM‘P“ ,5 ;7 is carried to its best. \Vhat place could be called a home if it

didn't have flowers, vines or lawns to give the place a setting?

It is a part of the community, and each tends to encourage the

next. This seems to be the result of what the architect had in

mind when he designed these homes. Ross W. EnMmsoN.
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Floor-plan of the first bungalow on preceding page
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conveniences, including a large china-closet with ample bins I 0

under. A small pass-pantry separates the dining-room and ,7,

kitchen, thereby doing away with the odors from the latter an

during meal hours. j _

The residence next illustrated shows typical California archi- -

tecture in that it has low roof lines, a roof which is covered

with white malthoid to deflect the intense heat of the sun, a

profuse use of cobblestones gathered from the many river bot

toms that are to be found along the San Gabriel ran e, and Wm’lfi

brown stained shingles. The living-room is 1? ft. by 34 t. with '

a large fire-place in the center of the long wal . This room, like

the other rooms of the bungalow, is finished in white enamel,

and the floors throughout are polished quarter-sawed oak.

Enough time has passed to allow the vines, plants and shrubs

to give the third house a good setting in its plot, and to make

it as livable as one could wish. The vines covering the port- _— on!

cochere have completely covered the cross beams, and give

shade to the driveway at all times. The floors of the house

are quartered oak, the trim is birch and stained brown, which

seems to be the dominatin shade of all bungalows. The large . - -

recess for the brick fire-pTace in the living-room, the window

seat and side porches are the excellent features, which give

much of that homelikeness for which we are constantly striving.

A floor plan is herewith outlined, showin a very interesting

treatment of a story-and-a-halfbungalow. n its strictest terms L

it is not a bungalow, but there are so many houses having

excessive head-room above that it has become popular to treat

this space for a second story. This is just what has been done
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“Wake up! You sleepy clams down there.

I'm clamoring for you,

To grace this Campbell least so rare,

As nothing else could do!"

Fresh from their briny beds.

Fat, juicy, tender clams, carefully selected, opened by hand,

examined one by one so that every clam is in perfect con

dition—that is what gives the delicious flavor to

Campbell’s Clam Chowder

We cut these tender clams into small dainty bits and combine them in

their pure natural juice with cubed potatoes, tomatoes and fine herbs for

flavoring.

A rich and invigorating chowder with a wholesome tonic quality most satisfy

ing and delightful.

By following the simple directions on the label this perfect chowder is con

veniently made ready for your table in three minutes.

21 kinds 10c a can
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Embarrassing hairs quickly removed with

one application of this famous prepara

tion. Society and stage beauties of Paris

and New York have used it the last 75

years. Approved by physicians and

dermatologists.

X. BAZIN
DEPILATORY POWDER .

50c and ‘l at all good drugglm.

Try a bottle today- Avoid

dangerous Iubstliutes. H

your rlrugglrt does not

keen lt. send direct to .

I. I‘!!!as‘ Wuh- .iv ~ i ~i

unwise. -"
IoITork '-l _ 7....”

‘Baumemit" Craft
There ll cverythlng you need to make

your garden livable and attractive ln

7 \ )Iathrws Garden Decoratlfliil. Formal

\\ Summer House! and Pcrgolll. Cozy

‘ _ Swat-l. Arbors, etc., will all he found

‘I profusely llliistreud In our new tree

' ‘ caulrmiejult of! the press.

‘ i ' \ The Mathew: Mfg. Co.

456 E. Colorado St. Pasadena. Col.

Farrow/and Gm. 01770:. Clem/and. 0.

  

 

 

  

 

Claxton, Strategist

(Continuedfrom page 18)

It took them a full day and part of an

other to finish their journey from the bar

racks out to the Crooked Wash; and it

was a miserable journey in bitter weather

—so bitter that often they were obliged

to dismount and walk to keep from freez

ing. obliged sometimes to brush off the

icicles which froze shut their horses’ e es.

Claxton's book on the art of war liad

spoken a great truth when it mildly had

said that winter operations are attended

with additional difficulties. Russia has

little more b way of weather than may

be found at dson post; but neither Clax

ton nor Bray made any complaint of their

hardships. They went about their day's

work.

They stood lookin_ out over the wide

valley at length. “It’s all right," said

Claxton. “There's nothin’ in there yet.

\Ve’ll make camp in the bush for tonight.”

Bray was all for doing his share of the

work in the snow bivouac, but Claxton

pushed him back. "Just kee walkin’

enough so’s not to freeze, Bra , ' said he.

“Take care of yourself, for Im goin’ to

need you tomorrow."

It took Claxton a couple of hours to log

up enou h wood to leave them safe for the

night. hey unloaded their single pack

horse, had a cup of tea and plenty of meat

and spread down their bed. Bray sat on

his blankets in front of the fire, a robe

pulled over his knees, the tarpaulin wind

shield back ofhim—none too good a house

for a sick man. “M word," said he, "I'd
joll well like a stifiynoggin of old Hane

,cey's, whisky now. I surely ’ope we'll get

im.

“I hope myself we'll not have to wait

long for him,” was Claxton’s repl Y. "If

only Norton and McCallum woul come

up—we can't lie here long. Twenty below

is hell on a arm '5 morale.”

It was cold t at night, bitterly cold—

that sort of cold which toward dawn half

frightens a man as he lies in bivouac and

makes him almost feel the fingers of the

frost griping at his throat to choke out

his life. ut Bray slept fairl well under

his blankets and furs, l ing Between two

fires, one rear one an one small.

As for Claxton, he did not lie down at

all, but sat wrapped in his overcoat and

blanket and leaning against a tree, tend

ing the fires without which both must

perish. Dozing, nodding sometimes in

s ite of himself—for he had ridden far in

tiie wind that day—he would half awaken

and automatically reach a hand for an

other billet of wood to keep the fires

oing. Sometimes he got a fresh piece of

Bark and leaned it in front of Bray's feet

to keep his moccasins from burning as he

slept. There was nothing specially easy

nor pleasant in the art of war as Claxton

saw it that winter night at the edge of the

Crooked \Vash.

IV

AY broke, clear and cold, with the

unspeakable brilliance of the winter

mornings in high latitudes. Claxton

stirred once more to put on wood, pulled

up Bray’s blankets about him and sleegily

started out to the edge ofthe little blu of

timber in which they had pitched their

camp. Glasses in hand, he now swept

once more the wide expanse that lay be

fore him—a parently a level plain, whitein a foot andia halfof snow.

He gave a sudden exclamation, dropped

the glasses, put them up again to his

reddened, smoke-bleared eyes. Yes—

there was a tiny wreath of smoke hanging

above the snow level out yonder in the

valley! Claxton dropped, and stooping,

hurried back under cover to the camp.

swiftly he kicked apart the embers of his

own fire, and stifled it with snow.

‘‘What's wrong, Sergeant?" demanded

Bra from his blankets.

“ hey're in there,” answered Claxton.

"Must have come down in the night.

Gawdl what nerve that man has—moon

light— ood business to travel—but, my

Gawdl ow cold! Nobody but Hanecey

would have done it. '1 he 're out in

there now—gettin' breakfast, ikely. The

smoke's a couple of miles or so in from

the north. How are you feelin’, Bray?"

"Fit as beans!" said Bray, sitting up

and coughing.

Claxton looked at his little army some

what dubiously.

“There ain't but two of us,” said he.

"I don't know how many there is of them.

We have got to do some flankin'—it’s

no use to try to go straight in. If you're

able to ride, Bray, after you’ve had a bite

to eat, you ride to the north end—there's

a coulée runs down into the Wash just

this side of that tall, broken tree at the

edge of the sand dune. That’s where they

get down in. Scout that way, but don't

ride too close—keep under cover of the

bushes and use your glasses. I'm goin'

down on the other side—there ain't but

one place there where they can get out.

Hanecey will come through as straight as

he can, I know that well enough.”

“It looks like they 'ave got us divided,

an’ lenty too," said Bray.

"Ft starts in that way, but it can't be

helped. Now, after you have been gone

away an hour or two, and after I have got

around to my side, we’ll each of us build

a fire. Hanecey’ll see them fires and

know he's watched—but he won't know

how many there is of us. If he has got

us guessin’, so have we got him the same

way. What we do next de ends on what

shows. Norton and McCallum might

come up. If they do, they'll find our

camp and see our trails split here. VVe’ll

leave trail sticks, pointin’ each way, an’

ut a initial on each. They'll uess which
is which. I left a letter for MgcCallum at

the barracks. If they was here now, we

would have them trap ed."

“\Vell, it looks li e somebody was

tra ed, anyway,” grinned Bray.

' We’ve got to divide ‘em—it said that

on page I75—-but how? Leastwa 5, they

can’t get out, if we hold both the rooked

\Vash passes."

“Ser eant," said Claxton's little army

fervent y, “when I think there is two hun

dred gallons of whisky out in yonder, not

more than three miles away, and us sittin'

'ere, not even darin' to make fire enough

to boil a cup of tea, it does seem to me
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The Drink

for Little Folks

it is well-known that tea and coffee

are harmful to children, but they crave

a hot, invigorating drink at table, just

like older folks, and they should have it.

Both tea and coffee contain "caf

feine," a drug which physicians and

food experts say retards body devel

opment and hinders mental progress.

lNSTANT ~ ; >
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is the ideal table beverage for children.

Delicious as any mild _lava coffee, Postum has a similar tang and flavour, but

is absolutely free from any drug or harmful substance.

This delicious pure food—drink is made of whole wheat roasted with a bit of

wholesome molasses, and blended just like coffee.

Postum is wonderfully attractive to children and brings satisfaction and

happiness to everyone at table, including older folks who want to keep youth

ful health and spirit.

“There’s a Reason” forPOSTUM

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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It’s a Boy

—and your wife's doing splendidly

thanks to the fine reserve strength we gave her

beforehand with Malt-Nutrine. And now. to build

her up quickly and to help Nature supply food for

this little one, we will continue the same splendid

liquid-food-tonic.

  

  

t "some". on.

F Llquid-Food-Tonic

is recommended for expectant mothers and for

nursing mothers—it is a strengthening tonic—it

stimulates the flow of milk. ‘

Nourishing and an aid to digestion—it is a great aid

in building up the convalescent, the weak and the

tired.

There are some cheaper _

Preparations—they are everqgesn not tomes.

ll rich in malt—that's what gives it Its value to you.

All Druggisu—Most Grocer:

llalt-Nutrino declared by U. S. Internal Revenue Depart

ment to be a nrernultprodnct not an alcoholic beverage.

Contain! 14.58119: cent malt solids—l .9 per cent alcohol.

reparations calling themselves rn_alt

Mnlt-Nutrinc

lnlut.

[Mending Bookie! on Request

Anheuser-Buseh St. Louis. U. 5. A.

' 'i' 1.:
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6'” flrk Mr. Foster

TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICE

Supplies without charge or fees accurate and timely information about

travel anywhere and about Schools. Mr. Foster has opened oflices in

San Francisco and Los Angeles where inquiries from tourists or residents

will receive careful and considerate attention. You are invited to

_fl.rK Mr. Foster

Seattle: FREDERICK & NELSON

L A I j The ANGELUS HOTEL
°‘ n“ "' l J. w. ROBINSON co. STORE

 

San Francisco: The EMPORIUM

Indianapolis, L. S. Ayres 8: Co. ; Detroit, J. L. Hudson Co. ; Atlantic City. Michigan Ave. and Boardwalk in [rent of Hotel

Dennis; New York. Lord 6: Taylor. 5th Ave., 38th St. ; Chicago, Carson Plrie Scott & C0,: St. Louis. Scruggs-Vandervoort

Barney Cu. : Cleveland. The lligliee Co. : Philadelphia. Ackers, Chestnut and 12 51s.; Denver. Daniels 8r Fisher Stores;

New Orleans. Hotel Grunewald; Washington. 503 Ulh 5L: Buihlo. Win. Henzerer Co.; 15 other oflices in Florida and Cuba.

Executive Offices: 220 W. 42nd St" New York

Send stamp with mail inquiry. Vi‘ard G. Foster, General Manager

 

 

 

that the luck ain’t distributed quite even
in this world.H

“Well,” said Claxton, "on our way!

Take care of yourself, Bra —wrap your

self up in your blanket i you have to

wait, and signal if you need help—~three

shots, spaced.”

An hour later Claxton emerged from the

cover of the low timber on the south side

of the valley. He had spread his overcoat

over the back of his sheltered horse and

drawn his belt tight to kee himselfwarm.

At the edge of the cover e stopped and

once more examined thoroughly the wide

expanse that la ' before him. Finally he

made out the fittle curl of blue smoke,

which originally he had seen. He

watched this for some time, but at length,

quite suddenly, it disappeared. Claxton

presently saw the cause. Far off upon the

northern side, more than five miles away,

a thin column of blue smoke was rising—

Bray’s fire. He turned, gathered some

scraps of birch bark, some dead wood,

and soon had a fire of his own going.
"That’ll keep 'em guessin’,’I said he to

himself grimly. I‘If they doused their

smoke when they saw our signal, ma be

they won’t know what to do when t ey

see two smokes and find we've got ’em

flanked."

But it was cold, standin about waitin

for something to begin. Claxton missed

his overcoat of canvas and sheep-skin.

“I’ll have to move,” said he. “A

fellow’d freeze right by a fire this weather.

I’ll have to divide those fellows somehow.

They've got as much position and morale

as we have—and a whole lot more

whisky.”

Altering his plan of campaign, he now

slipped down into the ravine of the little

stream, followed it out beyond the cover

of the wood and walked rapidly along the

bottom of the shallow channel until it

deepened and widened again to wander

into the original labyrinth which had

been forming here for ages in the Crooked

Wash. He ran fast as he could until he

found himself warming u , and then kept

on steadily, hearing not ing and seeing

nothin , for more than two miles and a

half. he washed-out channel, floored

with gravel, walled with alluvium and

clay, continually bent upon itself. He

was ten feet, twenty feet sometimes, be

low the level of the plain.

From time to time, as he advanced, he

stopped to listen, and at last he caught a

sound which brought him up sharp—the

whinny of a horse, clearly audible. Clax

ton knew that Hanece also would under

stand what that w inny meant. It

meant danger. He would be on his uard.

Scrambling up as fast as he cou d, his

carbine slung across his shoulder, Clax

ton climbed out of the gully by means of

a shallow break which ran into it, crossed

an intervening neck of land, dropped

down once more and ran on ahead for a

hundred yards. He had all along gained

thrice the channel distance by virtue of

his knowledge of the available cut-offs.

Now he could hear voices, the coughing

of horses—he guessed a considerable

party was just beyond the bend. A sud

den feeling of failure came upon him—

he had not divided the enemy’s forces!

But he had small chance to argue about

it. Carbine in hand, he squeezed himself

into a cleft of the bank, back of some

bushes, and waited for what might

happen.
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TALCUM POWDER IS THE KEY TO UN

GUESSED COMFORTS

Do you know that talcum powder will

erform a multitude of services in the

ome?

The powder that gives a refreshing,

soothing massage to the invalid; that re

lieves sore, tired feet; soothes sunburn,

prevents chafing, and is vital to the care

of the baby, is as necessary in the home

as running water.

By applying talcum powder to new

uses, you’ll find it the key to unguessed

comforts and conveniences.

There are a number of good talcum

powders, all desirable for adult use.

We hopeyou will choose Mennen’s,be

cause Mennen’s is the world’s standard

baby powder. And a talcum powder

whose quality, purity, and painstaking

medication make it absolutely safe for

the tender skin of infants, is the logical

talcum powder for the whole gamut of

adult uses.

The House ofMennen first introduced

talcum powder, and is today the largest

maker in the world of this powder of

endless uses. Hence we feel justified

in urging your use of Mennen’s.

But, whether you elect Mennen’s or

AND CONVENIENCES

some other, you will find it profitable to

familiarize yourself with the many uses

of talcum. It’s a most inexpensive and

potent handmaiden of human comfort.

There are over 500 distinct and differ

ent uses. You’ll find one hundred and

one of them enumerated in a Mennen

booklet which is yours for the asking.

Mennen’s Talcums—all with the orig

inal borated formula that has neverbeen

bettered—include a variety to satisfy

every need: Borated, Violet and Un

scented; Sen Yang, with a delicate

Oriental perfume; Flesh Tint and

Cream Tint, each charmingly perfumed.

There’s also the new Talcum for Men, a

boon after shaving, which, with its nat

ural or neutral color, leaves the face

free from the pallor of a pure white

powder to which most men object. Send

5 cents for a trial can of each brand

desired.

Six assorted Mennen’s Talcums—for

the special needs of each member of the

family—are packed in cartons which

make blocks, rollicking playmates for

the youngsters. Ask your druggist for

the Mennekin set. Or we will send you

a set direct, carriage prepaid, for $1.50.

 

For nursery or playroom decoration we can supply five Mennekins

for so cents in stamps or coin. Can be used in border, or cut-out

Gem-lam: Plenum CHEMICAL Co.

2116 Orange Street, Newark, N. J.Laboratories -
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I‘ RewardWe”Earned

and Every Woman's Right .'

SNW‘F it the sensible thing to do your shopping,

every day. where you are sure of getting a big

extra value for your money—where 3.9‘- Green Stamps

are given as an honest and generous discount on your

purchases.

The Mesh-bag in the picture, the Silver Service,

the Cut Glass Cruet and the Silver Photo Frame are all

i496 Premiums and so easily obtained it you trade the

wise way.

Remember you are entitled to AW Green Stamps

when you pay promptly, just as the merchant is entitled

to the discount he gets from the manufacturer. You earn

the standard merchandise which comes to you in 21w.”

Premiums and the beauty of it is—it costs you nothing.

Look in your JPN.“ Stamp book and find the list of

over 1000 Soap Wrappers.Trade-marks.Tags, Labels and

Coupons, particularly ilmniltnn Coupons. which are all

exchangeable tor stamps at any {4191: Premium Store.

With this help you can fill your books and obtain your

premiums in little or no time.

THE SPERRY b’ HUTCHINSON CO.

THE HAMILTON CORPORATION

GEO. B. CALDWELL, ‘President

2 West 45th Street New York City

For Catalog-AJJr-en Dept. "Q" Service

 

 

 

 

Apparently the party had stopped for

a moment, but now they were coming on.

He could hear men talking, hear horses

advancing—a number of horses. The

enem was en masse, undivided, ready to

give attle, and surely with all the ad

vantage in numbers, position and morale!

"Come on, boys!" called out a big voice.

“What's the matter—they ain't in here

yet. Pull on in.”

To the surprise of the hidden man, the

entire party of I‘lanecey's whisky train

now came into full sight—halted and

stood irresolute in spite of their leader’s

command. They were on foot, leading

even their saddle horses. As he looked at

, them, Claxton wished that his crevice in

the bank were deeper, but he crouched

behind such cover as it ofl'ered.

"Damn it, let's take a drink, Haneceyl"

exclaimed one husky voice. “I'm thirsty

and near about froze.”

Hanecey grunted out some indis

tinguishable reply. Claxton identified

him easily enough—a huge hulking figure

of a man, muflled like all the others in

heavy furs.

Not to be encumbered, the men now

carelessly put down their rifles against the

bank, and with a certain unanimity of

purpose stepped back to one of the pack

animals, a claybank cayuse, carrying two

five- allon casks slung on its aparejos.

" Ihere’s Slim?" demanded the grult

voice of Hanecey. “There ain't nobody

back of the train!"

“He went back to round up a couple of

cayuses that turned on him," replied

someone.

"Well, he'd better be coming on,”

grumbled Hanecey. "First thing we

know, the train'll be all balled up in here."

Indeed, the pack horses, no longer

pushed up from behind, now had bunched

and begun to move back on the trail as

the men a roached them from the front.

In a flash Elhxton saw what this meant for

him. They could be separated from their

arms—they were already thirty yards

awa from their rifles—the enemy was

flan ed—he could be divided!

LAXTON, strategist, slipped down

out of his crack in the bank, took a

running leap, dropped and came stum

blin out on the ravel floor of the sunken

cree -—between anecey's men and their

rifles! His own carbine came to a level.

“Drop that!" said he. “Hold ’em up,

men! You're in charge.”

“Well, I'll be damned l" remarked the

big voice of Hanecey, the smuggler. “So

this is where you was!"

“It's where I am,” said Claxton.

“Keep your hands u . I'll kill the first

man that makes a break. Come over

here, I-lanecey—I'll have to tie you up.

Bring that rope olT your ridin’ saddle with

ou. You had better work with your

hands in plain sight now. Hurry up, I’m

cold.”

Hanecey stood for one moment study

ing his man, then he advanced readil

enough, rope in hand. Whether or not it

was his plan to cast the bight of the rope

over Claxton’s neck, or simply to trust

to rough-and-tumble tactics if he could

get under the rifle guard, Claxton never

knew. What he saw was a sudden move

ment of Hanecey’s right arm, and without

time for much planning he brought the

muzzle of his own carbine up under Hane

cey's chin with a swift upper-cut. The
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Coming or ,Going,

Wear B.V. D. For Coolness

ANY a man, who used to dread Summer, now welcomes

it, because of cool, comfortable B.V. D. It makes going

away enjoyable and staying-at-home endurable. It has been called

“The Biggest Contribution To The Summer Comfort Of Man.”

Loose fitting, light woven B. V. D. Underwear starts

with the best possible fabrics (specially woven and

tested), continues with the best possible workman

ship (carefully inspected and re-inspected), and ends

with complete comfort (fullness of cut, balance of

drape, correctness of fit, durability in wash and wear).

  

MADE FOR TH
  If it liam’t """" i' """"""""" i‘ It i_m_’_r

This—Red B. v. D.

Woven Label --------------------- " Underwear

BEST RETAIL TRADE

Trade Mark Rel. U.S. Pat. 0“. and Foreiln Countries

B. V. D. Closed Crotch B.V. D. CoatCutUndershirts

Union Suits (Pat. U. S. A.) and Knee Length Drawers,

$1.00 and upward the Suit. 50c and upward the Garment.

THE B. V. D. COMPANY

NEW YORK
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Bigger Crops

by Blasting

 

“The O’Connor prune orchard in the Santa Clara Valley was

blasted in 1913," says the California Cultivator. “Its largest crop

in six years was 3,900 pounds. After blastingrthe crop was 8,000

ounds—more than double—in a dry year.

blasted orchard were much larger and the trees made a better

RQEZPEB§
in your orchard _vou can increase your crop, add to the water-storage capacity of

the soil, and enable the roots to feed on fresh plant food in the subsoil.

Hundreds of fruit growers in all Pacific Coast States plant their trees in bed:

made with Giant Farm Powders. They have found that trees in blasted ground

grow faster, bear earlier and yield better than those planted the old way. They

use the Giant Farm Powders because these Powders loosen and powder the soil

' Ask your dealer for

either of t e Giant Farm Powders—Eureka

Stumping Powder or Giant stumping Powder.

Free Book on Fruit Growing

Every fruit grower will find valuable information in

the Giant lloolr, "Better Orchard Tillage." written to suit I

It tells and shows how to plant

This

‘Mail the

growth.” By using

instead of aclting 1t.

Pacific Coast conditions.

trees and subsoil orchards in the most effective way.

handsome illustrated book—~or others—free.

:oupmi.

THE GIANT POWDER CO-, Con. |

Home Office: San Francisco

"Everything for Blasting"

Distributors with magazine stocks everywhere

in the West
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big man fell dazed, well-nigh put away

by the force of the sudden blow. Claxton

swung the muzzle on him now.

“Lie stilll" he commanded. "I knew

you'd try something, you sweep! Now

move, b Gawd! and I'll fix you. Turn

over." e kicked him with his foot, the

carbine muzzle steadily ointing down.

Hanecey lay on his face before his silent

men, who feared to move. Claxton, his

attention divided between the .men and

their leader, managed to truss him up,

with his elbows behind his back, after

some fashion.

“Now, my men," said he, “I've got a

half dozen shots and there's only five of

you. One of you make a break and I'll

open on the bunch. Come here and sit

Make a circle—face inward. Put

that blanket aclt cover over your le 5.

Damn you! If I see a foot out over t e

blanket, I'll shoot, so help me, Gawdl”

The look of a repeating rifle in the

hands of a man whose blood is up has

something about it extraordinarily con

vincing. These men, none of them too

\ amiable of disposition, and all of them

well used enough to rough scenes, found

it entirely convenient to obey Claxton's

instructions and to do so explicitly. And

Claxton himself, passing around his circle,

managed after a fashion to pinion the

elbows of each man behind him. Not one

of them undertook an oli‘ensive movement.

The advantage in position and morale, if

not in numbers, was with Claxton now.

"Now," said he at last, “all of you sit

tight here, and don't you move."

He walked back to the rifles which had

been left against the bank. They were

bolt pattern, and Claxton knew the

model. He needed no screw-driver to

dismount each piece, and having done so,

he threw the bolts out over the rim of the

bank, scattering the cartridges from the

magazines likewise. Having done this,

he came back and stood regarding his six

captives contemplatively, finger at lip.

As he did so, he heard three shots from the

north—Bray’s side—three shots spaced at

intervals—the agreed signal.

I-IAT did it mean? Was Bray in

trouble? If so, how could he be

helped? Had he met the rest of Hanecey's

men, and if so, how many were there?

For one instant Claxton was not sure

which of these two 0 posing forces had

the advantage after a I, because now he

was summoned to support his own left

wing, and he had no forces to send but

himself, encumbered as he was with

prisoners. It would have been a problem

for Kitchener himself.

“What are you goin’ to do with us?"

chattered one of the prisoners from his

cold seat u on the snowy earth. “You

tie our han s and won’t let us move—it's

murder, that's what it is."

“I'm sorry," said Claxton, “but it ain’t

murder at all—it's only strategy. How

many allons have you got along this
time, anecey?u

“It's none of your damned business,"

rowled the old smuggler, turning a

bloody face toward his captor. “You

slob, if I ever get the chance, I’ll even this

up, damn you I"

“I’m sure you would,” said Claxton

amiably, “but that will be five or ten

ears before you get out, maybe, Hanecey.

by that time I’m a Colonel in the Volun

teers over among the Belgiums!”
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HEbanlwruses"A.B.A."Cheques

and recommends them to his cus—

tomers because he knows all about

them — knows of the elaborate, world

wide banking ar

rangements made

for their accept

ance, and of the

soundness of the

p l a n b e h in d

these Travelers’

‘ Cheques of the

American Bank

ers Association,

w h i ch h a s a

membership of

15,000 banks and

bankers.

  

The banker knows that thousands of

the principal banks in the United States

and Canada, as well as in other parts of

the world, are issuing these Chegues

because they are the safest and han iest

form of travel and emergency "money."

He also knows that they are cashed by

50,000 banks throughout the world,

besides being universally accepted in all

countries in payment of expenses and

service.

The busy corporation

oficial always carrie a few

"A. B. A." Cheques in

order that he may never be

without emergency funds,

even if he should neglect to

draw money from the bank.

For years he has been using

"A. B. A." Cheques in his

extensive travels throughout

the world, and has always

found them as good as gold,

and very convenient.

The enthusiastic motorist,

who makes frequent long trips with his

family, carries "A. B. A." Cheques

I‘

People Who use “A. B. A.”

Cheques—and Why

  

 

instead of cash, because he knows that

they are safe-~being unavailable (if he

has not countersigned them) to anyone

who might steal or find them, and be

cause he has

learned that

"A. B. A.”

Cheques are

readily ac- ,

c e p t ed a t

hotels, public -

garages, auto- 3

mobile supply

shops, etc.

The trait/:1

ing mlnmzm

insists that his

house supply

him with “A. B. A.” Cheques instead

of drafts or treasurer’s checks.

  

He has found by actual experience

that “A. B. A." Cheques are wel

comed by hotel people and others who

deal with travelers, and that it is not

considered a favor by them to cash an

“A. B. A.” Cheque or to accept it in

payment of abill, whereasdrafts, cashier’s

checks and treasurer's checks are not

welcomed, because of the

uncertainty as to identifica

tion, genuineness, funds in

bank, etc.

"A. B. A." Cheques do

not have to be cashed, but

may be used like'curreney to

pay bills, and they require

no identification except the

counter-signature of the

owner.

Get them at your bank, or

write Bankers Trust Com

pany, New York, for booklet

and information as to where they may

be had in your vicinity.
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Hook and Eye Perfection

Whether your frock fastens in the back

or in the front—don't worry. Pebros

Hooks and Eyes do not slip out of’ place.

PATENT INVISIBLE
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never disappoint you. No trouble to sew

on—a few stitches and they are on to

stay—always firm, always tidy and trim.

Pebms are per/ected Hooks and Eyes.

You'll never use any other after you

know them. They won't rust. At your

dealer's or by mail,10 cents a card.

FEET BR05.. Dept. B, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Because there is nothing so smooth, so cool

ing, so fragrant of Roses, so absolutely pure

and so delightfully refreshing.

Perfect for every purpose of the toilet—‘in the

nursery. for baby's tender skin~sfter a bath

—as a face powder.

Tml oil!" fill’lsiu‘fifi'lfigefil‘flfi'fifi'dm‘fi‘fi

Jlp Role ‘I-loum Moe. .llp loo. Slop. Jo’ R0“ 00“

Groom and Jun no‘. Yell-t Water.

JAMES S. KIRK & CO.,477 E. Austin Ave., Chicago

Melon cl Toilet Prop-rations than 1839
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HERE IS A $25 PRIZE FOR YOU

if you can write a prize winning letter.

See page 5 for particulars in regard to

SUNSET’S “AD-LETTER"

C O N T E ST for Nineteen-Sixteen.
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"Well, fly to it! We can stand this as

long as you can," was Hanecey’s sardonic

answer.

“Maybe longer," nodded Claxton. “I

didn't sleep well last night—I sort of

thought maybe you’d come on in here in

the night.’’

Hanecey rinned. “Half an hour,"

said he, “an we’d have been by."

"Slim really ought not to have built

that fire till you got across," said Claxton,

offhand.

"How did ou know he did F'demanded

Hanecey. “ told him—"

“I read it in my little lesson book,n

grinned Claxton pleasantly—not men

tioning the fact that he never had seen or

heard of Slim until within the past five

minutes.

"You got no right to freeze a prisoner

to death," complained the first speaker

of the little blanket-covered group.
"Well,'I said Claxton, “I'll change the

localit of the detention quarters if youall willlpromise to help.”

“What do you mean?” demanded

Hanecey surlily.

“If you want to keep warm, I don't

mind marchin' you out the way you came

in. Like enough my other men have

accounted for Slim before this."
l‘Do it, Bill,’’ urged the shivering citi

zen from his lace in the main group.

"Gawdl I'm geezin' to death.”

“I'm agreed,” said Hanecey readily;

and Claxton knew wh . The old smug

gler was depending on his own wit to give

him yet another chance, depending per

haps on Slim—perhaps on 'et others of

his men. Claxton did not now, but he

had to take this chance. The signal from

Bray meant that he must go on. Of the

entire train, onl the claybank cayuse

remained at hancf: his lash rope loosened.

Claxton tightened it and slapped the

cayuse on the hip to give him a start.

“Fall in now, men,” said he. “Kee

close together and keep your eyes ahead}?

It's no use tryin' to break away—I don’t

want to shoot, but you jolly well know I

will. It's under regulations for me to re—

port that I couldn't bring you in. VVe’ve

got you between two turnin' movements,

my men—you're flanked and rolled up.

So now you march, and look alive what

you do.” '

W'hereupon Claxton, with a motion of

his head in the general course of the back

trail where the ack-train now had dis~

appeared, startetfofl' his band of prisoners,

himself marching in the rear close up, and

occasionally poking a laggard in the back

with his carbine muzzle. Claxton himself

had not the slightest idea of what he

would meet on ahead.

He saw Hanecey at length noting two

or three places where shallow washes

came down into the main channel, and

where it seemed as though one or more

horses had struggled up. Seemingly the

ack-train had not kept together in the

broken channels. Claxton could not help

that, but only saw to it that his men kept

in the main channel, along the frozen

bottom of the creek. He himself, like

many another general, was wishing that

Blucher—that is to say Bray or Norton or

McCallum—would come up—but wishing

. that the day might be longer, not shorter.

HEY had advanced in this fashion

perhaps a mile or two in all when

they heard a sudden command on ahead,
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which brought them up standing. The

voice came from some place out of sight,

apparently at the rim of the gully.

“Haltl" it called out. "Stop there, I
s'y.’I They saw no movement now.

barrel of a carbine projected from beneath

a stunted scrub.

“It's all right, Bray!" called out Clax

ton suddenly, high and clear. “Come on

down. I've ot them in charge."

Bray stood up at the rim of the bank,

his carbine headed in the general direction

of the prisoners.

“I cawn’t come down, Sergeant," said

he. “I’ve got twenty-five 'orses in behind

me and I cawn’t leave 'em. There is any

ways two ’undred gallons in this whisky

trine!"

“Never mind about that," ordered

Claxton; “come on down." Bray obeyed

the orders of his superior.

“\Vell, I'm damned!" said he as he saw

Claxton’s prisoners all trussed up. "Is

that the whole bilin’ of ’em ?"

“It’s all I've seen," replied his com

manding ofiicer. “\Vhere's your man ?"

“M ' man P—l ain’t seen any man,’

said ray. "M specialty ain't men—

it's ’orses. I toiii you I've got twenty

five 'ead of rollin’ stock rounded up in this

bend across the neck 'ere; and every one

of ’em ’as got two kegs. I followed the

trail on in."

“But ou fired a signal—"

“No, {didn't—I onlv just shot.’I

Claxton looked at him inquiringly ano

Bray ventured to explain. "You see,

something started part of these ’orses on

the back trail. I could 'ear ’em comin’

on a gallop, I didn’t see anybody, but like

enough there was someone drivin’ some

of the ’orses back, tryin’ to make a get

away on the north side—you did have

’em divided after all, Sergeant, didn’t

you P"

“Sure, I did," said Claxton calmly.

“But why did you shoot?" All the pris

oners also were turning to Bray curiously.

"Well,” explained that worthy, "I seen

a ’orse comin’ on out on a gallop, two kegs

of whisky, one on each side, aflop in’. I

seen that ’orse was goin’ to get aw y with

the whisky, an’ I tried to ’ead 'im off, but

I couldn't—the damned cayuse broke for

the bush and I was on foot. So I just
jolly well up anI let 'im ’ave it—three

times. got ’im. too!"

“Well,” said Claxton seriously, "that’s

one way of doin’, I sup ose. Did you

know how much I ncede you in here .3"

“No—’ow could I? I was just keepin’

my wicket the best I knew ’ow on the

north end—there wasn't anything got

hy—I batted a perfect score when I got

that cayuse.”

“Yes, and you lost the only other

prisoner,” said Claxton.

Hanecey looked at his captor with a

grin on his face.

“I see that Slim got away this time,”

commented Claxton in answer to his

derision, “but what good will it do him?

If he had all the whisky in your train, he

wouldn't last one ni ht in here. Either

he will take the trail: out on foot to the

railroad—and maybe freeze at it—or he'll

be jolly well glad to come into our camp

and ask for somethin’ to eat and a place

to warm his fingers. Now, Hanecey, you

might as well admit your game is busted.

We've ot you divided, turned, flanked,

rounded up and hog tied—what more can

you ask than that."

r
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‘‘ Y ' , -

Im freezln —my fingers lS plumb

froze right now," whined the ori inal

complainer among the prisoners. ‘ You

ot our arms tied so tight we're sure

Bound to freeze."

“Go behind them, Bray,” said Claxton.

“VVe’ll go on out now and build a fire. I

reckon the whole of us can take care of

the horses. Here you—” he turned to the

complaining risoner, "I want you to go

on out ahea and stand guard to round

up the horses when they come up out of

the coulée. If you want to make your

escape this time of year, with your hands

tied behind your back, you’re welcomk

I don’t know as the Dominion Govern

ment cares much about havin’ fellows

like you to feed anyhow."

NOW, what with the persuasiveness

of the cold and of the carbines com

bined, a new meekness came upon the

souls of these lately riotous ones. They

saw themselves huddled like sheep, out

witted, if not outnumbered; soon saw also

the twoscore horses of their pack-train,

each carrying its precious burden of ten

gallons of whisky, worth ten dollars a

allon at the rails, all rounded u in the

Bush at the northern edge of the rooked

Wash.

“This," said Claxton to Bray, "is the

d—dest bunch of horse Wranglers I ever

did see—every one of them with his hands

tied behind his back; but we got to take

things as we find ’em. How’s your cough,

Bra Y?”

“It's better, Sergeant," said Bra . "I

’ope to give it proper treatment efore
’,

lon .

“WVhat are you goin’ to do with all of

it, Sergeant?’ he added. "You surely

ain’t goin’ to leave it all out ’ere—two

’undred gallons of it~—all by itself!"
l‘Maybe Norton and McCallum will

have a wagon,” said Claxton. "But I'm

thinkin’ we'll travel li hter if we drive the

horses in stripped. Where are you goin',

Bray?"

“Over there to where that dead 'orse is

——I reckon I'll begin the unloadin' there."

But when presently Bray came back to

the fire he was carrying a cask somewhat

lightly on his shoulder and muttering

cxclamations of disgust.

“Look ’ere, Sergeant,” said he as he

threw down the cask. “That’s what I

call 'ard luck! It's all because of the

modern military piece—it shoots too

damned ’ard. I bored this cawsk plumb

through, both sides, busted the cayuse's

backbone and spilled the whisky out of

the second cawsk on the far side. I don't

believe there's four drinks left in the two

kegs together!”

“If there is," said Claxton, "pour 'em

out. I remember that on pa e 249 it

says, ‘All prisoners of war shoul be made

as comfortable as possible with the re

sources at the command of the force

responsible for their maintenance.’ That

means we'll all have a wee nippy."

Which the did.

“Now, Bray,” resumed Claxton, able

strategist, “my horse is five miles to the

south and maybe froze by this time,

though he’s got my overcoat on him. If

ou can, go around and fetch back my

iiorse. I'll stay here in charge."

Bray, uncomplaining, mounted and

disappeared. Claxton resumed his mixed

duties as fireman, entertainer and general,

all in one.
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Thoughtfully he took an axe and stove

in the heads of every whisky cask save

two—a thing which made Hanecey swear

aloud for half an hour and then bow his

head on his knees. “I'm done!" said he.

"There oes every dollar I got in the

world. —n a government that won't

let a man earn a honest livin'!"

Claxton admitted that there was a cer

tain problem still on his hands, but that

problem lessened perceptibly when, less

than two hours after Bray’s departure, he

looked up to the south and saw approach

ing not one horseman, but three. His

glass made them out distinctly—the rein

forcements had come u ! Bra was com—

ing on with Norton an McCa lum, all at

a gallop.

It transpired that Bray cut the trail of

the other two at a point on the east side

of the valley—they had never come on so

far as the bivouac of the night before, but

had cut Claxton’s trail as it headed to the

timber on the south side of the Wash.

They had followed this, found Claxton’s

horse and, unable to find Claxton him

self, were bringing the shivering animal

along with them when they met Bray

riding down.

"You see,” said Claxton, turnin to

Hanecey, “now we are reinforced. ou

never had no chance at all. Of course,

the reinforcements might have came a

little earlier, but a whole lot better late

than never. It is lucky for you too, be

cause now we can break watches keepin'

fire, and all of us get a little sleep.”

They all of them did get a little sleep

that night—and a very considerable

horseback ride the next day. It was

Hanecey, ex-whisky smu gler, who led

the column as they heade out for Edson

Barracks, but it was Claxton, riding in

the rear, who commanded. On either

flank marched the supporting regiments,

Norton and McCallum, silent in cha rin

that they had not been in earlier, ut

glad they had not been altogether too

late. Bray constituted a general skirmish

line, passing here and there ahead or at

one side—his own movements being

largely governed by the vagaries of a cer

tain claybank, wall-eyed cayuse, which

carried lashed on its back two five-gallon

kegs, which Claxton had marked as being

in all likelihood the least poisonous of any

of the kegs carried in the pack-train—be

cause he had seen Hanecey-once on the

pollfl’lit of tapping one of these kegs him

se

‘,‘It don't look as ’ow Christmas is goin’

to be so bad,” said Bray as he dropped

back and rode alongside Claxton during

a temporary mood of tractabili on the

art of the claybank cayuse. ‘Eh/[y cold

- , is gettin’ better right along—just watchin’

‘ them two kegs ‘as cured it. But it was a

crime to throw awa two ’undred gallons

right on the groun . Man! I don't see

’ow you 'ad the 'eart to do it. It was a

awful waste. But 'ow come you to sive

these ’ere two cawsksF'f

“It says on page i86,”‘replied Claxton

gravely, "that it is ‘desirable to lessen the

food supplies and munitions of the enemy

while makin’ your own command com

fortable as possible with the resources of

the enemy's country.’ In one way of

speakin' ten gallon is comfortabler than

two hundred. I don't know what we

"r;Y"-
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"Sergeant,” said Bray, grinning, “that’s l

_a great little book of yours after all, ain't ‘

it?"

v |

lEAR Annie (thus ran the more re

cent letter written by Sergeant \

Claxton): “It seems like luck can turn

some day, even in the Royal Northwest ‘

Police, don't it? It is all along of you. I

got word from Ottawa day before yester

day I am to be Lieut. of the Volunteers

and to join on at Val Cartier in 60 days—

they ave me a little time because of Cer

tain 'Fhings. I said I wanted to come to

Vancouver and get married and now I am

going to come to Vancouver and get mar- .

ried right away. I think I can get to the ‘

railroad some time next week, but am

sending this out by Bray and Norton

which is taking some prisoners down

today. Nothin much has ha pened

since I wrote. he prisoners is Hgnece

and five of his men that we caught with

200 gals. illicit. He was selling- all the

time to the Bohunks on the railroad and

making a Good thing. It was because he

didn't get him Thompson was relieved

here, but Thompson had no map and he

didn't know Strate y for Sour Appels.

I don't know why I get my promotion

and get into the Army because I don't

deserye it, but I suppose maybe you

spoke to our Minister and maybe he

wrote to the Govt. Well, anyways I am

thankful and Annie I love you so much.

Now I can send some pay home all the

time and on will be comfortable in Van

couver til I come back. Ain't it funny

Annie the way things works out some

times? So no more at present from

yrs. afi'ectly.

CHAS. S. CLAXTON,

First Lieut. 10th Volunteers.

Edson Barracks.”

Sergeant Claxton did a little more

writing on that same day—to wit, his final

report to his commanding oliicer at

Regina.

“Sir,

I have the honor to report that Things

has been retty quiet at this Post this

winter. he settlers to the north seems

to be wintering all right, Stock doing well

and they have got enough Supplies be

cause we told them to bring in plenty last

Fall.

"The Condition at the railroad camps

is more Quiet. On the 10th of December

 

I took in charge 5. G. I-Ianecey and five

men which had been running Whisky

across the Crooked Wash country down

to the railroad. Another man came in

and surrendered later. I destro ed 200

als. confiscated on the Spot. orporal

Bray and Constable Norton are taking

on the Prisoners. Corporal Bray aided

me in the arrest. I beg to say his Con

duct has been Exempellary.

C. S. CLAXTON,

‘ First Sergt.

" ' _ R. N. W. M. P."
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When Strong

Men- Meet

(Continuedfrom page 28)

The very first day the new Purvear es

tablishment was running, Ike Hicks,

county clerk, dropped in with no purpose

whatever other than sociability and

helpfulness.

-‘ Mr. Purvear ’r0und F" he inquired

cheerfplly.

'Mai'guerite surve ed him without

favor, _ In the first place, she was home

sick and scorned her surroundings. In

- the second, she didn't know who he was.

In‘th'e third, Court Street callers who

appeared in shirrsleeves and with old

collar-buttons prominently shining where

cravats ought to be (not that there really

are such persons in Court Street, of

course) would be received coldly, being

probably without funds. It would have

sur rised and shocked the new stenog

rap er could she have seen the figures in

Ike's bankbook.

She looked at him distantly and replied:

"Naoh!"

As she gave no indication of oing more

fully into the matter of when r. Purvear

might be expected to return, Hicks, cred

iring her hauteur to embarrassment, con

rinued:

"Well, you might mention I was in.

Hicks is my name—IkeTl-licks. Thought's

long '5 he was fixin’ to do some real-esta

tin’, I'd drop over an’ get acquainted.

Might be some things I could tell him,
him cominI from up East that-a-way.

Like about abstracts an’ so on. Reckin

mebbe ou-all might like a' few words of

kind a vice, huh."

Miss Reill replied icily:“Reahly, IIthInk you do not know to

whom you are addressing. When one

has bad business experience in Bost’n, one

is not likely to requiah advice in Texas."

Ike grinned.
I‘I see," he said. “Just like that! ‘Well,

I reckin ‘I'll be goin. Kinda feel like I

needed a coat; cold weather we're havin’

 

A new pair or

on r nium-y

lck If they do

for November. Good-day, ma'am."

Marguerite did not think it incumbent

upon her to reply. When Mr. Purvear

came in she merely said:

"There was a person of the name of

Hicks to see you. He said he had no

business.”

"Hicks? Hicks? Don't know him."

"I thought not. He was a rough

person."

At this moment Mr. Hicks was re

counting the Incident with considerable

enjoyment at the bar in the Central

House. His a preciative audience in

cluded Mr. R. ayes Gifford, late of Cali

fornia.

“That's what you-all et for tryin’ to

be perlite to damyankees, ’ remarked Ma

jor Simmons, an elderly man with Con

federate whiskers. He spoke the phrase

as one word because in all his long life it

had never occurred to him that it might

be two.

"This Purvear, now. Is he that up

state sort, too 3” asked Mr. Gifford.

 

 
"Dunno. I was 'ust fixin'f'to get ac

quainted with him,” replied Hicks.
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THE HOTEL BELLECLAIRE is

like a Solitaire Ring. It stands

by itself and attracts attention

to itself because its location is

at an aristocratic corner.

It. stands at the corner of

Broadway at 77th Street— in the

center of the admittedly fine

residential section of New York.

It i: an economical hotel to

stop at because you can get a

good room and bath for $3.“)

a day.

Let us know in advance if you

Wish to stop with us, and we

will arrange to accommodate

you.

THE HOTEL BELLECLAIRE

lives up to its principle of enter

taining only the right kind of

people in the right way and

making them feel like coming

back again, which they do.

ROBERT D. BLACKMAN

 

 

MONEY FOR YOU —Tum to page live and

read how Sunset readers are earning money for their

vacations. You are entitled to compete in this contest.
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major with conviction. -

The bartender spoke. "I know him.

Lives on my street. He ain’t sudi a bad

lot, I expect, by’n large, but a heels-sharp.

Come in here last Wednesday, t'he‘night

of the Norther, fer a drink 0' red-eye, an’

ast ifI couldn’t give him a check or some

sin’ on a fifteen-cent drink, so the next

one he happened tp buy wouldn't cost

him but ten cents. ‘Said he s’posed two

fer a quarter was the regulation tarifl‘."

“No fool, thou h," spoke up Lawyer

Hollister. “Ed ounds was in to see

me yesterday about a trade this Purvear

makes with him for his auto—that old

two-lunger. This Purvear party goes at

Ed quick and 'sharp and offers him a

motorcycle he'd picked up somewhere

and two vendor's lien notes, face value

$618—take it or leave it—and Ed falls.

The notes are worth just forty-seven

dollars at the bank and the motorcycle

won't go. And I kain't see 't Ed's got a

bit of come-back."

R. Hayes Gifford held an amber glass

topped with foam meditatively between

his eyes and the light.

“Girl didn’t want to be told anything

about abstracts, eh P”

Mr. Hicks looked quickly at the Cali

fornian but kept his peace. Later, the

others having left to return to their re

s ective places of business, he said to

(iifl'ord:

“If you should happen to get a chance

to turn that Kelly pasture, now? Still

got it, ain't you P”

"I sure have."

"Standin’ ou how much F"

“Fifteen t ousand. A hundred acres

at one-fifty.”

Mr. Hicks hummed a little tune.

"Mebbe he hasn't ever heard about ab

stracts,” he remarked. “Lots of 'em
hasn't.H

“I hadn’t,” said Gifford sadly.

"You didn't ask me.”

“I was too wise. Saw a uick chance

to turn a few hundred do lars' profit,

grabbed it—an' tore my pants. Fools

wade in where angels get cold feet, huh?

IfI should happen to—” his tone was a

question.

“Nachully I ain't honin’ to et froze no

more," said Mr. Hicks earnest y. "Them

as gets real estate experience in Bawston

don't need no advice in Texas, she says.

Go to it, friend! I'm strong fer you! Me,

I’m as noisy about it as a deef an’ dumb

asvlum."

“I ain't been here but two months,

brother, but there's something about you

I like,” declared Mr. Gifford. “Let’s pour

another libation on the altar of friend

shi "

Entirely ignorant of what plottings

Miss Reilly's unconscious affront had

generated, Solon C. Purvear went about

his business cheerfully and with strict

attention thereto, said business, as has

been intimated, being primarily archi

tecture.

In Tweed, which was the capital of an

adjoining county. the citizens had re

cently voted the necessary bonds for the

erection of a courthouse which they had

proudly determined should cost $80,000

——about the actual value, it must be ad—

mitted, of all the other improved real es

tate in the town. The plans and speci

fications to be selected were open to com

petition, the fortunate architect to
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receive one thousand dollars for his designs

and perhaps a later commission for super

vising the work, if the county commis—

sioners should so decide.

Mr. Purvear submitted plans; so did

Mr. Gifford, and a dozen others.

On the Monday before the Thursday

on which the award was expected to be

made at an evening meeting of the com

missioners, Mr. Gifford made an unosten

tatious trip to Tweed. Architecture being

with him a by—product, he was dubious

regarding his own chances, but neverthe

less had in his mind a course of action that:~

might prove rofitable under certain'contingencies. file held a private conversa

tion with one Smithers, a clerk in the

sheriff’s office, and several banknotes of

small denomination changed hands. Then

he returned to Oil City, and on Tuesday

evening, at the monthly Get-Together

banquet of the Chamber of Commerce,

he got Jefferson D. Jones, the alfable

secretar' of the Chamber, to introduce

him to urvear.

At about noon on Thursday, Mr. Gif

ford received at the hands of a Postal

messenger boy a telegram that read as

follows:

R. H. Gifl'ord,

Oil City, Tex.

EPATOTOMIA THAT GIFTHAUS or RAEVRUP

BEKKENIST ‘

First transcribing this cryptic com

munication to a fair sheet of paper, in or

der that he might not display 21 Postal

messa e in a rival shop, he hastened to

the Vvistern Union office and asked the

momentar loan of the codebook. From

this he deciphered the following meanings:

EPATOTOMIA—Have information from pri

vate sources.

GIFTHAUS—Plans and specifications.

BEKKENIST—will be accepted.

“Ram/mp" he read as "Purvear” by

the simple expedient of transposing the

order of the- letters. His message, as de—

coded, read thus:

“Have information from private sources

that plans and specifications of Purvear

will be acce ted.’

Shortly a terward he was favoring Miss

Reilly with his best booster smile and ask

ing if she would be good enough to ask

Mr. Purvear to give him a few minutes on

a matter of private business.

Mr. Purvear's inner office had a rolltop

desk, some chairs, an architect's drawing

board and the paraphernalia usually at

taching thereto. Mr. Purvear removed a

green eyeshade and shook hands with a

fair degree of cordiality.

He was a tall, thin, reddish, shrewd

eyed man with a long jaw, a slow smile

and big spectacles. As he took a seat be

fore the rolltop and waved his visitor to

a chair he looked rather like a skinny but

benevolent owl. Mr. Gifford contrasted

with him sharpl , being medium in height,
broad of shouldlirr, bald of head, and of a

professional manner of tooth-displaying

geniality.

The conversation drifted briefly on

matters of weather, general business con

ditions and the war. Then Gifford got

down to brass tacks.

“I sup ose that Tweed courthouse

award wil be made tonight. You’ve got

plans in ?”

Mr. Purvear bowed assent, with his

eyes on Mr. Gilford’s smile. It is of
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import to state that while he knew it said

"architect" on Mr. Gilford’s business

cards and office door, he had never seen

any of the Californian's professional work

and had no idea whether Gilford was su

perior or inferior to himself in craftsman

ship. Also, in this new field, he “as some

what oppressed by the strangeness and

uncertainty of contractural requirements.

In a word, he felt very modest indeed re

garding his chances for the Tweed award.

“Two of us from this town have sub

mitted plans—you and I,” went on Gif

ford. "Maybe one of us might get it—

maybe not; there's lots of ’em in. But I

was thinking, after I met you at the

Chamber night before last, here is a

chance for us to make it a sort ofOil City

proposition. You and I have had a differ

ent sort of training and experience. I

ought to know better than you what

Western folks want. You, coming from

Boston, ought to be up a bit more than I

am on the latest ideas.”

Now Mr. Purvear had been in the city

of Boston a little better than fifty times

in his life. He had slept there perhaps

six nights. But did he exclaim at once:

“You are mistaken, my dear sir! I do not

come from Boston, but from the thriving

city of New Bedford, sixt miles distant.”

Did he? Answer: He di not.

How often, on hotel re istets, have you

ever seen the vnames of ast Orange, N.

1., or White Plains, N. Y., or Stamford,

Conn.? Yet people live in those flourish

ing communities and from time to time

go back and forth across the land and stop

at hotels. Alas, although they come from

there, they register, in what boldness of

chirography they possess, from “New

York City. ' So, too, citizens ofl/Vorcester,

Mass, and Nashua, N. H., and ‘Noon

socket, R. I.——and New Redford—being

far from home and danger of detection,

surely and invariably hail from Boston.

Mr. Gilford went on:

“Now it struck me that maybe we could

sort of pool our interests—both being

strangers in a strange land, as you might

say—and make a little partnership out of

this. \Vhoever’s plans are accepted gets

a thousand, and perhaps a supervision

commission afterwards. Suppose we

make a deal to split the thousand, if either

of us gets it, with an agreement to divide

the supervision work, if that comes along

later. Then if the commissioners pick

yours, and the Easterner wins, I get a bit;

if they like the Western ideas better and l

shguld happen to win. you are in on the

0 .J Mr. Purvear secretl ' thought it much

more likely, if either 0 them were to win,

that it would be the man with Western

ideas. But:

"No, I hardly see it," he said. "I've

submitted some pretty good plans. And

to be honest, I don't know anything about

yours."

“You haven't got anything on me; I

don't know anything about yours, either.”

He paused. "All right." he said. “Ifyou

want to, we’ll just let it set. Tell you the

truth, I ain't a bit sure they'd like to give

it to a Yankee. Little narrow that way,

thev are down here, sometimes.”

The New Englander drew toward him

a slip of aper and a pencil and began to

draw litt e pictures. He sketched a Swiss

chalet, and a chimney, and a sailboat, and

wrote below them a row of figure nines.

Then:
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"Your proposition, as I understand it,

is to make an agreement that if either of

us two gets that award he gives the other
35min

"And a look-in on the su ervision, if

that happens to o with it. hat super

vision will take aiout all one man's time

for a year—leave him not another minute

to ’tend to his other business. I don’t

mind saying I’ve got other things on hand

for my art, that ought to ay better than

eight t ousand a year. don't know's

you've been here long enough to realize

it, but there's lots of good chances for a

smart business man in oil, real estate, et

cetera, here in Oil City. Me, I want to

be here at least half the time to watch ’em

—-not over at Tweed counting bags of

cement.”
I‘The commissioners meet tonight,"

mused Purvear.

"Yes, sir, and we ought to know who

gets the award by early tomorrow. Of

course there's ten or fifteen other plans

submitted besides ours. If one of them

ets it you and I ain't interested anyway.

Tjust thought it would be a good chance

not to get all my eggs in one basket. I

don't want to be tied down to a supervis

ing job. Su pose they happened to bring

in a big guslier in a new part of the field

some day, and I was over at Tweed. May

be I'd lose the chance to get in quick and

make all kinds of money."

“Mr. Gill'ord, I'll go you," said Pur

vear, pushin his pa er and pencil away

from'liim. " ait til I call in the girl and

we'll put this in writing."

The next morning's earliest mail

brought Mr. Purvear, on the oflicial let

terhead of the county commissioners,

Word ‘that his plans had been accepted,

but that the matter of su ervision had

been temporarily held in abeyance. On

the day following, he motored over to

Tweed in his new “two-lunger"—arriv

ing. it may be said parentheticall , earlier

than if he had walked, but later t an if he

had hired a pair of horses at the livery

stable. The county judge, chairman of

the commission by virtue of that office,

extended him the glad hand of fellowshi 1,

paid him $1000 and took him out to lunch.

"You must have held your meeting

pretty early and fine through those plans

pretty quick,” r. Purvear suggested

idly as the were walking back toward the ‘

judge's 0 cc. “I noticed my letter was

postmarked at eight o'clock Thursday

night.”

"Oh, yes,” said the judge. “\Ve met

at seven. They were working the Third

at the Blue Lodge, that night, and Tom

Mattison and I both wanted to be there,

and Emil Scholtz had a date for a friendly

little poker session. Both the other com

missioners were obliging. Vie couldn’t

hold the meeting until night, having ad

vertised it that-a-way, but ‘we got around

that by having an informal meeting in

the forenoon and getting all the work

done. Then, when night come, we only

had to take the vote. Evening meeting

didn't last more’n five minutes.”

Mr. Purvear smoked in serious silence

for some time. “\Vhat time did you say

you actually settled it i”

" 'Bout half-past ten o'clock."

" f‘I see—I don’t s’pose anybody outside

the commissioners knew you were going

to take in plans?”

"Why, don't know. I guess it wasn't

any secret among the boys in politics.”
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culture. H or . culture. Electrical. Mining, Civil, Auto

mobile Engineering. salesmanship. Nomi. Kindergarten.

Write for Iron Sll-poge catalog. 0 M E

 

 

Do not envy our Iormer schoolmates.

Do as they ave done,—gr a for

MODE" SCION. 0F CBIIESPOIOEICE

525 M"he: Sir"~

Dept. S San Francine, Culil.
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f/l / The importance of

I,’ your underwear is
i the comfort it gives.

The hot, sweltering

days and evenings of

the on-coming sum

mer will quickly tell

you whether your

choice has been right.

Cooper’s-Benning

ton-Underwear is

worn by men who

know and demandcomfort, long wearand quality. l. '
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If you want cool ‘I

underwear with a \‘

snug, right fit and ‘

underwear economy '

always insist on \

Cooper's - Bennr‘ngton i

Spring-Needle Ribbed

Cooper Manufacturing Co.

A. J. Cooper, President

  
Benningtoii, Vermont

  

\ Union Suits made with Closed Crotch,

Patented October 18, tom

09,21,512 *1
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UNDERWEAR
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A little later, as he was getting ready

to try to find out why his car wouldn't

crank, he'paused to ask the judge another

question.

"Did Mr. Gifford of our town have

some pretty good plans?”

"Who? Him? No. He had some plans

but they weren’t considered more’n a

minute. Good fellow, too, that Gifford.

Lots of new stories he had that day he was

down here kinda smelling 'round trying

to get a line on what was doing."

"What day was that?”

“Why, I don't know. Yes, hold on. It

was last Monday. Made quite a lot of

friends among the boys. You know him,

of course. Mighty good story-teller,

ain't he ?"

“I do. He surely is," acquiesced Pur

vear.

There was ample time for meditation

and planning on the tri home, so when

the two-lunger had finally coughed itself

into Oil City, Solon's course of action was

clear in his mind.

He went at once to his office, got out his

agreement with Gili'ord, and read and re

read it long and carefully. Then he

sighed, wrote a check for $500 payable to

Mr. Gilford's order, scrawled a few kind

words to enclose with it, and prepared it

for the mail. This done, he dug out from

a mass of papers in a file an old list of ad

dresses, which he ran over until he found

the name he sought. He then com osed

a careful and length letter to one . W.

Judson, care of Ad er, udson & Com

pany, attorneys-at-law, leveland, Ohio.

Attorney W. {udson was a New Bed

ford product, an o d classmate of Purvear

at the Parker Street Grammar. Long ago

he had left the circumscribed opportuni

ties of his native city and, entering the

profession oflaw, had prospered in it even

thou h he had not conspicuously adorned

it. guy exasperated corporation official

in Cleveland could tell you—albeit he

would surely use language in the telling

that would have to be deleted by a con

scientious censor—that the firm of Adler,

Judson 51 Company employed the most

efficient squad of ambulance chasers west

of the Nantucket Lightship, and_had de

veloped to an exact science the extreme

possibilities of that profitable branch of

their profession known as the damage

suit industr . The firm’s code of ethics

was brief: “ 0 nothing evil at which you

are likely to get caught.”

When I’urvear had completed his long

pen letter to the estimable Mr. Judson,

he tore into small bits the sheets that bore

his first draft of it and carefully distrib

uted the fragments into two separate

\\'ZiStCI')flSl(€tS- Then he enclosed with it

a check for $50—not without another

sigh—mailed both this letter and the one

to Gifford, and went home to a belated

sup er.

“ ou look tired,” remarked his sister

as he took his second cup of tea. "Had a

busy day ?"

Solon stirred in his sugar and replied:

“ 'Tain't so much that I've been busy,

but I got a little het up. I’ve taken some

and given some, but you don't ever get

used to gettin’ trimmed. And I sure got

trimmed good."

Briefly he sketched the story of the

Tweed courthouse lans, with his justi

fiable deductions. _I)

lifetime of experience, was reliably close

mouthed.
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Hourlomilexion
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Assisted when necessary by touches

of Cuticura Ointment. These fra

grant, super-creamy emollients do

much to restore faded, injured or

neglected complexions, prevent porc

clogging, remove pimples, black

heads, redness and roughness. No

senseless massaging, steaming, etc.

Cuiicura Soap is a perfect skin

and complexion Soap and should be

used daily for the toilet.

Trial Free hyllelurn Mail
For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book

by return mui', riddress post-card. "Cuticurn,

Dept. 52. Bolton." Sold throughout the world.
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PRICESTYPEWRITERS

Our entire stock is ofli-rvxl at Ipccill price! for tholumuier

wily. "on can save as much ll .75 by buyinl "£11; and

have your choice of all leading models.

Factory Rebuilt Typewriters

are mlcliini-l tliathave been so imied down tothehnine and

built up again. with new and TI'fiIIIAIlCd part-s. by skilled

workmen In our own (arteries. They m e trade-marksman!

guaranteed for one year. Back of this guarantee II on

\ugiiuizau‘on II M‘. as strong, and as- mponlihlo ll any

romplny making new nilehinrii. “ lite for Calling and

bummer Piicu List.

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE COMPANY

Ilm-mpr-mmli

345 Brainy. llrw Yuri

909 lliri Sl., Sn Diego

506 Intel Si.,$u I‘mnm‘
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She did not express either horror or in~

dignation, as some might have done at

such a tale of perfidy. Neither, for that

matter, did he. Their emotion was rather

regret, disappointment and chagrin.

“So that's the way he did it," he con

cluded. "And now I got to go out and

get him."

"You’d be a mighty poor Yankee if you

couldn't, I should say,” was Julia's com

ment. '

“Yeah. That's what's botherin’ me.

If he’d been another Yankee—or a Jew,

say—I'd feel easier about it. I guess, far’s

that's concerned, I’d of watched him

closer. Didn’t think one of these 0 en

faced, smilin' hail-fella-well-met est—

erners would set out to trim me first go

off. He made quite a lot of talk about

Yankees, too, come to think about it.

Said folks down here didn't like 'em, or

something like that. Well,” he pushed

back his plate. "IfI let it stand that way

and take my trimmin’, I deserve it."

“What was you planning to do .9”
I‘I d'know for sure. Got a scheme. If

it works I'll show him. If it don't, I'll

think up another. Yankees! Honest,

Jule, I wasn't aimin’ to do anything slick

to anybody; you know I ain't a sharp char

acter. But of course when you get sort

of dared to do it, like this, ou’ve got totry to put one over. And ifll can't et a

fella that comes from California I on't

deserve to be a Yankee.”

"That sounds just like Grampa Hatch,”

declared Mrs. Morris.

"lfI can come out ’s well as gramp us

uall did, I'll be satisfied. ‘What was it he

use to say? ‘Never lie in a hoss-trade,

’tain't honest; but if the other fella ain’t

listenin' to :xactly what you say, that's

hi: business.’ That was the time he sold

the blind hoss and told the man it didn't

have any outs ‘except it didn't look as

good as some hosses.’ "

In the living room Purvear stretched

his long legs comfortably and lighted his

evening cigar.

“\Vell,” he said, '“sufiicient unto the

day is the evil thereof.’ Put on that new

Sousa record, will you P”

[Next month these stromt men meet again. as the

direct result of Mr. Purvvnr's resolve 1.0

go out and "got" Mr. Gifford]

Our National Parks—

a Seven Reel Feature

(Continued from page 23)

the shore to resist temptation. Cowling

constructed a bridge from the shore to

the berg, crossed over, set up his movie

camera and be an to reel off the picture

ofthe season. he wind rose and the berg

moved off. Splash! His improvised

bridge severed communication with the

shore. Cowling kept grinding away until

he had finished the take and then

scratched his red head.

He was moving away from dry land at

the rate of about two feet a minute.

[here was no canoe in sight. nobody to

throw him a rope. He scratched his head

again.

‘ _"I was up to my neck," said Cowling,

‘in trouble and water. And I knew that

  

This could not happen on

a (outrea- mad

. ' V - ~ I ‘

l1‘ ._ I_.'. - a‘The Concrete road will withstand the wear

ofany lmflic.

  

Concrete Roads Will Withstand

the Traffic of Peace and War

NEVER before have roads played so great a part in

the world’s history. The European War teaches

the enormous importance of permanent roads

as a measure of preparedness.

War demands roads that will withstand the concentrated

traffic of thousands of motor vehicles, heavy trucks loaded with

men, supplies and ammunition, guns weighing many tons. The

normal trafiic of years is often crowded into a few weeks.

Aconcrete road 16 feet wide costs on

an average $15,000 a mile to build and

about $50 a year to maintain. The

first cost is somewhat more than maca

dam; the ultimate cost is very much

less. Futhermore, the concrete road

will grow stronger with age, while

the average macadam road must be en

tirely rebuilt approximately every seven

years.

Macadam roads, once sufficient for the

requirements of horse-drawn traflic, can

not resist the motor traflic of peace,

much less that of war. The passage of

heavy trucks and the shearing action

of the tires of swiftly moving pleasure

cars soon tear loose the surface of the

‘best macadam and leave a road raveled,

rutted and unfit for travel. Of all

permanent roads which can withstand

thewearand tear

of automobiles,at

low maintenance

FOR PERMANENCE

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

costI concrete is

111 west Washington Street, Chicago

the cheapest.

ldul Blah. Commerce Bldg. Hurt Bldl.

Denver Kill“! City All-Ill!

Ourillustrated

booklet, "Concrete

Facts About Con

creto Roads,” will

be sent free of

charge on request.

"6 New Montgomery St.

San nneiaco

Snthwufcrn Life Bldg.

Dlllu

 

THE ROOSEVELT DAM

No reference to any bad language from the Colonel.

On the contrary. it is a peaceful picture in glowing

colors, showing the beautiful lake which the Salt

River irrigation project has created in the heart of

the Arizona desert. It is the frontispiece of

Sunset Magazine for July
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Canny/"191011)! email...” um Frill/"l" 6’- Make delicious clpptllzl'ng cocoa with Carnation Milk l

Why Carnation Milk answers

the milk question

Its quality is always the same.

Evaporated to the consistency

of cream, it is the rich butter

fat and milk solids, minus the

quantity of water evaporated.

It is for every milk purpose

every day.

It can be "whipped"—th_at fact

alone indicates its quality and is healthful and safe always for

purity. That also is one reason the children to drink.

Buy Carnation Milk by the Our book of Carnation Milk

can or by the case from your recipes was prepared for us

groeer—“Thecarnation Milk- by cooking experts. Write

man." for it.

I CARNATION MILK PRODUCTS COMPANY

\ 662 Stuart Bldg" Seattle, U.5.A.

Carnation

“.H“. A. __. _ as

why so many people use Car

nation Milk in coffee, tea and

cocoa—they like the rich flavor

it adds.

It gives a rich flavor to vege

tables; it adds to the delicious

quality of bread, pies, cake and

other things cooked with it. It
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Pure

The answer to the milk question

 

 

  

  

MEXICO

a big splotch 0f the Color that’s

in Uncle Sam’s eye right now

MAYNARD DIXON

has madencover of it for the
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in another minute I'd be out of my depth.

50 of course you know what I did. And

say, if you ever have a well meaning friend

who wants to try his hand at Arctic ex

ploration, advise him to ractice in Ice

erg lake in July. And i you ever see a

man who believes water will freeze at

thirty-two, send him to me. That water

was liquid, but if it wasn’t thirty—two

below zero I'll eat my hat—the one that’s

at the bottom of the lake!"

But of all the thrills that have fallen to

Cowling's lot since he has set his heart on

making for this Government the best

photographic record of the progress and

eauty of the West in existence, none

appeal to him so much as his experiences

in photographing the Western Indians.

"They're the ideal subjects for still and

motion-picture hotography," says he.

"The American Tndian is a natural born

actor. And the best I have met are the

Blackfeet of Montana. I've taken them

i ‘ in the midst of their ceremonies and I've

‘ stuck them about here and there for the

, sake of local color in my scenic views.

And they make good.

“Tell an Indian not to look at the

camera and wild horses couldn't pull his

head camera-ward. Instruct him in the

part he is to play in some little colorful

drama and he will carry out your direc

tions to the minutest detail, throwing in

some perfectly corking original work for

ood measure. With them every part is a

ead. They'll never allow their attention

to be diverted from the business in hand.

They're all Stars!"

 

Can We Keep the

Canal Qpen?

(Continued from page 15)

waters from running into it, and finally

by some sort of a water-tight covering

over all the sliding or threatened ground,

that will completely shut out the water

and keep it out.

It is no part of a geologist’s business to

determine just how that covering is to be

made. That is a matter of engineering,

and if the engineers fully realize the point,

purpose, and importance of the complete

exclusion of the water, there is no doubt

about their ability to devise and handle

the way and means of excluding it.

In this connection it would be interest

ing to know at what price a trustworthy

firm of contractors would undertake to

exclude the water from these slides, and

how that price would compare with the

cost of letting them slide into the Canal,

and then dredging them out.

MAY EARTHQUAKES LlKELY DAMAGE

THE CANAL?

S stematic records of the earthquakes

at anama have been kept only since

December, 1908—a period entirely too

short to afford a trustworthy idea of the

earthquakes of the zone. It is sometimes

said that certain low arches that have

been standing in the city of Panama for

hundreds of years are proof positive that

there have been no severe shocks there

since the arches were built.

__-___l



Those who have much personal ac

 

quaintance with severe earth uakes know

that the severity is indicate by what is

thrown down—not by what is left

standing.

Fear has been expressed that the dams,

locks and other works of the Canal are

liable to be destroyed by earth uakes.

It is my personal opinion that :LGI'E is

little or no dan er of earthquakes doing

damage to the Focks, spillways, dams or

anything else made of reinforced con

crete. To persons familiar with the

effects of the San Francisco earthquake

on structures of reinforced concrete, it is

not necessary to give explanations. We

simply know that_._s_uch structures, when

carefully made, are not likelylto be injured.

The only damage likely to be done by

earthquakes is by startin slides that

otherwise might not occur. urthermore,

and in this case of the utmost importance,

it was pointed out years ago by the Cali

fornia earthquake commission that water

in the ground raises the local intensity of

earthquakes, so’. that a shock incapable of

doing dalhiagep-to or on dry ground would

be rendered dangerous to wet ground or

to anythin standingupon it.

Those 0 us who ar‘effamiliar with the

many interesting thirigs that happened at

the time of the California ‘earthquake of

1906 recall the.'great; nuinb'er of slides that

formed at that‘time all‘ thro'ugh the Santa

Cruz mountains. But it is reasonably

certain that the slides would not have

been produced in the Santa Cruz moun

tains on that occasion if the ground had

not been well saturated; for the rainy

season had just come to an end when the

earthquake occurred. This facrhis one

more reason for keeping the water out of
the slides at Panama. I 3"

Such are the writer's. personal.v views,

based upon forty years of studyof ‘land-,

slides in tropica

l

 

 

 

What

Could

the Poor

Man Do?

Drawn by Clifton Meek

“I'm very sorry, Mr. Adam, but you're

a total stranger to us. You’ll

have to be identified”

countries. ' ' i.,. -

' , ment has been developed an art

  

1875

The First .

Telephone 1 , I“ '

 

  

  

1916

The Counlry-wide System

 

 

Forty-one Years of; Telephone Progress

The faint musical sound of a

plucked spring was electrically

carri om one room to an

other and recognized on June 2,

I 875. That sound was the birth

cry of the telephone. ‘ '

The original instrument—the

very first telephone in the

world—is shown in the picture

above.

From this now-historic instru

of profound importance in the

world's civilization.

At this anniversary time, the

Bell System looks back on forty

one years of scientific achieve

ment and economic progress,

and gives this account of its

stewardship:

  

One Policy

it has provided a system of

communicationadequate to pub

lic needs and sufficiently in ad

vance of existing conditions to

meet all private demands or

national emergencies.

it has made the telephone the

most economical servant of the

people for social and commer
cial intercourse. I

it has organized an operating

staff loyal to public interests and

ideals; and by its policy of serv

ice it has won the appreciation

and good will of the people.

With these things in mind,

the Bell System looks forward

with confidence to a future of

greater opportunity and greater

achievement.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

Onesystem Universal Service
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YOUR OWN. We'll llmw you how. No experience rrquired.

lit-present \II In your town. Start at once. with us back of

you. and IAKE BIG MONEY FROM THE FIRST DAY. 1!

nvrnko [or good proposition write today for free details.

DARLING COHPAN". Dept. ll. Washington. D. C.
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WRiTElior Free Hnnd Book! on Patents,

Trude Marks, ou.—or lend Ikereh, description or

model at your invention—for he. and confidential

opinion relnrdin‘ pnronubiliry.

Olden firm of potent ntorneyI—7l yelrl' ex

porienee. Prompt, skillful :ervier—oondid ndvieo for

the inventor. Plums procurod through no receive

(no splcill Notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

“lNVESTlNG IN POPULATION"

An interesting pamphlet for aggressive commercial organ

izalions. For free copy sddnns
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HOTEL DEL MONTE, DEL MONTE HOTEL ST. FRANCIS, SAN FRANCISCO

On the beautiful Bay ofMomerey The cosmopolitan metropolis of the Pacific

 

  

 

  

PASO ROBLES HOT SPRINGS

Mldwaybetween Los Angeles and San Francisco

HOTEL OAKLAND, OAKLAND

Near the shores of attractive Lake Merritt

38a

  

The Call to the Out-of-Doors

HO hear and heed it more than the people of the West! And

why shouldn't they, with Nature providing so lavishly for their

entertainmentl For satisfying variety California dares the world

tourist to find a region comparable to its diverse attractions, be the search

continued to the ends of the earth.

Here the sunny beaches in june time are thronged with pleasure seekers.

The superb highways hum with the vibrant song of thousands of auto

mobiles. Vacationists are seeking the cool woods, the trout streams, the

quiet blue lakes in the mountains. Ari endless procession of happy auto

parties passes the fruit—laden orchards of oranges and lemons, of a ricots

and prunes, the great vineyards with their clusters of purple an green

gra , the quaint Missions. lt is play-time in this land where polo, golf

an tennis, fishing and swimming and all manner of out-door sports

provide the utmost of pleasure.

The tourist will always find here the welcoming hand and the comfort and

cheer for which California's big hospitable hotels are noted.

At San Diego the second year of the Panama-Califomia Exposition pro

vides an unusual attraction for those belated Americans who missed the

beautiful Expositions last year.
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Overlooking beautiful San Gabriel Valley

THE INN, FEATHER RIVER INN ST

A Most Picturesque Mountain Resort

ATION

  

~‘~ ___ .4 ;A‘__‘. _

THE MISSION INNI RIVERSIDE

In the heart of the orange country

  
  

  

_. iv ‘ / 7,‘ % i i
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HOTEL VAN NUYS, LOS ANGELES

Known the world over for its service

  

Just across the bay from San Diego
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How Best to Enjoy‘ a Vacation

AKE your headquarters in one of California's noted hotels,

and thus combine the pleasures of out-door life with satisfying

comfort. Choose for example, The Oakland. shown on the

opposite page. Here one is within easy access of all that has made the

great Bay region famous—Oakland, the beautiful city s read over the hills

on the east bay side; its nearby neighbors, Alameda an Berkeley, where is

located the University of California, second largest in the United states;

across the bay, San Francisco, city of endless amusement and delightful

surprises: wonderful motoring trips down the ninsula through veritablebowers of fruit—laden trees or into great centralajalleys with their orchards

and vineyards and vast gardens, or to Yosemite and Tahoe and the Big

Trees—all easily accessible, with quiet comfort awaiting one's return from

such satisfying excursions.
¥

 

 

All the hotels and resorts shown on these pages have helped to

make California famous. Sunset Magazine unhesitatingly

endorses them and their management and will gladly aid its

readers in obtaining full information concerning them. In

quiries may be directed either to Sunset Magazine or the

hotels direct. t

Name

Sunset Magazine Service Bureau,

San Francisco

Please help me to obtain descriptive ii

the famous California hotels and resorts as

expect to visit Califomh—d? .

an kl"

ter-ture and Iull‘inlormetion about

advertised in Sunset Magazine.
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Practical Hints for the Motor Camper

How You May Take With You Into the Woods the Comforts ofHome

HE naturalized version of a well

known Old Country proverb

would be: "Scratch an American

and you'll find a backwoodsman,"

for nowhere in the world is the love of the

out-of-doors more inherent than among

the cit -dwelling, dollar-chasing residents

of the nited States.

Every normal man annually feels the

call of the Red Gods; it steals in through

the open windows, finds its way behind

counters and desks, into money cages,

privatev ofiices—everywhere—transform1

mg the best workers into day-dreamers.

For this vagrant spring visitor brings

many delectable sensations: the balmy

spice of the conifers, the pungent smoke

of the campfire, the splash of the trout

stream, the call of the mountain quail.

In memory the dreamer again follows a

fragrant, shadowy trail among the fir

trees, up, .up, to a rocky eminence from

which, through the lavender hued haze

of distance, he sees the bare granite

By L. W. Peck

ridges rising above timber line, topped

with white mantles of snow.

To Western people, the Sierra Nevada,

the Cascades and the Rockies stand for

all that can be desired in a scenic, moun

tainous country. Most of these people

answer the call of the open in some form

or another each year‘. {lust where they go

or just how they seek t e free places does

not matter materially; the vital thing is

that they do get into the open country.

Yet in this land of outdoors many persons

have still to learn this important truth:

to'getthe utmost benefit from a vacation,

one must live close to Mother Nature. In

other-words, Go cam ing!

Try today’s bran of camping. It's

different—and easy. Old-fashioned camp

ing has undergone modern treatment; its

cumbersome, uncomfortable features

have been eliminated, while all the fun

has been retained. The modern version

is toguse your automobile for your real

back-to-the-woods trip. This means the

employment of equipment unthought of

by the old-timer with his horse-drawn out

door home. -ZYou know the old hit-and

miss style of rambling into the‘ woods. In

the wagon bed a miscellaneous assort

ment of tinware jangled about‘in’a barley

s'aek; some odd-sized blankets and quilts

wrapped'in a"frayed iece 'ofcanvas, and

a few soa'p‘\\boxes filed with a jumbled

selection 'of“paper-bag ed'foods, rocked
and slid to and fro as tlgae horses took the

hills on the collar or coasted down on the

breechin . From beneath the wagon at

every joft came the clatter and bang of

the old alvanized water bucket and

kerosene“ antern, while the dust stirred

up by the toe drag of the hot and weabeasts rose in an all enveloping clould',

settling impartially and with considerable

penetration over everything. When,camp

was made, things felt and tasted gritty.

a

Full two weeks‘ equipment for four persons is condensed and carried on the outside of this car.

and no ladder is needed to enter the ear either

Every passenger has foot room,
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The Oldsmobile Light

Eight, S-passenger— .

$1195 f. o. b. Lansing.

Roadster$ll95. Write

for our new booklet

“The Light Eight De

  

//

$1195
HOSE who have expressed their

preference for Oldsmobiles in the

past 17 years have been people

whose tastes impelled them to seek a car

ofabove the common level of motor car

merit. So the fact that the demand for

Oldsmobile Light Eights has now well

nigh reached our production limit is

substantial appreciation of Oldsmobile

supremacy in point of beauty— of

construction —of motor simplicity

—of luxury—of performance.

otos MoToR womts
Edu/v/Iv/mc) I5§O I. A N G M I C I G A N jIIfl‘I/‘Ofllfi'd 1800

 

Light Eight

(IT)
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Compare—keep tab on

every tire you use. Put just

one Savage on your car and

compare the service it

gives with the other three

tires and you will con

vert yourself into a

confirmed Savage user.

Many Savage Tires run

over 20,000 miles. Thou

sands of them reach

10,000. Adjustments are

on the basisof4,500 miles.

Cost you no more—

often less—than others.

Ask for the name of a

distributor near you.

  

1>

d

D

GD
0

G

D

e

(l

m

TIRES ‘ll.

Branch Stores: Q v

San Francisco: A

1125-27-29 Van Ness Avenue

Los Angeles:

700 W. Seventh Street 5

San Diego:

936 Second Street

' EflVflfi/Q "

‘ .l

 

 

  

011 lb! road—Ugh! Irrlrhb—Nhorl form-MI.

- as...
.. >.‘-_';~‘_;.'pxy;_l“m ‘

(‘-umlorhhln flI'RIMlfl and .lllllrnu—

Trlllrr l'nhllded Null! \0 Fir-K l'n

L08 ANGELES TRAILER 00.

YOUR CAMPING TRIP
will be made doubly enjoyable by using s BRINTNALI, CONVER.

"BITE CAMPING TRAILER. Light Weight. Comfortable exclusive

fol ng bed features. Accommodates 2. 4 or5 people. Auto used

for passengers—trailer has roomy storage cornpgrtment for camp

ing luggage. Only ten minutes required for complete set-up.

A ‘ SUPERIOR IN DESIGN—~LOWEST IN PRICE

Send for illustrated pamphlet "Trailer Camping Comfor!u

INCREASE YOUR

I'IAULINC EFFICIENCY

by using our COMMERCIAL

TRAILERS. and 4 wheel

models 500 lbs. to ten lon

cap-city.

Surdfnr cnnrpltle remnant-111!

ram/0:11! and name: nfpnum

n01! men.

   

  

  

Oomph-ts, Rot lip-—

All [In (‘o-lorr- of "one

(Pnrm! CIain: Allowm)

J. H. PATTERSON, General Manager

Corner 17th and Main, Los Angeles, Calif., U. S. A.

 

 

How many ha py tri s have been made

under these CODSIUODS. Many more will

be taken, too. But the heyday of wa on

camping is past; the automobile has eft

the city pavements and has taken to the

open road. The outing fraternity, with

which this country is so liberally popu

lated, has turned to motor- ower so

unanimously that poor old Dob in-power

has been hopelessly crowded off the road

as the honking procession of camp-laden

automobiles rolls past toward the hills.

When the time for vacation comes

round the owner of a motor car nowadays

assembles a compact assortment of camp

necessities; stows them away in dust and

weather-proof bags and cases; applies

these artfully to the running boards with

broad straps; hoists some of the bulkier

stuff to the wrou ht iron boot behind the

rear axle, and sti I has plent of room in

the body of the car for his an his family’s

feet, fishing rods, firearms, lunch kit,

camera and outer garments. Even these

last are protected from the sifting dust by

buttoned-up wall-pockets slung from the

robe rail.

The autoist’s system is like the canoe

ist’s: both must keep weight down and

bulk small, yet deprive themselves of

nothing of comfort and convenience. It

is true that the modern automobile camp

ing outfit includes more of the luxuries and

niceties of home living, and in smaller

space, than does the usual wagon camper's

outfit. This is probably due to the

modern notions a man ac uires along with

a motor car. Your gaso ine camper has

seen the folly of trying to make the

utensils and bedding of home serve in the

wilds. He knows that special equipment,

made to nest, telesco e or otherwise fit

into the outfit, is by fir the best, and he

balances his load as carefully as the moun

taineer balances his pack animal's kyacks.

THE CULINARY DEPARTMENT

lfyou will watch one of the enthusiastic

automobile campers makin or breaking

camp, you will learn that or erliness is the

first virtue. His articles of camp use must

be of a size and shape to fit together well

and to form packages of such size as will

pack best in or on the space provided by

the modern car. His cooking e uipment

is a dream of simplicity, most 0 it bein

contained within the largest utensil and

the whole of it stowin nicely in a canvas

bag or a cylindrical fiber case resembling

a hat box. For choice, the pots and

kettles are of cast aluminum, which has

the virtues of the best of other wares with

the faults left out. Being seamless and

tasteless, and having no projections what

ever, it will stand any amount of hard

usage. The practical outfit for four per

sons consists of a large lidded pot, ca

pacity about five quarts; a smaller lidded

pot, capacity about three uarts; a coffee

or tea pot or pail; a steel frying pan, ten

inches in diameter, with a folding handle;

two small “milk pans” for mixing bread

stuffs, etc.; white enameled plates and

cups; knives, forks and spoons of white

metal. The latter tools slip into a slender

bag which, with the cups, goes into the

coffee pot. Each of the pots nests com

fortably in the next larger size, the largest

being placed in the mixing pans and fry—

ing-pan. The whole assortment has an

outside measurement of ten inches,

breadth and depth. \Vitli this outfit a

capable camp cook can serve as many as
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Study this

dissected lire.

Notetheslurdylread,

the special binder strip,

the thick resilient cushion,

the multiple plies of

Sea Island cotton duck.

ANY a pleasure tour has cost more

money than was expected, and has

been deprived of enjoyment by

tires that did not make good under the

gruelling test of rough and hilly roads

and the daily grind of hundreds of miles.

Our 5000 mile adjustment guarantee,

backed with speedometer record proofs of

double, triple or more mileage, means

that you can start your vacation trips

with confidence in your QUAKER TIRES

and finish without regrets.

Give just one QUAKER the chance to

show you how good a thoroughly modern

In no shipment of cars from any factory will you find

a single machine with QUAKER TIRES, because the

demand for QUAKERS to replace factory-equipment tires

consumes our entire output, leaving no QUAKERS to be

sold to automobile manufacturers. This means that car

owners come to QUAKER TIRES after trying out, at

least, four tires of other makes.

   

 

 

tire can be made, and how much comfort it

will afford and the economy it will effect.

QUAKER MULTl-TUBE is full of the

stamina, stretch and strength of tempered

rubber. It is built to give the ultimate

in an inner tube.

Get “5000 Plus”—a little book that

may save you a lot of trouble and

expense. The Quaker Dealer, near

you, will hand you a copy of “5000

Plus” when you drop in to see

QUAKER TIRES and the QUAKER

MULTI-TUBE, or write to our Factory

Division.

QUAKER ClTY RUBBER C . PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

182 West Lake Street

PITTSBURGH

21 1 Wood Street

NEW YORK

207 Fulton Street
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W0 cars—same make, same model, same year—

used in the same service over the same roads for the same

period, ultimately reached the “used car" salesroom. Yet the sales tags read

differently. Why?

One car was equipped Willi the

‘fifaz'iford

SHOCK ABSORBER

immediately after leaving the factory; the other was not.

The Hartford-equipped car commanded a greater price because it was in better

condition.

Any car, unprotected from road racking and vibration, deteriorates in etlicieucy

and depreciates in value far more rapidly than one protected by the Hartford Shock

Absorber, which absorbs the jolting, jarring and vibration to which every car is

necessarily subjected.

To these facts more than 375, 000 users of this pioneer shock absorber will attest.

There‘! a Comfar! C/lar! compiled for (or orwnerr. Your (ar—qu/mIr-ver it]

make or model—i; Iii/rd. T/ii: C/zart tel/J how to realize greatrr com/or! and

incidental/bi derrmml depreciation. Send/‘or it.

EDWARD V. HARTFORD, lac.

Heretofore known In

Hartford Suspension Co.

171 Marian Street, Jersey City, N. .l.

Halters of the Hartford Shock Absorber.

Hartford Cushion Spring, E. V. Hartford

Electric Brake. Hartford Auto .laclt.

Hartford Bmper. Red Rack Jack

Pacific Coast Distribute":

CHANSLOR & LYON

COMPANY

San Francisco Lns .»\ mzeles

Oakland Fresno Portland

Seattle Spokane

‘Formerly Trojan 'I-Harlf mi.

Automobllehlan

ulacturersarenoa'

using the finest

springs that can

be made. If you

want I'IIOI'C COIn'

tort, you must use

Hartford Shock

bers

Every Road

A Boulevard

 

 

 

For lubricating

polishing

around home or afield

NYUIl
ia a matchleu

  

In the New

Perfection

Pocket

Package
I‘llt‘nta

Pending

  

s r it 1 ltt , Y 5|“,

Iizf:§nj'.z"gaz:;s§jgmmzg SCHILLING S AUTO-CAMP .::,;,,,.,:::,%

under a continuation of the top of your cur—Use your tonneau

for a dressing room and step through the door into as com—

fnrtable a bed as at hnme. mede possible only by our recently

invented FLEXIBLE SPRING MATTRESS FABRIC.

Bed and tent collapse into a small roll on running board

of a live one who doesn‘t sell

NYOIL vlth other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send

you a dandy, handy new can

(5cm to and screw tip) cou

Ialnlng 3; mama Postpaid for

25 cents.

4.

Wmfllvr. NewBedfora,llass. l

 

 

Price $33.00. Write for full description.

when traveling. Fit-s any make of roadster or touring car. ‘

The L. F. " J‘"ling Co.. 7th St" St. Joseph, Missouri ‘

' l five or six persons with a meal that has

sufiicient variety to suit any outdoor

appetite. ' .

An accessory highly desirable and

recommended is the efficient folding

aluminum reflector oven, an artful biscuit

maker and roaster of meat and “spuds.”

There are two sizes. One, folded flat, is

twelve inches square by one inch thick,

and it takes an eight-b -twelve inch bak

ing pan. For four or like persons or less,

this size is sufficiently lar e. Keep the

inner surfaces well burnished and your

b‘readstutfs will brown beautifully. You

jockey it forward and back to suit your

fire. It slides into a square fiat canvas

carrying case, in which ou will find room

for a folding wire gridd c with sharp legs,

which is your hurry-up stove, and for a

thin bread board, the plates, and the dish

cloths. The above culinary outfit is

pretty well balanced for the experienced

go-light camper who likes to potter over

open fires and who supports his kettles

over the flames by means of forked sticks,

rocks, and his wire grid. For the more

fastidious outer, or for those not so used to

preparing meals out under the sky, there

are a number of outfits speciallydesigned.

DE LUXE HITCH ENS

There is now on the market a folding

“kitchenette," a hinge—sided, steel rein

forced box which includes a folding sheet

steel gasoline stove with an oven; fry,

bake and stew pans; containers for flour,

sugar, coffee, salt, etc.; cooking and table

knives, forks and spoons. These complete

outfits are to be had in sizes for two, four

or six persons. The case attaches neatly

to the car’s running board by lugs, and

when opened gives you a table the height

of your car's ste . Those who are not

keen for the fick e campfire’s flame can

prepare a creditable meal on the two

urners and in the oven of this stove and

eat in comfort seated on cute little folding,

carpet-bottomed stools which are dug up

from depths of the tonneau. Thus you

can be independent of firewood and can

go into action anywhere along the road

side.

Emergency cooking kits for the hurry

up traveler who expects to miss a meal

now and then at the wayside hotels have

been so perfectly gotten up that a two

or three-man kit will nest together and

lit into your coat pocket. This outfit pro

vides pans for boiling, frying and baking,

as well as two cups and a wire grill.

Tourists who are making long jumps

from breakfast in camp to dinners in

another camp have learned the trick of

filling their vacuum bottle sets with hot

coffee and food for a brief lunch. Auto

mobile sets of this kind are to be had in

many sizes, from one-man up to six, and

they are labor savers for the folks who

make nomadic camps only. Vacuum

food jars as well as bottles can be ob

tained, all in dust-proof cases fitted with

all the necessary luncheon utensils.

TH E GRUB BAG

Probably the most satisfactory method

of carrying “grub” is to put your dry

foodstuffs such as flour, cornmeal, sugar,

cereals, dried fruit, etc. in parafhned

muslin bags which measure about eight

inches across, and which sit, one on to

another, in a waterproof canvas bag wit

a double throat for double protection

from dust and insects. The little bags
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HEN the call of

the great outdoors

lures us far from garages

  

- ELECTRIC l
and repalr shops, We CRANKINC I

want a car that Will take LIGHTING I

- IGNITION I
us out—and bring us . I

back again.

Three hundred and eighty thousand owners of cars

equipped with Delco Electric Cranking, Lighting and

Ignition are experiencing in their everyday driving the

efficiency and dependability of the Delco System.

The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Company

Dayton, Ohio
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You've wondered why you don’t get

ahead. Why your pay isn't increased.

Why you don't get promoted. You've

blamed everything and everybody, when

the real drawback is yaurself

You're standing still because you lack

training. Because you have not pre

pared yourself to do some one thing bet

ter than others. If you really want to

get .ahead, the way is open to you.

For 25 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been helping men to climb

into good paying positions. Nearly 5000 re

ported last year that I. C. S. training had won

them advancement. You can get I. C. 5.

training in your spare time in our own home

without losing a day or a do lar from your

present employment.

Position, power, good money, independ

ence, are within your reach. The I. C. S. are

ready to help you be the man you want to be.

Let them show you how. Mark and mail

this coupon.

I. C. 8., Box 3655. Scranton, Pa.

—'__I_ — ‘rtnfl OUT M!I|I:_-_-_.___|

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

l Box 3655. SCRANTON. PA.

I Explain. without obligtillng me, how I can qualify for

I the position, or in the subject. before which 1 mark X

ELECTRIOAI. ENGINEER SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Window Trimmer

Show Card Writer

Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Electric “'iring

Telegraph Expert

IIICII A! It'll. ENGINEER

Mechanical Draftsman DESI

Machine Shop Practice BOOKKEEPER

Gal Engineer Simon-pix" and 'l‘ypht

(IIVIL ENIIIRIZEII. Cert. Pub. Accountant

\iurveylng and Mapping Railway Accountant

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

Teacher

(‘nut-ion School Subjects

IINB I'UIII'ZI‘I 0R ENG‘R

lsiallurglli or Prospector

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Marine Engineer

 

I

l

|

I

l

I

l R
I Architectural Dram-n AGRICUL URI-Z

I

I

l

I

I

|

ARCHITECT CIVIL SERVICE

Contractor and Builder nilwny M’i'Il Clerk

Concrete Builder Textile Overseer or Bum.

Structural Engineer Navigator Spa-hi

PLUIIBING AND "EATING Poultry linlline (iar-nu

Sheet Metal Worker AUTOMOBILES l‘renelr

casino“. amuse-n rm ltepoinn: Itnilsn

Name

Occupation

A.- 1"‘ ' er

Street

and No.

City State

Ride a RANGER

 

bicycle and Imme you have the beat. Buy I

machine on can prove before accepting.

DIUV RIO Fill on spgroval and 80

days’ ml. no “_PINS! you iLnlte-r

trial go do not wish to keep

L0 I'AC‘I’ORY 0081’, est Im new

ments and values mar ms led.

, I I"! TODAY for our big catalog

4 l,‘ lhowingonrcomplm [ms of 191 bicycles,

Tim, sundries and parts. and learn our

' ' wonderful new olrrl and terms.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle, tires or sundries, until

, you write and learn what we will do for you. A

, pnatnl card brings everything—write it now.

MEAD CYCLE 60.. niPl‘.L-zis,c|||eAeo

  

 

Make Your Ford a Traveling Hotel

with Light. Compact, Comfortable

McMillin AUTO BED
Pr." onl)‘ 07.50 for Ford Can: other medium sized cars ‘ll no.

‘M's-“Mull IIO'I‘ourint Auto nuts for Camping Dc In“. Money

Wk Kusrnnuv.

Stud 21' 3mm) fur Illurfrnlrd Rook!!! an Jute Camping.

AUTO BED COMPANY I’. O. Box 'I-L Bellinshmwull.

 

should be plainly labeled on their sides.

For such articles as coffee, tea, cooking

fat, and the like, use friction-top tins

which are made broad and flat to fit the

cylindrical bag. For greasy foods such as

ham and bacon you will have to provide

bags of pantasote or similar grease proof

material. Carry the neat little wooden

salt and epper shakers that have interchangeablae ends. No better outdoor

style has been made as yet.' Provided

your car has long enough running boards,

a grub-box with reinforced corners and a

dust tight lid may better suit your taste.

The choice is yours.

You will feel freer to drive on into the

mountain fastnesses if you know your

food su ply is ample. (rasoline stations

will probably be found oftener than stores

where fresh food can be had. The motor

has driven gasoline back beyond the

farthest edge of cultivation. On some

mountain roads you may possibly meet a

mule team hauling a huge steel drum of

motor fuel up the long grade. After that

you may feel less inclined to object to the

per gallon prices charged half a hundred

miles from the main road.

‘REAL AND FANCIED NECESSITIES

The writer has seen touring parties pro

vided with folding steel chairs with backs;

tea service kits; fancy tire trunks, and

other a pointments more luxurious than

will be demanded by the majority of trav

elers. Some of the articles that may seem

fussy, however, pay well in comfort for

the space they occupy in your outfit.

Folding wash basins; folding water

buckets; rolled or folded camp tables;

compact little acetylene gas lamps for

night work out of range of the car’s head

lights; clectric flashlights for intermittent

use; desert water bags; individual toilet

article bags; pot hooks; mosquito head

nets; little feather pillows to take the

curse off the pile of clothing under your

head—these and other aids and abettors

to comfortable out-of-doors living are ad

vised for the average auto-camper. A

recent innovation for the conservation of

foot and elbow room in the motor car is a

well‘balanced little two-wheeled carr -all

called a "trailer" which hitches on be ind

the gasoline steed. Another new idea is a

folding hammock which hooks on the robe

rail, thus solving the big problem of

taking the baby along.

Slip an axe, sheathed in leather, under

the straps about your war bag; a small

shovel or spade is a mighty handy article

sometimes on mountain roads. Fifty feet

of three-quarter-inch rope, a tire repair

kit, a small compass, an axe and knife

sharpening stone, and a camera, are all

essentials. If you are to stop on the edge

of a lake or river where there are boats,

you may find room for a little out-board

motor with which to transform a plebeian

rowboat into a power boat.

THE SLEEP PROBLEM

To most vacationists the sleeping ques

tion is the big one. Hay makes excellent

beds with :1 little manipulation, but

usually the harvest hands have been

thoughtless enough to pile it up too far

from the best camping grounds, and

either the camper must rustle up his own

mattress filling from the woods or carry

along a ready-made mattress. The suc

cess and pleasure of your trip depends

largely upon how you rest. For mountain

  

 

 

 

  

JII/h'v'!

[ml/11.1.4.I..m.

The Heat Stays out

The Breeze Comes In

At a few dollars‘ cost and

in a few minutes‘ time you

can convert your porch into

a cool, secluded living and

sleeping room with

  
Rm-ufl-nlr-tl

' POI'C/I . .sbades

1916 Models

Each equip _with VUDOR

Safety Wind evice that holds

the shade in position in the face

of strong winds.

VUDOR Cord Slides double life

of roll-up cord by doing away

with hcavy friction on galvanized

andironpulleys. VUD_ RShades

are made of flat strips of kiln

dried perfect bassw , woyen

together with lance. non-rotting

Seine twine with two double

chains of reenforcin wa

ncareach edge. VUDO Shades

will last rnzmy years. as strong

and effective as when new.

 

The only way to he sure that

you got UDOR Porch Shndd

is to see that the

  

  

'4 woncn SHADES w“o ho ‘MN-$.19“ amul- ""9

HOUGH SHADE C0 POIIATION
Jlmrsvtttr, vns.

    

O

  

  

Aluminum Trade Mark exactly like

the above is attached to top and bot

tom mouldin . it saves you from

imitations an countcri’eita.

Write for Booklet

that fully describes R

Porch Shades and shows the

many colors in which we in

delihlysiain them. Except _in a

few cities. we sell only one It

store. Write us for booklet. and

name of that stoneand gctgrmmn!

" la<t for years" VUDOR Porch

Shade.

HOUGH SHADE

CORPORATION

257 Mill St., Janvnvillc, Wisconsin
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The Banner Revival

“These blessed stories,”

w r i t e 8 Albert Bushnell

_ Hart, “have been aband

book in the family since

their appearance. Never

was there cleaner and bet

ter fun than Bunner’s."

One Bunner story a week

until August, re-illustrated

by PUcK’s st-afi'.

 

Raphael Kirchner

The colorist who set Paris

og with his pretty girls.

e is painting are usiz'ely

for PUCK in this country.

All his subjects appear in

full color.

A!r. James Huneker

Dean of American critics,

 

arm through the galleries

and chats with us inform—

ally at the opera, play or

. new ballet.

Ellr. Heath Robinson

The Edison of the illustra

tors’ fraternity, whose

astounding “inventions”

appear in America exclu

' sively in PUCK. Mr. Rob

inson is the star of the

London Sketch stafl'.

A!rs. Helena Smith

Dayton

and sole proprietor of Mrs.

Canary’s Boardin House,

“the est thing,’ writes

Leigh Mitchell Hodges

“since Huckleberry Finn.’

Look Around NOW

for Your Exit!

Anante-roomo ninginto

the Roaring orties, in

which we linger to hear

the gossip of Gotham and

admire t e clever illustra

tions of Ralph Barton.

Freedom of the Press

  

A haven for the waifs of

the world of print, through

which Mrs. Malaprop

rom s in all the

a andon of an

untrammeled

\ vocabulary.

K

who walks with us arm in .

_ __ - mWw-r *'
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Wonder-worker in clay

 

The Philana'erer

Inconstant man, in literature as in love, sips at many wells for

the sweets of the mind. A swift but comprehensive survey of the

Arts, of Letters, of the Drama, liberally leavened with laughter,

sparkling with satire—these are all-sufficient for the chatter

between dances. This weekly soupgon of the smarter life is

best served in
  

America's Cleverest Weekly

The coupon opposite facilitates the trifling formality which

places this entirely new sort of weekly on probation for a

period of thirteen weeks. Adollar bill, pinned to the plainly

filled-in scrap of paper is the easiest way. Thank you.
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camping, say at an altitude of around

6000 to 8000 feet, your bed must be no

skimpy affair. A_waterproof bed, fitted

with all-wool blankets, should weigh at

least twelve pounds; anything lighter is

risky. For a camp in the foothills a less

heavy bed will do. '

You will see heavy comforters, folded,

used as mattresses, and couches made of

fir boughs. You will find campers who

carry ticks which the fill and empty each

time they make an break camp, using '—

whatever softening agent the country - - V . g

affords. You will see fastidious folks ’using pneumatic mattresses which they 'inflate by lung power or with a tire ump.

Probably these are the softest be s you

FOR the sick or aged the Ther

mos Carafe or Thermos Jug is

invaluable. It keeps water cold or

steaming hot as required, and liquids

aretnot exposed to the air of the room.

THERMOS reduces grentj' the task of caring

for the aged or invali s, and contributes

wonderfully to their comfort as well.

 

. satisfaction in havin

can use, though they, like every other

camp bed so far devised, have drawbacks.

If you want to be warm you will need

every bit as much bedding beneath ou

as you have on top. But you can sfeep

peacefully on a rock pile on one of these

modern affairs, and there is a heap of

a ready softener

for any spot your ay’s travel brings

 

 

Forty million pair of Shirley Presi

dent Suspenders have been made,

sold and given comfort and satis

faction to the wearers. There is

just one reason why a man contin

ues to replace a wom-out pair of

Shirleyyou to.

Snake shy folks and others who want to

fllERll s
the bottle

serves you right—food or

drink—hot or cold—when.

where, and as you like.

HENyou are outv exposed to the elements

a hot drink from Thermos on a col

wet (lay adds greatly to your enjoyment and

com rt.

ILL our Thermos Bottle with coffee. tea.

or chocolate, and an invigorating drink,

hot or cold, is ready any time, anywhere.

American Thermos Bottle Co.

35-37 West 31st Street, New York

Factory: Norwieh,Conn.

 

 

 

  

AUTO COMFORT
ron MOTHER AND BABY

Solve the Car and Baby Problem with

The Hilton Hammock

A cozy bed wlth II": and wlud Ihlold. facing mother but

out of everyone's way. "It ll just ll you lay, ‘Solid

Comfort for Baby.’ I would not be wlthouttnlne," write:

In. Hammond. Sfllnorst‘l. Colo. "Story of Hilton Hll'll'

mock" lent FREE. Hammork dellwnd anywhere, '5:

worth It {or llnllo trip. Onler TODA“. Money-Back

Guarantee. A‘entanialrln‘bl‘moncy

to spare time.

Hilton Hammock Co.

18W Allli‘lh‘ln Bank BldK.

sfilule, “ nah.

  

 

We Want Live Representatives

in every locality to look after subscriptions

and renewals. Send for our PROFITSHAR

ING PLAN. CIRCULATION DEPT..

SUNSET MAGAZINE, - San Francisco

 

be up off the ground use folding cots,

stretcher beds, and other contraptions

which have legs or supports. Provide

yourself with a warm pallet for our cot

and you will have a good bed; t e thing

that will worry you most is how to tie the

cots to the machine and still be able to

get in and out of the latter.

The “compartment" idea has been

made practical by one manufacturer, who

has combined a spring mattress and a

folding tent which fits on the back of

the car.

The enterprising makers of a well

known automobile have designed a car to

fill the need for a bed. The front seat is

built on the “take-down” principle and

its cushions and back, properly combined

with the rear u holstery, give a springy

bed for two in tfie body of the car. For

comfort and safety and for doing away

with packing a mattress, this scheme ap

peals to many motor camp enthusiasts.

THE OUTDOOR SHELTER

In the Eastern states the tent stands

at the head of the list of camping require

ments on account of those arch enemies

of campers, rain and mosquitoes. Here

in the \Vest it takes a less prominent

place, for you will probably camp many

summers and experience no rain. But

some of the winged pests are here, at least

on the moist mountain meadows, early in

the summer, and a sleeping and dressing

tent is usually wanted for its privacy.

An automobile tent can be bought that

has the virtue of being roomy yet requires

but one pole. Its floor is rectangular, and

when the broad back is securely anchored

to the broadside of the automobile, but

one guy rope is needed, from the peak at

front to the ground. You will want a sod

cloth sewed in your tent, and a ground

cloth, either sewed in or separate, gives

you a clean, dry floor. You probabl will

use, if you are wise, a telescopic stee tent

pole and small wrought iron tent pins. It

is a nuisance to cut poles and stakes in

the woods. “Balloon silk" is the best all

round material for your tent. It is a

waterproof cotton fabric, very much

lighter than canvas, and very strong.

Your tent should be fitted with an inner ‘

\ tent of cheese cloth or mosquito netting.

 

gresdide115

uspen ers

5¢with a new pair of the

same kind. He likes them.

A trial proved them to be comfortable

and durable. Future purchases are

made because of satisfaction.

Many wearer: have a pair for each suit.

It's convenient.

Shirley President Ileana

Suspender Comfort and a Guarantee.

PRESIDENT SUSPENDER CO.

SHIRLEY. MASS.

_-_~n—_---:Lzr-'---¢_
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\HUTOMOBIL

Brand new factory appearance for

any old car; makes it look like it

[5 being driven for the first time.

Marvelous transformation.

LUSTERALL is a renewer of

dead finish; not a polish. Brings

out the snap and beauty ofthefirst

finish. One package

  

  

  

‘Pg-.15,“ of_ LUSTERALL

WlII finish four

  

cars. Not injured by

"In. mud, heat or

dust. LUSTERALL

Outfit. complete,

with full instruc

U008. delivered

free on receipt of

$1.00. If it isn’t

exactly as we say,

we will refund

every penny.

SEND TODAY!

Llnterall Company

30h Owner American lllglu

1003 Halli-gs "L _i‘ 1*" Aus‘l'é. Coil“

l

,_ __J “can um» a pound I an‘ .n I

.. palleal. or put II on. Other

' ante-a may tr- rnrlly all"

vlnle, Iml tile

_, _i > - IIIIEIL~‘—1\" Sun, Aug .

I891 Send for lecture "Great
N” "hun" Subject of Fat."

DR. JOHN WILSON cmns' TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. I0 I'AILI'IIIL Yunrreductlrm isassur'd

reilurc to stay One month" treatmentjtllfl. Mail. or ofice. I870

Broad'lpYew York. A I'IZIIIAKIEIT Illllllll‘TlO! GUARANTEE".

"Theeure is positive and permanent."-.V. Y. Herm’d._luly9.189‘

“ll- Oheolu, llr. Gibbs Is the who‘nItlerlly."—~.\' l’. IVl'rnl'.

  

  

 
  

  
  

No Hard Work.
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One thickness of it over the tent opening

frequently fails to bar unwelcome guests.

AND INCIDENTALLY

Now as a usual thing the tent, the cook

kit, the bed, the grub, and the extra cloth

ing all go in separate bags. You may

elect to use fiber cases or boxes for the

cooking outfit and the food. Your taste

and mine very likely will not agree as to

a grub list; that is a matter for you to

work out for yourself. In bulk, figure

twelve to fourteen pounds of food a week

for each person in your part —that is,

if they are the kind that work u appe

tites with the axe or on lon explbration

tours. Avoid heavy cannetfi goods, take

your milk and eggs in powdered form in

tins, and pack some dehydrated vege

tables for 'our camp “mulligans.” Malted

milk will t in at meal time and between,

just as sweet eating chocolate will. As

you assemble our stuff keep an eye on

the checking fist. It is a good rule to

prune down the first enthusiastic list you

make with a firm hand. First and fore

most you must shun bulkiness of equip

ment. Leave home the patent do-dad for

poaching eggs and the improved whotrsiz

for making coffee. The open is not the

place for curling or pressing irons; leave

them home with your dress-up clothes.

Don't worry about where you will camp

in the night to come. Be motor va a
bonds; camp for a day or a week ifyou Igeel

like it, and when you weary of your site

pack up and adventure further. This is

the day of collapsible, condensable, prac

tical outfits. With portable companions

who do not mind getting freckled, ‘our

motor vacation should yield much pleas

ure and benefit.

The experienced camper will sniff at

many of the suggestions included in this

article. But it is not at the experienced

camper that this friendly advice is aimed.

It is only by making comfortable and

pleasant the initial trip into the realm of

camp life that outdoor converts are made.

Once let the campfire, the pines and red

woods, and the night sky cast their spell

over you, and forevermore are you doomed

to y sy longings when the call of the

Red (gods comes stealthily in through the

windows in the spring.

 

Excuse Me I

(Continued from page 33)

urged by a union membership usually

more than fifty per cent non-voters.

The union opposition to the National

Guard is not secret. It' is proclaimed

publicly. And yet no one makes a move

to suppress it. The law that will reach

out for a spy caught sketching a national

defense system is entirely blind to the

near-citizen who wantonly s ikes thegun under the very eyes of the diefenders.

This is not merely my own opinion,

reinforced by some bitter experiences,

but it is the viewpoint of virtually every

Adjutant-General in the United States,

but for political reasons few of them care

to go on record publicly. Let me uote

from a letter written by one of the a lest

officers in the country:

"To my mind the most deterrent factor

in procuring enlistments and arousing
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CINCINNATI

CONSERVATORY

s” MUSIC

Founded in I867 by Clara Baur and assisted in its growth by a unique musical atmos

phere, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music has attained a position of note as a center

of musical education. Its reputation for developing artists of great ability is nation

wide. The Conservatory faculty is composed of men and women from Europe and

America conspicuous for their artistic achievements.

The curriculum includes every branch of musical activity

with opportunity for public appearance with Orchestra

in Opera. in Chorus and in Ensemble. Expression,

Languages, English Literature, Posl- Graduate

Courses, Repertoire.

Residence department with superior equipment.

Remarkably beautiful and spacious grounds and build

ings located within easy access to all that Cincinnati

offers in music and art.

For catalogue and terms address

MISS BER-“IA BAUR—DII'OC‘II‘OSS

Highland Ave. and Oak St. Cincinnati, Ohio

A limited number of scholarnhi a are open in the Opera Depart

ment; also in Composition un er the distinguished composer,

Edgar Stillman-Kelley.

  

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL AND SUMMER CAMPS

If you expect to send your boy or girl to school, why not consider every feature of his or her welfare?

why not ihlnll OI liellllh Of upbuilding of body as well as mind? Why not send your child to school

for a year or two in the bracing, upbuilding climate of the Far West? The West has developed a

number of private schools that rank with the Very best of similar institutions on the Atlantic seaboard

—plus the invigorating climate that makes outdoor life and normal progress possible the year round.

Information concerning schools in the West. private or public, will be supplied free by this Magazine.

 

 

  

 

 

Angeles Vista School

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Home and Day School for Girls of all ages.

College preparatory and special courses. Out

door life amid ideal surroundings. Riding,

swimming, tennis. Summer session begins

July 5th.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

ON REQUEST

Miss Oril Wing, A. 3-, Principal

LONGEST ISTABLISHE 0

SCHOOL "I THE

BEST EGUIPPED ‘

!

sou'ruwtsr l

l

lSUMMER

I - SCHOOL

£22253? twlieslun
WESTLAKE PARK, LOS ANGELES.CAL.

file ssil monorail IIIS. [mom nil [islets inilai lssusdsrr.

L. E. G. MACLEOD. DIRECTOR \

 

PREPAREDNESS

1'" I! GIRL I-‘ROI

  

The Eleanor Miller School

I

PASAgENA CALIFORNIA

sr. ELIZABETH scnoor. ‘{
(Episcopal)

will Invsriahly hit. the mark in body. mlnri

and character.

How and why Is explained In the school

folllcr sent, upon application.

Special rates [or summer session.

[1‘. WAHIIIIGTON LON ANGF-IJ'ZB

  

SPECIAL RATES stun FOR iNI'ORMAYION &

of Expresion and Music. Rendin , Dramatic An,

lites f’iture, voice. Violin, ano.

Jdms: Principal. Eleanor Miller Schoo

 

 

 

 

  

ll'lllllilfillfilzlcfiilli‘fffii Ca stillcja School for-Girls
Navarro Riwr. Fishing, swimming, horse- . 1 v
hack riding, hiking trips, tether ball, archery, ‘ccredlk'd w Conemqunlta. Good cooking and lresh Iuppiies. For Demgefilf'uarnl sicko; A k

iurthr-rlntormat-Ionaddreullr-LEJI. 9" ‘Y6 c‘ui ‘

Sawyer, Navarro. Icnrloclno 00., (hlil. PlI-Q LT - -
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Elbert Hubbard’s

Ten Greatest Essays

and THE FRA

For Six Months

These Essays include A lllessage lo

Garcia, which has been given a larger

circulation than any other book but the

Bible (more than 40,000,000 printed):

The Cigarellisl; The Boy from [Missouri

Valley: Get Out or Ce! 1n Line; Paste

board Proclivilr'es, and five other master

pieces, in Booklet Form, any one of

which, passed along to the one who

needs it, will pay you dividends in en

lightened service. Or they might

benefit YOU.

THE FRA, "the most beautiful maga—

zine in America," believes in Free

Speech; is an open forum; discusses all

subjects courageously; presumes to

have an opinion; commands the atten

tion of the Thinkers of the World.

"THE FRA edilorials certainly have the

'punch'I"—Hu h Chalmers. "Particu

larly slruck wil THE FRA."—Booker

T. Washington. "Fine life and nerve in

il."—William Marion Reedy. "Greatly

pleased with THE FRA editorials."—

Luther Burbank. "Editorials full of

life and vim."—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

"Especially impressioc."-—David Starr

Jordan. "Heart-touching mirth and

wisdom."—Hudson Maxim.

Free Inspection Offer

There is much to be gotten out of each

one of Elbert Hubbard's Ten Greatest

Business Essays. You will enjoy them

thoroughly. Send us your name and

address and we will forward them to

you for your inspection. If you decide

to keep them (We know you will) send

us a Dollar. The Essays are yours and

"The FRA" will be sent you every

month for Six Months.

THE ROYCROFTERS, lul Aurora, N. Y.

  

 

interest in the National Guard is the

absolute indifference on the part of a

majority of citizens as to the obligation

they owe their government for its pro

tection and guarantee of life, liberty and

the peaceful pursuit of happiness. This

may be obviated by a federal law com

pelling service in the National Guard of

able-bodied men for a short period be

tween the ages of 18 and 30, possibly two

years, or one enlistment.

"M experience has shown that there

is a ecided op osition on the part of

‘ union labor to t e National Guard, but

 

I desire to state that I believe this opposi

tion is based on ignorance more than any

thing else. It is the common supposition

that members of the guard are merely

policemen off duty, and subject to call at

the desire of capital for the purpose of

imposing upon labor. I feel that it is not

necessary to enter into a discussion of

this matter, as any sensible person who

will take the trouble to think about the

matter can very easily convince himself

that such is not the purpose in any par

ticular of the National Guard.

"The methods which I have seen mani

fested in this opposition have been open

criticism and refusals to participate in pa—

rades where National Guard troops march.

“Certain members of the National

Guard in have requested dis

charges from the guard because of the

open opposition on the part of labor un

ions to which they belong. I have known

of other cases in which young men have

refused to join the guard, although they

desired to do so, because of such OPPOSI—

tion. I have also heard of threats being

made to expel members of the guard from

the union if they didn't get our of the

guard.

"In regard to eliminating opposition

on the part of labor unions, as before

stated, I feel that this opposition is based

principally on ignorance, and it might

 

be eliminated by educating the people at

large up to the importance of National

Guard work, and teaching them to respect

members of the guard and its uniform.”

of course, labor union leaders defend

their opposition with the argument that

the National Guard has been used in the

suppression of riots incident to strikes.

While the uard has been so employed

and fatalities have resulted from colli

sions of militia and mobs, it must be

borne in mind that the police and courts

likewise stand between society and the

lawless, and there must be some restrain—

ing force under the control of the authori

ties.

HAT is the solution of this situa

tion? Shall we continue to talk

about preparedness and to theorize about

the citizen-soldiery, or shall we undertake

to settle the question in a business-like

manner? If we are re uired to back upGeneral Pershing in l\c’lexico with more

troops (and such an eventuality is not

improbable) where shall we get them?

Suppose all the \Vestern States were

called upon in an emer ency to turn out

the National Guard, ow many regi

ments would be ready for an immediate

dash to the front?

\Ve must ponder these things if we are

sincere in our efforts to obtain national

security. We must sooner or later come

to realize that some form of compulsorv

training must be provided or we shall

have no first line of reserves to fall back

upon. Business men's camps, or the

Plattsburg plan, may be pleasant, if

somewhat strenuous, summer outings for

portly persons havin the price to pay for

the privilege, but t e benefits will not

prove‘lasting to the nation unless the

participants in these camps, on returning

to their homes, unite in compelling legis

lative action that will make mandatory a

short period of service with the colors.

 

The Pulse of the Pacific

(Continued from page 37)

the last few years is now saving millions

of dollars that would have flown into the

ockets of the green-goods artists if their

Iiands were not tied by the restrictive laws.

Railroad prosperity has reflected itself

in the lumber market. Most of the mills

in the Pacific Northwest are working full

time and obtaining fair prices for their

output, a condition that is making itself

felt in all lines, wholesale and retail, in

Seattle, Tacoma, Portland and Spokane.

Yet the scarcity and high cost of bottoms

for water shipments to the Atlantic

Coast, to South America and the Orient

are preventing the expansion of the

market necessary to keep the lumber

industry going full blast.

It is hardl necessary to speak ofoil and

gasoline. he tide has turned with a

vengeance and for the first time in four

years the California oil producers are

urning their own product in their own

six cylinders.

THE AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK

In the field of agriculture and horticul

ture the situation IS spotted throughout

the West. Hogs, sheep and cattle con

tinue high; for wool, mohair, dairy rod

ucts and—in most districts—for a falfa

hay satisfactory prices are being paid.

But the outlook for the grain farmer is not

as favorable. The season in the Inland

Empire was held back by a cold, wet

spring following one of the severest win

ters on record. Apparently the wheat

yield in the Spokane country and in Mon

tana will not be up to the 1915 mark. In

California drouth blighted the dry farm

ers’ bright prospect. The floods of Janu

ary were succeeded by three increasingly

dry months, not a drop of rain falling in

April for the first time in fifty-nine years.

As a result the output of barley and

wheat will be reduced probably 35 per

cent below the 1915 yield.

The fruit crop of the Pacific Northwest

has apparently been damaged extensively

by the cold, wet spring, though the extent

of the damage may turn out to be exag

gerated if the weather from now on IS

favorable. In the Southwest lack of rain

and frost will hold the fruit yield down

below the 1915 figures.
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Since the Southwest's dry-farms are

far overshadowed in importance by the

irrigated area for which the water supply

1 a undant, the agricultural rospects as

a whole are only slightly belbw normal.

And the prices realized for the short fruit

crops will in all probability compensate

the grower for the lack of quantity.

What Is a Homestead?

N the face of it, the homestead is

a piece of public land donated to a

citizen on condition that he live

on the soil and dig his support out

of it. But Congress is now asked to

throw this definition into the discard. It

is asked to legalize "homestead" of a

square mile on which the “homesteader"

need not live. The supporters of this bill

maintain that in large parts of the arid

\Yest the homesteader cannot make a

living by cultivating a quarter or a half

section and that therefore he should be

allowed to acquire title to a "grazing

homestead" of a full section!

It may be accepted as fact that the man

who cannot raise enough grain to sup

port himself on 320 acres will lose more

money if he tried to till 640 acres. If

he gives up dry-farming and uses the 6.10

acres as a asture for his stock, he Will

also fail unliess he has suilicient irrigated

land to raise winter feed for his stock.

And if he has such irrigated land he does

not need title to a homestead of 640 acres.

The public-land laws as applied to

\Vestern conditions need a thorough

revision. Preceding this revision there

should be made a detailed investigation

and classification of the remaining public

lands as to character, irrigation, ossi

bilities, rainfall, etc. Uncle Sam 5 ould

at last make an inventory of his real

estate, find out what he has before he

attempts to dispose of his domain helter

skelter.

A law increasing the size of arid home

steads to 640 acres is not needed. No

one can make a living on such a tract.

The inevitable result of the law would be

a revival of dummy entries for the benefit

of large stock interests; in a few years the

free range would be a thin of the past.

All grazing land would be enced for the

benefit of big o erators and the small

stockman woul be on the outside,

looking in. ~

Land good for no other purpose except

grazing should, after thorough investi

ation, be withdrawn from entry and

eased to adjacent settlers in the same

manner In which grazing privilege is now \

regulated by the Forest Service, which

organization now has the machinery to

exercise control over all grazing land still

owned by the public.
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A Remarkable Verdict From

Purdue University

N order to establish a definite and dependable

standard of quality in motor oils, the School of

Mechanical Engineering of Purdue University

made a competitive test in which the twelve leading

brands of motor oils were entered.

Havoline Oil

outrivaled all others in friction-resisting properties, wearing

qualities and uniformity in all temperatures. Thus science

subscribes to the time honored slogan of Havoline Oil—

“It Makes A Difference "

If the best is none too good for your car—remember. Havoline ll

the arlnuwlrdpd \Vorld‘s standard luhriclnt. Costs no more at

the nan. Cum down com in the Ian! nm.

INDIAN REFINING CO. Dept. “S,"NEW YORK

l HEREVER there'nmotor road.

there‘: a Havoline dealer. He‘:

: good dealer—patronize him. The

Havoline sign identifier him. He's a

good man to know (or lubricants and

supplies. Haroline Oil is always de

pendable — always available I u I r; -

u-h’rr. at Garages. supply ltatlons and

Grocery Stores selling auto accessories.

Sand for Booklet

"Haroline Oil Goes to College."

Read the whole nory of the remark

able university resin which established

Havoline Oil u the World‘o ltandard

lubricant.

 

 

 

 

 

I71701162 Sea-Shore

Here is a holiday playground supreme. 400 miles of open water

stretches away from the very threshold of Chicago Beach Hotel.

Whether you seek the restfulness of the country, or more active sports

and recreations, here you will find the best.

A charming social life—frequent informal dances and orchestra con

ccrts. Your summer outing here can be made exactly as you wish it.

The quiet efiicicncy of our service gives each est a sense of home

coming. The rooms are an invitation in them ves. Delicious meals

_cithcr American or European lan. Only ten minutes‘ ride from the

shopping and theatre districts. rite for rates and reservations.

CHICAGO BEACH HOTEL
Hyde Purlt Blvd, on the Lake Shore _
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the West. its lands and industries.

 

The Sunset Country
‘Herc iollow timely and interesting iacts concerning the great Pacific Slope,

ISunsot Magazine Service Bureau. conducted in conjunction with this department, supplies disinterested iniormaliou concerning

The purpose is to guide and advise the stranger. whether tourist or hornesoeker.

organization covers the entire West and the services are free. Questions and answers of general inn-rest. illustrative of the

general service of the Bureau. will be found below. I The announcements oi hotels, railroads. steamship lincmresortsmommunities

and colonization companies appearing in these columns have been investigated by Sunset Magazine and are reliable and trustworthy.

 

the country served by Sunset Magazine.
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CALIFORNIA

Walnut
GROVES

on Buy Payment‘

A safe, sane investment for the man who

wishes to provide for a future home. Wal

nuts are easily grown and at full bearing

not from $2“) to $300 an acre.

oaltwood Farms. 1500 acres, l2 miles

east of Stockton, San joaquin County, in

the famous Farmin on section, will be

come one of Cali ornia's real walnut

districts. The soil is a fine, ai ly. chocolate

loam. rich in humus. The climate is ri hi

for successful walnut culture. The rainfall

is suificicnt and the underground water

supply eaail accessible. The walnut stoclt

planted is ureka variety, on Royal Hybrid

root, selected for u: b one of California's

most noted walnut out critics.

Our selling plan—

THE LAND

THE PLANTiNG$2 I

THE TREES

Expert care for For Acre

five years Easy Payments

Send for Sample 50: ofEureka Walnui:

and liizmlurz concerning Walnut Cullum

 

and OakwoodFarms

Bank reference: upon "qua! I

The Realty Sales Company

1208-9-10 Hobart Bid ., San Franciaco

[Spain/Isl: in/ruii and ""1701. J: and investments]

 

 

 

  

The

Really Sales

Company

I2089-! 0 Hobart Bldg.

San Francisco

flriual size of

Eureka nul
  

  

‘Please send me your liiemiurecan

taming Ookwood Farm: and sample box

of Eureka Walnuis. I am inicresicd in your

proposiiian and am prepared financially to

undertake an inveslmenl.

  

GOING WEST OR GOING EAST

whichever way you AN headed our Service Bureau la in a ltion

to help you with lninrmation. Write to Editor Service urvau

Funn‘t )lazazine. San Francisco.

 

  

Where the Cotton Blossoms

Mean Dollars

By Clarence E. Fisher

N six years the cotton acreage in the

Imperial valley, California, has in—

creased from 1500 to 45,000 acres.

In three years in the same valley,

three acres of Durango long staple have

grown 5500 acres, the extension of the

acreage being hampered only by lack

of seed. Since 1912 the harvest of Egyp

tian lon staple cotton from the bait

River va ley has grown from 280 bales to

an estimated 6000 bales for 1916.

market has already been created and

developed.

Cotton is one of the established farm

products of these districts. It has passed

the experimental stage and the growers

are settled down to serious development

of the industry.

The histo of the industry is a recordof early diiir'lyculties encountered, disap

pointments and financial loss. Experi

ments in cotton culture in California date

i

I
l

  

An average production of a bale to the acre of cotton of superior quality has placed

the California-Arizona cotton-growing districts on a safe footing.

The acreage is increasing tremendously

In the southern cotton-growing states

the avera e ield of short staple cotton

is one-huff gale to the acre. At the

resent prices of cotton, about $60 per

liale, the industry in the South is suffi

ciently attractive to induce investment.

Is there any wonder that the Cali

fornia and Arizona districts are so rapidly

enlarging when growers here easily har

vest an average of one full bale to the

acre, of cotton of finer quality and a con

sequent premium in price over that

grown in the South?

The California crop for 1916 will ex

ceed $2,500,000 in value, while the Salt

River valley expects to produce close to

$600,000 worth of high-grade Arizona

Egyptian long staple cotton, for which a

back to as early as I856 and trial plantings

in the San Joaquin valle and sections of

southern California in t e 70's and 80's

resulted in loss of crop and consequent

lack of interest on the part of farmers.

The Salt River valley had its share of

trouble, due chiefly to inexperienced

labor and the slow painstaking process of

developing the ri ht strain of long sta le
adapted to Salt gRiver conditions. Ii‘ut

persistence on the part of those who had

faith in cotton as a desirable crop for

these districts has led to final success.

There is a distinct differencczin the

varieties grown in the two sections

Imperial valley growers favor short ‘staple

and Durango, an Upland cotton with a

staple length between Egyptian and tilt’
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common Texas varieties, by far the

greater acreage being devoted to the short

staple cottons. Practically the entire

acreage in the Salt River valle is

planted to "Yuma," a variety of y

tran long staple, developed fromAfifi, by the United States Experimental

Station.

Cotton is essentially a community

crop. It must be grown on a community

basis, for the grower who attempts it in

isolated districts where inning facilities

are lacking is bound to ailure. Its suc—

cess as a community crop depends u on

cooperation in growing, careful seed se ec—

tion, proper ginning facilities and an un

derstandrng of and cooperation in selling.

These problems have been carefully

worked out in both the California and

Arizona districts.

The long staple varieties are neither so

easily grown nor so cheaply handled as

the short staple, and the tendency on the

part of the rower is to take the easier

route towar: quick profits, yet the long

staple cottons are admittedly better

adapted to the peculiar conditions found

in these sections.

Imperial valley growers have made big

profits from short staple cotton, farming

lar e areas and findin a sufficient supply

of abor in the noma ic Hindu, Mexican

and Japanese laborers, who harvest the

crop at a wage of one cent per pound for

the short staple and two cents per pound

for the long staple. The labor roblem

in the Salt River valley was so ved by

teaching the Pima and Pa a 0 Indians

the method of pickin , the miians prov

ing excellent help. uring the picking

season of 1914-15 a total of $150,000 was

paid out in this valley in wages.

Thus far growers have been able to

meet the demand for labor, but if the

acreage of short staple is increased and

the farming of large areas continued, the

problem is a t to become acute. For

this reason those who are most vitally

interested in the future of the industry

are encouraging the supplanting of the

short staple varieties with long staple

cottons, a restriction of the extensive

system of planting where bulk and not

quality is the prime requisite, family

pickin to save cost and the necessity of

de ensence upon transient labor, and

su stantial home-building in the cotton

districts.

The cost of growing and harvesting a

crop of short sta le cotton is estimated
at $40 per acre. 'izhe yield is one bale per

acre which sells at $60 to $75 per bale.

Durango brings a premium of $10 to $15

over the short staples, but costs more to

pick because of the smaller bolls and lower

ginning percentage. In the Salt River

valley it is estimated that the cost of

growing the Egyptian varieties will

average between 13 and 15 cents per

pound, while the average selling price,

20 cents per pound, leaves a margin of

profit for the grower of $25 to 835 per

acre. Egyptian cotton grown here is of a

quality that easily competes with the

best grades from the Lower Nile Delta,

and is in demand in the manufacture of

goods which require a long fibre strength

or fineness or a combination of the two

qualities. Some of the principal articles

manufactured from this cotton are sewing

thread, fine hosiery, automobile tire fab

rics and fine and fancy dress goods. It

has little competition in the market with
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The flock of 961 hens, in the two houses shown in the picture above. which belong to Alex. M.

aWilson of Fontana, id in the Month of April, 1 16, 18.583 gs. which brought an nvera e price of

ar ‘4 cents r dozen net at Fontana, or a total 0 $329.07. T e total cost of all feeds an materials

used, inclu ing green feed, was “46.57, leaving a net balance of profit over feed of $181.50.

WE ARE CERTAIN any diligent man who will follow the instructions

he will get through the Fontana Poultry Association can duplicate this

record.

We believe that on the easy terms we sell our four-year-old orange and

lemon groves (one-fifth cash, balance in 3, 4, 5 and 6 years) a settler with

from $2,000 to $4,000 capital, on from five to ten acres can make his hens

and the income from his trees pay his expense and enough margin to meet

the payments on principal as they come due, which would be when the

grove was 7, 8, 9 and 10 years old.

A good orange or lemon grove, in bearing, in Southern California, which

is in a. location known to have a good record as to frosts, is on high ground,

has loose soil, is free from hard-pan, adobe and alkali; has dependable

gravity water rights with low annual cost; is in a compact community with

electric and steam railway and boulevard facilities; is planted with carefully

selected stock and well-grown trees, with a soil systematically built up with

an abundance of manure and fine straw such as a hennery produces—such

a grove would be very hard to find for sale at $1,500 an acre, cash.

ONTA with our Poultry Plan offers the opportunity to a man

of moderate means, who is willing to work, to get and

own and pay for just such a grove as we have described. We have

planted the largest grove of oranges, lemons and grapefruit in the world,

and for every tree we plant to sell, we plant a tree to keep, and grow, and

bear crops to sell, because we know that no other form of agricultural

investment pays as well as good orange trees, well cared for.

  

Fontana is 50 miles due east of Los Angeles, is

miles from Riverside. r5 miles from Redlands, 7%

miles from San Bernardino. in the heart and center

of the Navel Orange district of Southern California.

On the Pacific Electric trolley line from Los Angeles.

on the main lines of the Southern Pacific and Santa

Fe railways, on the Foothill Boulevard and Ocean

to Ocean Highway.

The Fontana Land Company ofiers references as

to reliability. etc.. to Sousa-r Information Bureau;

First National Bank of Los Angeles; Los Angeles

Tnrst and Savings Bank; San Bernardino National

Bank; First National Bank of Rialto.

"THE FONTANA PLAN”

Th: Fonlona Land Company girvx the grow:

of non-reridcnls the srnnc (are as its own, and a!

low monthly charge.

Hundmfs of mm and women, all am the

United Slaks, have houghl young More: 0! Fur

hma. and are sari": I0 pay for them. while [he

"us are growing to bearing age.

I! it [he ideal arrangement to provide 0 Profit

ab/e mrmlry home, in beautiful and comfortable

surroundings withoul leaving your good salary or

pmfilablr businrss.

 

 

You may safely write us, telling just what capital you have, and we will frankly

advise you what Fonlana can (lo for you. Address

FONTANA LAND COMPANY

548 South Spring Street Fontnnn: _

Los Angeles, Calif. California.
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the common grades produced in the

American cotton growing districts.

The future of the industry in both

California and Arizona is assured. The

value of cotton as a soil enricher, its ad

vantages over the perishable crops in

marketing and the fact that it demands

only one-half the amount of water re

quired in the irrigation of alfalfa, the

major crop in the irrigated districts.

makes its growing exceedingly attractive.

An economy of water supply will allow

a far greater extension of the irrigated

sections, should cotton become more

largely grown. The acreage which might

be devoted to the crop is limited only by

the irrigable area of the Salt River, Yuma

and Imperial valleys, and portions of the

San Joaquin valley and San Bernardino

and San Diego counties, in California.

There are 200,000 acres in the Salt River

irrigation project, 100,000 acres in the

Yuma project and 5co,ooo acres in the

Imperial valley. It is not reasonable to

conclude that all of this vast acreage will

be given over to cotton, but should only

twent per cent be planted and an aver
age olyone bale to the acre be reduced.

the annual crop would exceed 160,000

bales with an estimated value exceeding

$12,000,000 annually.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture

has been persistent in its investigations

of the possibilities of the industry, and

valuable information is available to those

who are interested in cotton culture. A

complete list of these bulletins may be

obtained by writing the department at

Washington, D. C

Cotton growing is well worth investi

gation in the California and Arizona dis

tricts. The experienced rower will find a

much better opportunity or greater profits

than in the older established cotton grow

ing sections of the South. Complete

information in regard to land values.

climatic conditions, transportation facili

ties, etc., may be obtained b writing to
Charles S. Fee, Passenger 'ITiafIic Man

ager, Southern Pacific Company, San

Francisco, who will be glad to aid the

inquirer in securing full and reliable data

relative to both the Imperial and Salt

River valleys.

 

Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau

Conducted under the supervision of

Walter V. Woehlke

Thoiollowinggenoral questions and answers are

typical of the service supplied by the Bureau.

Stamps should be enclosed in letters of inquiry

and full name and address plainly written.

Addn-ss all commuuicntions 1 Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau. 460 Fourth S reet. San Francisco

 

 

Concerning Stock Ranches

Q. \Nill you kindly answer a few ues

tions which I have to ask regarding I<ern

county, California? It is my intention to

go to California with the idea of finding

some satisfactory location in the moun

tains for a future home and for a small

cattle and horse ranch. I have lived in

Colorado for several years and have had

some experience in the business, although

not very much. It is my intention to get

a job on a ranch in the locality that suits

me before investing anything, or if os

sible to take up some homestead lan at
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the same time. Kern county, from what

I can learn, a peals to me very strongly.

Will ou kind y advise me if conditions in

the ern county mountains are favorable 59'}

for raising horses and beef cattle? Is - \‘jl ,

there any land yet open for entry in the _ ‘ - i “J ) l

mountains that would be suitable? I Y’ ,1.
would just as soon be 20 miles or so from ~ 2hr“?

town or railroad if by going that distance i g j v. ‘l I

I could better secure land such as I want. J > f , .u I

In Kern county are cattle able to range - ' !i \;

practically the year around or is some feed ‘ 111*‘ ‘.

necessary? Also is the mountain section ‘I

of Kern county well watered by streams, " A": .Q '

creeks, springs etc.? What is the climate 'in this section? Any snow? I fully 3*? _c'

realize that in some respects a more fi

northern climate might be a little more Vii),

advisable for cattle, but I am also con
w: _. '

siderin that I want to get in a place ,- the;

where can make my permanent future f‘l -. i

home, and the southern art seems to be - y ' i,
better adapted for that tliian the northern ' I. -

art of California. Are the ranches in ». , lkem county mountains’fenced in or is i‘ i ‘

open range used in common? Is Kern "l

county near Kings and Kern rivers in

overnment forest reserve ?—J. T. T.,

LMIRA, N. Y.

A. The District Forester in charge of

the Central and Northern California ter- a‘ '

rito some ‘time ago dehtermgned Kl)" mf‘ikg . .

ane ortto rm to et ert osew o astock ranches fogr saie and those who de

sire to buy them. After careful examina

tion it was found, however, that few of Why not own a cozy California home in Fresno County and live—have

the owners of stock ranches, located so your own vineyard, your own orchard, your own cows and chickens?

that the stock could be taken into the _ _ _

National Forests for summer pasture, Fresno is the small farm center of California. The census reports show

cared to se||_ \Vhen they did put a price more small farm homes here than in any other California County.

upon the" holdmgs’ the cost was usually The reason is found in the success of those who are farming twenty

"cry h'gh' . . acres or less here. Rich soil, good climate, active demand for farm

.1“ Kern county’ as 1“ e‘iqry 0th.“ d'S' products and the cheapest irrigation water in America, make this

trict devoted to stock raising in the ossible
Pacific Coast states, a home ranch u on p '

which forage and grain for winter feeding Only'a fraction, we might say, of the tillable productive area of Fresno

can be produced is necessary for the oper— County is now under intensive cultivation. There is plenty of room

ation of a remunerative live stock busi- for hundreds of aggressive farmers, who can make more from 20 acres

ness- here than 160 acres yield in some localities.

You say that you would not mind going _ _

twenty miles from the railroad. One of Smdfor ilIHSh'GICd ll'l'fG/“IC andfull infor—

the principal stocktaking districts in malion about successful small farm homer.

Kern count , Hot control'l‘ledbb the; cor

oration w ic owns t e u k 0 the C C b C

galley ranches devoted to stolck raising?is a mountain valle ' at an e evation 0 RE RN

3000 feet, sixty milgs from the railroad, 0‘. F IA

when snow. ‘8 enemy an C‘essit'.Fesss.-.sr; ................ 1 aiiia'é'zasmtfzrams ~ 'R'..-..‘.‘;'a'§:‘;
when: water '5 lenuful and where alfalfa Selma ‘iminber of Commerce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Selma Riverdale hgemberofcommerce . .. .. . .. .. . liivrlejradale

Y'e'ds ‘°"' “We P“ A" of the itaazf'ezrhes'5ezszs...-.1 ................ aflzi'; h‘:;'3.§’8€.m{..‘f§°&?.;%ia1: - nix:
arable [and m this mountain valley has Kin burg Chsmberoi Commerce . . .. .. . K'iii burg Orange Cove Chamber of Commerce .Ommte (‘we

been in private possession for many l-"ow er Chamber of Commerce. .. . .. .,‘.. . . ‘owler Cnruthera Chamber of '(‘omrnerce . . . . . . . . . . .Cill‘uilll‘l'!

- Squaw \ alley (.hamber of Commerce. .. .. .Squaw \ralley

years. Every summer the owners drive

their herds into the mountain meadows, a

large part of which also has been in
private hands for many years. During ’ f’; f

the winter months the foothills offer fair

pasture, but most of the stock has to be

fed some time during the year and, of

course, it has to be finished off on culti

vated forage. The stock ranchers are

pra‘cjtica‘lly alkl‘ prgsperrius, owing to the Largest—Finest—Surest—Fastest

00 prices t ey ave een receiving fortgheir products and few of them care to G R A N D T R U N K P A C I F I C

SelL TWIN SCREW OIL-BURNING STEAMSHIPS

' ' ' All outside sanitary rooms—Running hot and cold water.

Neither in Kerri county nor in any Readinglightg in an berths.

other favorable lOCfll'lOl'l Will you be able From Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver to Skagway and return, $60.00.

' ' From Prince Rupert, $32.00. _

to take up homestead land in the foothills A“ Tmmcomimnm Fan. .pply via Prince Rupert

or mountains and within the distance you Alukn ‘ids-trip one-half price w L

. . - ‘ I . 0

mention from a town or railroad, _on (Address: ggzz‘liegrflgkTlgiircd‘fisc‘-_ figérlgzzléfzféa(3:317?5123:5332?’ 8133452;

which you could carry on Stock raising Granville St., Vancouver. B. C.: Wharf St., Victoria, 8. C., or Passenger Traffic Department.

without at the same time buying an estab— Winnipeg or Prince Rupert, Canada.

lished ranch. You may be able to find
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East .
  

From Principal Points

in California

Round Trip

Baltimore - - - $108.50

Boston - - - - - - - 112.70

Chicago - - - - - - 72.50

Colorado Spring - - - 55.00

Dallas - - - - - - - 62.50

Denver - - - - — - - 55.00

Houston - - - - - - 62.50

Kansas City - - - - - 60.00

Memphis - - - - - 70.00

Montreal - - - - - - 110.70

New Orleans - - - - 70.00

New York - — - - - - 110.70

Ogden - - - - - — 40.00

Philadelphia - - - — 110.70

Quebec - - - - - - 120.50

St. Louis - - - - - - 70.00

Salt Lake City - - - - 40.00

Toronto - - - - - - 98.50

Washington - - - - 108.50

and other points.

$110.70 to New York is good between

New Orleans and New York by Southern

Pacific’s Atlantic S. S. Line, with sailings

Wednesdays and Saturdays, and includes

Berth and Meals on Steamers.

Good on All Trains

Pullman Standard and

Tourist Sleeping Cars

 

Best Dining Car in

America

stopovers Going and

Returning

Sale Dates

June 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 26, 27, 28.

July 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12. 13,26, 27, 28.

Aug. 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 24, 25, 28, 29.

Sept. 7, 8, 11, 12.

Tlckots will also be sold to Buffalo. N. Y.,

July 4. 5 and 6. August 1. 2 and 3: bo(‘lncln

natl, Ohio, July ll. 12 and 11km Davenport,

Iowa, July 26, 27 and 28; to Chattanooga,

Tenn . September 11 and i2. '

Going Limit 15 days.

Return Limit, Three Months from Date

of Sale, but not after October 31, 1916

 

 

 

agricultural homestead land in the re

moter districts in the national forests in

Northern California, Southern Oregon or

in Washington, but you can rest assured

that all this territory has been carefully

gone over and that the most desirable

portions have been prelimpted long ago.

It would be our advice that you come

out to the West and discuss your problem I

with the Assistant District Foresters in ‘

the various districts in which you may

want to locate, who have charge of grazing

matters and who are in very close touch

with stock ranchers and who have knowl

edge of local conditions. But you must

be prepared to buy out an established

ranch unless you want to spend a great ‘

deal of time and eil'ort to find a location i

which will be practically isolated and

almost inaccessible.

Cheap Land and Expensive Feed

Q. Would you please tell me whether

'or not the vicinity of _Daggett, San Ber

nardino county, California, would be '

suitable for a poultry farm? My idea is to

get a iece of government homestead land

near aggett or Otis and market eggs in

San Bernardino and Los Angeles, buying

all of my feed except probabl green

stuff. I would stock up with w ite leg

horns. Do you think the plan is feasible

or would the cost of feed be prohibitive?

I understand handling chickens but do

not know Daggett conditions. I heard

that well water could be had at shallow

depth near Daggett—is this so? Do you

think that the summers are too hot for

laying hens and is this place subject to too

much high wind? Do the wells furnish

enough water for household and stock

purposes P—]. K., KANSAS CITY, Mo.

A. Vl'hile it is possible to handle

oultry in the vicinity of Daggett, San

fiernardino county, California, we should

certainly very seriously advise against

such work. The local market in the im

mediate vicinit of Daggett is negligible,

and you there ore have to depend upon

such markets as Los Angeles, San Diego

and points further away. The cost of

transportation would be, under these

conditions, a serious menace to the suc

cess of the venture. In the second place,

the government lands available in that

particular region are, generally speaking,

not of particularly high character, and

you would undoubtedly have to urchase

all of your feed. Owing to t e same

reason of high cost of transportation into

this section, you would find that your feed

bills would be exceedingly high, and

probabl your venture would not be alinancialysuccess because of this high cost

of feed. On the whole, we do not think

the plan feasible, and would suggest that

you take under consideration smaller

pieces of land nearer to the markets. The

summer conditions are exceedingly trying

in the Daggett section, and the winds also

would make work there with poultry of

rather doubtful success.

Grain in Northeastern California

Q. For some months I have read with

interest your Service Bureau reports in

SUNSET, and now wish to impose on your

time for information about Lassen county.

California. What are the rainfall, the

elevation and grazing conditions of

llieber and the Pitt river section? Also

Madeline and the section around l'loney .

 

 
 

 
  

OREGON
offers much for the summer

vacationist—fishing, hunt

ing, boating, camping, bath

ing. motoring or mountain

climbing. Scenic wonders of

the world are Crater Lake

and the Columbia River

Highway, Marble Halls of

Oregon (natural caves of

great size), Ashland Lithia

Springs, the Coos Bay

Country, recently thrown

open to the world by the

completion of the branch line

from Eugene to Marshfield.

some of the most beautiful

lakes in this country are

there. Newport and Tilla

mook County Beaches are

famous as Seashore resorts.

At Portland, the Rose City,

the Annual Rose Festival is

held in June.

Secure detailed infor

mation concerning

this wonderful vaca

tion land by writing

for a copy of booklet

"Oregon Outdoors."

JOHN M. SCOTT

General Passenger Agent

Portland, Oregon

Southern Pacific

Lines
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Lake? Is it a grain country or is grain

profitable so far from the railroad? Can

you give the prices of land in the localities

mentioned ?—B. L. H., YUMA, ARIZONA.

A. Bieber in Big valley, Lassen county,

California, has an elevation of about 4200

feet or thereabouts. The rainfall is ap—

proximately twelve inches, and the fields

are fertile and high] productive, irriga

tion water being easily secured. There is

a lot of good grazing land in the hills

around Big valley; the valley itself com

prises about 90,000 acres.

Fall River valley, located below Big

valley on the Pitt river, has an area of

about 68,000 acres with perhaps a little

heavier rainfall. It is a fertile country,

highly productive and, like the Big valley

country, it has a large amount of range

lands in the hills surrounding it. Its ele

vation is about 3200 feet.

I-Ioney Lake valle , around Susanville,
has an elevation oiyabout 3100 feet or

3200 feet and is similar in many res ectsto Fall River valley, also having a Iiarge

local market by reason of the big timber

industry at Westwood.

The Madeline section is considerably

above 4000 feet elevation. It is a newer

country than the others. However, there

is a great deal of early and late frost and

this element almost precludes profitable

grain production. The other sections are

good grain districts and grain is profitably

raised and turned into flour, even if many

of these sections are at some distance from

the railroad. The most successful in

dustry though is the raising of stock.

Both Fall River valley and Bi valley

turn out quantities of cheese an butter.

In some sections around Madeline there

are a few possible homesteads, but not of

the best class. Some good relinquish

ments can be secured upon payment of

5x000 to $2000. The other valleys bein

older countries homesteads are a thing 0

the past, but land can be secured at prices

ranging from $15 per acre up to $150, de

pending upon improvements, develop

ments, water and location.

Barred to Homesteaders

Q. Can ou give me any information

about the Sim Luis Obispo country? A

man was speaking about the National

Forest there to my husband a few days

ago. He said it was overnment land to

be homesteaded. ould like to know

moi: albout climatie, raiilis, etc. Is it a

00 airying an ou t count .—fi'ins. F. P. 3., SAN Jgcmrrdr, CAL. ry

A. We quote letter from the ofiice of

the District Forester as follows:

"The National Forest area in San Luis

Obispo county comprises a narrow strip

along the summit of the Santa Lucia

mountains l ing north of Santa Maria and

San Luis Obispo. This National Forest

area is (éuite lar ely alienated and has been

retaine in the glational Forest mainly be

cause of the protection afforded to the

water supply of San Luis Obispo and sur

rounding country. San Luis Obispo

county has for some time cooperated in

the protection of this area from fire. The

National Forest lands in San Luis Obispo

and Santa Barbara counties are not sub

'ect to application for entry under the

crest Homestead Act of June ii, 1906;

in fact, this is the only National Forest

land in the United States that is not sub

ject to this act—Congress has expressly
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7/NATIONAL PARK
GLACIER PARK is established as America’s

Vacation Paradise—for reasons.

passes the Old World’s most famous Nature-pictures in

 

 

It sur

mountain splendor, the azure beauty of its 250 skyland lakes.

Here, _at the Continental Divide, the Rocky

Mountains reach thernsuptexne glory. Go on

horsebackoverwtde trails.through sky-reaching

passes, Join a hiking party or drink the Park's

cool breezes in luxurious automobile or launch.

Fine modern hotel: and Swiss chalet groups.

Tepee camps. Vacations, $1 to $5 per day.

_ Glacier Park is on the main transcontinental

line of the Great Northern en mute to Spokane

and its vacation places— Seattle, Tacoma and

Puget Sound resorts—Portland, Astoria, with

the new Columbia River Hi hway and Clatsop

Beach resorts—Vancouver, ictoriaandAlaska.

Round trip fares to Glacier National Park in

effect um: i to Sept. 30; to the Pacific North

west, et Sound and Alaska May i to Sept. 30.

The twin Palaces of the PacifieH-S. S. "Great

Northern" and S. S. "Northern Pacific"—three

times weekly between Portland, Astoria and

San Francisco. Folder on request.

Wm. I" 1.14” "Winn-n run for 12mm n-nv"

and Hllutrahd Glad” Nnu'nlal Pad literature.

C. E. STONILPuLTI-uffie Mn.,St.Puul, Minn.

C. W. PUTS, ‘at. 0... Pull. Apt, 210 8.Cllrk SLJIhIe-go

s. wuiisiiiinr, Gun. m. Pun.De|>l.,118| Bnndwny, in.

"See America First“

  

Addma .

l

  

G lecierNnlionol Perk

C. E. Stone, PmJ’nI. Inn, Great Northern Ry., Dept. 122, St. Paul, “in.

Please send me “Western Trips for Eastern People" Aemplane

I folder And deecrlptlvo Glacier National Park litei'nture free. I

I Name............... . .  

‘Luv................. .. '

“S ee America First”

......................... ..Sld¢¢................ I

  

CHIEF

| "man-z nuns"

-—-l'lia Mark

___ I loot no at Glade:

lulu-l Plrl

llll III-u
  

  

By the investment of more than a half million dollars in the

Bath houses. Sun Parlors. Hotel. Cottages. surrounded by exqu

given to the world Nature's Rich Endowment at: SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS so that evc

and Medical attention is provided in Twentieth Cenlu _ I

if you are searching for restoration to your normal hea th. Write [or free booklet and detailed information to

SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS COMPANY, Sol Dumwnehlngton. Seattle Office: 740 Henry Bid...

Nature's Sandovlum

almost infinite charm.

Hundreds of so called

_

SOL DUC
HOT SPRINGS

Surrounded on all sides by an indescribably

beautiful landscape in its primitive state. The

Craitor was extremely lavish here at Sol Duc

Hot Springs-in providini‘for the human race

0t content with all

these rare treats for the eye, Nature has

caused to pour forth from Mother Earth hot

mineral waters containing healing properties

not found in any other part of the entire world

and pronounced by eminent Specialists and

Medical Experts to he a specific for Rheu

matism, Diabetes. Gout, Skin discas'aaind

all forms of liver and stomach aflhcuons.

“incurahle" cases

have been treated with complete success.

erection of a thoroughly modern Sanatorium,

isitely beautiful grounds. the builders have

ry possible comiort

form. SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS is the place for you
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\ a seller and a
l buyer have made a

{i trade. based on truth. both

.‘ have obtained a benefit, and

the cornmuruty to which they

belong has been benefited inso

far as their intereau afiect the

welfare of the community. Each

has parted with that which the

other needed. and in turn has ob

tained from lua fellow-man what he

himself needed. Honest clchanges,

therefore. enhance values.

i‘ x

But trades based on untrtrth damage

allconcerned. They approach dan

gel-ously near to theft.

By advertising. buyers and sellers are

brought together. and truthful adver

tiaing promotes the welfare of the

commercial world; it in. in fact. a part

of the wealth-producing forces of the

‘world. But untnnhful advertising is

a fraud and the foster-er of fraud. It

    
i‘ i‘.
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’ By Buhop Warren A. Candler. Chancellor of Emorv Urnwrmv. Arlanm

  

  

partallea of the nature of the crime of

getting money. or goods. under false

pretenses. The medium of advertis

ing. whatever its nature, which lends

its columns to such BLiVCT‘Ui'tmB. ac

oepts a bribe to become accessory to

It is I far-reaching reform proposed

by the ABSOCIBl-Cd Advertising Club:

of the World in the motto "Truth"

Such a sentiment must act like I

health -ladea current on the trade

winds. Its influence will extend far

beyond the limits of advertising. and

stimulate honesty in all the processes

and transactions of commerce.

The patron saints of the commercial

world ought not to be Anaruaa and

Sapphira. Lying spirits cannot guide

safely the merchantme'n of the world.

The argoaiea of trade must am] by the

pole-star of truth. Otherwise they

will be wmebed.
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written for buyers like youraelf.
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untry are trips of charm and beauty that are only

now becoming well known to travelers and tourists. From Seattle you

IN the Puget Sound CO

can easily reach some of the most beautiful spots in all America—the

best known, Mt. Rainier National Park.

Write us for

 

We will gladly assist you in planning your Northwest tour.

information regarding side-trips, routes, etc.

Hotel Washington Annex, Seattle l

is a. modern, fireproof hotel, an ideal Seattle headquarters for the traveler.

Admirably

J. H. DAVIS, Proprielor

m ' -—~~~~--r —~* J

Commodious suites for parties, at very reasonable rates.

situated. Garage service.

 

 

WE CANNOT TELL YOU HOWTO MAKE MONEY

but we can tell you how to invest it in safe Western securities with the highest possible yield._ Write to

Financial Fditonsunset Magazine. San Frnnzisco. Cal. and tell him your problem. The ucrvice is free.

 

 

 

reserved these areas from the general

application of the act. The National

Forest area in san Luis Obispo county

is uniformly rough and steep and very

little of it has any value for agricultural

purposes, although some of it is quite

good grazing land. Outside of the Na—

tional Forest, San Luis Obispo county is

guite largely given over to grazing and

ai ing. It is quite possible there is some

pubic land in the county open to appli

cation and I regret that I cannot give you

any information along that line.”

Wants to Start a Heron Farm

% I wish to return to California to live

an educate my children. but I hesitate

to burn my bridges behind me and invest

my small capital there without reliable

information.

I have a capital of $7000 and could

raise more if necessary. I also know Cali

fornia very well and have many friends

there as I lived there a number of years.

My idea is to start a heron farm in south

ern California in one of the beach resorts,

either Long Beach or Venice, as that

would be near the ocean for the food and

at the same time close at hand for the

tourists. I have one tame heron and

could get more ifit were worth the trouble.

Is there a law in California prohibiting

women from wearing aigrettes? And to

whom could I write in Washington in

re ard to more information?

f there is a law against the use of

aigrertes, it does not stop the killin of

the birds, as different people in New ork

and San Francisco, as well as in Europe,

send posters down here offering $22 the

ounce. And as the people here do not

know anything about: the breeding season

or at what time the heron has the aigrettes

they are killing the herons all the year

round in hopes that they will get a few

aigrettes.

A man here, who makes his living out of

the aigrettes he sells to an English firm,

tells me that sometimes he kills as many

as fifty herons and not one will have

aigrettes. By this you will see that the

heron will soon be extincr.—P. D., TU

MACO, COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA.

A. There is no California state law

prohibiting the wearing of aigrettes, but

there is a federal law which prohibits the

importation of these feathers. We believe

that this law would not bar you from

raising tame herons and from selling the

feathers to the trade, but to make sure

on this point we have written the Attor

nay-General in Washington, D. C., asking

him whether the sale of heron feathers is

prohibited b federal enactment. If you

know the habits of herons, and if you are

certain that you can bring them up in

captivity under California_ conditions,

your statements seem to indicate that it

would be a profitable industry. ‘With

your capital you should be able to make

this enterprise go, providing ou succeed

in bringing a sufficient num er of tame

herons, alive and well, to start your farm

going. On this point we are absolutely

in the dark.

Hen Fruit and Berries

Q. The line of farming I’m interested

in is fruit and poultry farming. Have had

no experience in the fruit line, but have

done considerable in the poultry. As_to

the kind of land preferred I would like
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about io acres of sandy loam and about

5 acres of woodland. Capital at my com

mand, $2500. Will you kindly give me

full particulars as to your opinion of

Clarke county as a center in which to

locate. Also about how long would it take

to perfect a fruit farm so that the product

would be marketable. My reading has

convinced me that the state of Washing

ton holds great possibilities for anyone

interested in these lines, hence my desire

to locate there. Any information what

ever at your disposal will be greatly appre

ciated as I am an entire stranger to the

West and its inducements—Miss F. G.,

PATERSON, N. J.

A. We do not believe that Clarke

county, Washington, would be a desirable

location for an orchard property. As you

probably know, Clarke county has a dis

tinctly moist climate and lacks the quality

and quantity of sunshine needed to ro

duce the highl colored tree fruit w ich

is the only kincl'it pays to raise in the Far

West. In addition, the moisture tends to

encourage fungus and bacterial diseases

of all kinds, necessitating a good deal of

spraying to keep the trees healthy. In

our opinion a far better plan would be for

you to go to the Puyallup valley and buy

a small tract upon which to raise berries

and produce eggs.

For information concerning conditions

in the Puyallup valley, where cooperation

has created a most excellent market for

both eggs and berries, we would refer you

to the Service Bureau Department of our

October, 19i5, issue, and also to the

article entitled "The Puget Sound Coun

try," in ourrjune, 1914, issue. You can

see copies 0 these issues either at your

library, or we can mail them to you upon

receipt of 20 cents each. We are also

asking the Secretary of the State of Wash

ington to send you a booklet giving infor

mation about every county in the state.

The ca ital of 32500, which you men

tion, wou d enable you to make a start,

though it will be hard sledding for a

while. The berry patch in addition has

the advantage over the orchard as it '

comes into bearing considerably earlier.

After you have read the articles to

which we have referred won’t you write

us again telling us what you think of our

recommendations F

Goldfield and Its Water

Q. I shall greatly appreciate any in

formation you can give me in regard to

Goldfield, Nevada. Is there a large

foreign population? What is the climate?

What su plies the city with drinking

water? 5 irrigation necessary in that

locality?

What churches are located in Goldfield

and how do its schools compare with the

schools of other western cities of the same

populationP—A. H. C., FLiNT, Micii.

A. There is no large foreign population

in Goldfield, Nevada. For the most part

the miners are Americans.

The climate of Goldfield is dry. It is

hot in summer and there is considerable

snow in winter. It is essentially the

climate of the desert with higher altitude.

The water supply is brought from

Alida. 60 miles away. It is pure moun

tain water.

Irrigation would be quite necessary in

this vicinity. Water for irrigation is very

scarce and if one were to depend on the

 

That Dream—\
 

 

of yours, about getting the most out

of life in “The Land of Sunshine, Fruit

and Flowers"—California—will come

true, just as soon as you desire, if you

let me tell you where you can get

excellent land, in large or small tracts,

at reasonable

prices and on easy

terms. So write to

me TODAY.

Accurate information

free for the asking.

R. A. SMITH

Coloniulion and Indiitrial Aim!

UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM

Room 5l76

Union Pacific Headquarters

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

 

 

 

14 days from San Diego for -

12 days from Los Angeles for - 57.50

9 days from San Francisco for - 42.50

Attractive short cruiser. on the large, well known, modem

"PRESIDENT" and "GOVERNOR" from California "Aroun

return, visiting VICTORIA and VANCOUVER, B. C., SEATTLE, TACOMA.

EVERETT, ANACORTES and BELLINGHAM. Tickets are goocl for stop

over at Seattle or San Francisco up to October 3] .

 

Other Low Cost

Vacation Voyages

to

  

 

 

Short Ocean Voyages

$60.50

ssenger liners

(he Sound and

A Comfortable Berth and Enticing

Meals included Free in Each Ticket

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP C0.
ALASKA

SAN FRANCISCO

EUREKA

LOS ANGELES

SAN DIEGO

653 Market St. (Palace Hotel). San Francisco

624 South Sprinl St.. Los Angeles

3rd and Broadway. San Diego

“E Second Avenue. Seattle
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THE

ALASKA

1916 TOURIST

SEASON

JUNE 15: to SEPTEMBER 15th

As conducted by the enlarged fleet of

fast, splendid ships of ALASKA

STEAMSHIP CO., all admirably suited

to handle ALASKA TRAVELERS and

SIGHTSEERS, places this company in

position to olfer ALASKA EXCUR

SIONISTS more frequency of service and

comfort, and through its connections with

Railways and River Steamers which pen

etrate to the very heart of this NORTH

ERN FRONTIER WONDERLAND

enables us to plan a varied assortment

of ALASKA SIGHTSEEING TOURS

not possible to secure any other way.

Judging from the number of inquiries

being received daily, travel to Alaska

this summer will undoubtedly tax to the

limit even our extensive accommodations.

Therefore we suggest to those who desire

to SEE ALASKA this summer that their

reservations be made at the earliest pos

sible moment on either of the following

ships: Ala m e d a, Northwestern,

Mdriposa, Alaska, Jefferson,

Dolphin and Victoria.

So write today for sailing dates, rates,

and illustrated Alaska booklet to

ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO.

JOHN ii. BUNCH. c. F. a P. A.

459 Colman Bldg.

SEATTLE

City Ticket Office: 720 2nd Ave.

 

 

ALASKAN ’
RENDEZVOUS

RAINIER GRAND Ill-ll

  

 

liven nation-wide sstigo as the Seattle

scene In Re: Best: 'a famous story "THE

SPOILERS." A land mark of the pioneer

Alaska Gold Rush da where the Sour

doughs and men pro ent in the North's

ofllcial lite mingled then and tods , lending

sgtouch of romance to modern otel lite.

Rainier Grand Hotel provides an excellence

In service throughout which pleases the

most exacting. itnated conveniently to

berths of Alaska Steamship Companies,

financial, theatre, and shopping districts.

Write for literature and rates.

RAINIER GRAND I'IO'I'EL
UNDER PERSONAL MANAGEMENF'QIASPEPRY

SEATTLE.U.S.A.

 

Large AcreageProfits

ORANGE. LEMON. WALNUT and Sunni‘

beet land at WHOLESALE or retail

Tract contains 6. 500 acres in beautiful Riverside

un . Splendid level ground for whim-Ill

Su_ ar eets can be raised between trees. Good

In] . water, climate. Transportation on three

l'llll'oldi- Special prices to parties buying to

gether 50 to I00 acres. Long time payments.

PREFER SELLING TRACT AS

A WHOLE AT LOW PRICE

Write for Particulars and Booklet

W. J. HOLE. Owner

820 TRUST AND SAVINGS BUILDING

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA

 

 

water su ply for the same the cost would

be rohibitive.

hurches located in Goldfield are

Roman Catholic, Episcopal, Methodist,

Congregational.

The school system compares favorably

with that of other western cities of the

same population. The buildings are all

modern and fully equipped.

Eight Days
(Continuedfrom page 31)

 

once again, and passed with a :lorh! that

sent the spray fi ing upward as briskly as

if some waywar hand had tossed a brick

bat from the arch of Ferndale brid e over

head. The reel—oh, never mimI about

that. It shrieked or screeched or did

whatever it is that Harry says it does at

such times. Yes, but I wasn't interested

just then in that. The line on the reel was

92 yards in length—42 yards of tapered

silk, spliced on to fifty yards of linen

backing. '

About ten yards of the backing re

mained when I began to yell.

"Help, helpl”

I do not think Harry would have yelled.

To yell is not cam fire stuff. In al prob

abilit Harr wou d have braced himself,

rolle back is sleeves, then given “Old

Reliable," his sturdy companion in man

a battle afloat and afield, a stiff, resoun -

in thump.

In the type-keys. In the keyboard.

Probably in the exclamation point.

Oh, well, I am no Harry. I might as

well admit it.

"Help, helpl"

A boat bumped alon side.

"Oh, hullo,’ grunte Eureka.

Gettin in, he turned his own boat
adrift. gl‘hen, laying to the oars, he

rowed me after that distant acquaintance

of mine, this steelhead. Up near the

bridge now, it had just reappeared, on

view for a brief moment and doing the

Castle-walk, without music, on its tail

end. Between the coils of the flying line

I now could see where the line ended on

the spindle. It was knotted there. I

knew what would happen once the knot

was reached.

About this time, though, the fish got it

into its wayward head to sto . Why it

did, though, I know not. lgrobabl it

imagined itself out of the county. lse_

where. Away from there.

And while it paused, Eureka rowed,

while I ground away at the reel.

I round and ground. It was a grand

da or grinding, in fact. However, while

still I was grinding, while still Eureka was

grunting at the oars, the steelhead ot a

new lease of consciousness, an as

abruptl went elsewhere. .

Eure a rowed and I reeled. A mid

night club member could not have more

assiduously reeled. Again the Humboldt

county background grew bright with a

meteoric display of steelhead. Constel

lations of scintillating fish soared bril

liantly into and out of my ken. More

somersaulting. More Castle-walking.

More and more. Then, as in a dream, I

found myself ashore. Solid earth was

beneath my feet. Rod uplifted, I re

treated backwards, towing something

after me.

 

IN THE HEART OF AMERICA'S

SUMMER PLAYGROUND
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NewWashington

Hotel, Seattle

Suggest Your Vacation Plan

Amount the Wonders of the Great Pacific Nortlnvesl

RAINIER NATIONAL PARK,

PUGET SOUND, ALASKA

Road maps. Gangs data and also complete

first-hand Information of this entire section,

gathered personally by the Management.

all for the free usooi guests. Vi rlto today for

complete literature and travel Information.

 

 

New Washington Hotel, Seattle
 

r

HOTEL “ ‘

WAIIlIlllF
SEATTLE

New steel and concrete hotel. 300

rooms, $1.00 per day and up. Com

fortable surroundings, courteous

service. In center of theatre and

shopping district. Authentic data

an complete maps of automobile

highways in the Northwest and

Rainier National Park. Headquar

ters for Alaska. tourists.

Northwestern and Alaska literature

cheerfully sent on request

WALDORF

_L V C.R.DOUGiLAS;llIlion. “g—

IHotel Stewart

SAN FRANCISCO

Geary Street just. on‘ Union Square

European Plan $1.50 a day upward

" ‘50: l '- 50c 7" $1.00
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L Most. famous meals in United States

ifili‘r‘z‘. AUSTRAIIA
(In there now! Voyage ls delightful \ila Honolulu and

Samoa. Splrnrlirl 10000 tun twin-sore‘ A-srlraa steamers over!

ll days from San Franclseo (June ll, Illi- l. 16, Aug. Ii). Rs

t-urn Ist class. "17.50: 2d class. "95.0% Including China.

lapdu. In class, “1530' to Honolulu, “5.00. Folders rm

II. !. RUIUR'I'I‘. 11 Battery PL, I. Y., or Orv-Ills 8. 8. 0... Oil

SVDNEv ....J snonr um:

REDUCED FREIGHT RATES

Thron‘h Car Service for Household Goods and Automobiles

From and in all parts ofthe Exist. (‘um-uit our nearest office before

shipping, (‘an Mvdnllrlmdorl and nnlond-d l\_v Irrverlalu-M mon.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT COMPANY

20.! South Desrborn Street. Chicago

l'nollle mar- sm- rum-m n- iinr- lush In» Angel"

Alnall RIIIIIIII‘. MI".
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_ It came slowly. It came—could I be

lieve itF—inch by inch. Ere long, its

dorsal fin sharply cutting the wimplin

wave, it drew toward me, then rolled

solemn! on its side.

Oh, arry! Oh, fellows!

AY, come ather round me in the den,

boys, whie I tell you all about it!

There he is now, the big steelhead, hang

ing over the mantel, mounted on a birch

bark laque and as big as life. It was

like t is, fellows. We were up there in

Humboldt county, the “Doc" and I, and

one momin —

"Hey, for aawd's sake!” elled Eureka.

I almost had him, had t at fish. Flat

on his side, I was towing him to the beach,

when all at once he rose on his tail, spun

dizzily a while, and with that, went

thencewards.

“Hi! you idiot! Let him go!"

There was nothing else to do.

lowed the directions.

But why continue? Five minutes he

was mine, mine in reality. I had him, ‘so

why prolong the agony? No need, either,

for harrowin you with the details. The

second time% brought him in the leader

broke, when with a deft foot Eureka

booted him ashore.

I hope Harry does not read this!

ERIOUSLY, I'd like to sa this nowtI

have fished many rivers, have taken

many fish, and the fish have been of man

kinds. But east or west, be the fish Sal:

mon, trout or bass, for his inches I do not

know a sportier fish than the steelhead,

the Eel river brand in particular. Nor do

I know, either, a better brand of sports

men than the Eel river, Humboldt county,

brand.

Good food, ood friends, good fish!

\Vhat more con d a good fisherman ask

here below?

You will find all that at Fernbtidge.

I fol

 

Homesteading

Without a Chaperon

(Continued from page 26)

between 7 and 8 o’clock, before it ets

dark, when a woman can do hard out oor

work. When we began to di the post

holes and set the posts for our fences, one

in the morning and one in the evening was

all we could manage. It was our very best

effort and that left us tired out and sore

in every muscle. But before we had been

at it very long we had increased our out

put to ten holes in the morning and ten in

the evening. In all, we set 600 posts, sav

ing at least $75, the cash cost of the work

if done by hired labor. But the land is not

yet all fenced. It is important to get this

done as it can then be taken better care

of and cannot be tramped over by ranging

cattle. I could have rented some of my

land for cattle holds, but I did not care to

as it takes too long to get the ground back

in condition after the animals have been

on it for a while.

BUT homesteadin on a dry-land farm

is not all thirst, esolation and dreari

The social side of life is not"885.

95
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Real Ei'tate—California i Patent;
 

Seal Beach, cnllfornln—thegrentest and new

est amusement rmort on the Pacific Coast, is only

forty-live minutm ride from Los Angeies, the great

est city on the Pacific Ocean. Any lot there will

make {on a. profit. Write for mu details free. You

don t ave to buy an thing. Robert 13. Armstrong

Co., Seal Beach, Call ornla. The place where the

scintillating scarchl hts from the San Francisco fair

make a new White ay.

 

lluntin ton Bench -— Southern California's

Erottlat, wtmt growing bench town. (Send for

k.) Modern improvements. Rich back country.

High ground. Prices on lots and small acreage low.

Huntington Beach (30., VanNuys Bldg., Los Angelcs.
 

Invest in a Growing Seaport In Southern

California. Summer sca breezes and winter sun

shine. Ask why. 0. J. Colden, 705 Story Bldg.,

Los Angeles.

 

Real Estate—Wa.r/zingt0n
 

Workin men—Look! If you want a little

farm you s ould buy it close to where you can earn

wagm. That's the one way to make ood. Good

land. close to thin and where there is ots of work.

That's my propos tion. Oni a little money 1160(5

sary. 0 ymm to pay. W en our farm is im

proved you are independent ull information

ree. H. C. Peters, Central Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

 

Farm; For Sale

Virginia, N. C. W. Vn., and Ohio Farms at

$15.00 acre and up offer big value for the price.

Best cl mate, markets. schools and trans rtatlon.

ood land and neighbors. Write F. H. Baume,

Agrl. Agt. N. & W. Ry., 267 Arcade, Roanoke, Va.

Help Wanted

Do You Want a Position for Life, with big

play short hours and sure advancement? Then

work for Uncle Sam. My free illustrated book

DK 014 tells how to fit an appointment. Earl

Hopkins, Washington, . C.

 

 

 

 

Agents anted

Agents—Pair Silk Hole Free, ltlte size and

color. Beautiful line direct from mill. Good profits.

Write today. 'I‘riplewear Mills, Dcpt. 3, 720 Chest

nut St, Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

Agricultural Implement:

Engines, Illneh Supplies. Implements and

 

Wagons, Tractors. Largest stock lnsouthwest. Write '

for 300 pagecatalogue. Quotations furnished prompt- \

ly. Ship everywhere. Arnott d: (30., Los Angeles.

Patents Secured or Fee Returned. Send

sketch or model for tree search, report, and advice.

Manufacturers want Kimmel patents. Latest and

most complete patent book ever published for free

1

 

distribution. eorge P. Kimmel, 242 Barrister

Building, Washington, D. C.

Patents that Protect and Pay.' Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results.

Promptness assured. Send sketch or model for

search. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 624

F Street, Washington, D. 0.
 

Wanted Ideas.

wanted. $1,000,000 in rlzes offered for inventions.

Our four books sent roe. Send sketch for free

opinion as to patentablllt . Victor J. Evans & 00.,

Patent Attorneys, 751 inth, Washington, D 0.

Write for List of Inventions

 

simple thing to patent’! Protect your ideas they

may bring you wealth. Write for “Need nven

“Patent Bu Randol h A: (30.,

ashingt/on, D .

Patents Manufacturers BUY are the kind

For proof and Reliable free

A. B. Lacey, 707 Banister

tions" and

Patent Attys., 627 F.,
 

we et for inventors.

, write 8. &

B ., Washington, D. C.
 

Ideas Wanted—Manufacturers are writing

for patents procured throu h me. hree books

wit list hundreds of invent one wanted sent free.

I helplyou market your invention. Advice Free.

R. B. Owen, 106 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

 

l

l

l
l

‘ Wanted—Au Idea. Who can think of some

l

l
! Olzl Coin: Wanted

l Will Pay $3.00 to 810.00 for II In. Eagle Cent

dated 1856. We pay cash rem urns on all rare

l dimes, quarters, etc. and a rare coins to 1912.

\ Thousands of coins wanted. Bond 40 for Iisr 0 lil

l ustrated Coin Circular. Numismatic Bank, ept.

65, Fort Worth, Texas.
i

a For tlze Lame

 

 

 

Perfection Extension Shoes make a Short

. Does away with iron or cork

extension. Worn with ready made shoes. Sent on

a provsi. Booklet free. Henry '1‘. Lots, 313

d Ave., N. Y. City.
 

Miscel/aneou:

l

l

l

1

Cash for Coupons. We buy. sell, or exchange

an

n

i

 

all kinds of cigar, cigarette, tobacco, ,

trading stamps. Davida: McKaye oupon Ex

change Station. 204 ercantlle lace (upstairs),

Los Angeles. Oldmt and most reliable Coupon

House on the Coast. 

Australian lilnek Opals—We are headquarters

for these beautiful Gems, as well as all other recious

and semi-precious stones. Mounted to or er. Ill

ustrated. book free. The Gem Shop, 925-27 Phelan

Bldg" San Francisco, Cal.
 

Wanted by a young man 30, good educa

tion and ability range- red. wlth wi 0 knowledge

of live-stock bus ness in Wat and Southwest, osi

tion as foreman or manager of ranch or ran 0 w ere

conditions favor possible investment. R. . Dlehl,

Big Oak Fiat, California.

 

 

lNQUlRlES AT FIVE CENTS EACH

Three insertions of our classified ad in

SUNSET MAGAZINE. soliciting in

quiries on "Hollywood. the Favorite oot

hill Suburb of Los Angeles," have brought

us 159 replies and they are coming in at

the rate of four or five daily. I figure it

cost me less than five cents a reply. Other

magazines I have used cost me eighty-one

cents a r ly.
SUNSEZI‘ certainly reaches the people

who are planning to come to the acific

Coast.

C. H. Ltertscorr 8: Co.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

 

 

 

ONE DOLLAR A LINE

k

The Classified Advertising columns of

Sunset offer a. cheap, effective means

for reaching Sunset’s thousands of

readers. The rate for announcements

in this department is $1.00 per line

each insertion. Check should accom

pany order. Send for booklet “The

Evidence.”

SUNSET MAGAZINE

460 Fourth St. San Francisco
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CONVENIENCE

OLD will buy things

anywhere. But it’s

neither as safe nor as

easy to carry as \Vells

Fargo Travelers Checks.

And the carrying ofnei

ther gold, silver nor paper

money will insure you

the attention of \Vells

Fargo & Company, wide

spread, and with a reputa

tion for personal service.

Wells Fargo Express

Service is immediate,

personal and safe. Try

it for your baggage as

well as your packages.

WELLS FARGO

Travelers Checks

 

 

 

  

  

, ATLIN AND THE YUKON

Decide on seeing thin Great North Land ‘.1

thin aumrner. (via the famed "Inside Pana

afi"). You will never regret it, but see man

t n the ahoren. Stop over at Skaguay—go

beyond. See the fascinating interior — a land _r

of Howell. eunahine and ' cal summer clip 9

male. World-wide travelers who know say

it in the moat interesting part of the tri .

Read their let tern in our booklet“opiniona '.

lt'a worth while.

lnaddition to our regular trina throughout

the summer to in-Dnwaon-Fuirbanka an

Nome—(via. the famed "inside Passage")—

we ofler two Midnight Sun Excursions in

_Iune and—

TWO GRAND TOUR

EXCURSIONS

-—to Nome via Skaguay-Dawson and Fair

bunks. returnin from Nome via Seward. the

terminus of the .S.Govt. R;'., the Colum

bia Glacier, Valdez, Cordova and the Great

Miles Glacier. Unqueationably the most in

tereatin and comprehensive tri to Alaska

and the ukon possible to take. rly rest-r

vatinnl very essential. rite now for Free

Booklets and information regarding round

trip fares. etc.

First-Clan Steamer: and Service Throughout

A. I’. llPF. T. M.

Bil‘: Aliulrn Bldg.

Smith. “Inh

  

....39.‘,-Jvl.4.‘.

  

 

  

HERMAN WIIG, o. P. A.

lot “.“aahhlilol St.

(‘mi-ago as‘

white Pass&Yukon Rollie ‘

  

 
 

 

  

I

neglected, and many con enial friends can

be found among the sett ers. To be sure,

one does not have regular calling hours,

for visits in the sa ebrush are made by the

day. One goes TMi-OI'B breakfast, as it

were, and stays until evening. Distances

between the homes are too great to be

taken lightly. But parties in the land of

hope and thirst are just as much fun as

they are in the city and many of them are

made to serve useful purposes as well. If

a homesteader has a big job on hand he

invites all of his friends. After many

hands have made light work of the task
there are I‘cats" for which every one is

more than ready, and thereafter the fes

tivities begin. A potato picking party to

which my sister and I were invited by a

homesteader who lived several miles away ‘

proved almost to be our Waterloo.

On this occasion no one near us was

going, so we decided to rent the horse and

wagon of a neighbor. The horse, the

wagon and the harness had been brought

' around and left the night before. When

we were ready to start, a serious problem

confronted us. Neither my sister nor I

. had ever harnessed a horse. The straps,

buckles and hooks with which he was to

be attached to the wagon completely

mystified us. For long minutes we stood

and looked at him, waiting for inspiration.

As no inspiration came, we began to try

first this and then that combination, but

without results satisfactory to the horse.

At last the ower of advertisin made

itself felt. remembered the Tiarness

catalogue I had sent for. With the aid of

its pictures, working slowly and sys

tematically, we finally had the animal all

hitched and buckled up ready for action.

, .
'

_

 

Not particularly confident even at that, v,

we decided to stop at the house of a friend

who lived on the way, to have him look

over the job. As usually happens in
such cases, he was not at home when i

wanted, but we reached our destination

without mishap and were much com

mended.

One has friends here as elsewhere and

I dress as becomingly as I can. Why

shouldn't one look rett if one can?

That isn't a crime, alt ough' a girl must be

rather conservative in the sagebrush.

Since, as before mentioned, the people do

not have much diversion and therefore

take a lively interest in each others’

afi‘airs, a young woman alone must be

more than conventional to avoid being

talked about. It is not sufiicient that she

avoid evil itself; she must avoid even the

least appearance of evil. We young

people, for example, like to get together

for a chat now and then and the young

men are disposed to call on the young

women out here just as normal young men

are everywhere. But when a young

fellow from a distant farm rides over to

call on me, I cannot ask him into my

home. To be sure there is no other lace

except a hard wooden bench in the groil

ing sun on which to sit, but that is not the

point. it is not proper to ask a man in

side, for I have but one room and no

cha eron. So we look for the soft side of

the bench, try to find a few feet of shadow

cast by the Piano Box and thoroughly

en'oy ourselves in spite of everybody.

l have often been asked if it is not dan

gerous for a girl to live alone in a sparsely

opuiated, isolated place. I have never

lieen very much afraid, although there are

quite a number of hoboes along the
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P, tiQYonder'iand

SEE lT THIS YEAR

and become inlimaiely

acquainted with that

LAND UP THERE

Wondelful mountains and ‘laden

-Thouiand| of islanda, bay: and

inicia~Aluka lndianl at work in

their native Totem Pole Villages.

weaving iantaiic basket! and mat:

and shaping huqe crdar legs inio

gran-f mulli - coiorrd anon.

Halibut fisheries and salmon trap-A

Canncriu * peraiinl miner.

our fie-inn land at all inimdin:

points and out-If-ihe-uay place:

not oouibie to Ice by ollaer routeu.

Pnaaengera have Iota of

time nahcre to lee it all

\Vriie loday for rain, full

particular: and illuriralcd

ALASKA FOLDER Address

.delrne'lrausporiaiionCo.

fix‘? i.i.|1Aii4iS.Itr. iiltlliiliil emu

i" ' Suiilr, Wisiiaginl

  

e
/ .
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TIICI'C’S One HOtfil

in

r ' SAN FRANCISCO

“ With This Policy

TEVERY

ROOM

$15“)
Per Day, No Higher

(Eii her One orTwo Persons)

With Private Bath and

Lurlre Dressing Closet

rtght Hotel
SUTTER ST.. WEST OF POWELL ST.

()iu- lilock north of St. Francis Hotel

Take a "Universal Bus" direct to Hotel atour Expense

  

Management: J. H. PLUNKETT

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,

MANAGEMENT, ETC.

of SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly,

published monthly at San Francisco, Cal.,

required by [he Ar! uf August 24, 1912.

AliY ('Hli'iih. all lnveda, any numia-r. ilatclr
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railroad. I have a .22 rifle, but never

shot anything except two rabbits with it.

Nevertheless, my sister and I had an ex

perience which scared us a little. Late

one afternoon three exceedingly rough

looking men asked for food and shelter at

mv sister's house where I hap ened to be.

When we told them truthful that we
had nothing to spare, they loafied around

for a while and finally sauntered off in the

direction of my shack.

I remained with my sister as long as I

could. After dark I started for home, as

no matter what hap ened I always slept

there in order to fiilfil the homestead

obligations. I entered the door with fear

and trembling, reluctantly said good

night to the neighbor who had walked

home with me, nailed a board across the

door on the inside, put my rifle across the

bed near my hand and lay awake all night

tremblin at ever sound. Nothing hap

pened. The neighbor watched my place

throughout the night as well as he could

from his own distant home, ready to

come at the sli htest sign of trouble, but

he did not are stay near me and

take any chances with the school for

scandal as he had a wife and children

back in Kansas.

MY garden is a source of great delight

to me. I get up early in the morn

ing to dig, pull weeds, lant and coax the

radishes, lettuce and ot er things to grow.

The results are not what they should be,

I must confess, because the arid soil is not

yet in good condition and I am not an ex

pert gardener. And there are the rabbits

and ophers. The do not wait to be

aske ; they sim l lielp themselves. But
the few things Ipdb manage to raise help

‘3"? .'7_‘.fr a

out wonderfully. Since the store was

opened at Beryl and the people in the

vicinity began to raise more and more,

the food problem is being solved. I chop

my own wood, which I get in rather large

logs that have to be split into stove size.

It is quite cold when I first go to the farm,

usually in March, and it gets cold before

the seven months are up, so I have to have

a fire part of the time for heat as well as

for cooking.

It has taken pluck to stick to the ven

ture and see it through. There have been

times when it has been very hard to stay,

but I have never even thought ofquitting,

though scores of men in this vicinit have

been unable to hold on. Most 0 those

who stay seem to think that their prob

lems are solved when they receive their

patents. To my mind the real task has

then only begun. It takes money, grit,

perseverance and self-denial to develop a

arm out of raw land, and a dry-farm is

harder to make than an irrigated farm.

But we have hopes that by-and-by a re

liable supply of underground water will

be developed and part of the land at least

will be irrigated. But even without irri

gation water the as ect of the country is

rapidly changing. Substantial homes are

here and there replacing the shacks of the

homesteaders, the square green patches

in the gra sagebrush are growing in

number anti'size every spring, and though

there are many disappointments and fail

ures, the shimmering valley is gradually

becoming filled with real houses.

Disregarding whatever pecuniary gain

there may be, it is a real ins iration to be

art of a modern pioneer co ony conquer

ing the wilderness. At least it is an inspi

ration in the retrospect.

 

New Light on an Old Roman

(Continued from page 42)

the garden preparing to express the wifely

anxiety of Portia at Brutus’ unwonted

late hours out-of-doors. A group of dis—

tinguished Romans stood at one side,

beyond contact with the mob. Frank

Keenan, trained down by hard work under

Producer Ince, was the'lean and hungry

Cassius; Douglas Fairbanks, from the

Fine Arts Studio, was young Cato, al

though he could have done justice to the

art of Antony, for Marc was some boxer.

l‘here were strenuous times ahead for

these Romans yet, just as that moment,

the were preoccu ied with a charming

bar aric dancer, Nfae Murra , from the

Lasky studio, at the head ogabout 00

wild young things chosen to dance be ore

Caesar. And so it went. Beachwood

Canyon was full of stars. The lines of the

play, describing the marvelous appear

ance of the heavens with "exhalations

whizzing in the air," might have been

written for the occasion. Actors from

eve 'where, fully three hundred of them,

rein orced by an enthusiastic army of

high school youths until the complete

cast numbered u ward of five thousand.

Raymond Wel s originated this reall '

notable roduction, and "put it over, '

backed b the enter rising Board of

Trade of glollywood. t is a wise board

of trade that recognizes the value of a

Shakes arean tercentenary celebration

for the enefit of the Actors’ Fund as com

pared with a rose carnival for the benefit

of Hollywood publicity. Hollywood,

being wise, scored big, and Wells scored,

also. He is an actor and director at the

Fine Arts Studio and this roduction hasbrought him real fame. li-le came over

to where we sat that night, anting from

a climb up the Capitoline Hill.

“Please notice one bona-fide novelty,”

said he. “The moving picture cutback

has already appeared in the spoken drama

in ‘On Trial,’ but here ou have the

classic ‘messenger-speech’ helped out by

this film device. Shakespeare had to say

‘shouts’ and then have Casca describe

what the shouts meant. We simply turn

the Searchlight on the hill and there you

see Caesar refuse the crown and the mob

throw their sweaty night-caps in the air.

And when despairing Cassius sends

Pindarus to the hill to tell him how the .

battle goes, the lights pick out the battle

itself on the horizon line until, in the ‘

blaze of the burning camp. the conflict

comes down front and Brutus runs on his

sword. There have been real battles in ‘

these hills, in early California history, and

we’re makin history in this production,

if ou’ll ar on the conceit."

Wells ad ot his breath by then and

the actor qua ity was in his voice. Im

pressively, because of real accomplish

ment, he quoted Cassius in the play:

“How many ages hence

Shall this our lofty scene be acted o’er

In states unborn and accents yet unknown!"

 

 
 

DoesYour Doctor

3 Give Advice for

L 15 cents?

Does he tell you stories, talk to

you about current events, show

you beautiful pictures and diag

nose your case, all for three

nickels?

Your doctor does not do these

things, but the modern magazine

does. The present-day monthly

of standing and character no

longer is merely a collection of

more or less entertaining stories

and articles bound in paper covers.

It has become the sincere, disin_

terested, unobtrusive friend of the

family. Years ago the magazine

centered its chief interest on in

struction; a little later it became

an entertainer; now the best mag

azines aim to render their readers

genuine, valuable service in addi

tion to instruction and enter

tainment.

SUNSET has a real story to tell

month after month, a real service

to render. Through its expert

advice on Western lands, their

character and value it has helped

hundreds of its readers to place

their money advantageously, has

prevented thousands from losing

their savings in fake land schemes.

SUNsE'r’s financial advice has en

abled hundreds of readers to ob

tain a better return on their funds

than is paid by savings banks,

without sacrificing the safety of

the investment. And SuNsE'r‘s

travel department has smoothed

the way, contributed to the com

fort of thousands of tourists who

came to see the Great West.

If you contemplate establishing

a new home in any part of the

Pacific Slope; if you would know

of the best hotels in any part of

the West; if you are anxious to find

out about agricultural conditions,

the price of land, the supply of

water, the character of the soil

anywhere West of the Rockies;

if you want information concern

ing safe investments that will yield

from 5 to 7 per cent; if you con

template a motor journey and

need data on road conditions and

accommodations anywhere be

yond the Rockies, ask SUNSET.

The information will be furnished

cheerfully, as promptly as possible

and without cost. '

Address

Sunset Magazine

Service Bureau

Sunset Building

San Francisco

"$3
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Why We Send You

These Booklets

Men have been surprised to find that our booklet on

“Business Stationery” is really about business stationery

and not a vehicle for a selling talk on Old Hampshire Bond

stationery.

Another booklet, “Why Your Form Letters Do Not

Pay,” is a genuine and serious inquiry into the subject of

making form letters more profitable. In this book We do

not pretend or hint that Old Hampshire Bond is the key

that unlocks the door to Success.
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Why do we send out these booklets?

Because we know that the only man who is likely to buy Old Hampshire

Bond is the man who knows the cash value of the difference between a good

letter and a poor letter.

Letters today have about the same standing that advertising had thirty years

ago. Only a few firms are alive to the tremendous selling force that the

right kind of letters can exert.

When business men give to their letters a fraction of the consideration

they now give to their advertising, we will not have to tell them why they

should use Old Hampshire Bond Stationery. They will know why.

In addition to the small booklet on "Business

Stationery," or the larger booklet, “Why Your

Form Letters Do Not Pay,“ we will send you,

at your request, a portfolio showing specimen

sheets of Old Hampshire Bond Stationery. (

HAMPSHIRE PAPER COMPANY

SOUTH HADLEY FALLS, MASS.

The only pap” maker: in Ill: “world making

bond paper exrlmirut/j
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